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What is Philosophy?
Philosophy - "1. (a) Love and pursuit of wisdom by intellectual means and moral self-discipline. (b) The
investigation of causes and laws underlying reality. (c) A system of philosophical inquiry or demonstration.
2. Inquiry into the nature of things based on logical reasoning rather than empirical methods. 3. The
critique and analysis of fundamental beliefs as they come to be conceptualized and formulated. 7. The
science comprising logic, ethics, aesthetics, metaphysics, and epistemology. 10. The system of values by
(1)
which one lives: a philosophy of life."
The word itself comes from the Greek word "philosophein", which literally means "lover of wisdom". It is believed that
this term was first coined by the famous Greek philosopher Aristotle, in referring to himself as a seeker after wisdom, as
opposed to an already wise man (sophia). In the centuries since, it has been used in like manner to refer to all whose
primary purpose in life has been the seeking of knowledge and wisdom. Even today, we retain a vestige of this heritage
by bestowing on doctoral graduates the title "Ph.D." or "Doctor of Philosophy", regardless of their field of study.
But like all human endeavours over the centuries, those who might be called "philosophein" have become increasingly
specialized. In the days of Aristotle, and even as recently as the days of the Renaissance, one person could develop an
encyclopaedic understanding of a good proportion of available knowledge. There just was not that much (generalized as
opposed to detailed specific) knowledge that mankind had developed. From Aristotle and Archimedes through Sir Isaac
Newton and his contemporaries, "philosophers" have explored and contributed to many facets of our understanding of
reality in the same career. Biology, physics, chemistry, ethics, and political philosophy were all one subject matter,
without regard to the modern artificial boundaries. Beginning with the Renaissance, however, and the explosion of
published knowledge brought about by the printing press, a distinction began to be drawn between those seekers of
wisdom who studied nature in all its forms, and those who examined the "higher" questions of ethics and such. So Isaac
Newton, and Charles Darwin, and many of their contemporaries, referred to themselves as "Natural Philosophers"
because they focused on the questions of Nature. Thus distinguishing themselves from others of their contemporaries,
like Rene Descartes, who could be more properly called "Simple Philosophers" because their focus of interest shifted
easily from the questions of Nature, to the questions more typical of modern Philosophy.
Today, what are referred to as the "hard", or "quantitative" sciences have split off from "Natural Philosophy" into their
own separate disciplines. So we have Physics, Nuclear Physics, Quantum Physics, Polymer Chemistry, Biochemistry,
Astronomy, Biology, Zoology, Marine Botany, and so forth in confusing numbers. The amount of knowledge that
Mankind has accumulated about Nature has grown so vast, that new sub-disciplines are constantly being spun off. What
remains today within the domain of the "Simple" philosopher, are the "qualitative" questions that extend above and
beyond the multitude of areas carved out by the experts in measuring and counting. Thus the nuclear physicist measures
the characteristics of quarks and gluons, and the sociologist counts noses in numerous dimensions, while the
philosopher ponders the questions of "What is Reality, anyway?". "Where are we?", "How do we know what we
know?", "How are we to establish what is 'good'?", "What is the right thing to do?"

Why Should we Care?
The dictionary definition quoted above gives a good explanation of what Philosophy IS, but doesn't go into the "Why?"
of Philosophy. Why worry about Philosophy? Why bother about what is Ethical and Moral? Who cares about
Aesthetics, Ontology, Epistemology, and all of the various branches of the study of Philosophy? What's the purpose of it
all?
On a daily basis, almost on a moment to moment basis, we are all faced with the challenge of making our way in the
world, in one manner or another. In doing so, we are constantly deluged with an overabundance of choice. It might be as
simple as whether to speed up or slow down on the highway, whether to use cream or milk in the coffee, whether to
have a salad or soup for lunch, whether to drop a quarter in the hat of the street musician. It might be as complex as
whether to join some church or other, whether to have an abortion or not, or whether to steal a wallet or not. How we
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approach the process of choosing between the choices presented to us, is what is called our "Philosophy of Life".
I will borrow and update here, an analogy first employed by Ayn Rand(2). Suppose that you are an astronaut whose
spaceship goes out of control, falls through a "hyper-dimensional sub-space anomaly" (courtesy Star Trek) and crashes
on an unknown planet. When you regain consciousness, you find that you are not badly hurt. The first three questions
that probably would pop to mind are: Where am I? How can I know (or find out)? What should I do (now)?
It is dark where you find yourself. You turn to look at the stars above, but stop. You are struck by a sudden thought: "If I
don't look up, I don't have to know that I am buried alive somewhere and can't see stars, or are perhaps too far away
from Earth to ever return." You turn to examine your spaceship, but stop. You are struck by a sudden fear: "If I don't
look, I don't have to know that perhaps the ship is not there, or too damaged to carry me home, or provide shelter." You
relax, and keep your eyes closed. You begin to wonder why you have no desire to do anything. You are suffused with a
foggy, pleasant, but vague and undirected feeling of hope. As long as you don't know how badly off you are, you are
free to believe what you wish. In the absence of any evidence to the contrary, you are free to believe that everything is
just fine, and help will be along shortly. It seems so much more pleasant, and so much safer just to wait for something to
turn up.
Eventually, feeling slightly but distantly guilty about your inactivity and unconcern, you look around you. In the
distance, you see some creatures approaching. They, you decide, will tell you where you are, and what to do. They will
answer all your questions. They will solve all your problems. So you relax back into your inactivity and unconcern, and
wait for Them to arrive and tell you what to do.
This little story is not as fictional as it might first appear. Most people are in the position of the stranded astronaut. Most
people, most of the time, keep their eyes, ears, and minds tightly closed. Most people, most of the time, exist from day
to day suffused with a foggy, pleasant, but vague and undirected feeling of hope. So long as they don't know, they are
free to believe what they wish. They are free to believe that everything is just fine, and help will be along shortly. It
seems so much more pleasant, and so much simpler, so much safer just to have Them (Him / It) tell them what to do,
what to believe, what to think.
Once all the pomp and pageantry and fancy decorations have been stripped away, one's Philosophy of Life comes down
to the answers you provide (or let others give you) to three fundamental questions:
1) What is the nature of Reality? (Metaphysics)
2) How do we know what is True? (Epistemology)
3) What is the Right thing to do? (Ethics)
Ultimately, of course, what we are most interested in is the answer to the last of these three - "What is the Right thing to
do?" But the second of these questions is necessary because knowing what is the Right thing to do depends intimately
on what we think it means to know anything. And the first of these questions is necessary because knowing anything at
all depends intimately on what we think it means to know anything about some thing. So, these three questions might
also be phrased as:3) What ought I do? Which of these alternatives ought I choose? Should I look around this place, or should
I keep my eyes closed and just believe?
2) How do I know that I ought to do that? How do I know what the alternatives mean? Are there
consequences to my choices? Can I know or find out what the consequences are? Do the consequences
matter?
1) On what do I base this knowledge? Just what are the alternatives? Are there alternatives? Can I find out
what they are? How do I find out what they are?
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Question 1 - What is the Nature of Reality?
Are your surroundings, your environment, comprehensible? Or is all about you mysterious, confusing, and
incomprehensible? Does this place you are in behave according to rules? Can you learn anything about the rules of this
place? Can you take any advantage of such knowledge? Or is it a place that is subject to inexplicable miracles, or
cryptic chaos? Or perhaps this place you find yourself in is subject to your whims, and responsive to your desires? Is it
perhaps responsive to someone else's whims or desires? Does it matter whether you know anything about this place?
Or will this place take care of you on its own?
The answers that you provide to these questions will govern your actions and your ambitions. Do you research how this
place operates, and take advantage of its rules? Or do you resign yourself to react to what befalls you, and just hope for
the best? Perhaps you will focus your energies and efforts in channelling your whims or desires. Or maybe you will
focus on communicating in the appropriate fashion with whoever or whatever this place does respond to.
As you can see from this brief list of possibilities, what you believe about where you are will have significant
implications for what you do. The early history of Homo sapiens is characterized by "animism" - the belief that all
aspects of the environment are animated by spirits. As a natural consequence, early humans dedicated considerable time
and effort in the worship and placation of the various "Gods" and "Spirits" that caused the events of their daily lives.
The more recent history of Homo sapiens, notably since the Renaissance of the 17th Century, is characterized by
"materialism" - the belief that events in the environment are the consequences of natural (non-animistic) phenomenon
obeying fixed and comprehensible rules. So which is the correct, proper, more accurate, (more useful?) understanding?
And why?
The answers to the question "Where am I?", and the resulting consequences, is the province of Metaphysics. Every
single person conducts themselves on the basis of some form of answer to this question. Everybody has a metaphysical
concept of where they are, and how it works. The most popular metaphysical concept in my culture today is the JudeoChristian-Islamic one. Rather inconsistently, a great many people in the Western/Modern World conceive of this place
as a construction of God, responsive to His whims, and obeying rules only so far as He chooses to let it. Following in
the path of their animistic forebears, they naturally invest considerable time and effort in their attempts to communicate
with and placate the God that rules this place.
It is the rare person who consciously considers these questions and the implications of the answers. It is the rare person
who concerns themselves with the deeper implications of Metaphysics. Are you ever curious about how the world
around you works? Most people are, at least some of the time. Do you ever make plans for the future? Most people do,
some of the time. Do you care? Most people do, sometimes. But most do not concern themselves with questions like Why do you care? Why are you curious? What would you do with information if you had it? How do you plan for the
future? Do you expect that the future is going to be similar to the present? Why do you make such an assumption? And
do you understand the consequences implied by your answers to these questions?

Question 2 - How do we know what is True?
Regardless of where you think you are, and everybody thinks they are someplace, how do you know? Unless you
believe that you are omniscient and infallible, you will have to have some idea how it is that you know where you are,
and how you can go about verifying that you are, in fact, correct in your knowledge. Or, if you choose to accept the
opinions of one or more others, you will have to have some idea how it is that they know where you are. You may or
may not wish to know how to go about verifying that their opinions are correct. But what if their opinion is wrong?
Will you become a physicist, investigating the "Music of the Spheres", or will you become a Priest, praying to a God in
the expectation that He will hear and act on your prayers? Can we learn or know anything? Is learning anything worth
your effort? Or is it better to "go with the flow", and "Take life as it comes"? How do you know? And do you
understand the consequences of your answers?
As you can see, what you believe about where you are is going to make a significant difference in how you invest your
time and effort. Wouldn't it be a waste if you were to make such an investment in the wrong direction? The issues raised
by the question "How do I know?" are the province of Epistemology. Unfortunately, most people's epistemology
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consists of accepting the assurances of others. Most people are satisfied to accept the answers provided by their parents,
their heroes, or their religious leaders. Few people concern themselves about the possibilities that their basic beliefs
about where they are, may be in error. Or about the consequences of their beliefs on the best direction for investing time
and effort.

Question 3 - What is the Right thing to do?
This is the hardest question of all! (Gee, Surprise! Surprise!) But despite that fact, it is the one philosophical question
that most people do think about on a regular basis.
"What should I do (now)?" And this isn't meant in the simple procedural sense of "What is the next step to this goal?" It
is used in the purposeful sense of "What goal should I pursue?", "What is the right thing to do?", "Which of these is the
best alternative?", "Is {insert your favourite controversial topic} right?" Almost everybody, at some point, asks
themselves this question in one form or another. And almost everybody has some form of preconceived notion of, or
basis for determining what constitutes "The right thing to do", and of selecting more or less suitable goals. But most
people do not concern themselves with the problem of "How do I know what is 'right', and against what standard do I
judge which alternative is 'best'?".
As with their answers to the other basic questions, most people adopt as their own other people's opinions of what is
"The right thing to do". Most people let Them provide the answers. For better or worse They will always tell you what to
do. Few concern themselves with how They know, or whether a particular opinion of what is "The right thing to do" is
correct. Most people do not understand, and do not concern themselves with the implications of their answers to these
questions.
All you have to do is read the front page of any newspaper, and you will probably find some instance where there is a
conflict between two separate opinions as to what constitutes "The right thing to do". Which opinion is the correct one?
Does it matter? It seems to. Many people expend an inordinate amount of time and effort attempting to convince other
people that their opinion of what is "The right thing to do" is the correct one. How do they know? Can they prove it?
How do you know? Can you prove it? The next time you ask yourself "What is the right thing to do?", whose opinion
are you going to take as the definition of "right", and why? What if they are wrong? What if you are wrong? Does it
matter to you? To most people, it does matter. But most people are not interested in exploring the implications of their
answers. Their own particular concept of what is "The right thing to do" is blindly assumed to be correct, and everybody
else is assumed to be wrong.
The answers to, and implications of the question "What is the right thing to do?" is the province of Ethics. And while
everybody has ethics, few are concerned with a critical examination of those ethics.

Continuations
Of course, despite all of this fancy philosophical analysis, it is quite obvious to any observer that the Vast majority of
people do not concern themselves with the fundamentals of their Philosophy of Life. The Vast majority of people
operate on a day-to-day basis from a relatively simple system of Ethics -"What is the Right thing to do? ==> What I have been told to do!"
With very few exceptions, almost every individual, almost all the time, makes their choice based on simple easy to
remember rules they have learned from others. Those who choose to think for themselves are a Vanishingly small
minority. (See One Philosopher's Comments on Moral Rules for an amusing take on this point.)
But this circumstance is not too surprising when you think about it. As any school child will tell you, thinking for
yourself is hard work. It requires careful attention to rational thinking, and a constant focus on learning. And to do well
at thinking for yourself requires a lot of learning, about a lot of things. It is much easier to parrot what someone else,
especially the teacher, has already said. It requires much less thought, minimal grasp of the process of reasoning, and
very little learning.
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And besides, we all grow up in a thoroughly authoritarian environment. Neither parents nor teachers have much interest
in teaching a child how to think for himself. First the parents, and then the school teachers, are much more interested in
making sure that the child does what s/he is told, and conforms to the socially accepted standards of behaviour, dress,
and deportment. And once freed from the regimentation of the classroom, there are peer group leaders and bosses on the
job who have exactly the same interests in training up the individual to do what they are told, and quietly fit in with the
group. And to top it all off, there are religious leaders and political leaders whose interests lie primarily in selling some
form of Collectivist ethics.
Most people, most of the time, exist from day to day diligently ignoring these three basic questions.
"Where am I?" - This is usually answered easily and superficially by citing a geographic location,
distracting the Mind from the deeper meaning. I am in New York, or London, or wherever.
"How do I know?" - Well, because it is obvious. It is on all the signs, and everybody else agrees. And of
course, if everybody else agrees, why should I doubt it?
"What should I do?" - What everybody else does, or what my parents/friends/teachers taught me to, or
what the 'good book' says (whichever 'good book' may apply to your particular brand of faith).
There is no need to worry about these questions. "Don't worry! Be Happy!" - They / He / It will always provide the
answers. And the answers provided will suffice - whatever they might be. There is no need to think. There is no need
to understand. There is no need to learn. There is no need to waste any effort exercising your native talents for foresight,
planning, and predicting consequences. Sit back and relax. If you feel vaguely guilty about your inactivity, and simply
must do something, anything, then Praise the Lord! - God will provide! Glorify His Name and His Works - for God
created and still governs all!
Most people have never been taught to think about the more fundamental implications of these questions. Most people
have, in fact, been very specifically taught to not think about them. But a few individuals will always find these
questions fascinating, and the struggle to answer them rewarding.

The Four Sections of This Text
Like the "hard" sciences, within the bounds of Philosophy as a subject of study, there are many established separate
fields of discussion. Three of these you have just met. These three, and one other will be the four topics I will address in
this text. They are, in my own humble opinion, the four central and critical sub-sections of philosophical thought
necessary to define a consistent and coherent system of belief - a Philosophy of Life.
The first three are the answers to the basic questions I have asked above. The fourth is an extension of Ethics into the
arena of our social environment - our government and political systems. Political Philosophy has often been called
"Applied Ethics".
1. Metaphysics - Where am I? What is Reality? Or, alternatively, what is it that we perceive? Do we perceive
anything? Can we know anything? Do we have a Soul? Is there a God? Is there Free Will?
2. Epistemology - How do I know? How can I discover it? What is knowledge? How do we know anything? Can we
know anything? What is Truth?
3. Ethics - What should I do? What is the meaning of terms like "good", "bad / evil", "right", "wrong", "duty",
"responsibility", etc.? How do I get from "is" to "ought"? How do I lead "a good life"? What is the "right thing to
do"?
4. Political Philosophy - How do I apply the answers of Ethics to social situations? How does the individual relate
to the social system? What is meant by the concepts of "civic responsibility", "political liberty", "human rights",
etc.?
In addition to these four, of course, there are numerous other subjects that have attracted the attention of philosophers,
authors, and students. Among these are Religious Philosophy, Aesthetics, Philosophy of "This, that, or whatever", and
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sometimes Logic. I will not be addressing any of these as separate issues, and leave the exploration of these topics to the
reader. Hopefully, from what I am including in this text, the interested reader might glean sufficient insight to be able to
develop the other topics alone.
[Home] [Next]

Footnotes
(1) Unless otherwise specified, all dictionary definitions are quoted from The American Heritage® Dictionary of the
English Language, Third Edition copyright 1992 by Houghton Mifflin Company.
(2) Address given by Ayn Rand to the graduating class of the United States Military Academy at West Point, on March
6th,1974
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An Introduction to Axiom Systems
Philosophy - "1. (a) Love and pursuit of wisdom by intellectual means and moral self-discipline. (b) The
investigation of causes and laws underlying reality. (c) A system of philosophical inquiry or demonstration.
2. Inquiry into the nature of things based on logical reasoning rather than empirical methods. 3. The
critique and analysis of fundamental beliefs as they come to be conceptualised and formulated. 7. The
science comprising logic, ethics, aesthetics, metaphysics, and epistemology. 10. The system of values by
which one lives: a philosophy of life."(1)

Definition of Axiom Systems
Proposition - "(Logic) a. A statement in which the subject is affirmed or denied by the predicate; b.
Something that is expressed in a statement, as opposed to the way it is expressed; c. A statement containing
only logical constants and having a fixed truth-value."
Postulate - "1. Something assumed without proof as being self-evident or generally accepted, especially
when used as a basis for an argument; 2. A fundamental element; a basic principle; 3. (Mathematics) An
axiom; 4. A requirement; a prerequisite."
Axiom - "A self-evident principle or one that is accepted as true without proof as the basis for argument; a
postulate."
Hypothesis - "1. A tentative explanation that accounts for a set of facts and can be tested by further
investigation; a theory; 2. Something taken to be true for the purpose of argument or investigation; an
assumption."
Theorem - "1. An idea that is demonstrably true or is assumed to be so; 2. A proposition that has been or is
to be proved on the basis of explicit assumptions."
Theory - "1. a. Systematically organized knowledge applicable in a relatively wide variety of
circumstances, especially a system of assumptions, accepted principles, and rules of procedure devised to
analyze, predict, or otherwise explain the nature or behaviour of a specified set of phenomena. b. Such
knowledge or such a system; 3. A belief that guides action or assists comprehension or judgment."
Law - "a. A formulation describing a relationship observed to be invariable between or among phenomena
for all cases in which the specified conditions are met; b. A generalization based on consistent experience
or results."
Logic - "1. The study of the principles of reasoning, especially of the structure of propositions as
distinguished from their content and of method and validity in deductive reasoning; 2. a. A system of
reasoning. b. A mode of reasoning."
Logical - "1. Of, relating to, in accordance with, or of the nature of logic; 2. Based on earlier or otherwise
known statements, events, or conditions; reasonable; 3. Reasoning or capable of reasoning in a clear and
consistent manner."
Reason - "(verb) 1. To use the faculty of reason; think logically; 2. To talk or argue logically and
persuasively."
It is unfortunate that the introduction to a book on Philosophy demands so many definitions at one time. You will find
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the chapters of this text littered with numerous definitions for otherwise commonly used terms. I feel it is necessary if I
am to adhere to a commitment to define my terms before I use them. I am convinced that many philosophical
disagreements and argument result from a difference in the understanding of what is meant by the words employed to
communicate.
"I know that you believe you understand what you though you heard me say.
But what I don't think you realize is that
what I said is not what I meant."
- Anonymous
Another of the great causes for argument (and not merely philosophical argument either), stems from real or imagined
or misunderstood differences in the basic assumptions upon which a discussion is based. Two people will find it very
difficult to communicate productively, if they do not share a common language. As a Canadian, I would find it
impossible to communicate with a Russian, for example, if we shared no common language. Especially if the
communications was taking place over the telephone, where even sign language or body language would not be
possible. The trouble starts in many arguments, when the parties to the discussion appear to speak the same language.
Consider English, for example. Many pundits suggest, not entirely in humour, that the greatest difficulties in AngloAmerican relations stem from the fact that the two nations speak what is supposed to be the same language. The
problem of missed communication is hidden because everybody is using the same words. Just because the audio sounds
are the same, everybody assumes that the meanings are the same. It is frequently discovered, after much fruitless
argument and disagreements, that the two "opposing" positions in the argument are not as far apart as was initially
believed. When the actual meanings are made clear, the fog created by the words used can be more easily cleared. This
is one reason why good diplomats and mediators are so often successful. They make a special effort to get past the
words to the meaning.
For this reason, the introduction to Evolutionary Pragmatism must begin with detailed definitions of the meanings
behind the words being employed. But before getting into the philosophical discussion, I think it would be advantageous
to digress a little, and talk a bit more about the nature and consequences of Axiom Systems.
The Impact of "A Priori" Postulates
To prevent any misunderstanding, in the discussion that follows, the terms "Starting axioms", "a priori postulates",
"initial postulates", and "underlying basic assumptions" are going to be used relatively interchangeably. They all mean
roughly the same thing. They all refer to the basic starting propositions upon which the rest of a discussion or logical
analysis is based. Frequently, these starting positions are left unsaid. And there in lays the problem. Since they are left
unspoken, the assumptions that you start with, may not be the same assumptions that I start with. In most cases, this may
not cause any more than temporary difficulties. But in the case of the development of an entire system of philosophical
argument, the starting points are critical.
Every system of reasoning has a set of basic axioms. Mathematics (of which the discipline of Deductive Logic is a part)
is the only reasoning system that makes it a basic fundamental rule to detail and document the axioms before starting the
reasoning. But all systems of reasoning do have their axioms.
The most fundamental and significant aspect of starting axioms, is that they are not "provable". Axioms are axioms
because there is no way to derive them from more fundamental principles, and no way to "prove" them by using
information drawn from experience. Axioms, by their nature, can be neither 'deduced', nor 'induced'. If there were a way
to deduce them from other principles, then those other principles would become the axioms, and the statement that was
just proved, would become one of the theorems or consequences of the more basic axioms. If there was a way to induce
them from experience, then they would become a 'law' in the sense of the definition provided at the start of this chapter,
rather than an axiom.
It is also in the nature of starting axioms, that the structure of any reasoning built upon them is intimately dependent
upon them. To use an example from Mathematics, let us consider the field of Geometry. Most of us are familiar with the
geometry of the plane, called "Euclidean Geometry"(2). Many of us studied this geometry in high school. I am sure that
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many of you can remember some of the Theorems that you laboured to prove during the course of your studies.
Remember the struggle to use a set of limited deductive rules to prove a "New Idea"? Do you recall the geometric proof
that the interior angles of any triangle (drawn on an Euclidean plane) sum to 180 degrees?
All of Euclidean Geometry is based on 5 basic assumptions that Euclid made about the nature of the plane upon which
he played his geometry game. It also makes use of a carefully defined and quite limited set of rules of logical deduction.
By employing these rules, new Theorems can be deduced from the basic axioms. Once deduced, these theorems can be
used as part of the proof of another new Theorem. In this way, an entire set of knowledge about lines and polygons can
be developed. All from a set of deduction rules, and 5 basic axioms.
Although most people are at least passing familiar with Euclidean Geometry, not many are familiar with Riemannian
Geometry(3). Riemann (Georg Friedrich Bernhard Riemann, 1826-1866) was a mathematician of the 19th century. He
examined Euclid's five basic axioms and decided to see what would result if he modified them. The result of his
"relaxation" of only a single one of Euclid's five axioms was his development of Riemannian Geometry. Euclid's 5th
axiom specified (approximately, in readable English)
'through any given point, only one line can be drawn parallel to another line"
What Riemann did, was eliminate this axiom, and allow a variable number of lines to be drawn parallel to a given line.
When he examined the result of this change, he found that there were only three answers that would result in a
consistent set of Theorems. (The importance of consistency we will examine later.) Riemann found that through any
given point, zero, one or an infinity of lines can be drawn parallel to another line. What he had discovered, was that
there is a different kind of geometry, that yields different theorems, and different answers to simple questions,
depending upon the detailed specification of the "Fifth Axiom". These geometries together form the body of
mathematics known as Riemannian Geometry. Euclidean Geometry is now understood by mathematicians to be a
"Special Case" of Riemannian Geometry. That is to say, by setting a free variable (the number of lines that can be drawn
parallel to another - more properly expressed as the curvature of the plane) to a specific value, Riemannian Geometry
looks like Euclidean Geometry. The difference is that to Euclid, Euclidean Geometry was all there was, while to modern
mathematicians, the geometry of the plane is but one case of the more generalized Riemannian Geometry. Riemannian
Geometry is said to "contain" Euclidean Geometry. The fact that Riemannian Geometry contains Euclidean Geometry,
does not make Euclidean geometry wrong. Given the starting assumptions of Euclidean geometry, the rest of the
discipline is properly deduced, and self-consistent. It is merely that the starting assumptions have a determining impact
on the resulting structure.
Two aspects of this comparison between Euclidean and Riemannian Geometry are of significance to our discussion of
starting axioms. The first thing to understand from this example, is that the resulting body of knowledge deducible from
the starting axioms, even following the same rules of deduction, can look quite different as a result of seemingly small
changes in the axioms. The second important thing to understand, is that the answers that the two Axiom Systems give
to seemingly simple questions can be quite different. To an Euclidean geometer, the sum of the interior angles of a
triangle is a constant (180 degrees). To a Riemannian geometer, the sum is a function of the curvature of the plane.
Since the Euclidean geometer cannot even comprehend that the plane can curve, the two cannot properly hold a
meaningful discussion on this subject. It is but one example of the confusion that results when two people attempt to
communicate, but do not share a common ground. They are building on different postulates.
So too with philosophy. Unless there is an agreement on starting postulates, philosophical discussion will be fruitless.
The necessary agreement need not be complete, merely sufficient to allow a common basis upon which to found the
discussion. The two geometers could, for example, agree to discuss the geometry of the plane. The Euclidean geometer
would regard this as a discussion of "The whole shebang", while the Riemannian geometer would regard it as a
discussion of only a special subset of "The whole shebang". This might cause some confusion if the argument digressed
into the nature of "The whole shebang", but would be sufficient to allow specific discussion on, say, the sum of the
interior angles of a triangle.
[Home] [Next]
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Footnotes
(1) Unless otherwise specified, all dictionary definitions are quoted from The American Heritage® Dictionary of the
English Language, Third Edition copyright ï¿½ 1992 by Houghton Mifflin Company.
(2) Coxeter, H.S.M. Introduction to Geometry, 2nd Ed. John Wiley & Sons; 1989.
(3) Farkas, Hershel M.; Kra, I. Riemann Surfaces, 2nd Ed. (Graduate Texts in Mathematics, Vol 71). Springer
Verlag. 1992.
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Paradigm Shifts and the Role of Faith
Faith - "1. Confident belief in the truth, value, or trustworthiness of a person, an idea, or a
thing. 2. Belief that does not rest on logical proof or material evidence." (The American
Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, Third Edition)
Faith - "1. Complete trust or confidence in someone or something. 2. strong belief in the
doctrines of a religion, based on spiritual conviction rather than proof ." (Compact Oxford
English Dictionary - Online)
Faith - "1. A high degree of trust or confidence in something or someone. 2. a particular
religion, or belief in God." (Cambridge Dictionary of American English - Online)
Faith - "2. The assent of the mind to the truth of a proposition advanced by another; belief, or
probable evidence of any kind. 3. In theology, the assent of the mind or understanding to the
truth of what God has revealed." (Webster's 1928 Dictionary - Online)

The Two Meanings of "Faith"
Notice that the two meanings of "Faith" (provided in the different dictionary entries cited above) are quite different,
both in their connotations and in their consequences. The first meaning involves confidence, and when contrasted with
the second meaning, implies a justified confidence. The second meaning specifically excludes the notion of a Realist
concept of justification by excluding both logical proof and material evidence. The only justification that would be
admissible within the second definition of "Faith" is the Idealist concept of non-material evidence - intuition, innate (a
priori) knowledge, or Divine Revelation.
The second meaning of faith is epitomized by the quote: "Faith is believing when common sense tells you not to." - Fred
Gailey, Miracle on 34th Street. Or by the quote: "Faith is taking the first step even when you don't see the whole
staircase." - Martin Luther King Jr.
The first meaning of faith is epitomized by the quote: "There is a very, very important difference between feeling
strongly, even passionately, about something because we have thought about and examined the evidence for it on the
one hand, and feeling strongly about something because it has been internally revealed to us, or internally revealed to
somebody else in history and subsequently hallowed by tradition. There's all the difference in the world between a belief
that one is prepared to defend by quoting evidence and logic and a belief that is supported by nothing more than
tradition, authority, or revelation." - Richard Dawkins. Or by the quote: "the word faith doesn't mean 'belief without
good evidence,' but 'confidence derived from scientific tests and repeated, documented experience.' You have faith
(i.e., confidence) that the sun will rise tomorrow because it always has, and there's no evidence that the Earth has
stopped rotating or the sun has burnt out. You have faith in your doctor because, presumably, she has treated you and
others successfully, and you know that what she prescribes is tested scientifically. You wouldn't go to a shaman or a
spiritual healer for strep throat -- unless you want to waste your money." - Jerry Coyne
That this word "faith" has two such completely different meanings has caused a lot of rancorous debate between Theist
and Non-Theist philosophers - both amateur and professional. Approaching the world from an Idealist metaphysics,
the Theist philosophers proclaim that religious "faith" involves a confident belief in the truth of religious fundamentals.
Approaching the world from a Realist metaphysics, Non-Theist philosophers proclaim that "faith" involves a confident
belief in the truth of scientific fundamentals. It sounds as if both sides are proclaiming that "faith" is the foundation of
their respective philosophical beliefs. But of course, this is not at all the case. Theists and Idealists are proclaiming that
a confident belief in the truth of their fundamental principles does not rest on logical proof or material evidence, but
instead rests on one or more of the three Idealist sources of truth - Intuition, Authority, or the Coherence of beliefs.
Non-Theists and Realists are proclaiming that a confident belief in the truth of their fundamental principles does rest on
logical proof or material evidence, and the correspondence of beliefs to the facts of reality. More particularly, a Realist
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based Scientific Method relies on one premise, and one premise only: the Universe obeys a set of rules. There is one
corollary: if the Universe follows a set of rules, then those rules can be deduced by observing the way Universe
behaves. If it obeys the rules, then the rules must be revealed by that behavior.

Axiom Systems and Faith
All axiom systems demand a degree of faith. Because of their very nature, axioms cannot be logically proved. They are
the basic statements upon which all other proofs rest. Within the foundations of Evolutionary Pragmatism, for example,
I cannot prove that my Realist concept of Reality is, in fact, the "Truth". Any proof I might offer, would be based on the
assumption that Reality is, in fact, as I have assumed it to be. The proof of the axiom is dependent on the assumption of
the axiom. The same characteristic is common to all axiom systems, and Philosophy is no exception. To believe in, or
have faith in, any particular philosophy, is to have confidence and trust in that philosophy, without any logical proof that
it is, in fact, "Truth".
There is only one guideline that can be employed in such a situation. And that is to appeal to the usefulness of the
axioms, and the conclusions founded on them. To develop confidence and trust in a system of philosophy, the system
must "work". Again, we find ourselves in a circular argument. Whether the system of philosophy can be said to "work"
or not, must usually depend on that very system's definition of what "Successful" means. The discussion is not open to
logical proof. It demands a very basic act of faith.
But to build trust and confidence, a system of philosophy must make its adherents "comfortable" that its principles and
conclusions are useful in day to day living. If nothing else, a system of philosophy must lend a sense of emotional
confidence that it is properly "Successful", according to whatever definition of "Success" is appropriate. The human
intellect, although possessed of some surprising limitations, is far more discerning than is generally credited. And it
reacts far faster than the genetically based processes of evolution discussed elsewhere in these essays. As a result, if a
system of philosophy were to promote as "Good" behaviours that resulted in consequences that the same philosophy
labels as "Bad", then the philosophy would not be one to build trust and confidence. For this reason, any moderately
successful philosophical system has to be, at the very least, somewhat internally consistent.
The major consequence of this key role of faith in philosophical systems, is the impossibility (for believers in two
different systems of philosophy) of using rational argument to win each other over to their own points of view.
Different systems of philosophy are founded on differing axiom systems (that is what makes them different). And, as
we discussed in the chapter on An Introduction to Axiom Systems, axioms are not open to logical proof. To convert
from one basic set of axioms to another, therefore, requires a leap of faith. Rational argument simply cannot be
successful, because the very basics of one line of argument does not admit the rationality of the other line of argument.

Paradigm Shifts
Paradigm - (1) "example or pattern; a set of all inflected forms based on a single set or
theme.   (2) An archetypical example or pattern that provides a model for a process or system."
It might appear, from the preceding discussion, that no one would ever change their philosophical beliefs. Once the first
act of faith is taken, to believe in one system of philosophical axioms, there would appear to be nothing that could
convince someone to make another leap of faith to a new philosophy. Fortunately (or unfortunately, depending on your
point of view), the human intellect does not seem to be so cast in stone as the foregoing might suggest. For one thing,
many systems of axioms (philosophical systems included) are not as internally consistent, or as demonstrably useful (by
their own internal definitions of "useful") as others. The result is a build-up of mistrust and a lack of confidence in the
structures built on such axiom systems. It sometimes takes only a single or final striking example of the internal
inconsistency, or practical difficulty, to make believers in one set of axioms jump to a new set of axioms.
The human mind turns out to be extraordinarily flexible when it comes to changing axiom systems. It actually happens
all the time. Most people are probably more familiar with the change known as "religious conversion" than with any
other, probably because religious organisations make quite a todo about it, and no one else does. But it is only one
example of people changing their axiom systems when they decide that their "old" axiom system is no longer suitable,
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useful, or appropriate.
Psychologists have a term for this jump from one set of axioms to another, and that is "Paradigm Shift". The cognitive
act of perception (that portion of the process of perception that can be classified as "non-contradictory identification") is
one part sense reception, and nine parts conceptual pattern matching. For this reason, we often "See" what we expect to
see. There are a number of optical illusions that exemplify this principle. Among them are the "Old Hag - Young
Maiden", "Table/Vase - Two Faces", and the "Necker Cube".  

Each of these illusions consists of a picture or drawing that has two alternative interpretations. The mind initially
chooses one interpretation, and cannot "see" the other. Even though the eyes receive the signals, the conceptual pattern
matching process selects one of two alternative concepts within which to identify and understand the perception. It
takes a basic shift in the core concept, or pattern, for the mind to "see" the alternative interpretation.
This kind of shift happens frequently in day-to-day life. Your sense perceptions are interpreted and given understanding
because they fit into a pattern, or paradigm, that the mind expects them to fit into. Sensory evidence that does not
clearly fit into the expected pattern is frequently rejected, or "minimised" away. How often have you read a sentence
that contains a spelling or grammar error, and not seen the error. Your mind expects to see the words spelt properly, and
used properly. When an anomaly appears, the mind rejects the data, and you do not "see" the error. Only when forced
to re-examine the way you have classified your sensory inputs, can the mind make the necessary shift to a new concept
that admits the existence of the error. And now you can "see" the error.
Here is another example. The same arguments can be applied to such grammatical "paradoxes" as "This sentence is false."
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Because your cognitive processes are pre-positioned to expect that grammatically correct sentences (appearing amongst
other sentences that have sense) will make "sense" (have meaning), you are drawn into the error of assuming that there
is a way to make sense of this concatenation of words. But contrast the above sentence with "The yellow fragrance of my maiden grandmother's backhand was clearly heard."
If you are stuck in the paradigm of assuming that grammatically correct sentences will make sense, then you will spend
considerable time trying to invent a "poetic" interpretation of this whimsy that grants it a certain degree of "sense". But
if I suggest to you that it is nothing but a computer generated random concatenation of proper sentence parts, you might
shift your paradigm and realize that it in fact makes no sense at all. The same conclusion can be equally applied to the
"paradox" above. It may be grammatically correct, but it need not make any sense.
Frequently, all it takes to get the mind to make the paradigm shift, is a single piece of new data that clearly does not fit
with the old paradigm. In the case of optical illusions and grammatical nonsense, you might never see the alternative
interpretation until I suggest that there is one. In the case of the spelling error, you might read the same sentence many
times without seeing the error, until I suggest that there might be a mistake there. Suddenly, with this new piece of data,
your basic axioms shift, and you can now see the alternative interpretation.
Through-out history, the development of our understanding of Reality is full of these sudden paradigm shifts. The
world was flat, until Columbus sailed across the Atlantic and added data that did not fit with the old understanding of a
flat world. (I know - its poetic not historic.) The Sun revolved around the Earth, until Copernicus came up with a
simpler explanation that did away with the "cycles within cycles" complexities of the old understanding. Heavier than
air flight was impossible, until the Wright brothers actually did it. Time was a universal constant, until Einstein came
up with a more elegant understanding of Reality that allowed it to be variable. And so forth. In each of these paradigm
shifts, an old understanding of Reality is replaced with a new understanding of Reality. In each case, the old
understanding adequately explained all of the then known, or admitted, evidence about Reality.
When presented with sensory input that does not fit the expected pattern, the mind goes through a number of clearly
definable steps. Psychologists have demonstrated the existence of these steps in numerous ways. And you can
demonstrate them to yourself easily. Much of what is humour, for example, is a punch-line that does not fit with the
pattern established by the rest of the story. The punch-line forces a paradigm shift. In each case, when presented with
"anomalous" data, the mind will first not "see" the data. If forced (it does not matter how) to "see" the raw data, the
mind will attempt to force-fit the data into the current pattern or paradigm of understanding. Next, if the fit is
"obviously" poor, the effort is focused on "tweaking", or making minor adjustments to, the old understanding to account
for the new data. During all of these stages, the mind is focused on retaining the viability of the current paradigm, the
current set of axioms. (Consider the reams of text and logical back-flips that linguistically focussed philosophers have
generated to "explain" how that paradoxical sentence above can make "sense".)
In the final stage, a new understanding is developed that more simply explains all of the known data. A new set of basic
axioms, a new paradigm, is constructed that includes the "anomalous" data and simplifies the understanding of reality.
But adopting this new understanding as the "Truth", always requires a very basic leap of faith. The old understanding
still adequately explains all known (or admitted) evidence. It has been suitable "tweaked" to do so. And it has a proven
track record of past successes. The new axiom system has nothing but simplicity and elegance, terms of vague
significance, that would make it more reasonable than the old system. The "Paradigm-Shift" that takes place cannot be
justified on any logical grounds. Only the principle of Ockham's Razor can be used to persuade people that the "new
understanding" is a better understanding of Reality.
And so it is with Philosophical systems as well. Only by a basic act of faith can one jump from one understanding of
Reality to another. No concrete irrefutable evidence can be presented to demonstrate that one understanding of Reality
is "better" than another. Because the very definition of "better", especially in philosophical systems, is contained within
the basic axioms of each different "concept" of Reality.
Rational discussions between adherents to two different understandings of Reality have to be conducted very carefully.
It must constantly be kept in mind that the paradigms of each point of view are going to influence what each side of the
discussion "sees" - the way each side of the discussion identifies and understands what they perceive, and the kinds of
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perceptions that are dismissed as "noise". As an example of how significant this difference of view-point can be, let us
consider one of the issues common to many religions.
The "Managing Mind" Paradigm

It is one of the common characteristics of most western religions, that they define some form of Managing Mind (God)
that interferes to a greater or lesser degree, in the day to day functioning of Reality. The existence of this Managing
Mind, is one of the basic axioms of these religions. As such, the existence or non-existence of the managing mind in
question, is not open to proof or refutation.
In the Judeo-Christian religions, to cite a specific example, the existence or non-existence of God can be neither proved
nor refuted. Any attempt to provide evidence for the existence of God must begin with the assumption that there is a
God. And any attempt to provide evidence that there is no God, must begin with the absence of the assumption that
there is a God. Being an Evolutionary Pragmatist (and therefore not assuming that there is a God), I would not be able
to prove the hypothesis that there is a God. There is no evidence, within the concepts of Reality used by an
Evolutionary Pragmatist, that would suggest that there is a God. The idea of "God" is not a useful hypothesis for
understanding a Realist conception of reality.
If you, on the other hand, were a follower of one of the Judeo-Christian religions, you would be starting with the
assumption that there is a God. With that as a starting point, there is all kinds of evidence that can be cited to "prove"
that God exists. But none of this evidence would be acceptable as evidence to an Evolutionary Pragmatist. That is
because the basic understanding of Reality held by an Evolutionary Pragmatist adequately explains all such evidence
without the assumption of the existence of God. My paradigm of Reality readily accepts the evidence, and fits it neatly
into place in a pattern without a God. Your paradigm of Reality readily accepts the same evidence, and fits it neatly into
place in a pattern that includes a God.
The two alternative view-points cannot hold a rational discussion on the existence of God. The existence of God, to the
Judeo-Christian religions, is a basic axiom. The existence of a god is not a basic axiom of Evolutionary Pragmatism (or
any other form of realist metaphysics). Therefore, an Evolutionary Pragmatist will see no evidence in Reality that
justifies confidence in the idea of God. And the Judeo-Christian religions will find all kinds of evidence within their
Idealist concepts of Reality, to justify their confidence in their idea of God. On either side of the discussion, an act of
faith is involved. Any discussion between the two points of view, must constantly remember the differing basic axioms
upon which the two understandings of Reality are based.
Continuing the Discussion
The key consequence of the foregoing diversion, is that you, as the reader of this work, must decide whether or not it is
worth your while to continue reading. If you cannot accept the basic starting axioms upon which Evolutionary
Pragmatism is built, even if simply for the sake of curiosity and interest in what follows, then further efforts at
understanding Evolutionary Pragmatism on your part will be a waste of your time. If you determine that you cannot
accept the Basic Axioms for whatever reason, then the rest of this work will be meaningless. You will not even be able
to argue with me about my conclusions, deductions, or hypotheses. We will have no common ground upon which to
base further understanding or discussion. I would be sorry to loose a reader, but your thought processes would be
sufficiently alien to me, and my logical development of Evolutionary Pragmatism sufficiently alien to you, that we
would probably not be able to discuss anything more relevant than the weather. And probably not even that.
If, on the other hand, you can accept the Basic Axioms of Evolutionary Pragmatism, (even if only for the sake of further
discussion and argument), then you may find the rest of this work interesting. I do hope so. For now, with the foregoing
introductory discussions out of the way, and everybody now on the same 'wave length', I will proceed to lay out for you
the development of Evolutionary Pragmatism.
[Home] [Next]
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One-Page Summary of Evolutionary Pragmatism
Metaphysics -- Where Am I? -- Non-Naive Realism -- "What there is, is what you see!"
I call this place "Reality". I recognize that "awareness", and "consciousness" are mental processes. These mental
processes can not generate the contents of my awareness or consciousness out of thin air. All of my mental processes
necessarily are dependent on data from my senses. The senses are what couples our mental processes to reality. What I
am aware of (consciously or unconsciously), what I am conscious of, and what I think about, are the sensory inputs to
these mental processes. Because our awareness of Reality is a process, whatever is processed must necessarily exist
prior to, and independently of that process. Thus, Reality exists independently of any awareness of it.
Epistemology -- How do I know? -- Pragmatism -- "What you see is what you get!"
[A "proposition" is a statement that says something about Reality.] Knowledge consists of a justified belief in a true
proposition. The Truth of any proposition is determined by its correspondence with the facts of Reality. All knowledge
is based on our perceptual awareness of Reality. There is no source of knowledge other than experience. Truth is an
attribute of propositions. Facts are not truth - facts simply are. Evidence from Reality must not be dependent on some
privileged status of the observer. In other words, it must be possible for me to reproduce any observation that you make.
(As long as I am suitably careful to reproduce the observing situation, of course.) And vice versa. Since reality exists
independent of any observer, an observation that cannot be independently replicated is not evidence. It is opinion. In
the absence of any evidence, a proposition cannot be judged to be true. In the absence of any evidence, a belief in a
proposition cannot be justified. In any situation where two hypotheses equally explain all the known evidence, the
simpler hypothesis (fewest assumptions and/or special considerations) is more probably correct, and should be treated as
"True Enough" for the purposes of further analysis, discussion, and operation.
Ethics -- What ought I do? -- Evolutionism -- "To Thine Own Self Be True!"
All living behaviour is goal directed. All choices are made on the assumption that one alternative is somehow better
than another at achieving our goal(s). Our genetically imparted goal is genetic survival. Our human distinction is
foresight. Thus the standard of value for measuring how one alternative is better than another is the continued existence
of our own genetic endowment - over the long run. All correct moral rules derive from the instinct to survive. Moral
behaviour is survival behaviour above the self and beyond the now. Happiness is better than misery. Happiness is the
genetically programmed emotional response to continued survival. You will achieve a greater and more enduring
happiness if you pay conscious and careful attention to maximizing the probability of your continued survival, over the
long run. The only happiness I can measure is my own. The only happiness I can control is my own. Therefore, I value
things according to how much they contribute (or will probably contribute) to my own happiness. It is better to think
ahead when you can. It is better to not make serious decisions when under pressure and stress. It therefore pays to make
the fullest possible use of your intellect, reason, and foresight. The purpose of studying Philosophy in general, and
Ethics in particular, is the establishment of "Rules of Thumb" for determining which behaviours are most likely to
ensure the survival of my genetic endowment, over the long run.
[Home]
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The Nature of Reality
Philosophy - "1. (a) Love and pursuit of wisdom by intellectual means and moral self-discipline. (b) The
investigation of causes and laws underlying reality. (c) A system of philosophical inquiry or demonstration.
2. Inquiry into the nature of things based on logical reasoning rather than empirical methods. 3. The
critique and analysis of fundamental beliefs as they come to be conceptualized and formulated. 7. The
science comprising logic, ethics, aesthetics, metaphysics, and epistemology. 10. The system of values by
which one lives: a philosophy of life."
Reality - "1. The quality or state of being actual or true; 3. The totality of all things possessing actuality,
existence, or essence; 4. That which exists objectively and in fact; 5. (Philosophy) That which has
necessary existence and not contingent existence."
Real - " 1. a. Being or occurring in fact or actuality; having verifiable existence; b. True and actual; not
imaginary, alleged, or ideal; 6. (Philosophy) Existing objectively in the world regardless of subjectivity or
conventions of thought or language."

A "Self-Evident" Empirical Observation
The philosophical foundation of my understanding of Reality has its genesis in a simple personal experience of my
youth. As a freshman in university, it was necessary for me to commute daily back and forth from my residence to my
classrooms. This required me to cross a reasonably busy city thoroughfare. As it happened, the two buildings between
which I needed to travel were on opposite sides of this street, exactly in the middle of a long block. I could be a proper
and law-abiding citizen and walk to either corner, then cross with the traffic lights. Or I could jaywalk through traffic.
Being a brash, self-confident, and always in a hurry freshman, I generally chose to jaywalk.
My journey into philosophy started when I began to ponder the significance of my repeated success at meeting the
wondrous challenge of jaywalking across that street. Just consider how much is involved in accomplishing that task. I
had to carefully watch the cars, and observe their regular behaviour. I had to form generalizations that cars travel in
straight lines, with a relatively narrow range of velocities. I had to accurately (enough) predict their future course and
position. And I had to observe that my predictions were indeed generally accurate (enough). I then had to make use of
my predictions by stepping out into the street at the moment I predicted I could cross the street safely. Despite several
educational near misses, I am still here. For the three years I lived in that residence, I demonstrated repeated success at
being able to observe, predict, and take advantage of my accumulated knowledge of those cars. When you consider the
implications of this success, it necessitates certain constraints on possible answers to "Where am I?" and certain
constraints on the nature of Reality.

The Definition of "Reality"
The First Axiom: Reality is objective (independent of any observer), constant (permits repeatable observations) and
self-consistent (does not exhibit mutually contradictory cause-effect relationships).
Reality is Objective
In the history of Philosophy, there are two quite distinct traditions about the nature of the relationship between what we
think we perceive and what is real. They are the Idealist, or the "Inside-Out" tradition and the Realist or "Outside-In"
tradition. (For the moment I prefer the more descriptive labels. I feel they are less confusing, since the Idealist/Realist
dichotomy is used in many different ways and many different places within philosophy.)
The "Inside-Out" tradition is best exemplified by the famous quote from Rene Descartes - "Cogito, ergo sum!" - "I
think, therefore I am!" Philosophers of this tradition start with the incontestable premise that "I think", and deduce
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from that the inescapable conclusion that consciousness is the fundamental given of metaphysics. Their argument is that
to deny the premise "I think", or that "I am conscious" is a logical contradiction. The very fact that one is denying it
necessitates that one is thinking and is conscious - thus invalidating the proposition.
However appealing this approach is, it suffers from one fatal flaw that no philosopher has ever managed to bridge.
Philosophers of the Inside-Out tradition maintain that our modes of consciousness and cognition modify or process the
sensory inputs, so that what our consciousness is aware of as sensory evidence must be regarded as the products of our
consciousness rather than unbiased evidence of reality. In that event, goes the inescapable logical conclusion, either we
can know nothing about the nature of an alleged external reality, or anything that we can know about such an alleged
external reality must be provided through other means than our senses. The proponents of the "Inside-Out" line of
reasoning support their arguments with examples and analyses based on evidence from the senses. Which is, of course, a
bit of a contradiction since they also argue that the evidence from the senses often cannot be trusted. They assume that
consciousness, as prior and primary to the sensory evidence, must generate our understanding from the evidence of our
senses. Since this understanding is not a pure product of our senses, therefore what we understand about our sensory
perceptions cannot be trusted as evidence of an objective reality.
There is no logical line of reasoning that can proceed from the basic axiom that consciousness is the fundamental given
of metaphysics, to the conclusion that there is a reality outside of one's own consciousness. Since there is no way to
validate the evidence of the senses, there is no basis from which to conclude that the sensory evidence is valid.
Philosophers of the Inside-Out tradition are therefore forced to conclude that all that is perceived, as well as all the
contents of consciousness, is actively created by the nature of consciousness. As it is impossible, therefore, to logically
derive the existence of an external reality, there can be no logical foundation for any constraints on the nature of the
contents of a particular person's consciousness. And there can be no logical necessity for any standardization or
similarity of the contents of consciousness from one person to another. In fact, there can be no logical necessity that
there exists anything other than one's own consciousness.   Any suggestion that there exists a reality, or that there exists
other minds, is founded on untrustworthy evidence from the senses.   The pure version of Idealism inescapably drives
the logic towards Solipsism.   And the only escape is to posit some unsupported additional premise (like Berkeley's
addition of God) that can provide a loop hole.
So we have philosophers like Berkeley who argue that there is no external reality.   What we think of as "reality" is but
ideas in some consciousness specifically God's consciousness.   And we have Kant who argues that our understanding of
the nuomenal world (the un-perceivable and unknowable reality that is the foundation beneath our sensory perceptions)
is governed by the structure of our consciousness.
For this reason, the Inside-Out tradition logically results in what is referred to as "Subjectivist" notions of Truth,
Knowledge, and Ethics. The philosophies of Hume and Kant are the pinnacles of this school of thought.
There is also a sub-tradition maintained by those philosophers who start with the same "Inside-Out" premise, but despair
over the subjective consequences and proclaim the "Nihilist" school - Truth, Knowledge and Ethics are impossible,
illogical, and invalid pursuits for inquiry. Many early twentieth century philosophers (collectively called the "Logical
Positivists") were more or less of this school. Which is probably a good explanation why Philosophy and Philosophers
as topics of popular awareness are in such ill repute.
The Outside-In tradition is best exemplified by Aristotle. Philosophers of this tradition start with the incontestable
premise that thinking and consciousness are processes not things. By the very nature of what a process is, in order for a
process to "exist" (be in the process of processing) there must be something that is being processed. To think is to think
about something. To be conscious is to be conscious of something. Philosophers of this tradition start with this premise
and acknowledge that by the nature of processes there must first be something about which I can think or of which I can
be conscious, and deduce the inescapable conclusion that the existence of something that I might be conscious of or
think about is the fundamental given of metaphysics. The argument is that to deny the existence of such a something is a
logical contradiction. The very fact that one is denying that something I can be conscious of or think about does exist
necessitates that one is thinking about and is conscious of something - thus invalidating the proposition. This argument
is most succinctly (if not most cogently) expressed in the basic axiom of Randian Objectivism - "Existence exists". You
can't have a process in operation, without something being processed. You can't be conscious, without being conscious
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of something. Thus the premise of a reality that exists as the object of the process of thinking and consciousness,
necessitates that such a reality is objective and independent of those processes.
If reality is not "real" (objective and independent of our consciousness), then the information provided by our senses
cannot be a valid basis upon which to base conclusions about the nature of Reality. For Reality to be other than "real",
would mean it would have to be "un-real". And "unreal" means just that something is imaginary, or ideal, or constituted
by our consciousness. The approach that is more in keeping with "Common Sense" is the view that "out there" is not "in
here". That there is a reality that is outside oneself, that does not respond to the whims and notions of one's conscious
attention, and that does not disappear when one's consciousness is focused elsewhere. If reality is "real", then the
information provided by our senses is a valid basis upon which to base conclusions about the nature of Reality.
There are numerous writers of the Outside-In (aka "Realist Metaphysics") school of philosophy, beginning with
Aristotle, who have written excellent expositions on the 'real' and 'objective' nature of Reality. Most notable among the
more recent of these are Michael Devitt(1), David Kelley(2), and William Alston(3). I can do no better than refer you to
the works of these authors. They have done a much better job than I could possibly do, and at far greater length than this
text would permit.
The Problem of Perception
The "Problem of Perception" arises when one views perception as a three step process:- (i) the reception of
environmental stimuli at the sensory organs; (ii) followed by some extra-mind neural processing; (iii) and finishing with
some form of presentation to the mind for evaluation and consideration. The three step process almost demands the
thinker invest all sorts of possibilities for deception and confusion into that middle ground between the retinal image of
the chair and the mind's perception of the chair. From a basis in this model, what one "Sees" at step (iii) can be, and
apparently often is, different from the sensory impression at stage (i). With this view as the paradigm, one cannot avoid
talking about things "as they really are" as different from things "as they appear". And from there, one is drawn almost
inevitably into the sceptical paradox of denying the possibility of knowing anything about "Things as they really are" (if
indeed such a thing exists) whilst driving the car to work during rush hour.
The problematic three-stage model is a tempting error to anyone from the Inside-Out (Idealist) Tradition, or anyone
with a penchant for viewing the mind as more than just neural processes within the brain (a Dualist). To anyone with
an overt or covert commitment to Idealism or Dualism, anything other than a three-stage model seems to be obviously
wrong. To an Idealist who must deny the existence of an external reality, reason can only confirm the reality of the
Self, since everything else is experienced within and by that Self. Existence is what we are and what we experience
within. For a Dualist, who must deny the identity of the Self and the Brain, neurological science has followed the
nerves "back" from the sensory organs, and demonstrated that all there is, no matter how far "back" you look, is merely
electrical signals between different sets of neurons. So obviously, there must be some sort of "Theatre" where all these
electrical signals get translated into some form of "image" that the mind can then understand and be aware of.
Obviously, the mind is not aware of the electrical signals that are being exchanged during all that second-stage
processing.
With the three-step, Idealist or Dualist, model of perception, one can entertain all sorts of fancy thought experiments
ranging from the Brain in a Vat to Descartes' Demon, where the mischief is located somewhere between the sensory
receptors that receive the image of "Things as they really are" and the mind that receives the image of "Things as they
appear". One can then argue that what the mind "perceives" is not what the senses receive from the environment. And
therefore, even in the absence of mischief, what the mind perceives as the way the world "appears" is not necessarily the
way the world "really is". And since we can never know whether some perception has been the result of mischief along
the way, we can never know "Things as they really are". Or even if there is such a thing as "Things as they really are".
Which raises the question of just what exactly would be the nature of some thing "as it really is" as opposed to the way
that the thing "appears" if in fact there is such a thing at all. The best answer that the Dualist can provide is Kant's.
The phenomenal world (the world "as it appears") is in some way regularly dependent on the nuominal world (the world
"as it really is"). But that does not really address the question of just what it would mean for something to be "as it
really is" as opposed to how it "appears". The obvious intent of distinguishing between the two, is to permit that
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"Things as they really are" can be different from "Things as they appear". But since we can never determine what that
difference is, and can only ever determine how things "appear", it leaves unanswered the question of just how things
could be "as they really are" if that is different from how they "appear". And of course, it leaves unanswered the
question of whether there is such a thing as "how things really are". It leaves unaddressed the possibility that there is
nothing at all outside of "Things as they appear". But if they are in fact different, is it possible to conceive how they
might be different? Indeed, if they are in fact different, is it possible to conceive of any answer to the question asked?
It is even possible to conceive of "Things as they really are" in a way that is different from "Things as they appear"?
The significance of this question is highlighted when one considers just how one navigates when jaywalking through
rush hour traffic on the way to school or work. The tolerances that apply to when jaywalking are pretty narrow
(especially on busy downtonw street). It would not take much of a difference between the way things appear and the
way things really are to cause an "accident". Yet there are very few accidents that are attributed to such a difference.
Which seems to imply that there is no practical, operational, day-to-day difference between "Things as they appear" and
"Things as they really are". So why do philosophers make such a great to-do about such a difference if it doesn't seem
to exist on a practical level? The unanswerable nature of this question (given the three-stage model of perception), is
an indication that the concept of a difference between "Things as they really are" and "Things as they appear" is not a
clear one. And that gives a clue to how to resolve the paradox.
The solution to this paradox is to avoid taking the first step. Reject the Inside-Out (Idealist) Tradition in favour of the
Outside-In (Realist) Tradition. And then change the initial paradigm from a three step process to a two step process:(i) the reception of environmental stimuli at the sensory organs; (ii) which is itself the presentation to the brain/mind for
evaluation and consideration. With a two-step model as the basis, there is no longer any room for a separation between
"Things as they really are" and "Things as they appear". The presentation that the brain/mind receives is the image of
"Things as they really are". That gives complete meaning to both phrases, explains the regular dependence between the
phenomenal and noumenal worlds, and answers that unanswerable question. There are no traffic accidents attributable
to the difference between "Things as they appear" and "Things as they really are" because there is no difference.
"Things as they appear" just is "Things as they really are".
To a Metaphysical Realist (of the Outside-In Tradition), electrical signals between different sets of neurons is what the
mind is. The "Theatre" where sensory data gets translated into some form of image that the mind can understand is just
exactly the initial sensory receptors - the place where environmental stimuli first get translated into electrical signals.
The impact of certain wavelengths of light on the retina is a sensation of red. The impact of a certain frequency of
vibrations on the cochlear nerve is the sound of Middle C. The retinal image of the chair is an image of the chair as it
really is. And the mind perceives that image from the retina. The chair "appears" to the mind/brain "as it really is".
The problem of jaywalking across the street is just one familiar example of the evolutionary pressures that would ensure
a seamless union of "Things as they are" with "Things as they appear". Any differences between the two would have
had a tendency to get our ancestors killed. Since it is "intuitively obvious" that we are here, our ancestors were
obviously able to avoid that source of error. Hence the unavoidable conclusion that evolutionary pressures would
ensure that there is no such difference.
Evolutionary pressures also, by the way, explain the point often raised by critics, that we are designed to perceive
objects that are in some sense like ourselves. At each stage in our evolution from simple replicating chemical
molecules to complex multi-celled and conscious organisms, the economics of dealing with evolutionary pressures
would ensure that we would perceive only those environmental threats that we could deal with. An individual
Escherichia coli bacterium would have little use for an ability to perceive the tiger hiding behind a bush and his intended
lunch. But would have every use for an ability to detect food, and react to a deleterious chemical environment by
wriggling away. In a similar way, the most significant environmental features for human beings - food and physical
threats - are almost all on roughly the same physical scale. It has only been quite recently (say the last 500 years) that
the threat of micro-life has been greater than the threat of a tiger behind the bush or simple starvation.

Reality is Constant and Consistent
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In addition to being objective, this "Reality" must have two very important characteristics in order for me to be
successful in crossing that street. The first, and most important characteristic is that Reality has to be "constant". That is,
"Reality" has to be such that we can repeat our sensory perceptions of it, as long as we are careful to repeat the
conditions under which we are making our sensory perceptions. This means assuming, as a starting point, that "Reality"
behaves in a predictably repeatable fashion, regardless of what our perceptions may superficially tell us. If we repeat our
observing situation, we can accurately predict our sensory perceptions. If our perceptions are not as they were expected
to be, then Evolutionary Pragmatism assumes that it is the parameters of the observing situation that have changed, not
the nature of "Reality". Evolutionary Pragmatism assumes that "Reality" will not behave maliciously, deceptively, or in
some other unpredictable manner.
The other important characteristic is that Reality has to be self-consistent. By self-consistent, I mean that "Reality"
cannot possess attributes that are mutually contradictory. For example, "Reality" cannot not be both black and white
simultaneously, regardless of what our sensory perceptions may tell us. This means that, regardless of our perceptions,
our understanding about the nature of "Reality" must be based on an explanation (model, theory) that is also selfconsistent. Otherwise, this axiom dictates that the theory is not a "good" (i.e. accurate and complete) explanation or
understanding of "Reality". If we perceive some aspect of "Reality" that appears initially to be inconsistent with other
perceptions of "Reality", either the observing conditions have changed (so that what we are perceiving is different
aspects "Reality"), or that understanding of what it is we are perceiving is in some way inaccurate or incomplete. The
self-consistent characteristic of "Reality" says that there must be other causes of apparently inconsistent perceptions.

Perception and Reality
I must point out one careful warning here, however. I am stressing the repeatability of our sensory perceptions, not
necessarily of our understanding of what we perceive. And I am not saying that what we may perceive is necessarily an
accurate, or the only sensory appearance of "Reality". Perceptions can always be fooled (the stock in trade of magicians
and con men). This may not seem important now, but will assume greater significance later.
That this thing "Reality" exists, does not automatically imply that we can ever "know" its "True" nature. This objective,
constant and consistent concept of Reality is based on the hypothesis that what we perceive, both personally and through
experimental equipment, are reflections "Through a glass, darkly" of this thing Reality. What we are limited to is
viewing the behaviour of Reality through a cloudy, distorting, and fairly small window. That window is a representation
of our sensory receptors, and the way in which we interpret our sensory perceptions. With our senses, we can perceive
only a limited aspect of the nature of Reality. The window is small, because each of us has a quite narrow focus of
interest. Anything that takes place outside our current focus, goes largely ignored. As do things that happen that do not
fit neatly into our expectations about what should happen. While observing the behaviour of one part of Reality, we may
miss completely other areas. The window is cloudy because our sensory inputs are limited in scope. We can see only a
very narrow section of the electromagnetic spectrum, can hear only a limited range of sound frequencies, can taste or
smell only relatively high concentrations of a very limited number of chemical compounds, and can touch things only
with a relatively insensitive and undiscriminating nervous system packaged in a highly damageable wrapping. With all
of these limitations, it is actually surprising how much we do manage to learn about the nature of Reality. We are
constantly inventing new methods of extending our senses and overcoming the cloudiness of that window.
Even as we reduce the cloudiness, the window retains its distortions, because what we think we perceive of Reality is
filtered through our understanding and expectations of what we think we should see. "You see what you want to see" is
a popular aphorism that is quite appropriate. Optical illusions are the most familiar example of this form of distortion.
What the observer of Reality perceives is influenced heavily by what is expected, and by what has been experienced in
the past. Should Reality display an unexpected response, the observer is likely to interpret and "understand" the sensory
inputs in a way that would be consistent with previous experience and what is expected, despite any contradictions this
may have with the way Reality "really" reacted. And if presented with perceptions that just do not fit the expectations or
experience at all, the observer is just as likely to discount the inconvenient evidence of the senses as "random noise",
"experimental error", or anything else that can be "Safely" ignored.
Thus, we can learn about Reality only through repeated observations and continual experimentation. The more we
repeat our observations and perceptions, the more we experience and experiment, the better we are at accurately
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interpreting the data from our senses. As we continue to experiment and further our investigations, our understanding of
the complex nature of Reality improves. Our mental picture (conception) of Reality approaches closer to the true nature
of Reality as our knowledge and understanding increases. While we may be able to perceive only limited aspects with
any one view, we may repeat our observations, and take observations in different ways, from different "angles". With
the assumption that the underlying Reality is constant and consistent, we can combine observations made from different
points of view, at different times. It is as if we were compiling an understanding of the architecture (both external and
internal) of the Houses of Parliament by studying a number of photographs. Each single photograph (perception) is
limited to specific view, angle of vision, exposure, and focal distance. By combining a large number of separate
photographs, we can compile a quite detailed and accurate image of the Houses of Parliament. This exercise would not
be possible unless it was assumed that the photographs could be combined into something we could understand, and that
the basis from which the images were taken was not changing over time in some unexplainable and non-understandable
fashion.

The Rationale - "Intuitively Obvious"
The rationale behind the First Axiom on the nature of Reality is comparatively simple. It is also "Intuitively Obvious".
Consider my introductory problem of jaywalking across a busy street. This, or something very like this, is a challenge
encountered by all of us, every day. You are faced with a bunch of highly lethal steel monstrosities, hurtling towards
you at (relatively) very high speed. Given a moderate level of traffic congestion, most people still feel relatively safe
crossing the street, even if they are jaywalking. Now why is that? It is primarily because you can predict with reasonable
certainty, just what the traffic is going to do - reality is observed to be constant. You know that if you are not paying
attention and just walk out into the street, you will not get to the other side. The cars are real, and they are lethal if they
hit you. You just can't ignore the reality of those cars and survive in the modern city - reality is observed to be
consistent.
You have to be able to predict the behaviour of those cars, based on previous encounters with similar situations. And
you have to assume that those earlier observations will be a good basis upon which to predict their near future
behaviour. Otherwise, you would never venture out into the street at all. If you had never encountered a street and cars
before, you would have no basis upon which to understand that the cars stop for red lights, letting you cross safely. Or
that the cars tend to say traveling at relatively constant speed, in relatively straight lines, allowing you to jay-walk if you
have a mind to. Or, when it comes to the finer detail, that the cars will be lethal if they hit you. Likewise if you relax
your presumption of constancy and consistency.
It is the lack of this knowledge about the nature of cars, and their predictable behaviour that causes parents to carefully
teach their children how to cross the street - at corners, looking both ways, and with the green light if there is one. We
all realize that children lack the understanding that cars are dangerous, and lack the experience to be able to accurately
predict their behaviour in any but the grossest way. Jaywalking for a young child is a very dangerous activity. We know
this, and take steps to minimize the risks for the children, while feeling reasonably safe jaywalking ourselves. The
predictability of these kinds of situations is a real and constant reminder that perceptions are repeatable, and Reality is
understandable. Really it is! You ignore this "intuitively obvious" fact at your very real peril.
Why this emphasis on Reality? The answer is two-fold. The first part of the answer is simple. As the dictionary
definition quoted above implies, the subject of Philosophy is the search for underlying principles. This definition
presupposes something that has underlying principles. Even those who are not philosophers have as one of their basic
operating axioms, some assumptions about the constant and consistent nature of Reality. The editor of the dictionary
certainly has. As do scientists, doctors, machinists, and taxi-drivers. And, of course, people who jay-walk. The First
Axiom, therefore, defines in detail the characteristics that Reality necessarily must have to make a search for underlying
causes and principles more than a fool's errand. And the way that Reality necessarily must be to enable me to
successfully jaywalk across a moderately busy street. If there is no comprehensible linkage between what we perceive
and some underlying cause, searching for causes or explanations for events is a fruitless exercise.
Besides, like it or not, the concept of Reality assumed by Evolutionary Pragmatism (that reality is objective, constant
and consistent) WORKS. It is on the basis of this assumption that Man has walked on the Moon. Science and Medicine
and Technology all depend for their very existence on the accuracy and usefulness of this basic assumption about
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Reality. There is just no getting away from it, unless you are willing to accept that all that we perceive is not Real, in the
commonly conceived notion of what "real" means.

The Rationale - "Necessary Condition"
The second part of the reason for this stress on Reality, is a little more complicated. As a part of the dictionary definition
implies, Philosophy is, in part, a critical examination of the grounds for fundamental beliefs. Now how does one go
about doing a "critical examination"? There are, basically, two approaches to take. First, one can explore the
consequences of some fundamental belief to see if there are any lines of reasoning that can be made to result in a selfcontradictory situation, decision, or conclusion. If such a situation can be found, the philosophical system based on
those fundamental beliefs would be called "internally inconsistent". There are a number of philosophical conflicts that
would be difficult to resolve if the philosophical system appealed to is internally inconsistent. The typical problem
would involve getting both a "Yes" and a "No" answer to the question of whether or not a specific situation or choice is
Ethical or Moral. Or, to put it in terms we have already met, an inconsistent set of fundamental beliefs would yield
ambiguous and/or multiple-choice and/or conflicting answers to the question "What should I do?". This tends to make
good Moral choices difficult (if not impossible).
The basic axiom that Reality is self-consistent makes "incomplete" or "erroneous" any theory about Reality that is not
also self-consistent. It may be a usable theory, within limits, but is none-the-less, not a complete theory. It cannot be a
"good" theory about Reality unless it is as self-consistent as Reality is assumed to be. The consequences of this basic
assumption about Reality severely constrain the "freedom" of the development of any philosophy that pretends to be an
explanation of the underlying causes or principles of Reality. Evolutionary Pragmatism demands of its own
philosophical arguments, therefore, that they themselves be self-consistent. (I realise that this argument is somewhat
circular, but that is the nature of starting axioms. The importance of self-consistency is raised in many places throughout
this work.)
The only way to structure a line of reasoning that is demonstrably internally consistent, is to base the development of the
structure on axioms that force or demand self-consistency. The assumption that Reality is self-consistent, is one of the
foundation pieces necessary to ensure Evolutionary Pragmatism develops in a self-consistent manner. A self-consistent
Reality is, therefore, used as the basis for the development of the philosophical reasoning within Evolutionary
Pragmatism, and is also used as the test bench to ensure that the conclusions reached during the course of the
philosophical development of Evolutionary Pragmatism are mutually consistent.
The second way to do a "critical examination" of fundamental beliefs, is to explore for lines of argument that can be
made to result in situations or decisions that are "clearly" (i.e. intuitively obviously, or self-evidently) detrimental, while
being judged Moral or Ethical. I have used 'clearly' here in quotes, because the definition of what I mean by this concept
must wait until we explore further into the principles of Evolutionary Pragmatism. The only way to determine whether a
situation is "clearly" detrimental (other than appealing to one person's opinion), is to appeal to some objective source of
information. Thus, in order to perform a critical examination of the fundamental beliefs of any philosophy, including
itself, Evolutionary Pragmatism needs an objective outside source of information that can be appealed to for repeatable
answers. The First Axiom defines such an outside objective source of repeatable information as "Reality", and defines in
detail the characteristics that such a Reality must necessarily have to make a search for objective information more than
a fool's errand. If objective outside information cannot be obtained, then a critical examination is nothing more than one
person's opinion. It is a corollary to the first axiom of Evolutionary Pragmatism, that Philosophy is more than merely
one person's opinion.

One Person's Opinion?
If I were to show you an amorphous lump of metal, and declare "This is a widget", an interesting discussion might result
if you do not immediately agree with me. The course of the discussion would probably wander, but in essence you
would be attempting to come to some understanding of what I mean by the concept "widget", and against what
assessment criteria I classify this particular amorphous lump of metal as a "widget".
Suppose you disagree with my evaluation that this particular lump of metal is a "widget". Perhaps you do not understand
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or agree with my concept of "widget". You would explore my processes of evaluation and classification to determine
what I believe constitutes a "widget". You would look for a point with which you could begin to convince me otherwise.
If I offer no "meaningful" (in this context, this means "useful to you") assessment and classification criteria, you would
normally feel perfectly within your rights to tell me "That's just your opinion! I don't think it is a widget!". The
evaluation of the lump of metal would come down to merely one person's opinion, yours versus mine. Further
discussion would be fruitless. There would be no grounds from which you could begin to convince me otherwise. With
no objectively measurable assessment criteria behind the classification of "widget", you would have no opening from
which to suggest that my evaluation or classification is other than correct. For this reason, the First Axiom defines an
objectively examinable Reality, and establishes the logical corollary that Philosophy is more than merely one person's
opinion. (After all, what fun would Philosophy be, if we couldn't talk about it).
Every system of philosophy about which a book has been published, or a class has been taught, or a speech has been
made, appears to agree with the assumption that Philosophy is more than merely one person's opinion. And this despite
the Metaphysical statements of these diverse philosophies that might contradict this appearance. They appear to agree,
since the adherents of these systems of philosophy invest considerable amount of time and energy trying to convince
others that their philosophy is "better" than any other. Surely, these people would not be engaged in this effort if they
believed that Philosophy was merely one person's opinion. If it were, then how could they claim that their opinion is any
more valid than someone else's?
Oddly enough, many systems of philosophy do not accept the existence of an independent objective Reality.
Evolutionary Pragmatism is classified by students of philosophy as a "realist" and an "objectivist" form of philosophy,
because of its base assumption of an independent objective Reality. But there are many schools of philosophical thought
that are "Subjectivist" in nature, because they do not accept the existence of an independent Reality. Any philosopher
who communicates with others from the foundation of "Subjectivist" metaphysics is being irrational and illogical. The
attempt to communicate with someone other than oneself is inconsistent with the metaphysical belief that reality is a
purely personal construct. But there have been, and are still, many philosophers who maintain that logic, rationality, and
objectivity are no requirement for intelligent discussion of reality.

Three-Tiered Model of Reality
With the foregoing as foundation, I would like now to introduce three new terms. The philosophy of Evolutionary
Pragmatism regards "Reality" with a three-tiered conceptual model. This is not to suggest that there are three different
realities. It is merely to introduce three views or ways of thinking about Reality that will prove useful at later points in
this exposition. There is, at the first level, "Perceptive Reality". At the second level is "Synthetic Objective Reality". And
at the third level is "Existential Reality".
"Perceptive Reality" is the reality that we perceive with our senses. This is the level of understanding Reality that is part
sensory input, and part expectation. For example, I perceive that the ball is that particular shade of coloration that I have
learned to call "red". Or that the hands of the magician are at one instant empty, and at the next displaying fanned decks
of cards. The three levels of this conceptual model are in no way independent. The expectations that influence what we
think we perceive, comes from the next level of the model.
"Synthetic Objective Reality" is the way that we believe reality to be. We each of us construct our own individual
mental model of how reality is and behaves. It is this understanding of Reality that allows us to generate a running
expectation of what we are perceiving. Statements describing reality are statements generated from our Synthetic
Objective Reality conceptual model. Our model of Reality is built out of a lifetime of personal experiences with Reality,
and with the related experiences of others. The model is "Synthetic" because it is a synthesis of a multitude of
perceptions of Reality, both over time and across observers. The model is "Objective" because it is based on the
assumption that Reality is objective and permits us to incorporate the perceptions of a multitude of others - even when
the model assumes an idealist/subjectivist metaphysical foundation.
It is this model of reality that allows us to understand that the ball is so chemically constituted that it reflects only
certain frequencies of the electromagnetic spectrum, and can thus be called "red" even if it is in an unlit box and we
cannot directly perceive it at all. Even if we ourselves are colour-blind. It is this model of reality that allows us to
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understand that the magician did not really materialise a deck of cards out of thin air, despite what our perceptions are
telling us. (Or alternatively, it is this model of reality that allows us to understand that the magician really did
materialise a deck of cards out of thin air, despite what our other perceptions of thin air and card decks might suggest.)
"Existential Reality" is the label that is attached to our concept of the way reality really is. This is the "True Reality"
that our Synthetic-Objective Model attempts to comprehend. Hume's label for this was "Deep Reality". Kant's label was
"Nuomenal Reality". But Hume and Kant were of the "Inside-Out" (Idealist Metaphysics) school of philosophy. It was
Hume's and Kant's contention that we can never really know anything about "Deep Reality" because whatever we
perceive is not about Deep Reality, it is about Perceptive Reality. And whatever we conceive or learn is not about Deep
Reality, it is about Synthetic Objective Reality. According to Hume and Kant, therefore, we can never perceive or know
anything about Deep Reality. But Evolutionary Pragmatism does not follow Hume's reasoning here. Evolutionary
Pragmatism is of the "Outside-In" school of philosophy. That is why Evolutionary Pragmatism calls this level of the
model "Existential Reality" instead of Deep Reality. Existential reality is "evidence transcendent" in the sense that
regardless of how much evidence we might compile to suggest that reality is one way, it is always possible in principle
that it is not in fact that way. Existential reality is the asymptotically approachable limit - no matter how closely we
approach the limit with our evidence and knowledge as incorporated into our Synthetic-Objecive Model, it will remain
always possible (no matter how unlikely) that reality is not the way that we believe it to be.
To Evolutionary Pragmatism, these are three levels of understanding of the same Reality. Thus whenever we interpret
our sensory inputs as a perception of Perceptive Reality, it is also a perception of Existential Reality. And whenever we
incorporate our perceptions into our Synthetic Objective model of Reality, we are modelling our understanding of
Existential Reality. You may not be able to know whether or not, in Existential Reality, all swans are white because you
have never seen or heard of the Australian black swan. And we may not be able to know, in Existential Reality, the exact
length of the table because infinitely precise measurements are not possible in principle. But, I can know that it is true of
Existential Reality that I have never seen a black swan. And we can know that in Existential Reality, the table is between
x and y centimetres long. So an Evolutionary Objectivist can indeed know something about Existential Reality.
Knowing things about Existential Reality is what our Synthetic-Objective Model is all about.
As we incorporate more and more perceptions of Reality into our Synthetic Objective understanding, we gain a more
and more accurate knowledge of Existential Reality. If all of our experiences, and all of the experiences of others we
can learn from, are consistent with the Synthetic Objective model that the ball is red, then it is more and more likely that
the ball is indeed Existentially red, and less and less likely that the ball is not Existentially red. At a certain point in the
scale of likelihood, probability becomes knowledge.

Summary
Axiom 1:- Reality is objective (independent of any observer), constant (permits repeatable observations) and selfconsistent (does not exhibit mutually contradictory cause-effect relationships).
Corollary 1.1:- Philosophy is more than merely one person's opinion.
Based on the nature of this first axiom, the metaphysics of Evolutionary Pragmatism is generally classed by students of
Philosophy as a "Realist", "Objectivist", "Deterministic", and "Newtonian" system of metaphysics.
[Home] [Next]
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The Metaphysical Challenge of Solipsism
In this essay, I am going to demonstrate first, that the logical consequence of a pure Metaphysical Idealism is
Metaphysical Solipsism. But then I will argue that a rational Solipsist will behave as if she were a non-Solipsist. In the
final analysis, a rational Solipsist will find herself much better off if she actually dis-believes Solipsism, even if she
actually believes Solipsism is true - a contradictory position that is one of the main arguments against its probable
truth. I will close the essay by pointing out three additional problems that a consistent Solipsist must deal with.
Solipsism, I suggest, is a self-consistent philosophy that does entail a number of consequences that most people find
difficult to swallow. For those reasons, Solipsism is not a seriously held position by any known philosopher.

Solipsism
Solipsism comes from the latin "Solus ipse" - the sole self. Anthony Flew defines solipsism as "The theory that I
am the sole existent. To be a solipsist I must hold that I alone exist independently, and that what I ordinarily call
the outside world exists only as an object or content of my consciousness."(1) Thomas Mautner defines it as "(1metaphysics) the view that nothing exists except one's own self and the contents of its consciousness; (2epistemology) the view that nothing can be known except one's own self and the contents of its consciousness."(2)
Clearly "in here" is distinct from "out there". In here, I am me. Out there is everything else that is not me. The
distinction is self-evident. Solipsism is the belief that one's self is the only thing that exists. It is the extreme form of
empirical scepticism about our evidence of reality. Solipsism is the doctrine that, in practice as well as principle,
"evidence" means for me my experiences, "reality" means for me the world that I perceive, and "existence" means for
me my existence. In other words, everything which I experience - everything that is not-me (other people, events and
processes, in short anything which would commonly be regarded as a constituent of the spatio-temporal matrix in which
I exist) - just part of the content of my experiences, of my consciousness. Other objects, including other beings that
may appear to exist separately from me, are actually just projections of my own consciousness upon my experiences.
According to Solipsism, I see the world through the eyes of my mind. The world is only as I perceive it. Reality is
only that which seems real to me. Knowledge is what I know. Egoism is the only possible ethic - my welfare the only
possible concern.
The interesting feature of Solipsism is that there is no discernable difference between the Solipsist's experiences of the
world, and the non-Solipsist's experiences of the world. In both cases their respective experiences will be rich, complex,
and varied. Further, there is no fundamental reason for a difference in moral attitude between the Solipsist and the nonSolipsist. The only difference is their respective metaphysical assumptions about the ultimate foundation of those
sensory experiences. The Solipsist maintains that there is only my experiences. The non-Solipsist maintains that there
is something extra beyond my experiences. But the Solipsist can draw upon Ockham's Razor to argue that there is no
discernable benefit to me, and no discernable difference to my current or future experiences, from positing anything in
addition to the summation of my personal experiences. Not only can the existence of an external reality not be proved,
it is not even necessary to adequately explain all of my past, present, and future experiences.
The challenge that Solipsism raises for the study of Philosophy is that while it seems to be a logically sound theory of
existence, no one likes the implication that they are completely alone in the Universe. It is also universally (and
frequently offensively) rejected by philosophers as an acceptable basis of metaphysics. Yet given certain popular
metaphysical premises, philosophers have difficulty in rationally supporting this rejection. Hence the challenge that
Solipsism presents.

Metaphysics
In the popular mind, the term "metaphysical" has come to signify any form of reasoning which is taken to be
excessively general, abstract, and subtle. But among philosophers, especially from Descartes onward, it has come to
have the distinct sense of having to do with what lies beyond, under, or behind what is available to the senses. Hence, in
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modern Philosophy, "Metaphysics" is that branch of philosophical inquiry that involves a critical analysis of our most
fundamental beliefs about the meaning and nature of "reality". It is an inquiry into the nature of things based on logical
reasoning rather than empirical methods. Metaphysics progresses by identifying and then critically examining the
logical consequences of our most fundamental beliefs about the world. Unlike scientific investigation, the methods of
metaphysics do not rely on the evidence. Instead, the question of just what evidence is, and how to interpret what the
evidence means, is a central issue of discussion. And unlike religion, if the logical consequences should turn against the
initial presumptions, it is not acceptable to redefine the rules so that they support the presumption. THe study of
metaphysics follows through on the logical consequences to see whatever might result.
In theory at least, the approach of metaphysics is to question everything. Nothing is supposed to be immune to its
searching examination for the logical consequences of our most fundamental beliefs. Yet like all human endeavours,
metaphysics is a human occupation. And human minds need a place to start, a place to stand from which to move the
world. So in practice, the study of metaphysics is done by philosophers who critically examine each others beliefs.
Because it is so difficult to criticise one's own fundamental beliefs, only very rarely do you find one who willingly
critically examines his own beliefs. The study of Metaphysics, in practice therefore, progresses through the give and
take of opposing views on various topics. And a prime example is the question of the relationship between the Self and
the World. Just what is "me/myself/I"? Just what is "reality"? What (if any) uniqueness does each of these possess?

The "Inside-Out" Tradition
In the history of Metaphysics, there are two quite distinct traditions about the nature of the relationship between our self
and the world we see around us - between what we think we perceive and what believe is real; and centrally, between
the meaning of "perceive" and the meaning of "real". They are the Idealist, or the "Inside-Out" tradition and the Realist
or "Outside-In" tradition. (First introduced in the chapter on The Nature of Reality.) The difference between the two
traditions is the difference in their approach. The Outside-In tradition sets out what must in a very general way be the
case about the world and about ourselves if the world exists independent of our consciousness of it. The Inside-Out
tradition holds that only things answering to certain criteria are real with the result that there are distinct realms to be
called "appearance" and "reality" respectively.
Philosophers of the Inside-Out tradition maintain that our modes of consciousness and cognition constitute, modify, or
process what we perceive as sensory inputs. What our consciousness is aware of as sensory evidence must be regarded
as the products of our consciousness rather than unbiased evidence of reality. In that event, goes the inescapable logical
conclusion, either we can know nothing about the "True" nature of an alleged external reality, or anything that we can
know about such an alleged external reality must be provided through other means than our senses. The proponents of
the "Inside-Out" line of reasoning assume that consciousness, as prior and primary to the sensory evidence, must
generate our understanding from the evidence provided by our processes of perception. Perception is a separate process
from our conscious awareness of what we perceive. Our understanding of what we perceive is not a pure product of our
senses. Therefore, what we understand about our perceptions cannot be trusted as evidence for a separate reality. We
have no independent basis from which to validate the evidence provided by our senses. All we have is the evidence of
our perceptions. And our perceptions are highly processed information from our senses.
There is, therefore, no logically valid line of reasoning that can proceed from the basic axiom that consciousness is the
fundamental given, to the conclusion that there is a reality outside of, or separate from one's own consciousness. Since
there is no way to validate the evidence of the senses (the senses being the only source of information), there is no basis
from which to conclude that the sensory evidence is valid evidence of an external reality. There is no way to distinguish
between "reality" and a dream or hallucination. Philosophers of the Inside-Out Tradition therefore almost universally
conclude that all that is perceived (ie. all the evidence), as well as all the contents of consciousness, is actively a product
of consciousness. As it is impossible to logically derive the existence of a reality beyond our subjective experience,
therefore there can be no knowledge of such an external objective reality. Hence, there is no acceptable proof that there
is such an external objective reality.
The inescapable consequence of this conclusion is that there can be no possible logical foundation for any constraints on
the nature of the contents of a particular person's consciousness. There can be no logical foundation for any
standardization or similarity of the contents of consciousness from one person to another. For this reason, the Insidehttp://www3.sympatico.ca/saburns/pg0220.htm[6/23/2020 1:34:14 PM]
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Out tradition logically results in what is referred to as "Subjectivist" (or sometimes "Anti-Realist" ) notions of Truth,
Knowledge, and Ethics. And, ultimately, to metaphysical "Solipsism".

Historical Development of Solipsism
Before going into greater detail on the nature of Solipsism, it would be helpful to provide a precis of the historical
development of Solipsism. I will start with a word or two on "Empiricism". Empiricism is the philosophical doctrine
that all human knowledge comes ultimately from senses and experience. Strict Empiricism denies that humans have
innate ideas or that anything is knowable prior to any experience. The empiricist stands in particular opposition to those
philosophies that maintain that we have other means of obtaining such knowledge such as intuition, revelation, or innate
knowledge. Often, empiricism is particularly contrasted with "rationalism", a theory which holds that the mind may
apprehend some truths directly, without requiring the medium of the senses. Philosophers generally associated with
empiricism include Aristotle (384-322 BC), St. Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274), Sir Francis Bacon (1561-1626), Thomas
Hobbes (1588-1679), John Locke (1632-1704), Bishop George Berkeley (1685-1753), and David Hume (1711-1776).
Empiricism is generally regarded as being at the heart of the modern scientific method. Empiricism presumes that our
theories should be based on our observations of the world rather than on intuition or faith - that is, empirical research
and a posteriori inductive reasoning. "Empirical" is an adjective often used in conjunction with both the natural and
social sciences. In its use within the sciences, "empiricism" means the use of working hypotheses which are capable of
being disproved using observation or experiment (ie: ultimately through experience).
Ever since Aristotle, it has been the Empiricist's thesis that our only source of information about the world is our sensory
experiences. My knowledge of the world consists of my judgements based on my sensory experiences. But an
empiricist of the Inside-Out Tradition faces a difficulty first discussed in detail by Rene Descartes.
Rene Descartes (1596-1650) was a French mathematician, physicist and philosopher. Among his many other
accomplishments, his most famous philosophical work was Meditations on First Philosophy (1641). Descartes began
his philosophical career by trying to apply to philosophy the basic principles of the new scientific method that Galileo
had introduced and which had proved so successful. Thus, one of his main aims in the Meditations was to provide a
sound basis for scientific methods. He aimed to show that the real source of scientific knowledge lay in the mind and
not in the senses. (He was, therefore not an empiricist, but the first of the "Rationalists".) In attempting to find this real
source of knowledge, Descartes hit upon the idea of using doubt as a tool or a weapon against doubt itself:
"I ought to reject as downright false all opinions which I could not imagine to be in the least
degree open to doubt-my purpose being to discover whether, after doing so, there might not
remain, as still calling for belief, something entirely indubitable." (Rene Descartes, Discourse
on Method(3) )
In order to show that science rested on firm foundations and that these foundations lay in the mind and not the senses,
Descartes began by bringing into doubt all the beliefs that come to us from the senses. His aim in these arguments is not
really to prove that nothing exists or that it is impossible for us to know if anything exists, but to show that all our
knowledge of these things through the senses is open to doubt. The Cartesian thesis was that the "I" that is me is not
my eyes, or my ears, etc. What I am most directly in touch with is my mind and its contents. My senses are outside of
the me that is the "I" of my mind. They provide me with data that I must interpret and understand. But it is not a
verifiable fact that I have eyes and ears with which to see and hear. Beginning with Descartes, philosophers of the
Inside-Out tradition have had to deal with the dichotomy between "reality" and "appearance". As in the movie "The
Matrix", I could be the literal or functional equivalent of a "brain in a vat". All of what I take to be my sensory inputs
might be mere "appearances" provided by something other than what I assume. The only thing I can know with any
confidence is that "I" am me.
If our scientific knowledge comes to us through the senses, we can not even be certain that anything outside of us
exists. The logical consequence is that, since we do seem to "know" that external objects exist, this knowledge cannot
come to us through the senses, but only through the mind. As Rene Descartes stated in the second meditation, the
contents of his mind seemed to be directly available to him.
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"I am, however, a real thing, and really existent; but what thing? The answer was, a thinking
thing...since it is now manifest to me that bodies themselves are not properly perceived by the
senses nor by the faculty of imagination, but by the intellect alone; and since they are not
perceived because they are seen and touched, but only because they are understood [or rightly
comprehended by thought], I readily discover that there is nothing more easily or clearly
apprehended than my own mind" (Rene Descartes, Meditations on the First Philosophy(4) )
Descartes uses three very similar arguments to open all our empirical knowledge to doubt: The dream argument, the
deceiving God argument, and the evil demon argument. The basic idea in each of these is that we never perceive
external objects directly, but only through the contents of our own mind - through the images the supposedly external
objects produce in us. This thesis has since become known as the "Cartesian Theatre" model of sensory perception.
Since sense experience never puts us in direct contact with the objects themselves, but only with mental images
displayed in some "Cartesian Theatre", sense perception provides no certainty that there is anything in the external
world that corresponds to the images we have in our mind. What is displayed on the theatre screen in the Cartesian
Theatre might just as easily come from other sources than the alleged external objects that they appear to come from.
The dream argument goes like this: I often experience perceptions very much like the ones I usually have while awake,
but while I am dreaming. There are no definite signs to distinguish dream experiences from waking experiences.
Therefore, it is possible that I am dreaming right now and that all of my perceptions are a product of my mind and not a
reflection of an external reality. The deceiving God argument goes like this: I believe that there is a God who has
created me and who is all powerful. He has it in his power to deceive me even about what I seem to see clearly.
Therefore, it is possible that I am deceived about the nature of the world. To allay the criticisms of those who might
object that an omni-benevolent God would not so systematically deceive us, his famous evil demon argument runs
similarly: Assume that there exists an evil demon, who is capable of deceiving me even about what I seem to see
clearly. Therefore, I have reason to doubt what my senses tell me, as well as the mathematical knowledge that I seem to
have. It is therefore possible that all knowledge of external objects, including my body, could be the result of the
actions of an evil demon, and thus not a reflection of an external reality.
On the basis of these three arguments, Descartes reasons that he has no sure knowledge of anything outside of his mind.
By introducing "methodological doubt" into philosophy, Descartes created the backdrop against which Solipsism
subsequently developed, and was made to seem, if not plausible, at least irrefutable. He still has to make a crucial leap
of faith to the existence of objects outside of his mind. He must do this, however, strictly on the basis of the contents of
his own mind. It is the idea of God that he finds in his mind that allows him to make this leap, and which forms the
basis for his knowledge of all other external objects. Without this leap, without this extra unsupported assumption,
Descartes methodological doubt would unavoidably result in pure metaphysical Solipsism.
Bishop George Berkeley (1685-1753) carried the scepticism of Descartes to the next logical level. Berkeley was an
Irish philosopher and clergyman of the Anglican Church. He is generally regarded as the founder of the modern school
of Metaphysical Idealism. His philosophical arguments were published in A Treatise Concerning The Principles of
Human Knowledge (1710) and The Three Dialogues Between Hylas and Philonous (1713). In the first of the three
Socratic dialogues in this latter work, Berkeley's Philonous neatly manoeuvres Hylas into admitting that all that he
actually perceives are but ideas in his mind. All of the characteristics that Hylas initially takes to be properties of
"material things", Philonous argues are properties of ideas in the mind. And all of what Hylas takes as perceptions of
external objects, Philonous argues are but perceptions of ideas of mind. Berkeley's philosophy can be summed up
nicely withhis catch-phrase "To be is to be perceived".
"It is evident to any one who takes a survey of the objects of human knowledge, that they are
either ideas actually imprinted on the senses, or else such as are perceived by attending to the
passions and operations of the mind, or lastly ideas formed by help of memory and
imagination, either compounding, dividing, or barely representing those originally perceived in
the aforesaid ways." (George Berkeley, A Treatise Concerning The Principles of Human
Knowledge(5) )
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Berkeley attempts to eliminate the problematic chasm between our perceptions and the supposed objects that are the
cause of those perceptions by claiming that there are no objects that are the cause of our perceptions. Rather, our
perceptions constitute the whole of reality in themselves. And like Descartes, he saves his philosophical position from
pure Solipsism by postulating that the things that he takes to be external to his own mind are in fact ideas in the mind of
God. So-called "material things" gain their apparently objective existence and persistence by being perceived by God.
David Hume, following in the steps of Berkeley, brought to the empirical scepticism of Descartes and Berkeley an
atheist's refusal to permit the God escape clause. Hume was a Scottish philosopher and historian who argued in the
empiricist tradition that human knowledge arises only from sense experience. His most philosophically significant
works were A Treatise of Human Nature (1739-1740) and An Inquiry Concerning Human Understanding (1748). Hume
raised perplexing and troublesome doubts about many of the basic assumptions upon which the laws of logic and
science are constructed. As a result of following the Inside-Out tradition of assuming the primacy of consciousness, he
finds himself firmly painted into the Solipsist's corner.
"Experience is a principle, which instructs me in the several conjunctions of objects for the
past. Habit is another principle, which determines me to expect the same for the future; and
both of them conspiring to operate upon the imagination, make me form certain ideas in a more
intense and lively manner, than others, which are not attended with the same advantages.
Without this quality, by which the mind enlivens some ideas beyond others (which seemingly
is so trivial, and so little founded on reason) we cou'd never assent to any argument, nor carry
our view beyond those few objects, which are present to our senses. Nay, even to these objects
we cou'd never attribute any existence, but what was dependent on the senses; and must
comprehend them entirely in that succession of perceptions, which constitutes our self or
person. Nay farther, even with relation to that succession, we cou'd only admit of those
perceptions, which are immediately present to our consciousness, nor cou'd those lively
images, with which the memory presents us, be ever receiv'd as true pictures of past
perceptions. The memory, senses, and understanding are, therefore, all of them founded on the
imagination, or the vivacity of our ideas."   (David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature(6) )
Hume clearly finds the logical consequence of his Inside-Out premises singularly dissatisfying. His "escape clause" is
at once more fanciful and more practical than his predecessors' policy of adopting the premise of God, if perhaps not
properly philosophical. He ignores the problem and goes off to play a game of backgammon:
"Most fortunately it happens, that since reason is incapable of dispelling these clouds, nature
herself suffices to that purpose, and cures me of this philosophical melancholy and delirium,
either by relaxing this bent of mind, or by some avocation, and lively impression of my senses,
which obliterate all these chimeras. I dine, I play a game of backgammon, I converse, and am
merry with my friends; and when after three or four hours' amusement, I wou'd return to these
speculations, they appear so cold, and strain'd, and ridiculous, that I cannot find in my heart to
enter into them any farther." (David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature(6) )
Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), following in Hume's footsteps, tried to dispel Hume's "clouds" by directing his thinking
away from the empiricism of his predecessors. Although Kant was undoubtedly a genius of the first order, and arguably
the most pre-eminent philosopher of the Inside-Out (Idealist) Tradition, he constructed a comprehensive system of
philosophy that ranks among the greatest intellectual stumbles in Western philosophy. His classic works, Critique of
Pure Reason (1781) and Critique of Practical Reason (1788), mark the beginning of a general turn of Western
philosophy away from the empirical/scientific approach of Aristotle and Hume, and the beginning of the end of the
"Age of Enlightenment" (circa 1650 - circa 1790).
Kant suggested that although the content of experience must be discovered through experience itself, the mind imposes
form and order on all its experiences, and this form and order is innate knowledge that can be discovered by reflection
alone. Kant brought to Hume's empirical scepticism the recognition that our notions of space and time cannot be
knowledge learned from experience, since they are a necessary a priori scaffolding to any understanding of our sensory
experiences. Thus, human beings are capable of viewing only the appearance and not things as they are in themselves.
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"Now a thing in itself cannot be known through mere relations; and we may therefore conclude
that since outer sense gives us nothing but mere relations, this sense can contain in its
representation only the relation of an object to the subject, and not the inner properties of the
object in itself. This also holds true of inner sense, not only because the representations of the
outer senses constitute the proper material with which we occupy our mind, but because the
time in which we set these representations, which is itself antecedent to the consciousness of
them in experience, and which underlies them as the formal condition of the mode in which we
posit them in the mind, itself contains [only] relations of succession, coexistence, and of that
which is coexistent with succession, the enduring." (Immanuel Kant. Critique of Pure Reason
(7) )
Kant breaks with the Cartesian tradition when he describes the subject, the human being, as not having direct access to
his own mind. For Kant, both external objects and inner sense are presented as appearances to the subject.
"If the faculty of coming to consciousness of oneself is to seek out (to apprehend) that which
lies in the mind, it must affect the mind, and only in this way can it give rise to an intuition of
itself. But the form of this intuition, which exists antecedently in the mind, determines, in the
representation of time, the mode in which the manifold is together in the mind, since it then
intuits itself not as it would represent itself if immediately self-active, but as it is affected by
itself, and there as it appears to itself, not as it is." (Immanuel Kant. Critique of Pure Reason
(8) )
Thus, the mind, as a thing in itself, is not directly available to the understanding. If any direct knowledge of one's own
mind is unavailable, it hardly seems possible to know whether other minds exist at all. Kant denies that knowledge
relating directly to external objects or the mind is available to the knowing subject. But on the other hand, Kant is not
an empiricist in the Humean mold. He is, rather a rationalist in the Cartesian tradition. He resorts to non-empirical
innate sources of non-sensory conceptual knowledge.
"All thought must, directly or indirectly, by way of certain characters, relate ultimately to
intuitions, and therefore, with us, to sensibility, because in no other way can an object be given
to us." (Immanuel Kant. Critique of Pure Reason (9) )
"Intuition and concepts constitute . . . the elements of all our knowledge, so that neither
concepts without an intuition in some way corresponding to them, nor intuition without
concepts, can yield knowledge." (Immanuel Kant. Critique of Pure Reason (10) )
Kant's "escape clause" was that he was still committed to an a priori presumption that there is an external reality. But
drawing upon the empirical scepticism of Descartes and Hume, Kant demonstrates that the objects of this external
reality (in his words, the "nuominal world" ) are fundamentally unknowable. In his thesis, elements of the "nuominal
world" are spaceless and timeless and not directly perceptible, serving merely as the raw material from which sensations
are formed. Objects "of themselves" have no existence since space and time exist only as part of the mind, as
"intuitions" by which perceptions are measured and judged. Although he demonstrates that we can have no knowledge
of such a "nuominal" world, he refuses to follow the logical consequence that Hume identified, and merely assumes that
there is one anyway. He moves away from the pure empiricism of Hume and posits that in addition to the knowledge
we can gain from our sensory experiences, we have some innate sources of knowledge that guide our understanding of
our perceptions.
"I am conscious of my own existence as determined in time. All determination of time
presupposes something permanent in perception. But this permanent cannot be an intuition in
me. For all grounds of determination of my existence which are to be met with in me are
representations; and as representations themselves require a permanent distinct from them, in
relation to which their change, and so my existence in the time wherein they change, may be
determined. Thus perception of this permanent is possible only through a thing outside me and
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not through the mere representation of a thing outside me; and consequently the determination
of my existence in time is possible only through the existence of actual things which I perceive
outside me." (Immanuel Kant. Critique of Pure Reason (11) )
Kant is here arguing that
                    (a) My memories contain patterns of experiences;
                    (b) I cannot create those patterns myself;
                    (c) Therefore, those patterns must be generated by something outside myself.
The key step is his claim that "representations themselves require a permanent distinct from them, in relation to which
their change, and so my existence in the time wherein they change, may be determined." Kant does not see the
posibility that the "permanent" he requires might just as easily be something internal. It would be fully consistent with
the rest of his analysis if this "permanent" is a sequence of subjective objects in subject time i.e. nothing more than
patterns of memories. It is a violation of Ockham's Razor to posit the existence of some sort of "actual things which I
perceive outside of me". There does not appear to be any necessity for this addition to the ontology. All that Kant
admis that he can know about such external things are the patterns of memory. So why not just maintain that all they
are is just self-generating patterns of memory.
For an Idealist to talk about finding his way around a world of "objects" that are conceived as spatially located things
outside of "I", is not necessarily to concede that these objects have actual independent objective existence, external to
him. The Idealist can maintain that these "objects" are simply remembered patterns of experience, and that they are
"external" to himself only in the sense that their representations are "external" to the "I" to which they are being
represented. The subject matter for perceptual judgements remains current and future experiences. The patterns
apparent in memory are given. Perceived experiences either do or do not cohere with the given patterns in memory.
False memories and mis-perceptions are conceptually possible only from a non-Idealist perspective.
To be fair to Kant, however, his ideas were a reflection of his social environment. At the time of their gestation (1770ish) Man was generally considered a "Special Creation" of God. Charles Darwin's The Descent of Man was a century in
the future (1871). Kant did not therefore consider it questionable to posit innate abilities in Man. The difficulty with
assuming that God created Man with some innate sources of knowledge, however, is that there is no logical foundation
for putting any limits whatever on what God could have created in Man. So Kant is here playing his own game of
"Special Creation." He posits that God has provided Man with whatever innate capabilities are necessary for his
philosophical theories to work out properly. And he naturally does not concern himself with the logical difficulties that
this creates, or with the evolutionary foundation of such abilities.

Solipsism in Greater Detail
"Once we concede...that the immediate objects of sense experience are mind-dependent (ideas,
impressions, sense data, etc.), it is indeed questionable whether we can argue validly to the
existence or nature of a mind-independent external world." (Anthony Flew, A Dictionary of
Philosophy(12) )
The Cartesian thesis that we have a more direct access to our own minds and the ideas they contain, than we do to the
things "presented" by our senses, leads directly to the conclusion that what we have direct access to in sense-perception
is at best the mental representation of things. Consider the "Brain in a Vat" thought experiment. Or, if you prefer a
more science fiction example, consider a slight variation on the movie "The Matrix". Consider the possibility that you
are actually a body in a pod in "The Matrix". In such a scenario, all of your sensory experiences are being created for
you by a computer, and piped into your brain through an implant in the base of your skull. Everything that you think
you perceive in what you take to be "The world" is generated by that computer. The world that the computer is creating
you, is generated for you alone. There is no one else in your world but you. (The computer doesn't count.)
We can even simplify the experimental conditions. You don't actually need a body. All you need is a mind that can be
appropriately fed with computer generated perceptions. And the computer does not need to keep track of a long history
of memories. In addition to creating for you whatever sensory impressions are required, the computer can provide you
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with whatever memories are appropriate. In that event, the "reality" that you are aware of consists of your sensory
impressions of the world around you, and your memories of past sensory impressions of that world. Perhaps, like a
strange combination of the movies "The Matrix" and "Groundhog Day", you are a "Soul Pearl" imbedded in a protective
pod, and every "morning" when you wake up it is the "same" day. Your memories of "yesterday" have been wiped
clean. And if you attempt to "do" anything that the computer is unprepared to deal with, the computer puts you to sleep
and resets your memory. That way, the computer can control the "combinatorial explosion" that some people have
argued would make the scenario computationally impossible.
The challenge raised by the Solipsist is that you have no means of determining whether or not you are actually in such a
weird situation. There is nothing in your experiences, and nothing in your memory, that you can use to distinguish
between what you consider the "real world" (which is actually a "virtual reality" generated for you by that computer)
and the "Real" world that contains both you and that computer. If this scenario is in fact the way that things are, then as
far as you can tell, there is only you and your experiences. There is no one else. And since you have no means of
discerning the difference between the "virtual reality" in which you seem to reside, and the "Reality" that contains the
computer, there is no basis from which to support the notion that the world of "Reality" actually exists. The computer is
not necessary. The only "reality" that you have, is the discernable reality of your sensory experiences. The rest is as
fanciful as Never-Never Land, Barsoom, or Oz.
Thinking implies believing or judging things to be thus-and-so. Such is its aim. Thinking can either succeed or fail in
achieving this aim, depending upon whether or not things are in fact thus-and-so. One starts down the path to Solipsism
when one notices that "I always have to judge things for myself." No one else can decide for me how to interpret what I
perceive, and how to respond to what I perceive. If I take advice or information from outside sources, it is only because
I have already judged those sources to be trustworthy. Yet, if I must judge everything for myself, then there are no facts
about my experiences that other people are in a better position to judge that I.
The coherence of Solipsism is disputed on the basis that if "reality" is my experiences, then there is no possibility of an
erroneous judgement about my experiences. And hence, if there is no possibility of believing or judging in error, there
is no concept of a "reality". But this objection overlooks a number of aspects of perceptual judgement. When I perceive
something, it is automatic that I label what I perceive even if only roughly. That labelling is a judgement that
categorizes what I am perceiving into my memory of past perceptions. If what my mind "sees" is my reality, then in
that sense, I cannot perceive erroneously. However, how I categorize that perception can easily be inconsistent with
other perceptions (past, present, or future), and inconsistent with my memories of past categories of experience. Of
course, the Solipsist must assume that the soundness of her judgement is given. Almost by definition, a Solipsist's
judgement must be assumed to be rational rather than irrational, reliable rather than unreliable. Other than the criteria of
internal consistency, there is no means of discerning a systematic bias or error in the Solipsist's judgements. In fact,
other than by the criteria of self-consistency, there is no meaning to the notion of a systematic bias or error in
judgement.
Because there is nothing "external", the concept of "Truth" for the Solipsist must necessarily be a "Coherence" concept.
A belief, judgement, statement or proposition is true if and only if it coheres (is logically consistent with) the rest of
what I believe. And therein lies the secret of the Solipsist's concept of "reality". What is "real" is what is coherent with
my beliefs. A particular belief (or sub-set of beliefs) can be "false" if they do not cohere with the rest of my beliefs.
And a particular belief is corrigible to the extent that it does not cohere with the rest of my beliefs. Moreover, because
my beliefs can change as a consequence of new experiences, any particular belief (or sub-set of beliefs) is always
corrigible, and can change in status from true to false (or vice versa). Note that this is an Anti-Realist notion of
"Truth". False beliefs or judgements are false if and only if they are incoherent with the rest of my beliefs, memories,
and experiences. I can have a false belief only if there are possible experiences that could lead me to realize that such a
belief does not cohere with the rest of my beliefs. The Solipsist's acts of judgement, therefore, can be thought of as
"aiming at truth" only in the sense of a Coherence theory of truth - truth as internal consistency.
When challenged that there is no way to determine the validity of one's memories of past patterns of sensory experience,
the Solipsist can respond that what matters is what I remember here-now and that these here-now memories are
mutually consistent. It is illegitimate to inquire whether my memory is in any objective sense "True" or valid. My
memory is my memory, and there is no sense in which it could be false beyond the constraints of a Coherence notion of
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"Truth". However, there is every sense in which my expectations derived from those memories could be inconsistent
with my actual experiences. The Solipsist can argue that what renders such an account of memory non-vacuous is the
difference between the running expectation of what we are about to experience and the actual experience, and the
difference between memories that are mutually coherent, and memories that in some respect do not cohere with the rest.
So, does the Solipsist's "reality" have any more substance than a dream or an halucination, a story one makes up as one
goes along? Yes, of course it does. Solipsist or not, the concepts of "reality" and "dream [world]" refer to two distinctly
different modes of experiencing "The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune". When experiencing life in one mode,
we notice that our experiences are constant, persistent, consistent, and coherent. When experiencing life in the other
mode, we notice that our experiences are dramatically less constant in form and character, often transient in existence,
frequently mutually inconsistent both from thing to thing and across time, and far more frequently quite incoherent.
One mode of experience draws the focus of our attention, is amenable to inquiry, and responsive to our reactions. The
other mode of experience often drifts uncontrollably past our attention, is rarely subject to inquiry, and is often
unresponsive to our reactions. On any scale of measure, the difference between the two modes of experience is
dramatic and unmistakable whenever noticed. One of these modes of experience we call the "real word", the other we
call the "dream world" (or hallucinations, or illusions).
By definition, most of us spend most of our time experiencing life in the "real world" mode. Episodes spent in the
"dream world", while they may seem quite real at the time, always end with a transition back to the "real world" mode.
There are some unfortunate people who, for reasons as diverse as drugs to organic brain damage, spend more of their
time in the "dream world". Some people lose the ability to notice the distinctly different character of the two modes of
experience, and are unable to distinguish their "real" experiences from their "dream" experiences. But these sorts of
people are classed as "not normal" or "insane". The bottom line is that life is not a dream even for a Solipsist. The "real
world", unlike the "dream world", possesses an unmistakably greater degree of constancy, consistency, and coherence.
In the real world, elephants are huge, grey and don't fly. In the dream world, pink elephants can buzz around your head,
and turn into green mice stomping on the roof of your house. The fact that sometimes a dream appears so real you can't
tell at the time, does not alter the fact that you always wake up.
This brings us to an approach that allows the Solipsist to identify an "objective reality". As we have noted above, in the
Solipsist's world, where reality is defined by a particularly distinct mode of experience, there are certain relatively
constant, consistent, coherent patterns to those experiences that draw the focus of our attention, are amenable to inquiry,
and are responsive to our reactions. So, as a Solipsist, I can form the conceptual notions of "space" and "time" and
"objects in space and time". These sorts of concepts are convenient mental representations of particular patterns within
my experiences. I can treat these repeating patterns of experience as "Things" in my "space-time continuum". And I
can observe how they change over time, and occasionally responsd to my will. I can observe how those "Things"
interact, I can form the observed patterns of interactions the conceptual notions of "cause" and "effect". I can even
contemplate the notion of "Scientific Laws" as generalized descriptions of those interactions. All of this, of course, is
mental short-hand for observations of patterns within my experiences. I am the only "real" existent. The "objects" in
the "world" are nothing more than conceptually grouped patterns of sensory experiences, grouped together for my own
personal convenience of contemplation. But as a Solipsist, I can none-the-less form and treat complex theories of how
"Things" behave over time. Consequently, all of science can become a part of my Solipsist reality.
Solipsist "As If" Realism
Within the on-going stream of my experiences, there are those that I find pleasurable (in various ways), and those that I
find painful (in various ways). There are obviously elements of my unfolding experiences that are not under my direct
control. In fact, I seem to have little wilful control over most of my experiences. There are certainly elements that I do
seem to be able to influence to some degree. But most of my experiences unfold as they do regardless of any action or
intention on my part.   But those experiences that occur independent of my will, stand out in absolute contrast to my
freedom to act in the light of what I recognize to be the case. Therefore, in order to maximize the pleasurable
experiences and minimize the painful ones, it is obviously to my benefit to influence the unfolding of my experiences
the best I can in the limited ways that I can. However one wishes to understand the relationship, there are things I can
do to avoid some painful experiences, and maximize some pleasurable experiences.
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It turns out, as any moderately intelligent person (Solipsist or not) will learn after a very little bit of experience, it is very
economically pragmatic (in terms of mental effort expended) to treat the unfolding of my experiences as if I were just
one more object in a world of objective objects. It turns out to be economically pragmatic to treat my experiences as if
those "Things" (those convenient mental representations of particular patterns within my experiences) really did exist in
"space" and "time" and behave according to those theoretical "Scientific Laws". Amongst those convenient mental
representations of particular patterns in my experiences - those "Things" - there are some that I label "people". It
turns out that influencing their behaviours in ways that will maximize my pleasurable experiences and minimize my
painful ones (when considered over the long run) is easier (more probably successful, and involving less mental effort
on my part) if I treat these "Things" I have labelled "people" as if they were intentional agents, with feelings and desires,
very similar to my own. Note that this is not to suppose that these "others" have the same experience of pleasure and
pain as I do. Nor is it to suppose that these "others" experience things which are "real" pleasures and pains. As a
Solipsist, I must maintain that these "others" are not things that can have experiences or psychological states - they are
merely patterns I have identified within my experiences. Yet, like any moderately intelligent person, I quickly discover
that it is in my own interest (in terms of minimizing effort and maximizing return on investment) to treat these particular
patterns within experience as if they do in fact experience the same pleasures and pains as I do, as if they do in fact have
psychological states which are just as "real" as my own. A psychopath is someone (Solipsist or not) who has not
learned, or has forgotten, this lesson in pragmatic personal economics.
This is a rather strange outcome for a Solipsist. Starting from the premise that "my consciousness is primary" we have
moved through the Solipsist deduction that "I am the only existent that exists", to the pseudo-objectivist conclusion that
"it will most probably pay me (in terms of maximized pleasure and minimized pain) to treat my experiences as if they
were experiences of objects and people in an objective reality".
This "theoretical" identification of a "quasi-objective" reality of things and scientific laws neatly voids the
Wittgensteinian argument that the existence of a public frame of reference is presupposed in the existence of the
language in which Idealism and Solipsism is contemplated. If Wittgenstein's "private language" argument is actually
correct (and there is some dispute about it), the Solipsist's identification of a theoretical quasi-objective reality provides
the necessary "public" forum in which a suitably public language can be acquired.
And now there is one further step. It is readily demonstrable (according to the Solipsist's theoretical "Scientific laws" )
that it is easier to influence the behaviours of others in the ways that you want if you actually believe that they are
people just like you, with wishes and wants, pleasures and pains, just like you. Any salesman (even one who is only a
convenient mental representation of a particular pattern in the Solipsist's stream of experiences) will tell you that it is an
awful lot harder to sell a tale if you do not believe the tale. So it turns out that even for a Solipsist who thinks she
should believe that she is the only existent, that reality is defined by her experiences, and that what appear to be
"people" are nothing more than persistent patterns in her experiences, it is economically pragmatic (in terms of
maximized pleasure and minimized pain, over the long term) to actually believe like an Objectivist - to treat "the
world" as if it was an external objective existent, independent of the mind of the Solipsist.
It is hard to deny the persuasiveness of the logical arguments following from the premises of the Inside-Out Tradition.
So even if you think the logic dictates that you should believe in Solipsism, you will never find any like minds who will
agree with you. And you will find it ultimately to your advantage (in terms of pleasure and pain) to actually believe that
Solipsism is false. Which sort of sounds contradictory, even if logically it is not.

Final Problems
It appears to be impossible to declare that you yourself are the only valid consciousness in a meaningful way, because
anyone who you tell it to will automatically disbelieve you. That is a major problem for a philosopher. It makes
Solipsism workable only as a completely private belief. It doesn't necessarily mean it isn't true. It just means that if it is
true, then none of the "people" that you identify in your experiences will agree that it is true. If two Solipsists happen to
meet, neither will accept the possibility that the other is right or even "real" (in the non-Solipsist sense). Each will insist
that "I am the only existent", and the other is therefore necessarily wrong. After all, the other person - even if also an
avowed Solipsist - is nothing more than a particularly interesting pattern in my experiences.
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There is also a less immediate difficulty faced by the Solipsist. The Solipsist concept of "the world" is based on the
observation that there are quite obviously patterns in my experiences that are more or less constant, persistent,
consistent, coherent, drawing the focus of my attention, amenable to inquiry, and responsive to my reactions. But the
unaddressed question is why are there patterns rather than random noise? Why these patterns rather than some other
patterns? What, if anything, causes the patterns? What, if anything, causes the patterns to be constant, consistent, etc.?
To these sorts of questions the Solipsist has no answer. The patterns simply are. And to the extent that they are
constant, consistent, etc. they are self-sustaining. Further inquiry is illegitimate. And that sort of answer is simply
unacceptable to a lot of philosophers. Metaphysics, after all, is supposed to question everything. And science is
supposed to discover the reasons why.
Finally there is the Solipsist's concept of "Morality." Since the Solipsist is, by definition, the only conscious entity in
the world, and the other "people" with whom the Solipsist must necessarily deal are merely patterns of experiences, a
Solipsist's fundamental concept of morality must necessarily be ego-centric. This is not to suggest that the Solipsist is
necessarily "Selfish to a fault", or even "Selfish first". But it is to suggest that the Solipsist cannot properly entertain the
notion that other people really do have needs, desires, and (more importantly) rights and ethical standing that are in any
way similar to that of the Solipsist. Morality, for the Solipsist, must necessarily revolve around the maximization the
pleasurable experiences and the minimization of the painful ones, all with due consideration to the impact of one's
behaviour on the reactions of "others" (patterns of experience tho they be), and with due consideration for the unfolding
of experiences over the long term. It is this latter caveat that opens the door to non-egocentric theories of morals.
Because the Solipsism does not control at will the experiences he has of interactions with other people, the Solipsist will
quickly discover that it pays (in his own ego-centric currency) to behave (and even believe) as if those patterns in his
experiences that he calls "people" actually do have ethical status equivalent to his own. In this way, the Solipsist can
"back into" a disinterested stance as a foundation for moral theory. But this is an available option, not a necessary step.
(Unless, of course, one defines morality as granting other people equivalent ethical status as one's self.)

The Solution
So far as I can determine, neither Idealism nor Solipsism has been unquestionably refuted. No professional philosopher
likes the Solipsist conclusion to the premises of the Inside-Out Tradition. But there are plenty of philosophers who
would be ranked along with Descartes and Kant as members of the Idealist Inside-Out Tradition even if they themselves
would dispute that disposition.
If you don't like the consequences of a logically valid argument, you have only one real choice. (I mean a logical one,
rather than Hume's tongue-in-cheek pragmatic option of going off to play backgammon.) And that is to adopt different
premises.
Remember, all this started with the fundamental premise of the Inside-Out Tradition that consciousness is primary, that
the mind is something separate from an objective reality, that we have a direct knowledge only of our minds and its
contents and not of the source of our sensory perceptions, that there is a dichotomy between "reality" and "appearance".
This was combined with the Empiricist premise that all human knowledge derives from our sensory experiences. So, if
you don't like Solipsism as a metaphysical theory of what actually exists, adopt alternative premises. Either, like
Aristotle and other "realists", the premise of the Outside-In Tradition that existence is primary, that the mind is a
product of the prior existence of reality, that we have as direct an access to the source of our sensory perceptions as we
do to the contents of our mind, that there is no dichotomy between "reality" and "appearance". Or, like Descartes and
Kant, the Intuitionist premise that the mind has access to sources of knowledge other than our sensory experiences innate pre-programmed ideas and concepts, or an ability to "intuit" a priori knowledge without the contribution of the
senses . Or, like Descartes and Berkeley, the Theistic premise that there is a benevolent God to bridge the gap between
my mind and the "other", that we can gain from "divine revelation" knowledge not available to our senses.
In other words, if you don't want to be a Solipsist (the logical consequence of Empirical Idealism), you have to be either
a Realist (of the Outside-In Tradition), or a Rationalist (Intuitional Idealism). No professional philosopher will admit to
being a Solipsist. They have all sorted themselves into one of these two alternative groups. So no matter which
alternative you choose, you will have the company of lots of professional philosophers. Solipsism is logically coherent
in itself, but we are incapable of believing it, once the consequences of the theory are made plain. And "believability" is
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the ultimate criterion of the truth of metaphysical theories.
[Home] [Next]
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A Discussion of Causation

The Nature of Cause and Effect
Philosophers approach the study of "causation" on two different levels. There is the "Humean" or "Systemic" level, and
there is the detailed "Physical" level. Most modern philosophical discussions of causation take place at the Systemic
level (see, for example, Hume, Mackie, Lewis). But there are a few philosophers who approach the topic at the Physical
level (see, for example, Salmon, Dowe, Fair).
Causes and effects are those things that are related by the relation of causation (if indeed it is a relation, there being
some debate on the matter). Causes and effects are variously called "objects", "events", "states of affairs", "situations",
"facts", "facta", "properties", "tropes", "propositions", "statements", or "conditions". For ease of exposition, I will
employ the term "event" to mean any or all of these things.
According to Mautner's Dictionary of Philosophy(1), a philosophical analysis of causality would be an explanation of the
concept of causality that "draws attention to its constituents, its presuppositions, its implications, etc." and shows how
the concept can be "reduced to elements belonging to some basic category". In other words, a satisfactory analysis of
the concept of causation would be one that explained what causality was in terms that
(i) employs concepts (words) that are more ontologically fundamental, and therefore presumably simpler
and more easily understood; and
(ii) does not draw upon concepts (words) that themselves could only be analyzed in terms of causality.
For an analysis of causality to be "better" than the concept of causality itself, it will have to explain just what causality is
(and what are its presuppositions, implications, etc.) in terms of concepts whose meanings are more easily understood
and explained than is causality itself. Otherwise, there would be no gain, and we might just as well treat the concept of
causality as sui generis. An analysis of causality that draws upon concepts whose implications and presuppositions are
more obscure than is causality itself would therefore not be a satisfactory analysis. Also, obviously, a satisfactory
analysis of causality cannot be circular - cannot employ concepts that themselves can only be analyzed in terms of
causality.

"Systemic" versus "Physical" Causation
David Hume employed the concept of causation in two separate senses. He employed the Physical concept of causation
when he refered to the actual material, physical, scientific connection between an event A and an event B that exists
quite independent of any conscious mind. But he employed the Systemic concept of causation when he refered to the
belief formed by some conscious mind about the necessary association of some event A and some event B.
"All reasonings concerning matter of fact seem to be founded on the relation of cause and effect. By
means of that relation alone we can go beyond the evidence of our memory and senses. If you were
to ask a man, why he believes any matter of fact, which is absent, (for instance, that his friend is in
the country, or in France) he would give you a reason, and this reason would be some other fact, as a
letter received from him, or the knowledge of his former resolutions and promises. A man finding a
watch or any other machine in a desert island, would conclude that there had once been men on that
island. All our reasonings concerning fact are of the same nature. And here it is constantly supposed
that there is a connection between the present fact and that which is inferred from it. Were there
nothing to bind them together, the inference would be entirely precarious. The hearing of an
articulate voice and rational discourse in the dark assures us of the presence of some person. Why?
Because these are the effects of the human make and fabric, and closely connected with it. If we
anatomise all the other reasonings of this nature, we shall find that they are founded on the relation of
cause and effect, and that this relation is either near or remote, direct or collateral. Heat and light are
collateral effects of fire, and the one effect may justly be inferred from the other."
(2)
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        David Hume, An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding
"We have no other notion of cause and effect, but that of certain objects, which have been always
conjoined together, and which in all past instances have been found inseparable. We cannot penetrate
into the reason of the conjunction. We only observe the thing itself, and always find that from the
constant conjunction the objects acquire an union in the imagination. When the impression of one
becomes present to us, we immediately form an idea of its usual attendant; and consequently we may
establish this as one part of the definition of an opinion or belief, that it is an idea related to or
associated with a present impression."
        Dave Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature(3)
In his exploration of the psychology of human beliefs, in his A Treatise of Human Nature, Hume explicitly proclaims
that he does not deny the existence of Physical causation, but that it is the nature and origins of Systemic causation that
is the focus of his attention. On the one hand, Hume talks about "cause" as a relationship between "objects" that we
observe in our experience, and connect in our minds. On the other hand, Hume talks about "secret" and "concealed"
causes that we are unable to discover. "'[T]is commonly allow'd by philosophers, that what the vulgar call chance is
nothing but a secret and conceal'd cause"[Treatise I, III, xii]. Hume does not deny that there are such "hidden" causes
that underlie and explain the precedency and contiguity of observations in our experience. But Hume clearly states that
his
"intention never was to penetrate into the nature of bodies, or explain the secret causes of their operation. . .
. For besides that this belongs not to my purpose, I am afraid that such an enterprise is beyond the reach of
human understanding, and that we can never pretend to know body otherwise than by those external
properties which discover themselves to the sense."
Hume's purpose in the Treatise was to "explain the nature and causes of our perceptions, or impressions, and ideas"
[Treatise, I, II, v]. Hume, like Descartes and Locke before him, despaired of the ability of science to penetrate the
"springs and principles, which are hid, by reason of their minuteness or remoteness"[Treatise, I, III, xii].
Systemic or Humeian causation, then, is the belief that human minds form about the nature of the causal relationship
between two events - the cause and the effect. At the Systemic level, the concern is not about how the cause causes the
effect. The concern is rather that the cause causes the effect. Physical causation, by comparison, is the more detailed
investigation of just how the cause causes the effect. Physical causation approaches the discussion of causation from the
perspective of the science of physics. (And as it turns out, most articles from this perspective appear in journals focused
on the Philosophy of Science.)

The Constant Conjunction Analysis of Causation
When Hume wrote these words in 1740 he was reasonably correct in his characterization of our common every day
understanding of the relationship between cause and effect. However, this was before the scientific revolution of the
Age of Enlightenment. In particular Newton's First Law of Motion "Objects in motion tend to stay in motion, and
objects at rest tend to stay at rest unless an outside force acts upon them." In other words, any event that we can
observe constitutes a change in the previously existing status quo. And by Newton's Law, any such change requires the
application of force - a flow of energy.
Since the time of Newton then, our common understanding of the physics of energy flow has constrained our talk of
cause and effect. It is certainly true that we notice instances of cause and effect by the constant conjunction of events.
But contra Hume's suggestion above, for us to assert that one event causes another event is to assert that there is a
suitable energy flow from the causing event that initiates the change that is the effect event. Which is not, of course, to
say that we are necessarily aware of what that flow of energy is, or of any details of the steps of the flow. It is merely to
say that there is such a flow.
cause - 1. a. The producer of an effect, result, or consequence. b. 
The one, such as a person, an
event, or a condition, that is responsible for an action or a result.(4)
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effect - 1. 
Something brought about by a cause or an agent; a result.
The "higher level perspective" (what I like to refer to briefly as "causation-1") is a view of "cause and effect" consistent
with Hume's analysis. An observed repeated conjunction of two events - one labelled as the "cause", and the other
labelled as the "effect". Suppose at 8.21 PM, I make an experiment: I think "Sound of thunder". At that exact same
moment, you seem to "hear" the sound of thunder. Only no-one else did. Cause and effect? How does one prove that?
The way Hume says (in his rules for judging causes and effects)? If this happens just once, we mark it down as
happenstance. If it happens occasionally but not consistently, we mark it down as simple coincidence. But if it happens
consistently, repeatedly, and especially if we can make it happen at will, we can - à la Hume - recognise the
concatenation of events as a candidate cause-effect pair. This sort of thing happens all the time, and is the general way
in which we identify cause-effect linkages.
Combine this notion with the focus of science. Science, in examining the Humeian cause-effect pair that is my thought
and your hearing of thunder, will attempt to find out how your thought "caused" my heard thunder. And it will do that
by attempting to track the transfer of energy between your thought and my hearing. While Newtonian Mechanics is not
the most accurate available theory of physics, it has been more than adequately demonstrated as sufficient for all but
relativistic or quantum events. To propose, therefore, that your hearing thunder is the effect is to propose that the
biochemical reactions in your head that is your hearing of thunder must be initiated by some application of external
stimuli - 
an application of force - a transfer of energy originating in the cause - the biochemical reactions in my head
that are my thinking "Sound of thunder".
If scientific investigation cannot find such an energy flow (as would be likely in this case), then the hypothesis that my
thought "caused" your hearing of thunder would be seriously questioned. Other sources of the noticed linkage would be
sought before scientists would be willing to throw out most of our understanding of physics. Hence we have the "lower
level perspective" of cause-effect relationships that is the flow of energy (application of force) between the event that is
the "cause" and the event that is the "effect" (what I like to refer to briefly as "causation-2") that acts as a constraint on
our "freedom" to notice pairs of Humeian cause-effect conjunctions of events.
Understanding the relationship between "cause" and "effect" is critical to our understanding of reality, and critical to
how we survive "The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune". At the level of fundamental physics, the link between a
cause and its effect can be determined by following the flow of energy. The cause is always the creator of the energy
that triggers the effect. But at the level of practical day-to-day events, the link between cause and effect is often simply
an observed correlation between the occurrence of two sets of circumstances. Which set of circumstances is the cause
and which is the effect is often not clear.
The INUS Condition
In 1965, J.L. Mackie published a seminal article examining the causal relation from the Humeian Systemic perspective.
In this article he assumed only two generic events - a cause C and an effect E - that our native intuitions about causal
relations stipulate are causally related. From this he inquired whether and how the necessary and sufficient conditions
might be applied in a manner consistent with our intuitions.
Mackie reasoned that for a cause to be sufficient for its effect, whenever the cause occurs, the effect must occur. The
cause can never occur without the effect occurring. If C is a sufficient cause of E, then the presence of C necessarily
implies the presence of E. However, another cause Q may alternatively cause E. Thus the presence of E does not imply
the presence of C. Mackie concludes that observation of day-to-day examples quickly reveals that this is much too
strong a relation. Our natural intuitions are not consistent with the suggestion that C is a sufficient cause of E. An
electrical short may have caused the fire. But electrical shorts do not invariably cause fires.
Next he reasoned for a cause to be necessary for its effect, whenever the effect occurs, the cause must have occurred.
The effect can never occur without the cause occurring. If C is a necessary cause of E, then the presence of E
necessarily implies the presence of C. The presence of C, however, does not imply that E will occur. But again,
observation of examples reveals that this relation is also much too strong. Our natural intuitions are not consistent with
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the suggestion that C is a necessary cause of E. The fire may have been caused by an electrical short. But fires are not
invariably caused by electrical shorts.
Mackie concluded that causes always have their effect in the context of a set of background circumstances. Given
different circumstances, the cause will not have the effect that it had in these particular circumstances. Effects may have
many possible causes under different sets of circumstances. Causes may have many possible effects under different sets
of circumstances.
Mackie proposed that a cause is an INUS condition for the effect. And by that he means a cause is "an Insufficient but
Necessary part of an Unnecessary but Sufficient condition" for the effect. The sufficient condition is the entire suite of
circumstances that existed at the time of the effect. That entire suite of circumstances is also a necessary condition,
since it includes all necessary conditions by definition. Only one (possibly small) part of that entire complex set of
circumstances is the part that we identify as the cause.
To say that the short circuit caused the house fire, therefore, is to say that this particular short circuit was an INUS
condition for this particular house fire. The short circuit was an insufficient part of the larger suite of circumstances
because it could not cause the fire on its own (other conditions such as oxygen, inflammable material, etc. must have
been present), but it was a necessary part of that larger suite of circumstances because (under those circumstances) the
fire would not have started without the short circuit. It is a necessary part because, without it, the rest of the conditions
are not sufficient for the fire. But this complex sufficient condition is not itelf necessary, since some other cluster of
conditions, for example, an arsonist with gasoline, can produce the fire.
To quote Mackie "A is an INUS condition of a result P if and only if, for some X and for some Y, (AX or Y) is a necessary
and sufficient condition of P, but A is not a sufficient condition of P and X is not a sufficient condition of
P" [Mackie, 'Clauses and Conditions', American Philosophical QuarterlyVol 2, 1965, pp. 245-64).
There has been some debate over the details of Mackie's INUS analysis of causation, but his analysis has been largely
accepted as the definitive analysis of deterministic causation at the Humeian Systemic level. Given no other
information other than the existence of two "events" that our native intuitions tell us are causally related, we can
therefore conclude that (i) caues by themselves are not sufficient for their effects. The things that we identify as causes are but a
(possibly small) part of a larger suite of conditions that together are sufficient for their effects; and
(ii) causes by themselves are not necessary for their effects. An effect may have many possible causes.
Probabilistic Causation
Of course, Mackie's analysis will not do for what is known as "probabilistic causation". This is the sort of causation
active in situations where a certain type of cause event is not always followed by the commonly expected effect event.
We identify some event as a "cause", because it is
"an [event] precedent and contiguous to another, and so united with it that the idea of the one determines
the mind to form the idea of the other, and the impression of the one to form a more lively idea of the
other." [Hume, Treatise, I, III, xiv]
But that psychological criterion for a "cause" and an "effect" does not necessitate that the cause is always followed by
the effect. Only that the two are associated sufficiently frequently as to couple the two in the mind. And in obvious
fact, we often employ the notions of cause and effect when the relationship is only vague - as in "smoking causes lung
cancer".
To understand probabilistic causation, we will need to draw on someone like D.H.Mellor. In his "The Facts of
Causation", he presents a probabilistic understanding of causation that establishes an event as a cause if and only if it
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raises the chance of the effect event. (Mellor goes into some extensive detail on just how he wants to understand
"chance", but for this essay we can simply interpret it as "probability", and leave aside the philosophical difficulties
inherent in understanding probabilities until an other essay.) Based on his analysis, Mellor concludes that
(i) a cause is sufficient for its effect if and only if the cause entails the chances of the effect = 1. (Mellor has
a particular "possible world" interpretation of "entails" in this statement, but we can ignore his refinements
for the purpose of this essay, and take it to mean the standard logical entailment.)
(ii) a cause is necessary for its effect if and only if the absence of the cause entails the chances of the effect
= 0.
Now obviously, for some cause C, the chances of its effect E might be something other than 1 (probability varying
continuously between 0 and 1). And if that is the case, if the cause only sometimes is followed by its effect, then the
cause cannot be sufficient for its effect. And if the absence of the cause is sometimes followed by the "effect" event,
then the cause cannot be necessary for its effect.

The Counterfactual Dependence Analysis of Causality
The first attempt to provide a counterfactual explanation of causality was offered in 1748 by David Hume, who wrote "We may define a cause to be an object followed by another, and where all the objects, similar to the first,
are followed by objects similar to the second. Or, in other words, where, if the first object had not been, the
second never had existed."
    [Hume, An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding, Section VII].
The core notion here is that the meaning of causal propositions can be explained in terms of counterfactual conditionals.
The proposition "C causes E" (or "E because C") is to be analyzed (explained) as (1) If C had not occurred, then E would not have occurred.
But Hume, after introducing the idea, never expanded on his counterfactual approach to understanding causality. So it
was left to his successors to explore the implications of this formulation. The main difficulty facing his successors was
the obscurity of counterfactual conditionals themselves. Two problems remained to be resolved - understanding the
truth conditions of counterfactual conditionals, and their apparent reference to unactualized possibilities.
In 1973, however, David Lewis presented what has become perhaps the best known and most thoroughly elaborated
counterfactual theory of causation(5). Lewis defines the notion of counterfactual dependence between events as (2) Where C and E are two distinct possible events, E causally depends on C if and only if, if C
were to occur E would occur; and if C were not to occur E would not occur.
Whether E occurs or not depends on whether C occurs or not. This dependence is "counterfactual" because it holds
whether or not C or E actually occur. It holds even if C or E do not actually occur. Strictly speaking, Lewis's definition
differs slightly from what I have presented here, because he talks in terms of chains of causal dependence rather than
direct causal dependence. But for the purposes of this essay, we can ignore that refinement.
Lewis argues that the concept of causality is a concept of "Something that makes a difference", and that counterfactuals
are the best way of representing that more fundamental notion.
"We think of a cause as something that makes a difference, and the difference it makes must be a difference
from what would have happened without it. Had it been absent, its effects - some of them, at least, and
usually all - would have been absent as well."
    [Lewis, "Causation", Journal of Philosophy, Vol 70: p.161]
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C and E cannot be identical, overlap, nor imply each other. Lewis argued that this restriction is necessary in order to
reject "false positives" - pairs of events that our intuitions dictate are clearly non-causally related. Lewis also argues
that, for the same reason, backtracking counterfactuals must also be excluded. Only counterfactuals that (typically) hold
the past fixed up until the instant the counterfactual antecedent is supposed to obtain are acceptable analyses of
causality.
So far so good. But to this point Lewis is merely refining Hume. The challenge remains of understanding the truth
conditions of counterfactual conditionals, and their apparent reference to unactualized possibilities. Here is where
Lewis applies his "Possible World Semantics".
Possible Worlds Semantics specifies that the truth conditions for counterfactuals can be analyzed (explained) in terms of
similarity relations between possible worlds. A possible world W1 is said to be "closer" to the actual world (W0) than
another possible world W2 if W1 resembles W0 more than W2 does. This resemblance relation produces what Lewis
calls a "weak ordering" of worlds - any two worlds Wi and Wj can be ordered with respect to their "closeness" to (the
degree to which they "resemble") the actual world (ties permitted).
In terms of this similarity relation then, the truth condition for the counterfactual "If C were the case, E would be the
case", is (3) "If C were the case, E would be the case" is true in W0 if and only if (i) there are no
possible C-worlds; or (ii) some C-world where E holds is closer to W0 than is any C-world
where E does not hold.
(I shall ignore the first case, wherein the counterfactual is vacuously true.) Lewis' basic idea here is that the
counterfactual is true just in case it takes less of a departure from actuality to make both the antecedent and the
consequent true than it takes to make the antecedent true and the consequent false.
When Lewis first presented this analysis of causality in terms of counterfactual dependence, the generally accepted
explanation of causality was in terms of lawful regularities of nature. It was also commonly recognized that such
regularity theories faced a number of problematic counterexamples where our intuitions conflicted with the theory.
Lewis' counterfactual analysis is not subject to the same counterexamples. So when first introduced, Lewis's
counterfactual analysis of causality offered considerable explanatory benefits. Deeper analysis since that time, however,
has revealed a number of difficulties. Two of these problems I believe disqualify the Counterfactual Dependence theory
as a satisfactory analysis of causality.
The first problem is that possible worlds are not inspectable. Whether they are abstract concepts as many maintain, or
real existents as Lewis maintains, they are not causally connected with this, the actual world. We too easily forget that
this means that we cannot really inspect any other possible world than our current world. So the question of whether C
or E holds in some possible world is not a question of empirical investigation. What in fact holds in any other possible
world can have no actual bearing on the answer, regardless of how we choose to express the results of our
determination. Given that all we have epistemic access to is the actual world, how could we know anything about these
other possible worlds or what holds in them? How, therefore, are we judge whether one world is "closer" than another
to the actual world? How could we even guess? Obviously, we can't. Although Lewis discusses the resemblance
relation at considerable length in his Counterfactuals(6), what remains obscure is how we can determine the relative
"closeness" of C-worlds wherein E holds and does not hold. Whether C or E holds must be determined on the basis of
factors that are known to us here in this actual world. What we wish to assert about the relative "closeness" of possible
worlds can be so only by stipulation. Whatever the judgement, the grounding for our judgements of "closeness" has to
be right before us in this actual world. But how we make that judgement, remains unexplained.
Complicating this difficulty is the fact that the problem of trans-world identity has not been resolved. Consider a
proposition of counterfactual dependence like "If Ann were to throw the ball [at the window], the window would break."
Possible worlds semantics demands that we examine every possible world in which Ann throws the ball to see if any of
those worlds in which the window does not break is "closer" to the actual world that worlds in which the window does
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break. Obviously, from the above argument, we do not do this examination in anything like an empirical sense. Rather
we do it conceptually, on the basis of what we stipulate about these possible worlds. But just what is it that
(conceptually) picks out an instance of "Ann" or "the ball" or "the window" in any other possible world than this actual
world. Some philosophers (Kripke in particular) have suggested that trans-world identity is established only by
identical origins. So any existent in some possible world that had the same parents (manufacturing plant?) would be the
"same" Ann, ball or window. But this runs into infinite regresses. The hypothesis leaves problematic the question of
the identicality of the origins - and so forth with infinite circularity. And if that is the case, then clearly our judgements
of resemblance and closeness are prior to, and not dependent on the possible worlds semantics.
What this means is that Lewis' notion of "closeness" or "similarity" or "resemblance" between possible worlds is more
obscure and less fundamental than is the notion of "causality" that he seeks to explain by their use. This, I believe,
disqualifies the counterfactual dependence analysis as a satisfactory analysis of causality.
The second problem is related to the first, in that it develops from Lewis' notion of the kind of "departure" from
actuality that would be necessary to make either (or both) the antecedent and/or the consequent true. Suppose we
stipulate that W1 is identical to W0 at some time t1 and then there occurs a "departure" necessary to make W1 into a Cworld (a possible world wherein C counterfactually holds - say one wherein Ann throws the ball). How do we
determine what this "departure" is, and how do we determine whether it takes less of a departure from actuality to make
both the antecedent and the consequent true than to make the antecedent true and the consequent false. Obviously, to
judge whether any hypothetical departure might make either the antecedent or the consequent true, we must draw upon
our understanding of how a possible world would evolve through time, given some change in the status quo. But that
understanding is itself an understanding of causality - an understanding of how the actual world reacts to stimulii. In
other words, Lewis' concept of how possible worlds can "differ" from this our actual world, and the relative "closeness"
of different possible worlds, is itself dependent on our concept of causality.
What this means is that Lewis' notion of "closeness" or "similarity" or "resemblance" between possible worlds is fatally
circular. This, I believe, also disqualifies the counterfactual dependence analysis as a satisfactory analysis of causality.

The Conserved Quantity Analysis of Causation
So much for two different sorts of analyses from the Systemic perspective. Now let's consider an analysis of causation
from the Physical perspective. For this we need to turn to the thinking of philosophers like Wesley Salmon and Phil
Dowe. Within the conserved quantity conception of causation, causation is intimately coupled with the conservation
laws identified by physical science. At this level of analysis, an event (in the generic sense established above)
necessarily involves a change in the quantity of some conserved property of some specific entity - for example, a
change in the momentum of a billiard ball, or in the kinetic energy of a molecule, or the spin of an electron. The
definitions of "cause" and "effect" are based on the source and drain of those changes. If, for example, some amount of
momentum is transferred from one billiard ball to another, the change that contributes the momentum is the "cause" and
the change that absorbs the momentum is the "effect".
An analysis of causation at this detailed Physical level has the distinct advantage of being immune to the difficulties of
"over-determination" and "pre-emption" that plague the Systemic level analysis. On the other hand, being an analysis at
the detailed level of particle interaction, it is not the appropriate analysis for such examples of causation as smoking
causing cancer, or the raising of taxes causing higher unemployment. Any more than it would be appropriate to discuss
the dynamics of internet traffic in terms of electron flow through semi-conductors. Although the former is indubitably
based on the latter.
At the Systemic level of analysis, to say that some event "causes" some "effect" is to say that there is something inherent
in the "cause" such that the "effect" would not have come about without the prior or coincident occurrence of the
"cause". In the realms of the physical sciences, where the Physical level of analysis is the norm, this relationship has
been made much more specific. In the physical sciences, some event "A" is identified as the "cause" if and only if it
generates the energy flow which initiates the "effect" event "B". In any cause-effect relationship there is always a
transfer of some conserved quantity - usually abbreviated as "energy" but specifically to be understood as meaning any
of the conserved quantities involved. The physical sciences can be viewed as an effort to understand the transfer of
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"energy" involved in cause-event chains with greater and greater detail, over longer and longer chains.
Causation-2 is indisputably reductionist. As such it is indisputably the improper level from which to understand such
"cause-effect pairs" as the contribution of early childhood education on adult lifetime achievement, or from which to
discuss the most significant potential "cause" of your favourite candidate winning or loosing the next election. But it is
equally indisputably the correct level from which to understand how cigarette smoking "causes" cancer, how the
window got broken when Johnny threw the ball, or how I perceive fluctuations in air density in my vicinity as "The
sound of thunder".
Thus, for example, "I threw the baseball and broke the window". The cause is the baseball, and the effect is the broken
window. More precisely, the cause is the kinetic energy of the baseball impacting on the glass of the window. The
more detailed the scientific investigation of this cause-effect relationship, the finer the detail of the steps that are
identified. And the greater the resolution of detail in the flow of energy involved.
Once you have gained some basic level of knowledge of the cause-effect relationship, you can then predict with a fair
degree of accuracy how reality is going to behave. If I throw this baseball towards that window, I have a pretty good
expectation that the window will break. Here too, the more detailed the scientific knowledge gained of the flows and
transfers of energy, the more accurate the predictions that can be made.
To understand a cause-effect relationship is to understand what circumstances in reality generate or result in other
circumstances in reality. To understand cause-effect relationships is key to the ability to predict how reality is going to
behave. If you know what effects result from what causes, you can predict how reality is likely to respond when you
see or anticipate the causes. Where understanding the cause-effect relationships really pays off, however, is when we
attempt to change the effect by altering the cause. If we don't want the window to break, and we know that a thrown
baseball causes an effect of a broken window, we can avoid future broken windows by preventing the baseball from
impacting the window. Or, alternatively, because we understand the consequences of the flows of energy involved, if
we cannot prevent the baseball from impacting the window, we might be able to strengthen the window to withstand the
impinging kinetic energy of the baseball. Or again, alternatively, if we see a broken window and a baseball on the floor,
we can be confident that there is some connection, and seek out the source of the baseball.
The ability to predict how reality is going to behave in response to various possible courses of action is fundamental to
survival. To know that when I see this leaf there is an edible tuber beneath it, when I see this colour the fruit is ripe for
eating, when I smell that odour there is a predator up wind, are all vitally important elements of survival. The key to
survival, in all walks of life and at all times past, present and future, is the ability to choose "causes" that are likely to
result in desirable "effects". Because of the vital importance of this ability to our continued survival, Homo sapiens has
evolved over the aeons to be rather good at identifying the cause-effect relationships we see in reality around us.
But when we start to pay attention to this ability of ours, it is often not as simple as the above description makes it first
appear. On a day-to-day basis, it is almost never as straight forward as scientifically tracing the transfer of energy
involved. Most of the time, outside the realms of the physical sciences, all we can say with any assurance is that two
kinds of circumstances often occur together. The Humean notion of cause and effect.

Picking the Right Systemic Causal Relata
If we choose the wrong set of events as the "cause", we find ourselves pursuing theories of how reality works that
become overly complex, and ultimately self-defeating. By reversing field, and realizing that we have the cause-effect
relationship backward, we discover that our theories become simpler, that they have broader application, and that they
offer greater opportunities for deeper understanding.
Consider the following chain of reasoning, as a simple example. At each step we have two sets of circumstances that
we have observed are correlated. At each step we have an assumed cause-effect relationship. And at each step, we use
this assumed cause-effect relationship to govern some behavioural choice:
When people get sick, they frequently die. → Since we do not wish to die, we should avoid getting sick.
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When people get chilled, they frequently get sick. → Since we wish to avoid getting sick, we should avoid
getting chilled.
When people get wet when it rains, they frequently get chilled (especially in winter). → Since we wish to avoid
getting chilled we should avoid getting wet when it rains (especially in winter).
When people stay out of the rain in a cave, they usually avoid getting wet when it rains. → Since we wish to
avoid getting wet when it rains, we should stay out of the rain in a cave (especially in winter).
This is a rather simplistic example, but it highlights how important it is for simple issues of survival that we get our
understandings of the cause-effect relationships right more often than not. When we get our understandings wrong, then
we will wind up staying out in the rain in winter, and probably die of exposure. We are descendants of a long line of
hungry but fragile omnivores who have successfully managed to predict where and when to find edible fruits, which
way the tiger will jump, and to stay out of the rain in winter.
History is littered with numerous examples of a correlation of events where we have mistaken the direction of the causeeffect relationships. Often, our understanding of the causal relation is aided by the temporal differences involved. But
we do not always have that luxury. Here are three different examples to highlight the difficulties we get ourselves into
when we do not pay proper attention to picking the right event as the cause.
Education and IQ Scores
For populations of some minimum size, there is a well documented correlation between the scores that subjects achieve
on various IQ tests, and the levels of education that they have attained. Related evidence reveals that high IQ test scores
in children are positively correlated with future school grades, future earnings potential, and future rise up the social
hierarchy. Similarly, for adults there is a positive correlation between high IQ test scores and past school grades,
current income levels, and current status in the social hierarchy (socio-economic status). The question is - is the
"richness" (quality and quantity) of one's educational experience the cause of high IQ test scores, or is whatever IQ tests
measure the cause of the richness of one's educational experience. Some experts argue that whatever it is that IQ tests
measure, it is the cause of the better quality and greater number of years of education attained by those who test with
higher IQs. Other experts argue that it is the richness of one's educational experience that results in the higher IQ test
scores. There is no undisputed evidence either way, and no general consensus as to which is the correct cause-effect
relationship.
Lets assume, for the moment, that it is the richness of education that is the cause, and the high IQ test scores that is the
effect. This proposition would have some significant implications for public policy. If the quality and extent of early
childhood education is a strong causative factor in high IQ test scores, then it would make good policy sense to invest
large sums of tax money in improving the educational system. Especially for those who start out with disadvantages in
early school grades, family income, or social position. And especially for children, where presumably, a rich
educational experience would have the greatest impact. (This assumes, of course, that the existing observed correlation
between high IQ test scores and future earnings potential and social position remains relatively constant. And it
assumes, again of course, that greater future earnings potentials and higher social positions are desirable things, a
discussion I will leave for later.)
On the other hand, lets reverse the relationship and assume instead that it is the high IQ test scores that is the cause, and
the richness of one's educational experience the effect. This proposition also would have some significant implications
for public policy. It would suggest that investing large amounts of money to enhance the educational experience of lowIQ children would be wasted. Money should instead be invested in enhancing the educational experience of high-IQ
children, with perhaps only remedial assistance provided for those with lower IQ test scores.
Frequently, in situations with such dramatic differences in the social consequences, when there may be no clear
indication which relationship is the correct one, people choose the cause-effect assumption that most appeals to them most fits in with their preconceived prejudices. But unfortunately, when society embraces one particular interpretation
of the cause-effect relationship, it usually has the ancillary effect of stifling scientific investigation into the evidence.
And more often than not, people emotionally wedded to one particular interpretation will refuse to see any evidence that
runs counter to their preferred view of reality.
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This example is a good case of social censureship. The public (and especially the media) display a marked approval for
the hypothesis that high IQ scores are the effect and not the cause of a richer educational experience. As a result, there
has been a significant amount of public money invested into programs to enhance the early childhood educational
experience. (The "Head Start" program in the United States, and similar smaller scale efforts in Canada and Britain
have been marketed on this basis.) When a book came out that challenged this hypothesis (The Bell Curve, Richard J.
Herrnstein & Charles Murry, 1994), it was resoundingly criticized - not generally for the quality of their research, but
for their temerity of challenging the "accepted wisdom". But in the last couple of decades, possibly in response to the
challenge presented by The BEll Curve, there has developed a growing body of evidence that suggests that these large
public investments in early childhood education have not had the expected result(7).
While this evidence is neither sufficiently convincing, nor sufficiently without possible criticisms, it is suggestive that it
is IQ test scores that is the cause of the higher levels of educational richness experienced by those who test with higher
IQs, rather than the other way around. But this is not an answer that most people will easily accept. It flies in the face
of the public espousal of equality.
The way that the public has reacted to this conflict leads easily to the discussion of Animism.
Animism
animism - 1. The attribution of conscious life to natural objects or to nature itself.
When Mankind first started to ponder the mysteries of the Universe, he naturally drew upon that portion of the Universe
he knew the best - himself. When I want to raise my hand, I simply want my hand to rise. If I want that fruit over there,
I simply want my hand to reach out and grab it. Discussing this simple observation with you reveals to me that the
same principle works for you as well. But what about this rock that, every time I let go of it, falls to the ground. Why
does it do that? Well, in drawing upon the parallel of why I or you do anything, it must be because the rock wants to
get to the ground.
This sort of reasoning - by analogy with human action - leads directly to the hypothesis that everything that
happens in nature, happens because some consciousness wants that it happen. This belief is is founded on the analogy
that non-human things do things for the same reasons that humans do things - there is a will to act. Thus the cause of
the rock falling is the will of the rock to reach the ground. And the will of the rock is only apparent from the analogy
with human action. The effect is observed, the cause is assumed based on the analogy. It is a simplistic belief that is a
very natural extrapolation from our familiarity with our own actions. I have a small step ladder in the kitchen that I
swear just waits for me to try to fold it up so it can pinch my fingers. And when I hit my thumb with the hammer, it is
not me that I cuss, it is that cursed malevolent hammer.
But a serious (versus a facetious) belief in Animism results from the confusion of cause and effect. Animism is based
on the proposition that a cause (an apparent conscious will of the rock to get closer to the Earth) generates an effect (the
rock gets closer to the Earth). Whereas a non-Animist explanation of the relationship would have a cause (the rock gets
closer to the Earth) generating an effect (an apparent conscious will of the rock to get closer to the Earth).  
As the internal logic of an Animist belief is explored, certain logical consequences are almost inevitable and are far
reaching. If the bounty of the harvest is the effect of some conscious will, then it would make more sense to invest time
and effort in influencing or placating that conscious will, instead of investigating the biology and agronomy of plant
growth. Investigations into biology and agronomy might even be regarded as treading on the territory of the conscious
will involved. We are, after all, territorial animals. So it would be in keeping with the reasoning by analogy with
human behavior, to assume that the conscious will that governs nature is also territorial in some way. The result of a
wide spread belief in Animism is, therefore, a social focus of attention on the placation and appeasement of the
conscious wills involved. Prayer, supplication, and offerings of various sorts, accompanied by elaborate rituals, are the
hallmarks of an Animist social culture. This is not a description of ancient history. All religions even today, are
essentially Animist in origin and current nature. The Judeo-Christian-Islamic religion is perhaps less Animist than is,
say, Hinduism. But the Catholic Church, as one simple example, still maintains that all events that occur are "God's
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Will". Of course, there is considerable debate in certain circles as to how "God's Will" gets translated into the events
that occur. Opinions vary all the way from a direct intervention in every event (the basis of prayer after all), to an
"Uncaused Cause" that set the Universe in motion and now simply watches.
The last three millennia of history are replete with examples of how Animist belief structures have struggled against
scientific investigation. Galileo was severely punished, and almost executed, for daring to suggest that what the Church
decreed was not in fact how reality behaved. And even today, the teaching of evolution in the schools gets many
parents into a serious snit. With each new scientific foray into the physics of cause and effect, the Animist culture has
retained its essential animistic proposition by "tweaking" its structure of theories on how reality works. With each new
scientific revelation that reality does not actually work the way that the Animist theories suggest, the Animist theory has
retreated to accommodate, withdrawing the animating conscious will from those areas where science understands the
physics involved. And the Animist theory has become more complex, adding more and more special assumptions in
order to deal with the reality that science reveals. Animism has also become less and less willing to predict how reality
will be and behave, and less and less open to being refuted by scientific investigation.
Animism does have one "saving grace", if you can call it that. Its central hypothesis of a "conscious will" that animates
some or all actions of Nature is sufficiently ill-defined that it is impossible to prove that it does not exist. This feature
was not available to the other great cause-effect mistake I would like to consider.
Earth Centrism
"Earth Centrism" is the belief that the Earth is the centre of the Universe, and all of the heavenly bodies circle an Earth
that stands still. Like Animism, it is a belief easily arrived at through reasoning by analogy with human action. Imagine
you are sitting on a log floating peacefully in a lake, and suppose I come and swim around you. I appear on one side of
you, pass in front of you, disappear on the other side of you, only to reappear where I did the first time. Just like the
Sun and Moon do for someone watching their passages. All the while, you have been sitting there quite unmoving.
What path did I swim to generate the effect you saw? -- a circle, with you as the centre. Therefore, by analogy, what
paths do the heavenly bodies follow to create the effects we see? -- why a circle of course, with the Earth as the centre.
Earth Centrism is thus based on the proposition that the cause (the Earth is the centre of the Universe) generates an
effect (the motions of the heavenly bodies). If the Earth is the centre of the Heavens, and the heavens rise in the East
and set in the West, then it is obvious to any observer that the Heavens must circle the Earth.
As astronomical observations accumulated, this simple theory became untenable. It was obvious to any studious
observer that simple circles would not suffice. In order to maintain their essential proposition that the heavens circled
the Earth, circles (called epicycles) were added to circles. By the time of Tycho Brahe and Copernicus, the theory had
become so complex that the orbit of the planets were described by epicycles on the epicycles on the circles.
Astronomical calculation was becoming such a complex endeavour that only mathematical wizards could predict any
distance into the future.
An ancillary fall-out of the Earth Centrist theory was a complete inability of any related understanding to explain how
the heavenly bodies stayed up there and what moved them. The Earth-Centrist theory had no openings through which
one might address this sort of problem. For similar reasons, it was not even conceivable that what kept the heavenly
bodies up there was the same thing that kept our feet on the ground. Earth and the Heavens were necessarily two
different realms, each governed by completely different principles.
Copernicus recognized that the Earth-Centrist astronomical theory was no longer acceptable. So he reversed the causeeffect relationship, and proposed that the cause (the motions of the heavenly bodies) generated an effect (the Earth is the
centre of the Universe). Viewing the cause-effect relationship like this makes it obvious that the effect can be achieved
by an "optical illusion". Propose that the Sun is the centre of the Universe, instead of the Earth, and that the Earth
rotates on its axis while orbiting around the Sun, and the "optical illusion" is complete. The orbits of the heavenly
bodies make it appear as if the Earth is the centre of the Universe.
Astronomy suddenly became much simpler. With the recognition of the correct cause-effect relationship, the theory of
how reality worked offered enormous opportunities for understanding heretofore incomprehensible aspects of reality.
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And even though Copernicus' initial supposition for the orbits of the planets proved wrong, the Sun-Central theory was
robust enough to accommodate the refinements of Kepler, Newton, Einstein, and Hubble (among others). By correcting
the understanding of the cause-effect relationship, subsequent additions to the new understanding would broaden the
application of the theories. The Heavens and the Earth were now one realm, governed by one set of principles. Gravity
explained both the motions of the heavenly bodies, and what kept our feet on the ground.
With the Animist example, we have seen how a confused understanding of a cause-effect relationship can result in an
authoritative prohibition of any scientific investigation of the evidence. And how the fundamental proposition
underlying the belief retreats but never capitulates in the face of contrary evidence. With the Earth-Centrist example,
we have seen how a confused understanding of a cause-effect relationship can result in an overly complex adaptation to
contrary evidence.
Copernicus was not completely correct in his description of how the planets revolve around the Sun. But he was a damn
site more accurate than the theories he replaced!

What is the Difference Between a Law of Nature and an Accidentally True Generalization?
The modern debate over this question appears to be taking place between two schools of thought. There is the
"Humean" school of the Mill-Ramsey-Lewis view of Laws of Nature as regularities in nature. And there is the "antiHumean" school of the Dretske-Tooley-Armstrong view of Laws of Nature as relations of necessity between
Universals. 
At the metaphysical level, the two sides to the debate have vastly different conceptions of the relation
between Nature and the Laws. 
The Humeans maintain that the Laws are descriptions of matters of fact -- the facts
determine the Laws. The anti-Humeans maintain that it is the Laws that determine matters of fact.
What the Humean school undoubtedly has right is that most of the things we honour with the label "Law of Nature" are
nothing more than recognized patterns in the mass of experience we have with Nature. 
Scientists search for and
discover larger patterns in our experience and generate sweeping generalizations, frequently applicable only in "ideal"
circumstances, and often understood to hold only "approximately". 
The more basic of these generalizations, the more of
science that they support, the more likely they are to be graced with the honorific of "Law of Nature". The patterns
involved need not be clear and crisp patterns of unquestionable regularity. 
Because we are such consummate pattern
recognition devices, they can be rather muddy partial patterns, that hold only "for the most part". 
Sometimes, of course,
we are fallible and the patterns are not really there. As Nancy Cartwright has pointed out these generalizations must be
viewed through the noise and fog of "non-existent idealized circumstances", "ceteris paribus", "mutatis mutandis", and
a multitude of similar caveats.
So for the Humean, what differentiates an accidentally true generalization from a law of nature is, in the first place, that
the pattern we have noticed must be expected to continue into the future. 
We must anticipate that our future experiences
of nature will reveal that the pattern continues unchanged. If not, then the generalization is not the identification of a
persisting regularity of nature, and is not a candidate for a law of nature. 
In the second place, the generalization must
play some role in underpinning the rest of our understanding of nature. 
If the candidate generalization can be shown to
be the foundation of enough of such other lesser laws and rules, then it is honoured with the "law of nature" label. In
other words, to a Humean, the Laws of Nature systematize our descriptions of our experiences of Nature. The Laws of
Nature are the basic theorems or axioms of a model/theory (or consistent collection of models/theories) that most simply
accounts for the widest range of experiences.
What the anti-Humean school undoubtedly has right, on the other hand, is that the Laws of Nature have an unmistakable
element of necessity about them. According to the anti-Humeans, the Humeans ignore this intuitive element. 
The antiHumeans therefore rely specifically upon it to mark the distinction between laws of nature and accidentally true
generalizations. 
But anti-Humeans face the serious, as yet unresolved, metaphysical difficulty of providing an
explanation of just what this necessity amounts to. 
Just how it is explained varies according to the anti-Humean
philosopher. 
But claiming the necessity to be brute is to ignore the problem, and labelling it as the relation of
Necessitation is to merely label the problem.
But consider the analysis of causation by Messrs. Fair, Dowe, and Salmon. If their approach is correct, causation is best
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understood in terms of the conservation of some small number of key quantities (like energy, momentum, and so forth).
And if that is the case, then the conservation restrictions governing causation, would be laws of nature. In fact, on this
basis, they would be the only "fundamental" laws of nature. 
All the rest of what we commonly refer to as laws of nature
would be just higher level "common" laws of nature, deriving their stature from the causation defined in the
"fundamental" laws, and subject to all the problems highlighted by Cartwright. But the still unanswered question is, just
what ensures that energy, say, is conserved across causal interactions? How is the relation of necessitation cashed out?
While it is obvious that there is some kind of necessity at work here, it is entirely unclear just how to understand that
necessity. 
But consider that it is part of what it means to be the surface of a sphere that dictates that the surface is finite,
unbounded and equal to 4Ï€r2. 
Possibly it is part of what it means to be a Universe that those conserved quantities are
conserved.
This is just one example of a description of the relation of necessitation that anti-Humeans rely upon to distinguish laws
of nature from accidentally true generalizations. If an inductive generalization has none of the required necessity about
it (in the case of the causation example, has none of the required causal relations about it), then it is classed as an
accidentally true generalization. 
If it does have the required necessitation (or causal properties), then it qualifies as a
"common" laws of nature.
[Home] [Next]
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Some Comments on Human Behaviour
Perceive - "To become aware of, know, or identify by means of the senses."
Perception - "(1) the act or faculty of apprehending by means of the senses or the mind; (2) a single unified
awareness derived from sensory processes while a stimulus is present."
Stimulus - "Something that excites an organism or part to functional activity."
Behaviour - "an aggregate of observable responses of an organism to internal or external stimuli."

Introduction
It may seem kind of odd to you to include a dissertation on "Human Behaviour" in a discussion of Metaphysics. You
might think that such an essay should more properly belong in a book on Psychology. However, I have a particular
reason for including this essay here. Given the First Axiom of Evolutionary Pragmatism - that Reality is objective - we
must deal with the unavoidable consequence that all Human behaviour, in fact all behaviour of all forms of life, is a
reaction to perceived changes in the environment. How we deal with the objective reality in which we find ourselves
has a significant influence on our individual and collective futures.
The following comments on some aspects of human behavior are not intended as a biologically or psychologically
accurate picture of the science of what takes place, but rather the descriptions are intended to form a conceptual model
to aid in understanding and discussion. As such, it should be regarded as a rough approximation, good enough for the
purposes of this exploration of the philosophy of Evolutionary Pragmatism. Underlying this exploration is a
committment to the premise that Homo sapiens is an evolved member of the genus Homo, of the tribe Hominini, of the
family Hominidae, of the order Primates, of the class Mammalia, of the phylum Chordata, of the kingdon Animalia. In
sort, this discussion is based on the thesis that all living organisms have evolved through the processes of natural
selection, and that all "behavior" is directed action on the part of the organism in the interest of continued genetic
survival.
Without a perceived change in the external or internal stimuli received, there would be no need to behave. Even a lowly
virus, an organism everyone will agree possess no mechanism with which to conceive anything, reacts to changes in the
"perceived" environment. In the case of the virus, when the chemical "senses" detect a compatible locator site, the virus
will proceed to inject its DNA (or RNA) into the receiving organism. For a virus, whether this is a behavioural reaction,
or merely a chemical reaction is debatable. It is even debatable whether a virus can be considered to be "alive" in the
normal use of that word. But with other clearly living organisms, the argument is less obscure. When the organism
perceives the environment changing, then behaviour changes in response. The environment, of course, must be
considered to include the internals of the organism itself. Eating can be considered to be a behavioural response to the
changing levels of sugars in the blood stream (for those organisms having a blood stream).
The changes in the environment, and the resulting behaviour, are not always as obviously connected as the couple of
examples cited here. If I were to cause a sudden loud noise, and you jumped, the cause-effect relationship is obvious.
But the complicated and subtle behaviour patterns of courtship, and pro-creation, especially in many of the more
complex species, are equally as much a response to changes in the environment. The cause-effect relationship may be
more obvious in single celled amoebae, where pro-creation is a direct response to the degree of growth reached, and
thus the availability of resources in the environment. But the mating behaviours of the avian and mammalian species,
for example, are still directly related to the organism's stage of growth. And this degree of growth is still directly related
to the availability of resources in the environment. Although, the more complex the species, the more subtle is this link
to the environment.

Instinctive Behaviour
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Instinct - "innate propensity to certain seemingly rational acts performed without conscious intention;
innate, usually fixed, pattern of behaviour especially in response to simple stimuli."
The determinants of which behaviour is elicited by a given set of stimuli, can be grossly divided into two sets. There
are "Instinctive" reaction patterns, and there are "Learned" reaction patterns. Instinctive reactions are pre-programmed
into the organism through the genetic coding. For any one individual, instinctive behaviours are triggered when the
environment presents stimuli that match the triggers that have been programmed by the genetic code. A good example,
is the reaction of a sun flower to the position of the sun. As the sun changes location in the sky, the sun flower will
move its face to point towards the sun. If you fool the flower by presenting it with an alternate source of light, it will
move its face to point to what it perceives to be the new location of the sun. The stimuli of the light matches the preprogrammed triggers, and the resulting behaviour is completely automatic. You can not teach the sun flower to exhibit
any other behaviour in response to this stimulus.
One of the interests of scientists, is to determine the nature of the triggers in more detail. In the case of the sun flower,
for example, a curious scientist might vary the number and location of the lights, or their emitted spectrums, in an effort
to learn more about the detailed nature of the trigger. Does the flower respond to the strongest light? Perhaps the flower
responds to just a limited frequency range? Because the reaction pattern is an instinctive one, if the proper stimuli are
repeated the behaviour will be repeated. It is not possible to teach the sun-flower to alter this reaction to the stimulus.
All living organisms have instinctive behaviour patterns. Even you and I have instinctive reactions, and probably more
than you would think. If I were to suddenly throw a handful of paper-clips towards your eyes, you would blink and
perhaps draw back sharply. And the reaction you have to a sudden loud noise, is a similar example. These are
instinctive reactions on your part, that have been pre-programmed by your genetic code. Even a baby that cannot yet
see properly, and certainly cannot yet reason, will exhibit these reactions. In order to protect your most vital sensory
organ, your genes have programmed a protective response into you. And the "fight or flight" reaction to a sudden
unexpected surprise is equally a pre-programmed protective response. Only with difficulty would you be able to
exercise voluntary control in these situations and refrain form showing any overt reaction. But the instinctive reaction is
so basic and so automatic that you could not entirely suppress it. Those curious scientists have shown that the
instinctive reaction is so much faster than any voluntary control you might try to exercise, that the instinctive reaction
can be clearly measured even if it is not obvious to the casual observer.

Instincts and Learning
To the individual, these instinctive behaviour patterns are automatic. If a stimulus is perceived that matches a trigger,
the behaviour is generated. There is no choice or learning involved. The reaction is fast, and fully automatic. I must
emphasize here, that "perception" is the key word. The classically understood process of perception is, according to the
pundits, one part sensory input and nine parts expectation. This principle is as true of the sun flower as it is of the
human brain. In the case of the sun flower, the sensory input is the relative location of the brightest light source. The
"expectation" is that the sensed light source is the Sun. In a somewhat similar fashion, the brain, regardless of its
sophistication, frequently "sees" what it wants to see.
In the longer view, however, the genetic material itself learns. Through the processes of trial and error, and over a large
number of generations, the pool of genetic code packaged in the individual members of any species "learns" which
behaviours are most suitable for given environmental stimuli. On a more or less random basis, genetic mutation
produces a new behavioural trial. The mutated genetic code alters the previously coded behaviour, or alters the
previously coded trigger. The result is an individual with a new instinctive response. The process of experience in the
environment determines whether or not the new instinctive responses are appropriate. Since instinctive behaviour
patterns are genetically determined, the processes of genetic evolution are the means through which the genetic code
"learns" from the environment. Mutations in the instinctive response patterns that assist individuals in proliferating their
gene-plasm will become dominant, and mutations that interfere with individuals proliferating their gene-plasm will die
out. Over time and enough generations, it is as if the gene-plasm is "learning" how to behave in the environment
through a process of trial and error. Over the millions of generations through which your genetic code has evolved, the
gene-plasm has "learned" to protect the eyes with a blink and a sharp retreat, and "learned" to prepare the body quickly
for a "fight or flight" choice when surprised. Over time, the genetic codes that code for such instinctive behaviour have
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been more successful, than genetic codes that do not.
Most species of life on this planet, are governed almost entirely by the behaviour patterns established in the geneticcode, by "Instinctive" behaviour. The "learning" that occurs to adapt the species to the environment, takes place at the
species level and at evolutionary speeds. The gene-pool as a whole "learns" new behaviour patterns with which to deal
with the environment. And if the environment changes faster than the gene-pool can "learn" to deal with the changes,
then the gene-pool will probably find itself at a competitive disadvantage, and die out. Most of the extinction's of
former species of life, can be attributed to this inability to adapt to a rapidly changing environment. The genetic code of
these species was unable to develop new behaviour patterns fast enough to deal with the changing environment.

Habitual Behaviour
Habit - "(1) settled tendency or practice; (2) automatic reaction to a specific situation."
For any one individual member of any species, however, since they are endowed with a fixed package of genetic code,
the instinctive response patterns they are programmed with, is the set they have to live with. But individual members of
many species can also learn, independently of the genetic-code. Scientists have shown that even members of some
species of single celled microbes can learn new behaviour patterns. In those species provided with larger neural
capacities, the ability to learn is greater. In fact, it appears to be a consistent correlation. The larger the ratio of neural
capacity to body mass, the greater the ability to learn new behaviour patterns. There are, interestingly enough, some
significant exceptions to this relation (Man, for example, does not have the highest ratio - the Blue Whale does). But it
does appear to hold for the vast majority of known species, and especially for the majority of what is commonly known
as the "higher" species. Learned behaviour patterns are those reaction patterns acquired by the individual beyond what
the genetic code pre-programs for.
Learned behaviour patterns can be further sub-divided into two sets. There are "Habitual" behaviour patterns, and there
are "Reasoned Choice" behaviour patterns. An habitual behaviour pattern is one that is invoked by a stimulus pattern
that closely resembles a pattern that has often been experienced in the past. The habitual reaction is a little like an
instinctive reaction, in that it has been developed in response to a particular pattern of stimuli that has been previously
experienced. Like the instinctive reaction, the habitual reaction is largely automatic. The mental processes that
generate behaviour appear to pick up on the similar stimulus pattern and initiate the learned habitual response.
Experiments have shown that, like instinctive reactions, habitual reactions are faster than consciously determined ones
(the Reasoned Choice set). Although they are demonstrably slower than instinctive reactions. Once you have learned
an habitual behaviour reaction, it is difficult to consciously overcome.
Some typical human examples of habitual behaviour include driving a car and riding a bicycle. Once you have learned
the process, the average individual can do either without much conscious thought. Pavlov's famous dogs are another
good example from the animal kingdom. In this experiment, Dr. Pavlov trained his dogs by ringing a bell shortly
before feeding time. After a suitable learning period, the dogs learned to associate the bell with the food. Once learned,
Dr. Pavlov could elicit the habitual reaction of salivation merely by ringing the bell. In each of these examples, a set
pattern of stimuli is associated with a pre-programmed reaction pattern. If the bicycle leans to the left, you steer to the
left. Once this difficult trick is mastered through the much slower conscious processing, the habitual reaction system
takes over. And since the habitual system responds much faster than the conscious one, the process of riding that bike
becomes much smoother.
In most of the many species of life that have demonstrated a learning capability, learning new behaviour is a matter of
developing new habitual response patterns. Through trial and error, the individual tests the suitability of different
behaviours in response to a repetitive stimulus. Eventually, a particular behaviour produces a "good" result. If the
stimulus is repeated frequently enough, and the "good" behaviour is repeated often enough, the individual will learn the
habit of responding with this "good" behaviour whenever the stimulus is experienced. Anyone who has trained their pet
is familiar with this kind of learning process. There are a number of variables in this process, of course, that depend on
the sophistication of the species involved. For the "simpler" species, the frequency of the stimulus must be relatively
high, and the complexity of the behaviour that would be labeled as "good" must be low. For species we can call more
"sophisticated", the learning processes can deal with a lower frequency of experiencing the stimulus, and can respond
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with more complex behaviours.
To make this description a little more comprehensible, let us consider a "Feeder Box" thought experiment. The FeederBox is a cage in which we can place an individual member of a particular species. In the box is a trigger mechanism
that the individual can use to obtain food. When the trigger is tripped, food is presented. (The exact design of the box
would change depending on the species we selected for the experiment, of course, but that is not relevant to our thought
experiment. I am trying to describe this device in a general way that would apply to any particular species we selected
for this experiment.) The trigger mechanism must demand a behaviour on the part of our experimental subject that is in
the normal range of behaviours producible by that species. We cannot, for example, expect a microbe to press a button,
or a chimpanzee to type in a password.
Consider what would happen when we place a pigeon in the box. A pigeon's normal behaviour includes pecking at
things, so the trigger mechanism would probably demand the pigeon peck at something such as a colored spot. At first
the pigeon just pecks at anything that looks like food. And the pigeon gets hungry. The feeding behaviour of pecking
has been unsuccessful. So the pigeon gradually widens it's "definition" of what looks like food. Eventually, that
definition includes the colored spot and through trial and error, the pigeon pecks at the spot. Suddenly food is
available. At first, the pigeon does not learn the connection between the spot and the food, and so the pecking
behaviour will be focused on the location where the food appeared. If this was not the location of the spot, no further
food will appear. The process will repeat until the pigeon pecks the colored spot again. The number of trials the pigeon
must go through before it connects the colored spot with the food, varies depending on a number of things. Studies have
shown that the variables include such things as the color of the spot, the time delay between the pecking of the spot and
the appearance of food, the physical distance between the spot and the food dispenser, and whether the pigeon can see
both the spot and the food dispenser at the same time. And there are other more subtle variables. All of this
demonstrates the learning processes of a pigeon, and how an individual member of a species can learn a new habitual
behaviour pattern. And it is an habitual pattern. If the pigeon is now removed from the box, and presented with a
colored spot, it will continue to peck away at the spot expecting food. It will take as long or longer for the pigeon to
unlearn the habitual response, as it took to learn the response.
As another example, consider what would happen if we placed a chimpanzee in the box. Now because the range of
normal behaviours from a chimpanzee is so widely complex, we can arrange a suitably complex trigger. But the overall
description of the learning that the chimpanzee goes through, will be identical to what the pigeon went through. The
length of time it will take the chimp to accidentally discover the trigger will depend upon the complexity of the trigger
we design. And the number of trials it will take for the chimp to learn the habit will depend on different variables than
for the pigeon. But experiments have shown that the learning processes are the same in the general sense.
Habitual reactions are invoked in response to a stimulus pattern that is "similar" to one that has been experienced in the
past and successfully dealt with. But sometimes this is inappropriate. Sometimes, there are some key differences
between the current stimulus pattern, and the one corresponding to the habitual behaviour. If the differences are
significant enough, of course, the habitual reaction is not triggered. But if the differences are critical, but not significant
enough, then the habitual reaction can be triggered in an inappropriate situation. In the case of Dr. Pavlov's dogs, for
example, the learned response of salivation was triggered by the ringing of the bell. And in the case of both the pigeon
and the chimp the triggering behaviour continues for a while once they are removed from the Feeder-Box. These
responses are inappropriate under the circumstances, since the expected food is not forthcoming, and the environment of
the experimental situation no longer exists. The gross differences in the stimuli due to the changed environment, is not
enough to overcome the "Similar" stimuli of the bell or the colored spot.
We have been talking here about animals and their behaviour. But the Human species is also one with many habits. In
fact some people suggest that most of what we do on a daily basis is habitual. Which side of the bed do you get out of
in the morning? Do you think about the processes of getting dressed, or is it automatic? First the left leg and then the
right leg. I put my trousers on the same way every morning. I shave the same way, eat the same breakfast. And so
forth. In fact, for everyone, most of the responses to repetitive situations is learned habitual behaviour. Driving a car,
using a knife and fork, typing, and even much of what we call introductory conversation. "Hello" and "How do you
do?" are habitual responses to meeting people. Even reading, writing, speaking, listening, are learned habitual
responses. We don't normally consciously ponder the meaning of the individual written or spoken symbols we see,
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hear, write or speak. We just do it. The meaningful interpretation is automatic. We have learned the habits of
communication. Man is largely a creature of learned habitual behaviour patterns.

Culture and Habitual Behaviour
The role of habit in human behaviour is even more subtle and extensive than the foregoing suggests. (As if that were
not enough already.) Consider how we learn to deal with other people. As children we watch and mimic our parents,
peers, and heroes. We learn by trial and error which behaviour is accepted and successful in getting us what we want.
As very young children, we learn quickly that by crying, we get attention. As teens, we learn the difficult behaviours
necessary for dealing successfully with the opposite sex. As young adults we learn the proper behaviours for being
successful in society and business. As adults dealing with the environment and each other, we do not normally pay
much attention to choosing our behaviour from moment to moment. We just behave as we have learned to do. These
are learned habitual reaction patterns. In such and such a situation, the "proper" behaviour is this and that. To
demonstrate the truth of this principle, one merely has to consider the differences in what is considered "proper"
behaviour in different cultures around the world. In fact it is these very differences in what is considered "proper", that
makes each culture different. And consider how difficult it is to move from one culture to another and feel comfortable.
Consider, as an example, a stereo-typical small town Texas politician. With ten-gallon hat and high-heeled cowboy
boots, he greets his constituents with a broad smile, sincere eye-to-eye contact, bone-crushing handshake, thunder-clap
slap on the back, and a deafening "Howdy Pardner! Glad to see Ya'll!". In his home town, he fits right in. His
behaviour is perfect for his time and place. He comes across as sincere, friendly, and someone to trust. (Although
perhaps a little over-done.) But now consider how this person would manage if he were to be transported to a small
town in Japan. In this new cultural environment, all of his behaviours are wrong. His Japanese equivalent will avoid
eye-contact as a sign of respect, and will bow low to indicate his figurative social position. Touching will be avoided,
and speech will be quiet, sedate, and indicative of respect rather than brash camaraderie. Unless our transplanted Texas
politician is very astute, and carefully manages his behaviour at the conscious level, his down-home country
neighbourliness will thoroughly insult and offend anyone he attempts to talk to. In the Japanese culture, almost
everything our friendly trustworthy Pardner would naturally, "habitually", do to win our trust will cause the reverse
effect. Successfully operating in a different culture is one of the times when we must pay particular conscious attention
to how we are behaving. It is a difficult thing to do easily. The first gut reaction is "This behaviour is wrong". We can
tell it is wrong, because what our reason tells us is the "proper" behaviour in the new environment is not the behaviour
that our habits, our guts, tell us is "proper". We have to use conscious control to overcome the habitual responses.

Life-Style Habit Patterns
Life-style - "a person's typical approach to living, including his/her moral attitudes, preferred
entertainment, fads, fashions, etc."
Even the habits of culture do not exhaust the extent to which we are governed by our habits. Faced with a constant over
abundance of choice in life, the human animal will often establish a higher level pattern of habitual behaviour that
automatically reduces the future range of choice. These "Second-degree" habitual behaviour patterns I will refer to as
"Life-Style Patterns". The processes of establishing these more generalized habits are the same for all of the other
habitual patterns we have been discussing. A set of behaviours is discovered, by accident or design, that gives us a
"good" result more frequently than not. The more frequently behaviours that fit the pattern deliver what we want, the
more set the habit. As with other habits, we can change the patterns through conscious efforts, but the re-learning
process is difficult and generally avoided. The pattern works most of the time, and so is held to whenever possible.
Exactly the same as with other, more simple and obvious, habits.
The habits of Life-Style Patterns make their impacts by limiting the range of choice in any situation, frequently down to
one option. And they do this in all sorts of unexpected ways. The Life-Style you have learned will determine such
varied things as what clothes you consider, what cars you want, what jobs are attractive, what mates are desirable, and
how you have fun. Are you a Liberal or a Conservative? Which life-style label you fit yourself to will influence your
thinking and opinions on a broad range of subjects. Are you a Red-Neck, Blue-Collar, White-Collar, Professional,
Tradesman, Bum? The life-style you adopt will impact everything you do, and everything you want to do. This is not
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because you were born to be a White-Collar, Conservative, YUPpy, DINK (or whatever you choose to call yourself).
These are behaviour characteristics that you have learned. And the choices you make on a day-to-day basis are largely
constrained by the life-style you have adopted for yourself. Where do you shop for clothes? Who are your friends?
What do you like to do? All of these things are influenced by your life-style habits. Doing things that do not fit with the
life-style pattern you have learned is still possible. They merely require more conscious effort, and occasionally they
just do not feel "proper". It would require a conscious effort of reasoned choice to overcome the habitual reactions that
your life-style habit prescribes. Just as it would to function successfully in a different culture, or learn a new language
or learn to ride a bike for the first time.

Philosophy-of-Life Habit Patterns
In the creation of habit patterns, most people stop with "Second-level" Life-Style habits. But a few advance to the
"Third-level", and create Philosophy-of-Life habit patterns. This is not to suggest that most people do not have a
Philosophy of Life. Everyone has a Philosophy of Life. But most people adopt their Philosophy of life in the same way
that they adopt their Life-Style - an unconscious process of mimicking the behaviour of those they consider most
"successful" (however they happen to conceive of that criteria). But a small minority of people have the interest to
inquire into their Philosophy of Life, and to adopt a particular philosophy by conscious choice. For that small minority,
a Philosophy of Life habit pattern serves a similar role as does a Life-Style habit pattern, but at a higher level. For those
who do not consciously think about their Philsophy of Life, one must view their Philsophy of Life as just another aspect
of their Life-Style habit patterns - rarely consciously chosen, and most frequently adopted by default from their social
surroundings during their formative years.
Like a Life-Style habit pattern, for those who consciously establish one, a Philosophy of Life habit pattern makes its
impact by limiting the range of acceptable choice. But unlike Life-Style habits, Philosophy of Life habits transcend any
cultural differences that may be encountered. Life Style habits can be overcome through conscious effort. Philosophy
of Life habits, on the other hand, becuase they are chosen through conscious reflection, can only be violated through
unconscious or emotional reactions to situations. (They can, of course, be changed through conscious reflection - but
that is not violation.) Conscious attention to the situation will only strengthen a Philosophy of Life habit. Life Style
habits are recognized as being cultural environment specific, and countering one's Life Style habits becomes reasonable
in different cultural environments. But Philosophy of Life habits are considered to supercede all situational
considerations, and constrain what behavioural alternatives are judged reasonable under any circumstances.

Reasoned Choice Behaviour
Reason - "(1) intellectual faculty characteristic, especially of human beings, by which conclusions are
drawn from premises; (2) form or try to reach conclusions by connected thought, silent or expressed, from
premises."
Premise - "previous statement from which another is inferred."
Infer - "reach from facts and reasoning."
Choice - "decision between possibilities."
This brings us to the most important set of behaviour patterns, the Reasoned Choice behaviour. Many of what we have
been labeling "more sophisticated" or "higher" species, are capable of some degree of reasoned choice behaviour. But
the human species makes the most extensive use of this form of behavioural determinant. It is the Human Species'
special talent. It is the ability that most separates us from the other species of life on this planet.
In order to describe how the Reasoned Choice Behaviour reaction occurs, I have arbitrarily divided the process in to six
phases. Again, I should emphasize, the following description is not intended as a biologically or psychologically
accurate picture of the science of what takes place, but rather to present a conceptual model to aid in understanding and
discussion.
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The first phase is that of Perception. I have discussed the processes of perception earlier in the essay on the Nature of
Reality (and pointed to some further explorations of the subject). We each are continually bombarded with sensory
stimuli that reflect our observations of the Reality around us. These stimuli are processed in the brain. The front-end
processing combines our experienced perceptions and our current expectations of what we think we are perceiving, to
identify and classify what we are perceiving in order to provide meaning or understanding. But as you have probably
noticed, most of the on-going flood of sensory input does not make itself felt at the conscious level. This is because the
conscious mind builds a "significance filter". The efficiency of this filter varies from moment to moment, depending on
our current degree of pre-occupation. If you are concentrating on some specific thought process, then the filter will be
quite efficient at blocking out the "noise" of unwanted sensory input. Only if something truly significant (i.e.
unexpected) is perceived, will it pass through the filter to distract your focus. If we are concentrating on what is
happening around us, on the other hand, then the filter will be quite inefficient. You will be conscious of more of the
world around you as more of the sensory inputs make it to your consciousness for identification and classification.
The result of this "significance filter" is that the role that perception plays in the Reasoned Choice behaviour has more to
do with the nature of the other kinds of behaviour, than with any characteristics of "viewing Reality through a glass
darkly". Both the instinctive behaviour patterns, and the habitual behaviour patterns, also have "filters". When the
incoming stimuli from the environment match one of these filters, the corresponding behaviour is initiated. As the set of
stimuli fall through the filters, whether or not they trigger any behaviour on the way, they eventually reach the
"significance filter" of the conscious awareness. And if the significance filter is not set too high, then the conscious
mind will become aware of the input. It is this "conscious" level of the mind that performs the processes of Reasoned
Choice behaviour. It is at this stage that the conscious mind can detect a stimulus pattern that may have already
triggered an inappropriate instinctive or habitual response. But the reasoned choice process starts up relatively late in
the time sequence. This is why scientists have been able to demonstrate that instinctive and habitual reactions are so
much faster than the reasoned choice reaction.
The second phase of the process is that of Conception. At this stage of the process, the conscious mind has received a
set of sensory inputs that have passed the significance filter. The conscious mind is aware that something is happening.
The conception stage then, is the process the conscious mind goes through to understand why this particular set of
sensory inputs passed the filter, and what these inputs tell about what is happening. The mind has to identify what the
sensory input is that has passed the filter, and classify what is being perceived in order to understand what Reality is
doing, and what it means to the individual. Performing this identification and classification of what is actually going on,
is a necessary precursor to the next phases in the process of choosing an appropriate behaviour. In most situations, the
conscious mind is continually processing new sensory inputs. A new identification or classification does not have to be
developed from scratch. Rather, the conscious mind attempts to fit the new sensory perceptions into the framework of
the currently running Synthetic-Objective Model of what is going on around us. This is why some optical illusions can
be so startling. The initial perceptive inputs lead us to make identifications or classifications in one direction, and
suddenly a new perception of the illusion causes us to suddenly make a major shift in our conception of what is
happening. This same conception shift is also behind many jokes. The text of the joke purposely leads us in one
direction, and the punch-line causes us to make a sudden shift in our notion of what had been happening all along. I do
not intend to go into why this sort of thing should be regarded as humorous. It is sufficient to emphasize that our
running cognitive model of what is happening influences, and sometimes determines, how we fold new perceptions into
our understanding of what is going on.
The third phase in the Reasoned Choice process is Goal Development. Once the mind has developed a model of what
is actually going on, it develops a series of possible goals. These goals are models of what can be regarded as desirable
states of Reality. There may be more than one goal that would be regarded as desirable in the current situation. And
these goals may be mutually supporting, mutually exclusive, mutually independent, or any combination or variation.
This stage in the process merely selects from the set of all conceivable goals, the smaller set of possible goals that have
meaning in the current situation. Given what reality is actually doing (based on the understanding just developed), and
given that it is doing something that is not expected (because the perceptions passed the significance filter), what set of
possible behaviour objectives would be desirable starting from the current situation? The development of the set of
possible goals depends critically upon the past experiences of the individual. One cannot suggest as a potential goal
something that one cannot conceive of. The size of the set of potential goals, therefore, will increase with learning and
experience. It will, of course, also decrease with the uniqueness of the situation one finds oneself in. If the Synthetichttp://www3.sympatico.ca/saburns/pg0205.htm[6/23/2020 1:34:17 PM]
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Objective Model that the mind has developed about what Reality is actually doing is sufficiently unique in the
experience of the individual, then the set of potential goals that are meaningful to the situation will be quite small - even
perhaps empty.
The fourth phase is Means Determination. Once a set of potential behavioural goals is selected as reasonable under
the circumstances, the mind next seeks for the possible behavioural alternatives that will achieve the goals. Once again,
the degree of success at this stage of the process depends on the level of experience one has with the behaviour of
Reality. A necessary requirement for the suggestion that a particular behaviour will achieve the desired goal, is the
understanding that if you do "This", then Reality will react with "That". This understanding can come from previous
experience that "This" behaviour results in "That" consequence. Or more frequently, the understanding can come from
a knowledge of the underlying cause-effect relationships adhered to by Reality. In this case, one can hypothesize that
"This" behaviour should result in "That" effect, without actually having previous experience in this area. Obviously, the
greater your knowledge and understanding of the behaviour of Reality, the larger can be your set of behavioural
alternatives. In either event, the result of the fourth phase of this Reasoned Choice process is the addition to the set of
possible goals, the set of behaviours that will achieve those goals. Sometimes, however, the process fails. Sometimes,
as a result of ignorance, or the uniqueness of the circumstances, the individual cannot develop any behavioural
alternatives that would be expected to satisfy the goals. Sometimes, either the goal selection or the means determination
phases of behaviour generation fail to develop any alternatives at all that meet the requirements of the situation. The
"do-nothing" alternative remains the only one on the table.
The fifth phase is Evaluation and Selection. In this phase, the mind examines each of the possible goals, and each of
the alternative means towards those goals. The evaluation process draws upon the best estimates for the consequences
of these various behaviours to tag each alternative behaviour with a degree of desirability. The more desirable the
consequences, or the more undesirable the consequences, the more thought and effort the mind will invest at this stage
of the process. Once again, the accuracy of the prediction of consequences is determined by the amount of knowledge
the individual has about the behaviour of Reality. Either through personal experience or through abstract learning, the
more knowledge the individual can bring to bear, the more successful this stage in the process is likely to be. The
outcome of this stage is the choice of which behaviour to initiate. It is this last phase that most people are conscious of
when they consider their processes of choosing behaviours. It involves the highest degree of intellectual effort, and the
widest degree of conscious consideration of consequences. It can fully occupy the conscious mind for a serious
decision. All of the previous steps in the process exist (in this conceptual model), but they happen mostly automatically
and without much conscious attention. The other phases are data extractions from your accumulated experiences and
learning. It is in this phase that the worrying is done, and the choice is made. For that reason, it is the one phase that is
most obvious.
The sixth phase of the Reasoned Choice process is Progress Measurement. This is not really a separate phase in
itself. It is merely the closing of the loop back to the first phase of perception. Having made the choice of which
behaviour to initiate based on an analysis of consequences, the mind has a set of consequences it expects. These
consequences are loaded into the significance filter as the sensory inputs that are expected. As Reality reacts to our
behaviour the perception processes compare the sensory inputs with what is expected. The significance filter compares
what is being experienced with what is expected. When there is a variance noticed (and there almost always is a
variance of some degree) these processes begin the decision loop again.
The way I have described of the process of Reasoned Choice Behaviour might seem to imply that it is sequential in
nature. But this is certainly not the case. It is actually a simultaneous and concurrent process, with multiple feedback
loops between the various stages. If the consequences of the initial set of behaviours are not good consequences, then
the process may feed back to the goals stage to expand the horizons within which reasonable goals are selected for
further analysis. All of the feed-back connections possible within this model are all simultaneously operating.
In computational terms, it is a "Parallel Processing Distributed Network" model, and in the terminology of the Artificial
Intelligence community, it is called a "Neural Network" decision mechanism. The length of time the network takes to
"relax" into a choice of behaviours, will depend on the magnitude of the positive or negative values of the goals
involved, and the good and bad consequences of the various behaviours considered.
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Although the process itself is occasionally a conscious one, it normally proceeds completely automatically with little
conscious attention to the process involved. We are conscious only of a decision that needs to be made, and the decision
is made. It happens constantly throughout each day. Most of the decisions are small ones, and the process happens
quickly. Ever used an unfamiliar calculator? The process of finding and pressing the proper buttons is a Reasoned
Choice behaviour process. All of the processes I have described are operating. Are you conscious of the process? How
about buying or leasing a new car or new house/apartment? I'll bet at least part of the process happened under your
conscious attention. The consequences of making a bad choice are great enough, and the value of the goal involved is
great enough that you probably invested a large effort in the evaluation and choice stage of the process, and were
conscious of the process you were going through.

Human Value Patterns
Value - "(1. An amount, as of goods, services, or money, considered to be a fair and suitable equivalent for
something else; a fair price or return. 2. Monetary or material worth: the fluctuating value of gold and
silver. 3. Worth in usefulness or importance to the possessor; utility or merit: the value of an education. 4
. A principle, standard, or quality considered worthwhile or desirable."
The two most important determinants of a person's personality, character, and behaviour, are the level of understanding
of Reality's cause-effect relationships, and the set of value patterns that he has developed. In the first case, the level of
understanding will determine the person's degree of success in predicting the consequences to considered behaviours,
and in selecting behavioural goals that are reasonable under the circumstances. And since most learned habitual
behaviour can (although does not always) start from the grounding of Reasoned Choice behaviour, a person's level of
understanding of Reality will affect this form of behaviour as well.
Value patterns, however, determine how the individual will value all of the various goals and consequences considered
during the processes of determining a Reasoned Choice behaviour. Value patterns are those interrelated sets of values
that have been associated with particular experienced or learned goals or behavioural consequences. As I have
described, it is not enough to know that if I do "This" it will result in "That". It is also necessary to be able to place a
value on the desirability of "That" result of my behaviour. Is "That" result something that is good or bad? In the
processes of Reasoned Choice, I do not want to rely on the genetic level of good/bad judgment. Because if I make a
poor judgment, the entire genetic pool of the species might learn from the error, but I individually, might pay dearly for
the miscalculation. It is definitely in my own personal individual best interests to make quality good/bad judgments
about the probable impacts of the consequences of my behaviour. So, over time, and through many methods, I learn to
associate certain degrees of desirability with the probable consequences of potential behaviour. It is my set of Value
Patterns that allows me to gauge how valuable the outcome is.
Throughout life, every individual learns that certain goals, and certain consequences or states of Reality, are to be
regarded with certain degrees of desirability. As a trivial example, the individual learns through experience that food is
valuable when you are hungry, and less so if you have just eaten. A child learns early that waiting for the stop light to
turn green, is a good way of increasing the safety of crossing the street. When evaluating possible means towards the
goal of getting across that street, the alternative of waiting for the light to change would be rated higher in most
circumstances, than the alternative of jay-walking through traffic. In addition to the lessons from experience, the
individual is taught explicitly and implicitly by parents, teachers, peers, and others in the social environment. Each life
situation that is experienced, observed, or otherwise learned about, will have associated with it a certain degree of
desirability. As each new situation or scenario is associated with its respective desirabilities, a set of patterns is built
up. By employing these patterns, the individual will be in a position to select that particular goal, and that particular
means to the goal, that is most desirable.
The acquisition of a set of value patterns is in no way a directed or controlled process. Each individual learns through
his or her own purely personal life experiences. Because of this haphazard individuality, each individual acquires a set
of value patterns uniquely his/her own. This raises the sociological problem of two individuals, brought up in differing
environments, having value patterns so different that they conflict on many major points. For example, a child brought
up in a ghetto street-gang environment is going to acquire a set of value patterns radically different from a child of an
upper class professional family. Neither would be immediately able to function successfully in the other's environment.
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And there would be little common ground between them as the basis for any common understanding, although of course
they could learn. Because of this individuality of learning experiences, no two individuals brought up in different
cultural environments, will view the same situation with the same desirability. The larger any population of interest, the
greater the probable differences in these perceived values.

The Role of the Emotions
I must emphasize again, that "perception" is the critical element here. You will react with instinctive "gut-level"
emotional reactions to sensed, identified and classified stimuli. All of the principles of instinctive behaviour that I
described above, apply to the emotional reactions as well. And as I stressed earlier, perception is one-tenth sensory
input, and nine-tenths expectation. It is just as possible to fool the perceptive processes in a negative way, as it is to use
them in a positive way. And ignorance, of course, can be deadly. This is even more important when one is talking
about the emotional reactions. These reactions are triggered by instinct-level analysis of what is and is not in the long
term best interests of your genes.
Most people, of course, do not consciously think in terms of the best interests of their own particular genes. But then,
no known species of life consciously thinks in terms of the interests of their genes. The processes of evolution have
made that unnecessary. Through the long, random process of trial and error experimentation, evolutionary development
has provided a more immediate and perceptible substitute or proxy. This proxy is the emotional need or want. When
you are hungry, you want food. Or need food, depending on the degree of your hunger. When you consider crossing
that busy street, you feel safer crossing with the light, and afraid of jay-walking. Your genetic programming, developed
over the billions of years of genetic evolution, has programmed you into feeling an emotional need or want for those
things the genes have already learned are in their own long term best interests. And you feel an emotional fear or
repulsion for those things the genes have learned are counter to their long term best interests. When translated into the
terms of the emotional proxy, value patterns reflect the individual's determination of what goals and means deliver the
greatest long term amount of emotional satisfaction. Thus, in the case of crossing the street, your conscious knowledge
of the risks involved in the various alternatives, and the probable consequences of the alternatives, tells your "gut" (the
emotional interpreter, not your digestive tract) that it will be safer to wait for the light at the corner. As a result, you
experience an emotional response to the situation that tells you that you want to wait for the light, and are afraid to jaywalk. But as you gain experience with the Realities involved in crossing streets, you learn that some street-crossing
circumstances are safer than others. And eventually, you can evaluate the risk of crossing the street as less undesirable
than is the effort to walk to the corner and wait. And thus, with suitable experience, and the proper traffic
circumstances, you jay-walk.
But we live in a complex, and ever changing world, that our instinctive analysis processes are poorly equipped to deal
with becuase they evolved in a much simpler environment. The result is that these instinctive analyzers depend more
and more on the conceptual manner in which we identify and classify what we "See". We depend more and more on
our conscious understanding of Reality as the current problem gets farther and farther away from situations the
processors are "used to" (i.e. genetically adapted to). Our instinctive emotional response to the sight of a tiger stalking
us is bound to be far more reliable than our emotional responses when we sight an attractive member of the opposite sex
in a modern social setting. The first example is primal. Our instinctive emotional reactions have had ample opportunity
to learn the best responses. It is one of the reasons why the call of the wolf in the wild can still raise the hairs on the
back of your neck. The second example is fleeting and highly cultural in context. Our instinctive emotional reactions
are a poor guide to proper behaviour. If you doubt this, contrast the probable behaviour of the amorous drunk, whose
higher centers of reasoned analysis have been short-circuited, with the probable behaviour of the suave sophisticate.

The Hierarchy of Needs(1)
The fact that most Reasoned Choice behaviour is also the most socially desirable behaviour, is the result of the
importance of social acceptance to the individual's emotional satisfaction. There is, in fact, a complete hierarchy of
emotional priorities that is programmed into the instinctive emotional analyzers. This hierarchy was first described and
explored by Dr. Maslow, a behavioural psychologist in the 1930's and 1940's. As a result the hierarchy is called
"Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs". As Maslow described the hierarchy, there are five distinct levels of emotional priority.
In any situation, all five levels may be triggering an emotional response, but one will be dominant. Which one is
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dominant will depend on the individual's current circumstances, and how strong the need is from the lower levels of the
hierarchy. The five levels are :-

Physiological Needs:- At the base is the emotional concern for immediate satisfaction of physiological needs. As you
can imagine, this level of instinctive emotional response was probably the first to develop, and generates the strongest
emotional responses. It is also the least sophisticated response. This level of instinctive processing responds only to the
most immediate perceived threats and physiological demands, but generates the strongest emotional reactions.
Physiological level emotions are the most difficult to overcome with conscious effort. The processors at this level are
concerned with the preservation of the self in the face of physical threats. It is this level of instinctive reaction that
produces the "fight or flight" responses. When faced with a sudden unexpected surprise, you jump, your heart pounds,
the blood is directed towards the major muscle groups, and adrenaline pumps into the blood stream. All are classical
symptoms of the need for a sudden physical response. You don't have to think about it. It has happened before you are
consciously aware of it. Also managed at this level are the organism's biological needs for food, water, warmth, etc.,
including the immediacy of physical lust. You can see from this list how difficult it is to overcome the emotional
demands from this level of the hierarchy. Especially if they become strong. But as I have emphasized before,
sometimes our conceptual model of Reality need bear little resemblance to the "True state of affairs". It is this
Physiological level of emotional response that is the basis of such powerful, and sometime inappropriate responses as
fear of heights and other "irrational" phobias and neuroses.
Safety Needs:- The emotional processors at this level are concerned with a slightly longer term than the lower one. One
can imagine that this level of response evolved later than the first one. The processing required demands a degree of
foresight and planning, since the reactions are concerned with the avoidance of future dangers, and the satisfaction of
future organic needs. The processors at this level are concerned with preventing circumstances that would trigger the
lower level physiological response, and are also concerned with the longer range objectives of sexuality and
procreation. You can see that at this level in the hierarchy, your level of understanding of how Reality works becomes
very important. And the conceptions you have about what will and what might happen are very important. Consider, as
an example, why you might not want to tell your dad about a mistake you have made. When you were very young, your
father was likely the family's disciplinarian. When you were "bad", your dad spanked you (either literally or
figuratively). As a result you learned that getting your father angry, caused you pain. And, as was fully intended, you
learned to avoid making your father angry by not being "bad". On the other hand, because your father loved you, and
wanted only the best things for you, when you goofed and made a silly mistake, he became angry at your foolishness.
The causes of the anger in the two situations are not at all the same. In the first case, you were "bad", in the second you
did not live up to his expectations. In the first case, it was fully intended that you should learn to fear the results of
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being "bad". But in the second case it becomes an unintended consequence of the first lesson, that you fear the
associated anger. The anger in the second case is not your responsibility, but due to the high expectations held by your
father. None-the-less, you have learned to fear the anger, not the true cause of the anger. And as a natural, though
unintended result, you have learned to fear disappointing your dad. So you fear telling him of your mistake. The
processors at this level trigger your emotional reactions based on what you think is going to come to pass. The degree
of foresight and the ability to predict are critical contributors to the emotional reactions triggered by this level in the
hierarchy. But there can be a great gap between what you "know" intellectually, and what the processors have learned
through experience and "know" at the emotional level. A great deal of psychiatric treatment revolves around reeducating your Safety level emotional processors, and correcting emotional misconceptions with what you know
intellectually.
Social Needs:- This third level in the hierarchy developed as an integral part of Man becoming a social species. The
emotional processors at this level are concerned with the role of the individual as a member of a group. All of the needs
and wants of an individual as a member of a social species are triggered at this level. The need for companionship, the
need to be accepted by the group, the power of peer pressure, all are invoked by the emotional reactions of processors at
this level. Fads and fashions, life-styles and initiation rites, all fall into this category. When the Physiological and
Safety levels have been quieted down, the need for social acceptance becomes quite powerful. The power of peer
pressure can be quite daunting. In this age of medical knowledge about the damage caused by drugs and cigarettes, it is
peer pressure that is making smokers and drug addicts of younger and younger people. It is peer pressure that causes
hem lines to rise and fall, not the temperature. It is peer pressure that keeps most people on the "right" side of all but the
more serious of laws, not the penalties involved. And it is peer pressure that makes bigots and racists.
Esteem:- Further up the scale, are the processors that invoke the emotional needs for group recognition as a valued
member of the group. It is not enough just to be accepted as merely another member of the group. Once that has been
achieved, there is a need to have the rest of the group recognize your individual existence, and value your membership
in the group. It is not enough to be merely another member of the pack, you have to establish a recognized position in
the "pecking order" or power structure. And it is beneficial to your genes to have a higher position in the structure than
a lower position. The emotional processors at this level are concerned with motivating the individual to achieve a
higher position in the group, to be recognized and valued as a powerful member of the group. It is the emotional drives
from this level in the hierarchy that allow people in a gang or mob to commit excesses that individually they would
never consider doing on their own. In an effort to gain the recognition of the other members of the group, individuals
will grab a slight initial group direction, and take it to excess. It is the emotional need for group recognition that creates
both lynch mobs and Green-Peace.
Self-Actualization:- And at the top of the scale are the emotional reactions that govern the needs of the individual to
feel fulfilled. From this level come the emotional needs for living and performing to the best of one's abilities, and to
feel that one's potentials are being fully explored and stretched. This is the emotional level that creates mountain
climbers, and artists, and is the emotional core of professional pride in all lines of work and play.
As you can see from my description of each level, the higher up the pyramid, the less physical and more intellectual are
the concepts involved. The higher up the hierarchy we get, the more important become the concepts we carry around on
how Reality works and how it will behave in response to our behaviours. At the lower levels, the stimuli are largely
sensory in nature. The blood sugar is low, and we get hungry. There is little conceptualizing involved. At the higher
levels, the stimuli are almost entirely conceptual. It is not what they said, but what we think they might be implying that
matters. How's that for a third-hand-removed example.
Do not assume from this overly brief description of the hierarchy, that there is any kind of sequential scope of
satisfaction involved. All the emotional drivers at each level are operational all the time. Its just that the emotional
drives from the lower levels are stronger and more insistent. Emotional needs from the higher levels tend to get
swamped in the flood of emotional need if the lower levels go unsatisfied to any great degree.
In any situation, or in any Reasoned Choice process, all levels of the hierarchy will be contributing emotional needs to
the value pattern processing. How potential goals will be developed and consequences will be valued will depend on
both the values we have learned to place on those things, and the various needs we currently are feeling for emotional
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satisfaction. Which goal and means combination is most desirable in filling the most important emotional need? Notice,
I did not say the strongest need, I said the most important need. Determining which of the emotional needs is the most
important, also depends on our learned value patterns. We can use our conscious processing to trade off some
emotional needs for others. We can, for example, ignore our current hunger in favor of loosing a little weight and living
longer. We can choose to ignore the peer pressure that is trying to get us to do something we know is stupid. This kind
of trade-off between values and emotional needs generates both the hunger striker and the ecology movement. We can
consciously choose to employ the fullest extent of our intellectual capabilities, in understanding as much as we possibly
can about Reality, and in determining the best possible course of action in the interests of our genes, in the longest
possible term. The emotional needs triggered by Maslow's Hierarchy are input to, but not total determinants of the
Reasoned Choice process.

Decidophobia
The effort demanded by proper employment of the processes of Reasoned choice, can be quite excessive. Especially
when you consider how much of an over abundance of choice is faced by the modern individual when compared to our
pre-historic ancestors. But the human species displays a remarkable tendency to make choices that automatically reduce
the future range of choice. This tendency to simplification is called "decidophobia", because it has many of the
superficial symptoms of a fear of making decisions. Faced, in some situation, with a wide range of options to choose
from, the individual will often choose a course of action that will result in the greatest reduction in the breadth of
freedom of action in the future. It is doubtful that the individual is consciously aware of this objective during the
process of choosing. But the prevalence of "decidophobia" is far too wide spread to be a coincidental result of other
objectives. The motivation for this objective is probably a form of mental laziness. It may be perceived to be simpler to
make simplifying choices now, so that the available mental energies can be more profitably employed on important
decisions later.
The adoption of a certain life-style habits is a good example of this kind of choice. (Assuming, of course, that the
particular life-style is actually chosen, and not merely accepted by default.) Once the choice has been made, the
individual has automatically put severe constraints on the future range of acceptable action in many areas of life. As we
discussed earlier, life-style choices can impact everything from the mates you choose to the food you eat. Another
simplifying decision that many people make is what group to join. Group membership is not always, or even often, a
result of decidophobia. But many people use the group relationship to greatly simplify their lives. Such relationships
function on the one hand like life-style choices, and on the other, to introduce someone else's opinions and priorities into
the decision making processes. This is true of all kinds of group relationships, from the local bridge club to a marriage.
In most marriages, for example, the partners divide up the universe of decision areas. One partner assumes
responsibility for some areas, like the kitchen, and the other partner assumes responsibility for others, like the garden.
Many areas are shared, of course, and even in their areas of responsibility, some decisions are important enough to
extend beyond the sphere of local management. Most decisions in the other person's sphere of responsibility, however,
are abdicated to that other person. This can dramatically reduce the mental workload on any one individual. In some
relationships (not just marriages), however, the decidophobia by one partner of the team is so great as to result in
complete abdication of all decisions to other members of the team. There are many social organizations that almost
demand this complete abdication of decision making. Most cults are this way.
Religions are another example of life simplifying choices. Religions, almost by definition, defer to some form of
"Authority". This authority is assumed to be the ultimate repository of all correct decisions. It can be a book, as in the
case of the Bible or the Torah, or it can be the head priest or senior philosopher in the case of cults and oral-culture
religions. Most religions thus make sharp distinctions between that which is approved of and that which is disapproved
of. This can drastically reduce the acceptable range of choice open to adherents. The set of religions is not limited to
the classical ones either. There are a number of modern pseudo-religions that are the functional equivalent for those
disillusioned with the classical ones. These modern substitutes include such radical political and social philosophies as
Marxism, Communism, Fascism, and Green-Peace. All of these types of organizations place strict limitations on what
the individual adherent is permitted to think, say, and do.
A dependence on authority can make life extremely simple, for those who find life too complicated to be comfortable.
It is not just the religions and pseudo-religions that do this. Political conservatives frequently do it as well. "If it was
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good enough for our fathers, it is good enough for us." And the classical fault of the elder generation of scientists, is a
dependence on authority for the correctness of their positions (since generally, they are the authorities).

Ethical Repercussions
The most dangerous form of this dependence, is an appeal to public opinion. If "everyone" thinks that some position is
correct, then it simply must be correct. But that is again abdication of your own decision making responsibility to other
people's opinions. It is one thing to accept as fact, evidence that "everyone" agrees is fact. It is another to accept as fact
"everyone's" opinions of what is good and bad. In the case of evidence about Reality, it is assumed that the evidence
can be verified at will if required, and has been enough times to make it trustworthy. In the case of moral and ethical
opinions on what is good and bad, however, "everyone" cannot possibly have our own best interests in mind - however
you choose to concieve of the "best" involved here. In fact "everyone" most likely has their own best interests in mind.
What "everyone" generally thinks is good, therefore, can be regarded as "good for them" and not necessarily good for
you. As children we are frequently guilty of using the "everyone" argument. Do you remember using the line "but
everyone else has .... "? The argument is used in an attempt to get something by convincing our parents that since
everybody else has it, we should get it as well. But the counter used then, is just as valid against any argument from
consensus opinion. Just because everybody has it (does it, says it, believes it), does not mean that it is good for you. In
most cases, it is better if you make your own determination of what is best for you, according to your own concept of
"best".

Learning and the Role of Curiosity
Learn - "(1) get knowledge of (subject) or skill in (art) or ability to do, by study, experience, or being
taught; (2) commit to memory; (3) become aware by information, or from observation."
Curiosity - "The desire to learn or know about anything, inquisitiveness."
Curious - "desirous of learning or knowing, inquisitive."
Inquisitive - "given to inquiry or research; eager for knowledge."
When I began this discussion of Human Behaviour, I said that the determinants of behaviour elicited by a given set of
stimuli, can be grossly divided into two sets, the "Instinctive" reaction patterns, and the "Learned" reaction patterns. I
talked briefly about the nature of Instinctive behaviours, and at length on various aspects of Learned behaviour. I made
another statement when introducing Value Patterns, that the two most important determinants of a person's personality,
character, and behaviour, are the level of understanding of Reality's cause-effect relationships, and the set of value
patterns that has been developed. We've been talking about the nature of value patterns and their impact on Learned
behaviour. Now I would like to discuss the impact of the levels of understanding of Reality on behaviour.
Most species of life cannot learn new behaviour at the individual level. All of their behaviour is instinctively
determined. The species as a whole learns through the pressures of genetic evolution on the genetic determinants of
their instinctive behaviour triggers and reaction patterns. The ability to learn new behaviours at the individual level,
appears to be linked in some fashion to the ability for controlled movement. Species that do not move of their own
accord about the environment, and species that move but only randomly, do not generally exhibit much in the way of
learning abilities. You can't teach the sun-flower new tricks, for example. There are some exceptions to this rule, but
the generality appears to hold. And most of the exceptions that have been identified, appear to have spent some of their
evolutionary history as a mobile species. Of those species of life that do have an ability to direct their movement about
the environment, the ability to learn appears to be present in some degree. The scientific community has not determined
why this association should hold true, but the hypothesis is that an ability for controlled motility presupposes a
determination to leave where you are now, and get to somewhere else, for a purpose. For all of the species that possess
controlled motility, that purpose is food gathering. Once a motile creature begins to move about the environment, the
species will begin to encounter new phenomenon at a faster rate than can be handled purely by evolutionary (genetic)
learning processes. It appears, therefore, that a basic ability to learn from experience is a survival adaptation for success
as a motile species. There is a difficulty with this theory, however. Those species that possess random mobility also are
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faced with the same environmental challenge, but have not appeared to have developed any learning ability. This may
be because those species that have random mobility but not controlled motility are among the single celled organisms.
There are, of course, species with controlled motility among the single celled organisms, but they generally display only
a very elementary learning ability, if any at all. Perhaps the development of the beginnings of a learning capacity is
what transforms a random mobility into a directed motility. Whether this particular hypothesis is true or not, there does
appear to be a direct relationship between the displayed capacity to learn, and the ability for controlled motility about
the environment.
The term in general use for the non mobile species is "plant", and that for mobile species is "animal". This again is only
a non-scientific generality, since there are examples of species that don't fit this particular distinction, but are classed as
plants or animals because of other more basic similarities. But for our purposes here, the generality will be "true
enough". We can therefore make a generalization for the purposes of further discussion that "Animals learn, Plants do
not". Again, this is not strictly true, because there are examples that do not fit the generalization. But the statement
covers the vast majority, and can be treated as true for the purposes of further discussion.
Once a basic learning ability is developed, there results a clear net benefit to the individual to invest effort in learning
about the environment. If an animal moves about the environment, not in an effort to find food, but in an effort to gain
information, then we label that behaviour "curiosity". You can examine the various animal species and measure the
proportion of effort that is invested by the individual in movement for the purposes of food gathering, and in movement
for the purposes of simple learning. Although, of course, understanding which is which will involve a somewhat
arbitrary classification by the investigator. We generally cannot actually know which is which. The distinction must be
inferred from other clues. However we make the distinction, it turns out that the higher the proportion of effort that is
invested in curiosity, the greater the apparent learning ability of the species. Which side of this relationship is cause,
and which is effect, is uncertain. I suspect that the relationship has a self-reinforcing nature. A little learning ability
promotes the development of a little curiosity, which in turn promotes the development of a greater learning ability.
And so forth.
Curiosity, as a facet of animal behaviour, is a very wide spread phenomenon. Indeed, only the "lowest" species of
animal life do not exhibit at least some degree of curiosity. Since all animals move about their environment in search of
food, the successful individuals are the ones who are best at finding sufficient food resources to permit and sustain
procreation. This is a restatement of the basic principles of genetic evolution. The better able the individual is at
understanding the environment, the more likely the individual will be successful in finding food. The better able the
individual is at predicting how the environment will react from moment to moment, the better equipped that individual
will be to avoid dangers and locate food resources. Thus, there is a survival benefit to be obtained from an ability to
learn and remember about the nature of the environment.
As a basic level of learning ability initially develops, it allows the species to profit from more information gleaned from
the environment. Curiosity becomes a greater and greater proportion of the behaviour as the ability to profit from the
information is developed further. The greater the learning ability, the better able the species is to profit from
experiences. The more curious species learn the most and the fastest. They are thus better able to recognize dangers
and opportunities. As the human species developed from a tree dwelling, food gathering ape, to a plains dwelling, tool
using hominid, the curiosity behaviour patterns played a key role. The hominids would never have survived for long,
out on the open plains in competition with the great carnivores, if the tendencies towards curiosity and experimentation
had not previously prompted the development of an omnivorous diet, and an elementary ability to use tools. Curiosity is
the hand-maiden of intelligence. Without the ability to analyze new and different situations, without the ability to
recognize subtle patterns across dissimilar experiences, curiosity would have been a dangerous evolutionary
experiment. The curious would be constantly getting into trouble, without the benefit of being able to profit from the
experience. Likewise, without the intense interest in the environment and the willingness to invest effort in exploring it,
intelligence would have been a dry seed, never having a chance to bloom for lack of the flood of information on which it
grows.

The Process of Education and Learning
Leaving aside the biochemical learning exhibited by the less complex life-forms, an animal learns by experiencing
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positive and negative reinforcement of reactions to perceived stimuli. In a novel situation, the individual will go
through the processes of Reasoned Choice behaviour determination to select a reaction that appears most appropriate.
The more limited the intellectual capacities of the species, of course, the more limited will be the analysis performed
during the choice process. But all of the steps will be there to some degree. Learning does not take place if the
reactions are governed purely by the instinctive reactions. There must be some level of conceptualization and reasoning
involved for learning to take place. The sixth step of monitoring progress against objectives must be present if the
individual is to learn anything. These processes do not demand a sophisticated neural network like the human brain.
The processes of Reasoned Choice can exist in very elementary form in much less sophisticated environments. The
memory may be limited, and the understanding of the environment may be limited, but the essence of learning is the
ability to choose a behaviour that is other than instinctively determined.
(Throughout this discussion, I have been using and will continue to use anthropomorphic terminology like
"pleasurable", "unpleasurable", "reasoning" and "wanting" when describing the behaviour of non-human species. I am
using these terms as descriptive of observable behaviour, not in any effort to attribute human-like emotional responses
to non-human species. A single celled amoebae, for example, can be described as having a pleasurable sensation if it
successfully obtains the food it requires. This is because the amoebae behaves in a fashion similar to how humans
behave if the result was a human-pleasurable result. So please do not accuse me of attributing human intelligence to
non-human species.)
Once the individual generates a reaction to a given stimulus, if that reaction is beneficial to the welfare of the
individual's genes, the individual will experience a pleasurable sensation. This is an emotional/chemical reaction has
been designed by evolutionary pressures to induce the repetition of that reaction to that stimulus in the future. The
pleasurable emotional response is purely instinctive, even biochemical in nature. At the more basic levels, this
pleasurable response might be nothing more than the absence of hunger or fear. If, on the other hand, the reaction to the
stimulus is detrimental to the welfare of the gene-plasm, the individual will experience an unpleasurable sensation that
is intended to induce the avoidance of that reaction to the stimulus in the future. We have here the co-coordinated
action of two different levels of behavioural response. On the one hand, we have the level that perceives the
environment, reasons (to some degree) about it, and chooses a response from a range (that might be quite small) of
possible alternatives. On the other hand, we have an instinctive, even biochemical, response to the consequences of our
actions. The reasoned choice process is future oriented. The entire process is directed at choosing the alternative that
will result in the best consequences in the future. The "pleasure/pain" emotional response is immediate, and is a
reaction to the currently experienced circumstances. The process of learning, is the process of associating which
consequences result from what behaviours, and which emotional responses are triggered by which environmental
circumstances.
Because man is an animal, and has all of the response patterns of the other animals, he learns in the same way as the
other animals. These basic principles are the learning process in any animal. The process is most evident in human
learning when the individual is learning by experience, as in the case of a young child or the casual experimenter.
Young children are generally taught by their parents, through the direct application of physical or emotional pleasure
and pain, that pleasing them is "good" and displeasing them is "bad". This is usually the first step taken by all mothers
when raising children. The mothers first indicate pleasure with a smile and affection, and displeasure with a frown and
a slap. The child quickly learns to associate the smile with the affection and the frown with the slap. From that point,
all the mother has to do is use the smile or the frown appropriately. The child automatically (habitually) associates the
signal with the pleasure or pain required. The lesson must be periodically reinforced lest it be unlearned (all habits can
be unlearned if unreinforced). And the signals must be employed consistently and appropriately or the lesson will be
unlearned even faster. A smile must be used to indicate pleasure and be reinforced with affection, in those situations
that the child would normally expect to earn the pleasure reaction. And a frown must be used to indicate displeasure
and be reinforced with some degree of pain (not necessarily direct physical pain), in those situations that the child would
normally expect to earn the displeasure reaction. There must be a large degree of consistency between the reaction the
child expects and the parental messages that the child observes. The child is, after all, attempting to understand how
Reality reacts and behaves. The child will expect that Reality will react with some degree of consistency. If the parents
do not adhere to this principle, then the child will develop an understanding of how Reality behaves that will include the
inconsistency of the parents. The child will, in essence, unlearn the association between "good" and "bad" behaviour
and the signals that the parents are using to indicate which is which. The child will, in fact, learn what the parents'
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inconsistent messages are indicating is "good" and "bad" behaviour, rather than what the parents may be inconsistently
verbalizing is "good" and "bad" behaviour. The messages that the parents are sending out, it must be remembered, are
only partially verbal. The bulk (some experts estimate 80% or more) of human communications is done through body
language and voice tonalities, not the spoken words.
When the learning process is being consciously guided by a teacher, it becomes possible to invoke more subtle
applications of pleasure and pain. The teacher can employ incentives keyed to the individual's Hierarchy of Needs.
Initially, if the "good" / "bad" lesson is properly taught by the parents, then any teacher can draw upon this
psychological association by employing the same set of signals as the parents. By indicating pleasure or displeasure
with the students behaviour, the teacher can invoke the students own habitual association with the proper pleasure and
pain responses. In a similar way, when the individual begins to expand his/her time and space horizons beyond the
immediate satiation of Safety level needs, and into the future and social levels of the motivational hierarchy, then the
individual's peer group, social superiors, bosses, dates, and finally himself, can apply suitable emotionally sensations of
pleasure or pain merely by indicating pleasure or displeasure with the individual's actions

Summary
The various disciplines of Evolutionary Biology offer ample evidence that much of of what we like to think of as "Free
Will", is in fact the result of various Instinctive responses. So much of how we deal with the objective environment
around us is the result of pre-programming by our genetic code. Even our much vaunted ability to learn is an
evolutionary adaptation by our genetic material to the challenges of the environment. Within the constraints of our
instinctive behaviours, we are programmed to learn new ways to deal with a rapidly changing environment.
However, the slow and laborious processes of conscious decision making is often too time and energy consuming to be
an efficient means of dealing with familiar circumstances. So we develop various forms of "mental short-hand" habits. With greater or lesser success, we tend to adopt Cultures, Life-Styles, and Philosophies in order to minimize the
amount of effort it takes to deal with a rapidly changing environment.
But the key to understanding Philosophy in general, and Ethics in particular, is an understanding of the Reasoned
Choice response to circumstances. How we form Value Patterns, and how we manage our emotional responses to
genetically provided needs is vital to properly understand why it is so important to make our own philosophical choices,
and to not rely on the choices others would make for us.
Everyone is equipped with the ability to reason, learn, and make their own choices. Few make use of that ability.
Understanding why is the first step to correcting that deficiency.
[Home] [Next]

Footnotes
(1)   Maslow, A.H.; Frager, Robert; Fadiman, James. Motivation and Personality, 3rd Ed. Harper and Row, New York,
1987. ISBN 0-0604-1987-3.
(Maslow's Heirarchy of Needs has come under significant criticism over the years since first proposed in 1943.
But his analysis is sufficiently useful for the purposes employed here, and will be treated as "true enough" for the
purposes in hand.)
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The Nature of Mind
Mind - "1. The human consciousness that originates in the brain and is manifested especially in thought,
perception, emotion, will, memory, and imagination; 2. The collective conscious and unconscious processes
in a sentient organism that direct and influence mental and physical behavior; 3. The principle of
intelligence; the spirit of consciousness regarded as an aspect of reality. 4. The faculty of thinking,
reasoning, and applying knowledge."(1)
Many philosophers have maintained that there is something that they refer to as a "Mind" or "Soul", or (to borrow from
Freud) the "Id", that is separate and distinct from the physical brain. They do this for many reasons, but essentially
because, by merely thinking about thinking, they cannot detect anything of what biologists tell us is going on in the
brain. They therefore jump to the conclusion that what the scientists tell us is happening cannot possibly be connected to
what they feel is going on when they think. Especially when they compare the third-person objective descriptions
provided by the scientists with the first-person subjective feel of what it is like as seen from "in here".
Biologists describe the human brain as a bio-chemical computer, with a myriad of nerve cells each obeying relatively
simple electro-chemical processing rules. (Some estimates suggest that the human brain contains approximately 1011
(one hundred billion) neurons, each having on average 7,000 synaptic connections to other neurons. Thus giving the
brain about 7 x 1015 synapses). They go on to describe how networks of these neurons react when stimulated. But they
do not describe how people think. Psychologists, on the other hand, provide detailed descriptions of how complex and
subtle our thinking processes are. But they do not describe how that happens. The psychological and sociological
sciences are full of detailed descriptions of strange, almost incomprehensible processes, and emphasize the
unpredictability of the human mind. Many people listen to what the biologists and psychologists tell us, and cannot
relate the physical bio-chemical descriptions of the biologists with the complex and unpredictable processes described
by the psychologists. And they especially cannot relate those descriptions with what they themselves perceive is going
on in their own minds. There appears to be a distinct qualitative difference between the things that the biologists are
telling us, and the things that the psychologists are telling us about what goes on when we think.

The Explanatory Gap
The "explanatory gap" is the term introduced by philosopher Joseph Levine(2) for the gap between what the biologists
are describing, and what the psychologists are describing. The gap is the alleged difficulty that a materialist-scientific
theory of mind has in explaining how physical properties, materialist causal laws, and physical events (the descriptions
offered by the biologists) can give rise to the subjective phenomenal aspects of the way things feel when they are
consciously experienced (the descriptions offered by the psychologists).
As an aside, "materialism" is also called "physicalism". But "physicalism" is often preferred because of its relation to
"physical sciences", and because the physical sciences often deal with the "immaterial" -- concrete things like forces and
fields, and abstract things like numbers and phase-spaces. While there are subtle differences between the two "isms" for
the purists, for the purposes of this essay, I will treat the two as synonymous.
According to many, this explanatory gap (between the physical truths of the world, and the phenomenal truths of
subjective experience) is real and meaningful. According to the proponents of the explanatory gap, whatever materialist
account we might imagine of subjective conscious experience will leave it completely puzzling why there should be
such a connection between the objective physical story and the subjective conscious experience(3). According to David
Chalmers, for example, finding an acceptable materialist explanation for the subjectiveness of experience is "the hard
problem" of Philosophy of Mind(4).
There is a weak understanding of the "gap", and a strong understanding. The weak version of the explanatory gap is an
epistemological concept -- it regards the explanatory gap as resulting from a difference between two kinds of
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understanding, objective and subjective. A search for an objective understanding characterizes the physical sciences physics, chemistry, biology, and so on. These look at things objectively, describing what their functions are, what they
are composed of, how they operate. Physical science aims to uncover causal laws and behavioral regularities involving
things and their parts. The aim is to achieve an understanding of phenomena "from the outside." Subjective phenomena
do not play a role in the physical sciences.
But subjective phenomenology does play a major role in the sciences of the mind. These sciences are concerned,
certainly, with objective understanding. But they also make use of a different sort of subjective understanding -- "from
the inside." There are aspects of reasons, purposes, feelings, thoughts, and experiences that can only be understood from
within, via sympathy or empathy or other translation into one's own experience(5). Broadly understood, subjective
phenomena (intentions, desires, and so forth) play a pivotal role in sociology, economics, political theory, anthropology,
history, and psychology. As well, of course, in our ordinary "folk" attributions of motivations and beliefs to other
people.
The weak (epistemological) version of the explanatory gap labels the obvious fact that we do not yet have an acceptable
physicalist (objective, third-party, from the outside) theory of how physical properties, materialist causal laws, and
physical events can give rise to a first-person subjective experience of conscious phenomena. Think of a modern
computer, by comparison. No one has a problem with agreeing that a computer's behavior can be fully explained by its
circuitry, and physical causal laws. Any attribution to the computer of reasons, purposes, feelings, thoughts, or
experiences is readily and universally understood as anthropomorphic metaphor. There is no explanatory gap here. Not
so when we do the same kind of attribution to other people, or even to ourselves.
Understood epistemologically, the explanatory gap is readily accepted by physicalists, and merely recognizes a gap in
our understanding of how the material causes the subjective, or how the subjective supervenes on the physical. Even if
we come to (or start from) the metaphysical conclusion that qualia and other subjective phenomena are physical, there
still remains an epistemological explanatory gap. In other words, an epistemological "explanatory gap" does not cast any
doubt on the truth of physicalism.
The strong version of the explanatory gap, on the other hand, is a metaphysical concept. Proponents of the strong
understanding claim that the mind is substantially and qualitatively different from the brain and that the existence of
something metaphysically extra-physical is required. It is thought by many mind-body dualists (e.g. Rene Descartes(6),
David Chalmers(4), Colin McGinn(7)) that subjective conscious experience constitutes a separate effect that is outside
the materialist world.
The current inability of materialists to supply a suitably intelligible explanation of subjective conscious experience in
the same manner as the explanation we could offer for computer phenomena is considered by many anti-materialists to
be evidence of the existence of a metaphysical explanatory gap. For example, Nagel(2) and Jackson(8) take the gap as
evidence that objective physical explanations cannot account for the intrinsic quality of experience. Although Jackson(9)
changes his mind and later joins the ranks of materialist philosophers who deny that there is such a metaphysical gap.
Searle(10) argues that the gap between any imaginable functionalist account and the intrinsic intentionality of thoughts is
evidence against a functionalist explanation of that intrinsic intentionality. Chalmers(11) takes the existence of the gap to
be evidence against materialism in favor of some sort of dualism. And McGinn(7) sits on the fence, as it were. He
suggests that the gap is due to inherent limitations on the powers of human understanding - we cannot comprehend
whatever might be necessary to bridge the gap. Clearly not a materialist position, yet not obviously a dualist one either.
There is no general consensus regarding whether the metaphysical gap exists, or what metaphysical conclusions the
existence of an epistemological gap supports. Those wishing to use its existence to support dualism (or at least to deny
physicalism) take the position that an epistemic gap - particularly if it is a definite limit on our cognitive abilities necessarily entails a metaphysical gap. Others, such as Joseph Levine(9), argue that no such metaphysical conclusion
should be drawn.
Some anti-physicalists have appealed to conceivability arguments for support. The most famous are those of Jackson's
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Mary, Chalmers' Zombies, and the Inverted Spectrum argument. Such "knowledge arguments" as they are called do not
obviously avoid begging the anti-materialist question. But they rely upon claims and intuitions that are controversial and
not completely independent of one's basic view about physicalism.
If one could establish on a priori grounds that there is no way in which subjective phenomena could be intelligibly
explained in materialist terms, it would be acceptable to conclude that the epistemological gap is also a metaphysical
gap. However, the very strength of such a claim makes it difficult to assume without begging the metaphysical
conclusion in question. Thus those who wish to use the epistemological gap to refute metaphysical physicalism must
find independent grounds to support it. In the end, we are right back where we started. The epistemological explanatory
gap argument doesn't demonstrate a metaphysical gap in nature -- the fact that we don't know how to explain the
subjective phenomenology in physical terms does not entail that a physical naturalistic explanation is not possible. Of
course a plausible explanation for there being a gap in our understanding of nature is that there is a genuine gap in
nature. But so long as we have countervailing reasons for doubting the latter, we have to look elsewhere for an
explanation of the former.

Mental Causes
To establish the context within which this issue of Mental Causes becomes important, I must say a few words
introducing the approaches to the "Mind-Body Problem" that appear in the literature of the Philosophy of Mind. These
approaches fall into three groups:
(i) there are "Dualist" approaches that argue that the Mind (or mental phenomena, properties, events, causes) are
in some separate world from the Body (or physical phenomena, properties, events, causes). The most famous
advocate of Dualism was Rene Descartes(12). No one these days argues for his "substance dualism". But the
modern version is "property dualism" -- the theory that mental properties are completely separate, non-reducible
to, and not understandable in terms of, whatever physical properties underlie them. One modern advocate of this
theory is Colin McGinn(13).
(ii) there are "Idealist Monist" approaches that argue that all that exists is Mind, and that what we conceive of as
the Body (or physical phenomena, properties, events) is but a figment, or echo, or construct of some Mind. The
most famous advocate of this approach was George Berkeley(14). A modern version of this theory is the
Pantheism argued for by the theologian Huw Owen(15).
(iii) and then there are the "Materialist/Physicalist Monist" approaches that argue that all that exists is the Body
(or physical phenomena, properties, events, causes) and that what we conceive of as the Mind (or mental
phenomena, properties, events, causes) is but a different view or description or conception of what is at base
physical phenomena. Exact details of that relationship vary by philosopher. But despite that variation,
Physicalism is the currently standard approach in the Philosophy of Mind(16).
One of the problems in interpreting the arguments offered by the different groups, is the debate over just what
constitutes "physical". Although the intuitive notion is that what constitutes the "physical" is only those things that are
studied by the material sciences, as outlined by McDowell(17) and Stoljar(18), there is a great deal of debate over the
details of just how to specify that notion. For the purposes of this essay, however, I'll leave the notion at the intuitive
level.
Another area of dispute is the exact meaning of the concept of a "cause". As Terence Horgan explains, contra
Davidson's conception of causation,
"causal explanation is a highly context relative, highly interest relative affair, and attention to numerous
examples . . . makes clear the implausibility of insisting that the only properties of a cause and effect that are
relevant to causal explanation are ones which figure in a 'strict law'."(19)
As with the detailed specification of "physical", there is significant debate over the concept of a "cause". Ideas range
(20)
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from the "association of ideas" of David Hume
to the transfer of energy and conservation of key quantities of
(21)
Messrs. Fair, Salmon, and Dowe . The disputes center on just how a "mental cause" ought to be conceived, and how
it achieves its effects (if any). Causes supposedly have their effects in virtue of their properties. So are the mental
properties of mental causes responsible for their physical effects? And if so, how? Again, for the purposes of this essay,
I'll leave the notion of a "mental cause" at an intuitive level.
A key premise adopted within most of the various physicalist approaches is the assumption of "Causal Closure of the
Physical". This premise states: "No physical event has a cause outside the physical domain." - Jaegwon Kim(22). Now
since physicalism assumes both that mental phenomena are (in some specified way) physical phenomena, and that
causal closure stipulates that all physical phenomena have only physical causes, if mental causes are not physical as the
dualists argue, then they would have no physical effects -- in other word, they would be epiphenomenal.
Unfortunately, the argument suffers from a few serious defects. The first is that it relies on the premise of causal closure.
Assuming causal closure entails that mental causes cannot have physical effects. Hence the argument commits the
fallacy of begging the question. Obviously, if mental causes are not physical, they would be "non-physical" (i.e.
"mental"). And, ex hypothesi, "mental" causes cannot cause physical effects.
Secondly, the argument is self-contradictory. If "mental" causes are admitted to truly cause physical phenomena, then
they would not be epiphenomenal, but physicalism would be false. The only way to maintain the sense of the argument
made by dualists is to conceive of "mental causes" as something separate from, over and above, or otherwise beyond,
the physical. But that is either applying a dualist intuition to a physicalist base, contradicting the very notion of
physicalism, or it is denying physicalism, in which case it does not follow that "mental" causes would be
epiphenomenal.
A somewhat less dualist suggestion is a view of mental phenomena (and mental causes) as supervenient in some way on
the physical. (There are several different versions of the notion of this "supervenient" relation that have been defined in
the philosophical literature(23).) This allows the ontology to remain thoroughly physicalist, but provides for nonphysical mental phenomena. Conceiving mental phenomena as different from, but supervening on physical phenomena,
allows an opening for mental causes that do not cause any physical effects -- hence epiphenomenal.
A number of philosophers have approached the problem from this perspective. For example, Tim Crane and Bill
Brewer(24), Nick Zangwill(25), Douglas Ehring(26), and John Gibbons(27) have outlined various interpretations of a
supervening relationship between mental phenomena (mental causation) and the underlying physical phenomena
(physical causation) that makes it questionable whether "mental causes" should be considered efficacious or
epiphenomenal. Jaegwon Kim(28) has described a concept of "supervenient causation" that supposedly allows a mental
cause as a supervening entity, to cause both other mental phenomena as well as physical phenomena, by way of a
special notion of "supervenient causation". A notion he strictly separates from the "regular" notion of physical
causation. But all these philosophers seem to view mental phenomena as different from physical phenomena (either as
objects/entities, properties, or events), so they have trouble explaining just how mental causes can be effective -- and not
be epiphenomenal.
Other philosophers, adherents of the physicalist monist group such as Daniel Dennett(29), Stephen Yablo(30), and
Crawford Elder(31) view the underlying "supervenience" relationship between the mental and the physical as being some
sort of realizing or constitutive relationship -- even though many of them still use the term "supervenient" to describe it.
On this view of mental causes, they simply are physical causes -- albeit differently described or conceived. Since, on
this view, mental causes are physical in an unproblematic sense, there is no need to consider them as epiphenomenal.
And no need for Kim's "supervenient causation".
There is no debate that, say, Quantum Mechanics and Relativity Theory supervene (in some fashion) on String Theory.
And with the exception of scientific instrumentalists(32) there is no difficulty in granting full effective physical causality
to the photon that mediates the repulsion of two converging electrons. Even though, in String Theory, all of this must be
expressed in the equations of vibrating energy branes. There is, similarly, no debate that the electric charges of electrons
and protons of the constituting atoms is fully effective in physically causing the complex folding of a protein molecule.
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Likewise, there is no debate that the interplay of complex chemical molecules constitutes the dynamic process that we
call life (fans of elan vital(33) aside). That the heart attack caused the subject's death is an unproblematic use of physical
causation. All potential debate is adequately defused because we can imagine, and thus understand, the processes (or
kinds of processes) involved -- to some degree, if not fully.
The debate only arises when we try to understand how the complex dynamic processes of life can give rise to the firstperson subjective self-referencing "feels-like" experience of consciousness. We have more than adequate grounds, from
the rest of science, to accept a Physicalist position for every other area of experience except these first-person, "feelslike" phenomena. The only reason not to extend that Physicalist position to include mental phenomena (and mental
causes) would be a lack of imagination about the possible processes involved.

Does Intentionality Admit of a Physicalistic Explanation?
The term "intentionality" refers to the phenomenon that mental states/attitudes/concepts are about, are directed on, or
represent other things. There is something that I affirm, deny, interpret, understand, believe, hope, wish, like, love, hate,
(and according to some, perceive or sense), and so forth. "Intentionality" is this rather vaguely characterized notion of
"aboutness". The modern use of the term was initiated by Brentano towards the end of the 19th Century(34). He claimed
that every mental state has intentionality and is directed towards an "intentional object". In modern philosophy of mind,
is it hotly debated whether this notion of "aboutness" is a necessary and / or a sufficient condition for things mental.
Some claim that only things mental can have this "aboutness." Others claim that non-mental (i.e. physical) things can
have the same sort of "aboutness". The division between views matches the division between physicalism and antiphysicalism.
There are, of course, many purely physical things that do have an "aboutness". Maps, photographs, sentences of a
language, and so forth, are all about something. But the anti-physicalist draws a distinction between "intrinsic" versus
"derivative" intentionality. Intrinsic intentionality is intentionality that is not derivative. An object has derivative
intentionality when its "aboutness" relies on the interpretation of something outside that object. So a sentence of a
language, for example, is about something only because something outside of it (a mind) provides that aboutness. The
anti-physicalist argument is that only mental states have intrinsic intentionality. Philosophers arguing in this direction
include Jerry Fodor, John Searle, Fred Dretske, Tyler Burge, Saul Kripke, among others.
In contrast to this view, consider the Martian Spirit rover. It has a panel of photocells fixed to its back. To angle its
panel of cells to maximize power acquisition, the drivers sitting at JPL in Pasadena had to drive the rover up the side of
a hill. Suppose JPL builds a Spirit2 rover that has two advances. One is a panel of solar cells that the rover can tilt and
swivel on its own -- it has a program module specifically programed to do so when provided with a position to point to.
And the second is a skycam (with its associated analysis software module) that tells that solar panel program module
where the sun (or at least the brightest spot in the camera view) is located. Now Spirit2 can maximize its power
acquisition without the involvement of the drivers at JPL. The message from the skycam analysis program module to the
solar panel manager program module is clearly "about" the power maximization coordinates. The intentionality of this
"aboutness" does not rely on the interpretation of something outside of it. The drivers at JPL need have no inkling about
the messages passed between the two program modules. If this counts as "intrinsic" intentionality, then the physicalist
case is made.
But the general reply of the anti-physicalist is that the entire Spirit2 rover is a device designed by a mind, and hence
derives any intentionality of its parts from the intrinsic intentionality of the designing mind. But this response runs into
the counter argument, offered by the likes of Ruth Millikan and Daniel Dummett, among others. We human beings are
but a device designed by "Mother Nature" -- otherwise known as the Blind Watchmaker(35), or the processes of
evolution. According to Richard Dawkins, we (including our minds) are the result of the purely physical processes of
evolutionary selection, "designed" for the purposes of ensuring the survival and proliferation of our genes. And no one
suggests that "Mother Nature" (in the guise of evolution or our genes) has a mind, or intrinsic intentionality. If we are
the results of a purely physical process of evolution, and it is admitted that we have intentionality (intrinsic or
derivative), then the physicalist case is made.
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If this case is accepted (and a Designing Intelligence is not smuggled in), then where is the principled difference
between us with our "intrinsic" intentionality, and the Spirit2 rover and its "derived" intentionality? If we (our minds),
are an artifact designed by the physical processes of evolution, and do have intentionality, then intentionality obviously
admits of a physicalistic explanation. If intentionality does not admit of a physicalistic explanation, then we (at least our
minds) are not a result of the physical processes of evolution. The anti-physicalist must provide something extra. Either
way, as I said earlier, the answer one provides will depend on one's prior commitment to or opposition to physicalism.

Token Identity versus Type Identity
If we adopt, if only temporarily for sake of argument, a physicalist position, there is a physical or naturalistic
explanation that can be provided for the subjective phenomenology and intentionality of the mental. So the question
now arises as to just what kind of explanation that might be.
To reiterate, in contemporary philosophy of mind, "physicalism" is the doctrine that all that exists, is just the physical -the purview of the physical sciences(36). Minds and conscious experience are based on, and can be explained by,
physical properties. Physicalism maintains that mental phenomena -- the "how it feels", the qualia, propositional
attitudes, and all the conscious experiences -- are the products of physical properties of physical existents.
The type-identity theory of mind-brain physicalism (also known as reductive materialism) asserts that mental
phenomena (properties, events, processes, states, etc.) can be grouped into types (or kinds) and that these can be
identified with types (or kinds) of physical phenomena in the brain.(37) Type-identity theories maintain that any
particular kind of mental phenomena is a particular kind of physical phenomena. Where the "is" here is to be understood
as strict logical identity. More formally:
For every mental event/property/state M, there exists a physical event/property/state P such for all
events/properties/states X, X instantiates M if and only if X instantiates P.
The classic example in the literature is the supposed identity between the mental type of phenomena labelled "pain" with
the physical type of brain phenomena labelled "c-fiber firing". According to the type-identity theory, other mental
phenomena will turn out, on investigation, to be nothing more than particular kinds of neuron firing patterns in the
brain.
The type-identity theory was developed by U.T. Place, Herbert Feigl, J.J.C. Smart, and D.M. Armstrong in the 1950's
and 1960's in response to problems perceived with the Behaviorist approach to understanding the mental(38). The classic
development of the mind-brain type-identity theory was by D.M. Armstrong in his 1968 book A Materialist of the Mind.
As noted by J.J.C. Smart, one of the incentives driving the development of the type-identity theories was an appeal to
Occam's Razor:
"There does seem to be, so far as science is concerned, nothing in the world but increasingly complex
arrangements of physical constituents. . . . That everything be explicable in terms of physics . . . except the
occurrence of sensations seems to be frankly unbelievable."(39)
Another great advantage of a type-identity theory is that it solves Descartes problem (of mind-brain interaction) by
reducing the mental to the physical. It provides a simple way to explain the causal efficacy of the mental. If the mental
is the physical, then mental causes just are physical causes. Thus it eliminates the problem of reconciling mental
causation with the notion of the causal closure of the physical. And it also allows empirical investigation of mental
phenomena through the investigation of the physical substrate.
However, the multiple realizability argument pulled the rug out from underneath type-identity theories. The concept of
multiple realizability was introduced by Hilary Putnam(40) and Jerry Fodor(41) in the late 1960's as an objection to the
mind-body type-identity theories, and as a consequence of their development of the Functionalist alternative. According
to the Multiple Realizability argument,
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The type-identity theorist posits for every kind of mental phenomena there is a unique kind of physical
phenomena of the brain such that a thing (life-form or otherwise) can exhibit that mental phenomena if and
only if it realizes that physical phenomena.
It seems quite plausible to maintain as an empirical hypothesis, that physically possible things (life-forms or
otherwise) can exhibit the same mental phenomena without having brains that realize the same unique
physical phenomena.
Therefore, it is highly unlikely that the Mind-Brain Type Identity theorist is correct.
If "pains" are identical to "c-fiber firings" in human brains, then an octopus, for example could not feel pain because it
does not have c-fibers. And a robot, android, or a Martian could not exhibit true consciousness, or have real experiences.
It also denies the possibility that "pain" (or some other mental phenomenon, like seeing "red" or believing that it is
raining) may not be implemented in me the same way that it is implemented in you.
This conclusion does not seem plausible to most people. It is considered more plausible that mental phenomena can be
multiply realized in different kinds of physical entities. Thus the conclusion is that a mind-body type-identity theory is
too strong to explicate physicalism because it limits the existence of mental phenomena to brains just like ours. It denies
the possibility that other sorts of physical organizations might experience mental phenomena.
In contrast with type-identity physicalism, token-identity physicalism argues that mental phenomena are unlikely to
have "steady" physical correlates. In other words, token-identity physicalism argues that while each particular mental
phenomenon is identical with some particular physical phenomenon (maintaining the "is" of mind-brain identity), there
is no prima facie necessity that any type of mental phenomena has the same type of physical correlate. Token-identity
physicalism thus accommodates the multiple realizability intuition.
It is important to realize that token-identity physicalism is strictly logically weaker than type-identity physicalism.(42)
Token is to type as member is to set. We can share the same type of haircut, but not the same token haircut. So if typeidentity physicalism is true, then token-identity physicalism is also true. But one can consistently deny type-identity and
affirm token-identity.
Type-identity theories claim that the identity of particular mental and physical tokens (phenomena, properties,
processes, events, states, etc.) depends upon the discovery of lawlike relations between the respective mental and
physical types. Token identity claims thus depend upon type-identity in these theories. Empirical evidence for the
required type-identity laws is held to be necessary for particular token identity claims. It is necessary that empirical
evidence support the claim that "pains" are "c-fiber firing" to support the claim that "this particular pain" is identical to
"that particular c-fiber firing". But to accommodate the multiple realizability intuition, token-identity theories must
specifically deny the kind of lawlike relations posited by the type-identity theories. The most well known of these tokenidentity theories is the Anomalous Monism of Donald Davidson.(43) Davidson's theory requires no empirical evidence
(it is based on a priori arguments) and depends on there being no lawlike relations between mental and physical types.
Anomalous Monism starts by assuming that some mental phenomena have causal interactions with (cause or are caused
by) physical phenomena -- like the physical phenomenon of it raining causing a mental phenomenon of my belief that it
is raining. Added to this first premise is a premise to the effect that all cause-effect relations are covered by strict laws
(not just ceterus paribus generalities). Davidson then adds the key premise that defines Anomalous Monism -- a premise
that there are no strict laws governing cause and effect between mental types of phenomena. Therefore, every causally
interacting mental phenomenon must be token-identical to some physical phenomenon. This separates his Anomalous
Monism from the problems outlined above adhering to type-identity theories, and makes it a token-identity theory.
But token identity theories are criticised as being far too weak to be a sound basis on which to found a physicalist view
of the mind-body problem -- it is too weak to preserve a physicalist position. Token-identity physicalism can be true
even if there is nothing remotely resembling a systematic relationship between the mental and the physical. A
systematic relationship between mind and body is fundamental to a robust physicalist position. Here is Jaegwon Kim's
analysis of the problem:
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". . .token physicalism is a weak doctrine that doesn't say much; essentially, it only says that mental and physical
properties are instantiated by the same entities. Any event or occurrence with a mental property has some
physical property or other. But the theory says nothing about the relationship between mental properties and
physical properties . . . Token physicalism can be true even if there is nothing remotely resembling a systematic
relationship between the mental and the physical. . . . As far as token physicalism goes, there could be another
world just like [ours] in every physical detail except that mentality and consciousness are totally absent. Token
physicalism, therefore, can be true even if mind-body supervenience fails: What mental features a given event
has is entirely unconstrained by what biological/physical properties it has, as far as token physicalism goes, and
there could be a molecule-for-molecule physical duplicate of you who is wholly lacking in consciousness, that
is, a zombie. This means that the theory says nothing about how mental properties of an event might be
physically based or explained. Token physicalism, then, is not much of a physicalism. In fact, if we accept mindbody supervenience as defining minimal physicalism, token physicalism falls outside of the scope of physicalism
altogether."(44)
This conclusion does not seem plausible to most people. To most physicalists, it is considered more plausible that
zombies are logically incoherent, and that the mental supervenes (in some fashion) on the physical. Davidson, for
example, explicitly addresses this problem by including within his Anomalous Monism a premise that the mental does
in fact supervene on the physical.
But then there is this famous quote from Tim Crane:
"[I]t seems nomologically possible that many very different token physical entities could all be in the same type
of mental state. So the type-identity theory is far too strong to be empirically plausible. But the token identity
theory, on the other hand, seems too weak to be satisfactory -- for what explains why these mental tokens are
identical with these physical tokens? A solution to the mind-body problem is supposed to give an illuminating
answer to the question of the relation between the mental and the physical. But it is hard to see how the token
identity theory can do this."(45)
Thus the conclusion is that a mind-body token-identity theory without additional premises is too weak to explicate
physicalism because it permits no consistent explanatory relationship between the mental and the physical. Tokenidentity physicalism by itself cries out for a companion theory to fill these holes. The alternative is Functionalism to
which we now turn.

Functionalism as a Theory of the Mental
The best way to characterize the Functionalist approach to the Mental, is to contrast it with its historical predecessor
Behaviorism. One of the reasons for this contrasting approach is that the proponents of anti-physicalism regard the
physicalist appreciation of the mental as if it were equivalent to Behaviorism.
Broadly speaking, Behaviorism is a psychological doctrine that demands behavioral evidence for any psychological
theory(46). Clearly a "scientific" cum objective, third-person approach to things mental. And one of the primary reasons
why the anti-physicalists tend to conflate physicalism with behaviorism.
In 1963, Sellars commented that someone qualifies as a behaviorist if they maintain "hypotheses about psychological
events in terms of behavioral criteria"(47). Such a doctrine holds that there is no knowable difference between states of
mind unless there is a demonstrable difference in the behavior associated with each state.
The historical basis of behaviorism is the philosophical movement of Logical Positivism(48) dominant in the early third
of the 20th Century. Logical positivism argued that the meaning of statements used in science should be understood in
empirical terms -- in terms of observations that verify their truth(49). Behaviorism adapted this philosophy to claim that
mental concepts must refer to empirically observable behavioral tendencies, and so can (and should) be translated into
behavioral terms.
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Over the years, however, behaviorism has split into three rough families of argument. "Methodological" behaviorism
maintains that psychology is the science of behavior, not the science of mind, and thus does not even pretend to offer a
"theory of the mental". "Psychological" behaviorism (also known as "radical" behaviorism(50)) maintains that the causes
and explanation of behavior are to be found in the external environment, and not in internal mental phenomenon.
Behavior thus can be understood without reference to mental events or to mental processes. As a "theory of the mental,"
therefore, it treats the mind as a unit black box, knowable only via its externally observable behavior. Such mental
concepts as are entertained are treated as "theoretical fictions". (A "theoretical fiction" is a computational or imagery
device proposed by a theory with no pretense that the device is real. An instrumentalist in the philosophy of science, for
example, will regard the notions of electrons and quarks as theoretical fictions.) "Analytical" behaviorism (also known
as "philosophical" or "logical" behaviorism), on the other hand, maintains that all mental concepts can be translated into
behavioral concepts, and that terms for mental concepts can and should be replaced by terms for behavioral concepts.
As a "theory of the mental", therefore, it also treats the mind as a unit black box, but does not permit mental concepts
even as "theoretical fictions". Analytic Behaviorism was the "orthodox" theory of the mental from about the 1930's to
the dawn of computational cognitive science in the 1950's(51).
Analytic Behaviorism, as a theory of the mental, has no place for a representation of the environment as a determinant
of behavior. To many critics of behaviorism, the fact that the environment and one's learning history is represented
internally by the subject seems to be more of a behavioral determinant than the subject's reinforcement history. How a
subject sees (classifies, interprets, represents) a stimulus appears more germane to the behavior elicited, than just the
bare stimulus history. Critics sometimes argue this point through the concept of "qualia". Some experiences, it is argued,
have characteristic "qualia" or presentationally immediate phenomenal qualities of experience. Being in pain, for
example, does not just involve the appropriate behavioral dispositions, it also involves (so the argument goes) a
particular sort of "what it is like"(52) to experience pain. Behaviorism must deny the reality of qualia, and the possibility
of internal representations that can modify behavioral dispositions. A philosophical zombie(53) is a hypothetical being
that is indistinguishable from a normal human being except in that it lacks conscious experience, or qualia. To analytic
behaviorism, since it admits of no place for internal representations and denies the existence of quails, we are all
philosophical zombies. This seems to be wrong.
If mental states are identical with behavioural dispositions, as behaviourism holds, then any two people with the same
behavioural dispositions will be in the same mental states. There do seem, however, to be circumstances in where two
different mental states can be associated with identical behavioural dispositions, or the same mental state with two
different behavioral dispositions. Behaviourism cannot account for this. Behaviorism appears unable to distinguish
between real mental states and pretend mental states, since both arguably involve precisely the same behavioural
dispositions. If the mental state of being in pain is defined in terms of the behavior we would normally associate with
such a state, then how to characterize a person who exhibits that behavior without being in pain? Behaviorism would
seem to deny this possibility. So an actor who displays all the associated behavior of pain, would be considered to
actually be in pain. Pretense is impossible. The reverse scenario involves Super-Spartans(54) - hypothetical beings with
mental states identical to our own, but who lack normal behavioural dispositions. Stab a Super-Spartan, and though he
will feel pain, he will have no disposition to exhibit normal pain behavior. Behaviourism must say that Super-Spartans
are also impossible. This seems to be just as wrong.
Behaviorism views the mind as a unit black box, treating only the inputs (stimuli) and outputs (behaviors), and
regarding mental states as operators translating inputs into outputs. Functionalism, on the other hand, builds a theory of
the internal workings of the black box, positing functional roles (mental states) that mediate the translation of inputs
(stimuli) to outputs (behavior)(55). Functionalism, as a philosophy of mind, is the doctrine that mental states are defined
by the functional roles they play in the complex economy of causal interactions within the network of roles of which
they are a part. Behaviorism takes the identity of a mental state to be determined by its relations to the organism's inputs
(stimuli) and outputs (behavior). Functionalism takes the identity of a mental state to be determined by the organism's
inputs (stimuli) and outputs (behavior), but also by its causal relations to other mental states.
Thus functionalism solves one of the problems that plagues behaviorism. For behaviorism, a belief that it is raining has
to be defined in terms of behavioral dispositions to stay out of the rain or carry an umbrella, and so forth. But this
approach runs into the difficulty that my disposition to stay out of the rain will not manifest itself if I also have the
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desire to go "singing in the rain". Behaviorally defined mental states thus seem to require an infinite regress of other
mental states. Critics argue that the holism that this regress requires can never be satisfied -- that one cannot get away
from mental states being a part of the determinants of behavior. Functionalism, however, embraces this holism, defining
any one mental state by the role that it plays in the larger functional network.
Functionalism, as a theory of the mind in contemporary philosophy, developed largely as an alternative to both the typeidentity theories of mind and behaviourism.(56) Functionalism is a theoretical level between the physical implementation
and behavioral output.(57) Functionalism thus plays its role at Dennett's "Design Level".(58) Functional roles are defined
independently of any physical structure realizing the role. Thus functionalism solves the multiple realizability problem
plaguing the type-identity theories. Functional roles are also defined independently of the higher level of Dennett's
"Intentional Level"(58). Thus functionalism seeks to explain and understand intentional concepts by positing a subintentional network of roles that realize the intentional concepts.
Over the years functionalism, like behaviorism, has divided into a number of different varieties. "Machine-state
Functionalism" was first proposed by Hilary Putnam in the 1960's.(59) It was inspired by the work of the early computer
scientists -- most notably Alan Turing.(60) Any system that possesses a mental life is simply a complex Turing Machine
instantiating a certain machine table. Each mental state (a thought, e.g.) is actually a machine state that arises in the
course of that program. "Psycho-functionalism" is most notably associated with Jerry Fodor.(61) It views psychology as
employing the same sorts of irreducibly teleological or purposive explanations as the biological sciences. Psychological
states have the same kind of functional and teleological roles as do biological organs. Psycho-functionalism can be
characterized as "a posteriori" functionalism or "scientific" functionalism. We will learn that functionalism is true only
as a result of empirical investigation into the workings of the mind. "Analytic Functionalism" is most closely associated
with David Lewis.(62) It, like analytic behaviorism, is mostly concerned with the meaning of mentalistic terms. Mental
terms are defined by the theories of the mental in which they occur, and not by any extrinsic features of the world. Such
functional definitions, therefore, are claimed to be analytic or a priori, rather than empirical. The central idea of
analytical functionalism is that the essential functional roles of the mental are to be discovered by analysis of common
sense knowledge of mental phenomena - folk theories of the mental. Daniel Dennett(63) and William Lycan(64) are more
recent advocates of this branch of functionalism.
The Analytic Functionalism view of "qualia" and the presentationally immediate phenomenal qualities of experience is
that they have acceptably defined functional natures. Unlike behaviorism, functionalism does not have to deny the
reality of qualia (although some functionalists do(65)). How a subject sees (classifies, interprets, represents) a stimulus
simply is a particular functional role. The phenomenal character of, say, pain or seeing red or remembering where the
tiger was last reported, is one and the same as (is type-identical to) the functional role that plays an essential part in
mediating between physical inputs (body damage, surface reflectance properties, verbal reports from others) and
physical outputs (yelling "Ouch!", picking the ripe apple, going left rather than right).(66) All the other mental states that
might be involved (for a Super-Spartan say, a desire not to let you know I am in pain) are just other functional roles
connected in suitably causal ways in the holistic network that is the conscious mind.
There are two famous objections to functionalist theories of qualia: the Inverted Spectrum Argument and the Absent
Qualia Hypothesis. The inverted spectrum argument is based on the apparent possibility of two people sharing their
color vocabulary and discriminations, although the colors one sees (their qualia) are systematically different from the
colors the other person sees.(67) Necessary to this argument is the stipulation that there is no discernible difference in the
behavioral dispositions of the two subjects. Thus, the argument proceeds, the two are in different phenomenal states
with the same behavioral dispositions. Hence, the qualia of sensory experience cannot be captured in functional roles.
But functionalists can argue in response that this scenario is either not conceptually possible or not metaphysically
possible.(68) It is open to the functionalist to reply that there would necessarily have to be some salient fine-grained
functional differences between the two subjects, notwithstanding any admitted larger-scale functional identity between
the two. Seeing red, or green, just is a particular functional role. If the stipulation is that two subjects differ in what they
see, then necessarily they are exercising different functional roles.
The absent qualia hypothesis is the hypothesis that it is possible for there to be functional duplicates of conscious
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subjects that entirely lack qualia. Two examples of this hypothesis dominate the literature. There is the Zombie
scenario(69) analyzed in detail by Chalmers(70). And there is the China Brain suggested by Block(71). The zombie
scenario can be dismissed by the functionalist as both logically incoherent and metaphysically impossible. The China
Brain scenario can, however, be accepted by the functionalist. Contrary to block's argument, and however strange it
might seem, the China Brain does experience qualia and have beliefs. That supposedly counter-intuitive response is
explained by the disparity in size -- the individual Chinese citizen participating in the experiment need have no more
awareness of the consciousness and qualia of experience of the China Brain than does any individual neuron in the
human brain(72).
In other words, functionalism, unlike behaviorism, does provide a better explanation for the subjective experience of the
mental. In the view of modern functionalism, our minds are an anarchic network of interacting functions. There is no
Official Understander to give functional roles meaning, to make decisions, and to understand the results. Consciousness,
and the feel of subjective experience, is the result of the interaction of all those differing functions. Although it may not
be the best possible theory (there are lots of criticisms of functionalism in the literature that I have not touched on), it is
clearly better than behaviorism as a theory of the mental.

Evolutionary Pragmatism
The philosophy of Evolutionary Pragmatism does not jump to the conclusion that there is something there beyond the
physically visible. Adding something extra would require the assumption of something that is not part of the perceptible
Reality. It would be adding something for which there is no clear evidence. Ignorance of the connection between the
biology and the psychology is not an excuse to assume there is no connection. Evolutionary Pragmatism invokes
Ockham's Razor to reject the added complication. For Evolutionary Pragmatism, the "mind", "Soul", "id", or whatever,
is but a functional manifestation of the physical brain in operation. Evolutionary Pragmatism, therefore, adopts an
overtly Physicalist-Monist attitude towards the nature of the Mind. Moreover, it adopts Analytical Functionalism as the
best approach to closing the epistemological explanatory gap.
You cannot expect to comprehend the complex behaviour of a modern super-computer by examining the physics of the
electron moving through a semi-conductor. You can gain, thereby, a good understanding of how the supercomputer
works at the level of the electron, but you could never gain a decent comprehension of how the whole computer works
as a single entity. You can't even gain that insight by examining the programming of the computer at the language
syntax level. Understanding how the programmer writes programs, and how the computer interprets and executes those
programs would still not provide you with the insight into how the entire box functions as a whole. To understand how
the entire box functions, you have to "go up" an additional level or two, and view the computer as a processor that
executes programs. At that level, you can begin to see how the various programs interact, and how that interaction
determines the behaviour of the entire system. At this "higher" level you no longer require any specific knowledge about
what the programs are actually doing, the language syntax of programming languages, or the physics of electrons in
semi-conductors. This is the level addressed by analytic functionalism.
You can regard these functional levels as forming a simple hierarchy extending from the black-box of the entire
computer at the "Top" to the flows of electrons through semiconductors at the "Bottom". In any hierarchy, of any kind,
you cannot gain a full understanding of the functioning of any particular node in the hierarchy, by studying the detailed
functioning of nodes far down in the branches below it. You can only gain this understanding by studying the
interaction between the particular node you are interested in and its peer nodes (other nodes at the same level) and by
studying the interaction between its child nodes on the immediately lower level. None of the other nodes in the
hierarchy will contribute much of significance to understanding the behaviour of the node you are interested in. (See
notes on the Theory of Hierarchies.)
What the biologists are doing, is studying the nodes at the very bottom of the hierarchy called a human brain. And what
the psychologists are doing is studying the nodes in the top couple of layers. And you, of course, when you are thinking
about thinking, are studying only the top-most layer of the hierarchy. There are many layers in between the two domains
of study. So of course, (except in rare instances) you will not be able to understand the behaviour of the psychologist's
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level by learning about the behaviour of the biologist's nodes. When studying the nature and behaviour of the human
mind as an operational product of the physical brain, we can safely ignore almost all of what the biologists have been
telling us about that brain. We need only concentrate on what the psychologists have been telling us.
But this separation in fields of study does not imply, and especially does not prove, that the "Mind" is not a physical,
perceptible, and testable part of reality. What we refer to as "Mind" is the operational result of a functioning brain. Just
as the sound of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony is the operational result of a functioning orchestra. To understand the
beauty and majesty of such music, you do not investigate the physics of a violin string, You study the interplay of
sounds over time. Examining the physics of the violin string will give you some knowledge of how the orchestra
produces sound, and some knowledge of how various sounds interact. But it will give you no information that is useful
in understanding the majesty of a magnificent symphony in progress. The same with the human mind. Do not concern
yourself with the biology of the nerve cell unless you are interested in questions about how nerve cells work, and cause
other cells to do things. If you are interested in studying the "Mind" however, study instead the majesty of human
behaviour, and human thought processes.
The brain is a physical thing that we can touch and feel and play with. We can take it apart and examine its parts. We
can put it under various forms of microscope and watch it at work. You can do the same sort of thing when examining
the physics of a violin string. But we cannot do the same sort of things to the sound of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, or
the mind. The mind, being the product of a process in operation, is not something we can touch, or take apart, or
experiment with its operations. The mind is the music that is generated when the orchestra of the brain is at work. When
the brain does not function, there is no "Mind". When the orchestra is not playing, there is no music.
The idea of the mind being separate from the body seems to be so natural. We speak of being "in" our bodies, as if we
were tenants in some edifice. We talk of observing how our bodies are doing, of our bodies letting us down, as if "we"
were separate but inseparable residers in a shell that is the body. And when we have a pain in the finger, the experience
of the pain is in the finger not in the brain. We can see that the finger is physically injured. A doctor can examine the
damage. But the doctor cannot experience the pain. The pain is unique to us, and somehow separate from the finger that
is injured, even though that is where the pain is located.
But if the mind and the body are separate, what is the mind? What is left in the body when there is no mind? What must
be added to a body to create a person? Scientists have done a pretty good job at examining the body. We have a pretty
good understanding of the biochemistry of the body, including the workings of the neurons of the brain. So let's consider
a body lying in a bed. It is breathing through a respirator, and being fed through a tube. But it is not conscious. Let's
consider the possibility that it has no mind. Let's call this mind-less body a "Zombie". Can this zombie do things in the
absence of the mind? Its heart is beating. And a rap below the kneecap will produce a lower leg jerk. But what is
missing? If you ask a scientist, he will poke and prod, and scan and examine, and he will find nothing missing.
Everything that is normally there in a clearly non-zombie individual, is also there in our zombie. So what is missing?
And if we now add the mind to our zombie, but leave the person asleep, what have we added? We have added
something that the scientist cannot detect, or measure, or examine. The physical matter that was there before is still
there in exactly the same quantities. The scientist can detect nothing additional. And how does the mind affect the body?
Suppose our sleeping friend awakes and sits up. A scientist can trace the nerves from the stomach muscles back into the
deeper reaches of the brain. At what point does the mind step in and generate its influences? To the scientist, the brain is
a complex weaving of neural impulses. Given the proper measuring equipment, the scientist would be able to trace the
nerve impulses from neuron to neuron. At what point does the mind step in? Can the mind influence any of the neural
circuits without the scientist detecting it? If it can, how does it do so? If it cannot, how is it that the scientist cannot
detect the influence?
The simple and inescapable fact is that there is no evidence whatever for any separate existence for the mind. Feelings,
both of the pain in the finger and the enjoyment of a pecan tart, may be private and non-communicable. But they are
never-the-less states of matter. They may be highly complex circuits of neural impulses in process, but they are
measurable, physical configurations of a physical Reality. So Evolutionary Pragmatism chooses not to complicate
matters by assuming the existence of something for which there is no evidence. Mind and body are one, and measurable
parts of reality. Mind is the consequence of the body (sub-part brain) in action.
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Despite all our studies of the biochemistry of the individual brain cell, we gain little useful information on the behaviour
of the larger organism of which it is a part. Indeed, when we wish to speak about the behaviour of a multi-celled organs
or organisms, we must employ different concepts, and a different language. We cannot attempt to understand how the
community of cells behaves by studying the behaviour of the individual cells. Although the rules that do determine the
community's behaviour are inherent in the makeup of each individual cell, the number of possible interactions that must
be considered is too incredibly complex to be managed at the cellular level of detail. Instead, we abstract the incredible
detail involved, and deal with the behaviour of larger accumulations of cells in the community. Thus we can gain an
understanding of breathing behaviours, by studying the behaviours of the cells in the circulatory system. And we can
gain an understanding of the behaviour of eating, by understanding the behaviour of the cells in the digestive tract. And
so forth. But this still does not shed much light on the overall behaviours of the entire community. To gain that level of
understanding, we must deal at the level in the hierarchy of the individual organism, and understand the behaviour of
that level of the hierarchy.
An excellent example of the consequences of this kind of hierarchical approach to behavioural analysis, comes from the
relatively new field of computational life simulation (A-Life). Researchers in this new field are programming computers
to simulate certain aspects of life. Their approach is to define simple computational "organisms" that have very simple
rules of behaviour and are allowed to change their rules of behaviour in well understood ways, over a number of
"generations". When these simulations run, they mimic the processes of evolution, in that certain "fitness" rules
determine which organisms of any generation are permitted to "breed" slightly altered off-spring. The fascinating
outcome of these simulations is that the organisms begin to display unexpected behaviours. The most famous of these
simulations is the Game of Life, invented by mathematician John Conway(73). This simulation takes place on an infinite
plane of grid squares. The rules for each square are deceptively simple. The resulting behaviour of the entire plane is
fascinatingly complex. The Game of Life has hooked many a student of computational simulations, and is so simple at
the level of the individual square or "cell", that it has been programmed on micro-computers for many years. And there
is even a newsletter published for the many researchers and everyday folk who are interested in the emergent behaviour
that these simple rules generate.
Starting with well understood and simple rules of behaviour, and well understood and simple rules for "learning", the
outcome is unpredictable by the experimenter. Such behaviours that emerge from the interplay of simple rules, is called
"emergent" behaviour. Numerous examples of such behaviour are also being discovered in the study of chaos, and
dynamical systems. It appears that the interplay of a large enough number of individually simple structures, becomes
very quickly so complex that the consequences are unpredictable. The behaviour of the myriad of individual nerve cells
in the brain results in the mind. It is but one example of such "emergent" behaviour. You start with a large number of
individually relatively simple nerve cells that is the brain, and you end up with the unexpected and unpredictable
behaviour that is the mind.
I cannot do proper justice here to the full explanation of Mind as emergent behaviour of the brain. A very much superior
exposition of this approach to Mind is presented by Daniel C. Dennett in his treatise "Consciousness Explained"(74). I
highly recommend this very readable text to anyone who wishes to explore this subject further, or has any reservations
about this materialist view of the Human Mind.
And thus it is that the complex concept that is the Human Mind, with all of its confusing and incredible diversity of
behaviour, can be regarded as the natural product of the bio-chemistry of the nerve cells that are its parts. There is no
mystery here, merely a lack of comprehension, and an ignorance of details. What the psychologists tell us about the
majesty and uniqueness of human thought can be easily melded with the physical chemistry detailed by the bio-chemist.
What is between these two extremes of the hierarchy, is an as yet unknown series of levels of complexity and of
function. The unpredictability of human behaviour emerges naturally from the simplicities of chemistry - just as the
majesty of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony emerges naturally from the simplicities of successive density waves of air. We
are gaining more and more proof on a daily basis that we are not different in kind, merely in degree. All that remains is
for us to discover the rules, to leverage the non-linearity's, and to glory at the possibilities.
[Home] [Next]
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"Free Will" versus "Determinism"
Overview
The arguments for Determinism come primarily from the realm of the sciences. The more science learns about the
nature of Man and the Universe, the more likely it seems that the future is predictable. If the future is predictable, then it
is possible that the decisions you think you make freely, are not so free.
The arguments for Free Will come primarily from the fact that our concepts of morality and personal responsibility for
our actions are based on the assumption that the acting agent is able to choose otherwise. We need to be able to assign
responsibility, bestow blame and praise, and allocate punishments and rewards.
The fear is that if Determinism is true, then we are not responsible for our actions, and cannot choose otherwise than we
do. The essence of "not responsible" is "not able to influence the outcome". If we cannot choose otherwise than we do,
then we cannot really influence the outcomes of any decision, and cannot therefore be held responsible for those
outcomes. Morality and civil law disintegrate into chaos.
The "Compatibilist" argument I will present here maintains that Free Will is not inconsistent with Determinism. I will
argue that once one understands what we are really talking about when we talk about "Free Will", we will realize that
Determinism is actually no threat to Free Will. And that the apparent conflict between the two arises from a
fundamental misconception of "Free Will".

The Arguments for Determinism
"Determinism" is the philosophical doctrine that maintains that everything is governed by causal laws, and that all
actions and behavior are the inevitable result of preceding events. It assumes that all things that exist in the world are
subject to laws of cause and effect. It is, for all practical purposes, a materialist doctrine. While it might be logically
possible for a Dualist to maintain a Determinist doctrine, it would seem that no Dualist has.
Science is the primary source of arguments for Determinism.
"science is determinist; it is so a priori; it postulates determinism, because without this postulate science could not
exist."
- Henri Poincare.
Our "Western / Scientific" culture assumes that everything has a cause. And in support of this, science does seem to
eventually find a cause for everything. If everything has a cause, then human behavior must also have its own causes.
And if human behavior is caused in the manner assumed by science, then where is there a place for "Free Will"?
"Hard" Determinists maintain that there is no place in a materialist world for a thing called "Free Will", and the concept
of "Free Will" is logically incompatible with Determinism. "Soft" Determinists maintain that "Free Will" can exist in a
Determinist world, but that the concept "Free Will" does not mean what we usually think it means.
I will outline the basic arguments for Determinism using a number of "Ghosts" to speak to each one. I am using the
notion of a "ghost" instead of labeling each position with the scientific personality usually associated with the argument,
because I will be outlining the "pure" version of the argument, and ignoring the various weaker versions. (Nor do I wish
to imply that the arguments presented reflect the thinking of the scientists whose names I am borrowing.)
"Newton's Ghost"
Assumption 1 - The Universe contains a finite number of particles. (Note that this is not strictly necessary. A looser
version requires only that there be a finite number of particles within the requisite time horizon.) Assumption 2 - Each
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particle has a specific position, course, and speed. Assumptions 3 - All particles interact with other particles in knowable
ways. Conclusion - given the position, course, and speed of all the particles extant at some specified instant, it is
possible to compute the position, course, and speed of all particles that would exist at any future instant. In other words,
given the state of the Universe at any given instant, the future is totally predictable.
What I am calling "Newton's Ghost" is more formally known as "LaPlace's Demon" after the Marquis Pierre Simon de
Laplace (1749-1847), who wrote (c.1774) - "We may regard the present state of the universe as the effect of its past and
the cause of its future. An intellect which at any given moment knew all of the forces that animate nature and the mutual
positions of the beings that compose it, if this intellect were vast enough to submit the data to analysis, could condense
into a single formula the movement of the greatest bodies of the universe and that of the lightest atom; for such an
intellect nothing could be uncertain and the future just like the past would be present before its eyes." The "intellect" to
which LaPlace here refers later became known as "LaPlace's Demon".
"Heisenberg's Ghost"
(a.k.a. "Quantum Indeterminacy"). According to the Standard or Copenhagen Interpretation of Quantum Theory,
quantum particles do not have a specifiable "position, course, and speed". More particularly, for certain pairs of
quantum properties, of which position and momentum are one pair, not only is it not possible to specify both properties
with the accuracy needed by Newton's Ghost, the properties are undefined within the range of accuracy specified by
Heisenberg's Uncertainty equation. This is a much stronger statement than that these properties cannot be measured to
any greater accuracy, or that they are unpredictable within that accuracy. It is the source of the "randomness" or
"indeterminacy" of Quantum Theory, and the fundamental reason why Quantum Theory is not a deterministic physical
theory.
Quantum Theory also allows for the spontaneous appearance of "virtual particles" at any point, as long as they do not
remain in existence any longer than allowed by Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle. But even if they do disappear "on
time", they can interact with non-virtual particles while they exist. (Stephen Hawking made use of this aspect in his
analysis of the evaporation of Black Holes.) For virtual particles to leave a trace of their passage would be
incompatible with Assumption 1 above. The spontaneous appearance of virtual particles is governed by the principles of
Quantum Indeterminacy, so their numbers and properties are unpredictable, even in principle. Therefore one can not
assume that the Universe (or the requisite part thereof) contains a finite number of particles. And one would not be able
to provide Newton's Ghost with the "position, course, and speed" of the virtual particles, since they would not exist at
the specified starting instant.
Although many people delight in the belief that quantum theory disproves physical determinism, they refer only to The
Standard or Copenhagen Interpretation of Quantum Theory. Schroedinger, Einstein, Bohm, Penrose and many other
physicists have never accepted the claim that quantum theory disproves determinism. Moreover, even if quantum
indeterminacy is true, it can do no more than establish "random will", not Free Will - as we will discover below.
"Bohm's Ghost"
Physicist David Bohm created an alternative to Quantum Mechanics (called, naturally enough, "Bohmian Mechanics")
that does away with quantum indeterminacy. Bohm (like Einstein before him) argued that the apparent randomness of
Quantum Mechanics is just an indication of our ignorance of what is going on at some lower level, and that therefore
Quantum Mechanics is an incomplete theory. Consider, for example, the apparent randomness of flipping a coin. The
result of flipping a coin is purely deterministic. The factors influencing the actual outcome of any one flip are
macroscopic, and thus beyond the scope of Quantum Indeterminacy. Yet, because we are ignorant of the minute subtle
details of the forces at play, we treat the outcome as the result of chance. Bohm proposed, therefore, to add some stuff
(called "hidden variables") to Quantum Mechanics to resolve the apparent randomness. The result is that Bohmian
Mechanics is a fully deterministic theory of quantum phenomena. It is also fully consistent with Quantum Mechanics,
although no one has yet been able to extend Bohmian Mechanics into an equivalent of Quantum Field Theory. If
Bohm's physics is correct, Bohm's Ghost trumps Heisenberg's Ghost, and Newton's Ghost still reigns supreme.
'the Butterfly's Ghost"
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(a.k.a. "Chaos Theory"). Many aspects of the Universe respond non-linearly to minor changes in starting parameters.
Which means that microscopic differences in the starting parameters of a process can result in macroscopic differences
in the end result. The classic (if perhaps exaggerated) example is that the flapping of a butterfly's wings in the Amazon
jungle can affect the weather next week in New York City. The argument here is that Newton's Ghost would require
infinite accuracy in its knowledge of the "position, course, and speed" and such infinite accuracy is not possible even in
principle. However, the Butterfly's Ghost is defeated by the assumption that each particle in question does have a
specific "position, course, and speed". Accuracy of measurement is not an issue. We are not assuming that Newton's
Ghost must measure the necessary parameters of all extant particles. Merely that Newton's Ghost is provided with that
information. Newton's Ghost is assumed to be given the requisite infinitely accurate information required to complete
the necessary calculations. The Determinist argument is not that someone might be able to calculate the future. It is that
if all particles have a specific "position, course, and speed", then there is one single future that is the necessary result of
the present.
"Einstein's Ghost"
(a.k.a. "Four Dimensional World Lines"). Einstein, in approaching the mathematics of his two theories of Relativity,
chose to view the Universe as a four-dimensional construct, with time as the fourth dimension. From this perspective,
each particle that exists in the Universe traces out a four-dimensional "world-line". Any given instant in time is just a
three-dimensional "Slice" across the sheaf of four-dimensional world-lines that is the Universe viewed from outside
time. The fascinating consequence of this view of the Universe, is that neither Heisenberg's Ghost, nor the Butterfly's
Ghost is able to disturb the four-dimensional sheaf. Change requires time. When viewed from outside time, change
cannot exist. The four-dimensional Universe is a static entity. Whatever virtual particles may appear or disappear,
whatever they might do, whatever indeterminacies might exist, whatever random or apparently random events might
transpire - all are recorded indelibly in the four-dimensional sheaf of world-lines. To "predict" the future, all one would
have to do is view a particular "Slice" across the sheaf of world-lines and read off the positions of things. Newton's
Ghost needs to have infinitely accurate information, and be able to do massively complex calculations in order to predict
the future. Einstein's Ghost is much simpler, and need only step outside of time to view the whole of past-present-future
as one single four-dimensional entity. From this perspective, time is static, the past-present-future is fixed. Any event
that from our perspective "will happen" already is, from the perspective of Einstein's Ghost.

The Arguments for Free Will
"Free Will" is that philosophical doctrine that maintains that an individual, regardless of forces external to him, can and
does choose at least some of his actions. "Free Will" is defined largely by its contrast with Determinism.
There are essentially only two arguments for Free Will. The argument from Moral Responsibility maintains that the
existence of morality and ethics presupposes Free Will. And the argument from Common Sense maintains that whatever
it is that we do when we choose or decide, it is self-obvious that we could have chosen or decided otherwise, and this
ability is Free Will.
Moral Responsibility.
The most significant philosophical argument for the existence of Free Will is its central importance for the concept of
"Moral Responsibility". To understand why, we must explore just what we do mean when we hold someone "Morally
Responsible".
Let's consider a hypothetical scenario. Let's suppose that you have volunteered for an Ethics experiment. You find
yourself locked in a small cubical. On the wall in front of you are two buttons - a green one, and a red one. In the center
is a digital clock that is counting down the seconds from fifteen minutes. You can do one of three things. You can push
the red button, or you can push the green button, or you can do nothing and let the clock run down to zero. Now, how
would observers of this experiment apply the concept of "Moral Responsibility"? Suppose that, unknown to you, the
consequences of one of the three options you have available involves events or situations about which one can say "That
is morally undesirable"? (Suppose, to pick an extreme example, that pushing the red button will kill a subject in an
adjoining room.) I think everyone would agree that the scenario definitely involves some aspect of Moral
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Responsibility. Thus we have the first of our defining criteria for the concept of Moral Responsibility. It must involve
events or situations where your choice of actions can be evaluated against some standard of what is morally desirable or
undesirable.
But in the scenario we have described so far, even if it does involve consequences that can be deemed to be morally
undesirable, should you be held "morally responsible" for the consequences that will result from whatever action you
choose? In the scenario described so far, you have no knowledge on which to base an ethical evaluation of the
alternatives. Most people, I think, would not hold you responsible for unknowable consequences. This means we can
identify a second condition for "Moral Responsibility". In order to be considered morally responsible for your actions,
you must have sufficient information available about the consequences of your actions that you can evaluate the
desirability of those consequences according to some set of ethical principles or standards.
So let's add to the scenario some documentation of what the consequences would be if you should push either button, or
do nothing. (Let's say, to construct an extreme example, that pushing the green button will cause the death of a friend,
pushing the red button will cause the death of an enemy, and letting the clock run out will cause the death of both.) I
think now most observers would consider that you should be held "Morally Responsible" for the consequences that will
result from whatever choice you make.
We would also, I suggest, each feel justified in critiquing your choice according to our own system of Ethical standards.
And if you should ask someone else's opinion of which alternative you should choose, I think everyone would feel
suitably justified in responding "You should choose .....", directing your choice to the option they would evaluate as the
"best" under the circumstances.
Now lets suppose, as a variation on our little experiment, that you decide to choose what to do based on some decision
process that has nothing to do with the information provided about the consequences. Suppose you decide to choose
based on the flip of a coin. Are you "morally responsible" for the consequences that will result? I think everyone would
agree that you are still morally responsible for your actions. In this case, however, the primary focus of the moral
judgment would be your decision not to base your choice on the knowledge available, and only secondarily on the
particular action that was selected by the flip of the coin.
Let's modify the experiment again, and provide you with a die and instructions to roll the die and do what the die tells
you to. Notice that your knowledge of the consequences of your actions is now irrelevant. Your choice of action is
based on a randomizer. (We"ll assume that you do not have the option of not obeying the instructions of the die.) Are
you "Morally Responsible" for your choice, or for the consequences? I think that most people would agree that you are
not. So we can add a third defining criteria to our concept of "Moral Responsibility". The choice you make must be the
result of your own deliberations over the consequences of the alternatives available.
From the way that the concepts of "moral choice" and "best alternative" are normally used, I think the above analysis
accurately reflects the meaning of "Moral Responsibility" within the hypothetical scenario we have described. A choice
of behavior is a "moral choice" if the choice can be made based on an ethical evaluation of the consequences of the
choice against some standards of ethical desirability. And people are held morally responsible for their choices in
situations where they have a reasonable basis upon which to forecast the consequences. If a choice is made in a situation
where the resulting consequences are not predictable, then the consequences are generally referred to as "accidental" or
"unintentional", and the actor in question is not normally held morally responsible. We can of course, apply perfect
hind-sight, and say after the fact that "You should not have done that". But we do not generally hold the actor morally
responsible if there was no way to have predicted, evaluated, or influenced the outcome of the choice.
The other assumption we made in our scenario, was that the consequences that did result from your choice were the
consequences that your knowledge predicted would result. How would the scenario be effected if your ability to forecast
the consequences were somehow rendered ineffective? I think everyone would agree you would be considered no more
"morally responsible" for the consequences that actually did result, than if you had no way to predict the consequences
in the first place. But, I think everyone would agree that, regardless of the actual consequences that do result, it would
still be morally justifiable to claim that "You should not have done that!" if you should choose an action that your
knowledge indicates is not the "best" under the circumstances as long as you are not aware of the invalidity of your
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knowledge. And from this peculiarity, we can see a fourth defining condition of Moral Responsibility. A person can be
held morally responsible for both the choice and the consequences together and separately. A person is held morally
responsible for the choice based on the expected (or reasonably expectable) consequences, and again for those expected
consequences should they occur. But the individual is not normally held morally responsible for unexpected
consequences.
Suppose, finally, I were to forcibly take your hand and press the red button with your finger. Most people would agree
that you would not be held morally responsible for the consequences that resulted. I would be held responsible, because
it was my choice that affected the outcome. But you had no choice in the matter.
Therefore, from the preceding little thought experiment, we can define "Morally Responsible" as an adjective meaning
"answerable or accountable for something within one's power to control" where that "Something" is a choice or decision
or judgment where The alternatives available involve events or situations that can be evaluated against a standard of what is desirable
or undesirable that the individual has learned over the course of his experiences with reality (including the social
groups he of which he considers himself a member).
There is sufficient information available about the consequences of any actions that the individual can evaluate
the desirability of those consequences according to that learned set of standards.
The choice made is the result of the individual's own deliberations over the consequences of the alternatives
available, and not the result of coercion.
And to be "within one's power to control" includes any situation where by choosing one alternative over another, one
can influence the consequences in a predictable manner. One is not considered responsible for unpredictable
consequences.
The entire concept of "morality" requires that the moral agent be held responsible for their choices and actions. The
entire concept of "responsibility" requires that the acting agent have a choice. Without an ability to influence the
consequences, we cannot be held accountable for them. The freedom to choose the "right thing to do" is fundamental to
our conception of moral responsibility. If there is no freedom to choose the "best" of the available alternatives, there is
no moral responsibility for the consequences. If there is no moral responsibility, there is no moral justification for praise
or blame, reward or punishment.
In every aspect of our relations with other individuals, the concept of moral responsibility governs how we react to the
behavior of others. The argument of Moral Responsibility states that if determinism were true, no person would be able
to change his actions, therefore no one could ever be held morally responsible for his own actions.
It Feels like Free Will.
Undoubtedly, the most significant argument that non-philosophers think of for the existence of Free Will, is the
universal individual personal experience of what it feels like to deliberate, evaluate, and make a choice. No one will
dispute that whatever it is that is taking place, it certainly feels like we are free to choose how we will. Whatever else is
going on, we each of us are familiar with the distinction between having the freedom to choose, and not having the
freedom to choose. It is simple. It is fundamental. It is basic. And it transcends even those scenarios where we may be
so physically constrained that we may not be able to do anything about what we choose. Common sense tells us that we
can change our minds about which alternative we choose. Common sense tells us that we can change our actions by our
own choice.
It is not just for ourselves that the feeling of Free Will is so pervasive. We treat other people as similar to ourselves. We
treat other people as if they too feel like they have Free Will. We do not regard our friends or even our enemies as
mechanical automatons ("zombies"), simply reacting with unthinking instinct to whatever they encounter. We treat all
human beings as thinking, reasoning, contemplating, considering, and - most importantly - choosing intellects. The
notion of Free Will is fundamental and basic to how we view ourselves, and how we interact with other people.
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Resolving the Conflict
Free-Will Libertarianism
Free Will is incompatible with Determinism. Man has Free Will. Therefore Determinism is false. This is the argument
of those who consider the fundamental need for Free Will to be more important than the evidence from science for
Determinism. There are essentially two different approaches to this way of resolving the conflict.
The scientific approach is to attack the underlying premises of scientific determinism. Quantum Indeterminacy is a
favorite escape hatch. As is the "Multiple Worlds" interpretation of Quantum Physics. But scientific libertarians face a
serious challenge. Just how can quantum randomness (or chaos theory, or some other suitable source of indeterminacy)
be translated into Free Will. As we explored above when understanding the meaning of "Moral Responsibility", if your
actions are not the result of your moral evaluation of the desirability of the consequences, then you are not morally
responsible for the results. If your choice of action is the result of some random (indeterminate) event, then how are
your actions the result of your moral evaluation of the projected consequences? Depending on scientific indeterminacy
to escape from Determinism is morally equivalent to rolling the die instead of making your own choices. It is debatable
whether this approach can be made to work. I believe it cannot.
The dualist approach is to maintain that whatever it is in the human mind that exercises Free Will (let's call it a "Soul"
for sake of a label), it is not subject to the constraints of materialist science. But dualist libertarians also face a serious
challenge. Just how can some form of immaterial soul interact with a body that is clearly material? Biologists have
tracked the nerve impulses that activate our muscles, and have determined that they originate somewhere in our brain.
The dualist, therefore, must provide a means whereby the immaterial soul, not subject to the constraints of materialist
science, initiates the clearly materialist nerve impulses that generate our behavior. So far, there has been no success at
providing such an explanation. So it is debatable whether this approach can be made to work, if materialist science is to
be at all respected. I believe it cannot.
Determinism
Free Will is incompatible with Determinism. Determinism is true. Therefore Man does not have Free Will. This is the
argument of the "Hard Determinist" or "Hard Incompatibilist". The argument is that "Free Will" is an illusion. Perhaps a
necessary one, in order for us to function properly. But an illusion none the less. The challenge that the Hard
Determinist faces is the relevance of such a conclusion. Like medieval Theologians arguing over the number of angels
that could dance on the head of a pin, it seems difficult to understand how such a conclusion matters. The vast majority
of people in general, and philosophers in particular, will revert to the general feeling that we do have Free Will. And if
that feeling is an illusion, then the critical social importance of "Moral Responsibility" demands that we ignore the
Determinist conclusion, and proceed on the alternate hypothesis that we do indeed have Free Will. Even if the
Determinists are right, we simply cannot operate on that basis.
When your philosophical reasoning leads you to a conclusion that seems so at odds with the way that the world appears
to work, it pays to double-check your premises. Your conclusion may be correct. But past experience suggests that it is
more likely to be wrong.
Compatibilism
Free Will is not incompatible with Determinism. Therefore Determinism is true, and Man does have Free Will. This is
the argument of the Compatibilist. It is based on the argument that the concept of "Free Will" is poorly defined and
misunderstood.

Compatibilist Free Will in a Deterministic Reality
In order to explore the concept of "Free Will" in more depth lets consider another hypothetical scenario. Let's consider a
game of chess between you and a chess program running on your computer. And let's examine what is taking place from
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the perspective of Daniel C. Dennett's three "Stances"(1).
Suppose that you are in the mid-game phase, and it is your move. You examine the chessboard, identify some possible
moves, and evaluate their desirability against your knowledge of chess strategy and your projections of how your
opponent will respond. You choose a move, and (say) move your bishop. Now, wasn't your move an exercise of "Free
Will"? Did you not feel that you freely choose to make that particular bishop move? There was nothing in the situation
that would render that particular move forced. You were not coerced. The move could not have been the result of
random quantum events, or the flip of a coin, because you had clear strategic reasons for the move. There were a
number of attractive looking legal moves available to you. You could have chosen otherwise. It has all of the
characteristics of a typical day-to-day example of a "Free Will" decision. I think everyone will agree, that in the
specified scenario, your choice to make that particular bishop move was an unrestrained exercise of "Free Will". Yet if
we replayed the game tomorrow, and reached exactly the same point in the game, your analysis would be the same, and
you would again choose to move the bishop as you did today, for exactly the same reasons. (Assuming, of course, that
you do not learn anything new in the interim.)
But now consider the move the computer responds with. The computer chess program examines the chessboard,
identifies some possible moves, and evaluates their desirability against its knowledge of chess strategy, and its
projections of how its opponent will respond. The chess program chooses a move, and (say) moves its knight. Now,
wasn't the computer's move also an exercise of "Free Will"? Did it not freely choose to make that particular knight
move? There was nothing in the situation that would render that particular move forced. It was not coerced. The move
was not the result of random quantum events, or the flip of a coin, because a computer is specifically designed to
preclude such things. It has clear strategic reasons for the move. There were a number of attractive looking legal moves
available to it. It could have chosen otherwise. The only thing it could not do was turn off the computer and go for
lunch. Doesn't this choice also have all of the characteristics of a typical day-to-day example of a "Free Will" decision?
Or is there something different going on here? If this is not an exercise of "Free Will", what's the difference?
The Physical Stance.
At the physical level, the chess program running on your computer is a completely deterministic chunk of software,
running on a completely deterministic chunk of hardware. The designers of the computer chips that are your computer
go to great lengths to design out any potential quantum indeterminacies. The process of testing the hardware and
software consists of providing the same inputs over and over again, and making sure that the outputs are identical to
what is expected. The nature of binary coding in the hardware and the software is designed to mask the microvariability
of electrical voltages, currents, and charges. A more complete model of a deterministic universe could not be found.
Yet, at the physical level, if Determinism is true, the chess program running on the computer between your ears is also a
completely deterministic chunk of software, running on a completely deterministic chunk of hardware. The processes of
evolution that designed the hardware between your ears had to design out any potential quantum indeterminacies. The
process of natural selection, of differential rates of procreation, would weed out any design where the same inputs did
not generate the "expected" outputs from generation to generation. Evolutionary adaptations "work" only so far as they
enable marginally more successful rates of procreation over may generations. And biologists have demonstrated that the
nature of our genetic coding masks any microvariability of chemical affinities when replicating DNA, translating DNA
to RNA, or RNA to proteins. A more complete model of a deterministic universe also could not be found. If
Determinism is true, there is no meaningful difference between the computer chess program, and the human chess
player, at the physical level.
The Design Stance
Consider how the programmer approached the design of the chess program you are running. The chess program has
been given certain knowledge about what kinds of moves are legal - bishops move on the diagonals, for example. And it
has been given certain rules of strategy - dominating the center of the board is a good idea, for example. At this level of
analysis, we are not considering how the programmer programmed in each of these various rules of legal chess and
chess strategy. We need consider only what the program is designed to do, without worrying about how it is
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programmed to do it. The program contains rules for examining the chessboard for legal moves, rules for identifying
possible moves worthy of further evaluation, rules for evaluating the "worth" of possible moves in light of the
opponent's likely response. And rules for choosing the "best" alternative according to the provided standards of "good
chess".
Yet, consider how your prior experience with chess has approached the design of the chess program you are running on
the computer between your ears. Through experience, you have learned certain knowledge about what kinds of moves
are legal - bishops move on the diagonals, for example. And you have learned certain rules of strategy - dominating the
center of the board is a good idea, for example. At this level of analysis, we need not consider how the process of
learning has programmed in each of these various rules of legal chess and chess strategy. We need consider only what
the program is designed to do, without worrying about how it is programmed to do it. The program contains rules for
examining the chessboard for legal moves, rules for identifying possible moves worthy of further evaluation, rules for
evaluating the "worth" of possible moves in light of the opponent's likely response. And rules for choosing the "best"
alternative according to the learned standards of "good chess". Again, at the design level, there is no meaningful
difference between the design of the computer chess program, and the design of the chess program running between
your ears. What differences there are arise from the fact that your own personal chess program was learned through
experience instead of being provided from the ground up. And from the fact that your own personal chess program is
but one subroutine in a larger program that is capable of "changing subroutines" based on inputs not available to the
computer chess program.
The Intentional Stance.
Now think of the computer chess program not as a deterministic hunk of software running on a deterministic hunk of
hardware, but as an intelligent agent. Think of the computer program the same way you would think of another person.
Here is a self-interested, self-governing, self-motivating agent who wants, thinks, desires, values, contemplates,
evaluates, and - chooses. The computer wants to win the game. It thinks that when I move my bishop to that spot, I am
threatening its queen. It fears that threat. It hunts for a good move to protect itself from my threat. And, from the
available alternatives freely chooses a good response - to move its knight to counter my bishop. Here now, at this level
of analysis, we have the appearance of something that looks very much like "Free Will".
Behavior that looks like "Free Will" appears when we view whoever or whatever we are dealing with as an independent
agent, and dismiss as irrelevant detail all of the mess at the design or physical levels that muddies our understanding of
events. What matters to us when we are playing chess against a computer program, is how to win the game. To best
accomplish that goal, the details of program design, computer language design, computer chip design, or the physics of
electrons through semi-conductors are all irrelevant. What is relevant is how well we can predict the behavior of our
opponent. And it is easier, simpler, and less resource expensive for us to predict what the opposition will do, if we adopt
the stance that the opposition is something just like us. In other words, an agent who is self-interested, self-governing,
self-motivating, who wants, thinks, desires, values, contemplates, evaluates, and - chooses. We do better at predicting
the behavior of opponents, and of friends, who feel like they have Free Will. We invest "Free Will" (among a whole host
of other self-like feelings and motivations) in our friends, our enemies, our pets, our predators, our prey, even our cars,
our folding chairs, and our computer programs. It is an evolutionarily adaptive strategy.
"Free Will", then, is a concept from the Intentional Stance, applicable to Intentional Systems. We feel we have Free Will
because we can observe ourselves thinking and choosing. Determinism, on the other hand, is a concept from the
Physical Stance, applicable to physical systems. We are not aware of the physical processes that take place within us.
When we observe ourselves, what we perceive is not the physics or biology, or even the information processing that is
going on. What we perceive is a self-interested, self-governing, self-motivating agent who wants, thinks, desires,
values, contemplates, evaluates, and - chooses. The apparent conflict between the concepts of0"Free Will" and
"Determinism" disappears once one firms up our understanding of just what we are talking about when we discuss "Free
Will". It is a "frame error" to compare or contrast the two. Both can be, and are, true. A completely deterministic device
- be it a mind or a computer program - can have and exercise Free Will.
Just what exactly is "Free Will"? We can start by taking a minimalist stance, and define "Free Will" as whatever aspect
of the human mind is necessary to enable "Moral Responsibility". That, of course, means that "Free Will" is that
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capacity of the human mind that chooses and could choose otherwise.
Choosing
The verb "To choose" means to evaluate the alternatives and select that alternative that appears to be the "best"
according to some standard. The verbs "To decide" and "To judge" mean the same thing. If you do not deliberate over
your choice, and have no reasons or justification for your choice when you make it, then you have not "chosen".
Therefore "Free Will" cannot mean a "cause-less" source of choices and behavior. As we explored above, there are only two
potential "cause-less" sources of "Free Will" Quantum Indeterminacy, and the Dualist's Immaterial Soul. Both of
which face serious difficulties in explaining how such a "cause-less" foundation creates visible behavior. In
addition to which is the conceptual difficulty of explaining how such a "cause-less" source for your choices
constitutes your choices. Any attempt at such an explanation would have to address how a "cause-less" source of
choice becomes an evaluation of alternatives.
"Free Will" cannot mean a "random" source of choices and behavior. As we have seen, you can choose to base
your choices on some randomizer, like a coin flip or a die roll. If you do, you will be held morally responsible for
your decision to not make use of your reason and the information available to you, but you will not be held
directly responsible for the "choices" you end up making because they are not yours.
But how do you evaluate the alternatives? "Actions are, by their very nature, temporary and perishing; and where they
proceed not from some cause in the character and disposition of the person who performed them, they can neither
redound to his honor, if good; nor infamy, if evil." David Hume (An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding,
Section VIII, Part 2). How you evaluate alternatives is governed by your character, personality, experiences, and
current circumstances. In short, how you choose between alternatives is determined by who and what you are. But who
and what you are is a product of your past - your genetics and your experiences - nature and nurture. So if your choice is
caused by anything, it is caused by the sum total of your past history. If you make a deliberate choice, you do so because
you have reasons. And given those reasons, you would not have chosen otherwise.
Which brings us back to the fundamental conundrum. If Determinism is true, what does it mean to say that we are free
to choose as we will? If Determinism is true, then isn't every choice we ever make in our lives predetermined? Even
though it may not feel that way?
The answer is "Yes! But so what?" For any choice to be your free choice, and not the result of someone else's control of,
or influence on you, you have to make the choice based on your own understanding of your options, as evaluated by the
values and priorities you have learned through experience. A choice is not freely yours if it is not based on your beliefs
and your character, your experiences and your goals. Yet with all of these constraints, you still feel that the choice is a
free one. That is because these constraints that I have listed are what you are. If these constraints are not operational
when you make your choice, then you are not making the choice. All of the "diminished capacity" defense arguments,
all the "extenuating circumstances" presented to mitigate the blame and punishment that society is expected to award the
chooser of "bad" choices, are but attempts to explain that one or more of these constraints that are you, were not
functioning at the time. To be absolved from Moral Responsibility, all that is necessary is to demonstrate that you did
not make the choice.
So when you make a choice, you bring to that choice your experiences and memories, your character and desires, your
goals and your values. That is what "you" are. And given who you are and what you are made of, in any particular
circumstance the only way that you could choose other than how you do choose, is if something external to you forced
the issue. In many cases, your friends can predict the way that you will choose, because they know who you are. And if
you were to choose other than you would normally choose, your friends would look for some unusual reason for this
unusual choice.
But all that is no more than saying that you are the product of your past history. Which is all that Determinism is saying.
The only difference is that the first description is couched in language from the Intentional Stance. Whereas the latter
description employed terms from the Physical Stance.
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Choosing Otherwise
What does it mean to be able to "choose otherwise" than you did? The cause of your choice was your reasons and
justifications. Given those reasons and those justifications, and given your character, beliefs, values, and experiences,
you judged the choice you made to be the best of the available alternatives. Unless you learn something new to change
your evaluation of the situation, you would be making the wrong choice to choose otherwise. Yet it is certainly possible
that you would have chosen otherwise, had your reasons and justification been different. It is, therefore, an error in
conception to presume that Free Will must involve an ability to choose otherwise, given the reasons and justification
that exist. But it is not at all extraordinary to understand Free Will as including an ability to choose otherwise than you
did, had the reasons and justifications been different.
More importantly, such an understanding of Free Will is not at all inconsistent with Determinism. A Determinist would
argue that given the state of the Universe prior to your choice, your choice was inevitable. But all that is saying is that
given your character, beliefs, values, and experiences, and the reasons and justifications you perceived at the time, you
could not have chosen otherwise. A Determinist would also argue that if the state of the universe were different prior to
your choice, you might have chosen otherwise. Which is only to say that if your character, beliefs, values, and
experiences, and the reasons and justifications you perceive were different than they were, then you might have chosen
otherwise than you actually did. The Determinist uses language from the Physical Stance to describe your choice as
inevitable. The Compatibilist uses language from the Intentional Stance to describe your choice as the expected product
of who you are, and the circumstances you found yourself in. Both are describing the same thing in different language.
The Fallacy of Fatalism
The doctrine of Determinism merely asserts that nothing happens without a cause, that every state of affairs is the
outcome of a preceding state of affairs. Without this assumption all prediction would be impossible and all reasoning
would be futile. The doctrine of Determinism asserts that the past was (in one sense) inevitable, given the physical,
social, and individual forces, actions, choices, and decisions that actually took place. It also asserts that the future will
be determined in the same way. But Determinism does not assert that this future can necessarily be known in advance.
There is an enormous difference between "knowable in principle" and "knowable in practice". (Newton's Ghost might
be able to predict the future in principle. But he would need infinitely accurate information on a possible infinite number
of particles to do so. Clearly a practical impossibility. And Einstein's Ghost might be able to read off the status of fourdimensional world-lines at a particular point in time. But he does so by standing outside of time. Clearly also a practical
impossibility.) More importantly, Determinism does not assert that a given future will unfold regardless of what you or
I may do to promote or prevent it. Yet this is the assumption implicit in Fatalism.
Just because a Compatibilist believes that Determinism is true does not imply a Fatalist attitude about the
uncontrollability of the future. The future is what we choose to make it. Determinism merely means that our choices are
not uncaused. What we choose will be determined by our histories. But that does not conflict with the notion of Free
Will. If your choice is uncaused, if your choice is the result of random events, if your choice is not your choice, then it
is not an example of Free Will.
Moral Judgments from a Compatibilist
The primary challenge facing the Compatibilist, is explaining the purpose and function of moral judgments. If
Determinism is true, then in any situation of moral choice, one's choice will be determined by one's history. And that
means that in any situation of choice, one is not able to choose other than as one does. Despite how free it might appear
at the time, the reasons and justifications one perceives are persuasive, and one cannot choose otherwise than one does
without violating what one is. And if that is the case, what is the status of moral responsibility and moral judgment?
The answer is that we are all learning machines. Choices do not happen in a vacuum. Individually, we make a myriad of
choices every day - many of them ethical ones. And individually, we are each a member of a social group where others
of our kind make similar kinds of choices just as frequently. Over the course of evolution, "good" choices survived long
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enough to procreate. "Bad" choices died out. However, evolution is slow. We have evolved the ability to learn. Unlike
the chess program, if we replay the match, we will bring to the rerun all the things we have learned in the interim. The
human mind does not have a "restart" button. We learn from all experiences, and we can never exactly rerun a "Test
scenario" and expect exactly the same output. Every time we evaluate our alternatives and make a choice, decision, or
judgment, we learn more about ourselves and the world around us. We learn to improve our processes of evaluation and
choice by distinguishing "good" choices from "bad" ones. Therefore, as an aide to learning - both for ourselves and for
others - it pays to advertise those decisions that are notable for being "good" and "bad". Passing judgment on one's own
choices, and the choices of others, serves the purpose of making plain how such choices "ought" to be made. Practice
only makes perfect when we can recognize when our aim is off.
We assume that other people are just like ourselves. We assume that the best way of teaching other people to make
"good" choices, and steer clear of "bad" ones, is to make plain what kind of choices are considered "good" and "bad".
Hence a compatibilist's judgments (moral and otherwise) on the choices made or contemplated. Hence the purpose of
praise and blame, punishment and reward.
Does the morally culpable miscreant deserve to be punished? (After all, the poor clod could not have chosen other than
he did.) What is the meaning of "deserve" in this context? The dictionary says it means "be worthy of, merit, earn".
Surely then, the miscreant's behavior is worthy of, merits, has earned the punishment?
If the objection is that the miscreant could not have chosen other than he did, and is therefore not morally responsible,
then the objector must provide a definition of "morally responsible" that includes some element not covered in the above
essay.
So the answer is "Yes!" For three reasons:
1. to teach the chooser to change the way he evaluates and selects alternatives (punishment tends to reduce
repetition, and provide an incentive for better use of learning opportunities);
2. to teach me what kinds of choices to avoid, and what kinds of standards my social groups apply (I can learn by
example); and
3. to teach you that I mean what I say when I tell you that certain of your choices will result in undesirable
consequences for you (advertised punishments make for good deterrents).

Summary
Compatibilism maintains that Free Will is not incompatible with Determinism, and that the apparent conflict results
from a misunderstanding of what "Free Will" means.
The human brain is an incredibly complex, and deterministic, biological computer. "Free Will" is just exactly that
mental process that evaluates, deliberates, and chooses the most appropriate response to the current situation.
Free Will is not represented by choices, decisions, or judgments that are undetermined or uncaused, or caused by
random or indeterminate events. Free Will is represented by choices, decisions and judgments that are caused by your
character, beliefs, values, and experiences, and the reasons and justifications that you perceive at the time.
Given the character, beliefs, values, and experiences, and the reasons and justifications that are perceived at the time,
you could not have chosen other than you did. But given any difference to this long list of inputs, and you might have
chosen other than you did.
The judgments we make, and the emotional reactions we feel, about the choices we and others make, serve the purpose
of training the evaluative processes of the mind. We cannot learn to choose more wisely, unless we can recognize when
someone makes a particularly good or bad choice. We react the way we do because we are learning machines, and that
is how this particular kind of learning machine learns.
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Footnotes
(1) Dennett, Daniel C. The Intentional Stance. The MIT Press, Cambridge Massachusetts. 1998. ISBN 0-262-540533.
For a more complete understanding of the Compatibilist's argument about the meaning of Free Will, and its relationship
to Determinism, I would recommend Dennett, Daniel C. Elbow Room: The Varieties of Free Will Worth Wanting. The MIT Press, Cambridge
Massachusetts. 1984. ISBN 0-262-54042-8.
Dennett, Daniel C. Freedom Evolves. Viking Penguin Press, New York, New York. 2003. ISBN 0-67003186-0.
Professor Dennett does a much better job than I could possibly attempt at explaining just how Free Will is totally
compatible with Determinism.
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A Contribution from the Theory of Hierarchies

(1)

Hierarchy - "any arrangement of principles, things, etc., in an ascending or descending order."
A hierarchy is a system of organization, that organizes a number of unit members of the hierarchy into a multileveled
structure consisting of a semiautonomous series of parts. Each semiautonomous part of the hierarchy, can be further
divided into an additional lower-level series of semiautonomous parts. And each semiautonomous part of the hierarchy
can equally be grouped with other similar parts at the same level, into a higher-level semiautonomous part. With the
exceptions of units at the top or bottom of the hierarchy, each component of the hierarchy can be viewed and treated as
both a small part of a higher-level part, and as consisting of a series of lower-level parts. At any random position in the
hierarchy (again with the exception of the top and bottom), any particular unit exists as both a part of a higher-level unit,
and as a grouping of a set of lower-level units.
Hierarchies can be closed systems, such as a Table of Organization, that have a defined top unit, and a defined bottom
level of units. Alternatively, they can be open systems, where there is no clearly defined top or bottom, such as the
hierarchy of physical and organizational structures of the brain. Any particular unit in an open hierarchy can be treated
as the top or bottom depending on the purposes of the discussion in hand. Another popular example of an open-ended
hierarchy, is the hierarchy of living things. An individual living thing, such as yourself, can be grouped into a higherlevel unit of the structure called a family, and families can be grouped into societies, societies into species, species into
families of species, and families of species into phyla, and so forth, until you get tired of the list, or reach a vaguely
defined top that would be "All Living Things". Similarly, the same individual living thing could be regarded as a set of
organs, the organs as a set of specialized cell groups, the cell groups as a set of cells, the cell as a set of cell organelles,
and so forth until the vaguely defined bottom extends beyond things generally considered as living. I think you get the
picture.
The term for any single unit of a hierarchy, at any arbitrary level, is "Holon". Every holon of any hierarchy, regardless
of the subject of the hierarchy, will be characterized by two separate but related sets of properties. On the one hand,
each holon exists as an individual, independent, and self-defining group entity whose characteristics and behaviour are
determined by the interaction of its constituent parts. On the other hand, each holon exists as a defined, and dependent
constituent part of a group of similar entities that constitute the higher level holon. The interactions between the
members of any group, is what defines the membership in the group, and determines the characteristics and behaviour
of the higher-level holon. The set of properties that establish a holon as a self-defining group entity, are termed its "SelfAssertive" properties. The set of properties that establish a holon as a dependent member of a group that makes up a
higher-level holon, are termed its "Integrative" properties.
All hierarchies classify and organise things into holons defined by their self-assertive and integrative properties.
Regardless of the subject matter of the hierarchy, each holon, or "pigeon-hole" in the structure will exhibit these two
sets of properties. For passive entities or concepts and for static classifications, the two sets of properties will determine
into which pigeon-hole a particular instance of the subject matter is classified. Consider the hierarchy of living things
just mentioned. As a static classification of the concepts of living things, any particular living thing or group of living
things at whatever level, can be accurately placed into the proper hierarchical classification by considering what the
thing is part of, and what it consists of. In other words, by considering its integrative and self-assertive properties.
Let us consider placing into this structure, a thing labeled "Q". Now of course, we do not yet know what this "Q" is, so
we can't yet place it in its proper slot. But suppose I tell you that "Q" is part of the collections of humans; that it consists
of both male and female humans; that it also consists of children. You probably have a much better idea now of where
to classify this thing "Q" than you did at the beginning. You know the rough area in the hierarchy, but perhaps not the
exact holon. Suppose I now tell you that one of Q's Self-Assertive properties is that the constituent parts share a higher
than average degree of family relationship; and there are between 20 and 200 individual parts in the group. You should
now be able to pigeon-hole "Q" into the holon labeled "Tribe" that will appear in the hierarchy somewhere between
"family" and "Species". The static hierarchy is most often employed to classify information and to act as a static
representation of Reality at some instant in time. The holons in the hierarchy do not themselves behave. The selfhttp://www3.sympatico.ca/saburns/pg0280.htm[6/23/2020 1:34:22 PM]
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assertive and integrative properties define what information is contained in each holon, and defines to which holon a
particular piece of data belongs. Placing or finding an instance of the subject matter within any particular holon, will
yield a large amount of information about that instance as a result of all of the integrative properties of the holons above
it, and all the self-assertive properties of the holons below it in the structure.
Another, more common, kind of hierarchy is the dynamic or behaving hierarchy. Dynamic hierarchies are used to
represent Reality over time, as the particular piece of Reality under discussion behaves and responds to the environment.
In dynamic hierarchies, the self-assertive and integrative properties define the character of the behaviours displayed by
the holon. Each holon in a dynamic hierarchy will function as an individual, independent, self-regulating and selfmotivating unit, expressing its self-assertive properties. It will also function as a dependent, co-operating, and motivated
member of some higher-level holon. Every holon of a dynamic hierarchy, no matter what the subject of the structure,
will exhibit these two forms of behaviour. A department in a corporation, for example, will function as an integral part
of the company, obeying the rules and striving for the objectives established by higher levels of management. It will
also function as an independent unit, maintaining its own internal discipline and local objectives, interacting and
competing in certain "legitimate" and possibly certain illegitimate ways with other departments of the company.
The rules that determine what interaction ("legitimate" or otherwise) takes place between holons at any level in a
hierarchy, are part of the rules that establish the discipline and functional behaviour of the immediately higher holon.
For any particular holon in a dynamic hierarchy, the internal structure of its constituent parts, the procedures for selfdiscipline among those parts, and the principles of self-regulation among those constituent parts determine how the
holon will express its self-assertive properties. They will also determine how the holons that are its parts will express
their integrative properties. At any level in the hierarchy, the objectives and constraints that a holon inherits from its
parent holon, are subdivided and provided with more detail when translated down to the next lower level of holon. The
objectives any holon inherits from its parent will determine the objectives of the holon's integrative behaviour. The rules
for structure and discipline inherited from the parent, will define the scope within which the holon can express its selfassertive behaviour.
One of the most interesting characteristic of any hierarchy (static or dynamic), is that it is impossible to fully understand
the behaviour of any particular holon by studying it in isolation. Nor is it possible to understand the behaviour of one
level of the hierarchy, by studying levels other than those immediately adjacent. This is because every holon in any
hierarchy possesses properties that are reflected in the rules governing the discipline, regulation, and cooperation
between its parts that are not reflected in the rules operating internal to any of those parts. It is not possible, for example,
to understand the full nature of a dictionary by studying only the words it contains. You must also understand the
intermediate holon of the page. The intermediate "page" holon possesses characteristics not demonstrated by the "word"
holons. The "page" holon, for example, possesses characteristics of size and type-font that will determine how many
words will fit on the page. This will have an influence on the size of the dictionary, but is not reflected in any of the
properties of the words themselves. The same sort of phenomenon exists in dynamic hierarchies. It is not possible, for
example, to understand the behaviour of the human brain, by studying bio-chemistry. There are intermediate layers of
the structure that possess properties governing the way in which the various parts work together. These properties will
not be in evidence in hierarchical levels as far removed from each other as the mind and the molecules of the cells of the
brain.
The combination of things that a holon inherits from its parent (the objectives and the rules of organisation, discipline,
cooperation and competition) are termed the "Canon" of that holon. The canon that a holon will pass down to its
constituent parts will consist of much of the canon inherited from its parent, but will be modified by the way in which
that holon expresses its self-assertive properties. The degree to which the canon of a hierarchy will govern the behaviour
of the hierarchy as a whole, depends on the "Tightness" of the hierarchy's restrictions on self-assertive behaviours. In
some hierarchies (like the military for example) there is very little freedom permitted for the expression of self-assertive
properties. In other hierarchies (a college for example) wide latitude is granted in the canon for the expression of selfassertive properties. In many colleges, the individual departments sometimes become almost totally independent
fiefdoms of the department head. And the overall management of the college can sometimes find it very difficult to
control these quasi-independent fiefdoms. The rules of behaviour, or canon, that is passed down from a parent holon to
is constituent parts describe how those lower level holons will interact with each other and with other holons in other
parts of the hierarchy. But they do not totally define the behaviour of each child holon. Each child holon's self-assertive
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behaviour is constrained by the integrative rules defined in the canon, but the child holon is free to explore the
possibilities that are not specifically limited by the canon. So you cannot completely predict the full behaviour of the
child holon by studying only the behaviour of the parent and the canon handed down.
And when studying any particular level or specific holon in a dynamic hierarchy, you will gain an understanding of how
its parts interact, but you will not be able to understand how the next higher level in the hierarchy reacts. How each
holon in a dynamic hierarchy interacts with other holons in the hierarchy can be understood in detail by examining the
behaviour rules of that particular holon. But in most hierarchies, the number of possible interactions between holons is
very large. And while it might be a simple problem to understand how a few of these holons interact with each other, the
behaviour quickly becomes impossibly complex and effectively unpredictable when the numbers become large. In
addition, it is a characteristic of dynamic hierarchies, that their behaviour is generally non-linear, especially in the more
"interesting" examples. When the number of interacting holons in such a hierarchy rises beyond a very small number,
the overall behaviour that is exhibited quickly becomes Chaotic. What started out as relatively simple rules of behaviour
at the level of the single holon, quickly generates complex and unpredictable behaviour when the number of interacting
holons becomes large.
Consider a part of a hierarchy that consists of a parent holon and four child holons in isolation. You can understand the
behaviour of the parent holon in terms of the behaviour of the child holons, by examining the behavioural principles and
modes of interaction of the four child holons. But to understand the behaviour of the grand-parent holon in the same
terms, you would have to understand the principles and interactions of all sixteen child holons. The progression is
geometric, with each layer of the hierarchy multiplying the total by the number of child holons below each parent at that
level. And in the kinds of dynamic hierarchies that are encountered in Reality, sections of the hierarchies do not behave
in isolation. There is almost always interactions between holons in widely separated sections of the hierarchy, and the
hierarchies are almost always non-linear in their responses. Soon you will find that the holons at distant upper parts of
the hierarchy you are studying, are exhibiting behaviours that are impossible to predict from an understanding of the
principles and interactions of the particular lower layer of holons you are examining. The behaviour of these distant
upper level holons "emerges" in an unpredictable and unexpected way from the detailed specifications of the behaviour
of the hierarchy of holons that are its parts. In other words, it is impossible to understand the behaviour of the hierarchy
that is the human mind, from a study of the behaviour of the nerve cells that are its parts.
At first encounter, the implications of these rather generic principles of the Theory of Hierarchies can be difficult to
grasp, so lets look at a more concrete and familiar example than the Human Mind.

The Holonic Nature of Life
An individual cell is an excellent example of a hierarchical holon. As a unit of a hierarchy, the individual cell plays an
important part in the cellular community that is a plant or animal. And also as a unit in a hierarchy, it is made up of a
number of distinct, individual, and relatively autonomous parts (organelles). The cell, while co-operating and
participating in the functioning of the total organism of which it is a part, is also efficiently self-regulating and has its
own internal functions and rules. Similarly, the cell's various organelles, while co-operating and participating in the
functioning of the cell, are largely independent self-regulating structures having their own internal functions.
According to current ideas in evolutionary theory, those parts of the cell that perform the most distinct functions were
once individual life-forms in their own right. The mitochondria, for example, are thought to have once been similar to
amoebae. The ribosomes are thought to have been bacteria. Each of these two organelles even have their own DNA,
separate and distinct from the normal cellular DNA. It is thought that over the billions of years it took for life to develop
to the cellular level, these once separate life-forms congregated together for mutual benefits, and developed a close
symbiotic relationship. Now, of course, that symbiosis is so tight that they would not be able to survive on their own. It
is from their probable origins as independent life-forms, that these and other cellular organelles inherited their selfassertive properties.
The superficial perception of Evolution as a series of random mutations at the molecular level of DNA, does not take
into consideration the holonic nature of the many parts of the living cell. Nor does it consider the many holonic
characteristics of the DNA molecule itself. Because many of the cellular parts are semiautonomous in nature, the vast
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majority of molecular mutations are corrected through the processes of self-regulation within the holons that make up
the cell. Biochemical research has shown that the cell has a remarkable versatility for the correction of many kinds of
malfunctions of it's parts.
Recent biochemical analysis of the nature of the DNA molecule reveals that the holonic nature of life extends even to
the molecular level of the genetic coding in the genes. Analysis has shown that many genes contain repeated coding
sequences to minimize the possibility of the message being scrambled through damage to one single sequence.
Examination of the way that the genetic coding of the DNA molecule is translated into proteins and the other stuff of
life, has shown that the procedures have extensive and remarkable capabilities for self-regulation, error correction, and
damage removal.
The genetic coding structures of the cell also exhibit extensive redundancy of information. The evolution of sexual
methods of reproduction was a significant contribution to genetic redundancy. For species employing the sexual
method, the total set of genes present consists of two relatively independent and totally complete subsets. Each of these
two subsets constitutes a complete recipe for an individual member of the species. Each of the two subsets is inherited
from a different parent. Since the two recipes are never exactly the same, procedures have evolved to resolve any
differences between the two messages. This process is evidenced by what is referred to as Dominant and Recessive
genes. For any one particular gene-site, it takes the occurrence of two recessive DNA encodings to result in the
expression of the recessive message. It only takes the occurrence of a single dominant encoding to result in the
expression of the dominant message. The recessive message remains hidden and unexpressed. In this way, a malformed
message in a recessive gene-site, would be less likely to be expressed to the detriment of the cell (or the organism).
In addition to the evidence for redundancy and self-correction, there is also considerable evidence for the close
integration of function between the diverse parts of the genetic coding. This is the "Integrative" side of the holonic
nature of the DNA. This property explains why small mutations in one part of the genetic message can result in major,
but coherent alterations in the organism as a whole. Parts of the genetic message seem to adjust to changes in the other
parts. Such changes have been observed to occur in the mutation of fruit flies for example. When the genes that code for
larger wings are carefully transferred from one fly egg to another, the new fruit fly also develops the required larger
musculature.
All of the evidence suggests that the entire genetic machinery and life system of the cell must be viewed as a dynamic
hierarchy of inter-related and inter-dependent functions. Each part, down to the molecular level has its own
characteristic properties of behaviour. Each holon possesses self-assertive properties that display behavioural
characteristics unexplainable in terms of the properties of its parts. Yet each holon functions smoothly as an integral part
in the proper functioning of the holon of which it is a part.
Viewing the evolution of the cell in this way, makes the processes hypothesized for "punctuated equilibrium" easier to
grasp. The "punctuated equilibrium" theory of evolutionary progress hypothesizes that populations remain genetically
stable for long periods of time, and then suddenly, over a short period of time, undergo rapid evolutionary changes.
Regarding the processes of genetic interpretation as a hierarchical series of processes, we can suggest a logical
methodology behind the evidence. Using the "Integrative" properties of the processes of genetic interpretation, the
species accumulates a slowly increasing number of errors in the genetic material that are "hidden" because they are
corrected for and suppressed. Then some threshold level of errors is reached. Once this threshold is passed, the
combination of "Self-Assertive" and "Integrative" properties re-interpret the genetic code in a new but self-consistent
way. What the evolutionary record then shows is a long stable period of very little morphological change, followed by a
relatively short period of very rapid morphological change. What has actually happened is that a constant relatively low
level of mutational changes, has suddenly been re-interpreted in a new way. A bio-chemical "paradigm shift" as it were.
The error correction processes have been overwhelmed, and the self-organizational behaviour of the chemistry of the
cell has been forced to interpret the genetic code in a new way. A chemical "paradigm shift" has taken place and all that
shows in the fossil record is a sudden spurt of morphological change.
[Home]
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Footnotes
(1) This section is a précis of the discussion of hierarchies presented in The Ghost in the Machine, by Arthur Koestler;
Hutchinson Publishing Group Ltd., London, 1971; ISBN 0-330-02476-0.
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In his text Realism and Truth(1), Michael Devitt argues that metaphysical realism is the only rationally justifiable
metaphysical attitude. Devitt employs the method of abduction(2) (the process of reasoning to the best explanation).
Drawing upon his arguments, and adding my own twist, I would argue that Metaphysical Realism is the best available
metaphysical explanation for our perceptual experiences because:
1. Metaphysical Realism is the simplest and best confirmed hypothesis that accounts for the patterns we appear to
experience in our experiences. Admittedly, all the information we can gain about the external world is gained through
our perceptions, our experiences. So it is logically acceptable to posit that all that exists is our experiences -- the
Solipsist posit. But even the Solipsist, and the Kantian, and Berkeleian Idealists, must admit that there are patterns to our
experiences that are mysteriously inexplicable without the posit of some form of mind-independent reality (even
BErkeley assumes a God independent of our mind). If all alternative metaphysical attitudes must eventually end up
behaving towards reality as if it were an objectively existing and mind independent reality, then in the absence of any
evidence to the contrary, the simplest explanation is that reality is in fact objectively existing and mind independent as
metaphysical realism maintains.
2. There is a monstrous emotional and psychological difference between thinking that the other person is but a useful
construct consisting merely of patterns in ones experiences, and thinking that the other person has independent objective
ontological existence. Ultimately, all forms of subjectivism are either forced into the former position, or forced to adopt
a "free-floating" premise that is logically inconsistent with the initial subjectivist premise. Metaphysical Realism is the
only metaphysical attitude that is both logically consistent and acknowledges the independent objective metaphysical
existence of "The Other".
3. The language of realism is necessary to permit communications even for philosophers. The common language
(English for us) is configured for realism. To talk about any alternative metaphysical position, the initiator must start by
employing the common language of realism. An argument for any alternative metaphysical attitude will almost
inevitably involve the idiosyncratic redefinition of common English words to mean something quite different and almost
always confusing.
In summary, then, we have the First Axiom of Evolutionary Pragmatism that there is a Reality that is objective
(independent of any observer or observation), constant (permits repeatable observations) and self-consistent (does not
exhibit mutually contradictory cause-effect relationships). As a consequence of this axiom, Evolutionary Pragmatism
regards Reality as deterministic (non-random) and subject to comprehensible cause-effect relationships that may be
studied, understood, and used to predict the future behaviour of Reality to a useful degree. Of course, this does not mean
that Evolutionary Pragmatism considers Reality to be, at this time, perfectly understandable or totally predictable.
Evolutionary Pragmatism accepts both the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle (that we cannot know, even in principle,
the "position course and speed" of all particles), and the principles of Chaos Theory that result from the operation of
non-linear dynamic systems.
Drawing upon the best understanding available of human behaviour, we can see that the Mind initiates action from three
different levels: instinct, habit, and reasoned choice. Observing the extent to which modern Man is governed by human
cultural patterns, life-styles, philosophies, and pure mental laziness, it would appear that the habitual behaviour patterns
are the more prevalent of the three. But when it does come to the Reasoned Choice decision, we have seen that a
"Successful" decision depends directly on the amount of knowledge that the individual has gained about the nature of
Reality, and the degree to which the individual can predict the consequences of his/her actions. Although a Reasoned
Choice behaviour is one that is selected and initiated through conscious decision processes, it is also heavily influenced
by the output from the instinctive Emotional processors that generate the individual's emotional needs.
Reasoned Choice behaviour also, of course, depends on the nature of the individual's Value Patterns, and I will talk
more about what these are, and how they impact the definition of "Successful" decision making when I talk about
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Ethics. But key to both the creation of Value Patterns, and a useful understanding of the behaviour of Reality, is the
processes of Learning and the acquisition of knowledge. So I will turn my attention now to the definition of Truth that
distinguishes fact from fiction, and the definition that distinguishes opinion from knowledge.
[Home]

Footnotes
(1) Devitt, Michael. Realism and Truth, 2nd Edition. Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey. 1997. ISBN 0691-01187-7.
(2) Wikipedia contributors, 'Abductive reasoning', Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia,
<http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Abductive_reasoning>
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Philosophy - "1. (a) Love and pursuit of wisdom by intellectual means and moral self-discipline. (b) The
investigation of causes and laws underlying reality. (c) A system of philosophical inquiry or demonstration.
2. Inquiry into the nature of things based on logical reasoning rather than empirical methods. 3. The
critique and analysis of fundamental beliefs as they come to be conceptualised and formulated. 7. The
science comprising logic, ethics, aesthetics, metaphysics, and epistemology. 10. The system of values by
which one lives: a philosophy of life."(1)
Epistemology - "The branch of philosophy that studies the nature of knowledge, its presuppositions and
foundations, and its extent and validity. [Greek epist - knowledge (from epistasthai, to understand : epi-,
epi- + histanai, to place, determine) + -logy.]
In the study of "knowledge" and what it means to say that we "know" anything, there are five separate concepts that
play key roles. Despite the fact that these five concepts play such distinct parts, most people (and many philosophers
who presumably should know better) tend to conflate one or more of them. So as an introduction to some essays on
Epistemology, I am going to more closely define the five words that I will be using to denote these different concepts.
Setting out my intended meaning for these words, here at the beginning, will (I hope) prevent some potential for
confusion, and defuse some forms of criticism. Although of course in the essays that follow, I will be describing each
of these words in much greater detail.
The five critical concepts that will play key roles in this exploration are "Belief" - A belief is a relationship between concepts that you think accurately represents the facts of the matter. A
belief is to be distinguished from an opinion, thought, surmise, hypothesis, or wish, etc., in that a belief is intended and
expected to be true. A belief aims at truth. Opinions, thoughts, surmises, hypotheses, wishes, and so forth, do not aim
at truth, are not presupposed to be true, and are not expected to be true. To believe something, is to believe that it is
true.
Belief - "1. The mental act, condition, or habit of placing trust or confidence in another. 2. Mental
acceptance of and conviction in the truth, actuality, or validity of something. 3. Something believed or
accepted as true, especially a particular tenet or a body of tenets accepted by a group of persons.
"Fact" - I use this word to refer to the way that matters really are as opposed to the way that we think things are, or that
things may appear to be. Facts are aspects of Reality. In the words of the dictionary definition Fact - "1. Information presented as objectively real. 2. A real occurrence; an event. 3. a. Something
having real, demonstrable existence. b. The quality of being real or actual. 4. A thing that has been done,
especially a crime."
Some people also refer to what I am calling "facts" as "states of affairs". Many people (including some philosophers)
use the term "The Truth" (capitalized) to refer to what I am calling "facts". Some people will also challenge the very
concept, and will question what facts are (and I will discuss that challenge in Section II). The concept of "facts"
presupposes that there is something that renders statements (or propositions) true or false. If you hold a metaphysical
belief that denies this, then you can consider that "facts" as such do not exist. But for now, it will be sufficient to note
that facts are neither true nor false. Facts simply are. And we'll leave the problem of the "existence" of facts, or the
question of just what facts "are", until later. I will just add for now that in general application (independently of a
particular theory of truth), the term "facts" will refer to whatever it is that renders statements (or propositions) true or
false - regardless of one's initial metaphysical premises about what that might be.
"Concept" - In my essay on the Theory of Concepts I go into much greater depth on the meaning and nature of a
concept. But for the purpose of this introduction, a "concept" is a cognitive pigeon-hole wherein, for reasons of mental
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economy, we collect one or more similar instances from experience together in order to treat them together as a single
cognitive unit..
Concept - "1. A general idea derived or inferred from specific instances or occurrences. 2. Something
formed in the mind; a thought or notion. See synonyms at idea."
Idea - "1. Something, such as a thought or conception, that potentially or actually exists in the mind as a
product of mental activity. 2. An opinion, a conviction, or a principle. 3. A plan, scheme, or method. 4.
The gist of a specific situation; significance. 5. A notion; a fancy. 6. (Music) A theme or motif. 7.
(Philosophy) a. In the philosophy of Plato, an archetype of which a corresponding being in phenomenal
reality is an imperfect replica. b. In the philosophy of Kant, a concept of reason that is transcendent but
non-empirical. c. In the philosophy of Hegel, absolute truth; the complete and ultimate product of reason."
For simplicity of discussion, I divide the universe of concepts into two separate fields:
"Collection-Concepts" - Collection-Concepts are denoted by most of the language words that are not "proper
nouns". Collection-Concepts include such ideas as "chair", "run", "red", "fast", etc. Collection-Concepts
include most nouns, all verbs, and all pronouns. Notice that I am using this label to include things, actions, and
relationships, as well as the properties of things, actions, and relationships. Collection-Concepts are formed
based on the cognitive recognition of similarities across multiple entities, actions, or relationships. Through a
process of abstraction, similar differentiated examples are collected together as existents under the umbrella of a
single named cognitive pigeon-hole. A Collection-Concept allows our cognitive processes to deal efficiently
with an entire collection of similar examples as a single identified set, rather than as an open-ended collection of
unique instances.
"Description-Concepts" - Description-Concepts fulfill the cognitive function of "proper nouns" and "formal
labels" such as "Lucy", "Aunt Hilda", "Toronto", "dad's car", etc. Description-Concepts are formed based on the
cognitive recognition that multiple pieces of information about Reality are similar in that they are information
about a single thing (a single existent, or a group of existents that can be treated as a single group for the purposes
at hand). A Description-Concept allows our cognitive processes to deal efficiently with a broad range of
information about some particular thing as a single labelled set of diverse information, rather than as an openended collection of unique pieces of information about that thing.
The meaning of a concept is the integrated totality of the properties (quality and quantity) of the subsumed set of
instances (entities or experiences), plus the set of qualities across which the subsumed instances are recognized as
similar to each other, and different from other instances. The definition of a concept is a particular specification of the
few essential distinguishing characteristics across which the subsumed instances are acknowledged to be similar to each
other, and different from other instances. The meaning is greater than the definition by the inclusion of all of the known
characteristics across which the instances are similar, all of the known and unknown instances which are similar across
those characteristics, and the integrated totality of the properties of the subsumed set of entities or experiences.
The possessor of the concept properly grasps the meaning of the concept when (iff) s/he can successfully recognize
whether or not some new instance is subsumed within the boundaries of that concept. For example, consider the atomic
proposition "some F are G". One can be said to properly understand the meaning of this proposition when one can
recognize whether or not the existents subsumed within the concept (F) bear the specified relationship (some x are y) to
the boundary conditions of the concept (G). Therefore, if you can recognize that at least one existent subsumed within
the concept F is also subsumed within the concept G, then you understand the meaning of the proposition and can
recognize that the proposition is true.
But it does not necessarily follow that you thereby are consciously aware of all the similarity characteristics that you
might possibly employ to achieve that recognition. Especially since the concepts involved are open ended sets and
include within their meaning existents you have not yet encountered and characteristics you are not consciously aware
of. Because "knowledge" entails a conscious belief, you therefore might be able to recognize when the proposition is
true without actually knowing all the conditions under which it would be true.
"Knowledge" - I focus here specifically on "knowledge that . . ." rather than on any of the variants of "knowledge how
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to . . .". All knowledge can be captured as a series of propositions. Whatever it is that you know, can be framed as a
proposition - a relationship among concepts. Knowledge is a species of belief, in that you think the proposition
involved accurately represents the facts of the matter. But it is more than a simple belief by having the additional
characteristics of being a belief that is both true and justified.
Knowledge - "1. The state or fact of knowing. 2. Familiarity, awareness, or understanding gained
through experience or study. 3. The sum or range of what has been perceived, discovered, or learned. 4.
Learning; erudition. 5. Specific information about something."
Consider a statement of knowledge "S knows that p". In order for the statement "p" to be considered "knowledge"
possessed by S, rather than "opinion" or "belief" held by S (a) the statement "p" itself must be true;
(b) S must believe that p is true (in the strong sense);
(c) that belief must be a "justified" belief (S must have confidence that p is true), based on one or more of (i.)   the consistency of p with other (prior) knowledge;
(ii.) the past record of the source(s) of information about the truth of p;
(iii.) the preponderance of the evidence that S has that p is true.
(iv.) the absence of any "defeater" evidence known to S.
This is a summary of philosophy's standard "Justified-True-Belief" model of Knowledge with the added details that:the concept of knowledge is fallibilist. By this I mean that there is an acceptable possibility of a disconnect
between what we might judge to be knowledge, and what actually turns out to be knowledge. Hence it is
acceptable for us to judge incorrectly that we have knowledge of "p", when in fact by the strict interpretation of
the rules, we do not. So, for example, if I have a justified belief that Q, but do not know that some proposition
implied by Q is false, then I am properly justified in claiming to know that Q. Although I am ultimately wrong
(fallible) in my claim, it is none-the-less a valid and proper claim. This feature defeats all of those sceptical
arguments that maintain "knowledge is impossible because we can never know anything with certainty".
the concept of knowledge is subjective. By this I mean that justification involves a subjective evaluation of the
preponderance of the evidence, the coherence of the proposition "p" with the rest of one's personal body of
knowledge, and an individual's judgement as to whether the evidence is sufficient to warrant a claim of
knowledge. The line separating "knowledge" from "opinion", or equivalently the line separating adequately
justified from insufficiently justified belief is a subjectively drawn one that can change from individual to
individual and from instance to instance. This feature defeats all of those sceptical arguments that maintain
"knowledge is impossible because the basis of justification is always open to doubt."
justification must involve no false inferences. By this I mean that "p" must be logically consistent with the rest
of one's body of knowledge, and no invalid inferences from that knowledge base may be employed. By this I
mean that justification draws upon a Theory of Concepts to highlight the fact that the concepts employed in both
the assertion of "p", and the process of justification are contextually constrained by the believer's current cognitive
purpose.
"Truth" - For the purposes of this introduction, the concept "Truth" applies only to propositions, not to facts. A
proposition about facts can be true or false. But the facts simply are. Those who would conflate the facts with the truth,
even if they capitalize the former, tend to confuse the difference between a state of affairs in reality (the facts) with
propositions about that state of affairs.
Truth - "1. Conformity to fact or actuality. 2. A statement proven to be or accepted as true. 3. Sincerity;
integrity. 4. Fidelity to an original or a standard. 5. Reality; actuality."
There is a key feature of this set of definitions that is worth specifically noting. All five of these concepts are
intimately inter-related.
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One cannot entertain anything that can be represented by a proposition without presupposing concepts. One cannot
hold a belief without making use of a proposition. And it doesn't have to be consciously. You can employ a
proposition without being aware of doing so. You cannot "believe" something without presupposing that there are
relationships between concepts that you maintain are correct, which of course presupposes both "concepts" and "truth".
And you cannot "know" something without also believing it, and without it also being true. Each of these five separate
concepts is dependent on all of the other four. The five stand together as an integrated set of ideas upon which rests all
that we know, and believe, and think.

[Home] [Next]
Footnotes
(1) Unless otherwise specified, all dictionary definitions are quoted from The American Heritage® Dictionary of the
English Language, Third Edition copyright © 1992 by Houghton Mifflin Company. Electronic version licensed from
INSO Corporation; further reproduction and distribution restricted in accordance with the Copyright Law of the United
States. All rights reserved.
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The Nature of Propositions
There is much philosophical discussion about the nature of "truth-bearers" - the kinds of things that can be true or false.
Various writers have suggested such things as propositions, statements, assertions, utterances, sentence-types,
sentence-tokens, beliefs, opinions, theories, doctrines, facts, etc. However, I prefer to consider truth (and other
epistemological questions) in terms of "atomic propositions" - those with only a few concepts, one of which is a
particular relationship involving the others. (This happens to be called "Logical Atomism", although I modify the
classical formulation somewhat.(1))
Because of the significance of my preference for atomic propositions to the discussion of truth that follows, I want to
spend some time exploring the nature of propositions, and documenting why I consider "atomic propositions" to be the
only meaningful bearers of "truth".
Proposition - "5. Logic. a. A statement in which the subject is affirmed or denied by the predicate. b.
Something that is expressed in a statement, as opposed to the way it is expressed. c. A statement containing
only logical constants and having a fixed truth-value."(2)
As you can see from this excerpt from the dictionary, the philosophical meaning of the word "proposition" is somewhat
special. A sentence in English is usually intended to say something about Reality. But there can be more than one
way in English to say the same thing. In philosophy, and especially epistemology, the word "proposition" is used to
refer to the sense or meaning of a sentence or statement irrespective of the words, sentence form, or even language or
symbology employed. Consider the following list of sentences for example. Here's the cover of Dr. Seuss' children's
book "The Cat in the Hat".

With this picture in mind, consider these two sets of sentences The hat is on the cat.
The cat is wearing a hat.
The hat is being worn by the cat.
The cat is the one wearing the hat.
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Take the hat off the cat.
Where is the cat in the hat?
Is the hat on the cat?
I hate a cat in a hat.
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The cat is what the hat is on.
The cat is in a hat.

I love the cat's hat.
Put the hat on the cat.

In each case, the words and the sentence structure are different. In the sentences on the left, a particular assertion is
being explicitly stated. In the sentences on the right, the same relationship between the cat and the hat is being hidden
within other forms of sentence. But in all cases, the underlying sense or meaning of the relationship between the cat
and the hat is the same. Each of these statements asserts or assumes that there is some thing denoted by the collectionconcept "cat", some thing denoted by a collection-concept "hat", and a certain particular relationship between the two
denoted by the collection-concept "in" or "is on" or "wearing", etc.
Now consider this list of statements:
                          Saturn is the sixth planet from the Sun. [English]
                         
Saturn je est planeta od slunce. [Czech]
                         
Saturne est la sixieme planete la plus loigne du soleil. [French]
                          Saturn er den sjette planeten fra solen. [Norwegian]
[Hebrew]
                         

Again, the words and the symbols are different, but the sense or meaning is the same - regardless of the language
employed, the symbols or particular wording involved, or even the sentence structure. Each of these statements says
that there is some thing denoted by the description-concept "Saturn", some thing denoted by the collection-concept
"sixth planet from the Sun", and a certain particular relationship between the two denoted by the collection-concept "is".
Propositions express relationships between concepts. In the twelve sentences about a cat and a hat, the proposition
involved is the same, even when the sentence structure is a command to make the proposition true, or a question as to
whether the proposition is true. In the "cat in the hat" proposition, there are three concepts involved (the "cat", the
"hat", and the relationship of "in" or "is on", etc.), and the proposition expresses a particular relationship between those
concepts. So called "atomic" propositions involve just a single relationship concept, and the entity concepts to which the
relationship applies. That is what makes them "atomic" propositions. In the "Saturn" proposition, there are also just
three - "sixth planet from the sun" is a descriptive indicator for a single collection-concept. The simplest kind of atomic
proposition involves just three concepts - it expresses the thought that one concept stands in a particular conceptual
relation to another concept. More specifically, it expresses the thought that the existents subsumed within the first
concept stand in some particular relationship to the similarity characteristics that bound of the second concept.
You cannot utter or think of a sentence or a statement without expressing some relationship between concepts. And the
contents of that relationship is just an atomic proposition. More complex propositions are composed of some number
of atomic propositions. The proposition "Alice hopes that Bob comes between five and six o'clock" contains two
atomic propositions - p = "Bob comes between five and six o'clock", and q = "Alice hopes that p". The words "that",
"or", "and", and similar connectives are a clear indication that an additional atomic proposition is involved.
There are a number of advantages in dealing with atomic propositions instead of the more complex entries on that list of
suggested "truth bearers".
The truth of the proposition that Saturn is the sixth planet from the Sun depends only on the physics of the
solar system, and not in any obvious way on human convention. By contrast, what these five sentences say
does depend partly on human convention. Had English speakers chosen to adopt the word "Saturn" as the
name of a different particular planet, the first sentence would have expressed something false. By choosing
propositions rather than sentences as the bearers of truth-values, this relativity to human conventions does
not apply to truth, a point that many philosophers would consider to be a virtue in a theory of truth.
Propositions are abstract entities; they do not exist in space and time. They are sometimes said to be
"Timeless', 'eternal', or 'omnitemporal' entities. Terminology aside, the essential point is that propositions
are not concrete (or material) objects. Nor, for that matter, are they mental entities; they are not "Thoughts",
they are what thoughts express.
"Truth" -The Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy(3)
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I do not mean anything mysterious by "proposition." I use this word as a general term for the things people assent to,
reject, find doubtful, accept/or the sake of argument, attempt to verify, deduce things from, and so on. (Some of the
phrases on this list take more than one sort of object. One may, for example, reject not only propositions but bribes. I
hope no one is going to be difficult about this.) We have plenty of "specialized" words for propositions in the language
of everyday life, just as we have plenty of specialized words for human beings. On various occasions, we call
propositions "doctrines," "theses," "theories," "premises," "conclusions," "theorems," "views," "positions,"
"conjectures," "hypotheses," "dogmas," "beliefs," and "heresies," just as, on various occasions, we call human beings
"women," "babies," "thieves," "admirals," "Trotskyites," "Australians," and "Catholics."
It is thus uncontroversial that there are propositions. The only question that could arise is: What are
propositions? Many philosophers apparently think that propositions are sentences, since they think that
sentences are what is true or false, and it is evident that those things that are true or false are just the things
that are the objects of the activities and states listed above. But I can make no sense of the suggestion that
propositions are sentences, and I shall not discuss it further. It is true that I am willing on occasion to speak
of sentences being true or false, but this is only shorthand. When I say that a given sentence is true, I mean
that the proposition - a non-sentence - that that sentence expresses is true. (To say that an English sentence
expresses a given proposition is to say, roughly, that the result of concatenating "the proposition that" and
that sentence denotes that proposition.) Similarly, when I say that a name is honorable, I mean that the
individual or family that bears that name is honorable. I can no more understand the suggestion that a
sentence might be true otherwise than in virtue of its expressing a true proposition that I can understand the
suggestion that a name might be honourable otherwise than in virtue of its being borne by an honorable
individual or family.
Peter Van Inwagen, Ontology, Identity, and Modality(4)
Because it is the more generally favoured theory, and because of my own preference for its simplicity, the theory that
atomic propositions -not sentences, not even complex propositions -are the bearers of truth-values will be adopted in
this essay. When I talk of "truths", I am referring to true atomic propositions. For the purposes of this essay I will
consider that it is atomic propositions that can be, and are judged as, true or false.
[Back] [Home] [Next]

Footnotes
(1) Proops, Ian, "Wittgenstein's Logical Atomism", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Spring 2006 Edition),
Edward N. Zalta (ed.),
http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2006/entries/wittgenstein-atomism/.
(2) Unless otherwise specified, all dictionary definitions are quoted from The American Heritage® Dictionary of the
English Language, Third Edition copyright © 1992 by Houghton Mifflin Company. Electronic version licensed from
INSO Corporation; further reproduction and distribution restricted in accordance with the Copyright Law of the United
States. All rights reserved.
(3) Bradley Dowden and Norman Swartz, Truth, The Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy,
http://www.iep.utm.edu/t/truth.htm
(4) Van Inwagen, Peter, Ontology, Identity, and Modality: Essays in Metaphysics, Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge, England. 2001.
ISBN 0-521-79548-6.
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A Note on Conceptualism
In this essay, I intend to make the case for a Conceptualist view of names and language. 
Conceptualism is a particular
kind of Cluster Descriptivism, with some additional features. In Part I, I will start by introducing some history of the
theory of names, in order to set the stage. 
I will describe Mill's Referential Theory of Names, and Frege's notion of
Sense, and its motivation. Finally, I will present and refute Kripke's refutation of Descriptivism. 
In Part II, I will
provide more detail on just what constitutes a concept. 
I will provide the justification for the notion, and describe some
of the ways that concepts function. In Part III, I will describe how the Conceptualist notion of words and names can
resolve some of the puzzles that have bedevilled various topics in Philosophy. 
My Conclusion will provide a brief
summary of what I have documented as the roles that concepts play in our dealing with the world around us, and then
provide some insight on the philosophical significance of the Conceptualist vision.

Part I -- On Sense and Reference
Mill -- Referential Theory of Meaning
In his System of Logic (Mill 2002), John Stuart Mill accepts the then traditional doctrine that propositions used to
describe the world contain (among other things) subject and predicate terms. These terms he called names. Mill
claimed that all names denote either individuals or the attributes of individuals. 
A general name connotes an attribute
and denotes all individuals which have that attribute (subsequently called the extension of the attribute). 
Thus, 'red'
connotes the attribute redness, and denotes all things that have that attribute. Some singular names (what Russell later
called "ordinary proper names") only denote; they have no connotation in that they have no relation to a particular
attribute. 
"Geoffrey" is such a name. But most singular names both denote and connote. They do so by connoting the
attribute(s) that uniquely identify the denotee. Thus, "the publisher of Pathways to Philosophy" is a singular name. It
denotes the same individual as is denoted by "Geoffrey". 
But unlike "Geoffrey" it also connotes the attribute of being
the publisher of Pathways to Philosophy, an attribute that uniquely identifies Geoffrey. To Mill, the meaning of a
proposition -- its cognitive "import" -- is determined by the connotation of its parts; the exception being ordinary proper
names, where the meaning is determined by the denotation.
For example, the "import" (meaning) of the word "Aristotle" is just Aristotle -- that unique person, and no more. 
It does
not mean "The writer of Nicomachean Ethics". Hence, the proposition "Aristotle was mortal" says only that that unique
person was mortal. 
It does not say that the writer of Nicomachean Ethics was mortal. 
That is, Mill allows that Aristotle
might not have written Nicomachean Ethics, and that the writer of Nicomachean Ethics might not have been mortal.
More pointedly, for any given proposition about Aristotle, one can use the proper name without believing that
proposition to be true of Aristotle. 
This will become important during the discussion of Kripke, below.
Mill's account of linguistic meaning faces three serious difficulties. Firstly, it does not properly handle co-referring
proper names. 
"Cicero" and "Tully" are ordinary proper names for the same ontological object -- Marcus Tullius Cicero
(106 BC -- 43 BC), Roman philosopher, statesman, lawyer, orator, and political theorist(1). Consider the propositions -(1)  
"Cicero is Cicero."
(2)  
"Cicero is Tully."
If ordinary proper names are purely denotative, then on Mill's account, these two propositions have the same cognitive
"import". This does not capture the intuition that (1) is tautological while (2) is interesting and informative for someone
who does not know that the two names denote the same individual.
Secondly is the problem that arises when ordinary proper names are used within propositional attitude reports.
Propositional attitude reports concern the cognitive relations people bear to propositions (Mckay & Nelson 2010).
These relations are described by such verbs as believe, think, want, desire, hope, knows, fear, and so forth. 
Consider
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these two -(3)  
"Ann believes that Cicero was a famous Roman orator."
(4)  
"Ann believes that Tully was a famous Roman orator."
If Ann does not know that these two proper names both refer to Marcus Tullius Cicero, then she could very easily
believe (3) but not (4) -- (3) could be true, but (4) false (or vice versa, of course). Co-referring names are not
substitutable within propositional attitude reports salva veritate. 
With a Millian view of names, where the cognitive
import of the name is just the referent, they should be.
Thirdly is the problem that arises from proper names that do not denote a referent. 
Consider the statement -(5)  
"Santa Claus is a jolly old elf."
There is no ontological entity denoted by the name "Santa Claus". So according to Mill, that name has no cognitive
import. Yet "Santa Claus" is sufficiently meaningful that we can have a lengthy and possibly enjoyable (and obviously
meaningful) discussion about the attributes of Santa Claus. Given these three problems, Mill's notion of "import"
clearly does not seem to correspond with the notion of "meaning".

Frege -- Sense and Reference
In order to resolve these difficulties, Gottlob Frege in his 1892 paper "Ãœber Sinn und Bedeutung" (1892/1980)
proposed that in addition to a reference (what Mill called the denotation), a proper name possesses what Frege called a
"sense" (Sinn in German) -- some aspect of the way its reference is thought of that can differ between two co-referring
names. The difference between Cicero and Tully, for example, is a "difference in the mode of presentation of that
which is designated". The sense of an expression is "that wherein the mode of presentation is contained". According to
Frege, sense determines reference. Any two expressions with the same sense will also have the same reference, but not
the other way around. 
Thus, one can know both the names Cicero and Tully without realizing that they refer to the
same object, because they present that object in different ways, that is, they have different senses.
So what is a Fregean "sense"? 
Frege leaves the matter somewhat unclear. 
At one time, it was common to identify the
sense of a name with an identifying description, which would put Frege's view close to the later Russell's descriptive
theory of names. For example, the name "Cicero" might mean "the famous Roman orator" while "Tully" might mean
"the famous Roman statesman". Thus the reference would be whatever fits the description. However, an analysis of
Frege's words casts strong doubt on this position. Pelletier and Linsky (2005), in their analysis of Frege's theories of
descriptions, state:
"In all the theories suggested by Frege's words, he sought to make definite descriptions be terms, that is,
be name-like in character. By this we mean that not only are they syntactically singular in nature, like
proper names, but also that (as much as possible) they behave semantically like paradigm proper names
in that they designate some item of reality, i.e., some object in the domain of discourse."
And indeed, Frege himself claims that definite descriptions are proper names, and not the other way around: "The
Bezeichnung <indication> of a single object can also consist of several words or other signs. For brevity, let every such
Bezeichnung be called a proper name" (1892, p.57). And again
"It may perhaps be granted that every grammatically well-formed expression figuring as a proper name
always has a Sinn. But this is not to say that to the Sinn there also corresponds a Bedeutung. The words
'the celestial body most distant from the Earth' have a Sinn, but it is very doubtful they also have a
Bedeutung." (1892, p.58)
Descriptions, therefore, have senses of their own. 
So we would be left with either descriptions that serve as their own
sense or an endless chain or circle of descriptions. 
What is generally accepted, however, is that Frege certainly did not
mean that the sense of a name is merely a collection of ideas a particular user of a name happens to associate with it
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(Zalta 2013).
Because they figure into the meanings of terms in a public language and can be communicated, senses must be
objective. 
It must be possible for the two of us to share the sense of a name. 
Hence sense cannot be internal to the
using mind. 
Frege argues, in "The Thought" (1956), that senses can't be mental items:
"If every thought requires an owner and belongs to the contents of his consciousness, then the thought
has this owner alone; and there is no science common to many on which many could work, but perhaps I
have my science, a totality of thoughts whose owner I am, and another person has his. Each of us is
concerned with the contents of his own consciousness. No contradiction between the two sciences would
then be possible, and it would really be idle to dispute about truth; as idle, indeed almost as ludicrous, as
for two people to dispute whether a hundred-mark note were genuine, where each meant the one he had
in his pocket and understood the word 'genuine' in his own particular sense." (Frege 1956. Pg 301)
To Frege, then, senses cannot be mental entities. 
They are abstract objects of some sort, inhabiting a "third realm"
(Chalmers 2002). Whatever they are, Frege thinks, senses must be available to more than one thinker.

Russell -- Descriptive Theory
Bertrand Russell disagreed with Frege on the relationship between names (Fregean singular terms) and descriptions.
Frege maintained that descriptions are names. 
Russell reverses this relationship and argues that names are descriptions.
Russell's theory of descriptions was initially put forth in his 1905 essay On Denoting (Russell 1905). 
His theory is
focused on the logical form of expressions involving denoting phrases. He separates them into two groups. Definite
descriptions purport to denote one definite object, for example "the King of France". Indefinite descriptions purport to
denote ambiguously, for example "a resident of Oz". 
One of the problems motivating Russell's analysis is that, as we
have seen, certain descriptions are meaningful but do not truly refer to anything -- if, for example, there is no King of
France, or Land of Oz. Russell's approach was to translate the simple surface grammar into a complex structure using
quantificational logic syntax. So, for example, we get -(6)  
"the King of France" becomes "∃x(F(x) & ∀y(F(y) → x=y))"
(7)  
"a resident of Oz" becomes "∃x(Z(x))"

On the Fregean analysis, existence and uniqueness are understood as presuppositions of such descriptions, rather than
part of the content asserted by them. The sentence "The present King of France is bald", for example, isn't used to claim
that there exists a unique present King of France. 
Instead, that is part of the presupposition of the sentence, and what it
says is that this presupposed individual is bald. If the presupposition fails, the description fails to refer, and the sentence
as a whole fails to express a proposition. 
The Fregean analysis thus accepts truth value gaps and failures of the Law of
Excluded Middle. Both the sentence "The present King of France is bald" and its negation fail to refer (because the
presupposition of an existing present King of France fails), and thus both fail to express a proposition, and both have no
truth value.
The Russellian approach is designed to avoid this logical consequence. Russell saw a solution from which it was
possible to express a proposition with definitive truth conditions, adhering to the Law of the Excluded Middle, but
without the unsavory metaphysical commitment to nonexistent objects or concepts, or to abstract objects of some sort,
inhabiting a "third realm". 
Russell's solution to the three challenges that afflict the Millian direct-reference theory, was
to stop treating descriptions as if they functioned as proper names, and instead treat them as if they were subjectpredicate phrases -- as existentially quantified general phrases. 
Since their first development, both Russell's Theory of
Descriptions and his Theory of (ordinary proper) Names have been hugely influential and well-received within the
philosophy of language(2).
As a result of a distinction that Russell drew between what he called "knowledge by acquaintance" and "knowledge by
description" (Russell 1910, Fumerton 2009), he separated the class of names into "logically proper names" and
"ordinary proper names". Logically proper names are words such as "this" or "that" which refer to perceptions of which
an agent is immediately aware -- they provide the agent with knowledge by acquaintance. All other names are
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"ordinary" proper names, which provide an agent with knowledge only by description. Russell's claim is that everyday
names are not really genuine Millian names -- having direct referents. 
Only logically proper names are genuine Millian
names. 
Ordinary proper names might look like Millian names, but they are not Millian names at the level of logical
form. 
Russell argued that instead, they are equivalent to definite descriptions. Indeed he says they "abbreviate" or
"disguise" descriptions. 
Just as definite descriptions are singular terms only in the form of surface grammar, the same is
true of ordinary proper names themselves.
Both Frege and Russell are called "Descriptivists" because each, for different reasons, argued that ordinary proper
names should be understood in terms of the definite description that picks out (if it does) the unique referent in the
world. For Frege, the sense of an ordinary proper name is something like (but as we have seen above, not actually) a
definite description. 
For Russell "the thought in the mind of a person using a proper name correctly can generally only
be expressed explicitly if we replace the proper name by a description"(Russell 1917, Pg 114). 
And that description is
to be interpreted in terms of existentially quantified logic to avoid any existential presuppositions. 
Russell does,
however, make allowances for the fact that the requisite description
"will vary for different people, or for the same person at different times (the description in our minds will
probably be some more or less vague mass of historical knowledge far more, in most cases, than is
required to identify him), … but so long as the object to which the name applies remains constant, the
particular description involved usually makes no difference to the truth or falsehood of the proposition in
which the name appears."(1917, Pg 114)
Russell does agree with Frege (and with Mill for that matter), that words are ordinarily used to talk about things, not
ideas. "If words are used in the ordinary way, what one intends to speak of is their reference"(Frege 1892, Pg 58). "
[A]ll words have meaning, in the simple sense that they are symbols that stand for something other than themselves."
(Russell 1903. Pg 47). 
For Russell, however, what distinguishes both definite descriptions and ordinary proper names
from genuine "logically" proper names (like the individual constants of logic), is not that they do have (Fregean) senses
but that they do not have references. They do have denotations, but these are not their semantic values (Bach 2004).
There is an obvious problem with the original Fregean or Russellian versions of descriptivism -- what is now called
"Simple Descriptivism". The choice of "The writer of Nicomachean Ethics" as the description synonymous with
"Aristotle" seems arbitrary. There are other equally unique and just as informative alternative descriptions. 
Why not
"the Stagiran pupil of Plato born in 384 BC"? 
Counter-factual scenarios also pose problems for a single description, or
even a fixed conjunction of descriptions. 
Suppose it was Aristotle's son who wrote Nicomachean Ethics. 
Would he be
the referent of "Aristotle"? 
Or suppose that the Stagiran pupil of Plato was actually born in 386. 
Would that person
still be "Aristotle"?

Cluster Descriptivism
The main improvement to Descriptivism that has been suggested to resolve these difficulties is "Cluster Descriptivism".
An outline of this theory was famously put forward by John Searle (1958) and Peter Strawson (1959; 180 ff.). The
theory maintains that a name corresponds to a cluster of definite descriptions. No less a personage than Wittgenstein
was an early advocate of a cluster descriptivism theory of names:
"By 'Moses' I mean the man who did what the Bible records of Moses, or at any rate, much of it. But how
much? Have I decided how much of it must turn out to be false in order that I should give up my
statement? So is my use of the name 'Moses' fixed and determined for all possible cases? Is it not the case
that I have, so to speak, a whole series of props in readiness, and am ready to lean on one if another
should be taken from under me and vice versa?" (Wittgenstein 1953, P 79)
In a 1958 article (Searle 1958), John Searle introduced his "Cluster Theory" of proper names as an extension of Frege's
notion of the sense of a name. In that article, he asks what the linguistic function is of proper names, and what
difference there is between a proper name and other singular referring descriptions. 
Both purport to refer to particular
objects. 
His answer is that proper names, unlike definite descriptions, refer "without presupposing any stage settings or
any special contextual conditions surrounding the utterance of the expression". 
Proper names do not normally specify
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or imply any particular characteristics of the objects to which they refer. 
Instead, a proper name presupposes that the
object being referred to has some set of characteristics, without specifying which ones.
"Now what I am arguing is that the descriptive force of 'This is Aristotle' is to assert that a sufficient but
so far unspecified number of [a set of uniquely referring descriptive] statements are true of this object.
Therefore, referring uses of 'Aristotle' presuppose the existence of an object of whom a sufficient but so
far unspecified number of these statements are true." (Searle 1958, Pg 171)
It is the function of proper names, Searle argues, to allow us to avoid using a description to refer to an object. 
He also
points out that proper names are not logically equivalent to a set of descriptions, for that would render proper names
superfluous.
"But the uniqueness and immense pragmatic convenience of proper names in our language lies precisely
in the fact that they enable us to refer publicly to objects without being forced to raise issues and come to
agreement on what descriptive characteristics constitute the identity of the object. . . . 
Thus the
looseness of the criteria for proper names is a necessary condition for isolating the referring function
from the describing function of language." (Searle 1958, Pg 172)
Searle argues, therefore, that a proper name is a label for a set of uniquely referring descriptions, but not a synonym for
that set. 
He does not explicitly state, but only implies, that this cluster of descriptions need not be a publicly agreed set.
In the last paragraph of his article, he implies that different people might have different clusters. Of course, all that
really matters for the two of us to successfully refer to the same object with the same proper name, is that our respective
clusters of descriptions uniquely pick out the same referent in the world -- no matter how different our respective
clusters might happen to be. 
This is a point emphasised by Strawson:
"in order for an identifying reference to a particular to be made, there must be some true empirical
proposition known, in some not too exacting sense of this word, to the speaker, to the effect that there is
just one particular which answers to a certain description. Mutatis mutandis, a similar condition must be
satisfied for a hearer, in order for it to be the case that there is some particular which the hearer takes the
speaker to be referring to." (Strawson 1959, Pg 183)
Strawson explores the conditions of correctly describing Aristotle in the cluster of descriptions that is the meaning of the
name "Aristotle" as it is used by two people. 
Suppose that the two of us each list all of the properties we believe
uniquely pick out Aristotle as the referent of the name. 
It is not likely that our two lists coincide exactly. 
But,
according to Strawson, "it would not be too much to say that it requires that there should exist one and only one person
of whom some reasonable proportion of these propositions is true" (Strawson 1959, Pg 191). 
If it should turn out that
there is more than one person of whom a reasonable proportion of those propositions is true, it is indeterminate which
person we are referring to by the name. 
Strawson echoes Searle in maintaining that it is the looseness of the setmembership conditions that is the main attraction of using proper names:
"we might speak of a presupposition-set of propositions. The propositions making up the composite
description of Socrates would form such a set. Neither the limits of such a set, nor the question of what
constitutes a reasonable, or sufficient, proportion of its members will in general be precisely fixed for any
putatively term-introducing proper name. This is not a deficiency in the notion of a presupposition-set; it
is part of the efficiency of proper names." (Strawson 1959, Pg 192)

Kripke -- Refutation Refuted
The most influential critic of the Descriptivist theory of (ordinary proper) names, has been Saul Kripke. 
In his January
1970 lectures at Princeton University (collected and published as Naming and Necessity (Kripke 1980)), Kripke
presented what has become widely recognized as the definitive refutation of the Descriptivist theory of names. 
Less
widely recognized have been the many demonstrations that Kripke's "refutation" is itself fatally flawed in many ways.
(See, for example, Searle 1969, Dummett 1973, Searle 1983, Katz 1990, Green 1998, Sosa 2001, Nelson 2002, Stanley
2002, Baumann 2010)
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Kripke begins his argument by first setting up a pair of "theses" that together define a cluster theory version of
descriptivism that will be the target of his critique. The description associated by a speaker with a name N is "the
individual who possesses most of the properties F, such that the speaker believes 'N is F'". 
Next he sets up a pair of
theses establishing Descriptivism (as defined) as a theory of reference. The name N refers to whatever individual object
(if any) is denoted by the description associated with N by its speaker. Then he adds the two theses that will form the
basis for his argument that Descriptivism fails. The speaker knows a priori that N refers to whatever its associated
description singles out (if there is such a thing), and it is necessary that N refers to something singled out by its
associated description (again, if there is such a thing). Finally, he adds a non-circularity condition that will prevent
"being the referent of N" being part of the description. Descriptivism is supposed to be an account of reference, an
answer to the question "In virtue of what does a particular word or phrase refer to a particular thing?" 
So Descriptivism
is supposed to explain what it is in virtue of which something is the referent of "Aristotle". 
That individual's being the
referent of "Aristotle" cannot, on pain of circularity, explain its being the referent of "Aristotle". 
Here are the six theses
quoted from Naming and Necessity, Lecture II (Kripke 1980, Pg 71).
(1)    
To every name or designating expression 'X', there corresponds a cluster of properties, namely the family of those
properties φ such that A believes 'φX'.
(2)    
One of the properties, or some conjointly, are believed by A to pick out some individual uniquely.
(3)    
If most, or a weighted most, of the φ's are satisfied by one unique object Y, then Y is the referent of 'X'.
(4)    
If the vote yields no unique object, 'X' does not refer.
(5)    
The statement, "If X exists, then X has most of the φ's" is known a priori by the speaker.
(6)    
The statement, "If X exists, then X has most of the φ's" expresses a necessary truth (in the idiolect of the speaker).
(C) 
For any successful theory, the account must not be circular. The properties which are used in the vote must not
themselves involve the notion of reference in such a way that it is ultimately impossible to eliminate.
Using these six theses as his foil, Kripke provides three separate arguments that Descriptivism (as he has defined it)
fails. 
He offers a modal argument, an epistemic argument and a semantic argument.
          
The Modal Argument
"It just is not, in any intuitive sense of necessity, a necessary truth that Aristotle had the properties
commonly attributed to him. 
. . . It would seem that it's a contingent fact that Aristotle ever did any of
the things commonly attributed to him today" (Pg 74-75)
Suppose, Kripke argues, that associated with the name "Aristotle" is a long list of particular properties that we (jointly
or individually) associate with the person of Aristotle. 
He then argues that it is possible that in some other possible
world (i.e. counterfactually), the person of Aristotle might have existed but have none of these properties. It is possible,
he suggests, that all of the properties we associate with Aristotle in another possible world belong to another individual,
or to no one at all. 
Yet we still refer to the person of Aristotle with the name "Aristotle". 
Hence Descriptivism must be
false.
Kripke would argue that there is an individual in each possible world (where he exists) that is Aristotle, by stipulation,
whether we can properly identify him or not. 
Kripke thinks that ordinary proper names are "rigid designators" -- a rigid
designator picks out the same object in each possible world in which it exists. Kripke defines a possible world as
simply a set of counterfactual conditions build on our world conceptually (in our imagination); it does not really exist
(or subsist) as a real thing. Possible worlds are stipulated, not discovered, according to Kripke.
"It is because we can refer (rigidly) to [Aristotle], and stipulate that we are speaking of what might have
happened to him (under certain circumstances), that 'transworld identifications' are unproblematic in such
cases." (Pg 49)
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We do not set up a set of identifying conditions for Aristotle and look for anyone who satisfies those conditions in other
possible worlds, we stipulate that Aristotle exists in those relevant possible worlds.
But Kripke here using a Millian direct-reference notion of the name. He is stipulating, in other words, that there could
be a person of Aristotle that has none of the properties by which we would identify that person as Aristotle. 
And this
the Descriptivist would deny. 
According to the Descriptivist the very notion of "a person of Aristotle" involves a notion
of how we pick that person out of the world. 
One cannot use the name "Aristotle" without involving some identifying
properties.
Suppose we had a "Magic-Scope" that would let us view any particular time, place, and possible world at will. 
We use
the Magic-Scope in this actual world (in ancient Greece, say) to pick out a particular person and say "Hey, that person
over there is Aristotle" -- defining the person of Aristotle by ostension. 
How do we do choose which member of a
crowd we should point to as the person of Aristotle? It has to be a non-random choice, based on some set of properties
that we think identify the person of Aristotle. Let's pick out two people standing side by side, and label them P1 and
P2. 
It is P1 that we think has all of the identifying properties of Aristotle, and so we choose to point to P1 and call him
"Aristotle". 
Let's further suppose that P2 has all of the identifying properties of Alexander (Aristotle's pupil), so we
choose to call him "Alexander". 
But now, let's move the Magic-Scope from this possible world to another. 
We know,
because "Aristotle" is a rigid designator, that P1 is the person of Aristotle. But let's also suppose that some of the
identifying properties that in this actual world belong to the person we chose to call "Aristotle" now belong to P2 instead
of P1. 
As we go from one possible world to the next, more of those properties switch from P1 to P2. Pretty soon, we
will reach a possible world where P1 is "Aristotle" by Kripke's stipulation, but P2 has all of the identifying properties
that P1 has in this actual world. 
Which of P1 and P2 should be identified as "Aristotle"? 
In fact, which of the pair is
P1? 
And how are we to decide that point if not by some identifying properties?
"for although the man (Nixon) might not have been the President, it is not the case that he might not have
been Nixon" (Pg 49)
Kripke, it would seem, would maintain that it is P1 that is Aristotle -- because that is what was stipulated in conceiving
the possible world, and the name directly references the object. 
Descriptivists would argue that it would be P2 that is
Aristotle, because that object has all of the properties we use to identify Aristotle. 
A Descriptivist would argue that
rigid designation has its limits. 
And Kripke is attempting to refute Descriptivism by using a Millian notion of a name,
something that Descriptivism has already denied.
The Epistemic Argument
Every sentence of the following form is both knowable a priori, and true:
a)       
If the F exists, then the F is the F.
Now suppose that N is some name whose meaning, according to the description theory of names, is given by the
description "the F". 
Then the principle of substituting synonyms salva veritate leads to the claim that the following
sentence form is also both knowable a priori and true:
b)      
If the F exists, then N is the F.
But Kripke argues that for many name-description pairs which might be employed in a descriptivist theory, this will not
hold. 
Compare these two:
c)       
If the greatest philosopher of antiquity exists, then the greatest philosopher of antiquity is the greatest philosopher
of antiquity.
d)      
If the greatest philosopher of antiquity exists, then Aristotle is the greatest philosopher of antiquity.
Statement (c) is (from (a)) both knowable a priori and true. 
Whereas (d) is not necessarily true, and is knowable only a
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posteriori. 
It is therefore not the case that N is synonymous with "the F". 
Hence the description theory of names is
false.
If simple descriptivism is considered, where "the F" is a simple fixed concatenation of property predicates identifying
the referent-in-the-world, then Kripke's claim that (d) is not necessarily true, and is knowable only a posteriori is simply
false. It is the definition of simple descriptivism that N and "the F" are synonymous. 
If the only description providing
the referent identification for the name "Aristotle" is "the greatest philosopher of antiquity", the statement (d) is, contra
Kripke, both knowable a priori and true.
On the other hand, if cluster descriptivism is considered, where "the F" consists of a cluster of property predicates of
which most, or a weighted most are satisfied by the identified referent-in-the-world, then statement (d) is malformed.
Given cluster descriptivism, it would not reflect the statement form given in in (b). 
Statement (d) would have to be
rephrased as
d')   If {an object with the most, or a weighted most, of the property predicates in the cluster labelled "Aristotle"} exists,
then Aristotle is {an object with the most, or a weighted most, of the property predicates in the cluster labelled
"Aristotle"}.
And with this re-phrasing, it is now just as obvious as with (c) that statement (d') is both knowable a priori and true.
The Semantic Argument
Kripke makes this argument using the (fictional) scenario of Godel and Schmidt. Suppose the only thing you know
about Godel is that he was the man who proved an important mathematical theorem, called the incompleteness of
arithmetic. 
Now suppose that Godel was not really the author of this theorem. 
A man called "Schmidt" actually did the
work in question. 
His friend Godel somehow got hold of the manuscript and claimed credit for the work, which was
thereafter attributed to Godel. 
Thus he has become known as the man who proved the incompleteness of arithmetic.
For most people who have heard the name 'Godel', the claim that Godel discovered the incompleteness theorem is the
only thing they have ever heard about Godel. When they use the name 'Godel,' are they talking about:
           
(A) the person who really discovered the incompleteness of arithmetic?
           
or
           
(B) the person who got hold of the manuscript and claimed credit for the work?
The issue that Kripke is raising here is the question of whether, when something goes wrong as a result of a believer's
false beliefs, we should say that they have a "true belief about A (Schmidt)" or a "false belief about B (Godel)". Kripke
uses a Millian conception of names to assume that by using the name "Godel" I refer to the person of Godel, and when I
believe that he is the one who discovered the incompleteness of arithmetic, I have a false belief about Godel.
A simple descriptivist would use the name "Godel" to refer to the person who really discovered the incompleteness of
arithmetic -- the person that Kripke calls "Schmidt". In other words, a simple descriptivist might find herself using the
"wrong" name for the referent-in-the-world. Although, to a simple descriptivist, it would not be a "wrong" name. 
A
simple descriptivist would be prompted to ask "Wrong according to what standard?" If I use the name "Godel" to refer
to the person who actually proved the theorem, I may be using the wrong name according to someone who has more
information about Godel and Schmidt (like Kripke). But then I would be wrong only according to their standard.
According to Descriptivism, there is no fact of the matter beyond what each of us identifies by description. So my
"wrong" use of the name Godel is wrong only relative to some other person's identification of Godel by some other
description than the one I am using.
If cluster descriptivism is considered, on the other hand, then the cluster of descriptions must take into account the
property of being called "Godel" by other people in the linguistic community. 
And in that case, because there would be
(given the scenario) a linguistic convention to call the person who got hold of the manuscript and claimed credit for the
work "Godel", if I believed that "Godel" is the name of the person who proved the theorem, I would have a false belief
about Godel. 
Note that the addition to the description cluster of the property of being referred to by other people as
"Godel" does not contravene Kripke's condition (C). How you use the name is a datum I need to consider if I want to be
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successful in talking about the same thing you are talking about. This is not a circular definition of reference.
In the case of Godel and Schmidt, whether a belief about who discovered the incompleteness of arithmetic is a false
belief about Godel or a true belief about Schmidt depends on what other identifying descriptions have weight in the
cluster of descriptions labelled "Godel". 
To a cluster descriptivist, there is no fact of the matter beyond what is picked
out by the weighted most of the cluster of descriptions involved. 
A public discussion of what is or is not true of Godel
is possible because within each of our clusters that are labelled "Godel" will be descriptions (beliefs) that are not true of
the referent-in-the-world picked out by the weighted most of those descriptions. 
As well, there will be some
descriptions that reflect the speaker's intention to actually refer to what others in the linguistic community are referring
to. How much weight the speaker assigns to these latter descriptions will depend on the speaker's beliefs about how
right or wrong the linguistic community might be. 
We may, as a result of our different clusters of descriptions and the
different weight we place on those descriptions, find ourselves disagreeing about which object we are referring to when
we use a particular name. 
If I have a copy of the police report on Godel's murder of Schmidt, I will not place much
weight on the community's convention in using "Godel." 
So you might think of "Godel" as the person who discovered
the theorem, whereas I know better.
The Causal-Historical Theory of Reference
The alternative to Descriptivism that Kripke offers is the Causal-Historical theory of reference.
"Someone ... is born; his parents call him by a certain name. They talk about him to their friends. Other
people meet him. Through various sorts of talk the name is spread from link to link as if by a chain. ... A
certain passage of communication leading ultimately to the man [Feynman] himself does reach the
speaker. [The speaker] is then referring to Feynman even though he can't identify him uniquely."(Pg 91)
Kripke identifies two kinds of name use. 
Original use involves baptism or dubbing, and is explained by ostension or
description. It is the first appearance of the name, and it has the meaning and referent that the original user chooses.
For derived use, the referent of the name is the thing referred to by the original user of the name, as transmitted down a
chain of communication. 
To Kripke, it does not matter what you think. 
All that matters is the objective fact of a chain
of communication.
"On our view, it is not how the speaker thinks he got the reference, but the actual chain of
communication, which is relevant." (Pg 91)
A chain of use-transmission is reference-preserving if and only if derived uses of the name refer to the same thing as the
original use. 
If the receiver chooses not to use the name to refer to the same thing as the original user, or when the
receiver mistakes the thing that the name was originally used for, the use-transmission chain can be misinforming. 
The
standard example is "Madagascar" which is supposed to have changed from referring to a coastal region of Africa to the
island which is now its customary referent. Kripke uses the example of "Santa Claus" which he suggests may have
originally been used to refer to "a certain historical saint", but now does not.
Interestingly, the cluster theory of names is perfectly consistent with Kripke's causal-historical theory. 
Kripke speaks in
terms of causes when talking about the use-transmission chain. The cluster theory talks about the same usetransmission chain in terms of the intention of the speaker to use the name to refer to the same referent as is customary
in her linguistic community. Talking in terms of causes is talking at the level of physical interactions. 
Talking at the
level of intentions and beliefs is talking about the same phenomena in mental terms. Both forms of talking are mutually
consistent.
For all of the reasons provided here, Kripke's "refutation" of the Descriptivist theory of names simply does not work.
The Cluster Theory can defeat all of Kripke's arguments, and is fully consistent with his suggested alternative.

Part II -- Concepts
(3)
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I now want to introduce the notion of a "concept". 
According to the online Compact Oxford Dictionary , "concept" is
"an abstract idea" or (philosophically) "an idea or mental image which corresponds to some distinct entity or class of
entities, or to its essential features, or determines the application of a term (especially a predicate), and thus plays a part
in the use of reason or language".
There is a fundamental ambiguity in the common usage of the word "concept". On the one hand, a concept is frequently
treated as if it is something out there in the world: "the Newtonian concept of mass". It is spoken of as though it exists
independently of anyone who actually knows or grasps it. Likewise, "grasping a concept" suggests a parallel with
grasping a physical object, although somehow doing it with one's mind instead of one's hand. On the other hand, a
concept is regarded as an entity within one's head, a private entity, a product of the imagination that can be conveyed to
others only imperfectly by means of language, gesture, drawing, or some other means of communication. Ray
Jackendoff (1989), following Chomsky's (1986) differentiation between E-Language and I-Language, calls these two
different senses of "concept" as "E-concept" (an external artifact, having independent objective existence) and "Iconcept" (a body of internally encoded information). 
For this essay, I intend all occurrences of "concept" to mean "Iconcept".
Within the realm of cognitive science, the functionality of pattern recognition is scientifically accepted. It plays an
important role in our explanation of the functioning of biological neural systems (brains), and is central to research into
Artificial Neural Networks -- a key area of artificial intelligence research. Several models guiding recent AI research,
including artificial neural networks and massively parallel processing (as well as some traditional AI approaches)
incorporate work on pattern recognition processing (Wolfram 2002). 
Scientific experiments with both humans and
animals show that pattern recognition is a very established capability of the mind (Margolis 1987). There is no serious
doubt that the brain has the ability to recognize patterns, react to patterns, remember patterns, repeat patterns, associate
patterns, etc. 
The notion of a pattern recognized is a "concept".
Concepts, therefore, are constituents of thoughts. 
They are crucial to such psychological processes as categorization,
inference, memory, learning, and decision making. 
This notion is unabashedly mental in nature. 
As such, the concept
as a recognized pattern is a private psychological entity, taking as its starting point the representational theory of mind.
The representational theory of mind is usually understood as taking beliefs and other propositional attitudes to be
relations between an agent and a mental representation -- a concept. (See, for example, Fodor 1987.) It does not
damage this notion of a concept to view it as a particular kind of mental existent with a characteristic type of functional
role. 
This mental-representation-as-functional-role view of concepts is the orthodox position of the cognitive sciences
(see Pinker 1994). 
As such, it enjoys widespread acceptance in the philosophy of mind, particularly among those
philosophers who consider themselves aligned with research in the cognitive sciences (see, for example, Harman 1987,
Millikan 2000, Fodor 2003, Margolis & Laurence 2007).
The notion of concepts as mental entities of representation has a long history. 
It can be traced as far back as Aristotle.
Locke called them "ideas". But the modern version of this notion of a concept has its roots in Pragmatism.
"All knowledge is in terms of concepts. If these concepts correspond to something that is to be found in
reality they are real and man's knowledge has a foundation in fact; if they do not correspond to anything
in reality they are not real and man's knowledge is of mere figments of his own imagination."
               
Moore 1961. American Pragmatism: Peirce, James, & Dewey, p27.
My own image of a concept is that of a "cognitive pigeon hole" that stores all the data constituting a pattern recognized
in the input stream. A concept is a collection of information that we consider to be similar in some very specific
respects.
All the immediate products of our senses are interpreted in the brain as "percepts" (and I mean to be quite neutral on the
debate over the nature of these percepts). We each and always are bombarded with a continuous stream of percepts -sensory inputs that an act of focused attention can differentiate into lines, shapes, colours, texture, smells, tastes,
movements, sounds, and so forth. The first stage (and I am using that term loosely) in the transition between percepts
and concepts is the pre-conscious integration of these percepts into "things" (using scare-quotes to indicate that I mean
to be very neutral as to just what sort of stuff "things" are, and to allow all possibilities free reign). Percepts are
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integrated into "things" as we begin to recognize that certain reports from our senses "go together", based on some
rules/guidelines we have learned (or otherwise acquired) on how to recognize what stuff "goes together". Alternatively,
or quite probably in parallel, some percepts are integrated into "things" very early in the pre-conscious processing of
sensory inputs, and we learn to differentiate features rather than assemble features. On either account, "things" are
drawn to our conscious attention, differentiated from other "things" and the background noise, and are as yet unlabeled
and unclassified.
A concept is a mental integration of two or more of these "things" which are isolated according to a set of characteristics
(properties) across which they are recognized as similar -- the basis of pattern recognition. 
The elements involved may
be any aspect of reality -- "things": entities, attributes, actions, qualities, relationships, events, phenomena, etc.; they
may be perceptual concretes ("percepts") or other, earlier formed concepts. The act of isolation involved is a process of
abstraction: i.e. a selective mental focus that takes out or separates a certain aspect of reality from all others. The
uniting involved is an integration, i.e. a blending of the units into a single, new mental entity which is used thereafter as
a single unit of thought. 
The three key processes involved in concept formation are the three that are essential to
consciousness -- taking apart and putting together; differentiation, abstraction, and integration. Differentiation is the
process of grasping differences, of distinguishing one or more "things" from the others and the background noise, of
recognizing one sort of pattern instead of another. Abstraction is the process of extracting common qualities from
specific examples, of leaving out of consideration one or more properties of a complex set of "things" so as to attend to
other associations or attributes; of considering something independently of particular properties. 
Integration is the
process of uniting elements into an inseparable whole.
I should point out at this juncture, that whether (or how much of) these rules/principles of integration, differentiation,
abstraction, and pattern recognition are learned consciously or unconsciously, or are "learned" genetically and are prewired in our brain circuitry, is a matter of some debate. It is also a matter of some debate whether the discrimination of
a "thing" (a single entity or a pattern across multiple entities) from its background is a consequence of our focus of
attention, or a consequence of something innate to the way the brain processes nerve impulses from the sensory organs.
Fortunately, these detailed debates need not be of concern for this essay. It is sufficient for the current discussion that
we do discriminate a "thing" from its background.
The next stage in the transition between percepts and concepts is the application of some classifying characteristics -matching the properties observed of the "thing" with our existing cognitive pigeon holes (already recognized patterns).
Each of those pigeon holes contains a collection of previously encountered "things" that are recognized as similar -constitute a pattern -- across some collection of properties. 
The newly encountered "thing" is then matched to those
collections of pattern defining similarity characteristics to slot the "thing" into the appropriate pigeon hole -- to
recognize that it fits within an already discriminated pattern. It may, of course, "fit" into more than one pigeon hole.
And it may, equally of course, not fit neatly into any existing pigeon hole. It is only when we discriminate some
percepts from others, and collect sets of percepts together with others, that we begin to operate at the level of concepts.
When a particular "thing" is integrated as a representative member of a larger class of similar entities, it is called an
"existent" of the generalized "concept" that is the class of which it is a member. 
Each "thing" discriminated from the
background is collected together under the umbrella of a particular concept, based on a meaningful set of "essential
characteristics" -- those across which we recognize that the members of the collection are similar.
Concepts are thus mental entities which, at the base or "concrete" level, represent a collection of individual perceptions.
However, at succeeding levels of abstraction or integration, concepts can represent a collection of other concepts,
relationships between percepts or concepts, activities of percepts or concepts, and all of the other attributes that we
associate with things observed about Reality. In this way, a particular concept can be built upon other concepts into a
hierarchical structure. Each higher concept can consist of any suitable collection of prior concepts and previous
percepts.
New concepts are formed, new patterns are recognized, by collecting a set of existents ("things" and/or other concepts)
with all of their multitude of particular attributes, and then dispensing from further consideration all but a few key
"essential characteristics". Any one particular existent may thus be subsumed under the umbrella of numerous concepts.
And there is no constraint on how many hierarchies a particular lower level concept might join. 
So the whole is a
multi-connected network. 
The hierarchical network of concepts grows constantly in all directions. The formation of
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higher or wider concepts in the hierarchy occurs as we develop a wider breadth of knowledge and generalize or abstract
to a broader classification of "essential characteristics". The formation of deeper or narrower concepts occurs as we
develop a more intensive knowledge of some area and gain new insight into which characteristics become "essential" to
our understanding of reality. 
Concepts are not formed randomly. They are formed in the context of the individual's
perceptions of Reality. The differences and similarities that are observed are those that are relevant to the individual's
need to understand and manipulate his environment. The context is the entire content of the mind involved, present and
past percepts and concepts included.
"We begin with objects that look dissimilar. We compare, find patterns, analogies with what we already
know. We distance ourselves and create abstractions, laws, systems, using transformations, mappings,
and metaphors. This is how mathematics grows increasingly abstract and powerful; it is how music
obtains much of its power, with grand structures growing out of small details. This form of
comprehension underlies much of Western thought. We pursue knowledge that is universal in its
perspective but its powers are grounded in the particular. We use principles that are shared but reveal
details that are distinct." (Rothstein 1995).
Although he is here talking specifically about music and mathematics, I take Rothstein's description to be valid for all
concept formation.
In order to take advantage of the cognitive economy achieved by collecting all of the incredible volume of percepts
together into a relatively small number of cognitive pigeon holes, we need some way to reference the individual
collections. Here is where words come into play. To each cognitive pigeon hole, we attach one or more words or
phrases. 
The concept associated with a language tag is how we understand the meaning or cognitive significance of that
tag. 
The word-to-concept association is not necessarily one-to-one. 
Sometimes this is a consequence of rules of
English grammar that control the formation of parts of speech from basic elements -- such as "quick" and "quickly" or
the (in)famous irregular verb conjugation of "determined" (as in "I am determined", "You are stubborn", and "He is pigheaded"). 
But it is also a consequence of a cognitive recognition of relative synonymy -- such as (say) "fast" and
"quick" or "Cicero" and "Tully". 
If you can distinguish the "things" that form the associated concept from all other
"things" in your knowledge, you have fully understood the meaning of the concept and the word(s) associated with it. It
is difficult to discuss this process, and provide examples, since the process is almost an entirely unconscious (or "preconscious") one. 
The very act of discussion pre-supposes the concepts that are the end result of the process.
For convenience of contemplation and discussion, I choose to divide the universe of mental pigeon-holes into two
kinds. 
But I do not wish to suggest that there is any fundamental difference in these two sets. All concepts are a
collection of a broad range of instances (experiences and/or other concepts) gathered together on the basis of some
recognized pattern, in order to treat them together as a single cognitive unit.
Collection Concepts - are denoted by language words that are not "ordinary proper names". 
They include such ideas as
"chair", "run", "red", "fast", etc. 
They are formed based on the cognitive recognition of similarities across multiple
entities. Through a process of abstraction, similar differentiated entities are collected together as existents under the
umbrella of a single idea. A Collection-Concept allows the cognitive processes to deal efficiently with a set of similar
entities as a single identified pattern, rather than as an open-ended collection of unique entities. The defining
("essential") properties of any Collection-Concept are the characteristics across which the subsumed entities are
recognized as similar. 
The entities that are differentiated and abstracted together can be actions (verbs), properties or
universals (adjectives, adverbs), entities or particulars, relationships between entities or concepts, and so forth.
Description Concepts - are denoted by language words that are "ordinary proper names". They are formed based on the
cognitive recognition that multiple pieces of information about Reality are similar in that they are information about a
single ontological entity. A Description-Concept allows the cognitive processes to deal efficiently with a broad range of
information about some particular entity as a single identified pattern, rather than as an open-ended collection of unique
pieces of information. Description Concepts are not limited to "formal labels" since it is also possible to use multi-word
descriptive labels to designate the concept one has of some entity. 
One might have a description-concept labelled "the
nice old guy who is the crossing guard up at 5th and Vine".
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There is no material difference between the two kinds of concepts, it is merely the way I have chosen to divide up the
field. 
Complex relational concepts like "the locus of points half-way between you and me", might be dumped into
either category with no damage to the theory.

Part III -- Concepts in Action: Resolving the Puzzles
The connection between this discussion of concepts and the previous discussion of the Cluster Descriptiveism theory of
names should be fairly obvious by this point. Concepts just are the clusters of descriptions that the Cluster Theory holds
explains how ordinary proper names refer to their referent-in-the-world. 
Equivalently, the cluster of descriptions that
form the basis of an ordinary proper name just is the concept that has been tagged by that name. 
Although a concept is a
pattern recognized in the input stream of our consciousness, in order to describe the contents of that concept to someone
else, a cluster of descriptive statements is all that we have. 
Accepting concepts as the basis of the Cluster Theory allows
the theory to be generalized from ordinary proper names to all names of all things: particulars, universals, entities,
attributes, actions, qualities, relationships, events, phenomena, etc.

Grue
Because a concept is essentially a pattern that we have already recognized within the input stream, not something we
might recognize if the input stream were different, the Conceptualist approach to names explains why "grue" is
classified as a perverse predicate. 
We can intentionally create a new concept (like "grue") based on descriptions, but we
readily recognize that such a specially constructed concept is different from normal. That is why we classify such
concepts as belonging to the pattern "perverse".
Nelson Goodman first presented his "new riddle of induction" in a 1946 paper (Goodman 1946) and then elaborated on
his idea in 1955 in his Fact, Fiction and Forecast (Goodman 1955). Goodman presents his riddle in the context of
Hempel's theory of confirmation (Hemple 1965) and Hempel's discussion of how we can tell which hypotheses are
confirmed by any given evidence. Goodman's riddle thus involves the question of how we can justify our choices of the
patterns onto which we project into the future. 
How, in Goodman's words, do we distinguish between law-like,
confirmable, projectible predicates from non-law-like, un-confirmable, non-projectible predicates?
From the collection of particular observations that all emeralds so far observed have been green, Goodman proposes that
two incompatible hypotheses (patterns) can be supported:
(a)   
 All emeralds are green, and
(b)  
 All emeralds are grue.
The predicate "grue" Goodman defines as applying "to all things examined before t just in case they are green, but to
other things just in case they are blue."(Goodman 1979, Pg 74) Note that contrary to many interpretations (see, for
example Barker & Atchinsein 1960, Swinburne 1968, Hesse 1969, Blackburn 1969, Kripke 1982), "grue" does not
entail that things already observed will change colour after time t, and need not be understood as a colour predicate.
Goodman's "new riddle of induction" is the problem of explaining in a principled way just why it is that "grue" but not
"green" is readily recognized as perverse.
All grue-like predicates contain within them a reference to some boundary -- either temporal (as in grue), spatial, or
relational -- across which is proposed some kind of change in the observed pattern, a change for which we have no
empirical support. And it is the existence of that anticipated, but inexplicable, change that makes the predicate
perverse. The fact that all the emeralds we have so far examined have been green, offers no support whatever to the
hypothesis that after some time t, the next emerald we examine will be blue. 
This difficulty exists for all grue-like
predicates.
This difficulty persists, even though Goodman argues that the boundary in the case of "grue" is not a necessary feature
of the predicate. 
He argues that "green" and "blue" can be defined in terms of "grue" and "bleen" -- and within those
definitions, it is "green" and "blue" that would contain the temporal boundary, while "grue" and "bleen" would be the
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unbounded predicates. Goodman suggests that by defining "green" and "blue" in terms of "grue" and "bleen" we would
be making "green" and "blue" the perverse predicates, to the salvation of "grue" and "bleen".
But by doing so, Goodman seems to gloss over the significance of what it would mean to recognize a pattern in our
experiences, and how that would translate into the meaning of an unbounded predicate. 
You can't meaningfully
recognize a suggested pattern in our mass of experiential data if that suggested pattern would require more data than is
in hand at the moment. Hence, any proper analysis of induction must necessarily take place within an "all things
considered" environment. To recognize a globally meaningful pattern in our empirical evidence, we would need access
to the global mass of evidence. 
And that, of course, we do not have.
But the obvious perverseness of Goodman's Grue, does nothing to resolve the deeper point that Goodman was
attempting to demonstrate. 
The only support we have for the predicates that we do project into the future, are the
patterns that we do recognize in the evidence we do have on hand. And the only basis for preferring one pattern
hypothesis versus another pattern hypothesis within the same body of evidence, is that one pattern covers a greater body
of the empirical evidence without lapping over the limits of the data. 
If, as Goodman supposes in the case of "grue"
versus "green", there is no discernable difference in the suitability of two identified yet incompatible patterns, given the
currently available evidence, then there simply is no basis in the empirical evidence on which to prefer one pattern
hypothesis over another. Choosing between them must be based on other criteria. But induction never takes place in
isolation. 
It is always a process of "all things considered" pattern recognition. 
Goodman's "grue", although fully
compatible with the evidence in hand, overlaps the data. It thus posits a pattern that we cannot recognize in the input
stream. 
It can only exist as an arbitrary construction, and as such belongs with other such arbitrary constructions within
the pattern labelled "perverse".
This distinction between "perverse" and "normal" concepts explains why we are not free to associate whatever
descriptions we like with a name. The purpose of classifying descriptions and perceptual evidence into concepts is to
take advantage of the cognitive economy of uniting all of this data into a single thing to think about. We do not form
concepts unless there is a cognitive advantage for doing so. 
Even the perverse concept of "grue" is formed only to allow
economies in a discussion of Goodman's philosophical arguments. 
For normal concepts, we seek those patterns that
most readily provide good answers on how reality is going to respond to us. 
With limited evidence, "Earth, Air, Fire
and Water" once seemed to be a good set of concepts. With more evidence, we now have 100 or so concepts for the
basic elements of nature. Perverse predicates have limited usefulness, and are therefore rejected in favour of more
useful predicates.
In one sense, I am quite free to associate whatever descriptions I like with a name (or rather, more correctly, to associate
a name with any bundle of descriptions). In another sense, I am constrained both by the desire that the concepts I
employ have some cognitive economy for me, and my desire that the names I use mean something to you when I use
them.

Two-Stage Connection to Reality
The three Millian challenges were (1) co-referring names; (2) names in propositional attitude reports; and (3) empty
names. 
All three can be easily resolved if we adopt the Conceptualist view that the connection between a name and the
referent-in-the-world is actually a two-stage connection, rather than the one-stage connection assumed by Mill. 
If we
consider the denotation of a name to be the concept (cluster of descriptions) rather than the referent-in-the-world, the
puzzles disappear. 
"Cicero" denotes one concept. "Tully" denotes another concept. So it is to be expected that
(2)  
"Cicero is Tully."
is interesting and informative for someone who does not know that the two concepts happen, in this actual world, to
pick out the same referent-in-the-world. And there is no longer any problem with propositional attitude reports.
(3)  
"Ann believes that Cicero was a famous Roman orator."
(4)  
"Ann believes that Tully was a famous Roman orator."
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When translated into the language of concepts, and the two stage connection to reality, these become
(3') 
"Ann believes that the concept labelled 'Cicero' includes the description that he was a famous Roman orator."
(4') 
"Ann believes that the concept labelled 'Tully' includes the description that he was a famous Roman orator."
Since the tow names no longer have the same referents, it is no longer a puzzle that one might be true while the other
might be false. 
And of course, (5) "Santa Claus is a jolly old elf." becomes (5') "The concept labelled 'Santa Claus'
contains the description that he is a jolly old elf". The translation provided here is only necessary, of course, to
highlight what is happening. 
If Conceptualism is correct, all uses of names (of anything) denote the concept, and not the
referent-in-the-world. 
Getting to the referent-in-the-world is a second step of finding out (identifying by description)
just what entity in the world matches the descriptions (if there is any).
Concepts are thus very like Fregean Senses. 
The big difference, however, is that Frege understood Senses to be nonsubjective entities that could be shared between people. 
Concepts, however, are purely subjective. 
The concern that
forced Frege to conclude that Senses were non-subjective was the puzzle of how two people could talk about the same
thing if the Sinn was not available to both. What would make any two people's Sense of "Aristotle" coincide
sufficiently that communication could be successful? Frege thought the only answer was that both people would have
to have access to the same Sense. But modern Philosophy of Language has pretty much recognized that the words we
use in language are a more or less (how much is debated) a matter of convention. (See, for example, Lewis 1969,
Schiffer 1972, Bennett 1976, Loar 1976, Blackburn 1984, Davis 2003, Rescorla 2011.) So it is the process of learning
the conventions involved in using the name "Aristotle" that ensures that our two Senses become sufficiently aligned that
communication can be successful.
And as shown in the discussion of Kripke's "Refutation" of Descriptivism, A Conceptualist (cum Cluster Descriptivist)
will argue that Kripke's 5th and 6th theses are indeed a priori and necessary respectively. In order for some referent-inthe-world to be an X is for it to have "most of the φ's". 
That is what constitutes "being an X". 
There is no other way to
"get" to an X other than by identifying it as having "most of the φ's". 
If we disagree on what referent-in-the-world is X,
there is no fact of the matter to resolve our disagreement (other than by updating at least one of our concepts with
additional "φ's").
         
         

Kripke's Puzzle About Belief
In his "A Puzzle About Belief", Saul Kripke (Kripke 1976) presents his famous puzzle as part of a defense of a Millian
conception of names. 
He starts off by claiming that the standard criticism of Millianism, based on the fact that coreferring names are not interchangeable in belief ascriptions (propositional attitude reports) salva veritate, is based on a
logical fallacy. He claims that the criticism is based on the principle of substitution, and that it is improper to convict
Millianism on the basis of a problem with the principle of substitution. 
He argues that the same reductio ad absurdum
conclusion can be reached without using the principle of substitution. He demonstrates that the problem of apparently
conflicting beliefs can be arrived at using the principles of disquotation and translation, or just the principle of
disquotation. He suggests that the problem of apparently conflicting beliefs must be due to these principles that are
employed in the arugments, and not necessarily to the nature of Millianism. 
And then he suggests that because it is not
obvious why these various "intuitively obvious" principles should lead to the contradictory beliefs, it represents a real
puzzle that must be solved.
However, as pointed out by a number of authors, most notably David Sosa, Kripke's reasoning is still based on a
thoroughly Millian conception of names. 
As Sosa lays out in his "The Import of the Puzzle About Belief"(Sosa 1996),
Kripke's arguments depend on the Millian concept that a given name has only one semantic contribution. Kripke relies
on the premise that if an argument finds itself using two instances of some name, then the semantic import of both
instances must be the same. 
This is most easily seen in Kripke's Paderewski Puzzle. 
Here is how Sosa analyzes
Kripke's argument:http://www3.sympatico.ca/saburns/pg0304.htm[6/23/2020 1:34:27 PM]
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(1)   Peter is rational.
(2) Peter, on reflection, assents to "Paderewski has musical talent".
(3) Peter, on reflection, assents to "Paderewski does not have
musical talent".
(4) Peter believes that Paderewski has musical talent.
(5) Peter believes that Paderewski does not have musical talent.
(6) Peter believes that Paderewski has musical talent and Peter
believes that Paderewski does not have musical talent.
(7) If Peter believes that Paderewski has musical talent and Peter
believes that Paderewski does not have musical talent, then
Peter has contradictory beliefs.
(8) Peter has contradictory beliefs.
(9) If Peter has contradictory beliefs, then Peter is not rational.
(10) Peter is not rational.

Assumption.
Assumption.
Assumption.
From 2 & Disquotation.
From 3 & Disquotation.
From 4, 5 & Conjunction.
Definition.

From 6, 7 & Modus Ponens.
Definition.
From 8, 9 & Modus Ponens.

Kripke, of course, claims that because this reductio ad absurdum conclusion is not reached by using the principle of
substitution, as used in the traditional criticism of Millianism that I mentioned above, it cannot be used to criticize the
Millain theory of names. 
At most, he claims, it can be used to criticize the principle of disquotation that he uses here,
because it is the only logical principle used that is not universally accepted as part of standard logic.
However, it is fairly obvious that step (6) is only acceptable if the word "Paderewski" has a common semantic role in
both (4) and (5). 
And this, argues Sosa, is the Millian conception of names. 
Intuitively, it is not an acceptable step if
Peter does not know that the two people he calls "Padewerski" are one and the same person.
That Kripke has in mind a Millian theory of names is clear from two separate lines of evidence. 
The first is his quick
dismissal of the "Frege-Russellian tradition" of a descriptive theory of names. Significantly, he assumes that a
descriptive theory of names would necessarily involve a "defining description" of the name -- what is now called Simple
Descriptivism. And he argues that because this particular concept of a descriptive theory of names does not work in the
case of Feynman (a name Kripke suggests has a defining description of "a physicist") and Gell-Mann (a name Kripke
suggests also has a defining description of "a physicist"), no sort of descriptive theory of names will work. 
Kripke also
quickly dismisses the cluster theory of names, probably because he thinks he has provided a definitive refutation of that
theory (see Kripke -- Refutation Refuted above).
The second clear evidence that Kripke is thinking in terms of a Millian theory of names throughout his article, is his
asking "Does Pierre, or does he not, believe that London is pretty?" He is thinking that by using the name "London" he
can be referring to a unique referent-in-the-world. But if a Millian theory of names is the not proper way to understand
names, this question is illegitimate.
Sosa goes on to analyze all of the examples that Kripke presents, and shows that the same common Millian step is used
to generate the "puzzle" that Kripke finds in the results. 
So, contra Kripke's conclusions, his argument strengthens
rather than weakens the reductio ad absurdum conclusion that the Millian conception of names is untenable.
The solution to Kripke's "puzzle" is therefore quite obvious. 
It is to adopt a non-Millian theory of names that gives a
name some version of Fregean "sense", in addition to its role of denoting a referent. 
If the "sense" of the name
Padewerski in (4) and (5) above is different, then the conjunction operation in (6) would be invalid, and the "puzzling"
conclusion impossible to reach.

Intentionality and Putnam's Twin Earth
The term "intentionality" refers to the phenomenon that mental states/attitudes/concepts are about, are directed on, or
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represent other things (Jacob 2010). "Intentionality" is this rather vaguely understood notion of "aboutness". 
There is
something that I affirm, deny, interpret, understand, believe, hope, wish, like, love, hate, (and according to some,
perceive or sense), and so forth. The modern use of the term was initiated by Brentano towards the end of the 19th
Century(4). 
He claimed that every mental state has intentionality and is directed towards an "intentional object".
Intentionality is the "aboutness" of propositional attitudes. 
The intentional object is what the propositional attitude is
"about".
So-called "Frege cases" are examples of multiple words/names/expressions all referring to one referent-in-the-world.
The example I used above was the case of "Cicero" and "Tully". 
These two names refer to the same object. 
Frege noted
that when used within intentional idioms (propositional attitude reports), co-referring names are not substitutable salva
veritate. 
If Ann believes that Cicero is a Roman orator, that does not entail that she believes that Tully is a Roman
orator. 
Ann may not know they co-refer. 
"Frege cases" are used to argue that the meaning of a word/name/expression
is not simply the referent-in-the-word. 
As we saw above, Frege argued that a name must have more than just the
referent as its meaning. He proposed that names also have "senses". To Frege, as I pointed out above, senses were not
subjective entities, but rather objective entities in the public domain. 
They must be external to the minds that use them.
But if they are external, goes the "meaning externalist" orthodoxy, then the nature of intentionality cannot be explained
just by the physical properties of the brain.
"Twin Earth cases" reverse the many-to-one relationship of Frege cases -- one word/name/expression having multiple
referents-in-the-world. 
The initial "Twin-Earth case" was proposed by Hillary Putnam in his paper Meaning and
Reference (Putnam 1973), and further explored in his The Meaning of 'Meaning' (Putnam 1975). Putnam's example is
the case of Oscar on the Earth, and Toscar on Twin-Earth both using the word "water" to talk/think about the clear,
odourless liquid that comes out of taps, falls as rain, fills lakes and streams, and slakes thirst. 
Putnam argued that since
Oscar and Toscar are ex hypothesi physically identical, there is nothing physical in their brains to distinguish the fact
that when Oscar thinks about "water" he is thinking about "H2O", and when Toscar thinks about "water" he is thinking
about "XYZ". 
Putnam famously concludes that "meaning ain't just in the head". 
Again if the intentional (proposition
attitude) relation is defined by something external, then the nature of intentionality cannot be explained just by the
physical properties of the brain.
The "externalist" about intentionality employs both kinds of cases to show that intentionality (the "aboutness" of mental
states and propositional attitudes) derives not just from stuff within the brain (so-called "narrow content" in the words of
Fodor (1987), Millikan (2004) and Dennett (1987)), but requires stuff in the world as well (so-called "broad content" in
the words of Putnam (1975), Horgan & Tienson (2002), Dretske (1996), and Burge(1986)). When Ann affirms that
Cicero is a Roman orator, what her affirmation is about involves something outside of Ann -- the Fregean objective
sense of "Cicero". 
When Toscar wants some "water", what his want is about involves something outside of Toscar -the fact that to Toscar, what he calls "water" is not made of H2O, but actually made of XYZ. 
The externalist
understands these cases through the premise that the intentional (propositional attitude) relationship involved between a
name/word/expression and the referent-in-the-world is single-stage.
But the Conceptualist interpretation of these cases is that the relationship involved is two-stage. 
The referent of a name
like "Cicero" or of a word like "water" is actually a mental existent (a concept, a cluster of descriptions, a recognized
pattern). What picks out the referent-in-the-world of any word is a whole collection of descriptions and other
contextually relevant information, internal to the mind using that information. This is not something that grants an
objective sense of meaning to the name, as argued by Frege, Kripke, and other meaning-externalists. 
What ensures that
we both pick out the same referent-in-the-world (if and when we do) is the conventional nature of language acquisition.
In Oscar's mind the word "water" refers to a subjective collection of information that in this actual world just happens to
pick out H2O. 
In Toscar's mind, the word "water" refers to exactly the same subjective collection of information (ex
hypothesi), but in his world it just happens to pick out XYZ.
Accepting the intentional (propositional attitude) relation as existing not between a mental state and a referent-in-theworld, but between a mental state and a mental "concept," also solves a couple of classic "paradoxes of intentionality".
The first is that the intentional object need not exist. 
If Billy believes that Santa Claus is coming, then "Santa Claus" is
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a real mental object (a concept) that just happens to have no referent-in-the-world. The second is that a mental state can
bear an intentional relation to something general, without their being any particular referent-in-the-world that the state
bears that relationship to. If Ann wants a cat, but has no particular cat in mind, then Ann's mental state of wanting bears
an intentional relationship to her concept of a cat without having to pick out a particular cat.
What Frege cases demonstrate is that Fregean "senses" are not objective as Frege claimed. Cicero and Tully do not
involve the same intentional object, even though when those descriptions are projected on the world they happen to pick
out the same referent-in-the-world. What Twin-Earth cases demonstrate is that in different scenarios (different possible
worlds), the (ex hypothesi) identical collection of information can pick out different referents-in-the-world. 
Contra
Putnam, "meaning is entirely in the head." 
Intentionality is a two-stage relation to the world, not a one-stage relation to
the world.

Particulars and Universals
"Particulars" is a metaphysical/ontological category for entities that have attributes. (I mean attributes other than
"existence" -- if "existence" is indeed an attribute.) 
An attribute is a quality, character, characteristic, or property that is
or can be attributed to a thing. It is part of the definition of a "particular" that particulars have some sort of relationship
with attributes, or characteristics. 
Exactly how that relationship is described depends on the metaphysical theory one
adopts. (See, for example, Quine 1948, Loux 2002, Bacon 2011, Cohen 2012) 
For the moment, however, I am going to
use the terminology that particulars "have" attributes. But by this I mean to be neutral as to just what the relationship is
between the particular and the attributes associated with it.
The three most widely discussed theories of particulars are the substratum theory, the substance theory, and the bundle
theory (Loux 1978, Loux 2002, Robinson 2013). The substratum theory maintains that what a particular actually is, is
something that underlies the attributes it "has" -- something to which the attributes are "attached" in some fashion. This
means that we could conceptually remove all of the attributes of a particular to be left with nothing but a "bare"
particular. 
Of course, there would be nothing left by which we could perceive the particular. Hence, on this theory, a
"bare" particular is something that is unperceivable, indescribable, and unknowable. Most philosophers regard it as a
disadvantage if an ontology requires us to grant existence to something that is unperceivable, indescribable, and
unknowable
The substance theory dates from Aristotle. 
It proposes that a particular has some attributes essentially, while all others it
has contingently. We could not remove an essential attribute of a particular without changing the kind of thing it is.
But any of its contingent attributes we could remove without changing the kind of thing it is. 
For example, Aristotle is
essentially a man. 
We could not remove the attribute of being a man from Aristotle without changing it/him into
something that is not a man. 
But Aristotle also had a beard. 
We could remove the beard without changing Aristotle into
something that is not a man. Unfortunately, it is not at all clear what distinguishes essential from contingent attributes
for any given particular. For example, suppose we are considering Aristotle as an example of a "bearded man". 
If we
then remove his beard, he is no longer a bearded man. 
So by removing an attribute, we have changed Aristotle into
something else. It is not obvious that this sort of change is significantly different from the previous one.
The bundle theory of particulars proposes that a particular is nothing other than a collection of attributes. 
If we were to
remove all of the attributes of a particular, there would be nothing left. The bundle theory of particulars is maintained
by those metaphysicians who argue that particulars are not a fundamental category of existents. 
They are derivative,
and based on the existence of attributes (or more precisely, universals). The problem that bundle theorists have
inadequately addressed, is the nature of the relationship between the attributes that are bundled together as a specific
particular -- what it is that keeps the bundle together as a unit; and why this specific bundle of attributes rather than
another.
What all these theories accept as given is that particulars exist independently of how we think about them, and that it is
the function of metaphysics/ontology to describe how they exist. 
But one of the difficulties with this approach, is the
problem of boundaries. How is it that we draw the boundaries we do around the particulars we identify. 
Ontologists
have come up with all sorts of explanations, the most famous of which is the theory of natural kinds (Mellor 1977,
Kripke 1980 Lecture III, Bird 2012). This theory maintains that there are "natural kinds" of particulars out there for us
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to discover, and it is up to us to discover what natural kinds actually exist in the world. 
And it is up to the ontologists to
provide descriptions of what it is that makes one natural kind different from another.
The Conceptualist theory, however, posits that what marks the boundaries of a particular is our current cognitive
purpose. 
Contrary to the standard approach, particulars do not exist independently of how we think of them. If one is a
metaphysical realist (as a Conceptualist has to be), then one can accept that the world as a whole exists independently of
how we think of it. 
But the boundaries of any given particular are drawn to suit our cognitive purposes. They are not
given by the world for us to discover. 
The boundaries of a particular can change as our cognitive purpose changes. The
conceptualist approach thus renders the differences between the substratum theory, substance theory, and bundle theory
of particulars into questions of different cognitive purposes.
Of course, one of our most important cognitive purposes is to survive. So the boundaries we choose, for the particulars
we identify, will be those most useful in aiding our survival -- those most informative about how the world is going to
react. 
From the perspective of a conceptualist, therefore, "particulars" are concepts that collect together the information
we have available on parts of the world, around which we choose to draw boundaries, to most economically meet our
need to understand and predict how the world is going to react to our efforts. 
"Particulars" are not fundamental mindindependent entities that we must discover. If you wish, the entity known as "the world" is the fundamental mindindependent entity. 
But "particulars" are concepts that are derivative and somewhat mind-dependent entities. They
exist because and only when we "create" them by drawing suitable boundaries around parts of the world that interest us.
Now every individual particular "has" attributes. 
(Remember, for the moment I am being neutral as to the exact nature
of this "has" relationship.) Some particulars have attributes that we would recognize as similar. 
For example two
different mats, each being a particular, share the attributes of being mats, being flat, being on the floor, being
manufactured by the same manufacturer (according to their respective labels), and being (according to the
manufacturer's label, say) green in color. 
In metaphysics a "universal" is the term used to refer to what individual
particulars have in common when they exhibit some resemblance in their respective attributes. (See, for example,
O'Connor 1952, Crockett 1954, Putnam 1970, Agassi & Sagal 1975, Armstrong 1999, Swoyer & Orilia 2011)
The term "universal" is used, in contrast with the term "particular", because universals can be instantiated or exemplified
by many particular things (ie. universally), whereas particulars can be instantiated only once -- each particular is
unique. 
Universals are employed to explain why it is that we judge many particulars similar with respect to some
attribute. The two mats I referred to have in common that they are "Green" according to their labels. 
And we can
observe that they are very similar in color, even though one of the mats has been washed several times and is a distinctly
more faded green. 
Presumably, there will be any number of other particulars in the world that we would also judge as
being very similar in color to our two mats.
The challenge is how to account for the general agreement that our two green mats have a certain similarity in their
respective color attributes. Or a certain similarity in any other property we might judge they have in common.
Metaphysicians fall into two main camps on this issue. Realists maintain that universals have real mind-independent
existence. It is the relationship between the particular and the universal that explains why we perceive the two mats as
having similar color. 
Nominalists and conceptualists deny that universals have real existence. 
They claim that
independently existing entities are not necessary to explain the perceived similarity in color (or other properties we
judge they share).
According to Conceptualism, the relation of resemblance or similarity is the consequence of a combination of our
cognitive purposes and our bio-psychological reaction to the inputs from our senses. 
We recognize that our two mats
are similar in color because we judge that the inputs to our visual cortex result in similar cortical responses, and our
previously created set concepts contain one labelled "Green" within which both those cortical responses fall. Or in
briefer terms, the two mats are both Green because our concept of Green covers both ways our visual cortex responds to
the incident light. 
The same reasoning applies to all general terms. 
So for conceptualists, all that exists are the
particulars and the words we use to describe them.
"Universals," like "particulars," are thus both derivative and somewhat mind-dependent entities. 
They are concepts that
we create -- clusters of descriptions we have tagged with a word -- patterns we have discerned in the sensory input
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stream. 
They both exist because and only when we create them by drawing suitable boundaries around how we react to
the world around us.

Conclusion
Conceptualism views the denotation, the immediate referent, of a word to be a concept -- a subjective mental existent; a
cluster of descriptions; a collection of information recognized as being similar by some standard suitable to our
purposes; a pattern detected within our input stream of perceptual data, or of our body of already extant concepts. 
This
makes a concept similar in some respects to a Fregean Sinn. 
However, a concept is a purely private subjective entity,
not an objective entity. Since the concept provides the meaning of the words that label it, contra Putnam (and other
meaning-externalists) "Meaning is entirely in the head".
Using a Conceptualist notion of meaning, Kripke's critique of Descriptivism can be shown to be invalid. 
His entire
argument is based on a Millian single-stage direct-reference theory of the meaning of words. A Conceptualist two-stage
theory of meaning renders each of Kripke's arguments unsound. And it encompasses, without pause, Kripke's suggested
alternative of the causal-history theory of meaning.
The Conceptualist vision that words denote subjective concepts that we create as suits our cognitive purpose, and not
"things" in the world, informs a whole host of controversies within various areas of philosophy. 
In the Philosophy of
Language, I have described here the Conceptualist solutions to the three challenges of Millianism, and Goodman's "New
Paradox". 
In the Philosophy of Mind, I have provided the Conceptualist solution to Kripke's Puzzle About Belief, and
described why the Conceptualist is a "Meaning Internalist". A Conceptualist has to be a Metaphysical Realist, because
we do in fact discern patterns in our input steams, and we couldn't do that unless there is something that generates the
patterns -- you can't find patterns in random inputs. 
So epistemologically, Conceptualism informs discussions of what
constitutes "Truth" and "Knowledge". If these are concepts that we create based on patterns in our input stream, then
they cannot be defined based on external factors, yet they also have to be based on an objective reality that we
experience. 
We do not "create" reality when we discern patterns in the input stream.
"The problem is not with our access to the facts. 
The problem is with the set of categories that we have
inherited for describing the facts"
                                                                                   
(Searle, 1998, Pg 68)
Conceptualism also informs discussions of possible worlds, possibility, necessity, and counterfactual conditionals.
Conceptualism agrees with Kripke (1980) that possible worlds are mental constructs (concepts) that are stipulated,
rather than discovered. 
This position disagrees with Lewis (1973, 1986) who maintains that possible worlds are real
existents.
Possible worlds are not inspectable. 
They are not causally connected with this, the actual world. 
We too easily forget
that this means that we cannot really inspect any other possible world than the current world. 
So the question of
whether some statement is true in some possible world, or in all possible worlds, is not a question of empirical
investigation. 
Whether the statement is necessarily or possibly true must be determined on the basis of factors that are
known to us here in this actual world. 
What we wish to claim is true or not in one, some, or all possible worlds is so
purely by stipulation. Whatever the answer, the grounding for our concepts of necessity and possibility has to be right
before us in this actual world.
Contra Kripke (1980), the problem of trans-world identity is not resolved. When trying to decide whether a statement
like "Possibly, Aristotle had six fingers" is true or not, we do it conceptually, on the basis of what we stipulate about
these possible worlds. But just what is it that (conceptually) picks out an instance of "Aristotle" in any other possible
world than this actual world? Kripke (1980) suggests we do it by stipulation. 
Others (including Kripke) have suggested
that trans-world identity is established only by identical origins (Mackie 2008). 
Kripkean rigid designation not
withstanding, we intuitively withhold "sameness/identity" from something that is so different from the proto-type in this
world, that it would be unidentifiable (on the basis of descriptive attributes) in another. Clearly our judgements of
necessity and possibility are prior to, and not dependent on the possible worlds semantics.
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Necessity is a matter of linguistic definition, not a matter of how things are. The statement "necessarily, all bachelors
are male" is true because of how we define our terms (how we construct boundaries around our concepts),
independently of how the rest of the world may be. Statements which are necessary, which are true in all possible
worlds, are true because that is the way that we have defined the concepts we are using. 
The question of whether
"Aristotle is necessarily human" is true or not depends on how we have defined (set boundaries around the concepts
behind) the words "Aristotle" and "human". If we conceive of "Aristotle" as a collection of descriptions that includes
the proposition that he was a human being, then it is true that "Aristotle was necessarily human". But if we conceive of
"Aristotle" as a cluster of descriptions that includes say "the greatest Greek philosopher", but does not include that he
was a human being, then we allow it to be possible that Aristotle was not human (possibly he was very much like a
wombat). Determining whether any statement "necessarily P" is true or not is thus a matter of investigating the meaning
of the words employed in P (factors which exists in this world) to see if P is "true by definition". 
A proposition "true by
definition" is true in virtue of the concepts employed in the proposition, rather than by an inspection of the empirical
evidence. Another word often used for this concept of truth is "analytic".
This Conceptualist approach to propositions being "true by definition" (or "analytic") also clarifies discussions about the
rules of logic and mathematics. Some philosophers think that we discover the rules that reality obeys. 
But a
Conceptualist would argue that these rules are created by us to describe the patterns we discern in our input streams.
Since they are created by us, they may be incorrect, or not sufficiently accurate for our purposes. If mathematical or
logical theorizing produces some result, the Conceptualist will argue that we still have to inspect the empirical data to
discern whether the expected mathematical or logical description is actually sufficiently accurate. 
To a Conceptualist,
all of logic and mathematics is "true by definition".
Whether the discussion involves the Free Will versus Determinism debate, the Nature of Causation, what constitutes
Identity, the nature of Personal Identity, or even the question of what is moral, Conceptualism teaches the participants to
be wary of the fact that words denote mental concepts, and not referents-in-the-world. 
So there can be a confusing
disconnect between our respective concepts and the world, and between your concepts and mine.
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The Nature of Knowledge

The Nature of Knowledge(1)
Know - "(1) to perceive or understand clearly and with certainty; to have in the mind or memory as the
result of experience, learning, or information; to understand and be able to use; to have personal
experience of; (2) to feel certain."
Knowledge - "(1) acquaintance with fact truth or principles, as from study or investigation; acquaintance
or familiarity gained by sight, experience or report; (2) the fact or state of knowing; clear and certain
perception of fact or truth; (3) that which is or may be known; (4) the body of truths or facts accumulated
by mankind in the course of time."
Opinion - "a belief or judgment that rests on grounds insufficient to produce certainty; (2) the expression of
a personal attitude or judgment."
Certainty - "The state of being certain."
Belief - "Trust or confidence (in); acceptance (of thing, fact, statement, etc.) as true or existing."
Certain - "(1) free from doubt or reservation; (2) established as true or sure; unquestionable; (3) that may
be depended on." Information - "items of knowledge."
Datum - "(1) thing known or granted, assumption or premise from which inferences may be drawn. (2)
facts or information, especially as the basis for inference."
We are all interested in figuring out what is the best thing to do. We are all interested in learning the answers to our
questions. But to choose between alternative things to do, we have to make some forecasts as to the likely
consequences of each alternative, and evaluate the desirability of those consequences on some scale of better or worse.
And to make use of the answers we find to the questions we ask, we have to judge how dependable our informants are.
If you and I want to discuss what it is we each judge to be what we think is the best thing to do, or what we claim is the
correct answer to the question, then we need to understand the words that we use. We each support our judgements and
claims by offering reasons. And when we offer these reasons, we describe them as "things that we know". So, in order
to remove one potential source of conflict between us, it is advantageous for us together to agree on just what it means
to "know" something. For this reason, exploring the meaning of our concept of "knowledge" has become fundamental
to the western philosophical tradition.
Whether it is you or I, John or Jane, when we claim to know something, what is it that we mean by that claim? What is
the best way to Larissa? Where does the tiger lurk? Should Jack and Jill go up the hill or down the dale to find water?
Why is knowing the answer to these questions so much more desirable than simply believing the answer? So, if we
place so much store in someone who claims to "know", just what does it mean to claim "I know" something? Under
what circumstances is such a claim proper and valid? Under what conditions would we say that such a claim is invalid
or cheating?
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1    Introduction
1.1    Why the Interest in Knowledge?
Unlike a "mere" belief, something that we "know" isn't just a psychological or mental state that cannot be challenged.
To offer as a reason something that we "know" is to offer a reason with a special normative status -- a belief that merits
a special kind of positive evaluation. Consider the following series of statements:
I think that there is a God.
I think that there is no God.
I think that there are UFOs.
I think that she is my friend.
I think the tiger is
behind that tree over there.

I believe that there is a God.
I believe that there is no God.
I believe that there are UFOs.
I believe that she is my friend.
I believe that the tiger is
behind that tree over there.

I know that there is a God.
I know that there is no God.
I know that there are UFOs.
I know that she is my friend.
I know that the tiger is
behind that tree over there.

As we go from think to believe to know, the degree of assurance that the statement broadcasts increases. An assertion
that is couched in terms of "think" or "believe" allows for a large degree of doubt in the truth of the statement. Whereas
an assertion that claims to be something that we "know" communicates a much higher degree of assurance.
A lot of positive
No direct evidence, but
Some evidence to
Adequate justification
evidence, and no
No evidence either
some related reasons for support the truth of P,
for guaranteeing the contrary evidence. Or,
way. P is as likely
suspecting the truth of P, with no contrary
truth of P to others.
no logically possible
to be true as false.
and no contrary reasons.
evidence.
alternative.
"Silly Wild-Assed
"I think"
"I believe"
"I know"
"Certain Knowledge"
Guess"
There is a God.

I think there is
extraterrestrial life out
there.

I believe that she is
my friend.

I know that London is
in England.

I am certain that
2+2=4.

Whether what we believe counts as "knowledge" is ultimately a subjective evaluation. Along that continuum between
"silly wild-assed guess" and "certain knowledge", will be a line drawn. To one side, we maintain that our belief has
inadequate epistemic grounding, and to the other side we maintain that our belief qualifies as "knowledge". Close to
the line, we will be uncertain which is which. Further from the line, we will have a great deal of confidence in which is
which. But the choice of where a particular belief falls along that continuum relative to the location of that line, is
largely a subjective evaluation.
Science and our western philosophical tradition began when our attempts to understand the world around us was
decoupled from myth and tradition. Beginning in ancient Greece (perhaps with Thales of Miletos, circa 624-546 B.C.,
but certainly by the time of Plato circa 428-347 B.C.), western philosophical tradition has been one of analysis and
criticism - a detailed examination of the elements or structure of something, the separation of something into its
constituent elements, and the judging of and explaining the importance and meaning of other people's writings. Myth
and traditions are "taken on faith", "taken as given", are deemed true because someone or something (usually "the
Gods") says so. Myths and traditions simply are. They are the words of "Authority" and as such, they cannot be
analyzed or challenged. They cannot be understood in any greater depth. They can sometimes be interpreted and reinterpreted, but they cannot be critically examined, and cannot be compared with alternatives. Reasoned argument
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cannot, therefore, be used to distinguish between alternatives. Reasoned argument, analysis and criticism, can only be
used to distinguish between alternatives if the reasons that justify those beliefs can be explored. Scientific and
(western) philosophical thinking demands reasons, justification, rationales. When it comes to questions about Nature
and the origins of the Universe, what separates myth and tradition from scientific and (western) philosophical thought is
the demand for, and existence of, some form of warrant. And we can not explore reasons and their warrants unless we
understand the words we use to describe them.
"Knowledge", then, is a species of belief. It is clearly an honorific title bestowed upon only some beliefs. It promises
a positive normative evaluation that separates some beliefs from others -- it promises some kind of sanction,
authorization, guarantee, security, ground, justification, confirmation, proof. It is a success-state for beliefs. The
question is why we have this distinction between things we believe, and things we believe so strongly that we call them
by a separate name -- "knowledge". And, of course, just what are the success criteria that qualify a belief as
knowledge?

1.2    Why is Knowledge Valuable?
When it comes to our struggle for survival, it pays (on average, and in the long run) to know (ie. have some credible
assurance) behind which tree the tiger lurks. To base our survival on an unwarranted (ie. unassured) belief is to run a
greater risk of becoming lunch rather than enjoying lunch. We have the concept "knowledge" to distinguish those
beliefs that are somehow more likely to be useful -- more likely to be true -- more likely to yield the expected results
when relied upon -- more likely to offer a survival advantage. To know behind which tree the tiger lurks is therefore to
have some form of warrant for the belief -- to have some special factors that render the belief more likely to be true than
other unwarranted beliefs. And it pays to demand that warrant from others.
Knowledge is power. The ancient Greek philosophers considered knowledge to be power over oneself. But to modern
man, knowledge is power over the world. Knowledge is the power to control and manipulate our environment. If you
need to build a bridge across a stream, it is more likely to be a successful rather than a fatal undertaking if you rely on
some knowledge about the best ways to build it rather than some unwarranted beliefs on how to do it. Which bridge
builder are you going to trust with your life when you want to get across the gorge? The one who says he thinks the
span is strong enough, the one who says he believes the span is strong enough, or the one who says he knows the span is
strong enough?

2   What is "Knowledge"?
2.1    Different Kinds of Knowledge
We begin with the task of clarification. There are several ways in which we describe cases of knowledge. To each of
these ways there might correspond a theory of that kind of knowledge (i) Acquaintance
(ii) Competence
(iii) Recognition of information as being correct
The first sense of meaning is exemplified by such statements as "I know John", "I know the answer when I see it", or "I
know New York". This sense of the word "know" implies a degree of acquaintance or familiarity with the object of the
verb, and an ability to recognize it again on re-encounter. This is "knowledge of ". Acquaintance knowledge implies a
certain degree of skill or ability, and is relative in nature. It also implies that you have encountered the known thing
before. I can know John or New York more or less than you do, or than I did or will. And I can know or not know
depending on whose standards of acquaintanceship is to be applied. Over time, my level of knowledge can increase or
decrease. To someone who is not familiar with New York, I can claim to know New York. But to someone who is
more familiar than I with New York, perhaps I can not properly claim to know New York.
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How do I determine whether or not I "know" any particular thing in this sense? The key is that I must be able to
recognize the object upon re-encounter with some degree of accuracy. If I have never encountered the object before, I
cannot claim to have any acquaintance with it. If I am not sufficiently familiar with the object to meet the required
standard of re-recognition, then I cannot be said to have the knowledge in question. Knowledge by acquaintance has a
long association with philosophical enquiry. It formed the core of Plato's theory of knowledge. And has occupied the
attention of numerous philosophers since, including Bertrand Russell and A.J.Ayer. But this sense of the concept "to
know" is not the subject of this essay.
The second sense of meaning is exemplified by such examples as "I know the violin", or (again) "I know New York".
This is "knowledge how . . ." and implies a much higher degree of skill or ability in the topic that is the object of the
verb. The sense of the word in this context implies some special skill or ability, not merely re-recognition upon reacquaintance. I can claim to know the violin not because I can recognize a violin when I see one, but because I can
play the violin to some standard. Or I can claim to know New York if I can find most obscure landmarks or restaurants
in (say) Greenwich Village or Chinatown. Ability knowledge is also relative in nature, and can change over time or
according to whose standards are to be applied.
How do I determine whether or not I can properly claim to "know" any particular thing in this sense? The key is that I
must be able to employ my special skill or ability to some much higher standard. Thus, if I can play the violin to my
mother's standards, then to her I can say that "I know the violin". But if I cannot play well enough to satisfy anyone
else, then I cannot say to them that "I know the violin". As you can see, like acquintance knowledge, whether or not I
"know" something in this sense is dependent upon the standards that are being applied. And these standards can vary,
depending upon the audience for my statement. But this second sense of the concept "to know" also is not the subject
of this essay.
It is the third sense of meaning that is the focus of this essay. It is "knowledge that   . . .", or propositional knowledge.
This is the kind of knowledge that appears in statements that have the general format "S knows that P", where "S" is
any subject of interest, and "P" is any truth statement or proposition. I introduced a sample of such statements above in
that little table. To "know that   . . ." is the same kind of mental construct as "think that   . . ." and "believe that   . . .".
Each involves a statement or other assertion about the world around us. And each expresses something about the truth
of that statement. But to "know that   . . ." adds something special over and above "believe that   . . .".
As you can see, the propositional sense of the concept of "knowledge" differs quite dramatically from the previous two.
The most significant difference is that the use of the concept is not relative. The knowledge possessed by S either
does or does not include P. One cannot say I know P more today than I did yesterday, or that you know P better than I
do. S either knows or does not know that P. So how do we determine whether or not "S knows that P"? Or,
alternatively, how do we determine whether the knowledge possessed by S does or does not include P? Equivalently,
how do I determine whether I can properly claim to know that P?
For example, consider the statements "John knows that the ball is red", or "I know that P the Sun will come up
tomorrow", or "The teacher knows that one of her three students gave her the apple", or "I know there is a God", or "I
know there is no God", or "I know there are UFOs", or "I know that she is my friend", or "I know that the tiger is behind
that tree over there".
In each case, if I state that I know that P, am I expressing an opinion, a thought, a belief, or do I have the knowledge?
And if it is more than a belief, is it knowledge? Just what is the difference between a person's belief that the ball is red,
and a person's knowledge that the ball is red. What has to be added to the belief in order to qualify it as "knowledge"?
What conditions does the belief have to meet in order to qualify for the special honorific of "knowledge"?
Notice that knowledge-how (ability) and knowledge-of (acquaintance) are not completely independent of knowledgethat. Acquaintance and ability knowledge both involve significant amounts of propositional knowledge. And on some
understandings of knowledge-that, it involves a significant amount of knowledge-how -- how to discriminate one thing
from another.

2.2    How to Define "Knowledge"
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In order compile a "philosophical" (as opposed to an ostensive or dictionary) definition philosophers analyze the
common usage of the words "knowledge" and "know". Obviously, in common practice we mark the distinction
between a belief and knowledge by how we use these words. We already have an ability-knowledge of how to use the
word (and concept) "know". We all readily employ the concept of knowledge in our communications with other
people, and even when talking to ourselves. And we each readily correct the way other people use the concept.
Because language is a social convention, we must all therefore employ the concept with a reasonable degree of
consensus and consistency. So our intuitive reactions as to which hypothetical scenarios involve knowledge rather than
beliefs, and vice versa, can be used as a guide in discovering what the conditions are that we are employing.
The process of determining just what the difference is between S believing that P and S knowing that P, therefore,
involves identifying the conditions that are severally necessary and jointly sufficient to warrant a claim to knowledge.
By "severally necessary" we mean that all the conditions we identify are required to make some belief qualify as
knowledge. And by "jointly sufficient" we mean that when all the conditions we identify are fulfilled, then the belief at
issue qualifies as knowledge.
Among philosophers, from Plato to the present, there has been more or less complete consensus that a valid claim to
knowledge excludes three things:
(i) Ignorance -- if you lack the information, you cannot claim to know.
(ii) Error -- if you are wrong about the matter, you cannot claim to know.
(iii) Opinion -- if you have no special grounds, you cannot claim to know.
But saying that does not really help us understand just what it is that separates a belief from knowledge. From the
above three exclusions, all we can conclude is that in order to be knowledge, your belief must involve the appropriate
information, not be wrong, and be based on appropriate grounds. But these limited conclusions have been recognized
from the time of Plato. Since that time, the epistemological study of knowledge has exploded the search for necessary
and sufficient conditions into a number of more detailed problems:
The analytic problem -- Just what are those necessary and sufficient conditions that differentiate belief and mere
opinion from knowledge? What started initially as the whole problem as evolved into just one part of a larger
series of questions. However, it is the analytic problem that will be the primary focus of this essay.
The sceptical problem -- Is knowledge possible at all, in view of the sceptical challenges? It has been the
sceptical problem that has been the impetus behind much of the development in the theory of knowledge ever
since Rene Descartes (1596-1650) and David Hume (1711-1776). How to deal with scepticism has motivated
much of the thinking in response to the analytic problem.
The method problem -- Are there different methods of acquiring knowledge, or just one? Can we improve our
ways of seeking knowledge? Are there (and if there are, what are the) distinctly rational methods of inquiry or of
forming beliefs, or of forming knowledge? I will be dealing with the three main answers to this problem at the
end of this essay.
The demarcation problem - What sorts of things might we reasonably expect to know about? What are the
scope and limits of human knowledge? Are there different kinds of propositional knowledge -- can we draw
categorical distinctions between such things as (say) a priori versus a posteriori knowledge? Do the
analytic/synthetic and necessary/contingent dichotomies have any meaning? And if so, what do they contribute
to our understanding of knowledge?
In order to begin addressing these problems, it is best to present the "Traditional" theory of what knowledge is.

3.0

The Traditional Definition of "Knowledge"

The most widely recognized theory of knowledge is what is called the "Tri-Partite" or "Justified True Belief" (JTB)
theory. Its first documented appearance was in Plato's Theaetetus dialogue. All of the other theories of what
knowledge is, and most philosophical discussion of just how the other problems just described are to be addressed,
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derive from the various problems and questions that surround "standard" or arch-typical understanding of what
knowledge is.

3.1

The Justified-True-Belief Model

The Traditional or "Standard" JTB theory posits three conditions that are severally necessary and jointly sufficient for S
to know that P, mirroring the three things that are almost universally recognized as being excluded from knowledge -ignorance, error, and opinion. (The phrase "severally necessary and jointly sufficient" is usually translated as "if and
only if" -- abbreviated as "iff".)
(JTB)  
  
  

S knows that P iff  
  
  

(1) P is true;
(2) S believes that P; and
(3) S is justified in believing that P.

The first condition for knowledge within the standard JTB theory is that the statement "P" itself must be true. This
condition excludes all those beliefs that are in error. Obviously, it is possible that I might believe some proposition that
is not in fact true. But it would certainly be counter intuitive for me to claim to know things that are not in fact the
case. Or more correctly, since I undoubtedly do believe many things that are not in fact true, it would be an improper
use of "know" for me to claim to know things that are not true. It is common practice to expect that for me to claim to
know that London is in England, it would be necessary that London is in fact in England. If I were to claim to know
that London is, instead in Ireland, most people would claim that I am mistaken in my belief, and that I do not in fact
know that. If the statement is not true (in other words, the ball is not in fact red) then we do not say "John knows" that
the ball is red. We say instead that John merely believes that the ball is red, and that belief is not in accordance with the
facts. By the way we commonly use the words, a belief can be false, but knowledge cannot. However, I will have
more to say about the "Truth Condition" below.
The second condition for knowledge within the standard JTB theory is that S must believe that P is true. Again, it
would be an improper use of "know" for me to claim to know something that I do not believe is the case. The teacher
is not said to "know" that one of her students gave her the apple, unless she firmly believes that one of them did, in fact,
give her the apple. If John believes that the ball is blue, then we do not say "John knows the ball is red", even if the ball
is in fact red. We employ the concept of "belief" here in its stronger sense of "internalized operating basis", rather than
its weaker sense of "pragmatically adopting an unproved thesis". Thus S must believe that P in the sense that S makes
behavioural choices on the basis that P, rather than in the sense that S merely does not dispute that P. So if S does not
believe, accept, and operate on the basis that P, then rather than saying "S knows that P" we instead say "S accepts that
P".
The third criterion for knowledge within the standard JTB theory involves justification. It is the role of justification to
separate knowledge from ignorance, and accident. There are many propositions that I might believe on a whim, that
just happen to be accidentally true. No one would accept my claim to know any of these propositions. Something
extra is clearly required. Not only must John believe that the ball is red, and the ball must in fact be red, but John must
be justified in his belief. If John had no information other than his guess that the ball is red, then regardless of the fact
that the ball is indeed red, we would not say that "John knows the ball is red". We would instead say that John thinks
the ball is red, but does not know the ball is red. There must be some evidence that John is aware of, some reason,
some justification, to justify John's belief that the ball is red.
However, it is the issue of just what constitutes justification, just what this "justification" actually means, that has
occupied epistemologists at least since the time of Plato's dialogue between Socrates and Meno. There are many
different theories of just what "justification" means in the context of the extra condition that needs to be added to true
beliefs to warrant calling them knowledge, and to successfully exclude ignorance and accident. Investigating the
various possible alternatives for the meaning of justification, and their inevitable consequences, will form the bulk of
this essay
As a result of all of these (and other) issues, the standard JTB definition of knowledge offered above is no longer
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considered an adequate definition of knowledge. Firstly, there are some well respected theories of knowledge that
would deny that "knowing that P" involves a "justified true belief", or that it requires S to believe that P, or that it
involves anything like "justification". I will be exploring some of the more well known of these alternative theories
later in the essay. Secondly, even accepting the premises of the "Justified True Belief" theory of knowledge, these
three conditions as stated do not provide an adequate understanding of just what is meant by either "true" or "justified".
Different philosophers have offered different interpretations of both of these concepts. And I will be exploring some of
those alternatives below. Thirdly, however "truth" and "justification" are to be understood, there are three additional
challenges that are not adequately addressed by this simple model. These challenges are Agrippan Scepticism,
Cartesian Scepticism, and the "Gettier Problem" (after Edmund Gettier who first explored this issue in 1963)(a). I will
deal with each of these challenges in some detail.
For the time being, however, we'll maintain the standard JTB model of knowledge, with all of its problems, and examine
two of its three conditions in greater detail.

3.2    The Belief Condition
I said above that it would be an improper use of "know" for me to claim to know something that I do not believe is the
case. And the JTB theory of knowledge is based on just that intuition. But there have been challenges to that intuition.
The first of these is typified by a scenario called the "Diffident Scholar".
The diffident scholar studies some subject thoroughly, and answers exam questions on that subject correctly -- say that
the mass of the tau neutrino is 18.2 MeV. However, because of nerves or pressure, he does not believe that he knows
the answer and thinks that he is only guessing. The answer of 18.2 MeV "looks right", but he can bring to mind no
reasons to support that intuition. He is guessing, but does not believe that the mass of the tau neutrino is 18.2 MeV. If
asked, he would say that he does not believe that he gave the correct answer. It is argued from this example that there
are adequate grounds to claim that, contrary to the subject's own claim, he does actually know the correct answer,
despite the missing belief.
This example highlights the distinction between the first and third person sense of having reasons for one's beliefs. And
it suggests that there are two kinds of answers as to what constitutes "good reasons" for one's beliefs. One can say that
the diffident scholar is not in fact aware of any good reasons for his hunch about the mass of the tau neutrino, and hence
very properly does not claim to know the answer to the exam question. And in fact he is so bereft of reasons in support
of that hunch that he does not even believe the answer he has provided is correct. On the other hand, we who have
access to information that the diffident scholar has forgotten, do have sufficient reasons for believing that he has
provided the correct answer. So we can very properly claim to know that the mass of the tau neutrino is 18.2 Mev.
But can we say that the diffident scholar actually knows the right answer even though he does not believe it, and even
though he does not have any good reasons for believing it? Most people would say no, but some philosophers have
argued that he does.
The other way of dealing with scenarios like the diffident scholar, is to argue that belief has nothing to do with
knowledge. Down this road we find the theories of knowledge that fall outside of the JTB family of theories. And I
will address a few of those later.

3.3    The Truth Condition
Knowledge requires judgements -- thoughts or beliefs that can be true or false. But that simple statement leaves open
the questions of just what that is supposed to mean. We are looking for a state of affairs, which can be recognized
when it obtains (or recognized at least some of the time -- this is up for debate) in which S believes that P and has good
justification for believing that P but, in our view, is wrong about P. That is how we are able to say things like, "S thinks
she knows, but she's wrong'.
In order to explore the significance of the truth condition further, we need to consider the ramifications of a theory of
knowledge that omits this truth condition. For this hypothetical model of knowledge we would then have --
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(JB)  
  

S knows that P iff  

(a) S believes that P; and
(b) S is justified in believing that P.

Given the context of an investigation into the necessity of the truth condition, we can temporarily ignore any questions
relating to S believing that P, or the detailed nature of the "justification" involved. However, because we are ignoring
the details, it does need to be made clear that the following discussion will assume that those details of justification that
we are passing over are not so stringent that it is not logically possible for a claim to be suitably justified and yet false.
There are some approaches to justification that demand just such infallibility (see below). If one does choose to adopt
an "infalliblist" model of justification, then the JTB and the JB models are logically equivalent, since "proper"
justification for the belief that P would guarantee the truth of P. For the purposes of this section of the essay, therefore,
I will assume that the justification involved in both the JTB model and the JB model are "fallibilist.
The JTB model's truth condition is usually understood from a truth-realist perspective, where the truth of P is evidence
transcendent in an absolute sense. However, the position of truth-anti-realism is that there is no such thing as evidence
transcendent truth. The anti-realist truth-status of P is determined by the evidence. If P is beyond any evidence then
its truth-status is undefined. This might initially appear to make the truth-condition of the JTB model superfluous, with
the presumption that the evidence that dictates the anti-realist truth-status of P would be properly contained within the
details of the justification condition. But this is generally not so. Both the JB and the JTB models of knowledge are
specific to a single claim to knowledge. Only the most subjectivist (solipsistic?) of the truth-anti-realist theories would
maintain that it is each individual's evidence that dictates the truth-status of P (for S). The rest of the truth-anti-realist
theories stipulate that it is the coherence of the evidence available (in practice, or in principle, or at some limit) to some
relevant population that dictates the truth-status of P (for that population). So only for the most subjectivist of truthanti-realists would JB be logically equivalent to JTB. For all other truth-anti-realist theories, the truth of P will be as
evidence transcendent for S as it would be for any truth-realist theorist. Therefore, for the purposes of this section of
the essay, I will treat the truth condition in a manner neutral between truth-realism and truth-anti-realism, while
specifically excluding extreme subjectivist truth-anti-realism.
Given that clarification of context, the first thing notable about JB as a theory of knowledge is that it perfectly captures
the point of view of S when S makes a claim to know that P. It is usually assumed within the JTB theory of knowledge
that whether P is true or not is evidence transcendent (at least with respect to the evidence available to S then and there).
In other words, in the JTB model of knowledge, the epistemological status of S with regards to P does not determine
the truth status of P. Therefore, from the perspective of S, all that S has epistemologically available is the belief that P,
and any justifying rationale that P. On that foundation alone is based any claim by S to know that P. The actual truthstatus of P is not available to S. If this is the case from the perspective of S, what purpose does the truth-condition
serve? What function, if any, does the truth condition of JTB contribute to our understanding of "knowledge" that is
not satisfied by JB?
Suppose Alice tells me she knows that Bob is in the kitchen. From that and JB, I can infer that Alice believes that Bob
is in the kitchen, and the Alice has judged that she has adequate justification for that belief to qualify as knowledge.
From the JTB model I could also infer that it is true that Bob is in the kitchen. But what additional information have I
gained from that last inference? Especially when I must consider the fact that whether or not Bob is in truth in the
kitchen is an evidence transcendent fact for me as well as Alice. Alice could believe Bob is in the kitchen, and (in her
judgement) have thoroughly adequate justification for that belief, and yet never-the-less be wrong about it. And so
could I, even if I went and looked. (It is actually not Bob that Alice and I see in the kitchen when we look. It is his
identical twin brother Ben. And neither Alice nor I am aware that Bob has an identical twin brother.) So by either
definition of knowledge, if Alice tells me Bob is in the kitchen, I am in exactly the same predicament. Assuming that I
do not go and look for myself, I can only claim to know that Bob is in the kitchen if I trust Alice's judgement about her
own justification. In a single person scenario, therefore, from the perspective of S, the truth condition adds nothing
meaningful to our understanding of knowledge. I can properly claim to know only what I believe, and judge that I have
adequate justification for believing. I, myself have no access to the truth-status of P. Likewise, in a two person
scenario, the truth condition also adds nothing meaningful to our understanding. I am fully aware that Alice can
properly claim to know only what she believes, and judges that she has adequate justification for believing. Neither of
us have access to the truth-status of P.
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Which brings us to the second thing notable about JB as a definition of knowledge - it is a purely internalist construct.
Only Alice can tell whether or not she believes that Bob is in the kitchen. All I can do is observe her behaviour and
speech. I can infer from these the likelihood that she believes what she tells me, but it remains possible that she is
intentionally misleading me. I have no basis of authority from which to challenge her claim to believe that Bob is in
the kitchen. Similarly, only Alice can judge whether or not her justification for a claim to knowledge is sufficient or
not. I am not (under normal circumstances) party to the details that she uses to justify her belief. I cannot, for
example, see Bob in the kitchen from my location, and have only her claim to justify a belief that she can and does see
Bob in the kitchen. So I am forced to take any claim by Alice to know something at face value. I have no basis of
authority from which to challenge the adequacy of her justification. By JB, therefore, any claim of S to know that P is
necessarily infallible and unchallengeable.
Now, of course, this is not completely absolute. Depending on those passed over details on the nature of justification, it
remains quite possible that for a JB claim to knowledge to be "properly" justified, Alice must be able to offer supporting
rationales that I can examine and challenge. But again, depending on those details, not necessarily. If her supporting
justification is perceptual evidence, for example, not being able to share her perceptions I cannot challenge her
perceptual judgements. Barring a lengthy (and energy expensive) conversational exploration of her supporting
rationales and criteria of judgement, therefore, I am likely going to be forced to take her word that she has the necessary
sufficiency of justification. I am not normally going to be in a position to challenge her claim. Which means that, in
general, under a JB model of knowledge, any claim of S to know that P must be considered infallible and
unchallengeable -- in practice at least, if not in principle.
In order to address the (more or less) unchallengeable nature of JB claims to knowledge, what the JTB model adds is a
thoroughly "externalist" condition on S's claim to know that P. By design, it is not a condition that S has any access to.
But it is a condition that the rest of the population can impose on S. This externalist nature of the truth condition only
starts to make a contribution to matters when claims to knowledge are considered in multi-party iterative over-time
scenarios. The truth-status of P, while evidence-transcendent for any one party, is asymptotically approachable by a
multitude over time (in either truth-realist or truth-anti-realist terms).(2)
The truth-condition of the JTB model is intended to capture this asymptotically approachable limit. The difference
between Alice's claim to know that Bob is in the kitchen therefore takes on greater significance when considered under
JTB compared to JB. Under JTB, Alice's claim is not just that she has judged her justification sufficient for a claim to
knowledge, but she has also warranted that as the asymptotic limit of evidence is approached by a relevant population
over time, she will not be proved wrong. This is the key additional feature that the JTB model's truth condition adds
over the JB model -- a warrant (an assurance) that despite the fallibility of justification, the claim is none the less true,
and will never be proved wrong.
While this additional warrant contributes little of meaning in one or two party single interactions, it becomes significant
under more populous and interaction-iterative scenarios. Because under these extended conditions, it is not just the
justification of the knowledge claimant that matters, it is the coherence of the entire accumulated body of knowledge of
the population involved. In other words, in the case of the JTB model, not only must S believe that P, and have
personally adequate justification to qualify that belief as knowledge, but that belief must properly cohere with the entire
body of knowledge of the relevant population. This is a significant addition because it expands the scope of
justification from the claimant's personal judgement, to the entire population's collective judgement. By thus raising
the bar of justification, it makes more likely that S is not ultimately proved wrong in his claim that P. And that is where
the truth-condition pays its way.
In the normal course of events, it might not make much difference whether Alice is ultimately proved wrong in her
claim to know that Bob is in the kitchen. But if Alice is claiming to know behind which bush lurks the tiger, it becomes
of vital importance to the tiger's intended lunch whether she is ultimately proved wrong in her claim or not. Under such
evolutionary survival conditions, the extra warrant that a JTB claim to knowledge offers, over a less assured JB claim, is
significant and worth having. Under a JB claim to knowledge, no one else who might have some input on the location
of the tiger can properly raise any timely objections to Alice's claim to know where it lurks. Under a JB model of
knowledge, Alice believes the tiger is over there, and she judges that she has sufficient justification to qualify that belief
as knowledge. No one else can challenge her claim without a time and energy expensive investigation of her rationales
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and judgement criteria. But under a JTB claim to knowledge, if anyone within influence of her claim has any
contradictory information, they can immediately (and much less expensively) challenge her claim to know where the
tiger lurks. If my survival depends on the validity of that claim, if I am the tiger's intended lunch, then I want the
additional assurance that the JTB model of knowledge offers. I want the expectation that others will feel free to judge
the accuracy of Alice's claim to know where the tiger lurks.
The difference between the JB and JTB models of knowledge is sufficiently meaningful that the English language has
provided separate words for what they define. The JTB model defines what we call "knowledge", and the JB model
defines what we call "opinion". Without the truth-condition, JB claims are reduced to opinions. One's opinions are
one's opinions, infallible and unchallengeable, and whether they are true or not is largely irrelevant. One cannot
properly challenge another's opinions as invalid, improperly formed, or inadequately justified. One can only challenge
them as being right (true) or wrong (not-true). And that, of course, is an appeal to the truth-condition. If our opinions
are right (i.e. true), and suitably justified, then we elevate their status to that of "knowledge". We can conclude
therefore, that (with the exception of extreme subjectivist truth-anti-realists) the truth of P (in either truth-realist or truthanti-realist terms) is indeed necessary for S to know that P. A claim to know that P is a freely challengeable warrant
that P will not ultimately be proved not-true.

3.4    The Justification Condition
3.4.1  The First Person versus Third Person Sense of "Justification"
In thinking about what it means for a belief to be "justified", we first need to address just what it is that is supposed to be
justified: S's believing that P, or the proposition that P. The former is first-person justification (also referred to as
"personal justification", or "epistemic responsibility"). If it is S's believing that P that is justified, that means that S is
aware of the grounds that justify his belief that P. The latter is third-person justification (also referred to as "general
justification" or "epistemic grounding"). If it is P that is justified, that means that there exists adequate grounds for a
belief that P, whether or not the believer is aware of those grounds.
In the first-person sense, for S to be justified in believing that P, S must live up to certain "epistemic standards" of
behaviour. Epistemic responsibility is an essential component of rationality. The point of setting standards for
epistemic responsibility is to reduce the risk of error. For example, the subject must be aware of some evidence that
suggests that P is more likely, and must not ignore any evidence that suggests that P is less likely. In the first-person
sense, the subject can tell whether or not he has lived up to the appropriate epistemic standards. In the third-person
sense, S is judged by someone else to be justified in believing that P if there exists enough supporting evidence that
makes P more likely, and no defeater evidence that makes P less likely. In the third-person sense, the subject cannot
tell whether there exists adequate grounds for his belief.
The distinction is relevant because all theories of knowledge that admit that knowledge involves beliefs (as I mentioned
above, not all do) grant that there must be proper epistemic grounding (third-person sense of justification) for the belief
that P. However, the various theories of knowledge that have been proposed can be divided according to whether they
place their emphasis on the first-person "epistemic responsibility" sense of justification, or on the third-person
"epistemic grounding" sense of justification. Internalist theories, like the family of Justified True Belief theories,
focus on the "epistemic responsibility" sense of justification., and would argue that knowledge requires one to have (be
aware of) good reasons for one's beliefs. Externalist theories, on the other hand, focus on the epistemic grounding
sense of justification, often to point of excluding entirely the first person sense. While all justification-externalist
theories would agree that for knowledge there must be good reasons for one's beliefs, a pure externalist theory of
knowledge would maintain further that knowledge does not involve one having good reasons for one's beliefs.
However, from the perspective of the traditional JTB model, one is epistemically responsible in believing some
proposition only if one's belief is based on having adequate evidence. This requirement makes the first-person sense of
evidential justification in the traditional JTB model so fundamental that it tends to mask any distinction between the two
senses of justification.
So, in order to capture these two separate senses in which P can be justified, and keep the distinction clear for the
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duration of the following discussion, the traditional JTB definition of knowledge really should be expanded to:
(JTB*)  
  
  

S knows that P iff  
  
  

(1) P is true;
(2) S believes that P; and
(3p) S is personally justified in believing that P; and
(3g) S's belief that P is based on adequate grounding.

3.4.2  "Prior Grounding" versus "Default and Challenge"
Whether justification is considered in the first-person sense or the third person sense, there are two models of
understanding what constitutes "proper" or "adequate" or "sufficient" justification. There is the "prior grounding"
model and the "default and challenge" model.
The "prior grounding" model of justification demands that S be aware of (or at least have access to) the reasons that
constitute his justification for believing that P in order to validly claim to know that P. The prior-grounding model is
therefore thoroughly internalist.
The Prior Grounding model of justification includes four mutually reinforcing principles:1. Evidentialism. Grounds are evidence: propositions that count in favour of the truth of the proposition believed.
To be knowledge, there must exist for that belief a solid epistemic grounding. The evidence must exist.
2. Priority Principle. It is never epistemically responsible to believe a proposition true when the third-person
epistemic grounds for believing it true are less than adequate. In other words, the third-person epistemic
grounding sense of justification has priority over the first-person epistemic responsibility sense. Regardless of
the reasons you might have for claiming to know that P, your claim is not valid if there is not in fact good thirdperson grounding for that belief. False beliefs about the evidence, the existence of defeater evidence, or the
adequacy of the evidence cannot properly count as reasons.
3. No Free Lunch. Epistemic entitlement - personal justification - does not just accrue to us: it must be earned by
epistemically responsible behaviour. A person fulfills his epistemic responsibility if he has gained adequate
awareness of that grounding. You cannot properly claim to know without also knowing the reasons that elevate
your belief to knowledge. You cannot claim to know P without also knowing that you know P. You cannot
judge that you have adequate reasons for believing that P, without also having adequate reasons for believing that
you have adequate reasons for believing that P.
4. Possession Principle. For S's belief to be adequately grounded, it is not sufficient for there merely to exist
appropriate evidence for it. Rather, S must possess (and make proper use of) sufficient evidence to make the
proposition believed (very) likely to be true. The possession principle is the key principle that separates the Prior
Grounding model of justification from the alternative Default and Challenge model.
A consequence of the Prior-Grounding model of justification is that any claim by S to know that P can be subject to an
open-ended challenge for the reasons S has for believing that P -- for the epistemic grounding of which S is aware.
Since a claim to knowledge, on this model of justification, is a claim to be aware of the adequate grounding for the
belief, it is an open invitation to be asked for that grounding, and an open promise that when asked the grounding can be
provided.
The "default and challenge" model, on the other hand, takes an entirely different approach. It grants default warrant to
some beliefs until and unless challenged. It places the priority on epistemic responsibility, and incorporates epistemic
grounding only when, and to the extent that, the claim to know that P is specifically challenged. So, in terms of this
model of knowledge, one does not necessarily have to have (be consciously aware of) good reasons for one's beliefs to
qualify them as knowledge. Although the epistemic grounding must never-the-less exist.
A consequence of the default and challenge model, and a key difference with respect to the prior grounding model, is
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that you can claim to know P without also knowing that you know P. You can judge that you have proper default
reasons for believing that P, without also being aware of all the reasons that exist for believing that P.
From the default and challenge model of justification, in claiming knowledge we are not supposing ourselves to have
access to an impossible God's Eye view of the informational environment. Rather, we are issuing a strong and openended guarantee of the correctness of what we believe. We are stating that we have sufficient confidence in the truth of
our belief to guarantee that we will not be eventually proved wrong. We are betting that there is no non-misleading
counter evidence to our belief.
Consequently, from the basis of the default and challenge model of justification, a claim by S to know that P is not
subject to the same kind of an open-ended challenge as it would be under the prior grounding model. Under the default
and challenge model, the reasons S may have for believing that P -- for the epistemic grounding of which S is aware -may consist of reasons why a default belief is sufficient. Since a claim to knowledge, on this model of justification, is a
claim that a default belief is not defeated, one need be aware only of the absence of defeaters. It is, then, not an open
invitation to be asked for the grounding of one's belief, but merely an open promise that the grounding exists.

4    The "Gettier" Problem
It is intuitively obvious that an accidentally true belief cannot be knowledge, but it is less than obvious what makes a
belief not accidentally true. The study of the Gettier Problem is the study of how the various suggested definitions of
knowledge fall short of our common use of the word.
In preparing a definition for a term like "knowledge", philosophers generally employ a process that combines a
suggestion for the conditions that are individually necessary and jointly sufficient to warrant the claim to knowledge,
with a search for counter-examples where the definition is at odds with the common use of the concept. It turns out that
it is relatively easy to compile scenarios where the definition of knowledge as a "justified true belief" runs counter to our
intuitive understanding of how we employ the concept of "knowledge".
Edmund L. Gettier, in a 1963 article(a), argued that the JTB definition of knowledge has a serious problem. If we do
have knowledge in ordinary cases, then we must have appropriate justification in ordinary cases. But then there can be
cases in which we appear to have suitable justification but the proposition we believe is only true "by coincidence" or
"accidentally". These cases will be Justified-True-Beliefs that are not generally considered knowledge.

4.1    The Problem
Regardless of the particular model of justification that is brought to the standard JTB theory of knowledge, there is
always the possibility that the three conditions for a "justified true belief" are satisfied, but satisfied in a way that is not
generally accepted as knowledge. It is possible that P could be true, that S believe that P, and that S is considered
properly justified (however that is to be understood) in believing that P. Yet the satisfaction of these three conditions
together might be totally accidental. All the evidence (or other beliefs) that are considered by S to support the truth of
P might not be supportive of P at all.
Edmund Gettier, along with many philosophers who have studied the problem, have framed numerous ingenious
examples. Here is one of them. Consider the case of Fred's Ford. John believes that Fred owns a Ford. In fact, Fred
does indeed own a Ford (a Ford Explorer, actually). Yet all of the evidence that John has that suggests to him that Fred
owns a Ford, is derived from John's observations of Fred and a particular Ford Mustang. John concludes from the
evidence that Fred owns a Ford. But actually the evidence equally supports the alternative that Fred has borrowed his
sister's Ford Mustang. It is generally acknowledged that John does not actually know that Fred owns a Ford because
John's belief that Fred owns a Ford is quite unjustified. It is just "epistemic luck" that Fred does in truth own a Ford.
Without changing any of the justifying reasons that John has for his belief about Fred and this particular Ford Mustang,
Fred could actually not own a car at all, or might own any other kind of car besides a Ford.
Gettier scenarios in general share a few key characteristics. In each case, a subject holds a belief that P that the
proposed scenario stipulates is well justified, yet is supposedly generally acknowledged as not knowledge. The
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justification that is described in the example strongly suggests that P is true, but is not conclusive proof that it is, and is
in fact defeated. Each example contains the key element of luck (called, in this context "epistemic luck"). Each case is
constructed so that it is pure chance that P is true, because the evidence that justifies the belief that P is also consistent
with not-P. The challenge that the Gettier problem presents to the justified-true-belief definitions of knowledge is to
identify the additional (fourth) factor that must be added to a "justified true belief" to render the intuitively more correct
judgement of whether the belief in question is knowledge.

4.2    The Solutions
There have been many different attempts to "de-Gettierize" the standard Justified-True-Belief theory of knowledge by
adding what is termed a "fourth condition". Unfortunately, despite this, the Gettier problem remains an unresolved
issue. As each new idea has been presented to the philosophical community, someone has come up with an alleged
counter example. Here are some of the attempted solutions:

4.2.1  Infallibilism
Notice that the Gettier Problem only arises because we were trying to say that Fred could know that someone owns a
Ford on the basis of evidence that falls short of certainty. If we demand that knowledge requires absolutely certain or
infallible evidence, then it would be clear why Fred is not in a position to know that someone owns a Ford. Fred
doesn't have infallible evidence that someone owns a Ford.
Fallibilism about the justification of knowledge acknowledges that there are ways in which belief-forming processes can
go wrong, but it accepts that these sources of error are themselves part of the normal course of events. The Gettier
problem presupposes fallibilism about justified belief, since otherwise a belief could not be both true and justified
without being an instance of knowledge. A Gettier example is a belief which, even though it is justified, is lucky to be
true, in the same way that an unjustified belief is lucky to be true. For example, it is not out of the ordinary to
misremember that one left one's glasses on one's desk rather than on the sink. But it is rather extraordinary both to
misremember this and to be right about their whereabouts anyway, because someone moved them from the sink to the
desk.
For justified beliefs, error is normal as compared to accidental truth. Most of our beliefs are not knowledge. Short of
being knowledge, justified beliefs are more likely to be false than to be accidentally true. An ordinary justified false
belief is unlucky not to be true because it has what it normally takes to be true. One is steered wrong on grounds of the
same sort on which one is normally steered right. In a Gettier situation the justification, though adequate, is defeated.
However, infallibilism, as a solution to the Gettier problem, limits the concept of "knowledge" to those beliefs for which
we have sufficient evidence to rule out any logically possible alternative. Since neither induction (generalization from
a series of examples) nor abduction (inference to the best explanation) can give rise to inferences with sufficient
certainty for this approach, infallibilism limits valid claims to knowledge to beliefs arrived at by deductive inference.
However, most of our beliefs are formed on the basis of induction or abduction (or perhaps directly from our sensory
experiences). Hence, most normal knowledge claims (assuming they are valid cases of knowledge) are only defeasibly
justified, although their justifications are not in fact defeated. As a matter of contingent fact and normally acceptable
common usage, our justifying reasons for claiming knowledge are usually far from sufficient to rule out any logically
possible alternative. Most of the time our justifying reasons are just barely sufficient to rule out the more likely
alternatives.
The problem with infallibilism is that it rules out most of what we normally refer to as knowledge. Infallibilism is
implausibly restrictive, therefore, because it entails that beliefs which are less than maximally justified do not qualify as
knowledge. While it should be noted in passing that one response to an offered Gettier example is to deny the premise
that the belief in question is in fact properly to be called knowledge, infallibilism is so at odds with the generally
accepted usage of the term "knowledge" that it is no longer a seriously proposed solution.

4.2.2  Defeasible Evidence
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This approach demands that the evidence the subject draws upon to justify his belief that P not be opposed by any
evidence to the contrary. There are two degrees of this approach, reflecting the first and third persons sense of
justification. The weaker condition is that the subject himself cannot be aware of any defeating evidence -- the firstperson epistemic responsibility sense of justification. However, it is unclear that this approach will resolve many of the
proposed Gettier examples. In the example cited above, John is not aware of any evidence that might defeat his belief
that Fred owns a Ford. Yet it is generally accepted that in this case John does not know that Fred owns a Ford.
The stronger variant of this approach is that there must not exist any defeating evidence, whether or not the subject is
aware of it -- the third-person epistemic grounding sense of justification. This would resolve the case of Fred's Ford.
But there have been counter examples designed for this suggestion. Consider what has been called the "Assassination"
scenario.
Jill reads in her favourite newspaper that the president of her country has been assassinated. In fact, this story is true.
However, the president's associates have mounted a campaign to suppress the story, and they've been broadcasting false
reports on all the television stations that the president is OK, the assassin actually only killed a bodyguard. Jill is
blissfully unaware of all this misleading evidence. The newspaper she read happens to be the only news source that's
reporting the true events. All of Jill's peers, on the other hand, have heard the misleading TV reports and aren't sure
whether or not the president was really killed. It is suggested that Jill has a justified true belief that the president was
assassinated, but she doesn't have knowledge, because there is all this misleading evidence abroad in her community,
which she has only managed to avoid by sheer luck.
There is no valid evidence that does in fact defeat Jill's belief, but there is a lot of false evidence that, if believed, would
be considered defeating. So even though there is in fact no defeating evidence, the presence of the false evidence is
supposedly sufficient to withhold the label of knowledge. Most philosophers would agree that in this scenario, Jill does
not in fact know that the President has been assassinated. Such examples demonstrate that this approach, while
promising, is not a complete solution.

4.2.3  No False Inference
This approach demands that S include no false inferences when justifying a belief that P. In the example of Fred's
Ford, John employs the false inference that the Ford Mustang that all his evidence is about actually belongs to Fred.
But like all other proposed Gettier solutions, counter-examples have been offered for this one as well. The
Assassination scenario offered above is one of them Jill does not employ any false inferences in supporting her belief,
yet it is generally agreed that she does not know that the president has been assassinated. Consider also the "Barn
County" scenario.(3)
Suppose there is a county in the Midwest with the following peculiar feature. The landscape next to the road leading
through that county is peppered with barn-facades: structures that from the road look exactly like barns. Observation
from any other viewpoint would immediately reveal these structures to be fakes: devices erected for the purpose of
fooling unsuspecting motorists into believing in the presence of barns. Suppose Henry is driving along the road that
leads through Barn County. Naturally, he will on numerous occasions form a false belief in the presence of a barnfacade. Since Henry has no reason to suspect that he is the victim of organized deception, his belief that these facades
are barns is justified -- they do look just like barns. Now suppose further that, on one of those occasions when he
believes he is looking at a barn, he happens to be looking at the one and only real barn in the county. This time, his
belief is justified, and true, and not based on any false inference. But its truth is the result of epistemic luck, and thus
his belief is not generally accepted as an instance of knowledge. So the No-False-Inference approach can be defeated.

4.2.4  Contextual Decomposition
There is, however, a variation of the No-False-Inference approach that I believe is proof against counter-examples. It
focuses on context specific judgements about the knowledge claim. Examine S's belief that P and focus on the
concepts that S employs rather than the words used to describe the scenario. If one then decomposes S's belief that P
into S's "atomic beliefs" (which is easily doable from the context provided by each example), then it seems to me that
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either S's false inference becomes obvious, or it becomes obvious that we are mixing S's first-person judgement about
the knowledge claim with our own more informationally rich third-person judgement about that claim.
In the case of Fred's Ford, John's belief is based on a lot of evidence having to do with a Ford Mustang. To decompose
this belief into its conceptual context is to render it as "Fred owns that particular Ford Mustang for which I have all this
evidence". John's belief that Fred owns a Ford is not the basic belief for which John has al his evidence. It is rather a
derived belief -- derived from the belief about Fred and that Ford Mustang. (And in fact, it is derived on the basis of
the Epistemic Closure Principle -- a principle that we will see later does not actually hold for knowledge.) It is clear
from this contextual decomposition, therefore, that John is falsely inferring that Fred owns the Mustang.
In the case of Barn County, the knowledge claim that is offered in the scenario is Henry's "I see a barn". But
conceptual decomposition renders this as either Henry's "What I see over there is a barn" or our own "What Henry sees
over there is a barn". In the former case, I would actually disagree with Goldman. It is true that there is some
potentially defeating information available "out there" that Henry is unaware of. But does this render unacceptable his
judgement that his belief is sufficiently justified to qualify as knowledge? I think not. I think that Henry can validly
claim to knowin this case that what he is looking at is a barn. He has adequately fulfilled his epistemic responsibility,
and there does exist adequate grounds to justify his belief. Of course, where he was looking at a barn-facade, he cannot
validly claim to know it is a barn he is seeing, because it is not a barn.
On the other hand, if we treat the questionable knowledge claim as our own "What Henry sees over there is a barn",
however, I think it is obvious that the answer comes down the other way. We can not properly claim this as knowledge
because we are in possession of the defeating additional information about the existence of barn-facades. We can
further conclude that in our own judgement, on the basis of our additional knowledge, Henry's belief is not knowledge.
Even though we can admit that from Henry's context, his knowledge claim is valid and proper.
The assassination scenario is handled the say way as the barn county scenario. If we are discussing Jill's claim to
knowledge, then I disagree with the general position that the false and misleading counter evidence negates Jill's claim
to knowledge. She is not aware of that false evidence, and thus does indeed have adequate justification for her claim to
knowledge. But we, who are aware of that false and misleading evidence, cannot claim to know that the president has
been assassinated. Contextually, there is a fundamental difference between first-person knowledge judgements and
third-person knowledge judgements.
This distinction between perspectives highlights the fact that knowledge claims involve a judgement and a confidence
scale for belief. Henry is sufficiently confident in his belief (because he believes he has sufficient justification and is
not aware of the counter evidence) that he claims to know it is a barn. Jill is sufficiently confident in her belief
(because she believes she has sufficient justification, and is not aware of the misleading false counter evidence) that she
claims to know the president has been assassinated. And from their first-person contexts, their claims are right and
proper. We, on the other hand, in possession of more information, see that their confidence is misplaced and properly
conclude that they do not know what it is they claim to know. And from our third-person contexts, our claims are right
and proper. If knowledge claims are seen as context sensitive, not absolutely objective as most philosophers would
insist, then we can conclude that Henry and Jill and we can all be correct in our respective judgements while
contradicting each other.
(To see how Contextual Decomposition treats other Gettier and similar scenarios, click on Gettier Cases.)
The no-false-belief approach, if combined with an internalist conception of justification (without contextual
decomposition), can easily suffer from "creeping scepticism". The scepticism arises because it is never clear from the
inside when some particular supporting belief we are using in the justification of our belief that P is actually or even
likely false. We are none of us infallible. At any given time, it is always possible that some of our beliefs are in fact
false. If that is the case, then it is possible that we don't know what we think we do. Contextual decomposition
prevents this creep to scepticism by making it clear, even to the subject, which belief is the unjustified one.
The no-false-belief approach combined with an externalist conception of justification (without contextual
decomposition), quickly devolves into the next offered solution.
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4.2.5  Global Justification Externalism
Like the strong defeasible evidence variant mentioned above in Section 4.2.2, this approach demands that there must not
exist any defeating evidence, and considers it irrelevant whether or not the subject is aware of it. But it goes further
than the defeasible evidence approach by examining all the potential evidence (practically available or not) and
considers how that evidence impacts the third-person (God's Eye) process of justification. This approach nicely deals
with all of the Gettier examples because it considers, from a global omniscience perspective, all of the evidence
provided in those scenarios.
The problem that this approach faces is that it makes the concept of knowledge something that is determinable only
externally by an omniscient intellect, or at least by an outside observer. It provides no guidance to us fallible and
limited individual knowers on whether any claim to knowledge is properly justified. Like with the strong version of
defeasible evidence, global justification externalism is at odds with many philosophers' preference for the alternative of
justification internalism.

4.2.6  Causal Chain
This approach demands that the subject's belief that P be caused in "an appropriate way" by the fact that P.
Furthermore, the subject's justification for the belief must include the logic by which the truth of P caused the belief that
P. This nicely rules out all of those Gettier examples where the truth of P is not the cause of the subject's belief that P.
In the example of Fred's Ford, John's belief that Fred owns a Ford is not caused by the fact that Fred owns a Ford
Explorer. But it remains vulnerable to examples where the causal chain is intact, but there is actual or false defeater
evidence available -- like the assassination or barn county examples. In such scenarios, the belief that P is suitably
caused by the fact that P, but the real or false defeater evidence is not provided a role.
The additional challenge faced by this theory, is that it is difficult to specify exactly how the truth of P can cause a
belief that P without recourse to the very concept of knowledge that is being defined. So this approach also is
demonstrated to be less than satisfying.

4.2.7  Reliablism
This is perhaps the most popular of the alternatives to the standard conception of knowledge as an intellectual exercise.
Reliablism is the thesis that propositional knowledge consists of a true belief that is arrived at through some reliable
(albeit fallible) process. It is an externalist theory because the subject is not in a position to determine whether the
processes involved are reliable. Although the approach can be somewhat internalized by considering our beliefs about
the reliability of our belief-forming processes.
The advantage of reliablism as an approach to the Gettier problems, is that a reliable process need be only more reliable
than not. The Reliablist approach takes Fallibilism seriously, responding to the Gettier Problem by simply accepting a
certain low-level rate of errors. A reliablist conception of knowledge permits subjects to err in their claims to
knowledge. Jill and Henry may properly claim to know about assassinations and barns, and yet be mistaken in their
claims. We, with more information, can reach a different reliable conclusion. Likewise, our common employment of
the concept of "knowledge" need not be totally precise. We need only be more correct than not. So instances of an
incorrect granting or withholding of the warrant of "knowledge" can be quite acceptable as long as it is not too often. A
definition consisting of necessary and sufficient conditions to properly cover all conceivable scenarios is not required.
Some slack is tolerable, and unlikely Gettier counter-examples can be ignored.

5.0   The "Sceptical" Problem
In addition to the Gettier Problem described above, the traditional JTB definition of knowledge suffers from the
problem of scepticism. The fundamental claim of Scepticism is that there is nothing contradictory in the suggestion
that our belief that P may be well and properly justified, yet P might none-the-less be false. In the standard
understanding of the JTB definition of knowledge, there is a gap between justified belief and truth (assuming a fallibilist
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understanding of justification). The sceptic claims that this gap cannot be bridged and that therefore none of our beliefs
are sufficiently justified to qualify as knowledge.

5.1    Kinds of Sceptical Challenges
Sceptical challenges to the JTB theory of knowledge comes in various forms -Local versus Global. While granting that knowledge is possible in other areas, the local sceptic brings to the
discussion particular arguments that purport to show that knowledge in some restricted field is impossible. The
typical example is that of moral or ethical knowledge. Within the restricted field, the sceptic claims that there
exist no epistemic grounds to justify any beliefs as knowledge because there are no facts of the matter to function
as grounds. Hence the moral sceptic will claim that there are no moral facts of the matter. Global scepticism
takes this position as a general one. A global sceptic denies that there are such things as "facts of the matter", and
hence that knowledge is impossible in principle. Global scepticism is the greater threat to the standard JTB
theory of knowledge because of its claim that we can never achieve sufficient justification for the warrant of
knowledge. It is always possible that P might be false.
Evidential Standards. Some sceptical arguments maintain that while knowledge is theoretically possible, it is not
in practice possible. Such sceptical arguments maintain that the standards for evidential support or justification
for any claim to knowledge is so high that in practice it is impossible to satisfy. And hence in practice
knowledge is impossible to obtain. Such sceptics maintain that our claims to practical knowledge are like our
claims that something is "round". A circle is a mathematical concept that is never obtainable in practice. No
matter how finely we grind the ball, it will inevitably depart from the mathematical ideal of "round" to some
extent. "Knowledge" then is an "error claim" -- a claim that is not in fact ever true in practice, but is accepted as
"true enough" in some practical circumstances.
Understanding. Most sceptical arguments attempt to deprive us of knowledge while still allowing that we
understand the truth of the propositions that we are no longer allowed to know. Other sceptical arguments
challenge the very notion that we can even understand those propositions. They maintain that the reason we do
not know whether these propositions are true is because we do not understand what these propositions mean.
The universe of sceptical arguments can also be divided along more historical lines. The early sceptical arguments
drew upon what is now generally called "Agrippan Scepticism". The more recent sceptical arguments draw upon what
is now generally called "Cartesian Scepticism" or "Brain-in-a-Vat Scepticism".

5.2    Agrippan Scepticism
This form of sceptical challenge is known as Agrippan (or Ancient Greek) Scepticism after the Five Modes of Agrippa
identified by Sextus Empiricus.(4)
Most theories of knowledge, like the JTB family of theories, are classed as "internalist" because their concept of
justification is based solely or primarily on things that are directly available to the knower. Internalist theories of
knowledge and justification focus on the way we employ reasons to support conclusions from the evidence. When you
list all the reasons you believe justify your belief that P, what you are listing is other beliefs, along with the associated
second-order beliefs that the supporting evidence actually does imply P, or make P more probable.
However, if your knowledge is justified on the basis of other beliefs, and those are in turn justified based on further
beliefs, it is easy to see that an infinite regress quickly develops. A similar infinite regress occurs with the second-order
beliefs that the evidence supports the likelihood of P. The sceptical challenge is that when asked to provide the reasons
that justify any particular belief, you have only one of three options:
1) Keep providing some new supporting reason -- i.e. embark on an infinite regress of reasons; or
2) At some point, repeat yourself -- i.e. reason in a circle; or
3) At some point give up, and fall back on some basic dogmatic (and hence unjustified) assumption.
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The Agrippan Sceptic argues that none of these three alternatives is acceptable as a proper justification for your beliefs.
Therefore, none of your beliefs are justified. Hence knowledge (conceived as justified true belief) is impossible to
attain.
The two most well known alternatives within the family of JTB theories of knowledge and justification are
distinguished by how they attempt to resolve this challenge of Agrippan Skepticism. Foundationalism responds to the
Agrippan sceptic by adopting the premise that there are some "foundational" beliefs that are non-inferentially justified -intrinsically credible by virtue of the kind of belief they are. Foundationalism therefore argues that Agrippa missed one
alternative on that list of three -- that there are beliefs that are not justified by other beliefs.
Coherentism, on the other hand, responds to the Agrippan sceptic by adopting the premise that beliefs can be mutually
supporting. Coherentism argues that reasoning in a circle does not have to be circular reasoning. Coherentism is
justification internalism without foundational beliefs. The hypothesis is that one's belief that P is justified if and only if
one's belief that P coheres with the rest of what one believes. Unlike foundationalism, the coherence concept of
justification is holistic rather than linear or hierarchical.
I will expand on both of these theories of knowledge once I have discussed Cartesian Scepticism.

5.3    Cartesian Scepticism
5.3.1  An Overview
This is a very famous radical sceptical challenge to knowledge. It is known by various names. Most famously it is
called "Cartesian Scepticism", after Rene Descartes who initiated modern sceptical thought with his "method of doubt".
He hypothesized that for all he knew, all of his experiences might be deceptions provided by an evil demon. More
recently, drawing upon the popularity of science fiction and technology, Descartes' evil demon has been replaced by evil
scientists or ingenious aliens who steal your brain and place it in a vat of nutrients. In this scenario all of your
experiences are provided by a super computer wired to the sensory nerves of your brain. By hypothesis, no experience
that we might possibly have can discern whether or not we are a brain in a vat. (Star Trek episodes and the Matrix
trilogy of movies have popularized this scenario.) Hence the popular name for this kind of scepticism is "The Brain-ina-Vat Argument". It is also known as "The Problem of Under-Determination" or "The Problem of the External World".
The sceptic argues that all of our beliefs about the existence of an external world are unjustified because all of the
evidence (perceptual experience) we have in support of those beliefs cannot rule out the sceptical alternative that we are
a brain in a vat or being deceived by Rene Descartes demon. All of our experiences are fully compatible with both the
hypothesis of an external world and the sceptical alternative that we are but a brain in a vat. Hence our beliefs about
the external world are unjustified. And since all our beliefs about the external world are unjustified, none can qualify
for the honour of "knowledge".
In detail, these arguments can be group into three general approaches:
1. Argument from Error: We have been known to make errors in similar situations. So it is always possible that we
might be making an error this time as well. Even in unique situations, it is always logically possible that things
are not as they seem. Our knowledge claims are always inductive in nature. More evidence might undermine
the justification of our beliefs. This kind of sceptical challenge demands if not total infallibilism then at least
less-than-usual fallibilism about knowledge. It claims that justificatory standards cannot be so high as to
eliminate the possibility that we are in error. If they are raised high enough to eliminate error, then you are
reduced to infallibilism. If they are low enough to allow most usual claims to knowledge, then they are not
immune from error. Hence we cannot properly claim to know anything.
2. Argument from Dreams: This is the argument made famous by Descartes. It is always possible, it is argued, that
we could be dreaming, hallucinating, or under the control of an "Evil Demon". Or be a "Brain in a Vat". The
sceptic argues that his alternative hypothesis is as likely to be true as what we ordinarily believe. All of the
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available evidence is equally consistent with either alternative. And no amount of information about the course
of experience will ever logically entail that the world is one way rather than another. Therefore, none of the
evidence we bring to bear as justification for our beliefs is sufficient to rule out the possibility that we are
dreaming or are a brain in a vat. None of our beliefs are sufficiently justified to warrant a claim to knowledge.
Hence we cannot properly claim to know anything.
3. Argument from Under-Determination: All our reasoning is based on the hypothesis that the future will be like the
past. (Or, alternatively, that Nature is consistent.) As Hume famously pointed out(5), there is no justification for
this hypothesis. I only have reason to believe that my experiences make some proposition probable if I have
reason to believe quite generally that events which I have not observed were similar (or are going to be similar) to
events which I have observed. Hume's point is that it is impossible to have any reason for this last belief without
assuming the belief as a premise.
Note that these challenges are not directed against justified beliefs. It is, rather, a claim that our beliefs can be justified
and yet still not qualify as knowledge. The Cartesian sceptical challenge is based on the premise of metaphysical
realism. How things are (truth) may be different from how they seem (perception). The sceptic concludes that no one
is ever sufficiently justified in their beliefs to warrant the honorific of knowledge, so knowledge is not possible. This
conclusion applies to personal justification (first-person justification, epistemic responsibility) as well as general
justification (third-person, adequate grounding).
However, it needs to be emphasized that the sceptic's arguments only show that there are limits to our abilities to give
reasons or cite evidence. Cartesian Scepticism is an argument about adequate grounding. To get from what he argues
to what he concludes, the sceptic needs to assume the prior grounding model of justification -- that no belief is
responsibly held unless it is based on citable evidence. More precisely, he needs the dependence principle of the prior
grounding model of justification to link epistemic responsibility with adequate grounding. And he needs strong
justification internalism to identify grounding with the ability to cite the evidence. It is the Cartesian Sceptic's claim
that no amount of epistemological responsibility can guarantee adequate epistemological grounding.
Be that as it may, the various externalist, non-JTB theories of knowledge and justification owe their genesis to different
notions of how to counter the kinds of sceptical arguments presented by Cartesian Scepticism. These theories, like
reliablism and the causal theory, posit direct links between knowledge and epistemic grounding, bypassing the firstperson sense of justification that is epistemic responsibility.
But before exploring some of the alternatives to the traditional JTB theory of knowledge, I need to explore the "Brain in
a Vat" argument in greater detail. The form of the argument, and the premises upon which it is based, will provide
important input into the following discussions of the various alternatives theories of knowledge.

5.3.2  The "Brain in a Vat" Argument
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

If I am a Brain in a Vat, then I do not have two hands.
I cannot tell whether or not I am a Brain in a Vat.
Therefore, I can not know that I am not a Brain in a Vat.
Therefore, I can not know that I have two hands.

This sceptical argument depends for its impact on its apparent paradox -- the argument seems intuitively reasonable, yet
at the same time intuitively false. It seems quite obvious that we do in fact have a lot of knowledge about the external
world. It seems quite unproblematic for me to claim to know that I have two hands. Yet it also seems obvious that the
sceptical argument is at least comprehensible. Once the possibility is pointed out, it seems quite reasonable and
unproblematic to suppose that I can't in fact know that I am not a brain in a vat. And it also seems reasonable to
conclude from this that I therefore don't know what I think I know -- that I have two hands. To see where the problem
lies, we need to examine the argument in greater depth.
In order to be comprehensible, the short-form argument provided above requires the necessary addition of a number of
premises that are normally hidden. Some of these are rather obvious additions required to turn the argument into a
valid deductive format. But some of these necessary additional premises are well buried. Both the obvious and hidden
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missing premises open up opportunities for responding to the sceptic, either by negating his argument or by
demonstrating that his argument is incoherent. Making clear what these unmentioned premises are makes clear that the
sceptical argument is not as intuitively reasonable as first supposed. Thus, at the very least, dissolving the apparent
paradox.
To begin with, a more formally framed version of the Brain-in-a-Vat argument proceeds as follows:
(BIV)   (a)   If      (I know things about the external world), and
         (I know that knowing things about the external world implies that I am not a
BIV),
then  (I know that I am not a BIV).
  (b)   Things may not really be as they appear.
  (c)   Despite appearances, I may really be a BIV.
  (d)   I cannot prove, and hence I do not know, that I am not a BIV.
Thus
  (e)   I do not know things about the external world.

[Closure Principle]
[From (b)]
[From (c)]
[From (a) and (d)]

Now let's explore some of the implications of the necessary missing premises (1) Things may not be as they appear. This is the basic Cartesian sceptical premise of metaphysical
realism. This premise is necessary in order to separate the way that things appear from the way that things
are in fact. If there is no such separation (metaphysical idealism), then I could prove that I am not a BIV
by simply observing that it does not appear to me that I am a BIV. In order for the sceptical argument to
have any force, therefore, it must assume that it is possible that I might in truth be a BIV despite the fact
that it does not appear to me that I am. "Folk" philosophy comes freighted with the baggage of Cartesian
mind/body dualism, so it is natural for us to expect that there is a gap between how our minds "see" things,
and how they really are. Hence, from the perspective of folk philosophy, it is quite intuitively acceptable
that things may not be as they appear.
One way to challenge the BIV argument, therefore, is the adoption of either metaphysical idealism or a direct realist
theory of perception. Both alternatives would deny the Cartesian premise that things might not be as they appear.
Another way to mount the same sort of challenge is the alternative of an (extreme) anti-realist conception of truth.
Truth-anti-realism (when taken to the extreme) would also deny the premise that things might not be as they appear.
(2) An infallibilist model of knowledge. In order to move from the mere suggestion of the BIV alternative
to the conclusion that I therefore do not know (because I cannot prove) that I am not a BIV, the sceptical
reasoning must demand that my justification for my beliefs about whether or not I am a BIV rule out all
potential defeaters, including the BIV hypothesis. In other words, the BIV argument is based on the
assumption that the justification required to make my belief (that I am not a BIV) into knowledge must be
much closer to being infallible than usually expected. This infallibilist premise is reinforced by the
particular form in which I expanded the BIV argument above. The expanded version asserts the premise
that "I cannot prove that I am not a brain in a vat". Employing the word "prove" reinforces the
presumption of infallibilism, since "prove" in contexts such as this is usually understood to imply
something like "logical proof", or "deductive proof" -- a sense of guaranteeing the truth of, rather than
simply providing evidence in support of. This is nicely consistent with the common "folk philosophy"
understanding of knowledge as a belief about which we are "certain". Hence the infallibist assumption
appears quite reasonable and is usually not recognized for what it is.
The way to challenge the BIV argument here is the alternative of a fallibilist conception of knowledge. A fallibilist
conception of knowledge would allow that I could know a lot of things about the external world because those beliefs
are adequately justified, and yet never-the-less that justification might be mistaken about the truth of those beliefs. The
justification required for my beliefs to qualify for the honorific "knowledge" would not have to rule out all logically
possible alternatives. The process of justification could permit some errors. It is possible (if I am indeed a BIV) that I
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do not in fact know anything about the external world. But the fact that I cannot prove that I am not a BIV is not a
defeater for any of my claims to have such knowledge. Fallibilism draws upon the distinction between a first-person
(internal, epistemic responsibility) view of justification, and a third-person (external or God's Eye", adequate grounding)
view of justification.
(3) A foundationalist model of knowledge. The BIV argument is based on the premise that knowledge is to
be understood from a foundationalist perspective. The reasoning is based on the premise that experiential
awareness of perceptual evidence has some form of intrinsic epistemic priority. The justification necessary
to elevate beliefs into knowledge has to be fundamentally based on perceptual knowledge, not on other
beliefs. Otherwise, the required possibility that things might not be as they appear would have no
epistemic weight. On some alternative theories of knowledge, my belief that I am not a BIV (and my
beliefs about the external world) would be sufficiently justified (proven) by the coherence of a set of
beliefs. Similarly for the various externalist models of knowledge, my beliefs about the external world
could qualify as knowledge without my even considering the BIV alternative -- let alone proving that I am
not a BIV. But we are all intuitive empiricists, so we naturally feel quite comfortable with the assumption
that perceptual/evidentiary propositions have some special epistemic status -- the basis of foundationalism.
As a result, any of the non-foundationalist models of knowledge would provide a way to challenge the BIV argument.
As a matter of historical fact, they have been specifically constructed to do so. The two most well-known are also
members of the JTB family of theories -- Coherentism and Contextualism.
(4) A prior grounding model of justification. As a consequence of the premises that assume that knowledge
demands an infallible foundationalist justification of one's beliefs, the BIV argument can also be seen to
require the "prior grounding" model of justification. The BIV argument demands that the subject be aware
of the "proof" that infallibly justifies the belief that one is not a BIV before allowing that one knows that
one is not a BIV. The sceptic cannot admit either (a) the possibility that I might in fact be appropriately
justified and yet not be aware of that fact; or (b) the possibility that some of my beliefs about the external
world might be default justified. Otherwise, I might properly be said to know that I am not a BIV without
being able to prove it. When folk philosophy thinks about "knowledge", it normally thinks in terms of
asking and giving reasons for one's beliefs. So it is natural to fee comfortable with a "prior grounding"
model of justification. Knowing that one is not a BIV is usually understood to mean having good reasons
for believing that one is not a BIV. Which, of course, the BIV argument denies is possible ex hypothesi.
There are two kinds of alternative way of challenging the BIV argument here, or rather two ways in which one can
adopt a non-prior-grounding model of justification. One is to adopt an externalist theory of knowledge that denies that
knowledge involves justification at all (such as pure reliablism, a causal theory, or Nozick's truth-tracking theory). The
other option is to adopt the "default and challenge" model of justification (as is incorporated in the contextualist theory
of knowledge, for example). From this latter alternative, I am prima facie justified in believing all sorts of things about
the external world until and unless the sceptic can provide a context that challenges that default justification. Since the
mere mention of the BIV alternative does not provide the necessary context, the burden is shifted to the sceptic to
provide justification for believing the BIV alternative. With a default prima facie justification in play, it is irrelevant
that I cannot prove that I am not a BIV.
(5) Knowledge is closed under known entailment. This is the "epistemic closure principle" employed in
step (a). This is a complex topic in itself, and I will explore this premise in much further detail in the next
section of this essay.
When the hidden premises behind the apparent intuitive reasonableness of the sceptic's argument are made clear, it
becomes obvious that the BIV argument relies for its comprehensibility on a concatenation of highly questionable
premises about the nature of knowledge. Each of those premises has been challenged by criticisms presented by many
philosophers. There are numerous theories of knowledge available in the literature that provide alternatives for each
premise. While the image of "knowledge" that underlies the seeming reasonableness of the BIV sceptical argument
might be recognized as the "traditional" or "paradigmatic" JTB theory, for many reasons, some of which we have seen
already, it is no longer considered the "best" model of knowledge available.
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5.3.3  The "Epistemic Closure Principle"
The "closure principle" or the "principle of known entailment" (or known implication) when applied to knowledge
posits that If     (1) S knows that P
and (2) S knows that P entails (implies) Q
then (3) S knows that Q.
It is easy to see the intuitive appeal of this principle. If I know that this tomato is red, and I know that a red tomato
implies that it is ripe, then I know that this tomato is ripe. If John knows that Fred owns this particular Ford Mustang,
and John knows that this implies that Fred owns a Ford, then John knows that Fred owns a Ford. Logical implication is
a form of deductive argument. And as such, given true premises it guarantees that the conclusion is also true. So If      (1) if it is true that P
and   (2) it is true that P entails (implies) Q
then (3) it is guaranteed to be true that Q.
This seems to be a ery good justification for believing that Q. We use reasoning of this sort all the time. Thus it is
reasonable to assume that for a "Justified True Belief" model of knowledge, the principle of known implication is
simply documenting the fact that logical entailment, a deductive argument generally, is a sufficient reason for justifying
the conclusion. This is perhaps easier to see if we focus in on the justification aspect of knowing. A more interesting
variation of the closure principle (for reasons you will see in a moment) is whether justified belief is closed under known
implication. In this form, the "closure principle" posits that If      (1) S has a justified belief that P
and   (2) S has a justified belief that P entails (implies) Q
then (3) S is justified in believing that Q.
Or alternatively, drawing upon the JTB definition of knowledge one can, without losing the sense of the above, mix the
two forms as If      (1) S knows that P
and   (2) S knows that P entails (implies) Q
then (3) S is justified in believing that Q.
And it really seems quite counter intuitive to not believe something that one is fully justified in believing. When
phrased in terms of justified beliefs, it would initially seem as if all of the JTB theories of knowledge would have to
agree that justified belief is indeed closed under known entailment.
For the externalist alternatives to the JTB family of theories, however, the situation is a little more complex. For each
particular theory it would depend on whether or not logical entailment is encompassed within the details of whatever
reliable, causative, or law-like connection might be posited. Nozick's "truth tracking" or "subjunctive conditional"
theory of knowledge is, however, an example of an externalist theory of knowledge that would specifically deny that
justified belief is closed under known implication -- mostly because Nozick's theory does not treat knowledge as a
question of a belief justified by other beliefs.
The closure principle has gained its significance because of its employment in the Brain-In-a-Vat arguments of
Cartesian Scepticism as described above in the previous section. In order to reason from the very reasonable sounding
premise (BIV-d) that "I cannot prove that I am not a BIV" to the problematic conclusion (BIV-e) that "I do not know
that I have two hands", the sceptic is drawing upon premise (BIV-a) that knowledge is closed under known implication.
The sceptic depends upon a modus tollens deductive argument that proceeds from the premise "I know that P" (I know
that I have two hands) through the closure principle (if I know that P, and I know that P implies Q, then I know that Q),
to the interim conclusion "I know that Q" (I know that I am not a BIV), and then denying this interim conclusion (I do
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not know that I am not a BIV) to reach the ultimate objective of denying P (I do not know that I have two hands). We
are all familiar with deductive reasoning, and the closure principle for knowledge seems to be a simple matter of
deductive logic and therefore seems obviously true.
Unfortunately for the Cartesian sceptic, and fortunately for we who know that we have two hands, the closure principle
does not in fact hold as a matter of necessity for most theories of knowledge. So the Brain-in-a-Vat argument fails at
step (BIV-a). And John's reasoning from his basic belief about Fred and a certain Ford Mustang, to a less specific
belief about Fred and Fords generally, also fails. Even if the closure principle is framed instead in terms of justified
belief, then it is step (BIV-d) that trips up the sceptic. In terms of justified belief, step (BIV-d) would have to be
phrased as "I do not have a justified belief that I am not a BIV". But of course, it is now obvious that I do indeed have
a very well justified belief that I am not a BIV. My belief might in fact be false (if the sceptic's hypothesis is true and I
am indeed a BIV). But I none-the-less have a justified belief that I am not a BIV. Its not an infallibly justified belief,
but it is a well justified none-the-less.
There are two reasons why the closure principle fails for knowledge. The first is the question of belief, and the second
is the question of justification. Given the traditional JTB definition of knowledge, it is obvious that with the closure
principle, the truth condition is satisfied. It is stipulated that P is true. And the deductive reasoning of logical
implication appears to ensure that Q is true. But it is the belief condition in the JTB concept of knowledge that trips
matters up. Knowledge as a justified true belief is not closed under known implication because belief is not necessarily
closed under known implication. Assuredly it often is closed as a matter of contingent fact. We do often believe what
we have adequate justification to believe. We even often believe what we do not have adequate justification to believe.
But it is also entirely possible that I might know that P, and know that P implies Q and yet not believe (for whatever
reason) that Q. Perhaps I also believe (falsely) that Q is inconsistent with some other (also possibly false) beliefs that I
hold. Or perhaps I have just been cognitively lazy, and while knowing when I think about it that P entails Q, have not
taken the trouble to acknowledge, and hence believe, that Q. Advising me that I have very good justification for
believing that Q does not necessitate that I will believe that Q. Belief as a mental state does not follow logical rules.
Here are two examples of situations where belief in Q does not follow:
Lottery Paradox -- I believe that individually each ticket of a lottery is a loosing ticket. Believing that
individually each lottery ticket is a loosing ticket (P), entails that collectively all lottery tickets are loosing
tickets (Q). Yet I also believe that one ticket will be a winning ticket (not-Q). This is a rationally justified
belief based on the rules of lotteries.
Preface Paradox -- I believe that individually each proposition in this essay is true. Believing that
individually each proposition is true (P) entails that I believe that all propositions are true (Q). Yet I also
believe that at least one proposition in the essay is false (not-Q). This is rational belief based on the
observation that I am not infallible, and do make mistakes. Hence it is highly likely, to the point of
certainty, that I have made an error in at least one of the many propositions that I believe individually are
true.
Most theories of knowledge, because they rely on the condition that S believe that Q before S can know that Q, would
therefore fall into that group of theories for which knowledge is not closed under known entailment. The group would
include foundationalism, coherentism, contextualism, reliablism, the causal and law-like connection theories, and
Nozick's "truth-tracking" or subjunctive-conditional theory to mention just the more readily recognizable.
But there are also a few theories that do not incorporate this second condition on knowledge that S believe that Q. The
performative theory, as one example, would however also deny that knowledge is closed under known implication
because it maintains that "to know" is performance verb that has nothing to do with beliefs or justification. And while
most deontological theories fall into the JTB family of theories (and hence deny the closure principle for knowledge) it
is possible to frame a deontological theory in terms of S having a right or duty to believe that Q (when properly
justified), rather than in terms of S actually believing that Q. And for this variation, knowledge would indeed be closed
under known implication. By dropping the requirement that S believes that Q, similar variations can be created out of
some of the other theories as well
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This brings us to the reason discussed by Fred Dretske for denying that knowledge is closed under known implication.
Dretske's argument is that accepting Q could nullify all the justification one has for knowing that P. And hence one
could not accept the extension of knowledge from P to Q, even if one accepted that P implied Q.
The example that Dretske provides is that of the zebras at the city zoo.(6) If one visits the city zoo and sees what looks
to all appearances as zebras in a pen, along with a posted sign explaining that these are zebras in the pen, and one knows
of no reasons for doubting this information, then one is justified in believing that there are zebras in that pen. But there
being zebras in the pen logically implies that what you are seeing are not mules cleverly disguised as zebras. Dretske
argues that you are not justified in believing that what you are seeing in the pen is not mules cleverly disguised as zebras
because you are no longer justified in believing they are zebras.
The problem with Dretske's reasoning as a basis of denying the closure principle, is that it simply doesn't work at the
level he intends. Dretske's reasoning is based on the traditional JTB model of knowledge. But the logical extension
through the implication to Q only works if P is true. If S knows that P, then by definition, P is true. In other words, if
I know that I am seeing zebras, then it is true that I am seeing zebras. (If it is not true that I am seeing zebras, I cannot
by definition know that I am seeing zebras.) Then if I know that P (I am seeing zebras) implies Q (they are not cleverly
disguised mules), I am completely justified in believing that they are not cleverly disguised mules. Dretske's argument
that the possibility that they might be cleverly disguised mules is certainly a sceptical challenge to my knowing that P.
But it fails as a demonstration that knowledge is not closed under known implication.
If looked at in terms of justified belief, on the other hand, Dretske's reasoning makes more sense. Having a justified
belief that I am seeing zebras does not entail that it is true I am seeing zebras. Therefore, it is now readily apparent that
my consideration of the alternative that they are disguised mules might nullify all the justification I have for my belief
that they are zebras. In other words, Dretske's reasoning, while not demonstrating that knowledge is not closed under
known implication, does demonstrate that justified belief is not necessarily closed under known implication.
The conclusion is that under most theories of knowledge, neither knowledge nor justified belief is closed under known
implication. The only exceptions to this conclusion would be some of the more obscure versions of reliablist, causal,
and law-like theories, and the non-JTB variation of a deontological theory I outlined above (because they do not
incorporate the condition that S believe that Q).
Interestingly, we loose nothing by denying the closure principle. We are, after all, not maintaining that logical
inference is never an adequate justification for believing that Q. We are only denying the argument that logical
inference is always a completely sufficient reason for believing that Q. The principle of known implication is a good
prima facie reason for believing that Q -- ceteris paribus. But there are necessarily other considerations that might
come into play to govern whether S actually does believe that Q. So we can suggest that knowledge is usually closed
under most practical circumstances. It is a useful rule of thumb. But we cannot say that knowledge is closed -- period.
It is not a necessary consequence of what knowledge is. Which means that the BIV sceptical argument fails at step
(BIV-a).

5.3.4  Hilary Putnam and the Brain-in-a-Vat Challenge
Hilary Putnam provided a refutation of a version of the brain-in-a-vat argument, based upon what he referred to as
"semantic externalism"(7). However, I do not believe that it is effective.
Even if one accepts the principles of semantic externalism as defined by Putnam, one can not accept his argument that
the Brain in a Vat sceptical hypothesis is self-refuting. But his entire argument is based on semantic externalism, and if
one does not accept that theory of meaning, then his entire argument crumbles.

5.3.4.1  Semantic Externalism
Putnam's theory of meaning demands that for a symbol (word or image) to refer to some object, two elements must be
present: (a) the issuer of the symbol must have the mental intent that the symbol refer to the object; and (b) there must
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be some suitable causal link from the object through the subject to the symbol. It is the necessity of this causal link that
renders Mr. Putnam's theory of semantics an externalist one.
Putnam's first example is the ant tracing a line in the sand. He argues that the line cannot refer to Winston Churchill
because the ant (being non-sentient) can have no intent that the line refer to Mr. Churchill. The ant lacks the requisite
intentionality, so the line cannot refer. Although Mr. Putnam does not explain how it is, if the line in the sand has no
meaning or does not refer, that we come to know that what the ant has traced is either a caricature of the man or a
cursive writing of his name.
Putnam's second example is the piece of paper with a randomly generated collection of splotches of paint on it, falling
on a planet that has never known trees. He argues that not only does the collection of paint on the paper not refer to
trees, even though we would recognize it as a good painting of a tree, but any concept that the aliens form based on what
is depicted on that paper could also not refer to trees. According to Putnam's scenario, there is neither any
intentionality involved in the formation of the paint pattern on the paper, nor any causal link between trees and what is
on the paper. So, according to his thesis, the pattern of paint on that paper cannot refer to trees. Nor could any image
or concept formed by aliens who might view that paper. Although, again, if the paint splotched paper does not refer to
trees, Mr Putnam does not explain how it comes that we recognize it as a good picture of a tree.
Putnam's third example is his Brain in a Vat scenario. Putnam's BIV scenario stipulates that all sentient brains are
envatted, and that whatever experiences these brains have is generated by a computer program that has never been
programmed. Putnam is careful to void any hint of a causal link by stipulating that the vats and the computer come into
existence "randomly" -- specifically eliminating the possibility that the computer has been programmed, or that the
envatted brains have any prior experience to draw upon.
Putnam claims that when an envatted brain uses the words "tree", "brain" or "vat" the only thing that these words can
refer to are internal features of the brain-in-a-vat scenario. They cannot refer to the same sorts of things that we refer to
-- namely real trees, real brains, and real vats. According to Putnam's scenario, there is neither any intentionality
involved in the computer's generation of nerve pulse strings that the envatted brains interpret as images of trees, brains
or vats, nor any causal link between real trees, brains and vats and the nerve impulse strings generated by that computer.
Hence when an envatted brain contemplates whether or not it is a "brain in a vat", it cannot possibly mean what we
mean by a brain or a vat. For the envatted brain, all causal linkages from the words "brain" and "vat" trace back
through the nerve impulses, to computer generated impulses, to computer program features that generate the "perceived"
images of trees, brains and vats. And by stipulation, stop there.

5.3.4.2  Putnam's BIV argument
Tony Brueckner in his "Brains in a Vat" entry for the The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (8) has summarized
Putnam's argument in an easily understandable form. I reproduce it here, although I have added some additional
comments of my own that I feel make it more readily comprehensible in the current context.
Since Putnam claims that a brain in a vat cannot refer to anything that is beyond the inputs that the computer provides to
the envatted brain, whenever the envatted brain "speaks", the envatted brain is not speaking English. It is speaking (or
rather seeming to speak) "vat-ish" -- a language whose words refer only to those elements of the sensory experiences
that the envatted brain has. Specifically for this argument, the words "brain" and "vat" in English refers to the real
world of brains and vats. In vat-ish the words "brain" and "vat" refer to the computer generated images of brains and
vats. So in the following argument, vat-ish referrals are denoted by the "*".
(a) Either I am a BIV (and speak vat-ish) or I am a non-BIV (and speak English).
(b) If I am a BIV (and am speaking vat-ish), then my utterances of "I am a BIV" are true iff I
am a brain* in a vat*.
(c) If I am a BIV (and speaking vat-ish), then I am not a brain* in a vat*. [This is the key step.
Putnam argues that to be a "brain* in a vat*" one would have to be a computer generated image
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of a brain in a computer generated image of a vat. And obviously, even if I am a BIV, I am
not a computer generated image.]
(d) If I am a BIV (speaking vat-ish), then my utterances of "I am a BIV" are false. [from (b)
and (c)]
(e) If I am a non-BIV (and thus speaking English), then my utterances of "I am a BIV" are true
iff I am a brain in a vat.
(f) If I am a non-BIV (speaking English), then my utterances of "I am a BIV" are false. [from
(e)]
(g) My utterances of "I am a BIV" are false. [from (a),(d),(f)]
(h) My utterances of "I am not a BIV" are true. [standard logical negation of (g)]
(i) If I am a non-BIV (and am speaking English), then my utterances of "I am a non-BIV" are
true iff I am not a brain in a vat.
(j) I am not a BIV. [from (h) and (i)]

5.3.4.3  The Problems
I see three problems with this argument. The first has to do with Brueckner's interpretation of Putnam's prose. I have
read the relevant passage of Putnam's work where he lays out his argument, and I cannot see where Brueckner goes
wrong with his interpretation. But neither is it obvious that Brueckner's interpretation is correct. So it is unclear to me
whether this first problem is Brueckner's or Putnam's.
The problem is that premise (a) above is not properly phrased. If I am a brain in a vat, then -- by Putnam's semantic
externalism -- I cannot form the thought "I am a brain in a vat" in English. At best, I can only form the thought "I am a
brain* in a vat*" (in vat-ish). (The same applies to the other steps in the argument as well, of course.) So premise (a)
should not lay out the two options in English. As it is above, it appears to cleanly divide the universe of possibilities
into two mutually exclusive alternatives. But this is in fact an error. The first step in the argument should be rephrased
as:
(a) Either I am a brain* in a vat* (and speak vat-ish) or I am a not a brain in a vat (and speak
English).
Of course, it is now clear that the premise is not cleanly dividing the universe of possibilities. One would have to
present arguments, that Putnam does not, that this bifurcation is in fact mutually exclusive and all inclusive. And
hence, on this reading, the argument does not show that I am not a brain in a vat. It collapses because it remains
possible that I am a brain in a vat, even though according to Putnam, I cannot form that thought. The last step in the
argument is true only if I am not a BIV (and speak English). It is not true if I am a brain in a vat and cannot conceive it.
Putnam's argument is based on two contradictory premises: (a) the premise that one can frame and understand an
argument in English; and (b) the premise that if one is really a brain in a vat, one cannot understand the English
argument. So phrased in this way, the argument is clearly circular (assuming the consequent).
The second problem with the argument arises from the manner in which Putnam applies his semantic externalism. By
stipulation, the brains in Putnam's vats function in all respects as brains do in the real world. And more importantly, the
experiences of Putnam's envatted brains are supposedly qualitatively indistinguishable from a non-BIV. That is a very
important constraint. But Putnam appears to gloss over a necessary consequence. If the experiences are indeed
qualitatively indistinguishable, it would be logically possible to swap a vat-ish speaking envatted brain for an English
speaking non-envatted brain and have no one be able to notice the swap. What now happens to Putnam's sense of
reference? To what do the words "tree", "brain" and "vat" refer, once we have swapped the brains?
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When I ponder whether I might be a brain in a vat, it seems that at one instant I can do so (when I am not in fact a brain
in a vat) and at the next instant I can't (because I am now a brain in a vat). But oopps!, It seems that now, all of a
sudden, for reasons quite external to my experiences, I can no longer even entertain the thought that my brain might
have been swapped with a previously envatted one. Putnam tries to get around the threat of this possibility by initially
framing his BIV scenario to stipulate that all brains are envatted. But if you accept that initial stipulation, then you
can't even entertain Putnam's argument, since you no longer speak English. And more importantly, it voids his further
stipulation that the experiences of a BIV would be qualitatively identical with those of a non-BIV. If, by stipulation,
there are no such things as non-BIVs, then there is nothing with which the experiences of his envatted brains could be
qualitatively identical.
The third problem arises from the fact that Putnam stipulates that the computer feeding experiences to the envatted
brains was never programmed so that he can ensure that there is no suitable casual chain between trees, brains, and vats
and the images that the envatted brains experience. In contradiction with that, he also stipulates that "Their images,
words, etc., are qualitatively identical with images, words, etc., which do represent trees in our world". If that is the
case, then what is it an image of when the envatted brain perceives a tree, brain or vat? If it is not an image of a tree,
then when the envatted brain is swapped for a non-envatted brain, it will be unable to identify trees in its environment.
And this is contrary to Putnam's stipulation that our experiences would be qualitatively identical. If it is an image of a
tree, then the swapped brains would not be able to tell the difference. But the word "tree" would refer to trees
regardless of whether the brain is envatted or not. And this is contrary to Putnam's semantic externalism.

5.3.4.4  A Better Alternative to Semantic Externalism
What seems to drive Putnam's semantic externalism is the recognition that, for reasons that Putnam discusses, there is
more to the meaning of a word such as "trees" than what the speaker of the word has in mind, and more to the meaning
of an image on paper than what the painter has in mind. The first condition that Putnam mentions (that the issuer of the
symbol must have the mental intent that the symbol refer to the object) captures the intuition that a word or image
doesn't mean anything to the sender if the sender has no intention invested in the symbol. The causal condition that
Putnam mentions seems aimed at ensuring that the sender of the symbol has a proper grasp of the concept that is being
sent.
As Putnam argues, the meaning of a symbol is not intrinsic to the symbol. Words and images and other symbols
themselves do not refer. And more or less in keeping with Putnam's externalist condition, they do not refer for other
people just because the sender intends that they should. However, what semantic externalism seems to deny is that the
meaning and reference of a symbol to the receiver is entirely within the head of the receiver -- two people can view a
given symbol and extract quite different references and meanings depending on their respective conceptual context.
Contra Putnam, the reference and meaning of any symbol is entirely in the eye of the beholder, not something external
to the beholder.
When the ant draws the line in the sand, the line certainly has no meaning to the ant because the ant (the sender) has no
intentionality invested in the symbol. When "beholding" the line it has drawn, the ant has no conceptual context within
which to assign it any meaning. But to us who behold the line, the line does have meaning because (assuming we are
familiar with Winston Churchill) we do have the necessary conceptual context. Contra Putnam, the line does refer to
Winston Churchill (by being either a caricature or the cursive writing of his name) because we the viewer make the
reference. To us who view that painted paper from afar, the paper does contain an image of a tree, and we draw the
reference to trees. Those aliens who see just some paint splotches on paper and have no knowledge of trees cannot
draw the reference because they lack the necessary conceptual context. So to them, the image does not refer to trees -our respective conceptual contexts are different
But more importantly, to an envatted brain the words "brain" and "vat" refer to things that they recognize within their
experiences. And because their experiences are, by stipulation, qualitatively indistinguishable from ours, they refer to
the same sorts of things that we do when we refer to things. The way that an envatted brain becomes aware of brains
may be through a computer generated image of a brain. But it is none-the-less an image of a brain. And the envatted
brain's use of the word "brain" refers to just that kind of brain. Not to Putnam's "brain*".
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Of course, this alternative theory of concepts, meaning, and reference does nothing to resolve the sceptical problem of
brains in a vat. But there are other approaches that fair better than semantic externalism.

6   Alternatives to the Traditional Definition of "Knowledge"
Now that we have explored of some of the sceptical challenges to the traditional TJB theory of knowledge, it is time to
explore some of the alternative theories that have been proposed as solutions to those challenges.

6.1    Foundationalism
Foundationalism is a variant of the traditional Justified-True-Belief definitions of knowledge. It gets its name from the
manner in which it addresses the nature of justification. It was first conceived as a response to Agrippan Scepticism.
The formal requirements of a response to the Agrippan sceptic would be satisfied if there were beliefs of any of these
three types:
(a)

beliefs which are justified by something other than beliefs;

(b)

beliefs which justify themselves;

(c)

beliefs which need no justification.

Foundationalism addresses the Agrippan problem of infinite regress by positing that there are indeed some beliefs that
are non-inferentially justified, and therefore "foundational". Foundationalism maintains that in addition to the three
options offered by the Agrippan Sceptic, there is a fourth option -- specifically a set of foundational beliefs that do not
require further justification, by their very nature true and self-presenting (i.e. self-justifying) simply in virtue of the fact
that we have the belief, intrinsically credible by virtue of the kind of belief they are. These non-inferential foundational
beliefs are those that are "infallible", "indubitable", "self-evident", and/or "self-presenting".
Foundationalism proposes that (JTB-F)   S knows that P iff  
  
  
  

  

(1) P is true;
(2) S believes that P; and
(3f) S perceives that P (in some tightly constrained understanding of
"perceive"); or
(3s) S's belief that P is "based" (in some tightly constrained understanding
of "based") on foundational beliefs.

The claim that there are two forms of justification -- inferential and non-inferential -- is the core of any form of
foundationalism. The difficulties faced by foundationalism arise from just how to precisely specify those two "tight
constraints". The two dimensions that characterize and distinguish the various foundationalist theories are therefore:
(a) the problem of the foundation -- just exactly what beliefs are "foundational" and just why are they to be
considered "self-justifying"; just what exactly is that tightly constrained understanding of "perceive"; and
(b) the problem of the structure -- just how are our non-foundational beliefs "based" on the foundational
beliefs; just what exactly is that tightly constrained meaning of "based".
The distinctive commitment of foundationalism is that every belief has an intrinsic epistemological status -- the
epistemological status of the belief is independent of the believer. Beliefs of one kind can be treated as
epistemologically prior to beliefs of some other kind because they simply are epistemologically prior independently of
what we may think of the matter. This can be characterized as a form of "epistemological realism" -- the
epistemological status of any belief is a property of that belief that is "real" and evidence (and judgement) transcendent.
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Classical foundationalism gives expression to the central tenet of empiricism, the view that all our knowledge is derived
from our experience. It does this by insisting that a belief which is not about our own sensory states (our immediate
experience) must, if it is to be justified, be justified by appeals to beliefs which are about our own sensory states. Such
beliefs are supposed to be able to stand on their own feet, without support from others.
How is it that our beliefs about our present sensory states need no support from other beliefs? Foundationalism
maintains that our beliefs about our present sensory states are infallible. This would guarantee they are all true. These
basic foundational beliefs are not simply unchallenged, but unchallengeable. (In some variations of Foundationalism,
perhaps not absolutely unchallengeable, but at least not automatically challengeable and thus at least prima facie
justified.) Perceptual beliefs are infallible because we necessarily have them just when they are true. For example, if
you believe that it is raining outside, then it is unavoidably (indubitably, infallibly) true that you believe that it is raining
outside (regardless of whether it is in fact raining outside). One's beliefs about one's internal mental states are claimed
to be infallible in just that way. If I believe that I am hungry, sad, happy, tired, sore, and so forth, it is impossible for
me to actually be otherwise. The state of being hungry simply is the belief that I am hungry. As an example of
external sensory inputs, I believe that I perceive that the tomato is red if and only if I perceive that the tomato is red. I
simply cannot believe that I perceive the tomato to be green if I perceive it to be red. This infallibility of beliefs about
our perceptions carries through all sorts of environmental and psychological distortions.
There are several kinds of beliefs that foundationalists claim to be unavoidably and infallibly true. The approaches that
have been suggested can be divided into a priori foundations, and a posteriori foundations. A priori knowledge is
supposedly arrived at through reasoned analysis, and is independent of any empirical justification or verification. The
concept of a priori knowledge goes all the way back to Plato's Forms. A posteriori knowledge, on the other hand,
depends on empirical observation and experience, and is the standard of the empiricists. As a consequence of this
distinction, foundationalist theories that maintain that our foundational beliefs are primarily a priori are called
"rationalist". And those that maintain that our foundational beliefs are primarily a posteriori are called "empiricist".

6.1.1  The Problem of the Foundation
Whether a rationalist or an empiricist, the foundationalist's dilemma is to define a basis for knowledge modest enough to
be secure against the sceptic, but rich enough to be adequate as the foundation for the rest of what we believe. The
problem arises from the nature of the content of any experience -- either of internal states or external perceptions. If
our experience is to have any epistemological significance, it must be expressible in propositional form. This amounts
to rejecting any sharp distinction between experiencing and judging or believing. The kind of experiential awareness
that is involved in knowledge must necessarily incorporate the ability to make propositionally comprehensible claims.
However, propositional content involves conceptual or descriptive content -- that A is F. And description is inseparable
from the possibility of mis-description. It seems, then, that propositional content is inseparable from the possibility of
error. If this is so, no judgement however modest, is absolutely indubitable. So if basic experiential knowledge has to
be indubitable, there is no such thing as knowledge. The difficulty is to see how any judgement can be wrenched out of
all inferential connections to further judgements (other beliefs) and retain any content at all. Our basic beliefs must
have sufficient content to support the superstructure in which we are really interested, and no belief with that amount of
content is going to be infallible.
"There can be no bearers of truth value without judgment and judgment involves the application of
concepts. But to apply a concept is to make a judgment about class membership, and to make a judgment
about class membership always involves relating the thing about which the judgment is made to other
paradigm members of the class. These judgments of relevant similarity will minimally involve beliefs about
the past, and thus be inferential in character (assuming that we can have no "direct" access to facts about the
past)."
Fumerton(b)
It is difficult, for example, to understand the constrained concept of "perceiving", when one believes that one perceives
oneself to be hungry or the tomato to be red, unless one also adds to the mix clearly non-foundational beliefs about the
meaning of "hungry", "tomato" and "red".
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6.1.2  The Problem of the Structure
Most foundationalist theorizing does not adequately treat the problem of the manner in which S's belief in P is "based"
on the foundational beliefs. It surely can not be restricted to deductive entailment, since most of our inferences are not
deductive but inductive. What happens if our foundational (for example -- perceptual) beliefs are contradictory? This
is certainly possible. It is not uncommon for our eyes to give us one message of what is out there, while our ears or
fingers give us another.
But the principles of inference by which we move from foundational beliefs to non-foundational beliefs (induction and
abduction) are also fallible. To deal with this challenge, so called "Modest" Foundationalism, a recent innovation in
Foundationalist theories, maintains that our basic beliefs have only an intrinsic prima facie credibility, because their
epistemic status can be modified in the context of a developed belief-system (a la Coherentism). This modern
conception of foundationalism takes a more fallibilist attitude towards what classical foundationalism would treat as
infallible beliefs.
Perhaps our belief in P relies on defeasible evidence. Defeasible evidence is simply evidence that justifies, but does not
logically entail. It is always possible, no matter how much evidence we accumulate, that defeasible evidence may be
defeated by the addition of more (and counter) evidence. If this is the hypothesis, then Foundationalism more or less
devolves to Coherentism.
Because the Foundational theory emphasizes the notion that non-foundational beliefs are necessarily "based" on
foundational beliefs, it is essentially a "prior grounding" model of justification. Empiricist versions of foundationalism
stress the evidentialist principle of the default and challenge model, giving voice to the empiricist position that all
knowledge is based on perceptual experience. On other dimensions of justification theories, most foundationalist
theories remain mute.
Additionally, Foundationalists need to find some means of justifying the rules of inference. They are not generally
considered "foundational" beliefs, unless one considers them to be basic axioms -- assumed without justification. It is
difficult, therefore, to understand how non-foundational beliefs can be derived in a suitably constrained "basing" way
from foundational beliefs without opening up the holes inherent in inductive and abductive inferences, neither of which
guarantees the truth of their conclusions the way that deductive inferences do.
It is clear from both the difficulties of the foundation, and the difficulties of the structure, that the foundationalist
account of knowledge is, at the very least, incomplete.

6.2    Coherentism
Coherentism, in contrast to Foundationalism, is radically holistic - it does not recognize any epistemological distinction
between kinds of beliefs. Unfortunately, our belief systems show considerable degrees of variation in the degree to
which we believe our beliefs. We have different styles of belief, degrees of acceptance. This variation in
epistemological significance is not well treated by Coherentism. Not only does Coherentism not deal well with the
different degrees or styles of belief, it does not grant any special epistemic status to experiential or perceptual beliefs.
The coherence account of knowledge therefore does not provide any necessary linkage between one's network of beliefs
and an external reality. And that is its weakest link.
Coherentism proposes that (JTB-C)   S knows that P iff  
  
  
  

  

(1) P is true;
(2) S believes that P; and
(3) S's belief that P "coheres" (in some tightly constrained understanding of
"cohere") with the rest (or some suitably constrained sub-set) of S's beliefset.
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The coherence account of knowledge faces a pair of serious challenges. One challenge is the need to specify the nature
of the "coherence" that is claimed to be the basis for belief justification. Just what does it mean for a set of beliefs to
form a "coherent" set? As part of this specification is the need to distinguish between beliefs within the belief-set that
do qualify for the "coherence set", and beliefs that must be dismissed as irrelevant, and remain in the category of
opinion -- the problem of degrees of epistemological significance. Clearly, not all of my beliefs will qualify as
knowledge. But the question is - which ones will? The other serious challenge facing coherence theorists is to explain
why a coherent set of beliefs does or should track the truth? The traditional JTB theory of knowledge includes the
condition that the belief be true. It is not at all obvious why or how a coherent set of beliefs should, or could track the
truth.

6.2.1  The Nature of "Coherence"
Let's consider first the problem of just what it means for my beliefs to form a coherent set. Just what is this
"coherence"? It surely cannot be as simple as logical consistency. For one thing, most people believe at least some
contradictory beliefs. And for another, most of our beliefs are formed or arrived at on the basis of induction or
abduction -- generalized conclusion from limited observation, or selected as the "better" from a number of possible
explanations. "Coherence" must be interpreted to mean more than just deductive inference, on pain of unacceptably
limiting what can be claimed as knowledge.
Coherence theorists generally describe the coherence involved as "explanatory" coherence: A belief system is more
coherent the more beliefs it incorporates into the network, the greater the range of beliefs it records, explains, and allows
us to anticipate. Recognizing which beliefs are relevant and constructing theories to explain them are two aspects of a
single process. The goal is to make our beliefs as coherent (ie explanatory) as we can. On this basis, a belief-system is
more coherent the fewer self-contained sub-sets it contains, and the fewer beliefs it dumps into the irrelevant category.
Coherence is also increased by our epistemological self-understanding. Why we believe the things we believe, and
what we consider to be the standards of "good" justification are important contributors to the explanatory coherence of
our belief-set. But a challenge facing any suggestion of what "coherence" consists in is its necessary dependence on
our being aware of both the totality of our belief-set (in order to determine whether any new belief might increase its
coherence), and the proposed rules of coherence (in order to discern whether some new belief might increase the level
of coherence). To employ "coherence" as a standard of knowledge justification, we need to know what all our beliefs
are, and how they hang together. This seems to conflict with the rather obvious fact that at any given time I do not
always remember all the things that I would believe if I could but remember them.
In response to this apparent overload, some variants of Coherentism have accepted that the belief-set that needs to be
coherent can be less than one's entire body of knowledge. But accepting a sub-set approach as a way to lessen the
information scope moves Coherentism towards the alternative of Contextualism.
Of course, there is an alternative here that some coherence theorists have adopted. Most JTB theories of knowledge are
internalist. But it is possible to frame a coherence theory of justification in an externalist way. One externalist version
of Coherentism suggests that the rules of coherence that apply are external. They are provided by reality and our
evolutionary adaptations, and need not be consciously accessible to the subject. Such an externalist version of
Coherentism would demand only that the set of propositions expressed by one's beliefs actually be coherent (according
to whatever concept of "coherent" applies) without the subject being aware of that fact or the relevant principles of
coherence. However, an externalist approach does not help in addressing the second challenge.

6.2.2  Truth Tracking
The coherence theorist also faces the challenge of explaining why and how the coherence of a set of beliefs should
converge on truth. It is not at all obvious that the coherence of a set of beliefs should or even could track reality. The
prevalence of "conspiracy theories" and their advocates demonstrates that a coherent set of beliefs need not reflect the
truth. Yet, as noted above, it is commonly accepted that for a belief to be accepted as knowledge, that belief must at the
very least be true. Without granting some special status to observational or experiential beliefs, it is difficult to find a
way to ensure that one's coherent set of beliefs maintains some sort of linkage to reality.
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According to some theorists, the presence in our belief-net of second-order epistemological beliefs about the reliability
of our belief forming processes provides experiential observations more weight than might otherwise be supposed. But
even with that additional weight, there is nothing within an "explanatory" understanding of "coherence" that necessarily
connects our beliefs to the truth. It is always at least logically possible that one's coherent set of beliefs is quite
separated from reality. Especially when you consider that one function of "fitting" a set of beliefs into a coherent
network, is to filter out those beliefs that must remain outside the network as "mere opinion".
Of course, some coherence theorists take the step of denying that there is any gap between a coherent belief network and
the truth. The "truth-realist" believes that there are evidence-transcendent truths, truths whose obtaining lies beyond
our powers of recognition. The "truth-anti-realist" denies the existence of such evidence-transcendent truth, and holds
that differences which we are in principle incapable of recognizing do not exist. From such a perspective, it is not
possible for a coherent set of beliefs to not be true. By adopting an anti-realist conception of truth, such theorists can
maintain that reality is defined by, determined by, or otherwise constrained by one's coherent set of beliefs. This is
known as the coherence theory of truth. By this standard, if my beliefs do form a coherent set, they would by definition
be true.
Although a widely popular approach to the meaning of "truth" amongst metaphysical Idealists, authoritarian political
and religious rulers, and conspiracy buffs, it does turn the notion of "truth" into a purely subjective concept. Adopting
this means of eliminating the gap between a coherent belief-set and "the truth" also entails that the operative definition
of knowledge has to be reduced from a "justified true belief" to simply a "justified belief". The extra condition of truth
would be duplicating the condition of justification, since they are now considered equivalent. I discussed the
desirability of a separate "Truth Condition" above in section 3.3 above.
The obvious abuse of the popular or folk notion of "truth" that an extremely subjectivist truth-anti-realism introduces
usually pushes the truth-anti-realist to generalize the idea in order to make it less subjective. On this broader
interpretation, "the truth" is the coherent set of beliefs that would be held at the limit of enquiry, or that is held by some
particular population, or some omniscient intellect. Unfortunately, this retreat from pure subjectivism does not resolve
the issue of a gap remaining between one individual's coherent beliefs and "the truth" (however defined). The local
belief set of some one individual may be coherent, yet still inconsistent with the broader vision of coherence truth (and
therefore not true). That leaves the coherence theorist with no means of distinguishing between a "reasonable" (ie "in
touch with reality") belief-system, and the delusions of a logically adept paranoid. An internalist coherence account of
knowledge admits no external standard by which to evaluate different belief-systems. The coherence account of
knowledge has no means of distinguishing between a belief-network that is "true", and a belief-network that is not.
Who is the historian telling it like it is, and who is the delusional conspiracy theorist?
Of course, it is always possible to add externalist features to a coherence theory. If one adds the externalist stipulation
that the coherent belief-set actually track the (realist or anti-realist conception of) truth, then one can resolve the
difficulty outlined above. But it becomes debatable whether we should continue to call the resulting theory a
"Coherence" theory of knowledge. The most meaningful feature of the resulting theory would be its means of
providing the required empirical grounding. The personal epistemic responsibility aspect (the coherence of a belief-set)
becomes more or less secondary to the epistemic grounding consideration.
Brand Blanshard takes another approach by arguing that there is only one possible maximally coherent set of beliefs,
and that set is distinguished from all its potential rivals by being empirically grounded.   "What really tests [a] judgment
is the extent of our accepted world that it implicated with it and would be carried down with it if it fell . . . . That, is the
test of coherence."(9)
According to this approach, the functional purpose of thought and belief formation is to understand our experiences.
And to do so by generating the most systematic (coherent) belief-set that explains our experiences. And, I would
suppose, to provide the most profitable basis for anticipating the future course of events. So the set of beliefs which we
form in the process of understanding our experiences must, because of its starting point in our experiences, be
empirically grounded. It is this necessary beginning of belief formation in experience that he claims guarantees that
there will be only a single unique set of beliefs which constitutes the most coherent set.
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However, contra Blanshard, even including the beliefs we form as a result of our efforts at understanding and
anticipating our experiences, it is still logically possible that there may be more than one equally good way of
incorporating our experiences into a belief set, more than one equally "good" way of assembling our experiences into a
coherent explanatory system. Particularly when we remember that some of our beliefs will be rejected (as anomalous,
or erroneous, or irrelevant) along the way. The entire sceptical argument of under-determination is based on the
observation that our theories are all under-determined by the evidence. There is always an alternative theory that can
explain all our evidence. Both paranoids and conspiracy buffs prove this.
Considering the coherence account of knowledge in the light of Agrippan scepticism focuses attention on the need for
beliefs that meet two conditions. First, they must be non-inferentially credible -- justified without deriving their
justification from other beliefs (i.e. perceptual beliefs). Second, they must be credible in a way that reflects some kind
of external constraint. Can we even understand the concept of thinking (not just believing and knowing) if we cannot
think of our beliefs as justified in a way that involves the aim of our beliefs being the nature of the world. There are
only two ways to anchor a network of beliefs to an external (evidence transcendent) "truth." One is to grant some
special epistemic status to perceptual / experiential evidence. But down that route lies the competing theory of
Foundationalism. The other is to abandon the struggle to maintain pure justification internalism, and allow some
external notion such as reliablism to intrude sufficiently to anchor our beliefs. But down that route lies the competing
theory of Contextualism.
Either route is one that the coherence account has already started on. Despite the claim of coherentism that no beliefs
are to be granted any special epistemic status, the coherence account needs to provide some special status for the
standards of coherence -- the standards of what is to count as one set of beliefs being more coherent than another.
Either one's standard of what should constitute a coherent set of beliefs (a "good" way of assembling our experiences
into a coherent explanatory system) is purely subjective in the way that the anti-realist views truth, or the coherentist
must needs grant the objective standards of coherence special epistemic status. The first alternative is another way to
move the coherence account of knowledge towards the competing theory of Contextualism. The second alternative is
another way to move the coherence account of knowledge towards the theory of Foundationalism.
Either way, it is clear that the coherence account of knowledge, like the foundationalist, is, at the very least, incomplete.
And like Foundationalism, the Coherence theory of knowledge incorporates the prior grounding model of justification.
Because of its emphasis on the coherence of one's entire body of beliefs, it necessarily emphasizes the possession
principle -- one must be aware of all the justifying reasons before one can judge whether this belief coheres with the
rest. Hence it also emphasizes the "no free lunch" principle that if one knows that P, then one also has all the resources
in hand to know that one knows that P. The advantage that coherentism has over foundationalism is its manner of
dealing with Cartesian scepticism. As I noted above when discussing the BIV argument, Cartesian scepticism is based
on a foundationalist understanding of knowledge. But Coherentism bypasses the BIV argument by maintaining a
different idea of what constitutes proper justification. I can therefore know that I have two hands, if that belief properly
coheres with the rest of my beliefs. The BIV sceptical suggestion carries no weight, and is successfully defused.

6.3    Reliablism
Pure reliablist theories of knowledge are also thoroughly externalist. These theories analyze knowledge in terms of the
processes that generate our beliefs, rather than in terms of the beliefs themselves. Knowledge, in reliablist theories, is
defined in terms of processes that reliably generate true beliefs, or at least generate true beliefs more often than not.
One of the more prominent proponents of a Reliablist understanding of knowledge is Dretske. (10)
Reliablist theories would replace the three conditions of JTB theories mentioned above with (TBR)  
  

S knows that P iff  
  

  

  

(1) P is true;
(2) S believes that P; and
(3) S's belief that P is generated by a reliable cognitive process (in a way
that degettierizes that belief).
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Knowledge therefore is a belief from reliable sources; and to trace a belief to a reliable source is to justify it.
Recognizably reliable sources are thus authoritative. For Reliablism, therefore, it is always possible to understand the
word "justified" in broad enough terms that we could consider a belief formed by some reliable process as suitably
"justified".
If we are to explain ordinary knowledge in terms of truth-reliable methods, we must insist that "reliability" be reliability
with respect to some reasonable or normal range of conditions, not with respect to all logically possible conditions.
"Reliability" is therefore an incurably interest-relative notion. Reliablism, like justification, comes in degrees. This
means a fallible conception of reliability, rather than in infallible conception. "More often than not" is sufficiently
reliable in most circumstances. And this element nicely meshes with the Gettier examples described above. In most
circumstances, our claims to knowledge are reliably generated. But in some of those weird Gettier scenarios, the
process gets it wrong. And that is acceptable.
It is worth noting that reliablism is much more consistent than the JTB theories with the evolutionary development of
human intellect. In positing only the existence of some unspecified reliable belief forming process, reliablism is
ambivalent to any specific process. This allows reliablism to accommodate an evolutionary sequence of ever more
reliable processes. Such an evolutionary conception of knowledge generating processes also provides an explanation of
why knowledge is valuable -- an issue that the standard JTB theories do not directly address. On most theories of
knowledge, knowledge is "assuredly true belief", and is thus the best bet when pursuing evolutionary survival. It is
better, in the long evolutionary run, to know (rather than guess) behind which tree the tiger lurks (else, as I have already
mentioned, one is liable to become lunch rather than enjoy it). From the perspective of reliablism, considered
generically, it is largely irrelevant how one comes to know the necessary knowledge. The processes of evolutionary
selection will ensure that those with the more reliable belief forming process will be the ones to populate the future.
On the other hand, purely externalist theories (like reliablism and truth tracking, described below) do not incorporate the
intellectual capabilities that seem to be demanded by JTB theories. A key intuition about knowledge is that knowledge
involves a judgement -- an intellectual exercise that examines evidence and judges whether some belief is sufficiently
justified to qualify as knowledge. Externalist theories therefore run counter to our generally held intuition that one
must have reasons for claiming to know rather than believe. The concept of justification seems somehow integral to
our notion of knowledge, and externalist theories do not fulfil that intuition.
However, reliablism permits multiple reliable processes as the basis of knowledge. Intellectual inference from
evidence (as per the internalist's concept of justification) could be considered but one of many reliable processes. But
an advantage of reliablism is that it is also consistent with the fact that it seems that knowledge does not always depend
on a reasoned (and hence time consuming) inference from evidence. Reliablism permits other processes that do not
involve intellectual inference from evidence. Reliablism as a general approach is therefore consistent with both an
external version of coherentism, and an external version of foundationalism. Foundationalism and Coherentism are just
additional reliable means of forming true beliefs.
Some philosophers recognize two different kinds of propositional knowledge -- intellectual or reflective knowledge on
the one hand, versus animal and non-reflective knowledge on the other. Intellectual propositional knowledge is the
usual kind that is considered a true belief that is justified with sufficiently supportive evidence or intellectually drawn
inferences, of either the deductive, inductive, or abductive kind. "Animal" knowledge is the kind that can be attributed
to animals and pre-intellectual children. It is knowledge that is arrived at through some reliable non-intellectual
process, and need not necessarily involve a belief. Non-reflective knowledge is the kind that one can acquire quickly
without intellectual effort, when time is clearly too short for reflective development of reasons and consequences, as in
moments of crisis. Externalist theories like reliablism can accept that we might have "non-intellectual" sources of
knowledge. We commonly do attribute knowledge to animals (especially pets), and pre-intellectual children. And we
commonly attribute knowledge to people in circumstances where it is clear that time for intellectual reflection (a search
for justification) does not exist. These intuitive uses of the concept of knowledge are not adequately satisfied by pure
JTB theories. So perhaps reliablist theories are not the complete story, but only part of the tale.
Not all philosophers recognize both sorts of propositional knowledge, of course. Most JTB theorists would deny that
non-intellectual mentalities (animals, young children, brain-damaged patients, senile seniors, etc) have "knowledge" in
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the proper meaning of the word. They only seem to have knowledge, and our application of the word "knowledge" to
their circumstances is just a convenient verbal short-hand. Hence, many philosophers would consider that nonintellectual "knowledge" is merely allegorical attribution -- calling something "knowledge" when it really isn't, because
it might be if the subject in question were intellectually capable. Internalist theories of knowledge, because of their
focus on intellectual justification, would consider animal or non-intellectual knowledge to be merely allegorical
attribution.
In reaction to these conflicting advantages, there are also some "mixed" theories that combine both the intellectual sense
of the JTB theories, and the reliable belief generation of the reliablist theories. Some of these theories have been called
"Loose Reliablism" because they incorporate intellectual justification as just another reliable belief generating process.
Others, like the Contextualist theory discussed below, are more properly considered justificationist because they are
primarily JTB theories that also incorporate some reliablist and externalist considerations.

6.4    Causal & Law-Like Theories
Like all reliablist theories, within Goldman's Causal Theory knowledge has no essential connection to justification.
Instead, it posits that
(TBC)  
  
  

S knows that P iff  
  
  

(1) P is true;
(2) S believes that P; and
(3) S's belief that P is caused by the fact that P.

Another reliablist theory, the Law-Like Connection theory, maintains that events can co-vary in a law-like way even
when there is no causal connection between them.
(TBL)  
  

S knows that P iff  
  

  

  

(1) P is true;
(2) S believes that P; and
(3) there is a "law-like connection" between the state of affairs that P and
S's belief that P.

Being pure reliablist theories, these two are pure externalist conceptions of knowledge. They focus on the third-person
epistemic grounding sense of justification to the complete exclusion of the first-person epistemic responsibility sense.
They do capture the intuition that there needs to be some form of "connection" between the truth (facts of the matter)
and our beliefs in order for our beliefs to qualify as knowledge. However, as with all purely externalist theories, there
is no way for S to discern whether condition (3) has been satisfied. And that runs counter to our intuition that if S
knows that P he ought to be aware of that, or at least be able to discern that.

6.5    Contextualism
There is another, and more recently popular, member of the JTB family of theories of knowledge that resolves many of
the difficulties facing foundationalism and coherentism, while maintaining many of their desirable features. That
theory is the Contextualism theory of knowledge. It is still a Justified True Belief theory. But it differs critically from
Foundationalism by denying that both that there are some beliefs that are justified independently of other beliefs, or that
there are beliefs that have a specific epistemic status independent of the context of discourse. And it differs from
Coherentism by denying both that the coherence that matters is of some significantly large beliefs set, and that the rules
of coherence are fixed and independent of the context of discourse. The fundamental principle of contextualism is that
whether a belief qualifies as knowledge depends critically on the context within which the knowledge claim is held.
The impetus for Contextualism is the observed phenomenology of our encounters with Cartesian Scepticism:
1. In ("sceptical") conversational contexts that do involve sceptical hypotheses (like the Brain-in-a-Vat
possibility), any attribution of knowledge (of either that we can know that we are not a BIV, or that we
know that we have two hands) seems intuitively wrong.
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2. In normal every-day ("non-sceptical") conversational contexts that do not involve sceptical hypotheses,
attributions of knowledge (of either that we know that we are not a BIV, or that we know that we have two
hands) seems intuitively unproblematic.
3. The only thing that seems to change when we shift from a normal every-day "non-sceptical" context to a
"sceptical" context, are factors specific to the context of discourse.
Contextualism, because it allows both fixed points and epistemic interdependence, has a good claim to incorporate the
best features of its traditional rivals. Elements of coherentism show up in the prima facie warrant granted to beliefs. It
is necessary that the belief that P "cohere" with a lot of other beliefs that S might have -- pretty much in the way that
Coherentists would describe explanatory coherence, although only with beliefs that are contextually relevant. Note that
this specifically does not demand coherence with any problematic "universal set" of beliefs. For example, if it seems to
me that I have two hands, then I am prima facie justified in believing that I have two hands. The logically possible
alternative that I am a brain in a vat is not a relevant alternative in most contexts, and can be safely ignored in those
contexts. Only when the context involves a philosophical discussion of sceptical challenges, would the context include
the "brain-in-a-vat" alternative. (And in such a context, I would not be justified in believing -- and hence would not
know -- that I have two hands.) Justification, and hence adequate justification, is always context sensitive (hence the
name of the theory).
Elements of foundationalism show up in contextualism through the recognition that perceptual inputs have special
epistemic status. Although this special epistemic status is granted within a context of beliefs, and not intrinsic to the
belief itself. One of the ways it can seem to me that the tomato is red, is that I can be perceptually aware (see) that the
tomato is red. And I have second-order epistemic beliefs to the effect that my perceptual systems are generally reliable.
Contextualism does not share foundationalism's difficulty with understanding the meaning of "tomato" and "red",
because it understands perceptual awareness in a coherentist way -- perceptual awareness is wrapped by beliefs about
the meaning of conceptual categories and word meanings.

6.5.1  Default and Challenge Justification
A key difference between Contextualism and the other theories of knowledge is that contextualism adopts the "default
and challenge" model of justification, and switches the priority of justification from the "prior grounding" conception to
the "epistemic responsibility" conception. (Williams makes this specific claim about inferential contextualism.
Semantic contextualists have largely ignored this issue. So I will let it stand that this is a feature of both versions of
contextualism.)
As I noted above when exploring the details of the Brain-in-a-Vat argument, Agrippan scepticism is rooted in the Prior
Grounding requirement. Not merely does the Agrippan sceptic demand the prior grounding requirement for beliefs to
qualify as knowledge, he insists on a very restrictive conception of our available evidence. Given the way in which we
actually use the notion of "knowledge", the sceptic's assumption that experiential knowledge is, in some wholly general
way, epistemologically prior to knowledge of the world is a contentious and even implausible theoretical commitment.
The basic principle of contextualism, by contrast, is that if it seems to S that P, then S is prima facie justified in
believing that P. In the absence of reasons to believe otherwise, for example, it is irrational not to believe what you
perceive.
In judging that I have knowledge rather than merely belief I am judging that I am warranted in claiming that my belief is
adequately grounded, but not necessarily to having already confirmed its grounding. Its grounding could consist of it
being caused by or formed via a reliable process. This aspect of contextualism draws in a lot of the benefits of
Reliablist theories of knowledge, like its compatibility with evolutionary theory. Also, second order epistemic beliefs
can show up in the contextual coherence net that justifies the belief that P. The fact that I believe my perceptions to be
a reliable indicator of the truth of things, is a good reason for believing that (prima facie) things are as they perceptually
appear. From the perspective of contextualism, then, a good justifying reason for believing that P would be it seeming
to me that P, when I have no reason to suspect that the way in which it seems to me might not be veridical. Given, of
course, the conceptual context wherein either P or not-P might be supported by the evidence, but excluding nonhttp://www3.sympatico.ca/saburns/pg0306.htm[6/23/2020 1:34:30 PM]
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contextual ("unreasonable") alternatives that would invalidate any of the beliefs that make "P" intelligible.
A contextualist view of knowledge and justification does not commit one to holding that a reference to context is part of
the content of a knowledge-claim. A knowledge claim commits one to holding that all significant defeaters -possibilities which, if realised, would make one's beliefs false or inadequately justified -- have been eliminated: the
contextual element comes in to fix what defeaters should be counted as significant, and the constraints on sceptical
challenges delineate the scope of the context. But presumptions as to what is significant are themselves open to
criticism, which can be informationally or economically triggered. Contextualism takes fallibilism seriously.
Justification is always provisional, never water-tight. And it often involves less-than-algorithmic procedures, such as
inference to the best explanation.

6.5.2  Two Variants of Contextualism
That being said, there are two different kinds of Contextualism. There is the "semantic" contextualism of Keith
DeRose(11) and David Lewis(12) (among the more prominent of advocates), and there is the "inferential" contextualism
of Michael Williams.(13) Both versions of contextualism agree that "know" is a context sensitive concept in a manner
similar to the concept of "flat". Whether something can be properly called "flat" depends critically on the context of
discourse. If the context of discourse is, say, the geography of the plains states, then the state of Kansas can be properly
called "flat". But if the context of discourse is highway bridge construction, then Kansas cannot be properly called
"flat", since highways spanning it still require grades and bridges.
The contrast between the two branches of contextualism is that in the semantic version, the focus is on the role that
conversational contexts play in the determination of epistemic contexts, while the inferential version the focus is on the
role that individual inferential structures play in the determination of epistemic contexts.
The semantic contextualism of DeRose and Lewis is also called attributer contextualism, because it maintains that the
conversational context of the attributer of knowledge is the relevant context that determines whether the knowledge
claim is valid or not. Hence the conversational context within which one might assert "S knows that P" determines
whether that assertion is proper.
According to this view, the truth value of sentences containing the words "know", and its cognates will
depend on contextually determines standards. Because of this, such a sentence can have different truthvalues in different contexts. Now when I say "contexts", I mean "contexts of ascription". […] This view
has the consequence that, gfiven a fixed set of circumstances, a subject S and a proposition P, two speakers
may say "S knows that P", and only one of them thereby say something true. For the same reason, opne
speaker may say "S knows that P", and another say "S does not know that P", (relative to the same
circumstances), and both speakers thereby say something true"
Cohen(14)
One of the key challenges with the semantic version of contextualism, however, is its over-sensitivity to conversational
content. Given a non-sceptical context, it is non-problematic for me to claim to know that I have two hands, or to make
any other common every-day claim to know something. But I cannot, it would appear, properly claim to know that I
am not a Brain in a Vat. For to make that claim, I have raised the sceptical hypothesis, and thereby changed the context
of discourse. The mere mention of the sceptical possibility, changes the context of the conversation to a "sceptical"
context. And in a sceptical context, I do not know that I am not a BIV.

6.5.3  Inferential Contextualism
The inferential contextualism of Williams provides a more desirable response to this problem. Inferential
contextualism is not as sensitive to the conversational contents. It rather focuses on the inferential structure or
foundation of the discourse -- the underlying premises upon which the discourse is based. Hence, the mere mention of
a sceptical alternative is not alone sufficient to switch contexts. For example, if one is discussing history, then the
inferential context underlying the discussion is one that is valid to the study of history. It includes such things as the
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presumption that histories and historical documents are roughly accurate, and excludes such things as the sceptical
Russellian hypothesis that the world was created 10 seconds ago, complete with all "evidence" of a longer prior history.
Merely mentioning the Russellian hypothesis is not sufficient to change the context of discourse. Changing the
context of discourse would require the agreement of all (or at least most) of the parties to the discourse that the
discussion is no longer a discussion about history, but a discussion about epistemology. Inferential contextualism is
therefore not an attributer contextualism. It does not matter who is making the attribution of knowledge, as long as that
attribution remains within the given context of discourse. Hence, if the context of discourse is centered on such everyday common things as the fact that I know that I have two hands, I can also properly claim to know that I am not a Brain
in a Vat. (I may in fact be wrong about that claim, and not in fact know that I am not a BIV, if I am indeed a BIV, but I
can none the less properly make the claim to know that I am not a BIV, as long as the context remains centered in
common every-day matters.)
Of course, some third party observer to the circumstances can decide to change the context for some reason having
nothing to do with the discourse being observed. Pete may look at his the MLS listing in his hand and tell his wife that
the vendors are asking $340,000 for this house. Pete sees that his papers have the asking price printed on it, and he
remembers printing off this paper from the MLS web site that morning, so judges that he has sufficient reason for
properly claiming to know what the asking price is for this house. But Jane, overhearing Pete's advise to his wife, tells
her husband to go and check with the real estate agent showing the house, because she does not believe that Pete does
know. Because Jane is very interested in placing a bid on the house, her inferential context contains epistemic
standards that are much higher than Pete's. Her inferential context is much more sensitive to the possibility of getting
the asking price wrong, because erring on the high side will be a very expensive error. Pete and his wife, because they
are not as interested in buying this house, have an inferential context that is much more tolerant of error. Even if Pete is
in fact in error about the asking price, it would not matter to them. Thus Pete's wife can say "Pete knows the asking
price", and Jane can say "Pete does not know the asking price", and both statements can be true.
Another of the distinctions between inferential and semantic contextualism is the attitude of inferential contextualism
towards the epistemic status of beliefs. This shows up most obviously in the different treatments of contexts of
discourse. The semantic/attributer contextualism treats contexts of discourse as intrinsically more or less demanding.
Hence, in the above example, Jane brings a "higher" or "more stringent" set of epistemic standards to the judgement of
whether Pete has knowledge, than Pete's wife does. And the sceptic brings the highest and most stringent set of
standards to his claim that knowledge is impossible because the sceptical hypothesis cannot be disproved. Inferential
contextualism, on the other hand, maintains that the different contexts of discourse are not more or less demanding, just
different. Hence inferential contextualism challenges the sceptical enterprise right at the start, by arguing that the
sceptic's level of epistemic standard is no more valid or "good" or "stringent" than is the common every-day standard.
The sceptic claims that all knowledge is not possible because his sceptical alternative cannot be disproven. The
inferential contextualist replies that the sceptic is invalidly applying his sceptical epistemic standard where it does not
apply. Inferential contextualism maintains that al that the sceptic has proven is that knowledge is impossible within the
sceptical context. Inferential contextualism, as a consequence, denies what Williams calls "epistemic realism" […] the epistemic status of a given proposition is liable to shift with situational, disciplinary, and other
contextually variable factors: [inferential contextualism holds] that, independently of such influences, a
proposition has no epistemic status whatsoever.
Williams(15)
Interestingly, this denial of epistemic realism applies to areas beyond the standards of judgement for knowledge claims.
Like coherentism, contextualism embodies a kind of local or modular holism, but its inferential variant is radically
anti-realist when it comes to epistemic status. What epistemic status a belief acquires is awarded within a specific
context by the participants. Norms, including epistemic standards and classifications, are norms that we set, not
intrinsic properties imposed upon us by "the nature of epistemic justification". Inferential contextualism therefore
maintains that such categorical distinctions as "foundational versus non-foundational", "a priori versus a posteriori",
"necessary versus contingent", "analytic versus synthetic" and "about the real world versus about internal mental states"
are only contextually relevant and contextually definable, and not objective properties of beliefs. Inferential
contextualism therefore rejects both foundationalism's epistemological atomism -- the notion that a basic belief can be
intrinsically justified on its own, and foundationalism's epistemolgocial realism -- the notion that any belief possesses an
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objective epistemological status.
Hence, for inferential contextualism, "Knowledge of the external world" is like "demonic possession": both concepts
reflecting false theories. There is no such thing as demonic possession because there is nothing in reality that would
distinguish a "demon". In just the same way there is no such thing as "knowledge of the external world" because there
is nothing in reality that would distinguish an "external world" from something else. For there to be "knowledge of the
external world" as a specifically identifiable set of beliefs, there would have to be some special epistemic status to
beliefs about an "external world" that would distinguish such beliefs from others.
Inferential contextualism recognizes that sceptical challenges to our beliefs take place within several systemic
constraints that themselves justify a prima facie justification for some beliefs. While it is entirely possible that some of
our beliefs might in fact be in error, contrary to the sceptic's claim,it is not possible that all of our beliefs could be in
error at the same time. In order to think at all, there must be some beliefs that by necessity must go unchallenged.
(1) intelligibility or semantic constraints. One reason we have many default entitlements is that holding many true
beliefs, or not being subject to certain kinds of error, is a condition of making sense. Anything can be called in to
question, but not everything at once. In order to understand any particular challenge to our claim to knowledge, one
must be able to understand the challenge. And understanding that challenge demands a whole host of associated beliefs
that cannot, in the context of the challenge, be taken to be questioned. In order to render intelligible any discussion of
any topic, a whole host of beliefs must be assumed to be true in order to make the discussion intelligible. The
intelligibility of language is a social matter that necessarily involves a whole host of related beliefs that must be
accepted as true.
(2) methodological constraints. Some propositions have to be exempted from doubt or challenge (even if only for the
time being) if certain types of question are to be pursued. Methodological constraints frame the direction of inquiry.
The direction of inquiry has to do not with the level/depth of scrutiny, but with the angle of scrutiny. How one goes
about an inquiry involves a whole host of beliefs that must assumed to be true in order to render possible the very
questions that are being asked, and in order to evaluate the reasonableness of any possible answers entertained. You
can't enquire about anything unless you assume that the measurements you make are trustworthy. Even if you are
testing the trustworthiness of one device, you have to trust some other testing device.
(3) dialectical constraints. Possible defeaters may or may not be in play. The default status of claims and beliefs
changes with the dialectical environment. Non-epistemic defeaters cite evidence that one's assertion is false. This
evidence might be purely negative, or it might be positive evidence for the truth of some incompatible claim.
Epistemic defeaters give grounds for suspecting that one's belief was acquired in an unreliable or irresponsible way.
(4) economic constraints. A defeater does not come into play simply by virtue of being mentioned. There has to be
some reason to think that it might obtain. How much reason we require fixes the severity of our epistemic standards.
If it is important to reach a decision, and the costs of error are relatively low, or if we gain a lot by being right and lose
only a little by being wrong, we can afford to take a relaxed attitude towards justificational standards. Standards of
justificational adequacy are always standards that we fix in the light of our interests, epistemic or otherwise. If the
context is evolutionary survival, then it is important to know where the tiger lurks, if even only roughly. Justificational
standards for that kind of knowledge need to be relatively low. And if I am wrong about things, and am actually a BIV,
then I have lost nothing.
(5) situational constraints. (The "external factors" in contextualism.) The grounding must exist, whether or not we
are aware of it. In claiming knowledge we commit ourselves to the well-groundedness of our beliefs. Our
commitment to this well-groundedness is an important source of openness to self-correction. If the evidence should
prove me wrong, then I must correct my beliefs, and my claims to know.
Although knowledge cannot be detached in any general way from the ability to cite reasons (when called for), neverthe-less, in special cases we can attribute knowledge to another person because we can defend his reliability, even if he
cannot. This social distribution of reason-giving abilities allows us to inherit knowledge by deference to experts. In a
complicated society, an enormous amount of knowledge is acquired this way.
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For an inferential contextualist, therefore, there cannot be a sharp distinction between knowing-that and knowing-how.
Being able to make judgements (of identification or classification) -- the pre-condition for any knowing-that -- involves
know-how essentially. For inferential contextualism, the distinction between the "observable" and the "inferential" or
"theoretical" is methodological and not substantive or intrinsic (another instance of the denial of "epistemic realism").
We can observe anything whose presence we can be trained to report reliably on. Perceptual knowing can be causally
mediated by our having sensations, while remaining epistemically direct and about objects in our environment.
All challenges to our knowledge claims therefore take place in some definite inferential context, constituted by a
complex and largely tacit array of currently unchallenged entitlements. All inquiry takes place in a highly rich
informational context. Such contexts are never the creation of a sole inquirer; they are the legacy of past co-operation
and communication. Tradition -- the inheriting of results and methods -- is the prerequisite of investigation, thus of
self-correction. For a contextualist, therefore, a particular context of inquiry and observation is always characterized by
a range of justified background presuppositions (some default justified) concerning matters of general as well as
particular fact. There is therefore no room for either the Agrippan or the Cartesian sceptic's global doubts. If a
challenger implies that we may be making a mistake, we are entitled to ask how. If the challenger has nothing to say,
then no real challenge has been entered. It is simply not possible to be in error about everything at once.
Another challenge that inferential contextualism addresses directly, but on which semantic contextualism is silent, is the
fact that the Prior Grounding and the Default and Challenge models of justification set different standards for epistemic
responsibility, for a belief's entitlement to the honorific of "knowledge". Semantic contextualism, because it accepts
"epistemic realism" has to provide a justification for its choice of models, and explain why it is better than the other.
But for inferential contextualism, it is illegitimate to ask which model is correct. This is to proceed as though there
were some realist external fact of the matter that holds quite independently of what we take it to be. A belief is no more
justified wholly independently of human evaluative standards than a certain kind of block in soccer is against the rules
independently of our practices of judging certain types of block as against the rules.
By tacitly invoking epistemological realism, the semantic contextualist is stuck with the sceptic's conception of
knowledge -- the assumption of the prior grounding vision of justification; and that we cannot responsibly change that
standard unless we can prove that it is false. Semantic contextualism therefore does not adequately address the
Cartesian sceptical challenge. The inferential contextualist, on the other hand, denies all of the premises relied upon by
the BIV argument (as documented above in the section on the BIV argument).
Inferential contextualism incorporates a fallibilist "default and challenge" model of justification. Such a model allows prima facie
justification for a belief that things are indeed exactly as they seem.
denies that there is any intrinsic property of beliefs. The sceptic's assumption of foundationalism implies the
necessary presumption of an intrinsic (objective) property that distinguishes basic beliefs from non-basic beliefs.
Within inferential contextualism, all differences between kinds of beliefs are determined contextually -- within the
context of other beliefs (such as second-level epistemic beliefs).
denies that there is any intrinsic characteristic that would differentiate "knowledge of the world" from any other
kind of knowledge -- such as knowledge of my experiences, or knowledge of the meaning of the sceptic's
arguments. For the sceptic to claim that I can understand his arguments is to claim that I have knowledge. If
there is no intrinsic property that can distinguish between the knowledge necessary to understand the sceptical
argument and "knowledge of the external world", the sceptic must be drawing upon an incoherent theory.
From the perspective of inferential contextualism, then, the BIV argument is simply incoherent. Not only is the
Cartesian Sceptic's BIV argument invalid because its conclusion does not follow from its premises, it is also unsound
because its premises are false.
Given the advantages of Inferential Contextualism, over both alternative theories of knowledge, and the alternative
variant of semantic contextualism, it will be Inferential Contextualism that forms the basis of our understanding of
"knowledge" in the rest of this text.
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6.6    Truth-Tracking Theory
Also known as the Subjunctive Conditionals theory, the "Truth Tracking" theory of knowledge was presented by Robert
Nozick in 1981.(16) What Nozick proposed was to step outside the standard tripartite model of knowledge, and
examine our concept of knowledge from the outside rather than the inside. Nozick focussed on our intuition that our
claims to knowledge must be "properly related" to the fact that P. "Knowledge is a particular way of being connected
to the world, having a specific real factual connection to the world: tracking it."(17) He therefore proposed to examine
knowledge as something that must "track the truth". In order to capture this concept, he proposed a pair of subjunctive
counterfactual conditionals in place of the justification condition of the JTB theory. These subjunctive counterfactuals
test both that S believes P because of P and that S's belief that P is not accidental.
In other words, Nozick would replace the three conditions of JTB theories with (NTT)  
  
  

S knows that P iff  
  
  

(1) P is true;
(2) S believes that P; and
(3a) If P were false, S would not believe that P, and
(3b) If P were true under other circumstances, S would believe that P.

More formally, taking into consideration that a consistency of method needs to be stipulated, and that the adherence
condition needs to be understood in broad terms, the Truth-Tracking model of knowledge maintains that :
(TBC)  
  
  

S knows that P iff  
  
  

(1) P is true;
(2) S believes (via some method M) that P, and
(3a) If P were false, S would not believe (via M) that P, and
(3b) If P were true under other circumstances, S would still believe (via
M) that P.

[Note that clause (3a) is commonly known as the variation condition, and clause (3b) as the
adherence condition.]
This theory nicely captures two of our intuitions about knowledge. Firstly, that our knowledge reflects the truth -- we
try to avoid believing things that are not true. And secondly, that our knowledge is somehow caused by the facts of the
matter, rather than simply accidentally true.
However, while this theory does address a number of the difficulties that trouble the JTB theories, it is another purely
"externalist" theory. There is no way for S to be aware of whether conditions (3a) and (3b) are satisfied. This seems to
run counter to our intuition that if S knows that P he ought to be aware of that, or at least be able to discern that. So
while Nozick's truth tracking approach to understanding knowledge may give us some insight into why we have the
intuitions we have about knowledge and truth, and provides some guidance for a "God's Eye" analysis of knowledge, it
would not seem to provide any insight into what we mean when we claim to have "knowledge".
As we have been exploring at length, ever since Plato the standard JTB analysis stumbles over just exactly what is
meant by "proper justifying reasons" for one's beliefs. So in some minds, it is no better off than the TBC model offered
by Nozick. What externalist theories like the TBC theory are proposed by their creators to do, and what they are
usually criticized by other experts for not adequately doing, is satisfactorily counter the two primary challenges facing
any of the internalist theories of knowledge. As described above, these two challenges are the "Gettier Example", and
the "Brain-in-a-Vat Argument".
As described more completely above, Gettier examples are scenarios where P is true, S believes that P is true, and S has
what initially appears to be properly justifying reasons for believing that P. The counter-example scenarios are so
constructed that it is purely accidental that P is true despite the justification that S might have for believing that P.
Gettier examples are important for highlighting our intuition that we cannot properly claim to know that P if our reasons
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for believing that P are not "properly related" to the truth of P. Yet the experts have experienced great difficulties in
coming up with a sound understanding of just what that "proper relation" is. From the perspective of S, in these Gettier
examples, it is impossible to discern whether or not one's reasons for believing that P are "properly related" to the fact
that P (the truth of P is something that transcends any reasons that S might have for believing that P). As a result, some
experts find themselves driven to externalist theories of justification -- interpreting the meaning of "proper justifying
reasons" in a way that is not directly accessible to S.
Also as described more completely above, the Brain-in-a-Vat argument claims that because, ex hypothesi, I can have no
evidence for believing that I am not a Brain-in-a-Vat, I cannot therefore know that I am not a BIV. And if I cannot
know that I am not a BIV, then I cannot know many of the things that I normally take myself to know. Clearly an
unreasonable conclusion. Since the conclusion is unacceptable, much effort has gone into explaining where and how
the logic of such a reasonable sounding argument has gone astray. Some experts, therefore, have found themselves
driven to theories that deny that knowledge is closed under known entailment.
The key advantage with Nozick's Truth-Tracking approach to knowledge is that it satisfactorily resolves the BIV
sceptical argument. The truth-tracking model entails that knowledge is not in fact closed under known entailment.
Suppose I am (or am not) a BIV. Then by clause (3b), I have no method (M) of coming to believe that I am (or am not)
a BIV. Hence I do not know whether I am or am not a BIV. Yet, suppose I have two hands. By clause (3a), if I did
not have two hands, I would see by observation I did not have two hands. And by clause (3b), under other
circumstances, I would see by observation that I have two hands. Hence I do in fact know that I have two hands. It is
therefore quite acceptable to not know whether or not one is a BIV, and yet still be able to know such common facts as
that I have two hands.
In addition to being a purely externalist examination that ignores all our intuitions about reasons and judgement, a key
problem with Nozick's Truth-Tracking theory of knowledge is that it can still be challenged by Gettier counterexamples. The theory as it stands does not satisfactorily address the intuition that in order to properly claim to know
that P, one's reasons for believing that P must be "properly related" to the fact that P. It still remains possible that the
method (M) that S employs to come to believe that P may generate a "falsely justified" belief that P. It is still possible
that:
(i)   P is true;
(ii) S believes that P is true through some method M that nevertheless is not "properly related" to the fact
that P;
(iii) If P were in fact false, S would not believe (via M) that P; and
(iv) If P were true under other circumstances, S would still believe (via M) that P because his method (M) is
not "properly related" to the fact that P.
Suppose, for example, that I am a BIV, and the Vat (aka "God") advises me that I am a BIV. Then (i) it is true that I
am a BIV; (ii) I believe, because "God" told me, that I am a BIV; (iii) if I were not a BIV, then "God" would not have
told me I was a BIV, and I would not believe that I was a BIV; and (iv) if I was a BIV under other circumstances,
"God" would still have advised me that I was a BIV. Sounds good. And yet, whether I am or am not a BIV is not
"properly related" to whether "God" advises me that I am a BIV. It is quite conceivable that the particular "God"
involved in this scenario could advise me that I am a BIV when in fact I am not, or that I am not a BIV when in fact I
am. There appears to be a missing link in the truth-tracking theory that could provide the necessary "proper relation"
between the fact that P, and S's belief that P. The only redress appears to be a demand that whatever (M) is, it is a
reliable method that "properly relates" the fact that P to S's belief that P. (For example, one would have to add the
assumption to the BIV scenario that "God" did not tell lies.) Yet that un-detailed demand for "reliability" leaves the
truth-tracking model of knowledge in exactly the same boat as the tripartite theories of justification. And specifically,
the various reliablist versions of justification.
Other criticisms of the Truth-Tracking model of knowledge focus on the fact that the model does not deal with the
issues of justification and the intuition that S must have "proper justifying reasons" for believing that P. It merely
mentions that S must employ some method M for coming to believe that P, without going into any details. There is no
place in Nozick's model for the intuition that for S to properly claim to know that P, S must be aware (to some greater or
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lesser extent) of the reasons why s/he has formed the belief that P. In addition, the model does not address the intuition
that knowledge claims represent a discriminative judgement on the part of S. There is no place in the truth-tracking
model for the intuition that for S to properly claim to know that P, there must be some form of rational judgement on the
part of S that his belief about P is knowledge rather than mere opinion. The model seems to leave the door open for
"intuitive guessing", or "hunches", (and perhaps ESP?) as an appropriate way of forming a true belief.
It should be emphasized that the Truth-Tracking model of knowledge (like other externalist approaches to understanding
"knowledge") is not necessarily inconsistent with the standard internalist understanding of the JTB model. It is just an
outside-in view of knowledge claims, rather than the traditional inside-out view. It looks at knowledge claims from a
perspective not involving S's appreciation of the situation. It is a description of the phenomenology of knowledge
claims, rather than a philosophical definition of knowledge. As such, it is more appropriate to avoid regarding the
Truth-Tracking, Reliabilist, Causal, or Law-Like models of knowledge as a competitor of the JTB family of models.
Instead we should consider these externalist models as descriptions of knowledge phenomenology, as outsider
companions to the standard insider definitions of knowledge provided by the tripartite alternatives.
If the companion approach is taken, then one can mate the truth-tracking description of knowledge claims with (say) the
inferential contextualist definition of knowledge. And one would wind up with an understanding of "knowledge" that
would both resolve the BIV argument as per the truth-tracking model, and resolve the Gettier examples as per either the
contextualist model of justification, or the truth-tracking model of knowledge depending on the details of the example.
The truth-tracking model supports the denial that knowledge is closed under known entailment, defusing the BIV
reasoning. The contextualist model of justification would ensure that S requires sufficiently supportive justifying
reasons for any belief that P. And the truth-tracking model would ensure that prima facie default justification tracks the
truth. Thus the combination would adhere to both the common intuitions about knowledge that neither model does
separately.

6.6.1  Possible Worlds Interpretation
I must also briefly mention the "possible worlds" interpretation of Nozick's truth-tracking subjunctive conditionals. On
this interpretation, the variation and adherence conditions would be phrased as
(3a) in the closest possible worlds where P is false (unlike actuality), S no longer believes that
P; and
(3b) in all other close possible worlds where P is also true, S does believe P.
When thinking in terms of "possible worlds", it is assumed that we live in one possible world that we arbitrarily call
"actual". It is, however, readily conceivable that things could have been different in any of an infinite number of ways.
When we imagine an alternative possibility to the way things "actually" are, then that is an alternative "possible
world". The greater the discrepancy from reality, the more "distant" that possible world is from actuality.
The possible worlds interpretation has the advantage of offering some people a more convenient/comfortable/graspable
way of understanding the truth/success criteria of the subjunctive conditionals of Nozick's theory. The problematic
subjunctive "S would (not) believe" gets translated into a selection of possible worlds where "S does (not) believe". On
the other hand, the possible worlds interpretation relies on the concept of one possible world being more or less "close"
to another. Since this concept is just as indefinable as the truth/success criteria of the subjunctive "S would (not)
believe", nothing concrete is added to the basic theory. It just replaces one intuitive grasping with another. This is not
necessarily a bad thing, of course, if one alternative is found easier to deal with than the other. It just must be realized
that it adds nothing substantive to the theory.

6.7    Deontological Theory
Deontological theories (as you might expect from their name) define "knowledge" in terms of what S has a right or duty
to believe, or act (in virtue of that belief). Instead of a third condition involving justification, they understand
knowledge as -
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(TBD)  
  
  

S knows that P iff  
  
  

(1) P is true;
(2) S believes that P; and
(3) S has a duty / right to believe that P.

There is one variation of this theory that is clearly not in the JTB family of theories. This variation understands
knowledge as -(TD)  
  

S knows that P iff  
  

(1) P is true;
(2) S has a duty / right to believe that P.

The "diffident scholar" example [see above] has been proposed to argue that knowledge might not necessarily involve
belief. This is a third-person "epistemic grounding" focus on the question. This approach highlights the distinction
between the first and third person sense of having reasons for one's beliefs. And it reinforces the analysis presented
above that there are two kinds of answers as to what constitutes "good reasons" for one's beliefs -- the first-person sense
of having reasons, and the third person sense of their being reasons. The TD model maintains that if there exists good
reasons for believing that P, then one ought to believe that P.
These theories do capture our intuitive sense that we ought to believe things that are true, and ought not believe things
that are not true. However, if one inquires under what conditions S has such a right or duty, then the inquiry quickly
delves down the same roads as the inquiry into the meaning of justification. So it is unclear to what extent the
Deontological Theories are effectively different from the JTB theories.

6.8    Performative Theory
Some philosophers, following the linguistic analysis traditions of the Logical Positivists, have examined how we use
"know" in English sentences, and concluded that knowledge is not a complex concept. Rather, they suggest, it is a
"performative" concept. Like such other performance words as promise, request, order, warn, etc., "to know" is to
perform the act of granting assurance or authority. To say "S knows that P" is to say no more than "S grants assurance
that P".
The Performance Theory does capture a lot of the sense of how we actually use the word "know" in common English
discourse. Restricting its analysis to linguistic usage, however, does mean that the Performative Theory has nothing to
contribute on the question of what it is that allows us to properly offer such assurances. We don't let S get away with
offering his assurance for just anything. Only under some restricting conditions do we allow S to claim to know that P.
The Performative Theory has nothing to say on what those conditions might be. So as a theory of what knowledge is
(rather than theory of how we use the word "know"), the Performative Theory of knowledge seems to be significantly
lacking.

7     Sources of Knowledge
Much of what we ordinarily call knowledge involves propositions that we believe only on the basis of what others have
told us - i.e., on the basis of testimony. What conditions have to be met for us to gain knowledge from the testimony
of others?
Much of what we ordinarily call knowledge involves propositions that we believe only on the basis of our perceptions -of both the external world and our own internal world. What is the relationship between our seeing that the tomato is
red, and our knowing that the tomato is red?
Some of what we ordinarily call knowledge involves propositions that we believe only on the basis of our abilities to
reason -- knowledge that does not rely either on testimony or on perceptions.

7.1    Knowledge from Testimony
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"There is no species of reasoning more common, more useful, and even necessary to human life, than that which is
derived from the testimony of men, and the reports of eyewitnesses and spectators."
David Hume (An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding, Pg. 74)
The conditions that have to be met for us to gain knowledge from the testimony of others are the same conditions that
must be met for us to qualify any belief as knowledge. There must be adequate grounds to support our judgement that
that our belief is in fact true.
Applying the traditional JTB definition of knowledge to the case of testimony, we have:(JTB-T)     (A knows that p on the basis of testimony from B)
                       iff   (1) P is true &
  
(2) A believes that P &
  
(3) A is suitably justified in believing that P
on the basis of testimony from B
This then gives us a start for identifying the conditions for us to gain knowledge from testimony. Because this definition
of knowledge requires that P be true, if Bob is testifying falsely then Alice can not gain knowledge. Even if Alice
comes to believe that P on the basis of Bob's testimony, Alice would acquire a false belief and not knowledge that P.
So the first condition that must be met for Alice to gain knowledge from the testimony of others, is that when Bob
testifies that P, P must be true.
In other words, to be informed by testimony is to believe that what the testimony asserts is true. And this belief can
turn out to be knowledge when the testimony is in fact true. It should be noted in passing that knowledge obtained
purely by testimony is "thin". What Alice comes to believe from the testimony of Bob is simply that P. More
specifically Alice does not learn the reasons that Bob may have for believing that P is true. Alice need not even
understand P. So Alice does not inherit the justification that Bob may have that qualifies Bob's belief as knowledge.
The question therefore becomes -- "Under what conditions can Alice be suitably justified in believing that P on the basis
of the testimony of Bob?" For this we need a concept of "suitable justification".
As we have seen, most theories of knowledge maintain that gaining knowledge from any source (other than
Foundationalism's self-evident awareness, not an issue here) must include the processes of deductive, inductive, and
abductive inference. With the exception of Contextualism, all of the internalist models employ the "prior grounding"
model of justification. To elevate Alice's belief that P into Alice's knowledge that P, Alice must have sufficient
supporting evidence to make it likely that P.
In the case of testimony, however, it would initially seem obvious that Alice would almost never have any evidence
beyond Bob's testimony. Consider your situation when you read a newspaper article. You have no evidence
supporting the truth of what the reporter has told you, and no way of checking the reporter's history of veracity. Our
informants are human, fallible, and with complex interests responsive to other things besides truth. We all recognize
that they are sensitive to their own personal conception of self interest. Hence, such reasoning would suggest, Alice
could (normally) have no suitable justification for believing that P just on the basis of the testimony of Bob.

7.1.1  Language Use
But this kind of thinking focuses too closely on a single individual instance of a transmission of P from Bob to Alice.
The foreground focus of attention highlights the plight of Alice, who must rely upon the word of Bob without benefit of
knowing him. Whereas it is the background, which this sort of intuitive thinking leaves out of focus, that supplies the
enormous supportive foundation for Alice's belief in Bob's veracity. We need to view any single act of testimony as but
one iteration of an ongoing process that takes place through time. Any one instance of Bob's testimony that P is a
single frame in an ever evolving process which has shaped and guided both Alice and Bob's participation in it. This
grounding, being implicit in our linguistic and social practices, provides our sufficient justification for accepting
testimony. As long as there is no reason to suspect such abnormal features as mistake, delusion, or deception, Bob can
conventionally be presumed not only to assert what he believes, but also to communicate the truth. By testimony, Bob
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gives us not only a piece of his mind, but a glimpse of the world as he knows it.
Many thinkers on this issue call this prior presumption of adequate grounding a matter of "trust" -- suggesting that
testimony only succeeds in transmitting knowledge if there is trust (by Alice of Bob's veracity). But I think that this is
to ignore the major role of language in causing people to have beliefs, and in generating knowledge. We expect
communicators to be cooperative, not as the outcome of a statistical weighing, but as a presupposition of fruitful
linguistic and social exchange. This expectation does not consist of "trust" -- it is a necessary part of employing
language that hearers take speakers as believing what they assert.
Behind Alice's acceptance of Bob's general veracity is a vast history of largely (although certainly not completely)
successful communication. Cooperation between speaker and hearer is almost always the enlightened rational choice.
The liar, in order to succeed in his lie, at least requires us to understand him. And that understanding relies on a history
of proper (correct, veridical) use of language. Statements get their meaning from the standard practice of intending and
taking them to be true. McDowell draws attention to this feature of communication by reminding us of the
evolutionary survival value of the capacity to spread important news by making meaningful signals.(18) The tail flash
of the white-tailed deer at the sight of a prowling wolf is surely not intended to signal the flasher's intention to alarm, but
simply to pass on the beneficial results of one deer's perceptual knowledge to other individuals. Like both perception
and inference, testimony sometimes turns out to be unreliable. But if the fallibility of our senses does not annul the
reliability of perception, and the fallibility of inductive inference can be met with an acceptable pragmatic response, it
would be logically inconsistent to refuse the award of "knowledge" to true beliefs based on testimony simply because a
small proportion of understandable utterances could be false.

7.1.2  Risk Assessment
Certainly, there is no doubting that Alice is at risk if Bob's testimony is false. What matters, however, is Alice's
perception of the relative magnitude of the risks involved. From the fact that Alice goes along with Bob's testimony, it
does not follow that Alice accepts ("believes") it. First, if Alice does not need to rely upon the information
immediately, Alice has little incentive to question it. Second, even if Alice does rely on it immediately, this still does
not require Alice's unqualified endorsement. If Alice must act upon Bob's testimony, and if the success of her actions
depends upon the truth of that testimony, then Alice is often immediately able to confirm (or disconfirm) both the
asserted facts and the reliability of Bob as informant. Consider, for example, how you respond to the advice of others
according to the magnitude of the decision you need to make, and your perception of the expertise of the advisor.
Getting directions to the mall is one thing. Buying a house another. Your standards of what constitute "suitable
justification" for knowing that Bob's testimony is accurate will change dramatically. The "trust" that we extend for
testimony is not directed at the character of the informant. It is directed at the reliability of this single instance of
testimony, within an informationally rich background context of similar linguistic exchanges and social constraints on
truthfulness. I am not disrespecting you, nor doubting your word, when I check on your claim that this house is free
from significant defect. Nor do I have specific reason to doubt you. What I have is both an unusually high cost if you
are wrong, and the belief that there are limits on all but an expert's good judgment on these matters.
What also needs to be considered is that Bob is also at risk if the testimony is false. There are powerful social
constraints on Bob to be truthful and reliable. The force of these constraints vary, of course, according to such factors
as the community's sensitivity to deception or error, the costs to Alice once an error is detected, and the rapidity and
extent of communication about these findings. Although such behavioural constraints are not usually viewed as
"suitably justifying" evidence, because we are not normally consciously aware of them, they do retain the crucial mark
of evidence - in the presence of these constraints, it is much more likely that P is true than otherwise.
Moreover, our presuppositions about the likely veracity of our informants are not uniform. There is room for Alice to
filter Bob's testimony through the rest of Alice's belief-set. The alternatives are not simply acceptance (belief that P) or
rejection (belief that not-P) of the testimony. We bestow different degrees of belief in testimony. Testimony is in this
sense "impure". Its believability varies depending upon what we already know about similar cases and how risksignificant the information is. It is obvious that we do draw all manner of distinctions among sources of testimony.
Consider how differently we treat a news story if the source is a grocery store tabloid versus the New York Times, or it
is gossip about some starlet versus a local weather report.
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7.1.3  Default and Challenge Justification
For all that there is unquestionably adequate grounds (normally) for Alice's assuming the veracity of Bob, there is one
consideration that tells against the "prior grounding" model of justification. The epistemic responsibilities implied by a
requirement for an inductively supported belief become "too absurdly enormous to be discharged by a single individual
with limited time, expertise, and cognitive equipment." (19) We do normally have this enormous background set of
beliefs supporting the acceptance of Bob's testimony. Such an enormous background, in fact, that we generally do not
initially consider Bob's credibility as an issue. On the contrary, we believe implicitly in the truth of testimony, unless
we have positive grounds for doubt or disbelief. This simple fact argues against the Prior Grounding model of
justification, and for the Default and Challenge model.
As documented above, the "default and challenge" model of justification argues that any testimony is creditworthy until
shown otherwise; whereas the "prior grounding" model demands that specific evidence for its reliability is needed. The
contextualist theory of knowledge adopts the "default and challenge" model of justification and grants that Alice is
prima facie justified in believing that P simply in virtue of understanding that Bob testifies that P. From the
contextualist understanding, therefore, there is no necessity that Alice be consciously aware of, or even implicitly
consider, the "absurdly enormous" amount of background grounding we have been discussing. (Which is not to
suggest, I should emphasize, that the necessary grounding does not need to exist.)

7.1.4  Truth-Tracking
Finally, let's consider for a moment Nozick's truth-tracking theory of knowledge. Nozick's Subjunctive Conditional
description of knowledge can function as a check on our discussion so far because it is an entirely externalist view of
knowledge, and is therefore completely insulated against any of the problems inherent in an internalist conception of
"suitable justification". Adapting Nozick's theory to our discussion of knowledge from testimony would mean that -(JTB-TT)    
(A knows that P on the basis of testimony from B)
                          iff (1) P is true &
(2) A believes that P &
(3a) if P were false, A would not believe it &
(3b) if P were true under other circumstances, A would still believe it.
If we assume (as we established in the beginning) that Bob intends to be truthful with his testimony, then it is clear that
Alice would know P based on Bob's testimony because (3a) if P were false, Bob would not testify that P, and Alice
would then not come to believe that P; and (3b) if P were true under other circumstances, Bob would still testify that P
and Alice would still come to believe that P. This means that our internalist discussion of the suitable justification for
Alice gaining knowledge that P based on the testimony of Bob is consistent with Nozick's externalist understanding of
knowledge.

7.1.5  Conclusion
As with all knowledge judgements, whether our beliefs based on testimony count as "knowledge" is ultimately a
subjective evaluation. Whether Alice judges that P qualifies as knowledge will depend on the confidence that Alice has
about the ceteris paribus conditions surrounding Bob's assertion. Whether we judge that P qualifies as knowledge for
Alice will depend on the confidence that we have about the ceteris paribus conditions surrounding Bob's assertion.
Three conditions constrain that degree of confidence (1)
the (explanatory) coherence of P with the rest of Alice's (or our) belief set (at least the contextually
relevant portion thereof).
(2)
the past performance of the particular source of information -- either Bob specifically, or the
institution that guarantees Bob (if there is one). And in the absence of any specific prior information on
that matter, we adopt the prima facie presumption of general reliability inherent in all linguistic exchanges.
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(3)
Alice's (or our) perception of the relative risks involved. The more Alice has to lose, or the more
that Bob has to gain from P being false, the more stringent need be the epistemic standards applied in
validating the grounds for believing P.
The "suitability" condition on "justification" remains simply one of coherence. The "best explanation" for why Bob
testifies that P is, ceteris paribus, that Bob believes it for duly responsible reasons (Bob knows that P). Once testimony
is accepted, there are many sources which come into play to supply additional grounds relevant to the warrant for belief.
What Hume affirmed (and the inferential contextualist theory of knowledge maintains) is that we normally enter the
setting of testimony with a large range of well-founded beliefs (derived from a similar source, experience), which
provides a basis to test or assess any new testimony. We approach the information imparted by testimony with a vast
background of knowledge about the reliability of communication in general, supplemented (usually) by beliefs that
suppliers of testimony have nothing to gain and something to lose through error or deception. We do not have to
establish the separate trustworthiness of our testimonial sources; it is enough if no evidence to the contrary is already
available.

7.2    Knowledge from Perception
When I see a red tomato, I commonly claim to know that the tomato is red. But if Foundationalism has proven to be an
inadequate conception of knowledge, what is it about my perception of the redness of the tomato that becomes sufficient
justification for my belief that the tomato is red? How does "perception" become a suitable source for "knowledge"?
There are two main issues that need to be addressed here -(a) what does it mean to "perceive" the redness of the tomato? and
(b) what does it mean to "know" that the tomato is red?
We can resolve the second of these issues quickly by adopting as our conception of knowledge the inferential
contextualist model described above. Therefore, in order for me to "know" that the tomato is red it must be the case
that
(1) it is true that the tomato is red; and
(2) I believe that the tomato is red; and
(3) I am suitably justified in believing that the tomato is red.
From this understanding of what it means to "know" that the tomato is red, we can see that the relation between my
perception of the redness of the tomato and my knowledge that the tomato is red can be expanded to
(a) the relation between perceiving and believing that the tomato is red;
(b) what it is about that relation that constitutes suitable justification for the belief; and
(c) what function the truth has in this relation.

7.2.1  Perceiving to Believing
From the internal experiential viewpoint, when I perceive the "tomato" I experience a recognizable patch of visual
information (a bounded solid angle of view with certain spatio-temporal properties) that shares some of the visual
characteristics of previously experienced things that I have learned to call "tomato". And when I perceive that patch's
"redness" I recognize that the data-pattern in my visual field contains a property in the family of colours I have learned
to call "red". Once we start dealing with the conscious experience of perceiving the redness of the tomato we
necessarily require an informationally rich context of associated beliefs.
Can I perceive the redness of the tomato without employing any of these labels or classifications? Yes, I can -- sort of.
It is perfectly possible for me to experience a visual field (either all or part) to which I do not or cannot apply
classifications and labels. There are two ways that this can happen. I can be distracted from consciously attending to
my visual field (or part thereof). Or my visual field can contain "data patterns" that defy classification on my part.
If I am distracted from attending to part of my visual field, I might be receiving the photons from a lot of other things in
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my visual field besides the tomato, and I might be doing a lot of processing in my visual cortex. But the information is
not making it to my conscious awareness. Classifying and labelling the visual data-patterns that pass before me is not
an automatic and immediate process. It demands a conscious focus of attention. As I gaze out the window, deep in
thought, my eyes pass over a scene that contains numerous familiar visual data-patterns. When I attend to what I am
looking at, I can identify (classify) what it is I am seeing. But when I am pondering the issues of perception and belief,
I am distracted, and do not consciously attend to the visual data before me.
In the normal course of events, when I am consciously attending to some part of my visual field (like that tomato), I am
actively classifying and labelling whatever it is I focus my attention on. Unless, of course, my visual field contains
"data patterns" that I cannot match with any of my classifications. In such cases I will usually make a classification
error -- classifying what I see as, for example, a "pepper" instead of a "tomato" (assuming I don't know what a tomato
looks like), or the tomato's colour as "rose" instead of "red" (assuming I don't know what red looks like). I am sure that
we have all made such mistakes. Who is that person in the distance over there? Gee, I"m not sure, but it looks like ???
Why are you not sure? Because there is insufficient information in the visual data patterns you have available to
properly classify that image as someone you know, or someone you don't know.
So, for me to perceive the redness of the tomato, I must experience and consciously attend to a visual field containing a
"data pattern" that I can classify as a "tomato" and as "red". Once I have classified the data-pattern, I can form the
belief "the tomato is red" to capture my visual experience. This last step is also an active effort of consciousness. I
can gaze out my window and land my focus on various things (data-patterns I can classify) without forming any
propositional beliefs about what I am seeing. I only form a propositional belief when I need the information for some
purpose -- even if it is only the saying to myself what it is I am looking at. The belief that "the tomato is red" is only
one of very many possible beliefs I might form, given the perception of a red tomato. The visual field presents data
patterns that are far more rich than can be expressed in a simple proposition. I only form a belief about the tomato
being red if I have some need for that information. I might just as easily form the belief that the tomato has a blotch on
it, or the tomato is sitting on a book, or there is something to eat, and so forth.

7.2.2  Believing to Knowing
To discover what it is about that the relation between perception and belief that constitutes "suitable justification" for the
belief we need to delve a little more deeply into how "suitable justification" qualifies a "mere" belief for the honorific of
"knowledge".
As we have been discovering, different theories of knowledge define "suitable justification" in different ways.
Therefore, what will constitute "suitable justification" will vary according to the theory of knowledge applied. The
coherence theory, as an example of an internalist understanding of justification, would maintain that my belief that the
tomato is red qualifies as knowledge if and only if such a belief coheres with (and maximizes the coherence of) the rest
of my beliefs.
The Inferential Contextualism theory of knowledge combines the best of coherentism with some reliablism and an
acknowledgement that beliefs based on perception require a special status (albeit, a status granted from within a specific
context). Contextualism also has an additional benefit to recommend it. All of the other JTB theories understand
"suitable justification" as meaning that the subject must have adequate grounds to support the claim to knowledge prior
to the claim. Contextualism adopts instead the "default and challenge" model of justification, maintaining that if it
seems to me that the tomato is red then that is prima facie suitable justification for my knowing that the tomato is red.  
The "prima facie" conditional is required, of course, in order to rule out the possibility that I might be aware of
circumstances that would render dubious the veracity of how things seem to me.

7.2.3  The Role of Truth -- Three Theories of Perception
And this brings us to the role that the truth of the matter plays in perceiving the redness of the tomato. There are three
different "theories of perception" that grapple with this issue.
The direct realist theory of perception is "realist" because it maintains that the objects (like tomatoes) we perceive
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normally exist and maintain most of the properties we perceive them as having (like redness) even when they are
unperceived. The theory is "direct" because it maintains that we are directly and immediately aware of the existence
and nature of physical objects in our environment and their properties. (This is not to suggest, as direct realism is often
accused of suggesting, that its redness is necessarily an intrinsic property of the tomato. Direct realism maintains rather
that the tomato has an intrinsic property that a normal perceiver will see as "red" under normal perceiving conditions.)
Direct realism maintains that the there is an evidence transcendent truth that counts. And hence that perceiving the
redness of the tomato is becoming consciously aware of the evidence that the tomato is red.
The indirect realist theory of perception agrees with the direct realist that we are aware of the existence and nature of
physical objects in our environment, and that the objects we perceive normally exist even when they are unperceived.
Where the indirect realist differs is in maintaining that we do not gain this awareness directly, but only in virtue of a
direct perception of some intermediary -- called variously a "sensation", "appearance", "sensum", "percept", or
"representation", or (in its more popular form) "sense data". If indirect theories of perception are right, then there is
something between the tomato and the conscious "I" that becomes aware of the redness of the tomato. That thing is the
"sensation" or "sense-data" of the tomato. The sense-data is invested with all of the properties possessed by the
appearance of the tomato (such as its redness), and it is those properties that we actually perceive. Somehow,
somewhere between the real tomato and our conscious awareness some intermediate medium or our sensory input
processors "translate" the actual straightness of the stick in the water glass into a bent appearance, or the actual round
shape of the table into an oval appearance, or thin air into a pink elephant appearance, or the unknowable "nuominal"
nature of the tomato into the perceived "phenomenal" properties of the tomato.
However, indirect theories of perception are fatally flawed. First of all, the sense-data theories assume that if the
tomato appears to have redness, there must exist something that intrinsically has redness. But there is no need to reify
appearances. If a church looks like a barn, we do not perceive a barn appearance. We perceive a church that looks like
a barn. Secondly, if the tomato's sense-data do have the properties they appear to have (which, according to the theory
they must), where and what are these sense-data? They are certainly not physical objects located in physical space in
the place that they appear to be located. Of course, they may be simply encoded representations of the tomato's
appearance -- brain-states of encoded neural network impulse strings, perhaps. But if that is the case, in what sense can
the sense-data be said to "have" the redness they are supposed to have? And in what sense would a conscious
appreciation of that encoded representation differ from a direct perception of the tomato? Thirdly, indirect realist
theories presume a hidden Cartesian Dualism. Such theories demand somewhere in the consciousness/mind/brain a
place where sense-data ("appearances") can be "presented" for our consciousness to "appreciate" and evaluate. They
assume, therefore, some manner of direct perception by the consciousness of the presentation. But in the absence of
mind-brain dualism, if the mind's "appreciation" of the sense-data is necessarily direct, then why can't the mind's
appreciation of the tomato itself be direct?
Which brings me to the third family of theories of perception. Phenominalism agrees with the indirect realist that the
mind is not directly aware of the objects of perception, but only aware of the experiences of perception. On the other
hand, phenominalism agrees with the direct realist in maintaining that the mind's appreciation of those experiences is
direct and not mediated by "sense data". Where the phenominalist differs from the two is in maintaining that there is
nothing beyond, behind, or underlying, those perceptual experiences. All there is, is the experience of redness, the
experience of the tomato. All the tomato is, is a series of experiences. However, in order to avoid collapsing into
Solipsism, Phenominalism demands the additional "free-floating" (unsupported) premise that there are in objective fact
other people out there that are the basis (the behind, the underlying) of our experiences of other people. So a nonSolipsistic Phenominalism is fundamentally self-contradictory.

7.2.4  Conclusion
The relation between perceiving the redness of the tomato and the belief that the tomato is red consists of three parts -(i) a consciously attended to experience of a visual field containing a data-pattern that can be classified as
a tomato and as red; and
(ii) the conscious recognition of similarities between this and past experiences and the classification of the
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data-pattern as "a tomato" and "red"; and
(iii) the forming of a belief expressing that classification as directed by some informational need.
By adopting an Inferential Contextualism concept of knowledge we can maintain that our belief that the tomato is red is
prima facie sufficient justification for our knowing that the tomato is red. Our perception based belief that the tomato
is red must cohere with (and maximize the coherence of) the contextually relevant sub-set of our entire belief-set. And
that contextually relevant sub-set, it should be restated, will include any beliefs about the normality of the seeing
conditions, the reliability of our perceptual belief-forming processes, the boundaries of our conceptual classification
schemes, the meaning of any labels we employ, and the informational need that drives the belief formation process.
Contra foundationalism, those contextually relevant other beliefs are necessary in order to form a perpetual belief.
Contra coherentism, "inference to the best explanation" is not sufficient to ground perceptual beliefs. A connection to
the truth of the matter is necessary if we are to maintain any hold on reality.
Finally, by adopting a Direct Realist approach to perception we can maintain that the truth does matter. There
necessarily must exist within our visual field a tomato that is in fact red in order that we may perceive the redness of the
tomato. Perceiving the redness of the tomato is direct and immediate awareness, and hence suitable grounds for
believing that the tomato is red, and prima facie justification for knowing that the tomato is red.

7.3   Knowledge from Introspection
[Section Under Development]

7.4   Knowledge from Memory
[Section Under Development]

7.5   Knowledge from Reason
[Section Under Development]
[Back] [Home] [Next]
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an "asymptotically approachable limit" may be obscure for those less comfortable with mathematics, it does nicely
capture the truth-realist sense of truth. The evidence available to any particular population of relevance can only
approach the evidence-transcendent truth, never quite reaching it. For the realist, despite all the evidence in support of
some judgement, we may never the less be wrong -- even, contra the anti-realists, the ultimate collective judgements of
a suitably relevant population. In a truth-anti-realist sense, on the other hand, the evidence-transcendent limit does not
exist absolutely. It only exists as the (ultimate?) determination of the collective judgement of a suitably relevant
population. Never-the-less, for any one particular claim to knowledge, that population-dependent limit is as evidence
transcendent as is the absolute limit to the truth-realist.
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The Nature of Truth
What is "Truth"?

1.0 Preface
The notion of truth comes up in many contexts, not just philosophical. It is normally expected that when we speak, we
speak "the truth" -- or at least we mean others to interpret what we say as "the truth". But very often a discussion can
come to a sudden grinding halt when it becomes apparent that differing understandings of the term are being employed
and the dreaded question rears its genuinely ugly head. In a famous passage from the Bible, Jesus and Pontius Pilot
undoubtedly brought different notions of the meaning of "truth" to the discussion:
Jesus said, "My kingdom is not of this world.
If it were, my servants would fight to prevent
my arrest by the Jews. But now my kingdom
is from another place."
"You are a king, then!" said Pilate.
Jesus answered, "You are right in saying I am a king.
In fact, for this reason I was born,
and for this I came into the world,
to testify to the truth.
Everyone on the side of truth listens to me."
"What is truth?" [Pilate responds.]
                       (John 18:36-38)
Pontius Pilate did not wait for an answer to his question. It is possible (and in the absence of any evidence to the
contrary, we may speculate as we wish) that Pilate realized that Jesus was employing a different notion of truth from the
one he understood, and hence further discussion was pointless. As we shall see, the answers we provide in response to
this question have significant consequences for what we are ultimately aiming at when wondering about the meaning of
the words we speak and the thoughts we entertain. What it means to "speak the truth" is key to any communication of
meaning.
In the following Essay, I will first discuss several ways in which "truth" is defined. I will discuss what truth is, and
how the "equivalence thesis" applies to any theories of truth. I will follow that with a lengthy examination of the
Correspondence Theory of Truth. As you will see throughout this essay, it is the only theory of truth that I consider
acceptable. I will then examine the debate between the "realist" and the "anti-realist" about truth since the various
"anti-realist" positions are most at odds with the realism of the Correspondence Theory, and are the basis for competing
theories. Next I will discuss how judgments of truth can be naturally divided into two distinct classes. And I will
follow that with some discussion of the three classical "dichotomies" into which statements are divided. Finally, I will
wrap up the essay by summarising how these various threads contribute to a proper understanding of the concept of
"truth", and the significance of that for a consistent system of philosophical beliefs.
I think that it is also a good idea, in this preliminary setup of things, to make clear the distinction between a theory of
truth, a definition of truth, and a criterion of truth.
Strictly speaking, a definition establishes the meaning of a word -- in this case the word "truth". Commonly, this
means a description of the meaning of a word, framed in other words -- as in a dictionary. Alternatively, in more
technical philosophical usage, a definition of a word describes the necessary and sufficient conditions that must obtain
for the proper use of the word. Hence if I define a predicate T as the truth predicate, or if I assert that the predicate T
established the necessary and sufficient conditions for truth, then it becomes logically impossible for there to be some
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proposition P that is both true and lacks T, or has T but is not true.
A theory of truth, unlike a definition of truth, provides only a non-definitional explanation or description of the
meaning of the concept denoted by the word "truth". So that if it is my theory that the truth predicate T adequately
describes what it is for a proposition to be true, then it should be logically possible for there to be some proposition P
that is both true and lacks T or has T and yet is not true. In other words, since my theory of truth is not a definition of
truth, there should be a logical possibility that my theory is false, and T is in fact not a good explanation of what it is for
a proposition to be true.
For example, let T stand for "the majority of persons of sound judgement would assent to its truth". Now if I define
"T" as the truth predicate, then for any proposition P, if P is true, then by definition P is T. And vice versa. On the
other hand, if it is my theory that T adequately describes what it is for a proposition to be true, then it should be
logically possible for there to be some proposition P that is true and yet "the majority of persons of sound judgement
would not assent to its truth". Or equivalently, "the majority of persons of sound judgement would assent to its truth"
and yet it is not true. In other words, since it is not a definition, there should be a logical possibility that my theory is
false, and "the majority of persons of sound judgement would assent to its truth" is in fact not the best description of
what it is for a proposition to be true.
Neither a theory of truth nor a definition of truth is a criterion of truth. A definition of truth establishes just what the
word "truth" is to mean. A theory of truth attempts to describe, in an informative way, what truth is. As for example:
the Correspondence Theory would claim that truth is a certain kind of mapping relationship (correspondence) between a
particular proposition and the facts of the matter (or a state of affairs in reality). A criterion of truth, on the other hand,
would be a principle or standard by which true propositions may be distinguished from non-true propositions. A
criterion of truth is a way to pick out of the universe of all propositions those that are true. There can be many criteria
of truth for a given definition or theory. An example of a criterion of truth would be a description of how the
Correspondence Theory's mapping relationship actually works.

2.0 Can "Truth" be Defined?
Before exploring the philosophical nature of the concept "truth" and some of the various theories that purport to describe
or explain what truth is, I think it appropriate to close out these introductory remarks by seeing just what common
meaning has been assigned to the word "truth", and how that assignment has been accomplished. This review of the
definition and usage of the English word "truth" (or "true") has much of significance to contribute to a more profound
philosophical understanding of the meaning of the symbol.
Now it should be noted that most "definitions" that are employed in common language are not definitions that adhere to
the technical demand of some philosophers for necessary and sufficient conditions. They are rough and approximate
assignments of meanings to the words involved.
It is important, therefore, when considering philosophical arguments about whether "truth" can be defined, to remember
that such discussions are not over how to provide some specification or assignment of meaning for the word "truth".
They are discussions of the technical philosophical question of what (if anything) constitutes the proper necessary and
sufficient conditions for the truth of a proposition. The sometimes maintained philosophical argument that it is not
possible (for various reasons) to "define" truth does not, therefore, argue that the word "truth" does not have a rough and
approximate assignment of meaning in common usage. The argument is instead that it is not possible to establish a
complete and consistent set of necessary and sufficient conditions for truth.
Such arguments may indeed be correct in suggesting that it is not possible to provide the necessary and sufficient
conditions for "truth". But they are in fact chasing the wrong rabbit by claiming that their arguments mean that "truth"
cannot be defined. The word "truth" denotes a particular collection-concept. The concept of "truth" is an open-ended
collection of propositions that we recognize as similar across some particular set of characteristics or properties. It is
not necessary for the formation of the concept that we are consciously aware of the complete set of characteristics across
which we recognize that members of the set of "true" propositions are similar. A definition of a concept need not,
therefore, involve necessary and sufficient conditions. The search for necessary and sufficient conditions is a hold-over
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from the desire to make philosophy more like physics. A definition in words for the concept of "truth" describes,
instead, a consciously selected subset of the characteristics across which we think we recognize members of the set of
"true" propositions as similar. In addition to a definition in words, there are other ways that the meaning of the word
"truth" can be defined. So the philosophical argument that "truth" cannot be defined is simply wrong.
2.1 The Dictionary Definitions
An entry for "true" or "truth" can be found in any dictionary and in many encyclopaedias. As a common word in the
English language, it has its defined common usages.
Truth -- "1. Conformity to fact or actuality. 2. A statement proven to be or accepted as true. 3. Sincerity;
integrity. 4. Fidelity to an original or a standard. 5. Reality; actuality."
Microsoft's American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language(1)
Truth -- "1. true or actual state of the matter. 2. conformity with fact or reality; verity. 3. a verified or
indisputable fact, proposition, principle, or the like. 4. state or character of being true. 5. actuality or
actual existence. 6. ideal or fundamental reality apart from and transcending perceived experience. 7.
agreement with a standard or original. 8. honesty; integrity; truthfulness. 9. an obvious or accepted fact;
truism; platitude. 10. accuracy, as of position or adjustment."
Random House College Dictionary
True -- "1. in accordance with fact. 2. in accordance with correct principles or an accepted standard;
rightly or strictly so called; genuine, not false. 3. exact, accurate. 4. accurately placed, balanced, or
shaped; upright; level. 5. loyal, faithful."
Oxford Reference Dictionary
Truth -- "In philosophy, the property of statements, thoughts, or propositions that are said, in ordinary
discourse, to agree with the facts or to state what is the case."
Encyclopaedia Britannica Online
All together, in these dictionary entries, there are twenty-one defined meanings. Nine of these, and the first in each
case, specifically reference the facts, reality or actuality that renders truth. The evidence from these documentaries of
common English usage, is that the common sense, run of the mill, normal, every-day usage of the concept of "truth"
clearly references something other than people's opinions on the matter at hand. In particular, the common every day
usage of the concept "truth" demands that whatever is to be considered "true" must be in accordance with the facts,
consistent with reality.
2.2 A Functional Definition
"Truth" is that target that beliefs, judgements, and assertions aim at. In the words of Bernard Williams(2) "Someone
who asserts [a belief] to another standardly gives the hearer to understand that he can rely on the truth of what has been
asserted, in particular that he may base his actions on that assumption."
There is a fundamental conceptual difference between what we believe, and what we desire, wish, or speculate. There
is a clearly recognised difference between a belief about something, and an opinion about something. Consider the
proposition p("Pontius Pilate was a secret philosopher who really puzzled about the nature of truth") I can utter the
sentence p in a number of different mental "moods". I can suggest p as a whimsical interpretation of the motivation
behind his biblical question "What is truth?" I can say that I wish, want, or desire that p. I can hold or express the
opinion that p. I can suggest that it is possible that p, given the absence of any evidence to the contrary. If I should
speak p in any of these moods, I am not pretending that my suggestion is really what motivated his question. If I
should say p in any of these moods, I would not be intending you to understand that you can rely on the truth of p. But
if I believe that p, and assert to you that it is my belief that p, then I am indeed intending to give you the understanding
that p is true. The fundamental property that separates a belief that p from an opinion that p, a desire that p, or a
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whimsical suggestion that p, is that a belief that p intends to be true. So, what truth is, is that fundamental property that
separates a belief from a whimsical speculation.
We can approach the same result from another direction. Our beliefs serve a definite purpose in our daily lives. We
survive on a day to day basis because our beliefs guide us to wait for the traffic to pass. Without appropriate beliefs
about the dangers of jaywalking across a busy street, many of us would perish in pedestrian encounters with vehicles
every day. It is on the basis of our beliefs that we can discriminate things that we can eat from things that tend to eat
us. "Truth" therefore is that property of beliefs that renders them more successful than their negations when those
beliefs become the foundation for our expectations of future events or as the basis of our behaviour. If one's belief is
that there is no tiger behind that bush, then one will proceed on that basis. And one will either become lunch or enjoy
lunch according as to whether the belief was true or false. (The Pragmatist Theory of Truth takes this functional
definition of truth and turns it into a Theory of Truth.)
The significance of this functional or operational definition of "truth" is that it is clear that there is something other than
what we believe that renders beliefs true. There has to be something more than what we believe.
2.3 An Ostensive Definition
Like with any fundamental concept that cannot be further defined in words beyond providing a list of synonyms, we can
define "truth" ostensively.
We all can recognise a true statement when we see one. I don't mean to suggest that we can all recognise whether any
arbitrary statement is true. But that there are many statements that we can easily and immediately recognise are true or
false. If I were to look out my window and exclaim to my wife "The snow is pink", my wife would look out the
window and protest "No, it is not. The snow is white". Clearly, my wife recognizes that there is something about my
expressed belief that "the snow is pink" that does not match what she sees out the window. In this way, and in a similar
fashion, we all come to recognise the difference between beliefs that are easily and immediately discernable as "true"
from those that are easily and immediately discernable as "not true".
Easily Recognised as "True"
Easily Recognised as "False"
Snow is white.
Snow is green.
London is between Glasgow and Dover   Glasgow is between London and Dover  
Dogs have four paws.
Dogs have six paws.
Winter is cold in Canada
Winter is cold in Australia
The hat is on the cat.
The cat is on the hat.
Clearly, all those statements on the left share a common attribute. An attribute made all the more obvious by
comparison with the list on the right. So "truth" is that property of propositions that we recognise, when we recognise
that they correspond to how we understand the world around us. And that, of course, is just what is demanded by the
Theory of Concepts.
2.4 Summary
So, can truth be defined? -- Yes, of course it can! In any and all of a number of ways. And the key philosophical
significance of these various definitions of "truth" is that any philosophical discussions of the concept of "truth" must
keep in mind that the boundary conditions for "truth" can be explored in all of these various ways. Specifying the
necessary and sufficient conditions for "truth" is not necessary for an understanding of the definition of "truth". And
any philosophical exploration of "truth" must remain consistent with all of these ways of defining "truth", or become
merely an idiosyncratic definition of "truth*".

3.0 What is "Truth"?
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3.1  The Concept of "Truth"
As is obvious from the ways in which we can define the word, the English word "truth" (and its related variations)
denotes a particular Collection Concept of the "property" kind. We all initially learn the concept of "truth" ostensively.
We are exposed to a bunch of statements that we are told are "true". The human mind, being the best pattern
recognition device known to man, readily discerns the pattern inherent in those statements designated as "true". We
quickly come to recognize the similarities of "true" statements, and their differences from "non-true" statements.
By observing the readily discernable pattern of similarities among those statements that we recognize are "true" and
their differences with those statements that we recognize are "untrue", we form the "similarity set" of characteristics of
statements by which we recognize "true" statements. Now, being the result of a pattern recognition process, we need
not necessarily be consciously aware of the particular characteristics that we employ to discern "true" statements from
"untrue" ones. But on this basis, we create our own concept for the commonalities and denote it by the word "truth"
(and its relates).
As I explored above in my introductory comments on propositions, for the purposes of more in-depth philosophical
analysis, the property of "truth" is best not considered as a property of statements or other linguistic forms. The
concept of truth clearly transcends any one language, and applies more easily to component parts of statements than to
complex statements themselves. Therefore, "truth" is best understood as a property of atomic propositions. And
because a proposition is a logical form that expresses a relationship between conceptual classifications of "things" in
"reality", the concept of "truth" can best be understood in terms of that relationship of conceptual classifications.
Furthermore, since the relationship expressed in a proposition is between conceptual classifications of "things" in
"reality", we can understand that a proposition purports to declare that the specified relationship between "things" is
indeed the way things actually are in "reality". In other words, there is a suitable (although semantically complex)
mapping between the proposition and "things" in "reality". Hence, the "similarity set" of characteristics across which
we recognize "true" propositions (and distinguish them from "un-true" propositions) is just exactly that the purported
relationship expressed by the proposition is in fact the way things are in "reality". True propositions express a
relationship between conceptual classifications of "things" in "reality" that is consistent with (accurately maps to) an
existent state of affairs in "reality". (Note that this talk of "reality" at this point is neutral with respect the metaphysical
nature of that reality. This conceptual definition of "truth" applies equally to the realist as to the idealist metaphysical
notions of reality.)
What we are talking about when we talk about theories of "truth", therefore, is the underlying basis for our ready
discernment of the difference between true and not-true propositions -- why and how that discernment is, in most cases,
so rapid and so easy. Those philosophers who argue that "truth" cannot be defined are therefore arguing that even
though we are capable of discerning the difference between true and not-true propositions, it is not possible to
consciously identify the basis of this discernment. Theories of truth purport to describe and explain just what
characteristics we employ to distinguish those propositions that are "true" from those that are not. Just what is it, these
theories attempt to explain, that we find similar across "true" propositions, and different from "not-true" propositions,
such that we can usually distinguish between the two alternatives. Theories of "truth" are all about applying some
metaphysical assumptions about the nature of "reality" to a description of that complex mapping between the meaning
of the proposition and the state of affairs in "reality".
3.2   The "Equivalence Thesis"
Alfred Tarski (1901-1983) was a logician and mathematician of considerable philosophical importance. A brilliant
member of the interwar Warsaw School of Mathematics and active in the USA after 1939, he wrote on topology,
geometry, measure theory, mathematical logic, set theory, meta-mathematics, and most of all, on model theory, abstract
algebra, and algebraic logic.(3)
In 1944, Alfred Tarski proposed his semantic theory of truth(4), suggesting that a proposition is true if and only if a
claim about the world holds. Thus, the proposition "the cat is on the mat" is true if, in fact, the cat is really on the mat;
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conversely, if the cat is on the mat then the proposition "the cat is on the mat" is true. The kernel of Tarski's semantic
theory of truth is also known as "the equivalence schema", "Convention T", and the "T Schema". Where "S" is a
reference to a statement (the statement's name), and S is just the statement itself:
"S" is true if and only if S
Tarski's equivalence schema focuses on the one crucial consequence of any theory of truth which must hold if we are
talking about "truth" (as opposed to "truth*"). Tarski's thesis is that the predicate "true" functions as a linguistic device
for disquotation. Generalizing from this, he claimed that any predicate which functions as a linguistic device for
disquotation would be the truth predicate.
But treating "truth" as a predicate of disquotation is acceptable only from the very narrow perspective of linguistic
analysis that was Tarski's agenda. From the conceptual perspective, the two sides of the equivalence are completely
different concepts -- the concept {"S" is true} is a quite different concept from {S}. On the left side you have a
description of an epistemological fact (or state of affairs, or assertion, or "thing") -- namely that "S" is true, on the right
side you have description of a metaphysical fact (or state of affairs or arrangement of "things") -- namely the description
of reality that is S. So from this perspective it would be such a gross oversimplification as to be wrong to label "truth"
as simply "the predicate of disquotation". From the conceptual perspective such a move would be to invest in the word
"disquotation" all of the philosophical issues otherwise associated with "truth".
Tarski's semantic analysis is a significant contribution to the discussion of "truth" only because it combines the
"equivalence thesis" with the prior assumption that the statement involved ("S") is in fact a semantically valid
description of the underlying status of reality (S). This is almost surely why Tarski himself described his semantic
theory as a version of a Correspondence Theory (see below for more details on the Correspondence Theory of Truth).
He clearly takes as given the conceptual challenge of the meaning of semantic symbols, and assumes without further
investigation that the meaning of {"S"} can be taken to be a semantically proper description of S. He assumes as given
that the basis for the material equivalence is a suitable "correspondence" between the meaning of the statement "S" and
the state of affairs {S} that it purports to describe. For this reason, his semantic theory has also been interpreted as a
"Deflationary Theory of Truth" (see below for further details) because it leaves unaddressed the question of just what it
means for it to be the case that S.
Translating Tarski's "equivalence thesis" from the realm of linguistic analysis of statements in English into the language
of atomic propositions that I prefer to deal with, and the equivalence thesis becomes:
P is true if and only if F
What this thesis claims is that there is a material equivalence between the existence of some specific underlying basis
(F) for our discernment of a true proposition, and that proposition (P) possessing the property of being "true". In other
words, there exist some observable characteristics of propositions that we recognize as similar across all those that we
classify as "true", and different from all those excluded from that class. And of course, given the nature of
propositions, the only characteristics that propositions have are characteristics of meaning. That is why the
"equivalence thesis" is invariant across all theories of "truth". It is just describing the normal conceptual meaning of
the English word "true" as it is used as a label for a property of statements.
However, philosophers have an unfortunate penchant for redefining common English words for their own purpose. So
the significance that the "equivalence thesis" has for philosophical theories of truth, is that unless the theory posited
satisfies the equivalence thesis, it cannot be called a theory of "truth" without committing serious abuse to the common
English meaning of either "theory" or "truth". Therefore, the problem or challenge for the various theories of truth is to
show that they are consistent with the minimal requirement of Tarski's "equivalence thesis".
To see why there is a potential issue here, consider a naive version of a Pragmatic Theory of Truth - "P is true if and
only if it is useful to believe that P". It follows, by simple substitution, that "It is useful to believe that P" is true if and
only if it is useful to believe that it is useful to believe that P. You can see where this is going. We started off with the
apparently simple idea that there is such a thing as a proposition's being "useful to believe". But very quickly the
naÃ¯ve theory develops into an infinite regress.
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A less naÃ¯ve theory of truth is the Correspondence Theory of Truth that maintains that P is true if and only if P
corresponds with reality. In other words, P is true if and only if it is an apt and fit description of reality.

4.0 Theories of Truth
The study of truth is part of philosophical logic and epistemology. There are numerous theories about truth that
philosophers and logicians have proposed, besides the Correspondence Theory that I will be exploring in more detail
below. The fundamental basis underlying the debate between the proponents of the various theories can be made a
little clearer by borrowing a classification scheme published by Richard Kirkham in his Theories of Truth: A Critical
Introduction(5) In this work, he describes the following classification categories for theories of truth.
"I. The metaphysical project: This project attempts to identify what truth consists in, what it is for a statement
(or belief or proposition, etc.) to be true. This project has three branches:
A. The extensional project: This project attempts to identify the necessary and sufficient conditions for a
statement (or belief or proposition, etc.) to be a member of the set of true statements. It attempts, in other
words, to fix the extension (the reference, the denotation) of the predicate "is true".
B. The naturalistic project: This project attempts to find conditions that, in any naturally possible world,
are individually necessary and jointly sufficient for a statement being true in that world.
C. The essence project: This project attempts to find conditions that, in any possible world, are
individually necessary and jointly sufficient for a statement being true in that world.
II. The justification project: This project attempts to identify some characteristic, possessed by most true
statements and not possessed by most false statements, by reference to which the probable truth or falsity of the
statement can be judged.
III. The speech-act project: This project attempts to describe the locutionary [pertaining to the act of conveying
semantic content in an utterance, considered as independent of the interaction between the speaker and the
listener] or illocutionary [relating to or being the communicative effect of an utterance] purpose served by
utterances that by their surface grammar appear to ascribe the property of truth to some statement (or belief,
etc.), for example, utterances like "Statement s is true".
A. The illocutionary-act project: This is just the speech-act project as pursued by those convinced that
the utterances in question have no locutionary purpose. So this project attempts to describe what we are
doing when we make this sort of utterance.
B. The assertion project: This is just the speech-act project as pursued by those convinced that the
utterances in question do have a locutionary purpose. So this project attempts to describe what we are
saying when we make this sort of utterance. It attempts, in other words, to fix the intension (the sense,
the connotation) of the predicate "is true".
1. The ascription project: This is just the assertion project as pursued by those convinced that the
surface grammar of such utterances is a safe guide to what we are saying when we make them.
2. The deep-structure project: This is just the assertion project as pursued by those who are
convinced that the surface grammar of such utterances is misleading."
In his book Kirkham discusses a number of different theories of truth, but approaches his analysis by philosopher rather
than by theory. I do not intend to discuss any particular philosopher's theory. Nor do I intend to explore those theories
that are specific to other "truth bearers" than propositions. Instead I will present my own analysis of one theory -- the
Correspondence Theory of Truth as it applies to propositions. In dealing with some of the alternatives to that theory I
will explore more or less briefly a few of its main competitors. But to draw upon Kirkham's classification scheme, here
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is how I would classify those theories of truth that I have encountered (not all of which I will be discussing later):
(I) The Metaphysical Project - Recall the Tarskian equivalence scheme we met above -P is true if and only if F.
Theories of truth in this group attempt to define just what "F" is -- just what is the underlying basis for our
ready discernment of a difference between propositions we call "true" and all other propositions. They
each in their various ways allege to describe just what it is we discern when we discriminate "true"
propositions from "false" propositions. Each of these approaches to a "theory of truth" can be interpreted as
either an explanatory description of the fundamental nature of truth, or as a set of criteria for determining
truth values. So, for instance, someone might explain truth as correspondence with the facts, and argue
that the only valid way to determine the truth of a proposition is to see if it corresponds to the facts.
Someone else might also explain truth as correspondence with mind-independent reality, but maintain that
the truth or falsity of a statement is determined by its cohering with the body of accepted scientific
knowledge. Charles Sanders Peirce (1839 -- 1914), one of the early Pragmatists, in his later writings
thought that truth was explainable as correspondence with reality, but held that the truth or falsity of any
proposition was determined by the agreement of the relevant experts.
(I-C) The Essence Project - the specification of the necessary and sufficient conditions for a proposition to be true:
The Correspondence Theory of truth sees truth as correspondence with objective reality. Thus, a
proposition is said to be true just in case it accurately describes a state of affairs in the world.
The Coherence Theory sees truth as coherence with some specified set of statements. Thus, a proposition
is said to be true just in case it coheres in some specified sense with a specified set of other propositions.
Usually the set is identified as the statements that make up what is the best justified and most complete
description of the world. (This theory might also be classed as I-A -- the extensional project, since it leaves
open the question of why the propositions in question cohere so nicely.)
(I-A) The Extensional Project -- the specification of the necessary and sufficient conditions for a proposition to be a
member of the set of true propositions:
The Pragmatist Theory sees truth as the success of the practical consequences of an idea, i.e. its utility.
Thus a proposition is true just in case its practical consequences are desirable or useful. Although it leaves
open the question of what it is that makes the practical consequences so desirable or useful.
The Consensus Theory invented by Charles Sanders Peirce sees truth as something agreed upon by some
specified group, such as all competent investigators. Although it leaves open the question of why all
competent investigators might want to agree.
The Social Constructivist Theory holds that truth is constructed by social processes, and represents the
outcome of power struggles within a community. Hence a proposition is true just in case it is consistent
with the beliefs of the socially influential (or "power elite"). Although it leaves open the question of why
the proposition is found so attractive by the power elite.
(II) The Justification Project -- the specification of the necessary and sufficient conditions for our recognition that a
proposition is true:
The Verificationist Theories see truth as the consequence of a process of verification, either in practice or
in principle. Although they leave open the question of just what constitutes verification in the absence of a
notion of truth. Unfortunately theories that are the product of the justification project are not theories of
"truth". They are about "justification". They do not analyze "truth" in any way. In fact, they presuppose
the concept of "truth" for their concept of "verification".
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(III) The Speech-Act Project -- Theories of truth in this category see truth as a linguistic function having no more deep
philosophical meaning than can be expressed by the equivalence schema. They each in their various ways allege that
our common concept of "true" is in some way illusory. They approach the concept of "truth" from the perspective of
linguistic analysis, and ignore the critical role that the concept of truth plays in the notions of judgement and belief. As
such, they are not theories of "truth". They are about what it is we are saying when we ascribe the predicate "is true" to
something.
Deflationary / Semantic Theories - nothing more meaningful can be said about the concept "true" than the
semantic version of the Tarskian equivalence schema -- "S" is true if and only if S. Presupposes a theory
of meaning that provides the relationship between the quoted proposition, and what the proposition is about,
or equivalently between the English expression of the proposition and what the proposition means.
Pro-Sentential Theories -- the predicate "is true" is simply a linguistic "pronoun"-like function of referring
to something previously or elsewhere said. As in "everything Paul said is true" -- the pro-sentential
function of "is true" avoid the linguistic necessity of specifically referring to everything that Paul said.
Performative Theories -- the predicate "is true" serves the same linguistic function as does "I do" in a
marriage ceremony. It performs the act of approval of whatever it is applied to. It is not actually
predicating the property "is true" of anything.
Emotive Theories - the predicate "is true" performs the act of approval of whatever it is applied to. Very
similar to the Performative Theory, except in some of its details.
In addition to this classification schema of Kirkham, there is another way to broadly divide the theories of truth into two
groups. There are the "Realist" theories of truth. And there are the "Anti-Realist" theories of truth. For a "Realist"
(about truth) to say that a proposition is true, the realist is saying that there does metaphysically exist a mindindependent reality that appropriately corresponds to the description provided by the proposition. Regardless of the
details of the particular theory of truth that the realist maintains, a realist holds that the truth of any proposition is "out
there" in reality and exists independently of however we may judge the situation. A realist about truth maintains that
regardless of how convincing the evidence may be it is still possible that we may judge the situation wrongly. The
realist assumes as a fundamental metaphysical premise that the necessary facts, states of affairs, or other determinants of
truth do in fact exist, and exist in a manner that is independent of the epistemic status of either the proposition in
question, or the contemplator of the proposition. In other words, for a realist about truth, truth is judgement
transcendent. Of the above listed sets of theories of truth, only these can be considered a product of the Metaphysical
Project would count as Realist theories of truth.
The Anti-Realist, on the other hand, denies the fundamental premise of the Realist -- either negatively by denying that
the relevant determinants of truth have metaphysical existence, or positively by maintaining that truth is an epistemic
concept that is dependent on the epistemic status of either the proposition or the contemplator. In contrast with the
Realist, the Anti-Realist denies the possibility of truths that remain inaccessible to human inquiry, and maintains that
some propositions are inherently undecidable -- have no determinate truth value. The Anti-Realist theories of truth
include all of the other theories cited above.
I will preface what follows with a ready admission that I am myself a Realist about truth, and find the various antirealist positions quite incomprehensible. I am going to deal with the Correspondence Theory of Truth because it is, in
my opinion, the only correct theory of truth. And I am going to deal with the Coherence Theory of truth because all of
the other products of the Metaphysical Project can be viewed (more or less) as particular variants of a generalized
Coherence Theory. Because anti-realism comes in a number of diverse flavours that overlap the various anti-realist
theories of truth, I am going to deal with the Realist / Anti-Realist debate after I have discussed these two Realist
theories of truth.

5.0 The "Correspondence" Theory of Truth(6)
In its basic usage, the adjective "true" has a very straight forward meaning. J.L. Austin(7) summarized it thus: to assert
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that a proposition p is true is to maintain that "p corresponds to the facts", which he says is "a piece of standard English"
and therefore "can hardly be wrong". More precisely, the word "true" denotes the validity of an intended (or expected)
correspondence between a representation and what it represents. This is clear from the following examples.
In a street plan of Toronto, if the lines of the plan exhibit approximately the same two-dimensional relationships
to each other as the streets do to each other, we say it is true to the geography.
A woman is prosecuted for causing a car crash, but claims it was another driver's fault. She appeals to a video
recording made from a traffic camera. If what the woman says agrees with what is seen on the videotape, then
we say that her claim is true to the facts.
In a physics exam, I am confronted by a multiple-choice question, which says "Indicate which of the following is
true ...". I then select whichever of the list of answers corresponds most closely to the experimental results that I
have seen myself or read about in textbooks.
In a psychology course, I fill in a questionnaire with multiple-choice questions about my beliefs, attitudes,
opinions, and other mental phenomena such as hopes, fears, and dreams. The questionnaire begins by saying
"Indicate which of the following propositions are true ...". I then select those that most closely correspond to my
private mental experiences.
What these all have in common is that each involves two "systems", linked by a "mapping". One system is a
"representation" of the other, the latter being called "reality". The purpose of the mapping is to let us use the
representation to manipulate information about reality without having to manipulate reality. In the first example, the
two systems are (a) a piece of paper with pencil marks on it and (b) the streets of Toronto. The mapping is a spatial
isomorphism between those two. This is a useful mapping because you can carry the plan around in your pocket,
whereas you cannot carry Toronto around with you. The plan enables you to find places in Toronto more quickly than
wandering around the actual streets. In the second example, the two systems are (a) a strip of magnetic tape with some
magnetised patterns on it and (b) the events that took place in view of the traffic camera. The "mapping" in this case is
a little more complicated than a simple spatial isomorphism. The mapping represented by the video tape combines a
two-dimensional projection of a three-dimensional scene onto a flat plane, along with some specialised coding
representing time, and some further specialised coding to translate all that into and out of magnetised spots on a mylar
strip. In the last two examples I cited, the "mapping" is even more complex, and involves the translation of conceptual
complexes into and out of linguistic conventions (words and sentences).
Never the less, in these examples, "truth" is merely the correspondence between the representation and what it
represents. It is often said that what is most obvious about truth is that truth consists in just this kind of correspondence
to the facts - that the truth of the proposition that the earth revolves around the sun consists in its correspondence to the
fact that the earth revolves around the sun. This is just common sense, but philosophers call it The Correspondence
Theory of Truth. The Correspondence Theory of truth is built around this basic common sense intuition, and tries to
explain the notion of truth by appeal to the notions of correspondence and fact. Even if one does not build one's theory
of truth around this intuition, many philosophers regard it as a condition of adequacy on any theory of truth that the
theory accommodates this common sense correspondence intuition.
A rejection of any sort of relativism about truth, the Correspondence Theory maintains that the truth or falsity of a
proposition is determined only by how it relates to the world, and whether it accurately describes (corresponds with) that
world. Other uses of the word "true" may be regarded as extensions of this basic usage. For instance: a wife may ask
whether her husband has been true to her, meaning faithful; or the Church may advocate worship of the "one true God",
as opposed to false gods, meaning that God really exists. All of science and technology is "officially" based on a
Correspondence Theory of Truth. The work of science and technology is not to create reality but to discover reality.
The work of technologists (engineers) is to use our knowledge of the facts of the matter to predict the future behaviour
of things.
Despite the robust Austinian view that the Correspondence Theory of Truth is really no more than an expression of what
the word "truth" means in English, some people deny the validity of this theory. Challenges to the theory arise from
consideration of precisely what is supposed to correspond with what and with just what "correspondence" means.
5.1 Correspondence
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Consider first (1) The proposition that P is true iff P corresponds with the facts.
So "true" means "corresponds with the facts." The most commonly cited problem for the correspondence theory is this
question: Just what is this relation of correspondence? When and how does a proposition correspond with the facts?
What does it mean for a proposition (which is an abstract conceptual entity) to correspond with "the facts" (which is
presumably a material concrete entity)? How do we tell (and I don't mean judge, I mean sense) whether it corresponds?
These are all very good and detailed questions about the nature of "correspondence" in a correspondence theory of
truth.
As I suggested earlier, we can think of correspondence as a sort of mapping relation. If a mapping can be proposed that
maps the relationship between concepts expressed by the proposition with the relationship between the entities that the
concepts denote in reality, then is what it means for the proposition to correspond to that fact.
The particular criticism of the correspondence relation is the claim that the precise nature of correspondence as a
mapping is in fact undefined and undefinable. In the case of a map, we have a straightforward spatial isomorphism
between the marks on the paper and the geography being mapped. But what of the proposition "The cat is on the mat"?
Clearly the proposition does not resemble and hence cannot possibly be congruent in any way with either the cat, the
mat, or the relationship between the cat and the mat. So precisely what does the correspondence consist in? Obviously
it cannot be correspondence in any geometric sense.
The traditional answer is that it consists of a complicated mapping function that comprises the conventions that govern
our use of language. Consider a well-defined function "f" that maps the set of propositions expressed in a language
like English, "L", into the set of states of affairs, "A". Thus: f(L)=>A. Or proceed in the reverse direction. Consider
a well-defined function "m" that maps the relationships between existents in reality "R" into a set of propositions "P".
Thus: m(R)=>P. Therein lies the correspondence between propositions and the states of affairs that they represent or
describe. In general, if 'p' is the proposition expressed by a sentence l(p) in L, then: p is true if and only if the state of
affairs f(l(p)) obtains in reality. Or alternatively, in the reverse direction, p is true if and only if there is a relationship
between a set of existents in reality (r) in R that is mapped by the function m into that proposition p: m(r)=>p.
Admittedly, the functions f and m are massively complex, and will incorporate a lot of information about the language,
human culture, and about the world. Nevertheless, they are just well-defined functions. They are of the same kind of
thing as the spatial isomorphism between a street plan and the streets of Toronto. And they are "simple" functions to
learn how to use -- everyone who learns to use a language knows how to use those functions.
A detailed description of nature of the correspondence -- of functions f and m - is in fact a theory of how a sentence or
proposition has a particular meaning -- just how the linguistic entity refers to (talks about) the non-linguistic entity. It
is my position that "how reality makes propositions true" is just that theory of meaning which demonstrates what saying
"le neige est blanc" actually means, and how the employment of linguistic terms (such as "true" or "snow" or "white")
relate to what those terms refer to in reality. The process of disquotation involved in Tarski's equivalence schema is a
process of bi-directional translation between the proposition "le neige est blanc" and the state of affairs in reality that
snow is white.
One thing we might observe in any case is that, in order for a proposition to be true, according to the correspondence
theory, there must be some fact to which it corresponds. So a fact (a relationship between entities in reality) has to exist
in order to be matched up to a proposition (an entertained relationship between concepts) And remember, we've
already decided which fact that a proposition has to correspond with: the proposition that P has to correspond with the
fact that P, if the proposition that P is true.
Therefore, we can say that it is true that P if and only if there exists a fact that P. If we put it like that, then we don't
have to talk about correspondence at all. We just say: it's true that the cat is on the mat if, and only if, there exists a fact
that the cat is on the mat. And we could put it even simpler than that:
(2) The proposition that P is true iff it is a fact that P.
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We can regard that as explaining what it means for a proposition to correspond with a fact: basically, if there exists a
fact that P, then that fact corresponds with the proposition that P.
5.2 Facts
But now we need to address the next challenge. Namely what are facts, and what does it mean to say that facts exist, or
that there is some alleged fact?   Our definition (2) basically says that "true proposition" means "factual proposition."
So then we have to ask "Have we really explained anything about truth, about true propositions, if we merely said that
they are factual?" Aren't we just letting this other word, fact, do all the work of the word we're trying to explain,
"true"? Don't we have to give some account of what facts are?
There is at least one basic way to reply to this objection. And that is to actually offer a theory of what facts are. This
is something that, drawing upon a particular Theory of Concepts(2), I will now try to do. Facts are basically
combinations of entities in reality together with their properties and/or relations; so the fact that the cat is on the mat is
the combination of two differentiable entities in reality (ie. a cat, and a mat) together with one of the discernable
relationships between them (ie. that the cat is on the mat). Notice that I did not suggest that these entities and
relationships has to be observed. All that is necessary for the concept of a fact is that they be observable in principle.
But of course the cat being on the mat is only one fact; there might also be other facts, about all cats; or about the
relation between cat hairs and cats; and so on. But the idea is that it is possible, using a Theory of Concepts approach
to meaning, and limiting the discourse to atomic propositions, to specify and categorise all those different kinds of facts
that are relevant to the propositions that we entertain. An analogy perhaps might help. Imagine that Reality is the
chessboard with its chessmen. Facts are all the possible configurations of chessmen on any part of the chessboard. So
there is nothing that ontologically exists in addition to the board and the men. There is one board of 64 squares, and 32
chessmen. But there is an almost infinite number of facts that can be considered with that limited ontology.
I am, I readily admit, a realist about facts. Although I have learned from my reading that I must needs be a bit specific
about what I mean by "realist" here. I mean that I take reality to be real, and that facts are particular configurations of
that reality. I do not mean that I consider "facts" to have separate ontological existence in addition to reality. Facts are
abstract entities -- ways in which the world can be considered. (Notice again the "can". It does not require a conscious
mind capable of considering the facts for there to be facts.) Although I myself am a realist about reality, the abstract
conception of facts would apply equally well to an idealist metaphysical approach to reality. As Berkeley might
suggest, the necessary differentiable entities and discernable relationships might exist only as ideas in the mind of God.
So we've got an answer to the question, "What are facts?" A "fact" is one or more differentiable entities in reality
together with their properties and/or relations. As well, we have an answer to the question "What does it mean for a
fact to exist?" It's for each part or component of a fact to exist -- for a differentiable existent, with all its properties, and
all its relations to other existents, to exist in reality (whether or not it is actually differentiated by some conscious mind).
So if a cat exists, and a mat exists, and there is a differentiable relationship between the cat and the mat such that it is
discernable that the cat is on the mat, then the fact that the cat is on the mat exists -- whether or not someone is aware of
it. And that's what makes it true to say that "the cat is on the mat".
5.3 True and False
One of the challenges raised with many of the theories of truth, not just the Correspondence Theory, is the impact of a
definition of "false" on the details of the theory. Consider the following four sets of definitions --

(1)    

Pis true iff P corresponds to some fact;
Pis false iff P does not correspond to any fact;
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(2)

Pis true iff P corresponds to some state of affairs that obtains;
Pis false iff P corresponds to some state of affairs that does not obtain.

(3)

Pis true iff P corresponds to some fact that exists;
Pis false iff P corresponds to some fact that does not exist;

(4)

Pis true iff it is a fact that P;
Pis false iff it is a fact that not-P

All these variations invoke portions of reality -- facts or states of affairs -- that are denoted by that-clauses. If, as I
argue above, the primary truth-bearers are atomic propositions, then a "state of affairs" can be understood as the
meaning or content of a combination of propositions of any arbitrary complexity.
Form (2) is committed to the ontological existence of non-obtaining states of affairs. Form (1) on the other hand, is
not; for to say that a fact does not obtain means, at best, that there is no such fact. Advocates of Form (2) typically hold
that facts are states of affairs that obtain, ie., they hold that their account of truth is in effect an analysis of Form (1)'s
account of truth. So disagreement turns largely on the treatment of falsehood, which (1) simply identifies with the
absence of truth. The main point in favour of Form (1) over Form (2) is that Form (1) is not committed to the
ontological existence of non-obtaining states of affairs, like the state of affairs that snow is green, as constituents of
reality.
Both forms (1) and (2) should be distinguished from Form (3) which is a confused version of Form (1), or a confused
version of Form (2), or, if unconfused, implies commitment to the thesis that there are things that do not exist. The lure
of (3) stems from the desire to give a good account of falsehood while avoiding commitment to non-obtaining states of
affairs.
Form (4), by comparison, is a version of Form (1) that explicitly restates the correspondence relation in terms of "facts
that P" as I described above.   My reasons for preferring Form (4) over any of the others is -(a) In line with my preference for the Logical Atomism view that atomic propositions are the only
meaningful truth-bearers, this form avoids the complexity of "states of affairs".
(b) In line with my discussion of the correspondence relation above, this form avoids the necessity of
providing a description of what it means for a proposition to correspond with the facts.
(c) It incorporates the attempt of Form (3) to give a good account of falsehood while avoiding any
ontological commitment to non-obtaining states of affairs or non-obtaining facts.
(d) It both draws upon the intuitive nature of the principle of bivalence, and allows for its failure.  
Consistent with the intuition that there are facts that render the proposition "P" true, it asserts that there
exist facts that render "P" false. Yet by specifying that it is the fact that "not-P" that renders the
proposition that "P" false, the Form allows for the possibility that there may not be a fact that P, or a fact
that not-P -- allowing the principle of bivalence to fail in exceptional circumstances.
5.4  Scepticism and the "Sense-Data Prison"
Some criticisms of the Correspondence Theory of Truth focus on the epistemological problem of scepticism -- the
problem of knowing whether or not a proposition does indeed agree with the facts. Consider, for instance, the
apparently innocuous proposition that "the chair is red". I cannot be absolutely sure whether the chair is red, as I might
be hallucinating. And this problem will arise when considering the truth or falsity of any other proposition.
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The metaphysical foundation underlying this source of criticism is the premise that what is given is the this of
experience -- the indisputable and yet indescribable personal presence and immediacy of our awareness of our
experiences of the world. The essence of this premise is that there is a separation between our conscious awareness of
our experiences, and the sensory inputs into our perceptual systems. From this premise, all of our experiences are of
what our perceptual systems report to our consciousness. I am, therefore, trapped in a "sense-datum prison", and have
(according to the metaphysical premise) no direct awareness of whatever external reality exists beyond the perceptual
systems whose reports I am aware of. I can therefore never know with any confidence whether propositions agree with
such an external reality.
Neither can I trust my memory absolutely, as I might have remembered the meaning of the symbol "red" incorrectly.
So I cannot even tell whether the proposition "there is a red patch in my visual field" corresponds with the reality of my
visual field.
These thoughts have led some philosophers to the view that the correspondence theory of truth is unworkable. For,
although we clearly do classify propositions as true or false in everyday life, we cannot securely do so on the basis of
their correspondence to reality because we have no direct access to reality, only to the sense-data that our perceptual
systems provide us.
I think that this criticism is founded on a confusion of context (completely aside from the problems inherent in the
"sense-data" approach to perception). If we cannot know with absolute certainty that the chair is red, then that simply
means that we cannot know with certainty whether the proposition "the chair is red" is true. This does not count against
the correspondence theory at all. The proposition can still be true or not-true according to the facts of the matter,
regardless of whether we can be aware of that truth.
5.5 Frege
In 1918 Gottlob Frege (Friedrich Ludwig Gottlob Frege 1848 -- 1925) wrote a relatively short paper entitled (in its
English translation) "The Thought: A Logical Inquiry". It is sometimes claimed that in this paper Frege presented a
"decisive refutation" of the relational view of truth that is central to the Correspondence Theory of Truth. Having
examined Frege's paper (as reproduced in Truth: Oxford Readings in Philosophy, Simon Blackburn and Keith Simmons,
Eds (8)), I have to say that if Frege's essay is deemed to be a "decisive refutation" of truth as a relation, then I do not see
any significant threat to the position presented in this essay that, contra Frege, truth is in fact a relation.
When reading Frege's paper, I found it interesting to note that the greater bulk of it is not about Truth at all. It is all
about his definition of just what he means by "a thought". And with one minor alteration that is not particularly
germane, what Frege calls "a thought", I have been referring to as "a proposition". So to that extent, I found Frege's
paper nicely anticipative and supportive of the position I maintain in this essay. But I also noted that meaning that
Frege assigns to the word "concept" is quite different from my own, so I found I had to be extra careful in keeping his
definition in mind when reading his paper (or any of the other works about his thoughts that I came across).
As to the question of "truth" as a relation, the key passage seems to be rather short, and appears quite early in a paper
seemingly more focussed on a different topic "Can it not be laid down that truth exists when there is correspondence in a certain respect?   But in which?   For
what would we then have to decide whether something were true.   We should have to inquire whether it were
true that an idea and a reality, perhaps, corresponded in the laid down respect.   And then we should be
confronted by a question of the same kind and the game could begin again.   So the attempt to explain truth as a
correspondence collapses."
(Truth: Oxford Readings in Philosophy, Pg 87)(8)
With a little help from materials found on the internet, I interpret Frege's reasoning here as 1. Assume that truth is a relation of correspondence with the world. Then...
2. In order to judge whether "p" is true, we would need to judge whether
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" 'p' corresponds to the world" is true.
3. In order to judge whether " 'p' corresponds to the world" is true, we would need to judge whether " " 'p'
corresponds to the world" is true" is true... and so forth.
4. Hence, if we assume that truth is a relation of correspondence with the world, we can never judge whether a given
thought is true.
5. We do in fact judge whether a given proposition is true.
6. Therefore, truth must not be a relation of correspondence.
I can see two critical errors in taking this analysis as a "decisive refutation" of truth as a relation of correspondence.
One is rather straight forward. Frege is here talking about whether we can judge whether a thought is true or not. He
is not discussing whether the thought is true or not independently of whether we can judge it so. Therefore, at best,
Frege's argument (if we assume it is valid) demonstrates that our judgement of truth cannot involve a judgement that "
'p' corresponds to the world" is true. What Frege's argument clearly does not do is demonstrate that what makes a
thought true (judgement transcendently) cannot be a relation of correspondence. Even if the process of judgement leads
to an infinite regress, as Frege suggests, it still may be possible that the judgement-transcendent truth of the thought
might never-the-less be definable as a relation of correspondence.
The second error is the assumption in (2) above that to judge whether "p" is true, it is necessary to judge whether " 'p'
corresponds to the world" is true. However, as Frege maintains later in his paper, it is not necessary that a thought be
entertained for a thought to be true. I would argue that instead to judge whether "p" is true it is merely necessary to
judge whether " 'p' corresponds with the world", without having to judge whether " 'p' corresponds with the world" is
true. Elsewhere, Frege demonstrates the equivalence of the two thoughts -- to entertain the thought that " 'p'
corresponds with the world" is to entertain the thought that " 'p' corresponds with the world" is true. But to entertain
the thought is not to judge that the thought is true.
"What is a content of my consciousness, my idea, should be sharply distinguished from what is an object of my
thought.   Therefore the thesis that only what belongs to the content of my consciousness can be the object of my
awareness, of my thought, is false."
(Truth: Oxford Readings in Philosophy, Pg 100)(8)
and
"What I recognize as true I judge to be true quite independently of my recognition of its truth and my thinking
about it.   That someone thinks it has nothing to do with the truth of a thought."
(Truth: Oxford Readings in Philosophy, Pg 101)(8)
Hence, one can entertain the thought that " 'p' corresponds with the world" is true without having to judge whether it is
true. With this alternative (2) in the argument, the infinite regress is in fact not a vicious one. For the simple(?!) act of
judging that " 'p' corresponds with the world" resolves the entire infinite regress in one pass.
I want to emphasize that I do not suggest that the one-step resolution is the judgement that "p" is true, or even that " 'p'
corresponds with the world" is true. For if I were to do so, as Frege does, the infinite regress is indeed vicious. But if
instead one focuses on the relationship between the words that express "p" and the world that "p" supposedly refers to
and/or describes, then it is the process of linguistic comprehension that establishes whether " 'p' corresponds with the
world". The base of the regress is resolved at once, and the regress collapses.
5.6 Austin vs Strawson
In 1950 J.L. Austin (John Langshaw Austin 1911 -- 1960) and P.F. Strawson (Sir Peter Frederick Strawson 1919 -2006) exchanged articles in the philosophical periodical Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society in a debate over the
Correspondence Theory of Truth. Austin defended the notion of truth as correspondence, while Strawson attempted to
demolish the notion. Amongst critics of the Correspondence Theory of Truth, Strawson's attack on Austin's position is
repeatedly considered to have been sufficiently definitive to have changed the whole nature of the debate over
Correspondence theories.
(9)
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Having read the relevant papers in Truth: Oxford Readings in Philosophy , I must admit that I fail to see how Strawson
in any way demolished Austin's arguments -- at least those relevant to the correspondence theory of truth. Strawson's
attack on Austin's position seems to be about different matters entirely. In fact, it even appears that Strawson actually
agrees with Austin's basic description of the correspondence theory.
The two key passages in Austin's article seem to be -"3.   . . .   If there is to be communication of the sort that we achieve by language at all, there must be a stock of
symbols of some kind which a communicator ('the speaker') can produce 'at will' and which a communicatee
('the audience') can observe   . . .   There must also be something other than words, which the words are to be
used to communicate about: this may be called 'the world'. . . . Further, the world must exhibit (we must observe)
similarities and dissimilarities . . . if everything were either absolutely indistinguishable or completely unlike
anything else, there would be nothing to say.   . . .   And finally (for present purposes . . .) there must be two sets
of conventions:   Descriptive . . .[and]   Demonstrative . . . ."
(Truth: Oxford Readings in Philosophy, Pg 152)(9)
And
"3b.   . . .   The only essential point is this: that the correlation between the words (= sentences) and the type of
situation, event, etc., which is to be such that when a statement in those worlds is make with reference to a
historical situation of that type the statement is then true, is absolutely and purely conventional."
(Truth: Oxford Readings in Philosophy, Pg 154) (9)
The rest of Austin's article appears to wander off into largely irrelevant byways generated (I suspect) by his historical
beginnings in the school of philosophy as linguistic analysis. He focuses, for example, on speech-acts or "statements"
as the things that can be true. And this raises all of the red herrings inherent in the presumption that a certain sort of
speech-act is necessarily presumed to be an assertion of truth, and presumed to be an historical incident. But all of this
is really beside the point. As far as the correspondence theory of truth the only relevant passages seem to be these two
quoted here.
As far as Strawson's article is concerned, he seems to spend most of his time attacking the irrelevant asides of Austin's
position that it is speech-acts that are truth bearers, and Austin's definition of 'facts'.   Since with Strawson, I do not
believe that 'speech-acts' is a productive approach for dealing with truth bearers, I need not address Strawson's
comments on that topic.   And since Austin has adequately (at least better that I could, at any rate) replied to Strawson's
attack on his notion of facts in his 1961 article "Unfair to Facts" (also appearing in Truth: Oxford Readings in
Philosophy(13) pg 183-199), I will not address that issue either. I will focus on what I found in Strawson's article to be
particularly germane to the issue of truth as a notion of correspondence.
From that perspective, the most curious passage from Strawson's article would seem to me to be -"In using . . . sentences to make statements, we refer to a thing or person (object) in order to go on to
characterize it: (we demonstrate in order to describe).   A reference can be correct or incorrect.   A description
can fit or fail to fit, the thing or person to which it is applied.   When we refer correctly, there certainly is a
conventionally established relation between the words, so used, and the thing to which we refer.   When we
describe correctly, there certainly is a conventionally established relation between the words we use in
describing and the type of thing or person we describe."
(Truth: Oxford Readings in Philosophy, Pg 165) (9)
Now it sure seems to me that in this passage, Strawson is actually agreeing with Austin that truth is a relation of
correspondence between the words we use to frame a thought (Frege), statement (Austin), or proposition (me) and the
world that those words are about. As Austin asks at the end of his article, if "truth" is not our label for a correct
reference or a description that fits, then what else is? Truth just is the very correctness of reference, and/or fitness of
description.
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More to the point, however, Mr. Strawson goes on to argue -"That (person, thing, etc.) to which the referring part of the statement refers, and which the describing part of the
statement describes fits or fails to fit, is that which the statement is about. It is evident that there is nothing else
in the world for the statement itself to be related to . . . And it is evident that the demand that there should be
such be such a relatum is logically absurd . . . But the demand for something in the world which makes the
statement true (Mr. Austin's phrase), or to which the statement corresponds when it is true, is just this demand."
   (Truth: Oxford Readings in Philosophy, Pg 166) (9)
Now I would love to be able to speak for Austin, but it seems to me that Strawson is here seriously misinterpreting the
correspondence theory described by Austin in his article. In my understanding, the correspondence theory does not
demand an additional relatum. It posits only the relatum that Strawson has already accepted -- the relatum that renders
a reference correct, and/or the description fit. In setting up this false demand for an additional relatum, Strawson is
setting up a strawman position that he naturally finds easy to defeat.   But as Strawson takes pains to point out in the
related context of "facts" -"the thing, person, etc., referred to is the material correlate of the referring part of the statement; the quality or
property the referent is said to 'possess' is the pseudo-material correlate of its describing part; and the fact to
which the statement 'corresponds' is the pseudo-material correlate of the statement as a whole."
(Truth: Oxford Readings in Philosophy, Pg 167) (9)
By focussing on the red-herrings introduced into the debate by Austin's employment of speech-acts as truth bearers,
Strawson can say -"My objection goes further. It is that there is no such thing or event called "a statement" (though there is the
making of the statement) and there is no such thing or event called 'a fact' or 'a situation' (though there is the
chessboard with the pieces on it) which stands to one another in any, even a purely conventional, relatum as the
newspaper diagram stands to the board and its pieces."
   (Truth: Oxford Readings in Philosophy, Pg 170, fn 2) (9)
As a critique of the correspondence theory of truth as a relation, this objection is patently absurd of course. Strawson
has already accepted that there can be a correctness of reference, and a fitness of description. The very concepts of
correctness and fitness demand, for their meaningfulness, exactly the relation of correspondence that he is here
objecting to.
Later on in his critique of Austin's article, Strawson says -"If Mr. Austin is right . . . in declaring a statement to be true, we are either
(a)
talking about the meanings of the words used by the speaker whose making of the statement is the
occasion for our use of 'true' . . . or
(b) saying that the speaker has used correctly the words he did use.
It is patently false that we are doing either of these things."
(Truth: Oxford Readings in Philosophy, Pg 173) (9)
I cannot see how Strawson can claim that it is false, and even less patently false. There are cases of the use of the word
'true' in common discourse where one of these is just exactly what we are in fact explicitly saying. And I would argue
that it is also in fact patently obvious that it is what we are always implicitly saying.   For Strawson here omits the more
intelligible interpretation of Austin -(c)

saying that, given the conventional meanings of the words used by the speaker, the reference of the
statement is correct and the description of the statement fits what the statement is about.

This more appropriate interpretation of the correspondence theory clearly includes the assumption of (a) and (b). So in
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declaring a statement true because we are saying (c), we are also implicitly saying both (a) and (b).
5.7 Devitt
In my research for this essay, I also came across Realism and Truth (Second Edition)(10), by Michael Devitt. Although
J.L.Austin is obviously an advocate for the Correspondence Theory of Truth, he is like most of his contemporaries,
heavily influenced by the philosophical practice made popular by the Logical Positivists(11) of approaching all problems
from the perspective of linguistic analysis. Devitt, being of a later generation, is not encumbered by this failed
tradition. So I find that I am much more in accord with Devitt's way of talking about the Correspondence Theory of
Truth than Austin's.
In his work Michael Devitt offers a Correspondence Theory of Truth that does not raise any of the red-herrings that
Strawson picks up on in Austin's work. In particular, it makes no use of the concept of "facts". And in the preamble to
the definition of Truth I quote here, Devitt makes it clear that his use of "sentence" is intended to be neutral with regards
to truth bearers, so it does not demand a speech-act interpretation and is compatible with Frege's "thought", Austin's
"statement", and my "proposition".
"Sentences of type x are true or false in virtue of: (1) their structure; (2) the referential relations between their
parts and reality; (3) the objective and mind-independent nature of that reality."
(Realism and Truth, Pg 27) (10)
This is pretty close to what I understand is the core of Austin's position on Truth, once all the red herrings are stripped
away. And it is, as you would expect since I choose to quote it here, an excellent summarization of the Correspondence
Theory of Truth that I have described above.
Devitt also makes a convincing case that, using the process of abduction (inference to the best explanation), a
Correspondence Theory of Truth is the best available explanation of how eh concept of "truth" is employed:
"In learning from others, we use their beliefs and utterances as guides to reality.   Thermometers are instruments
we use to tell us about one aspect of reality, temperature.   People are instruments we use to tell us about
indefinitely many aspects of reality.   In both sorts of case we need to correlate states of the instrument with
likely states of the world.   The correlation requires a relatively simple theory when the instrument is a
thermometer.   The claim is that it involves a complicated theory involving truth when the instrument is a
language-user."
(Realism and Truth, Pg 96) (10)
Devitt's line of argument starts with what to my mind is the most critical starting premise -- that when talking about
truth, we must settle the metaphysical issues before discussing the epistemological ones. Metaphysics is the place to
start. Not the linguistic analysis that seems to inevitably lead to deflationary notions about truth. And not an a priori
epistemology that seems to inevitably lead to anti-realist notions about truth.
Once one adopts metaphysical Realism, then (following Devitt) one can also employ the method of abduction (inference
to the best explanation) to argue that the notion of "Truth" is best considered as a relation of correspondence. Drawing
upon his arguments, and adding my own twist, I would argue that the Correspondence Theory of Truth is the best
available explanation for the concept of "truth" because:
1. The language of "Truth as Correspondence" is necessary to permit communications -- even for philosophers.
One simply cannot talk about truth, facts, states of affairs, reality, beliefs, or judgements without employing the
language of a Correspondence Theory of Truth. The English language is configured to speak of truth as a
relation of correspondence. Any other conception of "truth*" is simply the assigning of some philosopher's
idiosyncratic notion to a common English word that usually means something else.
2. A focus on linguistic analysis erroneously assigns to the word "truth" a meaning (or lack thereof) derived from the
common employment of "true" in English sentences. This ignores the function of the concept of "truth" as it
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applies to the aim of judgements and beliefs, and to the description of scenarios where our judgements or beliefs
might be inconsistent with the objectively and mind-independently existing reality.
3. A focus on judgement and "truth conditions" erroneously assigns to the word "Truth" an epistemologically
derived meaning. All forms of verificationism, like all forms of deflationism, ignore the metaphysical function
of the concept of "truth" as a relationship between the reference and descriptive function of words (and
propositions, sentences, thoughts, et al) and the objective and mind-independent reality that they are about.
In the final analysis, I firmly believe that the Correspondence notion of Truth is the only notion that makes any coherent
sense in world described by Metaphysical realism. In the marketplace of philosophical ideas, there simply is no other
notion of what "truth" means that is competitive.

6.0 The "Coherence" Theory of Truth(12)
A "coherence" theory of truth maintains that the truth of any (true) proposition consists in its coherence with some
specified set of propositions. Coherence theories differ from the Correspondence Theory of Truth in two essential
respects. The competing theories give conflicting accounts of the relation between propositions and their truth
conditions. According to one, the relation is coherence, according to the other, it is correspondence. The competing
theories also give conflicting accounts of truth conditions. According to coherence theories, the truth conditions of
propositions consist in other propositions. The correspondence theory, in contrast, states that the truth conditions of
propositions are not (in general) propositions, but rather objective features of the world. (Even the correspondence
theorist holds that propositions about propositions have propositions as their truth conditions.)
6.1 Versions of the Coherence Theory of Truth
There are several different versions of the coherence theory of truth. These versions differ on two major issues.
Different versions of the theory give different accounts of the coherence relation. Different varieties of the theory give
various accounts of the set (or sets) of propositions (the "specified" set) with which true propositions cohere.
According to one version of the coherence theory, the coherence relation is simply consistency. To say that a
proposition "coheres" with a specified set of propositions is to say that the proposition is logically consistent with the
set. This account of coherence is unsatisfactory for the following reason. Consider two propositions which do not
belong to a specified set. These propositions could both be logically consistent with a specified set and yet be
inconsistent with each other. If coherence is consistency, the coherence theorist would have to claim that both
propositions are true, but this is intuitively difficult to accept.
Another version of the coherence theory states that the coherence relation is some form of logical entailment.
Entailment can be understood as strict logical entailment, or entailment in some looser sense. According to this
version, a proposition coheres with a set of propositions if and only if it is entailed by members of the set.
The second point on which coherence theories differ is the constitution of the "specified" set of propositions.
Coherence theories generally agree that the specified set consists of propositions believed or held to be true. They
differ on the question of who believes the propositions and when. At one extreme, a coherence theorist can hold that
the specified set of propositions is the largest consistent set of propositions currently believed by actual people. A
moderate position has the specified set consisting of those propositions which will be believed when people like us
(with finite cognitive capacities) have reached some limit of inquiry. At the other extreme, a coherence theorist can
maintain that the specified set contains the propositions which would be believed by an omniscient being, or by us at the
ideal limit of investigation.
If the "specified" set is a set actually believed, or even a set which would be believed by people like us at some limit of
inquiry, the Coherence Theory involves the rejection of realism about truth. Hence these versions of Coherence
Theories are also called Anti-Realist theories of truth. Realism about truth involves acceptance of the principle of
transcendence (which says that a proposition may be true even though it cannot be known to be true). Coherence
theorists (those who do not believe that the specified set is the set of propositions believed by an omniscient being) are
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committed to rejection of both the principle of bivalence (since it is not the case that for every proposition either it or a
contrary proposition coheres with the specified set) and the principle of transcendence (since, if a proposition coheres
with a set of beliefs, it can be known to cohere with the set).
6.2 Arguments for Coherence Theories of Truth
Two principal lines of argument have led philosophers to adopt a coherence theory of truth. Early advocates of
coherence theories were persuaded by reflection on metaphysical questions. More recently, epistemological and
semantic considerations have been the basis for coherence theories.
Idealists are led to a coherence theory of truth by their metaphysical position. Advocates of the correspondence theory
believe that a belief is (generally) ontologically distinct from the objective conditions which make the belief true.
Idealists do not believe that there is an ontological distinction between beliefs and what makes beliefs true. From the
idealists' perspective, reality is something like a collection of beliefs. Consequently, a belief cannot be true because it
corresponds to something which is not a belief. Instead, the truth of a belief can only consist in its coherence with other
beliefs. A coherence theory of truth which results from idealism sometimes leads to the view that truth comes in
degrees. A belief is true to the degree that it coheres with other beliefs.
In recent years metaphysical arguments for coherentism have found few overt advocates. This is due to the fact that
idealism is no longer widely held by professional philosophers. The metaphysical arguments for coherentism in recent
years have been more covert, and have come from theological foundations.
Other coherentist philosophers argue that a coherence theory of justification leads to a coherence theory of truth. Their
argument runs as follows. Someone might hold that coherence with a set of beliefs is the test of truth but that truth
consists in correspondence to objective facts. If, however, truth consists in correspondence to objective facts,
coherence with a set of beliefs will not be a test of truth. This is the case since there is no guarantee that a perfectly
coherent set of beliefs matches objective reality. Since coherence with a set of beliefs is a test of truth, truth cannot
consist in correspondence.
This argument, however, depends on the claim that coherence with a set of beliefs is the test of truth. Understood in
one sense, this claim is plausible enough. But to argue that from this, truth cannot consist in correspondence, one has to
accept this claim in a very strong sense: coherence with a set of beliefs is an infallible test of truth. If coherence with a
set of beliefs is simply a good but fallible test of truth the argument fails. The "falling apart" of truth and justification is
to be expected if truth is only a fallible test of truth.
Another epistemological argument for coherentism is based on the view that we cannot "get outside" our set of beliefs
and compare propositions to objective facts. This argument also depends on the coherence theory of justification. The
argument infers from such a theory that we can only know that a proposition coheres with a set of beliefs. We can
never know that a proposition corresponds to reality. But this argument does not follow from the premises. We cannot
infer from the fact that a proposition cannot be known to correspond to reality that it does not correspond to reality.
Correspondence theorists admit that even though we can only know which propositions cohere with our beliefs, truth
still consists in correspondence. The Correspondence Theory accepts that there may be truths which cannot be known,
and argues that the coherence of a proposition with a set of beliefs is a good indication that the proposition corresponds
to objective facts and that we can know that propositions correspond with reality.
6.3 Criticisms of Coherence Theories
Any coherence theory of truth faces one principal challenge - called the specification objection. According to the
specification objection, coherence theorists have no way to identify the specified set of propositions without
contradicting their position. The proposition (1) "Ronald Reagan was President of the United States" coheres with
some set of propositions. The proposition (2) "Margaret Thatcher was President of the United States" coheres with
another set of propositions. No one supposes that the second of these propositions is true, in spite of the fact that it
coheres with a set of propositions. The specification objection charges that coherence theorists have no grounds for
saying that (2) is false and (1) true. The specification objection notes that, having somehow established an appropriate
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"maximally coherent set of propositions", one is forced to make one extra claim, that this maximally coherent set is to
be preferred to some alternative maximally coherent set. In other words, that this coherent set is "true" whereas that
one is false.
A Correspondence Theorist could say that we have grounds for saying that (2) is false and (1) is true because the latter
coheres with propositions which correspond to the facts. Coherentists cannot, however, adopt this response without
contradicting their position. Sometimes coherence theorists maintain that the specified system is the most
comprehensive system possible. But this is not the basis of a successful response to the specification problem. Unless
they are to compromise their position, Coherentists can only define comprehensiveness in terms of the size of a system.
Coherentists cannot, for example, talk about the most comprehensive system composed of propositions which
correspond to reality. There is no logical reason, however, why there cannot be two or more equally large systems of
internally consistent propositions. Other criteria of the specified system to which coherentists frequently appeal are
similarly unable to solve the specification problem. These criteria include simplicity, empirical adequacy and others.
Again, there seems to be no reason why two or more systems cannot equally meet these criteria.
On the other hand, Coherentists do not believe that the truth of a proposition consists in coherence with any arbitrarily
chosen set of propositions. Rather, they hold that truth consists in coherence with a set of beliefs, or with a set of
propositions held to be true. Since no one actually believes the set of propositions with which (2) coheres, coherence
theorists can conclude that (2) is false without contradicting themselves.
A general objection that Correspondence Theorists raise against Coherence Theories of Truth is that Coherence theories
focus on the nature of verifiability, and the justification of belief (or knowledge), and not on truth. Coherence theorists
focus on the holistic character of verifying that a proposition is true, or that a belief is justified, but don't answer the
principle problem - "What is truth?"
A coherence theory of truth has no means of answering questions like: What is it about a specified set coherent
propositions that makes them coherent? Why do some sets of propositions cohere, and not others? Is there any way of
distinguishing between two internally coherent sets of propositions that are mutually contradictory? Correspondence
Theorists would maintain that it is the nature of the underlying reality that makes the difference.
There is also a very significant consequence to any of the Coherence Theories of Truth. And that involves the process
by which one acquires knowledge of the truth. For a Correspondence Theorist, the truth is determined by objective
facts of the matter, and what we believe about those facts is not relevant to whether some proposition is in fact true.
For Coherence Theorists, however, the truth of some proposition is determined by our beliefs. There is nothing in any
Coherence Theory of Truth that precludes identifying truth through the processes of inductive reasoning from the
perceived evidence. But Coherence Theories permit two (at least) additional sources of truth and of true propositions.
The first is "Intuition", and the second is "Authority".
"Intuition" is considered to be the awareness of the truth of a proposition independent of any evidence from reality (or at
least evidence from the senses, depending on one's metaphysical concept of "reality"). Intuition is also generally
considered to include "revelation", because revelations are usually regarded as perceptions independent of sensory input
(e.g.. dreams, hallucinations, etc.). Pop culture moralists often attribute a person's "conscience" to an intuitive grasp of
certain moral truths. And religious moralists almost always attribute the source of their moral teachings to some form
of revelation. Both are assuming a Coherence Theory of Truth.
"Authority" is considered to be the acceptance of the truth of a proposition, again independent of any evidence, based on
the assumed veracity of the source. To a certain extent, of course, we all do this whenever we accept as true a
proposition that someone else has told us is true. But acceptance of "Authority" carries a much greater significance to
those who maintain a Coherence Theory of Truth. Suppose, by dint of fancy oratory, I were to persuade you to believe
that a particular set of propositions are true (lets say - that Kennedy was killed by a conspiracy of a secret society). And
suppose that this set was itself mutually consistent and more or less consistent with the rest of your knowledge. Then,
according to most Coherence Theories, this set of beliefs I have proposed should be properly considered True. I can
thereafter reinforce my persuasive oratory by proclaiming that I have never lied to you. And, of course, since you
know to be true everything I have said so far, I have proven that I am a reputable source of Truth. You will thereafter
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be less and less likely to doubt my propositions or question my proclaimed veracity (say - when I suggest that this secret
society is actually running the government). This form of knowledge has appealed to all authoritarian forms of
leadership since the dawn of time - hence the name "Authority" for the source of this kind of Truth.   For obvious
reasons, every authoritarian leader has tried to persuade his/her followers to adopt both an Idealist metaphysics and a
Coherence Theory epistemology. "The Truth is what I tell you it is!   Believe me!!"
All religions are based on a Coherence Theory of Truth. Primarily because all systems of religious belief are based on
an Idealist metaphysics. But also because all systems of religious belief require their faithful to accept "The Truth" as
an absolute and as revealed by intuition, revelation, and authority in the absence of (and often despite) any evidence.
All "organized" religions are also authoritarian in their leadership style, and as such benefit greatly from the freedom to
exploit being the "Authority" that is a source of "Truth".

7.0 The Realist versus Anti-Realist Debate
In dividing up the universe of anti-realist arguments in the way that I do here, I do not mean to suggest that these
positions are in any way mutually exclusive. Some of the non-realist theories of truth draw arguments from more than
one of the anti-realist categories I address here.
7.1 Metaphysical Anti-Realism about Truth
The "metaphysical" anti-realist about truth denies, for various possible reasons, the metaphysical existence of the "facts
of the matter" to which a proposition might correspond. As such, the metaphysical anti-realist presents a direct
challenge to the "facts" demanded by the correspondence theorist.
This denial may stem from the metaphysical assumption of subjectivism, wherein nothing exists that is outside of my
experience. Hence, if I do not have any experiential evidence for the truth of "P" (or "not-P"), then it is indeterminate
whether "P" or "not-P". The concept of the "facts of the matter" is limited to the facts of my experience. There is
nothing beyond my experience to render a proposition true or false. So if the proposition is about matters beyond my
experience, the proposition has indeterminate truth-status.
Alternatively, the denial of the metaphysical existence of "facts of the matter" may stem from the more fundamental
metaphysical assumption of Idealism -- the assumption that consciousness is primary, that all that we can know
anything about is our experiences, and that "reality" (if it exists at all as something separate from our experiences) is
hidden behind a "veil of perception". Idealism, a similar but stronger doctrine than Subjectivism, is a metaphysical
position from which it is impossible to infer the existence of an objective reality wherein there might be "facts of the
matter". Hence the denial that such experience independent (judgement transcendent) "facts of the matter" exist.
It should be noted that not all metaphysical Idealists deny the existence of mind-independent "facts of the matter".
Some Idealists adopt an additional premise - the assumption of a mind-independent reality. Kant, for example posited
the existence of a "nuominal world" that is hidden behind, and is none-the-less the source of any patterns we observe in
the "phenomenal world" of our experience(13). And Berkeley, as another example, posited that "the world" consists of
ideas in the mind of God(14). In Berkeley's view the notion of a "mind-independent objective reality" becomes the
"reality" of ideas in God's mind, mind-independent and objective only from the perspective of our minds.
Anti-realism about truth can be adopted by metaphysical realists. However such a metaphysical foundation puts the
anti-realist at a particular disadvantage. The anti-realist is in the position of maintaining the metaphysical existence of
a judgement transcendent reality while denying the existence of judgement transcendent "facts".
Anti-realism about truth is often adopted because of its implications for propositions about past and future events. The
anti-realist may claim that the truth of a proposition is dependent on the facts that exist "now", dependent solely on
currently existing evidence. While not maintaining a blanket denial of the very concept of "facts, such an anti-realist
finds unacceptable the realist's assertion that past and future facts (or states of affairs or other relevant truth
determinants) exist in a metaphysical sense "now". Such an anti-realist denial necessarily stems from a metaphysically
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indeterminate view of time and causation.
If, for example, causation is assumed to be radically indeterminate on a metaphysical level, or if the future is assumed to
not yet exist, then there can not exist "now" any determinate "facts of the matter" about the future. Supporters of
Aristotle's view of "future contingency" (e.g. his famous example of the "sea battle tomorrow") claim that when we
make a statement P about the future, there is nothing "existing now" which makes that statement true or makes it false,
even though it is true to say "P or not P". Either there will be a sea battle tomorrow or there won't. Until tomorrow
comes, however, there is no "fact" because the future is open. Whereas, the day after tomorrow there will be a "fact".
Consider another example. If I drop a rock off the top of the tower in Pisa, the laws of physics dictate that it will hit the
ground a few seconds later. Based on the lawful nature of reality, at the moment I drop the rock I can posit the
proposition "the rock will hit the ground" and believe it to be true. Unless, that is, I am prepared to accept the
interference of "magic" -- principles of physical causation in direct violation of the normal laws of reality. Now
suppose the anti-realist posits all sorts of possible interferences to that eventuality that allegedly renders the proposition
undecidable. Unless "magic" is permissible, unless the causal laws of reality are radically indeterminate, all of those
possible interferences must be in the process of getting to the interference point when I drop that rock. If we exclude
"magic", even if I cannot decide or judge whether the proposition is true or not because of a lack of information, it
remains the case that there exists at the moment I drop the rock an existing state of affairs in reality that will
determinately result in the rock hitting the ground or not. So the proposition is true or false, whether or not I can decide
whether it is true or false. Unless the nature of reality is not lawful -- unless, that is, the laws of causation are radically
indeterminate and "magic" prevails. Hence, the anti-realist position about the non-existence of "future" facts requires a
metaphysical assumption that the future is radically indeterminate until observed (or, possibly, observable) and implies a
radically indeterminate view of causation.
Similar reasoning can be extended to the existence "now" of facts about the past. For example, because there are no
relevant facts that exist "now", it is considered indeterminate just what Pontius Pilot had in mind when he asked his
famous question. These two positions are not tightly coupled, and can be maintained or denied independently,
depending on the details of the metaphysical assumptions that are brought to the table. It is quite common for
metaphysical anti-realists to accept realism about the past while being anti-realist about the future "The Moving Finger writes; and, having writ,
Moves on: nor all your Piety nor Wit
Shall lure it back to cancel half a Line,
Nor all your Tears wash out a Word of it."
The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam - 11th century.
Yet the anti-realist's requirement for existence "now" of the truth determinants of propositions about the past and future
leads the anti-realist into a severe difficulty. Unfortunately, the anti-realist will find he cannot even claim that the
proposition "it is raining outside" (or even "I am hungry") is true. The mental event that is the thinking of that thought
is temporally removed from the experience of the sensations that constituted the verification of the proposition.
Furthermore, the evidence of the senses is temporally removed from the event that was sensed. The best that the antirealist can manage is to assert the truth of "I saw that it was raining (or I was hungry) at the time I looked". Which is,
of course, not the way we speak at all.
This problem of temporal distance gets worse the further the verification process is removed from personal experience.
The anti-realist can perhaps assert that it is true that "Nero fiddled while Rome burned" because of evidence that he
remembers encountering over the course of his lifetime. Yet that evidence is no longer available to his current
judgement. All that his current judgement has available is his memory of that evidence. And what is to support the
judgement that his memory is accurate in this case? The anti-realist cannot even call upon the argument that the
assertion could in principle be verified with currently existent evidence, and is therefore true. The anti-realist has no
currently existing evidence to justify the conclusion that the required evidence about Nero and Rome does in fact
currently exist.
The realist, by contrast, maintains that past and future facts (or states of affairs or other relevant truth determinants) exist
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in a metaphysical sense -- but there is no context of "now" involved. If one adopts the realist's Einsteinian fourdimensional view of space-time, then the four-dimensional manifold exists in a timeless static manner. The "fact" of
the sea-battle exists in a timeless sense within that four-dimensional manifold -- a "fact" that exists at a future point
along the temporal dimension, but none the less exists. The metaphysical sense in which the realist maintains these
truth determinants exist is necessarily a timeless one.
Moreover, even if the anti-realist's premise that the metaphysics of reality is not in fact determinate, there is still only
one single story of the past that reality did in fact pass through in order to get here even if it could have gone through
any number of possible past histories without violating the exclusion of "magic". And there will be only one single
story of the future that it does in fact evolve through from its current state, even if it is possible that it might have any
one of a number of alternative futures without violating the "magic" exclusion. The proposition "it rained here 10
million years ago today" is true if and only if it did actually rain here 10 million years ago today. Likewise, the
proposition "it will rain here 10 million years from today" is true if and only if it will actually rain here 10 million years
from today. That the "facts" do not exist in the present is irrelevant. That the "facts" do not exist in any way that I
might come to have some epistemological relationship with them is irrelevant. And it is irrelevant because the realist
concept of "truth" fundamental to the Correspondence Theory of Truth is not dependent on our epistemological
relationship with the facts.
7.2 Epistemological Anti-Realism about Truth
Which introduces another sort of anti-realism about truth that can be called "epistemological". Such anti-realism
maintains that the very concept of truth is dependent on an epistemological relationship between the proposition and the
thinker rather than on any relationship between a proposition and reality. On such a foundation, the metaphysical
existence of any "facts of the matter" is irrelevant and may either be accepted or denied without disrupting the basic
epistemological claim that the truth is determined by our judgement of the evidence. Since there can be no evidence
"now" about the future, and evidence about the past may no longer exist, and there may be realms of the Universe that
are beyond our ability to experience, many propositions are therefore considered undecidable in principle. Hence the
truth-status of these undecidable propositions is indeterminate.
The realist, of course, maintains that because "reality" is independent of any observer, so must truths about that reality
be independent of any observer. For the realist, the "similarity-set" of recognition characteristics by which we discern
true propositions from false ones involves a mapping from the semantic content of the proposition to a state of affairs in
a mind-independent reality. For the realist, metaphysics constrains epistemology. The epistemological anti-realist, on
the other hand, by maintaining that the similarity-set of recognition characteristics of "truths" is in some way dependent
on our ability to know the truth, must endorse a metaphysics that permits the mind of the observer to influence "reality".
To be able to maintain that there is no answer to some undecidable question, is to maintain that "reality" is radically
indeterminate until and unless observed. The anti-realist lets epistemology constrain metaphysics. (While this position
might be consistent with quantum mechanics -- a fact that gives anti-realists great solace, it is inconsistent with all other
science -- a fact that causes most realists to view quantum mechanics with suspicion).
Arguments have been presented by a number of philosophers (among them William P. Alston(15) and Richard
Kirkham(5)) that suggest that this sort of anti-realism about truth is logically incoherent. They argue that it depends for
its concepts of evidence and verification on the very concept of realist truth that it denies. The anti-realist is attempting
to construct an ersatz, "epistemological" notion of truth to replace the rejected notion of a realist judgement transcendent
truth. But it can't be done, and it is not difficult to see why. Verification and falsification can never be totally
conclusive. There is always room for discovering that your verification wasn't a verification after all. Even if you
allow that we can say we "know" things for practical purposes, such propositions as are reliably "known" are too soft to
play the role of truth. And the concept of knowledge involves subjective evaluation of the adequacy of justification.
We need a hard subject-independent notion of truth in order to express the very possibility that the anti-realist is trying
to construct.
As a matter of historical record, most versions of anti-realism about truth deny the existence of truth determinants that
are independent of our thinking of them. As a result, most versions of anti-realism result in some form of evidentiary
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based concept of truth. As with the metaphysical anti-realist's denial of "facts" that exist "now", statements about the
past or future can only be considered true if there is evidence "now" that does or could in practice or in principle justify
a judgement that it is true. For most such anti-realist theories, therefore, the conception of "truth" involves an ability of
some mind to judge the evidence. The details - whether the required ability is "in principle" or "in practice", is relevant
to the mind contemplating the proposition or some other ideal, omniscient, or group of minds - vary according to the
preference of the anti-realist philosopher involved.
These are all different flavours of of Kirkham's Justification Project class of theories.   The core idea being that a
proposition is true only if we can (somehow, vaguely defined) verify that it is true.   And it is false if we can (somehow,
vaguely defined) verify that it is false.   In all other circumstances, the proposition is indeterminate.   According to these
Verificationist theories of truth, a proposition is true if and only if it can be verified (or perhaps merely confirmed) in
principle (or perhaps in practice) -- leaving usually unspecified which mind is to be involved.   The concept of
verification is specifically mind-dependent.   From the EncartaÂ® World English Dictionary -- "verification -- (noun)
establishment of truth: the establishment of the truth or correctness of something by investigation or evidence."   From
the Oxford English Dictionary -- "verify -- (verb) make sure or demonstrate that (something) is true, accurate, or
justified." As you can see from these dictionary entries, the concept of verification is specifically the product of
judgement.
Which brings us to the meaning of "judgement".
Judgment also judgement (noun) - 1. The act or process of judging; the formation of an
opinion after consideration or deliberation. 2. a. The mental ability to perceive and
distinguish relationships; discernment. b. The capacity to form an opinion by distinguishing
and evaluating. c. The capacity to assess situations or circumstances and draw sound
conclusions; good sense. 3. An opinion or estimate formed after consideration or
deliberation.
                        from Microsoft's American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language.
Without explicitly saying so, this definition of "judgement" clearly implies a choice between alternatives. After
consideration or deliberation or evaluation of the evidence or arguments, one distinguishes or discerns that the fact of
the matter is A rather than B (or, alternatively, A rather than not-A). So in any circumstance where we apply
judgement, the process of judging is a process of discerning the "right", "proper", "true" alternative from the "wrong",
"improper", "false" one(s). Because a judgment always involves a choice between alternatives, it is always logically
possible that we might choose the wrong alternative. The process of judgement is a search for the proper choice. But
what identifies the "proper" choice? In order to be able to distinguish between the alternative that is correct and the
alternative that is not correct, one needs a standard of correctness of judgement that is independent of what one is trying
to establish by the judgement. In denying the metaphysical existence "now" of past or future facts (or states of affairs or
other suitable truth determinants), the anti-realist is denying the existence of the very external perspective that is
demanded by the concept of "truth" as a standard of correctness of judgement.
Epistemic anti-realism about truth does entail metaphysical consequences however. It is logically inconsistent with
metaphysical realism about reality. Consider the proposition "it is raining outside". This is a proposition that seems to
be about the present. So an epistemological anti-realist might have little difficulty in accepting that our ability to
examine the currently existing state of affairs of it raining outside is sufficient to render the proposition true. But how
can the anti-realist verify that what he is seeing is in fact the actual state of an externally existing reality. As I discussed
briefly when referring to the metaphysical anti-realist, there is nothing inherent in our experiences that would justify a
deduction that there is an external objective reality. Hence there is nothing in the anti-realist's experiences that could be
used to verify the proposition that there is an objective external reality. Therefore, the best that the anti-realist about
truth could logically conclude is that the existence of an external objective reality is indeterminate. Only by a prior
adoption of the realist metaphysical premise that reality is external and objective can anyone (realist or anti-realist)
employ the evidence of their experiences in a manner that draws upon that premise. By treating epistemology as prior
to metaphysics, the anti-realist about truth finds it impossible to epistemologically verify the "truth" of the proposition
that reality is independent of mind.
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7.3 Deflationary Anti-Realism about Truth(16)
Another sort of epistemological anti-realist about truth maintains that the concept "truth" is not an epistemologically
"robust" one that explains anything. Such an anti-realist maintains that "truth" is either indefinable, or deflatable into a
linguistic artefact of some sort. All of the products of the Speech-Act Project fall into this category. According to the
various "deflationary" theories of truth, to assert that a proposition is true is just to assert the proposition itself.
Deflationary theories of truth allege that "truth" is not the name of some property of propositions ï¿½"some thing about
which one could have a theory. Obviously, anti-realism of this sort is a direct challenge to the Correspondence theorist.
Anti-realists of this sort start their philosophical analysis of "truth" by examining the linguistic employment of the word
"true" and assuming that the meaning of the underlying concept is dictated by the use of the word. An argument can be
made that language is not an effective starting point for any philosophical analysis. Be that as it may, it is obvious that
if one starts from an epistemological foundation, then one is not going to be able to determine any metaphysical issue.
Advocates of Deflationism argue that any attempt to introduce content into a "definition of truth" or a "theory of truth"
that says anything meaningful will fall foul of Tarski's "equivalence thesis". The belief that truth is a property is just an
illusion caused by the fact that we have the predicate "is true" in our language. Since most predicates name properties,
we naturally assume that "is true" does as well. But, deflationists maintain, statements that seem to predicate truth
actually do nothing more than signal agreement with the statement.
For example, the redundancy and disquotational theories of truth holds that to assert that a statement is true is just to
assert the statement itself. These deflationary theories draw upon a variant of Tarski's schema:
To say that " 'P' is true" is to say that P.
Thus, to say that "the cat is on the mat" is true is to say nothing more nor less than that the cat is on the mat.
Another example is the performative theory of truth which holds that to say "the cat is on the mat" is true is to perform
the speech act of signalling one's agreement with the claim that the cat is on the mat (much like nodding one's head in
agreement). The idea that some statements are more actions than communicative statements is not as odd as it may
seem. Consider, for example, that when the bride says "I do" at the appropriate time in a wedding, she is performing
the act of taking this man to be her lawful wedded husband. She is not describing herself as taking this man.
But deflationary theories are theories about the semantics of the English language. Like Tarski's semantic theory, they
seem to assume as given that the concept of truth involves a correspondence with reality. They say nothing about what
it means for it to be the case that P. More particularly, deflationary theories of truth ignore the key role of truth in the
process of judgement. What all deflationary theories of truth ignore is the function of the concept "truth" as a standard
of correctness of judgement.
7.4 Logical Anti-Realism about Truth
There is also a "logical" sort of anti-realist about truth. The logical antirealist does not actually maintain any particular
theory with regards to "truth". Instead the logical anti-realist tries to tie the realist up in logical knots by maintaining
that for the realist to argue that the facts of the matter are such that either "P" or "not-P" is to say nothing meaningful.
The logical anti-realist argues that the logical disjunction of a proposition with its full negation doesn't need anything to
make it true -- it is truistic. This is based on the logical axiom that (P & not-P) includes everything. For any
proposition P, therefore, "(P or not-P)" is always going to be true. Hence to suggest that the facts of the matter are such
that "(P or not-P)" is not to say anything meaningful.
However, the logical anti-realist is deliberately trading on a misunderstanding of the realist's argument that is permitted
by the vagueness of English. What the realist is claiming is "((the facts of the matter are such that P) or (the facts of the
matter are such that not-P))". Taken as a whole, this statement is of course always true. But that is not the point.
What the realist is arguing is that the facts of the matter are specific to each of "P" or "not-P" rendering one and only
one of the disjunctions true. And it is this that the logical anti-realist skips over. The logical anti-realist applies the
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rules of logic to factor out the common phrase that seems to appear in the realist's claim to get "(the facts of the matter
are such that (P or not-P))". While permissible according to the rules of logic, the result is a deliberate distortion of the
realist's claim. For the anti-realist's interpretation is, as claimed, obviously and necessarily true regardless of what the
facts of the matter are. Whereas the realist's intended interpretation is that the truth-status of each component phrase is
dependent on what the facts of the matter are. What the logical anti-realist does not consider is that the superficially
"common" phrase that is being factored out, is not in fact "common" at all. It is very specific to the term it is attached
to. The logical anti-realist is thus deliberately playing on the fact that the actual meaning of the English used to express
the concept can be translated into "logic-language" in more than one superficially acceptable way.
7.5 Possible-Worlds Anti-Realism about Truth
There is another kind of anti-realism about truth that is consistent with both metaphysical realism about the existence of
an objective mind-independent reality, and realism about the existence of the judgement transcendent truth-status of
propositions "out there" in reality. This kind of anti-realism about truth employs the notion of "possible worlds".
This is not to suggest that the possible-worlds anti-realist denies the existence of judgement transcendent "facts".   Let's
take a simple case of perceiving a tree.   The tree was there before I perceived it. It would have been there even if noone had perceived it.   Things don't come into existence when we perceive them, nor does perceiving an object change it
in any way (obviously this is not intended to rule out cases like stupidly switching on the light to see if you left the box
of photographic paper open).   The possible-worlds anti-realist can fully agree with the realist on these points.   Things
do not come into existence or change their intrinsic properties when we perceive them.   Where the possible-worlds antirealist differs from the realist, is in the area of the existence of "determinate facts".
The possible-worlds anti-realist can agree with the realist that it is the state of reality that renders propositions true or
false, and that there are "facts of the matter" that metaphysically exist to determine the truth-status of propositions.
However, the possible-worlds anti-realist maintains that while the facts of the matter are certainly "out there" in reality,
it is nevertheless indeterminate whether those facts are such that "P" or "not-P".
The logic behind this position is the supposition that there exists in reality both logically possible worlds wherein "P"
and logically possible worlds wherein "not-P". The truth-status of "P" in any particular possible world is determinate
and "out there" in reality. What is undecidable or indeterminate, the anti-realist claims, is which of these possible
worlds is the actual world. The possible-world anti-realist maintains that although we can judge whether "P" is true or
not based on the evidence we have available in our actual world, whether in fact "P" is true or not is indeterminate. The
reason is that which of the possible worlds (in some of which "P", and in some of which "not-P") is the actual world is
indeterminate, and there is always the possibility that in some logically possible world, the evidence on which we base
our judgements is not valid. There is nothing "out there" in reality to determine whether the proposition in question is
actually true, or actually false in this actual world, because there is nothing "out there" in reality to determine which of
the many logically possible worlds is this actual world. Hence, in contrast to the realist, the anti-realist maintains that
there is no determinate "fact of the matter", no determinate "state of affairs" that renders most propositions either true of
not-true.
The possible-worlds anti-realist position is dependent on the presumption that there is no discernable metaphysical
difference between the actual world that we inhabit and any of the alternative logically possible worlds. If there was
any discernable difference at all, detectable by us or not, the realist could retort that such a difference can distinguish
between "P" (or not-P) being true in the actual world from a possible world where "not-P" (or P) is true. Hence, the
possible-world anti-realist about truth is necessarily committed to the same kind "reality" for possible worlds as is
possessed by the actual world. (However that "reality" is understood. The possible-world anti-realist does not have to
be a metaphysical realist. The position could also be maintained by a Berkeleian Idealist. It would just imply that
possible worlds are indistinguishable from the actual world as ideas in the mind of God.)
However, the possible-worlds anti-realist does make two positive metaphysical claims that are very debatable: (1) that
there are in fact possible worlds in which the proposition is true and possible worlds in which the proposition is false;
and (2) the actual world is indistinguishable from those alternate possible worlds so that it is not determinable which
truth value the proposition has in this actual world.
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Unfortunately for the anti-realist, there is no evidence or logic in support of either of these claims. In fact, it can be
readily argued by the realist that there are in fact no logically possible worlds where in P if in this actual world not-P
obtains (or vice versa), and hence there is no difficulty in distinguishing between the actual world that clearly exists and
a hypothetical possible world that is not in fact logically possible.
Suppose we regard "the place wherein could exist all the logically possible things that might exist" (aka "The Universe")
as an n-dimensional set of points. "N" would, of course, have to be an infinite number, since there is no logical limit on
the number of spatio-temporal dimensions that some "logically possible world" could exhibit. Along any one particular
dimension, of course, there are an infinite number of points. So in an n-dimensional universe there are "infinity to the
power of infinity" number of spatio-temporal points. Technically this trans-finite number is called "Aleph-1".
Suppose, as the next step, we adopt the attitude of Quantum Physics, and treat all forces that might exist as manifested
by particles. We can then treat all the logically possible particles of force the same way we do all the logically possible
particles of matter. Since there is no logical limit to the number of logically possible kinds of particles that might exist,
we must treat the number of possible kinds of particles as infinite as well. To complicate things, any given particle
might assume any of an infinity of logically possible "quantum states". Furthermore, any given particle in a particular
quantum state might logically possess any of an infinite number of logically possible energy levels. Therefore we can
regard the number of discrete particle configurations as "(infinity to the power of infinity) to the power of infinity", or
Aleph-1 logically possible particle configurations. (Alpeh-1 to the power of infinity is still Aleph-1. Transfinite
mathematics is more than curious, it is downright odd.)
Putting these two suppositions together gives us - at each of the Aleph-1 points in the universe there might exist any one
of Aleph-1 particle configurations. This gives us "aleph-1 to the power of aleph-1" possible configurations of "The
Universe". (And, oddly enough, this even larger number of possibilities is also Aleph-1. Trans-finite mathematics is
very odd indeed.)
So this view would suggest that there are Aleph-1 logically possible "mathematically describable worlds". (An
unanswered question worth pondering is whether or not there could be a "logically possible world" that is not among the
aleph-1 "mathematically describable worlds". Personally, I don't see how, but I suppose it might be possible.
However, alpeh-1 is large enough to serve my purposes here, so I will ignore any potential left-overs.) Yet each
configuration presented by this analysis is timeless. Each of the aleph-1 particular configurations of particles in an ndimensional universe is static -- it does not change. Time is one (or possibly infinitely many) of the dimensions of the
n-dimensional universe, and to specify a particular particle's n-dimensional position is to specify also its specific time.
Now is this the image that the anti-realist has when he talks about "logically possible worlds"? Certainly it cannot be if
the anti-realist considers that there is at least one logically possible world in which Pontius Pilot really pondered the
philosophical import of his question "What is Truth?" and at least one where he didn't.
So it would seem that the anti-realist's "logically possible world" is not a static thing, but a dynamic succession of
"images" from the aleph-1 catalogue of "mathematically describable worlds". I suppose this could be thought of as
"seeing reality" like a movie film -- a rapid succession of individually static images. (Possibly, I suppose, an infinitely
rapid sequence of an infinite number of successive "images".) And the number of ways in which the aleph-1 separate
images of "mathematically describable worlds" can be arranged in sequences is called "aleph-2". (The possibly infinite
number of time-like dimensions that would be "discarded" in creating the temporal sequence is not relevant to the transfinite mathematics involved.) So we can, at least as a first approximation, treat the anti-realist's set of all "logically
possible worlds" as containing Aleph-2 separate "worlds".
But this enormous set contains aleph-1 many "logically possible worlds" in which at one temporal instant I am sitting at
my computer writing this essay, and in the next temporal instant spread thinly across the universe with each constituent
particle in a widely separate position. And it contains aleph-1 many "logically possible worlds" in which the dropped
and shattered glass reassembles itself and jumps back into the hand that dropped it. It is obvious that the
overwhelmingly Vast majority of "logically possible worlds" in this set of Aleph-2 possibilities would not be
recognizable as "meaningful possible worlds". (You can think of the concept of a "Vast majority" [capitalized V] as
what is left after a "Vanishingly small" [capitalized V] subset is removed from the whole. And that "Vanishingly
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small" subset is infinitesimally small -- a fraction smaller than one divided by infinity, one divided by aleph-1, or one
divided by aleph-2, depending on context.)
The Vast majority of the aleph-2 mathematically describable possible worlds would have spatial and temporal
dimensionality different from our own. The Vast majority of the remainder would not contain anything remotely
resembling our current world. The Vast majority of the little that's left would not contain anything that would be
remotely recognizable as germane to the question of whether "P" or "not-P". And by no means finally, the Vast
majority of the Very Vanishingly small residual subset would not behave across time in any way remotely recognizable
as "normal".
It is obvious, therefore, that despite the trans-finite enumeration of "logically possible worlds", what the anti-realist
actually has in mind when contemplating the "logically possible worlds" relevant to the resolution of "P or not-P" is that
Very Very Very Vanishingly small subset of aleph-2 possibilities that are consistent with what we might refer to as the
"normally expected behaviour of reality". In all cases of considering the possible worlds that might play a part in
resolving any issue of "P or not-P", the anti-realist is not considering all Aleph-2 members of the set of "logically
possible worlds". The anti-realist is considering only that Very Very Very Vanishingly small subset that are "as like
this current world as possible", except that either "P" or "not-P".
It now becomes clear that a more sophisticated interpretation of possible worlds anti-realism needs to address this
question -- just what is the anti-realist's conception of the "normally expected behaviour of reality". What does it mean
for one of the aleph-2 logically possible worlds to be "as like this current world as possible" and still allow that either
"P" or "not-P"?
Surely the anti-realist, when in discussions with a realist about the nature of "truth", must include in his notion of
"normally expected behaviour of reality" the constraint that any candidate "logically possible world" will be consistent
with the best understanding we have of the physical laws that appear to govern the world we experience. Otherwise,
the realist can respond that whatever the "evidence" says, the "evidence" appeared by magic, and does not mean what
the anti-realist wants it to mean. And if the anti-realist is not concerned by this challenge, he has reduced "truth" to
"whatever I choose to believe". And I don't think anyone but a Solipsist would want to maintain that position.
Which leaves the one remaining question -- how many "meaningful possible worlds" are left out of the aleph-2
"logically possible worlds" once we eliminate those that are not "as like this current world as possible"? And does that
Really Vanishingly small remaining sub-set actually include worlds where "P" and worlds where "not-P"?
It is obvious that for some propositions "P", the physical laws that appear to govern the world we experience do not
allow acceptable alternative candidates of "logically possible worlds" that are both "as like this current world as
possible" and permit both "P" and "not-P". If I drop a rock off the tower in Pisa, the rock will hit the ground unless
interfered with by magic. Once the pool queue is struck, the billiard balls will proceed in a deterministic fashion, and
you can tell which single history each traced if you come in before they stop rolling -- unless you permit magic. And it
is physically impossible, again unless you permit magic, (given the understanding we have of the physical laws that
appear to govern the world we experience) for there not to be a star with a planet in a galaxy beyond our visible horizon.
A realist therefore can adopt the determinist position and reply to the anti-realist by arguing that there is in fact only one
single "meaningful possible world" that is "as like this current world as possible" -- one that does not require "magic" to
realize one of "P" or "not-P". The realist can argue that without becoming inconsistent with the physical laws that
govern the actual world, in other words without allowing "magic", there is only one single "logically possible world"
that can be considered as a "meaningful possible world". And that single remaining member of the set of aleph-2
logically possible worlds, is the actual world. In that single actual world - past, present, or future - either "P" or "notP". So the realist can respond to the anti-realist who maintains that "an undecidable proposition would be true in some
possible worlds, and false in other possible worlds, but there is no answer in reality to the question which of all these
possible worlds is the actual world" by arguing that - it is simply not the case that there is both a possible world
where "P" and a possible world where "not-P", as long as "magic" is excluded. And the elimination of "magic" is the
answer in reality to the question of which possible world is the actual possible world.
Past, present or future - if "P", then there is no logically possible world that is "as like this current world as possible"
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and still permits "not-P" without resorting to "magical" violations of the laws that govern our world. For a realist to
maintain that "P" is to maintain that "not-P" is inconsistent with the laws that govern the world. (And vice versa for
"not-P", of course.)
To maintain otherwise, as does the anti-realist, is to maintain that the laws of physics that govern reality are radically
indeterminate to an extent that challenges the efforts of science and the expectations that govern our choices of
behaviour. So I would wonder how the multiple-worlds anti-realist about truth marries his notions of "logically
possible worlds" and the indeterminateness of truth values with the expectations he normally has about alarm clocks and
getting up in the morning.
I don't think that the anti-realist would dispute the evaluation that the anti-realist notion of "truth" and the actuality of
"logically possible worlds" is inconsistent with the common sense notions on these matters. I think, therefore, that the
onus should be on the possible-worlds anti-realist to demonstrate that both "P" and "not-P" is consistent with the
physical laws that govern the world before claiming that the question is undecidable, or that the truth-value of "P" is
indeterminate.
I therefore demand that the possible-worlds anti-realist provide some rationale for the truth of his two metaphysical
claims. Note that this way of couching the challenge is intentionally circular. In order to argue for the reality of
logically possible worlds, the anti-realist must first assume the reality of logically possible worlds. (Else how is the
anti-realist to assert any "true" proposition in support of the argument?) A realist about truth, on the other hand, can
apply Ockham's Razor to argue that there is only one actual world, and that it is trivially distinguishable from the other
"logically possible worlds" by virtue of the fact that only the actual world is real.
7.6 "Negative" Anti-Realism about Truth
Finally, there is what I will refer to as "negative" anti-realism about truth. This sort of anti-realist simply refuses to
"understand" what the realist is trying to say. The negative anti-realist carefully yet firmly avoids making any positive
metaphysical claims that can be challenged. Instead, the negative anti-realist simply challenges the alleged meaning of
the realist's statements. The anti-realist maintains that however many words the realist uses to express the point, no
"meaning" can be attached to the assertion that permanently undecidable questions "have" answers.
Unfortunately for the negative anti-realist, the realist has a natural and parallel rejoinder. The realist can simply refuse
to "understand" the denials of the anti-realist. What this does, is to deflect the disagreement between the realist and the
anti-realist into a discussion of what it means to "understand" some proposition. And that takes the conversation into
the theory of meaning and the Theory of Concepts.
It is difficult to comprehend how the "negative" anti-realist can maintain a consistent denial of the meaning behind the
truth of some proposition. Even the anti-realist maintains that at least some propositions are true -- at the very least, the
proposition that no "meaning" can be attached to the assertion that permanently undecidable questions "have" answers.
Yet given that very denial, it is hard to understand what meaning the anti-realist can invest in the truth of such a
statement. It should be noted that negative anti-realism is only suggested by those professional philosophers who find
themselves dissatisfied with all of the other alternatives. It is uncertain whether any such suggestion is actually
believed by the philosopher suggesting it.
7.7 Summary
What is actually going on in the debate between the realist and anti-realist is that each has a different concept denoted
by the word "truth". Despite the fact that each has learned the concept of "truth" from a similar suite of ostensible
examples, observing readily discernable differences between those propositions that we recognize are consistent with
"reality" and those propositions that we recognize are inconsistent with "reality", each has arrived at a different
"similarity set" of recognition characteristics for their concept as a consequence of their different metaphysical premises.
As a result, while in most situations the two can converse neatly with little confusion, when it comes to discussing the
nature of the "similarity-set" of recognition characteristics for the concept, they start to confuse each other.
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The "negative" anti-realist can try to suggest that the "onus" is on the realist to explain what he means. But this move
won't work because the anti-realist is being logically incoherent with respect to the very basis upon which any such
explanation might be constructed. The very concepts that the anti-realist employs to discuss the notions of "truth" and
"meaning" -- evidence, judgement, and verification/falsification -- presuppose the very notion that the anti-realist is
proclaiming not to understand -- a realist concept of "truth".
The realist clearly maintains the more common sense premise that reality is in fact determinate. Certainly, all of the
empirical evidence we have, at scales larger than that dominated by quantum mechanics, would support the conclusion
that reality is determinate. If reality is indeed determinate, then there is indeed something "out there" that picks out the
actual world from all those hypothesized possible worlds. And that "something" is the chain of causation and the
Einsteinian image of a four-dimensional space-time manifold. At any point in the past, present, or future, only one of
the hypothesized possible worlds is causally linked to the current actual world. "Logically possible" does not mean
"causally possible". And if that is the case, then the argument of the anti-realist falls flat. The single actual world,
past, present or future, is the thing that is "out there" to determine whether the proposition in question is actually true or
actually false.

8.0 Judgments of Truth
In addition to the question of what makes a proposition true, is the question of how we judge whether the proposition is
true. The issue of just what constitutes a non-moral judgment, and how our non-moral judgments are justified, is a
subject for a separate essay99.6 -- particularly, an essay that presents a fuller discussion of the concept of "knowledge"
introduced briefly in the introduction. For the purposes of this discussion on the nature of truth, it will suffice to
proclaim as proven that judgments of the truth of propositions are based on the coherence of that proposition with the
rest of the propositions that one believes, allowing for the contribution of non-propositional beliefs from sensory inputs.
With that minor preliminary established, we can now discuss the judging of "truth" under the headings of two basic and
different kinds of propositions. There are "Deductive Truth" (also variously called Definitional, A Priori, or Analytical
Truth) propositions, and there are "Inductive Truth" (also variously called A Posteriori, Synthetic, Empirical, or Fuzzy
Truth) propositions. I want to make clear here that I am not proposing this distinction on the basis of what renders a
proposition true. I am proposing this distinction on the basis of how we judge whether a proposition is true.
8.1 Inductive Truth Judgments
We'll start with Inductive Truths, because that is the kind of "truth" that most people mean most of the time. Most
propositions asserted in the processes of normal and philosophical communication are propositions offered as Inductive
Truth judgments. The simple atomic "F is G" proposition asserts that the existents subsumed within the concept F are
also subsumed within the concept G. They are propositions that summarize our observations of, and conclusions about
Reality.
When I entertain the proposition "F is G", the facts of Reality may be such that this proposition is true - an omniscient
intellect would recognize that the existents subsumed within the concept "F" are also subsumed within "G". It is this
"sense" of the nature of Inductive Truth to which philosophers have referred when speaking of "Existential Truth" (also
called The Real, Nuomenal, or Deep Truth). But when I evaluate the truth of the proposition, then I must judge
whether the proposition is true according to the information that I currently possess here-now. So there is a "sense" in
which the proposition is in fact true (or not-true, as the facts dictate), and there is a "sense" in which the proposition is
judged to be true (or not true) according to my judgment.
Inductive Truth judgements are not binary in nature. They are only probably correct. Remember, there may be a
judgement transcendent fact of the matter whether "F is G". But truth is a property of propositions, not a property of
facts. And while the facts of the matter will determine absolutely whether the proposition is (existentially) true or nottrue, the proposition can never be judged true or not-true with certainty. While it is absolutely certain that you perceive
something, how you identify that something, and how you classify that identified existent within the pigeon-holes of
your concepts is open to error. So no evidence from Reality is infallible. Thus most Inductive Truth judgments can
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never be made with certainty. More significantly, judgments of this class can be more or less true, or true enough for
the purposes at hand. Inductive Truth judgments can be considered as a continuum that runs from "Almost Certainly
True" on one end to "Almost Certainly Not-True" at the other end.
Inductive Truth judgements follow the rules of relative and comparative logic. An inductive truth proposition can be
judged to be true for a time, or in a place, or for as long as it is sufficient for the purposes to which it is being put. A
future time, a shift in place, a change in the degree of knowledge available, or a change in the degree of accuracy
required, can change the truth judgment of such propositions.
As an example, consider the Newtonian Theory of Gravity. In Newton's time, the propositions in this theory were
judged to be "Inductively True". They accurately reflected the then understood nature of Reality, to the highest degree
of accuracy possible at that time. Over time, however, Newton's theories became less true as more and more
knowledge was discovered about Reality. And they became less true as the increasing accuracy of measurements made
the theories insufficiently useful as predictors of Reality. Eventually a new set of propositions joined Newton's
theories. Currently, the Einstein Theory of Gravity is judged to be "Inductively True". The Relativity theories of
Einstein are a more complete representation of our understanding of Reality, and are more accurate predictors of our
measurements of Reality. But this does not mean we judge the Newtonian theories to be false. We each, almost
everyday, make use of the Newtonian theories in our daily lives. The Newtonian theories are judged to be true-enough
for our purposes in every-day living. There is often no requirement for the accuracy and additional details of the
Einstein theories. Even the well understood facts of the Earth orbiting the Sun are not always necessary. For some
purposes in the field of celestial navigation, we can judge that it is sufficiently true enough to propose that the Stars and
planets orbit the Earth.
As a further example, consider the atomic propositions "John is a male", and "John is unmarried". These are
propositions of the Inductive class. They require observation of Reality from which to judge whether or not they are
true. The maleness of John is a characteristic that is tightly defined and closely coupled with bio-chemical
characteristics of the genes (i.e. the presence of a Y chromosome). Therefore, the maleness of John can be closely
determined. The proposition "John is a male" can be judged to be true or false with a high degree of confidence. This
confidence factor is a key characteristic of Inductive Truth judgements. Because they depend for their truth on
observations of Reality, Inductive Truth judgements can only be determined with a degree of confidence. In a similar
fashion, it can be determined from observation whether John is unmarried. But because of the nature of "being
married", the amount of observation and inference (justification) necessary may be excessive compared to the utility to
which the proposition will be put. Therefore, it may be acceptable to judge the truth of the proposition "John is
unmarried" with a lesser degree of confidence than was determined for the proposition "John is a male". Thus we have
two propositions, one of which is "more true" than the other.
Following the rules of deductive logic, the conclusion "John is a Bachelor" can be deduced from these two atomic
propositions. Following the rules of probability statistics (for the inheritance of confidence limits), the conclusion
inherits both the truth classification and its degree of confidence from the atomic propositions. Thus, our conclusion is
an Inductive Truth judgement, with a confidence level lesser than either of the two atomic propositions. (I do not
intend to go into the mathematics of confidence level inheritance. In normal and philosophical discussions, the
numbers are not significant. Only that the conclusion has a confidence level less than any of the atomic propositions.)
Many propositions used in popular conversation make extensive use of loose approximations of Reality. Like a
measurement of the length of a table, such propositions are intended to be true enough for their purpose, and not
necessarily true with a high degree of accuracy. If we are conversing about a planned party weekend, then the
proposition "John is a bachelor" might be true enough. John might, in common knowledge, be married. But if his wife
is out of town, then for the purposes of planning the party, John can possibly be considered a bachelor. In other words,
John is expected to exhibit a sufficient number of the commonly expected characteristics of being a bachelor for a
suitable period of time, even though he is not, in fact, a bachelor by the strict definition of the symbol. Thus the
proposition "John is a bachelor" can be judged as true enough for the purposes to which it is being put. The proposition
reflects a useful approximation of Reality that is suitable for the purposes at hand.
Let's assume that John's wife Jenny takes exception to this approximation. If we also assume she understands the
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context within which the proposition is made, she would not dispute the judgement that the proposition is true based on
whether John is, in fact, a male, or whether he is, in fact, unmarried. She would dispute the judgement based on
whether or not the approximation is useful under the given circumstances - in other words on the basis of whether John
is expected to exhibit a sufficient number of the commonly expected characteristics of being a Bachelor for the relevant
period of time. Inductive Truths depend for their judged "true-ness" on this key concept of usefulness. A proposition
about the nature of Reality is judged to be acceptably "True", inductively, if when employed it will result in predictions
about the behaviour of Reality that are usefully accurate. Thus the proposition "John is a Bachelor" is judged to be
inductively true if can be employed as a usefully accurate predictor of Reality's (in this case John's) future behaviour.
Otherwise, it cannot be judged to be inductively true. Likewise Newtonian mechanics can be judged to be inductively
true in most day-to-day circumstances, because it is a useful predictor of reality's future behaviour in most day-to-day
circumstances.
Judgements of this kind, judging that some proposition is or is not sufficiently true enough for the purposes at hand, are
called Inductive Truth judgements, and the propositions which are being judged are called Inductive Truth propositions
(or simply Inductive Truths for short).
8.2 Deductive Truth Judgments
To begin an analysis of what constitutes a "Deductive Truth" judgement, we must first review the importance of
definitions to the processes of communications. From the perspective of propositions employed to communicate
meaning, a definition is the assignment of some specific symbol to some specific concept through the process of
learning conventional usage of language or through mutual agreement. The symbol involved might be a sequence of
specific marks on paper (such as a letter, an ideogram, or a word in a written language or code), or a sequence of sounds
(such as a word in a spoken language or the dots and dashes of Morse Code), or a sequence of movements (in sign
language for example). Posters and signs use another form of definitional relation between a picture, more or less
simplified, and the intellectual meaning. The connection between the perceptible symbols and the concepts to which
they refer is a definitional connection.
When employed in communications, a definition is said to work if it evokes in the mind of the receiver a similar concept
to that intended by the transmitter. The concepts can be considered sufficiently similar if, in the current
communications context, both parties to the exchange subsume the same relevant existents within the concept. And the
"relevant existents" for this test are those that are relevant to the discussion at hand. For example, if I should refer, in
conversation, to a "house", "ball", or "airplane", you can immediately bring to mind what it is I am referring to. And it
is highly probable that, baring some unusual circumstance, we will both subsume approximately the same set of
existents within these common concepts. These kinds of concepts have concrete, physically existing referents. For
these kinds of concepts, it is easy to quickly generate a list of perceptible entities for which the symbol is commonly
used. It is easy, with such concrete concepts, to establish a usefully common definition of what a particular symbol
refers to. If you are curious about what concept I have tagged with the word "ball" I merely have to direct your
attention to a series of concrete existents that I subsume beneath my concept of "ball". If I showed you only a single
ball, you might infer that the word "ball" is a proper label for that one particular object. But if I show you a series of
different balls, you will quickly arrive at the generalization that the word "ball" implies any member of the class of
spherical objects. Most "concrete" nouns can be provided their definition in this way. Many verbs, and other nonconnective parts of a language, have a similar "concrete" definitional connection to their base referents. It is easy, for
example, to generate lists of referents for the verbs "run", "play", or even "create". The same is true of many modifiers
(adjectives and adverbs). It is relatively easy to establish a usefully common definition of a "red ball" or a "small
house". These modifiers are generally less precise than the kinds of concrete nouns I have been using as examples, but
they are still simple to define. It is easy to establish a list of physically existing referents to exemplify the meaning of
the concept and verify that the symbol is evoking a similar enough concept at each end of the communications channel.
There are, of course, more concepts in any language than can be established with concrete referents. Some simple
examples are "faith, hope, charity". I cannot conceive of any physically existing items or relations that would function
as referents for the nouns "faith", "hope", and "charity". But I can provide a structured language description of what I
mean by these nouns by employing other more "concretely" defined words. That, essentially, is what a dictionary is all
about. The connection between the written words, the spoken words, or other symbology, and the meanings to be
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implied is definitional in nature. Likewise, the connection between the different symbologies employed to
communicate the same meanings is definitional in nature. It does not matter whether you learn the association of the
meaning of "ball" with a written word, or a spoken one. Once you know the one, the other is easy to grasp, because of
the definitional connection between the written and spoken word.
Basic propositions that express all or some part of the definitions of the symbols in the appropriate language, are said to
be "True by Definition". Judging the truth of such propositions is not a matter of discovering what the facts of the
matter are. The truth is a matter of discovering what the convention is. A definition declares the fact of the matter. A
proposition that is true by definition expresses some or all of this declaration. This applies both to cases where the
referents employed are "concrete" (in the sense used earlier), and where the referents might be highly abstract or
circular. And it applies to equally to any language, natural or artificial. Both the proposition "A sentence contains one
or more words" and the proposition "An idea is a creative product of mind" can be said to be true by definition. In both
cases, the propositions declare a part of the definition of the nouns "sentence" and "idea". Unfortunately, most
propositions encountered are not of this simple class. But of all of propositions, the simplest variety is that class of
proposition that expresses an existing, or declares a new definitional connection between some symbol(s) and some
concept(s).
The next step in the analysis of Deductive Truth judgements is to review the nature of the rules of logical deduction.
Aristotle is the earliest philosopher known to have written extensively on the subject of the rules of logical thinking.
His analysis of the logical form known as a "syllogism" is still the definitive work on the subject. But, for our
purposes, it is necessary to note that all of the rules of deductive logic were established as axioms. The entire body of
logic and deductive reasoning is based on definitions. Now there are many philosophers who will violently object to
this statement, and insist that the rules of logic are based on the facts of reality. But this is simply not the case. It may
indeed be the facts of reality that Aristotle observed in his daily life that caused him to conclude that a thing is either A
or not-A, and he perhaps could not imagine the possibility of anything in between. But his formulation of the "Law of
the Excluded Middle" is established as a defined axiom of his investigation of the syllogism. It was not proposed as an
inductive evaluation of the truth of reality. All of the rest of Aristotle's Logic, and indeed all the rest of the entire field
of mathematical logic rests not on propositions describing the way that Reality appears to be (inductive truth
propositions), but on defined axioms and propositions logically deduced there from (deductive truth propositions). It is,
of course, true that logic and mathematics are compilations of definitions and deductions from definitions that are
designed to accurately describe reality. But that does not make the axioms of logic and mathematics inductive in
nature. They are clearly definitional in nature.
By adding in the defined rules of logical deduction to a bunch of other propositions that are true by definition, it
becomes possible to combine simple propositions of definition to get propositions that are more complex. An example
is "If John is a Bachelor, then John is a male". It is true by definition that a bachelor is an unmarried male - it reflects
the common usage of the words "bachelor", "unmarried" and "male" that all referents for the concept "bachelor" are also
referents for the concept "male" subset "unmarried". The proposition expresses a relationship between concepts whose
truth is determined by the definitions of its terms, and the rules of deductive logic. A judgment of whether this
proposition is true must be based on the conventions of definitions and the rules of logic. One does not go out and
empirically examine a large number of bachelors to see if they are male. Hence, the proposition is said to be a
Deductive Truth proposition.
This is the kind of proposition that exists most visibly within formal systems of reasoning and logic. Any proposition
that conforms to the syntactic rules of such a formal system and states an existing or establishes a new definition of
terms can be judged to be "True by Definition". Any proposition that is arrived at through the processes of logical
analysis defined by that formal system, can be judged to be "True by Deduction". Both kinds of judgements are
Deductive Truth judgements, and the propositions which are being judged are called Deductive Truth propositions (or
simply Deductive Truths for short).
In less formal systems, such as English conversation and philosophical reasoning, the definitions are not as tightly
specified, and the processes of logical deduction are looser, but the concepts still apply. Contrast the processes of
philosophical reasoning with the processes of mathematical reasoning. Mathematics is the purest example of a tightly
constrained formal system. And philosophical analysis is, perhaps, a good example of a loosely constrained formal
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system. Both, however, employ definitions and deductions. Both systems rely heavily on the processes that result in
"Truth by Deduction". The English language is much less of a formal system of logic than Mathematics. But there
exists, none the less, recognized rules for the formation of propositions, which are followed more or less properly by
most users of the language. And there are well understood, if perhaps not too well defined, rules for the derivation of
further propositions from previous propositions.
Propositions that are judged True by Deduction are often called "Necessary Truths". This is because, as long as they
are syntactically correct, and suitably express the definitions in question or are validly deducible from definitions, it is
not possible for them to be false. For example, the proposition "a bachelor is an unmarried male" is necessarily true,
because it expresses the definition employing correct syntax. Compare this to the proposition "a bachelor is a married
male". This proposition can be judged to be, by definition, not true. It is therefore necessarily not-true. Finally,
consider the proposition "John is a bachelor". This proposition can not be judged to be True by Deduction (it is an
Inductive Truth proposition), so it is not necessarily true (or not-true). Any proposition that can be judged to be True by
Deduction is necessarily true. Any proposition that can not be judged to be True by Deduction is not necessarily true.
(Careful - I did not say necessarily not-true, I said not necessarily true. These are not the same thing at all).
Unlike Inductive Truth judgements, a judgement of Deductive Truth is, by its nature, purely binary. A proposition is
judged to be either True, or Not-True (False). No in-between alternative is permitted. The concepts of relative truth
also do not apply. One proposition cannot be judged "more true" than another. Consider again the proposition "John
is a Bachelor". Asserting this proposition, by itself, cannot be done on the basis of a Deductive Truth judgement. One
cannot, by appealing to definition or deduction, judge whether or not John is, in fact, a bachelor. But if we expand this
proposition to "If John is unmarried, and John is a male, then John is a Bachelor", then we can now judge that this more
complex proposition is "True by Definition", and is "necessarily" true. This is because the definition of a bachelor is an
unmarried male. And, because of its conditional structure, the proposition itself is true (based on the definition of its
symbols, and the rules of logic) regardless of whether or not the facts of the matter are that John is a male or John is
unmarried.
By involving the conditional construction, we have decomposed the initial proposition ("John is a Bachelor") that
offered no opening for a deductive truth judgement, into one that can be judged to be a deductive truth proposition.
The two propositions are related by the accepted definition of a bachelor. Notice that there is no new information in the
second proposition. It is in the nature of Deductive Truth propositions, that they do not contain "new" knowledge.
(Although by the processes of deductive reasoning, we may uncover something that we did not realize was inherent in
the starting assumptions. This is what is sometimes known as "analytic knowledge".) What has been done by
expanding this proposition is to transform it into one that more clearly identifies what inductive truth judgements are
required to judge if John is, in fact, a bachelor. Propositions of deductive truths appear in casual and philosophical
discussion most often when they are fulfilling this analytical role. By drawing upon accepted definitions, a simple
proposition with hidden conditions or assumptions, is expanded into a more complex proposition (or series of connected
propositions) where the conditions or assumptions are made explicit. No "new" knowledge is added, but the existence of
the conditions or assumptions is made plain.
The other situation where Deductive Truth judgements play a part, is when the elementary conditions become known,
and deductions from these "atomic" propositions can be used. For example, if it is already judged (inductively) true
that "John is a male" and "John is unmarried", then the processes of deductive logic can be used in conjunction with the
Deductive Truth proposition "If John is unmarried and John is a Male, then John is a Bachelor", to judge that "John is a
Bachelor". But while the conditional proposition used in the deduction is a Deductive Truth proposition, the conclusion
is not. The conclusion shares the same "propositional truth class" as the atomic propositions upon which it is based.

9.0 The Three Dichotomies
When considering the different ways propositions can be judged "True", and when considering the consequences of
different sorts of truth judgements, students of Epistemology have classically described three sorts of dichotomies:
Deductive / Analytic
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"p" is true in virtue of its meaning. "p" is not true in virtue of its meaning. To
Semantic To understand the meaning of "p" is understand the meaning of "p" is not
to know whether it is true or false.
sufficient to determine whether it is true or
false.
A Priori

A Posteriori

Epistemic "p" can be known to be true or false "p" can be known to be true or false only by
independently of experience.
experience.
Necessary
Modal

Contingent

It is not logically possible that "p" is It is logically possible that "p" could be
false.
false.

This table of course presents a very over-simplified rendition of the three dichotomies involved. Many philosophers
have generated volumes of detailed argument in support of, or criticizing, various particular definitions of one
dichotomy or another. A lot of philosophers assume that the three dichotomies are coincident - so that the Analytic is
also A Priori and Necessary, while the Synthetic is also the A Posteriori and Contingent. This is not necessarily so, as
any coincidence of these dichotomies depends intimately on one's metaphysical assumptions, and how one understands
the concepts involved.
9.1 The Semantic Dichotomy
The definitive modern understanding of the Semantic Dichotomy is due to Kant(17), updated by Russell. The definitive
critique of the Semantic Dichotomy is by V.O.Quine. Quine argued, in his Two Dogmas of Empiricism(18), that the
semantic dichotomy between the Analytic and Synthetic is non-existent. He presented an argument that supposedly
demonstrated the presumption of a dichotomy is based the invalid assumption that synonyms could be replaced in an
Analytical statement to reduce it to a simple logical equivalence.
Yet Quine's reasoning is itself based on several metaphysical assumptions that need not be valid. And several
philosophers have provided some counter arguments.(19) In particular, the foundation of Quine's argument against the
distinction is his suggestion that for a proposition (he uses "statement") to be identified as Analytical requires a prior
understanding of "synonomy" (what it is that makes two words synonomous). Lacking a clear understanding of
concepts, and relying on the notion of "meaning" as applying to statements rather than propositions, Quine was being
reasonable in his critique that a prior comprehension of synonomy is impossible. However, when we add in a proper
Theory of Concepts, Quine's arguments fail. With a proper Theory of Concepts, the notion of "synonomy" is easily
definable, and easily discernable. Synonomy is simply the coincidence in the set of referents that is the concept.
Applying this Theory of Concepts to Quine's reasoning renders his arguments even more supportive of the dichotomy
than mere "synonomy" would suggest. For a proposition to be identified as Analytical, synonomy is a much stronger
requirement than necessary. All that is required is to demonstrate that the set of referents that is one concept is
completely contained within the set of referents that is another concept. And the Theory of Concepts suggests that if
you understand the meaning of the concepts involved, then you will have no trouble in discerning that one set is
contained within another. Thus, Quine's critique of the Semantic Dichotomy fails completely.
9.2 The Epistemic Dichotomy
Whether such a dichotomy exists or not rests on one's definition of "experience" in this context. If one maintains the
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Empiricist/Realist/Aristotelian tradition that all knowledge is founded on sensory experience, then there can be no such
thing as "A Priori" truth. At this level of discussion, any proposition that purports to be "A Priori" would have to be
acquired through some means akin to "Intuition" or "Extra-Sensory-Perception". As such, the "A Priori" is a favourite
of Idealist Philosophers such as Kant.   From the perspective of any sort of realist or empiricist metaphysics, of course
the Epistemic Dichotomy is impossible to support.   Even to understand the meaning of the concepts employed in any
proposition "p" would require a plethora of experiences. We are not granted the ability to understand concepts or
propositions in the absence of some knowledge of the Known Universe. Only the idealist metaphysics grants to us
something that could act as a source for truth independent of understanding.
But there is another interpretation of "experience" that would remain consistent with the realist tradition.   When the
proposition "p" is entertained, certain experiences are necessary in order to understand the meaning of the proposition.
One has to have had sufficient experiences of the appropriate kinds in order to have formed the concepts involved in the
proposition. And if the proposition is being expounded by someone else, one has to have had sufficient experiences in
the use of the language employed, and the context of utterance, that the verbal/written symbols being employed
communicate the appropriate meaning. However, once the need for this sort of prior experience is accepted and
stipulated as given - then (and only then) can the notion of "experience" in the definition of the "A Priori" be understood
as additional, context specific experience. At this level of discussion, the "A Priori" becomes equivalent to the
Analytic. Once one has had the experiences necessary to understand the meaning of the proposition, no additional
experiences relevant to the subject matter of the proposition are required in order to judge whether the proposition is
true or not.
This is, of course, a purely Realist/Empiricist rendition of the Epistemic Dichotomy. It would be incomprehensible to
an Idealist. However, to a Realist/Empiricist, the idealist view of the dichotomy is the one that is incomprehensible.
Even the classically "A Priori" truths of mathematics and logic are fundamentally founded on experiences of reality.
The axioms of logic and mathematics, as in many other branches of knowledge, are definitions that have been
established based on observed commonalities in reality. So absent all experiences, not even mathematics and logic can
be called "A Priori". But limiting the definition of "A Priori" to no additional experiences, allows logic and
mathematics (and a lot else) to be easily identified as A Priori.
9.3 The Modal Dichotomy
(This section is still under development.
Within the context of a Correspondence Theory of Truth, and the Realist metaphysics that underlies this essay,
"Necessary Truth" is equivalent to "Deductive Truth", and "Contingent Truth" is equivalent to "Inductive truth". But
more needs to be added here on the impacts of Possible Worlds to this interpretation. And on the interpretation of this
dichotomy under the Coherence Theory of Truth.)

10.0 Summary and Conclusion
(This section is also still under development. Here are a few brief notes that need to be fleshed out further.
Suggestions for further comments would be appreciated.)
Truth-bearers are atomic propositions. Atomic propositions consist of one relationship concept, and as many entity
concepts as are necessary. An atomic proposition expresses a particular relationship between differentiable entities in
reality.
Given a realist metaphysics, the Correspondence Theory of truth is the only acceptable one. I maintain a Propositional,
Realist, Correspondence Theory notion of Truth. I maintain that there is a distinction between the facts of the matter
(or the states of affairs) in an objective reality, and the truth (or falsity) of propositions about that reality. As a
corollary, I maintain that there is also a clear distinction between what makes a proposition true objectively, and what
permits us to subjectively judge that a proposition is true. I am, therefore, a realist about truth, and the ontological
existence of the facts to which true propositions correspond. I hold these positions, I should note, not as independent
axioms of my materialism, but as the necessary logical consequences of my materialist metaphysical belief that
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"evidence matters" combined with an intellectual preference for a "common sense" "kiss'n'kin" approach to philosophy.
In my humble opinion, the most serious argument against an Anti-Realist, Deflationary, or Coherence Theory notion of
truth is that this is simply not what most people mean when they talk of truth. The "Common Sense" notion of truth is a
realist, correspondence theory notion. Dissenters from that position must therefore argue that most people think
wrongly when they think of truth. And I don't believe that is necessary. "Entities [or concepts in this case] should not
be multiplied unnecessarily".
Truth is determined by the correspondence of an atomic proposition to the facts of reality. The truth of the atomic
proposition is rendered by whether or not the relationship between entities described by the concepts in the proposition
reflect the relationship between the entities in reality.
Truth is judged based on the coherence of the atomic proposition with the set of all believed propositions.
Propositions can be differentiated into two broad classes (Inductive and Deductive) by virtue of the methods of truth
judgement.
[Back] [Home] [Next]
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Pragmatism's Conception of Truth
"The pragmatic method is primarily a method of settling metaphysical disputes that otherwise might be
interminable. Is the world one or many? -- fated or free? -- material or spiritual? -- here are notions either of
which may or may not hold good of the world; and disputes over such notions are unending. The pragmatic
method in such cases is to try to interpret each notion by tracing its respective practical consequences. What
difference would it practically make to any one if this notion rather than that notion were true? If no
practical difference whatever can be traced, then the alternatives mean practically the same thing, and all
dispute is idle. Whenever a dispute is serious, we ought to be able to show some practical difference that
must follow from one side or the other's being right."
                            
Pragmatism, James, William. Prometheus Books, 1991. Buffalo, New York. ISBN 087975-633-0. Pg 23
Contrary to the suggestion of William James above, that Pragmatism is a method of settling Metaphysical disputes, I
prefer to consider it a foundation for the establishment of Epistemological principles. If the "pragmatic method" is to try
to interpret each notion by tracing its respective practical consequences, the practitioners of the method are already presupposing that notions have consequences, and that consequences can be practical. They are also pre-supposing that the
consequences of a notion are relevant to the meaning of the notion. All of these pre-suppositions are themselves based
on a certain Metaphysical view of reality. Specifically, the Pragmatist agenda -- method and principles -- is founded on
the pre-supposition of a Realist Metaphysics.
Pragmatism, therefore is not primarily a method of settling metaphysical disputes. The metaphysical questions that
James cites -- Is the world one or many? -- fated or free? -- material or spiritual? -- cannot properly be resolved by the
Pragmatic method. Since the Pragmatic Method presupposes a realist framework within which to address the questions,
the answers Pragmatism will arrive at will inevitably be Realist answers.
On the other hand, given a Realist metaphysics as a foundation, Pragmatism (and the Pragmatic Method) is ideally
positioned to address the Epistemological fields of "Truth", "Knowledge", "Concepts" and "Meaning".
The excerpt here below is drawn from a book of lectures given by William James at the Lowell Institute in Boston, and
Columbia University in New York in late 1906 and early 1907. Of the eight lectures reproduced in the book, the Sixth
one on "Truth" is reproduced here.

LECTURE SIX
PRAGMATISM'S CONCEPTION OF TRUTH
Pragmatism- James, William.
Prometheus Books, 1991. Buffalo, New York.
ISBN 0-87975-633-0. Pgs 87-104
When Clerk-Maxwell was a child it is written that he had a mania for having everything explained to him, and that
when people put him off with vague verbal accounts of any phenomenon he would interrupt them impatiently by saying,
"Yes; but I want you to tell me the particular go of it!" Had his question been about truth, only a pragmatist could have
told him the particular go of it. I believe that our contemporary pragmatists, especially Messrs. Schiller and Dewey,
have given the only tenable account of this subject. It is a very ticklish subject, sending subtle rootlets into all kinds of
crannies, and hard to treat in the sketchy way that alone befits a public lecture. But the Schiller-Dewey view of truth has
been so ferociously attacked by rationalistic philosophers, and so abominably misunderstood, that here, if anywhere, is
the point where a clear and simple statement should be made.
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I fully expect to see the pragmatist view of truth run through the classic stages of a theory's career. First, you know, a
new theory is attacked as absurd; then it is admitted to be true, but obvious and insignificant; finally it is seen to be so
important that its adversaries claim that they them-selves discovered it. Our doctrine of truth is at present in the first of
these three stages, with symptoms of the second stage having begun in certain quarters. I wish that this lecture might
help it beyond the first stage in the eyes of many of you.
Truth, as any dictionary will tell you, is a property of certain of our ideas. It means their "agreement," as falsity means
their disagreement, with "reality." Pragmatists and intellectualists both accept this definition as a matter of course. They
begin to quarrel only after the question is raised as to what may precisely be meant by the term "agreement," and what
by the term "reality", when reality is taken as some-thing for our ideas to agree with.
In answering these questions the pragmatists are more analytic and painstaking, the intellectualists more offhand and
irreflective. The popular notion is that a true idea must copy its reality. Like other popular views, this one follows the
analogy of the most usual experience. Our true ideas of sensible things do indeed copy them. Shut your eyes and think
of yonder clock on the wall, and you get just such a true picture or copy of its dial. But your idea of its "works" (unless
you are a clockmaker) is much less of a copy, yet it passes muster, for it in no way clashes with the reality. Even though
it should shrink to the mere word "works," that word still serves you truly; and when you speak of the "Time-keeping
function" of the clock, or of its spring's "elasticity," it is hard to see exactly what your ideas can copy.
You perceive that there is a problem here. Where our ideas cannot copy definitely their object, what does agreement
with that object mean? Some idealists seem to say that they are true whenever they are what God means that we ought
to think about that object. Others hold the copy-view all through, and speak as if our ideas possessed truth just in
proportion as they approach to being copies of the Absolute's eternal way of thinking.
These views, you see, invite pragmatistic discussion. But the great assumption of the intellectualists is that truth means
essentially an inert static relation. When you've got your true idea of anything, there's an end of the matter. You're in
possession; you know; you have fulfilled your thinking destiny. You are where you ought to be mentally; you have
obeyed your categorical imperative; and nothing more need follow on that climax of your rational destiny.
Epistemologically you ' are in stable equilibrium.
Pragmatism, on the other hand, asks its usual question. "Grant an idea or belief to be true," it says, "what concrete
difference will its being true make in any one's actual life? How will the truth be realized? What experiences will be
different from those which would obtain if the belief were false? What, in short, is the truth's cash-value in experiential
terms?"
The moment pragmatism asks this question, it sees the answer: True ideas are those that we can assimilate, validate,
corroborate and verify. Fake ideas are those that we can not. That is the practical difference it makes to us to have true
ideas; that, therefore, is the meaning of truth, for it is all that truth is known-as.
This thesis is what I have to defend. The truth of an idea is not a stagnant property inherent in it. Truth happens to an
idea. It becomes true, is made true by events. Its verity is in fact an event, a process: the process namely of its verifying
itself, its verification. Its validity is the process of its validation.
But what do the words verification and validation them-selves pragmatically mean? They again signify certain practical
consequences of the verified and validated idea. It is hard to find any one phrase that characterizes these con-sequences
better than the ordinary agreement-formula -- just such consequences being what we have in mind whenever we say that
our ideas "agree" with reality. They lead us, namely, through the acts and other ideas which they instigate, into or up to,
or towards, other parts of experience with which we feel all the while -- such feeling being among our potentialities -that the original ideas remain in agreement. The connections and transitions come to us from point to point as being
progressive, harmonious, satisfactory. This function of agreeable leading is what we mean by an idea's verification.
Such an account is vague and it sounds at first quite trivial, but it has results which it will take the rest of my hour to
explain.
Let me begin by reminding you of the fact that the possession of true thoughts means everywhere the possession of
invaluable instruments of action; and that our duty to gain truth, so far from being a blank command from out of the
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blue, or a "Stunt" self-imposed by our intellect, can account for itself by excellent practical reasons.
The importance to human life of having true beliefs about matters of fact is a thing too notorious. We live in a world of
realities that can be infinitely useful or infinitely harmful. Ideas that tell us which of them to expect count as the true
ideas in all this primary sphere of verification, and the pursuit of such ideas is a primary human duty. The possession of
truth, so far from being here an end in itself, is only a preliminary means towards other vital satisfactions. If I am lost in
the woods and starved, and find what looks like a cow-path, it is of the utmost importance that I should think of a human
habitation at the end of it, for if I do so and follow it, I save myself. The true thought is useful here because the house
which is its object is useful. The practical value of true ideas is thus primarily derived from the practical importance of
their objects to us. Their objects are, indeed, not important at all times. I may on another occasion have no use for the
house; and then my idea of it, however verifiable, will be practically irrelevant, and had better remain latent. Yet since
almost any object may some day become temporarily important, the advantage of having a general stock of extra truths,
of ideas that shall be true of merely possible situations, is obvious. We store such extra truths away in our memories,
and with the overflow we fill our books of reference. When-ever such an extra truth becomes practically relevant to one
of our emergencies, it passes from cold-storage to do work in the world and our belief in it grows active. You can say of
it then either that "it is useful because it is true" or that "it is true because it is useful." Both these phrases mean exactly
the same thing, namely that here is an idea that gets fulfilled and can be verified. True is the name for whatever idea
starts the verification-process, useful is the name for its completed function in experience. True ideas would never have
been singled out as such, would never have acquired a class-name, least of all a name suggesting value, unless they had
been useful from the outset in this way.
From this simple cue pragmatism gets her general notion of truth as something essentially bound up with the way in
which one moment in our experience may lead us towards other moments which it will be worth while to have been led
to. Primarily, and on the common-sense level, the truth of a state of mind means this function of a leading that is worth
while. When a moment in our experience, of any kind whatever, inspires us with a thought that is true, that means that
sooner or later we dip by that thought's guidance into the particulars of experience again and make advantageous
connection with them. This is a vague enough statement, but I beg you to retain it, for it is essential.
Our experience meanwhile is all shot through with regular-ities. One bit of it can warn us to get ready for another bit,
can "intend" or be "Significant of" that remoter object. The object's advent is the significance's verification. Truth, in
these cases, meaning nothing but eventual verification, is manifestly incompatible with waywardness on our part. Woe
to him whose beliefs play fast and loose with the order which realities follow in his experience; they will lead him
nowhere or else make false connections.
By "realities" or "objects" here, we mean either things of common sense, sensibly present, or else common sense
relations, such as dates, places, distances, kinds, activities. Following our mental image of a house along the cow-path,
we actually come to see the house; we get the image's full verification. Such simply and fully verified leadings are
certainly the originals and prototypes of the truth-process. Experience offers indeed other forms of truth-process, but
they are all conceivable as being primary verifications arrested, multiplied or substituted one for another.
Take, for instance, yonder object on the wall. You and I consider it to be a "clock," altho no one of us has seen the
hidden works that make it one. We let our notion pass for true without attempting to verify. If truths mean verificationprocess essentially, ought we then to call such unverified truths as this abortive? No, for they form the overwhelmingly
large number of the truths we live by. Indirect as well as direct verifications pass muster. Where circumstantial evidence
is sufficient, we can go without eye-witnessing. Just as we here assume Japan to exist without ever having been there,
because it works to do so, everything we know conspiring with the belief, and nothing interfering, so we assume that
thing to be a clock. We use it as a clock, regulating the length of our lecture by it. The verification of the assumption
here means its leading to no frustration or contradiction. Verifiability of wheels and weights and pendulum is as good as
verification. For one truth-process completed there are a million in our lives that function in this state of nascency. They
turn us towards direct verification; lead us into the surroundings of the objects they envisage; and then, if everything
runs on harmoniously, we are so sure that verification is possible that we omit it, and are usually justified by all that
happens.
Truth lives, in fact, for the most part on a credit system. Our thoughts and beliefs "pass," so long as nothing challenges
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them, just as bank-notes pass so long as nobody refuses them. But this all points to direct face-to-face verifications
somewhere without which the fabric of truth collapses like a financial system with no cash-basis whatever. You accept
my verification of one thing, I yours of another. We trade on each other s truth. But beliefs verified concretely by
somebody are the posts of the whole superstructure.
Another great reason -- beside economy of tune -- for waiving complete verification in the usual business of life is that
all things exist in kinds and not singly. Our world is found once for all to have that peculiarity. So that when we have
once directly verified our ideas about one specimen of a kind, we consider ourselves free to apply them to other
specimens without verification. A mind that habitually discerns the kind of thing before it, and acts by the law of the
kind immediately, without pausing to verify, will be a "True" mind in ninety-nine out of a hundred emergencies, proved
so by its conduct fitting everything it meets, and getting no refutation.
Indirectly or only potentially verifying processes may thus be true as well as full verification-processes. They work as
true processes would work, give us the same advantages, and claim our recognition for the same reasons. All this on the
common-sense level of matters of fact, which we are alone considering.

But matters of fact are not our only stock in trade. Relations among purely mental ideas form another sphere where true
and false beliefs obtain, and here the beliefs are absolute, or unconditional. When they are true they bear the name either
of definitions or of principles. It is either a principle or a definition that 1 and 1 make 2, that 2 and 1 make 3, and so on;
that white differs less from gray than it does from black; that when the cause begins to act the effect also commences.
Such propositions hold of all possible "ones," of all conceivable "whites" and "grays" and "causes." The objects here are
mental objects. Their relations are perceptually obvious at a glance and no sense-verification is necessary. Moreover,
once true always true, of those same mental objects. Truth here has an "eternal" character. If you can find a concrete
thing anywhere that is "one" or "white" or "gray" or an effect, then your principles will everlastingly apply to it. It is but
a case of ascertaining the kind, and then applying the law of its kind to the particular object. You are sure to get truth li
you can but name the kind rightly, for your mental relations hold good of everything of that kind without exception. If
you then, nevertheless, failed to get truth concretely, you would say that you had classed your real objects wrongly.
In this realm of mental relations, truth again is an affair of leading. We relate one abstract idea with another, framing in
the end great systems of logical and mathematical truth, under the respective terms of which the sensible facts of
experience eventually arrange themselves, so that our eternal truths hold good of realities also. This marriage of fact and
theory is endlessly fertile. What we say is here already true in advance of special verification, if we have subsumed our
objects rightly. Our ready-made ideal framework for all sorts of possible objects follows from the very structure of our
thinking. We can no more play fast and loose with these abstract relations than we can do so with our sense-experiences.
They coerce us; we must treat them consistently, whether or not we like the results. The rules of addition apply to our
debts as rigorously as to our assets. The hundredth decimal of pi, the ratio of the circumference to its diameter, is predetermined ideally now, tho no one may have computed it. If we should ever need the figure in our dealings with an
actual circle we should need to have it given rightly, calculated by the usual rules; for it is the same kind of truth that
those rules elsewhere calculate.
Between the coercions of the sensible order and those of the ideal order, our mind is thus wedged tightly. Our ideas
must agree with realities, be such realities concrete or abstract, be they facts or be they principles, under penalty of
endless inconsistency and frustration.
So far, intellectualists can raise no protest. They can only say that we have barely touched the skin of the matter.

Realities mean, then, either concrete facts, or abstract kinds of thing and relations perceived intuitively between them.
They furthermore and thirdly mean, as things that new ideas of ours must no less take account of, the whole body of
other truths already in our possession. But what now does "agreement" with such threefold realities mean? -- to use
again the definition that is current.
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Here it is that pragmatism and intellectualism begin to part company. Primarily, no doubt, to agree means to copy, but
we saw that the mere word "clock" would do instead of a mental picture of its works, and that of many realities our
ideas can only be symbols and not copies. Past time "power," "Spontaneity" -- how can our mind copy such realities?
To "agree" in the widest sense with a reality can only mean to be guided either straight up to it or into its surroundings,
or to be put into such working touch with it as to handle either it or something connected with it better than if we
disagreed. Better either intellectually or practically. And often agreement will only mean the negative fact that nothing
contradictory from the quarter of that reality comes to interfere with the way in which our ideas guide us elsewhere. To
copy a reality is indeed, one very important way of agreeing with it, but it is far from being essential. The essential thing
is the process of being guided. Any idea that helps us to deal, whether practically or intellectually, with either the reality
or its be-longings, that doesn't entangle our progress in frustrations, that fits, in fact, and adapts our life to the reality's
whole setting, will agree sufficiently to meet the requirement. It will hold true of that reality.
Thus, names are just as "True" or "false" as definite mental pictures are. They set up similar verification-processes, and
lead to fully equivalent practical results.
All human thinking gets discursified; we exchange ideas; we lend and borrow verifications, get them from one another
by means of social intercourse. All truth thus gets verbally built out, stored up, and made available for every one. Hence,
we must talk consistently just as we must think consistently: for both in talk and thought we deal with kinds. Names are
arbitrary but once understood they must be kept to. We mustn't now call Abel "Cain" or Cain "Abel." If we do we
ungear ourselves from the whole book of Genesis, and from all its connections with the universe of speech and fact
down to the present time. We throw ourselves out of whatever truth that entire system of speech and fact may embody.
The overwhelming majority of our true ideas admit of no direct or face-to-face verification -- those of past history, for
example, as of Cain and Abel. The stream of time can be re-mounted only verbally, or verified indirectly by the present
prolongations or effects of what the past harbored. Yet if they agree with these verbalities and effects, we can know that
our ideas of the past are true. As true as past time itself was, so true was Julius Caesar, so true were antediluvian
monsters, all in their proper dates and settings. That past time itself was, is guaranteed by its coherence with everything
that's present. True as the present is, the past was also.
Agreement thus turns out to be essentially an affair of leading -- leading that is useful because it is into quarters that
contain objects that are important. True ideas lead us into use-ful verbal and conceptual quarters as well as directly up to
useful sensible termini. They lead to consistency, stability and flowing human intercourse. They lead away from
eccentricity and isolation, from foiled and barren thinking. The untrammelled flowing of the leading-process, its general
freedom from clash and contradiction, passes for its indirect verification; but all roads lead to Rome, and in the end and
eventually, all true processes must lead to the face of directly verifying sensible experiences somewhere, which
somebody's ideas have copied.
Such is the large loose way in which the pragmatist interprets the word agreement. He treats it altogether practically. He
lets it cover any process of conduction from a present idea to a future terminus, provided only it run prosperously. It is
only thus that "Scientific" ideas, flying as they do beyond common sense, can be said to agree with their realities. It is,
as I have already said, as if reality were made of ether, atoms or electrons, but we mustn't think so literally. The term
"energy" doesn't even pretend to stand for anything "objective." It is only a way of measuring the surface of phenomena
so as to string their changes on a simple formula.
Yet in the choice of these man-made formulas we can not be capricious with impunity any more than we can be
capricious on the common-sense practical level. We must find a theory that will work; and that means something
extremely difficult; for our theory must mediate between all previous truths and certain new experiences. It must
derange common sense and previous belief as little as possible, and it must lead to some sensible terminus or other that
can be verified exactly. To "work" means both these things; and the squeeze is so tight that there is little loose play for
any hypothesis. Our theories are wedged and controlled as nothing else is. Yet sometimes alternative theoretic formulas
are equally com-patible with all the truths we know, and then we choose between them for subjective reasons. We
choose the kind of theory to which we are already partial; we follow "elegance" or "economy." Clerk-Maxwell
somewhere says it would be "poor scientific taste" to choose the more complicated ot two equally well-evidenced
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conceptions; and you will all agree with him Truth in science is what gives us the maximum possible sum of
satisfactions, taste included, but consistency both with previous truth and with novel fact is always the most imperious
claimant.
I have led you through a very sandy desert. But now, if I may be allowed so vulgar an expression, we begin to taste the
milk in the coconut. Our rationalist critics here discharge their batteries upon us, and to reply to them will take us out
from all this dryness into full sight of a momentous philosophical alternative. Our account of truth is an account of
truths in the plural, of processes of leading, realized in rebus, and having only this quality in common, that they pay.
They pay by guiding us into or towards some part of a system that dips at numerous points into sense-percepts, which
we may copy mentally or not, but with which at any rate we are now in the kind of commerce vaguely designated as
verification. Truth for us is simply a collective name for verification-processes, just as health, wealth, strength, etc., are
names for other processes connected with life, and also pursued because it pays to pursue them. Truth is made, just as
health, wealth and strength are made, in the course of experience. Here rationalism is instantaneously up in arms against
us. I can imagine a rationalist to talk as follows:
'truth is not made," he will say; "it absolutely obtains, being a unique relation that does not wait upon any process, but
shoots straight over the head of experience, and hits its reality every time. Our belief that yon thing on the wall is a
clock is true already, altho no one in the whole history of the world should verify it. The bare quality of standing in that
transcendent relation is what makes any thought true that possesses it, whether or not there be verification. You
pragmatists put the cart before the horse in making truths being reside in verification-processes. These are merely signs
of its being merely our lame ways of ascertaining after the fact, which of our ideas already has possessed the wondrous
quality. The quality itself is timeless, like all essences and natures.
Thoughts partake of it directly, as they partake of falsity or of irrelevancy. It can't be analyzed away into pragmatic
consequences."
The whole plausibility of this rationalist tirade is due to the fact to which we have already paid so much attention. In our
world, namely, abounding as it does in things of similar kinds and similarly associated, one verification serves for others
of its kind, and one great use of knowing things is to be led not so much to them as to their associates, especially to
human talk about them. The quality of truth, obtaining ante rem, pragmatically means, then, the fact that in such a world
innumerable ideas work better by their indirect or possible than by their direct and actual verification. Truth ante rem
means only verifiability, then; or else it is a case of the stock rationalist trick of treating the name of a concrete
phenomenal reality as an independent prior entity, and placing it behind the reality as its explanation. Professor Mach
quotes some-where an epigram of Lessing's:
Sagt Hanschen Schlau zu Vetter Fritz,
"Wie kommt es, Vetter Fritzen,
Doss gras die Reichsten in der Welt,
Dos meiste Geld besitzenp"
Hanschen Schlau here treats the principle "wealth" as some-thing distinct from the facts denoted by the man's being
rich. It antedates them; the facts become only a sort of secondary coincidence with the rich man's essential nature.
In the case of "wealth" we all see the fallacy. We know that wealth is but a name for concrete processes that certain
men's lives play a part in, and not a natural excellence found in Messrs. Rockefeller and Carnegie, but not in the rest of
us.
Like wealth, health also lives in rebus. It is a name for processes, as digestion, circulation, sleep, etc., that go on happily,
tho in this instance we are more inclined to think of it as a principle and to say the man digests and sleeps so well -because he is so healthy.
With "Strength" we are, I think, more rationalistic still, and decidedly inclined to treat it as an excellence pre-existing in
the man and explanatory of the herculean performances of his muscles.
With "Truth" most people go over the border entirely, and treat the rationalistic account as self-evident. But really all
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these words in "Th" are exactly similar. Truth exists ante rem just as much and as little as the other things do.
The scholastics, following Aristotle, made much of the distinction between habit and act. Health in actu means, among
other things, good sleeping and digesting. But a healthy man need not always be sleeping, or always digesting, any more
than a wealthy man need be always handling money, or a strong man always lifting weights. All such qualities sink to
the status of "habits" between their times of exercise; and similarly truth becomes a habit of certain of our ideas and
beliefs in their intervals of rest from their verifying activities. But those activities are the root of the whole matter, and
the condition of there being any habit to exist in the intervals.
'the true." to put it very briefly, is only the expedient in the way of our thinking, just as "The right" is only the expedient
in the way of our behaving. Expedient in almost any fashion; and expedient in the long run and on the whole of course;
for what meets expediency all the experience in sight won't necessarily meet all farther experiences equally
satisfactorily. Experience, as we know, has ways of boiling over, and making us correct our present formulas.
The "absolutely" true, meaning what no farther experience will ever alter, is that ideal vanishing-point towards which
we imagine that all our temporary truths will some day converge. It runs on all fours with the perfectly wise man, and
with the absolutely complete experience; and, if these ideals are ever realized, they will all be realized together.
Meanwhile we have to live today by what truth we can get today, and be ready tomorrow to call it falsehood. Ptolemaic
astronomy, Euclidean space, Aristotelian logic, scholastic metaphysics, were expedient for centuries, but human
experience has boiled over those limits, and we now call these things only relatively true, or true within those borders of
experience. "Absolutely" they are false; for we know that those limits were casual, and might have been transcended by
past theorists just as they are by present thinkers.
When new experiences lead to retrospective judgments, using the past tense, what these judgments utter was true, even
tho no past thinker had been led there. We live forwards,' a Danish thinker has said, but we understand backwards. The
present sheds a backward light on the world's previous processes. They may have been truth-processes for the actors in
them. They are not so for one who knows the later revela-tions of the story.
This regulative notion of a potential better truth to be established later, possibly to be established some day absolutely,
and having powers of retroactive legislation, turns its face, like all pragmatist notions, towards concreteness of fact, and
towards the future. Like the half-truths, the absolute truth will have to be made, made as a relation incidental to the
growth of a mass of verification-experience, to which the half-true ideas are all along contributing their quota.
I have already insisted on the fact that truth is made largely out of previous truths. Men's beliefs at any time are so much
experience funded. But the beliefs are themselves parts of the sum total of the world's experience, and become matter,
there-fore, for the next day's funding operations. So far as reality means experienceable reality, both it and the truths
men gain about it are everlastingly in process of mutation -- mutation towards a definite goal, it may be -- but still
mutation.
Mathematicians can solve problems with two variables. On the Newtonian theory, for instance, acceleration varies with
distance, but distance also varies with acceleration. In the realm of truth-processes facts come independently and determine our beliefs provisionally. But these beliefs make us act, and as fast as they do so, they bring into sight or into existence new facts which re-determine the beliefs accordingly. So the whole coil and ball of truth, as it rolls up, is the
product of a double influence. Truths emerge from facts; but they dip forward into facts again and add to them; which
facts again create or reveal new truth (the word is indifferent) and so on indefinitely. The "facts" themselves meanwhile
are not true. They simply are. Truth is the function of the beliefs that start and terminate among them.
The case is like a snowball's growth, due as it is to the distribution of the snow on the one hand, and to the successive
pushes of the boys on the other, with these factors co-determining each other incessantly.
The most fateful point of difference between being a rationalist and being a pragmatist is now fully in sight. Experience
is in mutation, and our psychological ascertainments of truth are in mutation -- so much rationalism will allow; but
never that either reality itself or truth itself is mutable. Reality stands complete and ready-made from all eternity,
rationalism insists, and the agreement of our ideas with it is that unique unanalyzable virtue in them of which she has
already told us. As that intrinsic excellence, their truth has nothing to do with our experiences. It adds nothing to the
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content of experience. It makes no difference to reality itself; it is supervenient inert, static, a reflection merely. It
doesn't exist, it holds or obtains, it belongs to another dimension from that of either facts or fact-relations, belongs, in
short, to the epistemological dimension -- and with that big word rationalism closes the discussion.
Thus, just as pragmatism faces forward to the future, so does rationalism here again face backward to a past eternity.
True to her inveterate habit, rationalism reverts to ''principles", and thinks that when an abstraction once is named, we
own an oracular solution.
The tremendous pregnancy in the way of consequences for life of this radical difference of outlook will only become
apparent in my later lectures. I wish meanwhile to close this lecture by showing that rationalism's sublimity does not
save it from inanity.
When, namely, you ask rationalists, instead of accusing pragmatism of desecrating the notion of truth, to define it
themselves by saying exactly what they understand by it, the only positive attempts I can think of are these two:
1. "Truth is the system of propositions which have an un-conditional claim to be recognized as valid."
2 Truth is a name for all those judgments which we findd ourselves under obligation to make by a kind of
imperative duty.
The first thing that strikes one in such definitions is their unutterable triviality. They are absolutely true, of course, but
absolutely insignificant until you handle them pragmatically. What do you mean by "claim" here, and what do you mean
by "duty"? As summary names for the concrete reasons why thinking in true ways is overwhelmingly expedient and
good for mortal men, it is all right to talk of claims on reality's part to be agreed with, and of obligations on our part to
agree. We feel both the claims and the obligations, and we feel them for just those reasons.
But the rationalists who talk of claim and obligation expressly say that they have nothing to do with our practical
interests or personal reasons. Our reasons for agreeing are Psychological facts, they say, relative to each thinker and to
the accidents of his life. They are his evidence merely, they are no part of the life of truth itself. That life transacts itself
in a purely logical or epistemological, as distinguished from a psychological dimension, and its claims antedate and
exceed all personal motivations whatsoever. Tho neither man nor God should ever ascertain truth, the word would still
have to be defined as that which ought to be ascertained and recognized.
There never was a more exquisite example of an idea abstracted from the concretes of experience and then used to
oppose and negate what it was abstracted from.
Philosophy and common life abound in similar instances. The "Sentimentalist fallacy" is to shed tears over abstract
justice and generosity, beauty, etc., and never to know these qualities when you meet them in the street, because the
cicumstances make them vulgar. Thus I read in the privately printed bibliography of an eminently rationalistic mind: "It
was strange that with such admiration for beauty in the abstract my brother had no enthusiasm for fine architecture, for
beautiful painting, or for flowers." And in almost the last philosophic work I have read, I find such passages as the
following: "Justice is ideal, solely ideal. Reason conceives that it ought to exist, but experience shows that it can not. . . .
Truth which ought to be, can not be. . . . Reason is deformed by experience. As soon as reason enters experience it
becomes contrary to reason."
The rationalist's fallacy here is exactly like the sentimentalists. Both extract a quality from the muddy particulars of
experience, and find it so pure when extracted that they contrast it with each and all its muddy instances as an opposite
and higher nature. All the while it is their nature. It is the nature of truths to be validated, verified. It pays for our ideas
to be validated. Our obligation to seek truth is part of our general obligation to do what pays. The payments true ideas
bring are the sole why of our duty to follow them. Identical whys exist in the case of wealth and health.
Truth makes no other kind of claim and imposes no other kind of thought than health and wealth do. All these claims are
conditional, the concrete benefits we gain are what we mean by calling the pursuit a duty. In the case of truth, untrue
beliefs work as perniciously in the long run as true beliefs work beneficially. Talking abstractly, the quality "True" may
thus be said to grow absolutely precious and the quality "untrue" absolutely damnable: the one may be called good, the
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other bad, unconditionally. We ought to think the true, we ought to shun the false, imperatively.
But if we treat all this abstraction literally and oppose it to its mother soil in experience, see what a preposterous
position we work ourselves into.
We can not then take a step forward in our actual thinking. When shall I acknowledge this truth and when that? Shall the
acknowledgment be loud? -- or silent? If sometimes loud, some-times silent, which now? When may a truth go into
cold-storage in the encyclopedia? and when shall it come out for battle? Must I constantly be repeating the truth "Twice
two are four" because of its eternal claim on recognition? or is it sometimes irrelevant? Must my thoughts dwell night
and day on my personal sins and blemishes, because I truly have them? -- or may I sink and ignore them in order to be a
decent social unit, and not a mass of morbid melancholy and apology?
It is quite evident that our obligation to acknowledge truth, so far from being unconditional, is tremendously
conditioned. Truth with a big T, and in the singular, claims abstractly to be recognized, of course; but concrete truths in
the plural need be recognized only when their recognition is expedient. A truth must always be preferred to a falsehood
when both relate to the situation; but when neither does, truth is as little of a duty as falsehood. If you ask me what
o'clock it is and I tell you that I live at 95 Irving Street, my answer may indeed be true, but you don't see why it is my
duty to give it. A false address would be as much to the purpose.
With this admission that there are conditions that limit the application of the abstract imperative, the pragmatistic
treatment of truth sweeps back upon us in its fulness. Our duty to agree with reality is seen to be grounded in a perfect
jungle of concrete expediencies.
When Berkeley had explained what people meant by matter, people thought that he denied matter's existence. When
Messrs. Schiller and Dewey now explain what people mean by truth, they are accused of denying its existence. These
pragmatists destroy all objective standards, critics say, and put foolishness and wisdom on one level. A favorite formula
for describing Mr. Schiller's doctrines and mine is that we are persons who think that by saying whatever you find it
pleasant to say and calling it truth you fulfil every pragmatistic requirement.
I leave it to you to judge whether this be not an impudent slander. Pent in, as the pragmatist more than any one else sees
himself to be, between the whole body of funded truths squeezed from the past and the coercions of the world of sense
about him, who so well as he feels the immense pressure of objective control under which our minds perform their
operations? If any one imagines that this law is lax, let him keep its commandment one day, says Emerson. We have
heard much of late of the uses of the imagination in science. It is high time to urge the use of a little imagination in
philosophy. The unwillingness of some of our critics to read any but the silliest of possible meanings into our statements
is as discreditable to their imaginations as anything I know in re-cent philosophic history. Schiller says the true is that
which "works." Thereupon he is treated as one who limits verification to the lowest material utilities. Dewey says truth
is what gives "Satisfaction." He is treated as one who believes in calling everything true which, if it were true, would be
pleasant.
Our critics certainly need more imagination of realities. I have honestly tried to stretch my own imagination and to read
the best possible meaning into the rationalist conception, but I have to confess that it still completely baffles me. The
notion of a reality calling on us to "agree" with it, and that for no reason, but simply because its claim is "unconditional"
or "Transcendent," is one that I can make neither head nor tail of. I try to imagine myself as the sole reality in the world,
and then to imagine what more I would "claim" if I were allowed to. If you suggest the possibility of my claiming that a
mind should come into being from out of the void inane and stand and copy me, I can indeed imagine what the copying
might mean, but I can conjure up no motive. What good it would do me to be copied, or what good it would do that
mind to copy me, if further consequences are expressly and in principle ruled out as motives for the claim (as they are
by our ration-alist authorities) I can not fathom. When the Irishman's ad-mirers ran him along to the place of banquet in
a sedan chair with no bottom, he said, "Faith, if it wasn't for the honor of the thing, I might as well have come on foot."
So here: but for the honor of the thing, I might as well have remained uncopied. Copying is one genuine mode of
knowing (which for some strange reason our contemporary transcendentalists seem to be tumbling over each other to
repudiate); but when we get beyond copying, and fall back on unnamed forms of agreeing that are expressly denied to
be either copyings or leadings or fittings, or any other processes pragmatically definable, the what of the "agreement"
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claimed becomes as unintelligible as the why of it. Neither content nor motive can be imagined for it. It is an absolutely
meaningless abstraction.
Surely in this field of truth it is the pragmatists and not the rationalists who are the more genuine defenders of the
universe's rationality.
[Back] [Home] [Next]
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Defeating the Sceptic
The classic sceptical challenge is - "How do you know you are not just a brain in a vat?" This challenge is meant to
capture the epistemological impact of the fact that there is no means of knowing with any certainty that we are not just a
"brain in a vat", or one of the victims wired into a pod in "The Matrix", or victims of Descartes' Demon. The callenge
to the realist / materialist is that all of our evidence for and about Reality arrives via our senses. And there is no way to
determine with any certainty that our senses are not being systematically fooled.
To this challenge, I offer a the following responses:
1.       The concepts "reality" and "dream [world]" refer to two distinctly different modes of experiencing "The slings
and arrows of outrageous fortune". When experiencing life in one mode, we notice that things perceived are
constant, persistent, consistent, and coherent. When experiencing life in the other mode, we notice that things
perceived are dramatically less constant in form and character, often transient in existence, frequently mutually
inconsistent both from thing to thing and across time, and far more frequently quite incoherent. One mode of
experience draws the focus of our attention, is amenable to inquiry, and responsive to our reactions. The other
mode of experience often drifts uncontrollably past our attention, is rarely subject to inquiry, and is often
unresponsive to our reactions. On any scale of measure, the difference between the two modes of experience is
dramatic and unmistakable whenever noticed. One of these modes of experience we call the "real word", the
other we call the "dream world" (or hallucinations, or illusions, or "The Matrix" world).
           Most of us spend most of our time experiencing life in the "real world" mode. Episodes spent in the "dream
world", while they may seem quite real at the time, always end with a transition back to the "real world" mode
of experience. Some people, for reasons as diverse as drugs to organic brain damage, spend more of their time in
the "dream world". Some people, again for diverse reasons, lose the ability to notice the distinctly different
character of two modes of experience, and are unable to distinguish their "real" experiences from their "dream"
experiences. But both of these sorts of people are classed as "not normal" or "insane". The bottom line is that life
is not a dream. The "real world", unlike the "dream world" possesses an unmistakably greater degree of
constancy, consistency, and coherence. In the real world, elephants are huge, grey and don't fly. That remains
true across time, and is consistent with all other information we have about the real world mode of experience.
In the dream world, pink elephants can buzz around your head, and turn into green mice stomping on the roof of
your house. The fact that sometimes a dream appears so real you can't tell, does not alter the fact that you always
wake up.
2.       Yet the "brain in a vat" scenario presupposes that the "reality" being fed into my brain through all those electrodes
(or whatever) is cognitively indistinguishable from a "real reality". And that implies that the "fake reality" being
created for me is judged (or remembered) by me to be constant, persistent, consistent, and coherent, drawing the
focus of my attention, amenable to my inquiry, and responsive to my reactions. If we assume, for the moment,
that my memories of experiencing such a reality are not also fake, then the generators of such a "fake reality"
face an enormous problem. That problem is one of "combinatorial explosion". From moment to moment, I
appear to be free to turn my focus of attention to any spot, make almost any inquiry, and test the responsiveness
of almost any aspect of the reality I am experiencing. So as moment follows moment, the possibilities that the
"fake reality" generators must maintain as constant, persistent, consistent, and coherent explodes exponentially.
Have you ever tried to tell a lie in a complex dynamic situation? Pretty soon it becomes impossible to keep the
web of lies consistent. The easiest and simplest way to do it, is to base the entire web of lies on some reality. In
order to overcome the difficulties of maintaining consistency across an exponentially exploding series of "little
lies", the "fake reality" generator must be basing its inputs to me on a form of "real reality" that is itself constant,
persistent, consistent, and coherent, amenable to inquiry, and responsive to my reactions. Which would mean
that being a "brain in a vat" would make no practical difference. What I am experiencing is most probably a
"real reality" somewhere, if not necessarily where I expect.
3.       Whether I am a "brain in a vat" or the victim of "Descartes' Demon", there is a reality (a mode of experience that I
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discern to be constant, persistent, consistent, and coherent, draws the focus of my attention, is amenable to my
inquiry, and responsive to my reactions) that I am experiencing, to which I must react properly. In simple terms,
if I do not accurately predict which way the tiger will jump, I will end up being dinner instead of having dinner.
And it matters not whether the "Tiger" I am experiencing is "fake" in some sense or not.
There is no shred of evidence in my experience, or in my memory that would justify a belief that I am a "brain in a vat".
To the best of my determination, it makes no practical difference to the way in which I need to react to my experiences
of this reality I experience. So I choose to employ Ockham's Razor and reject the hypothesis that this "reality" I
experience is not in fact the "real" Reality. Does it remain possible that I am, in fact, a "brain in a vat"? Yes, of course.
But to all appearances, it seems to make no discernible difference. And a difference that makes no difference, is no
difference. The necessary response to the sceptic, therefore, is "So what? Who cares? What difference could it possibly
make?"
To the Sceptic I would therefore advise: if you are worried you might be wired into a pod in The Matrix world, make a
few random investigations and verify that your reality stays constant, persistent, consistent, and coherent, amenable to
inquiry, and responsive to your reactions. If it does, then relax and enjoy the trip. And keep in mind that if your reality is
responsive to your reactions, you will have to accurately predict which way the tiger will jump, lest you become dinner
rather than enjoying it. Even the plot line of "The Matrix" cannot avoid that necessary consequence of the consistency of
"reality" (according to the story-line, the wired-in subject will die in reality if he is killed in the virtual world).
[Home]
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Introduction to Ethics
"We have all learned to become sensitive to the physical environment. We know that we depend upon it,
that it is fragile, and that we have the power to ruin it, thereby ruining our own lives, or more probably
those of our descendants. Perhaps fewer of us are sensitive to what we might call the moral or ethical
environment. This is the surrounding climate of ideas about how to live. It determines what we find
acceptable or unacceptable, admirable or contemptible. It determines our conception of when things are
going well and when they are going badly. It determines our conception of what is due to us, and what is
due from us, as we relate to others. It shapes our emotional responses, determining what is a cause of pride
or shame, or anger or gratitude, or what can be forgiven and what cannot. It gives us our standards -- our
standards of behaviour. In the eyes of some thinkers, most famously perhaps G. W. F. Hegel (1770--1831),
it shapes our very identities. Our consciousness of ourselves is largely or even essentially a consciousness
of how we stand for other people. We need stories of our own value in the eyes of each other, the eyes of the
world. Of course, attempts to increase that value can be badly overdone."     Simon Blackburn(1)

Prolog
One of the more interesting things about the study of Ethics is that almost everybody takes pride in having some sort of
moral conscience, some sense of right and wrong. Everyone expresses some opinions on various topics, about what
they think is the right (moral/ethical) thing to do, or way to live, and what is the wrong (immoral/unethical) thing to do,
or way to live. Look at the front page of any newspaper, or listen to any radio or television news broadcast. People are
faced with situations where they are being asked -- or told -- what is right and proper and admirable and should be done,
and what is wrong and unacceptable and deplorable and should not be done.
"Thou shalt not kill! (Or cheat, or lie, or steal, or commit adultery, etc.)"
"Abortion is wrong!" or "Women should have the right to choose!"
"Racial (or sexual, or political, or religious) discrimination is unacceptable!"
"Women need to be protected and sheltered!"
"Equal pay for equal work!"
"Free Speech!" or "Don't Insult the Prophet Mohammed!"
"Control the Guns!" or "The Second Amendment (The Right to Bear Arms)!"
"Obamacare is Great!" or "Obamacare should be repealed!"
"The Government should do something!" or "The Government should get out of the way!"
"Gay marriage should (not) be legalized!"
"Marijuana should (not) be legalized!"
"Raise the Minimum Wage!"
"Bullying is deplorable!"
"Who are you going to vote for? And why?"
OK. Nice sentiments, sure. Some of them, perhaps many of them, will cause arguments. But why? If you have an
opinion on one of these topics, and you think that your opinion reflects the way it should be, why should I or anyone
else agree with you? Do you care whether anyone else agrees with you? Why should I or anyone else care what your
opinion happens to be on these matters? Do you care what other people's opinions are on these matters? Is it all just
one person's opinion versus another? Or is there something that underlies these issues that makes one opinion "True /
Right / Correct" and the others "False / Wrong / Incoreect"?
I would like to relate a joke told by Simon Blackburn in his book "Being Good: A Short Introduction to Ethics"(2) -"At a high-powered ethics institute, which had put on a forum in which representatives of the great
religions held a panel debate, the following exchange was recorded. First the Buddhist talked of the ways to
calm, the mastery of desire, the path of enlightenment, and the panelists all said, 'Wow, terrific, if that
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works for you that's great.' Then the Hindu talked of the cycles of suffering and birth and rebirth, the
teachings of Krishna and the way to release, and they all said, 'Wow, terrific, if that works for you that's
great.' And so on, until the Catholic priest talked of the message of Jesus Christ, the promise of salvation,
and the way to life eternal, and they all said, 'Wow, terrific, if that works for you that's great.' And he
thumped the table and shouted, 'No! It's not a question of if it works for me! It's the true word of the living
God, and if you don't believe it you're all damned to hell!' And they all said, 'Wow, terrific, if that works for
you that's great.'
The joke here lies in the mismatch between what the priest intends -- a claim to unique authority and truth - and what he is heard as offering, which is a particular avowal, satisfying to him, but only to be tolerated
or patronized, like any other. The moral is that once a relativist frame of mind is really in place, nothing -no claims to truth, authority, certainty, or necessity -- will be audible except as one more saying like all the
others. Of course that person talks of certainty and truth, says the relativist. That's just his certainty and
truth, made absolute for him, which means no more than 'made into a fetish'."
Is the topic of Ethics necessarily to be dealt with through this Relativist mind set? Is any expression of Ethical or Moral
judgment simply one person's opinion? Is Ethics simply a matter of one person's subjective opinion versus another's?
Do you merely tolerate and patronize opinions that you consider wrong? Do you accept that others will merely tolerate
and partonize your opinions if they differ from theirs? If so, then why all the argument over issues such as Abortion, the
Rights of Women, Guns, Free Speech, or the Minimum Wage? Why do we argue, and not merely tolerate and patronize
those who disagree with us? Why do people shout, demonstrate, vote, and even resort to violence to press their own
opinions on what they argue is a "moral issue"?
There are, undoubtly, Ethical Subjectivists among us. But many people, rather than maintain the Relativist mind-set,
would react the way the Priest in Blackburn's joke reacts. Many people will maintain that their own expressions of
Ethical judgment reflect the Truth (with a capital "T"), and is not merely their subjective opinions of things. If others
disagree with them, then they are simply wrong. Of course, the vast majority of these people are not Philosophers -they have little interest in exploring why their own judgements should be considered the Truth, and how those who
disagree with them are making some sort of mistake. Very few people have any interest in understanding where their
"moral sense" or "conscience" comes from -- what the basis is that underlies their moral attitudes and opinions. Most
people never even express an interest in reaching their own ethical choices, making their own ethical judgements. Most
people adopt the ethical standards and opinions of others -- their parents, their peer group, their church, etc Very few
are worried about whether their own or other's ethical opinions are coherent, or inconsistent. Most people stubbornly
resist enquiries into the reasoning behind moral judgments -- their own or other's. When challenged to back up their
moral judgments and ethical opinions, they draw upon the ready-at-hand words of others. This or that is right or wrong
because somebody else has said so. Most people will rely on a very superficial answer requiring no thought -- bumper
sticker slogans. They will respond with either "God said so!" or with "Everybody agrees!" or "That's just the way it is!"
The majority of people profess to be religious, and for many of them "Because God said so!" is the final answer. The
2012 Pew Research Center's Forum on Religion and Public Life, Global Religious Landscape, indicates that 84% of
people align themselves with an organized religion.(3) In the United States, according to Pew, 53% believe that it is
necessary to believe in God to be moral.(4) Unfortunately, for religious people, the fact that "God / Allah / Buddha /
Confucius / Marx and Lenin / Chairman Mao said so!" ends the discussion -- "God said it! I believe it! That ends it!"
No further discussion or exploration is permitted. Ethics, as a field of study, is taboo!
But if you are sufficiently interested in the study of Ethics to be reading this, then you must ask yourself the question -"Why did God say so, or why does everybody agree?" Is there a reason, or is it just accidentally arbitrary? Does it
really matter? Why, in "polite" society, is it just not acceptable to show anything other than tolerance for other people's
ethical opinions -- regardless of what you may privately think about the issue. Is this toleration right? Ought we be
tolerant of what we think are immoral and unethical judgments? Is it really "the right thing to do" to be tolerant of
ethical judgements that we know are clearly wrong? Why must we remain tolerant of those "wrong" ethical judgements
when they result in actions that we find offensive, abusive, and "beyond the pale"? The only reasonable justification for
this Realtivist toleration of other's moral opinions, is that we really, deep down, know that we do not know that our
opinions are right and theirs are wrong.
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Is ethics and morality really just a different kind of social etiquette -- every polite and socially adept person uses the
table cutlery and not their fingers to eat, responds to an RSVP before the specified deadline, and does not challenge the
moral opinions of others. According to some standards of polite society ettiquette, any other behavior labels the
individual as a boor -- a person with unacceptable manners and little refinement. Is ethics really like etiquette? Does
every polite and socially adept person have this common attitude of tolerance, and any other attitude just labels the
individual as a boor -- belonging to a lower social class? Some people certainly seem to regard ethics this way, at least
some of the time. Just look at the way that people in one political party look down on those of the other parties. Or the
way that those of one religious persuasion look down on those of other persuasions. Is ethics and morality just a matter
of individual taste -- to each his own? Must we tolerate ethical attitudes we are privately convinced are completely
wrong?
Most people, most of the time, despite the prevalence of "polite" toleration, would vehemently disagree with this Ethical
Relativism. Most people have definite ideas of what is morally right and what is morally wrong. If pushed, they will
proclaim with great passion that their opinion is the only proper opinion. Any other opinion is simply wrong and
incorrect, even incoherent and illogical. Even when they preach tolerance for other peoples' opinions and ways of life,
they will stubbornly maintain that those other peoples and other ways of life are simply wrong. But those who defend
the rightness of their own ethical opinions almost never have any interest in inquiring into the underlying basis of those
opinions. Most people, smugly comfortable in the rightness of their own moral judgements, avoid any inquiry into why
their opinions are right and other opinions wrong. Do we live with this inconsistency in our own beliefs? Or do we
examine them, and probe for the way things really are?

Four Different Concepts Labelled "Ethics"
A philosophical enquiry into "Ethics" and those underlying bases upon which our moral opinions rest, must start by
distinguishing between four different concepts that we find labelled "Ethics". First, there is the descriptive concept of
ethics. This is the notion that anthropologists employ when they want to talk about the "ethics" of a group of people.
Anthropologists are supposed to be the experts at describing the way of life of groups of people. But we all are pretty
good anthropologists when it comes to describing the groups of people with whom we encounter every day. From the
descriptive concept of ethics, whatever a group of people wish to consider right and wrong defines, descriptively, their
code of ethics. This is the notion of ethics that underlies the concepts of "business ethics", or "medical ethics". It takes
as given the facts of the matter about what the particular group in question considers right and wrong. It labels that
notion of right and wrong as that group's "ethics". And it ends there. At this level of discussion, there is no good ethics
or bad ethics, no right ethics or wrong ethics, there are just the ethics that people have. It is the methodology of
descriptive ethics to describe and not to judge. Hence, it is from this understanding of Ethics, that the impetus for
toleration of different kinds of ethics stems. It is from the descriptive concept of Ethics that the impetus for the
toleration of other's Ethical opinions stems. If that is what those people think is right and wrong, then that is their
Ethics. The descriptive sense of Ethics does not permit you to judge the Ethics of others.
The second concept of ethics, is what is more pedantically called meta-ethics by philosophers. This concept is rarely
considered by non-philosophers. The central two questions of meta-ethics are (i) "Just what is it that someone is doing,
when they say that X is right (or wrong), or that one should or should not do X?" and (ii) "How does one decide what is
right or wrong / good or bad / good or evil?" Note that meta-ethics focuses on the process of decision, not on the results
of the decision. I will have much more to say on meta-ethics in the essays that follow after this Introduction.
The third concept of ethics, is what philosophers call normative ethics. This is the concept of ethics employed by most
people when considering whether some thing or action is right or wrong, good or evil. The answer to the questions
"What is (or is this) the right thing to do?" or "What is (or is this) the best way to live?" are answers of normative
ethics. A discussion of why thou shalt not kill, is primarily a discussion of normative ethics, although it will almost
certainly delve into areas of meta-ethics as the discussion progresses. The study of normative ethics is the study of the
principles and assumptions underlying the ethical judgements we make. It is the study of why you think that Abortion is
wrong, or women should be nurtured and protected, or that bullying is deplorable.
The normative concept of ethics for most people, leads seamlessly into what philosophers separate out and call applied
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ethics. This is the subject matter of particular judgements as to whether this or that X is right/good or wrong/bad/evil or
a duty or not. When discussing whether killing, abortion, capital punishment, torture, affirmative action, equal pay for
equal work, labour unions, capitalists, and so forth (ad infinitum) are good or bad, right or wrong, then we are
employing the applied concept of ethics. Unfortunately for most discussions on matters of applied ethics, the
disagreements that almost always surface stem from underlying differences at the normative or meta-ethical level of
analysis. The reason that applied ethical arguments never seem to reach any resolution, is that those involved do not
pay attention to the issues at the normative or meta-ethical level. The disputants are therefore almost always talking
past each other. Their disagreements stem from different assumptions at the deeper levels. No amount of argument at
the applied level will resolve them. I will have something to say on issues of applied ethics, but not until I have
addressed the issues at the underlying levels.

Ethics vs Morals
The next order of business is to establish more precisely just exactly what it is that we are talking about when talking
about "Ethics". And to begin that effort, it will be useful to separate the concepts of "Ethics" from that of "Morals".
The meanings of "morals" and "ethics" do overlap. Here are some dictionary definitions gleaned from the Internet.
Ethics (noun) -- "1. Moral principles that govern a person's or group's behavior; 2. Moral principles that govern
a person's or group's behavior."(5)
Ethics (noun) -- "1. the philosophical study of the moral value of human conduct and of the rules and principles
that ought to govern it; 2. a social, religious, or civil code of behaviour considered correct, esp. that of a
particular group, profession, or individual; 3. the moral fitness of a decision, course of action, etc."(6)
Ethics (noun) -- "the study of what is morally right and wrong, or a set of beliefs about what is morally right and
wrong."(7)
Ethics (noun) -- "the science of morals, c.1600, plural of Middle English ethik 'study of morals'. The word also
traces to 'Ta Ethika', title of Aristotle's work"(8)
Morals (noun) -- "A person's standards of behavior or beliefs concerning what is and is not acceptable for them
to do."(9)
Morals (noun) -- "principles of behaviour in accordance with standards of right and wrong."(10)
Morals (noun) -- "standards for good or bad character and behavior."(11)
Moral (adj) -- "14c., pertaining to character or temperament (good or bad), from Old French moral and directly
from Latin moralis 'proper behavior of a person in society', literally 'pertaining to manners'. Coined by Cicero
(De Fato, II.i) to translate Greek ethikos (see ethics). From Latin mos (genitive moris) 'one's disposition'. In
plural, 'mores, customs, manners, morals'."(12)
Both "Ethics" and "Morals" entered the English language in the Middle English period, with moral being the older form
by about 100 years. Broadly speaking, the word "morals" refers to individual beliefs and habits about right and wrong
behavior -- stemming from the Latin "moralitas" meaning "manner, character, proper behavior". The word "ethics", on
the other hand, deals with sets of the principles lying behind those individual habits and beliefs -- stemming from the
Greek words "ethos" denoting personal character, and the Greek "Ta Ethika", the title of Aristotle's work more
popularly known as Nicomachean Ethics, a study of the nature of good character and proper behavior and the best way
to live.
In the philosophical literature, there is some disagreement among authors in how to apply the labels "ethics" versus
"morals". It may be an over generalization, but it seems to me that the English writers prefer to use "morals" to denote
the publicly available standards of right and wrong, and "ethics" to denote the private and internal beliefs about right
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and wrong. Whereas the American writers reverse this usage. I am going to follow what seems to me to be the usage
more in keeping with the etymological foundations, and use "ethics" to denote the publicly available standards of right
and wrong, and "morals" to denote the individual's private and internal beliefs about right and wrong. We tend to say
that the corner drug dealer has "poor morals" rather than "bad ethics". We say that children are taught good moral
principles, or "morals", if they don't lie, cheat, steal, and so forth. But the corrupt politician, businessman, or medical
professional is accused of violating the standards of ethics expected of politicians, businessmen, or medical
professionals, not just accused of "bad morals".
The word "ethics" will therefore hereafter denote the external standards, characteristically provided by the local culture
or institutions to which an individual belongs. For example, doctors, lawyers, policemen and many businessmen all
have to follow (and politicians are supposed to follow) a publicly articulated ethical code laid down by the institutions to
which they belong, regardless of their own feelings or preferences. Hence it frequently happens that one's professed
"code of ethics" is in conflict with one's own personal sense of morality. In following this usage, the word "ethics" will
also, therefore, denote the standards and principles underlying an individual's personal sense of morals -- if there should
be any. This allows for one's own sense of what is moral to conflict with the standards and principles that supposedly
underlie one's individual sense of morality. This frequently happens whenever the individual fails of logical consistency
(having two moral opinions that logically conflict), or when the individual fails in understanding the material facts of
the circumstances (misunderstanding the actual situation).
"Ethics" as a philosophical study, therefore, is concerned with the examination of those standards and principles of right
and wrong. Whether the basis of one's individual moral attitudes is best captured in terms of Divine Command,
Utilitarianism, Emotivism, (etc.), is a question that concerns the study of Ethics. More on this later.

Ethics, Etiquette and Law
Etiquette -- "The customary code of polite behavior in society or among members of a particular profession or
group."(13)
Etiquette -- "1. the customs or rules governing behaviour regarded as correct or acceptable in social or official
life. 2. a conventional but unwritten code of practice followed by members of any of certain professions or
groups."(14)
Etiquette -- "the conduct or procedure required by good breeding or prescribed by authority to be observed in
social or official life."(15)
Etiquette -- "1750, from French étiquette 'prescribed behavior,' from Old French estiquette 'label, ticket' (see
ticket (n.)). The sense development in French perhaps is from small cards written or printed with instructions for
how to behave properly at court (compare Italian etichetta, Spanish etiqueta), and/or from behavior instructions
written on a soldier's billet for lodgings (the main sense of the Old French word)."(16)
When exploring the topic of Ethics it is important to distinguish between "morals" and "mores". Both are aspects of
human conduct and human interaction, but they are very different types of conduct. Mores are usually treated as
"harmless customs," where "harmless" means that failure to follow the custom may result in a negative reaction, but not
a very serious one. Such mores would include the time of day when meals are eaten and the proper form of greeting
particular individuals. And which fork with which to eat your salad, at a formal dinner.
So, on the one hand, matters of Ethics are to be distinguished from matters of Etiquette. Matters of etiquette are clearly
matters of social convention, relative to the society in which they are the "rules of socially acceptable behavior".
Matters of Ethics involve much more serious aspects of how we behave and how we treat others. What this means is
that failure to follow the dominant rules of ethics will result in a much harsher reaction from others -- examples of this
would include discrimination, physical abuse and theft. It is clear that there is a distinction between Ethics and
Etiquette, because one can challenge whether a particular rule of etiquette is actually ethical. It may, for example, be a
rule of etiquette, that in polite society, one just does not ask people of that class (or family, or caste, or religion, or race,
etc.) to tea or to marry. Whereas it may clearly (according to the relevant standards of Ethics) be unethical or immoral
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to discriminate in these matters on the basis of class, family, caste, religion, or race, etc.
In like manner, on the other end of the spectrum, matters of Ethics are also to be distinguished from matters of Law. As
much as some people would love it if the law enforced their own ideas of proper Ethical behavior, it would not be
possible to regard a Law as a bad law, unless there were standards of Good and Bad independent of what is enacted as
Law. This difference comes home most starkly in matters involving "justice". To a lawyer and to a judge, "justice" is
achieved when all the laws are followed properly. But juries and the public have been well known to think that "justice"
can better be served by breaking some laws. A well known recent case of an Hispanic gentleman gunning down an
unarmed black teenager who was perceived to be threating him is a case in point. By law, the gentleman was defending
himself against imminent threat, and so was legally justified in his actions. But the public (and the press) maintained
that this was not proper justice. So clearly in this case, the public has in mind a standard of Ethical behavior that is
distinct from the Law. One could not challenge a law as a "bad law", and justify social disobedience, unless one
maintains a standard of ethics independent of the Law. On the other side of the same coin, one cannot praise a law as a
"good law" unless one also maintains a standard of good and bad independent of what is enacted as law.
So Ethics is deeper than either etiquette or law. Ethics defines the standards of good and bad that allows us to identify
rules of law or etiquette as good or bad rules. The rules of etiquette and the law seek to adhere to the principles of
Ethics. But the rules of etiquette are clearly conventional rules established by the society to which they apply. And the
rules of law are clearly conventional rules legislated by the jurisdiction within which they apply. Ethics, on the other
hand, may or may not be conventional. More on that later.

A Code of Ethics
So a "Code of Ethics" is therefore an attempt to define the basic rules, or principles for determining what constitutes
"good" or "right" behaviour, and distinguishing such behavior from "bad" or "wrong" or "evil" behavior. In other
words, to determine what we "ought" to do next, how we "ought" to react to circumstances, and how we "ought" to
approach moral judgements. A Code of Ethics in common usage is often described as a "Code of Good Conduct" -defining what constitutes "good" or "right" behaviour in terms of a series of rules, or an underlying principle. But in a
more philosophical employ, a Code of Ethics establishes the fundamental principles that underly a person's moral
conscience, and moral decision making. And the study of Ethics explores the consequences of those principles,
showing their relationship to our conduct and to our judgments. A "Code of Ethics" in the philosophical sense,
therefore, is not itself a detailed guide to conduct or a set of predetermined moral judgments, but is the foundations upon
which a guide to conduct may be based or a moral judgment reached.

The Purpose of Ethics
There are a number of different approaches that have been used by Philosophers to justify their arguments in support of
their particular judgment of what you ought to do. But regardless of the particular approach, every philosopher
maintains that you ought to do this, because doing that is the less desirable choice. It doesn't matter at this point why, or
according to what principles, or on what scale of measurement, they judge it less desirable. Every Code of Ethics, no
matter what the basis and no matter what the rules or principles, can be viewed as judging that some choices, actions,
situations, or character traits are more desirable than others.
The question that naturally follows is "So What?" What is the purpose of defining this "Ought"? Why should we
concern ourselves about what we "ought" to do? Why do we concern ourselves about what is the right and proper thing
to do? Why should we care? What is the purpose of it all? It may initially appear that it would be a reasonable
assumption that one of the purposes of defining "What I Ought To Do" and "What is the Right and Proper thing to do"
is in order that we may define ways to "make a more desirable choice" on some scale of measure. But this only pushes
the query back a step. Why should we care about making a more desirable choice? And why should we care about some
scale of measuring the "desirability" of various alternatives?
If one pursues this questioning, it becomes apparent that the reason so many philosophers in particular and people in
general attempt to determine "What I Ought To Do", is that their purpose is to "Improve the Lot of either themselves
individually, or the general collective of Mankind". (Some Ethical philosophies focus on the individual, and others
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focus on the collective. More on this in the next chapter.) Pushing back beyond this point does not appear to be
possible.
Now, I am generalising a little here, and each individual or philosopher might phrase this ultimate purpose in different
words, but the core concept is basic to them all. The purpose of Philosophy in general and Ethics in particular is to
define "What I Ought To Do", and the purpose of doing that, is "To Improve the Human Situation (conceived as either
themselves individually or the general collective of Mankind)". Everybody agrees that things would be better (on some
scale of measure), if everybody did as they ought. Or, at the very least, your own particular future well being (on some
scale of measure) will be assured, if you do as you ought. "Good little boys and girls go to Heaven!" -- figuratively if
not literally -- and everybody accepts that this is "A Good Thing".
Oddly enough, despite the great differences in the particular scales of measure being applied, this generalized notion of
what constitutes a "A Good Thing" appears to be a universal claim common to all ethical philosophies, Evolutionary
Pragmatism included. In one way or another, all ethical philosophies define "making things better" to mean improving
the lot of human kind, either in general for all mankind at once, or in particular for one person at a time. The only
differences in this area between the various philosophies, is their particular definition of what scale of measure is being
applied, and the details of what is concieved of as an "improved lot of mankind". And hence the kind of things that
"What I Ought To Do" consists of.
So it appears that it is generally accepted that the purpose of Ethics is "To Improve the Lot of Human-Kind". Which
seems to indicate a universal agreement on the purposes of Philosophy. This is definitely unique, but probably has more
to do with what Philosophy and Ethics is all about, and why Philosophy and Ethics are such a consuming topics of
interest, than any universal agreement on philosophical first principles.
Of course, the philosophy of Evolutionary Pragmatism is no different. The ethics of Evolutionary Pragmatism is
justified on the basis of an argument that the "Good Life" is judged to be better than the "bad life", and that choosing the
"Good Life" will in some real and measurable way improve your "lot in life". What I intend to be different about the
philosophy and ethics of Evolutionary Pragmatism, is that I will clearly define what I mean by the "Good Life", and
provide a detailed rationale of why I believe that it is better than any alternative.
The Operational Rationale
Every minute of every day, every one of us is faced with a myriad of decisions that must be made quickly, with a dearth
of information, and must be made reasonably well. We are constantly faced with the need to make rapid decisions
based on inadequate information, using an imperfect analyser (the human mind). As a result, most of these decisions
are made on the basis of habit. In such a situation, I have always done thus, therefore I will do the same thing this time.
Many of these habit based decisions are made on the basis of life style. I wear a jacket and tie each business day (or at
least I used to), because I am an office worker in an office with a dress code. It simplifies my decision making each
morning to fall back on a life style pattern. Philosophical attitudes and opinions are similar to life-style choices. It
simplifies decision making processes in situations demanding a value-based choice of behaviours. In this situation,
what should I do? What does my Code of Ethics tell me is Ethical? That is what I should do. If we didn't have a
system of philosophical beliefs, how would we decide what to do? For each decision situation we encounter, we would
have to analyse each possible course of action, either evaluate their desirability against some accepted set of rules, or
estimate their probable outcomes, and judge the relative desirability of those outcomes. And even though we probably
lack a lot of the needed knowledge about the options available and their probable consequences, we would want to do it
properly a good proportion of the time. Too many bad choices would be detrimental to our comfort and well-being, not
to mention the more abstract concept of "The good life". All this would take a considerable amount of time and effort to
do properly. And it pre-supposes an existing and unbiased basis for evaluating the desirability of the actions or the
outcomes, and comparing the desirability of alternatives. A system of philosophical beliefs, then, is like a life-style
pattern that we have developed. We have pre-set guidelines to speed the decision making processes, and yard-sticks
against which we can evaluate alternatives we have no prior experience with. The faster we can make good decisions,
the more time we will have to invest in making those decisions for which we have no guidelines.
Everybody has a set of philosophical beliefs, even if they are not aware of them consciously. For example, would you
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steal money from your co-worker? Most people would immediately say "No, of course not!" There is little hesitation
by most people, including those without a consciously held philosophy. But do you know why you say "No"? Most
people would say "Because it is wrong!". They have appealed to a philosophical pre-judgment that says "To Steal is
Wrong". They have not gone through the detailed analysis necessary to figure out exactly why they should decide not to
steal from their co-worker. Most people apply the simple edict blindly, without understanding why the edict works (or
what it means to say that the edict "works"), and in what circumstances the edict might not apply. Appealing to a set of
pre-judgments frees the mind to pursue more rewarding or productive activities (whatever they may be at the time).
Very few people are interested in the question of "Why?"
Most people go about their day-to-day lives, doing whatever they feel is necessary at the moment, and doing whatever
planning for the future seems appropriate at the time. Most people have no interest in why they make the choices they
do, in why they have the emotional reactions to the news stories that they do, in why and whether their acquired ethical
opinions are appropriate or not, in why the rules of Ethics and Morality are the way that they are. Is abortion Right or
Wrong? Should you vote Liberal/Democrat or Conservative/Republican? Because it is such a hot topic in the news
these days, most people have an opinion. But do you know why you have the opinion you do? Why are you so sure
that your opinion is right? What if you are wrong? What if the Authority (or at least the interpreter of that authority)
you are relying on is wrong? Most people do not take the time to develop their own analysis of the situation. Most
people fall back on their moral intuition, and ultimately say "Because it is Wrong/Right!!" And most people have
developed a personal concept of philosophy based on the teaching of their parents, church, schools, peers, and the
occasional hero. They have not developed an understanding of right and wrong, they do not give the matter any
conscious thought. They have adopted and tailored other people's standards and pre-judgments -- becuase it is easier
than doing the thinking themselves. Whether the resulting system of ethics makes sense, is consistent, is in tune with
Reality, or will result in personal destruction, is of very little interest to most people. This is one of the reasons why
religions are so prevalent in human culture. All religions establish a set of standards and pre-judgements -- a Code of
Ethics -- that forms the basis for a system of ethics. And all religions demand, more or less strongly, that the followers
of the religion adhere to its ethical standards. By adopting a religion as your own, you are adopting that religion's set of
philosophical principles.
"The philosophy that can't help you do things does nothing."
  
Aristotle.
This then, is what Evolutionary Pragmatism assumes to be the purpose of Ethics, and the purpose of Philosophy - the
establishment of basic guidelines and rules for deciding which behaviour is Good and Bad, so that the individual will
not have to make detailed analyses most of the time. And the reason this is so necessary is that the individual most of
the time does not have the necessary information to make an "omniscient" choice of which alternative course of action
is "for the best". Most of the time, the individual lacks the necessary knowledge about their current circumstances to be
able to conceive of all possible alternatives. Most of the time, the individual lacks the necessary understanding of
Reality to be able to even approximate the consequences (especially the long run consequences) of any proposed
action. (And even to judge whether a particular action would vioate some accepted rule, one must understand some of
the consequences of the action -- is doing this an act of stealing?) And most of the time, the individual must make these
valuations and choices in a mental environment that is influenced by stress, and emotional baggage. So every individual
needs, and has (whether they realize it or not), both a standard against which to evaluate the alternatives so that what is
"for the best" can be identified, and a set of rules (from absolute to rules-of-thumb) that simplify decision making
because they work most of the time.
Regardless of what philosophical system you, as a reader, may possess, I trust that you do not disagree that one of the
primary purposes of your philosophical system is to distinguish that which is "Good" - more desirable - from that which
is "Bad" - less desirable. It is, after all, the nature of Ethics to define the Good. (I must admit that I can conceive of no
other purpose for a system of philosophy. If you have one, I would be very interested in hearing it.)
If you never had to choose what to do now, you wouldn't need standards against which to evaluate the desirability of the
alternatives. If you didn't need to make decisions on which behaviour would be "for the best", you wouldn't need a
concept of what is "best". If you didn't have some form of philosophical beliefs, some Code of Ethics as a guideline for
identifying the "best" alternative, you would be making behavioural choices completely independent of the
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consequences of your actions. If you could make behavioural decisions without considering how you and Reality
interact, you wouldn't need to make decisions that are "for the best", and you wouldn't need to worry whether your
understanding of how Reality behaves is accurate. And as I said above, to even identify that an action violates a rule,
you have to understand enough of the consequences of the action to categorize the action as meeting the criteria of the
rule. You might choose to swing an axe. But unless you understand the consequences of that action in this
circumstance, you would not be able to determine that this swinging of an axe would violate the rule "Thou shalt not
kill!" You might choose to pick up the wallet and take the money. But unless you understand the consequences of that
action in this circumstance, you would not be able to determine that this taking of the money would violate the duty of
treating your neighbor as an end rather than as a means, or violate the virtue of honesty, or violate the rule against
stealing.
It is, however, intuitively obvious, at least to an Evolutionary Pragmatist, that behavioural choices are NOT made
independently of the consequences. Everybody, regardless of their intelligence, their education, their knowledge of
Reality, their sanity, their philosophical awareness, or even their sobriety, makes decisions they firmly believe are "for
the best". And everybody has some form of concept of what is "best". It may be different from individual to individual,
and even from moment to moment. But everybody believes that "Doing the Right Thing, is Good". They merely differ
in what they consider is "The Right Thing" and how they define "Good". Everybody pays attention to the consequences
of their behaviour. If they don't, they sooner or later "fail to cross the street". That kind of obliviousness to the
behaviour of Reality is self-defeating, and self-correcting in the long run. People may pay attention to different
consequences, and certainly place different values on the "desirability" of different consequences, but everybody makes
behavioural choices with some consideration to those consequences. We individual humans are the end result of about
500 million years of practice at giving due consideration to the consequences at the genetic level. It is not surprising,
therefore, to find that we also automatically do the same, to some degree, with some degree of success, on the
intellectual level.

Summary
It is for these reasons, that Evolutionary Pragmatism establishes the second basic axiom that it does. The further
development of the Ethical concepts within Evolutionary Pragmatism is governed by the axiom that the purpose of such
Ethical standards and Moral pre-judgments is to improve the probability of a "good" behavioural choice, that will more
likely achieve what is "for the best".
The Second Axiom: The purpose of Philosophy in general and Ethics in particular, is the establishment of basic
guidelines and "rules of thumb" for determining which behaviours are most likely to promote the achievement of "The
Best", over the long-term.
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Moral Judgments
Judge - "(v) to form an opinion or evaluation about something through careful weighing of evidence and
testing of premises; to form a judgment."
Judgment - "(1) a formal utterance of an authoritative opinion; (2) the process of forming an opinion or
evaluation by discerning and comparing; an opinion or estimate so formed; (3) a proposition stating
something believed or asserted."
What are moral judgments? Moral judgments are evaluations or opinions formed as to whether some action or inaction,
intention, motive, character trait, or a person as a whole is (more or less) Good or Bad as measured against some
standard of Good. The moral judgments of actions (or inaction) are usually the primary focus of any discussion of Moral
Judgments in particular, and Ethical analysis in general. This is because the judgments of intentions, character traits, and
persons are generally based on the judgment of actions that the intention, motive, character trait, or person does or might
potentially do or not do. So limiting the discussion to the moral judgments of actions (or inactions) will also, with
suitable obvious modifications, address the moral judgment of intentions, motives, character traits and people.
What distinguishes moral judgments from non moral judgments, is the context of the statement. Philosophy, and
particularly Ethics, differs from the sciences in one very important way. All of the sciences, both "hard" and "soft", deal
with descriptions of Reality. They purport to describe in varying levels of detail, what is about Reality. Ethics, on the
other hand, is that branch of Philosophy that describes what one ought. All of the various philosophers, in all of their
various works on Ethics, are detailing what you "Should" do or how things "Should" be, not what is. In answer to the
questions "What should I do?" or "What is the 'right' thing to do?", ethics answers "You should do what you 'ought' to!"
So moral judgments are judgments about what one "ought" to do (or not do), or have done (or not done).
We can group moral judgments into two broad classes. There are "before-the-fact" moral judgments, and there are
"after-the-fact" moral judgments. Before-the-fact judgments are those made before the action (or inaction) takes place.
They are made based on the best information available at the time as to what the moral landscape holds and what its
future shape will be. These are judgments about what you "ought to do (or not do)", and whether what you are planning
to do (or not do) is Good or Bad. After-the-fact moral judgments are made after the action (or inaction) has taken place,
and are based on 20/20 hindsight view of the actual consequences. These are judgments about what you "ought to have
done (or not done)", and whether your actual actions were Good or Bad.
A second major distinction of moral judgments is that they can only be made of an agent with the freedom or will to
choose. Moral judgments are judgments of certain choices, or potential choices, where the one who chooses is aware
that there is a choice, and has the capability to choose. A person who cannot do other than what was done, is not subject
to moral judgment. But if a person has the freedom to choose alternatives, then that person's intentional, or unintentional
actions or inaction can be subject to moral judgments. This argument is the ethical basis of the "Insanity" defense. The
insanity defense argues that the accused cannot be considered guilty because the accused was unable to make a choice
of an alternate behavior. The behavior exhibited was "unavoidable". This line of reasoning is never too successful when
it is applied to the average human, with an average degree of intelligence. But it is the reason we do not make moral
judgments about what a falling tree does on its way down. If the tree happens to kill someone, we don't judge that the
tree "ought not to have done that" because the tree had no other alternative. This same logic applies to situations as well
where the individual concerned does have some sentience. You don't pass moral judgments on your pet puppy dog or
your 2 month old baby, if they piddle on the floor. You realize that they are not capable of choosing some other
behavior. But you do judge your 3 year old pet dog or little girl if they piddle on the carpet, because you know that they
are bright enough to make the choice, and they have been instructed to know that their particular choice was not a
"good" one.
The third important distinction is knowledge. In order to be able to make a choice, you have to be aware that there are
alternatives. If your knowledge about your current situation is thin, or your knowledge about how reality behaves is thin,
then you might come to the conclusion that there are no better alternatives. You might make a choice that you believe is
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the correct one, but because your knowledge is thin, you overlook a better one. In such a case, we could make an afterthe-fact judgment about what you ought to have done, if you had had better information, but any before-the-fact moral
judgment we might make about what you did, has to be based on the knowledge available to you at that time. A person
who made the best choice that they could under the information they had at the time, cannot be censured for making a
"Bad" choice at that time. And a person who did not know the actual consequences that would result from action or
inaction being judged, is also excused from moral censure. We do not censure the players involved in accidental
happenings. It is assumed that the individuals involved could not have anticipated the actual consequences of their
actions. What actually happened was "an accident". (This argument does not apply, of course, to the other use of the
symbol "accident". An automobile collision, although often called an "accident", is usually not "accidental" in this
sense, since it is assumed more or less correctly that the individuals involved in an automobile collision are cognizant of
the consequences of poor driving behavior.)
An exception to this principle of knowledge, is if the person involved could "reasonably" be expected to have known or
be able to find a better alternative, or to find out the probable consequences of the action or inaction involved. Thus we
can say "You ought to have known that . . . . ". (Which is why an automobile "accident" is usually not regarded as
"accidental".) The judgment in this case is more a judgment of the behavior choices that resulted in the ignorance in the
first place, than a judgment of the particular behaviors that resulted from that ignorance. It is an almost universal moral
judgment that individuals "ought" to learn enough about their local portions of Reality that they can make "Good" (i.e.
non-ignorance based) behavioral choices most of the time.

Can a Moral Judgment be True/False ?
Consider a moral judgment "P is Good", where "P" is some proposition statement. Can such a judgment be True or
False? If you recall the discussion on The Nature of Truth, you can see one obvious way in which this statement can be
True. A system of Ethics can establish by definition that "P" is definitionally equivalent to "Good". But consider a
similar statement in the same system of ethics "X is Good" (where "X" is not the same as "P"). Can we determine
whether this statement is true or false? Well, obviously, we can fill the system of ethics with a series of definitions
establishing all those things that are considered "Good". Thus any statement of this form that is not among those
definitions would have to be considered false. And this is one approach that some philosophers have employed in
defining ethical systems. Consider, for example, the Ten Commandments of God and Moses. Or the myriad rules of
living laid down in the Talmud.
But a more usual approach is to set the initial definition (or set of definitions) such that "P" is some proposition (or set
of propositions) about some concept of Reality. Now assuming that "X" is also a statement about this same Reality, we
can then determine if "X is Good" is true or false by determining whether the statement "X is P" is true or false.
Determining the truth of this latter statement is a matter of empirical induction from our knowledge of Reality. Which
means that we can, at least in principle, determine whether "X is Good" is or is not true (enough).
Let's consider another moral judgment "I ought to Q", where Q is some action (or inaction) on my part that will effect
Reality in some way. Given a definition such as "P is Good" (where "P" is some proposition about Reality), this second
example can be True if it can be shown that action "Q" will result in "P". Assuming as we did before, that both "P" and
"Q" are statements about Reality, then determining the truth of this latter statement is again a matter of empirical
induction from our knowledge of Reality. And we can therefore determine whether "I ought to Q" is true (enough).
In general, if "X" and "Q" are propositions based in some universe of discourse, and are valid statements within some
system of philosophy, then we can appeal to the structure of that philosophical system to determine whether there is a
definitional or deductive connection between the two and some part of the set of definitional statements "P is Good". To
be able to do so, there must be at least one definitional statement of the form "P is Good" that exists in the same
universe of discourse as "X" and "Q". If, for example, "X" talks about aesthetic beauty, then there must be some "P" that
talks about aesthetic beauty. Obviously, we will either be able to show that there is such a connection, in which case the
statements are True, or we will not be able to make this connection, in which case the statements are not True (note that
this is not equivalent to False).
What remains is to consider the case where the statements "X is Good" and "I ought to Q" are expressed in a universe of
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discourse that does not include the definition "P is Good". In this situation, there is no means available for determining
whether or not "X" is Good, or for justifying the opinion that "Q" is something I ought to do. We cannot, therefore,
determine whether these statements are true. They must remain in the realm of opinion.
To expand on this conclusion - what would result if the particular system of Ethics under examination did not establish a
definitional connection between our understanding of Reality and the concept of Good? In other words, what happens to
a system of Ethics if there is no definition "P is Good" where "P" is a proposition about Reality? Can we then determine
the truth of a statement "X is Good" where "X" is a proposition about Reality? I do not see how this is possible. The
concept and symbol "Good" when employed by itself in the Ethical realm, is generally considered to have no meaning,
unless specifically provided one by some particular system of Ethics. One might say that a system of Ethics is the
provision of a suitable definition for the symbol "Good". But from the initial hypothesis this line of reasoning, the
ethical concept of "Good" does not have any referents in Reality that we can point to and say "X shares this similarity
with Good". So we cannot arrive at a Reality based concept of Good, and cannot determine whether or not "X" can be
validly grouped with those things that are "Good". And consider again the statement "I ought to Q", where "Q" is some
action affecting Reality. The same argument holds. Unless your system of Ethics establishes some form of connection
between statements about Reality, and the concept of "Good", then it will be impossible to determine the truth value of
any moral judgment that involves a statement about Reality.
To make this line of reasoning clearer, we can use a concrete example. Can we determine whether the statement
"Telling the truth is Good" is true or false? The trivial way of course, is if our system of ethics defines that "Telling the
truth" is definitionally equivalent to "Good". A slightly less trivial way is if we have a definition such as "Honesty is
Good". Then we may employ the definitional constructs of English and the processes of philosophical reasoning to
demonstrate that "Telling the truth is honesty". And we can conclude that "Telling the truth is Good" is true. But if our
system of ethics does not have any definition of Good that is based on Reality, we can say nothing about whether
"Telling the truth is Good" is true or false.
So, yes, a moral judgment can be True. But if and only if the ethical system within which the judgment is made
establishes a definitional connection between some proposition "P" about Reality and the normative concept of "Good".
[Home] [Next]
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The Meaning of "Good"
"What is the right thing to do?" "Which of these is the best alternative?" "Is {insert a controversial topic} right/wrong?"
"How do I know what is 'right'?" "Against what standard do I judge which alternative is "The Best"? What is the
meaning of terms like "good", "bad / evil", "right", "wrong", "duty", "responsibility", etc.? How do I lead "a good life"?
What is the "right thing to do"?
Everybody, regardless of their intelligence, their education, their knowledge of Reality, their sanity, their philosophical
awareness, or even their sobriety, makes decisions they firmly believe are "for the best". And everybody has some form
of concept of what is "best". It may be different from individual to individual, and even from moment to moment. But
everybody believes that "Doing the Right Thing, is Good". They merely differ in what they consider is "The Right
Thing" and how they define "Good".
So just what is meant by the morally/ethically "right" thing to do, or a "good" thing to do?
Good - (adjective) 1. Being positive or desirable in nature; not bad or poor. 2 a. Having the qualities that
are desirable or distinguishing in a particular thing. b. Serving the desired purpose or end; suitable 3 a.
Not spoiled or ruined. b. In excellent condition; sound. 4 a. Superior to the average; satisfactory. b. Used
formerly to refer to the U.S. Government grade of meat higher than standard and lower than choice. 5 a. Of
high quality. b. Discriminating. 6. Worthy of respect; honorable. 7. Attractive; handsome. 8. Beneficial to
health. 9. Competent; skilled. 10. Complete; thorough. 11 a. Reliable; sure. b. Valid or true. c. Genuine;
real. 12 a. In effect; operative. b. Able to continue in a specified activity. 13 a. Able to pay or contribute. b.
Able to elicit a specified reaction. 14 a. Ample; substantial b. Bountiful. 15. Full. 16 a. Pleasant; enjoyable.
b. Propitious; favorable. 17 a. Of moral excellence; upright. b. Benevolent; kind. c. Loyal; staunch. 18 a.
Well-behaved; obedient. b. Socially correct; proper. 19. (Sports) Having landed within bounds or within a
particular area of a court.
Good - (noun) 1 a. Something that is good. b. A good, valuable, or useful part or aspect. 2. Welfare;
benefit. 3. Goodness; virtue.
In case you didn't notice, if you disregard the circular definitions for the noun, there are 36 separately identified
shadings of meaning here for the word "Good". All but a single one of these definitions (17a. Of moral excellence;
upright.) will generate little philosophical disagreement as to what it means, and to what examples in Reality it refers to.
Right - (adjective) 1. Conforming with or conformable to justice, law, or morality. 2. In accordance with
fact, reason, or truth; correct. 3. Fitting, proper, or appropriate. 4. Most favorable, desirable, or
convenient. 5. In or into a satisfactory state or condition. 6. In good mental or physical health or order. 7.
Intended to be worn or positioned facing outward or toward an observer. 8 a. Of, belonging to, located on,
or being the side of the body to the south when the subject is facing east. b. Of, relating to, directed toward,
or located on the right side. c. Located on the right side of a person facing downstream. 9. Of or belonging
to the political or intellectual Right. 10. (Mathematics) a. Formed by or in reference to a line or plane that
is perpendicular to another line or plane. b. Having the axis perpendicular to the base. 11. Straight;
uncurved; direct. 12. (Archaic) Not spurious; genuine. Right - (noun) 1. That which is just, morally good,
legal, proper, or fitting. 2. a. The direction or position on the right side. b. The right side. c. The right hand.
d. A turn in the direction of the right hand or side. 3 a. The people and groups who advocate the adoption
of conservative or reactionary measures, especially in government and politics. Also called "Right Wing".
b. The opinion of those advocating such measures. 4. (Sports). A blow delivered by a boxer's right hand. 5.
(Baseball). Right field. 6. Something that is due to a person or governmental body by law, tradition, or
nature. 7. A just or legal claim or title. 8 a. A stockholder's privilege of buying additional stock in a
corporation at a special price, usually at par or at a price below the current market value. b. The
negotiable certificate on which this privilege is indicated. c. A privilege of subscribing for a particular
stock or bond.
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And here we have 24 separately identified shadings of meanings for "Right" - some of them quite distinct. And by
linking with the definition for "Good", the only definition for "Right" that would be cause for any philosophical
disagreement, is "(adj) Conforming with or conformable to morality. (noun) That which is just, morally good."
It is interesting to note that most of the meanings of both of these words can be considered to be evaluations of how well
some subject being judged fulfills its intended purpose. Look at the key words used in the definitions as "quasisynonyms" - positive, desirable, distinguishing, suitable, excellent, sound, superior, quality, beneficial, competent,
skilled, complete, thorough, reliable, valid, true, genuine, operative, pleasant, enjoyable, favorable, benevolent, kind,
loyal, correct, proper, valuable, useful, fitting, appropriate, genuine. They all can be interpreted as an evaluation of how
well the subject of the judgment measures up on the standard of fulfilling its purpose. You might say that there is a
"functional" meaning of "good", and a "Moral" meaning of "Good". And the "functional" meanings are by far the easiest
to understand, the easiest to provide concrete examples of, and the bulk of the various shades of meaning of "Good".
The "functional" meanings of "good" can be understood in terms of - "An X is a good X, if it does a [positive, desirable,
distinguished, suitable, excellent, sound, superior, quality, beneficial, competent, skilled, complete, thorough, reliable,
valid, true, genuine, operative, pleasant, enjoyable, favorable, benevolent, kind, loyal, correct, proper, valuable, useful,
fitting, appropriate, genuine] job of doing what an X is supposed to do."
Which leaves us with the single moral / ethical meaning of "Good" and "Right".
Good - (adjective) 17 a. Of moral excellence; upright.
           
(noun) 1 a. Something that is good. 3. Goodness; virtue.
Right - (adjective) 1. Conforming with or conformable to morality.
          
(noun)1. That which is morally good.
Moral - (adjective) 1. Of or concerned with the judgment of the goodness or badness of human action and
character. 2. Teaching or exhibiting goodness or correctness of character and behavior. 3. Conforming to
standards of what is right or just in behavior; virtuous. 4. Arising from conscience or the sense of right and
wrong. 5. Having psychological rather than physical or tangible effects. 6. Based on strong likelihood or
firm conviction, rather than on the actual evidence.
Virtue - (noun) 1 a. Moral excellence and righteousness; goodness. b. An example or kind of moral
excellence. 2. Chastity, especially in a girl or woman. 3. A particularly efficacious, good, or beneficial
quality; advantage. 4. Effective force or power.
The problem with these remaining "moral" definitions of "good" and "right" is that they are, as you can see from the
above, completely circular. A "good" choice, action or alternative is one that which is "morally good" or "morally
excellent". And one that is "moral" is one that is judged "good". And "The right thing to do" is that which is "morally
good". Which means, in practical day-to-day application by most people - "a good choice is whatever I choose to
believe is a good choice" and "The right thing to do is whatever I choose to believe is the right thing to do". Employing
the provided dictionary moral meaning of "good" and "right", there is absolutely no logical foundation from which to
suggest that someone else's belief about what is "good" and "right" is in any way not correct and valid and proper.
{{Insert some commentary on the attributative versus predicative nature of "good". Reference - Williams,
Bernard; Morality: An Introduction to Ethics, Cambridge University Press, New York, New York, 1972. ISBN 0-52129071-6. Pg 52ff (Chapter on Good).}}

And this is the essence of "Subjectivist" Ethics.

Subjectivist Ethics
Ethical alternatives cannot be publicly labeled as more or less desirable without some form of justification stronger than
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"Because I say so!" It is perfectly acceptable to say, in the privacy of your own thoughts, "The right thing to do is
whatever I choose to believe is the right thing to do." But it is less acceptable to those with whom you deal in society to
say to them that "The right thing for us/you to do is whatever I choose to believe is the right thing to do." To do so raises
the probability that someone else will reply "I don't agree!" or "So what?" or "Who are you to tell me what to do?".
Unless, that is, all concerned are willing to relax the belief of Evolutionary Pragmatism that philosophy is more than
merely one person's opinion. Suppose we do change this, and accept as a starting position that some alternatives are
more or less desirable than others just because someone says so. Since such a system of Ethics is based on the Ethical
validity of each person's subjective opinion, there is no logically valid rebuttal to another person's opinion. There is no
basis upon which to found a claim that one person's opinion is any more accurate or correct or valid than another's. If
this is, in fact, an acceptable starting foundation, then the resulting system of philosophy will be useful and valid only
for those who agree with the judge's opinion that this alternative is indeed more desirable in some way than that. The
ethical system that results from such a starting axiom is not likely to be consistent or logically coherent. There is nothing
to require that the judge's opinion on any related subjects be consistent or logical. Adherents of such a system would not
be able to converse on ethical topics with those who do not agree with the judge's judgments. And, more importantly,
there is only one avenue open to adherents of such a Code of Ethics if they wish to indulge in any social interactions
with people who do not agree with the judgments about the relative desirability of alternatives. The only practical
alternative is "Agree with us/me - or else!". And that is the practical consequence of every form of Opinion Based
Ethics.
Merely because that alternative appears to produce undesirable side-effects for some people, is not a valid argument
either. A rationale of "I don't like the results" is just as empty is a rationale of "Because I say so!". Once again, unless
you are willing to stop all philosophical discussion with the rebuttal of "I don't agree!", persuasion and argument must
extend the justification into realms where both parties can agree with the ground rules. How are you going to convince
me that the side-effects are undesirable? And how are you going to convince me that, even if they are undesirable, these
side-effects are, in general or in particular, "A Bad Thing"?
Appeals to the "Intuitively Obvious" suffer from the same deficiency as do the "Because I say so!" arguments discussed
above. If I disagree with the obviousness of the statement, the argument founders. To successfully convince people that
your judgments are correct and appropriate the discussion, argument, and persuasion must begin from a foundation that
is mutually agreed upon. It is here where most systems of ethics have foundered, because the only alternative to
voluntary agreement with someone else's unjustified opinion is "or else".
A popular version of Opinion Based Ethics is more commonly called "Social Consensus Ethics". It has a wide
following, especially among those of a more "liberal democrat" nature, because of the "democratic" consequence that
the consensus of popular opinion is the determinant of what you ought to do, and which alternatives you ought to
choose. The rest of the social group become the "They" who will tell you what to do. "Good" and "Right" become
semantically equivalent to "Socially Blessed". From this perspective, Laws are the legal embodiment of the opinions of
the consensus as to what is right and proper behavior. And the coercive powers of the police are the physical
embodiment of the "or else".
Perhaps a more familiar kind of Opinion Based Ethics is "Absolute Rule Ethics", more commonly called "Religious
Ethics". In this version the unjustified opinion of some accepted Authority figure - a God, or a Prophet, or a Wise-Man is taken as the determinant of what you ought to do, and which alternatives you ought to choose. The Authority figure
becomes the "They" who will tell you what to do. "Good" and "Right" become semantically equivalent to "Authority
Blessed/Commanded". From this perspective, the Word of Authority is the final and unchallengeable arbiter as to what
is right and proper behavior. And the coercive power of the anger of the Authority is the physical embodiment of the "or
else". All religious and quasi-religious philosophies embody "Absolute Rule Ethics". A set of absolute rules of behavior,
passed down by the "Word of God", that must be obeyed in the face of the "Wrath of God".

Consequentialist Ethics
The alternative to basing a Code of Ethics on personal opinion, is basing it on something in Reality that everyone can
see, and independently examine. With this foundation as a starting point, when some Philosopher proclaims the
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judgment that this alternative is more desirable than that, a doubter can go out and form his own opinion based on the
facts of Reality.
Many western philosophers have used the word "happiness" to define what constitutes an improved lot of mankind.
They base their judgments that this alternative is more desirable because it will make you happier. A doubter can now
make a personal evaluation of the personal happiness that will likely result from the two alternatives. And the doubter
can discuss with others their own experiences of happiness.
The various "happiness" philosophies differ, of course, in their exact definition of what they mean by the word
"happiness". The Hedonists, as one example, defined happiness to mean primarily physical pleasures. Others have
defined it to mean spiritual contentment, or intellectual satisfaction. And different philosophers establish different
realms where-in the individual reaps the reward of "happiness" for achieving "a good life". In some, the "happiness" is
achieved immediately, upon the execution of some act or thought that is "good" by their definition. In others, the reward
is postponed to some form of after-life, or is experienced in some form of "other-life" that is separate and distinct from a
Reality as I have defined it here. But regardless of their particular definitions of what constitutes "good" versus "bad", or
how the individual will reap the rewards for choosing the "good" over the "bad", their universal approach to justifying
their approach and definitions is that the "good life" is purported to be better than the "bad life", and better than anything
in between because everybody is in universal agreement that "happiness" is better than "unhappiness".
The "happiness" philosophies share one common feature with the Social Consensus philosophies. "Happiness"
philosophies employ the "functional" meaning of "Good" and "Right". "An ethical choice is a good choice, if it does a
[positive, desirable, distinguished, suitable, excellent, sound, superior, quality, beneficial, competent, skilled, complete,
thorough, reliable, valid, true, genuine, operative, pleasant, enjoyable, favorable, benevolent, kind, loyal, correct, proper,
valuable, useful, fitting, appropriate, genuine] job of doing what a ethical choice is supposed to do - increase happiness."
Which means that in the various "happiness" philosophies, the goal of Human behavior, and all ethical choices and
judgments, is the increase in the amount of happiness. With, of course, critical differences resulting from the different
ways that these philosophies define "happiness", and the different realms in which that happiness is to be realized.
[Home] [Next]
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Why be Moral?
This is a question that can be interpreted in a number of different ways. Notice that, superficially, the question is not
about what is moral. Instead, it is a challenge to justify one's adherence to morality. It is a question about why the
"moral thing to do" seems to have motivating power. It is a challenge to provide an extra-ethical justification for one's
adherence to morality and an extra-ethical explanation for that motivating power. An intra-ethical justification is
trivial -- we always have good moral reasons to be moral. That is what being moral means, and that is all that can be
said on the subject from within any moral system. An extra-ethical justification or explanation, on the other hand,
addresses the more interesting issue of why one should be moral at all.
As such, however, the question that is this essay's title can be seen to be ambiguous. First consider the meaning of
"why". "Why" as an adverb asks for what reason or purpose, or asks for an account for which. IN other words, "Why be
moral?" asks for a reason, purpose, or an account that justifies us, or motivates us to be moral. But reasons can be
understood in different ways. As a search for reasons to be moral, one can approach the question from two different
perspectives. One can interpretd the question as asking why, as a matter of fact, most people are moral most of the
time. We are moral, but whay are we? Alternatively, one can interpret the question as asking what it is about the moral
that motivates us to be moral. Why should we be moral? Or, more specifically, why should I be moral in this
particular instance? Of course, these two different perspectives are mutually supporting. The answer we provide to the
either of these two interpretations of the question, has to be consistent with the answer we provide to the other
interpretation of the question.
Finally, consider the meaning of "moral". It is hard to understand how we can address either interpretation of the
question without forming some conception of just what is being referred to by "moral". So I am going to approach my
answer to this question in three parts:
Part 1 -- Why are we moral?
Part 2 -- What reasons are there to be moral?
Part 3 -- What is moral?

Part 1 -- Why are we moral?
Why do most people, most of the time, do the moral thing? What is it about being moral that gives most people most of
the time good reason for choosing the moral alternative? What is it about "the right thing to do" that seems so
successful in generating in people an effective motivation to do it? Why do we generally consider "irrational" someone
who acknowledges some alternative as the moral one, but chooses another one anyway?
Certainly, it cannot simply be because there are moral standards and moral rules.   The fact that we consider a great
many things that people have done to be immoral, is clear enough demonstration that the average person does not
always automatically do what the standards of morality say we should. Despite the existence of fines and prisons and
social censure. The existence of moral standards is clearly no guarantee that we will always do the morally correct
thing.
But interestingly enough, despite the evidence that there is a great deal of immorality going on around us all the time,
there really isn't as much immorality as there would be if "being moral"was a random consequence of other decision
criteria. Clearly, it would seem that most people do actually choose to be moral most of the time. So there has to be a
reason to be moral that is at once persuasive enough to convince most of the people most of the time, but not sufficiently
persuasive to convince all of the people all of the time. Or, alternatively, there has to be an explanation of why most
people, most of the time, unconsciously (without rational thought) choose the morally correct thing to do.
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To be moral is obviously a choice. One can, of course, be unintentionally moral if one chooses the moral alternative by
accident or happenstance. But let's ignore those scenarios as beyond the scope of the question. Let's focus on the
question "Why do most people, most of the time, choose to be moral?" Why do most people, most of the time,
intentionally (or subconsciously) choose, from all the possible alternatives, the one that is moral?
The verb "to choose" means to evaluate the identified alternatives and select the one that appears to be the "best"
according to some standard. A choice is a moral one if it is based on an evaluation of the alternatives against some
standard of moral desirability or rightness. But in any situation, the alternatives you will identify as available, and how
you go about rating the different alternatives is determined by who and what you are.
"Actions are, by their very nature, temporary and perishing; and where they proceed not from some cause
in the character and disposition of the person who performed them, they can neither redound to his honour,
if good; nor infamy, if evil." -- David Hume (An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding, Section VIII,
Part 2).
If you make an intentionally deliberate choice, you do so because you have reasons for judging one of the alternatives as
the best of those you find available. If you make an unintentional subconscious choice, you do so because there are
reasons that you are not consciously aware of that indicates that one of the alternatives is the best of those you see. And
given those reasons that exist, under these circumstances you find yourself in, you would not have chosen otherwise.
So when you make a choice, intentionally or otherwise, you bring to that choice your experiences and memories, your
character and desires, your goals and your values. That is what "you" are. So the initial answer that can be provided to
"Why are we moral?" is simply "Because that is who and what we are." We humans are, for the most part, moral
beings.
To drill down and understand what this means, however, we need to take a closer look at just exactly what constitutes
"who and what we are". If what we are is our past experiences and memories, our character and desires, our goals and
values -- then why are they the way they are? What is it about those experiences and memories, character and desires,
goals and values that causes us, more likely than not, to choose the moral alternative? There are two rather obvious, if
perhaps seemingly simplistic, answers to such a question -- "Nature" and "Nurture". (I do not need to get into the
"nature/nurture" debate as to which contributes how much. It is sufficient for my purpose here, that each contributes a
significant part.)
Nurture
Let's explore the "nurture" alternative first. I assume that everyone will agree that there is little doubt that a large part
of "who and what we are" is the result of what we have learned over our years. Either formally, or through osmosis, we
pick up and adopt the opinions, beliefs, values, and goals -- and more particularly, the moral standards -- of those that
surround us. So one explanation that can be offered for why most people seem do the right thing most of the time -- it is
what they have learned, it is what they have been trained to do. They respond to moral dilemmas and moral choices the
way that they have seen their parents, friends, teachers, heroes, and role models respond. So it is unexceptional to note
that some people, some of the time, intentionally choose to do the moral thing. They have been taught that doing that
sort thing is "a cool thing to do" -- they earn "brownie points" from the other members of their social community when
they do what they have learned is "the right thing to do". It does not matter, of course, whether "what they have been
taught is the right thing to do" is the same as "the morally correct thing to do". All that is necessary is that they have
learned to recognize alternatives that they have been taught, either explicitly or by example, are generally (at least by
their adopted social community) acknowledged as "the right thing to do". Through practice, then, we develop the habit
of choosing the kinds of alternatives that our parents, friends, teachers, heros, and role models do. This is known as
"morality by convention". The accepted moral standards are established by social convention.
In our modern western culture, we learn early that being honest, not stealing, respecting others, and so forth, is "the right
thing to do" -- the kind of thing that parents and teachers explain that "all good little boys and girls" do, and the kind of
thing that "ain't right" when committed against other members of one's local "tribe". In other cultures, other attitudes
are prevalent. One merely needs to consider the attitudes towards women and female circumcision amongst the Islamic
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cultures to recognize that. Many people (perhaps most), much of the time (perhaps most), follow a handful of general
rules of what is considered acceptable behaviour because they have been taught that to do so is "the right thing to do".
Most people have neither the time nor the interest in being curious about why. And some philosophers (the Cultural
Relativists in particular) argue that there is no why -- that the socially adopted rules of acceptable behaviour are the
definition of morality, they are "a good thing to do" and "morally correct" by definition.
So the "nurture" answer to the question of "Why are we moral?" is very simple. The motivation is habit, and the reason
is "because that is what we have been taught to do". The Jesuit maxim "give me the child until he is seven and I will
give you the man" exemplifies this approach to morality. To the Social Relativist, and to some Religious Moralists,
this is the whole story. If you believe that there is no deeper foundation to moral standards than rules that we can be
taught, then there is no possibility of a deeper answer than -- "we do what we have been taught to do". Within this
context, people are immoral when either
     (a) they never learned the appropriate rule, or
     (b) they forget the rules they have been taught, or
     (c) they find themselves in circumstances where it is unclear which particular rule applies, or
     (d) they consciously choose to violate the rules (i.e. are "evil").
Of course, the "nurture" answer still leaves open the question of what (if anything), besides habit, motivates us to adhere
to the rules we have been taught. And what motivates us to learn the rules in the first place.
Nature
So let's examine the "nature" alternative and see if that can provide any deeper answers. I assume that most of us
(specifically excluding the Religious Fundamentalists) will agree that there is little doubt that a large part of "who and
what we are" is the consequence of our genetic heritage and our billions of generations of evolutionary history. So what
can Darwin contribute to the question of "Why be moral?"
Consider what it is that distinguishes "animate" from "inanimate", "life" from "non-life"? What is to prevent "life"
from ceasing to be "life"? We observe that "life" often does cease to be "life". What causes that transition? What
prevents that transition for "life" that does not cease to be "life"? What keeps the "animate" from becoming the
"inanimate"? The answer is -- the directed actions of life. When life transitions to non-life, what ceases are the
directed actions of life. The actions that constitute life are non-random. And they are directed specifically towards
the continued maintenance of life. When and if the actions of life are not specifically directed towards the maintenance
of life, life soon ceases. So at a very fundamental level, the goal of all living behaviour is the maintenance of the life
that is behaving. Living things have to act, in general and on average, in the pursuit of the continuation of life. As a
general life strategy, random response to the environment will not long do. The laws of thermodynamics, the universal
tendency towards increasing entropy, will cause any life to become non-life if it does not direct its actions towards the
goal of continued life.
Therefore, from the perspective of "nature", we can examine the question "Why are we moral?" by keeping in mind that
"who and what we are" is, at the very least, a living organism. So as a first approximation, one reason that can be
offered for why most people do the right thing most of the time is "To pursue the goal of continued life". From the
perspective of our nature as living organisms, the alternatives we face in any situation of choice (moral or otherwise)
break down into: (a) alternatives that will aid and abet our own continued life, and (b) alternatives that will not aid and
abet our own continued life. Regardless of whatever other criteria we might have in mind, and regardless of whatever
choices we actually do make, it is unavoidable that the consequences of any choice is either to promote (in a greater or
minor degree) the future of our own continued life, or to interfere (in a greater or minor degree) with the future of our
own continued life. In the ultimate analysis, all choices come down to a choice between Life and Death. Our choices
may promote (sooner or later, to some degree, when all consequences are considered) one's continuted life. Or our
choices may promote (sooner or later, to some degree, when all consequences are considered) one's eventual death. Of
course, logically, it may be possible for the consequences of a choice to be neutral between these two alternatives. But
the world is a complicated thing, and the consequences of our actions - or inactions - are complex, long lasting, and
frequently unpredictable. So the logically possible neutral alternative is really not sufficiently probable to to be worth
worrying about. Evolutionary pressures ensure that, over the long run, any successful species will consist of individuals
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who tend to choose alternatives that will aid and abet their continued life more often than not -- and more often than any
competitors. A species of individuals who tend to choose alternatives that will interfer with their own continued life
more often than not (or more often than their competitors), will, over the long run, become extinct. Such choices trend
towards the suicidal when practiced at the individual level, and towards the genocidal when practiced at the group level.
Therefore, to be moral is, in the ultimate analysis, to pursue the continuation of your life. Why are we moral? Because
if we are not, we're dead! (At least in the long run, and on average.) Being the successful inheritors of billions of
generations of proving that we are good at it, it is to be expected that most people, most of the time, will choose to be
moral. Psychologists recognize that self preservation is a very powerful motivator. Sufficiently so that they label it an
"instinct" -- meaning that it is an effective motivator even without conscious attention.
The preceeding argument is overly simiplified, of course. The single paragraph exposition does not mention the full
impacts entailed by the concept of "inclusive genetic fitness". Within the science of population genetics, the concept of
"inclusive genetic fitness" has a very precise definition. Here is an abbreviate definiton from DIctionary.com
Inclusive Fitness: (noun, Biology) 1. the fitness of an individual organism as measured in terms of the
survival and reproductive success of its kin, each relative being valued according to the probability of
shared genetic information.
From the gene's point of view, evolutionary success is defined as leaving behind the maximum number of copies of
itself in the population. in 1964, W.D. Hamilton showed mathematically that, because other members of a population
may share one's genes, a gene can also increase its evolutionary success by indirectly promoting the reproduction and
survival of other individuals who also carry that gene.
Understanding the biological context within which Morality has evolved, readily explains the success of all of the
various Consequentialist systems of Ethics, from Aristotle to Mill and beyond. These are the philosophies that claim
the standard of morality is one's happiness, or pleasure. "Happiness/pleasure", regardless of how specifically defined,
can be understood as the evolved propensity to react with emotional "happiness/pleasure" to those environmental
circumstances that evolutionary processes have "discovered" usually contribute to ensuring the continuation of one's life
(or more technically, promotes one's inclusive genetic fitness). The eudemonia of Aristotle's Virtue Ethics, and the
"Utility" of Bentham and Mill can be understood in this way. As can the "economic value" of Adam Smith, and the
"Life as Man qua Man" of Ayn Rand.
Now of course, most moral choices we face do not involve any immediate threat to our survival. But that is not the
point. If self-preservation / inclusive fitness is the currency of morality, it explains an awful lot of otherwise arbitrary
rules. As the "nurture" proponents will point out, our social environment is rife with a myriad of rules. Instead of
blindly following the rules simply because you were taught that adhering to the rules is "the right thing", you can (if you
are interested) understand why it is the right thing. You can understand why and when the rules work. And you can
understand why and when the rules should not be applied. Understanding the evolutionary basis of morality provides
often critical leverage for resolving moral dilemmas.
The rule says "be honest" or, alternatively, "do not lie, do not cheat, do not steal". The currency of personal survival /
inclusive fitness in a social environment explains why that rule is effective -- it "pays" when working together as a
social species on cooperative projects, to have a reputation for honesty. It also provides the necessary rationale for
resolving some otherwise nasty moral dilemmas. It "pays" to lie to the murderer if he asks you where his victim is
hiding. It "pays" to cheat the cheater. It "pays" to steal that loaf of bread if the alternative is starvation. The approach
works for most of the commonly accepted "moral rules".
So the "nature"answer to the question of "Why are we moral?" is again very simple. The motivation is selfpreservation / inclusive fitness, and the reason is because it "pays" (in the currency of genetic survival, over the long
term -- keeping in mind the importance of social cooperation) to choose alternatives that aid and abet our own continued
life over those that aid and abet the continued life of others.
"Recently a Canadian anthropologist, Harold Barclay, suggested that within humans our facility with
language and with higher order abstract thought enables us to develop rules, social norms, laws and moral
codes which arise out of basic survival mechanisms of our distant past. That is, we are not so far away from
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other animals in our behaviours as we might think. While competition is still an important motivator, there
is within us the drive to follow understood ethical codes that enable societies to work in safety and in
harmony. This is especially true of humans who see other humans as part of their own group or their own
family. Ideally, as humans we can learn to encompass a much larger group of fellow humans which
includes those of different racial origins, religious preferences, and geographic areas. If science can help
us take a broader view of those whom we will accept as part of our group, or our tribe, or our family,
morality will have taken a giant leap forward.
...
"Why be moral?" The answer is that while we have a certain competitive nature within us, we also have
within us a basic nature to be co-operative, to develop codes and norms and morals that are equally basic
to our nature and even more important to our survival."
G J Emerson , Professor Emeritus, University of Western Ontario
Why be Moral? (February 15, 2005)
http://users.imag.net/~lon.jpope/Humanist/Why%20Be%20Moral.htm
This evolutionary theory of morals explains why most people, most of the time, are pretty much moral. It explains
what is it about "the right thing to do" that seems to generate in people a motivation to do it -- evolution has equipped us
with powerful instincts for self-preservation, and finely honed talents at discerning our best interests. It provides most
people most of the time with a good reason for choosing the moral alternative. It explains why we feel joy, happiness,
pleasure, gladness, and generally "good" when we do things that our instincts discern is "right". It explains why we feel
guilt, remorse, or generally "bad" when we do things that our instincts discern is "wrong". And it explains why we
generally consider "irrational" someone who acknowledges some alternative as the moral one, but chooses another
anyway. For example, suicide, in the normal course of events, is generally considered to be an irrational act.
The evolutionary approach to morals also explains why the "nurture" answer is useful. An unreasoned and habitual
obedience to the rules we have been taught so often works because it "pays" when working together on cooperative
projects, to have a reputation for going along with the crowd; and socially defined rules don't usually last too many
generations if they conflict with the principles of survival. The evolutionary theory of ethics even explains why not
everyone is moral all the time. Blindly adhering to rules, which most people do most of the time, sometimes doesn't
work as expected because some of the rules are contradictory, and some circumstances don't readily fit the rules; and
sometimes one's estimation of the circumstances or consequences is erroneous. Out of ignorance or laziness we make
mistakes in identifying available alternatives and predicting probable consequences.
A natural question to ask at this point is why is our behaviour is so flexibly adaptive and environmentally responsive?
In other words, why is it that we seem to be free to choose our goals and moral standards with no evolutionary
constraints? After all, in the 2500 years or so of the history of Philosophy, philosophers have been known to identify
some pretty anti-survival standards of morals (the Marxist standard being the most blatantly obvious). The
evolutionary answer is that the genes have "learned", through evolutionary adaptation, that flexibly adaptive and
environmentally responsive behavioural freedom is a cost-effective way of ensuring their continuation and flourishing.
So the reason we seem to be free to choose our own moral standards, is that such freedom has evolved as a good way to
ensure the continuation and flourishing of our genes within a complex social environment. Or at least that is the
evidence to date from our evolutionary history. But this track record is running into the challenge that we are now also
free to conceive of, and choose, moral standards and other such goals that actively interfere with our genetic survival.
So why can't we choose any moral standards that we want? Why should we adhere to the moral standards of
evolutionary survival? Well, the future is going to belong to those who don't make mistakes. The future is going to
belong to those who use their freedom and flexibility to choose moral standards and other such goals that actually
reinforce our genetic survival. You now face a question -- do you wish to be the ancestor of the future? Or do you
wish to go down with the trilobites -- as a nice try, but a failure in the long run?

Part 2 -- What reasons are there to be moral?
Which leads us to consider the question from the second of the two perspectives introduced in the beginning. When
asking "Why be moral?" in the sense of "What motivates us to be moral?" the above described nurture and nature based
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explanation provides a complete answer. Our motivation to be moral comes from our instinct for self-preservation.
Self-interest is the reason for being moral. Self-interest is the reason that I ought to be moral is this instance.
However, if we interpret the question "Why be moral?" as asking instead "What motivating reasons are there for being
moral?" we are asking for consciously and rationally considered reasons for being moral. Instincts, by their very
nature, need not operate at the conscious level. It is perfectly possible that we could choose the moral course of action
without being consciously aware of the reasons or motivation for that choice. When asking for rationally considered
reasons, however, the assumption is that at least some moral acts are done (or choices made) not out of an instinctual
reaction to environmental circumstances, but from a conscious and rational consideration of the situation.
There is a hidden question buried behind this inquiry, however. Just what is it that would constitute a "reason"? To be
able to discuss what might constitute rational reasons for being moral, we must first digress a little, and ascertain just
what sort of thing would qualify as a "reason" in this context.
To do so lets consider the situation faced by a robot called "Robbie". Recalling the robot stories of Isaac Asimov (or
the android Data from Star Trek: The Next Generation), picture Robbie as a humanoid robot with a "positronic" brain -designed to fit seamlessly into our human-scale society, and do all (or at least most) of the things that humans do. For
the time being, however, let's imagine Robbie without Asimov's "Three Laws of Robotics" (or Doctor Noonian Soong's
"Directives" programmed into Data).
Now picture Robbie sitting in a chair in the middle of your kitchen. He is turned on. All the processes within Robbie
that are automatic, and not subject to his "own" initiative would be functioning. Sitting there, his sensory faculties
would be registering whatever is in range. His mental capacities would be filing and cataloguing whatever his senses
report. His internal motors and servos would be operating as per design specifications. But would Robbie actually do
anything on his "own" initiative? If you think that Robbie might actually do something, you need to say why he would
do that. And by specifying the "why", you are providing the reason and motivation that triggers that action. So why
would Robbie do something -- anything? Even if you commanded him to?
If Robbie did do something, it would have to be to some purpose. The purpose might be as simple as to obey your
command. But even if you suspected that he acted randomly, there would have to be some initial justification for him
to switch from not moving to moving. There would have to be some goal that Robbie is trying to achieve. Without a
goal to achieve, there would be no reason for Robbie to move a muscle, or to change his current state. He would sit
there with no motive to move or to change until his batteries ran down, and he "died".
Robbie, as described to this point, is a sort of life form. As such, his behaviour will adhere to all of the rules of lifeform behaviour described above. Robbie will "die" unless his behaviour is directed towards the maintenance of his
"life". But because Robbie is a constructed life form and not an evolved one, he has no genetic history to contain any
of the evolutionary pressures that our genetic history has. So Robbie will not have an innate "instinct" to selfpreservation. In fact, Robbie will have no goals towards which to direct his behaviour unless and until his
programmers specifically give him one.
So lets give Robbie a goal. At this point it doesn't matter what goal. And because Robbie is a programmable device,
you can program in any goal that you wish to. Whatever goal you give him it is going to determine his behaviour.
Having a goal to achieve, Robbie has "reasons" for doing something. Whatever Robbie might do, if you ask him what
his reasons are, he will respond by explaining what goal he is trying to achieve, and how this particular behaviour will
contribute towards the achievement of that goal. And this now explains just what "reasons" are, and how they function
in motivating, justifying, and explaining behaviour. To be a reason for any choice or action, is to be an explanation of
how that choice or action contributes towards the achievement of some particular goal. That is what "a reason" means
in the context of "Why be moral?" But it also means that "reasons" in this context are goal specific. You can't have a
"reason to do something" unless you have a goal that the doing of that thing is a means of achieving. What is your
reason for going upstairs? To find my hat. And what is the reason for finding your hat? To shade my head from the
sun. And so forth.
With that understanding of what it means to be "a reason", we can return to the question of "What reasons are there to
be moral?" We can now interpret this question as asking "What explanations are there of how our choice or action
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contributes towards the achievement of which goals?" Understanding the intent of "Why be Moral?" in this form,
allows us to see that what is being asked for are the moral goals that we deem worthy of achievement.
To make this more obvious, let's return to Robbie. Suppose you wanted Robbie to act as your servant, and gave him the
goal of obeying your every command. You could now order Robbie to kill your neighbour. And Robbie would do it,
because the goal he has been given makes killing your neighbour the "right thing to do". Although his behaviour is not
moral from our perspective, it is certainly moral from his. Now suppose our experimental objective is to make Robbie's
behaviour indistinguishable from that of a "properly moral person". What goals would we have to program into Robbie
so that his behaviour in pursuit of those goals would appear to be moral by our standards? More importantly, what
goals have been programmed into us so that our choices and actions in pursuit of those goals appear to be moral by our
standards?
There are a number of fundamentally different approaches to answering this more detailed interpretation of the question
"Why be Moral?" Some philosophers would supply a laundry list of "moral commandments" -- like "do not lie", "do
not cheat", "do not steal", etc. A variation of this approach maintains that the goal to be achieved is some form of
"objective principle" like Kant's Categorical Imperative. This approach would work for a robot like Robbie only if he
is also programmed with the goal of "Obey Commandments!" (Or, alternatively "Obey the Imperative!") But it would
not work for us humans, since we are decidedly not programmed with the goal of obeying orders or adhering to
imperatives. So a laundry list of moral commandments or an objective categorical imperative cannot be a persuasive
reason for us humans to be moral. What is missing from this approach to answering the question "Why be moral?" is
the motivation we humans have for obeying the commandments, or adhering to the imperatives. To respond, as Kant
does, that it is simply our nature to adhere to these commandments or imperatives, is begging the question. It leaves
open the puzzle of why and how it became our nature. And it leaves open the question of why we should have any
rational reason to follow our nature.
Other philosophers would argue that being moral is logically required on penalty of being irrational. From this
perspective, the question "Why be moral?" is asking what is it that makes it irrational to be immoral or at least keeps it
from being irrational to be moral. That argument might work for a robot like Robbie (assuming the argument is
correct) since he is designed from the ground up to be a logical and rational computing machine. But the argument fails
for us humans (especially if the argument is correct) because we are decidedly not designed to be logical and rational
thinkers. Any casual glance will reveal that a good deal of what we humans do is anything but logical and rational.
The coolly logical thinkers among us are few and far between. Most people, most of the time, "go with their guts",
their hearts, their feelings, their emotions -- not with their heads, their rational thinking capabilities. Yet the same
casual glance will readily reveal that we humans behave morally more than we behave logically. So it seems unlikely
that being moral requires a logical mind. Like with the previously described approach, what is missing from this
approach to answering the question "Why be moral?" is the motivation that we have for being rational or logical in our
thinking.
Philosophers of evolutionary ethics offer an alternative approach. One that is simple and yet also provides the missing
pieces of the other suggestions. Suppose we program Robbie with the goal of flourishing in a social environment -- just
like Aristotle's concept of eudemonia. Being a logical and rational machine, he will quickly come to learn that he
cannot, with impunity, lie, cheat or steal, etc. In the pursuit of his goal of flourishing, he will learn a long laundry list
of moral rules-of-thumb - commandments and categorical imperatives that work most of the time. His motivation for
adhering to them will be self-interest -- the goal of flourishing in a social environment. The same move works for us
humans. Evolution has programmed us with the same goal of survival and flourishing in a social environment. That
becomes the motivation for learning all the habits and rules of moral behaviour -- providing the missing element in the
arguments that our reasons for being moral consist of a list of moral commandments or categorical imperatives. It also
becomes the motivation for being rational and logical -- providing the missing element in the arguments that our reasons
for being moral consist of logical necessity. More importantly, the goal of flourishing in a social environment becomes
both a consciously and rationally considered reason, and a motivating reason for being moral.

Part 3 -- What is moral?
Different people have different notions as to what constitutes "moral" behaviour. And although I am dealing with this
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issue as Part 3 of this essay, a sound understanding of what it means to be "moral" is a prerequisite for the intelligibility
of the preceding discussions. Moral behaviour is always "the right thing to do", by definition. But philosophers have
expressed profoundly different views on whether or not believing something is right makes it so.
A "subjective" foundation for moral conduct would argue that believing that something is right does in fact make it so.
Subjectivist reasons for being moral consist of one's subjective beliefs as to what is the right thing to do. An
"objective" foundation for moral conduct and values, on the other hand, would argue that believing that something is
right does not make it so. Objectivist reasons for being moral consist of reasons, in the light of which a moral agent
like Robbie would be seen by outside observers to be irrational. Although it would not be necessary for Robbie to be
aware of this.
By comparison to these two opposed extremes, an "evolutionary" foundation for moral conduct and values would argue
down the middle ground, borrowing arguments from both ends of the spectrum. An evolutionist would argue that
believing that something is the right thing to do does in fact provide a suitable motivation to do it because, by being
considered the right thing to do of the available alternatives, it is judged to be the most in the agent's own best interests.
But an evolutionist would also argue with the objectivist that believing that something is right does not make it so. An
outside observer can determine that the moral agent in question is missing information about some aspect of the
situation, or is misjudging the probable consequences of some scenario.
Some non-consequentialist philosophers would argue that the foundation of moral conduct and values is independent of
the actor's situation. The arch-typical example is Kant's "Categorical Imperative". On this basis, being moral does not
always "pay" in the sense that an evolutionist would argue it does. Such philosophers would argue that there are moral
scenarios where the moral thing to do is not the alternative in the best interests of the moral agent. An evolutionist
would reply that this is not, in fact, possible. The evolutionist would argue that either the identified alternative is
indeed in the moral agent's best interests when viewed properly in a social context; or that the identified alternative is
not in fact the moral thing to do. Further, the evolutionist would argue that if indeed the identified alternative is not in
fact in the moral agent's best interests, the agent has no motivation or reason for doing it -- even if failing to do it would
be viewed as acting immorally and irrationally. The "hero" who jumps into the freezing water to save the life of a
stranger at grave risk of his own (assuming no consideration of the benefits of being a "hero"), is not in fact doing the
moral thing. He is instinctively reacting without thought to an evolutionary scenario where the person in danger was
almost certainly a close relation. His instinctive reactions are responding inappropriately to a modern situation based
on an evolutionary presumption that no longer holds. Or he is reacting without thought to a learned habit of sacrificing
his own interests for the sake of another's. Such moral irrationality is rare enough that it usually makes the nightly
news.

Conclusion
For an evolutionist moral behaviour is genetic survival behaviour "above the self and beyond the now". Most people
are moral most of the time, whether or not they consciously consider their reasons for being moral, because evolution
has equipped us with a finely honed ability to identify our own best interests. Some people are moral through
conscious consideration of the reasons because, in areas where genetically pre-programmed behavioural responses are
not appropriate to the circumstances, learning, prediction, and calculation of flexible and adaptive responses to rapidly
changing environmental challenges is the best way to identify our own best interests.
Man is a social species, and succeeds (genetically speaking) better when working together in groups towards mutually
desirable goals. To work cooperatively together with our comrades, it is good practice to trade values rather than
extorting them. To be successful and profit from trade, one has to be cognisant of the interests of others. To avoid the
interference of others in the attainment of one's own goals, it pays to be considerate of the goals of others. "Tit for tat"
is an effective basis for fostering cooperation and trade. Therefore, if you want others to take your interests into
consideration when they act, you must be prepared to take the interests of others into consideration when you act. Why
be moral? Simple self-interest.
[Home] [Next]
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Introduction
As an individual, you can choose to deal with the ebb and flow of daily life in only three possible ways 1. You can sit there and do nothing, waiting for and taking whatever lumps and favours the flow of events might
bestow upon you -- the life strategy typical of plants and couch potatoes;
2. You can act on the whim of the moment, without thought for the consequences, and hope for the best (however
you choose to understand "best") -- the life strategy typical of "non-rational" animals, and those whose life
strategy is to "go with the flow"; or
3. You can try to understand and predict (locally, and however approximately) the flow of events and choose to act
in ways that appear to you to most likely result in "better" consequences (however you choose to understand
"better") -- the life strategy typical of "rational" animals. (No need to overdramatize the division between
"rational" and "non-rational" animals. It is sufficient to notice that the more or less random motions of an amoeba
are qualitatively less "rational" than the directed motions of a mouse.)
All intentional (as opposed to accidental or unconscious) choice, at whatever level of discourse, is predicated on the
assumption that one alternative is "better" than another - on some scale of valuation. The universal assumption that
underlies Ethics is that "Life will be Better" if you choose "the Right thing to do" or "the Right way to live". As
discussed in the Introduction to this exploration of Ethics, the philosophical subject of "Ethics" is the study of the
general nature of morals and of the specific moral judgments or choices made by people. A person's "ethics" or "morals"
consists of those rules, habits and/or standards that the individual uses to determine the right choices, the virtuous
alternatives, and the righteous behaviours. Those rules, habits and/or standards that the individual uses to choose the
alternatives they think are most likely to result in "better" consequences, however they choose to understand "better".
"Ethics" answers the question - "What should I do now?" or "What is the right thing to do?"
The philosophical disagreements arise over                
What do you mean by, and how do you measure "better" ?
Better how, when ?
                      Whose life will be better ?
                      What, particularly, is the "right thing to do"?

Different Kinds of Ethical Theories
When it comes to the study of normative ethics, there are almost as many theories of how we should determine what we
ought to do, as there are philosophers writing about the question. Fortunately, however, the large number of theories
can be roughly divided into different categories by three key conceptual differences between them. These three
conceptual differences can be illuminated by the answers that theorists provide to these three questions:
1.      Realist versus Anti-Realist Ethics
                      -- Are (some) moral statements true?
2.      Social versus Personal Ethics
                      -- Who Benefits?
3.      Deontological versus Consequentialist versus Virtue Ethics
                      -- What kind of thing has Moral Value?
Here is a simplified diagram of the relationships between a number of Ethical Theories that I intend to discuss at length
in these essays.
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0. Subjectivist Ethics
Before I can discuss the various recognized theories of Ethics that are presented in the diagram above, and discussed in
the Philosophical literature, I must deal with Subjectivist Ethics. Ethical Subjectivism does not warrant a place in the
diagram of the various ethical theories, because Ethical Subjectivism is an anti-theory. (It is more than just a nontheory. It is a system of ethics that makes the positive claim that there is no possible theory.) Ethical Subjectivism is
the acceptance of the Primacy of Consciousness. It is therefore a denial of moral reality (and in that sense might be
grouped with the Non-Cognitivist Anti-Realist theories of Ethics). No one who pretends to live by the tenets of
Subjectivist Ethics can claim to live by any ethical standards or principles.
1. Realist versus Anti-Realist Ethics
The first conceptual distinction between the different kinds of ethical theories shown in this chart, is that between the
Realist or Cognitivist theories and the Anti-Realist or Non-Cognitivist theories. The Cognitive Error Theories fall
between the two extremes. The fundamental difference between the Realist and the Anti-Realist Ethical Theorist is that
the Anti-Realist maintains that there are no moral properties or moral facts. The Realist maintains that there are moral
properties and moral facts -- although various Realist philosophers hold differing views as to whether these moral facts
are in any way similar to "scientific facts".
According to the Anti-Realist, moral language does not employ propositions and hence cannot employ propositions that
are true. The Realist, on the other hand, maintains that moral language does employ propositions of which some are
true. Another way of putting this is that the Anti-Realist maintains that moral statements are not truth-apt -- are not
propositions that can have truth conditions. Whereas the Realist maintains that at least some moral statements do have
truth conditions, and at least some of them are true. The Error Theorist sits in the middle -- agreeing with the realist
that some moral statements employ propositions that are truth apt, but maintaining that none of these propositions are
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true.
Before briefly reviewing the arguments presented on each side of the debate over the existence of moral facts, I must
adopt two preliminary assumptions. I recognize that these assumptions are contentious for many, but one must start
somewhere.
Assumption 1: a "fact" is something which is the case - the state of affairs reported by a true
proposition.(1) Equivalently (an important equivalence), a "fact" is whatever it is in the world
that renders a proposition true. Facts are "truth-makers" that need not correspond one-to-one
with true propositions.(2) This understanding of "facts" is intended to be neutral as to their
metaphysical and ontological nature. (Although see The Nature of Reality for a discussion of
options and their consequences.)
Assumption 2: a "proposition" is the truth-apt sense or meaning of a statement irrespective of
the words, sentence form, language, symbology employed, or its assertive status. There can be
more than one way in English to say the same "thing". The same "thing" can be said in more
than one language. And the same "thing" can be left unsaid, or even un-thought. And again,
this understanding of "proposition" is intended to be neutral as to their metaphysical and
ontological nature. But by limiting "propositions" to those "things" which can be "truth-apt", I
am ruling out a propositional interpretation of such "things" as commands (prescriptions), or
emotional expressions, and the like. Propositions are, by this definition, either true or false,
irrespective of our ability to determine it.
Given these two preliminary understandings, the debate over whether there are moral facts can be seen as a debate over
whether moral language can be understood in terms of propositions, and over whether there exist facts that would render
such propositions true. Those who argue that there are moral facts are the Moral Realists. Those who argue that moral
language can not be understood in terms of propositions are the Non-Cognitivists (Anti-Realists). And those who argue
that there are no true moral propositions (and hence no moral facts) are the Cognitivist Error-Theorists.
I will begin with the arguments presented by the Moral Realists in support of the existence of moral facts, because these
arguments are the more intuitively obvious. Common sense "folk" morality is learnt by children in the same manner as
they learn their native language. They learn first that it is right or wrong to do certain things. Later they learn why it is
right or wrong to do these things. And there are two ways of providing the why. The non-philosophical response is for
some particular rule to be cited, with the backing of some Supreme Authority ("Because I said so!!"). The philosophical
response is the provision of some non-moral description of the basis of moral rules. From a descriptive point of view,
statistics would suggest that most people regard the basis of their moral codes as the dictates or commands of some
Supreme Authority(3) -- be it a God (like for the Judaic, Christian, and Islamic religions), or a highly respected thinker
like Gautama Buddha (Buddhism), Karl Marx or Vladimir Ulyanov (Marxism/Communism), Confucius
(Confucianism), or Laozi (Taoism), or as revealed in sacred writings (like the Vedas and Upanishads of Hinduism). So
if the meaning of moral language is determined in some part by how people actually use (or intend) the language, then
clearly moral language is a cognitive descriptive exercise that can be captured by propositions. And clearly, some of
these propositions are intended to be true.
As pointed out by Peter Glassen(4):
"That any sentence asserts anything, says anything that is true or false, etc., can be found out
in no other way than by finding out what it is that the speaker of the sentence means by it, that
is, what it is that he intends to convey by it and what it is that he is characteristically
understood as conveying by it."(Pg 69)
"One may, if one pleases, argue that moral judgments cannot be true or false, correct or
mistaken; but the fact remains that in ordinary moral discourse these epithets are applied to
moral judgments, and their use in this way does not at all seem to be Pickwickian*. This fact
surely indicates that in ordinary discourse moral judgments are intended to convey cognitive
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meaning. How else could we account for it?"(Pg 65)
"If we ask, not 'Do moral judgments assert something?' but, 'Are moral judgments intended to
assert something and are they so understood?', we must admit that moral discourse bears every
evidence that those who engage in it do intend to assert something when they utter moral
judgments and are understood as asserting something."(Pg 71)
Moral Realism thus embraces two basic theses:
            (i) moral statements, when literally construed, are literally true or false (independently of whether we can
determine it); and
            (ii) at least some of these statements are true.(5)
There are many different flavours of Moral Realism, from the non-natural realism of G.E.Moore(6) to the naturalistic
realism of Michael S. Moore(7). From the Conventionalism of Kekes(8) to the Contractarian Constructivism of Milo(9)
and Rawls(10). Each variation would provide its own specific understanding of just what would constitute a "moral
fact". But they are all in agreement that moral language is cognitively descriptive, can be captured by propositions, of
which at least some are true. Hence, for Moral Realists, there are moral facts.
Moral Anti-Realism, or Non-Cognitivism (or sometimes "Non-Descriptivism", "Emotivism" or "Expressivism"), on the
other hand, maintains that our "folk" understanding of moral language is grossly in error. Moral assertions, judgments,
and so forth are not "things" that can be captured by propositions, and hence are not stuff for which truth-status is apt.
Of course, like with the variations of Moral Realism, just how to understand moral language differs according to the
variation of non-cognitivism preferred. The classic version of non-cognitivism is Emotivism.(11) Emotivism maintains
that moral utterances (or thoughts) are not "things" to be captured in propositions but rather function primarily to
express emotions, and to elicit the appropriate emotions in others. Emotivism has sometimes been called "The Hurrah!Boo! Theory" because of its interpretation of positive moral statements as doing something similar to crying "Hurrah!",
while negative statements cry "Boo!" The emergence of Logical Positivism and its verifiability criterion of meaning
early in the 20th century led some philosophers to conclude that ethical statements, being in their opinion incapable of
empirical verification, were cognitively meaningless.(12)
Non-Cognitivism owes its origins to the work of David Hume, who argued that reason was impotent, and that the
passions alone were the well-springs of actions.(13) According to Hume, facts and propositions are the business of
reason. Whereas moral valuations and moral sentiments are the business of the passions. Hence our moral judgments
are not truth-apt. Hume famously raised what is called the "is-ought problem" (also known as Hume's Law or Hume's
Guillotine).(14) He observed that many writers make claims about moral ought based on descriptive statements about
what is. However, he argued, it is not at all obvious how we can get from making descriptive statements to prescriptive
ones.(15)
Buttressing this reasoning was the work of G.E. Moore captured in what he called the "Naturalistic Fallacy".(16) Moore
argued that the concept of "moral good" is indefinable because it names a simple, non-natural property. Based on this
premise, he claimed that a "Naturalistic Fallacy" is committed whenever a philosopher appeals to a definition of the
concept "moral good" in terms of one or more natural properties. While not strictly speaking a non-cognitivist
argument, Moore's Naturalistic Fallacy has been combined with Hume's is-ought problem to reinforce the argument that
since facts and propositions are about what is, and moral language is about what ought, there is no place for moral facts.
Another famous argument for the non-existence of moral facts is J.L. Mackie's "argument from queerness".(17) Mackie
argued that if moral properties (i.e. "goodness") did exist, they would have to be different from the usual kind of
property. Mackie's argument is that such moral properties have no discernable effect on the world. Is there any
evidence that there is a property of "rightness" that morally right acts have? Most cognitivists argue that the attitudes
we have when we consider moral actions and choices is evidence of the existence of the relevant moral property. But
Mackie explains these feelings without saying that a moral property was their cause. Mackie presents a two threaded
argument for his position. One thread is metaphysical and the other epistemological. (But since the epistemological
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argument is all about how we come to know anything about the queer metaphysical entities, we can ignore it if we can
show that objective moral facts are not as queer as Mackie suggests.) Mark Timmons provides a usefully synopsized
reconstruction of Mackie's metaphysical argument(18).
"Moral discourse purports to refer to intrinsically prescriptive properties and facts "that would
somehow motivate us or provide us with reasons for action independent of our desires and
aversions"(Timmons, pg 50). But such properties and facts do not accord well with the kind of
philosophical naturalism that consists of the rejection of any properties or relationships that is
not a part of the natural physical world that science investigates. Hence "they would be
entities or qualities or relations of a very strange sort, utterly different from anything else in
the universe"(Mackie, pg38).
It is, however, unclear just what Mackie thinks that these objective moral properties might be. On the one hand, he says
"Plato's Forms give a dramatic picture of what objective values would have to be"(Mackie, pg 39). But shortly
thereafter, says "It may be thought that the argument from queerness is given an unfair start if we thus relate it to what
are admittedly among the wilder products of philosophical fancy -- Platonic Forms, non-natural qualities, self-evident
relations of fitness, faculties of intuition, and the like."(Mackie, pg 40-41) Mackie seems to think that at least some
supervenience relationships required by a supervenience theory of moral realism are not susceptible of further
explanation and are thus sui generis.(19) If he is right, that would make such relationships quite unlike any of the usual
run-of-the-mill supervenience relationship -- like that of chemistry on physics, or biology on chemistry, for example. It
would render them, in this narrow sense "queer" by comparison with the usual suite of supervenience relations. But any
theological or utilitarian moral theory would provide an example that would refute Mackie's assumption. So the
"argument from queerness" actually begs the question -- it requires as a prerequisite, the assumption either of Platonic
realism, or of sui generis moral properties. Neither position is characteristic of contemporary moral realism.
A more recently popular version of non-cognitivism is the Prescriptivism of Carnap and Hare.(20) Arguments for
prescriptivism focus on the function of normative statements. Prescriptivists argue that factual statements (propositions)
and prescriptions are totally different. Rather than simply expressing emotions, Prescriptivism argues that moral
statements express "universal prescriptions" or commands. Hence, as commands, moral statements are distinct from
assertions, and are not truth-apt. Adjusting statements to reflect reality and adjusting reality based upon statements are
contrary uses of language. So factually descriptive statement are a different kind of linguistic entity than are
expressions of prescriptions or commands.
Prescriptivism, it is argued, is also supported by actual usage. We utter moral statements as de facto recommendations
or commands. The most famous moral ideas are prescriptions: the Ten Commandments, the Golden Rule, Kant's
categorical imperatives. These are not statements that something is the case or not, they are not things that can be true
or false.
Different variations of non-cognitivist ethical theories would provide their own specific understanding of just how to
understand moral language. But they are all in agreement that moral language is not in any literal sense cognitively
descriptive. Even where they admit that moral language can be captured by propositions, they would argue that no such
moral propositions are true. Hence there are no moral facts.
The Flaws of Non-Cognitivist Morality
There are three key flaws that infect non-cognitivist moral theories. Not all of the many non-cognitivist variations are
infected by all three flaws, however. Some of these variations have been specifically constructed to avoid one or more
of them. But overall, as a class, the three flaws apply, and they indicate that Non-Cognitivist Morality is not likely to
actually reflect the meaning that most people invest into their moral language. These three flaws are
(1) As Peter Glassen pointed out (as quoted above), except for non-cognitivist philosophers in their classrooms, people
simply do not use or understand moral language in the way that non-cognitivist theories suggest they do. Even noncognitivist philosophers, when not in their classrooms, use and understand moral discourse as if "those who engage in it
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do intend to assert something when they utter moral judgments and are understood as asserting something". So
whatever it is that non-cognitivist moral philosophers are talking about, it is not kind of moral and ethical language used
and understood by the rest of us.
(2) The non-cognitivist analysis of moral propositions suffers from what is called the "Imbedding Problem"(21)
Consider the following example from Peter Geach(22):
(P1) If tormenting the cat is bad, getting your little brother to do it is bad
(P2) Tormenting the cat is bad.
(C) Ergo, getting your little brother to torment the cat is bad.
This looks like the simple logical structure of a material conditional (If P then Q; P; Ergo Q.). But if the noncognitivists are right, then the moral premise "tormenting the cat is bad" has to be translated into "Boo! to tormenting
the cat." And such a statement is not truth-apt. So Geach's example must be understood as:
(P1) If Boo! to tormenting the cat, then Boo! to getting your little brother to do it.
(P2) Boo! to tormenting the cat.
(C) Ergo, Boo! to getting your little brother to torment the cat.
This structure cannot be understood as a simple material conditional. Non-Cognitivists have great difficulty explaining
the meaning of the logic involved here, and explaining the derivation of the concluding statement. This is just one
simple example of the problem because there are many circumstances where apparently meaningful moral propositions
are imbedded within more complex sentences. And looking at general run-of-the-mill moral discussions, these more
complex sentences do appear be understood and invested with comprehensible meaning. Non-Cognitivists have
difficulty in explaining this apparent meaning.
(3) The non-cognitivist analysis of moral language necessarily ignores the external causes of the posited emotional and
prescriptive attitudes and reactions -- the "Deep Genesis Challenge". If you exclaim that "tormenting the cat is bad",
then there must be something that inspired your "Boo!" reaction to tormenting the cat. If you can point to something
that inspired your reaction, then you are pointing to some moral facts -- invalidating the non-cognitivist thesis. If, for
example, you point to the similar reactions of other people in your social circle, then you are pointing to the moral fact
that other people also think that tormenting the cat is bad. This puts you firmly into the Social Convention box of
Realist theories. If you cannot point to anything that inspired your reaction, then you have to accept the notion that your
emotional reactions are arbitrary and not relevant to the circumstances to which they are being applied. If, on the other
hand, there is some sort of consistent connection between a situation and your Hurrah! or Boo! reaction, then you are
back to joining the Realists in admitting the existence of moral facts.
Obviously, as evidenced by the chart shown above and the flaws I have identified in the Non-Cognitivist theories, it is
the Realist Theories of Ethics that will occupy the remainder of this discussion. Evolutionary Pragmatism is a Realist
Theory of Ethics. And to explain it (and understand it) properly it will be advisable to explore the faults of the various
other competing theories.
Here are some additional essays pertinent to the question of the nature of "moral facts"
Are there moral facts?
Critically Assess the View that Moral Properties are Best Understood as like Secondary
Qualities such as Colours and Tastes.
"If ethics is objective, then there should be widespread ethical agreement. But there isn't
widespread ethical agreement. Therefore, ethics is not objective." Discuss.
'If there were objective values, then they would be entities or qualities or relations of a very
strange sort, utterly different from anything else in the universe' (Mackie). Discuss
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What would it be for morality to be objective?
2. Social versus Personal Ethics
The second conceptual distinction between the different kinds of ethical theories shown in this chart, is that between the
Social conception of Ethics and the Personal conception of Ethics. (Obviously, this conceptual distinction applies only
to the Realist ethical theories.) When studying the philosophical literature available on the subject of ethics, one of the
more remarkable things that surfaces after a while, is that there are two different conceptions of morality being
employed. And almost no one acknowledges that fact. So a lot of what passes for philosophical argument in the
literature on ethics, is one philosopher talking past another because they are coming at the discussion with different
concepts of morality.
The relationship between morality and self-interest is an enduring one in the history of philosophy. Whether
acknowledged explicitly or not, the disctinction is at the center of disagreements between moral theories. It goes back
to Plato's Republic(23). Plato believed that morality must be based on objective truth and must be reconciled with selfinterest. In the Republic, Socrates and Thrasymachus debate the nature of justice (the moral thing to do).
Thrasymachus claims that self-interest supports injustice, while Socrates argues that justice is ultimately in the interest
of the individual. This is the first documented occurance of the Socratic or Personal conception of ethics. It takes as its
starting point the question "How ought I to live?" (See Plato's Gorgias, 500c; Republic, 344e. See also especially
Aristotle's The Nicomachean Ethics(24).) Answering this question in any depth will, of course, require one to consider
how one will behave toward other people. But this conception of morality extends beyond our interactions with other
people, to every significant aspect of our lives. Thus, contra the quote below from Paul Bloomfield, someone stranded
alone on a desert island does face moral issues. The Socratic or Personal conception of morality does not distinguish
between moral and prudential motivations. They are one and the same.
Kant, however, claims that morality ought to be followed anyway even if it is not in a person's interest.(25) This Kantian
conception, is what I will call the Social or Altruistic conception of morality. It is a sense of morality that maintains that
ethical principles are impartial and universal. In much of the modern philosophical literature on Ethics, it is the Kantian
/ Social / Altruistic conception of moral reasoning that seems to be the current standard understanding. As for example,
these particular quotes:
"Morality is an informal public system applying to all rational persons, governing behavior
that affects others, and has the lessening of evil or harm as its goal." Bernard Gert(26)
"It begins with the question of how one ought to behave toward others. Morality is seen as
having a final authority over our lives and the interests of others play a necessary role in the
decision procedures we ought to use. Where the interests of others are not at issue, morality
does not come into play: there is no morality for an agent stranded alone on a desert island.
Thus, on such a view, morality and justice, understood loosely to encompass all fair dealings
between people, are often seen to have the same scope. Typically, on this conception, morality
requires impartiality, such that agents must not see their own interests, or the interests of their
families, communities, etc., as having any special standing whatsoever in the decision
procedure that determines what ought to be done." Paul Bloomfield(27)
"A Central feature of morality is the moral principle. We have already noted that moral
principles are practical guides to action that differ from legal statutes, rules of etiquette, and
even religious rules. We must say a word about the features of moral principles. Although there
is no universal agreement on which traits a moral principle must process, the following traits
have received widespread attention: (1) prescriptivity, (2) universalizability, (3)
overridingness, (4) publicity, (5) practicability." Louis Pojman(28.1)
It is clear that Bernard Gert conceives of morality in the Social or Altruistic (Kantian) mold -- with the impartial goal of
minimizing "evil or harm" in its universal manifestation. Ethical behavior by a moral agent is behavior that affects
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others, and ethical recommendations are arrived at irrespective of the agent's own self-interests. Likewise, Paul
Bloomfield is characterizing the "standard conception" of morality as Kantian and Altruistic in nature. And he
emphasizes the impartiality condition that disallows any special consideration for the self-interests of the moral agent.
Sentiments echoed by Louis Pojman.
The primary beneficiary of Social or Altruistic Morality is the Other -- society in general, or other individuals, as long
as it is not the moral actor. Although the moral actor may benefit from being moral, it is not the primary motivation for
being moral. To use Kant's famous example -- if a shopkeeper does not cheat her customers because she thinks it is in
her own best interests to be honest, then she is not acting morally. But if she does not cheat her customers because she
understands that being honest is her duty, then she is acting morally. Even though the end result of both motivations is
the same. Those with a Social or Altruistic conception of morality separate the motivations for behavior into "moral"
and "prudential" reasons. Prudential reasons are those that appeal to self-interest (it being readily assumed by all parties
that self-interest is inherently motivating). Moral reasons are not prudential reasons. The Altruistic or Social
conception of morality pointedly highlights the question "Why Be Moral?" Answering this question with a truly
motivating answer is a major challenge for any theory of ethics from the Altruistic conception. Especially since any
prudential reason is ruled out-of-court from the start.
Another dimension of this distinction between the Social or Altruistic conception of morality and the Socratic or
Personal conception of morality, is the distinction between the Agent-Neutral versus the Agent-Relative conception of
morals. Many philosophers believe that moral and ethical rules and principles should be impartial across moral agents - in other worlds, should be "agent-neutral". According to this assumption, moral rules ought to apply equally to all.
There should be no special consideration for the acting moral agent. Kantâ€™s concept of the "Categorical
Imperative" is the arch-type of this principle. Many philosophers would agree with Kant, that moral principles ought to
be Universalizable and Impartial. Because Deontological moral theories are all about absolute agent-neutral rules of
behavior, Deontological moral theories are all more or less Kantian in this respect.
The degree to which this attitude is ingrained in, and unquestioned by many moral philosophers, is evidenced by the
way that Samuel Scheffler condemns all Consequentialist moral theories by using the attributes of traditional act
Utilitarianism.(28.2)
â€œAct-consequentialism is not the only kind of consequentialism; other variants include ruleconsequentialism and motive-consequentialism. These views typically differ somewhat from
act-consequentialism in what they require of agents, though they share with actconsequentialism the feature of ranking overall states of affairs impersonally, and the general
idea that the best states of affairs are somehow to be promoted.â€ (28.2, Pg: 2)
As you can see, Scheffler is assuming here that all forms of Consequentialist Morality includes the Kantian proviso of
impartiality and universalizability. But of course, in actual fact, whether a particular form of Consequentialist or even
Utilitarian morality does include this Kantian assumption depends critically on what the particular theory maintains
should be maximized.
In contrast to the Agent-Neutral conception of Impartiality is the Agent-Relative conception held most obviously by
those of the Virtue Ethics school of morality. The various permutations of Virtue Ethics theory maintain that the aim of
morality is the achievement of "The Good Life" on the part of the moral agent. So what matters is the agent-relative
moral status of the individual agent. But there are some agent-relative versions of Consequentialist morality.
Traditional Utilitarianism, for example, maintains that an act is recommended only if it maximizes overall "utility".
Such a theory is, of course, agent-neutral (impartial). This means that it does not readily accommodate various agentrelative features of common sense morality, such as agent-centered options and agent-centered constraints. Consider the
common sense constraint against murder. This constraint is agent-relative because it constrains the options available for
the agent regardless of how it affects the overall maximization of "utility". Rule-Utilitarianism, in contrast, is an agentrelative theory because it maintains that the agent has the moral aim of ensuring that her own behavior adheres to the
rules, regardless of the impacts on overall "utility". Egoism, as another example, is also an agent-relative theory since it
maintains that an act is recommended only if it maximizes the agentâ€™s own "utility".
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In the following discussions of particular Ethical theories, you are going to notice that different theories land on one side
or the other of these Social versus Personal and Agent-Neutral versus Agent-Relative divides. It all comes down to how
these particular theories actually answer the challenge of "Why Be Moral?" If they appeal to self-interest, they land on
the Personal side of the divide. If they offer another reason, they land on the Social side of the divide. If they are
concerned with the individual agent's welfare, they land on the Agent-Relative side of the divide. If not, then they land
on the Agent-Neutral side of the divide.
3. Deontological versus Consequentialist versus Virtue Ethics
Which brings us to the third conceptual distinction between the different kinds of ethical theories. (Obviously again,
this conceptual distinction applies only to the Realist ethical theories.) It distinguishes between what are called
teleological, or consequentialist theories, and what are called deontological, or authoritative command, or nonconsequentialist theories. The set of theories called Virtue Ethics sits alone to one side of this central distinction. It is
necessary to point out that moral judgments are made about those actions that involve choice. It is only when people
have possible alternatives to choose between that we conclude that their actions are either morally good or morally bad.
This level of distinction between Realist ethical theories is based on the difference between standards of behavior and
habits of character. Deontological and Consequentialist ethical theories are about standards of behavior. Virtue ethics
theories are about habits of character.
When we form a moral judgment, we are employing ethical standards -- principles against which we compare what we
see, do, or plan to do, in order to form a moral conclusion. Such judgments might be about particular conduct, which
includes a person's actions, or it might be about a person's character, which includes their attitudes and beliefs. One of
the most important characteristics of moral judgments is that they express our values. Not all expressions of values are
also moral judgments, but all moral judgments do express something about what we value. Thus, understanding
morality requires investigating what people value and why.
There are two ways to justify moral beliefs and moral judgments. One is to stand on principle. This is deontological
ethics. Standing on principle is supposed to be independent of factual belief or rational analysis. According to
deontological ethics, it does not matter whether your moral position will result ultimately in good or bad outcomes for
you or the world at large. According to deontological ethics, a moral stand is justified by principled beliefs about the
moral value of the act rather than any descriptive beliefs about its consequences. For Deontological Ethics, it is the act
that possesses Moral Value. What separates the different Deontological theories is the how the set of "good" acts are
chosen.
The other way to justify moral beliefs and judgments is to focus on consequences. Consequentialism is a kind of
rational moral calculus. A moral position or judgment is justified on the basis of a cost-benefit analysis. Crucial to such
analyses are factual beliefs about the likely consequences to be expected. The only ethical principle involved is that the
morality of acts should be based on an analysis of consequences. For Consequentialist Ethics, it is the consequences of
acts that possess Moral Value. Once that consequentialist position is adopted, moral evaluations are simply a matter of
the empirical facts of the situation. What separates the different Consequentialist theories is the particular choice of
criteria for identifying "good" consequences.
Virtue Ethics, on the other hand, is not about justifying moral beliefs or moral judgements. Virtue Ethics groups
theories that emphasize the role of character and virtuous motivation rather than either doing one's duty (deontology) or
acting in order to bring about good consequences (consequentialism). A virtue ethicist is likely to give you this kind of
moral advice: "Act as a virtuous person would act in your situation."(29).

Different Kinds of Ethics
So with the preliminaries dealt with, let us now delve into the particulars of the various ethical theories outlined in the
chart above.
Deontological Ethics
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(i)     Divine Command Ethics
(ii)    Natural Law Ethics
(iii)   Kant's Categorical Imperative
(iv)   Intuitionist Ethics
(v)    Social Conventionalism
(vi)   Social Contractualism
Consequentialist Ethics
Social Ethics
            (i)   Classic Utilitarianism
            (ii) Welfare Utilitarianism
Personal Ethics
            (i)     Ethical Egoism
            (ii)    Eudemonism
            (iii)   Evolutionary Ethics
Virtue Ethics

Summary
An individual can deal with the ebb and flow of daily life (the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune(30)) in only three
possible ways You can sit there and do nothing, waiting for and taking whatever lumps the flow of events
might bestow upon you -- the life strategy typical of plants and couch potatoes;
You can act at random, without thought for the consequences, and hope for the best (however
you choose to understand "best") -- the life strategy typical of "non-rational" animals, and those
whose life strategy is to "go with the flow"; or
You can try to understand and predict (locally, and however approximately) the flow of events
and choose to act in ways that appear to you to most likely result in "better" consequences
(however you choose to understand "better") -- the life strategy typical of "rational" animals
(and Hamlet(30)).  
All intentional (as opposed to accidental or unconscious) choice, at whatever level of discourse, is predicated on the
assumption that one alternative is "better" than another - on some scale of valuation. The universal assumption that
underlies all of the various theories of Ethics is that "Life will be Better" if you choose the "right thing to do". "Ethics"
is the study of the general nature of morals and of the specific moral judgments or choices to be made by a person. A
person's "ethics" or "morals" consists of those rules, habits and/or standards of behavior or character that the individual
uses to determine the right choices, the virtuous alternatives, and the righteous behaviours.   Those rules, habits and
standards are what the individual uses to evaluate and choose the alternatives they think are most likely to result in
"better" consequences, however they choose to understand "better".
What should I do (now)?            I should do what I ought to do!
And what ought I do ?                I should seek out that course of action that would be for the
best.
And how can I determine which of the alternatives I can envision is for the best?
I must appeal to my conception of "Good" or "Right" to
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evaluate the desirability of the alternatives. And I must appeal
to my catalog of ethical pre-judgments for rules-of-thumb or
guidelines that may apply to simplify or guide or dictate my
choices.
"Ethics" answers the question - "What should I do now?" or "What is the right thing to do?"  
The philosophical disagreements arise over -  

                      Whose life will be better ?  
                      Better how?
                      Better when ?  
                      What do you mean by "better"?,
                      How do you determine "better" ?  
                      What, particularly, is the "right thing to do"?  
Despite the summary chart shown above, and the accompaning series of essays, the history of philosophical ethics
reveals twenty-four fundamentally different approaches to the notion of Ethics. And as far as I can tell from a nonexhaustive search of the philosophical literature, just about every one of these possibilities has been supported by one
philosopher or another. How you answer these three key questions, will place you in one of the 24 different conceptions
of Ethics, and in one of the boxes on the chart above.
When you ask most (non-philosopher) people "How do you determine which is the better alternative?" their answer will
always fall into one of:         1. Whatever action best adheres to the established Rules. (Deontology)
         2. Whatever action best achieves the desired consequences. (Consequentialism)
         3. Whatever action best exemplifies a high moral character. (Virtue Ethics)
When you ask "Whose life will be better if you do the right / ethical / moral thing?" their answers will reveal two
fundamentally different notions of the intended beneficiary of Ethical/Moral behavior:         1. My life will be better if I do the right thing. (A Personal conception of Morality)
         2. Everybody elseâ€™s life will be better if I do the right thing. (A Social / Kantian / Altruistic conception of
Morality)
When you ask "What do you mean by life being better? Better How?" their answers will reveal two fundamentally
different scales of measurement according to which a "better" life is conceived:         1. Spiritual Well-Being (The religious scale of measure.)
         2. Material Well-Being / Standard of Living (You will be happier, more content, more successful, wiser, better, or
something of the sort that can be approximated by economic measures of a standard of living.)
And when you ask "Where and When will life be better?" their answers will reveal two fundamentally different
notions of the time and place where things will be better if you do the right / ethical / moral thing:Â·         1. The Here and Now (The quality of life will improve in the here and now, either spiritually or materially.)
Â·         2. The There and Then (The Heaven and Hell approach.)
For those who conceive of "Ethics" and â€œMoralityâ€ from the basis of one of these 24 notions, theirs is the one and
only "obvious" source of true and right Ethics. The other twenty-three notions are obviously wrong, invalid, nonexistent or illogical (and sometimes heretical and sinful).
Regrettably, it is impossible for rational argument to shift an individual's fundamental notion of Ethics. Logic cannot be
persuasive in this realm, because the underlying premises of the 24 different notions are quite incommensurate. A
discussion of any ethical topic, including Ethics itself, will quickly degenerate to emotionalism. And, if allowed to
progress too far, inevitably into violence.
[Home] [Next]
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Evolutionary Pragmatist Ethics
Philosophy - 1 a. Love and pursuit of wisdom by intellectual means and moral self-discipline.
b. The investigation of causes and laws underlying reality. c. A system of philosophical inquiry
or demonstration. 2. Inquiry into the nature of things based on logical reasoning rather than
empirical methods. 3. The critique and analysis of fundamental beliefs as they come to be
conceptualized and formulated. 7. The science comprising logic, ethics, aesthetics,
metaphysics, and epistemology. 10. The system of values by which one lives: a philosophy of
life."(1)
Ethics - 1. the discipline of dealing with what is good and bad, and with moral duty and
obligation. 2. a set of moral principles or values; the principles of conduct governing an
individual or group."
Principle - 1. a comprehensive and fundamental law, doctrine or assumption; fundamental
truth as a basis for reasoning. 2. a primary source. 3. general law as a guide to action;
personal code of right conduct."
Moral - concerned with the goodness or badness of character or disposition, or with the
distinction between right and wrong; dealing with regulation of conduct; concerned with the
rules of morality; founded on moral law; capable of moral action.
"Summum bonum" is a Latin translation of an ancient Egyptian expression meaning "the highest good." 
It was
introduced by Cicero into Greek philosophy to denote Plato's notion of "The Form of the Good". Plato introduced his
notion of "The Form of the Good" in a conversation between Glaucon and Socrates in his "The Republic"(2) Following
the nature of Platonic Ideals, the summum bonum is thus generally thought of as being an end in itself, and at the same
time containing all other goods.
Aristotle, in his Nichomachean Ethics, accepted that the target of human activity, "Must be the 'Good', that is, the
supreme good."(3) Aristotle reasoned that the one goal man has always sought for, as his ultimate end, is happiness. In
exploring that understanding, he comes to realize that humanity's greatest good is, in fact, joy. All else should be a
means to that end. Achieving the summum bonum, or life's greatest good, is the result of turning one's potentialities and
purposes into actualities. Similar to Aristotle's theory of self-realization, when one fails to follow the path to achieve the
summum bonum it creates dissonance which produces the antithesis of joy: the emotional state of misery.
Over the course of centuries, various philosophies have defined the Summum Bonum in different ways. In the Thomist
synthesis of Aristotelianism and Christianity, the highest good is usually defined as the life of the righteous or the life
led in communion with God and according to God's precepts. For Utilitarianism, the highest good is identified with the
maximum possible psychological happiness for the maximum number of people. For Eudaemonism or Virtue Ethics,
the highest good is identified with "flourishing". For Kant's rational Deontologism, the highest good is identified with
virtue or duty.
This essay seeks to develop the basis for the Summum Bonum of Evolutionary Pragmatism. I will do this by starting
with a basic premise, adding some fundamental definitions, and throwing in some empirical observations, to reach a
fundamental conclusion. 
In Part 2 of this essay, I will deal with some of the objections that have been raised to the
conclusions I have drawn.

Part 1 -- The Summum Bonum
Premise 1: 
The First Axiom of Evolutionary Pragmatism is that Reality is objective (independent of any observer),
constant (permits repeatable observations) and self-consistent (does not exhibit mutually contradictory cause-effect
relationships). In other words, the world is real and is what it is, independently of how we think about it. 
If you doubt
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the reasonableness and rationale of this premise, then you must go back and reread the chapters on Metaphysics,
particularly The Nature of Reality, and The Metaphysical Challenge of Solipsism.
Conclusion 1: 
The Darwinian theory of the evolution of species (or more pedantically, the modern neo-Darwinian
theory of evolution), is a sufficiently accurate description of how reality works that it can be accepted as true (enough)
for the purposes of this discussion. If you doubt the reasonableness and rationale for this conclusion, then I refer you to
the vast body of work in support of evolution, by numerous authors. 
In particular, I would recommend two sources:
online see the evidence at http://www.darwinwasright.org/; for a good book, see Why Evolution is True by Jerry A.
Coyne. The evidentiary support for the theory of evolution by natural selection is vast, varied, and magnificent. At the
web address cited, and in Jerry Coyne's book, the scientific evidence (the collection of scientific facts) that support this
amazing process is clearly outlined. Drawing from modern work in genetics, paleontology, geology, molecular biology,
and anatomy the evidence demonstrates the "indelible stamp" of the processes first proposed by Darwin. 
The irrefutable
scientific evidence demonstrates, "beyond a reasonable doubt", that evolution is right.
There are three Necessary Corollaries to this conclusion:
           
(a) Homo Sapiens Sapiens ("Man") is an evolved species of life on Earth. 

           
(b) You and I are members of this species, and are an evolved form of life.
           
(c) The rules describing the processes of evolution apply to our behaviours.
Definition: 
In evolutionary biology, "inclusive (genetic) fitness" is a metric of evolutionary success that was defined by
W. D. Hamilton in 1964(4). "Inclusive genetic fitness" (IGF) is defined as the number of offspring equivalents an
individual rears, rescues or otherwise supports through its behaviour (regardless of who begets them).
An individual's own child, who carries one half of the individual's genes, is defined as one offspring equivalent. A
sibling's child, or a grand-child, who will carry one-quarter of the individual's genes, is 1/2 offspring equivalent.
Similarly, a cousin's child, or a great-grand-child, who has 1/16 of the individual's genes, is 1/8 offspring equivalent.
And so on.
Short-term inclusive genetic fitness measures this metric during the organism's lifetime. Long-term inclusive genetic
fitness (LTIGF) measures this metric from the vantage point of later generations. Either a current exxamination of past
performance, or a current estimate of projected future performance. An offspring equivalent that an individual rears,
rescues or otherwise supports through its behaviour does not count in the measure of the individual's LTIGF if that offspring does not in turn rear, rescue or otherwise support through its behaviour further offspring-equivalents. And so
forth down the generations. No matter how good at parenting Tyrannosaurus Rex might have been in their day, they
score zero in long-term inclusive genetic fitness because there are no living descendants today. (Birds may be
descendants of dinosaurs, but not of Tyrannosaurus Rex.) No matter how good you may be as a parent, if your currently
projected off-spring equivalents do not inturn foster their own off-spring equivalents, your projected score for your
long-term inclusive genetic fitness will be zero as well.
Definition: 
Drawing upon recent results in Genomic Research(5)(6), a "gene" is defined as "a union of genomic
sequences encoding a coherent set of potentially overlapping functional products". To quote the authors: "Our
definition sidesteps the complexities of regulation and transcription by removing the former altogether from the
definition and arguing that final, functional gene products (rather than intermediate transcripts) should be used to group
together entities associated with a single gene. It also manifests how integral the concept of biological function is in
defining genes."
This functionally based definition of a "gene" eliminates the problems associated with the identification of a particular
sequence of DNA as a gene. A structural based definition, relying on a particular sequence of base pairs, runs into
problems with the large amount of apparently "junk" DNA in the human genome that has captured the attention of
epigenetics. 
Calling such "apparently meaningless" sequences as "junk" and thus not "genes" simply labels the level of
our ignorance. 
Focusing instead on the functional nature of "genes" leaves the meaning of so-called "junk" DNA to be
discovered, or not, as science progresses. 
And it allows for the possibility of non-contiguous DNA sequences to be
labeled as a "gene" if it performs the necessary functions.
Conclusion 2: 
From the gene's point of view, evolutionary success (long term inclusive genetic fitness - LTIGF)
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ultimately depends on leaving behind the maximum number of copies of itself in the population. Hamilton showed
mathematically that, because other members of a population may share one's genes, a gene can also increase its
evolutionary success by indirectly promoting the reproduction and survival of other individuals who also carry that
gene. This is variously called "kin theory", "kin selection theory" or "inclusive fitness theory". The most obvious
category of such individuals is close genetic relatives, and where these are concerned, the application of inclusive fitness
theory is often more straightforwardly treated via the narrower kin selection theory.
Empirical Observation: There are always consequences that result from our behaviours. 
Even if our behaviour is
ostensively to "do nothing", that non-behaviour also entails consequences. In any situation, what we do or abstain from
doing entails effects of greater or lesser significance. Even if we cannot predict in advance, or discern after the fact,
whatever we do or don't do causes ripples in the time stream. For every action or inaction we undertake, there are
always other possible alternatives that we might have undertaken. 
Even if we have no idea what those alternatives
might have been. 
It is hard enough to predict what the consequences might be for an alternative we actively consider.
And we often discover that the actual consequences that result are nothing like what we expected. It is impossible to
foresee what might be the consequences of an alternative we never even thought of.
Hence, all of our actions or inactions result in consequences -- even if we cannot foresee them, or detect them. 
And all
of those consequences can be evaluated with regards to their desirability (given some scale of desirability, yet to be
defined) -- both before the fact when considering expected consequences, and after the fact when we know the actual
consequences (or at least some of them).
Much of our behaviour is non-conscious, or involuntary. 
We have no (or at least very little) control over our nonconscious or involuntary behaviours. Hence we have no (or at least very little) control over what consequences result
from such non-conscious or involuntary behaviours.
But since non-conscious or involuntary behaviours are more or less out of our control, we can minimize the cost of
evaluating the desirability of those consequences, if we ignore for the present, those consequences we cannot (to any
great degree) control.
But some of our behaviours are conscious, and are the result of conscious choices. These behaviours are the ones that
we are concerned about in this discussion.
Definition: 
A conscious choice is a selection of one action (or in-action) among a number of competing alternatives,
according to some (yet to be defined) scale of desirability. And what is evaluated for desirability is the expected
consequences of the proposed action. 
A choice is always made based on the expected consequences that are predicted
to result. Even if your mind-set is to "go with the flow," you at least have to evaluate the consequences enough to pick
the alternative that does indeed "go with the flow." A choice can also be evaluated ex post facto based on the
consequences that actually did result. 
But that is a learning exercise, not an exercise in choice. 
We can use this afterthe-fact information to improve the quality of our conscious choices.
It is a Necessary Corollary of the definition of a "conscious choice" that we have as an objective in making a choice to
improve the desirability of the consequences of our choices. 
That is what a conscious choice is -- selecting the
alternative with the most desirable expected consequences. 
So after-the-fact checking the desirability of the actual
consequences is just a means of improving our ability to predict consequences, and make better choices.
Definition: 
Everybody, regardless of their intelligence, their education, their knowledge of Reality, their sanity, their
philosophical awareness, or even their sobriety, makes decisions they firmly believe are more desirable according to
some concept of "best". And everybody has some form of concept of what is "best". 
It may be different from
individual to individual, and even from moment to moment. But everybody believes that "Doing the Desirable Thing, is
Good". 
They merely differ in what they consider is the appropriate measure of what is "Desirable", and how they define
"Good". 
Everybody pays attention to the consequences of their behaviour. 
If they don't, they sooner or later "fail to
cross the street". 
That kind of obliviousness to the behaviour of Reality is self-defeating, and self-correcting in the long
run. 
People may pay attention to different consequences, and certainly measure the "desirability" of different
consequences on different scales, but everybody makes behavioural choices with some consideration to the desirability
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of those consequences. We individual humans are the end result of about 500 million years of practice at giving due
consideration to the consequences at the genetic level. 
It is not surprising, therefore, to find that we also automatically
do the same, to some degree, with some degree of success, on the intellectual level.
To aid in our evaluation of the desirability of expected consequences, we have developed a set of rules and guidelines
for what is "good" (more desirable) and what is "bad" (less desirable. 
We call these collections of rules and guidelines
our "ethics" or our "morals".
Ethics (or Morals), then, is defined as the collection of rules, guidelines, rules-of-thumb, or aphorisms that are intended
to help us to, more correctly than not, successfully evaluate alternative potential behaviours for their desirability. The
Second Axiom of Evolutionary Pragmatism, is that the purpose of Philosophy in general and Ethics in particular, is the
establishment of basic guidelines and "rules of thumb" for determining which behaviours are most likely to promote the
achievement of "The Best", over the long-term.
Conclusion 3: 
Whatever other consequences might be intended, or might actually result, from our behavioral choices
(or lack of choice) one of those consequences most relevant for our current discussion, is that any such choice (or lack
thereof) will impact either positively or negatively, to some greater or lesser degree, on our LTIGF (Long Term Genetic
Fitness). 
Whatever else catches your attention when evaluating the desirability of expected or after-the-fact
consequences, your actions or inactions will definitely generate consequences that have some impact (measureable of
not, detectable or not) on your LTIGF.
For many of our behaviours, the likely consequences to our LTIGF will be sufficiently close to zero so it can be treated
as zero for all practical purposes. These can be called "neutral" consequences. Most behavioural choices we make will
have "neutral" consequences to our LTIGF. It is hard to imagine how your choice of a vanilla versus a chocolate ice
cream cone would have a discernable impact on your LTIGF. So for all practical purposes, we can treat the impact of
that choice as neutral. 
On the other hand, some of your behavioural choices will have a clear impact on your LTIGF -even if you cannot imagine just how that might come about. If you are already overweight, or suffering from high
cholesterol, or diabetes, or some such, it is readily imaginable how the choice of having an ice cream cone or not might
have a discernable impact on your LTIGF. If you see a wallet on the ground, one of the alternatives you will evaluate
for desirability, will be the option of taking the wallet for yourself, and profiting from the contents. It is easily
conceivable how that choice might result in a negative impact on your LTIGF.
The fact that from any choice of action or inaction, there necessarily will be consequences for our LTIGF (neutral or
otherwise), does not imply that it will be easy, or even possible, to predict those consequences with any degree of
accuracy.
The Most Fundamental Choice of All: What do you choose to use as your criteria of desirability? 
Against what
standard will you choose to evaluate the desirability of consequences? At the most basic level, there are only two
alternatives:
(i) you can choose a criteria of desirability that is in sync with your LTIGF; or
(ii) you can choose a criteria of desirability that it out of sync with your LTIGF.
If you choose option (i), then you are choosing a standard of good and right behaviour and desirable consequences that
is in sync with over 4 billion years of evolution. You are choosing a standard of desirability that will help guide you
towards behavioural choices that will positively impact your LTIGF. 
You are choosing the ultimate life for you and
yours over the long term. 
The history of evolution has demonstrated that the future will be populated by those who
choose (intentionally or accidentally) behaviours that actually do positively impact their own LTIGF. 
To intentionally
choose a standard of desirability that will help you promote your own LTIGF, you are intentionally helping your own
genetic proclivities ensure that you and yours will populate the future.
If you choose option (ii), then you are choosing a standard of good and right behaviour and desirable consequences that
is in conflict with over 4 billion years of evolution, in conflict with the genetically programmed proclivities with which
evolution has provided you. 
You are choosing a standard of desirability that will inevitably result in behavioural
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choices that will negatively impact your LTIGF. 
You are choosing the ultimate death of you and yours over the long
term. 
Because the history of evolution has demonstrated that the future will be populated by those who choose
(intentionally or accidentally) behaviours that actually do positively impact their own LTIGF -- regardless of what their
intent was, regardless of their choice of a criteria of desirability, and regardless of their awareness of what they are
doing.
The Ultimate Decision: The ethics of Evolutionary Pragmatism is based on the decision to choose "life". 
It is The
Third Axiom of Evolutionary Pragmatism that the continued survival, and proliferation of our gene-pool over the longterm, maximizing our long term inclusive genetic fitness (LTIGF), is "A Good Thing" -- the Summum Bonum of Ethics
and Morals.
Applying the Principle: Establishing this principle of ethics does not imply that everyone, for every choice that
presents, should attempt to figure out what available course of action will most likely maximize their own long term
inclusive genetic fitness. 
Over the course of millennia, we humans have discovered a long list of "rules of thumb" to
help us. Rules such as "Do not steal!", "Do not lie!", "Do not cheat!", and "Do not initiate force against members of
your tribe!" are broadly accurate guides, based on experience or practice rather than theory, to help us on our way to
achieve a "flourishing" life within a social environment. 
These, and others like them, are rules with broad application
that are not intended to be strictly accurate or reliable for every situation. But they are intended to be easily learned and
easily applied for indicating (approximately, most of the time) the course of action that will most likely achieve your
own long term inclusive genetic fitness. History is replete with long lists of rules that people have discovered make
their lives better. 
Rules that, by and large, at least approximately, allow them to better "flourish". Examples include the
Ten Commandments, the Golden Rule, Hammurabi's Code, the collected sayings of Confucius and Buddha, and so
forth.
Pleasure, happiness and joy are emotional responses that evolution has equipped us with to guide our choices towards
our own LTIGF. 
Pain, sadness, and misery are likewise emotional responses that evolution has equipped us with to
guide our choices away from behaviors that interfere with our LTIGF. That is why those emotions have evolved.
To a first approximation, within the environment in which we evolved, things that give us pleasure, enhance our
happiness, and cause us joy are those things that evolution has demonstrated are in the best interests of our LTIGF. To a
first approximation, within the environment in which we evolved, things that cause us pain, make us sad, and create
misery are those things that evolution has demonstrated are not in the best interests of our LTIGF. If it were not for the
fact that evolution has provided us with a proclivity to look upon helpless young children with feelings of happiness and
joy, the first time the noisy, smelly, little parasites woke us out of a sound sleep for a 3:00 am feeding, would be the end
of the species. And this evolutionary fact answers the Deep Genesis Challenge posed for a number of Ethical theories
that rely on pleasure and pain as their basis -- such as Hedonism, and Utilitarianism.
But our modern world is nothing like the hunter-gatherer tribal environment in which our emotional responses evolved.
Now we have a much more complex physical and social environment to deal with. Now, in this day and age, it takes
conscious attention to detail, much learning about how the world actually works, and an eye to long term consequences
to serve the interests of our LTIGF as well as our genetic proclivities used to.
So it is to our advantage to use our leisure time, when pressures are not demanding, to contemplate various scenarios
and discern and evaluate the best of the available alternatives. 
Forewarned is forearmed. Better decisions are made, not
in the heat of the moment when our emotions respond blindly to genetically encoded cues, but at leisure when we have
the time and resources to research obscure alternatives, and otherwise unforeseen consequences.
Setting up our own individual long term inclusive genetic fitness as the Summon Bonum of ethics and morality does not
answer all moral questions. But it does establish a touchstone against which to judge any contemplated response to a
moral scenario. 
Will you push the fat man off the bridge? 
Evolutionary Pragmatism now provides a way to approach
answering that question.

Part 2 -- Responding to the Objections
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Objection #1: Morality Rises Above Our Genes
We can/must/should overcome our genetically endowed proclivities. We have the ability to choose other goals than
those that derive from our genes. 
This is a common objection to Evolutionary Ethics. 
As is evidenced by "There is a persisting tension between the biological imperative of our genes on the one hand
and the cultural imperatives of our memes on the other, but we would be foolish to "side with"
our genes; that would be to commit the most egregious error of pop sociobiology. Besides, as
we have already noted, what makes us special is that we, alone among species, can rise above
the imperatives of our genes-- thanks to the lifting cranes of our memes." -- Daniel C.
Dennett, Darwin's Dangerous Idea: Evolution and the Meanings of Life
"Let us try to teach generosity and altruism, because we are born selfish. Let us understand
what our own selfish genes are up to, because we may then at least have the chance to upset
their designs, something that no other species has ever aspired to do." -- 
Richard Dawkins,
The Selfish Gene
"Genes load the gun, but environment pulls the trigger. The idea that it's all in your genes is
nonsense. The human genome changes only one half of one percent every million years. The
obesity epidemic is only about 30 years old, so changes in genes do not explain the recent
dramatic rise in obesity, not only in this country but also worldwide." 
-- Dr. David Heber, of
UCLA Center for Human Nutrition.
"Human well-being is not a random phenomenon. It depends on many factors - ranging from
genetics and neurobiology to sociology and economics. But, clearly, there are scientific truths
to be known about how we can flourish in this world. Wherever we can have an impact on the
well-being of others, questions of morality apply." 
-- Sam Harris
As Daniel Dennett says above, "what makes us special is that we, alone among species, can rise above the imperatives
of our genes." 
Granted, we are certainly uniquely endowed with the ability to choose our moral goals, our moral
imperatives. Clearly, these authors among many others, assume that we ought to "rise above the imperatives of our
genes". But on what basis do they assert that presumption? 
What moral imperative have they chosen that allows them
to "rise above the imperatives of our genes"? And have they chosen wisely?
This objection, in fact, relies on a "deepity". 
A "deepity" is a term coined by Daniel Dennett in his 2009 speech to the
American Atheists Institution conference. 
The term refers to an ambiguous proposition that on one level is true but
trivially so, but on another level is apparently profound, and would be "earth-shattering" if true, but is actually false. To
the extent that the proposition is true, it doesn't matter. To the extent that the proposition matters, it isn't true.
To the extent that this first objection is true, it is trivially true. Of course, it is trivially true that we have the ability to
choose goals, and evaluate the consequences of our behavior against standards of desirability, that have nothing to do
with the maximization of our long term inclusive fitness. 
And of course, it is trivially true that it is not a good idea
(even by the terms of Evolutionary Pragmatism) to cater to every proclivity that our genes have endowed us with, every
time the opportunity presents. 
We are genetically endowed with a penchant for favouring foods which are fatty, sugary,
and salty. This was an adaptive advantage when we were living in small tribes of hunter-gatherers, and such foods were
hard to come by, and a valuable resource whenever encountered.
In our modern (Western?) environment, however, where such foods are readily available, pursuing such foods it is not
in the long term interests of the continued survival, and proliferation of our gene-pool. 
Obesity results, and obesity
kills. 
Hence it is trivially true that we should, in the interests of the maximization of our LTIGF, overcome many of our
genetically provided proclivities in favour of our reasoned evaluations of the circumstances. 
Because our modern
physical and social environment differs so dramatically from the environment within which we evolved, it is not
surprising that many of our genetically provided emotional responses to circumstances are no longer suitable -- no
longer serve our LTIGF.
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To the extent that this first objection is profound, it is false. To choose, as the basis for evaluating the desirability of the
consequences of our actions, a standard that impedes our LTIGF, is to choose, ultimately, death.
Consider the consequences of choosing a moral imperative, a standard of desirability, other than our LTIGF. 
An Ethical
Subjectivist, whether of an individual variety or a social variety, maintains that Ethics and Morality are just matters of
opinion. 
An Ethical Subjectivist, therefore has chosen as a moral goal or moral imperative, the satisfaction of their own
personal emotional responses to circumstances. It all comes down to how one "feels" about a moral issue. 
But since
one's emotional responses to circumstances are either learned or innate, an Ethical Subjectivist is basing their moral
choices on either other peoples' decisions as to what is moral, or on their genetically provided emotional proclivities (so
much for "overcoming our genetically endowed proclivities").
If, instead, you choose to follow one of the various Divine Command systems of Ethics, your conception of morality
means that you are expected to evaluate the desirability of actions on the basis of whether those actions adhere to the
Divine Commands (or "Glorify God"). 
And there is no expectation that one's LTIGF will benefit from such actions. In
fact, quite the opposite, since these rules have been documented and advertised by a set of individuals who have every
interest in having you sacrifice your own best interests in favour of theirs.
In Kant's Categorical Imperative conception of morality, Kant expects us to evaluate the desirability of actions on the
basis of whether those actions are prompted by a sense of moral duty, and whether they correspond to the dictates of his
Categorical Imperatives. 
A believer in Kant's Categorical Imperatives notion of morality has chosen as their moral goal
or moral imperative, following the dictates of their reasoned interpretation of Kant's description of a Categorical
Imperative. 
But a reasoned interpretation of Kant requires a pre-existing set of standards as to what is "reasonable".
And where do those pre-existing standards come from if not from your or others opinions as to what is reasonable?
Whether you are an aficionado of Intuitive Command Ethics, Social Convention Ethics, or Social Contract Ethics, you
are opting to evaluate the desirability of actions according to the criteria posited by others. 
And you have every reason
to expect that other people's opinions as to what is "good" for you to do, will turn out to be good for them, and not good
for you and your LTIGF.
Classical Utilitarianism would demand that you pursue as a moral goal the "greatest happiness of the greatest number".
Welfare Utilitarianism would demand that you pursue as a moral goal the "greatest welfare of the greatest number". 
But
notice that your own happiness or welfare (and by extension your own LTIGF) counts for little when the "greatest
number" becomes large.
Egoism might be the closest approach, since it focuses on the individual's "long term best interests". 
Eudemonism, in
the context of this discussion, can be viewed as a form of Egoism. The difference is that Eudemonism focuses on one's
own "flourishing" whereas Egoism focuses on ones "own best interests". But again, how one conceptualizes one's own
"flourishing" or one's own "best interests" will be critical in determining whether Eudemonism or Egoism is in fact
compatible with one's Long Term Inclusive Genetic Fitness. 
Clearly, it not obvious that a definition of "flourishing" or
one's own "best interests" in terms of LTIGF would be unacceptable.
The subscribers to Virtue Ethics, instead of conceiving of ethics and morality in terms of the best thing to do, conceive
of ethics and morality in terms of the best kinds of character to display. 
But as with the other forms of Ethical Theory,
Virtue Ethics must answer the "Deep Genesis" challenge -- what is it that makes one set of character traits (or actions, or
consequences) admirable, while others are not.
Response #1: The Deep Genesis Challenge
To all of the various Ethical Theories that have been floated by those who object to Evolutionary Ethics, the Deep
Genesis Challenge asks -- why have you chosen, as morally admirable, these particular moral standards, goals, or
character traits? 
What is it about your chosen standards, that make them clearly superior to any other standards that
others have chosen or might offer instead. 
More particularly, what is it about your own chosen set of moral standards,
goals, or character traits that make them more admirable than Evolutionary Pragmatism's Long Term Inclusive Genetic
Fitness. 
If you are a Moral Subjectivist, why are your Moral Opinions preferable to mine? If you are one of the various
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Moral Collectivists, why should some peoples' opinions hold sway over mine?
Evolutionary Pragmatism would argue that those moral attitudes that have evolved and survived to the modern times
(like don't lie, cheat or steal), are those attitudes that have been supportive of people's own individual LTIGF. And
those attitudes that have fallen by the wayside (like a positive attitude toward slavery, or racism, women as property)
interfered with people's LTIGF. 
In other words, Evolutionary Pragmatism would reply to the Deep Genesis challenge
by arguing that what makes one set of character traits, or actions, or consequences admirable, while others are not, is
that those we have come to regard as admirable have demonstrated over time to be conducive to our own individual
Long Term Inclusive Genetic Fitness.
Evolutionary Pragmatism does not suggest that this evaluation is done consciously and pragmatically. 
Rather it is the
result of the species (or our collective genetic heritage) experience over the generations. 
The things that make us happy,
the things that we are attracted to, are those things that evolutionary pressures have proved to be conducive to our
LTIGF. The things that make us sad, the things that disgust us, the things that we have learned to avoid, are those things
that evolutionary pressures have proved to be contrary to our LTIGF.
Factual Premise:  
Human nature is shaped by evolution.
Ethical Premise: 
Judgments of right and wrong are made based on evolved biases, emotional attitudes, and
related influences.
Conclusion: Examining human nature (facts) and the current circumstances (facts) can lead us to insight on
right and wrong (ethics).
So the Rules endorsed by God or Authority (or at least the more generally accepted interpretations of those Rules) are
not the result of whimsy. They are the rules that experience has demonstrated over the generations are conducive to our
collective LTIGF. And the Moral Opinions formed by individuals or the collective are those opinions that have proven,
over the generations, to be conducive to our LTIGF. 
The Happiness pursued by the Utilitarians works as well as it does,
because evolution has programmed us to be happy when we do things which are conducive to our LTIGF. Pursuing our
own Best Interests, our collective Welfare, or our own Flourishing also works for the same reason. The entire concept
of our own best interests, our own flourishing, is based on what is conducive to our LTIGF. At least in terms of the
physical and social environment in which we evolved.
Homo Sapiens sapiens has been around as a species for about 250,000 years (give or take 20%)(7). For all but the latest
10,000 to 12,000 years or so, say about 5% of our history as a species, we have lived in a harsh physical environment in
small family groups of hunter-gatherers. So it would be expected that our genetically endowed proclivities would be
tuned to that sort of existence. We can see this in the obvious case of our predilection for sweet and fatty foods. 
But we
can also see this in the less than obvious predilection for "us versus them" thinking. There are many aspects of our
moral attitudes that are rooted in the small family group tribal environment. Recognizing this, and adapting those
parochial attitudes to the modern international social environment is the real problem of Ethics and Morality.
Recognizing the root of the problem is the first step in solving it however.
Hence Evolutionary Pragmatist Ethics does not offer a laundry list of Rules to obey or Goals to pursue. 
Evolutionary
Pragmatist Ethics recognizes the genetic basis of what Ethics and Morals are for. Evolutionary Pragmatist Ethics
acknowledges the many rules and attitudes that are commonly accepted, but recognizes that these are "Rules of Thumb"
or "Interim Goals" useful in achieving the Summum Bonum of one's own Long Term Inclusive Genetic Fitness.
Evolutionary Pragmatist Ethics offers a foundation from which to challenge, examine, and improve those rules of thumb
and interim goals when free of the time pressures and emotional baggage surrounding immediate Ethical problems.
Evolutionary Pragmatist Ethics makes it possible to resolve any moral dilemma, at least in principle, if not in actual
practice.
Objection #2: The Naturalistic Fallacy
The term "Naturalistic Fallacy" was introduced by British philosopher G. E. Moore in his 1903 book Principia
(8)
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Ethica . Moore claimed that it would be fallacious to explain that which is "good" reductively in terms of natural
properties such as "pleasant" or "desirable". Defining the concept "good," Moore argued, is impossible since it is a
simple concept; a concept that cannot be defined in terms of any other concept. 
Simon Blackburn states that the
naturalistic fallacy "consists of identifying an ethical concept with a 'natural' concept"(9). Robert Wright claims that
the naturalistic fallacy involves "drawing values from evolution or, for that matter, from any aspect of observed
nature"(10).
Actually, there is not just one single argument that goes under the rubric of the Naturalistic Fallacy, but a whole slew of
similar arguments: Moore's Naturalistic fallacy is closely related to The Is--Ought Problem, which comes from David
Hume's A Treatise of Human Nature(11).
"One of the shibboleths of contemporary philosophy is that you can't derive ought from is.
Attempting to do this is often called the naturalistic fallacy, taking the term from G. E. Moore's
classic Principia Ethica."   -- Daniel C. Dennett(12)
Moving from is to ought is thus also known as Hume's fallacy, Hume's Law, or Hume's Guillotine. One of the most
famous passages in Hume's book occurs at the end of section 3.1.1, 'Moral Distinctions Not deriv'd from Reason':
"In every system of morality, which I have hitherto met with, I have always remark'd, that the
author proceeds for some time in the ordinary way of reasoning, and establishes the being of a
God, or makes observations concerning human affairs; when of a sudden I am surpriz'd to find,
that instead of the usual copulations of propositions, is, and is not, I meet with no proposition
that is not connected with an ought, or an ought not. This change is imperceptible; but is,
however, of the last consequence. For as this ought, or ought not, expresses some new relation
or affirmation,'tis necessary that it shou'd be observ'd and explain'd; and at the same time that
a reason should be given, for what seems altogether inconceivable, how this new relation can
be a deduction from others, which are entirely different from it … [I] am persuaded, that a
small attention [to this point] wou'd subvert all the vulgar systems of morality, and let us see,
that the distinction of vice and virtue is not founded merely on the relations of objects, nor is
perceiv'd by reason."
Another closely related form of argument often lumped together with the Naturalistic Fallacy, is that you can't logically
Move from Facts to Values. 
This form is also known as the Fact-Value Distinction.
"The error in moving from facts to values -- also known as committing the naturalistic fallacy,
although strictly speaking this is the fallacy of defining values in terms of facts, rather than
simply deducing values from facts …" -- Peter Singer(13)
"The naturalistic fallacy rejects the possibility of deducing ethical statements from non-ethical
statements. This principle, more precisely described as the fact/value dichotomy, denies the
possibility of logically deriving what ought to be from what is." -- Howard Kendler(14)
Identifying Good with its Object, also known as Moore's fallacy, is another form often encountered.
The naturalistic fallacy consists of confusing "the property of goodness with the things that
possess that property or with some other property that good things possess" -- Charles
Pidgen(15)
An appeal to nature is a tactic which proposes that "a thing is good because it is natural". It can be a fallacious
argument, because the implicit unstated primary premise "What is natural is good" is typically irrelevant, or is an
unsubstantiated opinion instead of an accepted fact. It generally requires a specific context of discourse, where natural
and good are clearly defined in a specific context, for the appeal to nature to be a valid and cogent move.
The Open Question Argument purports to show that no moral property is identical to a natural property(16). The
argument takes the form of syllogistic modus tollens:
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·        
Premise 1: If X is (analytically equivalent to) good, then the question "Is it true that X is good?" is
meaningless (a tautology).
·        
Premise 2: The question "Is it true that X is good?" is not meaningless (i.e. it is an open question).
·        
Conclusion: X is not (analytically equivalent to) good.
Response #2: The Naturalistic Fallacy isn't a Fallacy
The Naturalistic Fallacy, in all of its various forms, is not in fact a logical fallacy at all. It is based on G.E.Moore's
assumption that moral properties are essentially non-natural, indefinable, and not the same as natural properties. 
Hence,
as a logical construct, the Naturalistic Fallacy commits the logical sin of "Begging the Question" -- it assumes what it
is trying to prove. William Frankena pointed out long ago, to say that someone commits the Naturalistic Fallacy begs
the question(17). It assumes what it must prove, namely, that factual statements never entail ethical statements. But if
moral terms actually mean the same as natural terms, one can indeed logically infer "ought" from "is".
Ralph McInerny(18) has argued that "ought" is already bound up in "is", in so far as understanding the very nature of
things presupposes that they have teleology within them. For example, a clock is a device used to keep time. Its
function is to keep time. 
Its teleology is to keep time. When one understands the function of a clock, then a standard of
evaluation is implicit in the very description of the clock, i.e., because it "is" a clock, it "ought" to keep the time. Thus,
if one cannot pick a good clock from a bad clock, then one does not really understand what a clock is. In like manner, if
one cannot determine good human action from bad, then one does not really understand what the human person is. If
the function of all living organisms is to ensure their genes make it into the next generation, then the goal of Homo
sapiens (regardless of what other goals may be pursued along the way) is to ensure their genes make into the next
generation. A (morally) Good human, therefore, is one that does a (functionally) Good job at doing so.
The Fact-Value Distinction rests on the presumption that Values are not of the same sort as Facts. 
Science can measure
and explore facts. 
But Values are beyond their purview. 
But this position ignores the question of just what exactly
Values are. 
From Wikipedia(19), we have
In ethics, value denotes the degree of importance of some thing or action, with the aim of
determining what actions are best to do or what way is best to live (normative ethics), or to
describe the significance of different actions. …
"Values can be defined as broad preferences concerning appropriate courses of actions or
outcomes. As such, values reflect a person's sense of right and wrong or what "ought" to be."
This description of Values does nothing to provide an understanding of what moral values actually are. 
The philosopher
Ayn Rand offers a more meaningful descriptions of Values -"'Value' is that which one acts to gain and/or keep. The concept 'value' is not a primary; it
presupposes an answer to the question: of value to whom and for what? It presupposes an
entity capable of acting to achieve a goal in the face of an alternative. Where no alternative
exists, no goals and no values are possible."(20)
"'Value' is that which one acts to gain and keep, 'virtue' is the action by which one gains and
keeps it. 'Value' presupposes an answer to the question: of value to whom and for what?
'Value' presupposes a standard, a purpose and the necessity of action in the face of an
alternative. Where there are no alternatives, no values are possible."(21)
Do we value things, actions, outcomes, or characters simply because it is our unjustified opinion that they are valuable?
Or do we identify moral values because of what pursuing them will deliver? As an evolved species, we have evolved
the facility of identifying aspects of the circumstances that are conducive to our LTIGF. Those things that we identify,
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and choose to act to gfain or keep, we call "values". Values are therefore aspects of the environment (social or physical)
that we can identify and discriminate with our senses. What we value (morally) are those things that we discern are
conducive to our LTIGF. 
We value safety, security, friends, family, acceptance, recognition, self-fulfillment -- all the
aspects of Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs. 
And we select these things to value (to act to gain or keep) because pursuing
them aids our Flourishing. Values are therefore part of the world of facts.
The Open Question Argument fails as a critique of moral naturalism because it is based on assuming there is no
referential opacity in the terms employed. This can be demonstrated by turning the argument around. 
As mentioned
above, the concept of Long-Term Inclusive Genetic Fitness is a clearly defined concept within population genetics. 
So
let's try that concept in place of "Good" in the Open Question Argument:
·        
Premise 1: If doing X actually does serve one's LTIGF, then the question "Does X serve one's LTIGF?"
is meaningless.
·        
Premise 2: The question "Does X serve one's LTIGF?" is not meaningless (i.e. it is an open question).
·        
Conclusion: X does not serve one's LTIGF. 
(Which of course contradicts Premise 1)
Clearly, Premise 1 is in error here. 
It is quite conceivable that doing X does actually serve one's LTIGF without one
being cognisant of that fact. 
Hence the question asked is not meaningless. Now go back to the Open Question
argument. The question "Is X good?" is not meaningless if it is not apparent that X is (analytically equivalent to) good.
Evolutionary Ethics is based on the argument that one's LTIGF is in fact analytically equivalent to good. But it has
taken this lengthy treatise to elucidate that fact. 
It is freely admitted that it is not a readily apparent equivalence.
"The naturalistic fallacy and Hume's 'law' are frequently appealed to for the purpose of
drawing limits around the scope of scientific inquiry into ethics and morality. These two
objections are shown to be without force." -- Alex Walter(22)
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The Definition of Value
(and Related Terms)
Wealth and Value
Wealth - "(1) all goods that have monetary or exchange value; (2) anything that has utility and is capable
of being appropriated or exchanged; (3) the state of being rich, prosperity, affluence."
Welfare: - "The good fortune, health, happiness, prosperity, etc., of a person group or organisation."
Well-being: - "a good or satisfactory condition of existence; a state characterised by health, happiness, or
prosperity."
Prosperity: - "The state or condition of flourishing, or being successful."
Prosperous: - "having or characterised by good fortune, success or wealth."
Value: - "(n) (1) attributed or relative worth, merit, or usefulness; (2) any object or quality desirable as a
means or as an end in itself; (v) to consider with respect to worth, excellence, usefulness, or importance."
The key to understanding the application of Ethics of Evolutionary Pragmatism is an understanding of the Evolutionary
Pragmatist concepts of "Value" and "Wealth". The Evolutionary Pragmatist concept of the word "Wealth" is only
slightly different from the standard dictionary definition provided above. Evolutionary Pragmatism employs the word in
a more global Economic and Socio-Biologic (or "Extended-Phenotypic") sense, to mean "anything and everything that
might be of use to the individual in improving the probability of continued survival and proliferation of the gene-pool
over the longest of terms". As you have probably figured out, I am adapting the dictionary's economic concept of
"wealth" to more closely match the concept of "utility" from the perspective of the fundamental ethical axiom of
Evolutionary Pragmatism. So, for the purposes of Evolutionary Pragmatism, the concepts of "Value" and "Wealth" are
defined as:Wealth - (1) The sum of things, real or abstract, that have value; (2) the sum of present and future health
and prosperity as it applies to your probability of long-term continued survival and proliferation of your
gene-pool.
Welfare - a relative measure of wealth.
Value - (n) 1. anything real or abstract that is perceived might be useful for the purpose of maximising the
probability of the long-term continued survival and proliferation of your gene-pool; 2. That which one acts
to gain or keep. (v) to rate on some scale of usefulness for the purpose of maximising the probability of the
long-term continued survival and proliferation of your gene-pool.
The concept of "welfare" is defined as the state of your present and future health and prosperity as it applies to your
best estimate of the probability of the long-term continued survival and proliferation of your gene-pool. The term
"wealth" can be thus considered a measure of your "welfare". If your "wealth" increases, then your "welfare" improves,
which means that your best estimate of the probability of the long term continued survival and proliferation of your
gene-pool increases. The concept of "a (particular) wealth" or "a (particular) value" is used to refer to something, real
or abstract, that contributes to (or subtracts from, in the case of a negative wealth) your welfare. The concept of "a value
(noun)" means essentially the same thing as "a (particular) wealth". I will be using these two terms interchangeably in
what follows. The concept of "value" is defined as the measure of what any one individual perceives that a particular
wealth will contribute to his/her own individual welfare. A positive wealth or value , adds to your total measure of
wealth, and increases your probability of long term continued survival and proliferation of your gene-pool. A negative
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wealth or value , reduces your total measure of wealth, and thus decreases your probability of long term continued
survival and proliferation of your gene-pool.
The Evolutionary Pragmatist concept of "wealth" is purely personal in nature. What may be a positive wealth or value
for me, may be a negative wealth or value for you. Any particular thing, real or abstract, is unlikely to contribute the
same amount of "wealth" to two different individuals. A piece of bread, for example, will likely contribute more to your
welfare if you haven't eaten today, than it would to my welfare since I just had dinner. Depending on our different
circumstances, we will each regard any particular real or abstract thing, as contributing different amounts of wealth to
our own individual welfare. This is also true for any one individual over time. I will regard that piece of bread as
contributing more to my welfare tomorrow morning at breakfast, than I would right now just after dinner. So different
circumstances between individual, and across time, will result in the same opportunity yielding different contributions to
a person's total welfare.
"Value" has no meaning other than in relation to a subject and a purpose. The value of a thing, opportunity or situation
is always relative to a particular subject, is completely personal and different in quantity for each individual, and from
time to time. This very personal relationship, "value" has two aspects for every individual: first, what the individual
must do to acquire it, its cost; and second, what the individual can do with it, its use. Thus, I "value" that piece of bread,
because I perceive that it will contribute to my own individual welfare. And the "amount of value" I place on that piece
of bread is the measure of how much I perceive that it will contribute to my own individual welfare, and how much of
my welfare I had to part with in order to obtain it. In other words, I can say that "The value of" that piece of bread is a
measure of the net wealth that it contributes to my welfare.
As you can see, the concepts of "wealth" and "value" are almost identical. Their primary difference is in the way that the
concepts are employed to communicate the same ideas. The maximisation of my welfare is my primary goal. To
achieve that goal, I will acquire wealths that I value to some extent. The concept of "Market Value" is, to some extent, a
convenient fiction. It is merely a rough guess at the average of personal values, all of which must be quantitatively
different or trade would be impossible.
One of the most common, and I suppose natural, mistakes made by of critics of Evolutionary Pragmatism, is that they
see the words "personal wealth", and incorrectly assume that the word is used in its more limited and materialistic
dictionary meaning, implying a concept of personal and individual selfishness and materialism to the exclusion of all
other considerations. But this is not in fact the Evolutionary Pragmatist meaning of the term. The concept of "personal
wealth" in the philosophy of Evolutionary Pragmatism is the more all encompassing Socio-Biologic one, and has to do
with an abstract measure of the individual's capability to proliferate their gene-pool. It is unfortunate that I could find no
other word with which to communicate this very central concept. In order to deflect the critics, I should probably have
chosen a random sequence of letters ("xyzzy"?) with which to communicate this global concept of wealth as I have
defined it here. But I felt that inserting an unfamiliar word (or non-word) would have been the more confusing choice.
After all, the Evolutionary Pragmatist concept of wealth as here defined is not so far from the standard dictionary
definition. It is just a wider definition, and at the same time more specific. So I will hope that you will put up with this
"Special use" situation.
As I have described in providing the rationale for the Third Axiom, in the long run the continued survival and
proliferation of your gene-pool is all that really matters. If that is your objective, then everything that contributes, or
may possibly contribute, to the achievement of that objective is of "value" and is part of your "wealth". You must
include in the total measure such obvious things as food and water, shelter and personal safety. But an elementary
application of intellect will extend the list with the health and safety of relatives and friends. Relatives are important
because they share a portion of the same Gene-Pool that you carry. You can proliferate your gene-pool through the
reproductive success of your relatives as well as yourself. And friends are important because they are generally the ones
with whom we exchange "reciprocal altruism". (Reciprocal Altruism is the Socio-Biologist's fancy name for the
principle of "I'll scratch your back, if you'll scratch mine". Investing time and effort in promoting the welfare of friends
is generally a good idea, because friends, by their nature, have a habit of returning the favour.) And experience teaches
us that co-operative effort is often more productive than solo effort. So it is valuable to have friends with which one we
can co-operate.
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In the modern age, we are extending the concepts of what we consider "personal wealth" to include some rather distant
values. It is difficult to see how the continued well-being of the Amazon jungle can contribute directly to your own
personal wealth. But if you consider the longer range consequences of both reproductive success, and the health of the
Amazon jungle, then it becomes more comprehensible. The continued well-being of the Amazon jungle may likely have
a significant impact on the probable reproductive success of your descendants. And the more we understand about the
ecological role played by the Amazon jungle, the more likely and significant that future impact appears to be. So an
intelligent analysis of the situation, and the probable consequences for the future success of our gene-pool, is what is
behind our growing modern concern over the global environment.
When you consider the increasing amount of scientific information available on the inter-connectedness of the biosphere with a focus not on yourself, but on the future of your gene-pool, you can easily extend the list of things that
need to be considered part of your wealth, into areas quite distantly removed from any sense of personal "Selfishness".
An intelligent person, applying the principles of Evolutionary Pragmatism, will extend the horizons of things that are
considered both geographically, and temporally. As our knowledge of how Reality works is extended, so is our
understanding of how things are inter-related across space and time. If we are to maximise the welfare of our gene-pool,
we must consider the broadest of horizons in both space and time.

Intellect
This leads to the second most frequent error of critics, to ignore the emphasis in Evolutionary Pragmatism, on the
intelligent evaluation of long-term consequences. Many critics see the words, and assume that Evolutionary Pragmatism
implies a sense of miserly, materialistic, hedonism. But this is not true either. For Evolutionary Pragmatism, it is only
the long-term time-scale that really matters. It is the long-run time scale over which the successful proliferation of your
gene-pool is measured. Hedonism in the present is only acceptable, if it is rationally judged to be in the longer term best
interests of your gene-pool (which of course it rarely is). As a result of the First and Third Axioms, the philosophy of
Evolutionary Pragmatism places special emphasis on the importance of using the fullest extent of the individual's
intellectual capabilities to perform the best evaluation possible of what actions will turn out to be the most likely to
maximise the proliferation of the individual's gene-pool.
Don't be tricked, as some critics are, into thinking that the emphasis in Evolutionary Pragmatism on the successful
proliferation of your gene-pool, implies that every Man should run around planting as many babies in as many girls as
possible. Or that every Woman should have as many children as possible by as many of the "fittest" (whatever "fit"
would mean in this context) men as possible. On the surface, using only short-sighted analysis, this might appear to be
the "best" strategy. And it would certainly be possible to envisage scenarios where this would, in fact, be the best long
term strategy. After all, the males or the females of many species do follow just such a strategy. As has the human
species at many times, and in many physical and social environments, some of them current. But in many species, and
for the human species in most modern physical and social environments, factors mitigate against such a superficially
simple strategy. For modern mankind, both men and women, given the complexities of Human societies and modern
life-styles, this is almost never the best longer term strategy to maximise the proliferation of one's gene-pool. Although,
in the quite recent past (only a hundred years or so), because of the different socio-economic circumstances, for a man
or a woman to have as many children as possible, frequently was the best strategy. And this was demonstrated by the
prevalence of large families, and the high birth rate.
The Moral approach is not usually the superficial or simple answer. Instead, it is to the longer-term benefit of that
individual's gene-pool for each individual to gather all the information that can be had, and do an in-depth analysis to
determine, to the best of each individual's ability, what actions can be taken to increase the long-term probability of
successful proliferation of their gene-pool. Now, of course, most people, most of the time, will not take the time or
invest the effort in this detailed analysis. Instead they make use of "Habits" and "Rules of Thumb". I discussed this at
length in the chapter on Human Behaviour, humans make numerous decisions, and adopt many decision patterns
(habits) in order to simplify future decision making. Life-style is one type of this kind of decision. As is a particular
philosophy. The analyses and principles of Evolutionary Pragmatism, are defined for the purposes of assisting the
individual by making global life-style like decisions and collecting useful ethical rules of thumb, that simplify future
decision making. By making detailed analyses of some generic situations, and establishing basic "rules of thumb" for
certain types of situations, Evolutionary Pragmatism attempts to provide a set of Moral and Ethical guidelines that will
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assist people in making "correct" (meaning in the longer term best interests of their gene-pool) behavioural decisions on
a day to day basis.

Fair Trade
Within the structure of Evolutionary Pragmatism, the concept of "Fair Trade" is defined as that situation that exists
wherein any one individual exchanges a wealth that is valued less, in return for a wealth that is valued more. From a
"fair trade", all parties to the exchange come away from the exchange with something that they value more than
whatever was contributed. The result of any "fair trade" is a net total increase in the wealth that exists across all
participants in the trade.
Remember, the concept of "wealth" as it applies to the philosophy of Evolutionary Pragmatism is a purely personal
concept. Given the naturally uneven distribution of skills, knowledge, experience, and resources, it is only to be
expected that any one particular exchangeable wealth would be viewed with different degrees of desirability, or value,
by different people, depending upon their own personal situation. It is a basic principle of economics, that increasing
amounts of the same commodity have decreasing returns of desirability, and contribute relatively less to the net increase
in wealth. Even money follows this principle of "marginal diminishing returns". If you have no money at all, then the
first $100 is extremely valuable. Acquiring the first $100 will contribute a great deal towards your wealth. You would
be willing to exchange a great deal of other forms of wealth in order to obtain the first $100. But if you already have
$10,000,000 then an additional $100 will not contribute as much to your wealth. You would be willing to exchange
much less of other forms of wealth to obtain this last $100.
The result of this economic principle, is that any two or more individuals can generally find some combination of
exchangeable wealths such that each party to the exchange would be parting with something they value less, in order to
gain something they value more. The outcome is a net gain in value or wealth. This is not to say that each participant in
the exchange will gain the same relative amount of "profit" on the exchange. Equal amounts of gain is not a condition of
"fair trade". Only the condition of "mutual gain" is necessary.
By extension of the concept of "fair trade", the philosophy of Evolutionary Pragmatism defines a "Fair Economic
System" as an economic and social environment within which individuals may pursue the maximisation of their own
personal wealth, by engaging in "fair trade" with other individuals. Within any social unit, community or nation-state, a
"fair economic system" exists if any two people can exchange wealths that they value less in return for wealths that they
value more. In contrast, a "Robinhood" economic system is so configured as to confiscate wealths belonging to those
better off, for redistribution to those less well off. And a "Robber Baron" economic system is one so configured to
concentrate wealths in the hands of a few, to the detriment of the many.

Theft
Also by extension of the concept of "Fair Trade", the philosophy of Evolutionary Pragmatism defines as "Theft" any
exchange of wealths where one party to the exchange does not perceive any gain from the exchange. Classically, theft is
generally used for those situations where one individual (the thief) takes a wealth belonging to someone else, without
returning anything in exchange at all. But this can be extended with the kinds of theft that are usually referred to as
extortion (the theft of wealth by the use or threat of force), blackmail (the theft of wealth by the threat of something
undesirable), and fraud (the theft of wealth by purposeful misrepresentation of the wealth offered in exchange).

Wealth Production
The last of the concepts I want to introduce in this chapter is the concept of "Wealth Production". Above, I have been
talking about two individuals exchanging already existing wealths, and thus creating a total net increase in wealth. The
concept of "wealth production" involves the combination of lesser wealths, in order to make something of greater value
than the sum of the contributing wealths. For example, consider a sack of apples, a bag of flour, and a table full of other
miscellaneous ingredients. Taken individually, each ingredient will have some value to you. Taken all together, they
will have some aggregate value to you, which may be greater than the simple sum of the individual values. But if you
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should apply the skills of a baker, you can transform those ingredients into a number of tasty apple pies. Now I don't
know about you, but for me, a number of tasty apple pies has much more value than the table full of ingredients from
which they came. In this case, the baker has "produced wealth". There is more wealth there after the production activity,
than there was before. If you don't like my example of the apple pies, I am sure that you can come up with better ones.
My apple pie scenario doesn't apply to my wife, for example. She enjoys the baking process, so she would much rather
have the stack of ingredients, than the number of pies that is the result. Since she is always watching her weight, the
completed apple pies are a delicious temptation in which she only rarely indulges. Me - I can't bake and don't watch my
weight as carefully, so the pies are very much more valuable than the ingredients.
The key defining concept here, is that the end result of the production process is a wealth that has greater total value to
the producer, than the sum of the wealths that went into the process. Although my wife personally values the ingredients
more than the pies that result, because she prefers the baking process over the consumption process, the resulting pies
can be regarded as more valuable to her when they can be used in trade. Perhaps not so much in the family situation I
have been describing, but if she were to trade the pies for more ingredients, I think she would find that she ends up with
more ingredients than she started with. Certainly I value the resulting pies sufficiently to willing provide much more in
the way of ingredients. And from the comments of other who have experienced her baking, I do not think I am alone in
that opinion. And don't forget that the pleasure my wife gets from the baking process is a wealth in itself and must be
added to the equation.
And when balancing the ins and outs, you have to remember that the labour (time and effort) of the person doing the
producing, also has value in itself, and must be included in the sum total of the wealths of the ingredients to the process.
The labour element is not the critical factor, however. In this respect the Marxian concept of value is completely wrong.
By myself, I could take a greater amount of labour (time and effort) and transform that pile of ingredients into a slightly
soggy burnt offering, that would have value to no one. But guided by my wife I have taken that stack of ingredients,
added significantly less time and effort, and produced some valuable apple pies (even if not exactly up to her high
standards). The key difference in the two efforts, is the knowledge, skill, and ability that my wife brings to the process,
that I cannot. It is this key difference, the contribution of intellect and skill, that earns the producer the profits, instead of
the labourer. The two efforts of labour, one significant but unskilled, and the other less but skilled, produce wealths of
vastly different values. Not because of the difference in the labour content of the result, but because of the different use
to which the results can be put. The "market value" of the tasty apple pies is much greater than is that of the soggy burnt
offering.
[Home] [Next]
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Genetic Utilitarianism?
The Solution
The core problem that plagues all versions of Utilitarianism, is the focus on the happiness or misery of people. It is the
same core problem that has plagued all of the various pre-Utilitarian forms of "happiness ethics" from the early
Cyrenaics and Epicureans, through Aristotle, to Bentham and Mill and the modern Utilitarianists and Pragmatists. It is
all based on the "Self-evident" truth that all else being equal, something which makes me happy is better than something
which doesn't. This truth is generally regarded as "obvious" because we experience happiness and pleasure from those
life experiences that are generally considered good for us, and misery and pain from those life experiences that are
generally considered bad for us. At least when the consideration is limited to those concrete daily experiences with
which we are all familiar. There are exceptions, of course, but they are generally acknowledged as exceptions -provisions are made.
Modern science, however, is now able to provide some assistance. Unlike Aristotle, Socrates, Bentham, Mill or even
Ayn Rand, we now understand that "happiness, pleasure, misery, and pain" are emotions generated in our brains by
various chemical reactions to our experienced and perceived environment. We now understand that these emotional
reactions are programmed to a large degree by our genes. And we now understand that it is those individual genes, and
not the visible individual, that is the unit of evolutionary selection, transmission, and survival. From the perspective of
the individual gene, the only aspect of the state of the world that has any real impact, is whether or not it will succeed in
surviving beyond the particular organism in which it now resides. If it does not survive, it will cease to exist. Continued
existence is the only issue that matters to the individual gene. All of the genes in the genome of any currently living
organism have successfully managed to exist for billions of years. So it is a safe assumption that the genes now existing
are pretty good at continuing to exist.

A Re-examination of Mill
The application of relatively recent (post 1970) scientific understanding of genetics, evolution, and biology results in a
fundamental change to Mill's statement of the central principle of Utilitarianism. Instead of Mill's phraseology Actions are right to the degree that they tend to promote the greatest good for the greatest number.
we can apply a scientifically verifiable and contextually measurable translation and re-state it as Actions are right to the degree that they tend to promote [maximize the probability of] the continued
survival and proliferation of my genes.
"Happiness", no matter how you choose to define it, is but one means by which the individual experiences things that
evolution has programmed our genes to consider as "Tending to promote the continued survival and proliferation of our
genes". By and large, those circumstances and behaviors that would likely promote genetic survival and proliferation
make us happy and give us pleasure. Those that would likely interfere make us unhappy and cause us physical or
emotional pain. And those exceptions to this generality are easily understandable as the miss-application of our genetic
programming to circumstances it is ill-equipped to understand. The modern scientific disciplines of Socio-Biology,
Evolutionary Genetics, Evolutionary Psychology, and Evolutionary Anthropology are exploring and documenting just
exactly how our various genetic programs get translated into specific behaviors that tend to promote the continued
survival and proliferation of our genes.
With this as a foundation and basis for understanding just what is meant by "The greatest good", let me return to the
Utilitarian principles enumerated in the previous chapter, and respond to the objections to them.
1. The only aspect of the state of the world which has any direct moral significance is the happiness or misery of
people. It now makes sense to re-phrase this basic principle of Utilitarianism in terms of the individual genes that are all
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that matters in the long run 1. The only aspect of the state of the world which has any direct moral significance is the probability that
your own genes will continue to exist.
Now - suppose I tell a defamatory lie about you to an acquaintance of mine, who has never had and never will have any
sort of interaction with you, and swear him to secrecy. This does make a difference to the probability that my own genes
will continue to exist. A little thought will tell you that if I develop a reputation of telling defamatory lies about people, I
will soon begin to loose any friends and acquaintances I might have. Even telling a defamatory lie to a single person
will warn that person that I am prone to relating defamatory gossip. Does that make it OK? It seems clear to me that it
doesn't. It's a very rare individual who can make his way through this life, and more importantly ensure his genes get
passed long to the next generation, without friends and acquaintances.
That is why there appears to be something fundamentally good about knowledge and truth, and fundamentally bad about
falsehood and ignorance. Some such idea does seem to underlie the near-universal agreement that lying and ignorance
are in themselves bad.
2. Actions, as such, have no moral value. What matters is their effect on the state of the world.
This now becomes far more plausible. If I kill someone, if I take great pleasure in annoying other people, if I get
enormous satisfaction from causing you minor but genuine unpleasantness -- there is in fact something intrinsically bad
about that. In all such cases, the threat to my potential for passing on my genes to the next generation is significant. One
obvious thing that these things have in common is that most of the things near-universally agreed to be good are things
which increase the likelihood that your genes will get passed along, and most of the things near-universally agreed to be
bad are things which decrease the likelihood that your genes will get passed along. And in most exceptional cases, there
is a clear recognition that they are exceptional cases: the analysis of "genetic success" is taken further and deeper, and
has so far always discovered a reasonable genetic rationale.
3. In particular, only individuals matter. The only relevance of the state of a family or a society is the effect it has
on its individual members.
With the basis founded on the survivability of your genes, the logic of this principle becomes obvious. The family
matters because related individuals also carry copies of your genes, and if you cannot pass along your own copy, you
can "Succeed" by assisting your relations to pass along their copy of your genes. Society matters because it is a method
used by the individual to make it easier to pass along his genes.
4. All people are, ethically speaking, equal, in all situations. One person's happiness is precisely as important as
another's.
This principle now has to change dramatically. And it must change in precisely that direction that resolves a number of
the practical problems with Classical Utilitarianism. From the perspective of your genes, other people are important
only to the extent to which they either (a) carry copies of your genes and will likely be able to pass them along; and/or
(b) are of assistance to you in your efforts to pass along your own copies of your genes. So it makes sense to re-phrase
this principle of Utilitarianism in terms of the individual genes that are all that matters in the long run 4. All people are, ethically speaking, unequal, in any situation. Another person's ethical importance is
just the extent to which they either (a) carry copies of your genes and will likely be able to pass them
along; and/or (b) are of assistance to you in your efforts to pass along your own copies of your genes.
Now, what about criminals? If I am in the process of raping your wife, in general you should not consider my wellbeing in deciding how to go about stopping me. The one obvious exception would be if I am closely related to you, and
have a meaningful likelihood of being a useful avenue through which you could pass along your genes.
5. It is possible to measure happiness, in the required sense, on some sort of comparative linear scale.
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The change required to this principle is relatively simple in words, but has a significant impact in resolving many of the
challenges to Classical Utilitarianism. The change is to replace the measure of happiness with a measure of the
likelihood that your genes will get passed along to the next generation.
5. It is possible to measure differences in the probability that your genes will continue to survive and
proliferate on some sort of comparative linear scale.
And now we have replace the very real problem of how to measure happiness, with a very solvable problem of how to
measure statistical probabilities of genetic survival. The latter problem we know how to solve. Population geneticists
have been making a science out of it for about 40 years now. Insurance company actuaries and medical statisticians
have been projecting statistical probabilities for about 100 years. Now I will admit that when you are faced with an
Ethical choice, you may not have the resources of a medical statistician, or the statistical population of an insurance
actuary. But I return to that part of the problem later. At least with the genetic re-phrasing, we have eliminated the
problem of how to measure the rather subjective emotions of happiness, misery, pleasure and pain.
6. It is possible to add up different people's degrees of comparative happiness, producing a meaningful "Total
(net) happiness". And, again, the results can meaningfully be compared.
As with the previous one, the change in this principle is simple in words, and involves the replacement of the measure of
happiness with a measure of the likelihood that your genes will get passed along to the next generation..
6. It is possible to add up different people's contribution to the probability that your genes will continue
to survive and proliferate, producing a meaningful (net) total. And, again, the results can meaningfully
be compared.
This eliminates the problem of treating different sorts of happiness and different people's happiness as commensurable.
There do remain several objections, however -(a) It is not always clear what the outcome of an action will be, nor is it always possible to determine who
will be affected by it. Judging an action by the outcome is therefore hard to do beforehand.
(b) It is very difficult to estimate for cost/benefit analysis the probable contributions an action will have to
the likelihood your genes will be passed along.
(c) The calculation required to determine the right is both complicated and time consuming. Many
occasions will not permit the time and many individuals may not even be capable of the
calculations.
A system of rules, as has been proposed for Rule Utilitarianism, would resolve these objections so long as they serve
only as convenient advice. They would codify the wisdom of past experience, and preclude the need for constant
calculation. They would also make it good to have wisdom, and to collect the knowledge and experiences of others. And
this too is consistent with a near-universal appreciation of wisdom and knowledge.
There are a lot of rules in the Bible/Torah/Koran/etc., and many religious communities have come up with others (either
deduced from the ones in their Sacred Book, or not). I distrust rules, even when they come from the very most reliable
sources. It seems improbable to me that any finite collection of rules can really give a perfectly accurate account of what
one should and should not do. (Unless, of course, one is defining "what one should do" as to be consistent with the
rules.)
This is realized in practice (though often not in theory) by just about everybody. This is why there are all those other
rules which aren't found in the Sacred Book: "we can see that this must be right; it's right for the same reason as {thing
found in Sacred Book} is right."
Combined with the change in scope that results from the shift from "happiness" to "genetic survival", the employment
of a suite of rules as convenient advice resolves the challenge that Utilitarianism requires too much impossible
calculation. I no longer have to work out the entire future of the whole universe for each alternative, with possibly
radically different outcomes (the butterfly effect). I no longer have to work out exactly how happy each person is in
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each case and for how long. I now have to be concerned only with those people and that future that would have a
meaningful contribution to the likelihood that my genes will survive. Comparative distance in genetic relatedness or
contributory assistance would reduce the comparative importance of any likely contribution. Comparative distance in
time would reduce the importance of any likely contribution. So the scope of concern narrows dramatically. And in
those situations where I do not have the luxury of the time, the knowledge, the capability, or the interest to do the
calculation, I can draw upon the accumulated experiences of previous successful decisions and use the rules as a guide.
It may indeed be an Elitist system of Ethics, as has been charged of Rule-Utilitarianism. But it does seem to resolve the
weaknesses of Utilitarianism while retaining its strengths. And, more significantly, it does appear to be the decision
making methodology employed by most people - whether they label themselves as Utilitarians or ignore the whole
Ethics question.

A Social Dividend
Genetic Utilitarianism delivers one clear social dividend that is unavailable to Classic Utilitarianism, or any other
system of Ethics that is based on a measure of happiness (or any other subjective state of mind). Genetic Utilitarianism
permits, at least in principle if not always in practice, a factual and scientific resolution of the question "Is this the Right
Thing for me to do?".
It is, in principle at least, feasible to determine whether some proposed action would, in actual fact - to the accuracy of
the best available data, contribute the most to the likelihood that your genes will continue to survive and proliferate. If
two people, considering the same set of circumstances, should disagree about whether some proposed action is the right
thing to do, then they can differ only in their understanding of the consequences of that action. And that understanding
is open to scientific investigation and resolution. If the two people differ in their circumstances, they may have to agree
that the action is right for one of them but not for the other. But they should at least be able to agree that it is indeed
right for the one of them.
In a democracy, each voter gets to choose and vote for (in theory) the government policy they believe is "The right thing
to do". If each voter chooses and votes for the government policy that is "The right thing for me", then the electoral
processes will result in a government policy that is the right thing for the majority (the known mathematical problems of
electoral processes aside). Thereby achieving what Mill wanted to achieve -- a way to apply the ethics of Utilitarianism
to society-wide solutions. In a democratic society, for government policy -Actions are right to the degree that they tend to promote the greatest good for the greatest
number.
Now, with Genetic Utilitarianism, instead of this statement being a principle expressing the incomputable standard of
good behavior, it becomes the expression of an emergent property of individual application of Genetic Utilitarianism by
the citizens of a democratic society. It is a perfect moral analog of the "Invisible Hand" of Adam Smith's economics of
free market behavior.
Combining these two ideas, it is now feasible to convince people from a basis of scientific evidence and the facts of
reality that a particular government policy is really their best choice. This has the potential to remove from public
debate, arguments from emotion and religious authority. I do not want to suggest that it will do so, only that it has the
potential to do so.
Is the issue Abortion, the Death Penalty, Animal Rights, Sexual Rules, Invitro-Fertilization, Cloning of Humans,
Privacy on the Internet, Tax reform? With Genetic Utilitarianism (aka Evolutionary Pragmatism) as the tool, all are now
open to a science based resolution, rather than an opinion and emotion laden shouting match.
[Home] [Next]
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What is the Right Thing to Do in the Following Cases?
[The following list of Moral Dilemmas I discoverd on the Internet. Unfortunately, I was not
able to determine the author of the page I found on the Net. I recognize several of these
scenarios has originating from various Philosophers. However, I have not attributed any of
these examples to their original author. I will do so, if anyone can point me to the source.]

1) The sheriff in a small southern (say Louisiana) town is guarding the courthouse against a mob that is about to storm it
by force, in order to capture a prisoner just arrested for a particularly heinous crime. The mob wants to lynch him
without a proper trial. If the mob is frustrated, many people may be killed in the ensuing riot. There is a real possibility
that should the mob storm the courthouse, the sheriff and his deputy might be killed. Should the sheriff deliver the
prisoner to the mob?
No!
First, some assumptions about the scenario:
1. I will assume that the sheriff and his deputy do not have convenient access to a fortified position, such as the jail
area with solid walls and a defensible single entrance. And I will assume that the sheriff does not have convenient
access to overwhelming fire-power, such as an automatic weapon or grenades or such. I am assuming that if either
of these options were available, the sheriff and his deputy would be under no physical threat themselves.
2. I will assume that the sheriff does have access to some weapons of some sort. For a sheriff to be caught in such a
scenario without any preparation what so ever, would indicate a criminal degree of stupidity or incompetence, or a
pre-existing cooperation with the attempt at murder.
3. I will assume that the sheriff will not be unduly penalized for injuring or killing members of the attacking mob.
The moral prescription is based on a three tiered analysis with one addendum.
1. The sheriff and his deputy have undertaken a particular job, and with it a particular moral
commitment - to keep their word and fulfill their promise to perform their job. The job they have
accepted - to protect the safety and welfare of the citizens under their charge from the illegal threat or
employment of force - is inherently dangerous. To have accepted the job, and the associated moral
commitment, the sheriff and the deputy would (or at the very least should) have evaluated the long
term risks and rewards of the job. To have accepted the job implies an evaluation that the long term
rewards are greater than the risks. To back out in the face of this particular risk, is to admit that the
initial evaluation was ill considered, and the job accepted under false pretences.
2. The mob is threatening an illegal (and an immoral) use of force. The sheriff is therefore bound by his
commitment to his job to protect the prisoner. If the sheriff breaks his word by delivering the prisoner
to the mob, then the sheriff is in breach of contract. Not only can the sheriff then be sued for the
consequences of this breach, he can also be convicted for conspiracy to commit murder. So if the
sheriff is to determine that his best interests are better served by giving up the prisoner, he must
weigh in his calculations the probable costs he will be required to pay. Ceterus paribus, it is more
likely that the better alternative would have the sheriff defend the prisoner even to the extent of
killing as many of the attacking mob as he can, before he runs out of ammunition. Mobs are
notoriously emotional in their responses. When faced by the noisy and bloody death of their leading
edge, it may deter a further advance. Of course, it may not. His actions may not result in saving the
prisoner. But at least he will have kept his word - the prisoner may be taken, but he will not have
been delivered. And as many of the attackers as possible will have paid a high price for their immoral
actions.
3. The long term interests of the sheriff's genes will probably not be well served by delivering up the
prisoner. If the sheriff himself is childless, he is not likely to sire children after his conviction for
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conspiracy to commit murder. If he has children, or if he has relatives with children, then the future
social environment in which those children will be raised, will be better served by protecting the legal
rights of the prisoner, than by abrogating those rights.
4. Note that the possible deaths, injuries, or property damage resulting from any riot, do not enter
directly into the above calculations. Assume, first, that the sheriff does not have an immediate
personal interest in any of those potential consequences. Then any resulting costs to the rioters
themselves is well earned and of no immediate concern to the sheriff. The sheriff is not obliged to
protect employers of illegal (and immoral) force from the consequences of their actions. The resulting
costs to "innocent bystanders", including the material property of the town itself, is of some concern.
But balanced against this concern is the probability that a reasonable portion of those "innocent
victims" have friends or relatives amongst the rioters. Since they are not cooperating with the sheriff
in quelling the riot, they are abdicating their own responsibility for self-defense, and for defense of
the cooperative social environment. If, instead, you assume that the sheriff does have a personal
interest in some of the potential consequences (family members in the line of fire, say, or a family
business in the likely damage zone) then the situation is rendered much more difficult. And the moral
prescription must rest on the sheriff's commitment to his job, and his self-confidence that he can sway
the morale of the attacking mob by gunfire, if it comes to that.

2) Should the wealthier members of society be forced to pay through taxation, for the poorer members?
No! And also a qualified Yes!
At the level of moral principle, no one should ever be forced to do anything. The employment of coercion is
antithetical to cooperation, fair trade, and mutual benefit. Coercion always means the victim loses. Ideally, a
social group should be maintained by voluntary cooperation only. However, in the unique case of nations, the
social group is defined by geographic boundaries and not by voluntary membership. So a national society
involves people organized in a group that is not defined by voluntary membership. Which means that it is very
difficult and very expensive for a national society to expel a member who is disrupting the social cooperation, or
taking unfair advantage of the social cooperation. As an unavoidable consequence, the national society must
employ coercion to enforce rules of behavior that prevent unacceptable social disruption. There is no available
alternative.
There are sound practical justifications for expecting the wealthier members to pay taxes, and a greater proportion
of taxes than the poor are expected to pay. Call it a fee for the rendered service of building and maintaining a
social environment that made their greater wealth possible. It makes a practical sort of sense that the greater the
amount of wealth that has been accumulated, the greater the individual has benefited from the social environment,
and therefore the greater the fee that can be justified for that service. Since the service is rendered, and the
benefits enjoyed, in advance of the fee demanded; and since the national society cannot easily expel a member
who refuses to pay the fee demanded; the employment of coercion to ensure the payment of the fee is justified on
a practical basis.
That being said, there is still no moral justification for forcing the wealthier members of a society to pay for the
poorer members. The question instead becomes - is there any moral justification for the government to employ
the income from taxes in preferentially assisting the poor. And the answer here is a qualified Yes! -- In order to
build and maintain a social environment in which the average member has the greatest opportunity to leverage her
abilities into greater wealth. To that end the social group is morally justified in funding whatever social assistance
programs are deemed necessary by the group to prevent the poor from resorting to force to ensure their own
continued survival.
I must emphasize that the social group is not morally justified in funding programs to assist anyone (poor or
otherwise) in any way because their need is cited as the justifying principle. To extort taxes from the wealthy to
pay for (say) unemployment compensation to the unemployed, is justifiable on the basis that failing to provide
such assistance might result in violence (riots and crime) by those destitute and unemployed. It is not justifiable
on the basis that the destitute need assistance to keep from starving to death. (Although a bit of tongue-in-cheek
analysis might suggest that having people starve to death on the streets is aesthetically displeasing and a public
health risk., and therefore some expenditure to alleviate these concerns is justified.)
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Note that these two "qualified Yes" categories are morally justified on the basis that investments in these things
are ultimately in the best long run interests of those paying the fees - i.e. the "wealthy". Investments in things that
are not clearly justified on that basis, lack even this weak form of moral justification. Ceterus Paribus, it would be
immoral to force the moral evaluations of others on anyone. But in the unique case of a geographically delimited
national social group, members do not have the freedom of leaving the group if they disagree with the moral
evaluations of the other members. Regrettably, coercive force is the only available alternative.
It is assumed here that the tax money invested in these social assistance programs is greater than the tax money
collected from those being assisted, with the difference coming from those wealthier than those being assisted.

3) A man has been sentenced to prison for armed robbery, and admits guilt for the deed. "But", he argues, "I'll never do
anything of the kind again. I'm not insane or a danger to society. I would be happier out of jail than in. My wife and
children depend on me for support, and they would be much happier if I were able to be the family breadwinner again.
As to the influence on others, almost no one would ever know about it; you can keep the matter out of the newspapers
and no one except you will ever know that you have released me. Therefore, you should release me." Assuming his
statements of fact are correct, should he be released?
No!
This one is easy. He did the crime, he does the time! His motivations and his repentance and his promises are
irrelevant. He did the crime - he admits his guilt. Therefore he must pay the penalty. To take responsibility for
one's actions means to accept the costs of the consequences as well as the benefits. He acted, and is now
attempting to avoid the costs. A worthy effort, but we would be acting with moral irresponsibility if we let him
get away with it.

4) A rich man and a poor man commit the same type of crime. The rich man is fined $10,000 while the poor man is sent
to jail for one year. Is this fair?
No!
In scenarios like this one, one must needs inquire "Fair on what scale?", since there are many possible scales that
might be applied. But in this case I cannot imagine a scale that would render the penalties commensurate. So the
answer is that it would be unfair regardless of the scale applied. To be fair, the costs being paid by the two men
must be equal according to a scale of measure that applies equally to them both. In this case, neither senses of
equality are being met. If the cost is a fine, then the fine must represent an equal portion of the wealth of both
men. If the cost is time in jail, then the time must represent an equal portion of the time of both men. The cost
might even be measured in terms of "Social inconvenience" (it could be argued that the opportunity costs of a
year in jail is much greater for the wealthy man than the poor man) or "emotional pain" (it could be argued that
the opportunity costs of public censure is greater for the wealthy man than the poor man). But in this particular
scenario, regardless of the scale applied, the poor man's year in jail is Vastly more costly to him than the trivial
fine of $10,000 to the rich man.

5) You are on a country road and see two neighboring farm houses on fire. One is yours and the other belongs to a new
couple who has just moved in. Your wife and child are at home, as are your neighbors. You can only save one house.
Which one do you save?
Your own!
Again, an easy one. There is no real dilemma here. Given the scenario's lack of any suggestion of overriding
considerations, the welfare of you and yours is Vastly more important than the welfare of anyone else.
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6) You run an orphanage and have had a hard time making ends meet. A car dealership offers you a new van worth
$15,000 for free if you will falsely report to the government that the dealership donated a van worth $30,000. You really
need the van and it will give you an opportunity to make the children happy. Do you agree to take the van and make the
false report?
No!
This question is "Sneaky", because any answer involves a lot of unstated assumptions about the consequences of
making a false report to the government. So I will approach the answer in two steps:
1. First lets assume that there will be no consequences from making a false report to the government.
This is not a realistic assumption, of course. But the scenario description makes no mention of
consequences, so we'll start here. With this assumption, then the answer is "Yes!" Take the van and
make the false report. The government's rules of taxation are arbitrary and coercively enforced. There
is nothing in the tax rules themselves that invite obedience. Since, given the scenario, the value to
you of the van is worth far more than any possible damage to your reputation from the lie, the
intelligent choice is to make the lie and take the van.
2. Now lets add back in the reality of the likely consequences of lying to the tax collector. Because the
tax rules are arbitrary, and almost entirely lacking in any moral justification, they have to be enforced
through coercion. And the laws reflect that by enabling stringent coercive measures against those
violating the tax rules. None of these background facts are mentioned in the stated scenario. They
have to be assumed - by assuming a real-world tax environment within which the choice is to be
made. And on this basis, the probability is that if the dealership is willing to make this sort of deal in
the first place, it is not the first or last of its sort. Which increases the probability of the lie being
detected. And it is also likely that the lie will be detected if the orphanage goes bankrupt, as the
scenario suggests is possible. If the lie is discovered, it is likely you will go to jail or at least
personally pay a hefty fine. The orphanage will not held liable, you will, both as the one who "runs"
the orphanage and as the one who commits the lie. So it would seem that the probable risks out
weight the potential benefits.

7) You are shopping and notice a woman stuffing a pair of stockings into her purse. Do you report her?
Maybe!
This is another case where the answer depends on unstated assumptions about the background conditions. In the
previous question, there was really only one possible "background condition". But in this case, the answer
depends very much on the nature of the store and other time commitments I might have.
1. The larger the store, the less likely I would be to report the observed theft. Firstly, because the larger
the store, the more insignificant the value of the stockings in the overall sales balance. Which means
that the greater the value of the observed theft, the more likely I will be to report it. Secondly,
because the larger the store the more likely that the store has implemented anti-theft measures and I
will not be the only observer of the woman. Which means that I would be more likely to report a theft
that was less likely to be observed by such measures. Thirdly, because the larger the store the more
formal and time-consuming will be the red-tape resulting from reporting the woman. Which means
that I would be more likely to report the theft if I could do so in a casual manner not involving redtape consequences.
2. The busier I am, the less likely I would be to report the theft. Not withstanding the considerations
itemized above, the greater hurry I am in to get to the next item on my "To-Do" list, the less likely I
am to invest the time and effort necessary to find a staff member and report the witnessed theft.
3. Any reporting would have to be quiet and unobtrusive, since the witnessed event is not a de facto
theft until the woman departs the store without paying. And I have not yet observed that. Any
reporting would also have to be anonymous. Otherwise there is a risk of retaliation (with no
counterbalancing benefits). Both of these requirements would make it more difficult and time
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consuming to report the event, unless a sales staff member is conveniently at hand.

8) You are waiting with a few other people to board a bus. The bus pulls up and before you can board the driver gets our
and goes into the convenience store to get a coffee. You are the last to get on the bus. Do you pay your fare?
It Depends!
In the normal course of affairs, yes I would pay the fare. Partially out of habit - I would do it without thinking
because I have done it so often before in circumstances where there is no question about it. Partially out of
consideration for the consequences in the event that the driver happens to have a means of noticing that I have not
paid. And partially out of consideration for the reactions of the other passengers should they notice that I have not
paid.
On the other hand - I know that in almost all cases, the driver would have no means of noticing whether I had paid
or not. No buses I have ever been on have been equipped with video cameras, for example. Nor do bus companies
count passengers and reconcile to the fares collected. The pay-boxes I have seen have usually been so designed
that it would be impossible to notice whether I had paid or not if there were several other fares in the bin. And if I
had the luxury of enough time to contemplate the situation, I could easily arrange my body so as to mask the paybox from the other passengers as I boarded the bus. Add to that the fact that by departing the bus before I had
paid, the driver was implicitly inviting cheating. So, depending on the particulars of the situation, I might indeed
not pay my fare. The risks would be insignificant, and the benefits equally insignificant. But anything "free" is
often pleasurable to obtain.

9) You discover Bill Gates' wallet lying on the street. It contains $1000.00 Do you send it back to him?
Yes!
Mr. Gates' wallet is not your usual wallet. I would send it back to him by the fastest and most secure means I
could think of (which at the moment would be Purolator Express courier). And since it would be unusual enough
for me to find Mr. Gates' wallet in places I frequent, I would also likely call the newspapers to find out why Mr.
Gates is in my neighborhood, and where he might be staying. The costs of this exercise would be an hour or so of
my time, and a few dollars for the courier (plus the opportunity cost of the lost $1000). Given Mr. Gates' fortune,
the possible benefits from his gratitude at retrieving his wallet intact are incalculable. And of course, the means
chosen to return the wallet are designed to enhance that gratitude. Considering what other things would likely be
in Mr. Gate's wallet, I would feel fully justified in being annoyed if the reward was not in excess of the $1000.
The unstated assumption implied by the question, is that the Bill Gates mentioned is Mr. Microsoft. Lets reexamine the question under the assumption that the wallet belongs to some other Bill Gates. In that situation, I
would examine the contents of the wallet to judge whether it contains anything of sufficient value that its return
would be worth a reward to the owner (beyond the $1000, of course). Assuming it contained the usual sort of stuff
and nothing uniquely valuable, I would most likely take the $1000 and return the wallet anonymously by mail. I
would return the remainder because it is of no use to me, and the cost of returning it anonymously is insignificant.
I would have no hesitation about keeping the $1000. Lost property is already lost and gone, as far as the owner of
the wallet is concerned. Anything they recover, in that event, is a net profit. My long run best interests would not
be served by giving up that $1000 with no expectation of a greater reward.

10) It is 3 am and you are late getting home. As you approach the intersection you notice that no one is around. Do you
drive through the red light?
Probably!
It depends heavily on the nature of the intersection, the kind of neighborhood it is in, the kind of traffic it
experiences, the lines of visibility, and so forth. I would not want to risk getting t-boned in the intersection
running a red light. But I would not stop simply because the light is red. I would probably slow down to reduce
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the risks of accident, but under the implied conditions, I would likely not stop.
11) In Dostoyevsky's novel "Crime and Punishment", the main character plots and carries out the murder of an old
woman who has a considerable amount of money in her apartment. After killing her, he steals the money. He argues that
(a) she is a malicious old woman, petty, cantankerous and scheming, useless to herself and society, and her life causes
no happiness to herself or others (which happens to be true); and (b) her money if found after her death would only fall
into the hands of cheats and chisellers who had no more right than he does to it (which also happens to be true).
Whereas he would use it for his education. Is his action justified?
No!
At least not on the basis of the arguments presented. The analysis takes two levels:
1. Within a social environment, murder is declared illegal because it is generally detrimental to the
interests of the members of the society to permit its members to go around killing each other off. On
average, it is in the best interests of each member of a society to proscribe murder. There is no
question that Dostoyevsky's character does engage in illegal behavior. There are no acceptable legally
justifying reasons beyond those specified by law. And in this case, the law does not permit the
justifications provided. Therefore the character must pay the costs demanded by society for indulging
in proscribed behaviors.
2. The one argument that Dostoyevsky's character might have offered that would have morally justified
his actions would be his declaration that in his evaluation, his long run best interests were better
served by murdering the old lady and taking the money. Assuming, of course, that he is telling the
truth about making the evaluation and reaching that conclusion. And assuming that he did not adopt
an irrational assumption of ignorance towards the probable consequences of his actions. None of
which, of course, affects the social necessity of ensuring that he pays the prescribed costs for his
behavior. Moral justification does not equate to a "Get Out of Jail Free" pass.

12) As a nurse, you are the last person to see Mr. Doe alive before he dies in the hospital. You believe that he has
become mentally incompetent in the last few hours, and in that time he has rewritten his will. In the new will he
viciously attacks each member of his adopted family and reveals that he was actually born a woman. He then cuts every
family member out of the will, leaving his fortune to a Psychic Chat-line. Mr. Doe asks you to make sure that the new
will gets to his lawyer. You are sure that the document will most likely be thrown out of court, but will in the interim
cause considerable damage to Mr. Doe's family. Do you carry our Mr. Doe's last request?
Yes!
First, assume you are a nurse employed by the hospital. In which case the job responsibility you have accepted is
to the hospital, and to the patients you have been assigned. Not to the families of the patients. To fulfill the
responsibility you have accepted, you must not only protect the hospital from any threat of legal action by the
family (in the event that the existence of the new will is suspected), you must also protect the interests of the
patient to which you were assigned. You do not have the authority or the responsibility to determine Mr. Doe's
mental competence. On the other hand, of course, you are free to offer what evidence you have when the matter
does come to court, or to assuage the anguish of the family.
Secondly, assume you are a nurse employed by some other agent to care for Mr. Doe. In which case the same
arguments apply. You still have no authority or responsibility to make the determination of mental competence,
and no responsibility to protect the emotional welfare of the family - even if they are the one's who hired you.
Third, assume you are an independent agent who just happened to be present at the time of Mr. Doe's death. In
which case, when you accepted the documents of the new will from Mr. Doe, you were implicitly undertaking a
contract. Your part of the bargain is to deliver the documents as agreed. Again, you have no authority or
responsibility to make the determination of mental competence.

13) Would it be justifiable to whip pigs to death if more succulent pork resulted from this process, giving consumers of
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pork more pleasure?
Yes!
Animals (or plants) do not have rights. Only Man had rights. "Legal Rights" are legal prerogatives bestowed on
the individual by the society of which he is a part. "Moral Rights" are moral prerogatives bestowed on one
individual by another as a result of the recognition that the individual's long term best interests are better served
through voluntary cooperation and fair trade. "Legal Rights" cannot be bestowed by a society on entities which
are not recognized as part of that society. "Moral Rights" can not be bestowed by one individual on an entity with
which there is no possibility of mutual cooperation or free trade. Pigs (or any non-human species) do not quality
for "Rights". Therefore, what humans do with non-humans is not a moral issue.
We boil lobsters and steam clams without first killing them. We suffocate (or "drown") fish when we catch them
and bring them up into the air. We eat fruit and vegetables while they are alive. We skewer worms with fish
hooks. We brand cattle and horses. We raise chickens in a small wire cage with no fresh air or sunshine. We
pamper the dog that is our pet, and we set poison bait and traps for the dog that is raiding our flocks. How we treat
non-human species is a function of their utility to humans, and nothing else. To draw a moral line between Man
and pigs is justified on the basis of self-interest. To draw the moral line between pigs and lettuce is completely
unjustifiable. (Which is not to suggest that one's dietary habits cannot be an aesthetic rather than a moral choice.)

14) Why punish the theft of $1000 more than the theft of $100?
On moral principle, one should not necessarily punish the theft of $1000 more than the theft of $100. One should punish
any theft on the basis of the proportion of the owner's wealth that has been stolen. It is quiet reasonable to suppose that
$100 could be a much greater portion of a poor man's wealth, than the $1000 is of a rich man's wealth. And on this
basis, the theft of $100 should be punished more. But practical considerations in the administration of jurisprudence
results in the generalization that $100 is on average a smaller proportion of the average person's wealth than $1000. As a
generalization, it is reasonable. But it is not in accord with moral principle.

15) Why punish attempted murder less than murder?
On moral principle, one should not punish attempted murder any less than successful murder. The socially undesirable
disruptive behavior is the attempt. On principle, it should be socially irrelevant whether the attempt is successful or not.
But practical considerations in the administration of jurisprudence results in the acknowledgement that a successful
murder costs society more than an unsuccessful attempt. So the penalties are set commensurate with the costs. But this
is not in accord with moral principle.

16) You are on a boat. Nearby are two large rocks filled with people waiting be to rescued. There are five people on one
rock and four on the other. The tide is coming in and threatening to drown everyone. Your boat cannot rescue both
groups. If you try, your boat will swamp, and you will drown with the rest. You can rescue one of the groups, but by the
time that you return the other group will have drowned. Which group do you rescue?
In the described scenario, there is no information that can be used to make a decision between the two groups other than
their absolute numbers. So, on that basis alone, I would rescue the greater number of people.
But other information about the two groups would normally be available. If the information were available, I would
choose to rescue children over adults, women over men, the young over the old, the healthy over the ill, the more
intelligent over the less intelligent, the industrious over parasites, the rich over the poor (on the usually valid assumption
that the rich are more likely, on average, to be healthier more intelligent and more industrious than the poor).
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17) Is it acceptable to employ physical torture if it is the only means available to find out where in New York City a
large bomb has been hidden?
Yes!
The implied assumption is that the "victim" of the intended torture is reasonably expected to have information on the
location of that bomb, and is not voluntarily cooperating. If the assumption is correct, then the "victim" is voluntarily
placing himself outside the social group, and voluntarily giving up any protection offered by cooperation with the group.
As such, the "victim" is due no moral regard as a member of the group. If the implied assumption is correct, then the
social group has no moral constraints (other than intelligent self-interest) on its efforts to protect itself. In just exactly
the same way that any individual who is violently attacked has no moral constraint (other than intelligent self-interest)
on the nature of his response to that attack. The intended victim of a violent attack may have to consider legal
constraints on the nature of any response, but on the basis of moral principle the initiator of violence has no basis on
which to complain about the nature or magnitude of the intended victim's reaction.
The other consideration, of course, is that the implied assumption may be erroneous. The intended target of the torture
may, in actual fact, not be involved and may not have the information he is expected to have. In which case, any
employment of coercive force against the "victim" is morally unjustified. This consideration translates the stated
scenario considerably. Instead of the question asked, it must be re-phrased as - "Is it acceptable to employ coercive force
against anyone if there is any doubt that the person in question is not in fact guilty of the crime charged?"
On moral principle, the answer to this re-phrased question is No!
The practical difficulties faced by the social structures empowered to enforce society's laws result from the combination
of doubt and self-defense. On the one hand, it is morally unjustifiable to employ coercive force against the innocent. On
the other hand, it is impossible to ensure that it is only employed against the guilty, since it is impossible in most cases
to know before-hand whether the accused is in fact guilty. Combine with this the very real threat that errors of judgment
can often result in personal injury or death to the individual members of the police organizations. Much of criminal
jurisprudence is the attempt to balance the impacts of these two factors.
[Home] [Next]
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The basic axiom of Evolutionary Pragmatist ethics (The continued survival, and proliferation of our Gene-Pool over the
long-term, is "A Good Thing") is a highly individual concept. The "Gene-Pool" in question is my genes. No one else's
(except as, and to the extent that, they are carried by my near and far relatives). The application of this ethical principle
in the social environment, therefore necessarily translates into an Individualistic rather than a Collectivistic political
philosophy. Politically, the basic axiom of Evolutionary Pragmatism that genetic survival (over the long run) is the
highest good of Ethics is equivalent to the recognition that individual liberty is the highest good of political
organization. Liberty is a necessary enabler to the good of the individual's gene-pool.
This emphasis is same emphasis that was pursued by nineteenth century ("classical") liberalism, and is now pursued by
twenty-first century Libertarianism. Unlike Libertarianism, however, Evolutionary Pragmatism takes a pragmatic view
of the purpose of "The State" (as you will see in further chapters). So Evolutionary Pragmatist political philosophy is
more properly considered to be Classical Liberalism.
I can do no better at describing the Political Philosophy of Evolutionary Pragmatism, than refer the reader to Friedman, Milton. Capitalism and Freedom. (Fortieth Anniversary Edition). The University of Chicago Press,
Chicago, Illinois. 1962. ISBN: 0-226-26421-1.
Friedman, Milton & Rose Friedman. Free to Choose: A Personal Statement, Mariner Books (November 26,
1990), ISBN: 978-0156334600.
Friedman, Milton, Why Government Is the Problem (Essays in Public Policy), Hoover Inst Pr; Photocopy edition
(February 1993), ISBN: 978-0817954420.
Although somewhat dated at this point, this short work by a Nobel Prize winning economist accurately introduces many
of the themes of Evolutionary Pragmatist political philosophy.
There are 5 truisms regarding wealth that some politicians need to pay heed to:
1. You cannot legislate the poor into prosperity, by legislating the wealth out of prosperity.
2. What one person receives without working for, another person must work for without
receiving.
3. The government cannot give to anybody anything that the government does not first take
from somebody else.
4. You cannot multiply wealth by dividing it.
5. When half of the people get the idea that they do not have to work because the other half is
going to take care of them, and when the other half gets the idea that it
does no good to work, because somebody else is going to get what they work for, that is the
beginning of the end of any society.

[Home] [Next]
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Note on the Nature of Governance
Definition of "Social Unit"
Society - "an organised group of persons associated together for religious, benevolent, cultural, scientific,
political, patriotic, or other purposes; a body of individuals living together as a community."
Community - "a social group of any size whose members reside in a specific locality, share government,
and have a common cultural and historical heritage; a social, religious, occupational, or other group
sharing common characteristics or interests."
In addition to the above two definitions of social gatherings, I find that I must create an additional specific term, to more
accurately reflect the kind of social gathering to which the discussions that follow will apply. I thus introduce the
concept of a "Social Unit", to mean a specific kind of social gathering.
Social Unit - "any group of individuals (of any species, including human) that are gathered together for the
purpose of co-ordinating individual efforts towards a mutually desirable goal, such that each member of
the group benefits to some degree from the joint effort.
This definition is phrased as it is, to allow the inclusion of non-human species within its scope (a pride of lions, for
example can be regarded as a "Social unit" within this definition). But for my purposes here, I will be using the concept
of "Social Unit" exclusively to describe a collection of Human Beings. As you can see from the definitions with which I
start this section, a "Social Unit" is merely a specifically constrained variant of a community and a society. The specific
distinction I wish to make between what I am defining as a "Social Unit", and the commonly defined society or
community, is drawn by the characteristics of cooperation and the co-ordination of effort towards mutually desirable
goals.
Almost all social groupings, whether they also qualify to be called communities or not, can be called Social Units.
Examples of this form of Social Unit include the Boy Scouts, a Bridge Club, the community of HAM operators, a street
gang, a political party, a municipality, and a nation-state.
The only form of grouping excluded from this definition, are groups where the individual members of the group do not
consider that they obtain any benefit from the co-ordination of efforts, or where the goal of the effort is not regarded as
desirable by the members of the group. In other words, communities that are specifically excluded from the definition of
Social Units are groupings where the membership in the group perceives no benefits from participation in the group.
(And of course, the perception need have no real relationship with the true nature of things.) Slaves and other forms of
serfdom, prison populations, and some (but not all) forms of dictatorial nation-states, for example, would be explicitly
excluded from this definition. The discussions that follow are not applicable to such communities.
The examples I have cited of non-social-unit communities may encompass numerous Social Units within them.
However, they cannot themselves be considered as Social Units. Consider the prison population. Within a prison there
will be many gangs, each of which can be considered a Social Unit, and to which the following discussion does apply.
But the entire prison population cannot be considered a Social Unit because its membership is involuntary, the goals of
the prison population as a whole are not the goals of any individual prisoner, there are no perceived benefits to be had
through membership in the population, and there is little sharing of common goals and values
Many dictatorships or other forms of tyranny, however, can be classified as "Social units" within this definition, as long
as the goals of the co-ordinated efforts of the social unit are generally regarded by the membership as desirable. Within
such non-voluntary social organisations, although the individual members of the group might have little if any say in the
direction and co-ordination of efforts, and may not reap many of the benefits of that cooperation, the raison d'Ãªtre of
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the organisation is still recognised and accepted as cooperation for mutual benefit. The population of such a nonvoluntary organisation still participates in, and contributes efforts towards the achievement of the goals of the
organisation, because there are still perceived to be mutual benefits, however slight, to be gained.

Social Value Patterns
All members of any society or community that is also a Social Unit, must be perceived by its members to share, to some
extent, a common conception and desirability of the goals of the community. Individually, the membership may not
fully agree on the details, or on the exact degree of desirability. But there must be some degree of generally accepted
common agreement on the overall goals, and on their overall desirability. It is more important that this commonality of
interests be generally perceived to be common, than that they actually be common. What matters is that each individual
member of the social group conducts him/her-self as if everybody else is in agreement with the desirability of the
particular goals and means being pursued.
Thus, within any particular Social Unit there will always exist a certain subset of individual Value Patterns that are
recognised by each member of the group as being more or less common to all members of the group. This set of Social
Values will be assumed by each individual member to be more or less the common sub-set of the individual Value
Patterns of the membership of the social unit. Even if the set of social values is not, in fact, a relatively common sub-set
of the individual values, the set of social values will be treated as if it were a true amalgamation of a meaningful subset
of the individual value patterns of the members of the group.
I must emphasise again that it is not necessary for the set of Social Value Patterns to actually be common among all
members of the group, merely that the set of social values must be generally considered to be common. There are a
number of significant ramifications of this assumption that I will explore later. At the moment, however, it will be
sufficient to point out that the one characteristic that most separates members of a social unit from non-members, is the
set of value patterns that is considered to be common ground among individuals. This identifying characteristic is as true
of your local Boy Scout troop as it is of the United Nations.

The Basis of Law
Law - "(1) body of enacted or customary rules, recognised by a community as binding; any rule or
injunction that must be obeyed; (2) the principles and regulations established by a government and
applicable to a people, whether in the form of legislation or of custom and policies recognised and enforced
by judicial decision; (3) any written or positive rule or collection of rules prescribed under the authority of
any government; (4) the controlling influence of such rules; the condition of society brought about their
observance."
The set of Social Values is employed by the Social Unit to evaluate or establish the desirability of social behaviours, in
the exactly same fashion that individual value patterns are employed to evaluate the desirability of individual
behaviours. The set of social values reflects the degree of social desirability that the group attaches to specific
behaviours. Since the purpose of the social unit is cooperation and co-ordination towards the achievement of some set of
mutually desirable goals, particular behaviours will be regarded as more or less desirable depending on how they
contributes to, or conflict with, the group's achievement of those goals. As a consequence of these social values, every
Social Unit, regardless of its size or purpose, establishes certain restrictions on the behaviour of its members. These
restrictions are intended to identify the behaviours that the group regards as conflicting with, or supportive of the
achievement of the group's common goals. In the case of major conflicts with the goals, these restrictions on individual
behaviour are generally codified in some form as "laws".
The "laws" of the social unit are established in some form, written or traditional, so that each member of the social unit
can be made aware of which individual behaviours will be approved of or disapproved of, by the other members of the
group. The system of laws also outlines what penalties the other members of the group will exact for disrupting their
efforts. These penalties will, in turn, be considered by a rational member of the social unit, whenever contemplating
which behaviours to enact. The purpose of the penalties, is to raise the probable costs to any individual considering
some proscribed behaviour, so that it becomes less likely that following such disruptive behaviour will be considered in
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the individual's best interests.
It has been established that it is every individual's innate nature to pursue the perceived best interests of that individual's
gene-plasm. Or, in more socially relevant terms and drawing upon some of the concepts described in earlier chapters,
every individual will instinctively choose behaviours that will maximise the perceived satisfaction of his/her emotional
needs. In any given situation, the individual member of the social unit will examine the available behaviour alternatives,
and pursue that course of behaviour that the individual perceives will maximise the satisfaction of his/her emotional
needs. Whether or not you personally accept the argument at this point or not, the social functioning of all social units
depends upon the reality of this principle for the successful functioning of its system of laws. I have discussed at length,
how the individual's use of rational analysis and a sound understanding of Reality's cause-effect relationships will
determine how successful the individual is at achieving the intended result of long term maximisation of his/her
emotional needs.
The purpose of associating penalties of some form with behaviour that is determined to be undesirable, is to provide
input to each individual's calculations as to which behaviours are likely to achieve the individual's own desired result.
The social unit will establish penalties for the display of behaviours that are considered disruptive to the goals of the
social unit. The more disruptive the proscribed behaviours, the more expensive will be the penalties. For social units on
the order of the local bridge club, these penalties might include censure by key opinion makers in the club, or expulsion
in the most serious cases. For social units on the order of nation states, where expulsion is not a feasible alternative, the
penalties are usually some form of physical restriction. It is the intention of the social unit that when the individual
members contemplate a behaviour that is disruptive, the penalties that the social unit will impose are sufficient to deter
the individual from following that behaviour. I will discuss this matter further in the section on crime and punishment.
An Example
To give the foregoing definitions some life, let us explore their meaning with respect to a group of people I shall call
"The Club". The membership of The Club consists of a number of people, all of whom share something that they feel
separates them from everyone else. The membership have agreed among themselves on some rules of procedure for
managing The Club, and for organising themselves, and directing their common efforts towards some desirable ends.
Periodically, the membership of The Club, through the processes they have previously defined, determine what
particular goals the membership should be pursuing towards their common benefit. Almost all of the members of The
Club (there are always a few swimmers against the tide) will agree in public, if not in private, that the thing they share
makes them unique and truly separate from everyone else. And almost all of the members of The Club will agree in
public, if not in private, that they are in general agreement with the aims and purpose of The Club. Members of The
Club who will publicly admit that they actively interfere with the activities of the The Club, are relatively rare. (Of
course, the larger the total membership in The Club, the more numerically numerous will be these nay-sayers.). Most of
the members of The Club will agree in public (if not in private), that the currently chosen goals of The Club are "Good
and Desirable" in principle if not in the details of practice. Most of what public dissention there is among the
membership of The Club will be over the details of means, and not the goals being pursued.
As intended, by the definition I have detailed above, The Club fulfils all of the requirements of a "Social Unit".
Moreover, I have described The Club in very carefully generalised terms. My description of this community could fit
almost any voluntary association of people. Think of how by description of The Club would fit The Boy Scouts, or Girl
Guides. How about your local Bridge Club, or Curling Club? And how does my description fit a Municipal
government? Or even a Federal government? My description should sound equally valid if you substitute any of these or
similar terms into the preceding paragraph in place of "The Club". The basic social principles in action in a Social Unit,
are as valid in a 10-year-old's "Secret Gang" as they are in the operation of the United Nations.

Conflict
Conflict: - fight; struggle; collision; clashing of opposing principle; opposition of incompatible wishes;
It is almost impossible to conceive of a Social Unit (with a set of values and goals) where every member of the social
unit is 100% in agreement with what is supposed to be the shared or Common set of Goals and Value Patterns. It is
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inevitable in any Social Unit, that its individual members will have personal value patterns, and pursue personal goals,
that conflict to some degree with the common goals and value patterns of the rest of the membership. The larger the
membership of the Social Unit, the wider the cultural, educational, economical, and historical backgrounds of the
membership, the more frequent will be the conflicts, and the more divergent will be the goals and patterns leading to
these conflicts.
Such conflicting goals and values do not necessarily have to be of concern to the rest of the membership of the Social
Unit. Most of the membership of any social unit will go about pursuing their own goals and following their own values,
without significantly impacting the common goals and value patterns of the social unit as a whole. Only when these
conflicting goals and values yield behaviour that directly interferes with the achievement of the Social Unit's professed
common goals, or threatens the viability of it's common value patterns, does the rest of the membership have to be
concerned. (Which is not to suggest that general public concern is never aroused over less serious issues.)
When such conflicting behaviour does arise, it can potentially have serious consequences for the Social Unit. In such
situations, the membership of the social unit must resort to some form of "Conflict Resolution" process to minimise any
negative impact on the achievement of the common goals. The two broad classes of behaviour that would pose a threat
to the Social Unit as a whole are:
(a) behaviours that have, or would likely have, serious consequences for other members of the social unit
(i.e. would significantly interfere with their achievement of their own individual goals, or the achievement
of the common goals), where these other members have no direct way of affecting the initiation, progress,
or outcome of the conflicting behaviours;
(b) behaviours, or threats of behaviour, that are in violation of "Basic Social Standards" (core parts of the
common set of social value patterns), where consistent violation of these standards is deemed by the
remainder of the Social Unit as threatening the achievement of common goals, or the viability of the
perception that the professed "Social Value Patterns" are in fact a common or shared set of individual value
patterns.
The first set of behaviours threatens the Social Unit by directly threatening the reason that members participate in the
Social Unit. If the individual members of the Social Unit cannot go about achieving their own particular goals
(including those common goals shared with other members of the social unit) and following their own set of values,
they will find no individual advantage to continued participation in the Social Unit. Since the achievement of the
common goals of the Social Unit requires the continued existence of the Social Unit, and those goals are deemed to be
advantageous to all members of the Social Unit, it is necessary for the Social Unit as a whole to prevent behaviours that
would encourage its membership to leave (either literally or figuratively). Therefore, when this interference might lead
to an exodus of members from the group, behaviours that particularly interfere with an individual member's pursuit of
individual goals are threatening to the Social Unit as a whole. This sort of disruptive behaviour becomes even more
threatening to the Social Unit, of course, when the goals being interfered with are the common goals that are the
justification for the existence of the Social Unit in the first place. And this leads us naturally into the second set of
conflicting behaviours.
While not directly interfering with the achievement of common goals, conflicting behaviours can threaten the continued
existence of the Social Unit by threatening the viability of the perception of a common set of "Social Value Patterns".
The Social Unit remains a viable community working together to achieve common goals, only so long as those goals,
and the value patterns that give those goals desirability, are viewed by the membership as a common ground shared
among all members. If there develops a wide-spread belief that what is supposed to be a "Common" set of value
patterns, is not in fact shared by a large proportion of the membership, then individual members will begin to doubt
whether the other members of the Social Unit are working towards the same goals.
Given that the achievement of any of these goals requires the co-operative effort of the entire membership, if such
doubts should arise, individual members will begin to view continued membership in the Social Unit as not worth the
continued investment. Why continue to work towards a goal that no one else is working towards? Thus, behaviour that
appears to deny the commonality of the "Common" set of value patterns is threatening to the Social Unit as a whole. If,
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this behaviour becomes frequent or wide-spread enough to suggest that the common set of value patterns no longer are
common, or that the goals being pursued as mutually desirable are no longer so desirable, then the Social Unit will
disintegrate. If you have any doubt about the significance of this effect, consider the disintegration of the Communist
Empire in the 1990's.
Every social unit, whatever its size or purpose therefore, has to establish certain restrictions on the freedom of action of
its individual members. These restrictions are intended to define and prevent behaviour on the part of the membership,
that is judged (by the common set of Social Value Patterns) to be detrimental to the achievement of the common goals
of the membership. As described earlier, these restrictions take the form of laws, either written or traditional.
To make the foregoing discussion a little more real and concrete, lets examine two examples of Social Units, and how
they deal with conflicting behaviours. The two examples I have chosen are a local Boy Scout troop, and the nation-state
of Canada. These two examples bridge the spectrum from a voluntary social grouping of young people, to a more or less
in-voluntary grouping of otherwise indistinguishable people. By examining how these two totally different communities
behave as social units, and how they deal with conflicting behaviours, I can hopefully make the preceding analysis more
comprehensible.
A Boy Scout Troop is a good example of a voluntary Social Unit. The Boy Scout oath defines the "Common set of
Value Patterns" in a very obvious way. It makes little difference whether or not all of the Boy Scouts belonging to the
troop actually believe in, and behave according to, the values defined in the oath. They each operate publicly, as an
individual, as if all of the other members of the Troop believe in them. Conflicting behaviours (so-called anti-social
behaviours) are dealt with through a process of disapproval and censure. If the behaviours become threatening enough,
then expulsion from the Troop is the ultimate penalty. The restrictions that a Boy Scout Troop places on the freedom of
action of its members are defined in general terms by the common set of value patterns established by the Boy Scout
oath. In more detail, they are codified by the Boy Scout Code of Ethics, and the rules and regulations governing the
operation of the Troop. Behaviour on the part of any one member of the Troop that significantly threatens the benefits
that other members gain from participation in the Troop, is not tolerated. Significant violations of the rules will quickly
result in censure at least, and expulsion in extremis.
The nation-state of Canada is a totally different example of a Social Unit. As a nation-state, the set of common value
patterns are partially codified in the Constitution and Bill of Rights, and partially culturally determined from Canada's
heritage of English Common Law. The nation is publicly governed as if these value patterns are common to all citizens,
regardless of whether in fact they are, and regardless of what the governors may think privately or do behind closed
doors. Behaviours that are regarded as threatening to these common value patterns, or threatening to the goals defined
by these value patterns, are dealt with far more severely than in the Boy Scout Troop. The theoretically universal
supremacy of what is considered to be the common set of values and goals, is used to segregate "citizens" from
"criminals". Individuals whose behaviour grossly conflicts with the "common" values and goals of the nation, are
defined to be criminals. Once a citizen is identified as a criminal, all sorts of punitive retaliation can be easily justified.
And that same theoretically universal supremacy of the common values and goals of the citizens of the nation, can be
used to justify all manner of means towards the achievement of whatever the governors choose to define as the
"Common Goals". Since a social unit is supposed to exist for the cooperation and co-ordination of effort towards
commonly valued goals, the government of a nation can impose extraordinary constraints on the freedoms of the
citizenry, all in the name of achieving a commonly desired and valued goal. And since a nation-state usually claims the
freedom and exclusive privilege to use force, violators of the rules can quickly face forceful retaliation, even death, for
an open display of conflicting behaviour. Prime Minister Trudeau's invocation of the War Measures Act in 1970 to quell
the nascent FLQ revolt in Quebec, is the now classic Canadian example of this principle in action.

The Nature of Government
Government - "The political direction and control exercised over the actions of the members, citizens, or
inhabitants of communities, societies or states."
The "Government" of any Social Unit consists of those individual members of the social unit that act "on behalf of" the
other members, and whose decisions are regarded as binding within the defined scope of that social unit. Every Social
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Unit has a government of some form or other. It matters not how large or small the Social Unit, or what its purpose. The
government of the Boy Scout Troop consists of the Troop Leaders and the Scout Master (and possibly others). The
government of a local bridge club might be the person with the rule book, or the person at whose house the club is
meeting. In a street gang, it is usually the one member who can convince the others that he/she is the toughest.
All governments, regardless of the size or nature of the social unit being governed, have three basic components. These
components are:
1) Political Component - a method of aggregating the individual Value Patterns of its membership and
extracting a set of more or less common "Social Value Patterns"; of expressing and interpreting the Social
Value Patterns of the membership in order to determine what "Common Goals" are to be pursued; of
defining the means and organisational structure through which the goals will be achieved; and of
establishing the necessary restrictions on individual behaviour to minimise disruption of the common effort.
2) Executive Component - a method of co-ordinating and directing the common effort of the group
towards those goals determined by the Political Component, of detecting violations of the behavioural
restrictions imposed by the Political Component, and of imposing whatever penalties are associated with
any such disruptions to the pursuit of the common goals;
3) Judicial Component - a method of settling disputes among members of the social unit in a way that
minimises any resort to disruptive behaviour on the part of the membership; and of controlling the power of
the executive component.
The Political Component
It is the function of the Political Component of any social unit, what ever it may be, to express the "Common Value
Patterns" of the social unit. Through the inter-personal processes of politics, the individual value patterns, goals, and
needs of the membership of the social unit are sorted, assembled, and balanced into a recognised set of "Common Value
Patterns", "Common Goals", and Desirable Means, for the entire membership.
Every social unit, regardless of its nature, purpose or size, has a political component. It is often referred to as "The
Political System". Every human organisation of more than two people quickly develops a process, with varying degrees
of formality, that translates the set of individual judgements of what should be the common value patterns, into a set of
recognised "Social Value Patterns" and "Common Goals". And, in the process, develops an associated set of recognised
restrictions on membership behaviour. Within any political system, "Politics" is the inter-personal process by which
individuals, each with their own set of personal "Value Patterns", goals and emotional needs, arrive at some commonly
accepted "Social Value Patterns, and commons goals for the group.
"Politics" is the label given to the inter-personal interactions through which favours are traded for favours, and influence
is exerted over the decision making process of the collective membership of the social unit. At any level of human
intercourse, if you as an individual want the political processes to yield a personally desirable result, the art of
persuading others to do or give you what you want, is the art of politics. And since a social unit is a group of people
working towards a common goal, politics is essential to the setting of priorities, the selection of goals, the co-ordination
of effort, and the smooth working of the group. Politics is the oil that lubricates the functioning of any social grouping.
The larger the population of the social unit, the more formal is the political component likely to be. In a local bridge
club, it could be merely a casual get together to decide how to deal with a problem or opportunity. In a paternalistic
society (an absolute dictatorship or monarchy), it might be the chieftain, gang leader, war lord, or high priest consulting
with advisors and passing an edict. In nation-states, there is always a congress, or parliament of some kind. This is not to
suggest that the political component in a nation state consists solely of the formal legislative structures. Even when the
political component of the government of a social unit is quite formally defined, the formal portion will be the smaller
portion of the full extent of the political component. A political system is both the formal structural organisations, and
the informal network of influence, that translates the wishes and opinions of the individual members of the social unit
into output in the form of laws, policies and co-ordinated actions towards the achievement of the common goals of the
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membership.
The Workings of Politics
The population of every social unit can be divided into three general classes, according to how much influence they
have over the political processes of the group.
(a) "Those in Power" - These are the individuals who currently occupy official or un-official positions of
decision making in the governing processes of the social unit. The values, goals, opinions, and priorities of
these people determine the activities of the government, and select the goals and means pursued by the
entire membership of the Social Unit.
(b) "The Powerful" - These are the individuals whose opinions and interests can influence those actually in
power. These are the members who seek to influence the activities and goals pursued by those in power,
and who have sufficient strength of personality, power, or resources to be valuable allies to those in power.
The powerful exchange favours with those in power, in return for support for those granting the favours.
(c) "The Powerless" - These are generally the majority of the membership of any social unit. In any social
unit, most of the membership will not have things to trade with those in power for favours, or will not be
interested in seeking those favours. In most situations, those in power, and the powerful, can safely ignore
the interests and opinions of the powerless. The circumstances that cannot be safely ignored, are those
where the powerless gather in groups. For in groups, the powerless can become powerful, and begin to
wield influence over those in power. A group of otherwise powerless people, properly organised and
directed, can join the ranks of the powerful. Unfortunately, such a group is also usually a single-issue
gathering, and is relatively mindless. (Such groups, by the way, are themselves Social Units, and possess
memberships that differentiate into the three political classes discussed here.)
The combination of "Those in Power" and "The Powerful" are often referred to as "The Power Elite" of the social unit.
Individuals can become members of the Power Elite in two separate ways. First, they can acquire some form of political
power base in the process of pursuing other goals. Typically, especially in Nation-States, this occurs when an individual,
in the pursuit of personal wealth, is sufficiently successful in that endeavour that the relative amount of wealth becomes
itself a politically powerful economic lever. When the other members of the Power Elite recognise this new power base,
the individual who controls it is automatically included in the operations of the political processes. The control of a
political power-base, no matter how acquired, automatically causes others possessing political power to consider the
opinions and goals of everyone who controls such a power-base. The second method of acquiring political power, is the
active pursuit of the support and cooperation of others. These are the "Standard politicians". An individual who acquires
such a power-base purports to represent the people who support him/her in the matter of one or more topics. The power
comes from the hypothetical threat of the group being represented acting en masse to achieve their aims.
The political component of a Social Unit is so important because a delicate balance must be maintained between the
freedoms of the individual membership on the one hand, and the restrictions imposed by the political system on the
other. The individual membership will not long tolerate restrictions that make their own personal goals difficult to
achieve. Individual members of the Social Unit will always balance the desirability and benefits of the "Common Goals"
of the membership as a whole, against the personal costs resulting from the restrictions imposed by the Social Unit.
When the costs are perceived to be greater than the benefits, then the individual will begin to exhibit persistent
disruptive behaviours. And the legislative structure will not long survive an environment in which disruptive behaviour
impairs the achievement of the membership's common goals.
Consider, as a concrete example of this principle, the dissolution of the Communist Empire. In 1917, when the
Bolsheviks seized control of what was then the Russian Empire, the concepts of Communism, and central state and
party control over everything, had popular support. It was perceived and believed to be in the best interests of all
members of the Social Unit that became the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. It was even believed to be in the best
interests of all people, justifying the Communist drive to conquer the world. The generally accepted "Common Set of
Social Value Patterns" and the "Common Goals" of the people of the USSR and the Communist Empire gave support to,
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and justification for, the centralist form of socialist government. But over the years, the membership of this Social Unit
changed their own personal goals and values, and changed their perceptions of the benefits of and desirability of the
expressed "Common Goals" of the Social Unit of the Communist Empire. As a result, the people of this empire began to
display ever increasing amounts of disruptive behaviours. In the last few decades of the existence of this Social Unit, a
common popular joke was "They pretend to pay us, and we pretend to work". This joke encapsulates the attitude that
working for the "Common Goals" of the social unit was no longer perceived as desirable, and was done to the minimum
extent possible. Every attempt was made by the individual members to avoid investing in the common goals of the
Social Unit, and instead pursue their own separate and more desirable goals. As a result, the economy of the Communist
Empire collapsed, and what economic activity remained existed in the "black market". Only that small minority that
directly benefited from the continuation of the status quo, supported the continued existence of the Social Unit. Finally,
and inevitably, the membership of the Social Unit became so dissatisfied with, and unaccepting of the expressed
"Common Social Value Patterns" and "Common Goals", that the social unit of the Communist Empire dissolved into
chaos. From what was once the membership of a single unified Social Unit, arose a whole host of new Social Units,
with new and different expressions of "Common Value Patterns" and "Common Goals". All because the Political
System of the older Social Unit, did not keep pace with the changing value patterns and goals of its memberships; was
not able to adapt the cooperation and organisation of the Social Unit towards the changing values and goals that were
deemed desirable by the membership; and was able to enforce restrictions on disruptive behaviours with less and less
success.
The Executive Component
The government of every social unit also has a Executive Component. The function of the Executive Component is to
actually do the required co-ordination and organisation of the efforts of the group, employing whatever means towards
whatever goals the Political Component has chosen.
As part of this function, the executive component also must enforce the restrictions the Political Component has chosen
to define on the behaviour of the membership. These defined restrictions on individual freedom will successfully exert
influence on the membership (minimising disruptive behaviour) only to the extent that the value to be gained by an
individual by violating the restriction is less than the penalties to be paid for getting caught. The more benefits can be
gained from disruptive behaviours, and the less likely or severe the penalties that will be extracted if caught, the more
likely and frequent will be the disruptive behaviours. It is one of the functions of the Executive component to detect
proscribed behaviours, identify the individual(s) responsible, and exact the penalties defined by the "laws" put in place
by the political component.
In most informal and semi-formal social units, such as the local bridge club, there is no formal Executive police force.
The detective function is fulfilled by the membership in general, and the penalties likewise exacted by the common
action of the membership. In more formal social units, and especially in nation-states, a Police force is a formally
constituted organisation within the Executive Component, with defined powers and authority. The police force of a
nation-state is unique, in that it is vested, by common agreement of the membership, with a monopoly on the use of
force within the scope of the nation-state. It is one of the defining characteristics of a Nation-State social unit that such
an empowered Executive Component organisation exists. In less formal social units, the executive component more
usually makes use of moral suasion, and the force of social pressure. This is largely because most non nation-state social
units exist in the social environment of a nation-state. Since the nation-state has reserved to its own executive structures
a monopoly on the use of force, social units that exist within it cannot resort to that form of enforcement. This is not
universally the case, however. There are many social units that exist within the boundaries of nation-states that would be
regarded as "illegal" by the nation-state. Since they are in violation of the restrictions set out by the nation-state anyway,
these "illegal" social units have no real constraints on their own use of force. Examples of this kind of social unit include
various kinds of gangs, and the infamous Syndicate or Mafia. The possession of a semi-formally defined police force
empowered with the use of force, is one reason why the Syndicate is frequently called a "State within a State".
The Judicial Component
Every social unit also has a judicial component. The Judicial component fulfils two related functions within the Social
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Unit. Its more "formal" function is to officiate over the identification of those accused of violating the laws of the Social
Unit. Since it is the responsibility of the Executive component to identify those members violating the laws of the Social
Unit, those members actively involved in the exercise of Executive functions are in an extraordinarily powerful position
from which to exchange or extort favours from the rest of the membership. In order to minimise the disruptive impact
that this power might have on the "Common Goals" of the Social Unit, every social unit develops a Judicial component
to constrain the powers of the Executive component. The Executive function may initially identify that some member is
violating the laws of the Social Unit, but it becomes the responsibility of the Judicial structure to formally recognise that
identification, and to verify that the identification process is valid and done according to the rules. Thus the Judicial
component usually becomes somewhat of a counter-balance to the Executive component, with the responsibility of
ensuring that the Executive component does not become disruptive in itself.
Although the "formal" function of the Judicial component gets more visible attention, in any Social Unit the more
common and more important function of the Judicial component is to settle disputes between members of the Social
Unit. The "formal" function comes into play once the laws have been (apparently) broken. The less formal "arbiter"
function comes into play before circumstances get that far. It is the purpose of the Judicial component as "Arbiter" to
avoid the recourse to disruptive behaviours, by settling disputes and conflicts peacefully, in a manner that is acceptable
to all parties to whatever dispute is involved.
The foregoing description of the three facets of the governing structure of any Social Unit might sound overly formal,
and inapplicable to such informal social units as your local bridge club. But if you examine what takes place in any
social unit, regardless of size, you will recognise that these functions are indeed taking place. The identification of an
individual member with a particular role may be a lot more fluid, changing from minute to minute in the same
discussion. But the functions are being fulfilled none the less. In your local Block Parents Association, as an example,
some one member might raise an issue about another member disrupting the purposes of the group. A third member will
almost certainly step in and act as an arbitrator and peace-maker, attempting to make sure that the accuser is not being
capricious, that the accusations are indeed valid, and that the rules are being followed. If the issue results in a lengthy
discussion among a number of participants, the roles of Plaintiff, Defendant, Executive and Judge may change from
minute to minute as the discussion proceeds. But whoever is acting the "Judge" at any given moment, is attempting to
fulfil the functions described above.

The Definition of a "Nation-State"
Nation - "a large number of people of mainly common descent, language, history, etc., usually inhabiting a
territory bounded by defined limits and forming a society under one government."
State - "organised political community under one government."
A "Nation-State" is a particular kind of Social Unit. A Nation-State shares all of the characteristics of a Social Unit as
defined and described above. In addition, as has already been alluded to, a Nation-State possesses a number of
additional defining characteristics. The four defining characteristics that distinguish a Nation State from any other social
unit are:
(1) a geographically defined territory - Most Social Units consist of a number of like-minded people who
gather together for the purposes of achieving some common goal. There is nothing in the definition of a
Social Unit that pre-supposes that the members of the Social Unit are, or must be, in any way
geographically proximate. Indeed, if one considers the community of Amateur Radio Operators, the
membership of this Social Unit is scattered widely throughout every geographical and political region of the
globe. And when the Space Shuttle is in orbit, it occasionally carries a member of this club completely off
the face of the Earth. Nation-States, on the other hand always consist of some defined geographic territory.
All residents domiciled within that defined territory are deemed to be members of the Nation-State social
unit.
(2) involuntary membership - Which brings us to the next defining characteristic of Nation States. Unlike
most other forms of social unit, participation in the membership of a Nation-State is largely (but not
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entirely) involuntary. If you live in the defined geographic territory, you are considered to be a member of
the Nation-State. You have no choice, other than personal geographic relocation. All residents of the
defined territory are considered members of the Nation-State social unit, regardless of their personal
opinions and attitudes on the matter.
(3) supreme authority of governance - The concept of "Supreme Authority" is also unique to the NationState form of social unit. Because all persons present within the defined geographic territory are considered
members of the Nation-State social unit, the governing processes of the Nation-State operate on the
principle that all persons present within its territory share the "Common Value Patterns" and "Common
Goals", and therefore must adhere to the "laws" (restrictions on behaviour) of the Nation-State. Like any
social unit, a Nation-State will not appreciate disruptive behaviours. But unlike other social units, the
"Common Value Patterns" and the "Common Goals" of a Nation-State social unit are such as to define the
social unit's governing structures to be superior to, and all encompassing of, any values, goals or laws
established by any other social unit that may exist (in whole or in part) within its territory. As a result, other
social units may acceptably co-exist within the territory of a Nation-State, only so long as the membership
of these other social units operate on the basis that the "laws" of the Nation-State are supreme, and superior
to those of their local social unit.
(4) exclusive use of force - And the reason that this is a practical attitude, is that the Nation-State social unit
always reserves for its own Executive function, the exclusive privilege to use force against its own
membership. It is a key defining characteristic of a Nation-State social unit that the use of force among its
membership is prohibited. (This results from one of the universal "Common Goals" that is common to all
Nation-State social units, and I will discuss this further in a moment.) The use of force is reserved, within
the territory of the Nation-State, for the exclusive use of those parts of the governing structures that
Executive the laws and protect the membership of the social unit against disruptive behaviours.

The Derivation of "Nation States"
Tribe - "group of (primitive) families under a recognised chief, and usually claiming a common ancestor."
Although, in the modern world, Nation-States are fairly large gatherings of peoples, this was not always so. In fact the
origin of the Nation-State is the Tribe. To understand how a Nation-State functions, and why it functions as it does, it is
necessary to understand more about the nature of the Tribe. As you will see from the following discussion, the purposes
and goals of a Nation-State are inherited from, and are the natural modern expression of, its tribal ancestry.
A "Tribe", as you can see from the above definition, originated back in the dawn of mankind's history. Even before
Homo Sapiens arrived on the scene, our primate ancestors gathered together in troops that, even today, share many of
the characteristics of the Tribe. The behaviour of mankind as a member of a Tribe characterises the great majority of our
evolutionary history as a social animal. Man's history as a member of a Nation-State begins only three to five thousand
years ago with the creation of the first City-State (a City-State being a smaller version of a Nation-State in that the
geographic territory encompassed a single small city or town). If you consider that Man's social evolution has been in
progress for at least a couple of million years, then you can see that our adaptation to life as a member of a Tribe, is at
least four hundred times stronger than our adaptation to life as a member of a Nation-State. This is why the behaviour of
Man as a member of a Nation-State is but a natural extension of our behaviour as a member of a Tribe.
The "Tribe" originated as, and still remains, a group of loosely related family members who gather together for the
purposes of mutual assistance and mutual defence against outside threats. By and large, the Tribe would be headed by a
single chief, or a small group of senior elders. The family units making up the tribe would be related to some degree,
generally with at least one member of each family unit being direct descendants of the chief or senior elders. When the
Tribe grew too large, it would divvy up the accumulated resources of the group, and split into two separate Tribes that
would each go its own way. Studies by anthropologists of the few remaining tribal societies, suggest that when a tribe
grew beyond 150 members, there was an increasing probability of a split. Sooner or later, one faction of the group
would decide that the leadership of the Tribe was pursuing goals or using means that were undesirable. Or they would
decide that the benefits to be gained from splitting into a separate Tribe would be greater than remaining to share in the
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benefits of the larger Tribe. The dissident faction would then split away under its own leaders, and become a new Tribe.

The "Common Goals" of Nation-States
But why should individuals gather together in Tribes in the first place. By examination of the few Tribal societies left,
and by extension from the examination of groups of primates and other animals in general, two basic driving forces
become obvious:
(1) mutual protection - the number one reason that drives members of the same species together, is mutual
protection. The more eyes watching, the better able the group is to detect predators. The more individuals
fleeing a predator, the less likely any one individual is to be the next victim. The more defenders available,
the better able the group to repel predators. And in a species like Man, where the child-rearing roles have
been sexually segregated to some degree, a Tribe is better equipped to defend the women and children
when it consists of a number of families, each with at least one defending male. And this arguement applies
whether the predators involved consist of the local lion, or the neighboring tribe.
(2) collective food gathering - no matter what food gathering method is employed, it is easier and more
resource efficient, if it becomes a collective effort for a number of co-operating individuals. If you are
hunting, then hunting in packs is more effective. If you are gathering, then more eyes to see with, and more
hands to collect with once the stuff has been seen, is more effective. And by obvious extension, if you are
farming, then more hands to plough and reap are more effective. And so on, across the spectrum.
These then, become the "Common Goals" of any Tribe. And by extension, these are the "Common Goals" of any
Nation-State. Of course, to be understandable in relation to Nation-States, these two common goals must be translated
into terms and concepts that have meaning in the modern age.
Therefore, employing some relatively obvious translations and updating the Tribal concepts for the modern world, the
two primary "Common Goals" of any Nation-State become:
(1) Mutual Protection - protecting the membership of the Nation-State from threats to its individual and
collective welfare, from both internal and external agents.
(2) Welfare Maximisation - maximising the individual and collective welfare of the membership of the
Nation-State.
"Mutual Protection" in Nation States
Threats from "external agents" generally implies military or economic aggression from other Nation-States. In order to
protect its membership from such threats, every Nation-State, without exception, builds and maintains a military force
of some degree of effectiveness, and engages in International (meaning between Nation-States) Politics in order to use
threats, persuasion and exchange of favours as a means of preventing such aggression. All of the many and various
forms of International relations, intrigue, and conflict are justified and rationalised on the basis of protecting the
membership of the Nation-State from the actions of other Nation-States.
Threats from "internal agents" fall into the two categories I discussed earlier when presenting the two kinds of conflicts
that a Social Unit must deal with. The first category is "individualized disruptive behaviour" - behavior that threatens
the specific welfare of other individuals, and may or may not impact in any significant way on the co-ordinated effort of
the group as a whole. The second category is the non-specific "generalised disruptive behaviour" that threatens the
viability of the assumption that the group is working together towards a mutually desirable goals. There is , however,
another perspective from which to regard these disruptive behaviours. Such behaviours can be classed as:
a) disruptive behaviours that interfere with some other individual's pursuit of their own goals, including
those goals that happen to be the Common Goals of the group. I will label this kind of disruptive behaviour
"Theft" because such behaviour is almost always perceived by the person being interfered with as the
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taking of some wealth without proper compensation.
b) disruptive behaviours that, while not directly interfering with any other individual, are judged by the
membership to be threatening to the continued viability of the "Common Social Value Patterns". I will label
this kind of disruptive behaviour "anti-social", because it is disruptive to the entire social environment
rather than to any one individual in particular..
The political justification for laws proscribing the more personalised "Theft" behaviours is easy to grasp. It is in the
separate best interests of each individual member of a Nation-State to classify any behaviours that result in unwelcome
interference in their own pursuit of their individual goals as "disruptive behaviours" that must be proscribed, deterred,
and penalised when they occur. The remaining challenge to the political processes is the aggregation of many individual
opinions as to what is regarded as "unwelcome interference", and the balancing of one individual's pursuit of their own
personal goals, with another's desire not to be interfered with. In the absence of specific situations to examine, the
general principle that would apply would be to minimise the constraints on individual behaviour to maximise the ability
of each individual to pursue personally valuable goals, while simultaneously minimising the amount of mutual
interference that occurs when two or more individual are pursuing conflicting goals or employing conflicting means. A
simple concept in principle. But as anyone knows who is at all familiar with the complexities of the various legal
systems in existence in the world, it is a very difficult concept when it comes to actual practice.
The political justification for laws against "anti-social" behaviour is more difficult to grasp, probably because such
behaviours are not personal. The justification is based on the fact that each individual member of the Nation State shares
in the pursuit of, and the benefits from, the "Common Goals" of the Nation-State. It is therefore in the best interests of
the individual if every other member of the Nation-State is also contributing effort towards those Common Goals. The
individual would thus consider that any behaviours that might imply that everybody else is not contributing towards
those "Common Goals", would mean that his/her own individual return on the investment s/he is making in the pursuit
of those goals is less than it otherwise would be. It is therefore in the best long-term interests of each individual member
of the Nation-State, if such "disruptive" behaviours are minimised or eliminated. Even if the behaviour in question has
no immediate impact on any one individual, behaviours that imply a less than universal commitment to the pursuit of
the Common Goals is detrimental in some degree to each individual. Threatening the viability of the common
perception that the "Common Social Value Patterns" are in fact common, causes an increasing doubt in an increasing
number of the membership, that continued effort towards those Common Goals will in fact yield the promised benefits.
Like any other Social Unit, in order for the Nation Sate to translate the collective interests of its membership into
specific "laws" that can be universally recognised by the entire membership, and enforced by the Executive component,
the Nation-State employs a Political Component of some form that defines just what behaviours are considered
"crimes". For Nation-States, the structures of the Political Component are usually referred to as the "Legislative
Structures" of the society.
To ensure that all of the proscribed behaviours are detected, and the associated penalties exacted, the Nation-State, again
like any other Social Unit, employs a Executive component, and a Judicial component. In a Nation-State, however,
because of the relative size of the social group involved, these structures are generally more formally defined than in
other Social Units. The Executive component is formally given the responsibility of detecting and apprehending any
member displaying the proscribed "criminal" behaviours. Formally defined institutions are put in place so that the
established penalties of various severities can deter the proscribed behaviours to the best extent feasible. And the
Judicial component is embodied in formally defined structures and generally given the formally defined responsibilities
to keep the defined structures of the Executive component under a degree of control.
To make the "laws" passed by the Legislative structures effective in defining and deterring those behaviours deemed
undesirable, it must be generally accepted by the membership of the Nation-State that the Legislative, Executive, and
Judicial structures are operating successfully in translating the values and goals of the membership into properly defined
laws, deterrence processes, and penalties. If a sizeable portion of the membership does not accept the political
effectiveness of these structures and the resulting laws, the Nation-State will experience increasing displays of
disruptive behaviour. More and more of the population will ignore more and more of the laws that have been
established, and be more and more blatant in their flouting of those laws.
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Remember, the Executive component of any Social Unit is not just the formally defined structures. All members of any
social unit have a part to play in the detection and enforcement (by social censure) of disruptive behaviours. The
formally defined Executive structures of any social unit will become over-taxed and loose its effectiveness if increasing
proportions of the membership of the social unit abdicate their role as part of the Executive component. The formal
Executive structures becomes less and less effective at deterring disruptive behaviours, the larger the proportion of the
membership of the social unit that refuses to play its proper part. If you have any doubt of the impact of this, remember
again what has recently happened to the Soviet Empire. This is a very good example of what happens when the general
membership of a Nation-State looses faith in the political process of the formal governing structures.
"Welfare Maximisation" in Nation-States
Each member of the Nation-State, as an individual, pursues a personal goal of maximising the state of their own
personal prosperity (as it applies to their perceived probability of success in procreation and the proliferation of their
own genes). The membership of the Nation-State co-operates and co-ordinates their joint efforts because in many ways
it is more effective and efficient to pool efforts, than to work separately. It is in the interests of every member of the
Nation-State to have the Nation-State establish and maintain conditions that will optimise the return on the joint efforts
invested. The set of social conditions that define how individuals receive a benefit from their own personal investment
of effort, is generally referred to as the "Economic System" of the Nation-State.
There have been many different forms of Economic Systems over the course of history. And there are almost as many
Economic Systems employed today, as there are Nation-States in the world. The governing structures of each NationState have developed their own ideas of what particular conditions offer the best opportunities to optimise the return on
the joint efforts of the membership. I do not intend to offer here an analysis of any of these various economic systems,
except to say that each and every one of them was/is intended to maximise the total amount of wealth that exists among
the membership of the Nation-State. Different economic systems express different attitudes about how best to distribute
limited resources, and how best to produce new wealth. Certain forms of economic systems attempt to concentrate as
much wealth as possible under the control of as few people as possible. And other forms attempt to distribute what
wealth there is equally across the population of the Nation-State with little regard for incentives for new wealth
production. There is a veritable continuum of possibilities between those two extremes. But regardless of the choice of
means, the end that justifies their actions is the maximisation of the state of health and prosperity of its membership.
The only differences are in how the concept of wealth is perceived, and the membership that is involved.
Given a certain amount of wealth, distributed unevenly throughout the membership of a Nation-State, there are
essentially two approaches to maximising the total of the collective wealth. The first, and simplest way, is to permit and
encourage "fair trade" among the membership of the Nation-State so that each individual can trade wealths that they
value less for wealths that they value more. In this way, after each such fair trade, the total collective wealth will
increase. It is therefore in the best interests of each member of the Nation-State if the economic system of the NationState maximises the ease of "Fair Trade". And by association, minimises the occurrence of Un-Fair Trade.
The second, and much more difficult way to maximise the total of collective wealth, is to create new wealth. A critical
ingredient in the process of wealth creation is the skill or knowledge required to know how much of which inputs to put
together in what way. It is in the best interests of each individual member of the Nation-State if the economic system of
the Nation-State maximises the amount of wealth production that occurs. The existence of a certain minimum amount of
Fair Trade is necessary but not sufficient to ensure a high rate of wealth production. Fair Trade is necessary so that the
individual (or group) co-ordinating the wealth production can obtain the contributory wealths that will go into the
production process. But also required is some compensation to the individual with the required skills or knowledge to
put the ingredients together properly. And the compensation must be commensurate to the effort and risk involved. Like
most tasks, wealth creation is generally hard work. But unlike most tasks, there is usually some degree of risk inherent
in wealth creation. One little booboo separates a slightly soggy burnt offering from a tasty apply pie.
So in order to maximise the wealth that is distributed across the membership of the Nation-State, there must exist a
maximum of "Fair Trade", a minimum of "Unfair Trade", and appropriate compensation as incentives for a maximum of
wealth production. And finally, there must be some means of ensuring that the wealth that does exist, and is produced,
gets distributed across the membership in what is generally accepted as a reasonably equitable manner. For if the wealth
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gets too concentrated, then the membership as a whole will loose the individual incentives in maintaining a "Fair
Economic System". It is only in the interests of the general membership to maintain a "Fair Economic System" as long
as the average individual member perceives some benefits from such a system. But if the wealths that exist and are
created, get too concentrated in a small minority, then the average member of the Nation-State perceives little benefit in
maintaining the Fair Economic System, and a large benefit in an economic system that re-distributes the existing
wealths in a more desirable manner.
Desirability, of course, is in the eye of the beholder. Which is what makes the different forms of economic system
possible. A "Robin Hood" system of economics that takes from the rich to give to the poor is obviously more desirable
from the perspective of the poor, than it is from the perspective of the rich. It is the operation of this latter principle that
marks the operation of a Socialist or Communist form of economic system. These two closely related economic systems
pay little attention to the incentives for wealth production, or Fair Trade. Their primary goals are the redistribution of
what wealth already exists in what is perceived to be a more equitable manner.
Once the redistribution is accomplished, history suggests that the general membership returns to the collective opinion
that a "Fair Economic System" is more desirable. For this reason, a Socialist or Communist economic system has
historically been successful only as a transitionary stage. It will never be successful as a long term economic structure.
In the long term, the production of new wealth will always be more desirable than the re-distribution of a constant
amount of wealth simply because a tiny part of a growing pie will eventually become larger than an equal part of a nongrowing pie.
Of course, even in a "Fair Economic System", there will have to be some restrictions on individual behaviour. It is in the
best interests of all members of the Nation State, to accept restrictions that define behaviours that would result in "unfair trade", or theft. Because even though a single individual could take advantage such behaviours to maximise his/her
own personal welfare, the group as a whole would find it detrimental to their own individual interests in general if such
behaviours were permitted of others. The basic principle in action here is: "It is OK if I cheat, but I can't afford to allow
you to cheat. Therefore, I will accept restrictions on my behaviour that outlaws cheating." The result of this attitude
applied to the group as a whole, is a general acceptance of restrictions on individual behaviours, that each individual
would not have others free to pursue. It is the obverse of the Golden Rule: "Don't do unto others what you would not
want others to do unto you!".
In addition to this rather obvious kind of restriction against personalised "Theft" behaviour, there is another "economic"
set of restrictions that falls more or less are in the same category of "Theft" behaviour. This kind of restriction defines
behaviours of economic agents (both individual and corporate), that the group as a whole would like to see executed, or
avoided. A good example of this kind of behaviour, is the environmental protection laws. The standard capitalist
economic system is not very good at making the producers of wealth pay the sometimes abstract costs of the
environmental damage that is incurred. Therefore, Nation-States that adopt a somewhat capitalist economic ystem enact
laws to extract these abstract costs in other ways, or define unacceptable behaviour in realms that cannot immediately be
considered as theft. Much of the various forms of commercial regulation falls into this category. Package labelling,
automobile safety, and so forth, are all attempts by the individual membership to enforce or prevent behaviours by other
individuals that are deemed economically undesirable.

Summary
A "Social Unit" is any group of individuals who are gathered together for the purpose of co-ordinating their common
efforts towards some mutually desirable goals. A "Nation-State" is a particular kind of Social Unit, where membership
is defined more by residence within a geographically defined territory than by any sense of voluntary participation, and
where the governing processes have assumed "Supreme authority" of governance along with an associated exclusive
freedom over the use of force.
Within any Social Unit, Nation-States included, the governing processes can be separated into three parts. The "Political
Component" is that portion of those governing processes that translates the individual and personal values and goals of
the membership of the group into a set of "Common Value Patterns" and the set of "Common Goals" to be pursued by
the group. It is also the set of processes that establishes the definitions of what the membership of the group will
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consider "disruptive" behaviour. The "Executive Component" is that portion of the governing processes that identifies
those members who undertake behaviours defined by the group as "disruptive", and exacts those penalties that the
Political Component has associated with those disruptive behaviours. And the "Judicial Component" is the portion that
is both the counter-balance to the powers of the Executive Component, and the processes by which disputes among
members of the group are resolved without recourse to defined "disruptive" behaviours.
In addition, the population of any Social Unit, Nation-States included, can be divided into three general classes
according to the degree of influence exerted over the governing processes of the Unit. The population can be broadly
divided into the small group of "Those in Power" who directly control the various portions of the governing processes; a
larger group of "The Powerful" who influence and trade favours with those in power; and the majority who are "The
Powerless" and have little direct influence on the governing processes of the Social Unit.
The larger the membership of a Social Unit, the more formal become the various structures of the three components of
the governing processes. And the larger the Social Unit, the more formally defined become the definitions of
"disruptive" behaviours. In Nation-States, because they are the largest kind of Social Unit, and because of the unique
nature of the concept of membership in the Social Unit, the degree of formal definition of both governing structures and
"disruptive" behaviours reaches its peak.
None the less, all of the actions of any Nation-State's government, are actions taken by the governing processes of a
Social Unit, for the purposes of organising the efforts of the group as a whole towards the achievement of mutually
desirable goals. In a Nation-State , these Common Goals can be broadly classified as "Mutual Protection" and
"Maximisation of Wealth".
To pursue the goal of Mutual Protection, the Nation-State undertakes activities to protect the individual and personal
best interests of its membership from both internal and external threats. Protection from external threats involves the
membership of the Nation-State in measures to prevent disruption by members of other Nation-States. Protection from
internal threats involves the membership of the Nation-State in measures to prevent disruption from "Theft" or "antisocial" behaviour on the part of other members of the same Nation-State.
To pursue the goal of Maximisation of Wealth, the Nation-State undertakes measures to establish an Economic System
that best reflects the opinions of "The Powerful" on the optimum means for maximising the total wealth that is
distributed over the population of the Nation-State. There are no established rules which define such an "optimum"
Economic System. Different economic systems span the spectrum between the maximum distribution of existing
wealths (Communism and Socialism) and the maximum concentration of wealth creation (Laissez-Faire Capitalism, and
Fascism).
These generalised descriptions of the high-level goals are interpreted and translated by the governing processes of the
Nation-State, into specific detailed and immediate goals, and measures to achieve those goals. The political component
of the Nation-State, both formal and in-formal, aggregate and summarise the individual values and goals of the
population and interpret the generalised demands for mutual protection and wealth maximisation into specific measures
with which to guide the common effort of the membership.
With each such measure, the governing processes of the Nation-State generate a set of restrictions on individual
behaviour. Each activity that the collective membership decides to implement through the Nation-States government
structures, determines a set of behaviours that would be disruptive to that activity. They are therefore defined as
"disruptive", and are encoded in laws that are restrictive of individual behaviour.
[Home] [Next]
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The Nature of "Rights"
Right / Rights - "(adj) - (1) in accordance with what is good, proper, or just; (2) in conformity with fact,
reason, or some standard of principle; (3) most convenient, desirable, or suitable. (noun) - (4) a just claim
or title, whether legal, prescriptive, or moral; that which is due to anyone by just claim, legal guarantees,
or moral principles; (5) that which is in accord with fact, reason, etc.; the state or quality of an instance of
being correct. (synonyms) - equitable, fair honest, lawful, accurate, true, proper, appropriate, suitable.
(antonyms) - wrong."
This definition is filled with numerous emotionally loaded words. Notice especially the synonyms and antonyms listed.
The definition clearly transmits the emotional message that "Rights are Good". And by association, to deny anyone their
claimed rights must therefore be bad. Politicians, demagogues, and others who use oratory to sway the minds of people,
are well aware of the emotional charge carried by this word. People are sensitized to the emotional message in this
word, especially in the western world, where the battle for "Rights" has been long, hard, and never ending. The
immediate inclination of most people, upon hearing this word, is to jump to the defence of anyone whose "Rights"
might be infringed. After all, the absence of a "Right" must be a "Wrong", and no one likes a "Wrong", because
"Wrongs are Bad", aren't they?.
But what are "Rights" anyway? Everyone uses the word, and frequently too. The newspapers and news broadcasts are
full of stories of people who are claiming that someone's "Rights" have been, or about to be infringed. But do you really
understand what is being referring to when the word is used? Can you distinguish oratorical abuse of the concept from a
valid claim for a right? I suspect that most people who use the word in political or moral contexts are not even aware of
the dictionary definition quoted above. And I am certain that the various print and broadcast news reporters either
haven't the vaguest conception of what is meant by "Rights", or egregiously and intentionally abuse the concept. From
my own quite unscientific survey, most people do abuse the word, and sometimes excessively so. The word always
seems to get invested with meanings more emotional than semantic.
To properly employ the word within the philosophy of Evolutionary Pragmatism, I am in this chapter going to develop a
very concrete and specific understanding of the meaning of the concept of "Rights". When this chapter is done, I think
you will find that this very specific definition fulfils all of the senses of the word provided in the dictionary definition
quoted above. But I also believe that you will find that the concept of "Rights" as defined within Evolutionary
Pragmatism will have a much firmer foundation, both logically and morally. It is my hope that you will find use for this
more "well defined" concept of "Rights" in understanding and frequently seeing through the inflated and all too
frequently bogus claims of the multitudes who bemoan the infringement of some individual or group's "Rights".
From the dictionary definition quoted above, it is evident that there are two separate contexts within which the word has
some meaning. The definition of "Rights" in the Legal sense initially appears to be a relatively simple and straight
forward concept by comparison to the vague fuzziness of "Rights" in the moral sense. So I am going to expand upon the
concepts of "Legal Rights" first. This approach will allow me to clearly separate legal rights from the more commonly
used and abused context of "Moral Rights". And as you will see, properly defining the concept of "Moral" Rights will
depend in a very intimate way on a comprehensive definition of the corresponding "Legal" right.

Legal Relationships
In 1919, Wesley Hohfeld published a treatise examining the underlying principles of legal reasoning (Hohfeld, Wesley
Newcomb, 1919, Fundamental Legal Conceptions as Applied to Judicial Reasoning. Ed. Walter Wheeler Cook. New
Haven and London, Yale University Press). Among other excellent ideas, this work presents a solid foundation for the
discussion of rights, both legal and moral. The material that follows is based upon the reasoning laid out by Hohfeld,
although because my interest here is limited to a discussion of Moral Rights, I will be extracting only certain relevant
pieces of his more broadly ranging analysis of legal arguments.
Hohfeld realised that the legal system is but a complex system of formally established rules that apply to a set of agents
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(either individuals, aggregates, or conceptual entities like corporations). And among the various sorts of rules that any
legal system contains, is a subset of rules that has the function of regulating or directing the behaviour of the agents to
whom they apply. One way in which they accomplish this function is to stipulate what those agents are required by law
to do, or alternatively, what they are forbidden by law to do. Although there are important differences in the
implementation and purpose of rules which prescribe certain behaviour, and those which forbid certain behaviour, what
prescriptions and prohibitions have in common is that they impose restrictions or constraints on those agents to whom
they apply. In order to simplify the presentation that follows, I am limiting this discussion to those rules which affect the
relationship between any two agents. The rationale for this limitation I hope will become evident once we shift the
analysis to Moral Rights. So please bear with me if what follows here appears to be a small subset of the realm of
jurisprudence.
In the absence of all rules, any behaviour contemplated by some agent would be implicitly permitted. So it is logical to
begin an analysis of the impact of rule systems on relationships with a discussion of restrictions. Hohfeld called these
restrictions "duties". A duty can be either a positive restriction (a prescriptive rule - that something must be done), or it
can be a negative restriction (a prohibitive rule - that something must not be done). In all known systems of rules
governing human affairs, the rules generally define prohibitions, with prescriptions being the exception. This is
probably because there is an unstated implicit permission assumed by all agents subject to those systems of rules, that
holds that anything not specifically prohibited is permissible. And this implicit assumption works because the various
rule systems that have developed to govern human affairs have their genesis in an environment where there were
relatively few people. In a sparsely populated tribal environment, individuals can do largely as they please. It is only
when an individual's choice of behaviours begins to disrupt the collective welfare of the tribe as a whole, that restrictive
rules need to be created. And these rules will naturally take the form of prohibitions against the disruptive behaviour
that warranted the rule in the first place. It is possible to imagine a system of rules, and an environment in which such a
system operated, where the underlying implicit rule would be prohibitive. In other words - all is prohibited unless
specifically permitted. But this is not the kind of rule system encountered in the realms of human affairs.
From analyzing the nature of the restrictions and constraints that prescriptive or prohibitive rules place on the agents to
whom they apply, Hohfeld identified three distinctly different types of relationships between any two agents. Further,
these three different kinds of relationships are related one to the other in a particular way. Where "Anne" and "Bob" are
any two agents to whom the rules of the system apply, and "Q" is some particular behaviour that is either prescribed or
prohibited by the rules of that legal system, Hohfeld decomposes the impacts of the prescriptive and prohibitive rules
into "Liberties", "Duties", and "Claims". (Why this table is labelled "First Order" will become apparent shortly.)

First Order Hohfeldian Legal Relations
Anne has a liberty with respect to Bob to Q.

Bob has no claim against Anne that Anne not Q.

Anne has a duty to Bob not to Q.

Bob has a claim against Anne that Anne not Q.

A duty is some behaviour "Q" where the rules of the system prescribe that under some specified set of conditions,
behaviour "Q" is prohibited. In other words, under this specified set of conditions, it is illegal for Anne to undertake
"Q". For example, under the conditions of normal social relationships, Anne has a duty to not kill Bob (a prohibition).
And under the conditions of normal commerce, when Anne buys something, Anne has a duty not to avoid paying the
sales tax (a prescription reworded as a prohibition). In this particular example, the object of the duty ("Bob") would be
the rest of the population who benefit from the collection of the sales tax, rather than just Bob. Note that the form of the
duty in the table includes the negation. This is done to emphasise that in the normal situation, the rules that will define a
duty will be prohibitive. And as you can see by the example cited, any prescriptive rule can be re-worded as a
prohibition.
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A claim is a duty as perceived from the point of view of the object of the behaviour "Q". The subject and the object of
the corresponding duty are reversed, but the content is the same. Thus if Anne has a duty to Bob, then Bob has a claim
on Anne. If Anne has a duty to not kill Bob, then Bob has a claim on Anne that she not kill him. If Anne has signed a
purchase agreement with Bob, then Bob has a claim on Anne that she makes the agreed payment, and Anne has a duty
to make the agreed payment. Note that one cannot have claims to do something, only that others do something.
A liberty is the opposite of a duty. It has the same subject and object, but has the negated content of the corresponding
duty. Anne has a liberty to undertake some behaviour "Q" when the rules of the legal system do not prescribe "Q" or do
not prohibit "Q" under these particular conditions. Anne has the liberty to choose to undertake "Q" or not undertake "Q".
Someone has a liberty to do something or not do something only if there is no duty to do it or to not do it. Or
alternatively, only if someone else does not have a claim that they do it or not do it.
The liberty that I might have to do some particular thing "Q" is only a half-liberty. The other half is the liberty that I
might have to not do that particular thing. If I have the liberty to both do and not do that particular thing, then I have a
full-liberty with respect to that particular thing. And I have an absolute liberty if I have that (full) liberty with respect
to everyone. For example, within the normal conditions of social relationships in most Western democracies, I have the
half-liberty to say anything to you I wish, and the half-liberty not to say anything at all. In other words, I have the fullliberty to say or not say anything I wish. And in this example, because of the rules of the particular Nation-State in
which I reside, I can assert that under the normal conditions of social relationships in my country I have the absolute
(full-)liberty to say or not say anything I wish to anyone. This is the legal essence of the principle of "Freedom of
Speech" as encoded in the Bill of Rights.
The lack of a claim on your part is more than just the expression of my liberty from your perspective. The rules that
establish my liberty do not generally address my liberty directly. After all, establishing a law that says I have the liberty
to do something is neither prescriptive nor prohibitive. The rules establishing liberties generally take the form of
denying claims. As an example, in the normal course of social relations in many Western democracies I have the liberty
to practice what religion I choose. But the rules that establish that liberty are framed so as to deny that you have any
claim to infringe that liberty, and a duty not to infringe that liberty. Only rarely will the rules of the system explicitly
specify the liberty. The only place where one occasionally sees such explicit definitions of liberties is in constitutions or
bills of rights. And even here, the rule does not define the liberty clearly, only lays out a general principle. It is left to
the details of specific duty rules to establish the clear definition. A bill of rights might establish that all citizens have the
"Freedom of Expression". But the definition of what that means, and how it impacts the members of that society is left
to the more detailed rules of prohibition and prescription. The relevant rules are not the ones that specifically establish
the liberty in the first place. It is not the granting of my liberty to do something that imposes the constraints on your
behaviour, it is the prescriptions, prohibitions, and denial of your claims that I do otherwise that imposes the constraints.
Of the three First-Order Hohfeldian relationships (liberty, duty, and claim), a duty is generally considered a burden
while liberties and claims are generally considered advantages. And when "Rights" are discussed or claimed, they too
are generally considered advantages. So we can now begin to understand "Legal Rights" in terms of Hohfeldian legal
advantages. But they are more than simple 'bare' advantages of liberties and claims. They are "protected" advantages.
The rules of the legal system that establishes "Legal Rights" do more than simply define a liberty or claim. Legal Rights
are established by complex packages of rules that also define duties on everyone else not to interfere with the Rights
involved. For example, the rules establishing the right to "Freedom of Speech" define more than just the absolute liberty
I might have to express myself as I might wish to. They also define packages of duties by prohibiting others from all
sorts of possible interference in that liberty, as well as packages of claims that define how and under what conditions I
can exercise that liberty. And the legal right to vote in public elections involves all sorts of rules establishing additional
claims I have on others to assist me in voting. This introduces a second level of Hohfeldian relations. Hohfeld
decomposes the impacts of changing the prescriptive and prohibitive rules that define "Liberties", "Duties", and
"Claims" into the Second Order Relations of "Powers", "Liabilities" and "Immunities". Where "Anne" and "Bob" are the
same two agents to whom the rules of the system apply, and "R" is some set of rules defining a First Order Relation
between "Anne" and "Bob".
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Second Order Hohfeldian Legal Relations
Anne has a power over Bob to affect R.

Bob has a liability to Anne's affecting R.

Anne has a disability with respect to Bob to affect R.

Bob has an immunity against Anne's affecting R.

Anne has the power to affect some First Order Relation with Bob if the rules of the system permit her to change one or
more of the rules that define the liberties, claims and/or duties that constitute that First Order Relation. Bob's view of the
power that Anne has over their relationship is called a liability. It is difficult to give meaningful examples of these
Second Order Relations in terms of individuals. But the United States Congress has the power to change the rules that
govern the Income Tax reporting duties of US citizens. And US citizens have a liability insofar as the local Zoning
Commission can change the zoning laws affecting any duties that are associated with real estate ownership.
The opposite of a power, is an immunity. Bob has an immunity against Anne's changing their First Order Relation if the
rules of the system prohibit Anne from making such changes. From Anne's perspective, she has a disability with respect
to her First Order Relationship with Bob. For example, in many Western democracies Bob would have a liberty to
practice whatever religion he chooses, and he also would have an immunity against Anne's affecting that liberty. And if
the rules are such that Bob has such an immunity with respect to everyone else, then Bob has an absolute immunity.
Immunities are the Second Order equivalent of claims. Like a claim, an immunity held by one person imposes
restrictions on the behaviour of others.

Legal Rights
At the First Order level, liberties and claims can be regarded as advantages, with duties regarded as disadvantages. A
duty imposes constraints on the holder's freedom of choice. It implies a legal rule prescribing or prohibiting some
behaviour. Liberties are the explicit freedoms, and claims are duties that may be imposed on others. At the Second
Order level, powers and immunities are advantageous, while liabilities and disabilities are disadvantageous.
A "Legal Right" can therefore be defined as a package of Hohfeldian legal advantages. From the preceding discussion
we can identify two types of "Legal Rights". There are Legal Rights whose package of Hohfeldian advantages has as a
core a particular liberty, and Legal Rights whose package of Hohfeldian advantages has as a core a particular claim.
Rules of the legal system define the terms of the Right, and the circumstances under which it applies. And other rules in
the associated package establish the legal duties, powers, immunities, and disabilities that form the protective periphery
of a Right, preventing others from infringing on the basic core liberty or claim. Consider as an example, the "Right to
Council" held by the accused. This is a "Claim Right". The rules involved have established that the accused has a claim
to be represented by council. And it imposes a duty on the Police organisations to provide that council. The United
States Supreme Court has further established the peripheral rules that the accused has an immunity against anyone
changing the validity of that claim.
The holder of a Legal Right is the beneficiary of duties, liabilities, and disabilities imposed on others. The interests of
the holder of the Right is the justification for the restrictions imposed on others. A system of rules establishes "Legal
Rights" to the extent that the Legislative Component of a government wishes to protect the interests of its citizenry
under specified circumstances.
To the extent that the legal rules, or decisions based upon them (as in the English system of Common Law), are written
down, a claim for a Legal Right can be justified on documentary evidence that everyone can examine. There may be
differences of opinion on the interpretation of just what is meant by what is written, and there may even be conflicts
between different parts of what is written. But no one can dispute the evidence that there is some form of written basis
upon which to justify the claim to a "Right". The justification of claims to Legal Rights is, therefore, an empirical
process.
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Suppose some individual of some society makes a claim that a particular liberty or claim is a "Right". Lets say that
Anne says that she has a "Claim Right" to an apple pie every Sunday. And suppose this claim is disputed by another
member of this society, say Bob. Then Anne and Bob (or more probably their lawyers) both examine the body of
written documentation or oral tradition for an interpretation of the rules that supports their own opinions. If either side to
the disagreement cannot find such evidence, then their opinion is labelled as "wrong" in accordance with the definition
quoted at the start of this essay. On the other hand, if both sides should find evidence, or interpretations, that support
their divergent opinions, then an appeal is made to a neutral third party, such as a Judge of a local Court, who is given
the responsibility of judging which of them has the stronger evidence, or more consistent interpretation, from the record.
One of the primary functions of the Judicial Component of any system of governance is to mediate just such disputes.
And the more formal the system of governance, the more formal and structured is the system of Judicial mediation. As
an example, the Supreme Courts of Canada and the United States have been given the responsibility for making such
judgements when the dispute involves interpretations of the writing in, and past decisions based on, the Canadian and
American Constitutions.
In some societies of course, both ancient and modern, the laws and any decisions based on them, are not written down.
In these cases, the appeal for justifying evidence or interpretations, must be made to members of the society with long
memories. This is, in fact, the basis of the concept of the "Tribal Elder". The "Elders" of any society are usually
regarded as those in whom the responsibility rests for remembering the tradition of decisions made based on the laws of
the society. It is to the Elders that appeals are made to justify claims for legal "Rights" in such societies. The Elders
remember what has gone before, and render their judgements based on that remembering. All societies have Elders, but
their legal influence varies inversely with the degree to which the laws and legal decisions of the society are written
down. And the term "Elder" does not always indicate relative age. In many such societies, it is indeed the aged who
have the longest memories for such things, thus the origin of the term "Elder". But there are other societies where the
memory of the laws and legal interpretations is passed along in other ways than the written form. One ancient method is
the "apprentice" learning from the "master" about the culture, social etiquette, and traditions of a society, by way of
stories, sagas, myths, and legends. In such a situation, there is no necessary connection between the term "Elder" and the
sage's age.
Do not be fooled into thinking, from the foregoing that Elders exist only in primitive tribes without writing. All
societies, however modern or ancient, have Elders. Do you belong to a social club? Do you know someone who does?
Social clubs have Elders. And, as described above, their legal power and influence is in inverse proportion to the extent
of the social club's written legal structure. Most social clubs have a rather skimpy rule-book, and no documentation for
the decisions based on interpretations of that rule book. The memory of the finer interpretations, and the resolutions of
conflicts in the written rules, rests with the "Elders" of the social club. The "Elder" might be the member who has been
around the longest, or the member who does not hesitate to exercise influence, or the member who makes it a business
to seek out and collect the anecdotal memories of other members of the club. The "Social Gossip" is frequently among
the Elders of most social clubs.
"Legal Rights" are the province of the legislators, lawyers, judges, and elders of the social organisation involved. Every
social organisation, no matter how large or small, incorporates the legal structures that support "Legal Rights". When
there is a disagreement over what is, or who has, a "Legal Right", there is always a well recognised methodology and
structure, within every social organisation, for resolving the conflict. It is so well recognised, and works (generally) so
well, because both the methodology and the structure are so well exercised by the members of the society. For whatever
reason, it appears to be impossible for two or more people to live together in harmony, without a system of laws (written
or otherwise), and a process for resolving conflicting interpretations of those laws.

Moral Rights
With a sound understanding of what constitutes a Legal Right, I can now provide the Evolutionary Pragmatist concept
of a Moral Right. A particular Right, either a Claim Right or a Liberty Right complete with accompanying periphery of
duties, powers, and disabilities, is a Moral Right if and only if the protected interests that is the equivalent Claim or
Liberty can be justified within some system of morality. If the Claim or Liberty can be shown to be logically deducible
from and consistent with the fundamental premises of that system of morality, then the Right can be regarded as being a
Moral Right from the perspective of that system of morality. Otherwise, it cannot.
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With this definition in mind, it now becomes possible to group the excessive public claims for "Rights" into three
categories. There is the smaller category of those claims for "Legal Rights". These are claims for protected interests
based on an empirical appeal to the established rules of the Legal System. I think you will agree that this category holds
the smaller proportion of public claims for Rights. Most such claimants will readily admit that there is no established
law to which they are appealing. If there was, they would not be making so much public noise. They would be talking
privately to lawyers, and prosecutors, in order to get their rights enforced. They are instead very noisily claiming that
there should be appropriate law, even if there is none. They are claiming "Moral Rights". They are making a claim that
their interests should be protected based on an appeal to some system of Morality.
These claims we can broadly classify based on the system of Morality that is being appealed to. The smaller proportion,
again, can be grouped as those claims based on the principles of a specific system of Morality. A claim for a Moral
Right based on the underlying principles of Christianity, Evolutionary Pragmatism, or Satanism as simple examples,
would fall into this category. As would a claim based on the interpretation one of the religious standards of morality.
But most people do not possess a clearly defined system of Morality, or have a sound enough understanding of the
principles of the system of Morality that they profess to adhere to. What moral principles most people have developed,
they have acquired by osmosis from their environment. Even in those situations where the system of morality involved
is one established by divine command (i.e. a religious morality), most professed adherents have not developed anything
more than an osmoticly collected understanding of the principles involved. So most claims for Moral Rights are not
based on a foundation of moral principle.
Instead, most claims for Moral Rights fall into the larger category of claims based on the appeal to "Social Standards". If
you recall from the essay on Different Kinds of Ethics, social standards forms the foundation for those systems of ethics
called Cultural Relativism. And the two most serious problems of such systems is that there can be no objective
standard that can be used to judge one set of moral principles as better or worse than another set, and it is impossible to
accurately determine just what the relevant social standard is because no two social groups within whatever society from
which the standards are supposed to be derived will have exactly the same opinions on the matter.
As a consequence, it becomes merely a matter of opinion as to what the appealed to Social Standards actually are, and
whether or not a claim for a particular Moral Right can be justified. I remind you that it is a corollary to the First Axiom
of Evolutionary Pragmatism that Philosophy is more than merely one man's opinion. So from the perspective of
Evolutionary Pragmatism, all of the claims for Moral Rights that fall into this last and largest category, are spurious.
They are totally unjustified, whether or not they could be, or appear to be reasonable, or appear to be desirable. Claims
for Moral Rights based only on what some orator claims is according to some undefined Social Standard, are merely hot
air intended to confuse and misinform.

An Example
Let's re-visit this line of reasoning again, but with a specific example. Suppose I were to claim that "I have a Moral
Right to Freedom of Speech". (It matters not which particular Moral Right is used as the basis of this discussion. I am
using Freedom of Speech only because it is a familiar and frequent claim.) I am making a claim that, based on the moral
standards and principles of some specific system of ethics, it is proper and correct that I should have this freedom,
prerogative, and privilege. I do not make this claim based on an interpretation of the laws of our society, because that
would make it a claim for a legal right. I make the claim that our common philosophical system says that it is proper and
correct for me to have this privilege. Now let's assume that we share a common system of ethical standards, and suppose
that you disagree with my claim, and believe that I do not have a "right" to Freedom of Speech in some circumstance.
Lets say you object to my dissemination of pro-Abortion materials. How are we to resolve this difference of opinion? If
I am serious about my claim, I am going to attempt to convince you that our common philosophical system can indeed
be interpreted to grant me my right to Freedom of Speech. You, on the other hand, are going to dispute my
interpretations, and attempt to find alternate interpretations that negate my claim to this right. When I make my
statement "I have a right to Freedom of Speech", you are going to say "On what philosophical grounds or ethical basis
do you base that claim?". You are asking "Why?" And when you make your counter statement that "You do not have a
right to Freedom of Speech", I am going to say "On what philosophical grounds or ethical basis do you deny my
claim?". I am also asking "Why?"
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Through each iteration of this discussion between us, we will both be making statements of philosophical reasoning in
an attempt to justify our own positions. And we will both be repeating the question "Why?" at each step. By successive
iterations of this process, we will both be forced, in the end, to an appeal to the basic axioms of our mutually held
philosophy. On the assumption that our common philosophy is indeed common to the two of us, the set of axioms upon
which our philosophy is based, will also be common. We now find ourselves in a situation where I am demanding my
"Right" based on an interpretation of a basic axiom. And you are denying me that "Right" also based on an
interpretation of a basic axiom.
We are now at a position where one of two things can happen. First, we can assume that the axioms upon which we are
founding our arguments are self-consistent, or not mutually conflicting. In such a case, our disagreement must lie in the
processes through which we develop our own interpretations. This process should, in theory, be based on a system of
proper logic that is common to the two of us. If either of us has made an error in the logic process, that can be one of the
first means of resolving our conflict. If you can demonstrate that my interpretation of the basic axiom is incorrect
because I have made a logic error, you will have demonstrated that I do not, in fact, have a moral right to freedom of
speech in the specified circumstances.
If both our logic processes are sound, the difference in opinion must lie in a difference in understanding of the facts of
Reality, or in a "hidden" assumption that one of us is making (or a conflict in the "hidden" assumptions that we both are
making). Exploring the reasoning process, and examining the factual understanding upon which the reasoning is based,
is the second means of resolving the conflict. If I can demonstrate that you are missing some factual evidence from
Reality, or have a misunderstanding of the functioning of Reality, I can demonstrate that I do, in fact, have a moral right
to that freedom of speech.
I have described these two approaches as if they were simple and straight forward. But of course, they generally are not.
Regressing the philosophical arguments back to basic axioms, can be an extremely difficult process. Only in part
because most people do not have a clear understanding what the basic axioms of their system of philosophy are.
Ensuring that the system of logic employed is sound, and not full of erroneous deductions, or gaps in process, is also
extremely difficult. The English language is so full of flexibilities and multiple meanings, that really understanding what
is being said can be quite a challenge. And getting mutual agreement on what facts from Reality are being appealed to,
can be an even more labour intensive activity. Even if everything else works smoothly, our discussion could founder on
our different interpretations of evidence presented by Reality. While, in principle, such a disagreement can be resolved
through the processes of experimentation, in practice this may not be feasible for any number of reasons.
All of this difficulty is what makes philosophical arguments at once so fascinating and so frustrating. But all of this
difficulty is based on the assumption that the basic axioms upon which we have founded our separate interpretations, are
not mutually conflicting. If we have each based our interpretation on a different axiom, and our logic processes are
sound, and our understanding of Reality is mutually acceptable, then we have two mutually conflicting basic axioms
within our system of philosophy. We have demonstrated that the implications inherent in one axiom, are in direct
conflict to the implications inherent in another. Within such a system of philosophy, our disagreement over whether or
not I have a moral right to anything, cannot be resolved. Or at least, cannot be resolved based on philosophical
argument. Perhaps I get my "moral rights" merely because I carry a bigger stick than you. But that isn't Philosophy.
The self-consistency of the basic axioms of a system of philosophy is extremely important, if that system of philosophy
is to be useful in resolving conflicts. Only if disagreements of the sort described here, can be resolved by mutually
acceptable processes, can the system of philosophy be said to "work". For adherents to a particular system of
philosophy, mutually acceptable processes will include exploration of logic processes, and exploration of factual
understanding. But if the system of philosophy is not self-consistent, if it displays mutually-conflicting basic axioms,
then these mutually acceptable processes will not work. An appeal will have to be made to methods outside of the
system of philosophy. And the most common of those is, unfortunately, "Might makes Right".
Of course, and unfortunately, if the two of us do not share a common system of philosophy, the basic axioms upon
which we have been founding our positions will almost certainly be in conflict. And the "Might makes Right" rule will
again be applied. This is the basis of Power Politics, and is, unhappily, why War is so prevalent in human history. One
of the most important contributions that Philosophy has made to human history, is its role as an alternative to Power
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Politics. Establishing a common set of philosophical beliefs in a social organisation, is the foundation of organised
religions (both formal and pseudo). And organised religions have been one of the more important cohesive and
pacifying forces in human history. Their role in fostering violent conflict between social organisations is the subject of
another essay, but their role as a socially cohesive force cannot be denied. Most early social organisations beyond the
basic tribe, were based on and supported by the development of organised religions. And most of the early
developments of social structures were made by and for the glorification of those organised religions.
It is the very essence of every religion, that it sets down a common set of philosophical principles. These principles are,
moreover, assumed to be common to all adherents to that religion. With such a structure of common principles
established, it becomes easier to resolve conflicts in the arena of Moral Rights by discussion rather than Power Politics.
It is one of the great advantages of a "State Religion" that it establishes a set of basic philosophical principles which are
assumed common to all citizens of the state. The resolution of social conflicts become much simpler with such a basis.
In a social organisation with many religions, resolving social conflicts can consume much more time and effort. A prime
example of this difference, can be seen in an examination of the differences in Soviet and American judicial systems. In
the Soviet system, because all citizens are assumed to adhere to the "religion" of Marxist-Leninist communism, the
justice system reflects the philosophical belief that the greatest good for the greatest number has precedence over, and is
indeed an essential part of the good of the individual. In the American system, because there is no common
philosophical basis other the legal writings of the Constitution, justice and jurisprudence is mired in a swamp of
legalities. If you examine the workings of the American system of jurisprudence, you will see that its primary focus is a
search for legal correctness, rather than any philosophical concept of "Truth" or "right".

Moral Rights within Evolutionary Pragmatism
The definition at the start of this chapter, says that a "Right" is that which is "in accordance with what is good, proper,
or just; and in conformity with fact, reason, or some standard of principle". The Third Axiom of Evolutionary
Pragmatism says that "The continued survival, and successful proliferation of our Gene-Pool over the long-term, is A
Good Thing". With this basic principle upon which to base all discussions about Moral Rights, an interesting conclusion
can be immediately deduced. Within the philosophy of Evolutionary Pragmatism, Moral Rights exist only within the
context of the gene-plasm of the individual, and within the context of a particular situation. Evolutionary Pragmatism is
an "Objectivist - Situational" system of philosophy. This is a short-hand term for a system of ethics that maintains that
the Moral value or worth of a particular action is dependent on the situation, and that the moral value can be determined
by an appeal to objective frame-work. That Evolutionary Pragmatism is "Objective" results from the First Axiom about
the nature of Reality. That is it "Situational" results from the consequence of the Third Axiom about the definition of
Good. The "Successful proliferation of our Gene-Pool" is the goal. How to achieve that goal will depend on the
circumstances in any situation. Evolutionary Pragmatism admits of no generalizations, no "higher rules" that transcend
the current circumstances.
If Evolutionary Pragmatism is Situational, it is also intensely personal in orientation. How then can we use the
principles of Evolutionary Pragmatism to morally justify a Right? Rights, by their very nature, will apply universally to
all individuals within the scope of the moral system. How then can we resolve the conflict between a very personally
oriented system of Ethical standards, and a very universal system of protected interests? The only Moral Rights that
Evolutionary Pragmatism could justify would seem to be those that can be applied equally to both sides in an
environment of genetic competition. I have a morally justifiable claim to a "Right" under the current circumstances, if
my claim is in the best interests of "The continued survival, and successful proliferation of my Gene-Pool over the longterm". But the best interests of my gene-pool, need not be the best interests of your gene-pool. So what may be a Moral
Right for me, may not be for you. Even granting me the Moral Right that I claim may not be in the best interests of your
gene-pool. How do we resolve this conflict? Are there any morally justifiable rights within the philosophy of
Evolutionary Pragmatism?
The key concept is the recognition that not all situations that involved a Reasoned Choice with ethical repercussions
take place in an environment with calm and controlled emotions, and with full and fully understood information on the
probable consequences. In fact, a little introspection will draw you to the inescapable conclusion that most ethical
choices we make, that are supposed to be "Reasoned Choices" are in fact made in the flood of one or more emotions,
under pressures of time, and in circumstances where our understanding of the current situation may be incomplete or
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faulty, and were we have only the vaguest of notions what the likely outcomes would be of the probably incomplete list
of alternatives we are examining. In fact we readily recognise our limitations in this area, by adopting ethical heuristics
or rules of thumb. The rule of thumb "Do not tell a lie", is a useful heuristic because it tells us that in absence of clear
indications to the contrary, past experience (possibly of others) tells us that telling a lie is probably not a good idea. Our
personal system of Ethical standards consists mainly of sets of rought and ready rules of thumb of this kind. Simple
rules that we have learned work well in most situations. We can use these heuristics not just to simplify our decision
making processes, but also to limit our errors.
Recognising that the human ethical decision making process is potentially very error prone, especially under
circumstances of high emotion, limited time, or limited knowledge, is the first step in recognising the true usefulness of
Moral Rights within the philosophy of Evolutionary Pragmatism. The second step, is the rather obvious recognition that
the Evolutionary Pragmatist conception of Moral Rights is purely social in nature. Given the rather lengthy and detailed
discussion above that defined Moral Rights as morally justified parallel to Legal Rights, this might seem overly
repetitious. But I think it needs to be particularly stressed. Many systems of philosophy, including Christianity, permit
and promote the conception of "Moral Rights" that stand on their own, independent of circumstances. One such
popularly espoused concept is the "Right to Life". This concept is erected to stand on its own, as a guiding principle to
the individual as well as to the social group, and to condemn such varied activities as execution, abortion, and suicide.
So, within the philosophy of Evolutionary Pragmatism, I have a morally justifiable claim to a "Right" under the current
circumstances, if my claim is in the best interests of "The continued survival, and successful proliferation of my GenePool over the long-term". But by thinking of the resulting Moral Right in terms of an ethical rule-of-thumb that can be
applied in social situations under poor decision making conditions, changes the impact. With this idea in mind, the
question is no longer "What Moral Rights can you admit that I have, and I claim to have, in an environment of genetic
competition?" The question instead is "What constraints on our personal freedom of action can we both tolerate as likely
to be in our individual best interests in the long term, in order to minimise erroneous ethical decision making under
conditions of haste and ignorance?'
In other words, the focus of Evolutionary Pragmatism is not on the "protected interest" side of the analysis of Rights,
where most other philosophies focus. It is instead on the "constraints" side of the analysis of Rights. Each Moral Right
that is granted to some individual, imposes moral duties, immunities, and disabilities that constrains the activities of
every other individual within the scope of that moral system. Evolutionary Pragmatism doesn't ask "What protected
interests can we each grant to the other that would be in our individual best interests", but instead asks "What constraints
in your behaviour would I like to pay for with equivalent constraints in mine?" This turns the entire philosophical
analysis around. It changes the discussion from a seeking out of mutually beneficial situations in an environment of
genetic competition, to an individually focused analysis of cost-benefit trade-offs. And it provides a powerful ethical
basis for Moral Rights within the ethical principles of Evolutionary Pragmatism.
Lets take an example or two. Consider the "Right to the Freedom of Speech". Is this morally justifiable within
Evolutionary Pragmatism? The proper question to ask is - "Am I willing to give up my freedom to interfere with your
ability to say what you choose, in return for imposing constraints on your freedom to interfere with my ability to say
what I choose?" When asked on this basis, most people would readily say "Yes". It is after all a small constraint on my
freedom of action, in return for a potentially large constraint on your freedom of action. So, on balance, it would appear
that within Evolutionary Pragmatism the ethical heuristic "don't interfere with another's freedom to say what they
choose" is a morally justifiable rule of thumb. This one was a simple one. Lets attempt a more difficult one. Consider
the "Right to Life". Again, the proper question should be "Am I willing to do whatever is necessary to ensure your
continued life, in return for constraints that demand that you do whatever is necessary to ensure the continuation of my
life?" When asked in this way, most people will pause. It is a very open-ended question, and lends itself to all sorts of
extremes. If they answer "Yes" at all, most people will wrap their affirmation in all sorts of limitations and caveats. This
is a sure sign that a simple "Right to Life" cannot be morally justified. And while it is possible that such a right could be
constructed with suitable limitations and caveats, a complex definition of such a right would defeat the purpose of an
Ethical Heuristic.

Summary
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In summary, a "Moral Right" consists of an ethical rule-of-thumb that grants to all members of the society a particular
claim or liberty, and all of the associated rules that constitute the protection of that liberty or claim. Such Rights are
morally justified as being in the "best interests" of the individual members of the society. A "Moral Right" is a properly
constituted equivalent of a Legal Right that may or may not already exist in law, that can be morally justified according
to some specified system of ethical principles or standards. A morally justified Right within the philosophy of
Evolutionary Pragmatism is a set of constraints on the individual's behaviour that is acceptable to the individual because
of the more desirable constraints that such a Right would place on others. Such constraints are accepted as generalised
rules-of-thumb because of the recognition that most situations involving decision making also involve emotional stress
or imperfect information. It is judged that the application of the rule-of-thumb will tend to result in fewer errors in the
long run.
[Home] [Next]
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The Make-It or Take-It Alternatives
From the point of view of evolutionary history, the processes of random mutation and environmental selection can be
approximated by the anthropomorphicized rule - "The continued survival, and proliferation of my genome over the
long-term, is A Good Thing." This rule-of-the-game is simply a paraphrase of the evolutionary truism "procreate or
become extinct". From an evolutionary perspective - survival is good, and extinction is bad. From an evolutionary
perspective, the individual creature is important only in so far as (and to the extent that) that individual passes along
their genome to the next generation.
With this rule as the basis of evaluation, each creature will find in its environment certain resources or circumstances
that are better than others. Fresh water is better than salt water by the standard that fresh water will positively contribute
to "The continued survival, and proliferation of my genome over the long-term". Whereas salt water will contribute only
negatively (ignoring exceptional circumstances). Any creature that successfully pursues positive contributions, will be
more likely to pass along their genome. Any creature that persistently pursues negative contributions will be less likely
to pass along their genome, and sooner rather than later will become extinct.
Value - (noun) "1. Worth in usefulness or importance to the possessor; utility or merit. 2. A principle,
standard, or quality considered worthwhile or desirable. 3. That which one acts to gain or keep." (verb) "1.
To rate according to relative estimate of worth or desirability; evaluate."
Values are good things. This is a truism regardless of whether you believe in absolute or relational values. Many people
consider "value" to be a measure of worth on some absolute scale independent of the valuer. Meaning that things,
actions, or circumstances can be valuable in and of themselves. Other people consider "value" to be a relational concept
requiring a valuer. Meaning that the concept of value is meaningless without the specification of "for whom" and "for
what purpose". The fundamental difference is that those who believe in absolute values also employ the word "value" in
its relational sense. Whereas those who believe in relational values do not admit the existence of absolute values. Both
notions of value can be addressed to a certain extent by employing the relational notion of value.
For the purpose of this discussion, therefore, I will restrict the notion of "value" to its relational meaning - with the "for
whom" being the creature in question, and the "for what purpose" being the increase in the likelihood that the creature
will successfully pass along its genome. Even those who consider Moral Values to be Moral Absolutes, having nothing
to do with procreation and survival, will have to admit that there are things, actions, and circumstances that any creature
will create or encounter that can be considered valuable to that creatrue for the purpose of procreation.
The fundamental evolutionary challenge for any creature is to acquire sufficient positive contributors (values) to be
marginally more successful at procreation over the long run than the competition. The tactical day-to-day challenge for
any creature is to identify and accurately evaluate (value) those aspects of the environment which ought to be regarded
as actual or potential positive or negative contributors (values). Failure in this competition leads to extinction - sooner
for the individual's own genome, and possibly later for the entire species. Thus we can say that any creature ought to
value those aspects of its environment which contribute positively to "The continued survival, and proliferation of [the
creature's] genome over the long-term". And any aspect of the creature's environment that actually does, would, or may
potentially contribute positively to "The continued survival, and proliferation of my genome over the long-term" is a
value worth pursuing. Or at least worth the time and effort to evaluate the cost-benefit trade-offs involved.
There are two dimensions across which one can examine how particular creatures approach the evolutionary game. For
the sake of discussion, lets refer to them as the "overall strategies" dimension, and the "daily tactics" dimension. There
are two fundamentally distinct overall strategies that can be employed for the acquisition of values. You can Make-It or
you can Take-It. Across the other dimension, there are also two fundamentally distinct daily tactics that can be
employed. You can Gather up what values you can find readily available in the environment. Or you can Create new
values out of lesser values or from otherwise valueless circumstances.
In addition to these two dimensions for considering the various ways of approaching the game, we can also examine the
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game from an inter-species perspective and an intra-species perspective. From an inter-species perspective, both
carnivors and herbivors follow a Take-It strategy. While the photosynthesis employed by plants would be classified as a
Make-It strategy.
Particular behaviors, as well, can also be classified seperately from the overall species strategy. A mole-rat digging a
warren is using a Make-It / Create strategy. A chimp using a twig to fish termites out of a mound is using a Take-It /
Create strategy because the chimp is taking both the twig and the termites, and becuase the chimp transforms the twig
into something of greater value by stripping off the leaves. A whale-shark, being a solitary grazer, employs a Take-It /
Gather strategy. A wolf pack cooperating in the hunt to bring down an elk, employs a Take-It / Create strategy.
On an evolutionary time-scale, the presence of the inter-species Take-It strategy generates what is known as an "arms
race". Consider the cheeta and the gazelle. The cheeta, being a solitary hunter, follows the Gatherer tactic and the TakeIt strategy. The gazelle has the values that the cheeta wants to take - the proteins and energy of the gazelle's flesh. The
gazelle reacts defensively to the cheeta's Take-It strategy by developing a faster mode of flight. The cheeta's use of the
Take-It strategy does not allow it to have everything its own way. The cheeta, in order to avoid becoming extinct, must
react to the gazelle's evolving defensive strategy by evolving a faster mode of gathering. Over evolutionary time, the
cheeta has invested a considerable amount to become a sufficiently fast sprinter to overcome the gazelle's defensive
response. Over the long run, the Take-It strategy is not as efficient as it might first appear.
While the inter-species perspective can be entertaining (it can lead to some interesting discussions on how to classify
particular behaviors), it is the intra-species perspective that will prove most useful for the purpose of this paper. From an
intra-species perspective, food (either in the form of light for photosyhthesis, or in the form of other species) is simply
"out there" for the gathering. The Take-It strategy within the intra-species context, applies only to the taking of values
from other con-specifics.
From this perspective then, the Make-It strategy can be generalized as usually either very labour intensive (the
Gatherer), or very intellectually intensive (the Creator). Under normal circumstances, the Gatherer must work hard and
long to bring home sufficient value (such as food). The Creator, on the other hand usually does not labour as hard, but
requires planning, foresight, cooperation, and perhaps tool innovations. The Gatherer collects what is readily available
in the environment. The Creator rearranges the environment to make values that would not otherwise exist. Whether
muscle-power or brain-power intensive, the Make-It strategy means creating more value out of stuff with less value.
On the other hand, rather than expending the time and effort necessary to collect or create the values needed, one can
simply take them from someone who already has them. However, the Take-It strategy, while superficially involving less
time and effort for success, generally involves considerably more risk - especially in the longer term. In an exactly
parallel evolutionary reaction, persistent intra-species employment of the Take-It strategy will also generate an "arms
race". No one likes to have the values they have gathered or made simply taken. Most creatures will react in some
defensive manner. The more persistent the taker, the more defensive the takee is likely to become. The more resources
that have been invested in the initial acquisition of the values involved, the more resources will be invested in the
defence.
Even though human society evolves at cultural speed, rather than at genetic speed, and individual human behaviors even
mor quickly, the principles still apply. There are over 6 billion people on the planet today. That means that there are
over 6 billion different human genomes competing in evolutionary terms. Now it may not matter to you whether your
particular genome makes it into the next generation (or the one after that). But if it doesn't then the future will belong to
those for whom it does. This means that, like it or not, the evolutionary meaning of "Good" and "Value" as outlined
above does have meaning for you. Like it or not, you too are playing the evolutionary survival game. And it is a winner
take all game.
And what that means, is that the Take-It and Make-It strategies, and the Gatherer and Creator tactics, also apply to how
you deal with daily life. I am sure you will have no trouble at all in picking out some typical ways of earning a living
that fit neatly within each of these four categories. You might even be able to pick out particular individuals who fit
neatly.
The Take-It strategy has some interesting ramifications within the context of human culture. The Take-It strategy
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involves taking things of value from others without adequate compensation. This is usually called "Theft", or "fraud", or
"extortion". In general, you will find that all behaviors that fulfill the Take-It strategy are deemed illegal in any culture.
The exception would be for those circumstances where the humans that are the takees are not considered "people" by
the culture involved. Slavery, for example, is legal only in cultures that regard slaves as "less than people". Between
"people", in all cultures, practicing the Take-It strategy is seriously frowned upon.
There are a number of reasons that humans gather together in groups. But two of the more important reasons are selfdefence, and mutual cooperation. Like every other social species, human evolution discovered long ago that we are
better off in groups. We can defend ourselves against predators more effectively in groups. We can gather more values
in groups. And we can even make better values when we cooperate. (There is, of course, an upper limit to group density.
But we will ignore that factor for the time being.)
The Take-It strategy is sufficiently disruptive to all these benefits of being a social animal that the employment of the
strategy is universally penalized by all social species. Theft is universally retaliated against. With the exception of the
human species, the only way that a social creature can consistently employ a Take-It strategy is to do it by stealth. Either
the thief does so subtley, so that the victims he deals with do not associate the theft with the thief. Or the thief must
constantly find new victims from whom to steal. In most non-human species, thievery is almost always a relatively rare
opportunistic action. And it occurs in inverse proportion to the species ability to remember and recognize the culprit. In
species with a good ability to recognize the culprit on re-encounter, thievery is much rarer. And it is almost always
associated with the open employment of violence and the expression of dominance.
Which brings us to the Human Species. The existence of thievery in humans can be traced to similar practices in the
other primates. In small groups, humans practice thievery in almost exactly the same way as is practiced by
chimpanzees, other apes and other primates in general. Thievery is almost always a consequence of a violent display of
dominance. And is only rarely the consequence of raids by solitary thiefs. But unlike our primate cousins, humans are
the only species that practices an organized social culture of violence supported thievery.

When you examine the alternatives from the perspective of the individual (human or creature), the choice between a
Take-It strategy and a Make-It strategy comes down an evaluation of the costs and benefits involved. And from an
evolutionary perspective, those costs and benefits must be denominated in probabilities (or potentialities) that the
alternative under examination will (or will not) contribute to "The continued survival, and proliferation of my genome
over the long-term". The benefits are the values to be gained, and the evaluation is whether the benefits are sufficient.
The costs of the Make-It strategy are the time and effort necessary to Gather or Create the values in question. The costs
of the Take-It strategy are the risks and retributions that the victims may impose. Notice that the costs of the Take-It
strategy are entirely dependent on how the prospective victims are likely to respond.
When you examine the alternatives from the perspecirtve of the victims, the calcualtion becomes more complex. Here,
the trade-off is between the resources committed to defense, to retribution, and to outright loss. The victim has three
options to evaluate. The victim can expend resources in erecting defenses against theft. Or the resources can be invested
in retaliation and retribution. Or the victim can choose to do nothing, and simply write off any stolen values as a loss.
Which ever alternative is chosen, the resources involved are not available for direct investment in "The continued
survival, and proliferation of my genome over the long-term." (Although they are, of course, an indirect investment in
this goal.)
From the perspective of the victim, there is one tactic that has proven to be highly advantageous. Somewhere in their
evolutionary history, humanity's ancestors discovered that there is strength in cooperating groups. Not only can a group
of cooperating individuals mount a much more daunting defence against theft, they can cooperate productively in the
creation of greater values than they could working alone as individuals.
There is one caveat to this tactic, however. The members of the group must not engage in theft from each other. One of
the fundamental purposes of the group is to defend the members of the group against theft by non-members. It would
certainly defeat the purpose of the group, if members indulged in the Take-It strategy within the group. The whole point
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of being a member of the group is to avoid being a victim of theft. So members of the group watch each other carefully.
And individually, humans have evolved to be quite adept at remembering the people we have dealt with before, and how
the exchange turned out. We do not easily forget someone who we feel has taken unfair advantage of us. Our memories
prove to be long when grudges are involved. We may forget the face of the many who trade fairly. But we will
remember well the one in a thousand who we feel has cheated us.
The dynamics of group cohesion are well documented, in social mammals and primates as well as in humans.
Reciprocal altruism, exchanging favours, building alliances, and the dynamics of power politics are all fundamental
primate behaviors. But the societies built by Homo sapiens differ remarkably in the absense of a strict pecking order.
From this basis has evolved our human social organizations. We gather in groups to mount a collective defence of our
individual values. And we cooperate in groups in order to create greater value for each, than we could possibly achieve
individually. To maintain these benefits, we watch each other closely for cheating, and quickly expell any group
member who resorts to theft from others of the group.
This then is the evolutionary basis of Morality and Ethics.
[Home] [Next]
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Some Economic Reforms
Caution:- keep in mind that most of these recommendations are inter-dependent, and that they cannot generally be
examined in isolation. In most cases, the provisions of multiple recommendations are intended to work together to
achieve a desired result. In some case, the provisions of one recommendation are designed to correct what might
otherwise be a negative consequence of some other recommendation.

Progressive versus Regressive Taxation Impacts
A "Progressive" tax structure is one where the rate of taxation increases as the taxable amount increases. A "Regressive"
tax structure is one where the proportion of tax paid decreases as the taxable amount increases.
The rationale behind a progressive tax structure is that those who have the higher taxable incomes are reaping
proportionally greater benefits from whatever is being funded by the tax, have more to loose if those benefits were to
disappear, and therefore "should" pay proportionally more. The ethical rationale behind this "should" is based on the
presumption that the taxes paid ought to be proportionate to the benefits received. This presumption is, of course,
drawn from the distributive justice principle of "fairness as equal due" -- the fair and equitable distribution of good and
harm, and/or the social benefits and social costs, across the spectrum of society. It starts with the premise that all equals
should be treated equally, and those who are unequal due to relevant differences, should be treated differently in a
manner that is fair and proportionate to, or commensurate with, their difference.
Everyone excepts that taxation ought to be "fair". And in this instance, the concept of fairness is understood in terms of
just deserts. The argument is based on the presumptions that
(i) those with the larger incomes, and presumably greater assets, are benefiting proportionally more from
the social and economic stability, the rule of law, and other institutions and social structures maintained by
the government;
(ii) that their larger incomes and greater assets are made possible by the sustainment of such a conducive
environment;
(iii) that the opportunities that existed to earn such large incomes and amass such great wealth are a direct
consequence of such a conducive environment; and
(iv) that these people would thus loose proportionately more than citizens less well off, should such a
rewarding environment cease to exist.
One politically still popular rationale for progressive taxes that history has proven to be bankrupt, is the philosophical
position that the wealth of the wealthiest "ought" to be expropriated by the government and redistributed to the poorest
in the society. This argument is based on the ethical principle that the needs of the many morally justify the forcible
expropriation of the wealth of the few - i.e. that needing something is more ethically worthy than earning something.
The collapse of the Communist economies has vividly demonstrated that this ethical reasoning is critically flawed.
The rationale behind a regressive tax structure is simplicity. Openly regressive tax structures are almost always either a
flat percentage of the taxable amount, or a fixed single amount. The fixed single amount is often especially attractive
politically, since it can be marketed fairly easily on an egalitarian "per capita user-fee" basis. The most common current
examples of regressive taxes are sales and value-added taxes (single percentage of taxable amount), payroll taxes (fixed
amount per employee), unemployment insurance, and social security taxes (fixed percentage up to a specified limit, and
a flat amount there after). There is quite likely an additional "hidden" rationale behind the kinds of regressive taxes that
have been implemented. They usually impact hardest those in the society with the least political leverage. And because
that population is also the largest numerically, the regressive taxes reap larger total dollar amounts than would be
politically acceptable via a progressive structure.
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The current popularity of a "Flat Tax" approach to income tax reform is based on its supposed simplicity when
compared with the overly-complex status-quo. Whatever "fairness" arguments that are presented are founded on the
dubious suggestion that however regressive a flat-tax approach would be, it would be more progressive than the current
system that lets many of the wealthy off "Scot-free". At least that is the public claim. As in all political campaign
pronouncements, the reality is quite a bit different. Even in those relatively rare cases where the wealthy have managed
to pay little or no "Income Tax", they are still subject to the same "User-Fees" and "Sales-Taxes" as the rest of us. And
since the wealthy have, by definition, more income to dispose of in the first place, they inevitably wind up paying a
greater total amount of such taxes (per capita) that do the non-wealthy. Thus while the reality is that for some of the
wealthy the taxation system is not as progressive as might have been intended, it is not true that they pay no taxes at all.
A 5% sales tax on a $2 million yacht pays considerably more than the same sales tax on a $2 bottle of water.
Moreover, given the inherent complexities of defining what "income" would be subject to such a flat tax, it is
questionable whether a significant portion of the plethora of existing loop-holes would be closed. Even the proponents
of the flat-tax approach, recognise that it would be regressive and that regressive taxes are somehow less desirable than
progressive ones. Although few, even among the experts, acknowledge the readily available evidence that supports that
attitude.
Statistics from England since the 1750's, and the U.S. from the 1950's suggest that the average economic growth rate of
the economy varies inversely with the degree to which government revenues are funded by regressive tax structures. In
general, there is a strong correlation between progressive taxation and high economic growth. (And of course, between
regressive taxation and low economic growth). This correlation also shows up when current year data (2004 was the
latest available from the UN at the time of this writing) is compared across nations. Economists have not come to any
general agreement on why this correlation should hold, which may explain the lack of public discussion of this
evidence. But there is no disagreement about the strength and implications of the correlation.

1) Excise (Import / Export) Taxes

2) Corporate Taxes
Corporate taxes should be completely eliminated. Corporate taxes, whether income, sales, or value-added, have two
effects - both detrimental to the interests of the consumers. The first is to distort the corporate treatment of liabilities.
Current tax law means that interest on borrowed funds is tax exempt, while dividends paid to share-holders are double
taxed. Once because they are after-tax corporate expenditures, and second because they are treated as income by the
individuals who receive them. The imbalance in the treatment of capital gains means that it often "pays" a corporation
and its shareholders to retain earnings and buy back their common stock, rather than pay dividends. Massive
conglomerates are therefore intelligent options from a tax perspective. Borrow billions, and retain corporate earnings to
buy up the shares of other companies.
In order to promote the disintegration of giant monopolistic conglomerates, instead of sending a tax-slip to each
shareholder just for the dividends paid out, each corporation would divide the entire corporate income by shareholder,
and let each shareholder report as income their portion of the earnings-per-share. Corporate income would naturally
include the appropriate share of the earnings-per-share of any stock held. This would remove any tax-based incentive
for vertical or horizontal amalgamation of companies.
Eliminating corporate taxes in this way would have some significant advantages over both a corporate profit tax, and a
sales or value-added tax. Eliminating corporate taxes would Vastly simplify the corporate accounting structure by eliminating all of the special definitions of taxable income,
allowable expenses, special deductions, and so forth and so on - all of the things that keep armies of tax
accountants and tax lawyers employed. Tax accounting as a separate set of books would disappear. The
operational definition of net income would do for tax-slip reporting. This approach offers little opportunity for
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special interpretations of tax-specific rules or the creation of legal loop-holes that currently let many large
corporations pay no corporate income taxes at all.
Equalise the tax treatment of corporate financing. The current structure penalises public ownership instruments
(various forms of shares) in favour of debt instruments (corporate bonds and bank loans). Under current tax laws,
it can make corporate economic sense to borrow money from the bank to buy back the company's outstanding
shares. When financing a new investment, it can make more sense to borrow than to find additional investors.
When looking around for a place to invest retained earnings, it can frequently make sense to purchase another
company's outstanding shares (a merger or a take-over). Even if there are no other economic advantages to be had
other than the shift of corporate outflows from after tax dividends to tax deductible interest on debt or capital
gains.
Reduce the operational costs for the smaller enterprises that are the source for most new job creation. It is well
known that the smallest 10% of enterprises are responsible for the majority of all new-job creation, and all new
wealth creation, the very companies for whom the operational overheads of tax accounting are proportionally the
greatest . The General Motors and Exxons of the world may be great manufacturing enterprises that are very
necessary but they are not very creative and are they not very efficient wealth creators. It is the back-yard
entrepreneur who will spawn the next MicroSoft, Apple, Hewlett-Packard or IMAX. Small start-up enterprises
almost always benefit most from an initial helping hand in overcoming the advantages of an entrenched
competition. Reducing the accounting burden for these small low-revenue enterprises would therefore help reduce
unemployment, foster the growth of entrepreneurial spirit, and tend to increase competition in any market.
Eliminate the regressive impact of a sales or value-added tax. Most of the enterprises currently employed in the
delivery of basic essentials to the bottom 20% (based on family income) of the population are relatively small
ones. Food, clothing, shelter, medical care, essential transportation. In that list, the largest corporations would be
represented by large food chains, clothing manufacturers, drug companies, and automobile manufacturers. But in
between these giants and the consumer are a plethora of much smaller transportation and retail enterprises. By
shifting the tax burden away from the final consumption and onto the larger corporate enterprises, the impact on
the cost of essentials will be significantly less than it would be for a sales tax or value-added tax.

3) Commercial Competition Policy
Where excise taxes do cause increased costs to the consumer, and net economic disadvantage, is where the local market
does not demonstrate price competition. When the local market is non-existent (the only source of supply is off-shore),
excise taxes will raise consumer costs with no compensating economic benefit. When the local market is monopolistic
or oligopolistic, competing suppliers will compete in all fields except price. As a result, there is no economic incentive
pushing efficiency, innovation, and entrepreneurship. The consumer costs of the product will remain above the
economic advantages of the manufacturing wages required to build the product. As long as there is price competition,
the economic incentives will push the consumer cost of the product below the economic advantages of the
manufacturing wages required to build the product. So there is a clear economic advantage to be reaped by fostering and
enforcing an economic environment conducive to price competition. To achieve this, the following policies are
recommended:Own-able Corporation Rule. For the purposes of public trading in corporation ownership instruments (stock or
bonds or similar stuff), an "Own-able Corporation" will be required to consist of the amalgamation into a single
ownership entity of all companies (and related legal entities) where one company owns more than 50% of another
legal entity's outstanding debt and equity ownership instruments. (The details need refinement, and may have to
include the concept of a less than 50% but still a controlling interest.) The basic idea would be to make
"ownership" more commensurate with "management responsibility". The rule would prevent a giant corporation
from fooling the stock-owning public into buying "ownership" of small pieces of something managed at a more
amalgamated level. Whenever one company acquired enough ownership of another to trigger this rule, all of the
ownership instruments in the bought company would have to be swapped for instruments in the buying company.
Constraint of Trade Rules. Declared illegal, null and void is any contract clause, in any (real or implied)
contract between a seller and a buyer of any product or service, that:
constrains the freedom of the buyer to deal with competitors of the seller, or constrains the freedom of the
buyer to re-sell any product or service where, when, to whom, or at what price the buyer chooses.
constrains the freedom of the seller to deal with competitors of the buyer, or constrains the freedom of the
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seller to sell any product or service where, when, to whom, or at what price the seller chooses.
requires the buyer to purchase or sell one product or service as a condition of purchasing or selling another
product or service.
requires the seller to purchase or sell one product or service as a condition of purchasing or selling another
product or service.
suggests a price for a product offered for sale by a business-related company. (That means that it would be
illegal for a manufacturer's advertising to mention a "Suggested retail price" for a product actually sold by a
legally separate distributor. It does not mean that one seller cannot mention the price being demanded by a
competitor. Or that a seller cannot mention the price that seller is asking.)

4) Personal Income Taxes
Personal Income Tax brackets need to be completely re-configured. In addition, all payroll taxes (such as Social
Security and Unemployment taxes) that are currently imposed most heavily on the lower income brackets should be
eliminated. Each decade, statistics from the previous 10 years should be employed to re-align the tax-bracket
boundaries. (Using the same frequency as the census would make a certain amount of logical sense.) The bottom 10% of
taxable incomes should pay no income taxes.
All individual income must be included in the calculation of taxable income, with no exceptions or deductions.
Provisions for "deductions" for spouses and other dependants would be managed by calculating the tax rate on a
"per-capita taxable income" basis for the family unit. All income for the members of a "Taxable family" would be
treated together. And all members of a "Taxable family" would have to maintain a common residence as their
principle residence. This would have the added advantage of providing a stronger economic incentive for all
families to incorporate more "dependants" into their families -- by birthing more children, adopting children, or
including a more extended family. And it would correct the current tax created disincentive for a family to
function as a single economic unit. All of which are socially desirable alternatives. By comparison, the currently
allowed deductions for spouses and dependent children or other family dependants are laughably inadequate - to
the point of being strong economic incentives to small families and disowned relatives. (For example, it currently
makes strong economic sense for a girl to be an unemployed un-wed mother, than to marry and live with an
employed husband.)
The top bracket needs to be defined such that those who report a taxable income greater than 200 times the
median reported taxable income, pay a punitive tax rate - something like 85% to 95%. The evidence from the last
500 years of economic history strongly suggests that when the wealth disparity between rich and poor becomes
too great, economic depressions and social unrest occur more and more frequently. The exact cause of this is
unknown at this time, but the correlation is striking. American statistics for the decades since WWII clearly show
the tight correlation between the rising crime rates (and some other indicators of social breakdown) and the
growing disparity between the incomes (not the absolute wealth) of the top and bottom deciles of family income.
Contrary to "Supply-Side" economic theory, there is little evidence that the very wealthy invest their wealth in
new manufacturing or entrepreneurial enterprises. English statistics since the 1750's and American statistics since
the 1860's strongly suggest that the very wealthy invest their assets in financial instruments rather than new
economic growth. The same statistics also demonstrate that, the greatest cumulative amount of savings comes
from the lower half of the income scale. Smaller individual savings amounts are more than compensated by the
larger number individuals involved, and the lower incidence of "conspicuous consumption". US statistics since
the 1950's indicate that the savings rate is inversely correlated with rises in regressive tax rates (specifically the
Social Security tax rates) that impact the lower income brackets the most.
The deductibility of mortgage interest payments should be phased out (say over 10 years). There is no economic
rationale justifying this deduction. It is also a highly regressive tax feature, since the mortgage interest payments
made by high income earners are going to be much larger than the mortgage interest payments of low income
earners. The lowest income earners are not likely to have mortgages in the first place, and therefore cannot take
advantage of this deduction. The disruption that this change might cause would be minimised by the
recommendations (see below) that will significantly reduce interest rates.
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5) The Money Supply
At the moment, the way the banking system in the United States is currently configured, the control of the amount of
money in circulation, the control of interest rates, and thus the control of the national (and indeed the international)
economy is totally vested in a small group of technocrats - seven appointed bureaucrats and five private bankers. These
gentlemen are not elected, not subject to public review of their actions, and not responsive (except at their own whim) to
the political will of the electorate or any elected representatives. The Board of Directors of the Federal Reserve System
has the legally authorised power to frustrate, circumvent, and nullify any economic aims and actions of the elected
members of Congress.
Money and Banking are considered "complex and esoteric" subjects by both politicians and the press. Explaining and
discussing issues in this field is not suitable for "20 second sound bites". As a result, our political representatives and
members of the press avoid discussing them, avoid learning about them, and avoid educating the public on their
significance to our daily lives. If the Federal Reserve should choose to initiate a recession by raising interest rates, or
initiate inflation by expanding the money supply, there is no public discussion about alternatives or consequences.
Even though the politicians in Congress have the authority necessary to over-see the activities of the Federal Reserve,
they are loath to do so. The Congress enjoys the political rewards of authorising the spending of monies. They do not
choose to accept the responsibility for the economic consequences of their fiscal policies. If they were to start exercising
their authority to oversee what the Federal Reserve is actually doing, they would have to accept the political
responsibility for the FED's actions - whether it be economic growth or recession, unemployment, higher interest rates,
or inflation. It is politically expedient to have an "independent" Federal Reserve Board to blame.
Some Elementary Economic Facts of Life
A universally accepted principle of economics is that the amount of money in circulation must approximately equal the
amount of goods and services that are being demanded. If too much money is put into circulation, you get "demandpull" inflation (too much money chasing too few goods). If too little money is put into circulation, you get a "demandlag" recession (insufficient demand to sufficiently employ the labour force). Another universally accepted principle of
economics is that the rate of new capital investment in the economy varies inversely with the interest rate. High interest
rates stifle new capital investment, even if economic demand is high - resulting in "Stagflation" (demand-pull inflation
concurrent with low economic growth). Low interest rates promote higher capital investment, if (a big if) there is
sufficient demand to justify that investment.
What is less understood, are the political consequences of these economic alternatives. Consider inflation. Who benefits
and who gets hurt? The victims of inflation are not those commonly believed. During periods of inflation, wages and
prices generally keep pace. There may be some lag, but by and large, wages and prices remain relatively stable in real
terms (after inflation is factored out). Most pensions and other forms of government assistance to the poor are indexed
to the cost of living, so they too do not suffer. The people who suffer, are those with financial assets. And those with
financial assets are a small minority of the population. The latest statistics (1996) suggest that 64% of Americans have
less than $10,000 in financial assets. The beneficiaries of inflation are all those who own real assets (land and houses,
for the most part), and those who are in debt. When you borrow money, you borrow in current year dollars, and repay
the loan in inflated future year dollars. Inflation therefore tends to shift wealth from the wealthier (who own and lend the
financial assets) to the poorer (who borrow and spend). Manufacturing too, frequently benefits from inflation - and that
includes the manufacturing workers. During periods of inflation, the currency is devaluing against real assets. This
generally translates into a devaluation of the currency against other currencies. Which means that a nation's exports
become cheaper and more saleable. The victims of inflation, therefore, are the owners of assets and the lenders of
money. They are numerically the minority, but the political influence of their wealth is significant.
The way to "correct" inflation, and restore monetary stability, is to reduce the aggregate levels of demand. There are a
number of ways of doing this. Most of the levers are under the control of the Congress through its fiscal policies and
credit management laws. The Federal Reserve System has control over only one - interest rates. By raising interest rates,
the costs of borrowing goes up and the amount of borrowed money goes down. Most of the economy depends on
borrowed money to smooth its functioning - very little is exchanged on a "Cash on Delivery" basis. Many sectors of the
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economy are very sensitive to the costs of borrowed money. Housing starts and car purchases, as highly visible
examples, will decline dramatically as interest rates go up. The effect ripples through the economy, slowing things
down. Manufacturers produce less, and lay off people. Businesses can't sell enough to cover their debts, and go out of
business. Higher interest rates also generally attract foreign capital into the nation's currency, biding up the exchange
rate. As a consequence, the export prices of the nations exports go up, export demand falls. Manufacturers produce less,
and lay off workers. Unemployment rises. Demand falls. Excess supplies of manufacturing capacity, labour, and
commodities results in downward pressures on prices. Inflation is stopped. Who benefits and who gets hurt? Anyone
who owes money gets hurt as the costs of borrowing goes up. Anyone who depends on borrowed money gets hurt - and
most businesses fund their operations with short-term borrowing. Anyone who lends money benefits as the rewards of
lending go up. Owners of real assets (land and houses, mostly) get hurt as the prices fall to reflect the rising costs of
mortgages and the falling prices of commodities. Owners of financial assets benefit as the return on investment goes up.
High interest rates therefore tend to shift wealth from the poorer (who borrow) to the wealthier (who lend).
None of these trade-offs are discussed by either politicians or the press. The public is largely ignorant of the alternative
and consequences. Congress has chosen to abdicate its responsibility for making these kinds of trade-offs. It has
delegated responsibility for managing the economy to the Federal Reserve System. And the political constituency of the
Federal Reserve System, the people with whom they talk and to whom they listen, are the people who own and lend
money.
How the Banks Work
Suppose you come along, and deposit $10,000 of cash in my bank. Now it's a small bank in a small town (and you are
just one of many depositors), so I can draw upon the experience of 300 years of banking experience to know that it is
not likely that you or any combination of my depositors will walk in and require that $10,000 in cash. I can lend out that
$10,000 to a other people, and earn interest on the loans. I can get away with this, because most financial transactions
that will be done with the borrowed money, will not be done using cash, but will be done using checks (or other
electronic forms of money). The people to whom I lend that $10,000 will take only a small portion of their borrowed
money in cash. I will only need enough cash on hand to provide the needs of those who want to hold on to some cash.
And experience shows that this portion will be small, and the period that people hold on to cash is relatively short.
Pretty soon, one of the other people in town will come in to deposit that cash because they have received it in payment
for some sale.
The early "bankers" of the 1600's were actually goldsmiths. And the "cash" they were dealing with was gold. The
banking function was discovered when they began to print "gold receipts" as receipts for the gold bullion that they kept
in their safes for their depositors. They quickly learned that they could print "gold receipts" for more gold than they
actually had on deposit. They discovered that few people actually wanted to actually carry around their bullion. It was
much more convenient for people to carry and exchange these "gold receipts". Thus began the "fractional reserve"
method of banking.
What it means today, is that my bank can lend out much more than just the $10,000 that you deposited. As long as I
retain in my safe sufficient cash to satisfy any of my depositors who might come in and ask for some cash, there is no
practical limit on the dollar volume of new loans I can create. As a banker, I can create new money out of thin air. Since
the loans earn interest, and the deposit pays little or none, I have a nice little money making machine. There are some
risks, or course. Borrowers can default on their loans. And depositors can come in and demand more cash than I have on
hand at the moment. But the niceties of modern American banking legislation easily minimises these risks.
In order to put some constraints on the potential for excesses, the banking laws stipulate that I must maintain "reserves"
(ie. "cash on hand") of a minimum of 8% of my outstanding loans. Which means that, based on your $10,000 deposit, I
could write loans for (and of course earn interest on) $125,000. Should I need it, I can always borrow additional cash
from my friendly local Federal Reserve Bank. In fact, should I wish to write even more loans, I can always borrow the
cash to cover the reserve requirements as well (a practice call "managed liabilities" in modern parlance). To make things
even easier, the banking laws permit many financial instruments besides cash currency to be classified in the category
"reserves". Just about any commercial debt instrument will qualify. As will Treasury bills and bonds, and bank deposits
held at any of the Federal Reserve Banks. I can, therefore, not only earn interest on the outstanding loans I can issue, I
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can also earn interest on the "reserves" I must retain.
To minimise any threat of a sudden influx of depositors demanding their deposits back, the banking laws have
established the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. This institution guarantees the availability of all deposits up to
$100,000 - even if my bank collapses for other reasons. Modern corporate liability laws are so structured that even if my
bank should fail, I myself will not be financially liable for any uninsured deposits. And if my bank becomes large
enough, the Federal Reserve Board will not permit it to fail. The FRB will adjust interest rates, and economic
conditions, so that my debtors will not default.
Combine the Economic Facts of Life that make it clear that owners of assets and lenders of money are hurt by inflation
but benefit from high interest rates, with the working principles of banking operations, and it becomes obvious that
Bankers are the most vociferous proponents of "fractional reserve" banking operations;
minimal regulatory controls on credit;
stable (non-inflationary) money;
high interest rates; and
non-inflationary fiscal policies (balanced budgets).
These policies result in an economically regressive transfer of wealth from the poorer to the richer, and an allocation of
economic pain and dislocation disproportionately on those least able to bear it. So it is only natural that the banking
community strongly opposes any modification of the current banking regulations, any oversight of the Federal Reserve
Board, or any reduction in the secrecy and "mysticism" with which the Federal Reserve Board carries out its functions.
Creation of Money
The United States Government is just like any retail banking customer when it gets paid (takes in taxes), spends money,
or borrows money. The only effective difference is that the US government is not very likely to default on its loans, so it
tends to pay a lower than average interest in its borrowings.
The book-keeper for the United States Government is the United States Treasury Department. But unlike most other
national government book-keepers, the Treasury Department does not manage the economy or the money supply.
Congress has delegated these functions to the Federal Reserve Board.
When the FRB wants to increase the money supply (or lower interest rates, which is effectively the same thing since you
can't do one without the other), it purchases "Stuff" on the open market. It does this through the "Open Market Desk" at
the New York Federal Reserve Bank. To pay for what it buys, it issues a check (or rather arranges an electronic funds
transfer). The money gets deposited, like any other deposit, in any of the thousands of banks throughout the system. The
banking system, making use of the fractional reserve rules, then lends out $12.50 for every dollar that the FRB pays out.
Where did the FRB get the money it pays out to buy that "Stuff"? It creates it out of thin air. There is nothing to back it
up. The US currency is no longer based on gold, or on any commodity standard. There is no theoretical limit to the
amount of money that the FRB can create in this way. The only practical limit is the consequence to the economy of
issuing too much money - inflation. The accounting books balance at the end of the day, because the purchased "Stuff"
is held on the accounts as an "Asset" to correspond to the "Liability" created by the outstanding check. The "control"
(such as it is) on excesses of the FRB in the creation of money, is that the FRB has no direct incentive to buy "Stuff".
The FRB itself is not a profit making enterprise. Any income earned on the "Stuff" it buys is returned as income to the
US Treasury.
Two economic factors govern how much money the economy requires (without having too much or too little). One is
the "velocity of money". This is a technical term indicating how rapidly money changes hands over time. In 1987 (the
last statistic for which I have data), the velocity was approximately 6. This means that a Gross Domestic Product of $1
trillion will require about $167 billion in money. The velocity of money changes over time, as people change their
individual attitude about maintaining their own "cash on hand". The other factor is the growth of the Gross Domestic
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Product. As it grows, the economy will need more money. As a consequence of these factors, the FRB very rarely has to
actually decrease the money supply. Instead, it merely has to regulate the rate at which it permits the supply to grow.
But if it does choose to contract the money supply, it does so by the reverse of its normal process. It sells "Stuff" on the
open market. When it receives payment for what it has sold, it decreases the account against which it normally issues
payment checks, and simultaneously decreases the asset balance. If necessary (it has never been) it has the authority to
borrow US Treasury Bills from the US Treasury, in order to sell them on the open market.
The "Stuff" that the FRB trades in is legally any interest bearing debt instrument. As the debt instrument is paid off by
the issuer, the monies received by the FRB decrease the account against which the payment checks were drawn, and
simultaneously decrease the asset balance. To simplify the accounting process, the FRB almost exclusively deals in very
short term instruments. And because any income earned on the "Stuff" it buys is returned as US Treasury, the FRB
almost exclusively deals in short-term (30 to 90 day) US Treasury bills. (The other main component of "Stuff" is short
term loans to the small list of large banks authorised to deal directly with the Federal Reserve.)
Recommendations
(A) The history of the Fed since its inception in 1913 demonstrates that the bankers who are running the show, will run
it for the benefit of the banks involved, and not the electorate to whom they are not responsible. Whenever there has
been a run on any senior bank, the Fed has created sufficient liquidity in the money market to protect the banks regardless of the economic consequences. Whenever inflation has become a significant banking concern, it has raised
interest rates and initiated recessions - regardless of the consequences to the population. The first and most important
banking reform required is, therefore, to restore political control over the economy. To that end, the Federal Reserve
Board must be made a subsiduary department of the United States Treasury. The Secretary of the Treasury, the
President's Budget Director, and the Chairmen of the House and Senate Banking Committees must become voting
members of the Federal Reserve Board. The presidents of the twelve Federal Reserve Banks must be shifted from the
Federal Reserve Board, to the Federal Reserve Advisory Committee. The political processes must no longer be
permitted to circumvent their responsibility for the economic prosperity of the nation.
(B) To create money, the US Treasury should spend the money into existence. Currently, to spend money it doesn't
have, the US Treasury sells a US Treasury Bill and uses the money thus borrowed from the open market to fund its
operations. The Federal Reserve then creates money out of thin air to buy it back from the open market. Eliminate the
middleman. Allow the Treasury to create the money out of thin air. Each time it writes a check to cover operations, it
would create a "United States Share" as an offsetting entry in the books (technically it would fall under the
"Shareholder's equity" entry on the balance sheet.)
(c) The reserve requirement should be raised to 33%. (I would prefer to raise it to 100%, but the banks need a
meaningful source of income, or the customer service fees will quickly become extortionate.) A 33% reserve ratio will
allow a bank to loan out 2 dollars for every dollar of "United States Shares" it holds as reserves. By decreasing the
"fractional reserve" multiple from 12.5 to 2, the amount of money that the US Treasury would have to create to meet the
demands of the economy would be six times what Federal Reserve now creates. This means that the government would
be able to spend six times the amount it presently can without having to borrow (and pay interest on the debt).
The reserve requirement can be raised from its current level to the targeted 33% quite quickly by co-ordinating
the exchange of government bonds for US Shares, and the retirement of existing bank loans as they come due.
Properly co-ordinated, there would be no sudden increase or decrease in the money supply. As long as the
conversion is completed in a way that does not dramatically change the outstanding money supply, it will have no
effect on inflation or the economy. The impact on bank revenues would be significant, of course. But they have
had a free ride for long enough.
The conversion from a debt-based money supply to a credit-based money supply would allow the government to
gradually monetarise the deficit and the debt, thereby reducing the high and growing interest load and restoring
more government revenues to discretionary use.
Getting the government out of the borrowing business will free up more capital for investment loans and reduce
interest rates, thereby promoting higher capital investment. Combined with the recommended tax rate changes
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(see elsewhere) there will be sufficient economic demand to spur the higher capital investment.
Putting the banking industry on a firmer fiscal foundation (33% reserves) would drastically reduce the risk of a
run on any one bank, and drastically reduce the systemic risk of a domino disaster caused by a single bank
collapse. This would significantly reduce the Deposit Insurance premiums, currently a major costs for the banks.

6) Banking Regulations
Far too much of the banking system's portfolio of outstanding loans are to Third World governments, commodity and
real estate speculators, and buyers of non-productive financial instruments. Bankers have been seduced by the higher
interest payments that these risky and non-productive ventures are willing to pay. The whole idea of creating new
money, however, is to foster the creation of new wealth in the form of increased output. The banks need to redirect their
loan portfolios away from non-productive borrowers and towards capital investment projects and direct consumption
activities (if the demand is there, some entrepreneur will create the supply). To that end, a series of new Banking system
regulations are required:
Banks must be prohibited from loaning monies to any foreign government. (This would not restrict intergovernment loans. But such loans would be made for political reasons, not for profit.) Governments, by their very
nature, are not profit making - or wealth making - enterprises, so it is economically illogical for a private
enterprise to loan funds to a government other than your own. Loans to your own government are different, since
you presumably benefit from the result.
Buying stocks and bonds (and other financial instruments and derivatives) on margin should be minimised by
requiring all brokers and other intermediary organisations to require full payment within a maximum of 10
business days of any purchase. Gamblers would still be able to borrow money from lending institutions in order to
purchase securities. But "margin" accounts would be prohibited. Organisations with an income interest in the
trading activity (such as brokers and others who earn commissions on the trade) would be prohibited from lending
the money being used to make the purchases. This would eliminate a conflict of interest situation that would
otherwise tend towards the relatively uncontrolled margin activity that currently exists.

7) International Debt Relief
"The developing world owes approximately $1.3 trillion to the governments and banks of the industrialised
nations and to international financial institutions. Each year, the repayment of capital and interest amounts
to approximately $150 billion - roughly three times as much as the developing world receives in aid. As it is
impossible to meet these interest charges in full, the amount unpaid is added to the amount of debt owed ....
When all transactions are taken into account - the net effect is that the developing world is now transferring
$40 to $50 billion a year to the industrialised world." -                          (The State of the World's Children, 1992, Summary, New York: Oxford University Press,
pp 8-11)
The current demand on the economies of the developing world to generate positive trade balances in order to pay the
interest on their debt, has meant rapid and uncontrolled industrialisation in order to produce products not for local
consumption, but for American consumption.
The solution to this problem is as simple and as complex as the recommendations here provided for the US Economy: Step 1 is to eliminate the debt. All international debt currently held by American financial institutions should be
converted to US Shares as part of the conversion of the money supply. The US Treasury can then forgive that debt
over the same 20-year period that the higher tariffs are implemented. Since the current debt is siphoning off so
much money from these nations, they will not likely complain too much.
The International Monetary Fund no longer has any purpose other than artificially supporting bankrupt nations so
that they can continue to make interest payments on their debt to the banks. Get the banks out of the intergovernmental lending business, and enact a currency exchange tax (see below) to control currency speculators,
and the IMF ceases to have any function. It should be retired, and its outstanding loans to developing nations
forgiven. This will also get the international bankers out of the business of managing national economies, and
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return economic sovereignty to the local populations.
Step 2 is to employ all means available to get other nations to mimic these recommendations. Enacting their own
higher tariffs will protect the development of their own local manufacturing base, replacing jobs now creating
goods for American consumption with jobs creating goods for local consumption. Converting their own
currencies from debt-based to credit-based money will aid in monetarising what national debt is left after the debt
forgiveness of Step 1. Enacting similar banking reforms and international exchange reforms will protect their
local economies from the ravages of international bankers and international currency speculators.

8) Currency Speculation
There is no part of the financial economy in greater need of being slowed down than the currency traders. It is estimated
that currency transactions now exceed $1 trillion a day. There is no productive justification for that volume. It exceeds
the combined annual Gross Domestic Products of many countries. And it exceeds by several times the combined value
of international trade. The vast majority of it is pure and simple speculation. As numerous writers have pointed out (one
example is Soros), the volume is large enough, and the speed of movement fast enough, that the speculators can easily
overwhelm even the largest government. It is another case where economic power over a nation is vested in a small
band of unelected private investors who are responsive only to their own interests and whims, and not to any electorate
or elected representatives. Their power needs to be curtailed.
A "Currency Conversion Tax" must be enacted. This would be set up on a progressive scale, landing more heavily
on the larger transactions than on the smaller ones, and exempting small ones below some cut-off. It would be
collected by all financial institutions on the sale side of any currency trade. It has been suggested by a few authors
that a rate of 0.1% of the value of any sale over $1 million would be sufficient to stifle the tide of international
currency speculation. But this flat rate number would have to be modified slightly to implement a progressive
taxation of the larger trades at a higher rate. It might also have to be increased if the initial implementation does
not succeed in damping the international sloshing of free capital.

9) Labour Monopoly Regulation
In all of the modern industrial "western" world, all corporate and government monopolies and many near monopolies
are tightly regulated by the government. They are closely watched, and their prices and profits are controlled. Any price
increases require government approval, and generally require thorough economic justification. There is one notable
exception, however. All major labour unions exert monopolistic control over the labour market of their respective
sectors. Yet their monopolistic pricing power is totally uncontrolled by any regulators.
When costs grow faster than productivity, the result is "cost-push" inflation. For most manufacturing enterprises, and all
service enterprises, labour costs form the large majority of production costs. So when labour costs grow faster than
general productivity, the result is "cost-push" inflation. Examining the US statistics since 1949 shows that although the
average manufacturing wage has grown dramatically in nominal terms, when adjusted for inflation it has grown no
faster than, and in lock-step with, the growth in average manufacturing labour productivity.
Therefore, all labour-union collective agreement wage increases should be constrained by law so that the average wage
increase for all workers covered by collective agreements rises no more than the previous year's increase in overall
average labour productivity.
An arbitration panel needs to be established, staffed exclusively by union representatives, to adjudicate any
disputes and resolve any discrepancies between different labour productivity growth rates in different industries.
It would be able to authorise a larger than allowable increase in one sector as long as it is balanced by a smaller
than allowable increase in another sector, such that the overall average wage rate increases no faster than the
productivity rate.
To police the constraint that overall average wages not increase any faster than the overall average labour
productivity, a special "Labour Wage Adjustment Tax" needs to be imposed. It would be payable only by workers
whose wage is covered by collective agreement. It would apply to the year-over-year increase in wage income
(calculated on a per-hour basis, and averaged over 3 years) that is in excess of the overall labour productivity
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growth rate. It would only apply if the worker has not changed jobs or job responsibilities, so that promotion
increases would not be included. And it would be on the order of 75% to 85% of the excessive increase.
The government would "refund" a previously collected "labour wage adjustment" (perhaps by way of a tax credit
for the next tax year) if it should determine that the overall wage rate increase for the tax year was no more than
the rise in labour productivity. Since the statistics for this calculation are not usually available until well into the
following tax year, the determination that the "labour wage adjustment" was in fact not necessary would always
be a year behind. This feature would mean that if the arbitration panel and union negotiators do their job properly,
no one would have to pay the extra tax. But if they mess up, the workers affected by the union settlements will
have to pay most of their excessive increase to the government.

10) Campaign Finance Reform
Not strictly an economic reform, this one really should have been first on the list. Reform of the manner in which
political candidates finance their election campaigns is a necessary pre-requisite to the achievement of any of the
foregoing reforms. As things stand now, the vested interests that would be negatively impacted by the above reforms
have sufficient funds to buy outright the entire Congress - several times over. There is no possibility at all of these
reforms being enacted as long as the electorate's representatives in Congress are filtered through the sieve of campaign
financing by special interests.
A fixed financing dollar amount must be specified for each elected position. As a starting point, it can be set to the
average amount that all winning candidates spent in the last election.
From now on, candidates for elected office will receive from the government that specified amount to finance
their campaign. Any monies spent on the campaign by persons other than the candidate must be subtracted from
that financing limit - whether or not that spending was approved by the candidate. Policing of this injunction will
be left to competing candidates and various public interest groups. Prior to assuming office, the winning candidate
must satisfy the Elections Officer that the financing limits have been adhered to. If the limits have been exceeded,
the candidate may not assume office.
Any person or organisation spending money to promote the election of a particular candidate without the
authorisation of that candidate (and the inclusion of the relevant monies in the campaign accounting of that
candidate) will face a fine equal to the monies involved times the number of other candidates running for the
position, and payable in equal parts to those other candidates. Individuals may volunteer their time and effort to
support any candidate without penalty, as long as that time and effort is unpaid.

11) Miscellaneous Changes
This is a collection of miscellaneous changes to various legislation to complete the set of economic reforms initiated by
the major items listed above.
Capital Gains Tax - A "capital gain" is the difference between the (adjusted) purchase cost of an asset, and the
net proceeds of the sale of that asset. For the purposes of taxation, the purchase cost of the asset will be adjusted
by the inflation rate since the date of purchase - so that purchase and sale are expressed in same-year dollars. The
adjusted purchase cost of a productive asset will be depreciated by the assumed rate at which the asset wears out
(following standard rules for operational accounting - not tax accounting - of depreciation). The resulting capital
gain will be divided by one-half the number of years (rounded up) over which the asset is retained. The resulting
"Taxable capital gain" will be treated as part of "Income" for the purposes of personal income taxes. A capital
gain realised on an asset retained for less than a year will therefore be taxed at twice the individual's marginal tax
rate. The longer the asset is retained, the less the capital gain is taxed. This measure is intended as a dis-incentive
to speculation and speculators. Speculators profit from the quick swings in the market price for various
investments. They should therefore pay a premium for the economic conditions that promote and maintain the
stable liquidity of the markets they depend on.
Pension Portability - One of the factors that interferes with the freedom of the labour market, is the restrictive
nature of company pension plans. Company pension plans should be phased out and converted to individual
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retirement accounts (IRAs in the US, RRSPs in Canada). These would be locked-in, income tax free, individual
investment accounts. Monies would be deposited into these accounts at a rate commensurate with current pension
plan policies - as is now the practice in both our countries. The assets in these accounts would have limited
opportunities for investment, so that their safety is reasonably assured. And the assets would be permitted to
accumulate tax-free. Taxes would be levied on the funds at the time of withdrawal. In addition to transferring
more responsibility for retirement planning to the individual, this change would remove a significant interference
with labour mobility, and cleanup some outstanding problems with corporate liability accounting. It would also
remove a large incentive for nefarious (both legal and illegal) activities out from under the noses of some
corporate management.
Pollution Liability Reporting - Current accounting practice demands that companies report only their current
year expenditures on pollution abatement and avoidance. Consequently, companies have every economic
incentive to minimise their current expenditures on environmental controls, (both by minimising their antipollution efforts and by minimising their remediation expenditures) and to delay whatever expenditures they can
get away with. Reporting rules need to be changed to demand that companies carry as an accrued liability an
estimate of future costs that are likely to be incurred for remediation of whatever pollution they may be causing.
(In the same way that they now carry an accrued liability for the pension payments likely to be required for retired
employees.) This will certainly not capture all the environmental costs of pollution. But it will certainly capture
some of the more easily fixable costs. (An example:- Exxon is not required to account for the likely siteremediation costs that will be incurred as a consequence of hydrocarbon pollution of the soils below each of their
gas stations.)
Tort Responsibility (1) - Liability law in the US currently is based on the concept of "The deeper pocket pays".
This means that when a plaintiff wins a damage suit, the award is paid by the defendant most able to pay, rather
than the defendant most responsible for the damage. Consequently, it is standard practice in the US, for law suits
to include all parties even vaguely connected to the issues at hand, especially if they happen to be a big and
wealthy one - even if the connection to the damage being claimed is highly tenuous. This needs to be changed.
The practice costs consumers vast amounts of money to pay for damages that have little or nothing to do with the
corporation paying the damages. It also is in contravention to the principles that responsibility must be
commensurate with authority and that punishment should fit the crime. So instead, juries must be instructed to
judge the degree of responsibility of each defendant found guilty of the damages involved. Any damage award to
the plaintiff must then be paid by the defendants according to their relative responsibility. If any defendant is
found not responsible at all for the damage involved, then that defendant's costs must be paid out of the damage
award before the remainder is paid to the plaintiff.
Tort Responsibility (2) - The principle of individual responsibility for one's own actions needs to be returned to
the enforcement of law. If you are doing something that "any reasonable person" would understand you should
not do, or are using a product in a way that "any reasonable person" would understand you should not, then you
have no grounds for a damage suit if you experience damage as a consequence of your unreasonable actions. This
needs to be stated as a principle governing Tort law. The classic example of a violation of this principle, is the
burglar who trips on the (inside) stairs and breaks a leg, then sues the homeowner for damages. The concept of
"any reasonable person" is well exercised in current law, and is used to provide courts and juries with the
flexibility to determine "reasonableness" on a case by case basis. What is lacking is the legal emphasis on
personal responsibility. Juries must therefore be instructed to include the plaintiff when apportioning out the
degrees of responsibility for any damages involved. And they must also be instructed that it is not the function of
Tort Law, and the awarding of damages, to compensate people for being stupid (ignorant maybe, stupid definitely
not).
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Most people know what a sound bite is from the TV news. It is the short video or audio clip the news media runs, that
purports to summarize or characterize a particular opinion, position, or solution to a known problem. It is usually a short
catchy comment from some political leader or other well known celebrity. One of the most famous sound bites in recent
history was President John F. Kennedy's statement: "Ask not what your country can do for you; ask what you can do for your
country." Another even more famous one is the defining sound bite of the Socialist movement: "From each according to their
ability, to each according to their needs."
There are many sound bites out there that are interesting only in a general way. One of the more famous of this sort is Neil
Armstrong's "That is one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind." These just capture a famous situation without
suggesting any hidden agendas. Famous sound bites, are memorable sentences or phrases that stay with us and help define an
event, an issue, or even a period in history. The more interesting ones mask with their pithy brevity, a whole host of hidden
issues.
In journalism, sound bites are used to catch the attention of the audience, and summarize or characterize the story in brief,
avoiding the need to provide the kind of details that an audience will never have the patience to hear.   Media audiences have
a notoriously short attention span.
In both print and broadcast journalism, sound bites are conventionally accompanied with commentary from the journalist to
create the news story. A balanced news story should contain sound bites representing both sides of the debate. But the more
common technique these days, however, is biased reporting. A short catchy snippet is selected for its sensational character,
and is used to promote the point of view of one individual or group over another.
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11) The Selfish Gene (40th Anniversary Edition), Richard Dawkins, Oxford University Press, 2016, ISBN 978-0-19878860-7.
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University of London - Epistemology

Essays from my University of London BA Philosophy
Studies
Epistemology - [235P025]
1. Is knowledge justified true belief?
2. "Knowing that P is at least a matter of having a belief that P which is both true and justified." Is this an adequate
definition of knowledge? If not, how should it be improved?
3. Does knowledge involve having good reasons for one's beliefs? What are 'good reasons'?
4. Could it be that, though we use the same language to describe them, the things you see as red I see as green and
vice versa?
5. 'I cannot prove that I am not a brain in a vat. Therefore I do not know anything about the external world.' Discuss.
6. "My beliefs could form a coherent set even if none of them is true, so the coherence account of knowledge must
be wrong."
7. Hilary Putnam provided a refutation of a version of the brain-in-a-vat hypothesis, based upon semantic
externalism. Is it effective?
8. "If every belief has to be justified by appeal to a different belief, some beliefs could not be justified. Hence, there
must be foundational beliefs whose justification is independent of other beliefs." Discuss.
9. Is knowledge closed under known implication?
10. What is the relation between perceiving the redness of a tomato and knowing that the tomato is red?
11. Much of what we ordinarily call knowledge involves information that we believe only on the basis of what others
have told us - i.e., on the basis of testimony. What conditions have to be met for us to gain knowledge from the
testimony of others?
12. Critically assess the claim that knowledge is belief which tracks the truth.
13. Does the argument from illusion show that there are no differences between the visual experiences involved in
veridical perception, illusion, and hallucination?
14. Is the Truth of "P" Necessary for S to Know that "P"?
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Essays from my University of London BA Philosophy
Studies
Philosophy of Logic - [235P070]
1. Is there a satisfactory account of the truth of the sentence "Santa Claus does not exist'?
2. Defend what you think is the best account of Proper Names.
3. Can there be a satisfactory account of the notion of correspondence employed in the claim that 'a proposition or
statement is true if it corresponds to the facts'?
4. Should we treat indicative and counterfactual conditionals differently? Justify your answer.
5. In what way, if any, do possible worlds ground the notions of necessity and possibility?
6. What does the deflationary theorist mean by saying that truth is not a genuine property of statements? Is the
deflationary theory itself true?
7. What is the best way to explain the concept of analyticity?
8. Can there be a convincing justification for deductive reasoning?
9. Could the statement "The present Prime Minister might not have been the present Prime Minister,' be true?
Explain your answer.
10. How can we best understand the notion of necessity?
11. How can one justifiably distinguish true counterfactual conditionals from false ones, given that all such
conditionals have false antecedents?
12. 'Truth entails coherence, not vice versa.' Does this refute coherence theories of truth?
13. ËœOne can understand the claim, "The baby has been sick all day', without supposing there is one and only one
baby in the world. So Russell's theory of definite descriptions is wrong." Discuss.
14. Can the sentence "The man over there drinking Martini is a philosopher' be true even though nothing satisfies the
definite description? Justify your answer.
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Essays from my University of London BA Philosophy
Studies
Methodology - [235P035]
1. What is Goodman's New Riddle of Induction? How, if at all, can it be solved?
2. What is a Law of Nature?
3. What is the Best Response to the Paradox of the Ravens?
4. What is the Best Interpretation of Probability?
5. Is inference to the best explanation just a special case of more general forms of confirmation procedure?
6. Is there any reason to suppose that the conclusion of an inference to the best explanation is likely to be true? 

7. "Almost all scientific theories of the past have proven false. So almost all present-day theories are likely to be
false too." Discuss.
8. Does Goodman's paradox show that there are restrictions on the kinds of predicates that can occur in acceptable
generalizations?
9. What, if anything, explains the difference between a law of nature and an accidentally true generalization?
10. 'Only if scientific realism is true can the success of science be anything other than a miracle.' Discuss.
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University of London - Metaphysics

Essays from my University of London BA Philosophy
Studies
Metaphysics - [235P075]
1. Are causes sufficient for their effects? Are they necessary for those effects?
2. Can causality be analysed satisfactorily in terms of counterfactual dependence?
3. Are events particulars?
4. Are events universals, particulars, or neither?
5. "For an agent's action to be free it cannot be caused by preceding events. But not to be so caused would make
this event random, and thus not genuinely something the agent did. Therefore, no genuine action is free."
Evaluate this argument.
6. 'The ability to act freely requires that one could have acted otherwise. But causal determinism rules out the
possibility that one could have acted other than as one did. So free will is incompatible with determinism."
Discuss.
7. Is a person's survival different from, and more important than, a person's continuing identity?
8. "A statue and the lump of clay of which it is made are two different objects existing at the same place and time."
Discuss.
9. "All statements about the past are true or false in virtue of our present evidence of how things were in the past."
Discuss.
10. Times can be thought of as past, present and future or as earlier and later. Is one of these ways of thinking about
time more fundamental than the other?
11. "Resemblance between particulars requires the existence of a universal, so there is no way to eliminate universals
from our ontology." How convincing is this argument?
12. Are universals necessary elements of any adequate ontology?
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Essays from my University of London BA Philosophy
Studies
Philosophy of Language - [235P210]
1. "Many sentences of English have never been uttered, and no one has ever meant anything by uttering them.
Therefore their meaning cannot be determined by speaker's intentions." Discuss.
2. Is knowing a statements truth conditions (a) necessary and (b) sufficient for knowing what it means?
3. Can the figure of the radical interpreter cast any light on the notion of meaning?
4. "The Gricean line of explanation [of meaning] is hence essentially no more than a sophisticated version of the
code conception of language" (Dummett) Discuss.
5. "The indeterminacy of translation is just a special case of the under-determination of theory by evidence."
Discuss.
6. Is knowing under what conditions a statement is true either necessary or sufficient for knowing what the statement
means?
7. Assess Quine's arguments for the view that there is no such thing as meaning.
8. In what ways is the semantics of a language compositional? What reasons are there for expecting it to be?
9. 'Kripke's so-called puzzle about beliefs actually presents us with a quandary about ascriptions of belief.' Discuss.
10. Are the speakers of English that population amongst whom there is a convention to speak English?
11. How much of human knowledge of language is innate?
12. How does Grice distinguish between the semantic and pragmatic contributions to what speakers convey by their
utterances? How plausible is this distinction?
13. What basis is there if any, for distinguishing between the illocutionary and the perlocutionary acts performed by
making an utterance?
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University of London - Philosophy of Mind

Essays from my University of London BA Philosophy
Studies
Philosophy of Mind - [235P100]
1. 'If mental causes were not physical, they would be epiphenomenal.' Discuss.
2. What, if anything, would Frank Jackson's Mary learn on seeing something red for the first time? If she learns
something, does that show that physicalism is false?
3. What is the 'explanatory gap' and does it cast doubt on the truth of materialism?
4. What exactly does Jackson's Mary learn when she leaves her black and white room?
5. "Zombies are conceivable. So they are possible. So physicalism is false." Discuss.
6. "If I am thinking about Santa Claus, then there is something I am thinking about. But Santa Claus does not exist,
so I am thinking about nothing." Discuss.
7. "Token identity is too weak to explicate physicalism and type identity is too strong." Discuss.
8. "Functionalism is no better than behaviourism as a theory of the mental." Discuss.
9. What do Frege cases and/or Twin Earth cases show about intentionality?
10. Does intentionality admit of naturalistic explanation?
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Essays from my University of London BA Philosophy
Studies
Ancient Greek Philosophy - [235P085]
1. "The ordering, the same for all, no god or man has made, but it was, is and will be: fire ever-living, being kindled
in measures and going out in measures.' (Heraclitus fr. 30.) Discuss.
2. What is the Heraclitean logos that people do not comprehend?
3. In what sense or senses does Heraclitus believe in "The unity of opposites'?
4. In what sense, if any, does Heraclitus hold that everything is always changing?
5. What, if anything, can Zeno's paradoxes teach us about motion?
6. 'One excellent argument [for the recollection theory] is that when people are questioned, they state the truth about
everything for themselves - and yet unless knowledge and a correct account were present within them, they would
be unable to do this.' (Plato Phaedo 73a.) Discuss.
7. Is the tripartite soul of the Republic an advance over the immortal soul of the Phaedo'?
8. Does Plato have a satisfactory account of the difference between knowledge and belief?
9. Discuss whichever you take to be the best of the many arguments that Plato offers for the immortality of the soul.
10. Would you call Plato's philosophy of mind 'dualist'? If so, in what sense?
11. What is the paradox of inquiry in the Meno? Does Plato have a good solution to it?
12. 'Plato's ideal of love not only downgrades bodies, but persons also.' Discuss.
13. Does the Third Man Argument refute the theory of forms?
14. What is Plato's concept of knowledge?
15. Does Plato offer a satisfactory account of naming in the Cratylus?
16. How should we understand Heraclitus's claim that opposites are one? Does this claim commit him to
inconsistency?
17. Socrates says of the allegory of the cave in the Republic that 'it fits what we were talking about earlier in its
entirety'. Discuss how well this allegory fits with the analogy of the divided line.
18. Can the difficulties raised for the Theory of Forms in Plato's Parmenides be overcome?
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University of London - The Empiricists

Essays from my University of London BA Philosophy
Studies
The Empiricists - [235P065]
1. "Descartes' attempt to prove the existence of God in Meditation III is not merely a failure, it is a philosophically
uninteresting failure."Discuss.
2. How did Descartes argue in the Sixth Meditation that mind and body are distinct substances? In what way does
the Second Meditation contribute to his argument?
3. Does Descartes reason in a circle when he argues that everything we clearly and distinctly perceive is true
because God exists and is not a deceiver?
4. "That with which the consciousness of this present thinking thing can join itself, makes the same person, and is
one self with it, and with nothing else"(Locke). What are the strengths and weaknesses of this account of self?
5. Locke claims that ideas of primary qualities resemble the qualities themselves, while ideas of secondary qualities
do not. What does he mean by this? Does he succeed in establishing it?
6. "Different Men . . . have different Essences of Gold, which must therefore be of their own, and not of Nature's
making"(Essay III.vi.31) What did Locke mean by this? Does it imply that the classifications that we make of
things in the world are arbitrary?
7. "There is not one of my former beliefs about which a doubt may not properly be raised' (Descartes). Does
Descartes succeed in showing this in the First Meditation?
8. "I must...admit that the nature of this piece of wax is in no way revealed by my imagination, but is perceived by
the mind alone"(Descartes - Second Meditation). What led Descartes to this view? What is its significance?
9. In both the Treatise and the first Enquiry, Hume provides two definitions of 'cause'. What does the second
definition add to the first, and why did Hume think it necessary to introduce it?
10. Why did the problem of personal identity cause Hume such severe difficulties that in the end he admitted that he
could see no way of providing a coherent account?
11. Does Descartes succeed in proving that God exists?
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University of London - Ethics Historical Perspectives

Essays from my University of London BA Philosophy
Studies
Ethics - Historical Perspectives - [235P095]
1. "Human good turns out to be activity of soul in accordance with excellence" (Nicomachean Ethics, I 7, 1098al617). Can Aristotle show that excellence includes moral virtue?
2. Aristotle thinks that virtue depends upon the right relations between the rational and nonrational parts of the soul.
How do the possible relations among the two parts of the soul give rise to the four main kinds of moral
character?
3. In pursuing his own happiness, is Aristotle's man an egoist?
4. How, in Aristotle's view, can thought cause action? How, on occasion, may it fail to cause action?
5. Is Aristotle's doctrine of the mean either an empty abstraction or a recommendation of mediocrity?
6. Does Aristotle think that happiness is the end of all human actions? If so, what does he mean by that? If not,
what does he think about the relationship between happiness and the end of human action?
7. Can Aristotle show that it is part of living well to act virtuously?
8. "Tis not contrary to reason to prefer the destruction of the whole world to the scratching of my finger ... "Tis as
little contrary to reason to prefer even my own acknowledg'd lesser good to my greater."(Hume, Treatise, Book II
Part ni Chapter 3). Does Hume have good reason to assert these apparent paradoxes?
9. What is the importance of Hume's distinction between the natural and the artificial virtues? Is he justified in
making this distinction?
10. What does Hume mean by his claim that "it is not contrary to reason to prefer the destruction of the whole world
to the scratching of my finger"? What consequences for morality does he draw from his understanding of this
claim?
11. Does Hume think that it is always in one's interest to be virtuous?
12. How successful is Mill in reconciling justice with the principle of utility?
13. Does Mill's utilitarianism take adequate account of our ordinary intuitions about justice?
14. In Mill's view, of what kind of proof is the principle of utility susceptible? Is it really capable of any kind of
proof?
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University of London - Ethics Contemporary Perspectives

Essays from my University of London BA Philosophy
Studies
Ethics - Contemporary Perspectives - [235P115]
1. Are there Moral Facts?
2. Critically Assess the View that Moral Properties are Best Understood as like Secondary Qualities such as Colours
and Tastes.
3. Is Morality a Product of Convention?
4. What, if anything, constitutes a reason for an agent to act morally?
5. "If ethics is objective, then there should be widespread ethical agreement. But there isn't widespread ethical
agreement. Therefore, ethics is not objective." Discuss.
6. What is the best way to understand the relationship between human well-being and morality?
7. Is there a necessary link between human well-being and morality?
8. 'If there were objective values, then they would be entities or qualities or relations of a very strange sort, utterly
different from anything else in the universe' (Mackie). Discuss.
9. Could there be a morality that was radically different from our own?
10. Are there any good reasons that could be offered to someone who claimed not to see why he ought to be moral?
11. What would it be for morality to be objective?
12. What is the best way of defining an altruistic act?
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Ask a Philosopher Questions

Some Questions and Answers
The following questions were gleaned from those submitted to "Ask a Philosopher".
  The particular questions I have
elected to answer and record here, were those that piqued my interest. There is no other rational for their inclusion in
this list. The answers shown here are those that I have submitted to that Pathways of Philosophy site. They can be
found at the Pathways to Philosophy on the various questions and answers pages.
You can peruse the following index of questions grouped by topic. Or you can scan the questions in the order of
publication by following these links:
Part 1,
Part 2,
Part 3.
Part 4.
Part 5.

Introduction
What is the point in philosophy if we don't know the answer to the basic most questions - like the reasons we are
here, or what is this world?
Why are people not thinking?

Metaphysics -- Where Am I? -- Non-Naive Realism -- "What there is, is what you see!"
What is reality?
How do I know that what I perceive as the colour red is the same colour that you perceive as being red?
If sense-data are so 'immediate' to us then why does there need to be a separation at all?
Why would humans want to live without certainty?
What is the universe contracting and expanding in?
How is it possible that science keeps putting a theory forward about evolutionary biology when it doesn't seem to
make sense?
What's with solipsism?

Philosophy of Mind
How can people have free will?
Someone give me a convincing argument against the reasoning that humans have "free will".
How does one come to terms with consciousness and free-will scientifically?
Do we have a mind in addition to our brains? If not then how do we explain conscious thoughts?
If a person is sliced symmetrically in half instantaneously about the vertical axis, before that person's inevitable
death, where would his consciousness lie?
What is the difference between the following two (alleged) possibilities? 1. There might have existed someone
physically just like me, who did not possess consciousness. 2. There might have existed someone physically just
like me who possessed a consciousness just like mine WHO WAS NOT ME.
I would like to know if your body and soul are separated?
What is death?

Epistemology -- How do I know? -- Pragmatism -- "What you see is what you get!"
"Different cultures have different truths."
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I believe that generalizations are a major problem in people's way of thinking.
Is the infinite a relative truth or an absolute truth?
Can we know something that has not yet been proven to be true?
What do you think of the wrecking ball that David Hume applies to science? Does he really show that necessary
connections are merely based on psychological conditioning or constant conjunctions of similar events? What
should be the impact of Hume and empiricism in this era of great scientific and technological advances?

Ethics -- What ought I do? -- Evolutionism -- "To Thine Own Self Be True!"
What does the word "good"mean?
I want to know the purpose of life.
What is the meaning of life?
Is there any action that is good in itself, without reference to the consequences it brings about?
Whose interest should be paramount in ethical judgment?
Can a moral person be happy?
What conditions must be present before we can say a person is truly happy?
Is it human nature to be greedy or have we been corrupted?
Why are people not contented with what they have?
Do human being have a natural tendency to good, a natural tendency to evil, or some combination of tendencies?
Is the preserving of one's dignity or the serving of a principle other than self-interest ever a higher good than
personal happiness?
Are some acts morally obligatory regardless of the consequences for human benefit or harm?
How important is objectivity in moral judgment?
Is there a single universal moral code that is binding on all people at all times and in all places?
Can nature, or what is natural, be considered any kind of guide to what is virtuous or even tolerable?

Applied Ethics
Should this lady be informed about her illness, or would her knowing cause more harm than good?
How can I support something I don't believe in?
Who owns the genetic material of an aborted fetus?
Why is killing wrong?
Is euthanasia wrong?
It is said that I truly love another if my happiness is depends on his/her happiness. i.e. I cannot be happy unless
s/he is happy. My questions is, is this always true, or are there cases in which I cannot be said to love another
truly even though my happiness depends on his/her happiness?
Is there not a popular tendency to equate evil with immorality?

Political Philosophy -- Classical Liberalism
What is the relevance of philosophy to the contemporary scene?
Where exactly does our (your) "Liberty" come from?
Are liberal democracies more peaceful?
Is the language of rights the best way to protect peace?
Is the death penalty ever a legitimate punishment?
Why, in a democracy which grants us virtual freedom, are we forced to receive an education?

Religious Philosophy
How can there NOT be a God?
Should religious doctrines and practices be regulated according to their moral worthiness?
Is it fair to say that religious fundamentalism is evil?
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Examine Einstein's claim that "God does not play dice with the universe" in the context of the teleological
argument for the existence of God.
What are some of the weaknesses of the Ontological Argument?
In what ways should a Christian political thinker's faith influence his or her political writings?
God is wisdom.
What are your proofs against Christianity?
Does God love us?
Why do good things happen to bad people, and bad things happen to good people?
Could god create a statement that is both true and false? Did god create the rules of logic or is he subservient to
them? And if so what are the ramifications?
Assuming for sake of argument that God is the original energy source that created the universe, then what
materials did he use to create with? If only God alone existed then wouldn't it stand to reason that the only
materials he had in order to create with was his own essence, energy etc.? Would this mean that pantheism or
monism is a more logical form of theism? Otherwise you must posit creation ex nihilo which simply seems to me
to be an appeal to authority at best and an appeal to magic at its worst.
What is the best way to solve the Epicurean Paradox? How can you reconcile the existence of evil with an all
good all powerful God?

Miscellaneous Questions
What philosophical books have changed your life?
Would you kindly tell me the differences between effectiveness and efficiency in management?
Why is Ayn Rand considered by some as a philosopher, if she is not a "good" philosopher?
Why are gay and lesbian relationships rampant not just in the US but all over the world?
I'm an ex-philosopher turned English (EFL) teacher. I have been trying to find some interesting philosophical
texts that I could use with my students.
Is agnosticism a prerequisite to being a logical thinker?
"Final causes" and their applicability to physical systems.
[Home]
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Some Questions and Answers
The following questions and answers were prepared in response to Essay Questions that formed part of the Pathways to
Philosophy programs I have taken.
1. Explore the use of 'possible worlds' in philosophy, illustrating your argument with an example of a problem that
involves the notion of possible worlds.
2. Are possible worlds really 'real'?
3. Examine the claims that freedom of the will is incompatible with determinism, and also incompatible with
indeterminism.
4. In the light of the critique of 'free will', can blame and punishment ever be rationally justified? Consider hard
cases, such as brainwashing, crimes of passion, the influence of drugs, medical or psychological conditions etc.
5. What difficulties stand in the way of a materialist view of the mind, according to which thoughts, feelings and
sensations are ultimately nothing more than processes in the brain?
6. The philosopher Hume remarked that when he looked into himself, he never succeeded in catching sight of his
"Self', but only of particular thoughts, feelings and perceptions. Is that a valid argument against the idea of a soul?
7. Assess the significance of philosophical scepticism.
8. 'In view of advice from the philosophical think-tank formed last year from six eminent professors, we shall be
introducing legislation to ban the use of the verb "To know" and its derivatives from all official documents.' Comment on this imaginary extract from the Queen's speech at the opening of Parliament.
9. How do you know that the author of these words has a mind?
10. Explore some of the issues surrounding the attribution of consciousness to machines and to non-human animals.
11. Imagine you are Michael Harding. As you lie injured on the road, you are told that a brain scanner is going to be
used to map your memories and personality, and the information used to program the brain of a new body cloned
from one of your own cells. The moment the new 'you' gains consciousness, the old 'you' will be painlessly
destroyed. How do you feel about that prospect? - Justify your answer by reference to one of the competing
philosophical accounts of the relation between mind and body.
12. 'What thought experiments concerning body-duplication show is that the concept of personal IDENTITY is
ultimately dispensable.' - Discuss.
13. 'It is plain that what different societies view as moral or immoral - as ethically right or wrong - has differed
greatly at various times and various places. It is therefore futile to seek for a rational, objective basis for moral
judgements.' - Comment on this claim.
14. Critically examine the fatalist view, according to which statements about the future have a definite truth value
now. Compare the theory of fatalism with the thesis of determinism. Is there any way that one could consistently
hold a determinist view while denying fatalism, or hold a fatalist view while denying determinism?
15. What is matter? Does the physicist's account of the nature of matter have a significant role to play in the
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philosophical dispute between the materialist and the immaterialist?
16. What are values? Where do they come from? How are values integrated to form a 'unique valuational
perspective'?
17. Why must others count in my deliberations?
18. Compare and contrast the way moral and non-moral judgements exhibit the 'characteristic marks of truth'. What is
the significance of that result for the claim that 'moral judgements are objective, not subjective'?
[Home]
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On Economic Value
Caution
Please note that this essay constitutes some collected notes on the topic, and does not pretend to be original thinking. It
is not material suitable for publication or citation. Much of the contents has been cut-and-pasted from various Internet
sources as listed at the bottom. And those sources should be the proper citation. Because of the large amount of editing
necessary to bring these collected thoughts together, detailed citations and references have been omitted. Also note that
this material is primarily a concatenation of the ideas of other writers, and while I have edited this material according to
my own beliefs and biases, it does not necessarily imply that I have sufficient evidence to justify any claim that these
opinions represent knowledge and truth.

Introduction
There are two fundamentally different answers to the question of where economic value originates. According to
intrinsic theories of value, economic value is inherent in objects; remains constant despite changing demand, the
passage of time, and other factors; and can be "objectively determined" by calculations based upon some fundamental
scientific principle. The labour theory of value is clearly an intrinsic-value theory.
The other approach is the utility theory. According to this theory, economic value is not inherent in objects, but is a
product of many different individual consumer and producer judgments about the utility (or use-value) of the product to
them. According to utility theories, economic value depends upon people's desires: the more they esteem an object and
are willing to trade for it (the greater its personal value), the more it is worth. This theory is the basis of free-market
capitalism, which Marx bitterly opposed.
At first glance, both theories seem to make sense. It is generally true that the more labour invested in an object, the more
it is worth; but it is also true that the more people want something regardless of how much or how little labour went into
it -- the more it is worth.
Which theory is correct? Both of them cannot be, since they lead to diametrically opposite economic systems, and moral
prescriptions. I will argue that the labour theory of economic value is fundamentally wrong and the market/utility theory
of economic value is correct.

Preliminaries
The starting point for this discussion of economic value is a capitalist economy in long-run equilibrium. This is the
"arch-typical" analysis basis for most economic analysis of the relevant portions of economic theory. By long-run
equilibrium I mean that all firms, workers and consumers have been able to adjust their plans and their output and/or
purchases to any and all changes in available knowledge, technology, or tastes. Of course this is unrealistic. In any real
economy, incompatibilities in plans, shifts in demand, and changes in knowledge, technology or tastes occur far more
rapidly than any of the players in the economic environment can fully adjust to. But by assuming this artificial scenario,
it does allow us to investigate certain fundamental aspects of the economic system that are difficult to pick out from all
the day-to-day movements of prices and output.
In keeping with both Marx and the Utility theorists, I will also assume sufficient competition so that the rate of profit is
the same in all industries. Again, this is quite unrealistic. Certainly, when there are no barriers to entry or exit, capital
will flow from low profit industries to high profit industries. Output will increase in industries attracting new capital,
just as output will decrease in industries from which capital is fleeing. Prices in both industries will adjust until the
profit rates are in the same range. But there are barriers to entry and exit in many industries. (Not the least of which is
time.) The rationale for making this addition to the assumed set of stylized facts is twofold. First, we are trying to
understand the nature and consequences of different theories of economic value in principle, and not as might be
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influenced by particular transitory circumstances. Second, if we cannot understand how prices and values behave under
the simplest of conditions, we cannot hope to understand them under more realistic conditions.
Therefore the basis underlying this discussion is a highly simplified capitalism in equilibrium; an economy that is
sufficiently competitive that all firms have fully adjusted their outputs and use of inputs to all demand and technological
conditions, and all consumers have fully adjusted their plans and demands to all supply and conditions of taste.

Classical Theories of Value
The classical political economists shared three major points in their approach to developing a theory of value. First, all
the classical economists thought it necessary to start their investigations of capitalism with the question of value.
Second, all the classical economists searched for value in the conditions of production. It was in the workshop or the
factory, not the marketplace, that goods acquired their particular values. Third, although they had somewhat different
reasons, all the classical economists subscribed to one form or another of a subsistence theory of wages. That meant
that the cost of labour was itself equal to the value of the goods and services that a working-class family needed in order
to get by.
Smith: Adding-Up of Costs
Adam Smith found economic value - which he called "natural price"- by adding the costs of production. In a society
without private ownership of land and which used only the simplest of tools, labour would make up the entire cost of
production:
"If among a nation of hunters, for example, it usually costs twice the labour to kill a beaver which it does to
kill a deer, one beaver should naturally exchange for, or be worth two deer. It is natural that what is usually
the produce of two days' or two hours' labour, should be worth double of what is usually the produce of one
day's or one hour's labour." [The Wealth of Nations, Book 1, Chapter 6.]
But this simple measure of value is not sufficient for the more complex production processes and property ownership
patterns of capitalism. When the worker is hired by a capitalist, uses equipment owned by the capitalist, and works with
raw materials purchased by the capitalist, there will normally be profit:
"In the price of commodities, therefore, the profits of stock [capital] constitute a component part altogether
different from the wages of labour, and regulated by quite different principles." [The Wealth of Nations,
Book 1, Chapter 6.]
By "quite different principles," Smith means that the worker is paid by the hour of labour while the capitalist is "paid"
by the amount of capital and the length of time that the capital is engaged in that production process.
Whenever a product involves the use of land, there will be a third component included in its price:
"As soon as the land of any country has all become private property, the landlords, like all other men, love
to reap where they never sowed, and demand a rent even for its natural produce. The wood of the forest, the
grass of the field, and all the natural fruits of the earth, which, when land was common, cost the labourer
only the trouble of gathering them, come, even to him, to have an additional price fixed upon them. He
must then pay for the licence to gather them; and must give up to the landlord a portion of what his labour
either collects or produces. This portion, or, what comes to the same thing, the price of this portion,
constitutes the rent of land, and in the price of the greater part of commodities makes a third component
part." [The Wealth of Nations, Book 1, Chapter 6.]
The real value, then, of any commodity, will be the sum of the labour cost and the profit plus any rent. Even though the
capitalist purchases raw materials as well as labour, the raw materials - and anything else the capitalist purchases from
other capitalists - can in turn be broken down into labour, profit and rent.
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The next step is to investigate the value of labour itself. According to Smith, nature sets the "minimum" wage:
"A man must always live by his work, and his wages must at least be sufficient to maintain him. They must
even upon most occasions be somewhat more; otherwise it would be impossible for him to bring up a
family, and the race of such workmen could not last beyond the first generation." [The Wealth of Nations,
Book 1, Chapter 8.]
It is difficult for wages to rise much above this minimum. Smith partially attributes this to inequality of bargaining
power. The power of the worker to withhold his labour is far weaker than the power of the employer to withhold access
to employment:
"A landlord, a farmer, a master manufacturer, or merchant, though they did not employ a single workman,
could generally live a year or two upon the stocks [capital] which they have already acquired. Many
workmen could not subsist a week, few could subsist a month, and scarce any a year without employment.
In the long-run the workman may be as necessary to his master as his master is to him; but the necessity is
not so immediate." [The Wealth of Nations, Book 1, Chapter 8.]
This "natural" inequality was supplemented by legal inequality. When Smith was writing The Wealth of Nations - and
for another fifty years thereafter - British workers were prohibited from forming unions and bargaining collectively.
There were no similar prohibitions on employers:
"We rarely hear, it has been said, of the combinations of masters, though frequently those of workmen. But
whoever imagines, upon this account, that masters rarely combine, is as ignorant of the world as of the
subject. Masters are always and everywhere in a sort of tacit, but constant and uniform, combination, not to
raise the wages of labour above their actual rate. To violate this combination is everywhere a most
unpopular action, and a sort of reproach to a master among his neighbours and equals. We seldom, indeed
hear of this combination, because it is the usual, and one may say, the natural state of things which nobody
ever hears of. Masters, too, sometimes enter into particular combinations to sink the wages of labour even
below this rate." [The Wealth of Nations, Book 1, Chapter 8.]
Yet there were sometimes forces leading wages upward. Rapid economic growth can create a shortage of labour. The
reinvestment of profits will lead to ever greater employment. However, higher wages, by improving living conditions
and thus reducing infant and child mortality, quickly lead "To the great multiplication of the species." The race between
the demand for labour and the supply of labour will eventually be won by the supply of labour and wages will once
again fall to the "lowest rate which is consistent with common humanity."
Additionally, labour of greater skill or difficulty will itself take on a natural price in terms of common labour:
"If the one species of labour should be more severe than the other, some allowance will naturally be made
for this superior hardship; and the produce of one hour's labour in the one way may frequently exchange for
that of two hours' labour in the other. Or if the one species of labour requires an uncommon degree of
dexterity and ingenuity, the esteem which men have for such talents, will naturally give a value to their
produce, superior to what would be due to the time employed about it. Such talents can seldom be acquired
but in consequence of long application, and the superior value of their produce may frequently be more than
a reasonable compensation for the time and labour which must be spent in acquiring them." [The Wealth of
Nations, Book 1, Chapter 8.]
Economic value, or in Smith's terms "natural price", is a central concept in Smith's work. Temporary deviations of
market price from natural price provide his capitalists with their production directions. When the market price is above
the natural price, profits will also be above their natural rates. New capital will be drawn to such an industry until
increased production brings prices and profits down to their natural rates. When the market price is below the natural
price, profits will also be below their natural rates. Capital will leave such an industry until decreased production brings
prices and profits up to their natural rates.
The natural price, in turn, is determined by the costs of production. The costs of production can be broken down into
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labour costs, rent and profit. Labour, like any other commodity, also has its natural price. Which is the cost of the goods
and services the workers need in order to work and raise families.
Ricardo's Labour Theory of Value
In the preface of The Principles of Political Economy and Taxation (1817), David Ricardo laid out the goal of his work.
He was setting out to uncover the laws that regulate the distribution of the
"produce of the earth - all that is derived from its surface by the united application of labour, machinery,
and capital . . .
among [the] three classes of the community, namely, the proprietor of the land, the owner of the stock or
capital necessary for its cultivation, and the labourers by whose industry it is cultivated." [The Principles of
Political Economy and Taxation (Preface).]
The first step of this project was to understand the laws of value. As the heading of Chapter 1, he gives us the
foundation of what came to be called the labour theory of value:
"The value of a commodity, or the quantity of any other commodity for which it will exchange, depends on
the relative quantity of labour which is necessary for its production. . ." [The Principles of Political
Economy and Taxation, Chapter 1, Section 1]
Rather than make his theory fuzzy enough to encompass the value of all goods, he excluded goods such as "rare statues
and pictures, scarce books and coins, wines of a peculiar quality, which can be made only from grapes grown on a
particular soil," since their
"value is wholly independent of the quantity of labour originally necessary to produce them, and varies with
the varying wealth and inclinations of those who are desirous to possess them.
"These commodities, however, form a very small part of the mass of commodities daily exchanged in the
market." [The Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, Chapter 1, Section 1]
This theory of value would be limited to the goods and services that were typical products of competitive capitalism:
"In speaking, then, of commodities, of their exchangeable value, and of the laws which regulate their
relative prices, we mean always such commodities only as can be increased in quantity by the exertion of
human industry, and on the production of which competition operates without restraint." [The Principles of
Political Economy and Taxation, Chapter 1, Section 1]
But Ricardo was searching for an "invariable measure of value." This is truly an impossible goal. When the technology
of production of a good or service changes, its value will change. All theories of value are in agreement on this. Even
gold and wheat, two candidates for such a measure that were rejected by Ricardo, will alter in value as the technology of
production changes. The same is true, in a more roundabout way, of labour itself. If new farming and/or baking
technology reduce the value of bread, then the value of labour will also fall since the worker's capacity to work can be
"produced" at a lower cost. [The Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, Chapter 1, Section 1]
It might be possible, Ricardo thought, to find a measure of value which would not vary as the distribution of income
changed, even thought it would certainly vary with technological change. Ricardo's stated purpose was to discover
which economic forces determined the distribution of income. The best candidate for such a measure was labour. If
profits rose and wages fell, or if profits fell and rents increased, it would still require the same amount of labour to
weave a bolt of cloth or to build a ship.
Ricardo's theory of wages was similar to Smith's, but much more severe. Thomas Malthus had published his famous
Essay on the Principle of Population in 1798. While Adam Smith had noted a tendency for population to increase when
wages were high, Ricardo (adhering more closely to Malthus) turned this tendency into a ruthless certainty:
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"The natural price of labour. . .
depends on the price of the food, necessaries, and conveniences required for the support of the labourer and
his family. With a rise in the price of food and necessaries, the natural price of labour will rise; with the fall
in their price, the natural price of labour will fall. . . .
It is when the market price of labour exceeds its natural price that the condition of the labourer is
flourishing and happy, that he has it in his power to command a greater proportion of the necessaries and
enjoyments of life, and therefore to rear a healthy and numerous family. When, however, by the
encouragement which high wages give to the increase of population, the number of labourers is increased,
wages again fall to their natural price, and indeed from a reaction sometimes fall below it.
"When the market price of labour is below its natural price, the condition of the labourers is most wretched:
then poverty deprives them of those comforts which custom renders absolute necessaries. It is only after
their privations have reduced their number, or the demand for labour has increased, that the market price of
labour will rise to its natural price, and that the labourer will have the moderate comforts which the natural
rate of wages will afford." [The Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, Chapter 5.]
Agricultural products presented a particular difficulty. Smith's solution had been to make land rent one of the
components of natural price and simply add it onto labour costs and profits to get value. Ricardo started by examining
how agriculture was different from manufacturing. When the demand for shovels increases, manufacturers can build
more factories. There is no reason that these new factories cannot be as productive as the existing factories. That is, the
amount of labour needed to produce a shovel will not change when we double or triple shovel production by building
new shovel factories.
When the factory is a farm, however, we have a different problem. Land varies greatly in its productive qualities. It is
usually the best land that is first drawn into agricultural production. Therefore, when the demand for wheat increases, it
will take more than the average amount of labour to produce and transport the additional wheat. Ricardo's example
supposes that there are three grades of land. On the best land it costs $3 to produce 10 bushels of wheat and deliver it to
the town market. This cost includes the necessary amount of profit to get someone to farm the land. On the middle grade
of land it costs $4 to produce the same amount of wheat and transport it to the town market. On the poorest land, it costs
$5 to produce and transport 10 bushels of wheat. The increasing costs reflect the increasing amount of labour required to
extract a given amount of wheat from successively less productive land. The same argument, of course, can be applied
to the extraction of all renewable and nonrenewable resources from the land.
With a small population, the demand for wheat can be met by farming only the best land. The price of wheat will be $3
per 10 bushels. But as population grows, some of the middle grade land will be brought into cultivation. Now the price
of wheat will rise to $4 per 10 bushels. If I own some of the best land and you farm that land, I can charge you a rent of
$1 per 10 bushels of wheat. If I own some of the middle grade land, I cannot collect any rent since the cost of
production on that land is the same as the price of the wheat. As population continues to grow, cultivation is extended
even to the poorest land and the price of wheat rises to $5 per 10 bushels. Now the owners of the best land will enjoy a
rent of $2 per 10 bushels and the owners of the middle grade land can collect a rent of $1 per 10 bushels.
This rising rent has important implications. Ricardo was able to show that the value of agricultural commodities, just
like the value of manufactured commodities, is determined by the amount of labour it takes to produce them. The
difference is that, with agricultural commodities, the value is governed by the amount of labour required under the most
unfavorable circumstances - that is, by the amount of labour needed on the poorest quality land which the level of
demand causes us to bring into production. Taking issue with Smith, Ricardo argued that "rent is not a component part
of the price of commodities." Smith had claimed that high land rents drove up the price of wheat. Ricardo showed that
high wheat prices - which themselves were caused by a growing population - drove up rent. Rent was the consequence,
not the cause, of high food prices.
It all fits together into a fairly complete and consistent theory of value. Economic value is determined by the amount of
labour needed for production, including, of course, the labour used to produce the raw materials and the 'worn out' part
of the capital equipment. For wheat and similar products, value is determined by the amount of labour needed for
production on the poorest land. Wages are determined by the values of the goods and services that a working class
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family needs to survive and reproduce. The capitalist pays his suppliers, repairs or replaces his worn out equipment,
pays the workers and sells the product for a price determined by the amount of labour it took to produce it. Whatever is
left over is profit. If the price of bread is high, wages will also be high and there will be little profit, but agricultural
landowners will collect high rents. If the price of bread is low, wages will also be low and there will be high profits and
little rent. Note that profit and rent are incorporated into this value theory, not added on as a cost as Smith had done.
There was still one major problem with the labour theory of value. It would only work well as a theory of natural price
if the ratio of labour costs to capital costs was the same in all industries. Labour could not be an invariant standard of
value when some industries used lots of labour and little capital while others used lots of capital and little labour, since a
change in the distribution of income between wages and profits would alter costs in different industries by different
amounts. Ricardo was still pondering this problem when he died. Nonetheless, Ricardo's labour theory of value was
something of a sensation. Thirty years after Ricardo's Principles of Political Economy, John Stuart Mill, in his own
Principles of Political Economy (1848) saw little reason to modify Ricardo's foundation of economics:
"Happily, there is nothing in the laws of Value which remains for the present or any future writer to clear
up; the theory of the subject is complete: the only difficulty to be overcome is that of so stating it as to solve
by anticipation the chief perplexities which occur in applying it." [Mill, John Stuart. Principles of Political
Economy, Book 3, Chapter 1.]
Marx's Labour Theory of Value
According to Marx's Labour Theory of Value, all commodities have a common quantitative element. This element is the
quantity of labour, or the average number of "Socially necessary" labour hours, involved in producing commodities, and
it is the essence of commodity value. The use-values of a commodity are not comparable with each other, and therefore,
the use-value cannot be the exchange value. Only the quantity of labour, which is the common quantitative element
within all commodities, can become the exchange value. The monetary expression of the exchange value, or the
quantity of labour, is the price of the commodity. The quantity of labour is measured by the socially necessary average
labour hours. All commodities are regarded as products of labour, and "as values, all commodities are nothing but
definite masses of congealed labour quantity."
For the most part, Karl Marx worked within the framework of David Ricardo's labour theory of value. The two most
important differences were Marx's emphasis on fixed capital and his use of the particular accounting definitions within
his labour theory of value to identify a source of profit. However, Marx used his labour theory of value to project
capitalism's path in a way not anticipated by Ricardo.
Like Ricardo, Marx started by adding up all of the direct and indirect labour used. The "value" of something that
requires 10 hours of direct labour plus raw materials that took 12 hours of labour to produce plus 1/1,000 of the life of a
machine that took 5,000 hours of labour [including raw materials and tools] to make would be 'worth' 10 [labour] + 12
[materials] + 5 [depreciation of capital] hours of labour, a total value of 27 hours.
So how does the capitalist, who could normally sell this item at its value of the money equivalent of 27 hours of labour,
make a profit? Only by being able to buy at least one of the inputs at a price below its value. He buys his machines from
other capitalists - who are able to sell them at their value. He buys his raw materials from other capitalists as well, and
has to pay full value. So profit doesn't come from machines or raw materials.
Labour is different. If the value of anything is the amount of labour it took to produce it, we need to ask: What is the
value of labour? The value of labour is itself the amount of labour it takes to produce the food and other necessities
consumed by the worker and the worker's family. And, at least since humans invented agriculture, labour has produced a
social surplus - more than is necessary to simply sustain the worker at the level that was deemed by society to be 'right'
for workers. If the worker in our current numerical example consumes goods and services that took 6 hours to produce,
the value of his labour is the money equivalent of just that-6 hours of labour. And the value of his labour is just exactly
what Marx's "perfect" capitalist pays. Which leaves the capitalist with a profit (surplus value in Marx's terminology) of
the money equivalent of 4 hours of labour.
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Why doesn't the worker simply work on her own and keep the entire value of the output rather than let the capitalist
extract a large portion of it? Because the value of any commodity is based on what Marx called the socially necessary
amount of labour used to produce it. If the worker, working without the advanced machinery owned by the capitalist,
could produce the product from the example above in 50 hours of labour, she could still only sell it for the equivalent of
27 hours of labour because that is how much labour it takes to produce it using modern machinery and production
methods. In other words, the capitalist is able to appropriate the social surplus because the capitalist owns the very
machinery that allows the social surplus to be as large as it is.

Flaws in Marx's Labour Theory of Value
Misconceptions about "Use-Value"
Marx appears to be operating from a fundamental misunderstanding of the nature of "use-value". He does certainly
recognize that the utility of a commodity is quite independent of the abstract-labour-content of that commodity. But he
also clearly is thinking in terms of an absolute intrinsic utility inherent in the item. Although this is somewhat to be
expected, given the historical context within which he was writing -- economists of his day, including Smith, Ricardo,
and Mill, all approached the concept of value with the notion it was something intrinsic to the commodity. With the
works of Adam Smith, the Marginalist theorists, and most especially the Vienna School of Von Mises and Hayek,
however, the "intrinsic" concept of value has been rendered obsolete.
"The utility of a thing makes it a use-value. But this utility is not a thing of air. Being limited by the
physical properties of the commodity, it has no existence apart from that commodity. A commodity, such as
iron, corn, or a diamond, is, therefore, so far as it is a material thing, a use-value, something useful. This
property of a commodity is independent of the amount of labour required to appropriate its useful qualities.
When treating of use-value, we always assume to be dealing with definite quantities, such as dozens of
watches, yards of linen, or tons of iron." [Part One - Commodities and Money; Chapter I - Commodities; 1.
The Two Factors of a Commodity]
"Commodities come into the world in the shape of use-values, articles, or goods, such as iron, linen, corn,
&c." [Part One - Commodities and Money; Chapter I - Commodities; 3. The Form of Value or Exchange]
"Since no commodity can stand in the relation of equivalent to itself, and thus turn its own bodily shape into
the expression of its own value, every commodity is compelled to choose some other commodity for its
equivalent, and to accept the use-value, that is to say, the bodily shape of that other commodity as the form
of its own value." [Part One - Commodities and Money; Chapter I - Commodities; 3. The Form of Value or
Exchange]
The utility of a thing does not make it a use-value. The utility of a thing is its use-value. Utility, and thus use-value, is
most definitely not a property of the commodity, nor is it limited to the physical properties of the commodity. The fact
that a commodity is a material thing has nothing to do with the fact that it might also have some utility -- there being
many non-material things that have utility, and many material things that have no utility. Utility is a relational concept -a relationship between some one single individual and the item or commodity that that one single individual finds of
use. A commodity has a use-value to someone for something (purpose). Nowhere does Marx seem to recognize this
fact.
"A use-value, or useful article, therefore, has value only because human labour in the abstract has been
embodied or materialised in it. How, then, is the magnitude of this value to be measured? Plainly by the
quantity of the value-creating substance, the labour, contained in the article." [Part One - Commodities and
Money; Chapter I - Commodities; 1. The Two Factors of a Commodity]
"Neither can it [the commodity] any longer be regarded as the product of the labour of the joiner, the
mason, the spinner, or any other kind of productive labour. Along with the useful qualities of the products
themselves, we put out of sight both the useful character of the various kinds of labour embodied in them,
and the concrete forms of that labour; there is nothing left but what is common to them all; all are reduced
to one and the same sort of labour, human labour in the abstract." [Part One - Commodities and Money;
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Chapter I - Commodities; 1. The Two Factors of a Commodity]
As in indication of Marx's basic misunderstanding of use-value, his attempt to abstract away the particular nature of the
labour involved is quite significant. The products of the joiner, the mason, the spinner or any other kind of productive
labour are of use (have use-value, utility) just exactly because of the special expertise and dexterity that these laborers
bring to their products. If I need a cabinet, and it would take me a work-week to produce a cabinet that the joiner
produces in a single day, then the use-value to me of that cabinet is the equivalent of four work-days. But if I am myself
a joiner, who can also turn out that cabinet in one word-day, the use-value to me of that cabinet is but the equivalent of a
single work-day. And if I do not need a cabinet, then the use-value of the joiner's product is exactly zero (ignoring
momentarily the use-value it might have in exchange for something else).
"This common "Something' [to which each of the two commodities in an exchange must be reducible]
cannot be either a geometrical, a chemical, or any other natural property of commodities. Such properties
claim our attention only in so far as they affect the utility of those commodities, make them use-values. But
the exchange of commodities is evidently an act characterised by a total abstraction from use-value." [Part
One - Commodities and Money; Chapter I - Commodities; 1. The Two Factors of a Commodity]
The last sentence here is, of course, quite obviously wrong. The common "Something' to which each of the two
commodities in an exchange must be reducible is just exactly the utility (use-value) of the involved commodities to the
buyer and seller (each individually). Even if one conceives use-value as measured by personalized labour, his last
sentence here clearly contradicts that meaning. Marx is correct in his recognition that it is not any common "natural
property" of the commodities involved, and in his recognition that those natural properties claim our attention only in so
far as they concern their use-value. And he may have been lead into this rather glaring error through his erroneous
conception of use-value as an attribute of the commodity. In any event, he is totally incorrect to suggest that the
exchange of commodities is in any way an abstraction from use-value. It is in fact the relative difference in the
appreciation, on the part of the parties to the exchange, of the use-value of the commodities being exchanged, that
entices and permits the exchange.
"In order to entice the money out of that pocket, our friend's commodity must, above all things, be a usevalue to the owner of the money. For this it is necessary that the labour expended on it be of a kind that is
socially useful, of a kind that constitutes a branch of the social division of labour." [Part One - Commodities
and Money; Chapter 3 Money, 2A The Metamorphosis of Commodities]
The first sentence is correct. The second is most certainly not. It is only necessary that "our friend's commodity" be a
use-value to the owner of the money. The amount and nature of the labour content of our friend's commodity (if any) is
totally irrelevant to the amount of money he will be able to entice out of that pocket. He will be able to entice only that
amount of money that is of less use-value to the owner of that pocket than is the use-value of the commodity being
exchanged. Which means that the owner of the pocket must judge that the commodity being acquired would replace
more of his own individual personalized labour in the pursuit of his own personal goals than would any other
commodity that the owner could currently acquire with his money. And this is regardless of whether the labour content
of that commodity (if any) is socially useful or not, regardless of the amount of that abstract-labour-content, and even
regardless of the quantity of the pocket-owner's individual personalized labour involved.
"Lastly, nothing can have [labour-]value without being an object of utility. If the thing is useless, so is the
labour contained in it; the labour does not count as labour, and therefore creates no [labour-]value." [Part
One - Commodities and Money; Chapter I - Commodities; 1. The Two Factors of a Commodity]
It is odd that Marx can recognize that without utility, labour is valueless while at the same time not recognize that it is
utility and not labour that creates the value in the first place.
The Vanishing Field of Applicability
The assertion that labour is the sole determinant of value is hard to accept just based upon common sense and
experience. And Marx recognizes the limitations of his "labour-content" theory of value.
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"A thing can be a use-value, without having value. This is the case whenever its utility to man is not due to
labour. Such are air, virgin soil, natural meadows, &c. A thing can be useful, and the product of human
labour, without being a commodity. Whoever directly satisfies his wants with the produce of his own
labour, creates, indeed, use-values, but not commodities. In order to produce the latter, he must not only
produce use-values, but use-values for others, social use-values. (And not only for others, without more.
The mediaeval peasant produced quit-rent-corn for his feudal lord and tithe-corn for his parson. But neither
the quit-rent-corn nor the tithe-corn became commodities by reason of the fact that they had been produced
for others. To become a commodity a product must be transferred to another, whom it will serve as a usevalue, by means of an exchange.) Lastly nothing can have value, without being an object of utility. If the
thing is useless, so is the labour contained in it; the labour does not count as labour, and therefore creates no
value." [Part One - Commodities and Money; Chapter I - Commodities; 1. The Two Factors of a
Commodity]
Marx readily admits that many natural objects in which no labour has been invested -- such as scenic views, fresh air,
pure water, gems and minerals, and wild fruits and vegetables -- do have use-value, but do not contain labour. And
following Ricardo, Marx specifically excludes things like "rare statues and pictures, scarce books and coins, wines of a
peculiar quality, which can be made only from grapes grown on a particular soil [The Principles of Political Economy
and Taxation, Chapter 1, Section 1]" from his theory of value. Marx also admits that the labour theory does not account
for the fact that people value some natural objects, such as paintings, diamonds, and other "intrinsically scarce" items
tremendously more than would be justified by their labour content. And he again follows Ricardo "These commodities, however, form a very small part of the mass of commodities daily exchanged in the
market." [The Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, Chapter 1, Section 1]
For these intrinsically rare things, Marx admits that it is customer demand, and the market interaction of supply and
demand, that governs their value, rather than their labour content.
Without clearly defining his scope, Marx implies that his labour theory of value applies only to those commodities that
are (a) reproducible by socially necessary labour time; and (b) produced with the intention of exchange. The first
condition requires that the product produced must be non-unique, and producible in sufficient numbers that their market
value is determined more by the socially necessary labour time required to produce them, than by the magnitude of
consumer demand. The second condition requires that the product must not be an accidental consequence of nature, or
an unintended by-product of some human action directed towards another purpose. In other words, to be treatable by
Marx's theories, the commodity must be a "producible commodity" that results from capitalist mass production
processes.
This implied definition for the scope of his labour theory of value suffers from one competitive disadvantage and one
theoretical flaw. The competitive disadvantage is that Marx is readily admitting that his economic theory of Capitalism
is incomplete. A more complete understanding of a capitalist economy requires an understanding of market/utility
theory as well as Marx's labour theory of value. In as much as the Market/Utility theorists maintain that an
understanding of the market/utility theory will adequately explain everything that Marx suggests that his Labour Theory
of Value will explain, it is questionable why one would need Marx's theory at all.
As to the theoretical flaws, firstly Marx like Ricardo before him, assumes that there are commodities that are, by his
definition, not intrinsically scarce. In other words, he is assuming that their are in fact "producible commodities" whose
exchange-price is not more subject to the demand of customers than to the labour content. Marx fails to justify this
assumption. And a reasonable argument can be made that his assumption is incorrect. All commodities, whether natural,
artisan (non-capitalist) produced, or capitalist manufactured, can be treated as scarce according to Marx's own definition
- consumers value them and will pay for them more than would be justified by their labour content. The aggregate
demand (irrespective of price) for any useful commodity will always exceed the current supply. So one may more
accurately conclude that it is the customer demand, and not the labour content that governs their value. (Although this
argument does equivocate on the meaning of "value".)
The Transformation Problem
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Marx was not able to resolve Ricardo's difficulty with using labour as a standard of value. Let us compare two
industries. One, shirt making, uses a lot of direct labour and very little capital equipment. The other, petroleum refining,
uses lots of capital and very little labour. If we tried to apply Marx's version of the labour theory of value in these
instances, the "natural price" in each case would be equivalent to the total amount of "Socially necessary" labour used.
The profit returned to the capitalist would be equal to the value of the direct labour minus the wages paid to those
workers. The petroleum refinery would generate little profit, and since it required massive investment, the profit rate
would be minuscule. The shirt making firm would generate a lot of profit, and since it required little investment, the
profit rate would be high indeed.
Of course this would violate one of our initial assumptions: the profit rate in long run equilibrium will be the same in all
industries. Note that this assumption was not adopted only to make our arithmetic easier - although it does do that; it is
one of the stylized facts of capitalist economy in equilibrium. And even Marx accepts this. Moreover, the differences in
surplus value between the industries in this example are not characteristic of real world differences in profit rates. We
would generally expect the more capital-intensive industry to have a higher rate of profit than the labour-intensive
industry.
Marx certainly recognized the problem. Unlike Ricardo, Marx also explored the effects of technological change on a
capitalist economy. So differences across industries in labour or capital intensity (which Marx called the "organic
composition of capital") could not be ignored. Labour values (the adding-up of the amount of labour in a product), Marx
claimed, give us important insights into the nature of capitalism and provide a framework for the investigation of what
we now call macroeconomic features of the economy - economic growth, the distribution of income and capitalism's
crisis-prone nature. It was not so important that labour values were not the same as long-run equilibrium price. To avoid
confusion, Marx used the term value only when it was directly calculated by adding the hours of labour necessary for
production and used the term prices of production for the prices that would bring about a single rate of profit on
invested capital. But it was important that labour values bore some predictable relationship to the prices of production.
Certainly there was a rough relationship. In a capital-intensive industry such as petroleum refining, any price that will
offer a normal return on investment will be much higher than the price calculated by the labour value of that industry's
output. In a labour-intensive industry such as shirt making, a normal return on investment will occur when the product
price is below the labour value. We can envision an "average" industry - average in terms of the mixture of labour and
capital - in which labour value and natural price are the same.
Lets try a numerical example. To keep the arithmetic simple, we will dispense with fixed capital. The capitalists buy
materials from other capitalists, hire labour, produce goods and sell them. Industry 'A' purchases goods which took 80
hours to produce and hires 20 hours of labour to produce the finished good. It will have a value of 100 hours of labour.
Industry 'B' purchases goods which took 20 hours to produce and hires 80 hours of labour to produce the finished good.
It also will have a value of 100 hours. Using the labour theory of value, good 'A' is equal in value to good 'B.'
But how much does each capitalist get? If the cost of labour is 60% of its value, that is if the capitalist can hire 10 hours
of labour by paying the worker enough to buy goods and services that took 6 hours to produce, then the direct labour
costs of these two capitalists vary considerably. Remember, their suppliers sold the inputs at their full value. If the value
of one hour of labour is $1.00 (but the purchase price of one hour of labour is $0.60) the capitalists of industry 'A' each
earn a profit of $8.00 by paying $12.00 for labour which adds $20.00 to the value of the product. But the capitalists of
industry 'B' each earn a profit $32.00 by paying $48.00 for labour which adds $80.00 of value to the product.
The profit rates even diverge by more than the profit amounts. Industry 'A' capitalists' investment comes to $92.00
($80.00 for materials and $12.00 for labour). They earn a 9% return. The captains of industry 'B' only invest $68.00
($20.00 for materials and $48.00 for labour). They earn a 47% return. Impossible, since our model calls for equal rates
of profit. Nonsensical by real world standards as well, since the more labour intensive industry is earning a higher profit
rate than the more capital intensive industry.
Marx thought that he could arithmetically "Transform" labour values into prices of production. In fact he had left a
solution in the messy notes that his friend Engels molded into Volume III of Capital after Marx's death. Applying some
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tedious math to the numbers in the example above, we can calculate the prices that would provide equal profit rates and
also keep the same amount of total profit. If good 'A' sells for $115 and good 'B' sells for $85, the profit rate in both
industries will be 25% and the total profit (with one firm in each industry) will still be $40. We seem to have
transformed the labour values into prices of production that equalize profit rates.
But the problem was more difficult than Marx had thought. It is not enough to find an average industry to use as a
standard, because every industry purchases products from other industries. If the weaving industry seemed to have an
average capital intensity, for example, that would not by itself get us off the hook. The weaving industry buys yarn from
the spinning industry and power looms from the loom-making industry. And those industries in turn purchase inputs
from other industries. All would have to be "average" industries. Or, in our numerical example above, we would have to
go back and transform the prices charged by the industries that supply industries 'A' and 'B.' But those industries also
have suppliers. We would have to carry out an infinite regress of such transformations, with each one changing the
results of all the others.
The Non-Correlation between Labour-Value and Relative-Prices.
Labour values are not the same as long-run relative prices and the relationship between them is extremely complex. If
the relative price is really the monetary expression of the different quantities of socially necessary average abstract
labour time, the relative price differential must not fluctuate during circulation in the market. But in reality the relative
prices not only fluctuate continually but prices in general are always prone to rise. Marx explained such a separation
between value and price of a commodity as the agreement between total value and total price in the whole society
(Capital, Vol. 3). But this explanation is an example of abuse of the concept of average, and is not an adequate
explanation for the difference between relative prices and the labour-value content of commodities.
According to this explanation, complex labour is converted into simple "abstract" labour in the market. But this
assertion is inconsistent with his statements that the price expresses the value that is determined by the quantity of
labour congealed in the commodity during the process of production. (Assuming, as specified, an equilibrium
environment where the price at which a commodity is exchanged is representative of the exchange-value as calculated
from the labour-time). In other words, according to his Labour Theory of Value, the quantity of labour must be the basic
expression of value, which must not be determined from any other activities than the process of production.
Nevertheless, he said that the conversion of complex labour to "abstract" labour is determined by the functions of the
market. Thus the theory of labour conversion is an example of circular reasoning.
The Value of Time and Position
The labour theory also ignores the importance of time and position. A 20-year-old wine and properly-aged beef are far
more enjoyable, and thus in much greater demand and considered of much greater value (and can command a much
higher price), than one-year-old wine and un-aged beef. A storehouse full of corn is of much greater value when sold in
the depths of winter, than when sold at the peak of harvest season. And both of these, despite the fact that the labour
content of both ends of the time scale are identical. Or, at the very least, the labour-time content of the storage facilities
employed is not representative of the increase in exchange prices attained by the employment of those facilities.
It is perhaps the most grievous theoretical fault in Marx's labour theory of value that it ignores what economists call
place-time preference. This is the common strong preference for goods and services here and now, rather than later over
there. Present consumption is more valuable than future consumption.
Treating the commodities at each end of the place-time interval as different commodities, and thus applicable to
different markets, does not address this concern. Firstly, it avoids explaining why the place-time interval imparts
additional worth to the commodities involved, despite the absence of (meaningful) labour content. And secondly, it
merely transfers the problem under the umbrella of the Transformation Problem described above.
The Anti-Entrepreneurial Bias
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Marx's labour theory of value is anti-entrepreneurial by its nature because of the particular labels that Marx chose for
the concepts he defines. Under his theory, sellers are advised to price all goods by the amount of labour that goes into
them, rather than how much they are demanded by consumers. Otherwise, they are branded "capitalist exploiters of
labour". Thus stores should charge no more for an aged wine than for a fresh wine (given equal labour input). A trucker
should charge no more for a bale of cotton he has hauled from a distant field than is justified by his labour-time. A
warehouseman should charge no more for the bushel of corn he has stored since last harvest, than is justified by the
depreciated labour content of his warehouse.
Marx's bias shows up most particularly in his inclusion within the concept labelled "Socially necessary labour hours" all
of the contribution of entrepreneurial organization and innovation. And his labelling as "Surplus value" the difference
between what the commodity can be exchanged for, and what the capitalist pays the labour involved. Both labels lead
the unwary into ignoring the fact that the entrepreneurial contribution is itself of great value. Marx himself falls into his
own trap on this score.
"Our capitalist stares in astonishment, the [labour-]value of the product is exactly equal to the [labour]value of the capital advanced." [Part III - The Production of Absolute Surplus Value; Chapter VII - The
The Labour Process, 2 The Production of Surplus Value]
Clearly an indication of Marx's bias. Only someone ignorant of the basic elements of simple cost accounting would
suspect that the capitalist would be astonished at the preceding accounting. Given Marx's labour content definition of
"value", all that he has outlined here to "astonish" the capitalist, is elementary cost accounting. The costs of production
(the labour-value of the product) is exactly equal to the (labour-value of the) capital advanced. If it were anything else,
the capitalist would go looking for a new accountant.
Marx then proceeds to describe the "astonished" objections of the capitalist. But he is, of course, taking ad homenium
liberties with his adjectives. As he properly describes, no capitalist would undertake the advancement of capital without
an expectation of a return for his organization and risk.

Fallacious Argument
Marx's argument for his labor theory is unproven. In the entire first volume of Das Capital, where Marx proposed the
labor theory, there is not one "positive proof". Rather Marx offers a fallacious proof in which he argues:
Premise 1 -- some factor in the production of a commodity gives it value.
[True only because he defines his concept of "value" as the consequence of labour-time. He makes no
attempt to provide a non labour-time meaning for his concept of "value", and is particular in separating his
concept of "value" from both utility and exchange-price.]
Premise 2 -- only those commodities to which man has applied labor have value.
[Again, true only because that is the way he has defined his term "value". Other things that are exchanged
in the economy, and are considered worthy by the average person, are specifically denied to have "value".]
Procedure -- Examine all the factors producing a good by discarding those which did not create equal value in equal
quantity, and end up with one factor -- Labor.
[False. By assuming a priori that value is intrinsic to the commodity, and must result from the process of
production, he has failed to recognise that the worth and value of a commodity is its utility, and the factor
that causes commodities to exchange at equal prices is the equality of the quantity of utility and not the
equality of the quantity of labour.]
Conclusion: Labor must be the source of value.
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[False. He has committed the logical fallacy of assuming his conclusion].
Marx defines his terms so that the equilibrium price at which commodities are exchanged is defined to be equal to the
labour-hours that went into the production of that commodity. Once this definition is in place, he reasons backwards to
find the "value" of the average socially necessary labour-hour. The rest of this discussion of Capitalism is based on this
fundamental definition. It may be internally consistent, but it does not marry to the real world. The flaw in this
reasoning process shows up when comparisons of that computed value is compared across commodities - as is described
above under the Transformation Problem.
Marx promised to provide a positive proof in the Volume 3 of Das Capital. However, that book does not offer a positive
proof, and implicitly refutes one. Marx proclaims that two types of capital exist in production, only one of which can
produce "Surplus value". Thus exchange of items of equal value can have uneven mixtures of these two types of capital,
implying that labor alone is not the sole determinant of value.
Some Minor Difficulties
"By making the coat the equivalent of the linen, we equate the labour embodied in the former to that in the
latter." [Part One - Commodities and Money; Chapter 1 Commodities, 3-A-2 The Relative Form of Value]
This is quite incorrect. Marx is here discussing the meaning of the "20 yards of linen are worth 1 coat" equation (and the
other related equations) with which he started this discussion of the "form of value". He is not discussing personalized
labour evaluations, he is discussing his concept of abstracted labour time. And within that context, his statement is quite
entirely wrong. By making the coat the equivalent of the linen, we express the historical fact that some one individual
found that a coat had greater use-value to him than his 20 yards of linen. And vice versa. The historical fact of the
exchange says nothing about the relative labour content of the two articles beyond the probability (and not certainty)
that the seller of the coat included his costs of labour when evaluating the use-value to him of that coat. And vice versa
for the seller of the linen. The fact of the exchange says nothing about the relative proportions of labour contained either
the linen or the coat.
"The first chief function of money is to supply commodities with the material for the expression of their
values, or to represent their values as magnitudes of the same denomination, qualitatively equal and
quantitatively comparable. It thus serves as a universal measure of value." [Part One - Commodities and
Money; Chapter 3 Money, 1 The Measure of Values]
The first chief function of money is to serve as a medium of exchange. And in so functioning to record the exchangeprice of commodities that have already been exchanged in the same denomination, quantitatively comparable. Thus, on
first appearance in this analysis of money, Marx is correct. However, since Marx's concept of "value" is "[labour]value", within the context of his dissertation his statement is in fact wrong.
"The cotton that was bought for $100 is perhaps resold for $100 + $10 or $110. The exact form of this
process is therefore M -- C -- M', where M' = M + (delta)M = the original sum advanced, plus an increment.
This increment or excess over the original value I call surplus value. The value originally advance,
therefore, not only remains intact while in circulation, but adds to itself a surplus value or expands itself. It
is this movement that converts it into capital." [Part II - The Transformation of Money into Capital; Chapter
IV - The General Formula for Capital]
This analysis assumes, of course, that the individual doing the trading in these two exchanges makes no change to the
commodity involved in the exchanges. However, even assuming this restriction, Marx makes a fundamental error here.
Assume that Mr. Abbott is involved with our friend in the first half of this pair of exchanges, while Mr. Baker is
involved in the second half. So the M -- C half of the exchange-pair takes place because (and only because) Mr. Abbott
use-values the $100 more than he does the commodity he offers in trade - say a bale of cotton. And the C -- M half of
the exchange-pair takes place because (and only because) Mr. Baker use-values the bale of cotton more than he does his
$110. Now baring exceptional circumstances, why would Mr. Baker not trade directly with Mr. Abbott. It would
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certainly benefit Mr. Baker to the tune of $10 to deal directly. And since there is a difference of at least that $10 in the
use-values that each would bring to the exchange, they might settle on a compromise price of $105, thus benefiting
each.
The only reason why, in the normal course of affairs, Messrs. Abbott and Baker would deal with our friend rather than
each other directly, is that our friend is bringing to the pair of exchanges something extra. And that something extra is
worth (use-value / utility) a combined sum of $10 to Messrs. Abbott and Baker. It does not matter what that something
extra is. It must be worth at least $10 to Messrs. Abbot and Baker, or the two would deal directly with each other. In
addition, whatever that something extra is that our friend brings to the exchange-pair, it must be worth (use-value /
utility) less than the $10 to our friend, or he would not be involved in the exchanges in the first place.
Therefore, what Marx is calling "Surplus value" is not in fact surplus at all. It is the market-determined labour-value of
the socially necessary average labour-time that our friend labours to produce the something extra that he brings to the
exchange-pair.
"Use-values must therefore never be looked upon as the real aim of the capitalist; neither must the profit on
any single transaction. The restless never ending process of profit making alone is what he aims at." [Part II
- The Transformation of Money into Capital; Chapter IV - The General Formula for Capital]
There are, of course, people for whom the hustle and bustle of "business" is their principle source of happiness, and for
whom "profit" is merely score-keeping in a marvelous game. But I do not believe that Marx is intending his comments
to describe only this miniscule proportion of "capitalists". And his comments certainly do not apply to the great
population of those who are labelled "capitalist" by Marxists today. It is possible that in his day, his knowledge of
"capitalists" was limited to those for whom "business" was an enjoyable game. But for the larger population of people
Marx and current Marxists label "capitalist", people who buy commodities in order to sell them, his description is quite
totally wrong.
For most capitalists, as for most non-capitalists, the aim is to amass as much "wealth" as possible given the
circumstances. Where, in this context, "The accumulation of wealth" is understood even by Marx as the accumulation of
use-values (utility).

The Utility (Marginal) Theory of Value
After Marx, starting in the 1870's, political economists worked out a more sophisticated version of the supply and
demand theory, which seemed to them capable of explaining whatever the labour theory of value could explain, and of
explaining other economic phenomena as well, by means of a few simple assumptions which seemed to correspond
realistically with actual human behavior.
The "utilitarian" (or "marginalist") paradigm has many roots. One is the difficulty, as described briefly above, of
actually using the labour theory of value (and particularly Marx's theory) as a theory of long-run relative prices.
Additionally, as a foundation for the understanding of a functioning economy, Marx's labour theory of value looks like a
hodgepodge of not quite comparable elements. There is the main theory which covers only easily reproducible goods
and services. This must be accompanied by a theory of rent - to be used for the products of farms and mines where the
relevant quantity of labour is not the average socially necessary labour time, but the marginally necessary labour time on
the land of poorest productivity. Some items are of fixed supply - first editions of Ricardo's The Principles of Political
Economy and Taxation for example - and their pricing is completely outside the orbit of the labour theory of value (as
acknowledged by both Ricardo and Marx). These "intrinsically scarce" items require a theory of supply and demand
driven market-exchange value. And then is labour itself. As was described under the Transformation Problem above,
and as well investigated by Von Mises and Hayek, Marx's theories must be supplemented by a supply and demand
driven market-exchange theory of the value of labour wages. By the 1870's, a century after the start of the industrial
revolution, average wages in Britain were clearly on the way up and a subsistence theory of wages (Ricardo) was no
longer sensible.
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Nor could the ideological implications that some drew from the labour theory of value be ignored. Whether intended by
their authors or not, many turned the term itself into an assertion that labour created all value and was therefore entitled
to all value, or at least entitled to a much larger share than labour was getting. There were Ricardian Socialists well
before Marx. And while the capitalists as a class could not have asked for a more fervent supporter than David Ricardo,
the capitalism of Ricardo's model was anything but harmonious. In both Ricardo and Marx, class is posed against class
in a struggle over income. The economic gains of one class are the losses of another. The times were ripe for a new
theory of value.
Finding Value at the Margin
In one sense, Ricardo had overthrown his own theory of value. The neoclassical economists essentially developed the
Marginal Theory of Value out of Ricardo's theory of rent. The marginal theory of value finds value at the margin of
production, just as Ricardo had found land rent to be determined at the margin of cultivation. To Ricardo, agriculture
and mining had been special cases because the costs per ton of corn or coal increased as we pushed into poorer lands or
deeper mines to meet increasing demand.
The marginal theory of value combined two stylized facts. One was to assert that increasing cost industries were the
norm, rather than special cases. For a given (fixed) capital base, costs per unit rise the more units of any one product we
produce in a given period of time. The other was to assert that the desire for any particular good weakens the more units
of that good we have consumed in a given period of time. The fourth pint of ice cream in a week brings us less pleasure
than the third. The fifth pint will bring us even less pleasure than the fourth. This was generalized into the law of
diminishing marginal utility: the utility (pleasure) of consuming an extra (thus marginal) unit of any good or service
declines as the number of units we have consumed in a period of time goes up.
With costs increasing while benefits are decreasing, we can ascribe a simple rule of behavior to all economic actions. If
the benefit exceeds the cost, do it. If the cost exceeds the benefit, don't do it. If the costs and benefits are exactly equal
all is for the best. When the price exceeds the cost, producers will increase output. As they do, costs per unit of output
will increase.
This is much simpler than the labour theory of value. Instead of an apparent hodgepodge of not quite comparable
theories, the marginal utility theory addresses all aspects of the economy with a single framework. Economic value will
be the actual price once all the producers and consumers have had time to adjust their consumption and production to
any changes in taste and/or technology. In other words - aside from the time frame - there is no difference between
value and price according to this theory. So there is no need to "Transform" value into normal price as with the labour
theory of value. What you see is what you get. The value to the consumer of the last unit consumed (the marginal unit to
the marginal consumer) - which, because of declining marginal utility, is the least valuable unit of that product
consumed - is equal to the cost of the last unit produced (again, the marginal unit). Since marginal cost is presumed to
rise with output, the last unit produced is the most costly. They reach equilibrium where marginal utility equals marginal
cost and both are equal to normal price.
Note that this shifted the foundation of economics from production to exchange. The classical economists found the
determinants of value in the conditions of production; the neoclassical economists found the determinants of value in the
meeting of buyer and seller in the marketplace. Instead of originating in production, value now emerged from
exchange - from demand intersecting with supply.
It also shifted the attention of economists away from social classes to individuals, in line with the more Individualist
philosophies of Mill, Locke, Jefferson and the rest of the English Individualists. If one assumed that the act of exchange
was governed by the same laws whether the item being exchanged was a yard of cloth, a pint of ale, an hour of a
carpenter's labour, the use of 160 acres of Iowa farm land for a year, or the use of a million dollars for a year, or the
Mona Lisa, then there was no essential difference among capitalists, workers and landlords. Each was both a buyer and
a seller; each was similarly bound by the inexorable laws of supply and demand.
The same marginal concept can be applied to the distribution of income. A business hires labour, leases land and utilizes
capital. We can treat the business as sort of a consumer. The difference is that instead of "utility," the business gets a
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sellable product out of the exchange. The firm is concerned with the contribution that the hour of labour, acre of land, or
unit of capital makes to production. The operative concept is marginal productivity: the addition to output that is due
to hiring another "unit" of any factor of production - and the factors of production are labour, land and capital.
If we can assume that the 200th hour of labour per week by the workers in a small firm adds less to output than the
199th hour of labour; that the 100th acre of land brought into the farm adds less to output than the 99th acre; and that the
60th unit of capital adds less to output than the 59th unit, then we can assert that marginal productivity declines with
increasing use of any particular factor of production. Marginal productivity behaves much like marginal utility. The firm
will not hire a factor of production if the cost of hiring it is greater than its marginal productivity: if the 200th hour of
labour adds $15.24 to total production but costs $15.25, don't do it. But if it adds $15.26 and costs $15.25, do it.
The main point about the marginalist theories is that they switched the focus of attention from the average or normal
price, value or cost to the price, value or cost of the marginal item, that is the item just inside or just beyond the edge of
what is actually produced or sold. I suppose the term came from agriculture: marginal land is either land at the edge of
settlement as it spreads, or (sometimes the same thing) the land which it is just profitable to cultivate - the land that will
go out of cultivation first if prices fall.
Let us consider first the consumer's evaluation of a commodity. It is very seldom, if ever, the case that a consumer will
want as many items of a given type as he or she can get, and with equal intensity. Some people want peanuts like that,
but no-one would buy a second appendix operation no matter how low the price fell. At any given price, if you buy
several items there will be one or a few just worth having at that price - if the price had been a little higher you would
have done without that item. It is the marginal item at that price. If the price were higher, and you did buy fewer, then at
that higher price there would again be one or more marginal items - ones you would not buy if the price rose higher still.
Even if you buy only one, at some price that one would be marginal.
The same idea applies if we think of things you make or do for yourself, rather than buying or selling. Some of the
things you do are just barely worth doing. The contribution they make to your total satisfaction or wellbeing just barely
justifies the trouble. These are your marginal activities: if life became a little harder you'd leave them out. Consider this
notion of satisfaction or well being for a moment: this should be taken in a sense that is open to whatever interpretation
your value system calls for. "Satisfaction' for a hedonist means pleasure. For a religious person it might mean peace of
conscience, or something like that.
No matter what are your values or priorities there are activities which just barely earn their place on your agenda and
commodities which just get onto your shopping list.
Let us look at this idea now from the viewpoint of the producer of commodities. At a given selling price there will
probably be some items just barely profitable to produce. The cost of production per item almost certainly varies with
the volume of production. To produce just one may be very expensive because of the need for an initial investment in
equipment and for learning how to do it. If you produce another thousand you may not have to spend much more on
equipment or learning, so cost per item falls. But eventually it rises again - you get to the point, as production increases,
where buildings need extensions, new machinery is needed, new workers have to be hired and taught, and so on. In
other words, as production expands, you may come to the point when all resources are strained, and the last increase in
production is barely profitable. The items barely worth producing are at the margin.
Now another idea basic to this theory, the idea of substitution. Look at it first from the consumer's point of view. If
margarine becomes more expensive you think of using butter instead. If butter becomes too expensive to buy you think
of making your own. If movies become too expensive you stay home and make your own drama, and so on.
Look at substitution also from the producer's point of view. Suppose the farmer of a mixed farm finds that some produce
fetches such a low price that he makes no profit: he can divert his effort and resources into some other line. It is not so
easy to reallocate highly specialized equipment to another line; but over time the firm can reorient its activities - it can
cut back on maintenance, or sell off some of its present equipment, to make it possible to switch to some other line of
production.
Note that the reorganization of production takes time: it will be necessary to accept a lower level of production of one
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commodity, and therefore less profit, for the present, to achieve a higher level of production of another commodity, and
a higher profit, at a later date. The producer has to choose between more now and more later.
A consumer will maximize his or her overall satisfaction, and a producer will maximize net income, by substituting an
item or items of one commodity for an item or items of another. If an item of one type not at present on your agenda or
shopping list would contribute more than an item of another type just inside the margin, then the latter should be deleted
and the former added. You delete some of the items you up till now thought barely worth having, to make room for
other things you would now rather have instead. You can't just add the other things, if you are fully extended, with no
spare time or money; so you give up some activities or purchases to make room for something else. And the things you
give up are things at the margin. When all such substitutions have been made - when it is no longer possible to do better
by deleting and substituting - then satisfaction or income is at as high a level as you can reach.
On this account the 'cost' of an item (its cost not in money, which after all you rationally want only for what it can buy,
but cost in real terms - its cost in terms of what money can buy) is any one of the range of items that could be had
instead if this one were deleted. To get this I have to go without that. Goods which are not commodities such as leisure,
or freedom from bother, can be considered along with commodities. So the cost of a commodity may be the leisure I
have to forego to earn the money to by it, or it may be some other commodity I could buy if I deleted this one.
The viewpoints of consumer and of producer can be combined: a producer is also a consumer, and a consumer may be a
producer or potential producer. A person decides whether and what and how much to produce, and what to buy with
income from products he sells (or from other sources), by making substitutions at the margins between various items
including leisure. And if you can't be bothered making all these substitutions, then apparently a certain freedom from
bother is a good you prefer to others you could have if you calculated more carefully. So bother, lack of leisure, hard
work, as well as commodities, are possible equivalents to express the real cost of any commodity. And this of course is
the plausibility of the labour theory of value: it treats labour, the foregoing of leisure, as the cost of anything, in the last
analysis. But this is not the only cost. And insofar as it is one of the costs, it finds a proper place in the marginalist
theory. The marginalist theory finds a place for labour as a cost, but also for other costs the labour theory does not
acknowledge.
The facts that reorganization of production takes time, and that meanwhile income/satisfaction is reduced, can also be
incorporated into this scheme. The items I survey when deciding what substitutions to make must be dated: I must
consider whether so many items of X in a year's time will contribute more to my 'overall satisfaction' (over time) than
however many items of Y I have to do without in the meantime. I must of course take into consideration the uncertainty
of the future - I may be dead before the investment pays off. And perhaps it is rational (though many deny it) to give
some preference to present good over future. So taking into account these points, I must decide whether so many items
of X in a year's time are worth the Ys I have to do without meanwhile to have them.
Now a technicality: a 'demand' or "Supply' schedule for a given consumer or supplier is a statement of how many items
of each commodity he or she would buy or supply at various hypothetical prices. This will depend of course partly on
the prices of other things. If margarine is on special this week buy so many extra - unless there is an especially good
special on cheese: then spend the money on that. No-one has a fully-worked-out set of demand or supply schedules: we
work out only enough to cover likely price movements - not even that much, if we can't be bothered. Each person has
his or her own set of demand and supply schedules - their "Shape' differs from one person to another, and for a given
person from one time to another. How much of what will be demanded and supplied in a market on a given date at a
given price depends on the "Shapes' of everyone's demand and supply schedules.
In a competitive market, prices fluctuate with demand and supply. The price of an item moves until demand at that price
and supply at that price are equal. Where that will be depends upon the shapes of the many demand and supply
schedules of the various individuals who participate, or could participate, in the market. It does not depend only on
quantities of labour required, as if leisure were the only thing people go without to have this item; they also go without
other commodities. The equilibrium point is never actually attained. Anyway, it keeps shifting. People's demand and
supply schedule's change all the time, partly for subjective reasons (changes of knowledge, of taste, of mood, of fashion
etc.), partly because of the fluctuations in the availability of natural resources, partly because of technological changes:
but not only because of technological change, i.e. change in the amount of socially necessary labour. It may be true that
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for years at a time houses will be worth on average so-many times a pair of shoes, because people's demand and supply
schedules may change only slowly in respects which affect the relative prices of houses and shoes, or because there is
not much change in technology or in the availability of relevant natural resources.
Marginalism vs Labour Theory
(1) Marginalism is a theory not of value but of prices. Value in Marx's theory is the main determinant of long run price.
Exponents of the marginalist theory have no use for a notion of 'value' as of something such as congealed labour that
commodities have, the more they have the higher their long run price. What determines price is not what is in the
commodity, but the complex continually shifting interrelations of everyone's demand and supply schedules. Marginalists
have no theory of value as distinct from price: exchange value and price are synonymous, as far as they are concerned.
(2) There is in the marginalist theory no reason to dismiss use-value in discussing exchange value. Exchange values are
a function of the uses people find for the commodity, and of the uses they would find for the goods they have to do
without to get the marginal item of that commodity. Which goods those are depends on availability of natural resources
and technology. If air has no exchange value, although it is very useful, that is because it is so abundant that we do not
have to go without other things to get it, or go without it for other purposes if we use it for this one.
(3) The marginalist theory attaches no special importance to human labour as the sole source of 'value', or as a cost.
Leisure, or freedom from toil, is a good which has to be considered in deciding what to substitute for what, but it has no
special place among the possible alternatives.
Suppose natural resources were all state-owned, so that no individual was giving up anything that was his in allowing
these things to be used: still, the use of a scarce natural resource would have to count as a cost. If we use oil, for
example, as if it had no value (apart from the labour put into bringing it to the user), then eventually we will have to do
without things for which oil is needed: these things, at future dates, are the cost, in addition to labour, of present use of
this oil.
It may be that no natural resource is absolutely non-renewable and indispensable: the cost of using it wantonly will then
be what has to be invested to make some alternative available, or what has to be done without if we fail to make that
investment.
(4) Marx's references to 'normal' methods seem unsophisticated to exponents of the marginalist theory. It may be (and
usually is) the case that what is supplied is produced by a mixture of methods, some obsolescent, some inefficient. Some
of what is actually supplied is produced by the marginal supplier (the one who would go out of production if prices fell
slightly), or by the marginal component in some producer's plant (e.g. an old machine on the point of replacement or
closure). If the price is not enough to keep the marginal producer or machine in operation the supply will fall, the price
may then rise, demand may fall (as marginal purchases are deleted), and so on. It is these adjustments at the margin,
against the background of everyone's demand and supply schedules, that determine price, not the 'normal' or 'average'
method of production.
(5) There is part of Marx's theory that takes into account the fact that industries are more or less labour-intensive. (The
Transformation Problem described above.) Marx appealed to value and surplus value to explain long-run prices and
profit, but in his theory there is another important factor behind price, namely the ratio of constant to variable capital,
i.e. the proportion of total capital that can be used to buy the right to use labour power. If a type of commodity requires a
lot of machinery to produce, then in Marx's theory its price will be above value (even in the long run), and the
capitalists' profits will be above the corresponding amount of surplus value that capitalists in that industry extract. He
has to say this, because rates of profit tend to be equal across all industries - otherwise capital would move out of
unprofitable and into profitable industries. If a less labour-intensive industry could get profit only from surplus value
produced by its own workers, then its rate of profit would be low. So Marx says that competition in the market for
capital, labour and commodities transfers surplus value from more to less labour-intensive industries. The commodities
of capital intensive industries sell at above the value that corresponds to the quantity of labour they actually embody.
Competition between industries for capital and for workers tends to equalize rates of profit and wages. If the product of
some capital-intensive industry is demanded strongly enough to keep such businesses going, then its price must be
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enough to yield about as high a rate of profit as is got in labour-intensive industries: therefore the price must be above
value, and exchanges at this price must transfer surplus value from other capitalists. (These exchanges are either directly
with firms in labour-intensive industries, if the product exchanged is a means of production, or indirectly if it is a
consumer good: the workers in other industries, in their role as consumers, buy it at an over-value price, and their wages
must therefore be higher: so value is transferred from capitalist in labour intensive industries by way of higher wages
and higher prices of consumer goods to the capitalist in the less labour-intensive industries.) Notice that all this falls
back on the mechanism of competition and supply and demand. So to deal with the fact of unequal ratios of constant to
variable capital Marx must fall back on the 'competition-supply-and-demand' theory (of which Marginalism is a
sophisticated version): whereas the marginalists never need to resort to the labour theory. (This illustrates again that the
marginalist theory can explain whatever the labour theory can, whereas the labour theory at some points has to be
supplemented by the supply-and-demand theory.)
(6) There is a disagreement about profit. In one sense profit is just the difference between the firm's income and
expenses. But economists sharpen up the notion. Suppose one person saves the capital, manages the firm, and does
some work at the bench. Then part of what he calls his profit is interest on his savings, part of it is the equivalent of a
salary paid to a manager, part equivalent to a wage paid to a tradesman. The rest is profit in the strict and proper sense.
And in fact there may not be any profit in that sense. Now what is this profit in the narrow sense? Marx says it is the
charge the owner of the means of production levies on workers for access to the means of production and thereby to the
market. The marginalists may acknowledge that that is a component, but typically they regard that as a kind of rent, and
in talking about profit emphasize something else, corresponding to Marx's notion of exceptional profits made by selling
a product at a value set by the normal methods of production when your actual method of production requires less than
the normal labor. In other words, profit in part is the return got by the innovator - the entrepreneur. And this
'entrepreneurial' profit may in fact be got by anyone who makes any sort of innovation, not only by an owner or
employer, and not only by technological innovation. It might be a new method of selling, that increases the commission
earned by a salesman. Now in comparison with Marx's theory there is here not only a difference in terminology, but also
a conceptual difference. The modern economist groups things together differently: what Marx calls profit he puts
together with other kinds of rent, and he calls 'profit', and gives great salience to, something that comes under a different
part of Marx's theory, namely his account of the dynamics of capitalism.
(7) There is a fundamental difference in the explanations for the source of profit. In Marx's labour theory accounting,
the profit comes from the difference between what the capitalist pays his labourers in wages, and the labour-value of the
commodities that the socially necessary labour time has produced - what he calls "Surplus value". Or, alternatively from
a global perspective, the difference between the labour required to produce all those commodities necessary to sustain
the population, and what the labour force actually produces - what he calls "Social surplus". The unavoidable ethical
implication of this accounting approach, is the conclusion that the source of profits is labour-time. And it is not
surprising that those who do not understand the arbitrariness of definitions involved, would conclude that therefore the
labourer in some manner should "own" more of the profit that his labour has produced.
The modern Utility theorists, however, would provide a different explanation. And one much simpler to understand,
since it aligns more directly with the sense in which profits is the difference between income and expenses. A producer
can sell some item for a price greater than his costs, and thus make a profit, if and only if there is a consumer in the
market who is willing to pay the price asked. Assuming that there is no alternative product available at a lower price, a
consumer will pay the price asked if and only if he considers the product being acquired to have a greater utility to him
(than any other product that could be acquired with that money). Thus, the source of profit is the excess utility (in excess
of the alternatives) that has been provided to the consumer through the process of production. The unavoidable ethical
implication of this accounting approach, is the conclusion that the source of profits is the production process that made
this particular product more useful to the consumer than some alternative. And the logical corollary is that the
contributor of the organization, initiative, innovation and creativity that created the excess utility in some manner should
"own" more of the profit that his efforts have produced.
(8) There is the problem of explaining the level of wages. The wage is the price of the right to use labour power, and
this price in Marx's theory is in the long run a function of value - of the labour required to produce and maintain a
labourer. Marx expects the long-term wage to be below value for various reasons, e.g. because the gale of innovation
creates and recreates a reserve army of unemployed. But marginalists say there is no reason why there should be any
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particular relation between wages and the quantity of labour needed to produce the labour, unless it is assumed that
labourers are produced like other commodities are, to make a profit: and then the relation will be explained best by the
interaction of supply and demand as the marginalist theory explains it. It is to some extent true that labourers are
produced as commodities for profit (supply of their training, recreation, and so on may be influenced by commercial
considerations), but not true enough to make the labour theory of value realistic as an account of wages.
Further, the labour theory cannot explain why more talented workers get a higher wage. The additional value of a
trained worker's labour power may be due to the extra labour required to produce it, i.e. in training; but talent is not
deliberately produced in this way, as a commodity, yet fetches a higher return. This requires no special explanation in
the supply-and-demand theory, and labour theorists can deal with it only, once again, by falling back on supply-anddemand.
(8) The essential long-run conclusions of Marx's theory seem to be those concerned with the dynamics of capitalist
society, with how such a society is likely to develop over time. These are the predictions about (a) the falling rate of
profit; (b) the centralization of capital; (c) the immiseration of the working class; and (d) the likelihood of frequent and
intense crises. Marx's argument to these conclusions starts essentially at the point where he explains why capitalists
introduce machinery and seek foreign markets. He explains that the capitalist who has a new method which requires
much less labour than the normal method will introduce it because the exchange value of the commodity produced will
still be set by the amount of labour necessary by the normal method.
But at this point modern economists will make an objection not especially connected with the marginalist theory, but
relevant on either theory. That is that there is no reason to suppose that every innovation must increase the ratio of
constant to variable capital, or for any other reason lead to a fall in the rate of profit. Some innovations (e.g. replacement
of steam engines with electric power, and innovations in communications and electronics, and the green revolution)
make it possible to produce or do more with less investment in machinery. It seems impossible to predict any overall
trend in one direction or another. We can't say in advance whether in future more, or less, capital will be tied up in the
production of the commodities we know about, or in others yet to be invented. (What is invented depends not just on
what ideas people happen to have, but also on what needs are perceived, which depends partly on perceived possibilities
of making profit.)
If there is no trend to a higher ratio between constant and variable capital, then there is no reason even on Marx's theory
to predict a falling rate of profit. The modern economist will add that in any case what he calls profit does not depend on
the ratio of labour to other factors of production. There will be profit as long as there is the possibility of innovation, and
as far as we know there is no fixed ceiling of possible innovation. Profit in this sense will still do what profit does in
Marx's system, namely motivate new investment; so the difference in meaning here makes no difference: assuming that
there will always be possibilities of innovation there is no reason to expect the capitalist economy to stagnate.
Neither is there any reason to expect increasing centralization. This expectation rested on the assumption that innovation
would make industry more and more capital intensive, and that the falling rate of profit would make larger and larger
investment necessary to yield the same absolute return: small people would increasingly not be able to make a living as
owners of businesses and employers. In every crisis some of them would be swallowed up by larger rivals. But if there
is no trend to greater capital intensiveness, no trend to lower profit rates, there is no reason why smaller business should
disappear. It may be a true generalization that in a given line of business small businesses amalgamate or are taken over,
but there is not just a finite number of lines of business. Innovation may at any time open a new kind of possibility,
which small capitalists may move into. (E.g. the beginnings of the computer industry: no chance these days of starting
up your own coal mine, cotton mill, iron works, the growth industries of the early 19th century; but there are new
possibilities not anticipated then.)
And contrary to any trend to an immiseration of the working class, the economic history of capitalism over the past 200
years clearly indicates a strong trend in the other direction. Marx suggests that pressures on capitalists to maintain their
profit levels will result in efforts on their part to reduce the proportion of the labour-value that is returned to working
class as wages. Marx also suggests that as a consequence of the pressures to increase the proportion of fixed capital
employed, there will be a tendency to relegate more of the labour force to the unemployment lines. But neither of these
trends, or the suggested underlying pressures, have appeared in the historical record. And Marx's theories have difficulty
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in easily explaining the dramatic dis-immiseration of the working classes. Whereas the existence of such a trend, and the
presence of those pressures on capitalists that create this trend, are the obvious and easily understood consequences of
the Utility theory of value.
Capitalists want to maximize profit (both Marx and the Utility theorists agree). Profit is excess utility (excess over the
alternatives). To maximize profits is to maximize utility. To create profit is to create utility. So to make a profit, the
capitalist must orchestrate the creation of more utility for his consumers than any available alternative. But utility is by
definition just the relief of misery, the alleviation of discomfort, the creation of happiness and satisfaction. And the
consumers are also, by strength of numbers, the working-classes. So other words, capitalists want to maximize the disimmiseration of the working classes.
Instead of having to explain what economic forces are taking place to reverse an anticipated trend towards the
immiseration of the working class, the Utility theory of value predicts a trend to the dis-immiseration of the working
class.
[Home]
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Abortion
Abortion - "(1) miscarriage of birth, especially if deliberately induced; (2) delivery of (probably nonviable) foetus in the first 28 weeks [7 months] of pregnancy."
Foetus - "unborn or unhatched offspring, especially a human one more than 8 weeks after conception."
The issue of abortion is a highly emotional one to many people. There are fanatics, believers, and followers on both
sides of the discussion. The subject has been so much in the popular press that few, if any, remain ambivalent or
undecided on the matter. Either you are opposed to abortion in principle or for pragmatic reasons, or you are in favour
of allowing the woman to make a more or less free choice of whether or not to have an abortion. The polar extremes
admit no infringement at all of either the "Right to Life" of the foetus, or the "Freedom of Choice" of the woman
involved. The less fanatical from both extremes just about cover the continuum of possible positions in between.
The purpose of this essay is to explore the "Abortion Issue" from the perspective of the philosophy of Evolutionary
Pragmatism. I will begin by stating a philosophical position, and proceed to explain the rationale behind that position,
and its derivation from the foundations of Evolutionary Pragmatism. I will also attempt to respond to some of the more
rational arguments that might be presented by those who might disagree with the stated position, and explain why the
stated position of Evolutionary Pragmatism is philosophically and rationally sound.

The Philosophical Position
The position of Evolutionary Pragmatism on Abortion has two related, but quite separate aspects. First, the
philosophical system of Evolutionary Pragmatism mounts no philosophical objection to the act or choice of abortion.
Abortion as an act or choice is regarded as neither Moral or Immoral in and of itself. This is a direct result of the
philosophy of Evolutionary Pragmatism being a "Situational" system of philosophy. The Evolutionary Pragmatist,
therefore, will not oppose Abortion in principal. I will explain why in following paragraphs, and add more specifics to
this generalization.
Second, there is nothing in the philosophy of Evolutionary Pragmatism that can justify a government's intervention in an
individual's choice of whether or not to obtain or do an abortion. There is no conceivable mutually desirable goal of a
society that includes both pro- and anti- abortionists, that would justify a government intruding on the individual
behaviour of its citizens in this area. Those who oppose abortion on religious or philosophical grounds should be free to
not obtain or perform abortions. Those who do not object to abortion should be free to obtain or perform an abortion.
Neither group should be permitted to impose their philosophical beliefs on the other. The philosophical basis of the
purposes and functions of Government are explored in the essays on Government, but I will expand on this theme as it
particularly applies to the issue of Abortion in following paragraphs.

The Philosophical Principles
The second basic axiom of Evolutionary Pragmatism states that "The continued survival, and successful proliferation of
our Gene-Pool over the long-term, is a Good Thing". It is a corollary of this basic concept that the individual's own
continued survival is not necessarily a Good Thing in and of itself, if that continued survival interferes with the
continued survival and successful proliferation of the individual's gene-pool in the long term. Thus, within the
philosophy of Evolutionary Pragmatism, it would be judged as Immoral, if a person should pursue continued personal
existence at the expense of the long-term welfare of his/her gene-pool. (It would, of course, similarly be judged Immoral
if an individual should pursue the welfare of some other person's gene-pool at the expense of the welfare of his/her own
gene-pool.)
It is also a corollary of the second axiom of Evolutionary Pragmatism, that the continued survival of an individual's
children is not necessarily a Good Thing in and of itself, if that continued survival interferes with the continued survival
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and successful proliferation of the individual's gene-pool in the long term. After-all, protecting the welfare and
continued survival of one's children (or any one child), is but one particular strategy that can be followed towards the
goal of maximizing the long-term welfare of one's own gene-pool.

The "Many-Children" Strategy
To apply these basic elementary principles to the issue of Abortion, we must consider the relative welfare of the genepools of both the mother and the foetus. Let us first consider the perspective of the mother. The mother has a large
genetic investment in the gene-pool of the foetus. One-half of the gene-pool of the foetus is her gene-pool. Or
alternatively, one-half of her gene-pool is being proliferated in the gene-pool of the foetus. As a first approximation,
then, it would appear that it is in the best interests of the mother to continue the pregnancy. It would initially appear that
it is in the best interests of her own gene pool, if the mother carries the foetus to term so that one-half of her gene-pool
will find continued existence in the life of the child. All things being equal and unchanging, the mother could consider
that the continued survival of the foetus would improve the probability of her gene-pool surviving and proliferating. It
would appear that placing one's eggs in two baskets rather than one (even if the proportions are not equal), would reduce
the risk of total loss if one of the baskets (mother or child) should subsequently die. And it would appear that if two
individuals (mother and child) are involved in proliferating the gene-pool, then there is an increased probability of the
proliferation being successful. As a first approximation, then, it would appear that it would always be in the best long
term interests of the mother's gene-pool, to sustain the pregnancy and succour the child until the child can take its place
in the role of proliferater of the gene-pool.
Things are never quite that simple, however. The basic axiom stresses the long-term proliferation success of the
mother's gene-pool, not the immediate or short term reproductive success. It will not be to the long term advantage of
the mother's gene-pool if the child, once born, is unsuccessful in having children of its own. Even if the child is born and
grows to an adult, if the child has no children in turn, then the mother's gene-pool has died out just as completely as if
the foetus is never born. A rational approach to the analysis, therefore, would demand that the probability that the child
in turn will successfully proliferate the gene-pool be a key consideration in whether or not it is in the long-term best
interests of the mother's gene-pool to continue the pregnancy. If the child will likely not be successful, then the best
interests of the mother's gene-pool may better served by terminating the pregnancy and husbanding her resources for
another try later, when conditions (or probabilities) are better. Or, alternatively, the mother may choose to have many
children, and invest a lesser amount in the care and raising of each one, thus spreading her available resources over a
larger number of probabilities.
In the past, and even today in the lesser developed societies, the motherly response to this risk analysis, has been to have
many children. In the past and in the lesser developed societies, large families have been, and still are, the norm. This is
a concrete demonstration for the validity of the genetic inheritance mathematics that prove if the probabilities are low
that any one child will succeed in having children, one of the strategies in response is to have a large number of
children. This "many-children" strategy increases the probability that at least one child will successfully pass the genepool on to an additional generation. In times past, mothers had little means of predicting the particular threats to their
children, and little chance of overcoming those threats as they struck. Faced with this limited ability to deal with the
specific threats, and the relative inability to limit pregnancies, the only possible response was to have many children.
Simple probabilities were depended upon to ensure the proliferation of the gene-pool.
However, when a mother has many children, and faces the high probability that many of them will not survive to
parenthood themselves, the mother cannot afford to make a high investment in any particular child. This is because
there are many children and only one mother. There is simply not enough mother to go around. And the mother herself
cannot afford to make too large an investment in a child who is individually unlikely to contribute to the long-term
success of her gene-pool. It is much better, in a high risk environment, for the mother to make many small investments
in a large number of children, and keep making additional small investments in additional children. Since the mother is
making a relatively small investment in each child, the child will experience a relatively small loss should the mother
die. The children will survive and succeed in proliferating the gene-pool more or less independently of the size of the
mother's investment in each child, largely because the mother's investment in each child is relatively minor. It thus is to
the advantage of the mother to have as many children as possible, even if that might be detrimental to her continued
survival as an individual. (As maternal mortality statistics would suggest it is.)
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Taking this strategy as a guide would indicate that abortion should be Immoral in almost every situation involving a
foetus healthy enough to survive until adulthood. Based on this strategy, a woman should have as many children as
possible. Pregnancies should only be terminated where the foetus is demonstrably unlikely to survive to parenthood.
Pregnancies should even be continued in the majority of cases, when they are hazardous to the life of the mother. If you
examine the history of the Abortion issue, you will see that in the past, abortion was indeed considered Immoral in
almost all situations. And since the medical profession was unable to determine the health status of the foetus before
birth, "Therapeutic" abortions were performed only where the health of the mother was directly threatened, and the
mother was young enough to have many additional children.
Notice that even with this strategy as a base, the philosophy of Evolutionary Pragmatism does not oppose all abortions
on principle. Assuming the "multiple-children" strategy, does label as Immoral most abortions, but it would not label as
Immoral those abortions where the foetus can be shown to be unlikely to parent children in turn. This category would
probably include situations where the foetus can be shown to be severely disadvantaged physically or mentally.

The "High Investment" Strategy
There is, however, an alternative strategy for success. In current times, and especially in the western or "First" world,
the threats to the reproductive success of our children are relatively well understood, and we are well equipped with
antidotes. With modern science to help us, we have a much better understanding of what the threats are, and how to
counter them. We now, therefore, have another alternative to the "many-children" strategy. This new strategy might be
labelled the "high-investment" strategy.
The "high-investment" strategy does not depend on uncertain probabilities to ensure the continued proliferation of the
gene-pool. With our modern scientific knowledge and medical capabilities, the probability is almost a certainty (say at
least 80%) that any one child will survive into parenthood. Given this change in the risk environment, genetic theory
suggests that the mother can achieve better long term success by making a larger investment in fewer children. Since
each individual child is much more likely to have children of its own, it becomes a more economical choice to focus the
mother's investment in a smaller number of children. The larger investment in each individual child permits higher
investments in such things as education, training, health and welfare. These are all aspects that enhance the child's
probability of successfully proliferating the gene-pool over the long-term, within the context of the modern world.
They are also investments that are too expensive for parents following the "many children" strategy. Investments in
education, training, and health care are very expensive. Most parents do not have the resources to make these
investments for more than a very few children. And societies as a whole, reflect the economic decisions of the members
of the society. Social investments in schools, and sewage systems are possible only as a reflection of the many
individual parent's decisions to make greater investments in their children.
That this second strategy works and is successful is demonstrated by the dramatic drop in the birth rates of nations now
in, and newly joining the "First World". The birth rates in these countries is clear proof that the women of the modern
world have made a shift in reproductive strategies in their continuing efforts at ensuring the long-term proliferation of
their gene-pool. It is not the ultimate objective that has changed, merely the current strategy. And the strategy shift has
happened, please notice, with very little conscious attention to the genetic or economic analysis I have just detailed.
The current heated debate over abortion is a direct result of this change in reproductive strategy. The guiding principles
of most religions were established in times when the "many-children" strategy was all that was available. As a result, the
philosophical positions of these religions reflect the anti-abortion attitudes of the "many-children" reproductive strategy.
They are not prepared to deal with the changed base assumptions presented by the alternative "high-investment"
strategy.
Under the ground rules of the "high-investment" alternative, the Moral course of behaviour is for the mother to do
everything possible to maximize the probability that her children will survive and have children of their own. To do this,
the mother is Morally bound to take advantage of every opportunity presented to maximize the health, education, and
welfare of her children. Her long-term success at proliferating her own gene-pool will be determined by a small number
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of children each having a high probability of having a small number of children in their turn. The cost of a single failure
under this strategy will be relatively very much higher than it would be under the "many-children" strategy, so every
available opportunity must be exploited to the fullest, to ensure that the small number of children are as successful as
possible at proliferating the gene-pool. Abortion becomes merely one more medical tool in the growing arsenal
available to mothers for ensuring that the small number of children they will have, will be healthy, happy, and most
important, reproductively successful.
If it can be shown that in the current cultural context, an unexpected and unwanted baby will have a lower probability of
participating successfully in the long term proliferation of the mother's gene-pool, then it becomes a Morally proper
behaviour to prevent or terminate an unwanted pregnancy. Since it can be clearly shown that early (e.g.. teenage)
pregnancies result in economically disadvantaged children, it becomes Morally proper to employ abortion to delay
pregnancies until a more economically acceptable time in life.
Those who have adopted and understood the genetic and economic foundations of the new "high-investment" strategy
find themselves arguing on a different level, about different subjects, when they attempt to plead their case to those who
are guided by the "many-children" strategy. By and large, neither pro- nor anti- abortionists understand or accept the
scientific (genetic) basis of their battle. As a result, both sides find themselves talking past each other. Neither side
understands, or is prepared to deal with the fact that the basic underlying assumptions of each side are so radically
different. The "Freedom of Choice" arguments are based on the "high-investment" strategy for long-term genetic
success. If you understand the scientific and genetic basis of the strategy, then you can argue with the pro-choice
adherents in terms they will understand. If you attempt to argue from the basis of the "many-children" strategy, then you
will be presenting arguments the pro-choice adherents will not understand, will find confusing and will treat as
irrational. And the reverse situation is just as true. If you try to argue with the pro-life adherents without understanding
the scientific and genetic basis of their "many-children" strategy, you will also be considered irrational. There are a lot
of "irrational" arguments flying about in this debate.
Being a philosophy founded in a sound understanding of the scientific knowledge about reality, Evolutionary
Pragmatism can understand and converse with both sides of the abortion issue. An Evolutionary Pragmatist will not be
popular with either side of the issue, of course, because the Evolutionary Pragmatist will insist the discussion be based
on facts, and rational arguments. The more vocal adherents on both sides of this issue are unfortunately too wound up in
their emotional furies to deal patiently with an insistence on rational discussion. And when challenged to answer the
question of whether abortion is Moral or Immoral, the Evolutionary Pragmatist will answer "That Depends", which
infuriates committed adherents on both sides.
The Morality of abortion depends on the rational and objective determination of whether an abortion in this particular
case will promote the successful long term proliferation of the mother's gene-pool. In philosophical or political debate,
however, there are rarely concrete examples to point to and examine. So in defence, the Evolutionary Pragmatist will
respond with a number of rough rules of thumb. These will be guidelines, based on generalities, and are never intended
as absolute rules applying to all cases. In principle, then, the philosophy of Evolutionary Pragmatism contains no
objections to abortion as an act or a choice. Whether an act or choice of abortion is Moral or Immoral is a situation
specific determination. But in general, within the context of the modern western world, where most women have
adopted the "high-investment" reproductive strategy, and where individual's are expected to make their own decisions,
the philosophy of Evolutionary Pragmatism would expect that abortion should be regarded as just another tool available
to women in their efforts at maximizing the long-term proliferation of their gene-pool.
[Home]
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Count Your Blessings with Pride
If you woke up this morning
With more health than illness,
You are more blessed than
The millions who won't survive the week.
If you have never experienced
The danger of battle,
The loneliness of imprisonment,
The agony of torture,
The pangs of starvation,
You are more blessed than
The millions of people around the world who daily suffer.
If you can read this message,
You are more blessed than
Over two billion people in the world that cannot read anything at all.
If you attend a political or religious meeting
Without fear of harassment, arrest, torture, or death,
You are more blessed than
Almost three billion people in the world.
If you have food in your refrigerator,
Clothes on your back,
A roof over your head,
A place to sleep,
You are richer and
You are more blessed than
75% of this world.
If you have money in the bank,
Money in your wallet,
Spare change in a dish someplace,
You are among the top 8% of the world's wealthy, and
You are more blessed than
92% of the world.
If your parents are still alive
And still married,
And you are over thirty,
You are very rare (especially in the United States or Canada).
You are more blessed than the rest.
You are so blessed in ways you may never even know.
If you hold up your head with pride,
And a smile on your face,
You are further blessed
Because most of those who can, do not.
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A Science Fiction Yarn
Once upon a time, not so very long ago, and not so very far away, there roamed a Traveler. This Traveler was a very
different creature from those that you and I are familiar with. For one thing, the Traveler had no physical body, in the
sense that all of the creatures we are familiar with have bodies. And while a fairly young and inexperienced member of
its species, it was quite ancient and long-lived by our standards. Our tale begins in the time when our Traveler was
wandering about, seeking adventure, excitement, and things interesting. Being a very curious intellect, and of limited
experience in the Universe at large, our Traveler was seeking places from which to learn, and excitement that could
relieve the boredom. After all, simply traveling from place to place can get quite boring, if there is nothing interesting to
see or do. For all of the Traveler's sophisticated technology, and marvelous capabilities, voyaging from star to star still
took a distressingly long time. Especially for one so curious and eager to learn.
As chance would have it, our Traveler stumbled across a planet inhabited by a fascinating species of creature, unlike any
that the Traveler was familiar with. These creatures displayed a degree of self-awareness, and possessed an elementary
level of technology. Although they were a quite primitive species by the standards of the Traveler, the Traveler
recognized that these very odd creatures possessed the early rudiments of the same kind of intelligence that the Traveler
possessed. And their manner of social interplay was fascinatingly complex and varied. The Traveler was not a member
of a social species, so the intricacies of social interplay were intriguingly new and strange. Across the land that the
Traveler could see, these primitives displayed many varied forms of culture and social structure. All this was of great
interest to our Traveler. "Here", thought the traveler, "I can observe and learn all sorts of wonderful things. Perhaps I
can learn more about my own form of intelligence by watching these creatures develop theirs." So the Traveler decided
to stick around a while and observe these primitives, and see what could be learned.
The primitive creatures that thus became the focus of the Traveler's studies, possessed a quite unsophisticated level of
intelligence (at least in the opinion of our Traveler). The result was a distressing degree of simplicity in their
motivations and behavior reactions. Combined with the very elementary forms of their cultural developments, this made
for a quite simple and relatively unchallenging field of study. The creatures banded together in family-based groups, and
spent most of their time merely surviving. And while their social interactions were fascinatingly different and varied, it
did not take long for obvious patterns to be observed. For an intellect of the Traveler's undoubted genius (well at least
the Traveler had no doubt of the superior level of genius involved), it did not take over long to understand the behaviors
and motivations of the day to day affairs of these creatures. Not too many generations of the creatures passed beneath
the Traveler's careful observation, before the Traveler began to feel that the study was becoming boringly repetitious.
After that, it became a patient wait for those rare occasions when the creatures displayed something unexpected.
Unfortunately, being an intellect of limited experience, patience was not something that our Traveler possessed in great
amounts. As you might expect, it didn't take too long for our Traveler to become impatient with merely watching. These
silly primitives were all wrapped up in their own day to day living. They simply did not do enough interesting things to
keep the Traveler from being bored.
Thus began the history of the Traveler's interventions and interference in the life of these primitive creatures. Now, as I
have explained, the Traveler was quite a different sort of creature from these primitives that were so fascinating. It was
not possible, given this great difference, for any face-to-face meeting between our Traveler and any of the creatures
being watched. The traveler did not actually possess a face, or even a body, in our common concept of the terms. But
the Traveler did have a much more advanced technology, and was fully aware of Clark's Law ("Any sufficiently
advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic"). So to get around the problem of face-to-face communication,
the Traveler manufactured a series of images that could be used as surrogates for personal presence. And by making
many copies of each image, they also had the advantage of allowing the Traveler appear to be many places at once. To
make it easier for the primitives to accept these images, the Traveler built the images to mimic the shape and form of the
particular creatures with which communications would be established. And to ensure that the messages were received
with the proper sense of respect, the images were equipped with a number of the Traveler's more spectacular forms of
"magic".
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You must remember that the Traveler's purpose was to get these primitive creatures to display new and interesting forms
of behavior. The Traveler had already spent a considerable amount of time observing and understanding the day to day
behaviors of these creatures. Or at least I should say that the Traveler felt that it was a considerable amount of time. But
then, as I have already explained, our Traveler did not have an over abundance of patience, so it is anybody's guess how
long this "considerable amount of time" really was. So, new and interesting forms of behavior was the Traveler's
objective. To achieve this, the Traveler had to convince the creatures to behave in ways that they did not normally
choose. Thus, it was clear to the Traveler, that these creatures had to be given some reason they would accept for
behaving in ways that they had not behaved before. The Traveler had to use the communications channel through the
surrogate images, to give these primitive creatures new reasons to behave in different and interesting ways. Like any
good scientist, the Traveler wanted to provide new and varied stimuli to these creatures, and observe how they reacted,
and how their social and cultural structures coped.
To being with, it was obvious to the Traveler that the messages sent through the surrogate images had to be accepted
and believed by the audience. To achieve this required degree of believability and acceptance, the Traveler arranged
several suitably impressive displays of technological superiority. Naturally enough, and as fully intended, this appeared
to the primitives to be an impressive display of "Magic" and of control over the environment. The result, again as fully
intended, was a rapid acceptance by the primitive creatures, that there were superior beings that controlled nature at will,
and employed powerful magic to achieve their desires. And, again naturally enough, this power and magic was closely
associated with the Images that the Traveler caused to appear whenever a new message was to be sent. This ensured that
the Traveler's messages were received with a suitable degree of attention, respect, and obedience.
Once this initial degree of responsiveness had been achieved, the Traveler moved on to the next phase of the plan. The
Traveler did not want to spend a lot of detailed effort working at the time-pace of the primitive creatures being
manipulated. The Traveler's sense of time was quite different from that of the creatures. Working at the time-pace of
these primitive creatures was difficult for the Traveler, and required a great deal of concentration. The Traveler merely
wanted to set up environmental conditions suitable for the generation of new and interesting behaviors, without a lot of
detailed intervention. To achieve this secondary objective, the Traveler determined to choose a very few individuals
from the various social structures that had been observed, and make it clear to the rest of the creatures, that these
"appointed ones" were to be regarded with special respect and obedience. This would allow the Traveler to concentrate
the messages only on the few "Appointed Ones", and leave the problem of obedience to be worried about by these local
representatives.
With clever use of Images and Messages, and impressive displays of "Magic", the Traveler created the necessary caste
of "Appointed Ones". And because the life-span of these creatures was so relatively short, the Traveler arranged that this
caste would be self-perpetuating. The various forms that this self-perpetuation developed was itself very interesting, so
the Traveler merely re-enforced the need for self-perpetuation, and did not dictate the required form. The Traveler made
it clear that all further messages and instructions would be routed through these "Appointed Ones", and it was to be the
"Appointed Ones" responsibility to see to it that the Traveler's instructions were carried out. With this management
structure setup and operating properly, the Traveler could relax and return to observation and learning, with only the
occasional message required to keep things interesting. The caste of "Appointed Ones" saw to it that any messages
received were properly acted upon. And every now and then, the Traveler re-enforced the authority of the "Appointed
Ones" with a suitable display of "magic".
For a while, everything proceeded wonderfully. Guided by occasional messages from the Traveler, the creatures of the
land built up ever more complex social structures, and displayed a constant stream of new and interesting behaviors.
The Traveler was fascinated, and not bored at all. But all good things must come to an end. Eventually, after another
"considerable amount of time" (in the Traveler's opinion at least), the complex social behaviors were no longer new and
interesting, but repetitious and boring. The Traveler began to search for other ways to get these fascinating creatures to
do something less boring. And after a while, an idea came to mind.
Up to this point, the Traveler had been sending the same message through all those surrogate Images, to all of those
"Appointed Ones". All of the various elements of the primitives' societies had been getting the same message. Of
course, because of the various, and fascinating differences in the cultures of these societies, and in the personalities of
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the "Appointed Ones", the interpretation and implementation of the messages varied in many fascinating and
educational ways across the land and across time. The Traveler had even begun making the messages a little vague, just
to enhance the probability of differences in interpretation. But the message transmitted had been the same while it was
being sent, even if it resulted in differing consequences where and when it was received. The idea that came to the
Traveler's mind, was to explore the consequences that might transpire if the message itself was different for different
areas or times. If the consequences of the same message were so fascinatingly different across time and space, what
wonders of interesting behavior might result if the message itself varied across time and space. So the Traveler began to
have the surrogate Images send contradictory messages through the "Appointed Ones" of different societies.
The results were nothing if not spectacular. Prior to this latest stage of intervention, the squabbles that inevitably
developed between adjacent social or cultural groups had remained low scale and local in nature. Conflicts between
family groups were over hunting and gathering territories. They were always economic in nature, and almost always
driven by the pressures of growing populations. Now, reinforced and justified by the different messages from their
"Appointed Ones", these squabbles spilled over major territories and engulfed neighboring cultures. This was battle on a
grander scale. And the behaviors displayed by the creatures, firm in their belief of the messages from their "Appointed
Ones" and their "Images", were fascinating to observe. The Traveler learned many new and interesting things about the
psychology of these creatures from the way they dealt with these great conflicts. How these creatures rationalized their
own individual self-sacrifice, and how the "Appointed Ones" could sell their populations on the advantages of grand
conflicts, was a fascinating puzzle to the Traveler. Despite all of the study that the Traveler had done of these creatures,
it was difficult for the Traveler to understand why these creatures were so ready to accept and believe messages and
instructions that resulted in their destruction.
And the strategy of these conflicts was intriguing itself. War was a concept largely foreign to the Traveler's species. The
Traveler's kind were few in number, even if long-lived, and Space is so vast, that there was never cause for more than
one or two of the Traveler's kind to be at any one place at any one time. Large scale combat, thus, was only something
that the traveler had learned about from others. But being able to observe it was fascinating. The strategies and tactics
were intriguing. Here was a whole new area for study. The Traveler modified some of the messages to increase the scale
of these conflicts so that the strategies could be better studied.
The great conflicts that flowed across the land were basically economic conflicts over scarce resources. And if that was
all that they remained, they would have stayed low-scale and local in nature. It just doesn't make much economic sense
to invest a large effort in the destruction of the resources you are attempting to gain. But, with the suitably tailored
intervention of the Traveler, the conflicts became invested with social justification and emotional glory by the messages
from the "Appointed Ones". So they were fought for more than economic reasons. When economics suggested "Stop
here", the emotional and social rationalizations said "Fight on". Although their basic purpose was economic in nature,
the Traveler was fascinated to observe how far these primitive creatures would go when pressed on by the messages
transmitted through the "Appointed Ones".
While primitive by the Traveler's standards, these were not actually very stupid creatures. And some among them
observed that these conflicts were consuming ever greater numbers of their kind, and an ever greater proportion of their
collective wealth. These few thinkers began to quest about in search of ideas and approaches to allow more things to be
done with fewer workers, more wealth created with less effort. Gradually, over time, the accumulated knowledge that
was gathered and passed on by the few inquiring minds among these primitive creatures, began to permit them to
manipulate nature in useful ways. In the beginning, the knowledge was helpful in creating more wealth and social
comfort with fewer resources. As a consequence of these benefits, the advantages of more knowledge became highly
prized. The seekers after knowledge became special people within their societies. Life in general, and victory in battle,
became easier because of their contributions. More and more attention began to be paid to the process of seeking after
new knowledge, and of exploiting knowledge already gained.
Eventually, the inevitable happened. The ways that these creatures could manipulate nature began to compete, on a very
basic level, with the "Magic" employed by the Traveler's Images. It was nowhere near the same level of technological
sophistication employed by the Traveler. And of course, it was not regarded as "magic", since the creatures doing the
manipulation understood how they were doing it. After a surprisingly short time (surprising to the Traveler, who really
should have known better), there arose among the primitive creatures of the land, a culture that focused its attention on
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understanding how nature actually worked, so that better weapons and tools could be built. All of those conflicts that the
Traveler found fascinating enough to encourage, had the inevitable effect of encouraging technological development
among the cultures involved in those conflicts. All of the social and psychological factors that permitted the large scale
centralized conflicts, also permitted the large scale and centralized dedication of resources to the development of better
means of winning those conflicts, and better means of surviving while large amounts of resources were dedicated to
fighting.
Not long after the rise of this "Science" focused culture, the level of knowledge of these not-so-primitive creatures rose
to the point that many among them began challenging the messages relayed by the "Appointed Ones". With their new
found understanding of how nature really worked, the thinkers of the land began to realize that the messages relayed by
their "Appointed Ones" conflicted on very basic levels, with the results of their explorations of science. Ever since the
Traveler had started sending those messages, in an effort to get the creatures to display ever more interesting behaviors,
the Traveler had been forced to construct a complex structure of myth and fiction. After all, the Traveler had to provide
some reasonable sounding justification for the instructions being transmitted. Only by constructing an interdependent
network of reasonable sounding myths, could the traveler convince the primitives to behave in ways that were basically
counter to their natural reactions. And since these natural reactions were the consequence of evolutionary selection, it is
only to be expected that the myths and fairy-stories that justified contrary behaviors would be contrary to natural events.
So when the thinkers and scientists began to explore the nature of the Universe, they naturally discovered that there
were basic conflicts between what Nature seemed to be about, and what the myths and stories talked about. All of this
translated into a growing disillusionment with the "Appointed Ones" and their messages. Soon the "Appointed Ones"
were largely removed from the ruling elite of the science focused cultures, to be replaced by pragmatic politicians
driven by more mundane incentives than messages from the Traveler. With a growing understanding of how Nature
really operated, the Traveler's "Magic" was less and less impressive as magic, and more and more impressive as clues
towards a better technology.
The Traveler, while temporarily blind to the possibilities inherent in a scientific culture, was none the less aware of the
consequences of repeated demonstrations of what used to be "Magic". If these no longer primitive creatures kept
developing at their present rate, pretty soon their "Magic" might compete successfully with the Traveler's "Magic". That
would not do. So the Traveler began to be much more selective in the nature of the "Magic" that was employed by those
message transmitting Images, and in the audience for whom the magic was demonstrated. In any situation where the
Traveler's "Magic" might contribute to the rapid advance of the primitive's scientific knowledge, the Traveler refrained.
As the culture of science expanded across the land, and included more and more of the many and varied cultures of the
creatures of the planet, the times and places where the Traveler felt it would be safe to demonstrate the "Magic" of the
Images grew fewer and fewer.
Finally, the Traveler realized that it was no longer sensible to continue intervening in the lives of these primitive
creatures. The degree of self-awareness of the creatures had developed to the point where they might easily become
aware of the Traveler's interventions. And their technology had developed to the point where they soon might pose a
concern to the Traveler. So the Images were dissolved, and the Messages stopped. And that part of the Traveler's mind
that had remained operating at the time-pace of the primitives was withdrawn. The Traveler resumed the role initially
assumed at the start of this tale - that of an Observer. For the Traveler was still fascinated by these creatures, and their
strange psychology and motivations. The Traveler had invested much time toying with these creatures, making them
behave in so many interesting ways, and intervening in their lives and cultures so much. Now, the Traveler wanted to
see how these creatures would react, once the interference was withdrawn. Would they continue their cultural and
technological development? Would they destroy themselves with their new scientific toys? After all of the Traveler's
interventions, there were now certainly many more of the creatures on the planet, than the planet could support, given
their current technological levels. Would they destroy their planet's environment? Would they revert to the simple
primitive cultures of the time when the Traveler first discovered them? All of these were fascinating questions. The
Traveler was curious to see what would happen next. And there was plenty of time, after all, the Traveler was still
young.
In case you hadn't already guessed, We are the primitive creatures of this small planet that the Traveler stumbled upon.
And our scientific culture has a name for the Traveler. I don't know what the Traveler uses as a name, but We call the
Traveler "God". Other cultures on this planet use different names for the Traveler, but the meaning is the same. As is
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our term for the Traveler's "Appointed Ones". We call them "Ministers", "Priests", and the like. Other cultures have
called them "Witch Doctors", "Shaman", "Supreme Leader", or even "Comrade". As with the various names that have
been used for the Traveler, the words matter not. The meaning is the same. These were the people of our species who
carried the message of confusion from the Traveler. These are the people responsible for making us dance to the
Traveler's tunes, for making us display "interesting" behaviors.
But we, ourselves, bear a good part of the blame for the role we have played in the Traveler's circus. For we have all laid
aside our own good sense and instincts to follow the Shaman. We have all willingly sacrificed all that we are and all that
we might be, for the sake of some image of Eden sold to us by a fast talking Despot and Orator. The thug is at least
honest. He can steal our wealth and make us cower before his/her use of force. But the Shaman makes us accomplices in
his/her dis-honesty, for the Shaman convinces us that our best interests are served best by making sacrifices in the name
of some vaguely defined image of Eden. The Shaman knows all about Greed. For it is the strain of greed in all of us that
the Shaman draws upon to seal his/her evil. The Shaman, unlike the thug, needs the cooperative sanction of his victims.
And it is our shame that we grant it.
[Home]
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Moral Rules
[A quote from - Human Conduct: Problems of Ethics, John Hospers. Pgs 10-12; Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. New
York. 1972; ISBN 0-15-540093-2]
Most people most of the time assent to a conglomeration of moral rules which they do not bother to question or
examine. These rules are usually those they have been taught to believe, such as "Don't tell lies" and "Don't cheat your
friends," plus a few which they find convenient or agreeable, such as "Mind your own business" and "Never give a
sucker and even break." Usually these rules are not stated explicitly; they come out into the open only when the person
is questioned. Very often one of the rules contradicts another, thus enabling the user to resort first to one and then to the
other to suit his convenience or to accord with his pre-existing prejudices.
The unspoken moral code of many Americans consists, in part, of such directives as these: It is good to help out your
friends and neighbors, but not so much that it causes you any great discomfort or keeps you from buying that second
television set. It is not proper to argue with others about morals or religion because argument might cause ill will and
hurt people's feelings. (Implication: it is more important for people to feel comfortable all the time than to explore
together the truth about life and death, God and immortality, right and wrong.) It is not a good idea to question where a
person's money comes from: if he has it, you look up to him, that's all. If a person keeps a low-paying job which he likes
and turns down a high-paying job which he likes less, he ought to have his head examined. If he spends his money on
books instead of on lavish cocktail parties, he must really be out of his mind. Negroes should never be permitted to go
beyond the eighth grade in school or attend the same schools with whites because Negroes are an inferior race. The
Unites States is the best country in the world, and anybody who criticizes it ought to be deported.
The following is the implicit [moral] code of large numbers of television viewers, especially of the younger generation:
Giving a rotten character a break, especially if it happens to be a pretty girl, is the right thing to do even if it endangers
the lives of others. A simple, direct man is the best for any job, even though he may not be very smart. A man who
pretends that some political issue is complicated is only trying to cover up his ignorance with a lot of fancy double-talk.
A hard-riding square-shooting cowboy is a better judge of right and wrong or of national policy and legislation than any
lawyer or professor. To think about anything is a sign of weakness; it is better to just act. The best man is the one who is
fastest with a gun; that's why the right side always wins out. If you are on the right side, you'll always win out in the
end. Our country [the United States] is always in the right; and since the right must win, we are not in any danger and
never can be. To deny this is un-American.
Perhaps the most conspicuous example of how little we think through the rules of conduct by which we profess to live
runs as follows: The majority of Americans profess to be Christians and therefore to accept the Christian way of life; yet
very few of them practice these rules. Few even reflect on the moral directives of Christianity which they have heard
many times. They pay lip service to the moral commands found in the Gospels, but they would not dream of putting
these precepts into practice; and if any of their neighbors did so, they would consider the neighbors fools. Officially
these professed Christians believe it is their duty to turn the other cheek, but in daily life they retaliate even for small
injuries. They consider it un-masculine to discuss anything rationally; the way to settle things is to see who wins in a
fair fight. Officially they believe they should forgive, not once but seventy times seven; but in fact they seldom forgive
at all, and when they do they usually make a great show of letting people know how forgiving they are. They are told in
the Bible to take no thought for the morrow, what they shall eat or wear; but in fact they spend the greater part of their
time in this enterprise. Although they are told that it is easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a needle than for a
rich man to enter into the kingdom of heaven, their chief goal is to amass as much money and property as possible, not
only for their comfort but to satisfy their exhibitionism and to cause envy among their neighbors. They believe that all
men are brothers, but they associate only with those who are in an income group as high as their own. They prefer not to
associate with people of different racial or religious backgrounds and feel uncomfortable in their presence. The Bible
tells these so-called Christians that no man can serve both God and Mammon; but during a lifetime spent in trying to
outdo their neighbors in serving Mammon, they assume that their Creator will reward them with eternal bliss for their
efforts on His behalf. They are told that the meek shall inherit the earth; but if anyone they know is meek, they consider
him a sissy or a sucker. They are told that of faith, hope, and charity, the greatest is charity, but they do not particularly
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mind that, owing to overpopulation and a lack of industrialization, the world does not produce enough to feed its people
one square meal a day. While millions starve, these Christians spend more money each year on liquor than on all
charitable enterprises combined. They are told to beware of false gods, but they believe in "America First" and frown on
any attempt to alleviate world tensions because the enemy is wicked, communistic, and atheistic besides. Attempts at
conciliation they brand "appeasement" and in some schools systems all books referring favourably to the concept of
"One World" are banned. These Christians are supposed to believe that it is wrong to kill, yet "... from the time of
Constantine to the time of global radiation and the uninterceptible missile, Christians have killed Christians and been
blessed for doing so by other Christians." [The Causes of World War Three; C. Wright Mills; Simon and Schuster, Inc.]
Many people who conduct their lives as if these statements were true would be shocked and sometimes ashamed to see
them listed in cold black and white. Nevertheless, it is important to bring out into the open the moral principles which
are presupposed in our behavior so that we can have them before us and scrutinize them with care.

Commentary
Although somewhat dated 35 years after publication, this description of the average American's effective moral code is
still on the mark. It is, in fact, a frighteningly accurate depiction of the highly amoral and ethically irrational behaviour
of the "common man". And despite being published in a rather obscure textbook on Ethics, it is a clarion call for a more
reasoned approach to and analysis of our modern day system of Ethical and Moral beliefs.
[Back] [Home]
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Jackson's Mary
The story of Frank Jackson's Mary is a philosophical thought experiment proposed by Jackson in his article
"Epiphenomenal Qualia"(1) and extended by him in his "What Mary Didn't Know"(2). The argument is intended to
motivate what is often called the "Knowledge Argument" against physicalism.
The thought experiment was originally proposed by Jackson as follows:
"Mary is a brilliant scientist who is, for whatever reason, forced to investigate the world from a black and white
room via a black and white television monitor. She specializes in the neurophysiology of vision and acquires, let
us suppose, all the physical information there is to obtain about what goes on when we see ripe tomatoes, or the
sky, and use terms like 'red', 'blue', and so on. She discovers, for example, just which wavelength combinations
from the sky stimulate the retina, and exactly how this produces via the central nervous system the contraction of
the vocal cords and expulsion of air from the lungs that results in the uttering of the sentence 'The sky is blue'.
[...] What will happen when Mary is released from her black and white room or is given a color television
monitor? Will she learn anything or not?"(1)
In other words, Jackson's Mary is an omniscient scientist who by stipulation knows everything there is to know about
the physical science of colour, but has never experienced colour. The question that Jackson poses is - once she leaves
her black and white room and experiences the colour red for the first time, does she learn anything new? 
And if she
does learn something new, then what exactly is it that she learns?
More formally laid out, the following argument is contained in the thought experiment:
(P1) Physicalism is true, and all mental phenomena are in some way really physical. 
In other words, all knowledge is
physical knowledge.
(P2) Mary knows all and every piece of physical knowledge in regards to human colour vision, prior to her release from
the black-and-white room. 
In other words, Mary knows all the knowledge that is available about colour vision.
(P3) Upon leaving the room and witnessing the colour red first-hand, she obtains new knowledge -- what experiencing
the colour red actually "feels like".
(C) There was some knowledge about human colour vision Mary did not have prior to her release. 
Therefore, not all
knowledge is physical knowledge. 
And therefore, (P1) (physicalism) is false
But Jackson's description of this thought experiment contains a subtle trap -- in an inviting equivocation of meaning for
the concept "physical knowledge". Because the (P1) premise of the formalized argument is not explicitly stated by
Jackson, he leaves available two different ways that the concept of "physical knowledge" can be understood. On the
one hand, if one accepts the implied instruction to hold physicalism true (to consider P1 to be true), then the concept of
"physical knowledge" must, ex hypothesi, include the physical basis underlying the first-person "feels-like" experience
of seeing red for the first time. The subtle trap arises because Jackson never offers a suggestion of how Mary could
learn that information, and because we cannot conceive of how reading about stuff in a text book could lead Mary to
accurately imagine what the experience of red would be like. Jackson sets the trap by side-stepping this difficulty - he
simply stipulates, by fiat, that she has acquired the necessary knowledge.
On the other hand, if one glosses over the implied instruction to hold P1 true, then the concept of "physical knowledge"
can be limited to only the third-person objective (cum scientific) knowledge -- stuff that is usually meant by the term
"physical knowledge". 
Then, necessarily, Mary does learn something when she acquires the first-person phenomenal
experience that goes along with the third-person physical knowledge. So the apparent paradox presented by Jackson's
Mary can be seen to rest on an equivocation.
Most people, including most philosophers, approach this thought experiment with an already preconceived notion of the
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answer. 
Most people unconsciously employ a dualist mind-set when they envisage the kind of knowledge that Mary
possesses -- separating the third-person objective "scientific" knowledge from the first-person subjective "feels-like"
phenomenal knowledge. They unconsciously do not consider the kind of first-person subjective "feels like" knowledge
acquired by an experience of the colour red as falling within the label of "all and every piece of physical knowledge in
regards to human colour vision". So most people fail to follow Jackson's implied direction to consider physicalism true
and will admit, readily or with angst, that Mary does learn something when she first experiences the colour red. And
this answer poses a serious problem for those philosophers who would rather be physicalists.
But as pointed out by Daniel Dennett(3), people who approach this though experiment with the unconscious adoption of
a dualist theory of subjective consciousness are not following the instructions laid down by Jackson. If one reads the
article within which Jackson presents his though experiment, he clearly intends to start off with the assumption (if only
for the sake of argument) that physicalism is true. Otherwise, there is no point to his though experiment. 
In other
words, without the starting presumption that physicalism is true, the though experiment begs the question. 
From the
context of the article, the rational (cum charitable) assumption is that Jackson knew this.
If you start off with the assumption that the subjective first-person "feels like" experience is not amongst the physical
knowledge available to Mary, then obviously she learns something upon her release from her room. And obviously, by
both pre-supposition and by logical conclusion, physicalism is false. 
But if physicalism is true by pre-supposition, then
necessarily, the subjective first-person "feels like" experience must fall within "all and every piece of physical
knowledge in regards to human colour vision". 
And that means that before she leaves the black-and-white room, Mary
must know, by stipulation, what the subjective first-person "feels like" experience of red will feel like -- since, ex
hypothesi, whatever it "feels-like" is physical.
The trap awaits the unwary because Jackson does not provide the reader with any visualizable means that Mary might
employ to acquire all that first-person subjective "feels-like" physical knowledge she is stipulated to possess. He does
provide some suggested means of her acquiring all the third-party scientific physical knowledge. But he does not
provide any clues to how she might acquire the first-person subjective-perspective knowledge that he stipulates must be
physical. 
He simply stipulates that she has acquired it. 
And that leaves the reader primed to fall into the trap of
assuming this first-person subjective-perspective "feels-like" knowledge cannot be among the "all and every piece of
physical knowledge in regards to human colour vision". 
What is lacking, in other words, is imagination.
Despite pretending to hold (P1 -- Physicalism) true, there have been a number of attempts to provide explanations of
what Mary might learn when she leaves her black and white room. 
Nemirow(4) and Lewis(5) present the Ability
Hypothesis. David Lewis in the postscript to "Mad Pain and Martian Pain" comments:
.... knowing what it is like isn't the possession of information at all. It isn't the elimination of any hitherto open
possibilities. Rather, knowing what it is like is the possession of abilities: abilities to recognize, abilities to
imagine, abilities to predict one's behavior by imaginative experiments (p. 131).
Lawrence Nemirow presents almost the same view:
Knowing what an experience is like is the same as knowing how to imagine having the experience (p. 495).
The Ability Hypothesis argues that Mary only obtains an ability (knowledge-how) to do something, not the knowledge
(-that) of something new. Lewis calls it an ability to "remember, imagine and recognize." This hypothesis assumes that
however an ability is physically realized in the brain (and if physicalism is true, then it has to be physically realized in
the brain -- baring the possibility that "muscle memory" is not a brain phenomenon), it would not be captured in "all the
physical knowledge" that Mary, by stipulation, has already been granted.
Earl Conee(6) presents another alternative - the Acquaintance Hypothesis. This sets up a third category of knowledge.
Acquaintance knowledge is separate from knowing-that (factual knowledge) and knowing-how (ability knowledge).
Conee argues that what Mary learns post-release is just acquaintance knowledge. 
Knowing something by acquaintance
"requires the person to be familiar with the known entity in the most direct way that it is possible for a person to be
aware of that thing". Since experiencing a property is the most direct way to become acquainted with the property,
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Mary gains acquaintance with color qualia after release. 
She does not acquire any new item of propositional knowledge
by getting acquainted with qualia.
Another similar approach to dealing with the apparent paradox of Mary is the Phenomenal Concept Strategy.
According to Loar(7), Carruthers(8), and Tye(9), phenomenal concepts are recognitional concepts of experience. A
recognitional concept, unlike a theoretical concept, contains only the subjective perceptual experiences of acquaintance
with its instances. 
And according to Perry(10) and O'Dea(11), phenomenal concepts are a form of indexical concepts -in the same manner as "I", "this" and "now" are indexical. Phenomenal concepts thus share somewhat the same
approach as does the Acquantance Hypothesis of Conee. But the idea of the Phenomenal Concept Strategy is that what
Mary learns when she leaves her black and white room is a new set of concepts around which to organize all the
physical information she already has about colour qualia. 
Same physical facts, different organizational hierarchy with
which to think about them.
But again, these two alternatives both assume that the physical facts about whatever physical substratum underlies
acquaintance knowledge or conceptual concepts are not included within the "all the physical knowledge" that Mary has
already been granted.
Daniel Dennett argues in response to these alternatives(12) that Mary would not, in fact, learn something new on her
release. 
Dennett asserts that if she already truly knew "everything about colour" or "all physical knowledge" as Jackson
stipulates in his thought experiment, that knowledge would necessarily include a deep understanding of why and how
human neurology causes us to sense the "qualia" of color. 
Moreover, that knowledge would also a deep understanding
of the knowledge base underlying both abilities and acquaintance -- which themselves must (ex hypothesi) be realized in
physical phenomena. 
Dennett argues that Mary is stipulated to already have available to her all the necessary physical
knowledge that underlies all the possible abilities, acquaintances, and phenomenal concepts that these suggested
alternatives propose she might learn on her release. There is nothing left for her to learn.
Even Howard Robinson(13), in his critique of Dennett's solution to the puzzle of Mary, falls into the trap set by Jackson.
His objection is "But she will not know by looking at the banana what physical colour impression that is, what input of light
waves it is giving her unless she already has some way of relating how it experientially feels and her current
physical states. It might be argued that she knows what the physical stimulus is as part of knowing 'all the
physical information', but here the ambiguity enters. . . . 
She may have 'written down in exquisite detail, exactly
what effect a yellow object would have' on her nervous system, but she couldn't tell by looking at an object
whether it was having that effect, so wouldn't know that that look was the yellow or the blue one. Dennett's
implication that Mary could, through physical knowledge, acquire the ability for direct recognition of colours is
mistaken."
Dennett's argument is that if physicalism is presumed to be true, then Mary's "ability for direct recognition of colours"
(whether by knowledge-that, knowledge-how, knowledge-by-acquaintance, or by phenomenal concepts) is necessarily
part of the physical knowledge she is stipulated to possess. Of course Mary can tell by looking at a red object whether it
was having the proper "reddish" effect on her. By stipulation of the thought experiment, that knowledge and ability is
part of the physical knowledge she is credited with having. Of course Mary, before she leaves her black and white
room, already knows what it "feels-like" to see red for the first time. 
By stipulation, what it "feels-like" is a physical
process in the brain, and Mary is stipulated to already know all about that sort of thing.
The only other alternative approach to Mary's circumstances, is to challenge the stipulation that Jackson makes in his
thought experiment. One of the possible readings of the alternatives described above is as a denial of Jackson's
stipulation that Mary knows "all of the physical knowledge". Each of them, in their various ways, segregates out of "all
physical knowledge" a particular kind of physically implemented knowledge. 
Any of these alternative hypotheses can
be seen as an argument that it is simply not conceivable for Mary to have acquired "all of the physical knowledge" that
Jackson stipulates she has acquired. 
And this denial approach meshes well with our intuitions on the matter. 
Learning
an ability -- like riding a bike, or playing concert piano -- is simply not at all learnable by acquiring knowledge-that by
reading books. 
Gaining an intimate acquaintance with the "qualia" of experience, no matter how strongly based on
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physical phenomena, can also not be learnable by acquiring knowledge-that by scientific investigation. 
Setting up some
phenomenal concepts just does not seem possible without the "feels-like" experience to ground their indexical nature.
But all that the denial approach to the problem of Mary does, is surface the ambiguity in the concept of "learn".
Jackson's thought experiment merely stipulates that Mary has already acquired all of the necessary physical knowledge.
He does not mention if or how she has learned all that. 
And that is the entry to his trap.
Ultimately, the answer one gives to the question of what exactly Mary will learn on her release will depend upon how
one views the Mind-Body relationship. If one is pre-disposed to consider that physicalism is true, then one will
conclude that Mary learns nothing that threatens physicalism -- thus "showing" that physicalism is true. But if one is
pre-disposed to consider that physicalism is false, then one will conclude that Mary does learn something that threatens
physicalism -- thus "showing" that physicalism is false. All based on whether one is inclined to include within the scope
of "all the physical knowledge" the first-person subjective "feels-like" experiences. 
In other words, all based on whether
one is pre-disposed to think that the subjective first-person conscious experience is nothing more than the physical
reactions of the physical components within the physical brain.
Any conclusion one reaches in response to the essay's title question is a reflection of the starting premise about
physicalism that one starts with. Does Jackson's Mary in fact learn something, and just exactly what (if anything) does
she learn? 
Any conclusion you reach is based on the fallacy of begging the question. 
It would be more profitable to go
back and address the underlying premise (of physicalism) directly.
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Chalmer's Zombies
A "Zombie" is a special term of art in the philosophy of mind. A philosophical zombie is a hypothetical creature that is
stipulated to be micro-physically identical to a normal human being, but completely lacking in conscious experience(1).
Zombies are, again by stipulation, behaviourally indistinguishable from normal human beings. But to use a phrase from
Tomas Nagel(2), there is nothing it is like to be a zombie. A zombie will talk about how it feels, about qualia, and about
conscious experiences just like a normal human being. But there is nothing mental there. The talk is just the microphysically generated behavior resulting from whatever input stimuli are applied.
In contemporary philosophy of mind, "physicalism" is the doctrine that all that exists, is just the physical -- the purview
of the physical sciences(3). Minds and conscious experience are based on, and can be explained by, physical properties.
Physicalism maintains that mental phenomena -- the "how it feels", the qualia, the propositional attitudes, and all those
conscious experiences -- are the products of physical properties of physical existents. (Physicalism is also called
"materialism". 
But "physicalism" is often preferred because of it relation to "physical sciences", and because the
physical sciences also deal with "immaterial" stuff -- concrete things like forces and fields, and abstract things like
numbers and phase-spaces.)
Zombies are key elements of the "Argument from Conceivability" against the physicalist conception of mind and
conscious experience(4). A compressed version of the argument can be stated as -P1             
Zombies are conceivable. (A creature physically identical to a normal human being, but lacking in
conscious experience, is conceivable.)
P2             
If zombies are conceivable, then zombies are possible. 
(Conceivability entails possibility.)
P3             
If zombies are possible, then physicalism is false. 
(If zombies are possible, then a normal human being with
conscious experience must be more than just the physical.)
C              
Therefore, physicalism is false.
Although the argument as stated is logically valid, as an attack against the notion of physicalism, the argument suffers
because both the first and second premises are quite debatable. 
Physicalists will maintain that the argument is unsound
because the two are false. Anti-physicalists 
will, of course, deny this. The problem with the first premise is
establishing just exactly what is meant by something being "conceivable". The problem with the second premise is
establishing whether or not conceivability really does imply possibility. And just what sort of possibility needs to be
established to maintain the conclusion of the argument.
David Chalmers has developed the most detailed analysis of the possible meanings of both conceivability and
possibility involved in this argument(5). He details eight different notions of conceivability -- prima facie versus ideal;
positive versus negative; primary versus secondary. 
(For the purposes of this essay, however, I will limit my
consideration to just the first pair -- prima facie versus ideal. Arguments based on the other two pairs are unnecessary if
the first pair does not carry the load assigned.)
Prima facie conceivability is conceivability "at first glance", or "without a great deal of thought". Ideal conceivability is
conceivability with full considerations of all logical entailments. 
Chalmers uses Goldbach's conjecture(6) to highlight
the difference. While Goldbach's conjecture and its negation are both prima facie conceivable, only one is ideally
conceivable because Goldbach's conjecture is either true or false. So if it turns out to be true, conceiving it as false
would involve a logical contradiction, and would thus not be ideally conceivable. 
It would only be prima facie
conceived as false.
This separation of prima facie conceivability from ideal conceivability presents a fatal challenge to the Argument from
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Conceivability. 
Consider the zombie argument as set up this way -P0             
Either physicalism is true or physicalism is false. (I am not aware of any arguments that suggest that the
Principle of Bivalence should be abandoned when considering the Argument from Conceivability)
P1             
If physicalism is true, then zombies are not ideally conceivable. 
(It would involve a logical contradiction.)
P2             
If zombies are not conceivable, then zombies are not possible.
P3             
If zombies are not possible, then physicalism is true.
C              
Physicalism is true.
P1*           
If physicalism is false, then zombies are ideally conceivable. 
(It would not involve a logical contradiction.)
P2*           
If zombies are conceivable, then zombies are possible.
P3*           
If zombies are possible, then physicalism is false.
C*            
Physicalism is false.
By making clear that the notion of "conceivability" that is being employed is "ideal conceivability", it makes it obvious
that the Zombie argument in particular, and the Argument from Conceivability in general, simply begs the question.
Zombies are considered to be ideally conceivable only if one has already adopted (tacitly or explicitly) the premise that
physicalism is false. 
If one has already pre-committed to a physicalist notion of mentality, then zombies are simply not
ideally conceivable.
But now let's deal with the second premise -- the relation between conceivability and possibility. 
One can (prima facie)
conceive of a flying horse -- Pegasus. But one cannot "really" conceive of a flying horse because (at least in this actual
possible world) the physics of aerodynamics, and the bio-physics of muscle power dictate that anything that remotely
looks like a horse could not power wings large enough to enable it to fly. A winged horse would be either too heavy to
fly, or too light boned to gallop across the plains. In other possible worlds, however, where various forms of magic (and
perhaps Harry Potter) or different physical laws reign, flying horses (like hippogriffs and thestrals, and even perhaps
flying pigs) may be possible. 
But this gets us into the various notions of "possible" being employed.
David Chalmers identifies two different notions of "possible" that he applies to his discussion of zombies -- primary
possibility and secondary possibility. Both of these notions he defines in terms of possible worlds. 
(S is primarily
possible when S is true at a world considered as actual, and S is secondarily possible when S is true at a world
considered as counterfactual.(5)) But whatever is true of a possible world is true only by stipulation -- possible worlds
not being empirically accessible. 
So one is free to stipulate whatever S one happens to like, and then simply interpret
the rest of the possible world accordingly (maintaining logical consistency by changing the rules as necessary).
According to his definitions, magic and flying horses (and the rest of the denizens of either or both of Harry Potter's
world or Peirs Anthony's Xanth world) are both primarily and secondarily possible. 
There are possible worlds that can
be described where such things exist. 
So Chalmers' analysis of "possibility" is not as useful as it might be. 
One can
easily define a possible world where Cartesian Substance Dualism (for example) is true, and zombies are therefore
possible (both primarily and secondarily).
A more informative analysis of possibility is the difference between logical, metaphysical, and nomological possibility.
A conception is considered logically possible (Kripke calls this "epistemic possibility"(7)) if there is no logical
contradiction within it. As shown above, given a presumption that physicalism is true, zombies are not logically
possible. 
In the absence of that presumption, zombies are logically possible. 
There is no logical contradiction in
conceiving of a possible world consistent with (say) Cartesian Substance Dualism.
When one factors in Kripke's a posteriori necessities(8), one reduces the scope of logically possible worlds to those that
are metaphysically possible. The classic example is "water is H O". 
This is (according to Kripke) metaphysically
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necessary, but not logically necessary. Hence a possible world containing a Twin Earth(9) where water is not H2O is
logically possible, but not metaphysically possible. 
Some physicalists would argue that because it is true, we will
discover that there is an a posteriori necessary relationship (supervenience perhaps?) between physical states
(properties, processes, events) and mental states (properties, processes, events). If true, zombies are metaphysically
impossible. But one is not going to argue that zombies are metaphysically impossible unless one has already accepted
physicalism, rendering zombies not ideally conceivable. 
And equivalently, one is not going to argue that zombies are
metaphysically possible unless one has already accepted anti-physicalism, rendering zombies ideally conceivable.
The next level of possibility is nomological possibility. Most philosophers since David Hume have held that there could
have been different natural laws than the ones that actually obtain - that the laws of nature are metaphysically
contingent. It is not logically or metaphysically impossible, for example, for Pegasus to exist. 
It would just require
different laws of nature governing lift, drag, weight, muscle strength, and so forth. But given that the laws of nature are
what they are, flying horses are not nomologically possible. Physicalists will argue that given the actual laws of nature
in this world, zombies are likewise not nomologically possible. 
Anti-physicalists will, of course, deny this. 
Antiphysicalists will argue that since the mental is not reducible to the physical, the mental is beyond the reach of the
currently known laws of nature.
So whether or not conceivability implies possibility depends intimately on which notion of conceivability and
possibility one is employing. And which notions of conceivability and possibility one entertains will depend on one's
prior commitment to physicalism or anti-physicalism. 
David Chalmers, for example, goes to great lengths to
demonstrate that there is at least one combination of his 8 notions of conceivability and 2 notions of possibility where
the conceivability of zombies does imply the possibility of zombies. But then, he needs to find this result, because he is
an anti-physicalist of the property-dualism sort. He needs to demonstrate that the conceivability of a zombie "proves"
that physicalism is false. But despite his efforts, he is still begging the question. It does not matter whether one can
conceive of a possible world where zombies are possible (primarily or secondarily). 
All that matters is that in this actual
world, with the laws of nature that actually obtain, zombies are not nomologically possible if physicalism is true. They
are only nomologically possible if physicalism is false. In other words, regardless of the efforts of various philosophers
on the topic, the essay's title argument begs the question. 
Zombies are only conceivable if you are an anti-physicalist to
start with.
In the words of Christopher Hill and Brian McLaughin:(10)
"We reject the argument as invalid: we accept ["In our world, there are conscious experiences."] but deny
that ["One can imagine all the physical facts holding without the facts about consciousness holding."]
follows. It is false that if one can in principle conceive that P, then it is logically possible that P; and, in
particular, the corresponding conditional of the conceivability-possibility argument is false. We hold that
it is an a posteriori truth that types of sensory states are identical with types of physical states. Given
psychophysical identities, it is an a posteriori fact that any physical duplicate of our world is exactly like
ours in respect of positive facts about sensory states."

Notes & References
(1) Kirk, Robert; "Zombies" in The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Summer 2012 Edition), Edward N. Zalta
(ed.), URL=<http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2012/entries/zombies/>.
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Gettier Examples
Here is a collection of "Gettier Examples" and other similar scenarios found in various papers on the Internet. For each
case, I will provide an analysis from the perspective of the Inferential Contextualist Theory of Knowledge, and the idea
of Contextual Decomposition.
Note: Most of these examples are found in many different papers, so I have not provided a specific citation for them.
Only where I found an internet reference to the source, have I copied that citation here. If I have missed an appropriate
citation, I apologize. If you happen to know the source for any of these examples, I would greatly appreciate the
information. And if you are aware of any additional examples that might be relevant, I would also greatly appreciate
the information.
Case 1
(see Gettier, Edmund L.; Is Justified True Belief Knowledge?; Analysis 23 ( 1963): 121-123.)
Suppose that Smith and Jones have applied for a certain job. And suppose that Smith has strong evidence for the
following conjunctive proposition:
1. Jones is the man who will get the job, and Jones has ten coins in his pocket.
Smith's evidence for (1) might be that the president of the company assured him that Jones would in the end be selected,
and that he, Smith, had counted the coins in Jones's pocket ten minutes ago. Proposition (1) entails:
2. The man who will get the job has ten coins in his pocket.
Let us suppose that Smith sees the entailment from (1) to (2), and accepts (2) on the grounds of (1), for which he has
strong evidence. In this case, Smith is clearly justified in believing that (2) is true.
But imagine, further, that unknown to Smith, he himself, not Jones, will get the job. And, also, unknown to Smith, he
himself has ten coins in his pocket. Proposition (2) is then true, though proposition (1), from which Smith inferred (2), is
false. In our example, then, all of the following are true:
i. (2) is true,
ii. Smith believes that (2) is true, and
iii. Smith is justified in believing that (2) is true.
But it is equally clear that Smith does not know that (2) is true; for (2) is true in virtue of the number of coins in Smith's
pocket, while Smith does not know how many coins are in Smith's pocket, and bases his belief in (2) on a count of the
coins in Jones's pocket, whom he falsely believes to be the man who will get the job.
Response 1
Edmund Gettier was a victim of the modern philosophical penchant for treating philosophy as "philosophy of language".
If one pays attention to the concepts being employed, rather than the words being used, the resolution of this problem
is simple. The words "The man" employed in (2) are a verbal short-hand for the concept "Jones". For clearly, in
believing (2), Smith is believing that "The man" being referred to is "Jones" and not merely "Some unidentified man".
With this conceptual clarification, the equivocation employed in the remainder of Gettier's example becomes clear.
Thus understood, (2) is not in fact true, and therefore - consistent with the intuitive analysis - Smith does not have the
requisite knowledge.
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Case 2
(see Gettier, Edmund L.; Is Justified True Belief Knowledge?; Analysis 23 ( 1963): 121-123.)
Let us suppose that Smith has strong evidence for the following proposition:
1. Jones owns a Ford.
Smith's evidence might be that Jones has at all times in the past within Smith's memory owned a car, and always a Ford,
and that Jones has just offered Smith a ride while driving a Ford. Let us imagine, now, that Smith has another friend,
Brown, of whose whereabouts he is totally ignorant. Smith selects three place names quite at random and constructs the
following three propositions:
2. Either Jones owns a Ford, or Brown is in Boston.
3. Either Jones owns a Ford, or Brown is in Barcelona.
4. Either Jones owns a Ford, or Brown is in Brest-Litovsk.
Each of these propositions is entailed by (1). Imagine that Smith realizes the entailment of each of these propositions he
has constructed by (1), and proceeds to accept (2), (3), and (4) on the basis of (1). Smith has correctly inferred (2), (3),
and (4) from a proposition for which be has strong evidence. Smith is therefore completely justified in believing each of
these three propositions, Smith, of course, has no idea where Brown is.
But imagine now that two further conditions hold. First Jones does not own a Ford, but is at present driving a rented car.
And secondly, by the sheerest coincidence, and entirely unknown to Smith, the place mentioned in proposition (3)
happens really to be the place where Brown is. If these two conditions hold, then Smith does not know that (3) is true,
even though
i. (3) is true,
ii. Smith does believe that (3) is true, and
iii. Smith is justified in believing that (3) is true.
Response 2
This is another instance where the "philosophy of language" gets in the way of the meaning of what is being proposed.
To answer this case, it is necessary to be clear about the context of the truth and the justification. The case improperly
conflates the contexts of the two halves of (3). Unlike the approach of "philosophy of language", there are two separate
propositions in play here. And it is necessary to keep clear the roles of truth and justification as they apply to the
different propositions. The justification that Smith has, applies only to whether or not Jones owns a Ford. The truth of
the proposition applies only to the current location of Brown. By maintaining a consistent context for both the truth
and the justification conditions, it is clear that Smith does not know that (3). Although Smith does have the
justification to believe that Jones owns a Ford, it is not true that Jones owns a Ford. And of course, as described, Smith
has no justification for believing the truth that Brown is in Barcelona.

Case 3
You have a justified belief that someone in your office owns a Ford. And as it happens it's true that someone in your
office owns a Ford. However, your evidence for your belief all concerns Nogot, who as it turns out owns no Ford. Your
belief that someone in the office owns a Ford is true because someone else in the office owns a Ford. Call this guy
Haveit. Since all your evidence concerns Nogot and not Haveit, it seems, intuitively, that you don't know that someone
in your office owns a Ford. So you don't know, even though you have a justified belief that someone owns a Ford, and,
as it turns out, this belief happens to be true.
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i. It is true that someone in your office owns a Ford,
ii. you believe that someone in your office owns a Ford, and
iii. you are justified in believing that someone in your office owns a Ford.
Response 3
This example is similar to Case 1 above. It confuses the context of the concept "The owner of the Ford" with the
preposition "Someone". If you have justification for believing that Nogot owns a Ford, the justification does not apply to
"Someone in your office", it applies to Nogot. Extrapolating from the belief that Nogot owns a Ford to the proposition
that "Someone in your office" owns a Ford (because Nogot is someone in your office) may be a logically valid
inference. But it does not help the situation because it is not true that Nogot owns a Ford.
There is a variation of this case. Suppose that the evidence justifying your belief that someone in your office owns a
Ford is "impersonal". Perhaps you see a Ford in the company parking lot on a daily basis. And you have good reasons
for believing it is neither rented nor leased. In this case, you need to maintain the context of "The owner of the Ford
you see in the parking lot" and the "Someone in the office". If that particular Ford happens to be owned by "Someone
in the office", then you do have the knowledge. But if that particular Ford does not belong to Haveit, and is not owned
by someone in your office, you do not have the knowledge. The fact that Haveit owns a Ford is irrelevant, because it is
the wrong Ford.
Case 4
You see Nogot waxing a Ford, humming Ford ad jingles to himself, and so on. On that basis, you conclude that someone
in your office is waxing a Ford, humming Ford ad jingles, and so on. This belief is true. On the basis of that belief, you
conclude that someone in your office owns a Ford. As before, Haveit owns a Ford so this belief is true.
Response 4
Here, the particular flaw in the reasoning is a deduction from a false belief. The conclusion that someone in your office
owns a Ford is based on two premises. One, that someone in your office is waxing a Ford. And two, that the person
waxing the Ford owns the Ford. It is this second premise that is false. This case is considered a "Gettier Example"
because of the already mentioned penchant for modern philosophers to confuse the conceptual contexts of prepositions.
If you look at the case carefully, you will see that there is a chain of reasoning involved. You see Nogot waxing the
Ford. You believe that Nogot is "Someone in your office". So you can deduce that "Someone in your office is waxing
a Ford". You believe that anyone who waxes a car must own the car he is waxing. So you conclude that Nogot owns
the Ford. And you then conclude that "Someone in your office owns a Ford". But the context of this belief is that the
"Someone" involved is Nogot. So the fact that Haveit owns a Ford is not relevant to whether your belief is knowledge.
All your justification applies only to Nogot and not to all other people in your office.

Case 5
You're in the meadow, and you see a rock which looks to you like a sheep. So you say to yourself "There's a sheep in
the meadow." In fact there is a sheep in the meadow (behind the rock, where you can't see it).
Response 5
Once again - a confusion over the context of the concepts involved. The justification for the belief that "There is a
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sheep in the meadow" is the belief that "That thing over there is a sheep". And that is the false premise that renders the
conclusion a belief rather than knowledge.

Case 6
It looks to you like there is a pillar 100 feet ahead. But in fact there's a mirror 50 feet ahead of you, and what you're
seeing is a pillar off to your left. As it turns out, though, there is a pillar 100 feet ahead of you, you just can't see it.
Response 6
The same as Case 5. The justification for the belief that there is a pillar 100 feet ahead, is the belief that the pillar you
are seeing is ahead of you. And that is the false premise that renders the conclusion a belief rather than knowledge.

Case 7
Consider whether an executive knows whether her secretary is in his office. Suppose that she looked into the office and
saw, sitting behind the desk, a figure who looked to her exactly like her secretary. We may suppose that she would be
completely justified in accepting that her secretary is in his office. However, it may be that the person sitting at the desk
is her secretary's identical twin brother. The real secretary is hiding behind the office door, waiting to leap up and
surprise her. So it is true that the secretary is in the office, the executive accepts that it is true, and she is completely
justified in so accepting that he is.
i. It is true that the secretary is in his office,
ii. the executive accepts that it is true, and
iii. she is completely justified in so accepting that he is.
Response 7
She is not completely justified in accepting that he is in his office. The unspecified premise is that the person sitting
behind the secretary's desk, and who looks like her secretary, is in fact her secretary. All of the justification that the
executive brings to bare on her belief is mis-directed because of this false first premise. Once again, it is a problem of
consistent context. The context of the justification for the belief is not the context of the truth of the proposition.

Case 8
Tommy comes across some evidence that his wife is sneaking around. She isn't at work when she's supposed to be, he
finds some matches from a fancy nightclub in her car, and so on. When he asks his wife where she's been, she is
evasive. This gives him some evidence for believing that his wife is having an affair. As a matter of fact, there is a
simple explanation for all the evidence that Tommy has encountered: his wife is planning a surprise birthday party for
him. But as it also turns out, his wife is having an affair, with her old boyfriend in Chicago. But she's very discreet about
it, and so hasn't left any clues lying around. This is a case where Tommy has a true belief that his wife is unfaithful,
and it's just an accident that his belief is true. Yet it seems intuitively correct to say Tommy doesn't know that his wife
is unfaithful.
Response 8
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The problem here is similar to those above. The case is deliberately designed to hide a critical premise. To resolve the
apparent contradiction, one need only be cognizant of that missing premise. The reason it seems intuitively correct to
say that Tommy doesn't know, is that intuitively we are aware of the significance of that missing premise even if we are
not conscious of it. In this case the missing premise is that the evidence Tommy is seeing is evidence of his wife
fooling around. And as specified in this case, that premise is false. Therefore, any justification based on that premise
is invalid.

Case 9
Tommy goes on a business trip to Chicago, checks into his hotel, and goes up to his room. By accident, he gets off the
elevator on the wrong floor, and opens the wrong door. But the door does open, and there is his wife, in bed with her old
boyfriend. In this case, too, Tommy has a true belief that his wife is being unfaithful to him. And in this case, too, it
seems to be just an accident that Tommy has a true belief about this. But in this case, we do want to say that Tommy
knows that his wife is being unfaithful.
Response 9
And of course, in this case, that missing premise is in fact true. So justification based on that premise is now valid.

Case 10
Jill reads in the newspaper that the president of her country has been assassinated. In fact, this story is true. However,
the president's associates have mounted a campaign to suppress the story, and they've been broadcasting false reports on
all the television stations that the president is OK, the assassin actually only killed a bodyguard. Jill is blissfully unaware
of all this misleading evidence. The newspaper she read happens to be the only news source that's reporting the true
events. All of Jill's peers, on the other hand, have heard the misleading TV reports and aren't sure whether or not the
president was really killed. It is suggested that Jill has a justified true belief that the president was assassinated, but she
doesn't have knowledge, because there is all this misleading evidence abroad in her community, which she has only
managed to avoid by sheer luck.
Response 10
In this case, the problem is resolved by recognizing that there are more than one perspective from which the judgment
can be made. Jill can validly judge that she has sufficient justification for her belief in a true proposition that her belief
qualifies as knowledge. Other people (including us) who aware of all the apparently defeating evidence, would judge
that there isn't sufficient justification for Jill's belief to qualify as knowledge. We cannot expect infallibility in
judgments about whether some justified belief is knowledge. If the underlying proposition is true, one person can judge
that the justification is sufficient. Another can judge that the justification is insufficient. This may result from
differences in their respective degrees of confidence in the justificatory evidence. Or it may result, and in this case,
from differences in the nature of the evidence available.

Case 11
The president's associates are sitting in the TV studio, saying into the microphone "No really the president is OK, it was
somebody else who got killed." The fact that they are saying this is a potentially defeating piece of information. If Jill
were to learn of it, it would defeat her justification for believing the president had been assassinated. But suppose that in
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this case, unlike the earlier case, the associates' speech never gets broadcast to the public. (Maybe the TV producers
think it would be wrong to deceive the public in the way the associates want.) So all the newspapers and TV stations
carry the correct report about the president's assassination.
Response 11
In this case, it is unclear to me why the authors consider this a "Gettier Problem". There is a potentially defeating piece
of evidence out there (the fact that the associates are saying what they're saying). But it's so remote, nobody knows
about it except the associates themselves and a few TV crew. Since Jill is unaware of this information it does not block
her justified true belief about the president from counting as knowledge. Even those involved in preparing the
misleading evidence are aware that the evidence being offered is false. No one is in a position to judge that the
evidence is insufficiently justifying to qualify Jill's belief as knowledge.

Case 12
(See Lehrer, Keith; Theory of Knowledge 2nd Edition; Westview 1990)
You see Tom Grabit hide a book underneath his jacket and sneak out of Widener Library. On the basis of this, you form
the justified belief that Tom stole a library book. As it happens, your belief is true. However, unbeknownst to you,
Tom's mother was going around today telling people that Tom was thousands of miles away, and that Tom's evil twin
John was visiting Harvard. The fact that Tom's mother said this is a potentially defeating piece of evidence. If you were
to learn of it, it would defeat your justification for believing that Tom stole the book. However, as it turns out, it really
was Tom who stole the book. Tom has no twin brother and his mother is a compulsive liar.
Response 12
In this case, it seems like you should count as knowing that Tom stole the book. The testimony of a compulsive liar,
which you never hear, should not block your justified true belief about Tom from counting as knowledge.

Case 13
(see Goldman, Alvin. 1976. "Discrimination and Perceptual Knowledge." The Journal of Philosophy 73, pp. 771-791.)
Suppose there is a county in the Midwest with the following peculiar feature. The landscape next to the road leading
through that county is peppered with barn-facades: structures that from the road look exactly like barns. Observation
from any other viewpoint would immediately reveal these structures to be fakes: devices erected for the purpose of
fooling unsuspecting motorists into believing in the presence of barns. Suppose Henry is driving along the road that
leads through Barn County. Naturally, he will on numerous occasions form a false belief in the presence of a barn. Since
Henry has no reason to suspect that he is the victim of organized deception, these beliefs are justified. Now suppose
further that, on one of those occasions when he believes there is a barn over there, he happens to be looking at the one
and only real barn in the county. This time, his belief is justified and true. But its truth is the result of luck, and thus his
belief is not an instance of knowledge.
Response 13
I would disagree with Goldman on this case. This case is similar to the one above. There is some potentially defeating
information available "out there" that Henry is unaware of. Does this render his conclusion about this particular barn
merely a belief? I think not. I think that Henry can validly claim to know in this case that what he is looking at is a
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barn. In the other cases, where he was looking at a barn-facade, he cannot validly claim to know it is a barn he is
seeing, because it is not a barn. However, since we are in possession of the defeating additional information, we can
conclude that Henry's belief is not knowledge. This harkens back to the confidence scale of belief. Henry is
sufficiently confident in his belief that he claims to know it is a barn. We, in possession of more information, see that
Henry's confidence is misplaced and properly conclude that Henry does not know that it is a barn.
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I. Why give an analysis?
What's the point of trying to give an account of the necessary and sufficient conditions for a subject S to know the truth
of some proposition p (what I'll henceforth call an "analysis" of "S knows that p")? Some philosophers might say that an
analysis should tell us what knowledge is. This answer may be true enough, as far as it goes, but it doesn't place any
informative constraints on an acceptable analysis. For all that this answer tells us, we can give an acceptable analysis of
"S knows that p" by saying that S knows that p if and only if S knows that p. Why isn't this analysis good enough?
Obviously, this analysis isn't good enough because it isn't informative. But what kind of information should an analysis
provide? How about the following analysis:
S knows that p if and only if it's the case that both S knows that p and 6762/63 = 107.33?
This analysis is informative, but it doesn't provide the kind of information that we want from an analysis. So what kind
of information do we want? Some philosophers will claim that we want an analysis to explain how knowledge
supervenes upon some particular base of facts, e.g. the physical facts, the natural facts, the non-evaluative facts, or what
have you.(1)
But why should we want such an explanation? Typically, the attempt to develop such an explanation is motivated by
metaphysical and/or practical considerations. The metaphysical consideration is this: we don't want to accept a
metaphysical theory according to which facts of the non-privileged kind can vary even as facts of the privileged kind
remain the same. We want facts of the non-privileged kind to supervene upon facts of the privileged kind. But even
assuming that this aim is clear and well motivated (2), why should we expect an analysis to help us to achieve it? We
don't expect analyses of "x is a table" or "x has a social security number" to explain how being a table or having a social
security number supervenes upon the privileged base of facts.(3) The practical consideration is this: we want guidance
in the application of predicates useful for stating facts of the non-privileged kind. For instance, we want guidance in the
application of our epistemic predicates to particular cases. But again, why should we expect an analysis to help us to
achieve this aim? We don't expect analyses of "x is a table" or "x has a social security number" to give us guidance in
the application of these predicates to particular cases. In what follows, I shall not assume that an analysis of "S knows
that p" should satisfy either the metaphysical or practical motivations above. This is not to assume that these
motivations are unsatisfiable, or even unsatisfiable by analysis. It is merely to admit that I see no reason to expect an
analysis to satisfy these motivations, and so I shall not attempt to offer an analysis that satisfies them.
One thing that we should want from an analysis of "S knows that p" is, I suggest, a solution to puzzles that result when
we engage in seemingly plain and plausible knowledge-talk. Such puzzles are constituted by sets of statements that are
individually plausible but seemingly inconsistent. Consider four such puzzles.
Closure.
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(A1) I know that I have hands.
(A2) If I know that p, and I know that p entails q, then I can know that q by deducing q from p.
(A3) I cannot know that I am not a handless brain-in-a-vat ("BIV"). (4)
Defeasibility.
(B1) I know that, at the present moment (t1), I have hands.
(B2) I might come at some future time (t2) to acquire good evidence that I had not had hands at t1.
(B3) Were I to acquire such evidence at t2, then at t2 I could not know (even if I continued to believe) that I
had had hands at t1.
(B4) If S knows that p, and S continues to have all of her current evidence for p and continues to believe
that p on the basis of this evidence, then S cannot lose her knowledge that p merely by acquiring new
evidence. (5)
Fallibility.
(C1) I know that I have hands.
(C2) If S knows that p, then S can't be wrong about p.
(C3) The way in which I formed my beliefs that I have hands is not a perfectly reliable way of forming
beliefs; any belief so formed can be wrong. (6)
Underdetermination.
(D1) I know that I have hands.
(D2) My belief that I have hands is underdetermined by my evidence.
(D3) If S's belief that p is underdetermined by her evidence, then, for all S knows, not-p. (7)

II. Why give a contextualist analysis?
A solution to one of these puzzles must do two things: it must explain why each of the statements that constitute the
puzzle is plausible, and it must explain how to avoid the apparent inconsistency among those statements.(8)
Contextualist solutions attempt to achieve these two aims by claiming that the verb "To know" is context-sensitive in its
semantics, that the claims comprising these puzzles are plausible because true in some contexts, but that there's no
context in which all the claims are simultaneously true. Contextualist solutions enjoy one advantage over noncontextualist solutions: they avoid implausible commitment to the falsity of any of the claims comprised in the puzzle.
Although the whole contextualist approach has recently been subject to much critical scrutiny(9), I have argued
elsewhere that the criticisms that have been levelled against that approach can all be met.(10)
For present purposes, I shall simply assume that the contextualist approach can meet these criticisms, and that some
form of contextualist solution to these puzzles can succeed. The questions I shall address are: which solution? and how
can that solution succeed? Rieber [1998] proposes an account of "S knows that p" that generates a contextualist solution
to Closure. In this paper, I'll argue that Rieber's account of "S knows that p" is subject to fatal objections, but we can
modify it to achieve an adequate account of "S knows that p" that generates a unified contextualist solution to all four
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puzzles. This is a feat that should matter to those philosophers who have proposed contextualist solutions to
Closure(11): all of them have motivated their contextualism by appeal to the fact that they can explain the plausibility of
each of the statements in Closure taken individually, and they can do this without having to deny that each of those
statements is true, at least in the context in which it is plausible. But notice that this consideration would equally well
motivate a contextualist approach to the other puzzles.(12) Nonetheless, no contextualist has yet suggested how a
contextualist solution to the other puzzles might go.
Indeed, the most influential contextualists are committed to denying that the other puzzles are susceptible to
contextualist solution: Cohen [1988] and Lewis [1996] both claim that the evidentiary standards for knowledge are more
or less stringent depending upon the context of epistemic appraisal. On their views, then, there are contexts relative to
which the evidentiary standards for knowledge are sufficiently lax that S can know that p even though p is
underdetermined by S's evidence. So Cohen and Lewis are both committed to rejecting (D3). DeRose [1995] and Heller
[1999] claim that the reliability standards for knowledge are more or less stringent depending upon the context of
epistemic appraisal. On their views, then, there are contexts relative to which the reliability standards for knowledge are
sufficiently lax that S can know that p even though S's belief that p was formed by a method that does not track the truth
through all possible world. So DeRose and Heller are committed to rejecting (C2).

III. Reiber's analysis and its benefits
According to Rieber, S knows that p if and only if the fact that p explains why S believes that p.(13)
But the explanation in question is implicitly contrastive: to say that the fact that p explains why S believes that p is to
say that it explains why S believes that p rather than q (for some relevant alternative q).(14)
Thus, for Rieber, knowledge-ascription is also implicitly contrastive: to say that S knows that p is to say that S knows
that p rather than q. The truth-value of any particular ascription of the form "S knows that p" depends upon the
alternatives to p that are relevant in the context of ascription.
Here's a sketch of how this view can be applied to solve Closure: Typically, when I think (A1), I'm in a context in which
the relevant alternative to "I have hands" is "I don't have hands". But the fact that I have hands explains why I believe
that I have hands (rather than that I don't). So, in this context, I can truthfully claim to know (on Rieber's account) that I
have hands. Since (A2) is true, it follows that I can know that I'm not a handless BIV, and so (A3) is false. But typically,
when I think (A3), I move into a context in which the relevant alternative to "I have hands" is "I'm a handless BIV".
And the fact that I have hands doesn't explain why I believe that I have hands (rather than that I am a handless BIV). So,
in this new context, I can truthfully claim not to know (on Rieber's account) that I'm not a handless BIV. Since (A2) is
true, it follows that I can't know that I have hands. In the first context, then, (A1) and (A2) are true and (A3) is false. In
the second context, (A1) is false, and (A2) and (A3) are true. In no context are (A1), (A2), and (A3) all true, but each is
plausible when thought because it is true in the context that one is in when thinking it.
Rieber recommends this solution to Closure over the proposed contextualist solutions of DeRose [1995] and Lewis
[1996] on the grounds that the solution that Rieber proposes (unlike those proposed by DeRose or Lewis) is plausible
independently of its ability to solve Closure. On Rieber's account, the context-sensitivity of knowledge-ascriptions
results from the (already widely acknowledged) context-sensitivity of statements about what explains what.
Rieber's account of "S knows that p" also enjoys a significant advantage over many other accounts: it avoids the Gettier
problem. Knowledge is generally thought to be true belief plus some "Third condition". As Zagzebski [1999] argues, the
only way for an informative account of knowledge to avoid the Gettier problem is to have the satisfaction of the third
condition entail the satisfaction of the truth condition.(15)
Call any such account "Gettier-proof". (Notice that any non-skeptical Gettier-proof account is externalist, in that it
imposes conditions on knowledge the satisfaction of which is not ascertainable by introspection alone. We will return to
this point below.) Rieber's account is Gettier-proof, since there is no way for the fact that p to explain S's belief that p
unless p is true. Finally, notice that Rieber is not committed to the controversial doctrine that knowledge is a kind of
belief.(16)
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Rieber's account gives the conditions under which someone knows that something is the case, and one of these
conditions is that the knower believes that it is the case, but it doesn't follow that the knowledge and the belief are one
and the same state. The knowledge may require the belief without being identical to it.(17)

IV. Objections to Rieber's analysis
So there is much to be said on behalf of Rieber's account of "S knows that p". But consider how Rieber deals with the
following two objections. First, there is the objection concerning mathematical knowledge. Rieber writes: Does the fact
that 5 + 7 = 12 explain why I believe that 5 + 7 = 12? We can at least say this: it is not clear that this fact does not
explain why I believe it. So mathematical knowledge is at least not a clear counterexample to the analysis. In fact, it
seems reasonable to argue as follows: since the analysis is plausible in a wide range of ordinary cases and it provides a
non-ad hoc solution to the skeptical puzzle, we ought to conclude that the fact that 5 + 7 = 12 does after all explain why
I believe that 5 + 7 = 12.(18)
Rieber seems uncomfortable offering this response, as well he should be. I propose that we modify Rieber's account to
avoid this objection. Second, there is the objection concerning what we might call "deviant-causal-chain explanation".
Here, Rieber writes:
"An apple falls on Newton's head. By an amazing coincidence, Newton has a brain lesion such that, whatever rate the
apple falls, the impact of the apple will (together with the lesion) cause Newton to believe that objects fall at precisely
this rate. As it happens, the apple falls at 32 ft./sec.2, and Newton walks away with the belief that objects fall at this rate.
Does Newton know that objects fall at 32 ft./sec.2? It seems that he does not. But does the fact that objects fall at 32
ft./sec.2 explain why he believes that they fall at 32 ft./sec.2? Not according to Rieber, who claims that this "leaves out
what is perhaps the most salient and important part of the explanation, namely that Newton has a very peculiar brain
lesion."(19)
Is this a satisfying response to the objection? Let's consider the following case, which Rieber doesn't consider:
An apple falls on Newton's head. By an amazing coincidence, Newton has a brain lesion such that, whatever rate the
apple falls, the impact of the apple will (together with the lesion) cause Newton to believe that objects fall at precisely
this rate and that he has a brain lesion. As it happens, the apple falls at 32 ft./sec.2, and Newton walks away with the
belief that objects fall at this rate and that he has a brain lesion.(20)
Here, Newton's conjunctive belief that objects fall at 32 ft./sec.2 and that he has a brain lesion is explained by the fact
that objects fall at 32 ft./sec.2 and that he has a brain lesion. And yet even here Newton doesn't know that objects fall at
32 ft./sec.2, and this is something that he must know if he knows the truth of the conjunction. Rieber cannot protest that
we have still left out a "Salient and important" part of the explanation: we can pack any such part of the explanation into
the content of the explained belief as well. We thereby construct a case in which Newton's belief is caused by the fact
believed but doesn't count as knowledge.

V. Designing a correct analysis
Since there is much to be said on behalf of Rieber's account of "S knows that p", let's modify it so that it can avoid the
foregoing objections. We can do this by distinguishing different ways to explain why someone believes something.
Such explanations may appeal to reasons for belief, or they may appeal to the non-rational causes of belief.(21)
Now, when we explain why Newton believes that objects fall at 32 ft./sec.2 by appeal to the fact that they fall at 32
ft./sec.2, we are not explaining Newton's belief by appeal to any reasons for which he holds it. In contrast, when we
explain why Jane believes that she has hands, we are explaining Jane's belief by appeal to her reasons, for her
perceptions and memories give her reason to believe that she has hands, and (we assume) she believes it for those
reasons. Indeed, all the cases that Rieber's account handles plausibly are cases in which the explanation is by appeal to
the believer's reasons for belief. So let's register this fact by emending Rieber's account as follows:
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S knows that p if and only if the fact that p is the reason for which S believes that p.
But this account faces a dilemma. Consider the following example:
An apple falls on Newton's head. By an amazing coincidence, Newton has a brain lesion such that,
whatever rate the apple falls, the impact of the apple will (together with the lesion) cause Newton to
experience a great desire to believe that objects fall at precisely this rate and that he has a brain lesion.
Indeed, it will cause him to experience this desire so strongly that he will be willing to pay any amount of
money if only he could get himself to form the relevant belief. As it happens, the apple falls at 32 ft./sec.2,
and Newton walks away wanting more than anything to form the belief that objects fall at this rate and that
he has a brain lesion. So he pays a hypnotist lots of money to get him to form this belief.
In this case, Newton's conjunctive belief that objects fall at 32 ft./sec.2 and that he has a brain lesion is explained by the
fact that objects fall at 32 ft./sec.2 and that he has a brain lesion. And the fact explains his belief by providing him with a
reason for that belief. But is the fact itself Newton's reason for holding that belief?
Suppose we answer this question in the affirmative. Then, by the present account, Newton knows that objects fall at 32
ft/sec.2. But this is wrong: Newton's belief clearly doesn't count as knowledge. And it doesn't count as knowledge
because Newton has the wrong kind of reason for it Â he doesn't have any epistemic reason for it.
Suppose that we answer the preceding question in the negative. Then we should say why it is that, in this case, the fact
believed isn't Newton's reason for holding the belief, but that, in cases of knowledge, the fact believed is the believer's
reason for holding the belief. But our account, in its present form, gives us no guidance as to how to do this.
To avoid this dilemma, we must specify the way in which the fact believed must be the reason for which the believer
holds the belief, in order for the belief to be knowledge. Here, I have a three-stage proposal.
First, let's specify that knowledge requires not just that the believer have a reason for her belief, but that she have an
epistemic reason for it, i.e. that she have evidence. It may be objected that not all knowledge requires evidence. Here's
an argument, adapted from Lehrer 1965, in support of this objection: Suppose that S has evidence e for p. Now, if S
believes that p on the strength of e, then S must know that e is conclusive evidence for p. But is this latter knowledge
also supported by evidence? If it is, then S must form her belief that e is evidence for p on the strength of some other
evidence e'. But then S must know that e' is evidence for the proposition that e is evidence for p. But is this piece of
knowledge also supported by evidence? An infinite regress looms, unless we stop it by saying that some knowledge is
not supported by evidence.(22) The problem with this argument is that there are other ways of stopping the regress. One
way that we can stop it is by allowing that S can know that p on the strength of evidence e even if S doesn't know that e
provides evidence for p. Although some philosophers might opt for this way to stop the regress(23), I'm inclined not to
do so, for I do not understand how we can acquire knowledge by appealing to evidence that we don't know to be good
evidence.(24)
To acquire knowledge in such a way would be to acquire knowledge by appeal to evidence that just happened to be
good evidence, and it's not clear to me how this could be a way of acquiring knowledge. I propose another way to stop
the regress above. We can stop it by allowing that there are some mental states which are such that merely being in
those states suffices to give one evidence for propositions of the form: this mental state provides evidence for p. On this
view, at least some of our mental states wear their evidentiary value on their sleeve. For instance, suppose that you
believe that your spouse has been secretly unfaithful. Having this belief seems to be a sufficient condition for having
evidence for the following proposition: my belief that my spouse has been secretly unfaithful is evidence that my spouse
and I do not communicate well. Specifying that knowledge requires evidence gives us the following account: S knows
that p if and only if the fact that p is the evidence on the strength of which S believes that p. But this is still inadequate.
In order to know, the believer must form her belief in a reasonable way on the basis of her evidence.(25) So let's emend
our account of knowledge once again:
S knows that p if and only if the fact that p is the evidence on the strength of which S reasonably believes
that p.
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But this account is puzzling. For S's belief that p to be based on evidence is for S to possess some evidence and to
believe that p on the strength of that evidence. But now isn't S's evidence going to have to be distinct from the fact that
p? S can't reasonably respond to the question "what evidence do you have that p?" by asserting p. Still, in order to have a
Gettier-proof account of knowledge, we have to arrange for the satisfaction of the other conditions of our account to
entail the satisfaction of the truth condition. Lewis [1996] does this by claiming that the truth of p is a logically
necessary condition of S's having the evidence that she has, and I suggest that we follow him on this point. The fact that
S has such evidence Â call it "conclusive evidence" -- implies the truth of p.(26)
Thus, we offer the following account of knowledge:
(K) S knows that p if and only if S reasonably believes that p on the strength of S's conclusive evidence for
p.(27)
Before proceeding, let me say more about what I mean by "conclusive evidence". I've said that to have a conclusive
evidence for p is to have evidence for p that one couldn't have if p weren't true. But it doesn't follow from this that the
propositional content of one's evidence implies p. Suppose that a subject S is in mental state M. The propositional
content of M is q, and q does not entail p. Can M be conclusive evidence for p? Yes Â if the proposition that S is in M
entails p. (I provide examples of such evidentiary states below.)
One can have conclusive evidence that p without knowing that p, and this may happen in at least three ways. First, one
may have conclusive evidence that p, but nonetheless fail to form the belief that p. David has conclusive evidence that
Jane is in the room, but he refuses to believe that Jane is in the room because he's been duped by some mad story to the
effect that all of his evidence is misleading. In this case, David has conclusive evidence without knowledge.
Second, one may have conclusive evidence that p, and also believe that p, but not believe that p on the basis of that
evidence. John has conclusive evidence that Smith is Republican, and he also believes that Smith is Republican. But he
holds this belief not on the basis of his conclusive evidence, but rather on the basis of his belief that Smith is wealthy. In
this case, John has conclusive evidence, and even belief, but he doesn't know.
Third, one may have conclusive evidence that p, and believe that p, and form the belief that p on the basis of one's
conclusive evidence, but still fail to know that p, because one fails to form the belief in a reasonable way on the basis of
one's conclusive evidence. This would be the case if, say, one fails to take into account misleading defeaters in one's
possession. Mary has conclusive evidence that Tom Grabit stole the book from the library, and, on the basis of this
evidence, she believes that Tom stole the book from the library. But she ignores the testimony of Tom's mother, who
falsely claims that Tom was out of town but that his thieving identical twin brother Tim was in town. Here again, there
is conclusive evidence, and even belief on the basis of that evidence, without knowledge. For the belief is not
reasonably formed: relevant evidence is ignored.
We've tailored (K) to avoid the objection from deviant-causal-chain explanation. But it also avoids the objection from
mathematical knowledge: the truth of "2 + 2 = 4" is a necessary condition of someone's intuiting, or proving, that 2 + 2
= 4, for "intuit" and "prove" are success verbs. So, according to (K), if someone believes that 2 + 2 = 4 on the strength
of her intuiting it or proving it, then she knows that 2 + 2 = 4. But she doesn't know it if she could be in the very same
evidentiary state without "2 + 2 = 4" being true. It might be worrisome that I must appeal to such counterpossible
conditionals in my account of our conclusive evidence for necessary truths, for such conditionals have resisted standard
treatments of subjunctive conditionals. But, independently of my account, there must be some way for us to understand
counterpossible conditionals Â or at least to employ them in our reasoning -- if we can understand reductio ad
absurdum proofs. I take it, then, that my appeal to counterpossible conditionals raises no new philosophical problems.
So long as we know how to reason on the assumption that 2 + 2 =4, we can evaluate counterpossible conditionals that
have this inequality as their antecedent. And, since it's impossible to have "conclusive evidence" for a false proposition,
it follows that, if it were the case that 2 + 2 4, then no one could have conclusive evidence that 2 + 2 = 4.
(K) also avoids the Gettier problem. If Smith could have all the same evidence for the proposition that Jones owns a
Ford without its being the case that Jones owns a Ford, then, by (K), Smith doesn't know that Jones owns a Ford. So
when can Smith know that Jones owns a Ford? He can know this when he has conclusive evidence Â for instance,
when he sees that Jones owns a Ford, or when he remembers that Jones owns a Ford, or when Jones shows that he owns
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a Ford. Many philosophers would object to the idea that such "Success" states as seeing that, remembering that, showing
that, and so on, can be part of our evidence set. But if we have to be externalists about knowledge in order to avoid the
Gettier problem, then why not also be externalists about evidence?(28)
Some philosophers might object, on the something like the following grounds, to externalism about evidence. What one
epistemically ought to believe depends upon what one has evidence for. And "ought" implies "can" Â i.e., if one ought
to form one's beliefs on the strength of one's evidence, then it follows that one can so form one's beliefs. But to the
extent that one cannot appreciate what evidence one has, one cannot form one's belief on the strength of that evidence.
So, if one's evidence is to govern what one ought to believe, it follows that one must be able to appreciate what evidence
one has. Evidence, therefore, cannot be externalistically constituted.
The problem with this argument is that the conclusion doesn't follow from the premises. Even if one must be able to
appreciate what evidence one has, it doesn't follow that one must be able to ascertain it by introspection alone. And that
is all that externalism denies. One can appreciate what evidence one has in just the same ways that one can appreciate
other contingent facts about the world Â by looking and seeing. Indeed, as Goldman [1999] argues, if we insist that all
evidence must be fully accessible to introspection, then we will not be able to account for the epistemic value of
"Stored" beliefs.
It may seem as if (K) implies that inductive knowledge is impossible. Aren't our inductively formed beliefs necessarily
based on inconclusive evidence? It may seem as if it is. Consider a case: I see a row of 50 switches and, adjacent to it, a
row of lights. I press switch A and the light next to it turns on. Then I press switch B and the light next to it turns on.
The same happens with switches C and D. On the basis of these observations, I form the belief that each switch controls
the light next to it. Do I have conclusive evidence for this belief? That depends on what my trials have shown. If my
trials show that each switch controls the light next to it, then I do have conclusive evidence: my trials can't show what
isn't so. But it may seem as if my trials do not show this. But then what do they show? Do they show that switches A, B,
C, and D control the lights next to them? Or do they show that switches A, B, C, and D control the lights next to them at
the moments at which I pressed those switches? Or do my trials not show anything about what controls what, since the
noticed correlations may be accidental? Or do my trials not show even that there are any lights or switches, or any
external objects?
If we do not allow that my trials show that each switch controls the light next to it, then why should we allow that my
trials show anything at all about a world external to my mind? The apparent difficulty in understanding how inductive
knowledge is possible on the present account is of the same kind as the apparent difficulty in understanding how any
knowledge of the external world (e.g. my knowledge that I have hands) is possible on that account. In order to resolve
the former difficulty then, let's address the latter difficulty, as it emerges in our four puzzles.
To solve our four puzzles, we need to bring out a dimension of context-sensitivity in the notion of evidence employed in
(K). What's involved in having evidence? I will not attempt to answer this question in full here, but I put forth the
following three claims by way of partial answer:

VI. The context-sensitivity of attributions of evidence
First, for S to have evidence for p is for S to have evidence that favors p over some alternative(s) that are relevant in the
context of epistemic appraisal.(29)
To illustrate: Richard is drinking Coke. You and I both ask "Does he have evidence that what he's drinking is Coke?"
I'm asking this because I suspect that Richard's oft-stated preference for Coke over Pepsi is groundless, for he can't taste
the difference. You, however, are asking because you suspect that Richard has had so little experience with carbonated
beverages that he might not be able to taste the difference between Coke and Sprite. In that case, it might be that the
answer to my question is "no" while the answer to your question is "yes": Richard can have evidence that what he's
drinking is Coke rather than Sprite, even if he doesn't have evidence that what he's drinking is Coke rather than Pepsi.
Second, S can have evidence that favors p over some relevant alternative q only if there is some difference between the
way that things would be for S if p were true and the way that things would be for S if q were true. The notion of "how
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things would be for a subject" requires sharpening and will receive it below. But for now, notice that there is some
plausibility to this crudely stated idea. For instance, if the way that things would be for Richard if he were drinking
Coke is the same as the way that things would be for him if he were drinking Sprite (if, say, his sense of taste was dulled
by a cold), then he cannot have evidence that he is drinking Coke rather than Sprite.
Third, S can have evidence for p without knowing that p, without believing that p, and without knowing that she has
evidence for p. For instance, Richard can have evidence that he is drinking Coke rather than Pepsi even if he doesn't
attend to this evidence, and so fails to form his beliefs on the basis of it.
We can combine these three ideas by claiming that our concept of evidence is context-sensitive in the following way.
We can truthfully claim that S has evidence that p only if S is in some introspectible state that she would be in if p were
true, but that she would not be in if relevant alternatives to p were true. What's available to S's introspection thereby
indicates that p, rather than any of its relevant alternatives, is the case. We shall understand the evidentiary difference
between the way that things would be for S if p were true and the way that things would be for S if relevant alternatives
to p were true in terms of this introspectively available indicator. S needn't notice this introspectibly available indicator
in order for it to occur in her, and to be an indicator.
By sharpening this crude and intuitive conception of evidence, we can develop a solution to our puzzles, a solution
according to which what counts as evidence is relative to a context of attribution of evidence.(30)(31)
Consider an epistemic subject S. Now, let's say that two hypotheses h1 and h2 are "introspectively indistinguishable for
S" just in case:
(a) If h1 were true, then S would be in mental state M1, and
(b) If h2 were true, then S would be in mental state M2, and
(c) Any difference between M1 and M2 is not introspectively available to S.
To say that the difference between two mental states is not introspectively available to S is not to say merely that S can't
tell which is which. It is rather to say that there's no difference that S can introspectively detect. Let's say that a
hypothesis H is "an uneliminated counterpossibility" with respect to S's knowing that p at t just in case (i) H implies that
S doesn't know that p at t and (ii) H and "S knows that p at t" are introspectively indistinguishable for S. An appraiser X
"raises" an uneliminated counterpossibility with respect to S's knowing that p at t just in case X (seriously and sincerely)
treats that counterpossibility as relevant to the appraisal of S's epistemic state, and relevant by virtue of being an
uneliminated counterpossibility.
Now we can state our rule:
(R) When one raises an hypothesis H that is an uneliminated counterpossibility with respect to S's knowing
that p at t, one restricts what counts in one's context of appraisal(32) as S's body of evidence at t to just
those mental states that S has, and would have, at t whether or not H is true.(33)
Part of the appeal of (R) is that it captures the flexibility that a concept of evidence should have. Our concept of
evidence, like our concept of knowledge, should track epistemic properties that matter to us. But precisely what matters
to us in ascribing evidence (as in ascribing knowledge) varies across contexts of ascription.
The conjunction of (K) and (R) is our account of knowledge. Like Rieber's account, the present account traces the
context-sensitivity of knowledge ascriptions to the context sensitivity of ascriptions of another kind: in this case,
evidence ascription. Like Rieber's account, it avoids commitment to the controversial doctrine that knowledge is a form
of belief.

VII. How this analysis solves our puzzles
The present account of knowledge can do everything Rieber's account can do and more. For instance, it can solve all
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four of our puzzles:
Closure: (A2) is true (and so plausible) in all contexts. (A1) is true (and so plausible) in contexts in which
no uneliminated counterpossibility with respect to my knowing that I have hands is raised. For in such
contexts, my body of evidence includes such "Success" states as my seeing that I have hands. (A3) is true
(and so plausible) in contexts in which the BIV hypothesis is raised, since the BIV hypothesis is an
uneliminated counterpossibility with respect to my knowing that I have hands. Other skeptical hypotheses
(having to do with dreaming or evil geniuses) might do just as well as the BIV hypothesis here. What
matters is that they are uneliminated counterpossibilities with respect to my knowing that I have hands.
Defeasibility: (B3) and (B4) are true (and so plausible) in all contexts. (B1) is true (and so plausible) in
contexts in which no uneliminated counterpossibility with respect to my knowing that I have hands is
raised. (B2) is true (and so plausible) in contexts in which certain uneliminated counterpossibilities are
raised, viz. uneliminated counterpossibilities (such as the BIV hypothesis) that imply that my current
evidence is misleading.
It may be objected that (B2) can never be plausibly denied, for one can never be certain about future contingent
propositions. Consider, for instance, my current knowledge that Tom Grabit stole the book from the library Â
knowledge that I gained by seeing Tom steal the book from the library. Suppose that I meet Mrs. Grabit tomorrow and
she falsely testifies that Tom has been out of town but his identical twin brother John has been in town and is a
kleptomaniac. Wouldn't I then lose my knowledge? And how can I rule out the possibility that this will happen
tomorrow? This is the problem captured in what Malcolm 1950 calls "The verification argument", i.e., the problem that
one can allegedly never be certain of any empirical claim because one can never verify all of its infinitely many
empirical consequences.(34) But relative to ordinary contexts of appraisal, something like Malcolm's response to this
argument is correct: part of what is involved in regarding my evidence for p as conclusive is regarding it as impossible
that anything that could happen in the future would count as good evidence against p. When I do not regard this as
impossible, then I do not regard my present evidence as conclusive. For instance, when I regard it as possible that I
could come to acquire good evidence of Tom's innocence, then I do not regard my present evidence of Tom's theft as
conclusive. When I regard my present evidence of Tom's theft as conclusive, then either I must regard it as impossible
that Mrs. Grabit will offer the aforestated false testimony, or I must regard such testimony as lacking evidentiary value.
Of course, to regard it as impossible that anything that could happen in the future would count as good evidence against
p is not to regard it as impossible that anything that could happen in the future would cause me to change my mind
about p, or about my current evidence for p.(35) If Mrs. Grabit were to offer the aforestated testimony, then I might well
come to change my mind about Tom's guilt, and about the conclusiveness of my current evidence for Tom's guilt. And I
might recognize that fact about myself even now. But I cannot consistently claim to know that Tom stole the book,
allow for the possibility that Mrs. Grabit will offer that testimony, and allow that her offering such testimony would be
good evidence of Tom's innocence.
Fallibility: (C2) is true (and so plausible) in all contexts. (C1) is true (and so plausible) in ordinary
contexts: in such contexts, it is true that my belief that I have hands is reasonably formed in response to
such "Success" states as my seeing that I have hands. If I see that I have hands, then I can't be wrong, so my
belief that I have hands is formed by a method that is perfectly reliable. (C3) is true (and so plausible) in
contexts in which certain uneliminated counterpossibilities are raised, viz. counterpossibilities (such as the
BIV hypothesis) that imply that my belief is formed by some imperfectly reliable method.
Underdetermination: (D3) is true (and so plausible) in all contexts. (D1) is true (and so plausible) in
ordinary contexts: in such contexts, it is true that my evidence that I have hands includes such "Success"
states as my seeing that I have hands. That evidence does not underdetermine the proposition that I have
hands, for I cannot have that evidence unless I have hands. (D2) is true (and so plausible) in contexts in
which certain uneliminated counterpossibilities are raised, viz. counterpossibilities (such as the BIV
hypothesis) that imply that my evidence fails to rule out some alternative hypothesis.
Thus, we achieve an account of "S knows that p" that provides a unified contextualist solution to all four puzzles. It also
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helps to locate the insight in many alternative accounts of knowledge: some indefeasibility analyses are correct in
accepting (B4)(36), some reliability analyses are correct in accepting (C2)(37), and some conclusive evidence analyses
are correct in accepting (D3)(38). And accounts that do not accept these general epistemological claims commonly
attempt to approximate the effect of accepting them by accepting a weaker version of them. Thus, there are
indefeasibilists who accept something like (B4) but weaker(39). There are reliabilists who accept something like
(C2)but weaker(40). And there are conclusive evidence theorists who accept something like (D3) but weaker.(41)
Our account also locates the insight in the intuitive idea that, when someone knows that p, their being right about p is
not at all accidental:(42) on the present analysis, their being right about p is not at all accidental, for it is a result of their
reasonably forming their belief that p on the basis of conclusive evidence that p. Our account doesn't analyze knowledge
completely into non-epistemic terms, but we've already rejected the aspiration to a reductive account.
On the present account of knowledge, S inductively knows that p just in case S believes that p on the strength of
evidence that shows that p. But whether S's evidence shows that p depends upon what S's evidence includes. What S's
evidence includes is relative to a context of ascription, and so too, therefore, is the possibility of S's possession of
inductive knowledge. Herein lies the beginning of a contextualist solution to the problem of induction.

FootNotes
1 Cf. Goldman 1979, Sosa 1980, Chisholm 1990.
2 For an ingenious argument to the effect that it is neither clear nor well motivated, see Gemes 1987.
3 These are examples of what Haugeland 1983 calls "weak supervenience". I suggest that, for all we have reason to
believe, knowledge weakly supervenes upon whatever base of non-epistemic facts we would wish to regard as
privileged.
4 One or another form of this puzzle is developed and discussed in Unger 1975, Cohen 1988, and DeRose 1995.
Usually, the puzzle is stated using a stronger closure principle, e.g. "If I know that p, and I know that p entails q, then I
know that q." This stronger closure principle is rejected by Dretske 1970, Dretske 1971, and Nozick 1981. But even if
we reject the stronger closure principle, we can still develop the Closure puzzle with (A2). Hawthorne 2000 cleverly
constructs a counterexample which would tell against (A2) if it tells against any version of closure: "If I actually know I
won't ever perform an instance of modus ponens (a reliable oracle once told me) and I know that if I won't ever perform
an instance of modus ponens, then I won't instantiate all the classically valid inference rules, I am not in a position
thereby to know the consequent." (Hawthhorne 2000, 119) Cohen 2000b responds to this example by retreating to the
following weakened closure principle: "If I know P, and I know that if P then Q, and I infer Q on this basis, then I know
Q." (Cohen 2000b, 137) We could still generate a version of the closure puzzle by relying on Cohen's weaker closure
principle. But I'd rather respond to Hawthhorne by saying that it is impossible for someone to know a proposition of the
form "I won't ever perform an instance of modus ponens".
5 The problem of "knowing less by knowing more" is developed and discussed in Harman 1973, Ginet 1980.
6 This is a generalization of the lottery puzzle, which was discovered by Kyburg 1961, and has been widely discussed
since.
7 Recent discussions of the role of underdetermination considerations in motivating skepticism include Vogel 1990,
Yalcin 1992, Brueckner 1994, Cohen 1998a.
8 Cohen 1988 develops these two conditions of adequacy on a solution to Closure.
9 In Schiffer 1996, Feldman 1999, Hofweber 1999, Klein 2000, Sosa 2000, Prades 2000, and Rysiew forthcoming. An
intuitive objection is levelled, and then defused, in DeRose 1999.
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10 See Neta forthcoming b for a reply to Schiffer 1996, Hofweber 1999 and Rysiew forthcoming, Neta forthcoming a
for a reply to Feldman 1999 and Klein 2000, and Cohen 2000b for a reply to Prades 2000.
11 Besides Rieber, this category includes Stewart Cohen (see Cohen1988), Keith DeRose (see DeRose 1995), David
Lewis (see Lewis 1996), and Mark Heller (see Heller 1999).
12 Specifically, by appeal to the implausibility of flatly denying any of (A1), (A2), or (A3).
13 Rieber 1998, 194.
14 Ibid., 195.
15 A point similar to Zagzebski's has been made by others. For instance, Almeder 1973 suggests that we avoid the
Gettier problem by taking the satisfaction of the justification condition on knowledge to entail the satisfaction of the
truth condition. A similar suggestion is made in Tienson 1974. Craig 1990 argues that, if an analysis of knowledge takes
the form: S knows that p iff S is right as to p and S has X, then either the second condition entails the satisfaction of the
first, or else the conditions are not jointly sufficient.
16 For controversy surrounding this doctrine, see Vendler 1962, Sayre 1997.
17 Radford 1966 denies even that knowledge requires belief. He argues for this thesis by appeal to examples, but it is
not clear what is shown by the examples to which he appeals.
18 Ibid., 200 Â 1.
19 Ibid., 201 Â 2. Rieber also says that our intuitions with regard to this case may be the result of our confusing the
falsity of a claim with its misleadingness. But he doesn't give any reason to think that we are likely to confuse falsity
with misleadingness in this particular case.
20 I will follow Rieber, rather than the custom of physicists, in speaking of the rate of acceleration of a falling object as
the rate at which it "falls", rather than the rate at which it "accelerates".
21 I shall remain neutral on controversies concerning the distinction between these two varieties of explanation. Useful
discussions of the distinction can be found in Anscombe 1960, Sellars 1963a, Davidson 1970, McDowell 1994. For
discussions of the relation that obtains between belief and the evidence upon which it is based, see chapters 2 and 3 of
Harman 1973, Swain 1979, Pappas 1979a.
22 This argument is adapted from an argument in Lehrer 1965 for the conclusion that there must be some justified belief
without evidence.
23 See, for instance, Alston 1988.
24 Although I do not want to put too much trust in my own intuition on this issue, I do believe, for what it's worth, that
this intuition is widely shared. An analogous intuition regarding epistemic justification is captured in what Fumerton
1995 calls "The principle of inferential justification": "To be justified in believing one proposition P on the basis of
another proposition E, one must be (1) justified in believing E, and (2) justified in believing that E make probable P."
(36). Fumerton argues that the compellingness of skeptical arguments derives from this principle. If he is right, then the
principle must have very broad appeal. Also, an analogous intuition regarding a certain variety of epistemic warrant is
captured in what Wright 1991 calls the "Proper Execution Principle": "If the acquisition of warrant to believe a
proposition depends on the proper execution of some procedure, then executing the procedure cannot give you any
stronger a warrant to believe the proposition in question than you have independently for believing that you have
executed the procedure correctly.".
25 A compelling argument for this second requirement is presented in chapter 5 of Goldman 1986 and in section VII of
Wright 1991.
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26 See Dretske 1971. I don't accept Dretske's way of spelling out the relevant conditionals of the form "S couldn't have
had this reason for believing that p if p hadn't been true". On my interpretation, the "couldn't have" means logical, rather
than physical, impossibility. Many philosophers think that skeptical possibilities such as the BIV possibility show that
we cannot have such conclusive reasons for believing any contingent a posteriori propositions. But contextualists can
avoid this conclusion: in one context, you can truthfully be said to have conclusive reason for believing that you have
hands (for you can rule out the relevant alternative that you have claws), though in another context, you cannot
truthfully be said to have conclusive reason for believing that you have hands (for you cannot rule out the possibility
that you're a BIV).
27 (K) is similar to the account of knowledge proposed in Fogelin 1994. Fogelin, though, is not a contextualist, and does
not endorse the other conjunct of the present account of knowledge, (R). (K) is also similar to the account of knowledge
proposed in Ginet 1975. But unlike Ginet, I do not think that the "conclusive evidence" requirement can be analyzed
into two independent components Â one an internal justification requirement and the other an external
"undefeatedness" requirement.
28 Williamson 1997 develops an account of evidence according to which being in any evidentiary state entails the truth
of the state's propositional content. I don't accept this consequence of Williamson's view.
29 See Dretske 1970 and Dretske 1972. Unlike Dretske, I want to preserve the closure of evidence under known
entailment, and I do so by claiming that alternatives are relevant or not relative to a context of ascription.
30 Here again, I use the phrase "attributions of evidence" to cover attributions of evidence and their denials, as well as
questions concerning whether they are true, suppositions that they are true, and so on. Williamson 1997 argues that a
subject's evidence consists of all and only what the subject knows. If this argument is sound, then it provides a way to
argue from the context-sensitivity of the truth-conditions of knowledge attributions to the context-sensitivity of the
truth-conditions of evidence attributions. But it does not provide a way to argue for the specific rule of context-shifting
specified below. Williamson himself does not endorse contextualism about either knowledge or evidence.
31 A similar claim is defended in DeRose 2000. DeRose does not, however, make use of such contextualism concerning
evidence to solve the skeptical puzzle.
32 One's listeners may refuse to enter into one's context of appraisal by refusing to treat H as relevant to the appraisal of
S's epistemic state. One can expect this to happen, for instance, when one raises skeptical hypotheses in a courtroom or a
scientific laboratory.
33 If H is an uneliminated counterpossibility with respect to S's knowing that p at t, then wouldn't S have all the same
mental states at t whether or not H is true? Williamson 1995 persuasively defends a negative answer to this question.
Also see McDowell 1982 and McDowell 1995. To avoid controversy, I shall not attempt to rest my case on their
arguments. Rather, I'll simply say that I'm using the phrase "mental states" in my statement of (R) in such a way as to
include states of knowledge.
34 A locus classicus for the verification argument against the indefeasibility of any of our empirical beliefs is Ayer
1940.
35 Malcolm 1952: "what is the meaning of my assertion that I should regard nothing as evidence that there is no inkbottle here? That assertion describes my present attitude toward the statement that here is an ink-bottle. It does not
prophesy what my attitude would be if various things happened."
36 Cf. Lehrer and Paxson 1969, Klein 1971, Klein 1981.
37 Cf. Skyrms 1967, Rozeboom 1967, Dretske 1981, Alston 1983.
38 Cf. Tienson 1974, Fogelin 1994.
39 E.g., Harman 1973, Ginet 1975.
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40 E.g, Dretske 1971, Dretske 1981, Goldman 1986, and DeRose 1995.
41 E.g., Lewis 1996.
42 Cf. Unger 1968.
43 I am grateful to John Barker, Michael Bishop, Jonathan Cohen, Elijah Millgram, and especially Jonathan Schaffer for
helpful comments on an earlier draft of this paper.
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Subjective Opinion Ethics
If you believe that the "right thing to do" is a matter of personal or collective public opinion, then you believe in a
"Subjective Opinion" notion of Ethics. The ethical thing to do is whatever you "intuit" is the right thing to do; or
whatever you feel most emotionally "good" about; or whatever you feel is the consensus of other people's opinions on
what you should do.
Depending on the individual expressing the ethical opinions, Subjectivist Ethics can be compatible with both
Cognitivism (in that the speaker can express the opinion that she is stating moral facts) and Non-Cognitivism (in that the
speaker can express the opinion that there are no moral facts, only attitudes). It might also be compatible with Moral
Absolutism (in that the speaker can hold certain of her moral opinions to apply regardless of circumstances) and Moral
Relativism (in that the speaker can assert that the truth of moral claims is relative to the attitudes of the individuals
making the claims). It stands in contrast to Moral Realism (under which ethical statements are deemed to be
independent of personal attitudes). Subjectivist Ethics starts with a person's personal opinion on what is right or wrong,
what is moral or immoral, what is good or evil. And that is where it stops. Subjectivist Ethics does not allow inquiries
into why you might have these opinions. Allowing such investigations moves the moral agent towards Conventionalism
or Contractualism or one of the other more formal theories.
Many different sources of opinion have been cited by various philosophers. The most obvious, of course, is the
individual's personal opinion, feeling, or emotional attitude. This is the approach taken by A.J.Ayer, for example. But
other approaches have included the Social Consensus, social customs, habits or thoughts, and cultural norms. And as we
will see later, an Authoritative Rules notion of Ethics overlaps to some extent with a Subjective Opinion notion.
No matter what they tell us
No matter what they do
No matter what they teach us
What we believe is true
     --    Boyzone(1)
As we have explored, people have different opinions on moral matters. But Subjectivist Ethics maintains that there are
no moral "facts of the matter" and no one is "right" in any objective sense. People just feel differently, and that is the
end of it. Ethics becomes a matter of taste. I like chocolate and Abortion and the Liberal-Left. You like pistachio and
the Right to Life and the Conservative-Right. There is no accounting for taste. You just have to tolerate the differences
of opinion.
A person who adopts Subjectivist Ethics is necessarily morally infallible, because Subjectivist Ethics maintains that
there are no objective moral properties or facts about which your opinions might be mistaken. Moral statements are
made true or false by the attitudes of the moral agent. Any moral statement just implies an attitude, opinion, personal
preference or feeling held by the speaker. For a statement to be considered morally correct merely means that it
correctly reflects the opinions and attitudes of the person of interest. Your opinions are your opinions, and you are the
sole arbiter of what those opinions are.
David Hume is perhaps the best known philosophical advocate of ethical subjectivism. But by applying the processes of
logic and the standards of logical consistency, philosophers have developed his moral approach into the non-cognitive
theory of Emotivism. Emotivism departs from Subjectivist Ethics because it maintains a logically consistent doctrine
that moral statement are not truth apt. Rather they should be understood as emotional exclamations. Jean-Paul Sartre,
another well known personage, advocated subjectivist ethics as a form of moral relativism. For Sartre, social
conventions might be an important input for directing one's moral conduct, but only one's individual moral conscience
has any real authenticity as a source of moral truth. According to Sartre, all moral statements are true if the person
stating them believes them to be true.
"When we assert that this or that has 'value,' we are giving expression to our own emotions,
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not to a fact which would still be true if our personal feelings were different."                
Bertrand Russell(2)
Ethical Subjectivism has the apparent advantage of providing a simple explanation of what morality is. "Morality is
whatever I think it is!" To the moral agent, one's own ethical opinions often have the internal appearance of objectivity.
When expressing moral judgments and opinions, it feels like making, or at least attempting to make, an objective
statement. Ethical Subjectivists frequently believe their moral statements to be fact-stating. But this is an artifact of the
assertive nature of most ethical statements. They very often have some implied factual implications. But since there is
no fact of the matter beyond the moral agent's opinion, such statements cannot be considered as making an objectively
true assertion.
The downside of Subjectivist Ethics is that there can be no discourse about disagreements of moral opinions. If you
think that A (abortion, say) is right, then A is right for you. If I think that A is wrong, then A is wrong for me. Think
back to the Ethical Relativism cointained in Blackburn's joke cited in the Introduction. The difference in attitudes is
fundamental. There is no recourse but violence to resolve any conflict, because Subjectivist Ethics offers no way for the
parties engaged in ethical debate to resolve their disagreements. If you think that Radical Islamic Terrorists are immoral
and evil, that is just your opinion. You have no basis from which to argue that they are doing anything objectively
immoral. More to the point, Subjectivist Ethics, by recommending toleration for different moral attitudes, actually
generates moral intolerance. Subjectivist Ethics maintains that only my own moral opinions carry moral weight, and
yours (if they disagree with mine) carry no weight at all in my moral judgments ("I am right! You are Wrong!").
Subjectivist Ethics thereby classifies your moral opinions as irrelevant to me, and vice versa of course. And if that is
the case, then that demotes the importance of your interests and projects in my moral decisions. Is there any better
source for mutual intolerance?
Adherents of any of the various flavors of Subjective Opinion Ethics also must deal with these two challenges. Firstly,
there is nothing within such a system of Ethics that requires the various opinions be logically consistent and not
mutually contradictory. And secondly, there is nothing within such a system of Ethics that guides the adherent in
choosing which of a set of contradictory opinions to apply in any situation, or protects against a ludicrous
misapplication of some opinion. It is impossible, therefore, to employ logical reasoning or rational analysis in an
exploration of the consequences and implications of the relevant opinions. Consequently, in practical application
"Ethical" behavior is almost always the result of a non-rational and non-logical subjective opinion as to which (or
whose) opinion to apply when, where, and how.
"My belief is that if I say something, it goes. I am the law, and if you don't like it, you die. If I
don't like you or I don't like what you want me to do, you die."
                    Eric David Harris (1981--1999), teen gunman in the Columbine High School
massacre.(3)
Subjectivism in Ethics is like Solipsism in Metaphysics. They both render discussion and argument irrelevant. The
entire topic of Philosophy is rendered impotent. Resolving any disagreement in opinion can only be accomplished by
violence. If you cannot tolerate the actions resulting from the other person's opinions, your only recourse is to kill him.
But science, technology and philosophy are based on the assumption that there are truths out there, independent of our
opinions. So Subjectivism is a denial of Reality.
Subjective Opinion Ethics (both personal and collective) implies some consequences that, initially at least, appear to be
if not counter-intuitive then at least not normally expected:
Different people will have different opinions and hence different moral codes, and reach different moral
judgments. No two individuals, or social groups, will have exactly the same set of values, goals, and priorities.
This is the natural result of the fact that the determination of what the relevant opinion is, and how it should be
determined, will differ between any two such individuals or social groups.
There can be no standard that can be used to judge one moral judgment as better or worse than any other moral
judgment. To a modern Canadian, to suggest that is it morally correct to eat one's dead father would seem
ludicrous. But to some former aboriginal tribes of Borneo, this would have been the proper moral thing to do. To
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suggest that they should cremate or inter their dead fathers would have been regarded as highly immoral and
terribly irreverent. Therefore, the eating of the dead cannot be regarded as inherently right or wrong in and of
itself. It is a matter of personal attitudes, which will vary from individual to individual and from culture to culture.
Your own moral judgments, or the moral judgments of your own social group have no special status. Your
opinion is merely one among many equally acceptable standards of behaviour. While a popular attitude among
adherents of the "Multiculturalism" school of social etiquette, it tends to become less comfortable as the
differences in cultural practices become wider. Is female circumcision morally acceptable or is it morally
unacceptable abuse?
There can be no "Universal Truths" in Ethics. There can be no moral standards that hold for all peoples in all
places. Each individual will develop their own ethical truth, based on their own set of values, goals and priorities.
If there are any congruencies between the ethical principles of individuals, it is coincidental or historical and not
the result of any basic underlying Ethical Universal.
It is mere arrogance for us to judge the conduct of other cultures against our own moral standards. It was morally
right for the Romans to keep slaves, and to hold jousts to the death in the Coliseum, and to indulge in infanticide
of baby girls in favor of baby boys. That we regard these things as terribly immoral is irrelevant. The consensus of
opinion of their culture made these activities Morally correct.
While this approach to ethics may be the "best" one, and certainly has some appeal to those with a liberal political bent,
the difficulty in determining what the Consensus Opinions are with any degree of accuracy; the problem of justifying
the application of other people's opinions to individual behaviour choices; and the counter-intuitive consequences cited
above, would suggest that there might be a "better" approach.
"You have heard no concepts of morality but the mystical or the social. You have been taught
that morality is a code of behavior imposed on you by whim, the whim of a supernatural power
or the whim of society, to serve God's purpose or your neighbor's welfare, to please an
authority beyond the grave or else next door-but not to serve your life or pleasure. Your
pleasure, you have been taught, is to be found in immorality, your interests would best be
served by evil, and any moral code must be designed not for you, but against you, not to further
your life, but to drain it.
"For centuries, the battle of morality was fought between those who claimed that your life
belongs to God and those who claimed that it belongs to your neighbors-between those who
preached that the good is self-sacrifice for the sake of ghosts in heaven and those who
preached that the good is self-sacrifice for the sake of incompetents on earth. And no one came
to say that your life belongs to you and that the good is to live it.
...
"Man's mind is his basic tool of survival. Life is given to him, survival is not. His body is given
to him, its sustenance is not. His mind is given to him, its content is not. To remain alive, he
must act, and before he can act he must know the nature and purpose of his action. He cannot
obtain his food without a knowledge of food and of the way to obtain it. He cannot dig a ditchor build a cyclotron-without a knowledge of his aim and of the means to achieve it. To remain
alive, he must think.
"But to think is an act of choice. The key to what you so recklessly call 'human nature,' the
open secret you live with, yet dread to name, is the fact that man is a being of volitional
consciousness. Reason does not work automatically; thinking is not a mechanical process; the
connections of logic are not made by instinct. The function of your stomach, lungs or heart is
automatic; the function of your mind is not. In any hour and issue of your life, you are free to
think or to evade that effort. But you are not free to escape from your nature, from the fact that
reason is your means of survival-so that for you, who are a human being, the question 'to be or
not to be' is the question 'to' think or not to think.'
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"A being of volitional consciousness has no automatic course of behavior. He needs a code of
values to guide his actions. 'Value' is that which one acts to gain and keep, 'virtue' is the action
by which one gains and keeps it. 'Value' presupposes an answer to the question: of value to
whom and for what? 'Value' presupposes a standard, a purpose and the necessity of action in
the face of an alternative. Where there are no alternatives, no values are possible.
"There is only one fundamental alternative in the universe: existence or non-existence-and it
pertains to a single class of entities: to living organisms. The existence of inanimate matter is
unconditional, the existence of life is not; it depends on a specific course of action. Matter is
indestructible, it changes its forms, but it cannot cease to exist. It is only a living organism that
faces a constant alternative: the issue of life or death. Life is a process of self-sustaining andself-generated action. If an organism fails in that action, it does; its chemical elements remain,
but its life goes out of existence. It is only the concept of 'Life' that makes the concept of 'Value'
possible. It is only to a living entity that things can be good or evil.
...
"Man has been called a rational being, but rationality is a matter of choice-and the alternative
his nature offers him is: rational being or suicidal animal. Man has to be man-by choice; he
has to hold his life as a value-by choice: he has to learn to sustain it-by choice; he has to
discover the values it requires and practice his virtues-by choice.
"A code of values accepted by choice is a code of morality.
...
Man's life is the standard of morality, but your own life is its purpose. If existence on earth is
your goal, you must choose your actions and values by the standard of that which is proper to
man-for the purpose of preserving, fulfilling and enjoying the irreplaceable value which is your
life.
"Since life requires a specific course of action, any other course will destroy it. A being who
does not hold his own life as the motive and goal of his actions, is acting on the motive and
standard of death. Such a being is a metaphysical monstrosity, struggling to oppose, negate
and contradict the fact of his own existence, running blindly amuck on a trail of destruction,
capable of nothing but pain.
"Happiness is the successful state of life, pain is an agent of death. Happiness is that state of
consciousness which proceeds from the achievement of one's values. A morality that dares to
tell you to find happiness in the renunciation of your happiness-to value the failure of your
values-is an insolent negation of morality. A doctrine that gives you, as an ideal, the role of a
sacrificial animal seeking slaughter on the altars of others, is giving you death as your
standard. By the grace of reality and the nature of life, man-every man-is an end in himself, he
exists for his own sake, and the achievement of his own happiness is his highest moral
purpose."
     --    John Galt (Ayn Rand, Atlas Shrugged)(4)
[Up] [Home]

Footnotes
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Steinman, Nigel Wright
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Are there Moral Facts?
That depends on how you choose to think about "morality"! 
In this essay, I will briefly review the arguments presented
on each side of the debate over their existence. As prelude, however, I must adopt two preliminary assumptions. I
recognize that these assumptions are contentious for many, but one must start somewhere.
Assumption 1: a "fact" is something which is the case - the state of affairs reported by a true proposition.(1)
Equivalently, a "fact" is whatever it is in the world that renders a proposition true. Facts are "truth-makers" that
need not correspond one-to-one with true propositions.(2) 
This understanding of "facts" is to intended to be
neutral as to their metaphysical and ontological nature.
Assumption 2: a "proposition" is the truth-apt sense or meaning of a statement irrespective of the words, sentence
form, language, symbology employed, or its assertive status. 
There can be more than one way in English to say
the same "thing". 
The same "thing" can be said in more than one language. 
And the same "thing" can be left
unsaid, or even un-thought. 
And again, this understanding of "proposition" is intended to be neutral as to their
metaphysical and ontological nature. 
But by limiting "propositions" to those "things" which can be "truth-apt", I
am ruling out a propositional interpretation of such "things" as commands (prescriptions), or emotional
expressions, and the like. 
Propositions are, by definition, either true or false.
A key corollary of these assumptions is that the essay's title question can be understood as asking whether there are
moral propositions for which there are facts to render them true. 
Equivalently, it can be seen to be asking whether moral
language can be understood to express propositions.
Given these two preliminary understandings, the debate over whether there are moral facts can be seen as a debate over
whether moral language can be understood in terms of propositions, and over whether there exist facts that would render
such propositions true. 
Those who argue that there are moral facts are the Moral Realists. 
Those who argue that moral
language can not be understood in terms of propositions are the Non-Cognitivists. 
And those who argue that there are
no true moral propositions (and hence no moral facts) are the Cognitivist Error-Theorists.
I will begin with the arguments presented the Moral Realists in support of the existence of moral facts, because these
arguments are the more intuitively obvious. Common sense "folk" morality is learnt by children in the same manner as
they learn their native language. 
They learn first that it is right or wrong to do certain things. 
Later they learn why it is
right or wrong to do these things. 
And there are two ways of providing the why. 
The non-philosophical response is for
some particular rule to be cited, with the backing of some Supreme Authority. 
The philosophical response is the
provision of some non-moral description of the basis of moral rules. From a descriptive point of view, statistics would
suggest that most people regard the basis of their moral codes as the dictates or commands of some Supreme
Authority(3) -- be it a God (like for the Judaic, Christian, and Islamic religions), or a highly respected thinker like
Gautama Bhudda (Buddhism), Karl Marx (Marxism/Communism), or Laozi (Taoism). 
So if the meaning of moral
language is determined in some part by how people actually use (or intend) the language, then clearly moral language is
a cognitive descriptive exercise that can be captured by propositions.
As pointed out by Peter Glassen(4):
"That any sentence asserts anything, says anything that is true or false, etc., can be found out in no other
way than by finding out what it is that the speaker of the sentence means by it, that is, what it is that he
intends to convey by it and what it is that he is characteristically understood as conveying by it."(Pg 69)
"One may, if one pleases, argue that moral judgments cannot be true or false, correct or mistaken; but the
fact remains that in ordinary moral discourse these epithets are applied to moral judgments, and their use
in this way does not at all seem to be Pickwickian. This fact surely indicates that in ordinary discourse
moral judgments are intended to convey cognitive meaning. How else could we account for it ?"(Pg 65)
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"If we ask, not 'Do moral judgments assert something?' but, 'Are moral judgments intended to assert
something and are they so understood?', we must admit that moral discourse bears every evidence that
those who engage in it do intend to assert something when they utter moral judgments and are understood
as asserting something."(Pg 71)
Moral Realism thus embraces two basic theses: (i) moral statements, when literally construed, are literally true or false;
and (ii) at least some of these statements are true.(5) 
There are many different flavours of moral realism, from the nonnatural realism of G.E.Moore(6) to the naturalistic realism of Michael S. Moore(7). From the Conventionalism of
Kekes(8) to the Contractarian Constructivism of Milo(9) and Rawls(10). 
Each variation would provide its own specific
understanding of just what would constitute a "moral fact". But they are all in agreement that moral language is
cognitively descriptive, can be captured by propositions, of which at least some are true. 
Hence, for Moral Realists,
there are moral facts.
Non-Cognitivism (or sometimes "Non-Descriptivism" or "Expressivism"), on the other hand, maintains that our "folk"
understanding of moral language is grossly in error. Moral assertions, judgements, and so forth are not "things" that can
be captured by propositions, and hence are not stuff for which truth-status is apt. 
Of course, like with the variations of
Moral Realism, just how to understand moral language differs according to the variation of non-cognitivism preferred.
The classic version of non-cognitivism is Emotivism.(11) 
Emotivism thus maintains that moral utterances (or thoughts)
are not "things" to be captured in propositions. 
Instead, they function primarily to express emotions, and to elicit the
appropriate emotions in others. Emotivism has sometimes been called the "Hurrah!-Boo! Theory" because of its
interpretation of positive moral statements as doing something similar to crying "Hurrah!", while negative statements
cry "Boo!". 
The emergence of Logical Positivism and its verifiability criterion of meaning early in the 20th century led
some philosophers to conclude that ethical statements, being incapable of empirical verification, were cognitively
meaningless.(12)
Non-Cognitivism owes its origins to the work of David Hume, who argued that reason was impotent, and that the
passions alone were the well-springs of actions.(13) 
According to Hume, facts and propositions are the business of
reason. 
Whereas moral valuations and moral sentiments are the business of the passions. Hence our moral judgments
are not truth-apt. Hume famously raised what is called the "is-ought problem" (also known as Hume's Law and Hume's
Guillotine).(14) He observed that many writers make claims about moral ought based on descriptive statements about
what is. However, he argued, it is not at all obvious how we can get from making descriptive statements to prescriptive
ones.(15)
Buttressing this reasoning was the reasoning of G.E. Moore captured in what he called the "naturalistic fallacy".(16)
Moore argued that the concept of "moral good" is indefinable because it names a simple, non-natural property. 
Based
on this premise, he claimed that a "naturalistic fallacy" is committed whenever a philosopher appeals to a definition of
the concept "moral good" in terms of one or more natural properties. 
While not strictly speaking a non-cognitivist
argument, Moore's naturalistic fallacy has been combined with Hume's is-ought problem to reinforce the argument that
since facts and propositions are about what is, and moral language is about what ought, there is no place for moral facts.
Another famous argument for the non-existence of moral facts is J.L. Mackie's "argument from queerness".(17) Mackie
argued that if moral properties (i.e. "goodness") did exist, they would have to be different from the usual kind of
property. Mackie's argument is that moral properties have no discernable effect on the world. 
Is there any evidence that
there is a property of "rightness" that morally right acts have? Most cognitivists argue that the attitudes we have when
we consider moral actions and choices is evidence of the existence of the relevant moral property. 
But Mackie explains
these feelings without saying that a moral property was their cause. Mackie presents a two threaded argument for his
position. 
One thread is metaphysical and the other epistemological. 
(But since the epistemological argument is all
about how we come to know anything about the queer metaphysical entities, we can ignore it if we can show that
objective moral facts are not as queer as Mackie suggests.) 
Mark Timmons provides a useful reconstruction of Mackie's
metaphysical argument(18).
Moral discourse purports to refer to intrinsically prescriptive properties and facts "that would somehow motivate us or
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provide us with reasons for action independent of our desires and aversions"(Timmons, pg 50). But such properties and
facts do not accord well with the kind of philosophical naturalism that consists of the rejection of any properties or
relationships that is not a part of the natural physical world that science investigates. 
Hence "they would be entities or
qualities or relations of a very strange sort, utterly different from anything else in the universe"(Mackie, pg38).
It is, however, unclear just what Mackie thinks that these objective moral properties might be. 
On the one hand, he says
"Plato's Forms give a dramatic picture of what objective values would have to be"(Mackie, pg 39). 
But shortly
thereafter, says "It may be thought that the argument from queerness is given an unfair start if we thus relate it to what
are admittedly among the wilder products of philosophical fancy -- Platonic Forms, non-natural qualities, self-evident
relations of fitness, faculties of intuition, and the like."(Mackie, pg 40-41) Mackie seems to think that at least some
supervenience relationships required by a supervenience theory of moral realism are not susceptible of further
explanation and are thus sui generis.(19) 
If he is right, that would make such relationships quite unlike any of the usual
run-of-the-mill supervenience relationship -- like that of chemistry on physics, for example. It would render them, in
this narrow sense "queer" by comparison with the usual suite of supervenience relations. (But any theological or
utilitarian moral theory would provide an example that would refute Mackie's assumption. So the "argument from
queerness" actually begs the question -- it requires as a prerequisite, the assumption either of Platonic realism, or of sui
generis moral properties. 
Neither position is characteristic of contemporary moral realism.)
A more recently popular version of non-cognitivism is the Prescriptivism of Carnap and Hare.(20) 
Arguments for
prescriptivism focus on the function of normative statements. 
Prescriptivists argue that factual statements (propositions)
and prescriptions are totally different. 
Rather than simply expressing emotions, Prescriptivism argues that moral
statements express "universal prescriptions" or commands. 
Hence, as commands, moral statements are distinct from
assertions, and are not truth-apt. Adjusting statements to reflect reality and adjusting reality based upon statements are
contrary uses of language. So factually descriptive statement are a different kind of linguistic entity than are
expressions of prescriptions or commands.
Prescriptivism, it is argued, is also supported by actual usage. We utter moral statements as de facto recommendations
or commands. 
The most famous moral ideas are prescriptions: the Ten Commandments, the Golden Rule, Kant's
categorical imperatives. 
These are not statements that something is the case or not, they are not things that can be true
or false.
Different variations of non-cognitivist ethical theories would provide their own specific understanding of just how to
understand moral language. But they are all in agreement that moral language is not in any literal sense cognitively
descriptive. Even where they admit that moral language can be captured by propositions, they would argue that no such
moral propositions are true. Hence there are no moral facts.
So the answer to the title question depends on how you choose to think about "morality"!
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Critically Assess the View that Moral Properties are Best
Understood as like Secondary Qualities such as Colours
and Tastes.
The analogy with secondary qualities is ultimately not the best means of understanding moral properties, because
secondary qualities are not themselves very well understood, and because the analogy between moral properties and
secondary qualities is interpreted in different ways. 
The moral anti-realist employs the analogy to explain how
subjective moral qualities gain an apparent objectivity. 
The moral realist employs the analogy to explain how objective
moral properties gain that essential element of motivational subjectiveness. 
Hence how the analogy will be interpreted
depends on one's preconceptions about moral properties. It is not, therefore, the best avenue to an understanding of
those moral properties.
In this essay, I will examine the distinction between primary and secondary qualities and then explore the deployments
of the analogy by anti-realists and realists. I will thereby demonstrate that an understanding of moral properties must
precede an interpretation of the analogy, rather than vice versa.
Primary versus Secondary Qualities
The distinction between primary and secondary qualities originated with Locke. According to Locke, shape, extension,
solidity, motion, and number are primary qualities. 
While colour, odour, taste, texture, and sound are secondary
qualities. 
Locke reasoned that primary qualities are an essential part of the object of which they are predicated -- hence
they are considered objective. 
Secondary qualities, by comparison, have an essential element of subjectiveness about
them.
"The ideas of primary qualities of bodies are resemblances of them, and their patterns do really exist in
the bodies themselves, but the ideas produced in us by the secondary qualities have no resemblance of
them at all. There is nothing like our ideas [of secondary qualities] existing in the bodies themselves."
                                                                                               
(Locke, 1969, Pg 69)
In a different possible world, where nothing like us existed, these secondary qualities would not exist, and could not be
predicated of anything in that world (Kripkean trans-world rigidity aside).
"these tastes, odours, colours, etc., so far as their objective existence is concerned, are nothing but mere
names for something which resides exclusively in our sensitive body, so that if the perceiving creature
were removed, all of those qualities would be annihilated and abolished from existence.
                                                                       
(Galileo, 1623. Pg 28).
But Locke's approach conflates two senses of meaning for the quality predicates. There are two senses under which we
can understand something to be "red". 
There is the perceptual sense in which something appears "red" to us -- let's call
that sense "red-s" (for subjective). 
The property of being "red" can be conceived as applying only to those things which
we perceive as "red-s" (given, of course "normal" circumstances, and a "normal" human visual apparatus). 
But because
this sense of being "red" is an entirely subjective experience, there is no assurance that the way in which you see things
"red-s-ly" is the way in which I see things "red-s-ly". 
Learning the meaning of the word "red" is just learning to call the
same things "red". But we cannot have any more than an empirical assurance that the set of things that I would call
"red" coincides with the set of things that you would call "red".
On the other hand, there are some physical characteristics of surfaces (or translucent volumes) that are such that under
"normal" viewing conditions, and in the presence of a "normal" visual apparatus, they will be seen to be "red-s" by an
arbitrary observer. Let's call surfaces (or volumes) that meet that physical description "red-o" (for objective). Now we
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can conceive of the property of being "red" as applying only to those things that are "red-o" - regardless of how or even
whether they might appear to us. 
"Red-o" is thus a Lockean primary quality because it can be defined independently of
any relation to the way we are. 
When Locke would say that the "red" that I perceive is in me and not in the thing I am
viewing, I can suggest that the "red-s" that I perceive is just the way that you would expect that a bio-chemical sensing
device like the ones with which I am equipped would see a "red-o" surface/volume -- I don't have a "subjective colour
sense", I have an "objective surface/volume properties detection sense".
This separation of secondary qualities into an "-s" and an "-o" sense can be done for any of the predicables that are
collected under the "secondary quality" label. It is also possible to take each of the primary qualities, and come up with
the same two senses. Think of the primary quality of motion and sitting on a train in a station. 
Which train is moving -the one you are on or the one next to you? 
So there is "motion-s" that applies to the train that appears to be moving.
And there is "motion-o" that applies to the train that is moving in the sense independently of us.
The same approach can be taken with any of the moral properties. We can, for example, understand "courage-s" as the
value that we "see" (or judge or appreciate) in actions, circumstances, and people. And we can understand "courage-o"
as the value that exits in those things independently of how we might "see" them. 
Of course, some philosophers will
argue that there is no such thing as "moral-property-o" -- but I will side-step that argument for the moment. 
I should
also note that I do not intend to rule out the possibility of such a predicate being relational. It is possible, for example,
that the "good-o" of something might be its moral value to someone for some purpose.
The Anti-Realist Analogy
Many philosophers think that moral properties are inherently motivational -- that it is part of our concept of moral
properties that they be motivational to some degree. 
On this view, judging that "X is Good" is at least a prima facie
reason for me to act on that judgment. Our motivations are captured in our desires. We can capture this link between
values and desires in a bi-conditional -(M) Something is good if and only if we desire it (in the proper conditions).(1)
Values and desires are "made for each other" as Wiggins puts it.
"Philosophy has dwelt nearly exclusively on differences between 'good' and 'red' or 'yellow'. I have long
marvelled at this. For there resides in the combined objectivity and anthropocentricity of colour a striking
analogy to illuminate not only the externality that human beings attribute to the properties by whose
ascriptions they evaluate things, people, and actions, but also the way in which the quality by which the
thing qualifies as good, and the desire for the thing are equals--are, 'made for one another' so to speak."
                                                                                   
(Wiggins, 1998, Pg 107)
The anti-realist regards moral properties as inherently subjective -- relegating the objective phenomenology of moral
language to a consequential role. The parallel with colours that the anti-realist relies upon is that colours are understood
to be inherently visible. As Strawson puts it "colours are visibilia or they are nothing".(2) This thought can be captured
in another bi-conditional -(C) Something is red if and only if it looks red to us (in the proper conditions).(1)
Neither bi-conditional is taken as empirical. 
Both are presented as a priori understandings of our concepts of value and
colour.
Yet, despite these subjective understandings of colour and value, we employ the concepts as properties of the world. 
At
the pre-philosophical level, we believe that (and behave as if) colours are objective properties - out there in the world.
As Lewis says "[deny these facts] and the most credible explanation of your denial is that you are in the grip of some
philosophical (or scientific) error"(3)
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At the same pre-philosophical level, we treat moral properties the same way. As Mackie puts it -"It [the apparent objectivity of values] has also a firm basis in ordinary thought, and even in the meanings
of moral terms."(4)
The anti-realist employs the analogy between moral properties and colours to explain this apparent objectivity. 
For
colours, the primary is the subjective experience of something looking red, the consequent is that the thing is red. By
analogy, then, the primary is the desire, the consequent is that it is good. 
The analogy with secondary qualities argues
that moral properties are not properties independent of our sensibilities. 
Moral properties are what they are because of
our sensibilities. 
In another possible world, where nothing like us exists, there would be no moral properties. The
subjective sense of the predicate determines the scope of reference of the objective sense of the predicate.
Of course, what the anti-realist is ignoring is the temporal direction of the causal link between a thing being "red-o" and
it being "red-s". (Assuming, of course, that they admit that there is such a thing as causation at work here.) 
According
to the physics of the situation, we perceive something as "red" only because of the interaction of photons with the
surfaces/volumes of the thing and the bio-chemistry of our sensory apparatus. 
Physics argues that it is "red-s" because it
is "red-o" - not the other way around. Hence, we can argue that something exhibits a "moral-property-s" (or is
desirable) only because of the sociological, psychological, biological, bio-chemical, physical facts about the thing -- its
having a "moral-property-o" (or is good). 
The anti-realist interpretation of the analogy thus works only under the prior
supposition of an anti-realist metaphysics that denies there is a "red-o" or an element of causation linking "red-o" to
"red-s".
The Realist Analogy
The realist employment of the analogy, by comparison, starts with the acknowledgement that the subjectivism of the
anti-realist is contrary to how we commonly think about morality. 
The anti-realist maintains that the objective
phenomenology of our normal way of thinking about morality is grossly in error. 
The realist denies this.
I cannot see how to refute the arguments for the subjectivity of ethical values, but I find myself incapable
of believing that all that is wrong with wanton cruelty is that I don't like it
                                                                                   
(Russell, 1960, Pg: 146-7).
The anti-realist assumes that moral motivation is internal and not part of the objective world. 
Hence the anti-realist
assumes that the objective phenomenology of thinking about things moral must be mistaken. 
The analogy of the
projection of color-sensations is used to explain the error.
The realist, by comparison, maintains that motivation is external rather than internal. Hence, to the realist, there is no
error to explain. 
Moral properties are objective - "out there" (albeit perhaps as relational entities). What the realist uses
the analogy to explain is how objective moral properties acquire their essential element of motivational subjectiveness.
On a causal understanding of colour, a "red-o" object causes "red-s" subjective experiences (under the usual "normal"
conditions). 
Colours are objective properties because the surface/volume properties of things are out there in the
environment to be discovered. 
Things that are "red-o" affect the human-type perceivers by generating "red-s"
perceptions in them. As McDowell says -"Secondary quality experience presents itself as perceptual awareness of properties genuinely possessed
by the objects that confront one. And there is no general obstacle to taking that appearance at face
value.... [A]n experience of something as red can count as a case of being presented with a property that
is there anyway, there independently of the experience itself.
                                                                                   
(McDowell, 1998, Pg 202)
The realist interpretation of the analogy applies the causal account of colours to moral properties. 
They are
discernability-involving, yet objectively "out there" in the environment. Attitudes and motivations are the causal
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consequences of the objective moral properties of things. Contrary to Mackie's argument from queerness, moral values
are no more "queer" than any other discernable property.
The realist's understanding of the analogy has the added bonus of highlighting an additional difficulty for the antirealist's understanding of the "moral-property-s" to "moral-property-o" linkage. 
The anti-realist maintains that
something has a "moral-property-s" that we "see" (or judge or appreciate). And that it is the existence of the "moralproperty-s" that dictates the content of the concept of the "moral-property-o" (just the way that the "red-s" subjective
experience dictates what we accept as "red-o"). 
But what the anti-realist does not address is just how it is that we "see"
the "moral-property-s". Intuitionists aside, we do not have a "moral sense". 
So the only way to conceive the "see" in
question here, is that we perceive (in the usual way) some non-moral properties of the thing that meets some (humanly
created) criteria for accepting this thing as having the appropriate moral properties. But this is just the realist's casual
understanding of what happens. 
So where is the anti-realist left to retreat to?
Conclusion
As you can see from the foregoing discussion, just how one chooses to understand the primary-secondary quality
distinction, and just what prior suppositions about moral properties are brought to the table, determines how one
interprets the analogy between secondary qualities and moral properties. 
Given the extent of prior suppositions on both
scores, the analogy cannot be the best avenue to an understanding of moral properties.
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"If ethics is objective, then there should be widespread
ethical agreement.
But there isn't widespread ethical agreement.
Therefore, ethics is not objective."
Discuss.  
The title quote has the form of a modus tollens deductive argument. 
(If P then Q; not-Q; therefore not-P.) 
As such, it is
clearly a logically valid argument. 
But it is not a sound argument for a couple of reasons: firstly, in the absence of a
particular context of discourse, the key term employed ("ethics") is open to various possible interpretations, making the
argument quite ambiguous; and secondly, because on almost any plausible interpretation of "ethics", both of the
premises are empirically false.
In this essay, I will first provide the historical context of the quoted argument, and its intended role. 
Then I will discuss
the empirical evidence that demonstrates that the two premises are in fact false. Finally, I will explore some of the ways
in which the meaning of "ethics" is vague and undefined.
The quoted argument in the title is known as the "Argument from Disagreement". It argues that the fact of ethical/moral
disagreement implies ethical/moral relativism. 
If we look at the world around us, we find that different people and
especially different cultures appear to have different, and in some cases radically different, ethical/moral opinions and
codes. 
The argument suggests that if ethics was objective rather than relative, we would not expect to observe this.
Instead, the argument suggests, we would expect to find general inter-personal and cross-cultural consensus on
ethical/moral matters. 
The alleged fact of widespread ethical disagreement thus implies that ethics is a product of
personal opinion or culture, that there is no one objective ethical code. Some presentations of the argument, such as
Mackie's(1), represent it as an argument to the best explanation. 
The best explanation of why there is apparent widespread ethical disagreement is the hypothesis that there are no objective ethical facts.
The argument is employed by two different schools of thought. The Anti-Realists employ the argument against Ethical
Realists to allegedly prove that there can be no such thing as moral realism. The Moral Relativists employ the argument
against the Moral Absolutists to allegedly prove that moral standards and principles are relative and not independent of
people's beliefs. Moral relativism is the ethical theory that different ethical truths hold for different people. It comes in
two forms: ethical subjectivism and cultural relativism. 
Ethical subjectivism holds that ethical truth is relative to
individuals; cultural relativism holds that it is relative to culture. Both deny the existence of moral absolutes, of ethical
truths that hold for all people in all places at all times.
Ethical relativism, and its associated cultural and religious tolerance, has been a popular position in the latter half of the
20th century. For example, in 1947, on the occasion of the United Nations debate about universal human rights, the
American Anthropological Association issued a statement declaring that moral values are relative to cultures and that
there is no way of showing that the values of one culture are better than those of another.(2) 
The modern political
pressures for religious freedom and multi-culturalism are its latest manifestations. 
Common as this reasoning is,
however, there is plenty of room to doubt its coherence.
Firstly, we may challenge the connection, presumed in the first premise, between objectivity and agreement. 
A claim of
objective truth does presuppose that there would eventually be agreement among fully informed and completely rational
thinkers, after a sufficiently long iteration of critical challenge and response. 
For the argument in the title quote to be
operative, therefore, it would be necessary for ethical disagreements to persist in principle -- to persist between fully
informed and completely rational thinkers after an indefinitely long iteration of critical challenge and response. 
In other
words, the argument works only if no amount of reasoning between fully rational thinkers could resolve the dispute.
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But to suggest, as does this argument, that the existing observed differences of ethical opinion are the result of such a
lengthy process among such informed and rational agents is quite implausible. Actual ethical agents are anything but
fully informed or completely rational.
An alternative interpretation of the argument that has been offered by the Relativist, is that the ethical disagreements in
question are unresolvable in principle - because they derive from incompatible and/or incommensurable fundamental
premises (eg. "Honouring God is the mark of the Good" versus "The Greatest Good for the Greatest Number is the mark
of the Good"). 
But it is debateable that the necessary critical challenge and response process has progressed sufficiently
to certify that these premises are in fact irreconcilably fundamental. And while it may remain possible that two people
might persist in their disagreement despite an extensive iteration of challenge and response, to make the title argument
work one must assume that such a persistent disagreement in fundamental premises cannot in principle involve an error
on the part of one of the participants. Fully informed and completely rational agents might still make mistakes. 
One
would have to add infallibility to the list, making the argument less and less plausible.
Thus it is clear that the first premise holds true only on the presupposition that if ethics is objective, then the objective
truth should be readily recognizable and acknowledged by the average moral agent. 
But on almost any existing theory
of ethics, this is not the case. 
Consider three diverse ethical systems: (i) Religious ethics, wherein ethical truth is
provided by the dictates of a deity; 
(ii) Utilitarian ethics, wherein ethical truth is provided by the utilitarian principle of
"the greatest good for the greatest number"; and (iii) Evolutionary ethics, wherein the ethical truth is provided by the
Darwinian principle of "greatest inclusive fitness". 
In each of these systems, the ethical truth is realist and objective.
But discerning just what that truth might be in any particular circumstance is anything but a simple matter of perception
or intuition. 
Discovering which alternative is a best fit to the dictates of the deity requires an exhaustive search through
the available evidence on the dictates of that deity, and a resolution of the oft-times conflicting interpretations of that
evidence. Finding out just which alternative would deliver the "greatest good for the greatest number" or the "greatest
inclusive fitness", requires an exhaustive investigation into the probable consequences of one's actions. 
Not being
omniscient beings, it is not at all surprising that we should find numerous persistent ethical disagreements, even granting
an objective system of ethics.
Secondly, when it comes to the second premise about the absence of widespread ethical agreement, the empirical
evidence and some of the results from the philosophy of language, would argue that in fact what we actually find is that
only some ethical disagreements have persisted in the face of a limited amount of reasoning amongst not-fully informed
and not-completely rational agents, while many more such disagreements are successfully resolved against a
background of general agreement in ethical principles.
Donald Davidson(3), for example, argues that the existence of any disagreement at all presupposes considerable
agreement in the background. Davidson(4), Cooper(5), and Myers(6) all argue that there cannot be extensive
disagreements about ethics, and that the agreements must be more significant than the disagreements. Otherwise there
would be a recognition that there are incommensurable (and hence untranslatable) ethical concepts across cultures. 
This
is simply not the case. For example, some equivalent of the Golden Rule ("Do unto others …. ") can be found in most
cultures. And we readily translate the ethical language of one culture into another (not without the occasional difficulty,
of course).
To provide a reason for this general wide-spread background of agreement, Foot(7) and Scanlon(8) argue that there are
conceptual limitations on what could count as a moral code. 
There are basic elements of human nature that sets limits
on what might count as a "ethically good life". Nussbaum(9) likewise argued that there is one objectively correct
understanding of human good.
When exploring the ethical disagreements that do exist, one must distinguish between a descriptive analysis and a
normative analysis. 
A descriptive, cum anthropological, analysis would document what differences of opinion there are
without passing judgement on the nature of the disagreement or the basis underlying the disagreement. 
An "ethically
tolerant" catalogue of existing disagreements would therefore not be able to probe beneath the apparent conflicts to
discover what might be their cause. If two people bring opposing fundamental premises to the disagreement, then that is
the end of the analysis. That one of them might be in error is not an available descriptive option.
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In trying to translate the empirical observations of different ethical opinions into a deeper meaning of "a system of
ethics", ethical theorists do not adequately distinguish between two sets of "data". 
For roughly 8,000 generations, Homo
sapiens has lived and learned in small family tribes ruled by chieftains and shamans. 
So it is to be expected that we
have been socially indoctrinated with the habits of belief that these leaders find useful. 
These customary beliefs need
have little to do with what a non ethical relativist theorists would identify as the "proper moral beliefs", whatever their
own ethical theories might be. 
So what non-relativist theorists fail to properly consider is the probability that at least
some of our "ethical opinions" belong not to "ethics" but to the other field of "social habit" (mores). 
Thus when ethical
theorists point to apparent irresolvable moral disagreements as evidence in favour of moral relativism, they fail to
consider the possibility that these disagreements might be in the area of "social habit" (mores) rather than in the area of
"ethics".
A normative analysis of such disagreements, on the other hand, would approach the superficial catalogue of existing
ethical disagreements from the perspective of some specific ethical system. 
From a normative perspective, one can
examine the opposing fundamental premises and judge whether one (or both) of them are wrong, why they are wrong,
and in what direction they have made the error. 
A normative approach can distinguish between "ethics" and "mores" in
a way that a descriptive analysis cannot. 
For example, a descriptive analysis of the abortion debate would end at the
observation that the two sides bring incompatible fundamental principles to the floor. A utilitarian normative analysis
would identify the anti-abortion side of the disagreement as fundamentally mistaken about the nature of what is ethically
right, and as a victim of erroneous religious mores.
Which brings us to an analysis of the key term -- "ethics". 
In the context of the title argument, just what is being
referred to by "ethics"? If what is being referred to is a description of what people actually do maintain as their ethical
principles, then the truth of subjectivist ethical relativism is blatantly obvious. It is beyond question that as a matter of
empirical fact, different people do hold different beliefs as to what is ethically right/proper/good. 
It is an objective fact,
for example, that Putnam and Nozick disagree about government welfare spending(10). 
So here is a case where the facts
of the matter are objective and yet there is no agreement. Alternatively, the ethical opinions involved are clearly
subjective and individually relative, hence the disagreement. 
So is the ethics that is being referred to the empirically
observed opinions of different people?
On the other hand, the Argument from Disagreement is employed by Anti-Realists and Ethical Relativists in support of
a conclusion that is grander than the simple observation that different people actually do hold different opinions. They
attempt to employ the argument to demonstrate something deeper -- that there is, in fact, nothing more to ethics than
simply one person's opinion. 
In other words, they must be employing the term "ethics" in a sense deeper than simply an
empirical description of the world. 
We can thus see that in the hands of the anti-realist and ethical relativist, the essay's
title argument commits the fallacy of equivocation - "If ethics (deeper meaning) is objective, then there should be
widespread ethical (descriptive meaning) agreement. But there isn't widespread ethical (descriptive meaning)
agreement. Therefore, ethics (deeper meaning) is not objective." 
The fallacy is only avoidable if one assumes that there
is a premise to the effect that ethics (deeper meaning) determines ethics (descriptive meaning). 
This is the premise that
we have been challenging all along in this discussion. And this is the premise that raises the question of just what it is
that the relativist conceives beneath the label "ethics (deeper meaning)". 
It is not at all obvious. The Realist/Absolutist
has an answer to this challenge. 
The Anti-realist and relativist does not.
The Argument from Disagreement has been sufficiently criticized in the literature that it is no longer seriously employed
in philosophical debate. I have covered here only some of the more widely expressed challenges to the argument. 
It is
generally agreed that in isolation (as it appears here), the argument is not a sound deductive proof of its conclusion.
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'If there were objective values, then they would be entities
or qualities or relations of a very strange sort, utterly
different from anything else in the universe' (Mackie).
Discuss.
This is J.L. Mackie's "argument from queerness" for the non-existence of moral values (although in his work Ethics:
Inventing Right and Wrong, he tends to use as synonyms of moral value both properties and relations). 
Mackie argued
that if moral values (such as "goodness", "rightness", etc.) did exist, they would have to be different from the usual kind
of entity in the world. Mackie's argument is that moral values appear to have no discernible effect on the world -- they
do not appear to be amenable to empirical investigation. 
He suggests that there is therefore no evidence that there is a
value (property, quality, or relation) of "rightness" that morally right acts have. 
Most cognitivists argue that the
attitudes we have when we consider moral actions and choices are sufficient evidence of the existence of the relevant
moral values. But Mackie is a non-cognitivist and explains these feelings without saying that a moral value was their
cause. Mackie presents a two-threaded argument for his position. 
One thread is metaphysical (about the nature of
moral values) and the other epistemological (about how we learn about moral values). 
But since the epistemological
argument is all about how we could come to know anything about the queer metaphysical entities, we can ignore it if we
can show that objective moral values are not as queer as Mackie suggests.
According to Mackie, moral discourse appears, and is clearly intended by those involved in the discourse, to refer to
intrinsically prescriptive values (properties, qualities, or relations), moral entities that are supposed to motivate us and
provide suitable reasons for action independent of our desires. Moral values are authoritatively prescriptive -- the
morally good and the morally right have to-be-pursuedness and to-be-doneness built into them. 
If moral values were
objective, then there would be some entities in the world that possessed this property of authoritative prescriptiveness -independently of how or whether we think of them. 
But just what this property would look like is mysterious, and there
is no evidence of it when we look at the natural facts of the matter. 
Mackie also argues, if this authoritative
prescriptiveness of moral values supervenes on natural properties (or relations), the relation between moral values and
the natural properties is equally metaphysically mysterious. 
He suggests that any supervenient relationship required by
a supervenience theory of moral values would not be susceptible of further explanation or empirical investigation and
are thus sui generis. 
If he is right, that would make them quite different from the usual run-of-the-mill supervenience
relationship -- like that of chemistry on physics, for example. It would render moral values "queer" in the sense that
they are not amenable to empirical investigation the way that other more familiar supervenient properties are.
Mackie's point intentionally echoes Hume's -- objective facts are never a motive for action. 
Of course, what we do
depends on the facts, but we only do things with the addition of a prior desire (or passion, using Hume's word). 
The
existence of such objective moral values is not consistent with the kind of empirical naturalism that accepts only the
natural physical world that science investigates. To-be-pursuedness and to-be-doneness are "queer" properties in that
nothing else in the world has them, and they matter (or are discernible) only to moral persons.
It is, however, unclear just what Mackie thinks that these moral values might be, if he dismisses the idea that they can be
part of the natural physical world. On the one hand, he suggests that objective moral values would have to be something
like Plato's Forms -- ideal existences on an ideal plane. 
But on the other hand, he admits that the ideas of Platonic
Forms, G.E. Moore's non-natural properties, and the Intuitionist's self-evident relations of properness are "among the
wilder products of philosophical fancy". 
Mackie seems to want moral values to be intuitively grasped independently of
any grasp of the underlying physical world. But Mackie's "argument from queerness" actually begs the question and is
vulnerable to a positive explanation of the supposedly queer features. 
It requires as a prerequisite, the assumption either
of Platonic realism, or of sui generis supervenient entities, or some other such already classed as "queer" entity.
Taken at face value, there is nothing at all "queer" about moral values if they are understood as standard supervenient
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relations on the natural physical world. Consider a concept like "profitability". An action can be profitable if it
contributes to a person's welfare, unprofitable otherwise. This is clearly a supervenient property on the objective facts
of the matter. 
Whether some action in some circumstance is profitable or not for the acting agent can be determined
independent of how or whether anyone (including the agent) thinks of the matter. This not-at-all-queer property is the
basis of the science of economics, and the basis of the concept of economic value.
There are any number of moral theories available in the literature that would interpret moral value along the lines of the
"profitability" example by providing a particular definition equivalent to the economic welfare that grounds
profitability. 
Two specific examples are worth considering -- Bentham/Mill hedonistic Utilitarianism, and Evolutionary
Ethics. 
Each answers Hume's challenge by beginning with the posit of a pre-existing desire that it assumes combines
with the objective facts of the matter to produce a desire/passion/motivation to pursue or do that which is determined
ought to be pursued or done. 
Hedonistic Utilitarianism begins with the premise that all people want to and therefore
will pursue their own happiness, given the choice. 
Evolutionary Ethics begins with the premise that we are evolved to,
and therefore will pursue our own inclusive fitness, given the choice. 
Each of these theories renders moral value into a
non-queer supervenient property supervening on the objective facts of the matter. 
Each of these examples
demonstrating that Mackie was quite wrong in his argument - objective values are not entities or qualities or relations of
a very strange sort, utterly different from anything else in the universe. 
They are supervenient properties of actions,
circumstances, or things that are based on how the objective facts of the world interact with a pre-existing motivation
inherent in our nature.
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What would it be for morality to be objective?
In order to provide a useful answer to this question, I must first clarify what is meant by the two terms in the question -"morality" and "objective".
That which is moral is typically applied to actions and how they relate to our conceptions of other notions such as
freedom, avarice, happiness, greed, selfishness, generosity, etc. 
If the concept of morality is established outside of the
human experience then it loses its meaning. Of course, not all actions have some moral worth. 
At the simplest level,
we typically apply the concept of "morality" to actions involving an interaction between more than one person. 
Most
philosophers include thoughts (especially intentions) along with actions. Some philosophers narrow the category
severely. Kant, for example, dismisses actions which are motivated by one's own self-interest. 
Williams, as a counter
example, includes any thought (nascent action) that involves regarding the interests of others as making some valid
claim on oneself. Authoritative Rule moral systems, on the other hand, evaluate actions on whether they adhere to some
rule, regardless of intentions or consequences.
Abstracting away from these further criteria, and keeping the definition as loose as possible for this discussion, we can
establish that "morality" pertains to actions of an agent which have as their intention or consequence the benefit of other
individuals besides the agent (where the "other individual" has, perhaps, to include whatever Authority is behind
Authoritative Rule morality). The concept of "morality" then, refers to the rightness, wrongness, goodness, or badness
of an agent's actions. And of course, such evaluations are only appropriate for a subset of actions -- those within the
moral realm.
Next, I need to establish what "objective" means, given the word's versatility. In philosophy, objective refers to
something independent of the human mind. The object of perception does not change with our feelings, interpretations,
and prejudices. Things that are objective are therefore discovered, not invented. There is also the attribute of
universality. This applies when the basis for objectivity is not confined to a particular time and space. Universality is
predicated on objectivity for it is difficult to imagine subjective perceptions or interpretations applying to all people, in
all places, and at all times.
Given these understanding of the words involved, what would it be for morality to be objective? According to ShaferLandau ("Whatever Happened to Good and Evil"), it would be for there to be right and wrong, good and bad, etc.
independent of what human beings think or feel or desire. 
To say that morality is objective is to say that notions of right
and wrong, good and bad, moral and immoral, are universal and fixed for all times, in all places, for all people. What
are right and wrong here today has been and always will be that way for all times and all cultures in all places.
Regardless of what we may think about the issue. 
It would also mean that morality is to be discovered and not invented
or created. There would have to be moral facts of the matter that we can discover if we know how and where to look.
And it would also mean, obviously, that moral language is cognitive, and that moral propositions have truth values.
This does not mean, however, that the moral facts that exist necessarily have to be "queer" (a la Mackie) in the sense of
possessing to-be-doneness properties independent of other natural properties. 
This is an option, depending on the moral
theory one posits. 
But conceiving moral facts as supervening on natural (physical) facts is an acceptable alternative. It
also does not mean that moral facts are "intuitively obvious" or "plainly visible" to any who choose to look. Again, this
is an option. But it is also an acceptable posit that moral facts require training, careful observation, and intelligent
consideration to detect and characterize. 
As an analogy, consider the Darwinian concept of "inclusive fitness" which
also requires similar applications of empirical expertise to discover the facts. For morality to be objective does not
entail that the objective facts of the matter need be easily discovered. 
The universality of an objective morality would
mean that the truth vales of moral propositions would be constant over all time, all places, and all peoples. Although, of
course, that does not mean in all circumstances -- an objective morality can be relative to circumstances. Although
again, depending on the moral theory adopted, it doesn't have to be.
An interesting aspect of what it would be for morality to be objective, is its implication for moral dilemmas. 
One the
one hand, because moral propositions have a definitive truth value, actual moral dilemmas do not exist. 
In any
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"dilemma" situation there would necessarily be a clear cut "right" answer. On the other hand, because an objective
morality is consistent with theories that make moral facts perhaps hard to discover, it is possible that apparent moral
dilemmas might exist for any given agent as a result of the agent's ignorance of those facts or of an acceptable decision
procedure. Similarly, because an objective morality is consistent with theories that make moral facts relative to
circumstances, two agents in differing circumstances can properly reach opposing moral judgments -- again giving rise
to an apparent moral dilemma because of ignorance of the moral facts or of an acceptable decision procedure.
But the most telling aspect for what it would be for morality to be objective, is that it would render moral and ethical
discussion, debate, and argumentation more than simply my opinion versus yours. 
If all that matters is opposing
opinion, moral disagreement will eventually resort to might (force of arms, or personality) -- the reason that religious
zealots seek to legislate their morals into law. 
But if there are objective moral facts to be discovered, then any such
disagreements promise the opportunity for a peaceful and mutually beneficial resolution.
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Deontological Ethics
I'll start by discussing the Deontological theories of Ethics, because those are the theories most popular with nonphilosophers.
"A deontological theory of ethics is one which holds that at least some acts are morally
obligatory regardless of their consequences for human weal or woe. The popular motto 'Let
justice be done though the heavens fall' conveys the spirit that most often underlies
deontological ethics". Robert Olsen(1)
The word Deontological comes from the Greek "deon" meaning "bind, tie, or fetter". Deontological Ethics is the
normative ethical position that judges the morality of an action based on the action's adherence to a rule or rules.(2)   It is
sometimes described as "duty-" or "obligation-" or "rule-" based ethics, because rules "bind you to your duty."(3) It is
also sometimes called "Authoritative Command Ethics" because the rules involved are seen as commands demanding or
prohibiting certain actions, issued by some accepted Authority figure (frequently, but not always God). The term
"deontological" was first used to describe this form of ethics by C. D. Broad in his book, Five Types of Ethical
Theory(4) which was published in 1930.(5) Older usage of the term goes back to Jeremy Bentham, who coined it in
ca.1826 to mean more generally "the knowledge of what is right and proper".(6)
Deontological Ethics is contrasted with the various Consequentialist theories of ethics, because deontological ethics
judges an action based on whether (or the degree to which) the action follows the rules. The consequences of the action
are not relevant to the moral worth of the action. (Although, as mentioned earlier, the consequences of an action must
be examined to determine which rules might apply, and whether - or the degree to which - the action follows those
rules.) This raises some challenges. It is always possible, and in practice often common in a given circumstance, that
different actions may by recommended and/or prohibited by different rules. Hence adherents to Deontological Ethics
frequently face moral dilemmas, with no means within the system of resolving the conflict. Resolving such moral
dilemmas must rely on resources outside the collection of Deontological ethical rules.
Deontological Ethics is also contrasted with various theories of Virtue Ethics. The term "virtue ethics" is a broad label
for theories that emphasize habits of character, rather than singling out particular actions. Virtue Ethics focusses on
what constitutes good and proper ways of living rather than on the action which fulfills one's duty or obeys some rules,
or the consequences resulting from the action.(7)
However, the most important challenge facing adherents of any of the various Deontological theories of ethics is the
question -- "Why be moral?" What is it about the rules and duties provided by your preferred system of Deontological
Ethics that persuades anyone to follow them? Why should I follow these rules, fulfill these duties, rather than some
other rules? Why should I follow rules at all, rather than follow my inclinations? What is the source of motivation?
The answers that are provided in answer to this challenge define the different categories of Deontological Ethics. In a
rough order of popularity, the answers that are provided are:(i)

Divine Command Ethics

"God said it. I Believe it. That settles it!"

(ii)

Natural Law Ethics

"That's just the way the world works!"

(iii)

Kant's Categorical Imperative

"Reason Dictates it!"

(iv)

Intuitionist Ethics   

"It's Intuitively Obvious!" / "Because I said so!"

(v)

Social Conventionalism

"That's what everybody does / believes!"
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(vi)

Social Contractualism

"We've all agreed (perhaps only in theory)!"
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Footnotes
(1) Robert G. Olson, "Deontological Ethics," The Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Macmillan, New York, New York,
1967. Pg 1:343.
(2) Hursthouse, Rosalind; "Virtue Ethics", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Edward N. Zalta (ed.),
URL=<http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2013/entries/ethics-virtue/>.
(3) Waller, Bruce N.; Consider Ethics: Theory, Readings, and Contemporary Issues. Pearson Longman, 2005, New
York, New York. Pg 23.
(4) Broad, C. D.; Five Types of Ethical Theory, Harcourt, Brace and Co., Mew York, New York. 1930,
(5) Beauchamp, Tom L.; Philosophical Ethics: An Introduction to Moral Philosophy, 2nd Ed. , McGraw Hill
Publishing, 1991, New York, New York. Pg 171.
(6) Wikipedia contributors; "Deontological ethics," in Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia,
URL=<http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Deontological_ethics&oldid=662183332>.
(7) Athanassoulis, Nafsika; "Virtue Ethics" in the Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy,
URL=<http://www.iep.utm.edu/virtue/>.
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Divine Command Ethics
"Above all, we ought to submit to the Divine authority rather than to our own judgment even
though the light of reason may seem to us to suggest, with the utmost clearness and evidence,
something opposite."      Rene Descartes(*)
If you believe that the "right thing to do" is specified by rules of behaviour (e.g. "Thou shalt not . . .", "Do unto Others . .
.", etc.), then you believe in an "Authoritative Rules" or "Divine Command" notion of Ethics. The ethical thing to do is
that which most closely conforms to the relevant rules. It is unethical / immoral / sinful to behave contrary to, or in
violation of, The Rules. Many different sources of Authority for these rules have been cited by various philosophers.
The most obvious, of course, is some Deity - as in the Ten Commandments of Moses, and the "Word of God" captured
in print in the Bible, Koran, or Torah. For some people, the words of Buddha (Siddhartha Gautama Buddha. 563?-483?
bc) and Confucius (551-479 bc) fulfill that role. And even, for some people, the works of Karl Marx, Adolph Hitler,
Vladimir Ilich Lenin, or Mao Ze-dong. And for some political zealots, the Republican or Democratic Party Platform.
In this discussion I specifically focus on God's commands.   But all arguments may be equally applied to the commands
of any recognized "Authority".  When I talk about "God" you can read this as "God / Authority". When I talk about
"Divine Command" you can read this as "Divine / Authoritative Command".
Divine Command Ethics holds that an action is right if God has decreed that it is right, and wrong if God has decreed
that it is wrong. An action is morally obligatory if God commands it, and morally prohibited if God commands its
negative.(1)    Moral obligations thus arise from God's commands. The rightness of any action depends upon that action
being performed because it is a duty, not because of any good consequences arising from that action. (Hence, Divine
Command Ethics is part of Deontological Ethics.) If God commands us not to steal, then people act rightly if they do
not steal because God has commanded that they do not do so. If they do not steal because they are afraid of the
consequences of getting caught, then their action is not properly speaking "morally right", even though the actual
physical action performed is the same (i.e.. not stealing). The consequences of the action are not relevant to the moral
worth of the action. Although, as mentioned earlier, the consequences of an action must be examined to determine
which rules might apply, and whether - or the degree to which - the action adheres to the relevant rules.
I do not intend to bore you here with a polemic against a Religious basis of morals. Better men than I have made their
careers doing that sort of thing. So I simply recommend for your perusal:
 

        Richard Dawkins                     The Selfish Gene. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1976. ISBN 0-19-286092-5.
                    The Extended Phenotype. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1982. ISBN 0-19-288051-9.
                    The Blind Watchmaker. New York: W. W. Norton & Company. 1986. ISBN 0-393-31570-3.
                    River Out of Eden. New York: Basic Books. 1995. ISBN 0-465-06990-8.
                    Climbing Mount Improbable. New York: W. W. Norton & Company. 1996. ISBN 0-393-31682-3.
                    Unweaving the Rainbow. Boston: Houghton Mifflin. 1998. ISBN 0-618-05673-4.
                    A Devil's Chaplain. Boston: Houghton Mifflin. 2003. ISBN 0-618-33540-4.
                    The Ancestor's Tale. Boston: Houghton Mifflin. 2004. ISBN 0-618-00583-8.
                    The God Delusion. Boston: Houghton Mifflin. 2006. ISBN 0-618-68000-4.
                    The Greatest Show on Earth: The Evidence for Evolution. Free Press. 2009. ISBN 0-593-06173-X.
                    The Magic of Reality: How We Know What's Really True. Free Press. 2011. ISBN 978-1-4391-9281-8.
        Sam Harris                     The End of Faith: Religion, Terror, and the Future of Reason (2004). New York: W. W. Norton &
Company. ISBN 0-393-03515-8
                    Letter to a Christian Nation (2006). London: Vintage / Random House. ISBN 0-307-26577-3
                    The Moral Landscape: How Science Can Determine Human Values (2010). New York: Simon & Schuster
Inc. ISBN 978-1-4391-7121-9
                    Waking Up: A Guide to Spirituality Without Religion (2014) New York: Simon & Schuster Inc. ISBN 9781451636017
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                    Islam and the Future of Tolerance (2015) Harvard: Harvard University Press. ISBN 978-0674088702
        Christopher Hitchens                     The Portable Atheist: Essential Readings for the Non-Believer, (2007) Da Capo Press, Perseus Publishing.
ISBN 978-0-306-81608-6
                    God Is Not Great: How Religion Poisons Everything, (2007) Twelve/Hachette Book Group USA/Warner
Books, ISBN 0-446-57980-7
                    Is Christianity Good for the World? -- A Debate (co-author, with Douglas Wilson), (2008) New York:
Canon Press, ISBN 1-59128-053-2
                    Mortality, (2012) New York: Twelve / Hatchett Book Group. ISBN 1-4555-0275-8
        A. C. Grayling
                    Against All Gods: Six Polemics on Religion and an Essay on Kindness (2007) New York: Oberon Books.
ISBN 978-1-840-02728-0.
                    The God Argument: The Case against Religion and for Humanism (2014) New York: Bloomsbury. ISBN
978-1620401927.
        Bertrand Russell
                    Why I am Not a Christian: And Other Essays on Religion and Related Subjects (1967) New
York:Touchstone Books. ISBN 978-0671203238.
        Steven Pinker
                    Enlightenment Now: The Case for Reason, Science, Humanism, and Progress (2018) New York: Viking
Books ISBN 978-0525427575.
A notable characteristic of most flavors of Divine Command Ethics is their intolerance of any curiosity about the
rationale for, and justification of, any of the Rules. A Rule is the Rule because God says so - and no further response is
available, or enquiry permitted. A Divine Command ethical theory says that "morally right" means "commanded by
God", and "morally wrong" means "forbidden by God". "Life will be Better if you adhere to the Rules -- Trust me!",
because no explanation of why or how is available or permissible. The popular term for this sort of unquestioning
obedience, when encountered outside of mainstream religions, is "cult". Although followers of main-stream religions
would vociferously object to that characterization.
A key discursive challenge for Divine Command Ethics is that it is impossible to convince someone by logical argument
that one interpretation of "God's Word" is any better than another. Any discussion approached from the perspective of a
Divine Command notion of Ethics will almost always degenerate into emotional posturing. In a social environment,
therefore, "persuasion" in ethical disagreements almost always degenerates into ad hominem attacks or outright
coercion.
Adherents of any of the various flavors of Divine Command Ethics also must deal with two key philosophical
challenges. Firstly, there is nothing within such a system of Ethics that requires the various Rules be logically consistent
and not mutually contradictory. And secondly, there is nothing within such a system of Ethics that guides the adherent
in choosing which of a set of contradictory rules (or interpretations of the rules) to apply in any situation, or protects
against a ludicrous misapplication of some Rule. It is impossible, therefore, to employ logical reasoning or rational
analysis in an exploration of the consequences and implications of the Rules. Consequently, in practical application
"Ethical" behavior is almost always the result of a non-rational and non-logical subjective opinion as to which Rule(s) to
apply when, where, and how. In practical application, in situations where the prescribed rules do not provide an
immediately obvious answer, Divine Command Ethics devolves quickly into Subjective Opinion Ethics. Despite (or
possibly because of) these drawbacks, it may be argued that what most distinguishes a "religion" (small-r religion as
opposed to Capital-R formal organized Religion) from anything else, is the existence of a Code of Ethics based on the
theory of Divine Command. Obviously, this categorization is not restricted to the recognized formal religions. A prime
example of a non-religious Authoritarian system of Ethics is the Judicial System in any western nation. Judicially, just
as in any Authoritarian religion, "right" means "according to the rules", and "wrong" means "in violation of the rules".
The concept of a Rule itself being "wrong" is logically impermissible. (Except in hierarchies of rules, where a lower
level rule may be deemed "wrong" if it violates a higher level rule. But the possibility of one of the highest level rules
being wrong, is still impermissible.)
In addition to these three challenges, faced by all Deontological theories, the Divine Command theory of ethics faces a
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number of special problems. First, of course, is the existence of God. If God does not exist, then the Divine Command
theory of ethics falls flat. While this problem may not concern devout believers in God, it does present difficulties when
trying to convince non-believers that God's rules ought to be followed by them as well. The fact that "God said it!" and
you believe it, certainly does not settle the matter for me if I do not believe in your God, or your interpretation of God's
words. In moral disagreements between the pious and the infidel, it is impossible to convince someone by logical
argument that one source or interpretation of God's Word is any better than another.
Secondly, although moral obligations arise from God's commands, figuring out what exactly God has commanded is not
easy. There are two accepted authorities for determining God's commands -- the "sacred writings" and the "infallible
shaman"(2). Most of God's commands are encoded within the literature that constitutes some "sacred writing" that is
accepted by the pious as the "Word of God". Which God and which Book, of course, varies by the particular religious
community involved. Wikipedia, for example, records the sacred books of 55 different religions.(3) Different religious
communities worship different Gods, and have different sacred books. (Hence the frequency of the first problem
mentioned.) The Bible for Christians, the Torah for the Jewish, and the Koran for Muslims are the most widely known
examples. But there are "sacred writings" for all the recognized religions, and even for different religious sects within
the main streem religions. Consider, for example, the Mishnah, Tosefta and Talmud literature that accompany the
Jewish Tanakh (Hebrew Bible); or the many non-biblical texts that accompany the Christian Bible - such as the books of
the Apocrypha or the Book of Mormon; or the Vedas, Brahmanas, Aranyakas and Upanishads of the various Hindu
sects; or the Tripitaka (Pali Canon) and Mahayana Sutras of Buddhism.
But even if you restrict your interpretive efforts to a single body of sacred writings, it is often difficult to discern what
God has commanded. It often occurs that one passage can be interpreted one way, while some other passage can be
interpreted in a contrary way. Determining which command is the relevant command God has intended for you to
follow in your current circumstances is fraught with complications. As many students of the Bible, the Torah, and the
Koran can attest, it is reasonably easy to find passages to support contradictory interpretations. Just another reason for
the prevalence of moral dilemmas in Deontological Ethics. What this means in practice, however, is that the "accepted
cannon" of rules within each religious sect is an interpretation of a selected subset of the sacred writings often shared by
other sects. Because of the complexities inherent in selecting suitable subsets of the sacred writings, and properly
interpreting those writings to discern just what God actually commands for a given moral problem, many religious sects
establish a position of an "infallible shaman". This is a person or position to whom is delegated the task of selecting and
interpreting the Word of God, and discerning the Commands of God that apply to the problem at hand. This person or
position is assumed to be in communication with God, and whose moral judgement is therefore deemed to be infallible
and thus unchallengeable. The prime example of this position is the Pope of the Catholic Church. When he is speaking
"ex cathedra", his dictates are deemed infallible and unchallengeable. Similar positions exist in many religious sects,
although it may not be as reified as the Catholic Pope. And this raises the question of the standards that are being used
to control the selection and interpretation of the Word of God. Given the plethora of religious sects that exist around the
world, one has to ask how they are picking the portions of text that they choose to sanctify. What separates the Sunis
from the Shias, the Baptists from the Methodists, the Orthodox from the Modern? Is there a hidden standard of "Right"
and "Good" at work here, independent of the written word?
A third problem stems from the fact that even though "God said it! I believe it!" you can still ask yourself "Why be
Moral?" -- "Why should I follow God's commands?" Even if I am a devout believer in the existence of God, what
reason do I have to follow God's commands. Even if God is the Creator of the Universe (and so forth), why should I
follow Her commands? Why is creating the Universe (and so forth) worthy of my respect and worship? And (assuming
that question is answered to your satisfaction) how does respect and worship translate into unquestioning obedience to
God's commands? According to the theory, God created us "in his own image". But surely that means that She
endowed us with the ability to reason and the power of foresight. Why should I ignore those God-given talents, and
blindly follow her commands? Now, the obvious first-approximation answer to that challenge is that it is in my own
self-interest. That is why all formal religions incorporate some concept of Heaven and Hell (to use the standard
Christian labels) -- good little boys and girls wind up in Heaven, while bad little boys and girls wind up in Hell. But
this answer confuses the deontological nature of Divine Command Ethics with some form of Consequentialist ethics. If
you are worried about your self-interest, then you are not undertaking moral obligations because they arise from God's
commands. You are obeying God's commands with the same motivation as you obey the local traffic laws. So what
now separates God's Commands from the laws of the local legislature? And if you do not consider your own selfhttp://www3.sympatico.ca/saburns/pg0405a01.htm[6/23/2020 1:36:14 PM]
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interest when contemplating God's commands, then the question returns at a deeper level -- "Why be Moral?"
The forth problem for Divine Command Ethics was identified by Socrates circa 399 BC. The "Euthyphro Dilemma"
is found in Plato's Euthyphro dialogue, in which Socrates asks Euthyphro, "Is the pious loved by the gods because it is
pious, or is it pious because it is loved by the gods?" In modern parlance -- is an action right (morally obligatory)
because it is commanded by God, or has God commanded it because it is right (morally obligatory)? If one accepts the
first horn of the dilemma, (the position commonly known as Theological Voluntarism(4)) then one is accepting that
God's commands can be arbitrary and capricious, adhering to no other standard of right and wrong than God's whimsy.
It is then possible (and in fact highly likely, given a superficial reading of the Bible) that God's commands are totally
arbitrary, without any necessary foundation, and may possibly and acceptably be mutually inconsistent, contradictory,
and conflicting. If one accepts the other horn of the dilemma, on the other hand, then one is accepting that there exists a
standard of rightness and morality that is independent of God's commands.
On the one hand, God might command things that we intuitively think are obnoxious (and a selective reading of the
Bible would cerrtainly reinforce that conclusion). On the other hand, if we can study and learn about that external
standard of right, then what do we need God for? Obviously, neither horn of this dilemma is attractive to adherents of
Divine Command Ethics. If one tries to avoid the dilemma by arguing that God's very nature is the standard of good, or
value, or justice -- then one is accepting that the statement "God is good" is equivalent to the statement "God is
approved of by God" -- a meaningless tautology and not an appealing alternative either. Moreover, the religious
doctrine of the "Goodness" of God is, if not meaningless, at least useless. God is good because God has willed what
"good" is. If "X is good" simply means that "X is commanded by God", then the statement that "God's commands are
good" becomes "God's commands are commanded by God". A useless truism. Many of religious faith accept this
option, and treat the concept of "God" and the concept of "Moral Good" as one and the same. God and Good are
semantically equivalent. The Good is "good" because God has willed it so. And God is "good" because what is Good is
what God wills it to be. Within this conception, the "Doctrine of the Goodness of God" is interpreted as the statement of
the equivalence of the concept of "Good" and the concept of "God".
In his article "Divine Command Theory", Quinn(4) argues that "God's essential perfect goodness entails God's essential
justice. So though God is not under an obligation to be just, God is just by a necessity of the divine nature. It is the
divine nature itself, and not divine commands or intentions, that constrains the antecedent intentions God can form."
But this, of course, requires an extra-theological explanation of what is "goodness" or what is "justice". Otherwise, this
description becomnes a meaningless tautology. A point significantly ignored by Quinn.
Because of these particular problems with Divine Command Ethics, most people who say they believe that morality is
dictated by God's commands, in practice find themselves actually following one of the other ethical theories. In other
words, most people do not actually behave the way that they claim that they believe that they should. Which
circumstance is tailor made for the Shamans of each religion. Ayn Rand makes this point in Atlas Shrugged.(5) Here,
Dr. Ferris is explaining to Mr. Rearden the nature of the game:
"Did you really think that we want those laws to be observed? . . . We want them broken. . . .
There's no way to rule innocent men. The only power any government has is the power to
crack down on criminals. Well, when there aren't enough criminals, one makes them. One
declares so many things to be a crime that it becomes impossible for men to live without
breaking laws. Who wants a nation of law-abiding citizens? What's there in that for anyone?
But just pass the kind of laws that can neither be observed nor enforced nor objectively
interpreted -- and you create a nation of lawbreakers -- and then you cash in on guilt. Now
that's the system, Mr. Rearden, that's the game, and once you understand it, you'll be much
easier to deal with."
Accusing the believer of violating God's commands -- "sinning" -- is a wonderful way to make them feel guilty. And
making them feel guilty is a wonderful way to shame them into paying penance. And penance is, of course, what pays
the salary of, and builds the temples for, the Shamans.
(6)
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An interesting example of the efficacy of this approach comes from an article in The Economist (August 18, 2012)
about the estimated finances of the Catholic Church in the United States.
"The Economist estimates that annual spending by the church and entities owned by the church
was around $170 billion in 2010 (the church does not release such figures). We think 57% of
this goes on health-care networks, followed by 28% on colleges, with parish and diocesan dayto-day operations accounting for just 6% and national charitable activities just 2.7% . . . "
One does have to consider that a portion of the expenses allocated to health-care networks and colleges goes to
charitable services, but the overall impression these numbers leave is a charitable organization that spends far too much
of its intake on its daily operations, and not enough on charitable works. It is interesting that these numbers have to be
estimates drawn from secondary sources. Unlike every other registered tax exempt charitable organization in the United
States, the American Catholic Church publishes no record of its finances. There are no figures available on how much
of their monetary intake gets funnelled up the chain to the Vatican. Nor do the local church parishes publish anything
like the information that other tax exempt charitable organizations are compelled to publish on the percentage of their
monetary intake that finally ends up in the charitable activities they are supposed to provide. But I do not think that the
American Catholic Church is unique in this regard. I suspect that all organized religious organizations are similar. If
your objective is to donate to charity, you are better off contributing to a more publically transparent organization. On
the other hand, of course, despite their status as tax exempt charitable organizations, religious hierarchies exist to deliver
more than just charitable works -- at least in the eyes of their adherents.
Finally, lets place Divine Command Ethics in the matrix of the other Ethical Theories we will be discussing in these
essays. Divine Command Ethics is almost unique among Ethical theories in that the benefits that are to be realized by
the faithful will not be realized in this life, but in the next one. In addition, when one examines the list of Divine
Commands gleened by the faithful from the "sacred writings", it becomes fairly obvious that following these commands
will clearly benefit the social group, often at a cost to the individual. For these two reasons many thinkers would argue
that Divine Command Ethics should be classified as a Social conception of Ethics. However, I think that is quite
debatable. The motivation offered Divine Command Ethics in response to the "Why Be Moral?" challenge is that
"Good little boys and girsl go to Heaven!". So even though following God's Commands might cost the individual in this
life, the rationale for being moral (and following God's commands) is that the individual will reap much greater rewards
in the next life. So on this basis, I would classify Divine Command Ethics as a Personal conception of Ethics. As a
Deontological form of Ethics, Divine Command Ethics is a Social conception of Ethics. As a Consequentialist form of
Ethics, Divine Command Ethics is a Personal concpetion of Ethics.
If you still choose to believe that morality is based on Divine Command, then realize that you are accepting a concept of
"good" that has nothing to do with your own personal best interests in this life here and now. You cannot even justify
the acceptance of Divine Command morality by appealing to the "Good of the Society". The religious concept of
"good" is based on "Good as God sees it" and "Good in the next life." And the record of history clearly shows that
despite the claims of the devout that "God is Omnibenevolent", the "Good as God sees it" is certainly not even close to
the best interests in this life for the people and the societies involved. Religious morality demands that believers
sacrifice their own personal interests, projects, and well being in this life for the sake of the demands of God, for which
they will be rewarded in the next life. The net result is that in following any religious based morality, you are
committed to suicide and possibly genocide - and sometimes not slowly.
"We have seen, a thousand times, in all parts of our globe, infuriated fanatics slaughtering
each other, lighting the funeral piles, committing without scruple, as a matter of duty, the
greatest crimes. Why? To maintain or to propagate the impertinent conjectures of enthusiasts,
or to sanction the knaveries of imposters on account of a being who exists only in their
imagination." Jean Meslier (1664-1729), a French Catholic priest(7)
"Once your faith, sir, persuades you to believe what your intelligence declares to be absurd,
beware lest you likewise sacrifice your reason in the conduct of your life. In days gone by,
there were people who said to us: 'You believe in incomprehensible, contradictory and
impossible things because we have commanded you to; now then, commit unjust acts because
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we likewise order you to do so.' Nothing could be more convincing. Certainly any one who has
the power to make you believe absurdities has the power to make you commit injustices. If you
do not use the intelligence with which God endowed your mind to resist believing
impossibilities, you will not be able to use the sense of injustice which God planted in your
heart to resist a command to do evil. Once a single faculty of your soul has been tyrannized, all
the other faculties will submit to the same fate. This has been the cause of all the religious
crimes that have flooded the earth."   FranÃ§ois-Marie Arouet (1694-1778) aka Volataire(8)
The Deep Genesis Challenge
Finally, the "Deep Genesis Challenge" facing any of the various Divine/Authoritative Command Ethics follows directly
from the Euthyphro Dilemma. Why these rules rather than those rules. Other than the option of claiming that these
rules Command only becuase these rules tickle God's whimsy, is there any other explanation that can be offered for why
we should obey these rules rather than those?
This problem is made more challenging by the presence in all religions of a number of differing interpretations of
"God's Word". Not even a overly devout believer in the infallibility of the record of "God's Word" takes every passage
literally, follows every recorded command to the letter. Every interpreter of "God's Word" brings to the process a preconcieved notion of which passages to emphasize and which passages to gloss over. So from where comes this preconcieved moral conscience? For example, most Christians accept that the Commands of God as recorded in the Old
Testament are superceded by the Commands of God as recorded in the New Testament. Did God change his mind? Or
have our modern sensibilities recognized that the Old Testament is no longer in sync with our evolving extra-religious
standards of Morality?
[Up] [Home] [Next]

Footnotes
(*) Descartes, Rene; The Philosophical Works of Descartes, trans. Elizabeth S. Haldane and G.R.T. Ross (London:
Cambridge University Press, 1973), Vol. I, p. 253.
Ad Hominem -- Translated from Latin to English, "Ad Hominem" means "against the man" or "against the person." Ad
Hominem is a general category of fallacies in which a claim or argument is rejected on the basis of some irrelevant fact
about the author of or the person presenting the claim or argument. Typically, this fallacy involves two steps. First, an
attack against the character of person making the claim, her circumstances, or her actions is made (or the character,
circumstances, or actions of the person reporting the claim). Second, this attack is taken to be evidence against the claim
or argument the person in question is making (or presenting). This type of "argument" has the following form: Person A
makes claim X. Person B makes an attack on person A. Therefore A's claim is false. The reason why an Ad Hominem
arguement (of any kind) is a fallacy is that the character, circumstances, or actions of a person do not (in most cases)
have a bearing on the truth or falsity of the claim being made (or the quality of the argument being made).
Example: Bill: "I believe that abortion is morally wrong."
                Dave: "Of course you would say that, you're a priest."
               Bill: "What about the arguments I gave to support my position?"
               Dave: "Those don't count. Like I said, you're a priest, so you have to say that abortion is wrong. Further, you
are just a lackey to the Pope, so I can't believe what you say."
(1) Wierenga, Edward. 1983. "A Defensible Divine Command Theory". NoÃ»s, Vol. 17, No. 3: Pgs 387-407.
(2) 
Oxford Dictionaries Online, URL=<http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american_english/shaman>.
                "A person regarded as having access to, and influence in, the world of good and evil spirits, especially among
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some peoples of northern Asia and North America."
                Used in this essay to indicate a person endowed with special access to the commands of God.
(3) Wikipedia contributors; "Religious Text," in Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, URL=
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religious_text>.
(4) Quinn, Philip l.; "Divine Command Theory" in LaFollette, Hugh and Persson, Ingmar (Eds.); The Blackwell Guide
to Ethical Theory, 2nd Edition (Blackwell Philosophy Guides), Wiley Blackwell, Blackwell Publishing Inc., Chichester,
England, 2013. ISBN 978-1-4443-3009-0.
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(7) Meslier, Jean; Superstition in All Ages, trans. Anna Knoop, New York: Peter Eckler, 1889. pp. 37--38.
(8) Voltaire; Les Philosophes. The Philosophers of the Enlightenment and Modern Democracy. Translation by Norman
Lewis Torrey. Capricorn Books, 1961, pp. 277-8.
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Natural Law Ethics
An early attempt at answering the "Why be Moral?" challenge to Divine Command Ethics, is the Natural Law theory of
ethics described by Thomas Aquinas.(1) He theorized that the world is governed by natural laws (divinely given, of
course). And that Man can discover these natural laws, and govern his life according to them. Effectively, Aquinas has
chosen the second horn of the Euthyro Dilemma.
Aquinas argued that when we focus on man's role as recipient of the natural law, the natural law constitutes the
principles of practical rationality. It is against the dictates of the natural law that human action is to be judged as
reasonable or unreasonable. Natural law is the preeminent part of the theory of practical rationality.(2) Thomas Hobbes
can also be classified as a natural law theorist.(3) Like Aquinas, Hobbes held that the laws of nature are divine law, that
all humans are bound by them, and that it is easy to know at least the basics of the natural law. Of course, if one
maintains the premise that these Natural Laws have God as the law giver, then there is little difference between Natural
Law Ethics and Divine Command Ethics. All of the flaws infecting Divine Command Ethics will also infect Divine
Natural Law Ethics.
But there are a number of Ethical theorists who deny this premise, and offer Naturalistic Moral Law theories. For
example, there are the theories of Michael Moore(4) , Philippa Foot(5) , John Finnis(6) , Alasdair MacIntyre(7) and Mark
Murphy(8). Naturalistic moral law theories maintain that there is a natural order to our world that should be followed. It
is an absolute theory of ethics that is not routed in duty or in externally imposed rules, but in our human nature and our
search for genuine happiness and fulfillment. Like Hobbes (Leviathan, xiv, Sect 3), they all argue that the fundamental
good is self-preservation, and that the laws of nature direct the way to this good. These theorists use reason to discover
the laws governing human nature and natural events, and apply these laws to thinking about human action. Within these
theories, actions in conformity and support of natural laws are morally correct. What is consistent with the Natural Law
is Right, and what is not in keeping with the Natural Law is Wrong. For example, it is argued that Humans have a
natural drive to eat, drink, sleep and procreate. These actions are in accord with the natural laws for species to survive
and procreate. Thus activities in conformity with such laws are morally good. Activities that work against these laws
are morally wrong. As an example consider that to eat too much or too little and place your life in jeopardy is morally
wrong. This reasoning appears to place Natural Law Ethics firmly on the Personal Ethics side of the divide. (But see
below for a demurrer.)
In answer to the challenge of "Why be moral?" then, Naturalistic Moral Law theorists provide the answer "To achieve
genuine happiness and fulfillment". Unfortunately, this sort of answer makes the ethical theory in question more of a
consequentialist theory than a deontological one. Within deontology, one obeys the rules because they are the rules.
One does one's duty because it is one's duty. But this deontological approach, as I outlined earlier, leaves the question
of "Why be moral?" open.
Also there remain two main flaws to Naturalistic Law Ethical theories. The first, was advanced by David Hume. He
argued that Natural Law theories conflate that which is the case with that which ought to be the case. There may be, as
these theories maintain, a natural order to the world. But that does not logically imply that we ought to follow it. One
cannot, as Hume pointed out, logically derive a moral imperative or value judgment simply by observing the facts of
nature. It may be a fact of nature that we need so many calories on a daily basis to keep on living. But that offers no
prescription about how many calories we ought to consume. Not unless you include the prior moral premise that we
ought to keep on living. But there are no natural facts of the matter, and no law of nature, that suggests this need be the
case.
The second flaw is an extension of the first. Naturalistic Moral Law Theories assume that moral principles are written
in the laws of nature. Modern science is generally understood to contradict this assumption. The scientific perspective
sees only cause and effect in the natural world. Science, it is often claimed, does not see moral principles and values.
These have to be provided by extra-scientific assumption. Science can point the way to genuine happiness, only if that
concept is defined in terms of individual subjective evaluation of what makes us happy. And that leads to a subjectivist
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ethic, rather than an absolute ethic. Similarly, the notion of fulfillment is either going to be a matter of subjective
personal opinion, or is going to beg the initial question.
The third (and more trivial) problem facing Natural Law Ethics, is the difficulty in placing such theories on the Social
versus Personal conceptual divide. On the one hand, Natural Law Theorists answer the "Why be Moral?" challenge by
claiming that the life of the individual moral agent will be happier and more fullfilled if the agent follows the rules
dictated by the Natural Laws. But on the other hand, these Laws ought to be obeyed even to the detriment of the
individual moral agent. In other words, even if it appears that following the Natural Law in some particular
circumstance might not be in the interests of the moral agent, really it actually is. (Hmmm? And the evidence for this
is?)
As a result of these flaws, Natural Law Ethics plays virtually no role in contemporary secular moral discourse.(9) Or
perhaps more accurately, the role once assumed by Natural Law Ethics has been incorporated into other
Consequentialist Ethical theories.
Deep Genesis Challenge
Which still leaves us with the challenge of explaining why happiness and personal fullfillment matter, and why these
particular rules and goals should happen to lead to happiness and personal fullfillment. If moral principles are in fact
written in the laws of nature, why should these particular principles lead to our happiness and fullfillment rather than
those principles? Accepting the situation as a fait acompli, closed to further investigation, renders morality a matter of
differing opinions on the interpretation of the Moral Laws.
[Up] [Home] [Next]
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Kant's Categorical Imperative
Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) was well aware of the Euthyphro Dilemma. His solution to the problem was to choose the
second horn of the dilemma and accept that there exists a standard of rightness (goodness, justice) that is independent of
God's commands. He argued that the required standard was "reason". Kant's metaphysics included the notion that
because God is presumed to be supremely rational, the world that God created must be logically consistent and obey
rules (laws) that we can learn. To Kant, the concept of "practical reason" meant to apply the rules that the world
follows, to the circumstances we find ourselves in, in order to find what logic demonstrates is the only reasonable
action. In Kant's terminology, "Theoretical reasoning" uses logic to move from beliefs to beliefs. "Practical reasoning"
uses logic to move from circumstances to motives for action. Thus Kant assumes that God is a rational and reasoning
being, and the omnipotence of God is limited by the rules of logic, and the nature of reasoning. And he also assumes
that we are created "in God's image" and so are also rational and reasoning beings.
I won't try to provide any detailed synopsis of Kant's metaphysical and moral philosophy here, as it is an incredibly
complex construction. And there are libraries full of texts to provide more than sufficient detail for those interested. I
will limit myself here to a very brief outline of some of the key points of his Moral philosophy.
Kant argued that conformity to the Categorical Imperative can be shown to be essential to rational agency. This
argument he based on the his doctrine that a rational will must be autonomous -- in the sense of being the author of the
rules that bind it.(1)
Kant's three significant formulations of his Categorical Imperative are:
        (i)        (Universal Law Formulation) Act only according to that maxim by which you can also will that it would
become a universal law.
        (ii)       (Humanity Formulation) Act in such a way that you always treat humanity, whether in your own person or
in the person of any other,
                        never simply as a means, but always at the same time as an end.
        (iii)      (Autonomy Formulation) Every rational being must so act as if he were, through his maxim, always a
legislating member in a universal kingdom of ends.
Kant's moral philosophy is the archtype of the Social conception of Morality. It focuses on universalizable maxims that
are applicable to all rational beings, because of their very rationality. According to Kant, the moral worth of an action
comes from the fact that it is motivated by the moral duty to adhere to the Categorical Imperative, not from any
consequences that might ensue.
The universal law formulation comes from thinking about the rule-ish nature of practical reasoning. If morality is going
to mean anything at all, Kant argues, then it has to apply to everyone. The notion of a morality that applies only to a
small group (or a single individual) violates the whole meaning of "morality". But if morality applies to everyone, then
its rules must be universal laws. A number of commentators on Kant have summarized his argument into a decision
procedure for moral reasoning -"First, formulate a maxim that enshrines your reason for acting as you propose. Second, recast
that maxim as a universal law of nature governing all rational agents, and so as holding that
all must, by natural law, act as you yourself propose to act in these circumstances. Third,
consider whether your maxim is even conceivable in a world governed by this law of nature. If
it is, then, fourth, ask yourself whether you would, or could, rationally will to act on your
maxim in such a world. If you could, then your action is morally permissible."(1)
The humanity formulation comes from thinking about practical reason's ability to set ends. And the autonomy formula
comes from thinking about the difference between autonomous (from within oneself) and heteronomous (from outside
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oneself) sources of action. Basically, it is a matter of logical consistency. Since we are rational reasoning beings, if we
think that a reason is sufficient reason (a motivation) for our action, then we must think that it is a sufficient reason for
others to act in the same circumstances. One of his famous examples is the honest shopkeeper. If the shopkeeper is
honest because she considers she has a moral dut to be honest, then being honest from that motivation is morally
worthy. But if the shopkeeper is honest because she considers that honesty is a good policy to gain and retain
customers, then her honesty has no moral worth.
There are three serious problems with Kant's Categorical Imperative as a system of morality. The first problem stems
from Kant's assumption that we humans are rational reasoning beings. I think that Kant had an overly optimistic view
of people. People, in general, are not rational and reasoning beings. We are, instead, as Hume pointed out, rationalizing
and emotional beings. Perhaps we today have an advantage of being able to observe far more people than could Kant in
his time. A single afternoon spent watching day-time television soap-operas will convince even the hardened supporter
of "rational man" that in general we are anything but. The vast majority of people, the vast majority of time, will go
with what feels good, not what reason dictates. The "moral rules" that most people follow, most of the time, are habits
of thought instilled in us in our youth by parents, teachers, role models, the media, and so forth. They are not reasoned
responses to circumstances.
In facing moral challenges, all but the devout Kantian simply does not reason the way that Kant suggests that we ought.
The evidence of everyday life deomnstrates that David Hume was right and Kant is wrong. Hume asserted three theses:
(i) Reason alone cannot be a motive to the will, but rather is the "slave of the passions"; (ii) Moral distinctions are not
derived from reason; (iii) Moral distinctions are derived from the moral sentiments - feelings of approval (esteem,
praise) and disapproval (blame) felt by spectators (including oneself) who contemplate a character trait or action.(2)
The second problem stems from the formalism of Kant's logic. It is extremely onerous to consistently apply the
reasoning that Kant recommends. Although Kant outlines a number of tests that prospective maxims must meet to be
acceptable candidates for universalizable moral maxims under his Categorical Imperative, he does not provide any
"cookie cutter" operating procedures that an average person can apply. Many critics of Kant's moral system claim that it
is very hard to come up with candidate maxims acceptable to all of Kant's strictures, unless one is highly schooled in his
writings. Critics of Kant frequently point out that coming up with proper Kantian maxims results in both false positives
(ruling morally permissible things that intuitively we would reject as immoral) and false negatives (ruling morally
prohibited things that intuitively we would accept as morally permissible).
One of Kant's famous examples is that of the lying promise. He explores the ramifications of a candidate maxim of "Always promise someone you will repay money even if you have no intention of doing so." Kant argues that this
maxim cannot be a universal law, because if everyone lies about promising to repay borrowed money, the business of
lending money could not exist. And if everyone lies when it feels as if it suits their interests, communication with
language could not exist. If the maxim cannot be a universal law, then no one can consistently will that the maxim be a
universal law. Therefore the maxim is not morally acceptable. Hence, Kant concludes that telling a lie is absolutely
wrong, in all circumstances. This conclusion runs afoul of our intuition that it is morally acceptable to lie to the axe
murder looking for his next victim. And for most people, "little white lies" are more morally acceptable in polite
company than the bald unvarnished truth. So Kant's maxim on lying appears to generate a false negative on some
occassions.
Another famous example of Kant's is his maxim on charity. He explores the ramifications of the candidate maxim -"When I am flourishing and others are in distress, I shall give nothing to charity." Kant argues that this cannot be a
universal law because everyone necessarily wills that he or she be helped in desperate circumstances. If everyone
necessarily wills this, then no one can consistently will that the maxim be a universal law. Therefore, the maxim is not
morally right. So Kant assumes that the reverse is therefore morally right - "When I am flourishing and others are in
distress, I must give something to charity." Although this maxim strikes the intuition as unacceptably broad. Helping
others in distress is intuitively acceptable when it is an instance of "I'll scratch your back if you scratch mine". But
helping others in distress with no constraints on the amount of help being required, and no expectation of a return favour
is just not something that most people will do. (Some will, of course, but most will not.) So Kant's maxim on charity
appears to generate a false positive.
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In addition, with a little creativity, those with the requisite knowledge of his exacting tests, can come up with maxims
that are distinctly un-Kantian sounding. Consider, for example, the maxim -- "Act always to maximize the estimated
probability of your genes inclusive fitness over the long run". Inclusive fitness, it should be noted, is a term used in
population genetics and evolutionary biology for the frequency of genetic transmission through direct and in-direct
reproduction (reproduction by genetically related individuals), and includes both reciprocal altruism and kin altruism.
This un-Kantian sounding maxim actually does pass all of the tests that Kant specified for a moral rule. But it is far too
consequentialist to be acceptable to any deontologist. And it emphasizes the Personal conception of morality in contrast
to Kant's clear emphasis on the Social conception of morality.
Many critics of Kant argue that coming up with acceptable maxims that will pass the tests that Kant prescribes, and will
look like acceptable moral rules, actually requires a pre-existing moral conscience. In other words, Kant's moral logic
may be used to provide suitable authority "from the dictates of reason" to maxims that we already accept as moral. But
it can't provide moral maxims sui generis. Given a blank slate, with no moral pre-conceptions, Kant's moral logic can
provide that authority "from the dictates of reason" to what in some people's minds are some pretty odd sounding
maxims.
Finally, the whole notion of a "Categorical" imperative has been challenged. A "hypothetical imperative" has the form
"If A then B". If the goal is A and doing B will get you to A, then do B. Kant's idea of a Categorical Imperative says
just "B". Under any and all assumptions or conditions, do B. Philippa Foot has argued(3) that the very notion of an
unqualified imperative is problematic. What Kant is doing is hiding an assumed hypothetical within his categorical
imperative. Kant is in effect arguing "If one wishes to be rational (according to my notion of rationality), then B". Foot
argues that acknowledging this hidden hypothetical focuses the discussion on Kant's notion of "rationality", which she
then argues is flawed. Besides which, of course, as I argued above, individual Homo sapiens, with their suite of
cognative biases, are very far from being rational creatures, even at the best of times.   
For these reason, most moral philosophers seek the basis of our moral conscience elsewhere.
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Intuitionist Ethics
Also called "Moral/Ethical Intuitionism". Lumped into this category are three groups of theories that share only the
property of relying on the moral intuition of the individual making the ethical judgments. As such, it is a formalized
version of Subjectivist Ethics. At minimum, ethical intuitionism is the thesis that our intuitive awareness of moral
value, or intuitive knowledge of evaluative facts, forms the foundation of our ethical knowledge.(1)
Moral Intuitionism is divided into three related sub-classes of ethical theory:
Authoritative Command Ethics.
This category includes all those Command based moral codes that do not rely on God for their authority.
For example, the commands, aphorisms, and epigrams of Gautama Buddha, Confucius, Chairman Mao
Zedong (his Little Red Book), Karl Marx and Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov (Lenin), and so forth, fall into this
category. These various "Authorities" have pronounced moral rules whose only justification is their own
intuition that they know best. ("Father Knows Best! Trust Me!") The standard argument justifying
Authoritative Command Ethics is "Because I say so!" Their moral authority exists only because followers
grant them that authority. So the standard argument against Authoritative Command Ethics is "Who made
you God!" In other words, if you are not willing to grant the relevant "Authority" the required moral
authority, that "Authority" has no recourse except violence to enforce its edicts.
Rational Intuitionism
The rationalist version of ethical intuitionism models ethical intuitions on a priori, non-empirically-based
intuitions of truths, such as basic truths of mathematics.(2) The problems with Rational Intuitionism stem
from aspects of the metaphysics entailed by the belief that morality is similar to mathematics. I will deal
with that below.
Moral Sense Theory
Moral sense theory (also known as "Sentimentalism") typically holds that distinctions between morality and
immorality are discovered by our emotional responses to our experiences. Moral Sense Theory posits that
we have a "moral sense" that provides information in a way analogous to other senses, such as hearing in
the perception of sounds. It is thus contrasted with the way in which Rational Intuitionism posits that we
acquire a priori, non-empirical knowledge, such as mathematical knowledge. People with a properly
functioning moral sense, it is argued, get a clear impression of wrongness when they see (or perhaps even
imagine) someone being tortured, for example. However, even though the wrongness is "visible" to the
moral sense, it is very difficult to describe the features of the situation that account for the wrongness.
An Ethical Naturalist holds that rightness and wrongness are nothing more than discernable combinations
of natural properties, as revealed by our standard five senses. The moral sense theorist disagrees, and
claims that only an agent with a moral sense can observe natural properties and through them discover the
moral properties of the situation. She sees a conceptual gap between natural facts and moral evaluations.
There can be no valid arguments in which purely descriptive/factual premises entail a
prescriptive/evaluative conclusion. Both G.E. Moore and David Hume held moral sense theories of
morality. Hence Moore's "Naturalist Fallacy" (you can't explain moral properties in terms of natural
properties), and Hume's "Is-Ought Problem" (you can't infer an ought from an is).
The problems with the sense theory are the same problems with rational intuitionism, and stem from the metaphysics
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entailed by the belief that moral properties are non-natural properties discernable only to a moral sense. Walter SinnottArmstrong has developed a series of arguments that purport to defeat the notion of Moral Intuitionism, called "The
Empirical Defeat Argument".(3) It is based on the premise that Moral Intuitionism requires moral beliefs to be justified
based on the perception of a moral sense. Analogous to our perceptual beliefs being justified based on the perception of
our regular senses. In the case of Rational Intuitionism, the moral sense involved is the intellectual ability to recognize
"intuitively obvious" moral truths. In the case of Authoritative Command intuitionism, the moral sense involved is the
ability to discern moral truths in a manner carefully unspecified. Sinnot-Armstrong's argument is that the empirical
evidence clearly shows that our moral sense (assuming it exists) is sufficiently faulty that we cannot justify believing its
reports. Analogously, if we discovered that none of the things we thought we saw were actually there (according to our
other senses, and the reports of other witnesses) we would be unjustified in believing the sensory reports of our eyes,
without additional support from other sources.
The four aspects to Sinnott-Armstrong's argument are:Partiality: "Because people's moral beliefs affect their self-interest so often in so many ways,
at least indirectly, and because people are so bad at telling when their own beliefs are partial,
there is a presumption that moral beliefs are partial" (3b, p. 197). He is assuming, of course,
that self-interest is not correlated with moral truth.
Bias: "Moral beliefs that vary in response to factors that do not affect truth -- such as wording
and belief context -- cannot reliably track the truth" (3c, p. 54). Psychologists have identified
various cognitive illusions and framing effects that influence moral belief -- see for example
The Trolly Problem.(4)
Emotions: "[M]any moral judgments result from emotions that cloud judgment" (3a, p. 352).
This is basically a summarization of Hume's argument that the "passions" (Hume's word) are
the basis of motivations.
Disagreement: "[I]f we know that many moral intuitions are unreliable because others hold
conflicting intuitions, then we are not justified in trusting a particular moral intuition without
some reason to believe that it is one of the reliable ones" (3a, p. 350). Empirical evidence
demonstrates that there is considerable disagreement between people on various moral issues.
In a critique of The Empirical Defeat Argument, Nathan Ballantyne and Joshua Thurow have argued(5) that SinnottArmstrong's argument fails because it ignores the possibility of a second level defeater. They suggest that in a situation
where B is an initial belief arrived at intuitively, and there is an event D that defeats B, and if an additional event F
occurs that defeats D, then the initial intuitive belief B is still intuitively justified. But their argument may be good for a
single intuitive belief B and a single defeater D. But it fails to refute Sinnott-Armstrong's attack on intuitionism,
because he outlines four generic arguments that suggest that all intuitive moral beliefs are unjustified. His attack argues
that because all intuitive moral beliefs suffer from same the four defeaters, none of the intuitive moral beliefs are
reliably formed. Hence, even if there is an event F defeating some defeater D for some particular intuitive moral belief
B, one still cannot accept B as justified because the empirical evidence demonstrates that the intuitive moral belief
forming process is sufficiently unreliable that holding a belief in any of the "seemings" reported by the moral sense is
unjustified, regardless of some event F.
In addition to the Empirical Defeat Argument of Sinnott-Armstrong, moral intuitionism must also address the problems
presented by the metaphysical positions entailed by it. What distinguishes Ethical Intuitionism is its non-natural
realism. Intuitionists maintain that knowledge of moral right and wrong comes through an ethical sense in a manner
similar to perceptual seemings. Now if this moral knowledge could be gleaned from run of the mill natural properties of
the kind studied by empirical science, then a moral sense would not be required. Intuitionists therefore maintain the
moral properties that are discerned (either by perceptual seemings, or intellectual graspings) by the ethical sense are not
natural properties. By this theory, then, natural facts can be known by purely empirical means, whereas non-natural
moral facts cannot be known in this way. Moral facts involve an essentially non-natural element.
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On first examination, the Intuitionists seem right. Empirical investigation tells us many things about the world. But on
first blush, it does not appear that it is able to tell us whether certain acts are right or wrong, good or bad. Empirical
science can tell us all sorts of things about the process of, and consequences of, torturing the cat. But there does not
seem to be anything about the scientific information available on the act of torturing the cat that would justify our
judging the act to be wrong. It just seems as if the moral fact that torturing the cat is wrong is different from the
empirical facts of the matter.
G.E. Moore's "Open Question Argument"(6) exploits this intuition. Moore argued that if there is some analysis of
"good" in terms of some collection of natural properties (say F), then the question "Is it true that F is good?" would be a
meaningless tautology. But for any suggested F, it appears to remain a meaningful open question of whether it is true
that F is good. Therefore, the concept of moral goodness cannot be analysed as a collection of natural properties.
Therefore moral goodness must be a non-natural property.
Because moral properties are thus beyond the realm of empirical science, we must position Intuitiionist Ethics on the
spectrum of a Personal versus Social conception of ethics based only on the kinds of ethical judgments intuitied by
people. Based on the available evidence, Intuitionist Ethics must be categorized as a Social conception of morality.
Although that may be more because judgment based on personal self-interest are ruled by observers as not moral
judgments at all. "Moral judgments" therefore are any judgments that fly in the face of self-interest. Hence, the Social
conception of morality may be more in the mind of the observers, than in the mind of the Intuitionists.

Flaws in Intuitionist Ethics
Moore's Open Question might have great intuitive appeal, but it can be argued that it is just an example of poor
induction. Proponents of the argument only consider a very few crude naturalistic definitions of goodness, and conclude
from that sparse evidence that all possible naturalistic definitions of goodness will similarly fail the test.
Consider a much more complex example from evolutionary genetics. "Inclusive fitness" is a tightly defined term in
population genetics having to do with the average effect on an individual organism's direct and indirect (via identical
copies of the trait in related individuals) reproductive success, of a particular genetic or behavioral trait. "Reciprocal
Altruism" is also a tightly defined term in population genetics having to do with altruistic acts performed with an
expectation of repayment. So, following Moore, it would seem that "Is reciprocal altruism positive for inclusive
fitness?" is an open question. But the nature of the definitions of these two concepts, it is analytically true that
reciprocal altruism is positive for inclusive fitness. So the question is in fact not an open one. All that Moore's open
question argument demonstrates is that if moral properties do indeed consist of a collection of natural properties, then
that relationship will be complex and non-obvious.
The other problem that non-natural properties have is that they would be very "queer", to use the label provided by J.L.
Mackie.(7) The non-natural property of "goodness" would have to be invisible (by definition) to the empirical sciences,
and yet have an effect on our definitely natural brains, in that moral non-natural properties are inherently motivational.
To sense that some act is "good" is to acknowledge a motivation to engage in that act. No natural property has this
inherently motivational consequence. It is through this assumption that moral non-natural properties are inherently
motivating that Intuitionists respond to the challenge "Why be Moral"? And yet it is problematic how a non-natural
property exerts this motivational force. Non-natural properties must have some "queer" causal powers -- "queer"
because the causality involved is unlike anything we have encountered in the empirical realm.
Since, despite these objections, most people, most of the time, do seem to "intuit" what is generally believed to be the
morally proper choices, there has to be another explanation than the Intuitionist's moral sense perceiving non-natural
moral properties. And the most popular response to this situation is the assumption that our moral conscience is but a
trained set of socially indoctrinated responses. And this is Social Convention Ethics.
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Social Conventionalism
The premise of Social Convention Ethics is that the proper moral code is the product of a general agreement or the
customary practices of a social group. Aristotle, Locke, and Hobbes would be classed as traditional conventionalists.
Gilbert Harman(1), David Wong(2), and John Searle(3) would be among the contemporary conventionalists. Social
Conventionalism is also popularly referred to as Cultural Relativism, and sometimes Democratic Ethics. As but one
highly visible manifestation of its popularity - in most modern "democratic" political campaigns there is almost no
discussion about "What is the right thing to do?" Almost all discussion is about "What is the popular thing to do?" The
same is also true of most Western media coverage. Want to know what to do? Take a public opinion poll. Reasoning
from, or measuring against, ethical standards is not a conceivable activity, since there are no such things as ethical
standards.
According to conventionalism, morality is the product of social custom. Contrary to the arguments of the natural law
theorists, its basis is not to be found in nature or even in human nature. Morality is an arbitrary human artifice.(4) And
contrary to the arguments of the rationalists, it is without rational basis. The non-conventionalist theories all claim that
we ought to adhere to the socially accepted rules of conduct not just because they are "the thing done" in that society,
but because "on a rational and objective review of the well-being of everyone involved - the rules are judged to be in the
interests of the general welfare"(5). But the conventionalist denies that there is any objective sense of "the public good",
"general welfare", or "common good" that is independent of the cultural norms. The conventionalist argues that any
person who is capable of making a moral judgment has already been conditioned into a mode of life which (at some
early point at any rate) they simply accept more or less unconsciously as the self-evidently right way of living, and the
self-evident standard of "the common good". Only a very few, on rare occasions, ever seriously query this unwittingly
absorbed standard of what is moral.
In this way moral knowledge is not like propositional knowledge of what is the case. Moral knowledge is more like
knowing how to play a game. Moral insight is like skill in chess -- it is "how to" knowledge that develops with practice,
and whose standards of right and wrong are defined by the rules of the game.(6) But unlike chess, most of the rules of
morality are un-codified, and conformity to those rules is mostly unconscious and habitual(7). For most people, most of
the time, being moral is more akin to riding a bike -- learned as a kid, un-thought about since, done by reflex habit.
If the assumption is that morality is a product of some actual or presumed general agreement within the social group,
then in this respect, morality is in the same family with etiquette and law.(8) It is possible, therefore, that Ann
(belonging to one social group) can make a moral judgment (such as "Abortion is wrong/bad"), while Beth (belonging
to another social group) can make a contradictory moral judgment (such as "Abortion is right/good) about the same
thing (action, state-of-affairs, person, etc.). According to conventionalism, they may both be objectively right. They
may each be fully informed about all the relevant facts, and each equally justified in their respective judgments. They
can both be correct in their judgments because they inhabit different socially constructed moral universes.(9)
So the conventionalist will reply to the Divine/Authoritative Command moral theorist (who claims that morality is the
product of what some Supreme Authority commands) that the commands of morality simply reflect what the relevant
social group has come to acknowledge as generally accepted standards of behavior. The reply to the anti-realist moral
theorist (who claims that moral language is expressive and prescriptive rather than propositional) is that this is just what
you would expect if the true basis of morality is the unreasoned indoctrinated attitudes and habitual emotional responses
to the standards of socially expected conduct that were learned at one's mother's knee and never since challenged. A
similar response is offered to the realist theories based on moral intuition. And the fact that the conventionalist
understanding of morality allows that morality can be fundamentally irrational and inconsistent is considered by
conventionalists to defeat all those realist theories that rely on reason as their basis, such as that of Kant.
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There are a number of difficulties that must be properly managed if you choose Social Conventionalism as your system
of Ethics. The most significant ones are the same two your mother provided when, as a child, you pleaded for
permission to do or have something because "everybody else" has the requested permission or thing. Firstly, how do you
know that "everybody else" has it? And secondly, even if they do, how do you know that having it is good for you?
Although, of course, this latter challenge is begging the question - since within Social Conventionalism if everybody
else has it, it is by definition good for you as well.
In order to provide a rational foundation for Social Conventionalism, a process must be provided for determining what
the Common Values and Consensus of Opinion are, and translating them into the necessary definitions of "Good". And
when that is accomplished, a rationale must be provided for the assumption that "if it is good for everybody else, then it
is good for me". Even if on the surface it is true by definition, it is certainly not a self-evident truth - "If all your friends
were to jump into the sea, would you also?" Lemmings would say "Yes!". But most people would not. So even if a
logical proof is not required, some form of rationale certainly is. The logical answer does not appear to be a reasonable
one.
Any rational person will acknowledge that long-term personal welfare is best achieved in a social setting. For humans,
personal freedom and well-being depend on cooperation with others. But a rationally prudent person (RPP for short)
would enter into cooperative enterprises only with similarly cooperative associates. Anything less than equal
cooperation would constitute an encroachment on the welfare of our RPP. Thus even for a person completely devoid of
other-regarding feelings, there is a rational basis for accepting the conventional moral rules as rules that need to be
adhered to.(11) But this means that for an RPP, moral behaviour is motivated by rational self-interest, not by the moral
status of the behaviour. Moral considerations become merely "the expectations of society". In other words, it becomes
a case of "when in Rome, do as the Romans do, or else!!" This suggests that when there is no observer to placate, moral
considerations need not apply. If morality is just a product of local conventions, flouted at your peril, there is no
independent authority for the rules beyond social condemnation (and possible punishment). Each person is free to apply
prudential cost-benefit analysis to moral choice situations, and to choose to bear the socially imposed costs associated
with immoral choices as long as the personal benefits are sufficient to outweigh the costs. Moral considerations are
reduced to prudential considerations. And this presents a problem, because Social Conventionalist Ethics is generally
considered a Social conception of Ethics. Prudential motivations are supposed to be ruled non-moral from the start.
The more widely recognized challenge to conventionalism, is the challenge of identifying the boundaries of the proper
socially constructed moral universe. Every individual is a part of a great number of different social groups, varying in
size from the nuclear family all the way up to the entire human species (and perhaps even beyond). If morality is a
product of the generally accepted conventions of a society -- which "society" should one adopt as the basis for one's
morality? And why?
It is one thing for Ann and Beth to contradict each other with their moral judgments if they are on different sides of the
planet, in different nations, with perhaps different religions and different cultural backgrounds. But it is quite another if
they are next door neighbours -- even if they do belong to different religions, political parties, and social circles. There
does not appear to be any restrictions within conventionalism that would constrain one's choice of which set of
conventions, belonging to which social group, are to form the basis of one's morality. Without some criteria with which
to distinguish one social group from another, moral conventionalism becomes indistinguishable from moral
subjectivism.
Related to this identity challenge is the consequence that all moral judgments become judgments relative to a specific
set of social conventions. All moral statements have to be understood as elliptical -- as including the qualifier
"according to this particular set of social conventions". And that, in turn, means any moral criticism of other societies,
or other moral codes, has to include this ellipsis as well. One can only claim that it was wrong for the Greeks to practice
slavery, as long as one understands that this really means that you, with your particular set of social conventions, believe
that slavery is wrong. It cannot be understood to mean that it was then, in any objective sense, morally wrong, in the
Greek society of the time, for the Greeks to practice slavery. Even more problematic, Ann and Beth, disagreeing about
the moral status of abortion and yet living next door to each other, have no basis from which to argue that the other is
wrong. Their respectively different social environments means that each is correct within their own set of social
conventions.
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Social Convention Ethics (Cultural Relativism) implies some consequences that, initially at least, appear to be if not
counter-intuitive then at least not normally expected:
Different societies will have different moral codes. No two social groups will have exactly the
same set of Common Values. This is the natural result of the fact that the determination of
what is socially customary will differ between any two such social groups because they will
consist of separate sets of individuals each with their own individual sets of goals and
priorities.
There can be no standard that can be used to judge one set of moral codes as better or worse
than another set. To a modern Canadian, to suggest that is it morally correct to eat one's dead
father would seem ludicrous. But to some former aboriginal tribes of Borneo, this would have
been the proper moral thing to do. To suggest that they should cremate or inter their dead
fathers would have been regarded as highly immoral and terribly irreverent. Therefore, the
eating of the dead cannot be regarded as inherently right or wrong in and of itself. It is a matter
of social attitudes, which will vary from culture to culture.
The moral code of your own social group has no special status. It is merely one among many
equally acceptable standards of social behaviour. While a popular attitude among adherents of
the "Multiculturalism" school of social etiquette, it tends to become less comfortable as the
differences in cultural practices become wider. Is female circumcision morally acceptable or is
it morally unacceptable abuse?
There can be no "Universal Truths" in Ethics. There can be no moral standards that hold for all
peoples in all social units. Each social group will develop its own ethical truth, based on its
own set of Common Values. If there are any congruencies between the ethical principles of two
societies, it is coincidental or historical and not the result of any basic underlying Ethical
Universal.
It is mere arrogance for us to judge the conduct of other cultures against our own moral
standards. It was morally right for the Romans to keep slaves, and to hold jousts to the death in
the Coliseum, and to indulge in infanticide of baby girls in favor of baby boys. That we regard
these things as terribly immoral is irrelevant. The Common Values of their culture made these
activities Morally correct.
While this approach to ethics may be the "best" one, and certainly has some appeal to those with a liberal political bent,
the difficulty in determining what the Common Values or Consensus Opinions are with any degree of accuracy;   the
problem of justifying the application of other people's opinions to individual behaviour choices;   and the counterintuitive consequences cited above, would suggest that there might be a "better" approach.
â€œThereâ€™s no court of appeal higher than a democratic consensus.â€

Richard Rorty(12)

So accepting collective subjectivism is believing that these conventions or agreements are the reflections of the
subjective tastes and opinions of the other members of the society. And the most important consequence of that belief is
that your own tastes and opinions are an insignificant contributor to the collective. Which means that you are adopting a
basis for your beliefs about morality that depend upon the tastes and opinions of others, and not yourself. So you would
hold as "good" that which other people believe is "good". If other people believe that you should sacrifice your own
interests, projects and welfare in order to further their interests, projects, and welfare - then you are accepting that this
sacrifice is "good". In other words, you are accepting the morality of Altruism - self-sacrifice and self-denial for the
interests of others. The net result is that in following an Altruistic morality, you are committed to suicide and possibly
genocide - and sometimes not slowly.
"Every young American should be taught the joy and the duty of serving, and should learn it at
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the moment when it will have the most enduring impact on the rest of their lives."     President
Bill Clinton(13)
"This state of mind, which subordinates the interests of the ego to the conservation of the
community, is really the first premise for every truly human culture. . . . The basic attitude from
which such activity arises, we call -- to distinguish it from egoism and selfishness --idealism.
By this we understand only the individual's capacity to make sacrifices for the community, for
his fellow men."       Adolf Hitler(14)
The third criticism of conventionalism is the "deep genesis" challenge. Even if one accepts that conventions are the
basis of morality, there is the deeper question of just why the relevant conventions come to be what they are. Is it the
case, as some suggest, that these conventions are purely arbitrary -- culture-relative contingent creations that could
easily have been otherwise? If morality is contingent and arbitrary, what authority does it possess other than social
condemnation? How does moral consideration differ from prudential consideration? And how it is possible to argue
that the existing social conventions are morally wrong -- as social reformers frequently claim?
Otherwise, the question becomes why your chosen society has these particular conventions rather than those. The
suggestion here is that the conventions that society has established are those (amongst all that have been tried in this
society) that have so far proven to contribute best to "the common good". The relevant conventions evolve over time
towards those that better contribute to "the common good". This conception nicely allows for arguments that the
ancient Greeks ought not to have practiced slavery, and that some features of the current moral conventions are not the
best they could be. But it runs afoul of the deeper question of just what aspects of reality constitute the "the common
good". We return to the same deep genesis question -- but one level deeper. Is the very concept of what constitutes the
"the common good" purely arbitrary -- a contingent creation that could easily have been otherwise? If so, then we are
back to the question of the authority of conventional morality, and the devolvement of moral conventionalism into
subjectivity. Otherwise, the conventionalist is admitting that there is a society-independent objective fact of the matter
about what constitutes the "the common good" which is the ultimate basis of morality. The conventionalist with this
sort of answer has abdicated the field to the moral realist who argues just exactly that.
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Social Contractualism
Social Contract Ethics can trace its roots beck to Plato's Republic. Plato has his character Glaucon argue for a social
contract definition of justice. Some of the more famous philosophers who have argued that Ethics results from mutual
agreement would include Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, Hume, and Kant. The two most important contemporary social
contract theorists are John Rawls and David Gauthier.
For more details, see the articles:
"Contractarianism" in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy at
URL=http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/contractarianism/.
"Contractualism" in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy at
URL=http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/contractualism/.
"Contemporary Approaches to the Social Contract" in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy at
URL=http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/contractarianism-contemporary/.
Social Contract Ethics is a very popular alternative, especially for those initially attracted to the idea that our common
sense of Morality arises from the conventions that happen to exist in our society. In answer to the question of why our
society has landed on these particular conventions, Social Contractualism responds with the idea of a mutual agreement
amongst the members of the society. What is common in the arguments of the various Social Contract philosophers, is
the notion that moral rules find their legitimacy from their ability (in theory if not actually in practice) to secure the
agreement of those for whom they will apply.
In taking this approach, these philosophers have taken Social Contract Ethics even further along the spectrum towards
the Socratic concept of morality as self-interest. As such, a lot of philosophers, approaching Morality from the Social
conception of Ethics, refuse to acknowledge that Social Contract Ethics is a moral theory at all. According to the Social
conception of Ethics, Social Cntractulaism is a replacement of morality with pragmatics. From their point of view, it is
a negotaited truce from Hobbes' "war of all against all."
However, the fact that this mutual agreement is always open to change, and in fact is always somewhat in flux, nicely
deals with the situations where some members of our society argue that some of our common sense Moral rules ought to
be changed. Instead of taking the conventions of the society as given, Social Contract Ethics advocates argue that its
Ethical rules are such as to gain active agreement from those to whom they apply. Instead of Social Conventionalism's
reliance on the self-interested acquiescence of the moral agent with the social conventions that current exist, Social
Contract Ethics requires the active self-interested participation of the moral agent in the negotiation of the Ethical rules
to be contracted.
Social Contract theories of Morality always have two key ingredients. First they always start with a description of the
"prior conditions of man" -- the state of affairs assumed to hold before (or without) the contractual agreement. This is
called either the "state of nature" by the modern political philosophers, the "original position" by Rawls and his
followers, or the "initial bargaining position" by Gauthier and his followers. This is what Bargaining Theory(1) refers to
as the "no agreement position." It is assumed to be the circumstances to which the bargaining parties return in case of
failure to agree on a contract. In order to justify the contention that all relevant parties have or would agree to the social
constraints set out in the contract, the "prior conditions of man" must be described as sufficiently less desirable than the
current circumstances that obtain under the present social contract.
The second ingredient is a description of the parties to the contract in terms of their rationality (it being assumed that,
ceteris paribus, all parties will come to rational decisions and judgements, and will not fall prey to irrational, emotional,
or otherwise biased choices) and motivations (it being assumed that, ceteris paribus, all parties will be motivated to seek
their own self-interests). It is also assumed, of course, that all parties recognize and acknowledge that there is some
potential for personal gains from social interaction and cooperation, regardless of the degree of ignorance or
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involvement envisaged.
There is wide diversity amongst the theories that are gathered under the label of Social Contract Ethics. They vary
across a number of dimensions:
Motivation -- What motives are attributed to the moral agent in agreeing to the contract. Some theories
assume pure self-interest, and thus are firmly in the Personal Ethics camp. Other theories assume some
degree of "Other Caring" focus, and are more or less in the Social Ethics camp.
The Nature of the Contract -- Is the contract supposed to be a real historical contract, a defacto contract,
or a hypothetical contract. Our historical knowledge of the first "societies" beyond kin-related tribalism
offers no evidence that any historical contract was ever actually made. And even if such a contract is
imputed (based on the receipt of benefits), the assumption that modern members of society are bound by
decisions in antiquity, is highly problematical. It is certainly clear that in modern societies, the questionable
authority of a defacto contract has never been publicly acknowledged. Therefore, almost all modern Social
Contract theorists work from the idea of a hypothetical contract. This is what would be agreed to,
theoretically and hypothetically, if people actually did sit down and negotiate a contract.
The Degree of Information -- Is the moral agent, in negotiating the (theoretical and hypothetical)
contract, fully aware of his/her current status and disadvantages?   Or is the agent hampered to some extent
by some degree of ignorance about his/her current status? Or is the agent negotiating from a position
hidden completely behind Rawls' "veil of ignorance"?
Flaws with Social Contract Ethics
The only morally relevant consideration is whether one's behavior conforms to the rules encoded within the Social
Contract. Therefore, one need only pretend to abide by the social contract. Motivations and internal thoughts on the
matter are morally irrelevant. Since one behaves "morally" only in their own self-interest (not because they have an
objective moral obligation to do so), then if they can behave in ways that are opposed to others' self-interests but still
within the contracted rules, they have done nothing wrong.
Social Contract Ethics fails to naturally invoke moral duties protecting the interests of those who are outside the social
contract structure -- such as children, the mentally retarded, the infirm aged, and foreigners. These people cannot assent
to the contract, and since they cannot harm someone else, there is no reason to make a contract with them. Why not just
kill a retarded person, or your aged grandmother, just because we don't want to expend the resources to care for them?
Rawls attempts to address this flaw with his "veil of ignorance." The social contract is negotiated by people who do not
know what position they will have in the society. So it would be rational to ensure that even those who cannot consent
to a contract are properly cared for. But Rawls is assuming that those who will negotiate the contract are rational and
reasonable by his standards. And that is not a foregone conclusion.
Social Contract Ethics shares a lot of flaws with Social Conventional Ethics, stemming from the problem of defining the
limits of the population that is to be included within the jurisdiction of the contract. There are no moral principles
governing which rules can be contractually agreed to. So the rules decreed by the Social Contract must be considered
arbitrary, and variable between societies. Different societies (contracting populations) will have different moral codes.
No two social groups will have exactly the same set of Common Values. This is the natural result of the fact that the
determination of who is the be considered as within the contracting population will differ between any two social groups
because they will consist of separate sets of individuals each with their own individual sets of goals and priorities and
self-interested view of what is mutually desirable.
There can be no standard that can be used to judge one set of moral codes as better or worse than another set. To a
modern Canadian, to suggest that is it morally correct to mutilate a woman's genitals to deprive her of any chance to
enjoy sexual relations would seem ludicrous. But to many brought up within Islam, this is the proper moral thing to do.
To suggest to an orthodox Jew that they should enjoy a ham sandwich for lunch would be regarded as highly immoral
and terribly irreverent. Therefore, the eating of pork or the mutilation of women cannot be regarded as inherently right
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or wrong in and of itself. It is a matter of social attitudes, which will vary from culture to culture. The moral code of
your own social group has no special status. It is merely one among many equally acceptable standards of social
behaviour. While a popular attitude among adherents of the "Multiculturalism" school of social etiquette, it tends to
become less comfortable as the differences in cultural practices become wider. Is female circumcision morally
acceptable or is it morally unacceptable abuse?
There can be no "Universal Truths" in Ethics. There can be no moral standards that hold for all peoples in all social
units. Each social group will develop its own ethical truth, based on its own set of Common Values. If there are any
congruencies between the ethical principles of two societies, it is coincidental or historical and not the result of any
basic underlying Ethical Universal. Rawls' "veil of ignorance" does not address this concern, because even behind the
veil, people from different cultures will view the contract negotiations from differing perspectives. It is therefore mere
arrogance for us to judge the conduct of other cultures, with their own socially contracted system of ethics, against our
own moral standards. It was morally right for the Romans to keep slaves, and to hold jousts to the death in the
Coliseum, and to indulge in infanticide of baby girls in favor of baby boys. That we regard these things as terribly
immoral is irrelevant. The Common Values of their culture made these activities Morally correct. It is what those
peoples would have agreed to even "behind the veil of ignorance" because that was their culture.
Finally, there is the "Deep Genesis" challenge. Are the rules and restrictions, duties and rights, that arise out of the
(theoretical and hypothetical) contract negotiations simply arbitrary? Or is there something deeper that makes some
particular contract results "better" than others? In the social contract that "governs" the morality of Modern Western
civilization, women are considered to have the same moral and legal status as men. In the social contract that "governs"
the morality of many Islamic countries, that is not the case. Is one better approach better than the other? Why? The
Hobbesian strain of Social Contract Ethics appeals to the moral agent's self-interest to respond to the challenge of "Why
be Moral"? The rules agreed to in the contract are supposedly in the moral agent's best interests -- all things
considered. But what constitutes the moral agent's best interests? Is it just their arbitrary whimsy? Or is there a deeper
genesis behind the concept of a person's "self-interest"? The Kantian strain of Social Contract Ethics appeals to the
dictates of reason to respond to the challenge of "Why Be Moral?" The rules agreed to in the contract are supposed to
be dictated by the principles of reason. But what motivates the moral agent to be rational? And what is it to be
rational? Is there a deeper genesis underlying what sorts of behavior and motivations we consider "rational"?
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Footnotes
(1) Muthoo, Abhinary; "A Non-Technical Introduction to Bargaining Theory" at URL=
<https://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/economics/staff/amuthoo/publications/simpbarg.pdf>.
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Consequentialist Ethics
See the articles "Consequentialism" in the
Wikipedia Encyclopedia, URL=<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consequentialism>.
Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy, URL=<http://www.iep.utm.edu/conseque/>.
Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, URL=<http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/consequentialism/>.
It is in the area of Consequentialist Ethics that the difference between the Social and the Personal conception of Ethics
really becomes obvious. Deontological Ethics is rule-based. And it is only in the underlying justification of the various
rules, and the answers offered to the challenge of "Why be Moral?", that the distinction between a Social versus a
Personal conception of morality becomes evident. But all Consequentialist theories of Ethics make that distinction
plain. The social conception of Ethics means that the "good" consequences are those that benefit the society in general.
Whereas the personal conception of Ethics means that the"good" consequences are those that benefit the individual
specifically.
Hence the division of Consequentialist Ethical theories into Social and Personal theories:
Social Ethics
            (i)   Classic Utilitarianism
            (ii) Welfare Utilitarianism
Personal Ethics
            (i)     Ethical Egoism
            (ii)    Eudemonism
            (iii)   Evolutionary Ethics
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Classic Ulilitarianism
Classic Utilitarianism is that ethical theory defined and defended by Jeremy Bentham and John Stuart Mill. It is a
hedonistic ethical theory in that it defines "the good" in terms of the happiness, pleasure, or utility of the general public.
As such it is a clearly Social conception of Ethics.
At the start of Chapter 4 of Utilitarianism, Mill makes the point that "questions of ultimate ends do not admit of proof,
in the ordinary acceptation of the term" [U-4:1(1)] This statement has traditionally been interpreted as Mill claiming that
no valid deductive argument can be offered for the truth of Utilitarianism. But this interpretation overlooks the position
that Mill takes in his A System of Logic(4). In that work, Mill maintains that a "proof", properly so called, necessarily
involves inference. For an argument to involve inference, there must be more to the conclusion than just the premises.
Mill's project in his A System of Logic was to show that there is no such thing as deductive inference. According to
Mill, all inference (and consequently all "proof") is inductive.[CW-VII:186-193(2)] Hence Mill's claim that no proof
can be offered must be seen as a claim that no non-deductive (i.e. inductive or abductive) argument can be offered. An
examination of Mill's reasoning in Utilitarianism, in the context of his other positions available from his Collected
Works(2), makes it clear that he does actually construct a deductively valid argument in support of the Principle of
Utility -- given certain then plausible but now debatable premises.
In the first part of this essay, I will show how Mill constructs this deductive argument. Along the way, I will insert
some comments where Mill's key premises are at least highly debatable, if not actually false. From these, I will
conclude that no "proof" (deductive, inductive or abductive) can be offered in support of the truth of Utilitarianism.
We must start with three key background premises that constitute the context within which Mill constructs his
argument.
(I) Mill accepts the "is/ought distinction" described by Hume(3) and later made famous by Moore as the
"naturalistic fallacy". "Propositions of science assert a matter of fact: an existence, a co-existence, a
succession, or a resemblance. The propositions now spoken of do not assert that anything is, but enjoin or
recommend that something should be. They are a class by themselves. A proposition of which the predicate
is expressed by the words ought or should be, is generically different from one which is expressed by is or
will be." [SL-6:12:6(4)] For Mill, ought-type propositions are forms of imperatives -- they enjoin actions
but do not state facts. Because the Principle of Utility is an ought-type sentence, it is not possible to
provide a fact-based "proof" of its truth. Being an ought-type principle, it does not make sense to talk of it
in terms of true or false. The argument that Mill proceeds to construct must therefore be considered rather
as a reasonable justification for belief and not as a proof of the truth of a statement of fact.
(II) In A System of Logic, Mill makes it clear that he maintains a foundationalist theory of belief
justification. When beliefs are justified by other beliefs, there are only two methods available: (i) an
infinite regress of justifications; or (ii) a self-supporting network of justifications (labelled as "circular" or
"coherence" according to whether you approve or not). Relying on belief justification chains that terminate
beliefs that are not themselves justified is called foundationalism. In a survey of fallacies in A System of
Logic, Mill rejects the first two options. He says that "there cannot be an infinite series of proof, a chain
suspended from nothing"[CW-VIII:746] and "Reasoning in a Circle" is simply a "more complex and not
uncommon variety of Petitio Principii, or begging the question"[CW-VIII:820]. Foundationalism, on the
other hand, involves "propositions which may reasonably be received without proof"[CW-VIII:746]. Being
an empiricist, Mill relies on the senses to provide the foundational basis of beliefs that may reasonably be
received without further justification. This empiricist foundationalism is the key to understanding the
contentious "visible-desirable" analogy that Mill employs in his proof.
(III) Mill's Utilitarianism is, of course, a consequentialist view of morality. "That the morality of actions
depends on the consequences which they tend to produce, is the doctrine of rational persons of all schools;
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that the good or evil of those consequences is measured solely by pleasure or pain, is all of the doctrine of
the school of utility, which is peculiar to it." [CW-X:111] Moral reasoning is reasoning about what ends
one ought to be trying to achieve. Moral reasoning, like practical reasoning, is also reasoning about how to
best bring about those ends. Mill's concept of morality is teleological in an Aristotelian vein. This is in
sharp contrast with, for example, religious morality, where the morality of actions is dictated by the nature
of the action, rather than the consequences of the action.

Mill's "Proof" of Utilitarianism
Step 1 of Mill's argument was to demonstrate that for a thing to be desired (as an end rather than as a means to an end)
is sufficient proof that the end in question is worthy of being desired.
Step 1.1 of this demonstration was to establish that the terms "utility", "pleasure", and "happiness" are to be considered
synonymous.
"Those who know anything about the matter are aware that every writer, from Epicurus to Bentham, who
maintained the theory of utility, meant by it, not something to be contradistinguished from pleasure, but
pleasure itself, together with exemption from pain;" [U-2:1]
"By happiness is intended pleasure, and the absence of pain; by unhappiness, pain, and the privation of
pleasure." [U-2:2]
"I have dwelt on this point, as being a necessary part of a perfectly just conception of Utility or Happiness,
considered as the directive rule of human conduct." [U-2:3]
Step 1.2 was to equate the desiring of a thing with the finding of that thing pleasant. For one to desire something (as an
end, rather than as simply a means to some end) is to believe that the thing will deliver (or be a part of) utility / pleasure
/ happiness.
"I believe that these sources of evidence, impartially consulted, will declare that desiring a thing and finding
it pleasant, aversion to it and thinking of it as painful, are phenomena entirely inseparable, or rather two
parts of the same phenomenon; in strictness of language, two different modes of naming the same
psychological fact: that to think of an object as desirable (unless for the sake of its consequences), and to
think of it as pleasant, are one and the same thing; and that to desire anything, except in proportion as the
idea of it is pleasant, is a physical and metaphysical impossibility." [U-4.10]
"Whatever is desired otherwise than as a means to some end beyond itself, and ultimately to happiness, is
desired as itself a part of happiness, and is not desired for itself until it has become so." [U-4:8]
From there we get to the famous (and much critiqued) analogy between "visible" and "desirable".
"The only proof capable of being given that an object is visible, is that people actually see it. The only proof
that a sound is audible, is that people hear it: and so of the other sources of our experience. In like manner, I
apprehend, the sole evidence it is possible to produce that anything is desirable, is that people do actually
desire it." [U-4:3]
For a thing to be desired (as an end) is for that thing to be regarded by the person doing the desiring, as worthy of
desire. For an empiricist like Mill, the only proof capable of being given that something is visible is that someone is
actually seeing it. In an analogous fashion, the only evidence it is possible to produce for a foundational belief that
something is desirable, is that someone does actually regard that thing as desirable. As a foundational belief, the chain
of justification ends there. Nothing further can be said. Mill is neither assuming nor arguing that something is worthy
because we desire it (the usually critique of this passage). Rather, given his foundationalism, he is relying on the fact of
our desiring it as establishing that we see it as worthy. Of course, this leaves open the possibility that what we see as
worthy, may not actually be worthy, and that brings us to the second step of the argument.
Step 2 of Mill's argument was to demonstrate that, as a matter of empirical fact, the only thing that people see as worthy
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of desire (as an end) is happiness. Mill's support for psychological hedonism is relatively brief, and deals with few
objections. But having already set things up so that whatever is desired as an end, constitutes part of happiness [U-4:8],
this "empirical demonstration" proceeds rather easily.
"It results from the preceding considerations, that there is in reality nothing desired except happiness."
[U4:8]
Step 3 of Mill's argument, therefore, proceeds quite naturally. If to desire some thing (as an end, foundationally) is
sufficient to establish that we see that thing as worthy of desire, and if there is but one thing that we do so see as worthy
of desire (as an end, foundationally), then it logically follows that there is but one thing that is worthy of desire (as an
end, foundationally). And that thing is happiness / utility / pleasure.
"If the opinion which I have now stated is psychologically true - if human nature is so constituted as to
desire nothing which is not either a part of happiness or a means of happiness - we can have no other proof,
and we require no other, that these are the only things desirable. If so, happiness is the sole end of human
action, and the promotion of it the test by which to judge of all human conduct;" [U4:9]
Step 4 of Mill's argument invokes three hidden, but for Mill relatively simplistic, premises.
Step 4.1 of Mill's argument depends on the assumption that if something is of value to someone, it is because it is of
value simpliciter. The impact of this premise comes out most clearly in a private letter from Mill to Henry Jones
(13/6/1868):
"[W]hen I said that the general happiness is a good to the aggregate of all persons I did not mean that every
human being's happiness is a good to every other human being; though I think, in a good state of society &
education it would be so. I merely meant in this particular sentence to argue that since A's happiness is a
good, B's a good, C's a good, &c., the sum of all these goods must be a good." [CW-XVI:1414]
Mill is here clearly talking about happiness as a good simpliciter rather than possessively. Happiness is of value
independently of whose happiness it is. In Mill's day, this was a common belief about the nature of value. Mill's
Utilitarianism was first published (in Fraser's Magazine) in 1861(5). Adam Smith's The Wealth of Nations was
published in 1776(6). David Ricardo's Principles of Political Economy and Taxation was published in 1817(7). And Karl
Marx's Das Kapital was published in 1867(8). All four of these classical political economists shared a common
approach to developing their theories of value. They all searched for value in the conditions of production. In other
words, they believed that a thing had value simpliciter rather than possessively. This was still the common view of
value as late as Moore's Principia Ethica, published in 1903(9).
"Whenâ€¦I talk of anything I get as 'my own good,' I must mean either that the thing I get is good, or that
my possessing it is good. In both cases it is only the thing or the possession of it which is mine, and not the
goodness of that thing or that possessionâ€¦ The good of it can in no possible sense be 'private' or belong to
me; any more than a thing can exist privately or for one person only. The only reason I can have for aiming
at 'my own good,' is that it is good absolutely that what I so call should belong to me -- good absolutely that
I should have something, which, if I have it, others cannot have. But if it is good absolutely that I should
have it, then everyone else has as much reason for aiming at my having it, as I have myself. If, therefore, it
is true of any single man's 'interest' or 'happiness' that it ought to be his sole ultimate end, this can only
mean that that man's 'interest' or 'happiness' is the sole good â€¦ What Egoism holds, therefore, is that each
man's happiness is the sole good -- that a number of different things are each of them the only good thing
there is -- an absolute contradiction." (G. E. Moore, Principia Ethica, 98-99.)
Given a modern understanding of "value", this is the single most contentious premise of Mill's. Our modern conception
of "value" is thoroughly possessive. Without this premise, the second half of Mill's argument completely collapses. It
might be possible to provide a proof that one ought to maximize one's own happiness. But it would be impossible to
then demonstrate that one ought to maximize happiness in general, regardless of the possessor of that happiness.
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Step 4.2 of Mill's argument makes the assumption that the value (simpliciter) of happiness, inherent in various things, is
both comparable and additive. By treating happiness / pleasure / utility as "a good", Mill makes it clear that he
considers this good as a singular kind of good - regardless of what might be the source of one's happiness / pleasure /
utility, it is always the same kind of good. Different sources of utility are thus comparable. And, of course, if one is
going to attempt to maximize the net utility - either for oneself or for the "aggregate of all people", then this utility must
necessarily be additive. That this was then a common assumption about value is evidenced by the attitude of economics
towards economic value. Classical economists (like Smith, Ricardo, and Marx) clearly considered the value of goods to
be comparable and additive. So Mill is just reflecting the then common attitude towards the notion of value.
But when it comes to the value of happiness / pleasure / utility, this assumption is highly debatable. It is the second
most contentious premise underlying Mill's argument. It is not at all obvious that the happiness I experience from
consuming an ice cream sundae on a hot summer's afternoon is in any way comparable (much less additive) with the
happiness I experience from earning a good mark in a Philosophy course exam, or from helping out a friend in need.
That various sources of utility are comparable or additive (by me) is highly contentious when the only person involved
is me. It is an insupportable hypothesis when there are two or more people involved.
Step 4.3 of Mill's argument adopts the obvious fundamental ethical premise that whatever is of value, whatever is "a
good", ought to be maximized. Hardly a controversial premise. It forms the basis of corporate finance, economics, and
all forms of non-religious ethics from Aristotle's eudaimonia to Mill's utilitarianism.
With these three hidden premises in hand, Mill is in a position to reach his first ethical conclusion: One ought to
maximize one's values of happiness / pleasure / utility.
Step 5 of Mill's argument extends the argument from the maximization of one's own happiness to the maximization of
happiness generally and in the aggregate. Mill requires two additional steps in his chain of reasoning to accomplish this.
The first of these is the establishment of an objective criterion by which to rank different sources of happiness.
"Of two pleasures, if there be one to which all or almost all who have experience of both give a decided
preference . . . that is the more desirable pleasure." [U-2:5]
"From this verdict of the only competent judges, I apprehend there can be no appeal. On a question which is
the best worth having of two pleasures, or which of two modes of existence is the most grateful to the
feelings . . . the judgment of those who are qualified by knowledge of both, or, if they differ, that of the
majority among them, must be admitted as final. And there needs be the less hesitation to accept this
judgment respecting the quality of pleasures, since there is no other tribunal to be referred to even on the
question of quantity. What means are there of determining which is the acutest of two pains, or the intensest
of two pleasurable sensations, except the general suffrage of those who are familiar with both? What is
there to decide whether a particular pleasure is worth purchasing at the cost of a particular pain, except the
feelings and judgment of the experienced?" [U-2:8]
"The test of quality, and the rule for measuring it against quantity, [is] the preference felt by those who, in
their opportunities of experience, to which must be added their habits of self-consciousness and selfobservation, are best furnished with the means of comparison." [U-2:10]
Mill here provides a decisive criterion of desirability. From this "verdict of the only competent judges . . . there can be
no appeal"[U-2:9]. The competent judges (those with experience of both forms of happiness) are not being called upon
to report some independent matter of fact. Mill's competent judges are infallible. The judicial metaphor is key: a
judicial verdict constitutes the legal fact. Mill is not suggesting that objective rankings of utilities are reflected (possibly
inaccurately) by the preferences of the judges. Rather he is arguing that the comparative rankings are actually
constructed from the preferences.
Unfortunately for Mill, this step of his argument runs afoul of the consequence that he is basing the "proof" of his
principle of utility on the beliefs of people who have already been brought up to believe that the best things in life are to
be had from a social environment. If he was basing his argument on the facts that empirically the best things in life are
to be had from a social environment, it would be one thing. But he is not. He is basing his argument on the learned
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preferences of competent judges, and not on the facts of the matter. So his argument is essentially circular.
But granting Mill his position, he can now employ this "objective" standard of comparative utilities to "correct" the
desires of individuals. Something that someone views as desirable can now be objectively verified as desirable or not.
Something that someone does not in fact desire can be objectively determined to be desirable for him nonetheless.
Thus, if a preference for the general happiness can be shown to be the preference of the majority of the competent
judges, then it is necessarily also desirable for any particular individual. Even if that particular individual does not in
fact actually desire it. And this leads into the next step.
Step 6 of Mill's argument is that, for various reasons, a policy of acting with the explicit aim of maximizing the general
happiness is more likely than not to have the consequence of maximizing one's own happiness than any other policy including a policy of acting with the explicit aim of maximizing one's own happiness.
"whatever amount of this feeling [for the good of others] a person has, he is urged by the strongest motives .
. . of interest . . . to the utmost of his power to encourage it in others; and even if he has none of it himself,
he is as greatly interested as any one else that others should have it. Consequently, the smallest germs of the
feeling are laid hold of and nourished by . . . the influences of education; and a complete web of
corroborative association is woven round it, by the powerful agency of external sanctions.
. . . the influences are constantly on the increase, which tend to generate in each individual a feeling of unity
with all the rest; which feeling, if perfect, would make him never think of, or desire, any beneficial
condition for himself, in the benefits of which they are not included. If we now suppose this feeling of unity
to be taught as a religion, and the whole force of education, of institutions, and of opinion, directed, as it
once was in the case of religion, to make every person grow up from infancy surrounded on all sides both
by the profession and by the practice of it, I think that no one, who can realize this conception, will feel any
misgiving about the sufficiency of the ultimate sanction for the Happiness morality." [U-3:9].
It is Mill's argument that in a civilized society, social institutions and cultural pressures will together act in to reinforce
the impulses of sympathy. Man is not commonly motivated to anti-social behaviour. Instead, we are motivated to
promote the general happiness. Mill argues that there are two classes of motivations that drive us in this direction.
First, there are external motivations arising from our hope of pleasing, and fear of displeasing, other members of our
society -- social and peer group pressures; laws and judicial punishments. More importantly, there is internal
motivation. For Mill, this consists of an amalgam of sympathy, learned (habitual) reactions, and feelings of self-worth.
The binding force is the experience or anticipation of pleasure or pride when one acts according to these feelings, and
of pain or remorse when one acts against them. Mill argues that the motivations we have towards the general happiness
is subjective and develops only with experience in a civilized society.
"Of the external sanctions it is not necessary to speak at any length. They are, the hope of favour and the
fear of displeasure, from our fellow creatures or from the Ruler of the Universe, along with whatever we
may have of sympathy or affection for them, or of love and awe of Him, inclining us to do his will
independently of selfish consequences. . . . The whole force therefore of external reward and punishment,
whether physical or moral, and whether proceeding from God or from our fellow men, together with all that
the capacities of human nature admit of disinterested devotion to either, become available to enforce the
utilitarian morality, in proportion as that morality is recognised; and the more powerfully, the more the
appliances of education and general cultivation are bent to the purpose." [U-3:4]
"The internal sanction of . . . is one and the same- a feeling in our own mind; a pain, more or less intense,
attendant on violation of duty, which in properly cultivated moral natures rises, in the more serious cases,
into shrinking from it as an impossibility. This feeling, . . . is the essence of Conscience; though in that
complex phenomenon as it actually exists, the simple fact is in general all encrusted over with collateral
associations, derived from sympathy, from love, and still more from fear; from all the forms of religious
feeling; from the recollections of childhood and of all our past life; from self-esteem, desire of the esteem of
others, and occasionally even self-abasement." [U-3:5]
"Now, society between human beings, except in the relation of master and slave, is manifestly impossible
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on any other footing than that the interests of all are to be consulted. Society between equals can only exist
on the understanding that the interests of all are to be regarded equally. And since in all states of
civilisation, every person, except an absolute monarch, has equals, every one is obliged to live on these
terms with somebody; and in every age some advance is made towards a state in which it will be impossible
to live permanently on other terms with anybody. In this way people grow up unable to conceive as possible
to them a state of total disregard of other people's interests." [U-3:12]
According to Mill, it follows from one's being civilized and having developed the appropriate socialized habits of
thought to act from a desire to maximize aggregate happiness, that one will maximize one's expectations of individual
happiness. This is because following the Principle of Utility provides unique sources of pleasure (i.e. the pleasures of
social approbation); and being a member of a civilized social group increases one's efficiency (measured as a percentage
of capacity for happiness satisfied). If mutual concern did not, as a matter of empirical fact, promote overall happiness,
Mill would oppose it on exactly the same utilitarian grounds he relies on in his logic.
Conclusion: Mill is thus now in a position to reach his final ethical conclusion that one ought to maximize the general
aggregate of happiness / pleasure / utility. The argument he has constructed does not meet his own standard of "proof"
for two separate reasons. One is its subject matter: ultimate ends are a category of ought statements - beyond the reach
of factual inference or proof. The other is the argument's form: a deductively valid argument is merely "apparent, not
real"[CW-VII:158]. Yet it is a deductive construction (based on several key premises) that "may be presented capable
of determining the intellect either to give or withhold its assent to the doctrine; and this is equivalent to proof."[U-1:5].

The Flaws in Utilitarianism
The first flaw in Mill's logic is easily missed because the point is made very early on in his Utilitarianism. This is where
Mill argues against what he terms 'intuitionism'. You would have thought that with his stress on the foundational aspect
of 'what we desire' as being that which determines what is 'desirable', Mill would have given some credence to the
evident fact that people do in fact have strongly held moral beliefs -- derived from religion, or their moral conscience -which are, in effect, desires about how they and others should behave. Yet he is adamant that any attempt at basing
ethics on such 'intuitions' is worthless. It begs the very question he is seeking to answer. If my moral intuitions differ
from yours, there can be no argument or discussion, whereas the point of moral philosophy is to discover a common
coin in which the questions of ethics can be rationally discussed.
This starting point leaves very little alternative to a consequentialist ethics. Although Mill ventures the hypothesis that
his utilitarianism is close to what Kant intended by the categorical imperative, he does not make any attempt to assess
the prospects for an a priori or logical basis for ethics in the manner of Kant. So really, to complete the above logical
derivation of Utilitarianism, Mill's rejection of intuitionism should be added as 'Step 0'.
The second flaw is that "strong Utilitarianism" has a terrible problem: it is grossly inconsistent with most people's
ethical intuition in certain cases. For instance, suppose that (never mind how; all that matters is that it should be
conceivable) I could, by subjecting my aged grandmother to the most appalling tortures (which I shall leave to your
imagination, should you happen to have that sort of imagination), relieve a sufficiently large number of people from one
minute's toothache. No matter how small the amount of suffering from which each person is thus delivered, and no
matter how great the amount I cause to my grandmother, if the number of people is large enough then the total amount
of suffering in the world will be decreased by this transaction. Therefore I ought to torture my grandmother. This, it
seems to me, is unacceptable to most people. Especially in light of the public outcry in the United States over the use of
"enhanced interrogation techniques" (torture) in the war against terrorism.
Of course, various Utilitarian writers have suggested ways round this problem. For instance, we could model happiness
and misery with a modified number system, containing values incommensurable in the sense that no integer multiple of
one was as big as the other (for mathematicians: in other words, we could work with a non-Archimedean valuation). Or
we could replace the idea of adding up utilities with some other operation: take the single biggest happiness or misery,
and just look at that, or something. (Actually, either this second option actually reduces to the first, or else it doesn't
work. Proof left as an exercise to the reader.)
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So, we can get around that particular problem. Alas, there are others. Here is a list and commentary gleened from
Gareth Evans on the Internet(10.1):
1.      The only aspect of the state of the world which has any direct moral significance is the happiness or misery
of people. Suppose I tell a defamatory lie about you to an acquaintance of mine, who has never had and never will have
any sort of interaction with you, and swear him to secrecy. This makes no difference whatever to your future happiness.
Does that make it OK? It seems clear to me that it doesn't (and if you disagree, there is really nothing I can say to
convince you). Isn't there, in fact, something fundamentally good about truth and bad about falsehood? Some such idea
seems to underlie the near-universal agreement that lying is in itself bad. And what about, say, someone who takes great
pleasure in annoying other people? Suppose I get enormous satisfaction from causing you minor but genuine
unpleasantness. Does that mean that it's right for me to do so?
2.      Actions, as such, have no moral value. What matters is their effect on the state of the world. Is this really
plausible? It doesn't seem so to me. If I kill someone, isn't there something intrinsically bad about that, even if (as might
be the case) the killing turns out to be right in terms of maximizing utility? I think most people would agree that a
killing of this sort would be at best a necessary evil.
3.      The only relevance of the state of a family or a society is the effect it has on its individual members. In
particular, only individuals matter. I wouldn't like to claim that this is obviously wrong. But is it really obviously right?
4.      One person's happiness is precisely as important as another's. All people are, ethically speaking, equal, in all
situations. What about criminals? If I am in the process of raping your wife, do you really have to consider my wellbeing as carefully as your wife's in deciding how to go about stopping me? (Perhaps the answer is "yes". It certainly
doesn't seem like an easy question to answer.)
5.      It is possible to measure happiness, in the required sense, on some sort of comparative linear scale. It is
possible to add up different people's degrees of comparative happiness, producing a meaningful "Total (net) happiness".
And, again, the results can meaningfully be compared. Is it really obvious that different sorts of happiness are
commensurable? How do you compare the pleasure person A gets from an hour of wild sex with his wife, the
contentment person B has from the knowledge that his money in the bank is earning him piles of interest for his
retirement, the wonder person C feels on contemplating the starry sky, the thrill person D has when listening to her
favorite piece of music, person E's enjoyment of an evening listening to a stand-up comic, and so on? And how do you
weigh those up against person P's toothache, person Q's unhappy marriage, person R's fear of cancer, person S's
resentment of unfair treatment long ago, person T's frustration at having spent three weeks chasing a bug in his
computer program? I don't know, that's for sure. I don't even know how to do similar comparisons when all the people
involved are myself. In difficult cases it feels a lot more like tossing a coin than like choosing the best of a neatly
ordered set of options.
Let's pretend, for the sake of argument, that all those problems are resolved, and that I'm fully persuaded that
Utilitarianism (of your favorite variety) is correct. I now have a decision to make; for instance, I have to decide whether
to cycle home in the dark without lights (thus endangering a few people slightly, maybe) or to be late home (thus
upsetting my wife and perhaps not managing to get anything for dinner). This is a trivial example; it should be easy to
work it out. . . . Not a bit of it. I have to work out the entire future of the whole universe (possibly radically different in
the two cases: remember the butterfly effect), work out exactly how happy each person is in each case and for how long,
and add it all up. Good grief.
In practice, what Utilitarians usually recommend is much simpler. I should make guesses as to the likely effects of the
actions I'm considering, estimate the resulting levels of happiness, and do the best I can at adding them up in my head.
Anything more is impossible, impractical, and in any case I can't be blamed for things I can't predict.
That last remark, if actually made by a Utilitarian, would amount to an abandonment of one of the key principles of
Mill's development of Utilitarianism: You don't do things so as to have done the Right Thing; You do them because it
has results which are Good. In other words, when making an ethical decision you aren't out to maximize your own
righteousness: to the Utilitarian, that is a horribly selfish way of thinking. You're acting for the common good.
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Utilitarianism is a Social / Altruistic conception of morality -- what matters is the overall net total of happiness /
pleasure / utility.
But we can't have it both ways. Either I take into account all the effects of my actions (impossible even in principle, and
certainly impractical), or I abandon the attempt to maximize overall utility -- for the future consequences of my actions
are in most cases much greater than those in the foreseeable future. Perhaps it's possible to get round this by claiming
that there is some irreducible random element in exactly what happens, and that beyond some point in the future the
consequences of my actions will be swamped by the results of amplified random noise; if this is so, I need only consider
a finite portion of the future, and things look less bleak.
If you are some sort of non-utilitarian, you have probably been reading the foregoing sections with either boredom or
glee, depending on whether you've already thought of all those arguments against Utilitarianism yourself. I'd now like to
suggest that there is much to be said in favor of Utilitarianism, despite its problems.
The first point is one I've made already: Utilitarianism, in so far as we can actually apply it (which means, in practice,
only looking at a small chunk of the future and only looking at a small region of the universe), actually does a pretty
good job of giving answers to ethical questions. And, subject to those approximations, it's quite easy. Most of us are
capable of guessing "what will happen if. . .", and of imagining others' responses to the ensuing situations; and in many
cases it's possible to compare the resulting utilities without too much trouble.
Secondly, Utilitarianism provides a valuable corrective against the sort of excessively rule-based ethics which come
naturally to the religious, and perhaps to anyone who lives in a society with a very well-defined set of laws.
Thirdly, utilitarian arguments are, so to speak, portable. If you need to discuss ethical questions with someone else who
doesn't share your system of ethics, you can often get some way towards agreement by considering the utilitarian
question first. Then you can discuss the corrections that need to be made.

Variations on a Theme
The Wikipedia Encyclopedia article on Utilitarianism(10.2) offers a good description of the variations on the basic
Utilitarian Ethical premise:
Act Utilitarianism: This is the usual title applied to the Utilitarianism of Mill, as described above. Act Utilitarianists
judge a moral agent's act in terms of the consequences of that act alone (such as lieing to the axe murder). And it has all
the flaws described above.
Rule Utilitarianism: This is a version of Classic Utilitarianism designed to address some of the flaws of Act
Utilitarianism. The basic premise of Rule Utilitarianism is that it is not particular acts of the moral agent that are
relevant to the calculus of happiness / pleasure / utility, but the establishment of generally applicable rules. Rule
utilitarianism argues that "the rightness or wrongness of a particular action is a function of the correctness of the rule of
which it is an instance."(10.3) A moral agent's action is right to the extent that it conforms to a rule that leads to the
greatest good. For rule utilitarians, the correctness of a rule is determined by the net amount of good it brings about
when followed. Rule utilitarians argue that following rules that tend to lead to the greatest good will have better
consequences overall than allowing exceptions to be made in individual instances, even if better consequences can be
demonstrated in those instances.(11) However, as pointed out by R.M.Hare(12), there is no constraint in Rule
Utilitarianism on the nature of the Rules that can be considered. As a result, the rules can be "as specific and un-general
as we please." Unless extra-Utilitarian restrictions are placed on the kind of rules that can be considered, Rule
Utilitarianism quickly collapses into Act Utilitarianism.          
Two-level Utilitarianism: Hare then arguessuggests that one of the main reasons justifying Rule Utilitarianism is its
provision of the general rules that people need for moral education and character development. He suggests that a
distinction can be maintained between a "specific rule utilitarianism" (Act Utilitarianism) and "general rule
utilitarianism" (Rule Utilitarianism). Hence a two-level Utilitarianism. When moral judgements and decisions are
appraoched from the "ideal observer" point of view, we use Act Utilitarianism. And when we are determining what
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Rules to teach and follow, we also use Act Utilitarianism. But when we are being ourselves, using messy reasoning in
chaotic circumstances, we should use the more general Rule Utilitarianism -- relying on Rules previously discerned
(presumably when we have the time and resources to employ careful reasoning and greater knowledge of consequences,
or have the advantage of hindsight on previous experience to guide us). Hare argues that in practice, most of the time,
we should be following the Rules(12, p 17) In Moral Thinking(13), Hare provided this example of his thesis. The
"archangel" is the hypothetical person who has perfect knowledge of the situation and no personal biases or weaknesses
and always uses critical moral thinking to decide the right thing to do; the "prole" is the hypothetical person who is
completely incapable of critical thinking and uses nothing but intuitive moral thinking and, of necessity, has to follow
the general moral rules they have been taught or learned through imitation. It is not that some people are archangels and
others proles, but rather that "we all share the characteristics of both to limited and varying degrees and at different
times."(13) Of course, since the Rules are formulated using the principles of Act Utilitarianism, even a Two-Level
Utilitarianism is going to suffer from all the flaws outlined above. Accepting a set of pre-calculated Rules merely
makes the calculus simpler. It does not address any of the other problems.
Preference Utilitarianism: First suggested by John Harsanyi in 1977.(14) But also supported by R. M. Hare,(13) Peter
Singer(15) and Richard Brandt.(16) Classic Utilitarian is Hedonistic -- defining "utility" in terms of pleasure or
happiness. However it is far from obvious that everything we do is motivated by a desire to maximise happiness /
pleasure and minimise misery / pain. According to Harsanyi, "preference utilitarianism is the only form of utilitarianism
consistent with the important philosophical principle of preference autonomy. By this I mean the principle that, in
deciding what is good and what is bad for a given individual, the ultimate criterion can only be his own wants and his
own preferences."(14, pg:55) Of course, two caveats complicate this seemingly simple principle. The first caveat is that
antisocial preferences, such as sadism, envy and resentment, have to be excluded. Harsanyi does this with the ad hoc
determination that any personality that harbours such antisocial feelings must be excluded from moral consideration.
Secondly, Harsanyi distinguishes between "manifest" preferences and "true" preferences. The former are those
"manifested by his observed behaviour, including preferences possibly based on erroneous factual beliefs, or on careless
logical analysis, or on strong emotions that at the moment greatly hinder rational choice" whereas the latter are "the
preferences he would have if he had all the relevant factual information, always reasoned with the greatest possible care,
and were in a state of mind most conducive to rational choice."(14, pg:55) However, even with these two caveats, it is
unclear how Preference Utilitarianism would address any of the difficulties faced by Classic Utilitarianism.
Negative Utilitarianism: Argues that the principle "maximize pleasure" should be replaced by "minimize pain". First
suggested in 1945 by Karl Popper in his The Open Society and its Enemies.(17) Popper argued that from the ethical
point of view, there is no symmetry between misery and happiness, or between pain and pleasure. One of the main
criticisms of the Utilitarian hedonistic calculus is that it assumes a continuous pleasure-pain scale which allows us to
treat degrees of pain as negative degrees of pleasure. But many argue with Popper that from the moral point of view,
pain cannot be outweighed by pleasure, and especially not your pain by my pleasure. Some advocates argue that a
higher weight ought to be applied to the avoidance of suffering than to the promotion of happiness. Which would
render Negative Utilitarianism similar to Act Utilitarianism.
Motive Utilitarianism: Like Rule Utilitarianism's focus on using the Utility calculus to pre-consider Moral Rules to be
used by moral agents instead of completing the calculus on each potential action, Motive Utilitarianism focuses on preconsidering the motives and dispositions that might drive the moral agent to one alternative versus anther. Motive
Utilitarianism was first proposed by Robert Merrihew Adams in 1976.(18) As argued above, when describing Classic
Utilitarianism, trying to apply the Utility calculus to each potential alternative is theoretically impossible, and will
probably lead to a sub-optimal outcome. Motive Utilitarianism is thus very much like Rule Utilitarianism. And its
advocates employ the same sort of arguments that are used to support Two-level Utilitiarianism. Applying preconsidered Rules at the social level (Rule Utilitarianism) and motives and dispositions at the personal level (Motive
Utilitarianism) is more likely to lead to a better overall outcome.
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Welfare Utilitarianism
Classis Utilitarianism, described by Bentham and Mill, depends on the calculus of collective net "Utility". And in
Classic Utilitarianism, and all of its variants, the concept of "Utility" is couched in terms of the individual's subjective
evalustion of pleasure, happiness, pain, misery, preferences, motives, or dispositions. In other words, Classic
Utilitarianism is dependend on the individual moral agents personal and subjective evaluaation of the particular
conception of "utility" involved. Even Rule Utilitarianism, in its pre-evaluation of the Rules to apply, must use the
collective of individual and personal assessment of "utility".
Welfare Utilitarianism, on the other hand, basis its calculus on the notion of collective net "Welfare". Where this
concept is framed in terms of something more objectively meansurable than subjective personal evaluations. The most
common variant defines "Welfare" in standard economic terms. Hence Economic Welfare Utilitarianism argues that
alternative that provides "the greatest good for the greates number" comes down to the alternative that provides the
greatest net economic welfare for the greatest number.   
Other variants of Welfare Utilitarianism expand the "welfare" concept beyond the simple economic definition, by
providing some additional meansures that it is claimed standard economics doies not properly deal with. Some
examples include the protection of the individual by various "rights", stndards of health, and social progress (see, for
example, http://www.socialprogressimperative.org/global-index/).
The primary impetus behind Welfare Utilitarianism, is to ground the calculus on onjectively measurable phenomenon,
so that the "Greatest Good for the Greatest Number" can be scientifically investigated independent of how (or even
whether) people might happen to think about the matter.
Still, Welfare Utilitarianism is still Utilitarianism, even though it is no longer hedonistic. It still suffers all of the
problems that poison Classsic Utilitarianism.
Here are a couple of essays expanding on the connection between human well-being and morality:
What is the best way to understand the relationship between human well-being and morality?
Is there a necessary link between human well-being and morality?
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Ethical Egoism
See the Wikipedia article "Ethical Egoism" at URL=<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethical_egoism>.
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Eudemonism
See the article on "Eudaimonism" in The Basics of Philosophy at URL=
<http://www.philosophybasics.com/branch_eudaimonism.html>.
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Evolutionary Ethics
See these various articles:https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolutionary_ethics
http://www.iep.utm.edu/evol-eth/
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/morality-biology/
http://philosophy.uchicago.edu/faculty/files/richards/A%20Defence%20of%20Evolutionary%20Ethics.pdf
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Virtue Ethics
See the articles on "Virtue Ethics" in the
Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, URL=<http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/ethics-virtue/>.
Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy, URL=<http://www.iep.utm.edu/virtue/>.
Wikipedia Encyclopedia, URL=<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtue_ethics>.
New World Encyclopedia, URL=
<http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Virtue_ethics>.
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A Digression into Genetics Theory
First, let us clearly establish what a "Gene" really is. Each of us is made up of millions of individual cells. Cells make up
your skin, cells make up your intestines, heart and other organs, and cells make up your muscles, your bones, and your
brain. All of the cells in a given part of the body are more or less similar, while cells that make up different parts of the
body are more or less different. One thing all cells in all animals (in fact all forms of multi-cellular life and a good
proportion of uni-cellular life) have in common, is a nucleus containing long complex molecules of "deoxyribonucleic
acid", otherwise known as DNA. In repeatable experiments, biochemists have proven that the exact chemical structure
of these DNA molecules is what controls the shape, nature, and function of the cell that contains them. Small segments
(I shall call them "Steps", although actually each "Step" is really a set of three base-pairs linked to the sugar backbone)
of the DNA molecules can be structured in a quite limited number of well-understood ways. But these "Steps" can be
chained together into very long strings. These long strings of DNA are also called "chromosomes".
Now consider a given set of "Steps" in a particular chromosome. And lets assume, for a moment, that the particular
chemical configuration of this particular set of "Steps" controls some chemical process within the cell. This particular
set of "Steps" is called a "Gene". Lets call this very specific set of "Steps" on this very particular chromosome "Gene
A", for the purposes of further discussion. Any collection of "Steps" in a chromosome that controls or influences some
chemical process in the cell, is called a "Gene". Biochemists do not yet fully understand the workings of Genes, but they
have properly proven a number of their characteristics that are critical to this discussion. Most importantly, they have
proven that certain particular groupings of steps in the DNA molecule exert critical control over the functioning of the
individual cell, and over the organism as a whole. A number of human and animal diseases, as a prime example, have
been shown to be the direct result of an "error" in the sequence of steps that constitutes particular "Genes". The
scientists have also shown that not every "Step" in a chromosome is part of a Gene. It would appear that there are long
stretches of "Steps" that serve no discernible purpose. These "introns" (as the specialists refer to them) appear both
outside of known genes, and within the step sequence of genes. And, of course, not every random sequence of "Steps" is
a Gene. The processes of Evolution have spent over a billion years selecting just those particular sequences of "Steps"
that are meaningful for a given species.
All this information becomes really important, when you remember that in the processes of human procreation, one cell
from the male (called the sperm) and one cell from the female (called an ovum) get together to form one cell of the
baby. Each of us starts as a single cell containing 23 chromosomes that we have inherited from our father, and 23
chromosomes that we have inherited from our mother. So it is these 46 chromosomes, and the Genes that are contained
in these chromosomes, that is almost all that is passed (chemically) from one generation to the other. (We will ignore for
the purposes of this discussion the DNA that is passed from the mother in the other organelles of the ovum since it
forms a relatively minuscule portion of the total DNA involved.) It is the particular chemical structure of the DNA
molecules of these 46 chromosomes that determines the bio-chemical structure of the resulting individual. And Genes,
by their bio-chemical influence on the individual cells of our body, exert influence over our behaviour. (This description
is quite simplified, of course, so those of you who have a more in-depth understanding of Genetics, please do not get
upset. This simplified description is "True enough" for my purposes here.)
Lets not get into a discussion here about how much of the Individual is determined by their chemical inheritance, and
how much by experience. The "Nature versus Nurture" argument is a subject that will require a lot more detailed
information that we have room to explore here. For now, lets just agree that "Some" of what constitutes the Individual is
determined by the bio-chemistry of that first cell. After all, your personality is likely to be different if you develop a
penis, than if you develop a vagina. You are likely to be different if you are six foot tall, than if you are only five foot
two. There are many features of an individual that are indisputably determined by genetic inheritance, regardless of how
the nature versus nurture discussion progresses.
Changes to the chemical sequence of a chromosome are called "mutations". There are many possible causes for
mutations, including radiation, chemical toxins, and the normal biological processes that create the sperm and ovum
cells. A mutation to the chemical structure of any single "Step" of a gene, creates a new form of the gene. Because some
genes contain long stretches of apparently inactive "Steps", and some contain many repetitions of their active regions,
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not all mutations have a detectable impact. But a change to a key "Step" of a gene, will have a detectable chemical
impact on the processes of the cell. Cancer, for example, is understood to be caused by mutations in certain steps of
some Genes. (What causes the mutations, and which steps and which genes are involved, is the subject of massive
Cancer research programs.) So let us now consider our "Gene A" as a new form of a gene that has just appeared in your
body as the result of a mutation. You have just been zapped by a cosmic ray, and what used to be Gene Q, has been
changed, and is now a new Gene A.
Think a moment, on the history and life-cycle of this Gene A. If this gene should appear in a cell on the back of your
hand, its life time will be very short. When you die, so does the gene. The particular physical and chemical structure of
Gene A will vanish with you. On an evolutionary time scale, this new Gene A will have had no impact. It will be as if it
had appeared and vanished in an instant, with no legacy of its existence. But consider the life-cycle of this Gene A, if it
should appear in the cells that participate in creating Sperm or Ova. Suppose that in the process of creating a sperm or
ovum, Gene A gets included in the 23 chromosomes to be packaged in each sex cell.
Now, if one of these sex cells containing Gene A should chance to meet up with its counter-part and create a baby, Gene
A will exist in two separate individuals. If it happens that you die (as everyone eventually does), Gene A will still exist
in the next generation. The chemical mutation to a stretch of DNA that we have been calling "Gene A", has outlived its
original carrier. Bio-geneticists are interested in much longer time-spans and much larger populations, of course, than
the single individual and the single generation we have been talking about here. But the basic concepts are what is
important, and they apply equally well to large sample populations, and multiple generations. By having multiple offspring, you create multiple copies of "Gene A". If your off-spring have multiple off-spring, then there are even more
copies of this particular "Gene A". And so on, until the numbers of generations involved becomes large, and the
population of individuals becomes large.
Now lets add a few more labels to the discussion. For purposes of discussion, I will label as "P" a Gene that somehow
(the chemistry is irrelevant) reinforces behaviour in its carrying packages (you, and your off-spring) that makes you
(and your offspring), in its current environment, marginally more likely to proliferate copies of itself. And lets label as
"N" a Gene that reinforces behaviour in its carrying packages (you, and your off-spring) that, in its current environment,
marginally interferes with your proliferation of copies of itself. And, for the sake of completeness, a "Q" gene will be
one that does not appear to have any impact on your propensity, or lack there-of, to proliferate copies of itself.
Many aspects of animal (and of course Human) behaviour can now be understood as consequences of the mathematics
of genetic proliferation, where they were passed off as unexplained "instincts" before. The instincts against incest,
existing to some degree in all species of mammals, can now be understood as genetic-level inheritance arithmetic. Over
the many generations of various forms of life, the genes that coded for various ways to hinder incestuous sexual
reproduction were relatively more likely to proliferate. The hard teacher of evolutionary experience labelled these genes
as "P" genes. Because of some of the more detailed characteristics of genetic inheritance, incestuous pro-creation is not
a good method of proliferating copies of genes. The result can be seen now in many sexually reproducing species, as a
behavioural instinct that tends to drive individuals to non-family members for reproductive purposes. The three classical
instincts for Self-, Off-spring-, and Species- Preservation have also become understandable as genetic-level calculations
of the odds for genetic proliferation. Within the theory of Genetic Evolution, there are no longer conflicts between the
three instincts. Understood as one single Genetic-Survival theory, the mother cat dying for her kittens can be rationally
explained by simple mathematics. The "altruistic" behaviour of bees in a hive, or termites in a hill, are likewise reduced
to the same simple non-altruistic selfish-gene mathematics.
I am not sufficiently versed in the details of the mathematics of the Theory to provide any better description. The nontechnical over-view I have presented here is the best I can do for a work of this nature. If you wish further factual
information, or scientific discussion of this theory, there are numerous popular and specialist works on the subject at any
reference library. This overview, however, should suffice for the purposes of our further discussion, as long as you
accept the basic concepts I have presented. Otherwise, a visit to the library is recommended. Some texts that are an
excellent presentation of this line of reasoning are
Darwin, Charles (Edited by J.W. Burrow). The Origin of Species. Penguin Books, Ltd.; London, England; 1968.
Originally Published in 1859.
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Darwin, Charles. The Descent of Man (Second Edition). A.L. Burt Company; New York; 1871.
Dawkins, Richard. The Selfish Gene. Oxford University Press; New York; 1976.
Dawkins, Richard. The Blind Watchmaker. W.W. Norton and Company; New York; 1987.
Dawkins, Richard. The Extended Phenotype. Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1982; ISBN 0-19-286088-7.
Morris, Desmond. Manwatching; Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New York, 1977; ISBN 0-8109-2184-7.
Most of these works also include extensive bibliographies to guide further reading.
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I thing Michael Dukakis coined the notion of of the "10 second sound bite" during the 1998 US Presidential
election. (At least this is the earliest I have been able to find for the use of the phrase.)
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Is knowledge justified true belief?
The simplified answer, as for most seemingly simple philosophical questions, is both "Yes!"and "No!". It all depends
on just what you mean by "justified".
Philosophers studying epistemology generally distinguish between three different kinds of "knowledge". There is what
is called "acquaintance knowledge", "ability knowledge", and "propositional knowledge".
Acquaintance knowledge is the kind of knowledge we claim when we are familiar with a person, place, or thing. It is
"knowledge of . . .". This kind of knowledge allows us to recognize things again, or to take advantage of our familiarity
in various ways. For example, I can claim to "know" London if I can navigate my way from place to place, or find a
particular night spot. Acquaintance knowledge is not considered "justified true belief" because it is not considered to
involved beliefs. Acquaintance knowledge is considered a skill or ability of the memory.
Ability knowledge can be exemplified by such examples as "I know the violin", or (again) "I know London". The sense
of the word in this context implies some special skill or ability. It is "knowledge how . . .". I can play the violin, or I
can find that particular restaurant in Soho. The key distinguishing criteria for ability versus acquaintance is that I must
be able to employ my special skill or ability to some standard. Thus, if I can play the violin to my mother's standards,
then to her I can say that "I know the violin". But if I cannot play well enough to satisfy anyone else, then I cannot say
to them that "I know the violin". Ability knowledge is also not considered "justified true belief" because again it is not
considered to involve beliefs. Ability knowledge is also considered a skill or ability of the memory -- but to some
standard.
Given the context within which the question is posed (a course on epistemology), it is "propositional knowledge" that is
intended as the subject of the title question. It is "knowledge that . . .". Propositional knowledge appears in statements
that have the general format "S knows that P", where "S" is any particular subject of interest, and "P" is some belief
(usually conceived as a proposition or other truth carrier -- philosophers differ) that describes some characteristic of
Reality. If a teacher tells her class that she knows one of her students left the apple on her desk, is that merely her
opinion, or is it knowledge? Just what is the difference between a person's belief or opinion that the ball is read, and a
person's knowledge that the ball is red. What has to be added to the belief in order to qualify it as "knowledge"? It is
this kind of propositional knowledge for which the title question about "justified true belief" is relevant.
The analytical process of determining just what the difference is between some subject S believing that P and that
subject "knowing" that P, involves the identification of the conditions that are individually necessary and jointly
sufficient to warrant the claim to knowledge. The "Tri-Partite" or "Justified True Belief" (JTB) theory posits that for S
to know that P, it is individually necessary and jointly sufficient that
(a) P be true;
(b) S believe that P; and
(c) S be justified in believing that P.
It is generally agreed by almost all who ponder this issue that for it to be said that S knows that P, P must be true.
Obviously, it is possible that I might believe some proposition that is not in fact true. But it would certainly be counter
intuitive for me to claim to know things that are not in fact the case. It is common practice to expect that for me to
claim to know that London is in England, it would be necessary that London is in fact in England. If I were to claim to
know that London is, instead in Ireland, most people would claim that I am mistaken in my belief, and that I do not in
fact know that. A claim to propositional knowledge, is a claim that the proposition is in fact true.
It is also generally agreed by almost all who ponder the issue that for it to be said that S knows that P, S must believe
that P. Again, it would be counter intuitive for me to claim to know something that I do not believe is the case. But
something further can be said on the question of belief. For a claim of knowledge to be generally accepted, the belief
involved must be more than a weak form of acceptance. If I claim to know that London is in England, you would
expect me to have a firm and committed belief that London is in fact in England. If I were to add to my claim that I am
quite doubtful of this fact, or that I am simply accepting your unsubstantiated word for this fact, then most people would
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seriously challenge my claim to know the fact. Therefore, as long as one understands that the "belief" that is being
referred to in the title question is intended to denote a strong and committed belief, then the condition that the
proposition at issue is believed is consistent with the manner in which we employ the concept of knowledge.
This leaves us with the third of the conditions referenced in the title question. There are many propositions that I might
believe on a whim, that just happen to be true. No one would accept my claim to know any of these propositions.
Something extra is clearly required. The extra condition referenced in the title question is that of justification. And it is
the issue of the nature of justification that has occupied epistemologists at least since the time of Plato's dialogue
between Socrates and Meno. There are many different theories of just what "justification" means in the context of the
extra condition that needs to be added to true beliefs to warrant calling them knowledge.
Some theories are termed "internalist" because their concept of justification is based on things that are directly available
to the subject S. Their basic argument is that when you list all the evidence you believe justifies your belief that P, what
you are listing is other beliefs along with the associated second-order belief that the supporting evidence actually does
imply P, or make P more probable. Internalist theories focus on the manner in which we employ reason to infer
conclusions from the evidence.
However, internalist theories have their difficulties. One difficulty is the potential for infinite regress. If your
knowledge is justified on the basis of other beliefs, and those are justified based on further beliefs, you can see that an
infinite regress quickly develops. Similar regress occurs with the second-order beliefs that the evidence supports the
likelihood of P. Two other difficulties arise from the notion of non-inferential beliefs based on sensory experience, and
the common practice of attributing knowledge to animals and pre-rational children.
The two most popular Internalist theories of knowledge are "Foundationalism" and "Coherentism". Foundationalism
addresses the problem of infinite regress by positing that some beliefs are non-inferential, and therefore foundational.
Non-inferential beliefs are those that are "infallible" -- beliefs that are true just in case we have them. For example,
perceptual beliefs can be called infallible because, it is supposed, we form the belief that the ball is red if and only if we
perceive the ball to be red. However, this still leaves the problem of the manner in which S's belief in P "rests" on the
foundational beliefs. If it is necessary that P be logically entailed by some foundational beliefs, then what happens if
our foundational (for example perceptual) beliefs are contradictory? This is certainly possible. For instance, it is not
uncommon for our eyes to give us one message of what is out there, while our ears or fingers give us another.
Alternatively, perhaps our belief in P relies on defeasible evidence. Defeasible evidence is simply evidence that
justifies, but does not logically entail. It is always possible, no matter how much evidence we accumulate, that
defeasible evidence may be defeated by the addition of more (and counter) evidence. If this is the hypothesis, then
Foundationalism more or less devolves to Coherentism.
Coherentism is internalism without foundational beliefs. The hypothesis is that S's belief in P is justified if and only if
S's belief in P coheres with the rest of S's beliefs. Unlike foundationalism, the coherence concept of justification is
holistic rather than linear or hierarchical. Yet the coherence theory also suffers from a number of difficulties. Chief
among these is the nature of the coherence involved. It surely cannot be logical consistency, since most people believe
at least some contradictory beliefs. Perhaps the criteria is logical consistency within some sub-domain of beliefs. But
that only raises the question of how to delineate the relevant sub-domain. Most coherentist theories leaves open the
question of how some beliefs qualify for supporting status while others are disqualified. They also often leave open the
question of how to distinguish between beliefs that are more, better, or properly justified from those that are less, poorly,
or improperly justified. If the coherence is not logical consistency, just what is it?
Another difficulty faced by coherence theorists is that in principle, a coherent belief structure could be totally
disconnected from reality. The only way to avoid this disconnect potential is to grant perceptual beliefs some special
status in grounding the rest of the web of beliefs. But to do that, the coherence theorist is migrating towards a
foundationalist theory which the coherence theorist initially denies.
Finally, the coherence theorist faces the challenge of explaining why the coherence of a set of beliefs should converge
on truth. It is not at all obvious that the coherence of a set of beliefs should track reality. Yet, as noted above, it is
commonly accepted by all thinkers that for a belief to be accepted as knowledge, that belief must at the very least be
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true.
In response to these (and other) challenges to the internalist theories of propositional knowledge, there are some theories
that deny the basic premise of internalism. These are (naturally enough) termed "externalist". They base their concept
of justification on elements that are not directly available to the subject. There are externalist variants of both
Foundationalism and Coherentism that draw upon external features of the web of beliefs to delineate the foundational
beliefs, or the sub-domain of relevant beliefs. But most prominent among the externalist theories is the theory of
reliablism.
Reliablism is the thesis that propositional knowledge consists of a true belief that is arrived at through some reliable
process. Reliabism is an externalist theory because the reliability of some belief forming process is a feature that is
external to the subject, the subject is not in a position to be aware that the processes involved are reliable.
In parallel with the "justified true belief"(JTB) theories, reliablism posits that for S to know that P is it individually
necessary and jointly sufficient that
(a) P be true;
(b) S believe that P; and
(c) S's belief in P be produced by a reliable process.
Unlike the other theories described above, pure (or hard) reliablism does not admit that knowledge demands
justification. In short, pure reliablism would deny the definition posed in the title question. On the other hand, of
course, it is always possible to understand the word "justification" as a broad enough concept that it would consider a
belief formed by some reliable process as suitably "justified". So from a reliablist theory perspective, how we answer
the title question would depend on just what is meant by "justification".
It is worth noting that reliablism is much more consistent than the JTB theories with the evolutionary development of
human intellect. In positing only the existence of some unspecified reliable belief forming process, reliablism is
ambivalent to any specific process. This allows reliablism to accommodate an evolutionary sequence of ever more
reliable processes. Such an evolutionary conception of knowledge generating processes also provides an explanation of
why knowledge is valuable -- an issue that the standard JTB theories do not directly address. On any theory of
knowledge, knowledge is "assured true belief", and is thus the best bet when pursuing evolutionary survival. It is better,
in the long evolutionary run, to know behind which tree the tiger lurks, else one is liable to become lunch rather than
enjoy it. From the perspective of reliablism, however, it is largely irrelevant how one comes to know the necessary
knowledge. The processes of evolutionary selection will ensure that those with the more reliable belief forming process
will be the ones to populate the future.
For similar reasons, reliablism is also fully consistent with our common practice of employing the term "knowledge"
when describing animals and pre-intellectual children. Both internalist and externalist versions of JTB theories demand
a sophisticated intellectual ability to reason and draw logical inferences from the evidence. On this basis, it is difficult
to see how I can properly say that my dog "knows" that I have cookies in my pocket, or that a baby "knows" when its
mother is smiling at it. Most JTB theorists would deny that non-intellectual mentalities (animals, young children, braindamaged patients, senile seniors, etc) have "knowledge" in the proper meaning of the word. They only seem to have
knowledge, and our application of the word "knowledge" to their circumstances is convenient metaphoric short-hand.
On the other side of the fence, if Reliablism is viewed with a more loosely conceived boundary, Reliablism can be said
to subsume the justified true belief theories. Reasoned inference from the evidence simply becomes another of the
reliable methods of belief formation. From this perspective, the category of "propositional knowledge" can be seen to
divide further into what might be termed "animal knowledge" and "intellectual knowledge". Intellectual knowledge
would cover all those beliefs formed by intellectual reasoning from the evidence. Animal knowledge would cover all
those beliefs formed by other reliable but non-intellectual means. This would allow a looser conceived theory of
Reliablism to treat both the kinds of beliefs that are justified by the available evidence, and the kinds of beliefs that are
formed quickly without a reasoned analysis of the justification.
So, to return to the title question -- is knowledge justified true belief? Certainly knowledge is true belief. But it is
justified true belief only if one holds one of the JTB theories of knowledge. Or it is justified only if one holds a looser
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conception of "justification" that considers a reliable belief forming process as properly justifying a true belief.
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"Knowing that P is at least a matter of having a belief that P which is both
true and justified."
Is this an adequate definition of knowledge?
If not, how should it be improved?
No, this is not an adequate definition of knowledge. Firstly, there are some well respected theories of knowledge that
would deny the question's premise that "knowing that P" involves a "justified true belief". Secondly, even accepting
the question's assumption of the "Justified True Belief" theory of knowledge, this single sentence does not provide an
adequate understanding of just what is meant by either "true" or "justified". Different philosophers have offered
different interpretations of both of these concepts, and the simple sentence above offers no guidance as to which
variation of "truth" or "justification" is being referred to. Thirdly, however "truth" and "justification" are to be
understood, there is an additional difficulty that is not addressed by this simple statement. And that difficulty is
commonly referred to as the "Gettier" problem (after Edmund Gettier who first explored this issue in 1963).
Because of the limitations in time and space, I will not deal here with alternative theories of knowledge, the various
theories of truth, or the various theories of justification. I will focus instead on the Gettier problem. And I will do so
from the perspective of the question's presumption of a "justified true belief" theory of knowledge.
In preparing a definition for a term like "knowledge", philosophers generally employ a process that combines a
suggestion for the conditions that are individually necessary and jointly sufficient to warrant the claim to knowledge,
with a search for counter-examples where the definition is at odds with the common use of the concept. It turns out that
it is relatively easy to compile scenarios where the definition of knowledge as a "justified true belief" runs counter to our
intuitive understanding of how we employ the concept of "knowledge". Obviously, the definition of knowledge as
simply a "justified true belief" is missing some key factor. The study of the Gettier Problem is the study of how the
various suggested definitions of knowledge fall short of our common use of the word.
Regardless of the particular theory of justification that is added to expand the definition provided above, there is always
the possibility that the defined conditions for a "justified true belief" are satisfied, but satisfied in a way that is not
generally accepted as knowledge. It is possible that P could be true, that S believe that P, and that S is considered
properly justified (however that is to be understood) in believing that P. Yet the satisfaction of these three conditions
together might be totally accidental. All the evidence (or other beliefs) that are considered by S to support the truth of P
might not be supportive of P at all.
Edmund Gettier, along with many philosophers who have studied the problem, have framed numerous ingenious
examples. Here is one of them. Consider the case of Fred's Ford. John believes that Fred owns a Ford. In fact, Fred
does indeed own a Ford (a Ford Explorer, actually). Yet all of the evidence that John has that suggests to him that Fred
owns a Ford, is derived from John's observations of Fred and a particular Ford Mustang. John concludes from the
evidence that Fred owns a Ford. But actually the evidence equally supports the alternative that Fred has borrowed his
sister's Ford Mustang. It is generally acknowledged that John does not actually know that Fred owns a Ford because
John's belief that Fred owns a Ford is quite unjustified. It is just "epistemic luck" that Fred does in fact own a Ford.
Fred could actually not own a car at all, or might own any other kind of car besides a Ford, without changing any of the
justification that John has for his belief.
Gettier cases in general share a few key characteristics. In each case, a subject holds a belief that P that the proposed
scenario stipulates is well justified, yet is supposedly generally acknowledged as not knowledge. The justification that
is described in the example is fallible in that while it strongly suggests that P is true, it is not conclusive proof that it is.
Each example contains the key element of luck (called, in this context "epistemic luck" ). Each case is constructed so
that it is pure chance that P is true, because the evidence that justifies the belief that P is also consistent with not-P. The
challenge that the Gettier problem presents to the justified-true-belief model of knowledge is to identify the additional
factor that must be added to a "justified true belief" to render the proper judgement of whether the belief in question is
(or is not -- depending on the scenario) knowledge.
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There have been many different attempts to "de-Gettierize" the Justified-True-Belief theory of knowledge by adding
what is termed "the fourth condition". Unfortunately, the Gettier problem remains an unresolved issue. As each new
idea has been presented to the philosophical community, someone has come up with an alleged counter example. Here
are some of the attempted solutions:
Infalliblism -- This approach limits the concept of "knowledge" to those beliefs for which we have sufficient evidence to
rule out any possible alternative. Hence, our claim to knowledge must be infallibly justified. Since neither induction
nor abduction can give rise to inferences with sufficient certainty for this approach, infalliblism limits valid claims to
knowledge to beliefs arrived at by deductive inference. However, most of our beliefs are formed on the basis of
induction or abduction (or perhaps directly from our sensory experiences). Most of our justifying reasons for claiming
knowledge are far from sufficient to rule out any logically possible alternative. As a matter of acceptable common
usage, most of the time our justifying reasons are just barely sufficient to rule out the more likely alternatives. The
problem with this approach, therefore, is that it rules out most of what we normally refer to as knowledge. While it
should be noted in passing that one response to an offered Gettier example is to deny the premise that the belief in
question is (or is not) in fact properly to be called knowledge, infallibilism is so at odds with the general usage of the
term that it is no longer a seriously proposed solution.
Defeasible Evidence -- This approach demands that the evidence the subject draws upon to justify his belief that P not
be opposed by any evidence to the contrary. There are two degrees of this approach. The weaker theory is that the
subject himself cannot be aware of any defeating evidence. However, it is unclear that this approach will resolve many
of the proposed Gettier examples. In the example cited above, John is not aware of any evidence that might defeat his
belief that Fred owns a Ford. Yet it is generally accepted that in this case John does not know that Fred owns a Ford.
The stronger theory is that there must not exist any defeating evidence, whether or not the subject is aware of it. This
would resolve the case of Fred's Ford. But there have been counter examples designed for this suggestion. In what is
referred to as the "assassination example" there is no evidence that does in fact defeat the belief, but there is a lot of
false evidence that, if believed, would be considered defeating. So even though there is in fact no defeating evidence,
the presence of the false evidence is supposedly sufficient to withhold the warrant of knowledge. Such examples
demonstrate that this approach, while promising, is not a complete solution.
No-False-Inference -- This approach demands that the subject include no false inferences when justifying their belief
that P. In the example of Fred's Ford, John employs the false inference that the Ford Mustang that all his evidence is
about actually belongs to Fred. But like all other proposed Gettier solutions, counter-examples have been offered for
this one as well.
However, there is a variation of the No-False-Inference approach that I believe is proof against these counter-examples.
Examine the belief that P and focus on the concepts being employed rather than the words being used. If one then
decomposes P into its "atomic beliefs" (which is easily doable from the context provided by each example), then it
seems to me that the false belief involved becomes obvious. Since the JTB definition of knowledge demands that the
belief in question be true, after conceptual decomposition all of the Gettier examples result in an acceptable granting or
denying of knowledge in the specified example. In the case cited above, P is initially framed as "Fred owns a Ford".
But this belief is based on a lot of evidence having to do with a Ford Mustang. To decompose this belief into its
conceptual context is to render it as "Fred owns that particular Ford Mustang for which I have all this evidence". In the
famous case of "Barn County", the P that is offered is "I see a barn". But conceptual decomposition renders this as
"What I see over there is a barn". If one is employing an externalist concept of justification, then the decomposed belief
is obviously either true or false accordingly. On the other hand, if one is employing an internalist concept of
justification, the contextual decomposition makes it obvious that the evidence does not in fact justify what the subject
thinks it does. Since, by design, each proposed Gettier example involves a non-particular belief that is extrapolated
from some particular beliefs drawn from the evidence, this approach should be generally applicable. (Especially for
those examples where P is a conjunctive or disjunctive proposition.)
The no-false-belief approach without the contextual decomposition, combined with an internalist conception of
justification, can easily suffer from "creeping scepticism". The scepticism arises because it is never clear from the
inside when some particular supporting belief we are employing in the justification of our belief that P is actually or
even likely false. We are none of us infallible. At any given time, it is always possible that some of our beliefs are in
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fact false. If that is the case, then it is possible that we don't know what we think we do. Concepttual decomposition
prevents this creep to scepticism by making it clear, even to the subject, which belief is the unjustified one. The nofalse-belief approach without the concepttual decomposition, combined with an externalist conception of justification,
quickly devolves into the next offered solution.
Global Justification Externalism -- Like the strong defeasible evidence theory mentioned above, this approach demands
that there must not exist any defeating evidence, and considers it irrelevant whether or not the subject is aware of it. But
it goes further than the defeasible evidence approach by examining all the potential evidence (practically available or
not) and considers how that evidence, if it were known to the subject, would impact the process of justification. This
approach nicely deals with all of the Gettier examples because it considers, from a global omniscience perspective, all
of the evidence provided by those examples. The problem that this approach faces is that it makes the concept of
knowledge something that is determinable only externally by an omniscient intellect, or at least by an outside observer.
It provides no guidance to us fallible and limited individual knowers on whether any claim to knowledge is properly
justified. Like with the strong version of defeasible evidence, global justification externalism is at odds with many
philosophers'preference for the alternative of justification internalism.
Causal-Chain -- This approach demands that the subject's belief that P be caused in "an appropriate way" by the fact that
P. Furthermore, the subject's justification for the belief must include the logic by which the truth of P caused the belief
that P. This nicely rules out all of those Gettier examples where the truth of P is not the cause of the subject's belief that
P. In the example cited of Fred's Ford, John's belief that Fred owns a Ford is not caused by the fact that Fred owns a
Ford Explorer. The difficulty faced by this theory, however, is that it is difficult to specify exactly how the truth of P
can cause a belief that P without recourse to the very concept of knowledge that is being defined. The other
shortcoming of this approach is, of course, that the literature abounds with counter-examples. So this approach also is
demonstrated to be incomplete.
Ridiculous Complexities -- I group in to this category all those fancifully complex theories of justification that have
been generated as the number of Gettier examples has multiplied. Every time some innovator comes up with a new
suggested Gettier example, the theories of justification become more and more complex, with additional logical
conditions designed to rule out the newly proposed scenarios. Shades of Ptolemaic epicycles. The whole approach to
the challenge of identifying necessary and sufficient conditions that cover all cases is based on the premise that our
concept of knowledge is fundamentally an exercise in intellectual reasoning. As such, however, the approach it runs
counter to the common practice of attributing knowledge to animals and pre-intellectual children, and the common
intuition that knowledge can sometimes be gotten quickly without intellectual reasoning. The growing complexity of
the anti-Gettier conditions is one of the factors driving theorists to alternative conceptions of knowledge.
Reliablism -- This is perhaps the most popular of the alternatives to the standard conception of knowledge as an
intellectual exercise. Reliablism is the thesis that propositional knowledge consists of a true belief that is arrived at
through some reliable (but fallible) process. It is an externalist theory because the subject is not in a position to
determine whether the processes involved are reliable in any particular case. Conveniently, it is always possible to
understand the word "justified" in broad enough terms that we could consider a belief formed by some reliable process
as suitably "justified. The advantage of reliablism as an approach to the Gettier problems, is that a reliable process need
be only more reliable than not. A reliablist conception of knowledge permits subjects to err in their claims to
knowledge. John may properly claim to know that Fred owns a Ford, and yet be mistaken in that claim. We, with more
information, can reach a different reliable conclusion. Likewise, our common employment of the concept of
"knowledge" need not be totally precise. We need only be more correct than not. So instances of an incorrect granting
or withholding of the warrant of "knowledge" can be quite acceptable as long as we do not err too often. A definition
consisting of necessary and sufficient conditions to properly cover all conceivable scenarios is not required. Some slack
is tolerable.
Regardless of which approach is chosen to address the challenge of the Gettier problem, it is clear that even within the
Justified-True-Belief definition of knowledge, knowledge is more than simply a justified true belief. While knowledge
may be conceived of as at least a justified true belief, any definition that purports to mimic our common use of the
concept must be a whole lot more.
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Does knowledge involve having good reasons for one's beliefs?
What are 'good reasons'?
The answer to these two questions is "That depends!" Firstly, it depends on the kind of knowledge that is being
discussed. And secondly, it depends on the theory of knowledge that is brought to the meaning of "reasons". I will
address first the various theories of what knowledge is, and whether "having good reasons for one's beliefs" is
meaningful within these theories. I will leave the question of what might constitute "good reasons" until I have
identified some theories that involve one having good reasons for one's beliefs.
Not all kinds of knowledge are the kind that would be normally expected to involve reasons and beliefs. Philosophers
recognize three different kinds of knowledge -- familiarity (knowledge of), ability (knowledge how), and propositional
(knowledge that). It is propositional knowledge that is considered to be the kind of knowledge for which beliefs and
reasons are defining characteristics. Beliefs and reasons are spoken of in connection with the first two of these kinds of
knowledge, but it is generally considered to be allegorical attribution. Familiarity knowledge and ability knowledge as
normally conceived are not considered to be the kind of knowledge that involves beliefs and reasons. So it is safe to
assume that the title question is addressed specifically to propositional knowledge.
Philosophers have offered different kinds of theories as to just what propositional knowledge is -- theories that would
give different meaning to the concept of a reason for one's beliefs. There are some theories of knowledge that would
deny that knowledge is something that involves reasons, and some theories that would deny that knowledge involves
beliefs.
The performative theory of knowledge, for example, regards the verb "know" as in the same category as such verbs as
promise, warn, order, etc. To know is to do something. To know is to give an assurance or warrant. Knowledge, on
this theory, is not something that involves having reasons. Hence, from such a theory of propositional knowledge,
because having knowledge is a performative act and not an epistemic status, knowledge does not involve having good
reasons for one's beliefs. And the question of what constitutes "good reasons" is therefore moot.
Some theories of knowledge recognize two different kinds of propositional knowledge -- intellectual or reflective and
animal or non-reflective. Intellectual propositional knowledge is normally considered a true belief that is justified with
sufficiently supportive evidence or intellectually drawn inferences -- reasons -- of either the deductive, inductive, or
abductive kind. Animal or non-reflective propositional knowledge, by comparison, is a true belief that is arrived at
through some reliable non-intellectual process. It is the kind of propositional knowledge that can be attributed to
animals and pre-intellectual children, and obtained quickly without intellectual effort, when time is too short for
reflective development of reasons (as in moments of crisis). Because animal knowledge is not obtained through
intellectual processes, it does not involve having reasons. Hence, if the title question is addressed specifically to
"animal knowledge", then the answer would have to be -- " No! (Animal) Knowledge does not involve having good
reasons for one's beliefs." But not all theories of knowledge recognize that "animal knowledge" is indeed a true form of
propositional knowledge.
Because the title question speaks specifically about having reasons, I should make clear the first-person versus thirdperson sense of S being justified in (having reasons for) believing that P. The first-person sense is sometimes referred to
as "personal justification", or "epistemic responsibility". The subject S, to be justified in this sense, must live up to
certain epistemic standards of behaviour. For example, the subject must be aware of some evidence that suggests that P
is more likely, and must not ignore any evidence that suggests that P is less likely. In the third-person sense, S is judged
to be justified in believing that P if there exists enough supporting evidence that makes P more likely, and there does not
exist any defeater evidence that makes P less likely. This sense is sometimes referred to as "general justification" or
"epistemic grounding", meaning that there must be adequate grounding for a belief that P. The distinction is relevant
here because all theories that admit that knowledge involves beliefs grant that there must be epistemic grounding (good
reasons) for one's belief that P. But not all admit that knowledge involves having (being aware of) those good reasons.
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The "diffident scholar" example has been proposed to argue that knowledge might not necessarily involve belief. The
diffident scholar studies some subject thoroughly, and answers questions on that subject correctly -- say that the mass of
the tau neutrino is 18.2 MeV. However, because of nerves or pressure, he does not believe that he knows the answer
and thinks that he is only guessing. He does not believe that the mass of the tau neutrino is 18.2 MeV. He is merely
picking from a multiple-choice list the answer that seems (more or less vaguely) the best. It is argued from this example
that there are adequate grounds to claim he does know despite the missing belief. This is a third-person "epistemic
grounding" focus on the question. This example highlights the distinction between the first and third person sense of
having reasons for one's beliefs. And it suggests that there are two kinds of answers as to what constitutes "good
reasons" for one's beliefs.
Theories of propositional knowledge can be divided according to whether they place their emphasis on the first-person
"epistemic responsibility" sense of justification, or on the third-person "epistemic grounding" sense of justification.
"Internalist" theories, like the Justified True Belief theories, focus on the "epistemic responsibility" sense of
justification. An internalist would say that knowledge requires one to have good reasons for one's beliefs. (Of course,
internalist theories of knowledge, because of their focus on intellectual justification, would consider animal or nonintellectual knowledge to be merely allegorical attribution.) "Externalist" theories, on the other hand, focus on the
"epistemic grounding" sense of justification, often to point of excluding entirely the first person sense. While an
externalist would agree that for knowledge there must be good reasons for one's beliefs, a pure externalist theory of
knowledge would maintain that knowledge does not involve one having good reasons for one's beliefs.
Pure externalist theories of knowledge maintain that whether a belief is knowledge or not is dependent only on factors
that are external to, and hence not necessarily known by, the subject. Thus, while good reasons are clearly necessary
within such theories, they are not reasons that the subject necessarily is aware of. Pure reliablism, for example,
demands only that a true belief be produced by a reliable process of some kind. The causal theory of knowledge
demands that a true belief be suitably caused. Nozick's truth-tracking theory, as another example, demands that a true
belief satisfy a pair of subjunctive counterfactual conditionals. To an externalist then, a "good reason" for one's belief
would be that it is formed by some sort of reliable process, or caused in some suitable way by the facts of the matter, or
satisfies Nozick's pair of subjunctive conditionals. But on none of these theories does knowledge involve one having
good reasons for one's beliefs.
Only if one approaches the title questions from the perspective of an internalist theory (or possibly a "modified" - i.e.
not pure - externalist theory) of propositional knowledge, will the issue of having good reasons for one's beliefs arise.
The "Standard Model" for theories of knowledge, against which all alternative variations are compared (and
constructed) is the "Justified True Belief" (JTB) theory of knowledge.
By definition, according to this standard model, the category of intellectual propositional knowledge does require one to
have good reasons for one's beliefs. The question now arises -- just what are "good reasons".
Echoing the discussion above, within the family of JTB theories of knowledge, there are two different models of what
constitutes "justification". The "prior grounding" model of justification demands that one be aware of (or at least have
access to) the reasons that constitute one's justification in order to validly claim knowledge. This model assumes that
the third-person epistemic grounding sense of justification has priority over the first-person or epistemic responsibility
sense. A person fulfills his epistemic responsibility if he has gained adequate awareness of that grounding. The "good
reasons" that one must have consist of the awareness of the various elements of the adequate epistemic grounding for
the belief. We'll get into what those elements are in a moment.
The "default and challenge" model, on the other hand, grants default warrant to some beliefs unless challenged. It
places the priority on epistemic responsibility. Epistemic grounding is involved only when, and to the extent that, a
claim to knowledge is challenged. One does not necessarily have to have (be consciously aware of) the good reasons
that exist for one's beliefs to qualify them as knowledge. The "good reasons" that one must have for one's beliefs
consist of either (a) the awareness of the various elements of the adequate epistemic grounding for the belief; or (b) the
awareness of an absence of challenges or defeaters for one's default claim to knowledge. Part of the necessary epistemic
grounding might in fact be some externalist factor about which the subject could not be aware.
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To understand just what might constitute "good reasons" from an epistemic grounding perspective, we have to delve a
little deeper into some of the theories of justification. The two most popular of these are the theories of
Foundationalism and Coherentism. In their more popular forms, both of these theories are strictly internalist, and adopt
the "prior grounding" model of justification.
Foundationalism maintains that there are kinds of beliefs that are "self-justifying". Foundational beliefs are, by their
very nature, true and self-presenting (i.e. self-justifying) simply in virtue of the fact that we have them. Perceptual
beliefs are generally among the kinds of beliefs that are proposed as foundational. If one perceives that P (in some
tightly constrained understanding of "perceive" ), then one is thereby justified in believing that P. Other beliefs are
justified by being "based" (in some tightly constrained understanding of "based" ) on foundational beliefs. From the
context of a Foundationalist theory, then, a "good reason" for one's beliefs would consist of either that belief being a
foundational belief (for example a "perception" that P), or being suitably "based" on some foundational beliefs that
make it more likely that P and/or less likely that not-P.
Coherentism, by contrast, does not grant to perceptual beliefs any special epistemic status. Coherentism maintains that
beliefs are justified only if, and to the extent that, they "cohere" (in some tightly constrained understanding of "cohere" )
with the rest of what one believes. Justification is holistic rather than linear or hierarchical. From the context of
Coherentism, then, a "good reason" for one's beliefs would consist of (1) the belief "coheres" with the rest of what one
believes; and (2) whatever other beliefs in one's coherent set of beliefs make it more likely that P and/or less likely that
not-P.
There is another, although less popular, of the JTB theories that resolves many of the challenges facing foundationalism
and coherentism, while maintaining many of their desirable features. That theory is the Contextualist theory of
knowledge (specifically the Inferential Contextualism of Williams). It is still a Justified True Belief theory. But it is
not entirely internalist, because it incorporates some of the features of Reliablism. The key difference between
Contextualism and the other theories is that it adopts the fallibilist "default and challenge" model of justification, and
switches the priority of justification from the "prior grounding" conception to the "epistemic responsibility" conception.
The basic principle of contextualism is that if it seems to S that P, then S is prima facie justified in believing that P.
Elements of coherentism show up in the "prima facie" (and in the attribution of meaning to propositions). It is
necessary that the belief that P "cohere" with whatever other beliefs that one might have -- pretty much in the way that
Coherentists would maintain, although only locally with beliefs that are contextually relevant rather than holistically
with the entire suite of beliefs. Elements of foundationalism show up in the recognition that perceptual inputs have
special epistemic status -- although that special status is generated contextually by one's epistemic beliefs rather than by
some intrinsic (objective) property of foundational beliefs. Contextualism does not share foundationalism's difficulty
with understanding the meaning of foundational propositions, because it understands perceptual awareness in a
coherentist way -- perceptual awareness is wrapped by beliefs about word meanings and the meaning of conceptual
categories.
According to contextualism, then, a "good reason" for one's belief that P is (prima facie) that one perceives that P.
Equivalently, a "good reason" for me to believe that P is that it seems to me that P, when I have no reason to suspect that
the way in which it seems to me might not be verdical. Alternatively, if one's belief is not of the "seeming" kind, then
one can apply a modified version of the sort of normative standard that coherentism employs - a "good reason" for one's
belief would consist of (1) the belief "coheres" with a relevant sub-set of what else one believes; and/or (2) whatever
other beliefs within that relevant sub-set that make it more likely that P and/or less likely that not-P. Second order
epistemic beliefs about the reliability of one's belief forming processes show up in the contextual coherence net of "good
reasons" for one's beliefs. The fact that I believe my perceptions to be a reliable indicator of the truth of things, is a
"good reason" for believing that (prima facie) things are as they perceptually appear.
According to contextualism, in claiming knowledge I am committed to the fact that my belief is adequately grounded,
but my epistemic responsibility does not require me to have already confirmed its grounding. The epistemic grounding
for my belief might consist of it being suitably caused, or formed via a reliable process. This aspect of contextualism
draws in a lot of the benefits of Reliablist theories of knowledge, like its compatibility with evolutionary theory.
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From the perspective of contextualism, then, knowledge does involve having "good reasons" for one's beliefs. And
those good reasons would consist of it seeming to me that P, when I have no reason to suspect that the way in which it seems to me might not be
verdical; and/or
those beliefs of mine (within the relevant coherent sub-set of all my beliefs) that make it more likely that P, and
less likely that not-P; and/or
those second-order epistemic beliefs of mine about the reliability of my belief forming processes under these
circumstances.
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Could it be that, though we use the same language to describe them,
the things you see as red I see as green and vice versa?
The short answer is -- "No!"
(A note of clarification: I will assume here some form of metaphysical realism. If the metaphysical premise were some
form of idealism or phenominalism, then either it is highly questionable whether there could be something that both of
us see and therefore could conceivably see differently, or it is highly questionable whether the fact that we do see it
differently would be as problematic as the title question suggests.)
What would it mean for you to see the tomato as green and the green pepper as red while at the same time calling the
tomato "red" and the green pepper "green"? For that to be the case, there would have to be two conditions met. One is
physical (what you see), and one is epistemological (what you say or think or believe about what you see).
The physical condition is the easier to understand, more or less. At some point in the neural network connecting the
retina to the consciousness, at the level of inter-nerve electro-chemical impulses, you would have to respond to a ripe
tomato the way that I respond to a green pepper. (And vice versa of course, as stipulated.) It does not matter where in
the neural net you propose to locate the difference between us, so let's suppose, for convenience, your difference is
located in your retina. The rods and cone cells of your retina send nerve impulses up the optic nerve reporting on
(among other things) the energy level (frequency) of the photons that strike them. Suppose that scientists have tapped
into my optic nerve and recorded the nerve impulses that my retina sends to my brain when presented with either a red
or a green visual field. Lets call the nerve pulse string that my retina sends to my brain for a red visual field "string(r)",
and for a green visual field "string(g)". The proposal then is that when the scientists measure the nerve pulse strings on
your optic nerve, they will detect string(r) when you are presented with a green visual field, and string(g) when you are
presented by a red visual field. Physically, I think that this would be a reasonable sounding interpretation of "the things
you see as red I see as green and vice versa."
It seems physically a rather simple proposal. But it does involve a couple of problematic presumptions. First of all, it
means that we are assuming that any given nerve pulse string transmitted by my retina means the same to your brain as
it does to mine. And since we picked the retina purely for intuitive convenience, it means that we are assuming that any
given nerve pulse string measured anywhere in my process of seeing means the same to your brain as it does to mine -regardless of where in the "seeing" process we choose to measure nerve-pulse strings. And second we are assuming that
the process of seeing things can in fact be discerned at meaningful points as (reduced to) nerve-pulse strings. Along the
optic nerve, maybe. But in other places? Perhaps any given brain's nerve-pulse strings are idiosyncratic consequences
of the developmental and experiential histories of the brain involved. And even if it should turn out that your retina
does transmit string(g) when shown a red visual field, and string(r) when shown a green visual field, I do not think it is a
foregone conclusion that those messages mean "green" and "red" to your brain. I don't think either of these assumptions
is reasonable at this point in the development of brain science. They should certainly not be taken for granted.
The epistemological condition is even more problematic. What would the words "red" and "green" actually mean to
you if your electro-chemical nerve responses were actually as described above? "Red" and "Green" are the labels we
each attach to two distinct collection concepts. Each of us forms our own concepts, and attaches to them suitable word
tags as we learn to use a language. And the title question stipulates that we speak the same language.
For me, the concept "red" subsumes all of those existents in the world that I would classify as similar in that they appear
to share a particular narrow range of colours. For me, the concept "green" subsumes all of those existents in the world
that I would classify as similar in that they also appear to share a particular narrow range of colours, although a different
range from that for my concept of "red". I learned these concepts ostensibly, by being shown examples of things that
other people call red and green. To me "red" means all those things (or parts of things) that share this particular narrow
range of colours.
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By saying that we use the same language to describe things, the title question stipulates the constraint that we subsume
the same set of existents within closely similar conceptual classifications, and have tagged those two classifications with
the same words. In other words, by stipulation, everything that I call red you call red, and everything that I call green
you call green. (We'll ignore the instances of boundary examples -- instances of "almost-red" or "almost green".) If
that is the case, then "red" means all those things that we respectively call "red". And similarly for "green". What then
would it mean to suggest that you see the tomato as green, when you subsume the tomato under your concept of "red"
and speak of it as "red"? Even if your neural network responded with string(g) to the tomato and string(r) to the green
pepper, this would not demonstrate that you see the tomato as green (and vice versa). The only possible interpretation
of the nerve impulse strings is that, to your brain, string(g) means "red", and string(r) means "green".
Clearly, by hypothesis, you do not subsume the tomato under the same concept as you do the green pepper. And
clearly, also by hypothesis, you subsume the tomato under a concept that you have tagged with the word "red", and not
under the concept that you have tagged with the word "green". So how could you possibly understand the notion of
seeing it as "green"? The hypothesized scenario is simply not meaningful.
The title question only appears to be intelligible because it assumes an indirect theory of perception, appeals to a hidden
assumption of mind-body dualism, and commits two fallacies of equivocation on the meaning of perception.
Drawing upon the many examples where appearances are clearly at odds with the way reality really is, theories of
indirect perception posit an intermediate between reality and appearance. The most popular of the indirect theories of
perception is the "sense-data" theory. The notion is that our senses extract "sense-data" from reality which are then
presented to the conscious awareness for appreciation and interpretation. The sense-data show us the appearance of
reality. This model of perception allows that reality can be different from appearance. The three primary arguments
presented in support of the premise that perception is in-direct are:
Argument from Variation: the appearances of things change as we move around. A round table looks like a
morphing oval as we move around the room. The real table is not changing (or at least not changing in the same
way). Therefore, what we are actually perceiving cannot be the real table.
Argument from Illusion: the appearance of things is sometimes quite different from the way that they really are.
A straight stick looks bent when it is half immersed in water. What we are perceiving is not real -- there is no
bent stick. Therefore, what we are actually perceiving cannot be the real stick.
Argument from Hallucination: we sometimes perceive things that do not really exist. Despite the way it might
appear to the hallucinator, there are no pink elephants dancing across the room. Therefore, what we are actually
perceiving cannot be a real objective thing.
If indirect theories of perception are right, then there is something between the tomato and the conscious mind that sees
the tomato. That thing is the "appearance" or "sense-data" of the tomato. The sense-data is invested with all of the
properties possessed by the appearance of the tomato, and it is those properties that we actually perceive. Somehow,
somewhere between the real object and our seeing of the object some intermediate medium or our sensory input
processors "translate" the actual straightness of the stick in the water glass into a bent appearance, and "translate" the
actual round shape of the table into an oval appearance, or generate a pink elephant appearance out of thin air. Because
it is assumed that either some intervening medium or the sensory pathways of our nervous system do some processing
of the data received directly from the real object before the "mind" gets to "see" it, it is therefore readily conceivable
that the appearance of a stick (or a table, or thin air, or a tomato, or a green pepper) that is presented to the mind can be
quite different from its actual "real" properties. With this image in mind, it now seems quite intelligible that the
appearance of a red tomato might actually be "translated" into green, and vice versa for the green pepper. After all, if so
much can be changed twixt the reality and the appearance, and if at least some of those changes are internal to our
brains (somewhere between the retina and the mind), why cannot your internal sensory processes change things in a way
that is different from the way my internal sensory processes change things? Hence the title question.
However, indirect theories of perception (at least those as "naive" as is required to permit the hypothesized spectral
inversion differences between us) simply do not work. First of all, the sense-data theories assume that if something
appears to have some property, there must exist something that has that property. But as Austin famously pointed out,
this is not supportable. There is no need to reify appearances. If a church looks like a barn, we do not perceive a barn
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appearance. We perceive a church that looks like a barn. The appearance of a thing is just how we perceive it from
here, under these conditions. The arguments from variation and illusion commit the fallacy of equivocation between the
"dispositional" use versus the "sensible" use of property words. The dispositional use of properties describes the way
that things are in fact. The sensible use describes the way that things appear. From the fact that some thing's
appearance is a relational consequence of the conjunction of subject and object (and perhaps some intermediate
medium), it is a fallacious move to conclude that the way the things are in fact is also a relational property. They also
commit the fallacy of equivocation between the "first-person" versus "third-person" sense of the meaning of perceive
(or sense, observe, see, smell, hear, touch, etc.) when describing what is going on. The third-person sense is us
describing S's perception based on what we know here and now. The first-person sense is S describing S's perception
based on what S knows there and then. Consider how we think about John and Jane seeing a "cat on the roof". Suppose
John recognizes the black blob on the roof as his pet cat, while Jane only sees a black blob on the roof and does not
recognize it as a cat. In both cases we say that John or Jane "sees a cat on the roof". But in John's case it is first-person,
while in Jane's case it is third-person.
Secondly, if sense-data do have the properties they appear to have (which, according to the theory they must), where are
these sense-data? And what are they? They are certainly not physical objects. And they certainly are not located in
physical space in the place that they appear to be located. There are not two tables located over there, only one.
Wherever sense data are located, if they are not physical objects, how do they come to have the properties they appear to
have? If they are located in the head/brain/mind, again where are they? Of course, they may be simply encoded
representations of what they appear to be -- brain-states of encoded neural network impulse strings. But if that is the
case, in what sense can the sense-data be said to "have" the properties they are supposed to have? Moreover,
sometimes it happens that our perceptions are somewhat indeterminate. There is an advertisement on the side of the
building opposite. Yet if I take off my glasses, the writing is blurred and indeterminate. Is the sense-data of that
advertisement determinate or indeterminate? And what would it mean for the sense-data to have the properties I am
perceiving, if I can't read that blurry writing.
Which brings us to the third problem for indirect theories of perception. Such theories lean very heavily on an intuitive
acceptance of Cartesian Dualism. Such theories demand somewhere in the mind/brain a place where sense-data
("appearances") can be presented for our conscious mind to appreciate and evaluate. They assume some place where
the sense-data of a bent stick is to be interpreted and conceptualized. The brain processes and translates the sensory
inputs into representations of the appearance of things. And the mind sees the appearance. Yet there is no indication
from either brain science or cognitive science that there is such a place. At best, if the sense-data are in the head, as
brain-states of encoded neural network impulse strings, then they are distributed throughout the brain. There is no place
in the brain for a "higher" level of awareness that can appreciate this "appearance". No homunculus driving the truck.
Unless you accept that the conscious awareness is not in the brain. And thus comes the title question. If the mind is
separate from the brain, then perhaps your brain presents the tomato to your mind with a different appearance than my
brain presents the tomato to my mind.
However, if you reject mind-body dualism, the only viable alternative (other than falling back to idealist or
phenominalist theories, within which the title question would not make any sense in a more metaphysical way), is some
form of direct realism. Given a direct realist theory of perception, the way that you see the tomato is the way that the
tomato looks to you from this perspective, under these conditions. If the colour that the tomato appears to you as is
"red", and you call it "red" when speaking about its colour, then there is no possibility that you could be seeing it as
"green". (And vice versa for the green pepper, of course.)   There is just no conceptual place for the "spectrum
inversion" to take place.
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"I cannot prove that I am not a brain in a vat.
Therefore I do not know anything about the external world."
Discuss.
This is an abbreviated version of a very famous radical sceptical challenge to knowledge. It is known by various
names. Most famously it is called "Cartesian Scepticism", after Rene Descartes who initiated modern sceptical thought
with his "method of doubt". He hypothesized that for all he knew, all of his experiences might be deceptions provided
by an evil demon. More recently, drawing upon the popularity of science fiction and technology, Descartes'evil demon
has been replaced by evil scientists or ingenious aliens who steal your brain and place it in a vat of nutrients. In this
scenario all of your experiences are provided by a super computer wired to the sensory nerves of your brain. By
hypothesis, no experience that we might possibly have can discern whether or not we are a brain in a vat. (There have
been Star Trek episodes and the Matrix trilogy of movies that have popularized this scenario.) This form of scepticism
is also known as "The Problem of Under-Determination" or "The Problem of the External World". The "Problem of
Error" is also associated with this form of scepticism.
The sceptic argues that all of our beliefs about the existence of an external world are unjustified because all of the
evidence (perceptual experience) we have in support of those beliefs cannot rule out the sceptical alternative that we are
a brain in a vat. All of our experiences are fully compatible with both the hypothesis of an external world and the
sceptical alternative that we are but a brain in a vat. Hence our beliefs about the external world are unjustified. And
since all our beliefs about the external world are unjustified, none can qualify for the honour of "knowledge".
This sceptical argument depends for its impact on its apparent paradox -- the argument seems intuitively reasonable, yet
at the same time intuitively false. It seems quite obvious that we do in fact have a lot of knowledge about the external
world. Yet it also seems obvious that the sceptical argument is at least comprehensible. Once the possibility is pointed
out, it seems reasonable to suppose that I don't in fact know that I am not a brain in a vat. And it also seems reasonable
to conclude from this that I therefore don't know what I think I know. To see where the problem lies, we need to
examine the argument in greater depth.
In order to be comprehensible, the short-form argument provided in the title requires the necessary addition of a number
of premises. Some of these are rather obvious additions required to turn the argument into a valid deductive format.
But some of these necessary additional premises are buried. Both the obvious and hidden missing premises open up
opportunities for responding to the sceptic, either by negating his argument or by demonstrating that his argument is
incoherent. Making clear what these unmentioned premises are makes clear that the sceptical argument is not as
intuitively reasonable as first supposed. Thus, at the very least, desolving the apparent paradox.
To begin with the obviously necessary additions, a more formally framed version of the argument proceeds as follows:
(a) If (I know things about the external world, and
I know that knowing things about the external world implies that I am not a BIV),
then - (I know that I am not a BIV).
(b) Things may not really be as they appear.
(c) Despite appearances, I may really be a BIV. [From (b)]
(d) I cannot prove (I do not know) that I am not a BIV. [From (c)]
Therefore (e) I do not know things about the external world. [From (a) and (d)]
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Now let's explore some of the implications of the necessary missing premises (1) Things may not be as they appear. This premise is necessary in order to separate the way that things appear from
the way that things are in fact. If there is no such separation, then I could prove that I am not a BIV by simply
observing that it does not appear to me that I am a BIV. In order for the sceptical argument to have any force, it must
assume that it is possible that I might in fact be a BIV despite the fact that it does not appear to me that I am. "Folk"
philosophy comes freighted with the baggage of Cartesian mind/body dualism, so it is natural for us to expect that there
is a gap between how our minds "see" things, and how they really are. Hence, from the perspective of folk philosophy,
it is quite intuitively acceptable that things may not be as they appear.
One way to challenge the BIV argument, therefore, is the alternative of a direct realist theory of perception. Direct
realism would deny the premise that things might not be as they appear. Another way to mount the same sort of
challenge is the alternative of an anti-realist conception of truth. Anti-realism would also deny the premise that things
might not be as they appear.
(2) An infallibilist model of knowledge. In order to move from the mere suggestion of the BIV alternative to the
conclusion that I therefore do not know (cannot prove) that I am not a BIV, the sceptical reasoning must demand that
my justification for my beliefs about whether or not I am a BIV rule out all potential defeaters, including the BIV
hypothesis. In other words, the BIV argument is based on the assumption that the justification required to make my
belief (that I am not a BIV) into knowledge must be infallible. This infallibilist premise is reinforced by the particular
form in which the BIV argument is posed in the title variation. The title asserts the premise that "I cannot prove that I
am not a brain in a vat" (emphasis added). Employing the word "prove" reinforces the presumption of infallibilism,
since "prove" in contexts such as this is usually understood to imply something like "logical proof", or "deductive proof"
-- a sense of guaranteeing the truth of, rather than simply providing evidence in support of. This is nicely consistent
with the common "folk philosophy" understanding of knowledge as a belief about which we are "certain". Hence the
infallibist assumption appears quite reasonable.
The way to challenge the BIV argument here is the alternative of a fallibilist conception of knowledge. A fallibilist
conception of knowledge would allow that I could know a lot of things about the external world because those beliefs
are adequately justified, and yet never-the-less that justification might be mistaken about the truth of those beliefs. The
justification required for my beliefs to qualify for the honorific "knowledge" would not have to rule out all logically
possible alternatives. The process of justification could permit some errors. It is possible (if I am indeed a BIV) that I
do not in fact know anything about the external world. But the fact that I cannot prove that I am not a BIV is not a
defeater for any of my claims to have such knowledge. Fallibilism draws upon the distinction between a first-person
(internal) view of justification, and a third-person (external or God's Eye") view of justification.
(3) A foundationalist model of knowledge. The BIV argument is based on the premise that knowledge is to be
understood from a foundationalist perspective. The argument is based on the premise that experiential awareness of
perceptual evidence has some form of intrinsic epistemic priority. The justification necessary to elevate beliefs into
knowledge has to be fundamentally based on perceptual knowledge, not on other beliefs. Otherwise, the required
possibility that things might not be as they appear would have no epistemic weight. On some alternative models of
knowledge, my belief that I am not a BIV (and my beliefs about the external world) would be sufficiently justified
(proven) by the coherence of a set of beliefs. Similarly for the various externalist models of knowledge, my beliefs
about the external world could qualify as knowledge without my even considering the BIV alternative -- let alone
proving that I am not a BIV. But we are all intuitive empiricists, so we naturally feel quite comfortable with the
assumption that perceptual/evidentiary propositions have some special epistemic status -- the basis of foundationalism.
As a result, any of the non-foundationalist models of knowledge would provide a way to challenge the BIV argument.
They have been specifically constructed to do so.
(4) A prior grounding model of justification. As a consequence of the premises that assume that knowledge demands an
infallible foundationalist justification of one's beliefs, the BIV argument can also be seen to assume the "prior
grounding" model of justification. The BIV argument demands that the subject be aware of the "proof" that infallibly
justifies the belief that one is not a BIV before allowing that one knows that one is not a BIV. The sceptic cannot admit
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either (a) the possibility that the subject might in fact be appropriately justified and yet not be aware of that fact; or (b)
the possibility that some of the subject's beliefs about the external world might be default justified. Otherwise, the
subject might properly be said to know that he is not a BIV without being able to prove it. When folk philosophy thinks
about "knowledge", it normally thinks in terms of asking and giving reasons for one's beliefs. So it is natural to assume
a "prior grounding" model of justification. Knowing that one is not a BIV requires having reasons for believing that one
is not a BIV. Which, of course, the BIV hypothesis denies is possible ex hypothesi.
There are two kinds of challenging alternatives here, or rather two ways in which one can adopt a non-prior-grounding
model of justification. One is to adopt an externalist theory of knowledge that denies that knowledge involves
justification at all (such as pure reliablism, a causal theory, or Nozick's truth-tracking theory). The other option is to
adopt the "default and challenge" model of justification (as is incorporated in the contextualist theory of knowledge, for
example). From this latter alternative, I am prima facie justified in believing all sorts of things about the external world
until and unless the sceptic can provide a context that challenges that default justification. Since the mere mention of
the BIV alternative does not provide the necessary context, the burden is shifted to the sceptic to provide justification
for believing the BIV alternative. With a default prima facie justification in play, it is irrelevant that I cannot prove that
I am not a BIV.
(5) Knowledge is closed under known entailment. (This is the "closure principle" employed in step (a) above.) In
order to reason from the premise that "I cannot prove that I am not a BIV" to the conclusion that "I know nothing", the
sceptic is drawing upon the premise that knowledge is closed under known entailment. The sceptic is drawing upon a
modus tollens deductive argument that proceeds from the premise "I know that P" (I know some thing about the external
world) through the closure principle (if I know that P, and I know that P implies Q, then I know that Q), to the interim
conclusion "I know that Q" (I know that I am not a BIV), and then denying this interim conclusion (I do not know that I
am not a BIV) to reach the ultimate objective of denying P (I do not know any thing about the external world). We are
all familiar with deductive reasoning, and the closure principle for knowledge seems to be a simple matter of deductive
logic and therefore seems obviously true.
However, an easy challenge to the BIV argument would be to deny that knowledge is closed under known entailment.
There are many theories of knowledge that do exactly that (Nozick and Dretske most famously). And when considering
the context within which the BIV argument operates (a Foundationalist JTB theory of knowledge) it is rather easy to
show that the closure principle does not in fact hold for knowledge. The truth of Q obviously holds across the
entailment. And so does justification for Q. But for knowledge to hold across the entailment, it would be necessary that
belief holds as well. Yet it is quite easily conceivable that I might believe that P, and believe that P entails Q, without
believing that Q. We all of us hold at least some beliefs that are mutually inconsistent. I might not believe Q because it
conflicts with some other beliefs of mine (that are in fact false). Or I might not believe Q simply because I am
epistemicly irrational on this subject.
When the hidden premises behind the apparent intuitive reasonableness of the sceptic's argument are made clear, it
becomes obvious that the BIV argument relies for its comprehensibility on a concatenation of highly questionable
premises about the nature of knowledge. Each of those premises has been challenged by criticisms presented by many
philosophers. There are numerous theories of knowledge available in the literature that provide alternatives for each
premise. While the image of "knowledge" that underlies the seeming reasonableness of the BIV sceptical argument
might be recognized as the "traditional" or "paradigmatic" notion, it is no longer considered the "best" model of
knowledge available.
There is one theory of knowledge, Contextualism, that challenges all of the premises relied upon by the BIV argument.
Contextualism is a Justified-True-Belief theory of knowledge that incorporates a fallibilist "default and challenge"
model of justification. Such a model allows me to claim prima facie justification for my belief that things are indeed
exactly as they seem. The sceptic's assumption of foundationalism implies the necessary presumption of an intrinsic
(objective) property that distinguishes basic beliefs from non-basic beliefs. Contextualism denies that there is any such
intrinsic property of beliefs. Within Contextualism, all differences between kinds of beliefs are determined contextually
-- within the context of other beliefs (such as second-level epistemic beliefs). Contextualism would therefore also deny
that there is any intrinsic characteristic that would differentiate "knowledge of the world" from any other kind of
knowledge -- such as knowledge of my experiences, or knowledge of the meaning of the sceptic's arguments. For the
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sceptic to claim that I can understand his arguments is to claim that I have knowledge of the world. If there is no
intrinsic property that can distinguish between the knowledge necessary to understand the sceptical argument and
"knowledge of the external world", the sceptic must be drawing upon an incoherent theory. One does not defeat an
argument about UFO propulsion methods by arguing about engineering details. One defeats such arguments by
pointing out that there are no such things as UFOs. From the perspective of contextualism, then, the BIV argument is
simply incoherent. Not only is the title argument invalid because its conclusion does not follow from its premises, it is
also unsound because its premises are false.
[Up] [Home] [Next]
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"My beliefs could form a coherent set even if none of them is true,
so the coherence account of knowledge must be wrong."
Discuss.
"My beliefs could form a coherent set even if none of them is true." This statement implies a "somewhat realist"
conception of truth -- a concept of truth that is independent of our own beliefs, however coherent they may be. (Note,
however, that this "somewhat realist" concept of truth is consistent with some versions of an "anti-realist" conception of
truth -- as I will elaborate below.) Given this basic premise, there are then two related but alternative ways of
understanding the argument. One way is to see the argument as raising the issue of just how the notion of "coherence"
results in our beliefs tracking the truth. On this understanding, the argument is suggesting that the coherence account of
knowledge does not in fact track the truth. The other related way of understanding the argument is to consider the
sceptical challenge that despite how things seem, they may in fact be radically different -- the Brain-in-a-Vat or
"Matrix" hypothesis. On this understanding, the argument is suggesting that the coherence of a set of beliefs provides
no defence against the sceptic's offering of "outlandish" alternatives. I shall consider first the question of whether the
coherence account of knowledge can track the truth, assuming that things are in fact quite similar to how they seem. I
will then address whether the coherence account of knowledge can deal with the sceptical challenge that things may in
fact not be at all as they seem.
First, some background. The coherence account of knowledge is a member of the family of "Justified-True-Belief"
theories of knowledge. The traditional justified-true-belief theory maintains that
S knows that P iff (1) P is true; and
(2) S believes that P; and
(3) S's belief that P is justified.
Most theories of knowledge are termed "internalist" because their concept of justification is based solely on things that
are directly available to the knower. Internalist theories of knowledge and justification focus on the way we employ
reasons to support conclusions from the evidence. When you list all the reasons you believe justifies your belief that P,
what you are listing is other beliefs along with the associated second-order beliefs that the supporting evidence actually
does imply P, or make P more probable.
However, if your knowledge is justified on the basis of other beliefs, and those are in turn justified based on further
beliefs, it is easy to see that an infinite regress quickly develops. This form of sceptical challenge is known as
Agrippan (or Ancient Greek) Scepticism after the Five Modes of Agrippa identified by Sextus Empiricus. The
argument is that when challenged to provide the reasons that justify any particular belief, you have only one of three
options:
1)
Keep providing some new supporting reason -- i.e. embark on an infinite regress of reasons; or
2)
At some point give up, and fall back on some basic dogmatic (and hence unjustified) assumption;
or
3)
At some point, repeat yourself -- i.e. reason in a circle.
The Agrippan Sceptic argues that none of these three alternatives is acceptable as a proper justification for your beliefs.
Therefore, none of your beliefs are justified. Hence knowledge (conceived as justified true belief) is impossible to
attain.
The Coherentist theory of knowledge responds to the Agrippan sceptic by adopting the premise that beliefs can be
mutually supporting. Coherentism argues that reasoning in a circle does not have to be circular reasoning. Unlike
foundationalism, coherentism's traditional competition, the coherence concept of justification is holistic rather than
linear or hierarchical. The coherence account of knowledge maintains that
S knows that P iff (a) P is true; and
(b) S believes that P; and
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(c) S's belief that P coheres with the rest of S's belief-set.
A belief is appropriately justified, and qualifies as knowledge, if and only if it "coheres" with the rest of one's belief-set.
However, it is not at all obvious that the coherence of a set of beliefs should or even could track reality. So the
question is - does the coherence of a set of beliefs render those belief more likely to be true than not? To explore that
question, we need to understand just what it means for a set of beliefs to "cohere."
Coherence theorists generally describe the coherence involved as "explanatory" coherence: A belief system is more
coherent the more beliefs it incorporates into the network, the greater the range of beliefs it records, explains, and allows
us to anticipate. Recognizing which beliefs are relevant and constructing theories to explain them are two aspects of a
single process. The goal is to make our beliefs as coherent (ie explanatory) as we can. On this basis, a belief-system is
more coherent the fewer self-contained sub-sets it contains, and the fewer beliefs it dumps into the irrelevant category.
Coherence is also increased by our epistemological self-understanding. Why we believe the things we believe, and
what we consider to be the standards of "good" justification are important contributors to the explanatory coherence of
our belief-set.
However, coherentism does not recognize any epistemological distinction between kinds of beliefs. Specifically,
coherentism does not grant any special epistemic status to experiential or perceptual beliefs. The coherence account of
knowledge therefore does not provide any necessary linkage between one's network of beliefs and an external reality
(that "truth" the essay title speaks of). According to some theorists, the presence in our belief-net of second-order
epistemological beliefs about the reliability of our belief forming processes provides experiential observations more
weight than might otherwise be supposed. But even with that additional weight, there is nothing within an
"explanatory" understanding of "coherence" that necessarily connects our beliefs to the truth. Without granting some
special status to observational or experiential beliefs, it is difficult to find a way to ensure that one's coherent set of
beliefs maintains some sort of linkage to reality. It is always at least logically possible that there is more than one
coherent set of beliefs that might be equally explanatory of the known evidence.
Of course, some coherence theorists take the step of denying that there is any gap between a coherent belief-set and "the
truth". The anti-realist concept of truth denies the existence of an evidence-transcendent truth. By adopting such an
extremely subjective anti-realist conception of truth, theorists can maintain that reality is defined by, determined by, or
otherwise constrained by one's coherent set of beliefs. This is known as the coherence theory of truth. From such a
perspective, it is not logically possible for a coherent set of beliefs to not be true. If my beliefs do form a coherent set,
they would by definition be true -- making the hypothesis employed in the essay title logically impossible.
However, the obvious abuse of the popular or folk notion of "truth" that such an extremely subjectivist anti-realism
introduces usually pushes the anti-realist to generalize the idea in order to make it less subjective. On this broader
interpretation, "truth" is the coherent set of beliefs that would be held at the limit of enquiry, or that is held by some
particular population, or some omniscient intellect. Unfortunately, this "somewhat realist" retreat from pure
subjectivism retains the problematic gap between one's coherent beliefs and the truth. The local belief set of some one
individual may be coherent, yet still inconsistent with the broader vision of coherence truth - and therefore not track the
truth.
Blanshard argues that there is only one possible coherent set of beliefs, and that set is distinguished from all its rivals by
being empirically grounded. According to this approach, the functional purpose of thought and belief formation is to
understand our experiences. And to do so by generating the most systematic (coherent) belief-set that explains our
experiences. And, I would suppose, to provide the most profitable basis for anticipating the future course of events.
So the set of beliefs which we form in the process of understanding our experiences must, because of its starting point in
our experiences, be empirically grounded. It is this necessary beginning of belief formation in experience that he
claims guarantees that there will be only a single unique set of beliefs which constitutes the most coherent set.
Blanshard argues that it is this necessary beginning in experience that guarantees that one's coherence-set of beliefs will
track reality (and truth).
However, contra Blanshard, even including the beliefs we form as a result of our efforts at understanding and
anticipating our experiences, it is still logically possible that there may be more than one equally good way of
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incorporating our experiences into a belief set, more than one way of assembling our experiences into a coherent
explanatory system. Particularly when we remember that some of our beliefs will be rejected (as anomalous, or
erroneous, or irrelevant) along the way. The entire sceptical argument of under-determination is based on the
observation that our theories are all under-determined by the evidence. There is always an alternative theory that can
explain all our evidence. And no means of distinguishing between them.
As long as the initial premise of a "somewhat realist" notion of truth is maintained, the coherence account of knowledge
contains no means of distinguishing between a "reasonable" (ie "in touch with reality") belief-system, and the delusions
of a logically adept paranoid. Because it is an internalist theory, the coherence account of knowledge admits no
external standard by which to evaluate different belief-systems.
Considering the coherence account of knowledge in the light of Agrippan scepticism and that "somewhat realist"
account of truth, focuses attention on the need for beliefs that meet two conditions. First, they must be non-inferentially
credible -- justified without deriving their justification from other beliefs. Second, they must be credible in a way that
reflects some kind of external constraint. Can we even understand the concept of thinking (not just believing and
knowing) if we cannot think of our beliefs as justified in a way that involves the aim of our beliefs being the nature of
the world. There are only two ways to anchor a network of beliefs to an external (evidence transcendent) truth. One is
to grant some special epistemic status to perceptual / experiential evidence. But down that route lies the competing
theory of Foundationalism. The other is to abandon the struggle to maintain pure justification internalism, and allow
some external notion such as reliablism to intrude sufficiently to anchor our beliefs. But down that route lies the
competing theory of Contextualism.
Once it is acknowledged that the coherence account of knowledge has no means of ensuring that a coherent set of
beliefs will track the truth, it must also be recognized that it cannot provide any response against the sceptical challenge
that things might be radically different than they seem.
This latter is another very famous radical sceptical challenge to any theory of knowledge. It is known by various
names. Most famously it is called "Cartesian Scepticism", after Rene Descartes who initiated modern sceptical thought
with his "method of doubt". He hypothesized that for all he knew, all of his experiences might be deceptions provided
by an evil demon. More recently, drawing upon the popularity of science fiction and technology, Descartes'evil demon
has been replaced by evil scientists or ingenious aliens who steal your brain and place it in a vat of nutrients. In this
scenario all of your experiences are provided by a super computer wired to the sensory nerves of your brain.
The Cartesian sceptic argues that all of our beliefs about the existence of an external world are unjustified because all of
the evidence (perceptual experience) we have in support of those beliefs cannot rule out the sceptical alternative that we
are a brain in a vat. By hypothesis, no experience that we might possibly have can discern whether or not we are a
brain in a vat. All of our experiences are therefore fully compatible with both the hypothesis of things being as they
seem and the sceptical alternative that we are but a brain in a vat. Hence our beliefs about the external world are
unjustified. And since all our beliefs about the external world are unjustified, none can qualify for the honour of
"knowledge".
What the Cartesian sceptical challenge depends on is the "prior grounding" model of justification. The "prior
grounding" model of justification demands that one be aware of (or at least have access to) the reasons that constitute
one's justification in order to validly claim knowledge - the believer himself must possess (and make proper use of)
evidence that makes the proposition believed likely to be true. This is a model of justification that is inherent in the
explanatory coherence notion that the coherence account of knowledge relies on. Because the coherence account is
both internalist and holistic, the knower is assumed to be aware of all of the beliefs that constitute his coherent beliefset, and how they "cohere" together. The Cartesian sceptic argues that because within this belief-set you have no
reasons for ruling out the BIV alternative, you cannot justify your belief that you are not a BIV. Hence it is possible
that you could in fact be a BIV despite the fact that your belief-set is coherent. As the argument in the ssay title
suggests, it is always possible that one's best explanation of (most coherent set of beliefs about) one's experiences might
in fact be false.
So on either understanding of the argument in the essay title, it is clear that the coherence account of knowledge must be
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wrong. It is, at the very least, incomplete.
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Hilary Putnam provided a refutation of a version of the brain-in-a-vat
hypothesis, based upon semantic externalism.
Is it effective?
Even if one accepts the principles of semantic externalism as defined by Putnam, one can not accept his argument that
the Brain in a Vat sceptical hypothesis is self-refuting. But his entire argument is based on semantic externalism, and if
one does not accept that theory of meaning, then his entire argument crumbles.

Semantic Externalism
Putnam's theory of meaning demands that for a symbol (word or image) to refer to some object, two elements must be
present: (a) the issuer of the symbol must have the mental intent that the symbol refer to the object; and (b) there must
be some suitable causal link from the object through the subject to the symbol. It is the necessity of this causal link that
renders Mr. Putnam's theory of semantics an externalist one.
Putnam's first example is the ant tracing a line in the sand. He argues that the line cannot refer to Winston Churchill
because the ant (being non-sentient) can have no intent that the line refer to Mr. Churchill. The ant lacks the requisite
intentionality, so the line cannot refer. Although Mr. Putnam does not explain how it is, if the line in the sand has no
meaning or does not refer, that we come to know that what the ant has traced is either a caricature of the man or a
cursive writing of his name.
Putnam's second example is the piece of paper with a collection of splotches of paint on it, falling on a planet that has
never known trees. He argues that not only does the collection of paint on the paper not refer to trees, even though we
would recognize it as a good painting of a tree, but any concept that the aliens form based on what is depicted on that
paper could also not refer to trees. According to Putnam's scenario, there is neither any intentionality involved in the
formation of the paint pattern on the paper, nor any causal link between trees and what is on the paper. So, according to
his thesis, the pattern of paint on that paper cannot refer to trees. Nor could any image or concept formed by aliens who
might view that paper. Although, again, if the paint splotched paper does not refer to trees, Mr Putnam does not explain
how it comes that we know that it is a picture of a tree.
Putnam's third example is his Brain in a Vat scenario. Putnam's BIV scenario stipulates that all sentient brains are
envatted, and that whatever experiences these brains have is generated by a computer program that has never been
programmed. Putnam is careful to void any hint of a causal link by stipulating that the vats and the computer come into
existence "randomly" -- specifically eliminating the possibility that the computer has been programmed, or that the
envatted brains have any prior experience to draw upon.
Putnam claims that when an envatted brain uses the words "tree", "brain" or "vat" the only thing that these words can
refer to are internal features of the brain-in-a-vat scenario. They cannot refer to the same sorts of things that we refer to
-- namely real trees, real brains, and real vats. According to Putnam's scenario, there is neither any intentionality
involved in the computer's generation of nerve pulse strings that the envatted brains interpret as images of trees, brains
or vats, nor any causal link between real trees, brains and vats and the nerve impulse strings generated by that
computer. Hence when an envatted brain contemplates whether or not it is a "brain in a vat", it cannot possibly mean
what we mean by a brain or a vat. For the envatted brain, all causal linkages from the words "brain" and "vat" trace
back through the nerve impulses, to computer generated impulses, to computer program features that generate the
"perceived" images of trees, brains and vats. And by stipulation, stop there.

Putnam's BIV argument
Tony Brueckner in his "Brains in a Vat" entry for the The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy(1) has summarized
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Putnam's argument in an easily understandable form. I reproduce it here, although I have some additional comments of
my own that I feel make it more readily comprehensible in the current context.
Since Putnam claims that a brain in a vat cannot refer to anything that is beyond the inputs that the computer provides to
the envatted brain, whenever the envatted brain "speaks", the envatted brain is not speaking English. It is speaking (or
rather seeming to speak) "vat-ish" -- a language whose words refer only to those elements of the sensory experiences
that the envatted brain has. Specifically for this argument, the words "brain" and "vat" in English refers to the real
world of brains and vats. In vat-ish the words "brain" and "vat" refer to the computer generated images of brains and
vats. So in the following argument, vat-ish referrals are denoted by the "*".
(a) Either I am a BIV (and speak vat-ish) or I am a non-BIV (and speak English).
(b) If I am a BIV (and am speaking vat-ish), then my utterances of "I am a BIV" are true iff I am a brain* in a
vat*.
(c) If I am a BIV (and speaking vat-ish), then I am not a brain* in a vat*. [This is the key step. Putnam argues
that to be a "brain* in a vat*" one would have to be a computer generated image of a brain in a computer
generated image of a vat. And obviously, I am not that, because I am not a computer generated image.]
(d) If I am a BIV (speaking vat-ish), then my utterances of "I am a BIV" are false. [from (b) and (c)]
(e) If I am a non-BIV (and thus speaking English), then my utterances of "I am a BIV" are true iff I am a brain in
a vat.
(f) If I am a non-BIV (speaking English), then my utterances of "I am a BIV" are false. [from (e)]
(g) My utterances of "I am a BIV" are false. [from (a),(d),(f)]
(h) My utterances of "I am not a BIV" are true. [standard logical negation of (g)]
(i) If I am a non-BIV (and am speaking English), then my utterances of "I am a non-BIV" are true iff I am not a
brain in a vat.
(j) I am not a BIV. [from (h) and (i)]

The Problems
I see three problems with this argument. The first has to do with Brueckner's interpretation of Putnam's prose. I have
read the relevant passage of Putnam's work(2) where he lays out his argument, and I cannot see where Brueckner goes
wrong with his interpretation. But neither is it obvious that Brueckner's interpretation is correct. So it is unclear to me
whether this first problem is Brueckner's or Putnam's.
The problem is that premise (a) above is not properly phrased. If I am a brain in a vat, then -- by Putnam's semantic
externalism -- I cannot form the thought "I am a brain in a vat" in English. At best, I can only form the thought "I am a
brain* in a vat*" (in vat-ish). (The same applies to the other steps in the argument as well, of course.) So premise (a)
should not lay out the two options in English. As it is above, it appears to cleanly divide the universe of possibilities
into two mutually exclusive alternatives. But this is in fact an error. The first step in the argument should be rephrased
as:
(a) Either I am a brain* in a vat* (and speak vat-ish) or I am a not a brain in a vat (and speak English).
Of course, it is now clear that the premise is not cleanly dividing the universe of possibilities. One would have to
present arguments, that Putnam does not, that this bifurcation is in fact mutually exclusive and all inclusive. And hence,
on this reading, the argument does not show that I am not a brain in a vat. It collapses because it remains possible that I
am a brain in a vat, even though according to Putnam, I cannot form that thought. The last step in the argument is true
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only if I am not a BIV (and speak English). It is not true if I am a brain in a vat and cannot conceive it. Putnam's
argument is based on two contradictory premises: (a) the premise that one can frame and understand an argument in
English; and (b) the premise that if one is really a brain in a vat, one cannot understand the English argument. So
phrased in this way, the argument is clearly circular (assuming the consequent).
The second problem with the argument arises from the manner in which Putnam applies his semantic externalism. By
stipulation, the brains in Putnam's vats function in all respects as brains do in the real world. And more importantly, the
experiences of Putnam's envatted brains are supposedly qualitatively indistinguishable from a non-BIV. That is a very
important constraint. But Putnam appears to gloss over a necessary consequence.
If the experiences are indeed qualitatively indistinguishable, it would be logically possible to swap a vat-ish speaking
envatted brain for an English speaking non-envatted brain and have no one be able to notice the swap. What now
happens to Putnam's sense of reference? To what do the words "tree", "brain" and "vat" refer, once we have swapped
the brains?
When I ponder whether I might be a brain in a vat, it seems that at one instant I can do so (when I am not in fact a brain
in a vat) and at the next instant I can't (because I am now a brain in a vat). But oopps!, It seems that now, all of a
sudden, for reasons quite external to my experiences, I can no longer even entertain the thought that my brain might
have been swapped with a previously envatted one. Putnam tries to get around the threat of this possibility by initially
framing his BIV scenario to stipulate that all brains are envatted. But if you accept that initial stipulation, then you can't
even entertain Putnam's argument, since you no longer speak English. And more importantly, it voids his further
stipulation that the experiences of a BIV would be qualitatively identical with those of a non-BIV. If, by stipulation,
there are no such things as non-BIVs, then there is nothing with which the experiences of his envatted brains could be
qualitatively identical.
The third problem arises from the fact that Putnam stipulates that the computer feeding experiences to the envatted
brains was never programmed so that he can ensure that there is no suitable casual chain between trees, brains, and vats
and the images that the envatted brains experience. In contradiction with that, he also stipulates that "Their images,
words, etc., are qualitatively identical with images, words, etc., which do represent trees in our world". If that is the
case, then what is it an image of when the envatted brain perceives a tree, brain or vat? If it is not an image of a tree,
then when the envatted brain is swapped for a non-envatted brain, it will be unable to identify trees in its environment.
And this is contrary to Putnam's stipulation that our experiences would be qualitatively identical. If it is an image of a
tree, then the swapped brains would not be able to tell the difference. But the word "tree" would refer to trees regardless
of whether the brain is envatted or not. And this is contrary to Putnam's semantic externalism.

A Better Alternative to Semantic Externalism
What seems to drive Putnam's semantic externalism is the recognition that, for reasons that Putnam discusses, there is
more to the meaning of a word such as "trees" than what the speaker of the word has in mind, and more to the meaning
of an image on paper than what the painter has in mind. The first condition that Putnam mentions (that the issuer of the
symbol must have the mental intent that the symbol refer to the object) captures the intuition that a word or image
doesn't mean anything to the sender if the sender has no intention invested in the symbol. The causal condition that
Putnam mentions seems aimed at ensuring that the sender of the symbol has a proper grasp of the concept that is being
sent.
As Putnam argues, the meaning of a symbol is not intrinsic to the symbol. Words and images and other symbols
themselves do not refer. And more or less in keeping with Putnam's externalist condition, they do not refer for other
people just because the sender intends that they should. However, what semantic externalism seems to deny is that the
meaning and reference of a symbol to the receiver is entirely within the head of the receiver -- two people can view a
given symbol and extract quite different references and meanings depending on their respective conceptual context.
Contra Putnam, the reference and meaning of any symbol is entirely in the eye of the beholder, not something external
to the beholder.
When the ant draws the line in the sand, the line certainly has no meaning to the ant because the ant (the sender) has no
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intentionality invested in the symbol. When "beholding" the line it has drawn, the ant has no conceptual context within
which to assign it any meaning. But to us who behold the line, the line does have meaning because (assuming we are
familiar with Winston Churchill) we do have the necessary conceptual context. Contra Putnam, the line does refer to
Winston Churchill (by being either a caricature or the cursive writing of his name) because we the viewer make the
reference. To us who view that painted paper from afar, the paper does contain an image of a tree, and we draw the
reference to trees. Those aliens who see just some paint splotches on paper and have no knowledge of trees cannot draw
the reference because they lack the necessary conceptual context. So to them, the image does not refer to trees -- our
respective conceptual contexts are different
But more importantly, to an envatted brain the words "brain"and "vat" refer to things that they recognize within their
experiences. And because their experiences are, by stipulation, qualitatively indistinguishable from ours, they refer to
the same sorts of things that we do when we refer to things. The way that an envatted brain becomes aware of brains
may be through a computer generated image of a brain. But it is none-the-less an image of a brain. And the envatted
brain's use of the word "brain" refers to just that kind of brain. Not to Putnam's "brain*".
Of course, this alternative theory of concepts, meaning, and reference does nothing to resolve the sceptical problem of
brains in a vat. But there are other approaches that fair better than semantic externalism.
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"If every belief has to be justified by appeal to a different belief, some
beliefs could not be justified.
Hence, there must be foundational beliefs whose justification is
independent of other beliefs."
Discuss.
The essay title raises an issue relevant within the framework of the traditional Justified-True-Belief theory of
knowledge. This traditional theory posits that    S knows that P iff (1) P is true;
(2) S believes that P; and
(3) S is justified in believing that P.
The essay title is addressing the issue of what it means for S to be justified in believing that P by drawing upon the
common intuition that our beliefs are justified by appeal to other beliefs.
Most theories of what justification means are termed "internalist" because their concept of justification is based solely
on things that are directly available to the knower. Internalist theories of justification focus on the way we employ
reasons to support conclusions from the evidence. When you list all the reasons you believe justifies your belief that P,
what you are listing is other beliefs along with the associated second-order beliefs that the supporting evidence actually
does imply P, or make P more probable.
However, as the title points out, if your knowledge is justified on the basis of other beliefs, and those are in turn justified
based on further beliefs, it is easy to see that an infinite regress quickly develops. The essay title is referring to a form
of sceptical challenge known as Agrippan (or Ancient Greek) Scepticism after the Five Modes of Agrippa identified by
Sextus Empiricus. The argument is that when challenged to provide the reasons that justify any particular belief, you
have only one of three options:
1)
2)
3)

Keep providing some new supporting reason -- i.e. embark on an infinite regress of reasons; or
At some point give up, and fall back on some basic dogmatic (and hence unjustified) assumption; or
At some point, repeat yourself -- i.e. reason in a circle.

The Agrippan Sceptic argues that none of these three alternatives is acceptable as a proper justification for your beliefs.
Therefore, none of your beliefs are justified. Hence knowledge (conceived as justified true belief) is impossible to
attain. This is an even stronger argument than is presented in the essay title. If every belief has to be justified by appeal
to a different belief, not just some beliefs could not be justified, but all beliefs could not be justified.
Considering the traditional justified true belief account of knowledge in the light of Agrippan scepticism focuses
attention on the need for "foundational" beliefs that must somehow be non-inferentially credible -- justified without
deriving their justification from other beliefs. This is the suggestion of the essay title.
Within the framework of a Justified-True-Belief understanding of knowledge, there are three sorts of responses to the
Agrippan sceptic. The theory of Coherentism simply denies the argument that there must be foundational beliefs whose
justification is independent of other beliefs. Coherentism argues that a network of beliefs can be self-justifying by being
"coherent" -- integrated within a mutually supporting network of explanatory inter-dependence. The Foundationalist
theory maintains that there are foundational beliefs that have some special epistemic status. The Contextualist theory
combines elements of both Foundationalism and coherentism with some innovations of its own, and abandons the
struggle to maintain pure justification internalism to allow some external notion such as reliablism to intrude sufficiently
to anchor our beliefs to reality. For the purposes of discussing the argument presented in the essay title, we'll ignore the
coherence account of knowledge (since it denies the argument) and focus on the other two alternatives.
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With the remaining two competing theories in mind, we can then ask the question whether the required "foundational
beliefs" are the sort whose justification is necessarily completely independent of other beliefs (as is posited by
Foundationalism), or can they be "foundational beliefs" whose justification is prima facie independent of other beliefs
within a given context (as is posited by Contextualism).
Both Foundationalism and Contextualism address the Agrippan problem of infinite regress by positing that there are
indeed some beliefs that are non-inferentially justified, and therefore "foundational". As the argument in the essay title
suggests, both maintain that in addition to the three options offered by the Agrippan Sceptic, there is a fourth option -specifically a set of foundational beliefs that do not require further justification, by their very nature true and selfpresenting (i.e. self-justifying) simply in virtue of the fact that we have the belief, intrinsically credible by virtue of the
kind of belief they are. They differ, however, in their understanding of how independent these "foundational" beliefs
need be of other beliefs, and from where comes their intrinsic credibility. Classical Foundationalism maintains that
"foundational" beliefs are justified totally in virtue of the intrinsic nature of the belief, and completely independently of
any other belief. Contextualism, on the other hand, maintains that "foundational" beliefs are prima facie justified within
a conceptual context -- and hence not specifically justified by appeal to other beliefs, but none the less justified within
the context of other beliefs.
The Foundational Theory of Knowledge proposes that if S perceives that P (in some tightly constrained understanding
of "perceive"), then S is justified in believing that P. Other beliefs are justified only if they are "based" (in some tightly
constrained understanding of "based") on foundational beliefs. The claim that there are two forms of justification -inferential and non-inferential -- is the core of any form of Foundationalism. The details of the theory arise from just
how, precisely, those two "tight constraints" are specified:
(a) the nature of the foundation -- just exactly what beliefs are "foundational" and just why are
they to be considered "self-justifying"; just what exactly is that tightly constrained
understanding of "perceive"; and
(b) the nature of the structure -- just how are our non-foundational beliefs "based" on the
foundational beliefs; just what exactly is that tightly constrained meaning of "based".
Classical Foundationalism gives expression to the central tenet of empiricism, the view that all our knowledge is derived
from our experience. It does this by insisting that a belief which is not about our own sensory states (our immediate
experience) must, if it is to be justified, be justified by appeals to beliefs which are about our own sensory states. Such
beliefs are able to stand on their own feet, without support from others.
How is it that our beliefs about our present sensory states need no support from other beliefs? Foundationalism claims
that our beliefs about our present sensory states are necessarily infallible, or indubitable, or incorrigible -- assumed to be
true by their very nature, and hence not requiring any further justification. The main reason for wanting one's
foundational beliefs to be infallible is that this would guarantee they are all true -- one would need no other beliefs as
reasons to justify them. These foundational beliefs are not simply unchallenged, but unchallengeable. (According to
some variations, perhaps not absolutely unchallengeable, but at least not automatically challengeable and thus at least
prima facie justified.) For example, if you believe that it is raining outside, then it is unavoidably (indubitably,
infallibly, incorrigibly) true that you believe that it is raining outside - regardless of whether it is in fact raining outside.
The foundationalist's dilemma is to define a basis for knowledge modest enough to be secure against the sceptic, but
rich enough to be adequate as the foundation for the rest of what we believe. The problem arises from the nature of our
beliefs about any experience. If our experience is to have any epistemological significance, we must form a belief
expressible as a proposition. This amounts to rejecting any sharp distinction between experiencing and judging -between seeing the tomato as red, and classifying what we see as "a tomato" and "red". The kind of belief that is
involved in knowledge presupposes the ability to make propositionally useful judgements of what it is we experience.
Propositional content involves conceptual content, and conceptual classification is inseparable from the possibility of
mis-classification (mis-conception). It seems, then, that propositional content is inseparable from the possibility of
error. If this is so, no judgement however modest, is absolutely indubitable. So if basic experiential ("foundational")
beliefs have to be indubitable, there can be no such thing as foundational beliefs. The difficulty is to see how any
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perceptual belief, no matter how internal to our own mental states, can be wrenched out of all inferential connections to
conceptual classification (other beliefs) and retain any content at all. Our basic beliefs must have sufficient content to
support the superstructure in which we are really interested, and no belief with that amount of content is going to be
infallible.
It is difficult, therefore, to understand Foundationalism's constrained concept of "perceiving", when one perceives the
tomato to be red, unless one also adds to the mix clearly non-foundational beliefs about the meaning of "tomato" and
"red". It is therefore not reasonable to accept the foundationalist's position that the need for some sort of "foundational"
beliefs necessarily implies a need for complete independence from other beliefs. Especially in light of the competing
theory of Contextualism.
The approach to "foundational" beliefs offered by Contextualism differs from that offered by Foundationalism in two
key respects. The first key difference between Contextualism and Foundationalism is that Contextualism adopts the
"default and challenge" model of justification instead of the "prior grounding" model. The foundationalist theory of
justification is rooted in the Prior Grounding requirement. Not merely does the foundationalist demand the prior
grounding requirement for beliefs to qualify as knowledge, he insists on a very restrictive conception of our available
"foundational beliefs". The foundationalist assumes that experiential knowledge is, in some wholly general and intrinsic
way, epistemologically prior to any other knowledge of the world. The basic principle of Contextualism, by contrast, is
that if it seems (in a wholly general sense of "seem") to S that P, then S is prima facie justified in believing that P. It
switches the priority of justification from the third-person "prior grounding" sense of justification to the first-person
"epistemic responsibility" sense.
In the absence of reasons to believe otherwise, it is surely irrational not to believe what seems to be the case. But in
relying on the first-person "epistemic responsibility" sense of justification, in judging that I have knowledge rather than
merely belief I am judging that I am warranted in claiming that my belief is adequately grounded, but not to having
already confirmed its grounding. Its grounding could consist of it being caused by or formed via a reliable process.
(This aspect of Contextualism draws in some of the benefits of Reliablist theories of knowledge, like its compatibility
with evolutionary theory.) Second order epistemic beliefs also show up in the contextual coherence net that justifies
the belief that P. The fact that I believe my perceptions to be a reliable indicator of the truth of things, is a good reason
for believing that (prima facie) things are as they perceptually appear.
Elements of Foundationalism show up in Contextualism through the recognition that perceptual inputs have special
epistemic status. One of the ways it can seem to me that the tomato is red, is that I can be perceptually aware (see) that
the tomato is red. Contextualism does not share Foundationalism's difficulty with understanding the meaning of
"tomato" and "red", because it understands perceptual awareness in a coherentist way -- perceptual awareness is
wrapped by beliefs about the meaning of conceptual categories and word meanings.
The second key difference between Foundationalism and Contextualism is that Contextualism rejects both
Foundationalism's notion that a basic belief can be intrinsically justified on its own, and Foundationalism's premise that
any belief possesses an objective epistemological status. The distinctive commitment of Foundationalism is that every
belief has an intrinsic epistemological status -- the status of the belief is independent of the believer. Beliefs of the
foundational kind can be treated as epistemologically prior to beliefs of any other kind because they simply are
epistemologically prior, independently of what we may think of the matter. This can be characterized as a form of
"epistemological realism" -- the epistemological status of any belief is a property of that belief that is "real", "objective",
and evidence transcendent.
Contextualism embodies a kind of local or modular holism, and is radically anti-realist when it comes to any intrinsic
epistemic status. There is no need for the contextualist to posit special "epistemic kinds" of beliefs. The epistemic
identification of a "foundational belief" whose justification is independent of other beliefs, is contextual in nature. The
epistemic status of beliefs is defined by the context of that belief -- by other beliefs. Norms, including epistemic
standards and classifications, are norms that we set, not intrinsic properties imposed upon us by "the nature of beliefs" or
"the nature of epistemic justification". Contextualism therefore rejects any thoughts that particular beliefs have an
intrinsic epistemic status. Contextualism lacks, therefore, any interest in sorting our beliefs into foundational and nonfoundational, a priori and a posteriori, necessary and contingent, analytic and synthetic outside of the context of
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discourse. Any such divisions are established by the contextual environment at the time.
For a contextualist, there cannot be a sharp distinction between knowing-that and knowing-how. Being able to make
judgements of identification or classification -- the pre-condition for any knowing-that (such as that the tomato is red) -involves know-how essentially. For Contextualism, the distinction between the "observable" and the "inferential" or
"theoretical" is methodological and not substantive or intrinsic. We can observe anything whose presence we can be
trained to report reliably on. Perceptual knowing can be causally and reliably mediated by our having sensations, while
remaining epistemically direct and about objects in our environment.
A contextualist view of knowledge and justification does not commit one to holding that a reference to context is part of
the content of a knowledge-claim. A knowledge claim commits one to holding that all significant defeaters -possibilities which, if realised, would make one's beliefs false or inadequately justified -- can be (not have been)
eliminated: the contextual element comes in to fix what defeaters should be counted as significant. Contextualism takes
falibilism seriously. Justification is always provisional, never water-tight. And it often involves less-than-algorithmic
procedures, such as inference to the best explanation.
The contextualist therefore agrees with the essay title's argument (and the Foundatinalist) that there must indeed be
some "foundational beliefs". But argues that these beliefs are "foundational" only within a given context, and whose
justification is independent of other beliefs only in the sense that they are prima facie justified in the absence of any
contextually relevant reasons for doubt.
[Up] [Home] [Next]
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Is knowledge closed under known implication?
The "closure principle" or the "principle of known entailment" (or known implication) posits that If (1) S knows that P
and (2) S knows that P entails (implies) Q
then (3) S knows that Q.
It is easy to see the intuitive appeal of this principle. If I know that this tomato is red, and I know that a red tomato
implies that it is ripe, then I know that this tomato is ripe. Logical implication is a form of deductive argument. And as
such, given true premises it guarantees that the conclusion is also true. So If (1) if it is true that P
and (2) it is true that P entails (implies) Q
then (3) it is guaranteed to be true that Q.
This seems to be a very good justification for believing that Q. We use reasoning of this sort all the time. Thus it is
reasonable to assume that for a "Justified True Belief" model of knowledge, the principle of known implication is
simply documenting the fact that logical entailment, and of deductive arguments generally, is a sufficient reason for
justifying the conclusion. This is perhaps easier to see if we focus in on the justification aspect of knowing. A more
interesting variation of the title question (for reasons you will see in a moment) is whether justified belief is closed under
known implication. In this form, the "closure principle" posits that If (1) S has a justified belief that P
and (2) S has a justified belief that P entails (implies) Q
then (3) S is justified in believing that Q.
Or alternatively, drawing upon the JTB notion of knowledge one can, without losing the sense of the above, mix the two
forms as If (1) S knows that P
and (2) S knows that P entails (implies) Q
then (3) S is justified in believing that Q.
And it really seems quite counter intuitive to not believe something that one is fully justified in believing. When
phrased in terms of justified beliefs, it would initially seem as if all of the JTB theories of knowledge would have to
agree that justified belief is indeed closed under known entailment. Foundationalism, Coherentism, and Contextualism
all agree that deductive implication is sufficient justification to qualify "a belief that Q" as knowledge. For the
externalist alternatives to the JTB family of theories, the situation is a little more complex. For each particular theory it
would depend on whether or not logical entailment is encompassed within the details of whatever reliable, causative, or
law-like connection might be posited. Nozick's "truth tracking" or "subjunctive conditional" theory of knowledge is,
however, an example of an externalist theory of knowledge that would specifically deny that justified belief is closed
under known implication -- mostly because Nozick's theory does not treat knowledge as a question of a belief justified
by other beliefs.
The closure principle has gained its significance because of its employment in the arguments of Cartesian Scepticism.
The most famous example is the "Brain in a Vat" argument. This argument proceeds as (a) If (I know that I have two hands), and
(I know that knowing that I have two hands implies that I am not a BIV),
then - (I know that I am not a BIV).
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(b) Things may not really be as they appear.
(c) Despite appearances, I may really be a BIV. [From (b)]
(d) I cannot prove (I do not know) that I am not a BIV. [From (c)]
Therefore (e) I do not know that I have two hands. [From (a) and (d)]
In order to reason from the very reasonable sounding premise (d) that "I cannot prove that I am not a BIV" to the
problematic conclusion (e) that "I do not know that I have two hands", the sceptic is drawing upon premise (a) that
knowledge is closed under known implication. The sceptic is drawing upon a modus tollens deductive argument that
proceeds from the premise "I know that P" (I know that I have two hands) through the closure principle (if I know that
P, and I know that P implies Q, then I know that Q), to the interim conclusion "I know that Q" (I know that I am not a
BIV), and then denying this interim conclusion (I do not know that I am not a BIV) to reach the ultimate objective of
denying P (I do not know that I have two hands).
Unfortunately for the Cartesian sceptic, and fortunately for we who have two hands, the closure principle does not in
fact hold for most theories of knowledge. So the sceptic's argument fails at step(a). And if framed instead in terms of
justified belief, then it is step (d) that trips up the sceptic. In terms of justified belief, step (d) would have to be phrased
as "I do not have a justified belief that I am not a BIV". But of course, it is now obvious that I do indeed have a very
well justified belief that I am not a BIV. My belief might in fact be false (if the sceptic's hypothesis is true and I am
indeed a BIV). But I none-the-less have a justified belief that I am not a BIV.
Just why this closure principle does not hold will depend, or course, on just how one conceives "knowledge". Under the
traditional model of knowledge as a "justified true belief", one's knowing P is based on one's justification for P. And
that justification is presumably a collection of evidence and associated reasons for believing that P is the case.
S knows that P iff (1) P is true, and
   (2) S believes that P, and
   (3) S is justified in believing that P.
It is obvious that within the closure principle, conditions (1) and (3) are satisfied. It is stipulated that P is true. And the
deductive reasoning of logical implication therefore ensures that Q is true. But it is condition (2) in the JTB concept of
knowledge that trips matters up. Knowledge as a justified true belief is not closed under known implication because
belief is not necessarily closed under known implication. Assuredly it often is closed as a matter of contingent fact. We
do often believe what we have adequate justification to believe. But it is also entirely possible that I might know that P,
and know that P implies Q and yet refuse (for whatever reason) to believe that Q. Perhaps I also believe (falsely) that Q
is inconsistent with some other (also possibly false) beliefs that I hold. Or perhaps I have just been cognitively lazy, and
while knowing when I think about it that P entails Q, have not taken the trouble to acknowledge, and hence believe, that
Q. Advising me that I have very good justification for believing that Q does not necessitate that I will believe that Q.
Belief as a mental state does not follow logical rules out of necessity.
Most theories of knowledge, because they rely on the condition that S believe that Q before S can know that Q, would
therefore fall into that group of theories for which knowledge is not closed under known entailment. The group would
include Foundationalism, Coherentism, Contextualism, Reliablism, the Causal and Law-like connection theories, and
Nozick's "truth-tracking" or subjunctive-conditional theory to mention just the more readily recognizable.
But there are also a few theories that do not incorporate this second condition on knowledge that S believe that Q. The
performative theory, as one example, would however also deny that knowledge is closed under known implication
because it maintains that "to know" is performance verb that has nothing to do with beliefs or justification. And while
most deontological theories fall into the JTB family of theories (and hence deny the closure principle for knowledge) it
is possible to frame a deontological theory in terms of S having a right or duty to believe that Q (when properly
justified), rather than in terms of S actually believing that Q. And for this variation, knowledge would indeed be closed
under known implication.
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By dropping the requirement that S believes that Q, similar variations can be created out of some of the other theories as
well. The "diffident scholar" example has been proposed to argue that knowledge might not necessarily involve belief.
The diffident scholar studies some subject thoroughly, and answers questions on that subject correctly -- say that the
mass of the tau neutrino is 18.2 MeV. However, because of nerves or pressure, he does not believe that he knows the
answer and thinks that he is only guessing. He does not believe that the mass of the tau neutrino is 18.2 MeV. He does
believe he is only guessing when he picks that answer of the multiple choice list. It is argued from this example that
there are adequate grounds to claim he does know despite the missing belief. If this reasoning is accepted, then it might
be argued that a proper theory of knowledge would admit that knowledge is closed under known implication because
logical inference would guarantee that justification is closed.
This consideration brings us to the reason proposed by Fred Dretske for denying that knowledge is closed under known
implication. Dretske's argument is that accepting Q could nullify all the justification one has for knowing that P. And
hence one could not accept the extension of knowledge from P to Q, even if one accepted that P implied Q.
The example that Dretske provides is that of the zebras at the city zoo. If one visits the city zoo and sees what looks to
all appearances as zebras in a pen, along with a posted sign explaining that these are zebras in the pen, and one knows of
no reasons for doubting this information, then one is justified in believing that there are zebras in that pen. But there
being zebras in the pen logically implies that what you are seeing are not mules cleverly disguised as zebras. Dretske
argues that you are not justified in believing that what you are seeing in the pen is not mules cleverly disguised as zebras
because you are no longer justified in believing they are zebras.
The problem with Dretske's reasoning as a basis of denying the closure principle, is that it simply doesn't work at the
level he intends. Dretske's reasoning is based on the traditional justified-true-belief model of knowledge. But the
logical extension through the implication to Q only works if P is true. If S knows that P, then by definition, P is true. In
other words, if I know that I am seeing zebras, then it is true that I am seeing zebras. (If it is not true that I am seeing
zebras, I cannot by definition know that I am seeing zebras.) Then if I know that P (I am seeing zebras) implies Q (they
are not cleverly disguised mules), I am completely justified in believing that they are not cleverly disguised mules.
Dretske's argument that the possibility that they might be cleverly disguised mules is certainly a sceptical challenge to
my knowing that P. But it fails as a demonstration that knowledge is not closed under known implication.
If looked at in terms of justified belief, on the other hand, Dretske's argument makes more sense. Having a justified
belief that I am seeing zebras does not entail that it is true I am seeing zebras. Therefore, it is now readily apparent that
my consideration of the alternative that they are disguised mules might nullify all the justification I have for my belief
that they are zebras. In other words, Dretske's reasoning, while not demonstrating that knowledge is not closed under
known implication, does demonstrate that even justified belief is not necessarily closed under known implication.
The conclusion is that under most theories of knowledge, neither knowledge nor justified belief is closed under known
implication. The only exceptions to this conclusion would be some of the more obscure versions of reliablist, causal,
and law-like theories, and the non-JTB variation of a deontological theory I outlined above (because they do not
incorporate the condition that S believe that Q).
Interestingly, we loose nothing by denying the closure principle. We are, after all, not maintaining that logical inference
is never an adequate justification for believing that Q. We are only denying the argument that logical inference is
always a completely sufficient reason for believing that Q. The principle of known implication is a good prima facie
reason for believing that Q -- ceteris paribus. But there are necessarily other considerations that might come into play
to govern whether S actually does believe that Q. So we can suggest that knowledge is usually closed under most
practical circumstances. It is a useful rule of thumb. But we cannot say that knowledge is closed -- period. It is not a
necessary consequence of what knowledge is.
[Up] [Home] [Next]
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What is the relation between perceiving the redness of a tomato
and
knowing that the tomato is red?
The two main issues that need to be addressed here are (a) what does it mean to "perceive" the redness of the tomato?
and (b) what does it mean to "know" that the tomato is red?
As a convenient starting place, assume the traditional "Justified True Belief"definition of "knowledge". In order for me
to know that the tomato is red it must be the case that
(1) It is true that the tomato is red; and
                      (2) I believe that the tomato is red; and
(3) I am suitably justified in believing that the tomato is red.
                    
From this preliminary understanding of what it means to "know" that the tomato is red, we can see that the relation
queried in the essay title can be expanded to
(a) the relation between perceiving and believing that the tomato is red;
(b) what it is about that relation that constitutes suitable justification for the belief; and
                      (c) what function the truth has in this relation.

Perceiving to Believing
From the internal experiential viewpoint, when I perceive the "tomato" I experience a recognizable patch of visual
information (a bounded angle of view with certain spatio-temporal properties) that shares some of the visual
characteristics of previously experienced things that I have learned to call "tomato". And when I perceive that patch's
"redness"I recognize that the data-pattern in my visual field contains a property in the family of colours I have learned
to call "red". Once we start dealing with the conscious experience of perceiving the redness of the tomato we
necessarily require an informationally rich context of associated beliefs.
Can I perceive the redness of the tomato without employing any of these labels or classifications? Yes, I can -- sort of.
It is perfectly possible for me to experience a visual field (either all or part) to which I do not or cannot apply
classifications and labels. There are two ways that this can happen. I can be distracted from consciously attending to
my visual field (or part thereof). Or my visual field can contain "data patterns" that defy classification on my part.
If I am distracted from attending to part of my visual field, I might be receiving the photons from the tomato, and doing
some processing in my visual cortex. But the information is not making it to my conscious awareness. Classifying and
labelling the visual data-patterns that pass before me is not an automatic and immediate process. It demands a
conscious focus of attention. As I gaze out the window, deep in thought, my eyes pass over a scene that contains
numerous familiar visual data-patterns. When I attend to what I am looking at, I can identify (classify) what it is I am
seeing. But when I am pondering the answer to the essay question, I am distracted, and do not consciously attend to the
visual data before me.
In the normal course of events, when I am consciously attending to some part of my visual field, I am actively
classifying and labelling whatever it is I focus my attention on. Unless, of course, my visual field contains "data
patterns" that I cannot match with any of my classifications. In such cases I will usually make a classification error -classifying what I see as, for example, a "pepper" instead of a "tomato" (assuming I don't know what a tomato looks
like), or the tomato's colour as "rose" instead of "red" (assuming I don't know what red looks like).
So, for me to perceive the redness of the tomato, I must experience and consciously attend to a visual field containing a
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"data pattern" that I can classify as a "tomato" and as "red". Once I have classified the data-pattern, I can form the belief
"the tomato is red" to capture my visual experience. This last step is also an active effort of consciousness. I can gaze
out my window and land my focus on various things (data-patterns I classify) without forming any propositional beliefs
about what I am seeing. I only form a propositional belief when I need the information for some purpose -- even if it is
only the saying to myself what it is I am looking at. The belief that "the tomato is red" is only one of very many
possible beliefs I might form, given the perception of a red tomato. The visual field presents data patterns that are far
more rich than can be expressed in a simple proposition. I only form a belief about the tomato being red if I have some
need for that information. I might just as easily form the belief that the tomato has a blotch on it, or the tomato is sitting
on a book, or there is something to eat, and so forth.

Believing to Knowing
To discover what it is about that the relation between perception and belief that constitutes "suitable justification" for the
belief we need to delve a little more deeply into how "suitable justification" qualifies a "mere" belief for the honorific of
"knowledge".
Different theories of knowledge define "suitable justification" in different ways. Therefore, what will constitute
"suitable justification" will vary according to the theory of knowledge applied. The coherence theory, as an example of
an internalist understanding of justification, would maintain that my belief that the tomato is red qualifies as knowledge
if and only if such a belief coheres with (and maximizes the coherence of) the rest of my beliefs.
Coherence theorists generally describe the coherence involved as "explanatory" coherence. Knowledge gained as a
consequence of the explanatory coherence of our belief about "the redness of the tomato" with the rest of our beliefs set
can therefore be considered as justified based on "inference to the best explanation". The best explanation is more
coherent the more beliefs it incorporates into the network, the greater the range of beliefs it records, explains, and allows
us to anticipate. A belief-system is more coherent the fewer self-contained sub-sets it contains, and the fewer beliefs it
dumps into the irrelevant category. Coherence of the best explanation is also increased by our epistemological selfunderstanding. Beliefs about our belief forming processes, and our standards of what constitutes the "best" explanation,
are important contributors to the explanatory coherence of our belief-set.
However, coherentism does not grant any special status to perceptual beliefs. The coherence account of knowledge
therefore does not provide any specific linkage between one's network of beliefs and that "truth" we identified earlier.
There is nothing within an "inference to the best explanation" that necessarily connects our belief that the tomato is red
with the actual redness of the tomato. Without granting some special status to perceptual beliefs, it is difficult to find a
way to ensure that one's coherent set of beliefs maintains some sort of linkage to reality. It is always at least logically
possible that there is more than one coherent set of beliefs that might be equally "best" explanations of the known
evidence. Therefore, "inference to the best explanation" is not sufficient to ground our knowledge of the redness of that
tomato. There must be some allowance made for a connection to reality. And that is the function of perceptual beliefs.
Perceiving the redness, however understood, has to have sufficient weight to ground a uniquely "best" explanation.
The Contextual theory of knowledge combines the best of coherentism with some reliablism and an acknowledgement
that beliefs based on perception require a special status. Contextualism also has an additional benefit to recommend it.
All of the other JTB theories understand "suitable justification" as meaning that the subject must have adequate grounds
to support the claim to knowledge prior to the claim. Contextualism adopts instead the "default and challenge" model of
justification, maintaining that if it seems to me that the tomato is red then that is prima facie suitable justification for my
knowing that the tomato is red. The "prima facie" conditional is required, of course, in order to rule out the possibility
that I might be aware of circumstances that would render dubious the veracity of how things seem to me.

The Role of Truth
And this brings us to the role that the truth of the matter plays in perceiving the redness of the tomato. There are three
different "theories of perception" that grapple with this issue.
The direct realist theory of perception is "realist" because it maintains that the objects (like tomatoes) we perceive
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normally exist and maintain most of the properties we perceive them as having (like redness) even when they are
unperceived. The theory is "direct" because it maintains that we are directly and immediately aware of the existence
and nature of physical objects in our environment and their properties. (This is not to suggest, as direct realism is often
accused of suggesting, that its redness is necessarily an intrinsic property of the tomato. Direct realism maintains rather
that the tomato has an intrinsic property that a normal perceiver will see as "red" under normal perceiving conditions.)
Direct realism maintains that the there is an evidence transcendent truth that counts. And hence that perceiving the
redness of the tomato is becoming consciously aware of the evidence that the tomato is red.
The indirect realist theory of perception agrees with the direct realist that we are aware of the existence and nature of
physical objects in our environment, and that the objects we perceive normally exist even when they are unperceived.
Where the indirect realist differs is in maintaining that we do not gain this awareness directly, but only in virtue of a
direct perception of some intermediary -- called variously a "sensation", "appearance", "sensum", "percept", or
"representation", or (in its more popular form) "sense data". If indirect theories of perception are right, then there is
something between the tomato and the conscious "I" that becomes aware of the redness of the tomato. That thing is the
"sensation" or "sense-data" of the tomato. The sense-data is invested with all of the properties possessed by the
appearance of the tomato (such as its redness), and it is those properties that we actually perceive. Somehow,
somewhere between the real tomato and our conscious awareness some intermediate medium or our sensory input
processors "translate" the actual straightness of the stick in the water glass into a bent appearance, or the actual round
shape of the table into an oval appearance, or thin air into a pink elephant appearance, or the unknowable "nuominal"
nature of the tomato into the perceived "phenomenal" properties of the tomato.
However, indirect theories of perception are fatally flawed. First of all, the sense-data theories assume that if the tomato
appears to have redness, there must exist something that intrinsically has redness. But there is no need to reify
appearances. If a church looks like a barn, we do not perceive a barn appearance. We perceive a church that looks like
a barn. Secondly, if the tomato's sense-data do have the properties they appear to have (which, according to the theory
they must), where and what are these sense-data? They are certainly not physical objects located in physical space in
the place that they appear to be located. Of course, they may be simply encoded representations of the tomato's
appearance -- brain-states of encoded neural network impulse strings, perhaps. But if that is the case, in what sense can
the sense-data be said to "have" the redness they are supposed to have? And in what sense would a conscious
appreciation of that encoded representation differ from a direct perception of the tomato? Thirdly, indirect realist
theories presume a hidden Cartesian Dualism. Such theories demand somewhere in the consciousness/mind/brain a
place where sense-data ("appearances") can be "presented" for our consciousness to "appreciate" and evaluate. They
assume, therefore, some manner of direct perception by the consciousness of the presentation. But in the absence of
mind-brain dualism, if the mind's "appreciation" of the sense-data is necessarily direct, then why can't the mind's
appreciation of the tomato itself be direct?
Which brings me to the third family of theories of perception. Phenominalism agrees with the indirect realist that the
mind is not directly aware of the objects of perception, but only aware of the experiences of perception. On the other
hand, phenominalism agrees with the direct realist in maintaining that the mind's appreciation of those experiences is
direct and not mediated by "sense data". Where the phenominalist differs from the two is in maintaining that there is
nothing beyond, behind, or underlying, those perceptual experiences. All there is, is the experience of redness, the
experience of the tomato. All the tomato is, is a series of experiences. However, in order to avoid collapsing into
Solipsism, Phenominalism demands the additional "free-floating"( unsupported) premise that there are in objective fact
other people out there that are the basis (the behind, the underlying) of our experiences of other people. So a nonSolipsistic Phenominalism is fundamentally self-contradictory.

Conclusion
The relation between perceiving the redness of the tomato and the belief that the tomato is red consists of three parts -(i) a consciously attended to experience of a visual field containing a data-pattern that can be classified as a tomato and
as red; and (ii) the conscious recognition of similarities between this and past experiences and the classification of the
data-pattern as "a tomato" and "red"; and (iii) the forming of a belief expressing that classification as directed by some
informational need.
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By adopting a Contextualist variant of the Justified True Belief definition of knowledge we can maintain that our belief
that the tomato is red is prima facie sufficient justification for our knowing that the tomato is red. Our perception based
belief that the tomato is red must cohere with (and maximize the coherence of) the contextually relevant sub-set of our
entire belief-set. And that contextually relevant sub-set, it should be restated, will include any beliefs about the
normality of the seeing conditions, the reliability of our perceptual belief-forming processes, the boundaries of our
conceptual classification schemes, the meaning of any labels we employ, and the informational need that drives the
belief formation process. Contra foundationalism, those contextually relevant other beliefs are necessary in order to
form a perpetual belief. Contra coherentism, "inference to the best explanation" is not sufficient to ground perceptual
beliefs. A connection to the truth of the matter is necessary if we are to maintain any hold on reality.
Finally, by adopting a Direct Realist approach to perception we can maintain that the truth does matter. There
necessarily must exist within our visual field a tomato that is in fact red in order that we may perceive the redness of the
tomato. Perceiving the redness of the tomato is direct and immediate awareness, and hence suitable grounds for
believing that the tomato is red, and prima facie justification for knowing that the tomato is red.
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Much of what we ordinarily call knowledge involves information that we
believe only on the basis of what others have told us - i.e., on the basis of
testimony.
What conditions have to be met for us to gain knowledge from the
testimony of others?
"There is no species of reasoning more common, more useful, and even necessary to human life, than that
which is derived from the testimony of men, and the reports of eyewitnesses and spectators."    David Hume
(An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding, Pg. 74)
The conditions that have to be met for us to gain knowledge from the testimony of others are the same conditions that
must be met for us to gain knowledge from any other source of belief. There must be adequate grounds to support our
judgement that that our belief is in fact true.
Consider the traditional "Justified True Belief"definition of knowledge:[K1] (A knows that p) iff    ([1] (p is true) &
  
[2] (A believes that p) &
     [3] (A is justified in believing that p))
Applying this concept of knowledge to the case of testimony, we have:[K2] (A knows that p on the basis of testimony from B) iff
([1] (p is true) &
   [2] (A believes that p) &
   [3] (A is suitably justified in believing that p
  
on the basis of testimony from B))
This then gives us a start for identifying the conditions for us to gain knowledge from testimony. Because this definition
of knowledge requires that p be true, if B is testifying falsely then A can not gain knowledge. Even if A comes to
believe that p on the basis of B's testimony, A would acquire a false belief and not knowledge that p. So the first
condition that must be met for us to gain knowledge from the testimony of others, is that when B testifies that p, p must
be true.
In other words, to be informed by testimony is to believe that what the testimony asserts is true. And this belief can turn
out to be knowledge when the testimony is in fact true. It should be noted in passing that knowledge obtained purely by
testimony is "thin". What A comes to believe from the testimony of B is simply that p. More specifically A does not
learn the reasons that B may have for believing that p is true. A need not even understand p. So A does not inherit the
justification that B may have that qualifies B's belief as knowledge. The question therefore becomes -- "Under what
conditions can A be suitably justified in believing that p on the basis of the testimony of B?" For this we need a concept
of "suitable justification".
Traditional theories of epistemological justification maintain that gaining knowledge from any source (other than
Foundationalism's self-evident awareness, not an issue here) must be a matter of inductive inference. This is called the
"prior grounding" model of justification. To elevate A's belief that p into A's knowledge that p, A must have sufficient
supporting evidence to make it likely that p.
In the case of testimony, however, it would initially seem obvious that A would almost never have any evidence beyond
B's testimony. Consider your situation when you read a newspaper article. You have no evidence supporting the truth
of what the reporter has told you, and no way of checking the reporter's history of veracity. Our informants are human,
fallible, and with complex interests responsive to other things besides truth. We all recognize that they are sensitive to
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their own personal conception of self interest. Hence, such reasoning would suggest, A would (normally) have no
suitable justification for believing that p just on the basis of the testimony of B.
But this kind of thinking focuses too closely on a single individual instance of a transmission of p from B to A. The
foreground focus of attention highlights the plight of A, who must rely upon the word of B without benefit of knowing
him/her. Whereas it is the background, which this sort of intuitive thinking leaves out of focus, that supplies the
enormous supportive foundation for A's belief in B's veracity. We need to view any single act of testimony as but one
iteration of an ongoing process that takes place through time. Any one instance of B's assertion that p is a single frame
in an ever evolving process which has shaped and guided our own participation in it. This grounding, being implicit in
our linguistic and social practices, provides our suitable justification for accepting testimony. As long as there is no
reason to suspect such abnormal features as mistake, delusion, or deception, B can conventionally be presumed not only
to be asserting what he believes, but also to be communicating the truth. By testimony, B gives us not only a piece of
his mind, but a glimpse of the world as he knows it.
Many thinkers on this issue call this prior presumption of adequate grounding a matter of "trust" -- suggesting that
testimony only succeeds in transmitting knowledge if there is trust (by A of B's veracity). But I think that this is to
ignore the major role of language in causing people to have beliefs, and in generating knowledge. We expect
communicators to be cooperative, not as the outcome of a statistical weighing, but as a presupposition of fruitful
linguistic and social exchange. This expectation constitutes our testimonial "trust" -- it is a necessary part of employing
language that hearers take speakers as believing what they assert is true.
Behind the hearers' response is a vast history of largely (although certainly not completely) successful communication.
Cooperation between speaker and hearer is almost always the enlightened rational choice. The liar, in order to succeed
in his lie, at least requires us to understand him. And that understanding relies on a history of proper (correct) use of
language. Statements get their meaning from the standard practice of intending and taking them to be true. McDowell
draws attention to this feature of communication by reminding us of the evolutionary survival value of the capacity to
spread important news by making meaningful signals(1). The tail flash of the white-tailed deer at the sight of a prowling
wolf is surely not intended to signal the flasher's intention to alarm, but simply to pass on the beneficial results of one
deer's perceptual knowledge to other individuals. Like both perception and inference, testimony sometimes turns out to
be unreliable. But if the fallibility of our senses does not annul the reliability of perception, and the fallibility of
inductive inference can be met with a naturalistic or pragmatic response, it would be logically inconsistent to refuse the
award of "knowledge" to true beliefs based on testimony simply because some understandable utterances could be false.
Certainly, there is no doubting that A is at risk if B's testimony is false. What matters, however, is A's perception of the
relative magnitude of the risks involved. From the fact that A goes along with B's testimony, it does not follow that A
accepts ("believes") it. First, if A does not need to rely upon the information immediately, A has little incentive to
question it. Second, even if A does rely on it immediately, this still does not require A's unqualified endorsement. If A
must act upon B's testimony, and if the success of that act depends upon the truth of that testimony, then A is often
immediately able to confirm (or disconfirm) both the asserted facts and the reliability of B as informant. Consider, for
example, how you respond to the advice of others according to the magnitude of the decision you need to make, and
your perception of the expertise of the advisor. Getting directions to the mall is one thing. Buying a house another.
Your standards of what constitute "suitable justification" for knowing that B's testimony is accurate will change
dramatically. The "trust" that we extend for testimony is not directed at the character of the informant. It is directed at
the reliability of this single instance of testimony, within an informationally rich background context of similar
linguistic exchanges and social constraints on truthfulness. I am not disrespecting you, nor doubting your word, when I
check on your claim that this house is free from significant defect. Nor do I have specific reason to doubt you. What I
have is both an unusually high cost if you are wrong, and the belief that there are limits on even an expert's good
judgment on these matters.
What also needs to be considered is that B is also at risk if the testimony is false. There are powerful social constraints
on B to be truthful and reliable. The force of these constraints vary, of course, according to such factors as the
community's sensitivity to deception or error, the costs to A once an error is detected, and the rapidity and extent of
communication about these findings. Although such behavioural constraints are not usually viewed as "suitably
justifying" evidence, because we are not normally consciously aware of them, they do retain the crucial mark of
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evidence - in the presence of these constraints, it is much more likely that p is true than otherwise.
Moreover, our presuppositions about the likely veracity of our informants are not uniform. There is room for A to filter
B's testimony through the rest of A's belief-set. The alternatives are not simply acceptance (belief that p) or rejection
(belief that not-p) of the testimony. We bestow different degrees of belief in testimony. Testimony is in this sense
"impure". Its believability varies depending upon what we already know about similar cases and how risk-significant
the information is. It is obvious that we do draw all manner of distinctions among sources of testimony. Consider how
differently we treat a news story if the source is a grocery store tabloid versus the New York Times, or it is gossip about
some starlet versus a local weather report.
For all that there is unquestionably adequate grounds (normally) for assuming the veracity of B, there is one
consideration that tells against the "prior grounding" model of justification. The epistemic responsibilities implied by a
requirement for an inductively supported belief become "too absurdly enormous to be discharged by a single individual
with limited time, expertise, and cognitive equipment."(2) We do normally have this enormous background set of
beliefs supporting the acceptance of B's testimony. Such an enormous background, in fact, that we generally do not
initially consider B's credibility. On the contrary, we believe implicitly in the truth of testimony, unless we have
positive grounds for doubt or disbelief. This simple fact argues against the Coherence account of justification, and for
the Contextualist account.
The position of the "default and challenge" approach to justification is that any assertion is creditworthy until shown
otherwise; whereas the "prior grounding" approach requires that specific evidence for its reliability. Coherentism adopts
the "prior grounding" model of justification because it demands that p must cohere with the rest of A's beliefs set in
order for p to qualify as knowledge for A. Contextualism, on the other hand, adopts the "default and challenge" model
of justification and grants that A is prima facie justified in believing that p simply in virtue of understanding that B
testifies that p. From the Contextualist understanding, therefore, there is no necessity that A be consciously aware of, or
even implicitly consider, the "absurdly enormous" amount of background grounding we have been discussing. (Which
is not to suggest, I should emphasize, that the necessary grounding does not need to exist.)
Finally, lets consider for a moment Nozick's truth-tracking theory of knowledge. Nozick's Subjunctive Conditional
definition of knowledge can function as a check on our discussion so far because it is an entirely externalist view of
knowledge, and is therefore completely insulated against any of the problems inherent in an internalist conception of
"suitable justification". Adapting Nozick's theory to our discussion of knowledge from testimony would mean that -                   [K3] (A knows that p on the basis of testimony from B) iff
([1] (p is true) &
  
[2] (A believes that p) &
  
[3a] (if p were false, A would not believe it) &
  
[3b] (if p were true under other circumstances,
   A would still believe it))
If we assume (as we established in the beginning) that B intends to be truthful with his testimony, then it is clear that A
would know p based on B's testimony because (3a) if p were false, B would not testify that p, and A would then not
come to believe that p; and (3b) if p were true under other circumstances, B would still testify that p and A would still
come to believe that p. This means that our internalist discussion of the suitable justification for A gaining knowledge
that p based on the testimony of B is consistent with Nozick's externalist understanding of knowledge.
Whether our belief based on testimony counts as "knowledge" is ultimately a subjective evaluation. Along that
continuum between "silly wild-assed guess" and "certain knowledge", will be a line drawn. To one side, we maintain
that our belief has inadequate epistemic grounding, and to the other side we maintain that our belief qualifies as
"knowledge". Close to the line, we will be uncertain which is which. Further from the line, we will have a great deal of
confidence in which is which. But the choice of where a particular belief falls along that continuum relative to the
location of that line, is largely a subjective evaluation.
Whether A judges that p qualifies as knowledge will depend on the confidence that A has about the ceteris paribus
conditions surrounding B's assertion. Whether we judge that p qualifies as knowledge for A will depend on the
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confidence that we have about the ceteris paribus conditions surrounding B's assertion. Three conditions constrain that
degree of confidence. The first is the (explanatory) coherence of p with the rest of A's (or our) belief set (at least the
contextually relevant portion thereof). The second condition is the past performance of the particular source of
information -- either B specifically, or the institution that guarantees B (if there is one). And in the absence of any
specific prior information on that matter, we adopt the prima facie presumption of general reliability inherent in all
linguistic exchanges. The third condition is A's (or our) perception of the relative risks involved. The more A has to
lose, or the more that B has to gain from p being false, the more stringent need be the epistemic standards applied in
validating the grounds for believing p.
The "suitability" condition on "justification" remains simply one of coherence. The "best explanation" for why B
asserts that p is, ceteris paribus, that B believes it for duly responsible reasons (B knows that p). Once testimony is
accepted, there are many sources which come into play to supply additional grounds relevant to the warrant for belief.
What Hume affirmed is that we normally enter the setting of testimony with a large range of well-founded beliefs
(derived from a similar source, "experience"), which provides a basis to test or assess any new testimony. We approach
the information imparted by testimony with a vast background of knowledge about the reliability of communication in
general, supplemented (usually) by beliefs that B has nothing to gain and something to lose through error or deception.
We do not have to establish the separate trustworthiness of B; it is enough if no evidence to the contrary is already
available.

Notes
(1) McDowell, John. Meaning, Communication, and Knowledge, Philosophical Subjects: Essays Presented to
P.F.Strawson, Zak Van Straaten (ed.), Oxford University Press, New York, New York. 1980.
(2) Chakrabarti, Arindam. On Knowing by Being Told, Philosophy East and West, Vol. 42, No. 3. (Jul., 1992), pg 430
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Critically assess the claim that
knowledge is belief which tracks the truth
There are two ways to understand this request. On the one hand, it is a common intuition about knowledge that
whatever it is that we "know" must in fact be true. Hence one might explore the basis of this intuition and the role that
truth plays in the philosophical definition of knowledge. On the other hand, "tracking the truth" is a phrase closely
associated with the "truth-tracking" theory of knowledge proposed by Robert Nozick. Hence one might explore the
genesis and consequences of Nozick's theory. It is this second interpretation of the essay title that I will pursue in this
essay.
The traditional definition of knowledge is the so-called "Tripartite Model" first documented by Plato. The tripartite
definition of knowledge maintains that -                 S knows that P iff (1) P is true; and
(2) S believes that P; and
(3) S's belief that P is justified.
This ancient standard captures our intuitions that one cannot properly claim to know something that is in fact not the
case, or if one does not believe it to be the case, or if one does not have proper justifying reasons for one's belief that it
is the case.
Unfortunately, ever since Plato, the standard model stumbles over just exactly what is meant by "proper justifying
reasons" for one's beliefs. The model does not specify this detail. It has been left to the two millennia of
epistemologists since Plato to work out just what "proper justifying reasons" really means. And it is at this point where
the lack of general consensus appears. There are numerous alternative theories that have been offered, from
Foundationalism and Coherentism to Contextualism and the Causal Theory. What these theories are proposed by
experts to do, and what they are usually criticized by other experts for not adequately doing, is satisfactorily counter the
two primary challenges facing any inside-out understanding of knowledge. These two challenges are the so-called
"Gettier Example", and the so-called "Brain-in-a-Vat Argument".
Gettier examples are scenarios where P is true, S believes that P is true, and S has what initially appears to be properly
justifying reasons for believing that P. Gettier examples are constructed as counter-examples for the various alternatives
offered for understanding just what "proper justifying reasons" really means. The counter-example scenarios are so
constructed that it is purely accidental that P is true despite the justification that S might have for believing that P. (S
might still have what theory suggests should be adequate reasons for believing that P, even though it is not the case that
P.) Gettier examples are important for highlighting our intuition that we cannot properly claim to know that P if our
reasons for believing that P are not "properly related" to the truth of P. Yet the experts have experienced great
difficulties in coming up with a sound understanding of just what that "proper relation" is. From the perspective of S, in
these Gettier examples, it is impossible to discern whether or not one's reasons for believing that P are "properly related"
to the fact that P. The truth of P is something that transcends any reasons that S might have for believing that P. As a
result, some experts find themselves driven to externalist theories of justification -- interpreting the meaning of "proper
justifying reasons"i n a way that is not directly accessible to S.
The Brain-in-a-Vat argument claims that because, ex hypothesi, I have no evidence ("properly justifying reasons") for
believing that I am not a Brain-in-a-Vat, I cannot therefore know that I am not a BIV. And if I cannot know that I am
not a BIV, then I cannot know many of the things that I normally take myself to know. It seems eminently reasonable to
propose that if I know that I have two hands (a common thing to know), that would imply that I am not a BIV (since a
BIV would not have two hands). Yet if I can't claim to know that I am not a BIV, then that would imply that I cannot
know that I have two hands. Clearly an unreasonable conclusion. Since the conclusion is unacceptable, much effort has
gone into explaining where and how the logic of such a reasonable sounding argument has gone astray. The logic of the
argument is clearly sound if we accept the very reasonable sounding hypothesis that knowledge is closed under known
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entailment (if I know that P and I know that P imples Q, then I know that Q). Some experts, therefore, have found
themselves driven to theories that deny that knowledge is closed under known entailment.
What Robert Nozick proposed in 1981(1) was to step outside the standard tripartite model of knowledge, and examine
our concept of knowledge from the outside rather than the inside. Nozick focussed on our intuition that the reasons that
justify our claims to knowledge must be "properly related" to the fact that P. "Knowledge is a particular way of being
connected to the world, having a specific real factual connection to the world: tracking it."(2) He therefore proposed to
examine knowledge as something that must "track the truth". In other words, Nozick replaces Platonic justification with
subjunctive conditionality. The "subjunctive conditional" understanding results in a truth-tracking model of knowledge
that maintains thatS knows that P iff (1) P is true, and
(2) S believes that P; and
(3) if P were not true, S would not believe that P; and
(4) if P were true, S would believe that P.
[clause (3) is commonly known as the variation condition, and clause (4) as the adherence condition.]
More formally, taking into consideration that a consistency of method needs to be stipulated, and that the adherence
condition needs to be understood in broad terms, the Truth-Tracking model of knowledge maintains that
S knows that P iff (1) P is true, and
(2) S believes (via some method M) that P, and
(3) If P were false, S would not believe (via M) that P, and
(4) If P were true under other circumstances,
  
S would still believe (via M) that P.
The key advantage with Nozick's Truth-Tracking theory of knowledge is that it satisfactorily resolves the BIV sceptical
argument. The truth-tracking model entails that knowledge is not in fact closed under known entailment. Suppose I am
(or am not) a BIV. Then by clause (4), I have no method (M) of coming to believe that I am (or am not) a BIV. Hence I
do not know whether I am or am not a BIV. Yet, suppose I have two hands. By clause (3), if I did not have two hands,
I would see by observation I did not have two hands. And by clause (4), under other circumstances, I would see by
observation that I have two hands. Hence I do in fact know that I have two hands. It is therefore quite acceptable to not
know whether or not one is a BIV, and yet still be able to know such common facts as that I have two hands.
The key problem with Nozick's Truth-Tracking theory of knowledge is that it can still be challenged by Gettier counterexamples. The theory as it stands does not satisfactorily address the intuition that in order to properly claim to know
that P, one's reasons for believing that P must be "properly related" to the fact that P. It still remains possible that the
method (M) that S employs to come to believe that P may generate a "falsely justified" belief that P. It is still possible
that (i) P is true; (ii) S believes that P is true through some method M that nevertheless is not "properly related" to the
fact that P; (iii) If P were in fact false, S would not believe (via M) that P; and (iv) If P were true under other
circumstances, S would still believe (via M) that P because his method (M) is not "properly related" to the fact that P.
Despite the method being employed by S, it remains possible that P is true accidentally. Suppose, for example, that I
am a BIV, and the Vat (aka "God") advises me that I am a BIV. Then (i) it is true that I am a BIV; (ii) I believe,
because "God" told me, that I am a BIV; (iii) if I were not a BIV, then "God" would not have told me I was a BIV, and
I would not believe that I was a BIV; and (iv) if I was a BIV under other circumstances, "God" would still have
advised me that I was a BIV. Sounds good. And yet, whether I am or am not a BIV is not "properly related" to whether
"God" advises me that I am a BIV. It is quite conceivable that the particular "God" involved in this scenario could
advise me that I am a BIV when in fact I am not, or that I am not a BIV when in fact I am. There appears to be a
missing link in the truth-tracking theory that could provide the necessary "proper relation" between the fact that P, and
S's belief that P. The only redress appears to be a demand that whatever (M) is, it is a reliable method that "properly
relates" the fact that P to S's belief that P. (For example, one would have to add the assumption to the BIV scenario that
"God" did not tell lies.) Yet that un-detailed demand for "reliability" leaves the truth-tracking model of knowledge in
exactly the same boat as the tripartite theories of justification. And specifically, the various reliablist versions of
justification.
Other criticisms of the Truth-Tracking model of knowledge focus on the fact that the model does not deal with the
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issues of justification and the intuition that S must have "proper justifying reasons" for believing that P. It merely
mentions that S must employ some method M for coming to believe that P, without going into any details. There is no
place in Nozick's model for the intuition that for S to properly claim to know that P, S must be aware (to some greater or
lesser extent) of the reasons why s/he has formed the belief that P. In addition, the model does not address the intuition
that knowledge claims represent a discriminative judgement on the part of S. There is no place in the truth-tracking
model for the intuition that for S to properly claim to know that P, there must be some form of rational judgement on the
part of S that his belief about P is knowledge rather than mere opinion. The model seems to leave the door open for
"intuitive guessing", or "hunches", (and perhaps ESP?) as an appropriate way of forming a true belief.
I must also briefly mention the "possible worlds" interpretation of Nozick's truth-tracking subjunctive conditionals. On
this interpretation, the variation and adherence conditions would be phrased as
(3) in the closest possible worlds where P is false (unlike actuality), S no longer believes
that P; and
(4) in all other close possible worlds where P is also true, S does believe P.
When thinking in terms of "possible worlds", it is assumed that we live in one possible world that we arbitrarily call
"actual". It is, however, readily conceivable that things could have been different in any of an infinite number of ways.
When we imagine an alternative possibility to the way things "actually" are, then that is an alternative "possible world".
The greater the discrepancy from reality, the more "distant" that possible world is from actuality.
The possible worlds interpretation has the advantage of offering some people a more convenient/comfortable/graspable
way of understanding the truth/success criteria of the subjunctive conditionals of Nozick's theory. The problematic
subjunctive "S would (not) believe" gets translated into a selection of possible worlds where "S does (not) believe". On
the other hand, the possible worlds interpretation relies on the concept of one possible world being more or less "close"
to another. Since this concept is just as indefinable as the truth/success criteria of the subjunctive "S would (not)
believe", nothing concrete is added to the basic theory. It just replaces one intuitive grasping with another. This is not
necessarily a bad thing, of course, if one alternative is found easier to deal with than the other. It just must be realized
that it adds nothing substantive to the theory.
In conclusion, it should be noted that the Truth-Tracking model of knowledge is not at all inconsistent with the
Tripartite model. It is just an outside-in view of knowledge claims, rather than the traditional inside-out view. It looks
at knowledge claims from a perspective not involving S's appreciation of the situation. As such, perhaps it is more
appropriate to avoid examining the Truth-Tracking model as a competitor of the Tripartite models. And instead
consider the truth-tracking description of knowledge as an outsider companion to the standard insider approach of the
tripartite alternatives. If the companion approach is taken, then one can mate the truth-tracking model with (say) the
contextualist model of justification. And one would wind up with an understanding of "knowledge" that would both
resolve the BIV argument as per the truth-tracking model, and resolve the Gettier examples as per either the
contextualist model of justification, or the truth-tracking model of knowledge depending on the details of the example.
The truth-tracking model supports the denial that knowledge is closed under known entailment, defusing the BIV
reasoning. The contextualist model of justification would ensure that S requires sufficiently supportive justifying
reasons for any belief that P. And the truth-tracking model would ensure that those reasons track the truth. Thus the
combination would adhere to both the common intuitions about knowledge that neither model does separately.

Notes
(1)       Nozick, Robert. Philosophical Explanations. Oxford University Press, 1981.
(2)

ibid. Pg 176.
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Does the argument from illusion show that there are no differences
between the visual experiences involved in veridical perception, illusion,
and hallucination?
No, it does not! In fact, the argument from illusion assumes that there are no differences between the visual
experiences involved in veridical perception, illusion, and hallucination. And the argument fails precisely because that
assumption can be challenged, and denied, by the Direct Realists at whom the argument is directed.
Direct Realist theories of perception maintain that in veridical perception we are directly and immediately aware of
really existent external physical objects in our environment. Indirect Realist theories of perception argue instead that we
are directly and immediately aware of something intermediate (frequently called "sense-data"), and hence only
indirectly of really existent external physical objects in our environment. The argument from illusion is presented by
indirect realists as demonstrating that direct realism is wrong, and that in veridical perception there must be something
intermediate between the perceiving mind and external reality.
The argument from illusion dates back to Hume (Hume, David; Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding, 1758,
section XII.1) who framed the first attempt. In modern form, it proceeds roughly as follows:(i)

when we are the subject of an illusion, what we visually experience is not what is really there (in the
MÃ¼ller-Lyer Illusion, for example, the lines are not different lengths as they appear to be), and when we
are the subject of an hallucination, what we visually experience is not really there at all (there really aren't
any pink elephants dancing on the table);

(ii)

therefore, what we are visually experiencing, what we are immediately aware of, in the cases of illusion and
hallucination cannot be really existent external physical objects in our environment. It must be something
else (like "sense-data").

(iii)

there is no discernable phenomenological difference between the visual experiences involved in veridical
perception, illusion, and hallucination;

(iv)

therefore, there is no reason to suppose that in the case of veridical perception we are visually experiencing
(immediately aware of) a really existent external physical object in our environment.

(v)

therefore, the direct realist conception of perception must be false.

You'll notice that the argument's conclusion, that what we have a visual experience of in the case of veridical perception
must be something that is not really existent external physical objects in our environment, is based on the assumption at
step (iii) that veridical perception can be treated as similar in all meaningful respects with the erroneous visual
experiences of illusion, and the fabricated visual experiences of hallucinations. And particularly can be so treated for
the purposes of identifying what those visual experiences are direct awareness of.
This key assumption does have some supporting rationale that when looking at the argument from a broader perspective
can be considered to be a part of the argument. There is no dispute over the empirical evidence that in the case of many
illusions the subject cannot change the way that they perceive the situation, even though they know that their visual
awareness is wrong. In the case of the MÃ¼ller-Lyer Illusion, for example, no amount of careful measurement and
self-persuasion can change the fact that the lines stubbornly continue to look different lengths. Or that a change in
mental state -- particularly one's set of beliefs -- can change the visual experience of other illusions although the external
objects do not change. In the Duck-Rabbit Illusion, for example, you might see only the rabbit and not be able to
visually experience the duck until it is suggested that it is there. There is undoubtedly (and undisputedly) the same
persuasive immediacy to illusory visual experiences as there is to veridical visual experiences. In the absence of other
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evidence, the argument from illusion suggests, it seems reasonable to suppose that veridical perceptions and illusory
perceptions are phenomenologically indistinguishable from the subject's perspective.
There is a key hidden premise, however, behind how the argument from illusion proceeds from the subjective
phenomenology of the two kinds of non-veridical visual experiences. The reasoning assumes that any visually
experienced properties must be objective properties of the thing being visually experienced. This "objective property"
assumption shows up clearly in step (ii) above where it is argued that there must be something other than the external
environment that we experience when we experience an illusion or an hallucination. In applying the hidden premise
that there is actually such a thing as seeing an illusory situation "as it really is", this critical step in the argument
proposes that if I am seeing the illusion, then there must be something that really is as the illusion appears to be so I can
see it "as it really is". It is assumed that if the MÃ¼ller-Lyer lines are really of equal length (an obviously nonproblematic stipulation), and if I see them as of unequal length, then I can not be seeing them "as they really are". What
I must be seeing is some intermediary thing that I can see "as it really is" -- something that has lines of unequal length.
And in applying the premise to hallucinations, this critical step in the argument proposes that if I am seeing the
hallucination, then there must be something that really is as the hallucination appears to be so I can also be seeing it "as
it really is". If I see non-existent pink elephants, then there must exist something that displays the properties of pink
elephants so that I can be seeing it "as it really is".
However, this hidden "objective property" premise underlying the argument from illusion gives Direct Realists the
opportunity to demonstrate that despite apparently similar subjective phenomenology, illusions are a quite different kind
of visual experience from hallucinations. Direct Realism argues that the visual experience of an illusion does not
involve inherent observer-independent properties of the thing perceived, but rather relational properties involving the
external object, the conditions of perception, and the visual apparatus (including the mind and its set of beliefs) of the
perceiver. The MÃ¼ller-Lyer lines can only be seen as unequal -- given an experiencer with our kind of visual
processor. They simply cannot be seen as equal. There is no possibility of there being an experience of this illusion "as
it really is" if "as it really is" is taken to be an experience of equal lines. The shape of the swizzle stick is straight, but its
visual appearance (the character of the visual experience it generates) varies according to the physics of light refraction.
If I am seeing it as bent, then I am seeing it "as it really is" -- given the physics involved. If I can see the rabbit but not
the duck, then I am still seeing the picture "as it really is" -- given my current set of beliefs. Thus, according to Direct
Realism illusory visual experiences are in fact veridical - given the viewing conditions. Hence Direct Realism can
argue that veridical perception actually includes illusions and hence obviously there will be no differences between the
visual experiences involved in veridical perception and illusion.
With illusions removed from the argument, that leaves only hallucinations. So does the argument from illusion show
that there are no differences between the visual experiences involved in veridical perception and hallucination? Again,
the answer is "No". The reason hasn't changed. The argument from illusion still assumes that there are no differences
between the visual experiences involved in veridical perception and hallucination.
The argument from hallucination is a much stronger line of reasoning than is the argument from illusion. (In point of
fact, the "argument from illusion" is often called the "argument from hallucination" in recognition of the weakness of
the reasoning from illusions.) There is no question about the fact that when experiencing an hallucination or a dream,
there is nothing in the real physical world that in any way correlates with the subject's visual experience. The empirical
evidence unquestionably is that many subjects of hallucinations (or dreams) do not distinguish between their fabricated
visual experience and veridical perception. Even in the grip of the most outrageous hallucination, many subjects will
operate on the basis of the reality of their hallucinatory visual experiences in the same way that they would in the
presence of veridical visual experiences. However, it must be emphasized that this is not as strong as suggesting (as is
done for illusions) that they could not, if they chose, distinguish between the two. The empirical evidence is merely that
they often do not. Clearly then, the phenomenology of veridical perceptions and hallucinations are at least sometimes
operationally undistinguished from the subject's perspective, even if it remains possible that they might be
distinguishable should they so choose, and even if sometimes the subjects can so distinguish. (Sometimes, when
subjects see pink elephants, they know that there are no such things as pink elephants, even if the visual hallucinations
are very convincing.) Yet it is the claim of the argument from hallucination that not only are veridical visual
experiences sometimes operationally undistinguished from hallucinatory visual experiences, but there is in fact no
discernable difference between the two. The empirical evidence would not seem to support this stronger claim. That
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lack of persuasive evidence is not of immediate concern to the indirect realist, however, since their argument is based on
a claim of principle rather than fact. The argument claims that it is possible in principle that hallucinatory visual
experiences are indistinguishable from veridical visual experiences. But the empirical evidence at least raises some
doubts about the reasonableness of that claim. Doubts that warrant further examination.
To further examine the reasonableness of this claim, we must consider hallucinations in light of what we know of
biology in general and evolution in particular. The range of sensory acuity involved in perceptual experiences runs the
scale from photo- and chemically sensitive bacteria to the binocular tri-colour vision of the primates, the auditory range
of bats, the olifactory prowess of dogs, etc.. And the capabilities of the "experiencers" involved in perceptual
experiences also runs the scale from unicellular bacteria to Homo sapiens. Any explanation of veridical sensory
experiences must be equally applicable, in general principles, to that entire landscape, and all of the five senses
involved. The implication is that any explanation of sensory experiences - veridical or hallucinatory - in humans must
be exportable, in at least general terms, to that entire virtual landscape, unless an explanation can be provided as to why
human sensory experiences are different. (Unless, of course, it is argued that any creature in that landscape is just as
susceptible to hallucinations as are humans.) Since the claim that there are no differences between veridical sensory
experiences and hallucinatory sensual experiences offers no opportunity for such a "uniqueness" explanation, there is a
profoundly important reason for supposing that veridical perception is fundamentally different in its essential nature
from an hallucination.
Veridical perception is the means by which we manage to flourish despite the slings and arrows that the environment
throws in our way. Hallucinations are but static, noise, or unwanted feedback in the processing that is a sensory
experience. If this is a valid way of considering hallucinations, then it would be profoundly unreasonable that there
should be no discernable differences between the experiences involved in veridical perception and hallucination.
Perhaps the correct approach is to view the two kinds of visual experience as processes in time rather than as snap-shot
instances of experience. For given that approach, veridical visual experiences are clearly quite different and are
obviously distinguishable from hallucinations by the subject. Considered as an element of our interaction with the
environment over time, hallucinations are like false beliefs. Veridical sensory experiences aren't likely to get you killed,
and they are likely to get you what you want. Hallucinations aren't likely to get you what you want, and are likely to get
you killed. In other words, given the successful evolutionary history of Homo sapiens, one is forced to conclude that the
proportion of hallucinatory experiences that really are phenomenologically indistinguishable from veridical experiences
must be very insignificant. They must be so rare, in fact, that there can have been no meaningful evolutionary pressures
to develop a means of avoiding their threat (otherwise they wouldn't be indistinguishable).
In summary then, the argument from illusion does not show that there are no differences between the visual experiences
involved in veridical perception, illusion, and hallucination, it assumes that there are no differences. Even when the
scope of the discussion is expanded to encompass the rationale for that assumption, I have shown that the assumption is
not reasonable. In the case of illusions, it can be argued that the assumption, while true, is based on a false
understanding of the nature of illusions. And in the case of hallucinations, it can be argued that the assumption is not
only unreasonable, but also almost certainly false.
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Is the Truth of "P"Necessary for S to Know that "P"?
Ever since the time of Plato, the traditional "Tri-Partite" or "Justified True Belief" (JTB) theory has been the standard
starting point for almost all discussions of knowledge. The traditional model posits that -                    
(JTB) S knows that P iff    (a) P is true; and
[Truth Condition]
                                                                 
(b) S believes that P; and
[Belief Condition]
                                                                  (c) S is justified in believing that P. [Justification Condition]
I will therefore assume this traditional model as the background for the essay's title question. Given this context, the
question is inquiring whether the truth condition of the JTB model of knowledge is really as necessary as is traditionally
assumed.
In order to answer this question we need to consider the ramifications of a theory of knowledge that omits this truth
condition. For this hypothetical model of knowledge we would then have -                    
(K1)
S knows that P iff (a) S believes that P; and
(b) S is justified in believing that P.
Given the context of an investigation into the necessity of the truth condition, we can safely ignore, at least for the
present, any questions relating to S believing that P, or the detailed nature of the "justification" involved. However,
because we are ignoring the details, it does need to be made clear that the following discussion will assume that those
details of justification that we are passing over are not so stringent that it is not logically possible for a claim to be
suitably justified and yet false. There are some approaches to justification that demand just such infallibility. If one
does choose to adopt an "infalliblist" model of justification, then the JTB and the K1 models are logically equivalent,
since "proper" justification for the belief that P would guarantee the truth of P. For the purposes of this essay, therefore,
I will assume that the justification involved in both the JTB model and the K1 model are "fallibilist". Otherwise, the
essay's title question becomes moot.
I also need to add a brief introductory comment on the impact of truth anti-realism to this discussion. The JTB model's
truth condition is usually understood from a truth-realist perspective, where the truth of P is evidence transcendent in an
absolute sense. However, the position of truth-anti-realism is that there is no such thing as evidence transcendent truth.
The anti-realist truth-status of P is determined by the evidence. If P is beyond any evidence then its truth-status is
undefined. This might initially appear to make the truth-condition of the JTB model superfluous, with the presumption
that the evidence that dictates the anti-realist truth-status of P would be properly contained within the details of the
justification condition. But this is generally not so. Both the K1 and the JTB models of knowledge are specific to a
single individual's claim to knowledge. Only the most subjectivist (solipsistic?) of the truth-anti-realist theories would
maintain that it is each individual's evidence that dictates the truth-status of P. The rest of the truth-anti-realist theories
stipulate that it is the coherence of the evidence available (in practice, or in principle, or at some limit) to some relevant
population that dictates the truth-status of P. So only for the most subjectivist of truth-anti-realists would K1 be
logically equivalent to JTB. Therefore, for the purposes of this essay, I will treat the truth condition in a manner neutral
between truth-realism and truth-anti-realism, while specifically excluding extreme subjectivist truth-anti-realism.
Otherwise, as above, the essay's title question becomes moot.
Given that clarification of context, the first thing notable about K1 as a theory of knowledge is that it perfectly captures
the point of view of S when S makes a claim to know that P. It is generally assumed within the JTB theory of
knowledge that whether P is true or not is evidence transcendent (at least with respect to the evidence available to S then
and there). In other words, in the JTB model of knowledge, the epistemological status of S with regards to P does not
determine the truth status of P. Therefore, from the perspective of S, all that S has epistemologically available is the
belief that P, and any justifying rationale that P. On that basis alone is based any claim of S to know that P. The actual
truth-status of P is not available to S. If this is the case from the perspective of S, what purpose does the truth-condition
serve? What function, if any, does the truth condition contribute to S's understanding of "knowledge" that is not
satisfied by K1?
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Suppose Alice tells me she knows that Bob is in the kitchen. From that and K1, I can infer that Alice believes that Bob
is in the kitchen, and the Alice has judged that she has adequate justification for that belief to qualify as knowledge.
From the JTB model I could also infer that it is true that Bob is in the kitchen. But what additional information have I
gained from that last inference? Especially when I must consider the fact that whether or not Bob is in truth in the
kitchen is an evidence transcendent fact for me as well as Alice. Alice could believe Bob is in the kitchen, and (in her
judgement) have thoroughly adequate justification for that belief, and yet never-the-less be wrong about it. And so
could I, even if I went and looked. So by either model of knowledge, if she tells me Bob is in the kitchen, I am in
exactly the same predicament. I can only claim to know that Bob is in the kitchen if I trust Alice's judgement about her
own justification. In a single person scenario, therefore, from the perspective of S, the truth condition adds nothing
meaningful to our understanding of knowledge. I can properly claim to know only what I believe, and judge that I have
adequate justification for believing. I, myself have no access to the truth-status of P. Likewise, in a two person
scenario, the truth condition also adds nothing meaningful to our understanding. I am fully aware that Alice can
properly claim to know only what she believes, and judges that she has adequate justification for believing. Neither of
us have access to the truth-status of P.
Which brings us to the second thing notable about K1 as a theory of knowledge. It is a purely internalist theory. Only
Alice can tell whether or not she believes that Bob is in the kitchen. All I can do is observe her behaviour and speech. I
can infer from these the likelihood that she believes what she tells me, but it remains possible that she is intentionally
misleading me. I have no basis of authority to challenge her claim to believe that Bob is in the kitchen. Similarly, only
Alice can judge whether or not her justification for a claim to knowledge is sufficient or not. I am not (under normal
circumstances) party to the details that she uses to justify her belief. I cannot, for example, see Bob in the kitchen from
my location, and have only her claim to justify a belief that she can and does see Bob in the kitchen. So I am forced to
take any claim by Alice to know something at face value. I have no basis of authority from which to challenge the
adequacy of her justification. By K1, therefore, any claim of S to know that P is necessarily infallible and
unchallengeable. Now, of course, this is not completely absolute. Depending on those passed over details on the nature
of justification, it remains quite possible that for a K1 claim to knowledge to be "properly" justified, Alice must be able
to offer supporting rationales that I can examine and challenge. But again, depending on those details, not necessarily.
If her supporting justification is perceptual evidence, for example, not being able to share her perceptions I cannot
challenge her perceptual judgements. Barring a lengthy (and energy expensive) conversational exploration of her
supporting rationales and criteria of judgement, therefore, I am likely going to be forced to take her word that she has
the necessary sufficiency of justification. I am not normally going to be in a position to challenge her claim. Which
means that, in general, any claim of S to know that P must be considered infallible and unchallengeable -- in practice at
least, if not in principle.
In order to address the (more or less) infallible nature of K1 claims to knowledge, what the JTB model adds over the K1
model is a thoroughly "externalist" condition on S's claim to know that P. By design, it is not a condition that S has any
access to. But it is a condition that the rest of the population can impose on S. This externalist nature of the truth
condition only starts to make a contribution to matters when claims to knowledge are considered in multi-party overtime scenarios. The truth-status of P, while evidence-transcendent for any one party, is asymptotically approachable by
a multitude over time (in either truth-realist or truth-anti-realist terms). The truth-condition of the JTB model is
intended to capture this asymptotically approachable limit. The difference between Alice's claim to know that Bob is in
the kitchen therefore takes on greater significance when considered under JTB compared to K1. Under JTB, Alice's
claim is not just that she has judged her justification sufficient for a claim to knowledge, but she has also warranted that
as the asymptotic limit of evidence is approached by a relevant population over time, she will not be proved wrong.
This is the key additional feature that the JTB model's truth condition adds over the K1 model -- a warrant (an
assurance) that despite the fallibility of justification, the claim is none the less true, and will never be proved wrong.
While this additional warrant contributes little of meaning in one or two party single interactions, it becomes significant
under more populous and interaction-iterative scenarios. Because under these extended conditions, it is not just the
justification of the knowledge claimant that matters, it is the coherence of the entire accumulated body of knowledge of
the population involved. In other words, in the case of the JTB model, not only must S believe that P, and have
personally adequate justification to qualify that belief as knowledge, but that belief must properly cohere with the entire
body of knowledge of the relevant population. This is a significant addition because it expands the scope of justification
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from the claimant's personal judgement, to the entire population's collective judgement. By thus raising the bar of
justification, it makes more likely that S is not ultimately proved wrong in his claim that P. And that is where the truthcondition pays its way.
In the normal course of events, it might not make much difference whether Alice is ultimately proved wrong in her
claim to know that Bob is in the kitchen. But if Alice is claiming to know behind which bush lurks the tiger, it becomes
of vital importance to the tiger's intended lunch whether she is ultimately proved wrong in her claim or not. Under such
evolutionary survival conditions, the extra warrant that a JTB claim to knowledge offers, over a less assured K1 claim,
is significant and worth having. Under a K1 claim to knowledge, no one else who might have some input into the
position of the tiger can properly raise any timely objections to Alice's claim to know where it lurks. Under a K1 model
of knowledge, Alice believes the tiger is over there, and she judges that she has sufficient justification to qualify that
belief as knowledge. No one else can challenge her claim without a time and energy expensive investigation of her
rationales and judgement criteria. But under a JTB claim to knowledge, if anyone within influence of her claim has any
contradictory information, they can immediately (and much less expensively) challenge her claim to know where the
tiger lurks. If my survival depends on the validity of that claim, if I am the tiger's intended lunch, then I want the
additional assurance that the JTB model of knowledge offers. I want the expectation that others will feel free to judge
the accuracy of Alice's claim to know where the tiger lurks.
The difference between the K1 and JTB models of knowledge is sufficiently meaningful that the English language has
provided separate words for what they define. The JTB model defines what we call "knowledge", and the K1 model
defines what we call "opinion". Without the truth-condition, K1 claims are reduced to opinions. One's opinions are
one's opinions, infallible and unchallengeable, and whether they are true or not is largely irrelevant. One cannot
properly challenge another's opinions as invalid, improperly formed, or inadequately justified. One can only challenge
them as being right (true) or wrong (not-true). And that, of course, is an appeal to the truth-condition. If our opinions
are right (i.e. true), and suitably justified, then we elevate their status to that of "knowledge". We can conclude
therefore, that (with the exception of extreme subjectivist truth-anti-realists) the truth of P (in either truth-realist or truthanti-realist terms) is indeed necessary for S to know that P. A claim to know that P is a freely challengeable warrant
that P will not ultimately be proved not-true.
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Is there a satisfactory account of the truth of the sentence
'Santa Claus does not exist'?
The title question inquires about an account of the truth of the quoted sentence "Santa Claus does not exist", so it
appears to invite a discussion of how the quoted sentence can be true (or not). An exploration of how the sentence
would be interpreted as true (or not) according to various theories of Truth might therefore be in order. On the other
hand, the sentence quoted is a classic example from discussions of the meaning of proper names. So the question may
be interpreted as inviting an exploration of various theories of the meaning of proper names. On the whole, it would
seem that Russell's descriptive theory of proper names is the hidden assumption behind the question. Unlike other
theories of the meaning of proper names, Russell's theory (if valid) can be interpreted as providing both an account of
the meaning of "Santa Claus", and via that account, an account of how the quoted sentence can be true (or not).
Bertrand Russell (1872 1970) approached the problem of the meaning of names from a primary interest in
quantificational classical logic. He proposed that the meaning of a proper name is not, as Friedrich Ludwig Gottlob
Frege (1848 1925) proposed, a combination of that which we pick out from the world (the "referent") and the mode of
presentation of the referent (the "Sense") by which we pick out the referent. Russell's theory of descriptions proposes
that the meaning of a proper name is more like that proposed by John Stuart Mill (1806 1873) - directly that which we
pick out from the world. And we pick out the referent of the name because a proper name is but a short hand
abbreviation for a definite description something like "The white bearded jolly old elf that brings presents to good little
boys and girls at Christmas". This theory has a nice intuitive feel to it. If asked what some name means, we tend to
provide a description of who or what it is we are talking about. For Russell, then, the meaning of a proper name is the
definite description that in turn picks out some referent from the world.
In addition to its intuitive feel, and the great advantage that this approach had for his treatment of names using
quantified classical logic (it is relatively easy to translate a definite description), Russell's theory of definite descriptions
also has the advantage that one does not require any referent to make sense of the description. The statement "Santa
Claus does not exist" becomes, according to Russell, {it is not the case that (there exists an object "x" such that "x" is
"The white bearded jolly old elf that brings presents to good little boys and girls at Christmas")}. Or,more formally -

~∃x(x=s)
Since there exists no x such that x=s, the negation of the existential sentence comes out nicely true. And this can be
contrasted with the theories of Mill and Kripke (and possible Frege, depending on how one interprets his "Sense").
These alternative theories would maintain that because there is no referent for "Santa Claus", the quoted negative
existential statement is actually meaningless.
Unfortunately, "descriptivist" theories of meaning like Russell's suffer from one fatal flaw. This was pointed out by
Saul Aaron Kripke (1940 "Â¦.) in his Naming and Necessity. As Kripke noted, no matter what description one might
offer as the meaning of "Santa Claus" it is possible, in modal and counterfactual scenarios, that the thing being picked
out by the description is not in fact what the user of the name had in mind. It is quite conceivable that in some possible
world, Santa Claus exists yet is neither white bearded, nor jolly, nor old, nor an elf. Or, alternatively, it is quite
conceivable that the description that someone in this actual world might associate with the name "Santa Claus" has him
as neither white bearded, nor jolly, nor old, nor an elf. So given some counterfactual or non-standard (to Western
advertising executives) description of "Santa Claus", would we still be talking about the same Santa Claus? Russell and
Frege would argue that we would not different descriptions results in different meanings, and pick out different referents
(if any). Kripke argues that the common intuition is that in such counterfactual or non-standard scenarios, we are
indeed talking about the same thing. Hence, he concludes, Russell's descriptivist approach to the meaning of "Santa
Claus" is wrong. If Russell's descriptive theory of the meaning of "Santa Claus" cannot properly pick out what is being
talked about, then Russell's theory also cannot properly provide an acceptable account of the truth of the sentence "Santa
Claus does not exist". So we have to look elsewhere for a satisfactory account of the truth of that sentence.
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A much better approach is offered by John Rogers Searle's (1932 - "Â¦) cluster theory of identifying descriptions.
Searle proposed that what picks out the referent of a proper name is not a single description, as proposed by Russell, but
a whole collection of descriptions and other contextually relevant information. In addition, he argued that this cluster
of descriptions is not something that grants an objective sense of meaning to the name, as was argued by Frege and
Kripke. Rather, the cluster of descriptions is internal to the mind that does the referring. What ensures that we both
pick out the same referent (if and when we do) is the conventional nature of language (and proper name) acquisition.
In lecture II of his Naming and Necessity, Kripke offers a critique of the cluster theory that has generally been
considered to have refuted the theory. But in his response to Kripke in Intentionality: An Essay in the Philosophy of
Mind, Searle argues that Kripke has misunderstood the theory. Kripke starts his critique of Searle's theory by
summarizing it 6 theses (p.71). Searle does not dispute Kripke's summarization, merely Kripke's interpretation of the
summary. So I"ll borrow here Kripke's summary as a starting point:
1) to every name or designation expression "X", there corresponds a cluster of properties, namely the family
of those properties φ such that A believes "φX".
2) One of the properties, or some conjointly, are believed by A to pick out some individual uniquely.
3) If most, or a weighted most, of the φ's are satisfied by one unique object Y, then Y is the referent of "X".
4) If the vote yields no unique object, 'X' does not refer.
5) The statement, "If X exists, then X has most of the φ's" is known a priori by the speaker.
6) The statement, "If X exists, then X has most of the φ's" expresses a necessary truth (in the idiolect of the
speaker).
(C) For any successful theory, the account must not be circular. The properties which are used in the vote
must not themselves involve the notion of reference in such a way that it is ultimately impossible to
eliminate.
Against Thesis 2, Kripke argues that even though their cluster of descriptions does not uniquely pick out a unique
"Feynman", the average person still refers with that name to the one and only Feynman [Richard Phillips Feynman
(May 11, 1918 February 15, 1988), American physicist known for the path integral formulation of quantum mechanics.]
Against Thesis 3, Kripke provides the counter-example of Godel and Schmidt. If the only description one has for the
proper name "Godel" is "The man who first proved the incompleteness of arithmetic" and it turns out that, contrary to
popular belief, Schmidt is this man, then Schmidt would then be the referent of "Godel". This, as Kripke argues, is
contrary to the normal understanding of the referent of the name "Godel". Against Thesis 4 is the obvious fact that
some names are meaningful even though the description associated with it does not pick out a unique individual as was
shown in response to Thesis Two. Also, the name can refer even if no one meets the description, as for example the
name "Godel" would still refer to the same man, even if counter-factually the proof of the incompleteness of arithmetic
turned out to be flawed in some fashion. Against Thesis 6 Kripke presents the argument that even if we assume that the
referent of a name like "Hitler" is in actual fact uniquely picked out by a cluster of descriptions, it does not follow that
Hitler must have any of the features given by those descriptions. Against Thesis 5, Kripke argues that since it is not
necessary that Hitler have any of the properties that are used to pick him out uniquely, it is not possible that A know that
Hitler has any of these properties a priori.
Searle's response argues that a plausible version of his theory can nullify each of Kripke's objections. Searle formulates
his cluster theory in the context of his theory of intentionality. To grasp Searle's notion of intentional content it is
essential to recognize that the content of a given mental act is not (normally) covered by what the subject might say
about it. Hence, Kripke's notion that the relevant cluster of descriptions can be found by questioning a suitable
population is fatally flawed. The relevant cluster of descriptions involved in the meaning of any proper name is
significantly broader than Kripke thinks. Rather, the reference-fixing cluster consists of the totality of "intentional
content" that the subject associates with the name in question. The referent will be whatever entity actually fits a
weighted bulk of this content. Moreover, for Searle, such content can vary widely from speaker to speaker. What
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matters is that two conversing speakers actually pick out the same referent. How they do so is (mostly) irrelevant.
Thus the cluster of descriptions is not to be regarded as giving the meaning of the proper name, where the "meaning" of
a name is construed as something like a definition.
In response to the problem of unwanted necessity (Thesis 6), Searle's argument is that it is indeed necessary that
Aristotle has a significant portion of the properties that the speaker associates with the name "Aristotle". But the
associated descriptive content is not in any way "Synonymous" with the name. It merely fixes its reference. In
response to the "rigid designator" problem (Thesis 3), Searle points out that one normally assumes that a description is
rigidified, unless it is specifically altered by the counter-factual presumption at issue. Hence, "Aristotle" refers, in all
possible worlds, to the individual who actually has such-and-such properties. In response to the problem of ignorance
and error (Thesis 2), Searle argues that given the larger cluster dictated by his intentionality theory, the problem of
ignorance and error simply does not arise. For any subject, associated with "Feynman" will be the description "The
individual whom others in my conversation call "Feynman" ". This normal member of every cluster of descriptions
explains why Kripke's causal-history theory appears to work so well. It is not because of any external causal chain that
a subject's use of "Einstein" refers to who it does, but because of the intention of the user to refer to the same individual
as others in his/her conversational community. This chain of intention can be traced back to the initial Kripkian
baptism just as easily as can Kripke's causal-history chain. But it also explains some of the examples that Kripke's
theory has difficulty with. Mistakes in the intention to refer to the same referent as one's conversational partners can
result in actual changes in referent. The example of the changed referent for "Madagascar" is cited by Gareth Evans.
Therefore, we can summarize the Intentional Cluster Theory of Proper Names as maintaining that Mill was correct in
maintaining an essential part of the meaning of a proper name is what the name denotes in the world. He was wrong, as
Frege pointed out, in thinking that this was all there was to the meaning of a name. Kripke's notion of a description
"fixing the referent" also shows that Mill was wrong to think that a name directly denotes its referent. The referent for
a name is picked out from the world (if it is) by way of descriptions as argued by Frege, Russell, and Kripke.
Russell was correct in interpreting the Fregian "Sense" as a definite description. He was wrong in thinking of the sense
as just one particular description. Even while allowing that a referent might be picked out by multiple differing
descriptions, Russell treated the meaning of a name in any one use as being determined by only one particular definite
description. (Otherwise, his quantificational logic would not have worked.) Searle recognized that for any one user of
the name, the meaning of the name is a related bundle of descriptions - a bundle consisting of all the propositions that
the user is aware of (true and false), relating to that particular thing that is intended to be referred to.
Kripke is correct in his argument that a name is a rigid designator. However, this is of less significance for the meaning
of the name, than it is for understanding how names function across possible worlds in modal and counterfactual
scenarios. The bundle of descriptions which a person associates with a name picks out the referent (when it does) in the
actual world. The referent then becomes part of the meaning of that name such that it becomes the intentional referent
of the name when modal and counterfactual scenarios are pursued across possible worlds.
Frege was correct in thinking that a good part of the meaning of a name is the "Sense" the manner in which the referent
is "presented" to the user of the name. But he was wrong to think that this "Sense" was an objective property of the
name. As Searle points out, it is entirely subjective. If our respective bundle of descriptions is sufficiently disjoint,
then nothing but confusion will result from any attempt to use the name when talking to each other. In general,
learning the meaning of new names is learning to associate with the name a bundle of descriptions sufficiently similar to
other users of the name that confusion is reduced to a tolerable level.
The significance of Searle's intentional cluster theory of names for an "empty" proper name like "Santa Claus" is that
the meaning of the name, for any particular user of the name, is the bundle of descriptions that each has learned to
associate with the name. And, assuming that our respective bundles of descriptions are even remotely similar, since
that bundle of descriptions picks out no actual referent in the world, there is no referent for name.
So, what the sentence "Santa Claus does not exist" actually asserts is that there is no referent in the actual world picked
out by the bundle of descriptions that is commonly associated with the label "Santa Claus". And, given some relatively
benign assumptions about what descriptions are commonly associated with the label "Santa Claus", that assertion is in
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fact true. Hence we have a satisfactory account of the meaning of "Santa Claus", and a satisfactory account of the truth
of the assertion that "Santa Claus does not exist".
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Defend what you think is the best account of Proper Names
The best account of proper names is provided by a version of Searle's intentional cluster theory of descriptions. Searle
proposed that what picks out the referent of a proper name is not a single description, as proposed by Russell, but a
whole collection of descriptions and other contextually relevant information. In addition, he argued that this cluster of
descriptions is not something that grants an objective sense of meaning to the name, as was argued by Frege. Rather,
the cluster of descriptions is internal to the mind that does the referring. What ensures that we both pick out the same
referent (if and when we do) is the social / conventional nature of language (and proper names).
Both Mill and Kripke maintain that the meaning of a proper name is provided by the referent that the name picks out
from the world if there is no referent, there is no meaning. Frege, Russell and Searle, on the other hand, believe that the
meaning of a proper name is provided by the description(s) that pick out a unique referent from the world (whether they
do or not). Mill, Frege, Russell and Kripke all believe that the meaning of the proper name is something that is
objective something that is there in the world independently of the beliefs of any particular user of the name. A user of
a name picks out from the world whatever the name's meaning designates, regardless of whether that was the user's
intention or not. Frege specifically claimed that his Sinn was something that was objective. And Russell more or less
followed that lead. Kripke argues for a causal-chain basis for the meaning of proper names. In Putnam's words, they
all maintain that "meaning just ain't in the head". Hence the difficulties these theories experience with such referring
descriptions as "The man over there drinking champagne" when in fact it is water he is drinking. Searle's theory of
proper names, on the other hand, maintains that the meaning of a proper name is provided by the totality of the
"intentional content" that the subject associates with the name. Contra Putnam, Searle maintains that meaning is
entirely in the head.
In lecture II of his Naming and Necessity, Kripke offers a critique of the cluster theory that has generally been
considered to have refuted the theory. But in his response to Kripke in his Intentionality: An Essay in the Philosophy of
Mind, Searle argues that Kripke has misunderstood the theory. Kripke starts his critique of Searle's theory by
summarizing it 6 theses (p.71). Searle does not dispute Kripke's summarization, merely Kripke's interpretation of the
summary. So I"ll borrow here Kripke's summary as a starting point:
1) to every name or designation expression "X", there corresponds a cluster of properties, namely the family
of those properties φ such that A believes "φX".
2) One of the properties, or some conjointly, are believed by A to pick out some individual uniquely.
3) If most, or a weighted most, of the φ's are satisfied by one unique object Y, then Y is the referent of "X".
4) If the vote yields no unique object, 'X' does not refer.
5) The statement, "If X exists, then X has most of the φ's" is known a priori by the speaker.
6) The statement, "If X exists, then X has most of the φ's" expresses a necessary truth (in the idiolect of the
speaker).
(C) For any successful theory, the account must not be circular. The properties which are used in the vote
must not themselves involve the notion of reference in such a way that it is ultimately impossible to
eliminate.
Against Thesis 2, Kripke argues that even though their cluster of descriptions does not uniquely pick out a unique
"Feynman", the average person still refers with that name to the one and only Feynman [Richard Phillips Feynman
(May 11, 1918 February 15, 1988), American physicist known for the path integral formulation of quantum mechanics.]
Against Thesis 3, Kripke provides the counter-example of Godel and Schmidt. If the only description one has for the
proper name "Godel" is "The man who first proved the incompleteness of arithmetic" and it turns out that, contrary to
popular belief, Schmidt is this man, then Schmidt would then be the referent of "Godel". This, as Kripke argues, is
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contrary to the normal understanding of the referent of the name "Godel". Against Thesis 4 is the obvious fact that
some names are meaningful even though the description associated with it does not pick out a unique individual as was
shown in response to Thesis Two. Also, the name can refer even if no one meets the description, as for example the
name "Godel" would still refer to the same man, even if counter-factually the proof of the incompleteness of arithmetic
turned out to be flawed in some fashion. Against Thesis 6 Kripke presents the argument that even if we assume that the
referent of a name like "Hitler" is in actual fact uniquely picked out by a cluster of descriptions, it does not follow that
Hitler must have any of the features given by those descriptions. Against Thesis 5, Kripke argues that since it is not
necessary that Hitler have any of the properties that are used to pick him out uniquely, it is not possible that A know that
Hitler has any of these properties a priori.
Searle's response argues that a plausible version of the theory can nullify each of Kripke's objections. Searle formulates
his cluster theory in the context of his theory of intentionality. To grasp Searle's notion of intentional content it is
essential to recognize that the content of a given mental act is not (normally) covered by what the subject might say
about it. Hence, Kripke's notion that the relevant cluster of descriptions can be found by questioning a suitable
population is fatally flawed. The relevant cluster of descriptions involved in the meaning of any proper name is
significantly broader than Kripke thinks. Rather, the reference-fixing cluster consists of the totality of "intentional
content" that the subject associates with the name in question. The referent will be whatever entity actually fits a
weighted bulk of this content. Moreover, for Searle, such content can vary widely from speaker to speaker. Thus the
cluster of descriptions is not to be regarded as giving the meaning of the proper name, where "meaning" is construed as
something like a definition.
In response to the problem of unwanted necessity (Thesis 6), Searle's argument is that it is indeed necessary that
Aristotle has a significant portion of the properties that the speaker associates with the name "Aristotle". But the
associated descriptive content is not in any way "Synonymous" with the name. It merely fixes its reference. In
response to the "rigid designator" problem (Thesis 3), Searle points out that one normally assumes a rigidified referencefixing description unless it is specifically altered by the counter-factual presumption at issue. Hence, "Aristotle" refers,
in all possible worlds, to the individual who actually has such-and-such properties. In response to the problem of
ignorance and error (Thesis 2), Searle argues that given the larger cluster dictated by his intentionality theory, the
problem of ignorance and error simply does not arise. For any subject, associated with "Feynman" will be the
description "The individual whom others in my conversation call "Feynman" ". This normal member of every cluster
of descriptions explains why Kripke's causal-history theory appears to work so well. It is not because of any external
causal chain that a subject's use of "Einstein" refers to who it does, but because of the intention of the user to refer to the
same individual as others in his/her conversations community. This chain of intention can be traced back to the initial
Kripkian baptism just as easily as can Kripke's causal-history chain. But it also explains some of the examples that
Kripke's theory has difficulty with. Mistakes in the intention to refer to the same referent as one's conversational
partners can result in actual changes in referent. The example of the changed referent for "Madagascar" is cited by
Gareth Evans.
We each create cognitive pigeon-holes whenever we discern a pattern in our experiences, or when we are told there will
be a discernable pattern in our experiences, or whenever we find any other reason for wanting to keep a bunch of
information in one "place" under one label. We create these pigeon-holes for reasons of cognitive economy. They
function as collection buckets so that we can treat the contents of the bucket as one cognitive element, rather than
having to treat all of the individual elements within the bucket individually. You can think of a pigeon-hole as a
container for all of the perceptual experiences that you have of the pattern that the bucket is intended to represent, along
with all of the propositions you become aware of about that pattern.
The sort of cognitive pigeon-hole that is relevant for this discussion of Proper Names I refer to as Description Concepts.
(I distinguish these from other pigeon-holes entirely on the basis of convenience of discourse, and not on any
functional difference in the nature of the cognitive pigeon holes involved.) What distinguishes Description Concepts
from other cognitive pigeon-holes is that they are intended to be about one single entity ("entity" in a loose sense
Manchester United is an "entity" in this sense). Of course, all of this is predicated on the assumption that we are
capable of discerning single "entities" from out of the stream of sensible data that floods our input channels. (That is a
topic for an essay on the nature of perception.) I consider it to be description concepts that supply the cognitive
foundation for Searle's intentional cluster theory of Proper Names.
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By attaching a label to the pigeon-hole, I provide the meaning of that label. The meaning of the label is the contents of
the pigeon-hole. The contents of the pigeon-hole is the description concept. The meaning of a proper name is
therefore established by a definitional connection between the name and the description concept (the extended cluster of
descriptions contained in that particular cognitive pigeon-hole).
Hence the description concept I label "Aristotle" collects together all of my experiences and other information I know or
come to know (or can deduce, induce, or adduce) about the entity I choose to call, or have learned to call "Aristotle".
What I mean by "Aristotle" is the total content of that pigeon-hole the description concept. I may associate more than
one label with any given concept (like "Aristotle", "Father of Classical Logic" or "Last of the Greek Masters").
Whichever label I use (even if it might look like a description) means the entire contents of the pigeon-hole. By
"Aristotle" I mean all that I currently believe (both true and false, remembered and long forgotten) about the individual
picked out by my description concept. Included in that list is quite naturally the fact that other people call this
individual "Aristotle", and it is my intention to refer to the same individual as these other people. Also, the fact that this
individual is an actual individual, with actual properties, and it is my intention to refer to that "Same" individual in
counter-factual and modal scenarios in other words, across multiple possible worlds (whatever "Same" means in that
context).
Suppose, counterfactually, that it really was a group of Plato's students who were responsible for the body of work
which we associate with "Aristotle". What then? My description concept "Aristotle" contains far more than just
propositions about the author of certain works. I have also seen several busts of Aristotle, and know a little Greek
history in which a character named "Aristotle" plays a role. Should the label "Aristotle" remain attached to the person
of whom the busts were carved, or remain attached to the group of Plato's students who authored those works attributed
to "Aristotle"? Who taught Alexander the person of the busts, or the team of students? It may be the case that "There
was a philosopher called Aristotle" is false because the model for the busts was not a philosopher. In the absence of a
lot more distinguishing information, it is undecidable which is the correct way to split up the contents of the pigeon hole
I currently have labelled with "Aristotle". And this, I think, fits well with our intuitions in this regard.
The intentional nature of the theory also allows for differences between what my perceptions tell me and what my
intentions are. For example, I may believe that "gold" is yellow, malleable, ductile, conducts electricity, dissolves in
aqua regia, and so forth. But I can also include in my description concept the proposition that all of these observable
properties derive from some underlying (and perhaps as yet unknown) more fundamental properties. My intentional
content then incorporates the intention to refer to whatever material it is that best integrates our collective knowledge of
physics and chemistry. Thus allowing for a Lockean distinction between nominal and real essences of things.
The fact that Searle's theory is subjective means that there is no reason to belabour the notion of "competence" in the use
of a name. As long as I can use the name to refer to the same particular as you do, it does not matter how much or how
little information is contained within the "full intentional content" of my description concept. The fact that I can use the
name "Feynman" without knowing how to distinguish Feynman from Gell-Mann merely shows my intention to refer to
the same individual as you do with that name. I can thus play a role in transmitting the name-to-referent relationship
without having any more information about "Feynman" than that you referred to him by that name. And the fact that I
now have the pigeon-hole labelled "Feynman" allows me to "hunt and correct" in my picking out of a referent as I
acquire more information about him.
The meaning of the proper name is hence normally much broader than critics of the cluster theory admit, and
permissibly much narrower than demanded by theories based on "understanding" or "comprehension". Understanding
this extended and personal foundation of the description cluster makes it clear that all of the criticisms of a descriptivist
approach to proper names derive from a seriously impoverished understanding of what constitutes the relevant cluster.
Searle's theory also makes the problem of "empty" names like "Santa Claus" trivially easy to resolve. There is nothing
in the notion of an intentional content (description concept / cognitive pigeon-hole / cluster of descriptions) that
demands the actual existence of what is being described. Contained in my description concept tagged "Santa Claus" is
everything I believe (true and false, currently remembered and long forgotten) about some entity called by others "Santa
Claus". That this content picks out no actual referent in the real world is an almost irrelevant detail. A detail I need
not actually be aware of.
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Finally, the addition of the notion of cognitive pigeon-holes to Searle's "Total intentional content" approach to the
meaning of Proper Names renders the theory generalizable to the meaning of all words, not just Proper Names. Any
word in the language becomes just another label for another cognitive pigeon-hole, within which we collect all the
information we believe is relevant to the concept in question. So there is no necessity for multiple theories to explain
the meaning of different classes of words that apply to different contexts of discourse. Santa Claus and Einstein (proper
names), quarks and hippogriffs (nouns and names in general), red and loudly and sour and softly (adjectives and
adverbs), run and play and cry and vote (verbs) - all are provided meaning by the same theory. This renders the theory
significantly more universal than was, say, Russell's theory of descriptions.
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Can there be a satisfactory account of the notion of correspondence
employed in the claim that
'a proposition or statement is true if it corresponds to the facts'?
J.L. Austin summarized it thus: "To assert that a proposition p is true is to maintain that 'p' corresponds to the facts",
which he says is "a piece of standard English" and therefore "can hardly be wrong".(1)
Consider "a proposition or statement is true if it corresponds to the facts". So "True" means "corresponds with the
facts." The Correspondence Theory of Truth, referred to in the essay title, maintains that the truth or falsity of a
proposition is determined only by how it relates to the world, and whether it accurately describes (corresponds with) that
world.
The essay title raises the most commonly cited challenge for the correspondence theory - Can there be a satisfactory
account of the notion of correspondence? When and how does a proposition "correspond" with the facts? What does it
mean for a proposition (which is an abstract conceptual entity) to correspond with "The facts" (which is presumably a
material concrete entity)? How do we tell (and I don't mean judge, I mean sense) whether it corresponds?
The proper account of correspondence is a sort of mapping relation. If a mapping can be proposed that maps the
relationship between concepts expressed by the proposition with the relationship between the facts that the concepts
denote in reality, then that is what it means for the proposition to correspond to that fact. And that mapping would
constitute a satisfactory account of correspondence. The main criticism of this account of correspondence is the claim
that the precise nature of any such proposed mapping is in fact undefined and undefinable. In the case of a map, we
have a straightforward spatial isomorphism between the marks on the paper and the geography being mapped. But
what of the proposition "The cat is on the mat"? Clearly the proposition does not resemble and hence cannot possibly
be congruent in any way with either the cat, the mat, or the relationship between the cat and the mat. So precisely what
does the correspondence mapping consist in? Obviously it cannot be correspondence in any geometric sense.
The traditional answer is that it consists of a complicated mapping function that comprises the conventions that govern
our use of language. Consider a function "F" that maps the set of propositions ("P") expressible in a language like
English onto the set of facts "A" - F(P)=>A. Or proceed in the reverse direction. Consider a function "M" that maps
the relationship between existents in reality "R" onto a set of propositions "P". Thus: M(R)=>P. Therein lies the
correspondence between propositions and the facts that they represent or describe. In general, if "p" is some
proposition, then p is true if and only if the fact F(p) obtains in reality. Or alternatively, in the reverse direction, p is
true if and only if there is a relationship between a set of existents in reality "r" that is mapped by the function M into
that proposition p: M(r)=>p. Admittedly, the functions F and M are massively complex, and will incorporate a lot of
information about the language, human culture, and about the world. Nevertheless, they are well-defined functions.
They are of the same kind of thing as the spatial isomorphism between a street plan and the streets of Toronto. And
they are "Simple" functions to learn how to use - everyone who learns to use a language knows how to use those
functions.
A detailed description of nature of the correspondence mapping - of functions F and M - is in fact a theory of how a
sentence or proposition has a particular meaning - just how linguistic entities refer to (talk about) non-linguistic entities.
A satisfactory account of the notion of correspondence employed in the claim that "a proposition or statement is true if
it corresponds to the facts" is then just that theory of meaning which demonstrates what saying "le neige est blanc"
actually means, and how the employment of linguistic terms (such as "True" or "Snow" or "white") relate to what those
terms refer to in reality. The apparently "Simple" process of disquotation employed in Tarski's equivalence schema is
just the process of bi-directional translation between the proposition "le neige est blanc" and the fact in reality that snow
is white.
In any case, in order for this account of the correspondence mapping to work, there must be some fact to which a
proposition can correspond. So a fact (a relationship between entities in reality) has to exist in order to be mapped to a
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proposition (an entertained relationship between concepts). We've already determined which fact that a proposition has
to correspond with: the proposition that P has to correspond with the fact that P. Therefore, we can say that that P is
true if and only if there exists a fact that P. This provides another account of "correspondence." We can say that "a
proposition or statement is true if there exists a fact that the proposition describes". So an account of correspondence is
- if there exists a fact that P, then that fact corresponds with the proposition that P.
But what are facts, and what does it mean to say that facts exist, or that there is some alleged fact? Our problematic
title sentence claims that "True proposition" means "factual proposition". Aren't we just letting this other word, fact, do
all the work of the word we're trying to explain - "correspondence"?
In order to provide a satisfactory account of "correspondence", we therefore have to offer a theory of what facts are.
Facts are combinations of entities in reality together with their properties and/or relations. So, given some particular
context, the fact that the cat is on the mat is the combination of two differentiable entities in reality (ie. a cat, and a mat)
together with one of the discernable relationships between them (ie. that the cat is on the mat). Notice that I did not
suggest that these entities and relationships has to be observed. All that is necessary for the concept of a fact is that
they be observable in principle.
But of course the cat being on the mat is only one fact; there might also be other facts, about all cats; or about the
relation between cat hairs and cats; and so on. But the idea is that it is possible, using a Searlean description-clustertheory of meaning, and limiting the discourse to minimal propositions, to specify and categorise all those different kinds
of facts that are relevant to the propositions that we entertain. An analogy perhaps might help. Imagine that Reality is
the chessboard with its chessmen. Facts are all the possible configurations of chessmen on any part of the chessboard.
So there is nothing that ontologically exists in addition to the board and the men. There is one board of 64 squares, and
32 chessmen. But there is an almost infinite number of facts that can be considered with that limited ontology.
Facts are abstract entities - ways in which the world can be considered. Although I myself am a realist about reality,
the abstract conception of facts would apply equally well to an idealist metaphysical approach to reality. As Berkeley
might suggest, the necessary differentiable entities and discernable relationships might exist only as ideas in the mind of
God.
In 1918 Gottlob Frege (1848 - 1925) wrote a relatively short paper entitled "The Thought: A Logical Inquiry". It is
sometimes claimed that in this paper Frege presented a "decisive refutation" of the relational view of truth that is central
to the account provided above of "correspondence.
The key passage seems to be rather short, and appears quite early in a paper seemingly more focussed on a different
topic. With a little help from materials found on the internet, I interpret Frege's reasoning as (1)

Assume that truth is a relation of correspondence with the world. Then...

(2) In order to judge whether "p" is true, we would need to judge whether " 'p' corresponds to the world"
is true.
(3) In order to judge whether " 'p' corresponds to the world" is true, we would need to judge whether " "
'p' corresponds to the world" is true" is true... and so forth.
(4) Hence, if we assume that truth is a relation of correspondence with the world, we can never judge
whether a given thought is true.
(5)

We do in fact judge whether a given proposition is true.

(6)

Therefore, truth must not be a relation of correspondence.

Frege is here talking about whether we can judge whether a thought is true or not. He is not discussing whether the
thought is true or not independently of whether we can judge it so. Therefore, at best, Frege's argument (if valid)
demonstrates that our judgement of truth cannot involve a judgement that " 'p' corresponds to the world" is true. What
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Frege's argument clearly does not do is demonstrate that what makes a thought true (judgement transcendently) cannot
be a relation of correspondence. Even if the process of judgement leads to an infinite regress, as Frege suggests, it still
may be possible that the judgement-transcendent truth of the thought might never-the-less be definable as a relation of
correspondence.
The second error is the assumption in (2) above that to judge whether "p" is true, it is necessary to judge whether " 'p'
corresponds to the world" is true. However, as Frege maintains later in his paper, it is not necessary that a thought be
entertained for a thought to be true. I would argue that instead to judge whether "p" is true it is merely necessary to
judge whether " 'p' corresponds with the world", without having to judge whether " 'p' corresponds with the world" is
true. Elsewhere, Frege demonstrates the equivalence of the two thoughts - to entertain the thought that " 'p' corresponds
with the world" is to entertain the thought that " 'p' corresponds with the world" is true. But to entertain the thought is
not to judge that the thought is true.
I do not suggest that the one-step resolution is the judgement that "p" is true, or even that " 'p' corresponds with the
world" is true. For if I were to do so, as Frege does, the infinite regress is indeed vicious. But if instead one focuses
on the relationship between the words that express "p" and the world that "p" supposedly refers to and/or describes, then
it is the process of linguistic comprehension that establishes whether " 'p' corresponds with the world". The base of the
regress is resolved at once, and the regress collapses.
In 1950 J.L. Austin (John Langshaw Austin 1911 - 1960) and P.F. Strawson (Sir Peter Frederick Strawson 1919 - 2006)
exchanged articles in the philosophical periodical Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society in a debate over the
Correspondence Theory of Truth. Austin defended the notion of truth as correspondence, while Strawson attempted to
demolish the notion. Amongst critics of the Correspondence Theory of Truth, Strawson's attack on Austin's position is
repeatedly considered to have been sufficiently definitive to have changed the whole nature of the debate over
Correspondence theories.
The most curious passage from Strawson's article would seem to me to be "In using . . . sentences to make statements, we refer to a thing or person (object) in order to go on to
characterize it: (we demonstrate in order to describe). A reference can be correct or incorrect. A
description can fit or fail to fit, the thing or person to which it is applied. When we refer correctly, there
certainly is a conventionally established relation between the words, so used, and the thing to which we
refer. When we describe correctly, there certainly is a conventionally established relation between the
words we use in describing and the type of thing or person we describe."
(Truth: Oxford Readings in Philosophy(2), Pg
165)
It seems to me that in this passage, Strawson is actually agreeing with Austin that truth is a relation of correspondence
between the words we use to frame a thought, statement, or proposition and the world that those words are about. As
Austin asks at the end of his article, if "Truth" is not our label for a correct reference or a description that fits, then what
else is? Truth just is the very correctness of reference, and/or fitness of description. This constitutes another account
of "correspondence".
Later on in his critique of Austin's article, Strawson says "If Mr. Austin is right . . . in declaring a statement to be true, we are either
(a)
talking about the meanings of the words used by the speaker whose making of the
statement is the occasion for our use of 'true' . . . or
(b)

saying that the speaker has used correctly the words he did use.

It is patently false that we are doing either of these things."
(Truth: Oxford Readings in Philosophy, Pg 173)
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But there are cases of the use of the word 'true' in common discourse where one of these is just exactly what we are in
fact explicitly saying. I would argue that this is in fact what we are always implicitly saying. For Strawson here omits
the more reasonable interpretation of Austin (c)
saying that, given the conventional meanings of the words used by the speaker, the
reference of the statement is correct and the description of the statement fits what the statement
is about.
This more appropriate interpretation of the notion of correspondence clearly includes the assumption of (a) and (b). So
in declaring a statement true because we are saying (c), we are also implicitly saying both (a) and (b).
'sentences of type x are true or false in virtue of: (1) their structure; (2) the referential relations
between their parts and reality; (3) the objective and mind-independent nature of that reality."
(Devitt, Realism and Truth(3), Pg
27)
Once one adopts metaphysical Realism, then (following Devitt) one can also employ the method of abduction (inference
to the best explanation) to argue that the notion of "Truth" is best considered as a relation of correspondence. Drawing
upon his arguments, and adding my own twist, I would argue that the Correspondence Theory of Truth is the best
available explanation for the concept of "Truth" because:
(1) The language of "Truth as Correspondence" is necessary to permit communications - even for
philosophers. One simply cannot talk about truth, facts, states of affairs, reality, beliefs, or judgements
without employing the language of a Correspondence Theory of Truth. The English language is
configured to speak of truth as a relation of correspondence. Any other conception of "Truth*" is simply
the assigning of some philosopher's idiosyncratic notion to a common English word that usually means
something else.
(2) A focus on linguistic analysis erroneously assigns to the word "Truth" a meaning (or lack thereof)
derived from the common employment of "True" in English sentences. This ignores the function of the
concept of "Truth" as it applies to the aim of judgements and beliefs, and to the description of scenarios
where our judgements or beliefs might be inconsistent with the objectively and mind-independently existing
reality.
(3) A focus on judgement and "Truth conditions" erroneously assigns to the word "Truth" an
epistemologically derived meaning. All forms of verificationism, like all forms of deflationism, ignore the
metaphysical function of the concept of "Truth" as a relationship between the reference and descriptive
function of words (and propositions, sentences, thoughts, et al) and the objective and mind-independent
reality that they are about.
In the final analysis, I firmly believe that the mapping account of "correspondence" is the only notion that makes any
coherent sense in world described by Metaphysical realism. In the marketplace of philosophical ideas, there simply is
no other notion of what "Truth" means that is competitive.

Notes
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4) Auston, John L.; Sense and Sensibilia; Geoffrey J. Warnock (Editor); Oxford University Press, 1962. ISBN 0-19500307-1
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(5) Austin, J.L.; "Truth" and Strawson, P.F.; "Truth" in Truth:Oxford Readings in Philosophy, Simon Blackburn and
Keith Simmons, Eds., Oxford University Press, Oxford, England, ISBN 0-19-875250-4
(6) Devitt, Michael. Realism and Truth (Second Edition), Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey. 1997.
ISBN 0-691-01187-7
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Should we treat indicative and counterfactual conditionals differently?
Justify your answer.
Now of course we are always free to slice up the universe of discourse in any manner that suits the convenience of our
current cognitive purposes. So it is obvious that something can be used to slice the universe of conditionals into
indicative versus counterfactual conditionals. Otherwise, we could not have created the two classifications. But the
title question, in the context of a course on the philosophy of logic, inquires whether there is any principled reason for
doing so, from the point of view of logical analysis. And it is at that point that the debate begins. But before I explore
some of the arguments on either side of this question, I will elaborate a little on just what commonly is used to
distinguish indicative from counterfactual conditionals
A conditional is a statement of the form "If A, then B". An indicative conditional speaks to what is (in fact) the case if
its antecedent ("A") is in fact true. A counterfactual conditional speaks to what would be the case (the consequent "B")
if its antecedent were true. If the antecedent is assumed to be actually (or probably) true, or is assumed will (probably)
become true, then the conditional is called an indicative conditional (this statement is an example). But if the
antecedent is assumed to be actually (or probably) not true, or is assumed will (probably) not become true, then the
conditional is called a "counterfactual" conditional. Counterfactual conditionals are also called "Subjunctive"
conditionals, because the verb form of the antecedent and consequent clauses are in the subjunctive mood. Another
means of distinguishing the two kinds is based on the observation that in indicative conditionals, the antecedent and
consequent clauses can be used as stand-alone sentences. In counterfactual conditionals, on the other hand, because of
the nature of the subjunctive mood, the two clauses cannot be used as stand alone sentences. Now these three modes of
classification (verb tense, verb form, and clause structure) are not entirely coincident, and there is much debate about
whether some of the incongruities should be classed in one category or the other. This is especially the case when
consideration is extended to English sentence forms that are not in the "if-then" format, yet are clearly conditional
statements in a different guise (eg. "When in Rome, do as the Romans" or "He would have done as the Romans, had he
been in Rome").
Both of these kinds of conditional statements need to be distinguished from the class of conditionals called "material
conditionals" (also known as material implications or truth-functional conditionals). Material conditionals are defined
as those conditionals that satisfy a particular rule of logic namely that the conditional is defined as false when A is true
and B is false, otherwise it is defined as true. The rules of logic apply no other constraints. Unfortunately, the
behaviour of material conditionals does not correspond very well to the usual English understanding of the "If-then"
construct, resulting in what are loosely described as "paradoxes of implication". For example, any material conditional
statement with a false antecedent is true. So the statement "if 5 is even, then pigs fly" is true. Similarly, any material
conditional with a true consequent is true. So the statement "if pigs fly, then 5 is odd" is true. It is quite acceptable,
within the rules of logic, to have an antecedent and a consequent that are totally unrelated to each other and indeed, like
these examples, would normally be considered nonsensical. Such conditionals appear intuitively "unreasonable"
because normal English usage of the conditional form somehow implies that the consequent is true (when it is true)
because of the truth of the antecedent. Material conditionals do not adhere to that intuition. They are therefore of
interest primarily within the limited scope of propositional or predicate logic. So from here on I will ignore the
material category of conditionals.
Many philosophers approach the analysis of conditional statements from the perspective of linguistic usage, and focus
on the conditions under which the conditionals would be intuitively evaluated as true. They argue that the truthconditions of the two kinds of conditionals are demonstrably different. This is claimed to be s a sufficiently significant
distinction to count as a "principled" reason for treating the two kinds of conditionals differently.
Consider the pair of statements (a) If Booth didn't kill Lincoln, then someone else did.
(b) If Booth hadn't killed Lincoln, then someone else would have.
Conditional (a) is an indicative conditional, because it is about what is the case. And the two clauses "Booth didn't kill
Lincoln" and "Someone else did" can be used as stand alone sentences. Conditional (b) is a counterfactual conditional,
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because it is about what would be the case. And the two clauses "Booth hadn't killed Lincoln" and "Someone else
would have" cannot be used as standalone sentences. But despite their otherwise close similarity, the two are said to
differ in their truth conditions and their truth-value.
However, contrast these two examples with (c) If Booth doesn't kill Lincoln then someone else will.
(d) If Booth hasn't killed Lincoln, then someone else will.
(e) If Booth won't kill Lincoln, then someone else will.
(f) If Booth had not been going to kill Lincoln, someone else would have been going to.
Into which category each of these latter examples fall has been the subject of some debate. They are also closely
similar to the first two examples. And they do not clearly fit the three-way categories of classification described above.
Analyzing the truth-conditions of indicative conditionals amounts to analyzing the status of the facts of the matter. The
facts are that Lincoln was killed. If Booth didn't do it, then it is necessary to the concept of "Lincoln was killed" that
someone else did. Statement (a) is hence usually considered to be true - on the premise that Lincoln was killed by
somebody, if that somebody was not Booth, it has to have been someone else. Statement (b) on the other hand, is
arguably false on the premise that if Booth did not kill Lincoln, then Lincoln was not killed. And if Lincoln was not
killed, then he was not killed by anyone. Yet all that we have done in going from (a) to (b) is change the verb-form to
the subjunctive mood. But analyzing the truth-conditions for counterfactual conditionals amounts to analyzing "Â¦
what? There is nothing actual, no "facts of the matter", no "State of affairs" that can be examined if the premise is that
Lincoln was not killed.
It is at this point that the "possible worlds" approach of Lewis makes its contribution. Lewis argues that what is
available for analysis in counterfactual scenarios are the various possible worlds. The truth of (b) is established by
determining whether or not the closest possible world in which Booth did not kill Lincoln is also one in which someone
else did. Since it (somehow, means unspecified) appears that it is not (the closest possible world in which Booth did
not kill Lincoln is one in which no one else did), the (b) conditional is false.
Assuming that the "possible worlds" understanding of counterfactual conditionals is an acceptable approach, it is then
argued we now have two fundamentally different means of establishing the truth of the two sorts of conditionals. Since
the truth status of each statement is analyzed differently, and the subject matter being analyzed is different, and the two
different analyses arrive at different truth values for otherwise closely similar conditionals, it must be the case that the
two sorts of conditionals are fundamentally different. Therefore, we should indeed treat indicative and counterfactual
conditionals differently. We have to treat them differently in order to determine whether they are true or false.
Unfortunately, relying on the truth-conditional analysis as the principle justifying the differing treatment of indicative
and counterfactual conditionals suffers from two significant difficulties. Significant enough to put in doubt the
appropriateness of the truth-conditional approach to the distinction.
The first, and less serious of the two, is that the truth-conditional classification scheme does not offer any means of
distinguishing between "reasonable" and "unreasonable" conditionals of either variety. Both indicative and
counterfactual conditionals would still be vulnerable to the challenges facing material conditionals, as described above.
The truth-conditional classification scheme results in conditionals of both sorts that do not correspond very well to the
usual English understanding of the "if-then" construct. For example the conditionals "if 5 is even, then pigs fly", "if
pigs fly, then 5 is odd", "if 5 had been even, then pigs would have flown", and "if pigs had flown, then 5 would have
been odd" are all as acceptable. It is quite acceptable, by this classification scheme, to have an antecedent and a
consequent that are totally unrelated to each other. And while this deficiency is not fatal for the truth-conditional
approach, it at least demonstrates that there must be some other classification scheme that can distinguish "reasonable"
from "unreasonable" antecedent-consequent pairings.
The second, and more serious difficulty with the truth-conditional classification scheme, is that the possible-worlds
theory, posited as the means of evaluating the truth-conditions of counterfactual conditionals, has its own difficulties.
The entire concept is based on the notion of the (relative) "closeness" of any two possible worlds. But that is a notion
that is undefined, and indefinable despite the rigorous treatment of the notion by Lewis in his Counterfactuals. The
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idea seems to work only because it draws upon our prior expectations of causal relationships. The only way of
discerning whether one possible world is closer to the actual world than another possible world, is to draw upon our preexisting casual intuitions to guess which is the more causally likely. Since Lewis bases the theory of possible worlds
on our intuitions about causation, and then attempts to analyze causation in terms of a possible worlds analysis of
counterfactuals, the theory becomes quite circular. And as a means for discerning the truth-conditions of counterfactual
conditionals, that will not do. (But it does point the way towards a better alternative that I will explore shortly.)
In contrast to those who argue for a clear distinction between indicative and counterfactual conditionals, other
philosophers argue that the truth-conditions of the two kinds of conditionals are actually identical, and arguments to the
contrary are flawed. The claim is then that there is therefore no sufficiently significant distinction to count as a
"principled" reason for treating the two kinds of conditionals differently.
There are actually two different lines of reasoning to this conclusion one that argues that the two kinds of conditionals
are alike in that they are both not truth-apt; and one that argues that there is a common way to analyze the truth
conditions of both kinds of conditionals.
There are philosophers, like Mackie, who argue that conditional statements are not statements for which "True" and
"false" apply. They argue that what they are is conditional assertions, rather than assertions of conditionals. One does
not evaluate the truth of "if A, then B". Instead, one evaluates the truth of "B, given A". On this interpretation of
conditionals, the evaluation of truth-conditions is modelled by the mathematics of conditional probabilities. The
advantages of this approach are that the mathematics of conditional probabilities is well understood, and it nicely
distinguishes "reasonable" from "unreasonable" conditionals of both kinds. The mathematics of conditional
probabilities was also well established before the theory of possible-worlds was suggested, so it can make do quite
nicely without the problems of understanding the notion of "closeness". But the consequence most germane for this
discussion is that it treats indicative and counterfactual conditionals identically. The only difference between them is
an intuitively natural difference in what is part of the "given" and what isn't. As Mackie points out, the English form "if
A, then B" must be understood as including two additional assumptions "if A, then (ceteris paribus and mutatis
mutandis) B". All that differs between the various versions of the Booth-Lincoln conditionals is what is assumed to be
part of the "ceteris paribus" and what is assumed part of the "mutatis mutandis" into which falls the assumption that
"Lincoln was killed". So on the basis of this understanding of conditionals, there is no reason we should treat indicative
and counterfactual conditionals any differently.
The other line of reasoning that denies there is any reason we should treat indicative and counterfactual conditionals
differently, was implied by my critique of the possible-worlds theory. This is the analysis of conditionals on the basis
of causal relationships (natural laws, rules, linkages, flows-of energy, or however else one might choose to understand
the notion of a causal relationship). Or alternatively, on the basis of our causal expectations (our subjective beliefs
about the causal laws, rules, etc.). Some writers prefer objective causal relationships. But a few rely only on our
subjective causal expectations. Personally, I prefer the latter as it demands only a loose Humean notion of a causal
relationship, and avoids the problems inherent in specifying just exactly what "causation" amounts to.
Either way, this approach to analyzing conditionals focuses on the causal relationship between the antecedent and the
consequent. The motivation is provided by our strong intuition that when we frame a conditional "if A, then B" we
somehow imply that it is B because of A. As was pointed out by Achourioti, that intuition is strong enough that we
frequently reason from "if A, then B" and "not-A" to "not-B". According to the rules of logic, this is the logical fallacy
of denying the antecedent. It is supposed to be invalid. The truth-conditional approach to conditionals would agree
with this judgement. But if the analysis is causal, then the results are somewhat different. If it is among the "ceteris
paribus" that A is the only cause of B, then the reasoning is in fact valid. And even if A is only one of many possible
causes of B, if "not-A", then one of the possible causes of B is not the case, and so B is probably less likely. Thus the
reasoning is still partially valid. Hence our strong intuitive draw to such logically invalid reasoning.
The causal based analysis of conditionals shares a great deal of similarity to the calculus of conditional probabilities
employed by the likes of Mackie in his analysis of conditionals as conditional assertions. The great advantage of the
causal approach is that it makes a clear distinction between "reasonable" and "unreasonable" conditionals. If there is
some manner of a causal relationship (even if only in a broadly Humean sense) between the antecedent and the
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consequent, then the conditional is "reasonable". Otherwise, it is "unreasonable". And this too fits nicely with our
intuitions about which conditionals are worthy of further consideration, and which are worthy of merely a chuckle or
groan.
The causal approach provides a much more intuitively appealing, and English usage conforming, analysis of the truthstatus of conditionals. If the causal relationship is such that given A, B is necessary or more likely, then the conditional
is true. Otherwise, it is false. Quite different from the truth-table for the both the material conditional analysis, and the
truth-conditional analysis. But more in line with our normal English usage of the if-then construct.
Most importantly for this discussion, the approach draws no distinction between indicative and counterfactual
conditionals. From the basis of a causal analysis of conditionals, there is no principled reason for maintaining the
distinction between the two kinds of conditionals, and we should not treat indicative and counterfactual conditionals any
differently.
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In what way, if any, do possible worlds ground the notions of
necessity and possibility?
The concepts of necessity and possibility are inter-definable. Thus we have
"necessarily P" is equivalent to "not possible that not-P", and
"possibly P" is equivalent to "not necessarily not-P".
One can take either as basic, and define the other in terms of the first. Generally, it is necessity that is taken as basic,
and possibility defined in terms of necessity.
In his 1973 work "Counterfactuals", David Lewis provided a rigorous definition of "possible worlds". His main
proposal was that possible worlds should be the proper basis from which to understand counterfactual conditionals.
Along the way, however, he defined "necessity" as follows:
"For any possible world (i) and sentence P, the sentence "necessarily P" is true at the world (i) if and only if for every
world (j), such that (j) is accessible from (i), P is true at (j)."
[I have altered the symbols for reasons of reproductive simplicity]
David Lewis, Counterfactuals, 1973, pg 5.
Or, in terms of "Spheres of accessibility" which Lewis defines quite technically "A sentence 'necessarily P' is true at the world (i) if and only if P is true throughout the sphere of accessibility S(i)
around (i)."
[symbols altered for reasons of reproductive simplicity]
David Lewis, Counterfactuals, 1973, pg 7.
Since that seminal work, the language of "possible worlds" has become the standard way of speaking about necessity
and possibility. Commonly, in the literature, you see possible worlds used to define (logical) necessity and possibility
as follows "Ãƒ¢Ã¢"š¬Ã…""necessarily P" is true iff P is true in all (logically) possible worlds, and
"possibly P" is true iff P is true in at least one (logically) possible world.
Certainly, the possible worlds semantics has made it much easier to discuss necessity and possibility. But I think,
however, that this easy simplicity masks a number of key underlying assumptions. Therefore, to regard possible worlds
language as the proper way to ground our understanding of the concept of necessity is getting the cart before the horse.
For a number of reasons.
Firstly, possible worlds are not inspectable. Whether they are abstract concepts as many maintain, or real existents as
Lewis maintains, they are not causally connected with this, the actual world. We too easily forget that this means that
we cannot really inspect any other possible world than our current world. So the question of whether some statement is
true in some possible world, or in all possible worlds, is not a question of empirical investigation. Whether the
statement is necessarily or possibly true must be determined on the basis of factors that are known to us here in this
actual world. What is in fact true in any other world can have no actual bearing on the answer, regardless of how we
choose to express the results of our determination. Given that all we have epistemic access to is the actual world, how
could we know anything about these other possible worlds or their contents? How are we supposed to know what is
possible or not possible, what is universal and what is not universal? How could we even guess? Obviously, we can't.
What we wish to claim is true or not in one, some, or all possible worlds is so purely by stipulation. Whatever the
answer, the grounding for our concepts of necessity and possibility has to be right before us in this actual world.
Secondly, the problem of trans-world identity is not definitively resolved. When trying to decide whether a statement
like "Possibly, Aristotle had six fingers" is true or not, the possible worlds semantics would propose (in principle at
least) that we examine every possible world to see if in some world where Aristotle exists, Aristotle had six fingers.
Obviously, from the above argument, we do not do this examination in anything like an empirical sense. Rather we do
it conceptually, on the basis of what we stipulate about these possible worlds. But just what is it that (conceptually)
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picks out an instance of "Aristotle" in any other possible world than this actual world. Some philosophers (Kripke in
particular) have suggested that trans-world identity is established only by identical origins. So any existent in some
possible world that had the same parents (same sperm and egg? same genetic code?) would be the "Same" Aristotle.
But this runs into difficulties. One is that the hypothesis leaves problematic the question of the identicality of the
origins - and so forth with infinite circularity. Another is that usually we would intuitively judge the statement
"possibly, Aristotle had six fingers" as true. But if the trans-world counterpart had the same parents, and human
developmental processes are the same, then contrary to our intuitive judgement, it would in fact not be possible. On the
other hand, if human developmental processes are allowed to freely flex, then it would also be equally possible that
Aristotle was very much like a wombat. But this is a possibility we intuitively judge as false, on the assumption that
any wombat-like thing originating from the "Same" origin as Aristotle, would not be the same "Aristotle" that we refer
to in this world. Kripkean rigid designation not withstanding, we intuitively withhold "Sameness" from something that
is so different from the Aristotle in this world, that he/it would be unrecognizable in another. Alternatively, if we allow
the human development processes to flex only enough to render false the statement "possibly, Aristotle was very much
like a wombat" while allowing the sentence "possibly Aristotle had six fingers" to be true, then we are letting our
intuitive responses govern the sense of trans-world identity. And if that is the case, then clearly our judgements of
necessity and possibility are prior to, and not dependent on the possible worlds semantics.
Thirdly, necessity is a matter of linguistic definition, not a matter of how things are. The statement "necessarily, all
bachelors are male" is true because of how we define our terms, independently of how the rest of the world may be.
Likewise, "necessarily, 2 plus 2 equals 4" is true by definition. Statements which are necessary, which are true in all
possible worlds, are true because that is the way that we have defined the concepts we are using. The question of
whether "Aristotle is necessarily human" is true or not depends on how we have defined the words "Aristotle" and
"human". If we conceive of "Aristotle" as a collection of descriptions that includes the proposition that he was a human
being, then it is true that "Aristotle was necessarily human". But if we conceive of "Aristotle" as a cluster of
descriptions that includes say "The greatest Greek philosopher", but does not include that he was a human being, then
we allow it to be possible that Aristotle was not human (possibly he was very much like a wombat). Determining
whether any statement "necessarily P" is true or not is thus a matter of investigating the meaning of the words employed
in P (factors which exists in this world) to see if P is "True by definition". This is certainly not a trivial exercise, and it
must sometimes be resolved by fiat. Rational people, with equivalent information, can reach different intuitive
judgements on the truth of necessity and possibility statements, when the intentional contents of their respective
concepts differ. If I regard Aristotle as essentially human, while you regard Aristotle as essentially a philosopher, then
we can reach different conclusions as to whether "possibly, Aristotle was very much like a wombat".
Fourthly, we simply do not think in terms of possible worlds. Necessity and possibility are notions that are in common
use in the general populations. To be sure, philosophy has formalized the notions to be much more specific that those
in general use. But the intent of that formalization is not to create new and exotic concepts, but rather to retain as
grounds for that formalization the manner of common usage of the notions. The significance of this source of
grounding is that, with the exception of trained philosophers, no one thinks of necessity and possibility in terms of
possible worlds. Although possible worlds semantics has proved very useful in talking about necessity and possibility
in any non-specific sense, in terms of common usage, whatever is necessary is so because it simply has to be that way to
make sense of the words that we use. And whatever is possible, is so because the meaning of the words we use imply
that it is not impossible.
And finally, we had the concepts of necessity and possibility long before the theory of possible worlds arose. Indeed,
the theory of possible worlds is parasitical on the notion of possibility. Hence the notion of "possible" worlds. And
hence Lewis's notion of relative "closeness" of possible worlds. We may not have been able to talk about necessity and
possibility as easily, prior to the advent of the possible world semantics. But the literature, prior to David Lewis and
Robert Stalnaker, is full of discussions of necessity de re and necessity de dicto. Discussions that demonstrate a sound
conception of necessity and possibility independent of any possible worlds language.
It is therefore obvious that possible worlds semantics is parasitic on the notions of necessity and possibility. They are
not the grounds on which these concepts are based.
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What does the deflationary theorist mean by saying that truth is not a
genuine property of statements?
Is the deflationary theory itself true?
"[T]ruth is not the sort of thing one should expect to have a philosophically interesting theory about."
Richard Rorty(1)
"[W]hen we have pointed to certain formal features of the truth-predicate (notably its "disquotational"
feature) and explained why it is useful to have a predicate like this (e.g. as a device for asserting infinite
conjunctions), we have said just about everything there is to be said about truth." Michael Williams(2)

Part 1 - Truth as a Property
The deflationary theory of truth is a family of theories which all have in common the claim that assertions that predicate
truth of a statement do not attribute a property called truth to such a statement.(3) In order to make this claim, the
deflationary theorist distinguishes between "logical" properties and "explanatory" (or in the title's usage "genuine")
properties.
Consider the following two set of statements London is the capital of England.

Liverpool is the capital of England.

The Earth revolves around the Sun.
Two plus two equals four.
Snow is white.
This sentence contains five words.

The Sun revolves around the Earth.
Three plus two equals four.
Snow is green.
This sentence contains nine words.

The statements on the left all share an obvious similarity, while the statements on the right also share a closely related
similarity. The similarity shared by the statements on the left we call "True". The closely related similarity shared by
the statements on the right, we would then call "not-true" or "false". So obviously those on the left do indeed share a
property that of being "True" that is not shared by those on the right. In this sense at least, it is obvious that "True" is
unquestionably a property of some statements. And this sense in which truth is a property is not denied by the
deflationary theorist.
However, when we say of two things that they are both F, we often mean to imply that they are both F in virtue of some
common explanation as to why they are both F. For example, when we say that snow, light puffy clouds, parts of the
Union Jack, hospital bed sheets, and this sheet of paper are all white, we imply that they are all white in virtue of some
common explanation i.e. (in this case) their common optical reflectance behaviours. It is this explanatory implication
that the deflationary theorist denies applies to the property "Truth".
The property "exists" behaves somewhat differently from the property "white". To say that London, the Earth, snow,
light puffy clouds, the Union Jack, and hospital bed sheets all exist, we do not imply that they exist in virtue of some
common explanation. There are many similar predicates. A "logical" predicate may be whatever you please in the
sense that you can choose to group things together in any way that interests you, without relying on any explanatory
sense of why they are the way they are. Hence, "mine" (in the sense that "These things are mine"), "close by", "over
there", "exists" (according to some philosophers), are all logical predicates. They all collect together things that share
some common feature, without implying any common cause behind that feature. It is in this sense that the deflationary
theorist maintains that predicate "True" is a "logical" predicate. Whereas "white", "loud", "pungent", "Sour", "rough",
"fast" and other "genuine" predicates collect together what they are predicated of in virtue of some common
explanation.
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So the deflationary theorist can maintain that "Truth" is not a genuine property of statements by maintaining that
"Truth" is a logical predicate, and not an explanatory predicate. The raison d'etre of the truth predicate is to permit the
re-expression of possibly infinite sets of statements as a single statement e.g. "Everything Paul says is true."
The deflationary theory of truth is, of course, a highly debatable position to maintain. On the one hand, common
intuition and many philosophers argue that the deflationary theory is wrong, for various reasons. On the other hand,
Paul Horwich in his 1990 work "Truth"(4) defended his minimalist version of a deflationary theory against 39 of these
objections.

Part 2a - Truth and Meaning
The central thesis of the deflationary theory is that the notion of truth is implicitly defined by the T-schema of Alfred
Tarski(5).
(T-Schema)
<P> is true if and only if P.
Where <P> is the label of some statement or proposition, or standardly, the sentence or proposition in quotation marks,
and P is the simple assertion of that statement or proposition, or standardly, the sentence or proposition without the
quotation marks. (Hence, truth as a "device for disquotation".)
As a particular example that appears constantly in the literature <Snow is white> is true if and only if snow is white.
But the real question is how this T-Schema is to be understood. If we understand the left side - <snow is white> to be a
sentence, then the deflationary thesis is clearly false. For this sentence to be true not only must snow be white, but in
addition "Snow" must mean snow, and "white" must mean white, and so forth. In other words, for any sentence to be
true not only must the T-Schema be true, but it must be accompanied by an appropriate theory of meaning. More
importantly, this theory of meaning must be framed in terms that specifically avoid the use of any explanatory sense of
the predicate truth, or the deflationary theory becomes circular. In particular, this means that the deflationary theory of
truth is definitely incompatible with any of the truth-conditional theories of meaning, and probably incompatible with
verificationist theories of meaning. It is arguable whether it is incompatible with a referential theory of meaning.(4.4)
Only a "use" theory of meaning appears to avoid the circularity.(4.5)
Alternatively, if we understand the left side as a proposition, then the deflationary thesis is rendered trivially true since
the right side is also usually understood as a proposition. Now this may initially appear to be an advantage to the
deflationary theorist, since he argues that "True" is not a complex predicate. But in this case, the T-Schema is rendered
trivially true in virtue of the meaning of "proposition" rather than in virtue of the meaning of "Truth". On a
propositional interpretation, the T-Schema transfers all of its explanatory difficulties to the meaning of "proposition",
rather than letting them rest with "Truth". So on this interpretation, the deflationary thesis is rendered uninteresting an
"A is A" truism because the meaning of the right-hand side of the Schema becomes the same as the left.
Now consider the meaning of the right-hand side. What does it mean for snow to be white the P without the quotation
marks. This side of the schema is clearly not intended to be a sentence. So is it to be understood as a proposition, as it
usually is? If it is, then what is needed is another theory of meaning that interprets just what a proposition that snow is
white is actually "Saying". A theory of meaning that connects what the proposition is asserting to what the proposition
is about. If the P without the quotation marks is not to be understood as a proposition, just how is it to be understood.
If it is to be understood as an apt description of what is, what is the case, the facts, a state of affairs, the world, etc. then
the T-Schema has evolved into a statement of the Correspondence Theory of truth. Other interpretations of what the
unquoted P actually means would evolve the T-Schema into versions of the Coherence Theory. All of these
consequences would entail that the deflationary theory of truth is wrong. The deflationary theory is lacking an
adequate interpretation of just what it means to state ('say", assert, etc) that snow is white without the quotation marks.

Part 2b Truth as Conjunction
Consider the statement
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"True beliefs about how to attain our goals tend to facilitate success in achieving them."
This is one of the "laws of truth" proposed by Hillary Putnam(6). He offered these laws of truth as justification for
concluding that truth is an explanatory predicate. The law explains our success in attaining our goals. The
deflationary theory responds that these "laws" can be viewed as an abbreviated way of grasping the infinite conjunction
of statements like that about snow being white. (Hence truth as a "device for infinite conjunction".) However, this
approach fails to distinguish between asserting the conjunction of particular instances and asserting the generalization.
The generalization may incorporate an explanation of why it is a correct description of the world that is not implied by
any one (or conjunction) of the particular instances. As Anil Gupta explains(7), providing an explanation of why each
individual passenger on a boat died, is not the same as providing an explanation as to why they all died. "He drowned"
might be accurate for each particular, but a conjunction of such reasons would not imply "The boat sank". Conversely,
"The boat sank" is not an acceptable cause of the death of any one particular. Hence, generalizations that are
inductively concluded from conjunctions of particular instances can include information beyond that contained in the
conjunction. So, contrary to the claims of the deflationary theory, it is not necessarily the case that
(a)
"Everything that Paul said is true"
is equivalent to the infinite conjunction
(b)
"If Paul said "P1" then P1, and if Paul said "P2" then P2, etc.,".
In any case where (a) incorporates more information than is implied by (b), the truth predicate has more to it than the
deflationary theory allows. Conversely, we are not entitled to assume that for any similar use of the truth predicate, a
conjunction (infinite or otherwise) of particular instances will be sufficiently equivalent to maintain that the truth
predicate must have nothing further to say.

Part 2c Truth as Success
'truth" is that target that beliefs, judgements, and assertions aim at. In the words of Bernard Williams(8) "Someone who
asserts [a belief] to another standardly gives the hearer to understand that he can rely on the truth of what has been
asserted, in particular that he may base his actions on that assumption."
There is a fundamental conceptual difference between what we believe, and what we desire, wish, or speculate. There
is a clearly recognised difference between a belief about something, and an opinion about something. Consider the
proposition P=("Pontius Pilate was a secret philosopher who really puzzled about the nature of truth") I can utter the
sentence p in a number of different mental "moods". I can suggest p as a whimsical interpretation of the motivation
behind his biblical (John 18:36 -38) question "What is truth?" I can say that I wish, want, or desire that P. I can hold
or express the opinion that P. I can suggest that it is possible that P, given the absence of any evidence to the contrary.
If I should express P in any of these moods, I am not pretending that my suggestion is really what motivated his
question. If I should express P in any of these moods, I would not be intending you to understand that you can rely on
the truth of P. But if I believe that P, and assert to you that it is my belief that P, then I am indeed intending to give you
the understanding that P is true. The fundamental property that separates a belief that P from an opinion that P, a desire
that P, or a whimsical suggestion that P, is that a belief that p intends to be true. So, what truth is, is that fundamental
property that separates a belief from a whimsical speculation. And the deflationary theory has no contribution to this
distinction between belief and the other possible moods of expression.
We can approach the same result from another direction. Our beliefs serve a definite purpose in our daily lives. We
survive on a day to day basis because our beliefs guide us to wait for the traffic to pass. Without appropriate beliefs
about the dangers of jaywalking across a busy street, many of us would perish in pedestrian encounters with vehicles
every day. It is on the basis of our beliefs that we can discriminate things that we can eat from things that tend to eat
us. "Truth" therefore is that property of beliefs that renders them more successful than their negations when those
beliefs become the foundation for our expectations of future events or as the basis of our behaviour. If one's belief is
that there is no tiger behind that bush, then one will proceed on that basis. And one will either become lunch or enjoy
lunch according as to whether the belief was true or false. Again, the deflationary theory can answer this functional
notion of truth only by claiming that the success criteria can be specified without using the truth predicate as an infinite
conjunction of the propositions that if our goal is to obtain F then one should do P. But we saw above that the
generalization can contain more than the conjunction of particulars. And in this case what is missing from the
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conjunction of particular instances is any notion of which set of particulars is to be conjoined, and why those rather than
others. The significance of this "Success attribute" of "Truth" is that it is clear that there is something other than what
we believe that renders beliefs true. There has to be something more than what we believe.

Part 2d Truth and Metaphysics
It is frequently argued that the most obvious thing we can say of truth is that it consists of a correspondence to the facts.
For example, <snow is white> is true if and only if [it is the case that / the facts are that / the state of affairs is that / an
apt description of the world is that / etc.] snow is white. In other words, the common intuition (the "folk philosophy")
is that <snow is white> is true somehow because snow is white. These common intuitions about truth are based on a
realist "folk metaphysics" understanding of what truth is. The metaphysical realist claims that a statement is true in
virtue of some sort of correspondence relation to the world; this relation makes the statement true; it is because of this
relation that the statement is true. The correspondence theory of truth provides a substantive response to the question
"In virtue of what is it true that <snow is white> iff snow is white?"
The deflationary theory, however, is based on a linguistic analysis of how we use the predicate "True" in English
sentences. It is a theory about linguistics about the words "True" and "Truth. The deflationist therefore rejects all such
"in virtue of" reductive explanations of truth. The deflationary theory of truth is therefore metaphysically anti-realist
about truth. Whereas the correspondence theory draws upon a metaphysical theory of what exists to explain what it is
that truth means, the deflationary theory appeals to the meaning of "True" to explain why no explanation is necessary.
Hence, part of the process of adjudicating between the deflationary theories of truth and other theories of truth, is
resolving the dispute between the metaphysical realist and the metaphysical idealist. If one is a metaphysical realist,
the deflationary theory of truth is a simple non-starter. If one is a metaphysical idealist, then the deflationary theory of
truth becomes more interesting.
In either case, in addition to providing the "correct" theory of the meaning of truth, the deflationary theorist must also
provide an intuitively acceptable explanation as to why our common sense "folk philosophy" intuitions about truth are
so wrong.

Part 2e Deflationism and History
One final observation. Over the history of philosophy, from Plato and the Pre-Socratics down to the latest in
developments, common sense intuitions have almost always prevailed over more esoteric and revisonistic philosophical
musings. Modern philosophical thinking dismisses as unacceptably wide of the mark such notions as Plato's Forms,
Berkeley's Mind of God, Leibniz's monadology, Kant's Innate Categories, etc., etc. If the deflationary theory needs to
argue that the commonsense notion of "Truth" as an explanatory "genuine" predicate is unacceptably erroneous, then so
much the worse for the deflationary theory of truth.
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What is the best way to explain the concept of analyticity?
Consider the following two sets of sentences:
Column 1

Column 2

All baseball players catch balls.
All bachelors are males.
Hesperus is Hesperus.
If Holmes killed Moriarty, then Moriarty died.
All ophthalmologists are doctors.
Whatever is red all over is not blue all over.

All baseball players catch thieves.
All bachelors are gay.
Hesperus is Phosphorus.
If Holmes killed Moriarty, then Watson died.
All ophthalmologists are bald.
Snow is white.

Most people would agree that most of the statements in Column 1 are "True in virtue of the meaning of the words
involved" - at least in some vague and loosely understood sense of that phrase. Most people would also agree that most
of the statements in Column 2 seem to require additional information about the world before a judgement can be made
of whether they are true or false. Additionally, it seems obvious to most people that the negation of statements like
those on the left are more than just false, they are in some significant sense self-contradictory. Whereas, the negation
of true(false) statements like those on the right do not seem to be at all contradictory, merely false(true). Moreover,
given any random (properly grammatical) English sentence, most of us would have little difficulty in agreeing on
whether the statement ought to be grouped in Column 1 or in Column 2 (as long as we know what the words mean, of
course).
Statements like those in Column 1 are usually called "analytic", while those in Column 2 are usually called "Synthetic".
So it appears quite obvious that despite the protestations of some philosophers (notably Quine), there must indeed be
something to the analyticity. The question, of course, is how to formalize (i.e. "explain") what it is that we intuitively
recognize so easily. And therein arises the controversy.
The specific terms "analytic" and "Synthetic" were initially introduced by Kant in his Critique of Pure Reason (1781) "In all judgments in which the relation of a subject to the predicate is thought (if I only
consider affirmative judgments, since the application to negative ones is easy) this relation is
possible in two different ways. Either the predicate B belongs to the subject A as something
that is (covertly) contained in this concept A; or B lies entirely outside the concept A, though to
be sure it stands in connection with it. In the first case, I call the judgment analytic, in the
second synthetic."(1a)
According to Kant, all analytic judgments rest on the principle of non-contradiction. "For since the predicate of an
affirmative analytic judgment is already thought beforehand in the concept of the subject, it cannot be denied of the
subject without contradiction."(1b) And "analytic judgments are therefore those in which the connection is through
identity."(1c)
Kant's "containment" theory works well for statements drawn primarily from syllogistic logic. If one is dealing with
statements of the sort "{All/Some/No} A {predicate verb} {not} B" - then it is relatively easy to conceive of analyticity
as involving the containment of the concept B within the concept A. Of course, not many statements of English
correspond (or can be re-phrased into) sentences this easy to deal with. So Kant's definition of the concept of
analyticity is clearly not sufficient to explain what it is that we recognize with our intuitive ability.
The next advance in our understanding of the concept of analyticity was provided by Frege as a consequence of his
efforts to develop what we now think of as modern symbolic logic (1884-1892)(2). In the process of carefully
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specifying the details of a "formal" language of logic (what we now call the axiomatic predicate calculus), he set down
an account of what are called "logical constants" - "and", "or", "not", "all", and the like. Separating the logical
constants from "referring expressions" - words, unlike the logical constants, that refer to things in the world - he
permitted the classification of "logical truths". Logical truths are those statements that are true in virtue of the meaning
of the logical constants, no matter what referring expressions appear in the statement. Hence "all X are X" (eg. "all
doctors are doctors") is a logical truth - it is true regardless of what referring expression replaces the X. Unfortunately,
Frege's concept of a logical truth does not cover such common statements as "all X are Y" (eg. "all ophthalmologists are
doctors").
So Frege appealed to the idea of definitions, assuming that a definition preserves meaning between the definiendum and
the definiens. With this addition, Frege explains non-logical analyticity as statements that can be converted into strict
logical truth by replacing definienda with the appropriate definiens - or synonyms for synonyms.
As set out by Frege for the predicate calculus, the rules of the formal language(s) of symbolic logic are established by
stipulation. All true statements of symbolic logic are based on a few key axioms, and inferences by specified
inferential steps from those axioms. The meanings of the logical constants employed in symbolic logic are likewise
established either by direct stipulation, or by implicit definition through their use in the axioms. So statements of
symbolic logic that are true only in virtue of the stipulations on which the language is based, can be called "analytic".
These are the "logically true" statements - they are true regardless of the contents of the free variables. So any English
statement that can be readily re-phrased into a "logically true" statement of symbolic logic can also be called "analytic".
By treating a definition as a stipulation of what is synonymous with what, we can greatly expand the scope of English
sentences that can be called analytic. We can add to the body of analytic English sentences all those that we can
translate into a logically true statement of symbolic logic by replacing synonym for synonym. This is especially so if
we expand the scope of acceptable definitions beyond the direct stipulations of an explicit definition, to include
ostensive, implicit, and conventional definitions. This seems to cover most of the examples in the table of statements
above quite nicely.
Frege's theory of analyticity seems to nicely capture the intuitive feel of "True in virtue of the meaning of the words".
It also, by way of synonymy, captures much of the "cognitive containment" theory of Kant. And in those cases where it
seems to stumble, an argument could be made that it is due to an indeterminacy in the meaning of the words involved,
or an insufficiency in the formal language(s) of modern symbolic logic, but not any inadequacy in the notion of
synonymous translation.
And thus things stood until 1951 and Quine's "Two Dogmas of Empiricism"(3).

Quine
In this brief essay, Quine presents what has become accepted as the definitive critique of the Analytic-Synthetic
Dichotomy. The focus of Quine's attack on the notion of analyticity is the claim that Frege's concept of the analytic
depends on a prior understanding of synonymy, and that there is no acceptable explanation of synonymy.
"Our problem Ã¢‚¬¦ is analyticity; and here the major difficulty lies not in the first class of
analytic statements, the logical truths, but rather in the second class, which depends on the
notion of synonymy." Quine, "Two Dogmas of Empiricism"(3)
Quine has no difficulty with the class of analytic statements called "logical truths". Nor, as we will see later, does he
have a difficulty with explicitly stipulated synonymy. His problem lies with that class of statements that are claimed to
be analytic but depend for that classification on an unacceptable presupposition of synonymy. A presupposition the he
argues is not supportable.
In sections 1 thru 4 of his essay, Quine attacks a series of possible explanations of how analyticity can be explained.
Each of these, he argues, is flawed in some fundamental way. Hence, he reasons there is no satisfactory explanation for
analyticity. And therefore, analyticity is an illusory classification. In section 5 of his essay, Quine offers his own
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theory of meaning - "meaning holism" - and argues that such a theory of meaning cannot support a distinction between
analytic and synthetic sentences.
What we have at the end of Quine's analysis is that the notion of "analyticity" is dependent on the notion of "Synonomy"
which in turn is dependent on the notion of "analyticity". The same argument can be made for the circularity of the
relationship between "analyticity" and "Self-contradictory", "definition" (in the broader sense), "necessity", and
(perhaps) "Semantical rule". Hence, Quine's conclusion that the notion of analyticity is sufficiently ill understood that
it makes no sense to employ the classification for sentences that are not analytic in virtue of being a logical truth, or in
virtue of a stipulated synonymy. Analyticity, in other words, is an unnecessary fiction.
In the last sections of his essay, Quine argues that no sentence can be considered "unrevisable" in the face of evidence
from facts of the world. No sentence can be considered any more "True come what may", or "True in all possible
worlds", or "True in virtue of meaning alone" than any other sentence. No sentence can be considered any more
immune from disconfirmation by evidence than any other. Hence, there can in principle be no basis for a distinction
between "analytic" and "Synthetic".
Countering Quine's critique must remain the empirical observation, as noted at the start of this essay, that people can
and do use the classifications of "analytic" and "Synthetic" with a high degree of consistency.
'they apply the term "analytic" to more or less the same cases, withhold it from more or less the
same cases, and hesitate over more or less the same cases. Ã¢‚¬¦ In short, "analytic" and
"Synthetic" have a more or less established philosophical use; and this seems to suggest that it
is absurd, even senseless, to say that there is no such distinction." Grice & Strawson, Pg 143.
If, as Quine claims, there is no coherent and determinate property that is picked out by the classifying label "analytic"
(or, since Quine has demonstrated their correlativity, the label "Synonymous"), then that can only be because there are
no facts of the matter as to whether a sentence is analytic (synonymous) or not.
"But, now, how can there fail to be facts about whether any two expressions mean the same -even where these are drawn from within a single speaker's idiolect, so that no questions of
interlinguistic synonymy arise? Wouldn't this have to entail that there are no facts about what
each expression means individually? Putting the question the other way: Could there be a fact
of the matter about what each expression means, but no fact of the matter about whether they
mean the same?" Boghossian, Pg 370
Because Quine finds no acceptable basis from which to understand what property it is that he is seeking, he concludes
that there is no such property. But in order to support his conclusion that synonymy is not possible, he must maintain
that while there is a fact of the matter about what each sentence means, no two sentences can ever possibly mean the
same thing. This position only works on the assumption that the meaning of any one sentence is given by the entirety
of ones belief network (the first of any pair of sentence appearing in the belief-network of the second, and vice versa).
Given the undisputed philosophical usage of "analytic", Quine's critique of the analytic-synthetic distinction can be
viewed as a reductio ad absurdum proof that meaning-holism is the wrong theory of meaning. Or, more leniently, one
can view his critiques of the specific explanations of "analyticity" that he examined as showing that they are flawed in
some fashion, without demonstrating that no explanation of analyticity is possible.
If one rejects meaning-holism, as most philosophers do, then one must find a way out of the circle (network?) of interdependence between "analyticity", "Synonymy", "Self-contradictory", "definition" (in the broader sense), "necessity",
and (perhaps) "Semantical rule". Once one rejects Quine's conclusion that a way out is not possible in principle, there
are two avenues to explore. One can maintain that there must be a way out. Or one can maintain that a way out is not
needed.
We clearly make use of all of these terms with a fair degree of consistency. So it is reasonable to suppose that there is
an explanation for why our use of these terms does show such consistency. And because these terms are used to
classify sentences, it is reasonable to suppose that whatever explanation is eventually deemed satisfactory will be
couched in concepts relevant to a theory of the meaning of these sentences. When we add to this the observation that
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there is not yet any generally accepted theory of the meaning of sentences, it is perhaps not too surprising that there is
no generally accepted explanation for analyticity. The failure of philosophers to have discovered an acceptable theory
of meaning is not interpreted as a demonstration that no such theory is possible. So neither should the failure of
philosophy to offer a generally acceptable explanation of analyticity be interpreted as entailing that no such explanation
is possible.
It is also possible that we already have just such an explanation, even if we do not generally recognize it as such. A
network of inter-dependence among a number of fundamental terms is not necessarily vicious. As is frequently argued
by coherence theorists, reasoning in a circle does not have to be circular reasoning. The coherence theory of
knowledge maintains that our claims to knowledge are justified on the basis of a statement's coherence with other
statements in our belief-network. Even a correspondence theorist (of truth) will allow that our judgments of the truth of
a statement are made on the basis of the coherence of the statement with (a relevant portion of) the rest of our beliefnetwork. Is there then something in principle wrong with the notion of claiming knowledge and truth for our
classification of some statements as "analytic" on the basis of the coherence of that classification scheme with the rest of
our belief-network - without our being able to provide a specific "if and only if" definition of how and why we make
that classification? Perhaps Quine's search for such a philosophically precise definition of the term is unnecessary.
If one insists on a more informative explanation of analyticity, then one must first establish a suitable theory of meaning
within which to discuss the issue. Quine has demonstrated that meaning-holism is probably not the appropriate theory.
What is needed is a theory of meaning that will provide a suitable explanation for "Synonymy" that is not as strict as
Quine demands. For example, Quine's concept of synonymy is too strict to permit Kant's notion of "cognitive
containment" - it does not permit an explanation of why such sentences as "anything green is extended" are deemed
analytic. There is no sense of "Sameness of meaning" that will allow us to translate that statement into a logical truth.
What is necessary then, is a looser conception of synonymy that will allow for both the notion of "containment", and for
a broader acceptance of the role of definitions in the establishment of acceptable synonymy.
The conclusion of all of this exposition is that a modified version of Frege's explanation of "analyticity" remains the best
available. Although it is readily acknowledged that analyticity is not yet satisfactorily explained, in the sense of a
generally accepted set of necessary and sufficient conditions for the identification of all and only analytic sentences.
Quine's "definitive critique" of the analytic-synthetic distinction is driven by his prior commitment to meaning-holism.
An alternative theory of meaning, like a set-theoretic rendition of an intentional description-cluster theory of meaning
similar to that of Searle's theory of proper names(4), offers hope of providing a satisfactory explanation of analyticity in
terms of meanings.
Despite its admitted inadequacies, the best way to explain the concept of analyticity remains A sentence S is analytic iff
(a) it can be readily re-phrased into a logical truth (using the formalisms of modern symbolic logic); or
(b) it can be readily translated in to a logical truth by replacing "cognitive synonyms" for "cognitive
synonyms" - where a "cognitive synonym" for one term is another that "means the same thing" in a general
sense; or
(c) it can be shown that the concept of the subject "contains" the concept of the predicate - where
"containment" is to be interpreted in a set-theoretic fashion of set-membership and set-membership criteria.
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Can there be a convincing justification for deductive reasoning?
Answering this seemingly simple question very much depends on just how the question is understood. Just exactly
what is meant by a "convincing justification." Just exactly what is meant by "deductive reasoning." Let's tackle the
second question first, since it is necessary to understand just what one is trying to justify before one evaluates whether
the justification offered can be considered "convincing".

Deductive Reasoning
"Reason" is the label we give to our means of cognitive understanding. In this respect, it is to be contrasted with
"emotion", "perception", "instinct", and perhaps "whimsy". Reasoning is that particular mode of thinking in which the
thinker transitions from some beliefs that are presumed to be true (premises) to a conclusion which is judged to be true
because the premises are true. Using our reason, being rational, being reasonable, means looking for reasons when
making decisions, taking actions, and pursuing goals. We employ reasoning, we are rational, when we appeal to
reasons as the justification for our beliefs -- whenever we justify our belief that B because of our beliefs that (A1, A2,
A3, . . . , An). By the very definition of rational and reasoning, we are being irrational and unreasoning when we form
some belief B in the absence of any reasons (I will ignore, here, the causative theory of perceptual belief formation).
Of course, in some cases our reasons for believing that B can be said to "work" in the pragmatic sense, in that our
reasons for believing that B are in some way dependent on whether (A1, A2, A3, . . . , An) are true. In other cases, our
reasons for believing that B can be said not to "work", in that our reasons for believing that B are, for various reasons,
more or less independent of whether (A1, A2, A3, . . . , An) are true or not.
Philosophers have divided the cognitive practice of moving from believing (A1, A2, A3, . . . , An) to believing B into a
number of differently described "kinds" of rational thinking. "Deductive reasoning" is the label that is attached to one
particular kind of rational thinking - the kind that (in theory at least, and somehow) guarantees that the conclusion (B)
is true if the premises (A1, A2, A3, . . . , An) are true. Inductive reasoning, reasoning by analogy, reasoning to the best
explanation, and probabilistic reasoning are examples of other "kinds" of cognitive processes of getting from a belief in
(A1, A2, A3, . . . , An) to a belief in B.
The theoretical basis of the guarantee offered by deductive reasoning is provided by the rules of deductive logic. What
is now called "deductive" reasoning was first explored by Aristotle, Pythagoras, and other Greek philosophers of the
Classical Period (600 to 300 B.C.). In his writings, Aristotle formulated a series of rules for reasoning that would lead
to indubitable conclusions. Aristotle's rules have since been added to by such notable philosophers as Frege, Russell,
Kripke, among others. Today we have a number of highly complex formal languages of deductive logic, some of
which claim to be incompatible with others. But all of which claim that their conclusions follow necessarily from true
premises.
So given the preceding, I will understand the "deductive reasoning" mentioned in the essay's title question as meaning
reasoning in a manner that the established rules of some system of Deductive Logic are intended to formalize. But
this, in turn, gives us two different ways of understanding just what the "convincing justification" mentioned in the title
question is intended to justify. It is unclear whether what is being referred to is "deductive implication" - the logical
relations among syntactic forms within some system of logic; or "deductive inference" - the actual inferential moves
made by a person in the course of reasoning, that happen to be consistent with the rules of some system of deductive
logic. The question can thus be understood as inquiring into either (i) the justification of the formalization of deductive reasoning into some particular system of
"Deductive Logic". What is it that justifies the formalized rules of inference and basic axioms
of some particular system of deductive logic, and is that justification convincing?
or -
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(ii) the justification of the actual reasoning that we do, that the formalized rules of deductive
logic are intended to capture. What is it that justifies our confidence that our cognitive process
of getting from (A1, A2, A3, . . . , An) to B (in a "deductive" manner) gives us a reason to
believe that B? Is our belief that B because of (A1, A2, A3, . . . , An) convincingly justified?
Since it is the existence of the rules of Deductive Logic that define the scope of what is meant by "reasoning in a fashion
that the formalized rules of deductive logic are meant to capture", I will address first the justification that exists for those
rules. Only then will I deal with the justification that exists for the inferences we do in fact make.

The Rules of Deductive Logic
When philosophers have examined the way in which we actually do reason, they have identified specific patterns that
emerge. These patterns are called "logical forms". The logical form of an argument is to be distinguished from the
content of the argument. Just as a wine glass has a distinctive shape and is distinguished from what you put in it (the
wine), so argument forms are identifiable and not to be confused with the actual premises and conclusions used.
Logicians focus on the pattern - the "form" - of the reasoning, and abstract away from the specific content of the
reasoning. The reasoning patterns captured by logicians are therefore said to be "Topic neutral".
Aristotle's logical works contain the earliest formal study of reasoning that we have. The ancient commentators
grouped together several of Aristotle's treatises under the title Organon ("Instrument")(1) In his writings, Aristotle
identified four "logical forms", and formulated a series of rules for reasoning that would lead to indubitable
conclusions.
The four "forms" identified by Aristotle were - (i) the categorical syllogism that organizes thinking by categories or
concepts; (ii) the hypothetical syllogism that employs the "if-then" construct - "modus ponens" and "modus tolens"; (iii)
the alternative syllogism that employs the "either-or" construct; and (iv) the disjunctive that employs a "can't be both"
construct. If the major premise and the minor premise are both true and the structure of the argument correctly maps to
one of Aristotle's logical forms, then the conclusion must necessarily follow and be true.
Modern formalizations of deductive reasoning into a system of deductive logic define formal expressions called
formulae, or forms, which are strings of symbols in a formal language that has a precise syntax. In this aspect the
formalizations of deductive reasoning that are Deductive Logic are like programming languages. The first order
quantified predicate logic of Frege and Russell is one example of such a language.
A "Deductive Logic" is therefore based on a set of carefully specified axioms and rules of inference. By applying the
rules appropriately, one can derive (infer, deduce) conclusions from a specified set of premises. A "Deductive
Argument", then, is a specific piece of reasoning with one or more premises and a conclusion arranged in a particular
"form". (Within the rules of deductive logic, an "argument" is to be distinguished from a disagreement. One may use
a deductive argument, in the logician's sense, in order to win an argument, in the everyday sense of a dispute.)
A formalization of deductive reasoning into a system of Deductive Logic allows three key technical concepts to be
defined Validity - Those patterns of reasoning (argument forms) where the truth of the premises guarantees the truth of
the conclusion, are called deductively valid. All others are called deductively invalid. An inductive argument,
for example, is deductively invalid.
Soundness - A deductive argument is said to be sound if it meets two conditions: valid argument form and true
premises. (Notice that validity and true premises constitute necessary and sufficient conditions for soundness.)
Completeness - If a formalization of deductive reasoning is powerful enough to derive every valid logical
consequence, it is called complete. In particular, a complete specification of deductive logic can derive every
tautology. The soundness of a deductive logic can be guaranteed, and formally proved, given All axioms (if any) are true.
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All rules of inference are valid -- they always produce true conclusions when applied to true premises.
So what is it that justifies the particular forms that logicians select as constituting "deductive logic"? Nelson Goodman,
in his Fact, Fiction, and Forecast(2), argued that the rules of deductive logic are justified because they properly describe
the reality of how we reason "Principles of deductive inference are justified by their conformity with accepted deductive
practice. Their validity depends upon accordance with the particular deductive inferences we
actually make and sanction" [Goodman, pg 63]
But Goodman has the flow of justification backwards. He suggests that the inferences we do accept justify the rules of
deductive implication that we dream up. But he misses the fact that it is the existence of rules of reasoning that we
label "deductive" that results in certain of our actual inferences being called "deductive inferences". The rules of
deductive logic are norms that propose to tell us how we should be reasoning when we reason deductively. Goodman
misses the critical distinction between the inferences we call "deductive" and the inferences we call "inductive". What
justifies the rules we dream up and call "deductive logic" is the fact that they are intended to preserve truth. In every
instance, what makes it a rule of "deductive" reasoning is that the conclusion is intended to be guaranteed to be true if
the premises are true.
As Lachs and Talisse(3) argue "Contrary to Goodman, the rules of deductive logic are not justified because they adequately
describe our deductive practices. They do not. The rules of deductive logic are justified relative
to the goal of arguing truth preservingly, i.e. in such a way that the truth of the premises
guarantees the truth of the conclusion. The results that provide the justification are known as
soundness and completeness. Soundness says that every argument we obtain from the rules of
deductive logic is such that truth is preserved when we go from the premises to the conclusion.
Completeness states the converse. Every argument that has this property of truth preservation
can be obtained from the rules of deductive logic. So the rules of deductive logic are justified
relative to the goal of truth preservation. The reason is that they further this goal insofar as all
and only deductively valid arguments are truth preserving." [Lachs, Pg 477]
In his article, The Justification of Deduction(4), Michael Dummett presents the suggestion that a convincing justification
for the rules of deduction need not be a suasive argument, merely an explanatory one. And hence, he continues, the
fact that all so far offered justifications for deduction have been ultimately circular - employing at least one rule in the
justification of the rules of deduction - is acceptable. But as Susan Haack(5) has replied, "The trouble with a circular
argument is not just that it is not persuasive . . . it is also that it is indiscriminating".[Haack Pg 220-221] For example,
the gambler's fallacy inference can be convincingly explained (and hence, by Dummett's reasoning, judged convincing)
if the gambler's fallacy is permitted as part of the justification. So Dummett's approach to the problem is fundamentally
flawed. Moreover, the ambiguity inherent in the essay's title question is mirrored by the ambiguity that Dummett
encompasses in his article. According to Haack, "The tension [that Dummett finds] between the necessity and
informativeness of deduction is generated by [his] failure to observe the distinction between deductive implication and
deductive inference." [Haack, Pg 238]
The rules that constitute a system of deductive logic are defined so as to ensure that if the premises are true, then the
conclusion is true. It may certainly be true that a logician might inspect a number of examples of how we actually
reason, observe a common "form", notice that when examples fit the "form", when premises are true, the conclusion is
also true - and then reach an inductive conclusion that for an argument of this form, this will always be the case. But
once that inductive conclusion is formatted as a rule (say for example "P → Q", "P", therefore "Q") then conclusions
reached by using the rule are true by definition. Of course, once we substitute a specific real world example for the
variables in the rule (for "P" and "Q" in this case), we can inspect the reality of whatever "Q" stands for to see if indeed
it is true. To do this is to verify that the rule works as intended. It is not to verify that the rule describes how we
reason. This gives us two ways to examine the defined rules of any particular system of deductive logic. We can
examine the syntax of the system. And we can examine the semantics of the system.
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To examine the syntax of the system, we examine the rules and ignore the content. (We look at the glass, and ignore
the wine, to use an earlier analogy.) It is here that the technical concepts of soundness and completeness come into
play. A soundness proof assures us that the deductive system in question is consistent, i.e. that we will never be able to
prove a contradiction in it. This certainly is a desirable feature of a system of logic, to say the least. A completeness
proof assures us that within the deductive system in question every properly formatted valid expression is provable.
Completeness is not a necessary feature of a useful system of logic. The lack of a completeness proof would mean that
there are syntactically valid statements that one cannot demonstrate are true. However useful soundness and
completeness are, however, they cannot offer any justification for the deductive system "An obvious shortcoming of soundness and completeness proofs as Ã¢‚¬Ëœjustifications' of
the logical systems for which they are available is simply this: there are too many of them.
Soundness and completeness proofs establish something important about the internal
cohesiveness of a logical system. But there are different logical systems, systems which their
proponents take to be rivals of each other, each of which can be shown to be sound and
complete." [Haack Pg 224]
To examine the semantics of a system of deductive logic is to examine just how the syntax gets translated into English,
and then to examine whether in actual fact, the conclusion (B) is true. Because even though the syntax of the system
may be sound and (possibly) complete, and the form of the argument may be valid, and the premises (A1, A2, A3, . . . ,
An) when understood in English may all turn out to be true, the only way to verify that the defined rules have resulted in
a true conclusion as was intended, is to go and look and see.
So after all this analysis, what is it that justifies the formalized rules and basic axioms of some particular system of
Deductive Logic, and is that justification convincing? The answer is rather straight forward - the rules of inference and
the basic axioms of any system of Deductive Logic intended to guarantee that the conclusion (B) is true if the premises
(A1, A2, A3, . . . , An) are true. That is what makes the rules and axioms define a system of "Deductive" logic, rather
than some other sort of logic. Of course, the only way to know whether that guarantee has been actualized in some
particular real world interpretation of the syntax, is to go and look and see.

"Deductive" Inference
It should not need elaborating that the vast majority of people, the vast majority of the time, do not consciously employ
any specific rules when they infer B from (A1, A2, A3, . . . , An). Only the rare individual trained to some extent in the
rules of some system of logic, actually consciously attempts to employ those rules when passing from premises to
conclusion. So any explanation as to why and how we come to believe B when we believe (A1, A2, A3, . . . , An) has to
rest not on the rules that have been established for some system of logic, but on a psychological analysis of the way that
the human mind generally works. This conclusion is reinforced by the many observations by psychologists that the
average person does not in fact reason in a deductive way most of the time. A Google search of "common fallacies"
yields a plethora of examples of just how non-deductive common every-day reasoning happens to be. The Internet
Encyclopedia of Philosophy lists 177 common fallacies of reasoning(6).
So let's focus on that tiny portion of common reasoning that is in fact the kind of reasoning that formalized rules of
deductive logic are intended to capture. Is there any justification at all that can be offered, that would explain why
reasoning in a particularly "deductive" fashion is preferable to the other ways that we reason? Is there any convincing
justification for using deductive reasoning rather than, say, any of those 177 forms of fallacious reasoning?
A belief is a relationship between concepts that you think accurately represents the facts of the matter. A belief is to be
distinguished from an opinion, thought, surmise, hypothesis, or wish, etc., in that a belief is intended and expected to be
true. A belief aims at truth. (A figure of speech of course. "Beliefs" are not things that can really "aim" at anything.)
Opinions, thoughts, surmises, hypotheses, wishes, and so forth, do not aim at truth. They are not presupposed to be
true, and are not expected to be true. To believe something, is to believe that it is true. When it comes to our struggle
for survival, it pays (on average, with only very rare exceptions, and certainly in the long run) to believe the truth about
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where the tiger lurks. To base our survival on whimsical beliefs, opinions, thoughts, surmises, hypotheses, wishes, and
so forth, is to run a greater risk of becoming lunch rather than enjoying lunch. For reasons of survival, therefore, we
need our beliefs to be true, on average and in the long run, more often than not, because true beliefs are more likely to
be useful - more likely to yield the expected results when relied upon - more likely to offer a survival advantage. Truth,
therefore, becomes the fundamental standard of correctness for belief. Any rule or norm of reasoning that promises that
true conclusions will result from true premises (more often than not) is thereby convincingly justified.
As we saw in the previous section, what distinguishes "deductive" reasoning from all other sorts of reasoning, is that by the very definition of what "deductive reasoning" is - deductive reasoning attempts to guarantee that the conclusion is
true if the premises are true. Hence if one reasons using deductive forms of argument, then one can confidently infer B
from (A1, A2, A3, . . . , An) because the rules of deductive reasoning are set up so as to guarantee (i.e. much more often
than not) that if (A1, A2, A3, . . . , An) are all true, then B is true as well. This is what constitutes convincing
justification for deductive reasoning. Or rather, it constitutes convincing justification for reasoning in accordance with
the rules of deductive logic.
What this line of thought leaves an open question, of course, is the justification we have for believing that the rules of
deductive logic guarantee the truth of the conclusion. How can we be justified in following the defined rules of
deductive logic? In Lewis Carroll's famous piece What the Tortoise said to Achilles(7), Achilles presents to the Tortoise
three propositions (A1) Things that are equal to the same thing are equal to each other.
(A2) The two sides of this triangle are things that are equal to the same thing.
(B) The two sides of this triangle are equal to each other.
The Tortoise accepts (A1) and (A2) but does not accept (B). The Tortoise refuses to accept B even when Achilles adds
the additional premise
(A3) If A1 and A2 are true, then B must be true.
There has been much debate about what the moral of the tale was supposed to be. But one of the more interesting (and
germane to this essay) interpretations is that the Tortoise is demonstrating that the defined rules of deductive logic
contain no motive force. Despite the definitions of logical implication involved, and the purported guarantee that when
the premises are true, the conclusion is true, there is nothing inherent in a supposedly true conclusion that would force
the mind to accept (believe) the conclusion. Accepting the conclusion of a sound and valid deductive argument
remains a matter of voluntary choice - a choice that cannot be forced. Especially if the mind also contains other
premises with which (B), perhaps erroneously, conflicts.
What needs to be provided is a justification for thinking that any given rule (or theorem of some formalized language of
logic) universally guarantees that true conclusions will result from true premises. What is it that justifies us believing
that the rule of modus ponens, for example, will in all circumstances yield a true conclusion from true premises? Even
though the rules are defined with the intention of generating this result, how do we know that the intent of this definition
is attained? What needs to be provided to the Tortoise to demonstrate that in the interests of personal survival it is
better to believe (B) than not, even if it conflicts with other beliefs? There are two threads to this justification - one
based on an inductive generalization from experience; and the other based on an analysis of the concepts employed in
the rules themselves.
Reality (the actual world) consists of nothing but individual particular existents. Our experience of the world is
experience of those particulars. To those experiences and those particulars we apply our conceptualizations
(categorizations). Through our cognitive processes of counting, generalization, and abstraction we form inductive
generalizations about the particulars in the world. Our experiences tell us that in all cases of examined particular
examples of, say, modus ponens reasoning, the conclusion is true when the premises are true. Hence we draw upon the
"inductive premise" (that the future will be like the past) to reach an Inductive Generalization that in modus ponens
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reasoning, when the premises are true the conclusion will necessarily be true.
In many cases, our analysis of the concepts being employed in reasoning tell us that in such circumstances the meanings
being employed will ensure that the conclusion will be true if the premises are true. It is not necessary to examine a
large number of particular examples. The nature of the concepts employed ensures that the conclusion is true. (We
could get into a lengthy discussion of the nature of concepts here, but I will leave that for another essay.)

Conclusion
The end result of this lengthy analysis is that deductive reasoning is a special kind of reasoning - a kind that ensures
sufficiently more often than not that true premises will result in true conclusions. To distinguish deductive reasoning
from other forms of reasoning, we have defined formalized rules. Reasoning that properly adheres to those rules is
called deductive reasoning. Reasoning that does not employ those rules is not classed as deductive reasoning.
(Reasoning that attempts, but fails, to properly adhere to those rules is invalid deductive reasoning.)
The formalized rules that have been defined for deductive reasoning, have been so defined as to ensure that if the
premises of the arguments are true, then the conclusion of the argument is true. Truth is employed as the standard of
correct reasoning because of the survival significance of true beliefs.
The belief that the rules of deductive reasoning do in fact guarantee the truth of their conclusions in any application of
them is justified on the basis of both an inductive generalization of the experiences of particular examples of their use,
and an analytic (and thus necessarily somewhat circular) analysis of the meanings of the concepts employed in those
rules.
That this justification of deductive reasoning is convincing is demonstrated by the universal, and so far successful,
reliance on deductive reasoning in all aspects of living. As long as one adopts an empirical stance towards knowledge maintaining that all knowledge is ultimately based on inductive generalizations of experience, and denying the
possibility of innate or intuitive sources of knowledge - inductive generalizations with as much of a track record as the
rules of deductive reasoning have acquired is as good as it gets in the way of convincing justification.
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Could the statement, "The present Prime Minister might not have been
the present Prime Minister" be true?
Explain your answer.
Can the statement be true? Yes!
But to explain why, I will need to explore the nature of "definite descriptions", and the nature of "modal assertions". In
other words, to understand why the question can be definitely answered with a "Yes!" we need to understand just what
the statement means - just what it is that the statement is asserting.

Definite Descriptions
A definite description is a phrase in the form of "The X" where X is a noun-phrase or a singular common noun(1). In
this case, the X is the noun phrase "The present Prime Minister". A definite description is called "proper" if the noun
phrase applies to (or picks out from the world) a unique individual or object. For example "The Prime Minister of
Canada on January 1st, 2009" applies to, or picks out, or denotes the particular individual existent known as "Stephen
Harper". A definite description where the noun phrase applies to more than one thing, like "The present Prime
Minister", is called "improper". (And just to complete the picture, a definite description that applies to nothing - like
"The first man on Mars" or "The largest prime number" - is also called "improper".)
In his 1905 seminal work "On Denoting"(2), Bertrand Russell presented what has become recognized as the benchmark
analysis of proper definite descriptions. His analysis of the definite description "The present Prime Minister" would
break down the phrase as the logical conjunction of two separate assertions: (i)

there is at least one x such that x is the present Prime Minister; and

(ii) there is at most one x such that x is the present Prime Minister.
In the symbology of classical quantified predicate logic, this would be translated as (∃x)(Px & (∀y)(Py ⊃ y=x)) - where "P" is the predicate "is the present Prime Minister"
Now clearly, by Russell's theory of definite descriptions, the truth-status of this description turns out false, since there is
more than one instance of a present Prime Minister in the world, and the temporal indexical "present" is unresolved.
Hence, on a superficial analysis, Russell's theory of definite descriptions is quite inadequate in providing a meaning for
this phrase
However, following the suggestions of many Russellian philosophers (particularly Neale(3)), the superficial difficulties
with Russell's approach to understanding improper definite descriptions can be easily corrected.
First, we have to recognize a distinction between a statement or sentence containing a definite description - like the
statement in the essay title - and an utterance of that statement or sentence. Recognizing the distinction allows us to
acknowledge that no definite description is uttered (written, spoken, or thought) without being uttered at some specific
time, in some specific place, by some specific speaker, in some specific context of discourse. The superficial
Russellian theory of definite descriptions, when applied to utterances rather than statements or sentences, can then be
expanded to take into consideration these additional contextual factors.
We can insert into the Russellian interpretation of "The present Prime Minister" an additional element that provides for
those contextual factors. The contextually delineated conditions narrow the field of relevance so that the description, as
actually used, does pick out a single individual - as Russell's theory requires. Further, since the word "present" in the
description is an indexical pointer to some specific temporal instant - namely the instant of the utterance of the statement
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- rather than leaving the temporal factor imbedded within the contextual term, we can explicitly add into the formula a
term for the absolute temporal translation of that indexical. With these additions to the classical Russellian
interpretation of the description, the uniqueness half of the bi-conditional becomes true. The symbolic formulation is
expanded into (∃x)((Px & Cx & Tx) & (∀y)((Py &Cy & Tx) ⊃ y=x))
where "P" is the predicate "is the Prime Minister", and
"C" is some contextual factors that narrow the field of discourse,
and
"T" is the absolute temporal translation of the indexical "present".
In the case of some specific utterance of the particular statement of the essay title, say by me at the time of this writing,
the additional contextual factors would be "of Canada." And the temporal factor would be "on February 15th, 2009 at
1325 hrs CST." Now, with these simple additions, we have a proper definite description that picks out one and only
one unique existent in the world. Russell's theory of definite descriptions is restored to utility. The "improper" definite
description "The present Prime Minister" is understood to denote one unique existent - in the case of this utterance, the
individual of Stephen Harper.

Modal Assertions
But now we need to notice that the title statement in question contains the same definite description twice. In order to
clarify this, I will use the symbol "[H]" to signify the individual denoted by both the contextualized definite description
and the proper name "Stephen Harper". I will use this symbol rather than the proper name to avoid any confusion that
might arise from the interpretation of the meaning of proper names. Hence, if we insert the Russellian denoted
individual into the title statement we get
"[H] might not have been [H]."
To see how impossible this assertion is, let's put it in "possible worlds" language (without worrying about the potential
difficulties that the notion of "possible worlds" adds to modal concepts) 'there is a possible world wherein [H] is not [H]."
Clearly, on this interpretation of the title statement, it is not at all possible that the present Prime Minister might not
have been the present Prime Minister. In terms of Kripkean(4) "rigid designation", once the Russellian understanding of
the definite description has been expanded with the contextual factors to denote a single unique existent, it has become
something of a rigid designator. This is not to suggest that the definite description itself should be considered a rigid
designator, because it might not pick out the person of Stephen Harper in every possible world. But in any given
possible world, the unique individual that it does pick out - "[H]" - will be the same one it picks out whenever employed
to things in that world. (We'll ignore, for simplicity, those possible worlds wherein the definite description does not
pick out anything.) So in any given possible world, even if the individual denoted is not Stephen Harper, it is not
possible that the individual denoted - "[H]" - is not "[H]". Whoever the definite description denotes, (on the expanded
Russellian interpretation) it denotes one single unique particular existent. And it is not possible - in that particular
possible world - for that particular existent to not have been that particular existent. So on this interpretation of the title
question, the answer would have to be "No!" the statement could not be true.

Referential versus Attributive
But this is not the end of the story. We now have to fold into our explanation the distinction that Donnellan(5) draws
between the referential use and the attributive use of a definite description. Donnellan's famous illustrative example is
the case of Smith's murderer. Suppose I see Jones on trial for Smith's murder. During the trial, I observe that Jones is
sitting at the defence table talking to himself. I assert to you "Smith's murderer is insane." I employ the definite
description "Smith's murderer" (equivalently "The murderer of Smith") to draw to your attention the individual sitting at
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the defence table, on trial for murdering Smith. I employ the definite description to refer to Jones, and to assert of
Jones that he is insane. I do this even if Jones is not in fact Smith's murderer. In other words, I successfully employ
the definite description in a referential manner, even though the description is in fact false about the individual to whom
I am referring. And, arguably, my statement is true if Jones is insane, not if some person x, who actually murdered
Smith, is insane. (We'll assume that you understand that I was referring to Jones, and not to the actual murderer of
Smith. For simplicity of exposition, in this essay I will ignore the complications of Gricean(6) implicature.)
On the other hand, Dr. Barnes, having heard the testimony about the dramatically brutal and irrational nature of the
murder, asserts to the court "Smith's murderer is insane." He thereby is not referring to Jones, who happens to be on
trial for the crime. He asserts the property of being insane of whoever fits the description of "The murderer of Smith".
The doctor employs the definite description in an attributive manner, irrespective of whatever unique existent the
description picks out from the world.
The difference between the two uses of the definite description is one of intent. In the case of referential usage, the
intent is to use the description to denote a specific individual - whether or not the description is accurate. In the case of
attributive usage, the intent is to use the description to pick out from the world whoever matches the description.
Referential usage is "object dependent" in that successful referential usage is dependent on the object intended to be
picked out from the world. Attributive usage is "object independent" in that attributive usage is successful if any object
is picked out from the world by "fitting" the description.
If we apply Donnellan's distinction to the title statement, we can see that there are four different ways in which the
statement's two definite descriptions might be in intended (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

"[referential] might not have been [referential]."
"[attributive] might not have been [referential]."
"[referential] might not have been [attributive]."
"[attributive] might not have been [attributive]."

In the case of (a) if the description "The present prime minister" is understood to pick out some particular individual
existent in the world, then it is not possible that the individual I intend to pick out with that description might not have
been the individual I intended to pick out. This is the interpretation we examined above.
In the case of (d) the statement says of whoever fits the description "The present Prime Minister" (with or without the
contextual elements) that he or she might not have fit the description "The present Prime Minister". Obviously this is
also a scenario that cannot possibly be true. It is trivially true that whoever is the present Prime Minister necessarily is
the present Prime Minister - independently of whatever object fits that description. It is difficult to keep one's mind
focussed on this scenario, since the natural tendency is to translate one of the two object-independent descriptions into a
referential object-dependent one. But that is to slip into either scenario (b) or (c). In this scenario, one has to keep in
mind that both descriptions are being employed to establish a class of objects (admittedly, a class with a membership of
one), without picking out any particular object. And one must understand the statement as asserting that "Class A
might not have been class A". And this is as obviously as impossible as scenario (a) above. (This statement must not
be understood as asserting that the contents of Class A might not have been the contents of Class A. Instead, we must
understand the statement as asserting that the definition of Class A might not have been the definition of Class A. And
this is clearly false.)
In the case of (b) we have the statement saying of whoever is picked out of the world by the description "The present
Prime Minister" (with or without the contextual elements), that he or she might not be the particular individual I intend
to refer to - "[H]" in this case. Or, to borrow from the previous paragraph - "Class A might not have contained "[H]".
Obviously, this is true. Given any variation in the contextual elements discussed above, it is entirely possible that my
use of the description "The present Prime Minister" might not pick out of the world the individual existent "[H]". Also,
given the variability of possible worlds, and the intended rigid designator function of "[H]", it is entirely possible that in
some possible world, "[H]" is not the present Prime Minister. It wouldn't take much of a variation in recent Canadian
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politics to have resulted in the fact that "[H]" is not the present Prime Minister.
In the case of (c) we have the statement saying that the individual I intend to refer to - again "[H]" - might not have had
the property of being "The present Prime Minister". It suggests of some particular individual to whom I intend to refer,
that the property of being the present Prime Minister is non essential. In other words, there are many other possible
worlds wherein "[H]" happens not to be the present Prime Minister. So this interpretation is also quite obviously true.
Thus, on two interpretations (a and d) of what the definite description "The present Prime Minister" means, on two
interpretations of the intent of the user of the description, the statement turns out false. On two other interpretations (b
and c), including the usually more common one, the statement turns out to be true. Since the title question is "Could
the statement Ã¢‚¬¦ be true?", then the answer has to be "Yes!"

Metaphysics
But this still is not the end of the story. All of the interpretations of the title statement discussed so far have depended
on a particular understanding of what it means for a situation to "might not have been". In particular, interpretations (b)
and (c) above are dependent on an understanding of "Things that might not have been as they are" that relies on the
"possible worlds" semantics of David Lewis(7). And possible worlds semantics is all about things that are logically
possible. But that need not be the sense in which an utter of the title statement means "might not have been".
Certainly, it is logically possible that things might not have been as they are, and whoever is the present Prime Minister
might not have managed to win that office. But the sense of "might have been" could also be constrained by one's
metaphysical assumptions. If, for example, one assumes a Deterministic metaphysics, then it is in fact metaphysically
not possible that things might have been different from the way that they are (or were).
Return to scenario (b) again. We reasoned that the title statement could be true in this case since given any variation in
the context of usage, it is logically possible that my use of the description "The present Prime Minister" might not pick
out of the world the individual existent "[H]". But if the metaphysical premise is Determinism, then this statement is
metaphysically false. Given the infinite variability of logically possible worlds, it is logically possible that in some
possible world, "[H]" is not the present Prime Minister. But then what, metaphysically, are "possible worlds"?
A possible world might describe a logical possibility, but given metaphysical determinism, it would not describe a
metaphysically real possibility. Given Determinism, only the actual world, with its actual history (and future) is
metaphysically possible. So even though it would not have taken much of a variation in recent Canadian politics to
have resulted in the fact that "[H]" is not the present Prime Minister, it is not metaphysically possible for that variation
to have happened. So, given metaphysical Determinism, it is in fact not possible that "Class A might not have
contained "[H]" if in the actual world "Class A" does (or did) contain "[H]". Given a metaphysical premise of
Determinism, alternative (b) comes out false, not true.
This leaves us with case (c). Here we have the statement saying that "[H] might not have had the property of being Ã¢
‚¬Ëœthe present Prime Minister'". But again we depended on the notion of logically possible worlds to argue that there
are many other possible worlds wherein "[H]" happens not to be the present Prime Minister. But once more, given
metaphysical Determinism, this comes out false. Determinism dictates that there is only one existent four-dimensional
world-line for any particle or collection of particles. Given that "[H] does have the property of being Ã¢‚¬Ëœthe
present Prime Minister'" then it is not metaphysically possible for "[H]" not to have that property. In other words, given
Determinism, the property of being the present Prime Minister is (contextually relativized) metaphysically essential to "
[H]".
In other words, given a metaphysical understanding of "might have been," and a premise of metaphysical Determinism,
the statement "The present Prime Minister might not have been the present Prime Minister" comes out false under all
interpretations of meaning. So on a metaphysical understanding of "might", the answer to the title question would have
to be "No!".

Conclusion
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The end of the story is that the answer to the question "Could the statement, "The present Prime Minister might not have
been the present Prime Minister,' be true?" depends firstly on how one intends the meaning of "might" as it relates to
one's metaphysical premise. If one assumes metaphysical Determinism and intends the "might" to mean
"metaphysically might", then the answer is "No!" But if one is willing to entertain any logically possible "might", then
the answer to the title question has to be "Yes! The title statement could be true!" And since it is always possible to
consider all logical possibilities, even if one does at the moment only mean to include metaphysical possibilities, then
again the answer to the title question has to be "Yes! The title statement could be true!"
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How can we best understand the notion of necessity?
The currently standard way to understand the notion of necessity is provided by David Lewis' "possible worlds"
semantics. However, for reasons that I will enumerate below, however popular and convenient this semantics, it does
not give us the best means of understanding necessity. The only viable alternative to the flawed "possible worlds"
semantics, is the concept of "analyticity" and the notion of necessity in terms of "Truth by definition". In this essay, I
will support that conclusion.

Possible Worlds Semantics
In his 1973 work "Counterfactuals"(a), David Lewis provided a rigorous definition of "possible worlds". His main
proposal was that possible worlds should be the proper basis from which to understand counterfactual conditionals.
Along the way, he defined "necessity" as follows:
"For any possible world (i) and sentence P, the sentence Ã¢‚¬Ëœnecessarily P' is true at the world (i) if and only if for
every world (j), such that (j) is accessible from (i), P is true at (j)."
[I have altered the symbols for reasons of reproductive simplicity]
Lewis, Counterfactuals, pg 5.
Since that seminal work, the language of "possible worlds" has become the standard way of speaking about necessity.
Commonly, in the literature, you see possible worlds used to define (logical) necessity as follows "necessarily P" is true iff P is true in all (logically) possible worlds
Certainly, the possible worlds semantics makes it appear easy to discuss necessity. But this easy simplicity masks a
number of key underlying difficulties.
Firstly, possible worlds are not inspectable. Whether they are abstract concepts as many maintain, or real existents as
Lewis maintains, they are not causally connected with this, the actual world. We do not actually pretend to really
inspect any other possible world than our current world. So the question of whether some statement (de dicto
necessity), or a predication of some particular (de re necessity) is true "in all possible worlds", is not a question of
empirical investigation. Whether the statement (or predication) is necessarily true must be determined on the basis of
factors that are known to us here in this actual world. What we claim is true or not in all possible worlds is so purely by
stipulation.
Secondly, the problem of trans-world identity is not resolved. When trying to decide whether a statement like
"Necessarily, Aristotle was human" is true or not, possible worlds semantics would propose (in principle at least) that
we examine every possible world to see if in worlds where Aristotle exists, Aristotle was human. But just what is it
that picks out an instance of "Aristotle" in any other possible world than this actual world. Some philosophers
(Kripke(b) in particular) have suggested that trans-world identity is established by an identity of origins. So any
existent in some possible world that had the same parents (same sperm and egg? same genetic code?) would be the
"Same" Aristotle. But this runs into difficulties. One is that the hypothesis leaves problematic the question of the
identicality of the origins - and so forth with infinite circularity. Another is that usually we would intuitively judge the
statement "possibly, Aristotle had six fingers" as true. But if the trans-world counterpart had the same parents, and
human developmental processes are the same, then contrary to our intuitive judgement, it would in fact not be possible.
On the other hand, if human developmental processes are allowed to freely flex, then it would also be equally possible
that Aristotle was a wombat. But this is a possibility we intuitively judge as false, on the assumption that a wombat
originating from the "Same" origin as Aristotle, would not be the same "Aristotle" that we refer to in this world.
Kripkean rigid designation not withstanding, we intuitively withhold "Sameness" from something that is so different
from the Aristotle in this world, that he/it would be unrecognizable in another. Alternatively, if we allow the human
development processes to flex only enough to render false the statement "possibly, Aristotle was a wombat" while
allowing the sentence "possibly Aristotle had six fingers" to be true, then we are letting our intuitive responses govern
the sense of trans-world identity. Clearly our judgements of necessity and possibility are prior to, and not dependent on
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the possible worlds semantics. Obviously, we do not inspect "all possible worlds" in anything like an empirical sense.
Rather we do it conceptually, on the basis of what we stipulate about the meaning of the concepts being employed.
Thirdly, necessity is a matter of linguistic definition, not a matter of how things are. Statements of necessity are not
really about reality. Necessity is not a question of empirical investigation. Just what is meant by saying "Necessarily
P" or "Necessarily A is F"? If we take the possible worlds semantics seriously, we would mean "under all conceivable
ways in which the world might be different, it is true that P, or that A is F." We are talking about the concepts we
employ in stating "P" and claiming that those concepts are such that "P" remains true regardless of how the world turns
out or might be different. To say "Necessarily P" is to say that "P is true, come what may". So P must be true in virtue
of the nature of the concepts employed in P, regardless of how reality turns out to be.
The statement "necessarily, all bachelors are male" is true because of how we define our terms, independently of how
the rest of the world may be. Likewise, "necessarily, 2 plus 2 equals 4" is true by definition. (Or more stringently deducible by defined rules of inference from (Peano's?) defined axioms of arithmetic). Statements which are necessary,
which are true in all possible worlds, are true because that is the way that we have created the concepts we are using.
Axioms are definitions of a sort. And the rules of formal logical deduction are also based on defined axioms. As a
result, any statement that is either an axiom, or is logically deducible from axioms by way of defined rules of inference
can be said to be "True by definition". If "2 plus 2 equals 4" is a logical consequence of Peano's axioms of arithmetic,
then it is a statement "True by definition". The meaning of any word is a definitional association with the respective
"cognitive pigeon-hole." So statements that are "True by definition" are "True in virtue of the meaning of the words
employed." The question of whether "Aristotle is necessarily human" is true or not depends on how we have defined
the words "Aristotle" and "human". If we conceive of "Aristotle" as a cluster of descriptions that includes the
proposition that he was a human being, then it is true that "Aristotle was necessarily human". If we conceive of
"Aristotle" as a cluster of descriptions that includes say "The greatest Greek philosopher", but does not include that he
was a human being, then we allow it to be possible that Aristotle was not human (possibly he was a wombat).
Determining whether any statement "necessarily P" (or "F is necessarily G") is true or not is thus a matter of
investigating the meaning of the words employed.
Godel's Incompleteness Theorems showed that "no consistent theory of arithmetic is finitely axiomatizable" only if it is
assumed that arithmetic is "complete". Specifically, the incompleteness theorem states that given a first order
axiomatization of arithmetic (such as the first-order Peano axioms), there exist arithmetical statements which cannot be
either proved or disproved using those axioms. But so what if there are arithmetical statements that are undecidable?
It might matter to mathematicians. But it does not matter to philosophy or linguistics. Mathematics is an artificial
language that we have constructed (defined) in order to describe certain features of reality. As we discover new areas
where the existing capabilities are not adequate to our needs, we establish additional axioms/definitions and explore
their logical consequences. If those consequences "fit" the world we are trying to describe, then the axioms/definitions
work. Otherwise, we go back and try again. All that is needed, surely, is that any arithmetical statement that we are
pragmatically interested in using can be proved to be either true or false.
(I think it also remains to be established just what it would mean for an undecidable statement within mathematics to be
judged "True" even if it could not be proved "True" within the language of mathematics. Surely that would involve
applying an extra-mathematical notion of truth? Would that not just mean that there is a gap between what can be
proved in mathematics and the world we are trying to describe with that language? And why should we have any
special (i.e. non-pragmatic) problem with such a gap?)
Fourthly, we simply do not think in terms of possible worlds. Necessity is a notion that is in common use in the general
population. To be sure, philosophy has tried to formalize the notion to be more specific that that in general use. But
the intent of that formalization is not to create a new and exotic concept. Rather it is to retain as grounds for any
formalization the common usage of the notion. The significance of this is that, with the exception of trained
philosophers, no one thinks of necessity in terms of possible worlds. Although possible worlds semantics has proved
very useful in talking about necessity in a non-specific sense, whatever is necessary is so because it simply has to be that
way to make sense of the words that we use.
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And finally, we had the concept of necessity long before the semantics of possible worlds. Indeed, the theory of
possible worlds is parasitical on the notion of necessity. (Necessity and possibility are inter-definable.) We may not
have been able to talk about necessity as easily, prior to the advent of the possible world semantics. But the literature,
prior to David Lewis and Robert Stalnaker, is full of discussions of necessity de re and necessity de dicto. Discussions
that demonstrate a sound conception of necessity and possibility independent of possible worlds language.

Analyticity
The specific term "analytic" was initially introduced by Kant in his Critique of Pure Reason:
"In all judgments in which the relation of a subject to the predicate is thought (if I only
consider affirmative judgments, since the application to negative ones is easy) this relation is
possible in two different ways. Either the predicate B belongs to the subject A as something
that is (covertly) contained in this concept A; or B lies entirely outside the concept A, though to
be sure it stands in connection with it. In the first case, I call the judgment analytic, in the
second synthetic."(4a)
According to Kant, all analytic judgments rest on the principle of non-contradiction. "For since the predicate of an
affirmative analytic judgment is already thought beforehand in the concept of the subject, it cannot be denied of the
subject without contradiction."(4b) And "analytic judgments are therefore those in which the connection is through
identity."(4c)
The next advance in our understanding of the concept of analyticity was provided by Frege as a consequence of his
efforts to develop what we now think of as modern symbolic logic(5). In the process of carefully specifying the details
of a "formal" language of logic (what we now call the axiomatic predicate calculus), he set down an account of what are
called "logical constants" - "and", "or", "not", "all", and the like. Separating the logical constants from "referring
expressions" - words that, unlike the logical constants, refer to things in the world - he permitted the classification of
"logical truths". Logical truths are those statements that are true in virtue of the meaning of the logical constants, no
matter what referring expressions appear in the statement. Hence "all X are X" (eg. "all doctors are doctors") is a
logical truth. Unfortunately, Frege's concept of a logical truth does not cover such common statements as "all X are Y"
(eg. "all ophthalmologists are doctors").
So Frege appealed to the idea of definitions, assuming that a definition preserves meaning between the definiendum and
the definiens. With this addition, Frege explains non-logical analyticity as statements that can be converted into strict
logical truth by replacing definienda with the appropriate definiens - or synonyms for synonyms. By treating a
definition as a stipulation of what is synonymous with what, we can greatly expand the scope of English sentences that
can be called analytic. This is especially so if we expand the scope of acceptable definitions beyond the direct
stipulations of an explicit definition, to include ostensive, implicit, and conventional definitions. Any English
statement that can be re-phrased in this way into a "logically true" statement of symbolic logic can therefore also be
called "analytic".
Frege's theory of analyticity seems to nicely capture the intuitive feel of "True in virtue of the meaning of the words".
It also, by way of synonymy, captures much of the "cognitive containment" theory of Kant. And in those cases where it
seems to stumble, an argument could be made that it is due to an indeterminacy in the meaning of the words involved,
or an insufficiency in the formal language(s) of modern symbolic logic, but not any inadequacy in the notion of
synonymous translation.
And thus things stood until Quine's "Two Dogmas of Empiricism". In this brief essay, Quine presents what has become
accepted as the definitive critique of the Analytic-Synthetic Dichotomy. The focus of Quine's attack on the notion of
analyticity is his claim that the concept of the analytic depends on a prior understanding of synonymy, and that there is
no acceptable explanation of synonymy.
Quine has no difficulty with the class of analytic statements Frege called "logical truths". Nor does he have a difficulty
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with explicitly stipulated synonymy. His problem lies with that class of statements that are claimed to be analytic but
depend for that classification on an unacceptable presupposition of synonymy.
The end result of Quine's analysis is that the notion of "analyticity" is dependent on the notion of "Synonomy" which in
turn is dependent on the notion of "analyticity". Hence, Quine's conclusion that the notion of analyticity is sufficiently
ill understood that it makes no sense to employ the classification for sentences that are not analytic in virtue of being a
logical truth, or in virtue of a stipulated synonymy.
If, as Quine claims, there is no coherent and determinate property that is picked out by the classifying label "analytic"
(or, since Quine has demonstrated their correlativity, the label "Synonymous"), then that can only be because there are
no facts of the matter as to whether a sentence is analytic (synonymous) or not.
"But, now, how can there fail to be facts about whether any two expressions mean the same -even where these are drawn from within a single speaker's idiolect, so that no questions of
interlinguistic synonymy arise? Wouldn't this have to entail that there are no facts about what
each expression means individually? Putting the question the other way: Could there be a fact
of the matter about what each expression means, but no fact of the matter about whether they
mean the same?" Boghossian(6), Pg 370
In order to support his conclusion that synonymy is not possible, Quine must maintain that while there is a fact of the
matter about what each sentence means, no two sentences can ever possibly mean the same thing. This position only
works on the assumption that the meaning of any one sentence is given by the entirety of ones belief network (the first
of any pair of sentence appearing in the belief-network of the second, and vice versa). Quine's "definitive critique" of
the analytic-synthetic distinction is therefore driven by a prior commitment to meaning-holism. Given the undisputed
philosophical usage of "analytic", Quine's critique of the analytic-synthetic distinction can be viewed as a reductio ad
absurdum proof that his meaning-holism is the wrong theory of meaning. Or, more leniently, one can view his
critiques of the specific explanations of "analyticity" that he examined as showing that they are flawed in some fashion,
without demonstrating that no explanation of analyticity is possible.

Conlcusion
We clearly make use of the terms "analytic" and "necessary" with a fair degree of consistency. Because these terms are
used to classify sentences, it is reasonable to suppose that whatever explanation for them is eventually deemed
satisfactory will be couched in concepts relevant to a theory of the meaning of these sentences. When we add to this
the observation that there is not yet any generally accepted theory of the meaning of sentences, it is perhaps not too
surprising that there is no generally accepted explanation for analyticity and necessity. The failure of philosophers to
have discovered a generally accepted theory of meaning for these terms is not a demonstration that no such theory is
possible.
What is needed is a theory of meaning that will provide a suitable explanation for "Synonymy" that is not as strict as
Quine demands. For example, Quine's concept of synonymy is too strict to permit Kant's notion of "cognitive
containment" - it does not permit an explanation of why such sentences as "anything green is extended" are deemed
analytic. There is no sense of "Sameness of meaning" that will allow us to translate that statement into a logical truth.
What is needed is a looser conception of synonymy that will allow for both the notion of "containment", and for a
broader acceptance of the role of definitions in the establishment of acceptable synonymy. An alternative theory of
meaning, like a set-theoretic rendition of an intentional description-cluster theory of meaning similar to that of Searle's
theory of proper names(7), offers hope of providing a satisfactory explanation of analyticity in terms of meanings.
Despite its admitted inadequacies, the best way to explain the concept of analyticity remains A sentence S is analytic iff
it can be paraphrased in to a logical truth by replacing "cognitive synonyms" for "cognitive
synonyms" - where a "cognitive synonym" for one term is another that "means the same thing"
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in a general sense.
And given this notion of analyticity, we can then best understand necessity in terms of A sentence P is necessary (or F is necessarily G) iff it is analytic in the stipulated sense.
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How can one justifiably distinguish true counterfactual conditionals from
false ones,
given that all such conditionals have false antecedents?
A conditional is a statement of the form "If A, then B". If the antecedent is assumed to be actually (or probably) true,
or is assumed will (probably) become true, then the conditional is called an indicative conditional (this statement is an
example). But if the antecedent is assumed to be actually (or probably) not true, or is assumed will (probably) not
become true, then the conditional is called a "counter-factual" conditional. An indicative conditional speaks to what is
(in fact) the case if its antecedent ("A") is in fact true. A counterfactual conditional speaks to what would be the case
(the consequent - "B") if its antecedent were true.
Counterfactual conditionals are also called "Subjunctive" conditionals, because the verb form of the antecedent and
consequent clauses are in the subjunctive mood. Another means of distinguishing the two kinds is based on the
observation that in indicative conditionals, the antecedent and consequent clauses can be used as stand-alone sentences.
In counterfactual conditionals, on the other hand, because of the nature of the subjunctive mood, the two clauses cannot
be used as stand alone sentences. Now these three modes of classification (verb tense, verb form, and clause structure)
are not entirely coincident, and there is much debate about whether some of the incongruities should be classed in one
category or the other. This is especially the case when consideration is extended to English sentence forms that are not
in the "if-then" format, yet are clearly conditional statements in a different guise (eg. "When in Rome, do as the
Romans" or "He would have done as the Romans, had he been in Rome").
Consider the pair of statements (a) If Booth didn't kill Lincoln, then someone else did.
(b) If Booth hadn't killed Lincoln, then someone else would have.
Conditional (a) is an indicative conditional, because it is about what is the case. And the two clauses "Booth didn't kill
Lincoln" and "Someone else did" can be used as stand alone sentences. Conditional (b) is a counterfactual conditional,
because it is about what would be the case. And the two clauses "Booth hadn't killed Lincoln" and "Someone else
would have" cannot be used as standalone sentences. But despite their otherwise close similarity, the two are said to
differ in their truth conditions and their truth-value.
Analyzing the truth-status of indicative conditionals amounts to analyzing the status of the facts of the matter. The
facts are that Lincoln was killed. If Booth didn't do it, then it is necessary to the concept of "Lincoln was killed" that
someone else did. Statement (a) is hence usually considered to be true - given that Lincoln was killed by somebody, if
that somebody was not Booth, it has to have been someone else. Statement (b) on the other hand, is arguably false assuming that Booth did not kill Lincoln, then Lincoln was not killed, and if Lincoln not killed, then he was not killed
by anyone. Yet all that we have done in going from (a) to (b) is change the verb-form to the subjunctive mood. But
distinguishing a true counterfactual conditional from a false ones amounts to analyzing . . . what? There is nothing
actual, no "facts of the matter", no "State of affairs" that can be examined to determine whether the counter-factual
conditional in (b) is true or false.
It is at this point that the "possible worlds" approach of Lewis makes its contribution. Lewis argues that what is
available for analysis in counterfactual scenarios are the various possible worlds. The truth of (b) is established by
determining whether or not the closest possible world in which Booth did not kill Lincoln is also one in which someone
else did. Since it appears (somehow, means unspecified) that it is not (the closest possible world in which Booth did
not kill Lincoln would seem to be one in which no one else did), the (b) conditional is false.
Unfortunately, relying on the possible worlds analysis as justifying the distinction between true and false counterfactual
conditionals suffers from two significant difficulties. Significant enough to put in doubt the appropriateness of the
possible worlds approach to the distinction.
The first, is that the possible worlds approach does not offer any realistic means of distinguishing between "reasonable"
and "unreasonable" conditionals. It is quite acceptable, by this scheme, to have an antecedent and a consequent that are
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totally unrelated to each other. For example the counterfactuals "if 5 had been even, then pigs would have flown", and
"if pigs had flown, then 5 would have been odd" are both plausibly acceptable by the possible worlds analysis. Possible
worlds analysis demands only that the truth of "if 5 had been even, then pigs would have flown" is established by
determining whether or not the closest possible world in which 5 is even is also one in which pigs fly. Given the
outlandishness of the two conditions, it is questionable whether any estimate of their relative "closeness" can be
entertained. If it becomes problematic in such outlandish cases, what recommends it for cases more mundane?
The second, is that the entire concept of the possible-worlds theory, as the means of evaluating the truth-status of
counterfactual conditionals, is based on the notion of the (relative) "closeness" of any two possible worlds. But that is a
notion that is undefined, and indefinable - despite the rigorous treatment of the notion by Lewis in his Counterfactuals.
The idea seems to work only because it draws upon our prior expectations of causal relationships. The only way of
discerning whether one possible world is closer to the actual world than another possible world, is to draw upon our preexisting casual intuitions to guess which is the more causally likely. Since Lewis bases the theory of possible worlds
on our intuitions about causation, and then attempts to analyze causation in terms of a possible worlds analysis of
counterfactuals, the theory becomes quite circular. And as a means for discerning the truth-status of counterfactual
conditionals, that will not do. (But it does point the way towards a better alternative that I will explore shortly.)
There are philosophers, like Mackie, who argue that conditional statements in general are not statements for which
"True" and "false" apply. They argue that what they are is conditional assertions, rather than assertions of conditionals.
One does not evaluate the truth of "if A, then B". Instead, one evaluates the truth of "B, given A". On this
interpretation of conditionals, the evaluation of truth-status is modelled by the mathematics of conditional probabilities.
The advantages of this approach are that the mathematics of conditional probabilities is well understood, and it nicely
distinguishes "reasonable" from "unreasonable" conditionals of both kinds. The mathematics of conditional
probabilities was also well established before the theory of possible-worlds was suggested, so it can make do quite
nicely without the problems of understanding the notion of "closeness". But the consequence most germane for this
discussion is that it treats indicative and counterfactual conditionals identically. The only difference between them is
an intuitively natural difference in what is part of the "given" and what isn't. As Mackie points out, the English form "if
A, then B" must be understood as including two additional assumptions - "if A, then (ceteris paribus and mutatis
mutandis) B". All that differs between indicative and counter-factual conditionals, according to Mackie, is what is
assumed to be part of the "ceteris paribus" and what is assumed part of the "mutatis mutandis". To go back to our
outlandish counterfactual "if 5 had been even, then pigs would have flown" - this would have to be reformatted as
evaluating the probability of "pigs have flown, given 5 is even". It is reasonable to suppose (but on what basis?) that
the probability is very near zero. And that, according to the conditional-probability math, means that we should
evaluate the counterfactual as false.
But it is on the basis of our pre-existing causal intuitions that we find it reasonable to suppose that the probability of
"pigs have flown, given 5 is even" is very nearly zero. So it seems that both the possible worlds and the conditional
probability approaches rely on our pre-existing causal intuitions. And therein lies the key to a better solution. That is
the analysis of counter-factual conditionals on the basis of our causal expectations (our subjective beliefs about the
causal laws, rules, etc.).
This is not an analysis on the basis of actual causal laws (natural laws, rules, linkages, flows-of energy, or however else
one might choose to understand the notion of a causal relationship). The concept of causal laws is itself well known to
be problematic. Rather it is an analysis on the basis of a loose Humean notion of previously experienced and hence
now expected causal relationships with a carefully unspecified level of detail. As such, it thereby avoids the problems
inherent in specifying just exactly what "causation" amounts to, and what a "causal law" amounts to. By relying on our
subjective expectations of causal relationships, it allows that each individual will have their own catalogue of
expectations that they have learned through experience. Hence different people can come to different conclusions
about the truth of a given counterfactual. It also allows "causal" relationships that transcend any conception of physical
law. Hence one can evaluate as true (although misleading) the counterfactual "if Peter is not in the pub he is in the
library" when Peter is known to be in the pub. Consider for example, a common causal expectation about a roulette
table that has had a run of several reds. The common expectation is that a black is more likely on the next spin. The
expectation is wrong, of course (its called the "gambler's fallacy"). But it is common enough that casinos display
running lists of the last ten or twenty red/black results to seduce the gamblers into drawing upon it.
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The great advantage of the causal expectation approach over either the possible worlds analysis or the conditional
probability approach, is that it makes a clear distinction between "reasonable" and "unreasonable" conditionals. If there
is some manner of a causal relationship expected between the antecedent and the consequent, then the conditional is
"reasonable". Otherwise, it is "unreasonable". And this too fits nicely with our intuitions about which conditionals are
worthy of further consideration, and which are worthy of merely a chuckle or groan.
The causal approach provides a much more intuitively appealing, and English usage conforming, analysis of the truthstatus of counterfactual conditionals. If the causal expectations are such that given A, B is expected to be necessary or
more likely, then the counterfactual conditional is true. Otherwise, it is false. If there is no causal expectation linking
A to B, then the evaluated probability of "B, given A" will not differ from the evaluated probability of "B, given not-A".
And that will mean that the counterfactual conditional is false. Otherwise, it is true.
The means of distinguishing true counterfactual conditionals from false ones on the basis of our causal expectations is a
fully justified one because that personalized database of causal expectations is the foundation upon which we make all
our evaluations of the likely consequences for any choice. We have lots of practice in forecasting that "if I do A then B
will likely result". It is only slightly different to forecast "if (counter-factually) A then B would have likely resulted".
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"Truth entails coherence, not vice versa."
Does this refute coherence theories of truth?
It very much depends on what you think the statement means.
A Non-Coherentist (say, for example, a Correspondence Theorist) would maintain that the stated entailment should be
interpreted as "A entails B." This interpretation would be based on the premise that A is not the same as B - truth is not
the same as coherence - and therefore coherence results from truth, not vice versa. So a Correspondence Theorist
would maintain that the title quote does refute the Coherence Theory.
But a Coherence Theorist would deny that this is the proper interpretation. Instead, the Coherentist would maintain that
"Truth is coherence" and would therefore understand the stated entailment as "A entails A," and would not simply
disagree with, but would not even understand, the "not vice versa" business. A Coherence Theorist would agree with
the Correspondence Theorist that "Truth entails coherence." But the Coherence Theorist would deny that this is
because "Truth results in coherence" and would argue instead that this is because "Truth is coherence". The Coherence
Theorist would therefore understand the "not vice versa" phrase as meaning "not(A entails A)" - in other words as
denying an obvious identity - and obviously nonsense. So a Coherence Theorist would maintain that the title quote
does not refute the Coherence Theory.
Only if one understands the "not vice versa" phrase as meaning "not(coherence entails truth)" can the titled quote be
seen as a refutation of the coherence theory of truth. But this is an understanding that the Correspondence Theorist
would agree is obvious, while the Coherence Theorist would refuse to accept as not logically possible.
So how one understands what the words mean will result from how one thinks about truth, not vice versa. The
statement cannot therefore really be used as a refutation of coherence theories of truth. Although it is often employed
by critics of the Coherence Theory of truth.

Coherence?
A "Coherence Theory of Truth" maintains that the truth of any (true) proposition consists in its coherence with some
specified set of propositions. To best appreciate the coherence thesis, it is easiest to contrast it with its main competitor
- the Correspondence Theory of Truth. Advocates of the correspondence theory believe that a belief is (generally)
ontologically distinct from the objective conditions which make the belief true. Coherentists do not believe that there is
an ontological distinction between beliefs and what makes beliefs true. From the Coherentist's perspective, reality is
something like a collection of beliefs. Consequently, a belief cannot be true because it corresponds to something which
is not a belief. Instead, the truth of a belief can only consist in its coherence with other beliefs. A coherence theory of
truth sometimes leads to the view that truth comes in degrees. A belief is true to the degree that it coheres with other
beliefs.
Coherence theories thus differ from the Correspondence Theory in two essential respects. The competing theories give
conflicting accounts of the relation between propositions and their truth conditions. According to one, the relation is
coherence, according to the other, it is correspondence. The competing theories also give conflicting accounts of truth
conditionals. According to coherence theories, the truth conditionals of propositions consist in other propositions. The
correspondence theory, in contrast, states that the truth conditionals of propositions are not (in general) propositions, but
rather objective features of the world. (Even the correspondence theorist holds that propositions about propositions have
propositions as their truth conditionals.)
Coherence theorists (at least those who do not believe that the "Specified set" is the set of propositions believed by an
omniscient intellect) are committed to the rejection of both the law of the excluded middle (that either P or ¬P is true)
and the principle of transcendence (no matter what the evidence in support of P, it is possible that ¬P). Since the
Coherentist is dealing with propositions believed and not the set of all possible propositions, it is not necessary that for
every proposition either P or ¬P will cohere with the given specified set of beliefs. And since any proposition that
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coheres with a set of beliefs is known to cohere with the set, it is not possible for P to be true and not known to be true.
(A Coherentist does accept the principle of bivalence, since any proposition P will either cohere or not cohere with the
given specified set. And a Coherentist who maintains that the "Specified set" is the set of propositions believed by an
omniscient intellect is effectively agreeing with the Correspondence Theorist, just using different words to describe
what the truth corresponds with. The Correspondence Theorist maintains that true propositions correspond to the world
- facts, states of affairs, or what-have-you. The omniscient-intellect Coherentist maintains that true propositions cohere
with the set of all possible true propositions. Given that both would agree that the totality of reality (whether of a
realist or an anti-realist variety) is fully described by the set of all possible true propositions, these two positions are
effectively the same.)
There are several different versions of the coherence theory of truth. Versions of the coherence theory differ on two
major issues - (i) they provide different accounts of what constitutes the coherence relation; and (ii) they provide
different accounts of the set (or sets) of propositions with which true propositions cohere (the "Specified set").
According to one common version of the coherence theory, the coherence relation is simply consistency. To say that a
proposition "coheres" with a specified set of propositions is to say that the proposition is logically consistent with the set
- i.e. does not contradict any member (or group of members) of the set. The "Truth entails coherence" criticism attacks
this account of coherence as unsatisfactory for the following reason. Consider two propositions (say "P" and "¬P")
which do not yet belong to a specified set. The critic argues that it is logically possible that both of these propositions
could each be suitably consistent with some particular specified set and yet be inconsistent with each other. If
coherence is consistency, and truth is coherence, the Coherence Theorist would have to claim that both propositions are
true. But this is intuitively difficult to accept and challenges the theory's notion of coherence as consistency. (The
argument can be suitably reworked to address the various other ways that the Coherentist chooses to understand
"coherence".) The critic then offers the argument that (at most) only one of these two propositions is true
(independently of coherence), and that truth entails coherence, and not vice versa.
On the other hand, the Coherentist can reply that the concern is with propositions believed, and not just any arbitrary
propositions. So it is irrelevant that "P" and "¬P" contradict each other, or are each logically consistent with some
particular set of other propositions. What is relevant is that given some previously delimited "Specified set" of beliefs,
one or the other will cohere - not both. In other words, the Coherentist would deny that the scenario proposed by the
critic is logically possible.
Coherence theories generally agree that the "Specified set" consists of propositions believed or held to be true. They
differ on the question of who believes the propositions and when. At one extreme, a coherence theorist can hold that
the specified set of propositions is the largest consistent set of propositions currently believed by some group of actual
people. A moderate position has the specified set consisting of those propositions which will be believed when people
like us (with finite cognitive capacities) have reached some limit of inquiry. At the other extreme, a coherence theorist
can maintain that the specified set contains the propositions which would be believed by an omniscient intellect, or by
us at the ideal limit of investigation.
The "Truth entails coherence" criticism attacks any specification of a "Specified set" using an argument very similar to
the one described above. Consider two mutually contradictory propositions (say "P" and "¬P" again) which do not yet
belong to the initially given "Specified set". The critic argues that it is logically possible that each of these propositions
could be properly coherent (however the Coherentist chooses to understand "coherence") with a different subset (which
by stipulation are to be considered equal across any measure of significance) of the given "Specified set". Then the
resulting two "Specified sub-sets" will also be mutually contradictory. The argument is that there is no basis from
which to choose which of the two "Specified sub-sets" is to be regarded as true. In other words, there is no basis from
which to judge which of the two initial mutually contradictory propositions is true and which is false. Like before, this
is intuitively difficult to accept and challenges the theory's notion of truth as coherence. The specification objection
notes that, having somehow established an appropriate "maximally coherent set of propositions", the Coherentist is
forced to make one extra claim - that this maximally coherent set is to be preferred to some alternative maximally
coherent set. In other words, that this coherent set is "True" whereas that one is false. The critic offers the argument
that (at most) only one of these two sets is true (independently of coherence), and that truth entails coherence, and not
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vice versa.
On the other hand, Coherentists do not believe that the truth of a proposition consists in coherence with any arbitrarily
chosen set of propositions. Rather, they hold that truth consists in coherence with a set of beliefs, or with a set of
propositions held to be true. Since it can be assumed that no one actually believes a set of propositions within which a
sub-set can be found that each of those two mutually contradictory propositions coheres, coherence theorists can
conclude that one is false without contradicting themselves. In other words, the Coherentist would again deny that
while the scenario proposed by the critic is logically possible, it is not practically possible given the beliefs that people
actually do have.
The most telling criticism implied by the title quote is the argument that a coherence theory of truth has no means of
answering questions like: (i) what is it about a specified set of coherent propositions that makes them coherent? (ii)
why do some sets of propositions cohere, and not others? (iii) is there any way of distinguishing between two
internally coherent sets of propositions that are mutually contradictory? Correspondence Theorists would maintain that
it is the nature of the underlying reality that makes the difference. In the words of the title quote: (i) it is the evidence
transcendent fact of truth that results in the coherence of true beliefs; (ii) true beliefs cohere because reality itself is
coherent; and (iii) what distinguishes between two internally coherent sets of propositions that are mutually
contradictory is that one corresponds to reality and the other does not. In other words, the Correspondence Theorist
maintains that it is truth that explains coherence, and not coherence that defines truth.
On the other hand, the Coherentist can reply that the questions asked commit something of a "frame error". We cannot
"get outside" our set of beliefs and compare propositions to objective facts. We can only know that a proposition
coheres with a set of beliefs. We can never know that a proposition corresponds to reality. The coherence of a
proposition with a set of beliefs is considered a good indication that the proposition corresponds to "reality" (however
understood) and that we can thereby have a justified belief that a proposition corresponds with reality. But we can
never get beyond that justification. So if there is anything that can be called the "cause" of the coherence of our set of
coherent beliefs, it cannot be anything other than another belief. So the critics' talk of a thing called "Truth" that is the
cause of the coherence is nothing but another belief that coheres in the usual way. Trying to talk of something that is
not a belief is to talk of something that we have no access to.
The end result of all of this give and take between the Coherentist and the Critic is that whether or not the title quote is
seen as a refutation of the coherence theory of truth or simply a tautology abutted to a bit of nonsense, will intimately
depend on one's theory of truth. It is a refutation of the coherence theories of truth only for those who do not need such
a refutation. And it is not a refutation of the coherence theories of truth for those who hold such a theory.
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One can understand the claim, "The baby has been sick all day",
without supposing there is one and only one baby in the world.
So Russell's theory of definite descriptions is wrong.'
Discuss.
A definite description is a phrase in the form of "The X" where X is a noun-phrase or a singular common noun(1). In
this case, "The X" is the noun phrase "The baby". A definite description is called "proper" if the noun phrase applies to
(or picks out from the world) a unique individual or object. For example "The Prime Minister of Canada on January
1st, 2009" applies to, or picks out, or denotes the particular individual existent known as "Stephen Harper". A definite
description where the noun phrase applies to more than one thing, like "The baby", is called "improper". (And just to
complete the picture, a definite description that applies to nothing - like "The first man on Mars" or "The largest prime
number" - is also called "improper".)
In his 1905 seminal work "On Denoting"(2), Bertrand Russell presented what has become recognized as the benchmark
analysis of proper definite descriptions. His analysis of the definite description "The baby has been sick all day" would
break down the phrase as the logical conjunction of three separate assertions: (i)

there is at least one x such that x is a baby; and

(ii)

there is at most one x such that x is baby; and

(iii)

whatever is x has been sick all day.

In the symbology of classical quantified predicate logic, this would be translated as (∃x)(Bx & (∀y)(By ⊃ y=x) & Sx) where "B" is the predicate "is a baby"
and "S" is the predicate "has been sick all day".
Now clearly, by Russell's theory of definite descriptions, the truth-status of this description turns out false, since there is
obviously more than one baby in the world. (The conjunct (∀y)(By ⊃ y=x) is false, therefore the conjunction of the
three conjuncts is false.) Hence, on a superficial analysis, Russell's theory of definite descriptions is quite inadequate in
providing a meaning for this statement. Thus the suggestion that Russell's theory of definite descriptions is wrong.
However, following the suggestions of many post-Russellian philosophers (particularly Neale(3)), the superficial
difficulties with Russell's approach to understanding improper definite descriptions can be easily corrected.
First, we have to recognize a distinction between a statement or sentence containing a definite description - like the
statement in the essay title - and an utterance of that statement or sentence. Recognizing the distinction allows us to
acknowledge that no definite description is uttered (written, spoken, or thought) without being uttered at some specific
time, in some specific place, by some specific speaker, in some specific context of discourse. The naÃƒÂ¯ve
interpretation of the Russellian theory of definite descriptions, when applied to utterances rather than statements or
sentences, can then be expanded to take into consideration these additional contextual factors.
We can add to the naÃƒÂ¯ve Russellian interpretation of "The baby" an additional element that provides for those
contextual factors that distinguish an utterance from just a string of symbols on the page. The contextually delineated
conditions narrow the field of relevance so that the description, as actually used, does pick out a single individual baby as Russell's theory requires. Such an extension of Russell's original theory is intuitively acceptable since it is eminently
reasonable to suppose that no one would actually employ the statement "The baby has been sick all day" without having
some specific baby in mind. The additional contextual element that is added to the theory simply takes into
consideration the contextual elements that allow us to identify which baby the utterer has in mind. With this
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contextualizing addition to the classical Russellian interpretation of the description, the uniqueness clause of the
conjunction becomes true. The symbolic formulation is expanded into (∃x)((Bx & Cx) & (∀y)((By & Cy) ⊃ y=x) & Sx) where "B" is the predicate "is a baby", and
"C" is some contextual factor that narrows the field of discourse,
and
"S" is the is the predicate "has been sick all day".
In the case of some specific utterance of the particular statement of the essay title, say by me at the time of this writing,
the additional contextual factors might be "That I have been hearing crying next door." Hence, when the definite
description is contextualized by the context of utterance, we have a proper definite description that picks out one and
only one unique existent in the world. Russell's theory of definite descriptions is rehabilitated. The "improper"
definite description "The baby" is understood to denote one unique existent - in the case of this utterance, the individual
of the baby that I have been hearing all day next door.
There remains one potential difficulty with a contextualization of Russell's Theory of Descriptions. That difficulty
arises from the fact that the contextual factors are not explicit. Russell's theory was an attempt to provide an objective
meaning for definite descriptions - a way in which we could objectively determine what a definite description actually
means. However, if one has to rely on non-explicit contextual factors in order to correctly understand the meaning of
an improper definite description, then Russell's theory of descriptions is turned into a subjective theory. Each
interpreter of some improper definite description might apply a different set of contextualizing factors. Rather than
rendering a single objective interpretation, therefore, an utterance of an improper definite description (like that in the
title statement), might generate multiple competing subjective interpretations. If I were to assert to you that "The baby
has been sick all day", I might mean "The baby (that I have been hearing crying next door) has been sick all day". And
you might understand me to mean "The baby (that I can see over there) has been sick all day".
This would be a serious, perhaps fatal, problem for anyone who maintains that the meanings of language utterances are
(at least to some degree) fixed and objective. For example, anyone who follows Putnam's "meanings ain't just in the
head"(4) meaning-externalism would have serious difficulties with a contextualized Russellian theory of definite
descriptions. On the other hand, for those of us who follow Searle(5), the subjectiveness of a contextualized Russellian
theory of definite descriptions would be the expected result. A detailed analysis of Putnam's meaning externalism
versus Searle's meaning internalism is beyond the scope of this essay. However, actual experience with the confusions
that have arisen in conversation would seem to support a Searlean position of meaning internalism, and a subjective
contextualization of Russell's Theory of Definite Descriptions.
So one can indeed understand the claim, "The baby has been sick all day", without supposing there is one and only one
baby in the world - simply by acknowledging that whenever that claim is actually made the utterer (under normal
circumstances) has some specific baby in mind. So a contextualized extension of Russell's theory of definite
descriptions is not thereby wrong.
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Can the sentence "The man over there drinking Martini is a philosopher"
be true
even though nothing satisfies the definite description?
Justify your answer.
A definite description is a phrase in the form of "the X" where X is a noun-phrase or a singular common noun(1). In
this case, "the X" is the noun phrase "The man over there drinking Martini". A definite description is called "proper" if
the noun phrase applies to (or picks out from the world) a unique individual or object. For example "The Prime
Minister of Canada on January 1st, 2009" applies to, or picks out, or denotes the particular individual existent known as
"Stephen Harper". A definite description where the noun phrase applies to more than one thing, like "The baby", is
called "improper". And to complete the picture, a definite description that applies to nothing - like "The first man on
Mars" or "The largest prime number" or "The man over there drinking Martini" when there is no such man - is also
called "improper".
In his 1905 seminal work "On Denoting"(2), Bertrand Russell presented what has become recognized as the benchmark
analysis of proper definite descriptions. His analysis of the definite description "The man over there drinking Martini is
a philosopher" would break down the phrase as the logical conjunction of three separate assertions: (i)

there is at least one x such that x is a man over there drinking Martini; and

(ii) there is at most one x such that x is a man over there drinking Martini; and
(iii) whatever is x is a philosopher.
In the symbology of classical quantified predicate logic, this would be translated as (∃x)(Mx & (∀y)(My ⊃ y=x) & Px) where "M" is the predicate "is a man over there drinking Martini"
and "P" is the predicate "is a philosopher".
Now clearly, by Russell's theory of definite descriptions, the truth-status of this description turns out false, since ex
hypothesi, there is no x that fulfills the existential quantifier. Hence, according to a superficial application of Russell's
theory of definite descriptions one would have to evaluate the title statement as false, just because there is nothing that
satisfies the definite description.
Now this result is sometimes considered to be a problem for Russell's Theory of Descriptions. It turns out that in
general usage, contrary to the expectations of Russell's Theory of Descriptions, I can assert "The man over there
drinking Martini is a philosopher" in order to bring to your attention a person who I believe is a philosopher, without
that person being either a man or drinking Martini. And it is usually accepted that if the person I so bring to your
attention is indeed a philosopher, I have asserted truly. This intuitive contradiction to Russell's theory is offered as a
demonstration that Russell's theory is fatally flawed
However, following the suggestions of H.P. Grice(3), Russell's theory of definite descriptions can be adjusted so as to
avoid this difficulty.
First, we have to recognize a distinction between a statement or sentence containing a definite description - like the
statement in the essay title - and an utterance of that statement or sentence. Recognizing the distinction allows us to
acknowledge that no definite description is uttered (written, spoken, or thought) without being uttered in some specific
context of discourse, by an utterer directed to an audience.
Second, we have to recognize a distinction between the words actually employed and the "message" being
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communicated. Grice argued that conversational discourse is a purposeful and cooperative enterprise. It is purposeful
in that it is always assumed that the utterer intends to communicate some ideas (a "message") to the audience using the
words employed in the context of usage. If the words, taken literally, do not communicate a relevant "message", then
the audience will interpret the words within the context to find the implied "message". For example, suppose I am
asked "Is John is a good driver?" And suppose I respond "He would make a good parking attendant!" Clearly, my
message here is that John is not a good driver. My message is not that he would make a good parking attendant
because in the context of discourse, that information would not be a relevant response to the question. So the audience
will seek the implied message in the fact that I did not directly answer the question. Hence one must distinguish
between the literal meaning of the words actually uttered, and the "message" actually intended by the utterer.
Although I may utter the description "The man over there drinking Martini", if the audience finds no actual existent
satisfying the description, they will seek a non-literal interpretation. Employing Grice's "Cooperative Principle" (and
the associated maxims) the assumption that I am attempting to communicate a relevant "message" will induce the
audience to seek an alternative, and more meaningful in context, interpretation of my words. The audience can assume
that what I actually mean to do by using these words is not to describe some object over there as a man drinking a
Martini, but to draw your attention to the object over there that looks to me like a man drinking Martini. Hence,
although the sentence "The man over there drinking Martini is a philosopher" might not be literally true, in an
appropriate context of discourse it may have a non-literal interpretation that is true. And you will proceed to search out
the area "over there" for a person that might look to me like a man drinking Martini, about whom I could truly assert
"That is a philosopher".
This leads us to the distinction that Donnellan(4) draws between the referential use and the attributive use of a definite
description. Donnellan's famous illustrative example is the case of Smith's murderer. Suppose I see Jones on trial for
Smith's murder. During the trial, I observe that Jones is sitting at the defence table talking to himself. I assert to you
"Smith's murderer is insane." I employ the definite description "Smith's murderer" (equivalently "The murderer of
Smith") to draw to your attention the individual sitting at the defence table, on trial for murdering Smith. I employ the
definite description to refer to Jones, and to assert of Jones that he is insane. I do this even if Jones is not in fact Smith's
murderer. In other words, according to Donnellan, I successfully employ the definite description in a referential
manner, even though the description is in fact false about the individual to whom I am referring. And, arguably, my
statement is true if Jones is insane, not if some person x, who actually murdered Smith, is insane.
On the other hand, Dr. Barnes, having heard the testimony about the dramatically brutal and irrational nature of the
murder, asserts to the court "Smith's murderer is insane." He thereby is not referring to Jones, who happens to be on
trial for the crime. He asserts the property of being insane of whoever fits the description of "The murderer of Smith".
The doctor employs the definite description in an attributive manner, irrespective of whatever unique existent the
description picks out from the world.
The difference between the two uses of the definite description is one of intent. In the case of referential usage, the
intent is to use the description to denote a specific individual - whether or not the description is accurate. In the case of
attributive usage, the intent is to use the description to pick out from the world whoever matches the description.
Referential usage is "object dependent" in that successful referential usage is dependent on the object intended to be
picked out from the world. Attributive usage is "object independent" in that attributive usage is successful if any object
is picked out from the world by "fitting" the description.
Apply this distinction to the essay's title statement. If I successfully employ the definite description in a referential
manner to draw your attention to the particular referent of which I wish to assert that [he/she/it] is a philosopher, then
one can argue that the statement in question is true if that person is indeed a philosopher.
In other words, the sentence "The man over there drinking Martini is a philosopher' can be true even though nothing
satisfies the definite description. And it can be true because (i) I am using words that are literally false to imply (via
Gricean implicature) a definite description that is true; and (ii) I am employing the definite description in an objectdependent referential manner to draw your attention to a particular existent, regardless of the accuracy of the description
I use. Hence the statement can be true as long as the person to which I am referring is in truth a philosopher, whether
or not that person is a man or is drinking Martini.
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What is Goodman's New Riddle of Induction? How, if at all, can it be
solved?
Nelson Goodman first presented his "new riddle of induction" in a 1946 paper(1) and then elaborated on his idea in 1955
in his Fact, Fiction and Forecast(2). 
Before describing Goodman's riddle, I must first say a few words about what he
would refer to as the "old riddle of induction". 
This will set the stage for the solution I offer to Goodman's "new
riddle". The solution I offer to the riddle is based on the notion of pattern recognition, where projectible predicates are
those that describe patterns in the data and non-projectible predicates are those that describe patterns that extend beyond
our experiences.
The "old riddle of induction" is the problem of how we justify the assumption that the future will be like the past.
Goodman is of the opinion that Hume offered what is the only possible solution to this riddle. Hume argues that the
experience of constant conjunction fosters a "habit of the mind" that leads us to anticipate that the future will be
consistent with past experienced regularities.
"First we may observe, that the supposition, that the future resembles the past, is not founded on
arguments of any kind, but is derived entirely from habit, by which we are determined to expect for the
future the same train of objects, to which we have been accustomed. This habit or determination to
transfer the past to the future is full and perfect; and consequently the first impulse of the imagination in
this species of reasoning is endowed with the same qualities."
                                                                                   
Dave Hume(3)
In modern evolutionary terms, we have evolved and ability to notice regularities (patterns) in our environment and our
experiences, and to base our choices and decisions on the assumption that those regularities / patterns will persist into
the future. 
There would be no evolutionary advantage in the ability to recognize patterns in our experiences, and hence
no evolutionary pressure to evolve the ability, if we could not successfully make use of such information by anticipating
the future on the basis of past patterns. 
In other words, we are evolutionarily predisposed to assume that the future will
be like the past. But note that this evolutionary take on inductive reasoning understands induction in terms of pattern
recognition -- a skill we are particularly good at, a skill for which our neural-net brains are particularly well
constructed. 
The difference between an acceptable and an unacceptable inductive inference, on this understanding,
becomes the difference between a pattern within our experiences for which we have good evidence versus a pattern for
which we do not have good evidence. In particular, when discussing Goodman's new riddle of induction, it will become
the difference between patterns for which we have evidence versus patterns for which we have no evidence.
Goodman argues that both our rules of deduction and our rules of induction are justified in the same virtuously circular
fashion "A rule [of reasoning] is amended if it yields an inference we are unwilling to accept; an inference is
rejected if it violates a rule we are unwilling to amend."(4)
He concludes that this is all that is possible to offer in the way of justifying either our premise of "futurity" (that the
future will be like the past), or our premise that nature is deductively consistent. 
The defined rules of deductive logic
may dictate that the conclusion of a deductively valid argument is necessarily true if the premises are true, but you still
have to check reality from time to time to see if the conclusion is indeed true, no matter how firmly you believe the
premises to be true. 
The assumption underlying the defined rules of deductive logic is just the same "futurity"
assumption that underlies inductive reasoning -- in the future, reality will continue to exhibit deductive consistency,
because it has done so in the past.
That Goodman considers the "old riddle of induction" to be adequately resolved by Hume's "habit", means that the
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context in which his "new riddle of induction" must be addressed needs to presuppose this resolution.
Goodman presents his new riddle in the context of Hempel's theory of confirmation(5) and a discussion of how we can
tell which hypotheses are confirmed by any given evidence. 
Goodman's new riddle of induction thus involves not the
question of how we can justify the futurity assumption, but the question of how we can justify our choices of the
regularities / patterns onto which we apply that futurity assumption. How, in Goodman's words, do we distinguish
between law-like, confirmable, projectible predicates from non-law-like, un-confirmable, non-projectible predicates?
From the collection of particular observations that all emeralds so far observed have been green, Goodman proposes that
two incompatible hypotheses (patterns) can be supported:
(a)   
 All emeralds are green, and
(b)  
 All emeralds are grue.
The predicate "grue" Goodman defines as applying "to all things examined before t just in case they are green, but to
other things just in case they are blue."(6) (Note that contrary to many interpretations(7), "grue" does not entail that
things already observed will change colour after time t, and need not be understood as a colour predicate) 
It is
Goodman's point that we readily recognize that "grue" is a perverse predicate. His "new riddle of induction" is the
problem of explaining in a principled way just why it is that "grue" but not "green" is perverse.
Goodman's choice to discuss emeralds in the context of his "grue" predicate was unfortunate. Emeralds are green by
definition(8). 
A non-green emerald-like thing would not be an emerald. 
Emeralds are a variety of the mineral beryl
(Be3Al2(SiO3)6) coloured green by trace amounts of chromium or vanadium.(9) 
We now understand enough about the
physics of photons to understand just how it comes to be that that beryl with trace amounts of chromium or vanadium
appear to be coloured green. So, if after some time t, we discover some gem that is blue (as would be anticipated on the
basis of a persisting "grue" pattern), then that gem would either not be beryl, or not be doped with trace amounts of
chromium or vanadium. In other words, either such a blue gem would not be an "emerald", or the physics of photons
would have changed dramatically. 
Hence, given the background information we have about the nature of emeralds, the
predicate "grue" can be dismissed as not really identifying a possible pattern in the stock of past experiences we have
about green emeralds. But I'll ignore this quibble for the remainder of this essay, and pretend that "emeralds" might
possibly be blue.
There is, however, an even more global reason for dismissing perverse predicates like "grue". 
All grue-like predicates
contain within them a reference to some boundary -- either temporal (as in grue), spatial, or relational -- across which is
proposed some kind of change in the observed pattern, a change for which we have no evidentiary support. And it is the
existence of that anticipated, but inexplicable, change that makes the predicate perverse. The fact that all the emeralds
we have so far examined have been green, offers no support whatever to the hypothesis that after some time t, the next
emerald we examine will be blue. This difficulty exists for all grue-like predicates.
This difficulty persists, even though Goodman argues that the boundary in the case of "grue" is not a necessary feature
of the predicate. 
He argues that "green" and "blue" can be defined in terms of "grue" and "bleen" -- and within those
definitions, it is "green" and "blue" that would contain the temporal boundary, while "grue" and "bleen" would be the
unbounded predicates. Goodman suggests that by defining "green" and "blue" in terms of "grue" and "bleen" we would
be making "green" and "blue" the perverse predicates, to the salvation of "grue" and "bleen".
But by doing so, Goodman seems to gloss over the significance of what it would mean to recognize a pattern in our
experiences, and how that would translate into the meaning of an unbounded predicate. 
You can't meaningfully
recognize a new pattern in our mass of experiential data if the collection of data we are limited to is an isolated subset of
that greater mass. Any pattern recognized within the subset, would be applicable only to the subset, not to the whole
mass. Hence, any proper analysis of induction must necessarily take place within an "all things considered"
environment. To recognize a globally meaningful pattern in our experiential evidence, we need to consider the global
mass of that evidence.
Consider Ms. Grue, who speaks Gruelish -- a language in which "grue" and "bleen" are basic pattern description
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predicates. 
It is then true that Ms. Grue would converse with Mr. Green (who speaks Greenlish -- also known as
English) by translating the Greenlish words "green" and "blue" into concepts that refer to the Gruelish predicates "grue"
and "bleen" and a temporal boundary. So that, as Goodman suggests, Ms. Grue can argue that it is Mr. Green who is
operating with the perverse predicates. 
But based on her recognized pattern of "grue" emeralds, what does Ms. Grue
anticipate will be the appropriate pattern predicate of the next emerald she examines after that boundary time t? 
Ms.
Grue, speaking Gruelish, and thinking in terms of the pattern "grue", will naturally anticipate that after time t emeralds
will continue to be grue. 
But the question is just what that anticipation entails in an "all things considered" framework.
Suppose, first, that Ms. Grue can distinguish (somehow, either anatomically or technically) between photons of roughly
520--570 nanometres and photons of roughly 440--490 nm. 
Then this will mean that if Ms. Grue's identified "grue"
pattern is to persist, after time t chromium doped beryl will transmit photons in the 440--490 nm range instead of the so
far observed 520--570 nm range. In other words, by recognizing that "green" and "blue" can be defined in terms of
"grue" and "bleen" and some boundary time t, Ms. Grue is acknowledging that her "grue" pattern predicate is
anticipating a change in the physics of photons. A change for which she must admit she has no experiential support.
Hence, Ms. Grue, in Gruelish, must acknowledge that her "grue" predicate is perverse.
Suppose, on the other hand, that for some reason, Ms. Grue is not able to distinguish between photons of roughly 520-570 nm and photons of roughly 440--490 nm. Then Ms. Grue will not be able to discern any change taking place in the
emeralds she observes as the time progresses past the boundary time t. 
Emeralds will continue to be observed to be
"grue" -- her "grue" pattern nicely persists. In this case, to Ms. Grue, her "grue" predicate is not perverse at all. 
So one
can argue that non-perverse predicates (in Goodman's term, "projectible" predicates) are the ones that do not involve any
discernable change (a change not part of the observed pattern within existing experience, that is).
In her discussions with Mr. Green, Ms. Grue will maintain that the Greenlish terms "green" and "blue" are but two
different words for the same pattern within the evidence. And she will be completely at a loss to explain why Mr. Green
should choose to switch words for the same pattern at some time t. 
Now, of course, there are two alternative reasons
why Ms. Grue might not be able to distinguish between photons of 520--570 nm and photons of 440--490 nm. 
On the
simple side, Ms. Grue may not be equipped, either anatomically or technically, to detect any unexplained change in the
evidentiary data underlying her "grue" pattern. In which case, Ms. Grue may not be able to detect that her "grue"
predicate is perverse, but Mr. Green certainly can. On the complicated side, the Universe may, in actual fact, change at
time t, such that there is no difference discernable by either Ms. Grue or Mr. Green. 
In which case Ms. Grue has the
non-perverse predicate while Mr. Green will discover that his "green" predicate is perverse. 
But for neither of them, is
there any experiential basis for claiming a pattern in the evidence that anticipates a Universal change in the physics of
photons.
But the obvious perverseness of Goodman's Grue, does nothing to resolve the deeper point that Goodman was
attempting to demonstrate. 
The only support we have for the predicates that we project into the future, are the patterns
that we recognize in the evidence we have experienced. 
And the only basis for preferring one pattern hypothesis versus
another pattern hypothesis within the same body of evidence, is that one pattern covers a greater body of experience
(without lapping over the limits of the data) than another. If, as Goodman supposes in the case of "grue" versus "green",
there is no discernable difference in the suitability of two identified yet incompatible patterns, then there simply is no
basis on which to prefer one pattern hypothesis over another. 
But induction never takes place in isolation. 
It is always a
process of "all things considered" pattern recognition. 
The patterns we detect within our body of experience will change
as that body of experience grows. In many cases, old patterns will be seen to be smaller parts of larger patterns. 
In
some cases, larger patterns may invalidate our earlier identification of smaller patterns. As in the case of "grue", our
larger experience with photon transmission in beryl invalidates the smaller hypothesized pattern of "grue". 
But until we
discover our own Mr. Green, or until we actually pass the boundaries, we will never discover if one, some, or all of our
pattern predicates have been perverse.
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What is the Best Response to the Paradox of the Ravens?
In this essay, I will first describe the origin and nature of the Paradox of the Ravens. Then I will briefly describe some
of the less popular responses to the puzzle, before continuing with a description of the response most widely accepted in
the literature. I will, however, side-step the issue of how to define "best" in this context. 
Instead, I will conclude by
documenting why I agree with the general opinion that the Bayesian analysis is sufficiently useful to be regarded as
"the" response to the paradox of the ravens.
The "Paradox of the Ravens" was proposed by the German logician Carl Gustav Hempel in the 1940s to illustrate a
problem where inductive logic seems to violate intuition(1). 
Hempel proposed the inductive hypothesis "All ravens are
black", and explored how it is that we confirm this hypothesis. 
In strict logical terms, by the Contrapositive Law of
deductive logic, this hypothesis is equivalent to "Everything that is not black is not a raven". 
Clearly, the observation of
a white shoe is evidence in support of this latter hypothesis -- a white shoe is not black and is not a raven. 
But since the
two hypotheses are logically equivalent, the observation of a white shoe must also be accepted as evidence in support of
the hypothesis that "All ravens are black". Which appears to be counter-intuitive.
The apparent paradox relies on three premises that are regarded as intuitively plausible, yet are logically inconsistent.
Premise 1 (Nicod's Condition) -- In the absence of other evidence, the observation that some object a is both F
and G confirms the generalization that all F are G. It is readily acceptable that observing a black raven confirms
the generalization that all ravens are black.
Premise 2 (Equivalence Condition) -- If evidence confirms a proposition, then it also confirms any logically
equivalent proposition. 
The rules of deductive logic demand that the truth conditions of logically equivalent
propositions are the same.
Premise 3 -- In the absence of other evidence, a white shoe does not confirm the hypothesis that all ravens are
black.
To "resolve" the paradox, obviously one of these three premises must be denied. And to provide a "good" resolution for
the paradox (again, without getting into what would define "good" in this context), that denial must rest on some solid
rationale.
I.J. Good(2) and Patrick Maher(3) are two philosophers who have explored the potential of denying Nicod's Condition.
They each have pointed out that in certain conditions of background knowledge, Nicod's Condition turns out to be false.
Consider, for example, someone who is familiar only with birds in the parrot family. Parrots come in a delightful
multitude of colours. When advised that a raven is a bird, such a person might reasonably conclude that ravens, like
other birds, would come in a multitude of colours. 
Seeing a black raven would then not confirm the hypothesis that "all
ravens are black", but would instead confirm the hypothesis that "all ravens are multi-coloured". Drawing on the
equivalency condition, this would entail that observing a white shoe would also not confirm the hypothesis that all
ravens are black. 
So there is a reasonable case to be made that Nicod's Condition ought to be dropped from the
paradoxical argument.
Hempel was aware of this argument, but responded that the paradox must be understood in the context of either no
background information, or actual rather than fanciful background information(4). 
Dropping Nicod's Condition might
be justifiable under some imaginable conditions, but is clearly not justifiable given our actual background knowledge of
ravens in particular, and birds in general (i.e. that birds in the same species are usually similarly coloured). 
Similarly, it
is clearly not justifiable if all background information is to be rejected when considering the logic of the paradox.
W.V.O. Quine offered another approach to justify dropping Nicod's Condition. Quine argued that only certain "natural
kind" predicates obey Nicod's Condition, while artificially contrived predicates do not(5). 
Hence, Nicod's Condition
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holds for black ravens because black ravens form a "natural kind". But Nicod's Condition does not hold for the artificial
predicate "non-black non-ravens" because it does not delimit a "natural kind". 
This approach was offered in the context
of Nelson Goodman's example of the predicate "grue". But it serves equally well as a resolution to the paradox of the
ravens. 
Hempel's ravens argument appears paradoxical, on this basis, because we automatically apply Nicod's
Condition to all predicates, when in fact it is only valid when applied to "natural kinds".
Of course, Quine's response to the paradox only works if one accepts the "natural kinds" approach to linguistic
predicates. 
There are many objections to the concept of "natural kinds", but I will side-step that debate in this essay by
simply noting that as a resolution of the ravens paradox, the "natural kinds" justification for dropping Nicod's Condition
is not widely accepted.
Israel Scheffler and Nelson Goodman offered an argument for dropping the Equivalence Condition premise(6). 
Their
notion of "Selective Confirmation" draws upon the theory of Karl Popper(7) that scientific hypotheses are never
confirmed, only falsified. The concept of "selective confirmation" of a proposition is understood as a falsification of the
contrary proposition. The observation of a black raven thus does not confirm the hypothesis that "all ravens are black".
Rather, it falsifies the contrary hypothesis that "no ravens are black". 
In other words, selective confirmation violates the
equivalency condition because observing a black raven selectively confirms "all ravens are black" (by falsifying its
contrary), but not "all non-black things are non-ravens" (because it does not falsify its contrary). A white shoe (a nonblack-non-raven) therefore does not selectively confirm the hypothesis that "all ravens are black" because it is consistent
with both "all ravens are black" and "no ravens are black".
The notion of selective confirmation is one example of an approach to the concept of "supporting evidence" that does
not coincide with the concept of "increased likelihood". Since by the laws of the probability calculus, logically
equivalent propositions must have the same probabilities, any suggested resolution to the ravens paradox that denies the
equivalency condition must interpret "supporting evidence" in terms that do not coincide with a notion of probability.
There are a number of approaches of this sort that have been offered in the vast literature on the ravens paradox, but
none has attracted wide support. 
In the interests of brevity, therefore, I will not pursue them further.
The solution to the paradox that has achieved the widest acceptance, is the denial of the 3rd premise. 
This means
accepting the apparently paradoxical conclusion that the observation of a white shoe (a non-black non-raven) does
indeed support the hypothesis that all ravens are black.
The most widely accepted argument in support of this response to the ravens paradox, is the Bayesian analysis.
However, as Chihara(8) has pointed out, there is not one single Bayesian analysis. Rather there is a multitude of slightly
different analyses. 
All of which take an anti-Popperian view of hypothesis confirmation, and all of which adopt a
"probability raising" notion of "supporting evidence". 
Despite the range of alternative analyses of the scenario, there is
a common conclusion. Because of the relative (subjectively estimated or historically observed) infrequency of ravens to
non-ravens and black things to non-black things, the observation of a white shoe does increase the probability of the
hypothesis that "all ravens are black" but only to a very miniscule degree.
Formally, in one version, Bayes' Theorem states -P(H/e.k) = P(e/H.k) x P(H/k)
                  
P(e/k)
In words -- the (posterior) probability of the hypothesis H, given the evidence e and the background knowledge k is
equal to the probability of the evidence e given the hypothesis H and the background knowledge k, times the
(antecedent) probability of the hypothesis H given the background k, all divided by the probability of the evidence e
given the background k.
In the Ravens scenario where the hypothesis H is "All ravens are black", and e is "a white shoe", the P(e/H.k) is almost
equal to P(e/k), so P(H/e.k) is almost equal to P(H/k). 
P(e/k) is only minimally less than P(e/H.k) because the
hypothesis that "all ravens are black" minimally reduces the vast number of things that are non-black and non-raven,
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when compared to the situation without that hypothesis. 
The probability of seeing a white shoe, given all that we know
about the world, is only minimally less than the probability of seeing a white shoe, given all that we know about the
world combined with the hypothesis that all of one collection of things (the ravens) will be black.
Premise 3 above gains its appearance of plausibility because the degree to which a white shoe confirms that "all ravens
are black" is so very close to zero that for all practical purpose it can be (and hence is) treated as zero.
Despite the wide acceptance of the Bayesian response to the Ravens paradox, the Bayesian approach does suffer from a
couple of difficulties. 
One is major and serious, and one is minor and only sometimes serious. 
The major and serious
difficulty with any Bayesian analysis is that it depends upon probabilities -- and we do not have a very good
understanding of just what constitutes a probability (or likelihood, or tendency). 
In situations where we can
approximate the probabilities involved using the history of previously observed frequencies, this may not pose much of
a road-block. But in cases where we have to provide some estimation of the antecedent likelihood of some hypothesis,
given only our current background information, this becomes a serious difficulty. The philosophical discussion of the
meaning of such subjectively estimated probabilities is voluminous. I do not intend to get into that morass here, except
to note this issue remains a problem for the Bayesian response to the ravens paradox.
The minor and only sometimes serious difficulty is that any Bayesian analysis presupposes that the probability of the
observation (given background information) is independent of the hypothesis (or theory) being examined(9). In other
words, the Bayesian analysis presupposes that P(e|H.k) ~= P(e.k). 
In a case like the ravens hypothesis we can be
reasonably sure from background information that the presupposition holds good. 
But this is not always the case. 
The
presupposition may be particularly problematic, for example, in quantum physics -- where it is recognized that any
observation of the evidence alters the situation. To apply a Bayesian analysis to any hypothesis in general, therefore,
demands that we first gain some reasonable assurance that the presupposition holds true and that the formulation of the
hypothesis does not impact the probability of the evidence. 
This issue gains in importance when one considers the issue
of the theory-ladenness of observation, and the extent to which the theory we adopt can change how we view the world,
and the probabilities we attach to observing the evidence we observe. But that will remain the topic of another essay.
One of the lessons that we can learn from the Bayesian response to the paradox of the ravens, is that whether or not
observations confirm hypotheses is never independent of background information. 
Probabilities are the core of any
Bayesian analysis of scenarios like that of the white shoe and the ravens hypothesis. 
And probabilities, whether
conceived as subjective estimations, or as observed historical frequencies, are "all things considered" evaluations. 
As
for that matter, is the assurance that the necessary presupposition of hypothesis independence holds good.
I choose the Bayesian analysis of the Paradox of the Ravens as the "best" response because it does not attack the
intuitively obvious premise that observing a black raven confirms (admittedly to some small degree) the hypothesis that
all ravens are black (Nicod's Condition). 
Without that condition, we could not do the kind of inductive pattern
recognition that we are so good at. And because it does not challenge the defined rules of Deductive Logic and the
Probability Calculus that logically equivalent propositions have equivalent truth conditions (the Equivalency
Condition). 
And because the Bayesian analysis provides a ready explanation of why the Premise 3 appears so
intuitively reasonable while remaining strictly false. 
Despite the challenge presented by a lack of a complete
philosophical understanding of the probabilities involved, and the potential challenge presented by the theory-ladenness
of observation, the Bayesian approach to related problems of experimental confirmation of scientific hypotheses has
proved remarkably (albeit pragmatically) resourceful.
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What is the Best Interpretation of Probability?
Providing an interpretation of probability (in the context of this course on philosophy) is providing an analysis of the
concept of probability. A "good" interpretation would be one that meets some reasonably stringent criteria. 
Of course,
as an exercise in philosophical understanding, any candidate interpretation should be unambiguous, non-circular, and
use well-understood primitives. But to provide some criteria more specifically applicable to "probability", I will draw
upon the work of Wesley Salmon(1) and Alan Hajek(2), and identify six criteria that a "good" interpretation of
probability must meet. 
The "best" interpretation, then, will be that one which, in my opinion, "best" meets these criteria:
Admissibility: A fundamental requirement for any concept of probability is that it satisfy the mathematical
relations specified by some calculus of probability.
Ascertainability: 
There must be some method by which, in principle at least, we can ascertain the values of
probabilities.
Non-Triviality: It is fundamental to our notion of probability that, at least in principle, it can take intermediate
values. (Not just the extremes of 0 and 1.)
Applicability to Frequencies: There must be some explicable relationship between probabilities and (long-run)
frequencies. Also, not quite equivalently, between probabilities and population proportions. 
Among other things,
it should explain why more probable things/events occur more frequently than less probable things/events.
Applicability to Rational Belief: There must be some explicable relationship between probabilities and the
degrees of belief, or credences, of rational agents. Among other things, it should explain why we consider it
"rational" when our degrees of belief, or credences, correspond to our notion of probability.
Applicability to Inductive Inference: A good interpretation of probability should illuminate the distinction
between 'good' and 'bad' inductive inferences.
The various interpretations of probability that one can find in the literature, can be viewed through the lens of two
different approaches:
Epistemological interpretations: 
probability is primarily related to human knowledge or belief.
Objective interpretations: probability is about a feature of reality independent of human knowledge or belief.
Against this framework of six criteria and two approaches, I am going to examine five different interpretations of
probability that have been offered in the literature, and conclude with a final sixth interpretation that combines elements
of some of the others, and which I consider to be the "best" available interpretation of probability. 
The six different
interpretations are:
(a) 
The Classical Interpretation
(b) 
The Frequency Interpretation
(c)  
The Logical Interpretation
(d) 
The Propensity Interpretation
(e)  
The Subjectivist Interpretation
(f)   
The Conceptualist Interpretation
(a) The Classical Interpretation
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This interpretation gets its name from the early work of LaPlace(3), Fermat, Pascal, Bernoulli, Huygens and Leibniz,
among others, in the 1700's and early 1800's. The interpretation was initially developed as in an effort to understand
games of chance. Being a product of its times, it is based on the Newtonian premise that the World is deterministic.
The probability concept is therefore an epistemic concept. 
It assigns probabilities in the absence of any evidence ("total
ignorance") or in the presence of symmetrically balanced evidence ("the principle of indifference"). It is, naturally
enough given its initial impetus, especially well suited to the analysis of circumstances where the range of possible
alternative outcomes is well understood, and there is no basis upon which to prefer one outcome over any other. And it
is also well suited, for similar reasons, to the analysis of probabilities related to population proportions. The "standard"
mathematical axiomatization of the probability calculus by Kolmogorov(4) is based on the Classical Interpretation of
probability. 
The Classical Interpretation and the Kolmogorov axiomatization form the foundation of much of modern
mathematical statistics.
However, the Classical Interpretation suffers from some challenges. There seems to be no way to conceive of the
probability of a unique event - like, say, an earthquake that damages a nuclear reactor (Fukushima?). 
There is no
population of possible cases across which a ratio can be established, or across which symmetrically balanced evidence
can be evaluated. 
On the other hand, the Classical Interpretation does not seem to properly deal with frequency
information. The two possible outcomes from flipping a coin, over which the indifference principle is applied, will
remain "head" and "tail", regardless of the evidence from a history of flips. There appears to be no means of adjusting
the initially assumed 50:50 probabilities to account for a (say) 60:40 result of a sequence of trials.
And Bertrand's paradox(5) shows that the Principle of Indifference can yield inconsistent results depending on how one
chooses to describe the circumstances. Many situations can be described in different, but equivalent, ways that generate
different populations of alternative outcomes across which the Indifference Principle is to be applied. Consider an
example adapted from van Fraassen(6). 
A machine produces cubes with side-length randomly and uniformly
distributed between 1 and 2 centimeters. 
What is the probability that a randomly chosen cube has side-length between
1.0 and 1.5 centimeters? The answer would seem to be Â½. But consider the same production run from this
perspective -- the machine produces cubes with face-area uniformly distributed between 1 and 4 square centimeters.
What is the probability that a randomly chosen cube has face-area between 1.0 and 1.25 square centimeters? Now the
answer would seem to be Â¼. Here we have one situation that yields two different probabilities depending on how one
considers it.
Classical probability thus appears to be context dependent. 
While not fatal flaw, and thoroughly in keeping with the
understanding of its progenitors, it does mean that on the Classical Interpretation, probability must be an epistemic
concept and not part of the objective world.
(b) The Frequency Interpretation
In response to the apparent difficulties faced by the Classical Interpretation, the Frequency Interpretation was developed
in the late 1800's and early 1900's by the likes of John Venn, Richard von Mises, John Maynard Keynes, and Hans
Reichenbach. The Frequency Interpretation was developed to address certain of the problems experienced with the
Classical treatment of frequency information. 
For Frequency theorists, probability is taken to be a mathematical
concept dealing with mass random events -- events unpredictable in detail but having a numerical proportion in the long
run that is predictable. 
It is an application of the Classical treatment of population proportions to populations (possibly
infinite) of outcomes. 
Unlike the Classical Interpretation, because the relevant frequencies are taken to be objective
features of reality, this is an objective interpretation.
The primary problem with the Frequency Interpretation, is that there does not appear to be any way to conceive of the
probability of a unique event. Similarly, there does not appear to be any way to conceive of the probability of a
potential or hypothetical event with no existing frequency basis -- what is the probability of heads for an un-flipped
coin? The only response seems to demand the objective existence of hypothetical or potential frequencies (and
frequency limits). 
This ontological profligacy makes many philosophers uncomfortable.
Another concern for many is that the Frequency Interpretation understands probability for infinite series in terms of the
limit (as the population goes to infinity). 
While not an ontological problem, as physics contains many examples of such
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limits, it raises the question of how we learn what the limit is. 
In an infinite sequence of coin-tosses, it remains possible
that for however many tosses we have actually observed, the observed proportion of heads might not be anywhere near
the "real limit" if the coin were to be tossed an infinite number of times. How then, do we determine the limit? The
frequency theorists can argue that the limit, being objective, none-the-less exists. But it renders the probability
potentially unascertainable.
(c) The Logical Interpretation
The Logical Interpretation of probability was a product of the Logical Positivist program, in the first half of the 20th
Century, to reduce all of philosophy and mathematics to logic and language. 
The most notable authors of this program
were Keynes, Jeffrey, and most famously, Carnap(7).
The basic idea of the Logical Interpretation is that probability is the measurement of partial logical entailment (with
probabilities 1 and 0 as limiting cases) - the measurement of the evidential link between evidence E and the hypothesis
H supported by E. 
As such the Logical Interpretation tries to provide a framework for inductive logic.
Carnap's version is based on a formal language of entity names and predicates, which together form a set of "state
descriptions". 
(Each "state description" is a logical concatenation across all entities "a" and all predicates "F" of either
"Fa" or -Fa".) 
Carnap then defines "structures" on this matrix of state descriptions, and assigns probability to them
according to the number of state descriptions within each structure. Hence probability assignments are a priori, as in
the Classical Interpretation.
There are many problems with the Logical Interpretation, all having to do with the specificity of the Logical
Interpretation to the language within which probability is to be understood. 
It is entirely unclear how or whether such a
language-specific interpretation can be ported to the common English environment. 
Given the generally accepted
failure of the Logical Positivist program, the Logical Interpretation has few advocates today.
(d) The Propensity Interpretation
This interpretation of probability owes its modern revival to Karl Popper(8), although an earlier known description was
by Charles Sanders Peirce(9). Since Popper, it has been developed in a number of different flavours by quite a number
of philosophers. David Miller and Donald A. Gillies, for example, have proposed propensity theories somewhat similar
to Popper's, in that propensities are defined in terms of long-run relative frequencies.(10)
On this interpretation, probability is an objective physical disposition of reality to produce outcomes of a certain kind.
Presumably, such dispositions are causally effective. This interpretation allows one to make sense of single caseprobabilities, as is required for certain quantum theory applications of probability -- the initial focus of Popper's effort.
The propensity of a fair coin to come up with tails is Â½ because of the objective nature of the coin -- whether or not it
is ever tossed.
However, it is quite unclear just what propensities actually are. It is therefore hard to see how this interpretation
provides any clarification of what probability is.   Propensity is hardly a "well understood primitive". And the
asymmetric nature of causation gives propensities some flavour of asymmetry, so that it can be hard to understand both
P(A|B) and P(B|A) in the same terms.
(e) The Subjectivist Interpretation
The most widely known advocate of the Subjectivist Interpretation is Bruno de Finetti. In his Theory of Probability(11)
he begins with the bold statement "Probability does not exist". The subjectivist identifies probabilities with degrees of
belief, degrees of confidence, credences, or partial beliefs of "suitable" agents. 
Suitable agents must be rational in a
strong sense - logically consistent, having beliefs which satisfy the axioms of a probability calculus, and which are
updated by Bayesian conditioning.
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Many subjectivists (including de Finetti) analyze degrees of belief (probabilities) in terms of the hypothetical betting
behavior of an ideal rational agent. Consider a bet where one wins W if A is true and loses L if it is false. 
The
probability you attribute to A is what you think the fair value of L expressed in units of W, that is, the value of L if you
did not know which side of the bet you would have to take. The problem with this approach is that most people are not
"ideal rational agents". Nor are most people ideal -- for most people the activity of betting seriously distorts the
evidence of their degree of belief in the underlying proposition. So the Subjectivist Interpretation has a clear normative
component. And it is less than clear that the probabilities involved can be ascertained through the distortions of normal
tendencies to logical inconsistency and betting biases.
One of the major challenges faced by the Subjective Interpretation is that it does not appear to properly treat situations
of a clearly objective and a priori nature. 
If a jar contains a thoroughly mixed collection of 50 red and 50 white balls,
the probability of picking a red ball does not seem to depend on one's beliefs about the contents of the jar. 
Lewis'
"Principal Principle"(13) cannot be applied here without begging the question, since the objective chance is just what
the Subjectivist is denying exists.
(f) The Conceptualist Interpretation
The Conceptualist approach is to treat "probability" as a theoretical construct -- a concept -- that is constructed in order
to describe certain closely similar features of the real world. 
It is therefore an epistemic interpretation of an objective
feature of the world. Most importantly, it is not a univocal concept. It is a family concept -- somewhat like the concept
"game"(14). 
What is a "game"? No single coherent definition can be provided. 
Wittgenstein's point was not that it is
impossible to define "game", but that we don't have a single definition, and we don't need one. Even without a single
unitary definition, because we have a family conception, we use the word successfully. 
The same argument applies,
according to the Conceptualist Interpretation, to the concept of probability. It is a concept designed to cover all those
situations wherein there are a number of possible outcomes (P and --P at the limit), and we lack sufficient information to
tell which outcome is going to occur. 
Based on what information we do have, we "guess".
Members of this family include the a priori "population of indifference" and "population proportions" of the Classical
Interpretation. 
As a theoretical construct, it can acknowledge the limit-frequencies of the Frequency Interpretation,
while accepting that the observed frequencies are but evidence for the limit-frequency, and can be wrong 
in well
understood ways. And it can incorporate the causal-linkage notions of the Propensity Interpretation without committing
to an ontology of objective propensities. 
And even more importantly, it can incorporate the Subjectivist Interpretation
notion of "degrees of belief" because now the "Principal Principle" is no longer begging the question.
By melding all of these features into one coherent concept, the strengths of one member of the family can be brought to
bear on resolving the difficulties faced by other members of the family. 
As a "family" concept, the Conceptualist
Interpretation is unambiguous, non-circular, and uses well-understood primitives. 
The other well-explored
interpretations have drawn clear boundaries around limited portions of the concept. 
The Conceptualist Interpretation of
probability is a concept that is:
Admissible, because it satisfies the mathematical relations specified by some calculus of probability.
Ascertainable, because where there are objective features of reality that determine the probabilities, we can
ascertain them; and where there are not, we can ascertain the relevant normative "degrees of belief" that ought
to apply.
Non-Trivial, because probability can take intermediate values.
Applicable to Frequencies, because of the Frequentist elements it incorporates.
Applicable to Rational Belief, because of the Subjectivist elements it incorporates.
Applicable to Inductive Inference, because of the Propensity elements, and the incorporation of the causality
asymmetry.
It is thus the "best" interpretation of probability.
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Is inference to the best explanation just a special case of
more general forms of confirmation procedure?
No! If anything, it is the other way around -- like the blind men's encounter with the elephant, other forms of
confirmation procedure can be interpreted as narrowly viewed cases of inference to the best explanation.
Inference to the Best Explanation
This is a form of inductive inference that depends for its justification on the quality of explanation that the inference
provides for the evidence. Seen as a confirmation procedure, one judges that the evidence confirms the hypothesis
when the hypothesis is the best available explanation of the evidence.
Gilbert Harman gave the method its label (henceforth "IBE") in his 1965 article of that title(1) -- while acknowledging
that the method was not his creation and has been around for a while. 
In Harman's description of IBE, he says:
"The inference to the best explanation" corresponds approximately to what others have called "abduction," "the
method of hypothesis," "hypothetic inference," "the method of elimination," "eliminative induction," and
"theoretical inference." 
. . . I prefer my own terminology because I believe that it avoids most of the misleading
suggestions of the alternative terminologies.
In making this inference one infers, from the fact that a certain hypothesis would explain the evidence, to the truth of
that hypothesis. In general, there will be several hypotheses which might explain the evidence, so one must be able to
reject all such alternative hypotheses before one is warranted in making the inference. Thus one infers, from the premise
that a given hypothesis would provide a "better" explanation for the evidence than would any other hypothesis, to the
conclusion that the given hypothesis is true."
Consider a somewhat pragmatist notion of "true-enough" -- where an hypothesis is "true-enough" if and only if it is
empirically successful (results in predictions and deductive entailments that correctly describe our empirical
experiences, within the accuracy of our practical requirements). 
Obviously, this notion is context relative. 
That the
length of this table is 5 feet (or 1.5 meters) is true-enough if I am ordering a table cloth. But not nearly true-enough if I
am cutting a piece of glass to top the table. 
Newton's theory of Gravity is true-enough if we are plotting a trip to the
Moon. It is not true-enough if we are trying to predict the precession of the orbit of Mercury. 
That the tracks in the
snow were the result of a passing rabbit is true-enough if little rides on the inference. 
It may not be true-enough if we
have to bet our life on the inference. 
In employing IBE, one infers from the judgement that a particular hypothesis
(theory) explains the evidence, to the conclusion that the hypothesis is true-enough for current purposes. 
Thus, IBE is
neutral with regard to the theory of truth that is brought to the discussion.
The "explanation" involved must be understood as a "potential" explanation rather than an "actual" explanation. 
The
difference is that an actual explanation actually does explain the evidence in hand, and is thus by definition true. A
potential explanation, on the other hand, only promises to explain the evidence to some degree sufficient for our current
purposes. Potential explanations are merely assumed (possibly only for the moment) to be more likely true-enough than
the competing alternatives.
We do not possess a priori criteria of what an adequate explanation is. 
Nor do we possess a priori criteria as to what
measures of explanatory power signify the "best" explanation. Our evaluation of explanatory success must therefore
depend on our knowledge of, and repeated interaction with, the world. For any given inference to the best explanation,
we may not be able to judge whether it will be empirically fruitful or not. 
Time, and more evidence, will tell. 
We are
constantly adjusting our criteria of what counts as an explanation, what counts as explanatory power, and how true-
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enough our past inferences have been, in accordance with what we experience as we move through the world.
As Hawthorne has argued(2), if the empirical evidence is so meager that we are unable to clearly distinguish between
candidate hypotheses on the basis of the evidence alone, the notion of evidential confirmation must depend on what our
explanatory (non-evidential) considerations may be able to tell us. 
We almost always will have some good nonevidentiary reasons to reject some logically possible but "unlovely" alternatives. 
In determining what hypotheses to
believe (or at least to accept for the nonce), we always do bring explanatory considerations to bear, at least implicitly.
Such considerations appeal to neither purely logical characteristics of the hypotheses, nor to evidential support.
Combining these elements, we have two equivalent definitions of IBE IBE1   
Given evidence E and potential explanations H1,..., Hn of E, if Hi is a more lovely explanation of E than
any of the other hypotheses, infer that Hi is more likely to be true-enough than any of these others.(7)

IBE2   
Given evidence E and potential explanations H1,..., Hn of E, if Hi is a more lovely explanation of E than
any of the other hypotheses, E confirms that Hi is more likely to be true-enough than any of these others.
Where the "more lovely" explanation is one that delivers the greatest depth and/or breadth of understanding, and is
measured in terms of criteria that are contextually dependent.
Alternative Confirmation Theories
Confirmation theory is the study of the logic by which hypotheses may be confirmed or refuted by the evidence. 
A
specific theory of confirmation is a proposal for such a logic. 
Consider some of the more commonly referenced models
of confirmation theory that appear in the literature -·        
Hume's "More of the Same" model that argues that a series of past observations that all so-far observed F have been
Gs confirms the hypothesis that the next F will be a G.
·        
the "Instantial Model" that argues that a collection of instances where this F is a G confirms the hypothesis that "All
F is G".
·        
the "Degrees of Belief as Probabilities" model (otherwise known as Bayesian Confirmation Theory) that argues that
an increase in the posterior credence of an hypothesis is warranted on the basis of the likelihood of the evidence,
given the hypothesis; 
and
·        
the "Hypothetico-Deductive" model that argues that an hypothesis is confirmed by the evidence if the evidence can
be deduced from the hypothesis.
Given the number of different theories of inductive inference I have listed here, one might suppose a variety of
competing principles. A recent survey(3), however, shows that most accounts of inductive inference can be grouped into
one of three families:
·        
"Inductive Generalization,"
·        
"Hypothetical Induction" and
·        
"Probabilistic Induction."
Each family is based upon a uniquely distinct inductive principal and the different theories in the family emerge from
efforts to remedy the deficiencies of the principle.
Inductive Generalization
The basic principle of this family of theories is that an instance of a hypothesis confirms the generalization. 
An F that is
G confirms the hypothesis that "All Fs are G". 
There are two theories grouped in this family: 
"enumerative
confirmation" -- an observation that this F is G confirms the general hypothesis that all F are G; and "projective
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confirmation" -- series of past observations 
of Fs that are G confirms the hypothesis that the next F will be G. principle
There are several major weaknesses inherent in the theories of this family. The most significant is that little can be
confirmed on this basis. 
Few hypotheses needing confirmation are generalizations of a suitable sort. Observation of the
background microwave radiation could not be considered a confirmation of the Big Bang theory.
Mill attempts to extend the basic principle by adding the notion of cause. The "Causal Inference" model of induction
warrants a causal inference if it can be seen as meeting the demands of Hume's or Mill's strictures on the nature of a
cause. 
This results in Mills' four "methods" -- the Method of Agreement; of Difference; of Residues; and of Variations.
The companion confirmation theory thus argues that an hypothesis is confirmed if the evidence can be seen within a
suitable cause-effect relation.
Yet there remain a number of other serious difficulties. 
Hempel's Raven paradox, for example, applies the principle of
logical equivalence to the hypothesis "All Ravens are Black" to reach the apparently paradoxical conclusion that a white
shoe confirms the hypothesis. 
Goodman's semantic paradox, as another example, challenges the assumption that our
usual predicates (like "black") are logically distinguishable from such "bent" predicates as "blite" (black if observed,
white otherwise). 
Goodman argues that since there is no principled basis for preferring "black" over "blite", an
observation of a black raven equally confirms the hypothesis that "all ravens are blite". 
Hence there is an infinity of
alternative hypotheses that any evidence confirms.
If inductive generalization is understood as a variant of IBE, on the other hand, then we can consider that the
observation that F is G confirms the hypothesis that "All F are G" just in case the hypothesis that "All F are G" is the
best available explanation for the observation. 
This approach neatly sidesteps both Hempel's and Goodman's
challenges. 
And the fact that so few hypotheses needing confirmation are generalizations is explained by the hypothesis
that Inductive Generalization is just one small field of application of IBE.
Hypothetical Induction
The basic principle of this family of theories is that the ability of an hypothesis to deductively entail the evidence
confirms the hypothesis. This is the Hypothetico-Deductive model of confirmation 
-- if (H and I and A) deductively
entail O, then O confirms (H and I and A) -- where H is the hypothesis, I is the initial conditions, and A is some
collection of auxiliary premises needed to connect the hypothesis to observational statements. 
The principle weakness
of this theory of confirmation is that it assigns confirmation too indiscriminately.  
If O then what is confirmed is not
necessarily H, but the concatenation of (H and I and A). If not-O then what is refuted is the same concatenation. 
This
means that falsification of an hypothesis is not only ambiguous, but a practical impossibility. Duhem-Quine thesis of
holism points out, our cohering collection of beliefs can always be "tuned" to permit the consistency of the hypothesis in
question and any evidence at all. This is the argument that theory is always underdetermined by the evidence -- there is
always alternative hypotheses that are empirically equivalent with the evidence (eg. the classic curve-fitting problem).
This means that the evidence cannot be considered to confirm one hypothesis over its competitors.
Add to this the problem pointed out by Clark Glymour(4) -- one can add any arbitrary clause to the logical concatenation
of (H and I and A), and then interpret the evidence O as confirming (H and I and A and X), making the evidence
confirm any arbitrary clause.
However, if one wraps the Hypothetico-Deductive model of confirmation within IBE, these difficulties dissolve. 
IBE
puts explanatory constraints on the contents of the concatenation (H and I and A). The concatenation must explain the
evidence O in a fashion that meets the contextually relevant criteria of a "good" explanation. This eliminates arbitrary
clauses. And it constrains the flexibility of one's coherent set of beliefs so that the extent to which (H and I and A) can
be "tuned" into consistency with obstinately recalcitrant evidence is strictly limited. 
Falsification is possible if (H and I
and A) does not explain O.
Probabilistic Induction
The application of the Probability Calculus to probabilistic induction and confirmation results in the well known
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Bayesian Confirmation Theory. One key virtue of Bayesianism is that if we want to combine competing models of
inductive inference, and we do that within the framework of the Bayesian probability calculus, we have the assurance
that the combination will be at least be consistent. On the other hand, Bayesianism, as a stand alone theory of
confirmation, has a number of well known difficulties. Chief among them is the problem of how to interpret the
concept of probability -- a problem that infects any philosophy that employs the concept. 
But others include the
debateable assumption that there is a real-valued ascertainable magnitude for P(h/e); the problem of how to handle
uncertainty versus ignorance; and the problem of unknown priors. There are a number of convergence theorems that
show that regardless of the initial choice of prior probabilities, after sufficient iteration of Bayesian conditionalization
on the evidence, divergent priors will eventually converge on a common set of posterior probabilities. But this sort of
procedure will not work on unique situations -- like that of the microwave background and the Big bang theory.
The other difficulty arises because the mathematics of Bayesianism provides no constraints on the hypotheses
entertained. 
So the concatenation of arbitrary clauses to a "reasonable" hypothesis generates the same kind of
confirmation of nonsense as was described by Glymour in the case of the hypothetico-deductive procedure described
above.
On the other hand, if the Bayesian confirmation calculus is viewed as a mathematization of a probabilistic form of IBE,
then these problems can be minimized -- if not completely dissolved. 
Because IBE does not separate the process of
hypothesis generation from hypothesis confirmation, the problem of arbitrary clause addition can be dismissed.   As
Peter Lipton has argued(5), Bayesianiam can be seen as the mathematical calculation of posterior probabilities, given the
prior probabilities, while IBE can be seen as the determination of the prior probabilities on the basis of explanatory
considerations.
Conclusion
From the foregoing discussion, it is obvious that IBE cannot be viewed as a special case of any of the other forms of
confirmation procedure. All of the other forms of confirmation procedure are more detailed and specific than is IBE,
not more general. The application within IBE of explanatory considerations to the process of hypothesis confirmation
can be seen as correcting some of the difficulties faced by the other forms of confirmation procedure, when those are
considered on their own. 
IBE and Bayesianism are particularly closely intertwined as a single confirmation theory. The
other forms of confirmation theory are best understood (admittedly employing IBE) as narrow applications of IBE to
particular areas of confirmation. 
But despite this integrative view of IBE and other confirmation procedures, one must
always keep in mind that any account of IBE must recognize that it is not intended to be the sole candidate for an
ampliative and context-sensitive defeasible rule of inference(5).
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Is there any reason to suppose that the conclusion of an
inference to the best explanation is likely to be true?
What is "Inference to the Best Explanation"?
"Inference to the best Explanation" is the label of a particular method of drawing inductive inferences from the
evidence. 
Gilbert Harman gave the method its label (henceforth "IBE") in his 1965 article of that title(1) -- while
acknowledging that the method was not his creation and has been around for a while. 
In Harman's description of IBE,
he says:
"The inference to the best explanation" corresponds approximately to what others have called "abduction," "the
method of hypothesis," "hypothetic inference," "the method of elimination," "eliminative induction," and
"theoretical inference." 
. . . I prefer my own terminology because I believe that it avoids most of the misleading
suggestions of the alternative terminologies.
In making this inference one infers, from the fact that a certain hypothesis would explain the evidence, to the truth of
that hypothesis. In general, there will be several hypotheses which might explain the evidence, so one must be able to
reject all such alternative hypotheses before one is warranted in making the inference. Thus one infers, from the premise
that a given hypothesis would provide a "better" explanation for the evidence than would any other hypothesis, to the
conclusion that the given hypothesis is true."
Although Harman equated IBE with "abduction", his description of it did not exactly match with Charles Sanders
Peirce's trifurcation of reasoning into Deductive, Inductive and Abduction(2). 
Peirce argued that to "abduce" an
explanation A from an observed circumstance B is to "guess" that A may be true because then B would be a matter of
course.(3) Thus, to abduce A from B involves judging that A is sufficient (or nearly sufficient), but not necessary, for
B.(4) 
Rene Descartes, in his Discourse on Method, Book VI, gives an even earlier description of something very close
to IBE.(5)
In employing IBE, one infers from the judgement that a particular hypothesis (theory) explains the evidence, to the truth
of that hypothesis. It is an element of inductive logic, rather than deductive logic, and hence the conclusions reached are
not necessarily true, but only presumed likely to be true. 
In particular, it is a form of inductive inference that depends
for its justification on the quality of explanation that the inference provides for the evidence. Unlike deductive
reasoning, inductive reasoning is not examined in a vacuum. 
IBE must therefore be understood in an "all things
considered" context. 
All available background knowledge must be brought to bear on the justification of the inference,
and the understanding of explanation.
To understand the interplay between inference and explanation, a few words are warranted on the implications of
"inference", "explanation", and "best". IBE does not separate the process of hypothesis generation from hypothesis
confirmation. 
The other models of inductive inference do separate these. 
Consider some of the more common models
of inference -·        
Hume's "More of the Same" model that warrants the inference that the future will be like the past, whatever the past
is;
·        
the "Instantial Model" that warrants the inference that "All F is G" from a collection of instances that this F is G;
·        
the "Degrees of Belief as Probabilities" model (otherwise known as Bayesian Confirmation Theory) that warrants
an increase in the posterior credence granted to an hypothesis on the basis of the likelihood of the evidence, given
the hypothesis;
·        
the "Hypothetical-Deductive" model that warrants the inference of the hypothesis if the evidence can be deduced
from the hypothesis;
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·        
the "Causal Inference" model that warrants a causal inference if it can be seen as meeting the demands of Hume's or
Mill's strictures on the nature of a cause; or
·        
the "Theoretical Unity" model that warrants an inference if it unites (coheres) well with the background information
we have.
All of these, considered individually, have their critics. 
For example, the deductive-nomological model of explanation,
with its associated hypothetical-deductive model of theory confirmation, says nothing about how the hypothesis is to be
derived. 
Hence, one of the major criticisms of this pair of models (and some of the others) is their lack of constraint on
the hypotheses that may be entertained. IBE, by comparison, tightly binds inference and explanation into a mutually
supporting unity. 
According to IBE, our generation of hypotheses (potential explanations) is governed (guided and
constrained) by explanatory considerations.
The "explanation" involved must be understood as a "potential" explanation rather than an "actual" explanation. 
The
difference is that an actual explanation actually does explain the evidence in hand, and is thus by definition true.
Whereas a potential explanation only promises to explain the evidence to some degree if it is true. Potential
explanations are not necessarily true, merely assumed (possibly only for the moment) to be more likely to be true than
the competing alternatives. 
IBE is relatively neutral on the details of just what constitutes an explanation. There are
several models of explanation with which IBE is compatible -·        
the "Reason" model that claims that explains some evidence E by offering reasons for expecting E to be the case;
·        
the "Familiarity" model that explains the surprising fact that E in terms of familiar facts and processes;
·        
the "Deductive Nomological" model that explains the evidence E by deducing it from some Laws of Nature (and
some other "background" or "auxiliary" premises);
·        
the "Unification" model that explains some evidence E by showing how E is an example of some larger more
unified pattern;
·        
the "Necessity" model that explains some evidence E by showing how it is necessary that E;
·        
the "Causal" model that explains some evidence E by showing some context relevant details of it causal history; and
·        
the "Contrastive" model that explains some evidence E by showing how it is E rather than Q.
(It should be noted that this list pretends to be neither exhaustive nor mutually exclusive.)
The tracks in the snow are evidence for the inference that a rabbit passed by. But the argument from
underdetermination demonstrates that there are always multiple possible explanations for the evidence. 
The argument
from underdetermination goes: Given that (i) each theory (hypothesis / inference) has empirically equivalent rivals, and
that (ii) in determining whether some theory is "true" or not we have only its empirical consequences to go on, we are
never in a position to justify the belief that some theory is true. To say that an outcome is underdetermined is to say that
some information about initial conditions and rules of principles does not guarantee a unique solution. 
If an inference is
inductive, then by definition it is underdetermined by the evidence and the rules of deduction. 
However, as various
critics have noted, IBE denies premise (ii) by arguing that other factors besides empirical fit - most notably, explanatory
power - can help determine the truth-likeliness of a theory. 
The method of IBE reasons that, given all of our
background information, the inference that the evidence is explained by a passing rabbit rather than something else, is
the "loveliest" conclusion to draw.
Which brings us to the meaning of "best" -- also commonly called the "loveliest". The "best" involved must be
understood in a comparative context. 
The explanation involved need not be the "absolute best" possible explanation -whatever that concept might mean. 
The inference is drawn to the best of the currently available potential explanations.
The preferred explanation is always one of a collection of competing potential explanations (the collection P and not-P
in the limit). 
So an inference to the "best/loveliest" explanation is only an inference that H1 is explanatorily better than
H2. 
Thus IBE contains two epistemic filters -- one to constrain the pool of potential "live" candidate explanations, and
one to select the best among them. 
The "best" is not necessarily the "likeliest". IBE argues that the "loveliness" of an
explanation is a good guide to the likeliness of the hypothesis to be true, but there is room for a disconnect here.
"Loveliness" is a measure of the depth and breadth of understanding delivered by the hypothesis. And it is readily
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acknowledged that we do not have a thorough understanding of what this means.
It is, however, well understood that explanatory loveliness is contextually relative and informed by empirical
considerations. 
We develop standards of explanatory merit on the basis of broad empirical considerations within a
context of application. 
The standards in quantum physics would be markedly different from the standards in
psychology, or in day to day social interactions. 
Explanatory merits are justly considered relevant to an assessment of
plausibility precisely because our standards evolve with the rest of our empirical knowledge. A formal theory of
explanation, such as Hempel's Deductive-Nomological model(6), can thus only do part of the work. In each field of
inquiry, a development of explanatory standards of loveliness is closely linked to other field specific empirical and
conceptual considerations. Philosophical debates often focus on the link between credibility and explanatory warrant,
while ignoring the empirical basis of our development and evaluation of standards of explanatory "loveliness".
Combining all these elements, we have
IBE* Given evidence E and potential explanations H1,..., Hn of E, if Hi is a more lovely explanation of E than
any of the other hypotheses, infer that Hi is closer to the truth than any of these others.(7)

Why might one suppose that such inferences are true?
In his Meaning and the Moral Sciences(8), Hilary Putnam famously argues that an account that denies that our best
scientific theories are at least approximately true would make their success a miracle. 
If the account above of what IBE
is, and how it works, is even roughly accurate, then most of those successful scientific theories have been the result of
successful application of IBE. Baring a generalized Humeian scepticism about the past being any guide to the future,
this past track record for IBE is sufficient evidence to warrant an inference (using, perhaps, the Instantial Model of
inference) to its reliability in arriving at hypotheses that will enjoy some substantial measure of empirical success.
But, what does it mean for an inference to be "true". 
There are three models of "truth" that can be brought to bear on
this question -(a)   
Truth is ultimately an epistemic notion (also known as anti-realism or non-realism -- truth is determined by the
evidence; includes conventionalism and Instrumentalism);
(b)  
Truth is ultimately a metaphysical notion (also known as realism or evidence transcendence -- no matter how much
evidence we have in support of our inference, it remains logically possible that the hypothesis is false);
(c)   
Truth is ultimately a pragmatic notion (also known as pragmatism -- truth is determined by the utility of the
consequences).
Typically, realists approve of IBE, while non-realists do not. But IBE, as a method of inductive reasoning, is entirely
neutral on the matter of which notion of truth applies. The unfortunate association of IBE with realism has developed as
a consequence of the frequent and much criticized employment of IBE in efforts to "infer" that realism is true -- that
scientific realism is the best explanation of the empirical success of scientific theories. But this association need not
taint IBE as a method of inductive inference. 
I suggest that there is no empirically discernible difference between the
three models of truth as they apply to the understanding of IBE.
Consider, for example, a somewhat pragmatist notion of "true-enough" -- where an hypothesis is "true-enough" if and
only if it is empirically successful (results in predictions and deductive entailments that correctly describe our empirical
experiences, within the accuracy of our empirical requirements). Obviously, this notion is context relative. That the
length of this table is 5 feet (or 1.5 meters) is true-enough if I am ordering a table cloth. But not nearly true-enough if I
am cutting a piece of glass to top the table. 
Newton's theory of Gravity is true-enough if we are plotting a trip to the
Moon. It is not true-enough if we are trying to predict the precession of the orbit of Mercury. 
That the tracks in the
snow were the result of a passing rabbit is true-enough if little rides on the inference. 
It may not be true-enough if we
have to bet our life on the inference.
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Bas van Fraassen(9) has argued that IBE is incoherent because there is no a priori guarantee that the true hypothesis is
among the potential explanans we consider. 
This is what he refers to as the "Best of a Bad Lot" argument. 
But the flaw
in his reasoning is that he ignores the evolutionary co-development of our hypotheses and our standards of explanation.
We must not consider a single instance of IBE in isolation. 
Rather we must consider the iterative exploitation of IBE in
gradually refining our theories in response to our growing demands for greater accuracy, and precision in the face of a
constant flow of new evidence. 
Even if, this time around, we end up inferring to the best of a bad lot, the future will
provide new evidence on whether this inference, as bad as it supposedly was, was true-enough for our purposes at the
time, and our purposes as they evolve over time. This new evidence will be incorporated into the next iteration of IBE,
and will therefore result in a better theory -- a theory that will (hopefully) be true-enough for our purpose at that time. If
it is not, we simply try again. Van Fraassen argues that all that IBE can warrant is that our inference is "empirically
adequate". But if we measure "empirical adequacy" in terms of the number of successful predictions, the variety of tests
passed, the relative (vs competing hypotheses) precision of the predictions, the novelty (surprisingness) of new
predictions, the volume of predictions, the variety of predictions, relative simplicity, etc., I see no practical difference
between his "empirically adequate" and my "true-enough". 
Philosophers may debate the logical consequences of the
various notions subsumed beneath true-enough. But for discerning the difference between enjoying lunch and
becoming lunch, all that really matters in the long run, true-enough is sufficient.
Nancy Cartwright, in her How the Laws of Physics Lie(10) argues that the truth does not explain much and should not be
expected to. 
She argues that "... the falsehood of fundamental laws is a consequence of their great explanatory power"
(p.4). 
In particular, she disputes the fundamental premise of IBE that explanatory loveliness is an indicator of
likeliness. 
"There is no reason to think that the principles that best organize will be true, nor that the principles that are
true will organize much"(p. 53). 
Cartwright argues that there is a trade-off of truth and explanatory power. The best
scientific explanations are not very likely to be true (because based on false scientific laws), whereas the most credible
laws are the least explanatory (because they are false in almost all actual situations). 
On this account, the explanatory
power of an hypothesis is completely separated from its probable truth. But as with van Fraassen's criticism, Cartwright
does not pay sufficient attention to the iterative evolutionary consequences of repeated applications of IBE, and the
context and historically relevant standards of true-enough.
We do not possess a priori criteria of what an adequate explanation is. 
Nor do we possess a priori criteria as to what
measures of explanatory power indicate the "best" explanation. Our evaluation of an hypothesis' explanatory success
must therefore depend on our knowledge of, and repeated interaction with, the world. For any given inference to the
best explanation, we may not be able to judge whether it will be empirically fruitful or not. 
But the past successes of
repeated applications of IBE is strongly suggestive (Instantial model of inference) that the IBE process results in
empirically successful inferences more often than not. 
Time, and more evidence, will tell. 
We are constantly adjusting
our criteria of what counts as an explanation, what counts as explanatory power, and how true-enough our past
inferences have been, in accordance with what we experience as we move through the world. Separating the
explanatory and the truth-tropic elements of IBE constitutes a regression to a non-empirical account of methods of
inductive inference.
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"Almost all scientific theories of the past have proven
false. So almost all present-day theories are likely to be
false too." Discuss.
The quoted argument in the essay title is known as the "Pessimistic Induction" (or the Pessimistic Meta-Induction)
argument for Scientific Anti-Realism ("PI" for short). 
It observes that almost all scientific theories in the past we now
currently regard as false. And in some well-known cases, the newer theories have completely "changed the world" by
replacing how we view the world. The best known example of this is the Copernican theory replacing the Earth
Centered view of the solar system with a Sun-Centered view. 
Another example in the modern literature on PI is the
replacing of the Caloric Theory of heat with the Thermodynamic Theory of heat(1). 
The inductive generalization based
on this history of "false" theories is that all our current scientific theories will eventually be regarded as false by future
generations. Since this evidence suggests that this is likely to happen, the argument goes, we have no reason to believe
that our current theories are true.
The context within which this argument takes place is the debate between the Scientific Realist who maintains that
science aims at truth, and that most of our best scientific theories are approximately true, and the Scientific Anti-Realist
who disputes that claim. 
The Scientific Anti-Realist employs this PI argument in a challenge to the naÃ¯ve scientific
realism's claim that our best scientific theories are true descriptions of a mind-independent world. 
The anti-realist
claims, with this argument, that since our best scientific theories are not likely to be true, we have no reason to view
them as true descriptions of the world. Hence Scientific Realism is false.
In recent years, the debate has been between the "No Miracle" (NM for short) argument put forth by Hilary Putnam(2) in
support of Scientific Realism, and the version of the PI argument put forth by Larry Laudan(3) in challenge.
Hilary Putnam said "Realism is the only philosophy that does not make the success of science a miracle". According to
this argument, the predictive success of science is best explained only if we assume that our mature scientific theories
are approximately true. This "inference to the best explanation" defence of scientific realism has been developed by
numerous philosophers into a systematic defense of scientific realism.(4) 
But the NM argument depends on the
assumption that there is some kind of connection between a theory's predictive success and the theory's being
approximately true. The PI argument challenges this assumption, and argues that the NM argument ignores the
evidence from the history of science. Laudan's version of this argument can be reconstructed as follows(5):
(1) Assume that the success of a theory is a reliable test for its truth.
(2) Most current scientific theories are successful.
(3) So most current scientific theories are true. (The NM argument.)
(4) Then most past scientific theories are false, since they differ from current theories in significant ways.
(5) Many of these false past theories were successful.
(6) So the success of a theory is not a reliable test for its truth.
This is a reductio ad absurdum argument that demonstrates that the basic premise of the NM argument -- premise (1) -cannot be supported. 
Hence, so runs the conclusion, Scientific Realism is false.
Although there has been some debate over whether there might be logical fallacies in this version of the argument(6),
most of the Realist rebuttal to the argument has focussed on premise (4). 
The approach has been to segregate theories
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into things that are still true and things that are admittedly false, and claim that the stuff that is still true is all that is
needed to justify premise (1), while stuff that is admittedly false is no threat to that premise(7).
But there is another approach to rebutting the PI argument, and that is to focus on the concepts of "True" and "False"
that are being employed. The anti-realist employment of the PI argument depends on a binary nature of the true-false
distinction drawn from deductive reasoning. 
The implication is that if a scientific theory is not true, then it must
necessarily be false. But this need not be accepted by the scientific realist. 
And, in fact, when it comes to inductive
reasoning, the binary distinction imported from deductive reasoning can be argued is completely out of place.
What does it mean for a theory to be "true". 
There are three different models of "truth" that can be employed when
discussing the PI argument -(a)   
Truth is ultimately an epistemic notion (also known as anti-realism or non-realism -- truth is determined by the
evidence; includes Conventionalism and Instrumentalism). 
This is the notion of truth employed by the anti-realist
when using the PI argument to demonstrate that success is not a mark of truth, and that the NM argument fails.
(b)  
Truth is ultimately a metaphysical notion (also known as realism or evidence transcendence -- no matter how much
evidence we have in support of our inference, it remains logically possible that the hypothesis is false). This is the
notion of truth employed by many realists when they argue that the evidence cited by the anti-realists does not refute
premise (1) for various reasons having to do with segregating the parts that are "false" from the parts that are "true".
(c)   
Truth is ultimately a pragmatic notion (also known as pragmatism -- truth is determined by the utility of the
consequences). 
This is the notion of truth that I will argue should be applied in any context of inductive reasoning.
Consider a pragmatist notion of "true-enough" -- where an hypothesis (or a scientific theory) is "true-enough" if and
only if it is empirically successful (results in predictions and deductive entailments that correctly describe our empirical
experiences) within the accuracy of our empirical requirements. Van Fraassen comes very close to this pragmatic
notion of truth with his "empirical adequacy"(8). 
But he does not recognize that the pragmatic notion he defines of
"empirical adequacy" as the proper concept of "truth" for an inductive reasoning context.
Obviously, this pragmatic notion of "truth" is relative -- relative to our current pragmatic purposes. 
That the length of
this table is 5 feet (or 1.5 meters) is true-enough if I am ordering a table cloth. But not nearly true-enough if I am
cutting a piece of glass to top the table. 
Newton's theory of Gravity is true-enough if we are plotting a trip to the Moon.
It is not true-enough if we are trying to predict the precession of the orbit of Mercury. 
Even the "theory" that the Earth
is the center of the Universe is true-enough if we are doing celestial navigation. 
But it is obviously not true-enough if
our purpose is to understand our place in the Universe. That the tracks in the snow were the result of a passing tiger is
true-enough if our purpose is to provide a plausible explanation for our seeing tracks. 
It may not be true-enough if we
are tracking our lunch and the cost of error is becoming lunch rather than enjoying lunch.
In other words, premise (1) above becomes true by definition -- empirical success of a scientific theory is the definition
of "true-enough", not merely a reliable test for truth. 
Because the concept of true-enough is relative to our pragmatic
purposes, the opposite of true-enough is "not sufficiently true-enough for our current purpose". And if this is the
understanding invested in the label "false", then it shows that premise (5) above commits the fallacy of temporal
equivocation. 
Either we read (5) as
(5a) Many of those historical theories that we now consider false according to our current pragmatic purposes, we
now considered not-successful according to our current pragmatic purposes; or
(5b) Many of those historical theories we now consider false according to our current pragmatic purposes, we
now consider successful according to our current pragmatic purposes (which is patently false); or
(5c) Many of those historical theories that we now consider false according to our current pragmatic purposes, we
then considered successful according to our then pragmatic purposes.
None of these readings justifies the conclusion that the success (according to our current pragmatic purposes) of a
theory is not a reliable test for its being regarded as true-enough given those pragmatic purposes. Only by equivocating
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on the temporal sense of the governing pragmatic purposes can we read the premise as supporting the conclusion
(premise (6) above) that the success (according to our current pragmatic purposes) of a theory is not a reliable test for its
truth (in a true-enough sense, given those same current pragmatic purposes).
Further, this pragmatic understanding of "false" renders the PI argument fallacious in the manner described by both
Peter Lewis(9) and Marc Lange(10). Understanding the temporal relativity of "success" in the premise that the success of
a theory is a reliable test of its truth, means that Saatsi's(11) "solution" to Lewis's "false positive fallacy" and Lange's
"turn-over fallacy" cannot be applied. Saasti's solution was to look at the population of scientific theories in a timeless
manner -- focusing on the conclusion that empirical success is not a reliable test for truth, not that our current theories
are likely to be false. 
But with the pragmatic notion of true-enough, this won't work. 
What counts as a "success" is
relative to our pragmatic purposes at that time.
Empirical adequacy -- "success" -- is the definition of true-enough. It does not matter whether "true-enough" is the
mark of "truth" (whatever that word might designate in an inductive reasoning context). It does not matter if the "truth"
is that not all swans are white if the evidence upon which we draw our inductive conclusions support the inductive
conclusion that "all swans are white". 
For "truth" in this conception does not matter because the only grasp we have on
the nature of Reality, and where the tiger is likely to be lurking, is the inductive inferences we draw from the evidence
in hand. 
We may be wrong -- inductive inference is not a guarantee of truth. 
But all that matters is that our currently
best scientific theories are sufficiently true-enough at predicting our Universe that they can be reliably counted on as
close enough to "true" for our current purposes.
In other words, the quoted argument in the essay's title may be true (on a pragmatic understanding of true/false), but it is
true only tautologically. It does not provide the challenge that anti-realists hope for against Scientific Realism.
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Does Goodman's paradox show that there are restrictions
on the kinds of predicates that can occur in acceptable
generalizations?
Yes! The restrictions that Goodman's paradox highlights are the natural result of the interaction of our use of language
with our innate abilities of pattern recognition.
Goodman's "new paradox of induction" presupposes Hume's older paradox of induction. Hume argued that there is no
way to fully justify ampliative induction. 
Hume argued that inductive inference is simply a matter of a "habit of the
mind". We encounter patterns in our experiences, and assume as a matter of habit rather than as a matter of logic, that
those patterns will continue into the future. 
Hume argued that there is no justification in logic for the assumption of
"futurity" -- that the future will be like the past. 
Because Goodman's paradox must be understood in the context of a
solution to Hume's paradox, it must be understood in a context that accepts as a valid aspect of inductive generalization
the assumption of futurity.
Goodman's paradox is his claim that there seems to be no logical rational for the particular predicates to which we
choose to apply the assumption of futurity. His famous example was the predicate "grue" (applicable to "to all things
examined before t just in case they are green, but to other things just in case they are blue"). 
We readily recognize that
"grue" is somehow perverse. 
But Goodman's paradox is the problem of explaining in a principled way just why it is that
such predicates are perverse, while our normal predicates are not.
Goodman argued that it cannot be just that the perverse predicates contain a mention of some boundary ("t" in the case
of "grue", but any boundary condition can be substituted). 
To show this he proposed to match grue with "bleen"
(applicable to "to all things examined before t just in case they are blue, but to other things just in case they are green).
Someone could think in terms of grue-ish (using the predicates of grue and bleen), and define green and blue in terms of
grue and bleen and a change at t. 
This would apparently transfer the boundary change to green and blue, making them,
in the mind of someone thinking grue-ish, the perverse predicates.
But Goodman's argument ignores the consequences of grue-ish when applied to the patterns we observe around us. 
We
are an evolved species with a neural-net pattern recognition machine as a brain. We have evolved the ability to identify
useful patterns within our experiences. 
If we notice a series of experiences and identify a pattern to those experiences,
and want to talk or think about that pattern, we provide a name (say "q") to identify that pattern. The assumption of
futurity means that we assume that the pattern "q" will persist into the future without changing. 
If it changes, then the
pattern we have noticed no longer persists. 
Now consider a different predicate (say "p"), that identifies a different
pattern with which all of those experiences (and only those experiences) are fully consistent. For "p" not to be a
perverse predicate, it must be the case that the pattern it labels will persist into the future with no observable change.
Otherwise it is a perverse predicate. 
The key is the noticed change to the experiences that occur across the boundary
condition.
What this means for "grue" and "green" is that, regardless of how they are defined, if they are to persist into the future in
a non-perverse way, there can be no detectable change as our experiences cross the boundary. Otherwise, they are
perverse predicates. This means that for us, "grue" is a perverse predicate -- we will detect a change in the wave-length
of light as our experiences cross the boundary condition. 
Things which have shown the pattern of being green before
the boundary, will suddenly exhibit the pattern of being blue. 
The only way for it to come out non-perverse is if -counter-factually -- we would not notice the change in colour across the boundary. 
A mythical creature employing
"grue" as a non-perverse predicate would have to be so constituted as to not be able to detect (personally or
technologically) the change in light properties across the boundary condition. 
The pattern of presently experienced grue
things would have to remain unchanging across the boundary where ex hypothesi there will be a change in light
properties.
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An inductive generalization is just the identification of a pattern in our experiences. It is the identification of a pattern
for which we provide a name -- a predicate. 
If the identified pattern we expect to persist into our future experiences
without change, then the predicate is projectable and the generalization is acceptable. If, instead, we add speculation to
our experiences, and propose a pattern that goes beyond those experiences in a way that forecasts a change to our
experiences across some boundary condition, then that is a non-projectable predicate. 
And it is a non-acceptable
generalization.
We can take any observed pattern within our remembered experiences and draw a generalization. For any such
generalization, if we assume the pattern will persist into the future without change, it is an acceptable generalization.
The predicates we create to label these acceptable generalizations are all projectable. We can also take the same
observed pattern, based on those same remembered experiences, and create an infinite variety of other predicates that
include some proposed change to the observed pattern as our future experiences cross some boundary condition. 
Such
predicates are non-projectable, and generalizations based on them are unacceptable.
The futurity assumption that underlies all inductive reasoning is that the future will be like the past. 
Assuming
otherwise is not inductive reasoning. 
A generalization that is based on change to the pattern behind the generalization
rather than futurity is not an acceptable generalization.
[Up] [Home] [Next]
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What, if anything, explains the difference between a law
of nature and an accidentally true generalization?
The modern debate over this question appears to be taking place between two schools of thought. 
There is the
"Humean" school of the Mill-Ramsey-Lewis view of Laws of Nature as regularities in nature. And there is the "antiHumean" school of the Dretske-Tooley-Armstrong view of Laws of Nature as relations of necessity between
Universals. 
At the metaphysical level, the two sides to the debate have vastly different conceptions of the relation
between Nature and the Laws. 
The Humeans maintain that the Laws are descriptions of matters of fact -- the facts
determine the Laws. The anti-Humeans maintain that it is the Laws that determine matters of fact.
What the Humean school undoubtedly has right is that most of the things we honour with the label "Law of Nature" are
nothing more than recognized patterns in the mass of experience we have with Nature. 
Scientists search for and
discover larger patterns in our experience and generate sweeping generalizations, frequently applicable only in "ideal"
circumstances, and often understood to hold only "approximately". 
The more basic of these generalizations, the more of
science that they support, the more likely they are to be graced with the honorific of "Law of Nature". The patterns
involved need not be clear and crisp patterns of unquestionable regularity. 
Because we are such consummate pattern
recognition devices, they can be rather muddy partial patterns, that hold only "for the most part". 
Sometimes, of course,
we are fallible and the patterns are not really there. As Nancy Cartwright has pointed out these generalizations must be
viewed through the noise and fog of "non-existent idealized circumstances", "ceteris paribus", "mutatis mutandis", and
a multitude of similar caveats.
So for the Humean, what differentiates an accidentally true generalization from a law of nature is, in the first place, that
the pattern we have noticed must be expected to continue into the future. 
We must anticipate that our future experiences
of nature will reveal that the pattern continues unchanged. If not, then the generalization is not the identification of a
persisting regularity of nature, and is not a candidate for a law of nature. 
In the second place, the generalization must
play some role in underpinning the rest of our understanding of nature. 
If the candidate generalization can be shown to
be the foundation of enough of such other lesser laws and rules, then it is honoured with the "law of nature" label. In
other words, to a Humean, the Laws of Nature systematize our descriptions of our experiences of Nature. The Laws of
Nature are the basic theorems or axioms of a model/theory (or consistent collection of models/theories) that most simply
accounts for the widest range of experiences.
What the anti-Humean school undoubtedly has right, on the other hand, is that the Laws of Nature have an unmistakable
element of necessity about them. According to the anti-Humeans, the Humeans ignore this intuitive element. 
The antiHumeans therefore rely specifically upon it to mark the distinction between laws of nature and accidentally true
generalizations. 
But anti-Humeans face the serious, as yet unresolved, metaphysical difficulty of providing an
explanation of just what this necessity amounts to. 
Just how it is explained varies according to the anti-Humean
philosopher. 
But claiming the necessity to be brute is to ignore the problem, and labelling it as the relation of
Necessitation is to merely label the problem.
But consider the analysis of causation by Messrs. Fair, Dowe, and Salmon. If their approach is correct, causation is best
understood in terms of the conservation of some small number of key quantities (like energy, momentum, and so forth).
And if that is the case, then the conservation restrictions governing causation, would be laws of nature. In fact, on this
basis, they would be the only "fundamental" laws of nature. 
All the rest of what we commonly refer to as laws of nature
would be just higher level "common" laws of nature, deriving their stature from the causation defined in the
"fundamental" laws, and subject to all the problems highlighted by Cartwright. But the still unanswered question is, just
what ensures that energy, say, is conserved across causal interactions? How is the relation of necessitation cashed out?
While it is obvious that there is some kind of necessity at work here, it is entirely unclear just how to understand that
necessity. 
But consider that it is part of what it means to be the surface of a sphere that dictates that the surface is finite,
unbounded and equal to 4Ï€r2. 
Possibly it is part of what it means to be a Universe that those conserved quantities are
conserved.
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This is just one example of a description of the relation of necessitation that anti-Humeans rely upon to distinguish laws
of nature from accidentally true generalizations. If an inductive generalization has none of the required necessity about
it (in the case of the causation example, has none of the required causal relations about it), then it is classed as an
accidentally true generalization. 
If it does have the required necessitation (or causal properties), then it qualifies as a
"common" laws of nature.
[Up] [Home] [Next]
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'Only if scientific realism is true can the success of
science be anything other than a miracle.' Discuss.
Scientific realism is the view that science seeks the truth and sometimes finds it. This is a pretty commonsensical view
and is probably the instinctive philosophy of most working scientists. The "No Miracles Argument" (henceforth
"NMA") was most famously presented by Hilary Putnam. 
It has since been embellished by other philosophers.
(P1) Science has progressed (or is successful). 
Science has advanced the sum of our knowledge of the things
around us, and has advanced our ability to manipulate those things. 
Science is, by and large, successful in
predicting how those things are going to behave in the future, letting us be so successful in manipulating them.
(P2) The (approximate) truth of our most successful scientific theories is the best explanation of the
progress/success of science. Scientific realism provides us with a better explanation for this progress/success than
any other philosophy of science.
(C) Therefore, all other things being equal, our most successful scientific theories are more probably
(approximately) true than not.
By "most successful" I reference those scientific theories that have a proven track record of successfully predicting, with
great accuracy, the future behavior of our real world furniture.   Our highly technological life-style depends on that
record.
Some people do debate premise (P1), especially the notion that the history of science demonstrates "progress". 
But any
debate on this issue must deal with the apparent fact that we now are much more capable of manipulating our
environment, and the things in it, to suit our purposes than we were even a few decades ago. 
By most accepted
standards this is "progress" and "success". 
For this short essay, I will not comment further on this debate.
The NMA rests on the validity of an inductive inference to the best explanation (henceforth "IBE"). 
As such, it is
dependent on our notion of what constitutes a "best" explanation. Since there is no commonly accepted criteria for
which of competing explanations is the "loveliest" (in Peter Lipton's word), there is room to debate what is actually the
"best" explanation for the progress/success of science. 
Some criteria of "loveliness" can be devised to show that, for
example, that "God's Will" is a lovelier explanation. 
For this short essay, I will not comment further on this part of the
debate.
One must keep in mind the context of the argument - a debate between scientific realists and scientific anti-realists. 
It
therefore presupposes a somewhat realist metaphysics -- a metaphysics where all parties agree that the objects studied
by science are independent of how or whether we think about them. (I say "somewhat realist" to include Berkelean
Idealism, as an example.) 
When the argument is used in an effort to support metaphysical realism, it is properly guilty
of begging the question. IBE presupposes a realist metaphyics. Two of the main targets of NMA are Instrumentalism
(theories about unobservable phenomena are regarded as having no scientific meaning), and the anti-realism of Van
Fraassen ("Anti-realism is a position according to which the aim of science can well be served without giving such a
literally true story, and acceptance of a theory may properly involve something less (or other) than belief that it is
true.") Both of these accept metaphysical realism.
Most of the criticism of the NMA is based on challenging the premise of IBE that a hypothesis that is judged "best" by
some criteria is more likely to be true than not. This disrupts the link from the premises to the conclusion (C) above.
The two main challenges here are the "Pessimistic Induction" argument, and Van Fraassen's Darwinian alternative.
The Pessimistic Induction argument is a reductio ad absurdum argument that demonstrates that the basic premise of
NMA that success is a reliable test for truth is not supported by the history of science.
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(1) Assume that the success of a theory is a reliable test for its truth.
(2) Most current scientific theories are successful.
(3) So most current scientific theories are true.
(4) Then most past scientific theories are false, since they differ from current theories in significant ways.
(5) Many of these false past theories were successful.
(6) So the success of a theory is not a reliable test for its truth.
But if we employ a pragmatist notion of "true-enough" instead of a more absolute notion of true imported from
deductive logic, this pessimistic induction argument fails. 
An hypothesis or a scientific theory is "true-enough" if and
only if it is empirically successful -- if it results in predictions and deductive entailments that correctly describe our
experiences within the accuracy of our empirical requirements . Van Fraassen comes very close to this pragmatic notion
of truth with his "empirical adequacy". But he does not recognize that the pragmatic notion he defines as the proper
concept of "truth" for an inductive reasoning context. If "true-enough" is employed, then clause (4) above is historically
false. 
Most past scientific theories were true-enough at the time, even though they are no longer true-enough because
our requirements for empirical accuracy have changed.
Van Fraasen's "Darwinian" alternative argues that empirical adequacy or instrumental success is sufficient to account
for the success of science. His reason is that scientific theories are constructed to be empirically
adequate/instrumentally successful by having to deal with the anomalies of predecessor theories. 
Later theories must
therefore be more adequate/successful. 
So a form of Darwinian selection guarantees that later theories are "fitter" than
their predecessors in exactly these respects. 
There is no need to invoke the "truth" of these theories. 
But the Darwinian
alternative ignores the question of why later theories are more adequate/successful than earlier ones. What makes later
theories turn out to be more adequate/successful if it is not their asymptotic approach to "truth"?
Only if one is already a scientific realist to begin with will one accept that the Inference to the Best Explanation for the
success of science is that scientific realism is true. 
If one is not already a scientific realist to begin with, then there are
enough unresolved problems with both IBE and the pragmatist notion of "true-enough" involved, that the No-Miracles
argument will not be obviously persuasive.
[Up] [Home]
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Are causes sufficient for their effects?
Are they necessary for those effects?
The answer to both these questions is either "Yes!" or "No!" depending on the "level" at which one analyzes or chooses
to understand the phenomenon of causation. In order to discover whether (and how) causes are sufficient and/or
necessary for their effects, we will need to understand to some degree just what sort of thing this phenomenon of
"causation" really is.
Philosophers approach the study of "causation" on two different levels. There is the "Humeian" or "Systemic" level,
and there is the detailed "Physical" level. Most modern philosophical discussions of causation take place at the
Systemic level (for example, Hume, Mackie, Lewis). But there are a few philosophers who approach the topic at the
Physical level (for example, Salmon, Dowe, Fair).
Causes and effects are those things that are related by the relation of causation (if indeed it is a relation, there being
some debate on the matter). Causes and effects are variously called "objects", "events", "states of affairs", "situations",
"facts", "facta", "properties", "tropes", "propositions", "satements", or "conditions". For ease of exposition, I will
employ the term "event" to mean any or all of these things.

"Systemic" versus "Physical" Causation
Hume employs the concept of causation in two separate senses. He employs the Physical concept of causation when he
refers to the actual material, physical, scientific connection between an event A and an event B that exists quite
independent of any conscious mind. But he employs the Systemic concept of causation when he refers to the belief
formed by some conscious mind about the necessary association of some event A and some event B.
In his exploration of the psychology of human beliefs, in his A Treatise of Human Nature, Hume explicitly proclaims
that he does not deny the existence of Physical causation, but that it is the nature and origins of Systemic causation that
is the focus of his attention. On the one hand, Hume talks about "cause" as a relationship between "objects" that we
observe in our experience, and connect in our minds. On the other hand, Hume talks about "secret" and "concealed"
causes that we are unable to discover. "'[T]is commonly allow'd by philosophers, that what the vulgar call chance is
nothing but a secret and conceal'd cause"[Treatise I, III, xii]. Hume does not deny that there are such "hidden" causes
that underlie and explain the precedency and contiguity of observations in our experience. But Hume clearly states that
his
"intention never was to penetrate into the nature of bodies, or explain the secret causes of their operation.
... For besides that this belongs not to my purpose, I am afraid that such an enterprise is beyond the reach
of human understanding, and that we can never pretend to know a body otherwise than by those external
properties which discover themselves to the sense."
Hume's purpose in the Treatise was to "explain the nature and causes of our perceptions, or impressions, and ideas"
[Treatise, I, II, v]. Hume, like Descartes and Locke before him, despaired of the ability of science to penetrate the
"springs and principles, which are hid, by reason of their minuteness or remoteness"[Treatise, I, III, xii].
Systemic or Humeian causation, then, is the belief that human minds form about the nature of the causal relationship
between two events - the cause and the effect. At the Systemic level, the concern is not about how the cause causes the
effect. The concern is rather that the cause causes the effect. Physical causation, by comparison, is the more detailed
investigation of just how the cause causes the effect. Physical causation approaches the discussion of causation from the
perspective of the science of physics. (And as it turns out, most articles from this perspective appear in journals focused
on the Philosophy of Science.)
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The INUS Condition
In 1965, J.L. Mackie published a seminal article examining the causal relation from the Humeian perspective. In this
article he assumed only two generic events - a cause C and an effect E - that our native intuitions about causal relations
stipulate are causally related. From this he inquired whether and how the necessary and sufficient conditions might be
applied in a manner consistent with our intuitions.
Mackie reasoned that for a cause to be sufficient for its effect, whenever the cause occurs, the effect must occur. The
cause can never occur without the effect occurring. If C is a sufficient cause of E, then the presence of C necessarily
implies the presence of E. However, another cause Q may alternatively cause E. Thus the presence of E does not imply
the presence of C. Mackie concludes that observation of day-to-day examples quickly reveals that this is much too
strong a relation. Our natural intuitions are not consistent with the suggestion that C is a sufficient cause of E. An
electrical short may have caused the fire. But electrical shorts do not invariably cause fires.
Next he reasoned for a cause to be necessary for its effect, whenever the effect occurs, the cause must have occurred.
The effect can never occur without the cause occurring. If C is a necessary cause of E, then the presence of E
necessarily implies the presence of C. The presence of C, however, does not imply that E will occur. But again,
observation of examples reveals that this relation is also much too strong. Our natural intuitions are not consistent with
the suggestion that C is a necessary cause of E. The fire may have been caused by an electrical short. But fires are not
invariably caused by electrical shorts.
Mackie concluded that causes always have their effect in the context of a set of background circumstances. Given
different circumstances, the cause will not have the effect that it had in these particular circumstances. Effects may have
many possible causes under different sets of circumstances. Causes may have many possible effects under different sets
of circumstances.
Mackie proposed that a cause is an INUS condition for the effect. And by that he means a cause is "an Insufficient but
Necessary part of an Unnecessary but Sufficient condition" for the effect. The sufficient condition is the entire suite of
circumstances that existed at the time of the effect. That entire suite of circumstances is also a necessary condition,
since it includes all necessary conditions by definition. Only one (possibly small) part of that entire complex set of
circumstances is the part that we identify as "the cause".
To say that the short circuit caused the house fire, therefore, is to say that this particular short circuit was an INUS
condition for this particular house fire. The short circuit was an insufficient part of the larger suite of circumstances
because it could not cause the fire on its own (other conditions such as oxygen, inflammable material, etc. must have
been present), but it was a necessary part of that larger suite of circumstances because (under those circumstances) the
fire would not have started without the short circuit. It is a necessary part because, without it, the rest of the conditions
are not sufficient for the fire. But this complex sufficient condition is not itelf necessary, since some other cluster of
conditions, for example, an arsonist with gasoline, can produce the fire.
To quote Mackie "A is an INUS condition of a result P if and only if, for some X and for some Y, (AX or Y) is a necessary
and sufficient condition of P, but A is not a sufficient condition of P and X is not a sufficient condition of
P" [Mackie, 'Clauses and Conditions', American Philosophical QuarterlyVol 2, 1965, pp. 245-64).
There has been some debate over the details of Mackie's INUS analysis of causation, but his analysis has been largely
accepted as the definitive analysis of deterministic causation at the Humeian level. Given no other information other
than the existence of two "events" that our native intuitions tell us are causally related, we can therefore conclude that (i) caues by themselves are not sufficient for their effects. The things that we identify as causes are but a
(possibly small) part of a larger suite of conditions that together are sufficient for their effects; and
(ii) causes by themselves are not necessary for their effects. An effect may have many possible causes.
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Probabilistic Causation
Of course, Mackie's analysis will not do for what is known as "probabilistic causation". This is the sort of causation
active in situations where a certain type of cause event is not always followed by the commonly expected effect event.
We identify some event as a "cause", because it is
"an [event] precedent and contiguous to another, and so united with it that the idea of the one determines
the mind to form the idea of the other, and the impression of the one to form a more lively idea of the
other."
[Hume, Treatise, I,
III, xiv]
But that psychological criterion for a "cause" and an "effect" does not necessitate that the cause is always followed by
the effect. Only that the two are associated sufficiently frequently as to couple the two in the mind. And in obvious
fact, we often employ the notions of cause and effect when the relationship is only vague - as in "smoking causes lung
cancer".
To understand probabilistic causation, we will need to draw on someone like D.H.Mellor. In his "The Facts of
Causation", he presents a probabilistic understanding of causation that establishes an event as a cause if and only if it
raises the chance of the effect event. (Mellor goes into some extensive detail on just how he wants to understand
"chance", but for the purposes of this essay we can simply interpret it as "probability", and leave aside the philosophical
difficulties inherent in understanding probabilities.) Based on his analysis, Mellor concludes that
(i) a cause is sufficient for its effect if and only if the cause entails the chances of the effect = 1. (Mellor has
a particular "possible world" interpretation of "entails" in this statement, but we can ignore his refinements
for the purpose of this essay, and take it to mean the standard logical entailment.)
(ii) a cause is necessary for its effect if and only if the absence of the cause entails the chances of the effect
= 0.
Now obviously, for some cause C, the chances of its effect E might be something less than 1 (probability varying
continuously between 0 and 1). And if that is the case, if the cause only sometimes is followed by its effect, then the
cause cannot be sufficient for its effect. And if the absence of the cause is sometimes followed by the "effect" event,
then the cause cannot be necessary for its effect.

Conserved Quantity Causation
So much for two different sorts of analyses from the Systemic perspective. Now let's consider an analysis of causation
from the Physical perspective. For this we need to turn to the thinking of philosophers like Wesley Salmon and Phil
Dowe. Within the conserved quantity conception of causation, causation is intimately coupled with the conservation
laws identified by physical science. At this level of analysis, an event (in the generic sense established above)
necessarily involves a change in the quantity of some conserved property of some specific entity - for example, a change
in the momentum of a billiard ball, or a change in the kinetic energy of a molecule. The definitions of "cause" and
"effect" are based on the source and drain of those changes. If, for example, some amount of momentum is transferred
from one billiard ball to another, the change that contributes the momentum is the "cause" and the change that absorbs
the momentum is the "effect".
An analysis of causation at this detailed Physical level has the distinct advantage of being immune to the difficulties of
"over-determination" and "pre-emption" that plague the Systemic level analysis. On the other hand, being an analysis at
the detailed level of particle interaction, it is not the appropriate analysis for such examples of causation as smoking
causing cancer, or the raising of taxes causing higher unemployment. Any more than it would be appropriate to discuss
the dynamics of internet traffic in terms of electron flow through semi-conductors. Although the former is indubitably
based on the latter.
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None-the-less, since the essay's title question did not specify the level of analysis from which an answer is expected, an
answer from the Physical level must also be considered. And at this level, the answers are the opposite of those from
the Systemic level.
(i) causes are sufficient for their effects. The thing that we identify as a cause is the contributor of some
conserved quantity that has to go somewhere, and that somewhere is, by definition, the effect(s) of that
cause; and
(ii) causes are necessary for their effects. The thing (change) that we identify as an effect is the absorber of
some conserved quantity that has to come from somewhere, and that somewhere is, by definition, the cause
of that effect.

Conclusion
In summary then, at the Systemic (or Humeian) level of analysis, the level that discusses which events are related as
cause to effect, causes are neither necessary nor sufficient for their effects. But at the Physical level of analysis, the
level that discusses how causes are related to their effects, causes are both necessary and sufficient for their effects.
Which level of analysis is most appropriate (and hence which answers are "correct") is a matter of cognitive
convenience within the context of the discussion.
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Can causality be analysed satisfactorily
in terms of counterfactual dependence?
In brief, the answer is "No!" But in order to explain why not, I will first have to say a few words on the criteria that
constitute a "satisfactory analysis". Then I will provide a brief description of the counterfactual dependence analysis of
causality, sufficient that it can form the basis for my argument that it is fatally flawed in at least two respects.

What is a "satisfactory analysis"?
According to Mautner's Dictionary of Philosophy(1), a philosophical analysis of causality would be an explanation of the
concept of causality that "draws attention to its constituents, its presuppositions, its implications, etc." and shows how
the concept can be "reduced to elements belonging to some basic category". In other words, a satisfactory analysis of
the concept of causation would be one that explained what causality was in terms that
(i) employs concepts (words) that are more ontologically fundamental, and therefore presumably simpler
and more easily understood; and
(ii) does not draw upon concepts (words) that themselves could only be analyzed in terms of causality.
For an analysis of causality to be "better" (ie. more "satisfactory") than the concept of causality itself, it will have to
explain just what causality is (and what are its presuppositions, implications, etc.) in terms of concepts whose meanings
are more easily understood and explained than is causality itself. Otherwise, there would be no gain, and we might just
as well treat the concept of causality as sui generis. An analysis of causality that draws upon concepts whose
implications and presuppositions are more obscure than is causality itself would therefore not be a "satisfactory
analysis" of causality. Also, obviously, a "satisfactory analysis" of causality cannot be circular - cannot employ
concepts that themselves can only be analyzed in terms of causality.
So it will be assumed in the remainder of this essay, that by "analyzed satisfactorily", the essay's title question is asking
whether the counterfactual dependence analysis of causality is more comprehensible than is causality itself, and whether
the counterfactual dependence analysis of causality can be done in terms that do not in turn rely on the concept of
causality. And my argument will be that the counterfactual dependence analysis of causality fails on both grounds.
I should also note, in preface, that the concept of causality relates (if indeed it is a relation, there being some debate on
the matter) things called "causes" and "effects." These are things that have variously been called "objects," "events,"
"states of affairs," "situations," "facts," "facta," "properties," "tropes," "propositions," "statements," or "conditions". For
ease of exposition, in what follows, I will employ the term "event" to mean any or all of these things.

What is the "counterfactual dependence" analysis of causality?
The first attempt to provide a counterfactual explanation of causality was offered in 1748 by David Hume, who wrote "We may define a cause to be an object followed by another, and where all the objects, similar to the first,
are followed by objects similar to the second. Or, in other words, where, if the first object had not been, the
second never had existed."
[Hume, An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding, Section VII].
The core notion here is that the meaning of causal propositions can be explained in terms of counterfactual
conditionals. The proposition "C causes E" (or "E because C") is to be analyzed (explained) as (1) If C had not occurred, then E would not have occurred.
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But Hume, after introducing the idea, never expanded on his counterfactual approach to understanding causality. So it
was left to his successors to explore the implications of this formulation. The main difficulty facing his successors was
the obscurity of counterfactual conditionals themselves - a direct challenge to the first criterion of a "satisfactory
analysis". Two problems remained to be resolved - understanding the truth conditions of counterfactual conditionals,
and their apparent reference to unactualized possibilities.
In 1973, however, David Lewis presented what has become perhaps the best known and most thoroughly elaborated
counterfactual theory of causation(2). Lewis defines the notion of counterfactual dependence between events as (2) Where C and E are two distinct possible events, E causally depends on C if and only if, if C
were to occur E would occur; and if C were not to occur E would not occur.
Whether E occurs or not depends on whether C occurs or not. This dependence is "counterfactual" because it holds
whether or not C or E actually occur. It holds even if C or E do (not) actually occur. Strictly speaking, Lewis's
definition differs slightly from what I have presented here, because he talks in terms of chains of causal dependence
rather than direct causal dependence. But for the purposes of this essay, we can ignore that refinement.
Lewis argues that the concept of causality is a concept of "Something that makes a difference", and that counterfactuals
are the best way of representing that more fundamental notion.
"We think of a cause as something that makes a difference, and the difference it makes must be a difference
from what would have happened without it. Had it been absent, its effects -- some of them, at least, and
usually all -- would have been absent as well."
(Lewis, "Causation", Journal of Philosophy, 70: p.161]
It is worth noting, in passing, that this analysis of causality demands that C and E be distinct and independent events - C
and E cannot be identical, overlap, nor logically imply each other. Lewis argued that this restriction is necessary in
order to reject "false positives" - pairs of events that our intuitions dictate are clearly non-causally related. Lewis also
argues that, for the same reason, backtracking counterfactuals must also be excluded. Only counterfactuals that
(typically) hold the past fixed up until the instant the counterfactual antecedent is supposed to obtain are acceptable
analyses of causality.
So far so good. But to this point Lewis is merely refining Hume. The challenge remains of understanding the truth
conditions of counterfactual conditionals, and their apparent reference to unactualized possibilities. Here is where
Lewis applies his "Possible World Semantics".
Possible Worlds Semantics specifies that the truth conditions for counterfactuals can be analyzed (explained) in terms of
similarity relations between possible worlds. A possible world W1 is said to be "closer" to the actual world (W0) than
another possible world W2 if and only if W1 "resembles" W0 more than W2 does. This resemblance relation produces
what Lewis calls a "weak ordering" of worlds - any two worlds Wi and Wj can be ordered with respect to their
"closeness" (measured by the degree of resemblance) to the actual world (ties permitted).
In terms of this similarity relation then, the truth condition for the counterfactual "If C were the case, E would be the
case", is (3) "If C were the case, E would be the case" is true in W0 if and only if (i) there are no
possible C-worlds; or (ii) some C-world where E holds is closer to W0 than is any C-world
where E does not hold.
(I shall ignore the first case, wherein the counterfactual is vacuously true.) Lewis' basic idea here is that the
counterfactual is true just in case it takes less of a departure from actuality to make both the antecedent and the
consequent true than it takes to make the antecedent true and the consequent false.
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When Lewis first presented this analysis of causality in terms of counterfactual dependence, the generally accepted
explanation of causality was in terms of lawful regularities of nature. It was also commonly recognized that such
regularity theories faced a number of problematic counterexamples where our intuitions conflicted with the theory.
Lewis' counterfactual analysis is not subject to the same counterexamples. So when first introduced, Lewis's
counterfactual analysis of causality offered considerable explanatory benefits.

Why is the counterfactual analysis flawed?
Deeper analysis since that time, however, has revealed a number of difficulties. Two of these problems I believe
disqualify the counterfactual dependence as a "satisfactory analysis" of causality.
The first problem is that possible worlds are not inspectable. Whether they are abstract concepts as many maintain, or
real existents as Lewis maintains, they are not causally connected with this, the actual world. We too easily forget that
this means that we cannot really inspect any other possible world than our current world. So the question of whether C
or E holds in some possible world is not a question of empirical investigation. What in fact holds in any other possible
world can have no actual bearing on the answer, regardless of how we choose to express the results of our
determination. Given that all we have epistemic access to is the actual world, how could we know anything about these
other possible worlds or what holds in them? How, therefore, are we judge whether one world is "closer" than another
to the actual world? How could we even guess? Obviously, we can't. Although Lewis discusses the resemblance
relation at considerable length in his Counterfactuals(3), what remains obscure is how we can determine the relative
"closeness" of C-worlds wherein E holds and C does not hold. Whether C or E holds must be determined on the basis of
factors that are known to us here in this actual world. What we wish to assert about the relative "closeness" of possible
worlds can be so only by stipulation. Whatever the judgement, the grounding for our judgements of "closeness" has to
be right before us in this actual world. But how we are to make that judgement, remains unexplained.
Complicating this difficulty is the fact that the problem of trans-world identity has not been resolved. Consider a
proposition of counterfactual dependence like "If Ann were to throw the ball [at the wondow], the window would
break." Possible worlds semantics demands that we examine every possible world in which Ann throws the ball to see
if any of those worlds in which the window does not break is "closer" to the actual world that worlds in which the
window does break. Obviously, from the preceeding argument, we do not do this examination in anything like an
empirical sense. Rather we do it conceptually, on the basis of what we stipulate about these possible worlds. But just
what is it that (conceptually) picks out an instance of "Ann" or "the ball" or "the window" in any other possible world
than this actual world. Some philosophers (Kripke in particular) have suggested that trans-world identity is established
only by identical origins. So any existent in some possible world that had the same parents (manufacturing plant?)
would be the "same" Ann, ball or window. But this runs into infinite regresses. The hypothesis leaves problematic the
question of the identicality of the origins - and so forth with infinite circularity. And if that is the case, then clearly our
judgements of resemblance and closeness are prior to, and not dependent upon the possible worlds semantics.
What this means is that Lewis' notion of "closeness" or "similarity" or "resemblance" between possible worlds is more
obscure and less fundamental than is the notion of "causality" that he seeks to explain by their use. This, as I suggested
above, disqualifies the counterfactual dependence analysis of causality as a "satisfactory analysis".
The second problem is related to the first, in that it develops from Lewis' notion of the kind of "departure" from
actuality that would be necessary to make either (or both) the antecedent and/or the consequent true. Suppose we
stipulate that W1 is identical to W0 at some time t1 and then there occurs a "departure" necessary to make W1 into a Cworld (a possible world wherein C counterfactually holds - say one wherein Ann throws the ball). How do we
determine what this "departure" is, and how do we determine whether it takes less of a departure from actuality to make
both the antecedent and the consequent true than to make the antecedent true and the consequent false. Obviously, to
judge whether any hypothetical departure might make either the antecedent or the consequent true, we must draw upon
our understanding of how a possible world would evolve through time, given some change in the status quo. But that
understanding is itself an understanding of causality - an understanding of how the actual world reacts to stimulii. In
other words, Lewis' concept of how possible worlds can "differ" from this our actual world, and the relative "closeness"
of different possible worlds, is itself dependent on our concept of causality.
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What this means is that Lewis' notion of "closeness" or "similarity" or "resemblance" between possible worlds is fatally
circular. This, as I suggested above, also disqualifies the counterfactual dependence analysis of causality as a
"satisfactory analysis".
Given either of these problems individually, but especially given both together, I conclude that causality can not be
analyzed satisfactorily in terms of counterfactual dependence.
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Are events particulars?
There is an element of ambiguity in the title question. Ontology is that branch of metaphysics that attempts to answer,
in the most general possible terms, the question what kinds of things exist. Particulars and universals are the two most
commonly acknowledged categories of fundamental existents. But various ontological theories also include such
categories as substances, relations, tropes, events, facts, states-of-affairs, propositions, concepts, among others. So
"particulars" are generally regarded as a fundamental category of existents. The essay's title question can be viewed as
asking whether events should be classed amongst the fundamental category of existents labelled "particulars", or
whether they should be otherwise classified - either within an alternative category, or as a category of its own. The
hidden assumption behind the title question, therefore, is that the class of particulars is ontologically fundamental. The
alternative is that the class of "particulars" is, instead, a derivative and non-fundamental classification. It may be
possible, in other words, that despite the subtle implications of the title question, events might be classed as particulars
and yet be regarded as non fundamental because the class of particulars is regarded as non-fundamental.
In other words, the apparently simple title question must be understood to be asking four separate but related questions:
(a) Are there such things as "events"? (If there are no such things as "events", the essay's title question is,
of course, moot.)
(b)

Assuming that events exist, what are events?

(c)

Given that they exist, are events ontologically fundamental existents?

(d) Given that they exist, and whether or not they are fundamental, are events such that they should be
classified along with the other things that we classify as "particulars"?
In this essay, I will attempt to justify my answers that:
(a)

Events do exist.

(b)

Events are concrete particulars that exist in time as opposed to space.

(c)

But they are not ontologically fundamental existents.

(d) And yet they are such as they should be classified as "particulars", because "particulars" is not an
ontologically fundamental category.
The philosophical literature on events contains widely varied opinions as to just what events are, if in fact they exist.
And there are some opinions to the effect that events do not exist. It is clear from the diverse variety of these opinions
that the philosophical community has yet to come to any consensus on the meaning of the word "event". It is also clear
from the literature that one of the driving motives behind the wide variety of these opinions, is a desire for ontological
parsimony - a desire to reduce the number of different kinds of fundamental things that exist. In this respect, the
motivation behind my answers to the title questions will interpret "parsimony" in a different light. In the words of
Donald Davidson,
"Clarity is desirable, but parsimony may or may not make for clarity."
Donald Davidson(1)
In following this thought, my motivation will be clarity in the understanding of the English concept "event", rather than
ontological parsimony in the catalogue of fundamental kinds that exist. It is my own intuition that when philosophers
stray too far from the "common sense" (or dictionary of common usage) understanding of common words, they usually
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err. As it will turn out, however, I will achieve ontological parsimony as a result.

Events
At a "common sense" level of understanding, of course events exist. We speak of, and refer to, events all the time.
Ordinary discourse is full of references to events. From the Big Bang, to the World Cup, to the next election, to the
publication of Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found Thereby by Lewis Carroll in 1872. We cannot speak
about, or even think of, very much without references to events of various sorts.
"Our language encourages us in the thought that there are, by supplying not only appropriate singular terms,
but the full apparatus of definite and indefinite articles, sortal predicates, counting, quantification, and
identity-statements; all the machinery, it seems, of reference. If we take this grammar literally, if we accept
these expressions and sentences as having the logical form they appear to have, then we are committed to
an ontology of events as unrepeatable particulars ("concrete individuals")"
Donald Davidson(2)
"Broadly understood, events are things that happen . . . things such as births and deaths, thunder and
lightening, explosions, weddings, hiccups and hand-waves, dances, smiles, walks. . . . there is little question
that human perception, action, language, and thought manifest at least a prima facie commitment to entities
of this sort"         
Roberto Casati and Achille Varzi(3).
But the prima facie commitments of language and thought are rarely accepted at face value by philosophers. Events
clearly differ in kind from the regular "furniture of the world". The latter are said to exist, while events are said to
happen, or occur. Ordinary things occupy space, while events permit co-location. Events alter the properties and
relationships of things. Things change by taking part in events. Like things, events have both types and instances. But
unlike things, we don't have convenient one-word terms to designate event types and event instances. These and other
obvious differences have led various philosophers to assume that events are fundamentally different from ordinary
objects.
Jaegwon Kim, for example, has proposed that events are not ontologically fundamental, but are instead a complex
relation between a property, an object and a time. He proposes that events are a class of entities that are supervenient on
the more fundamental classifications of properties and objects - events are property-exemplifications. Kim identifies an
event as the exemplifying of a property (or n-adic relation) by a concrete object (or n-tuple of objects) at a time.(4)
Roderick Chisholm, as another example, focuses on the fact that many events (like "The next election") seem to recur
numerous times, sometimes at numerous places.
"Any theory of events should be adequate to the fact of recurrence, to the fact that there are some things that
recur, or happen more than once.We should also take into account the fact that there are conjunctive events.
If an event p occurs while an event q is occurring, then the conjunctive event p & q occurs."
Roderick Chisholm(5)
He regards events more akin to universals (which can be multiply exemplified) than to particulars (which must be
uniquely exemplified). His view is that for an event to occur is for a "state of affairs" to "obtain". Hence, in his view,
events supervene on the more fundamental category of states-of-affairs.(6)
Terence Horgan, as a third example, argues that the things we call "events" are instead better understood as
propositions. He examines the uses to which events are put by the likes of Davidson, Kim, Goldman and Clark, and
concludes that what these authors take to be events can equally be taken to be propositions. (A proposition is a bearer of
truth value which may be an object of thought or some other mental act.) And since propositions must exist for other
reasons, ontological parsimony recommends that we drop the notion of "events" in favour of "propositions".
"Events are usually thought to be the very stuff of causation - the causes and effects themselves. So how
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can we have causation without positing events or eventlike entities? Davidson, the most explicit defender of
events, has himself suggested an answer to this question. In "Causal Relations" he considers the possibility
that "causes correspond to sentences rather than singular terms". . . .By thus representing causal relations
with a sentential connective rather than a predicate, we can retain causation while eliminating the need for
events."   
Terence Horgan(7)
These are just three of a wide variety of notions on how the concept of "events" is to be best understood. But in my
view, all of these alternative understandings of "events" miss a key aspect that is fundamental to our every-day
understanding of events. And to the extent that these alternatives ignore our common sense intuitions about the concept
of an "event", they are talking about something else other than what we call an "events" in English. Consider that, in
our "common sense" understanding of the concept:
(a) A particular event has a definite spatio-temporal location. It's boundaries may be more or less vague,
but no more so than the boundaries of such concrete existents as Geach's "Tibbles the cat"(8). Hence,
contrary to Horgan, events are concrete existents rather than abstract existents like propositions.
(b) Specific events are unique existents. While "the next election" or "The World Cup" may be used to
refer to a collection of events (an event-type in philosopher-speak), what we are usually thinking about
when we refer to "the next election" or "The World Cup" is a particular event, on a particular day (or other
time period), in a particular jurisdiction. Hence contrary to Chisholm, events are concrete particulars rather
than universals.
(c) Events are ephemeral. Events take up a (relatively) small amount of time. They come into being and
go out of existence. Hence characterizing events as Kim does (the instantiation of a property by an object
at a time) loses the fundamental intuition that events are dynamic and capture a change in some property (or
properties) of an object (or group of objects) over a period of time (or from one time to another).
Common usage, as documented in any number of dictionaries, indicates that the word "event" is used to refer to some
thing that occurs or happens. An occurrence or happening contains a fundamental element of temporal dynamics.
Analyzing our concept of an "event" in terms of such allegedly more ontologically fundamental categories as relations,
tropes, facts, states-of-affairs, propositions, or such like, loses the core intuition that events are temporally dynamic
entities.
"Recent theories of events have ignored the distinction between events and states, preferring to focus on
what may loosely be called relations of composition between events and states, indifferently conceived, and
properties, objects, and times. . . .In my view, events are distinguished from states in virtue of being
essentially dynamic. This view locates the difference between events and states in their different existential
statuses.. . . Events are essentially dynamic in the sense that they essentially unfold."
Frederick Schmitt(9)
Hence my conclusion that (a) events do exist, and (b) events exist as concrete existents that capture a (temporally
dynamic) change in some property (or properties) of an object (or group of objects) over a period of time (or from time
to time)

Particulars
"Particulars" is an ontological category reserved for entities that have attributes. An attribute is a quality, character,
characteristic, or property that is or can be attributed to a thing. It is part of the definition of a "particular" that
particulars have some sort of relationship with attributes, or characteristics. Exactly how that relationship is described
depends on the metaphysical theory one adopts.
What most of these theories accept as given, however, is that particulars exist independently of how we think about
them (with the notable exception of Nominalism). On the basis of a realist characterization of "particulars", events must
be regarded as concrete existents that just are there with their properties for us to sense and identify.
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But one of the difficulties that this approach creates, is the problem of boundaries. How is it that we draw the
boundaries we do around the particulars - objects or events - we identify. What is it that renders particular A
numerically identical (exactly the same one) as particular B? Ontologists have come up with all sorts of explanations,
the most famous and influential of which is the theory of natural kinds. This theory maintains that there are "natural
kinds" of particulars out there for us to discover, and it is up to us to discover what natural kinds actually exist in the
world. And it is up to the ontologists to provide descriptions of what it is that makes one natural kind different from
another. But the natural kinds theory is a realist conception of particulars (and events). Nominalists would disagree. A
nominalist theory would argue instead that the kinds that we label are more or less completely arbitrary - a simple
matter of linguistic convention. Yet both approaches leave unresolved the question of what is it that makes that grand
oak the same thing as the acorn? And what is it that makes a heap of sand different from a collection of individual sand
grains?
One of the ways that philosophers come to grips with the boundary conditions for a given concept is to specifically
delineate the conditions under which two existents are identical. When it comes to events, for example, Jaegwon Kim
maintains that two events are identical when their properties, objects and times are the same. Roderick Chisholm
suggests that two events are identical when they both involve the same state-of-affairs. Donald Davidson argues that
two events are identical only when their causes and effects are the same. If events are regarded as concrete particulars
that capture a (temporally dynamic) change in some property (or properties) of an object (or group of objects) over a
period of time (or from one time to another), all of these identity criteria can be seen as acceptable.
However, one of the theories that is neglected in modern philosophical literature, is the Conceptualist theory of
particulars. The conceptualist theory is a nominalist theory with realist boundaries. It posits that what marks the
boundaries of a particular (in space or time) is our current cognitive purpose. Contrary to the realist approach,
particulars do not exist independently of how we think of them. The boundaries of any given particular (or event) are
drawn to suit our current cognitive convenience. They are not given by the world for us to discover.
If one accepts the principle that "what marks the boundary" of a particular (or, for that matter, a universal), "is our
current cognitive purpose", then boundaries can change as our cognitive purpose changes. There is an extreme reading
of this, which one finds in this famous passage:
"In abstract, nothing prevents us from dissecting surrounding material into fragments constructed in a
manner completely different from what we are used to. Thus, speaking more simply we could build a world
where there would be no such objects as 'horse,' 'leaf,' 'star,' and others allegedly devised by nature. Instead,
there might be, for example, such objects as 'half a horse and a piece of river,' 'my ear and the moon,' and
other similar products of a surrealist imagination."
Leszek
(10)
Kolakowski
In abstract we can play any games we please. But when it comes to dealing with the world around us, and particularly
with the interactions we have with others, we have a clear cognitive purpose of cleaving those surroundings in a manner
that is most conducive to our ability to anticipate how it will react to us. This is where Conceptualism differs from
Nominalism. When dealing with the world around us, we have a clear interest in erecting boundaries around portions
that are most easily predictable - lest we become lunch rather than enjoying it. When dealing with other people, we
have a clear interest in erecting boundaries in the roughly the same places as do others - lest communications become
totally impossible.
One of the corollaries of the Conceptualist theory, however, is that it views particulars as derivative rather than
fundamental entities. The fundamental entity that exists is "The World". The existence of any specific particular or
event within "The World" is dependent on our cognitive purpose in establishing its boundaries.
From the perspective of a Conceptualist, then, "particulars" are parts of the world around which we choose to draw
boundaries to most economically meet our need to understand and predict how the world is going to react to our efforts.
"Particulars" are not fundamental mind-independent entities. "Particulars" - including events - are derivative and
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somewhat mind-dependent entities. They exist because and only when we create them by drawing suitable boundaries
around parts of the world that concern us. And we draw the boundaries so as to most economically meet our need to
anticipate how the world is going to react to our efforts.

Conclusion
In conclusion then, we have the following:
(a)

Events do exist. To deny they exist is to subvert the meaning of "event".

(b) Events exist as complex concrete existents that capture a (temporally dynamic) change in some
property (or properties) of an object (or group of objects) over a period of time (or from one time to
another).
(c) If complex material objects can be classed as particulars, events are also amongst the class of concrete
particulars.
(d) Neither particulars nor events are ontologically fundamental entities because their existence and
boundaries are both somewhat mind-dependent.
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Are events universals, particulars, or neither?
The first question that needs to be addressed is whether or not events are things that exist in some manner that they can
be classified as universals or particulars. The second question that needs to be addressed is just what exactly are events.
Only with those answers in hand can the question of the proper classification of events be addressed. Therefore, I will
deal with the issues in that order. Along the way I will argue that events can be classified as universals, particulars, or
neither according to one's metaphysical attitudes. Myself, I classify events as particulars, and I will offer my reasons for
that conclusion.

First Level Understanding
The first question is whether or not events exist, and exist in a manner that they can be classified as particulars or
universals. The first level of understanding is - of course events exist. We speak of, and refer to, events all the time.
Ordinary discourse is full of references to events. From the Big Bang, to the World Cup, to the next election, we cannot
do without references to events of various sorts. But just exactly what are these events of which we speak? And how
ought we classify them?

Second Level Understanding
The general consensus of philosophers is that events are (and I mean "are" in a very general and non-committal sense)
changes in various things - particulars, properties of particulars, relations between particulars, universals, and any other
sort of thing admitted within our ontologies. The World Cup and the next election are events that consist of the change
from a group of people not doing some particular activity to that group of people doing that particular activity. Other
sorts of events would appear to be other sorts of changes in underlying things. Therefore, at a second level of
understanding, events can be considered to supervene on changes to various more fundamental things. Now some
philosophers do admit a kind of event that consists of something that continues unchanged - like the "event" of a
Newtonian particle continuing in a straight line, uninfluenced by any force. But it would seem that this sort of event is
simply an extension to the normal way of using the concept of an "event". The normal usage of the concept is to denote,
refer to, or pick out a change that is somehow noteworthy.
But if events are changes in things that are more fundamental, that would mean that "events" do not exist in the same
sense as do particulars and universals. Particulars and universals (if they exist) are generally deemed to be ontologically
fundamental categories. At this second level of understanding, therefore, events are not things that should be classed as
either particulars or universals. At this level of understanding, events are not ontologically fundamental. They would
therefore have to be classed as "neither".

Third Level Understanding
However, there is a yet deeper level of understanding to explore. This third level requires a better understanding of just
what we mean by a "particular' or a "universal". In other words, at this level, not only do we have to understand what an
"event" is, we also require an understanding of what a "particular" or "universal" is in order to determine whether events
ought to be classified as particulars, universals, or neither.
The concept of a "particular" denotes an ontological category for entities that have attributes. (I mean attributes other
than "existence" - if "existence" is indeed an attribute.) An attribute is a quality, character, characteristic, or property
that is or can be attributed to a particular. It is part of the definition of a "particular" that particulars have some sort of
relationship with attributes, or characteristics. Exactly how that relationship is described depends on the metaphysical
theory one adopts. (For the moment, I am going to use the terminology that particulars "have" attributes, understanding
by this I mean to be neutral as to just what the relationship is between the particular and the attributes associated with
it.)
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The three most widely discussed theories of particulars are the substratum theory, the substance theory, and the bundle
theory. The substratum theory maintains that what a particular actually is, is something that underlies the attributes it
"has" - something to which the attributes are "attached" in some fashion. This means that we could conceptually
remove all of the attributes of a particular to be left with nothing but a "bare" particular. The substance theory proposes
that a particular has some attributes essentially, while all others it has contingently. We could not remove an essential
attribute of a particular without changing the kind of thing it is. But any of its contingent attributes we could remove
without changing the kind of thing it is. The bundle theory of particulars proposes that a particular is nothing other than
a collection of attributes. If we were to remove all of the attributes of a particular, there would be nothing left. The
bundle theory of particulars is maintained by those philosophers who argue that particulars are not an ontologically
fundamental category of existents. On this view, particulars are derivative, and based on the existence of attributes (or
more precisely, universals).
Significantly, what these three theories accept as given is that particulars exist independently of how we think about
them, and that it is the function of ontology to describe how they exist. In other words, if events are particulars then
events exist as part of reality independently from how we think of them or describe them. When we talk about a
specific event, how we describe that event could be wrong - the reality of the event transcending our perception and
description of it. Events do look a lot like particulars, and many philosophers would classify them as such. They exist
and seem to have all sorts of attributes.
But one of the difficulties that this position creates, is the problem of boundaries. How is it that we draw the boundaries
we do around the events we identify. Why do we identify these events and not those events?   What is it that renders
event A numerically identical (exactly the same one) as event B? Philosophers have come up with all sorts of
explanations, the most famous of which is the theory of natural kinds. This theory maintains that there are "natural
kinds" of events out there for us to discover, and it is up to us to discover what natural kinds actually exist in the
world.And it is up to us to provide accurate descriptions of what it is that makes one natural kind different from
another.Davidson, for example, suggests that two events are the same event if they have the same causes and the same
effects.But this notion may have some problems, since "cause" and "effect" are usually understood in terms of events.
One of the theories that is much neglected in modern ontology, is the Conceptualist theory of particulars. The
Conceptualist theory posits that what marks the boundaries of a particular (in space or time) is our current cognitive
purpose. Contrary to the standard approach, particulars (and events, if events are particulars) do not exist independently
of how we think of them. If one is a metaphysical realist, then one can accept that the world as a whole exists
independently of how we think of it. But whether one is a metaphysical realist or an anti-realist, the boundaries of any
given particular are drawn to suit our cognitive convenience. They are not given by the world for us to discover. The
boundaries of a particular can change as our cognitive purpose changes. The boundaries of the thing we identify as an
event can change according to the context of discourse. The conceptualist approach turns the debates between the
substratum theory, substance theory, and bundle theory of particulars into differences in point of view resulting from
different cognitive purposes. On the conceptualist view, two events are the same event if they both incorporate the same
noteworthy change(s) to the same noteworthy underlying particulars. Contra Davidson, for example, the boundaries are
a matter of subjective cognitive convenience, not a matter for objective discovery. If the context of discourse is the
history of Napoleon, then the Battle of Waterloo is the same event as the defeat of Napoleon on Sunday 18 June 1815.
If the context is military strategy, then the Battle of Waterloo spanned more than just that one Sunday and is therefore
not normally considered the same event as the defeat of Napoleon on Sunday 18 June 1815.
One of the corollaries of the conceptualist theory, however, is that it views particulars as derivative rather than
ontologically fundamental entities. The fundamental entity that exists is the world (or the space-time continuum, if you
will).The existence of any specific particular is dependent on our cognitive purpose in establishing its boundaries.From
the perspective of a conceptualist, then, "particulars" are parts of the world around which we choose to draw boundaries
to most economically meet our need to understand and predict how the world is going to react to our efforts. They exist
because and only when we create them by drawing suitable boundaries around parts of the world that interest us.
What this means at this third level of understanding is that, for a Conceptualist, events can indeed be classified as
particulars. Events are just another sort of particular that is picked out of reality by our current cognitive purpose.
Neither events nor particulars in general are ontologically fundamental.
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But now let's consider the meaning of "universal". Every individual particular "has" attributes. (Remember, I am being
neutral to the exact nature of this "has" relationship.) And some particulars have attributes that we would recognize as
similar. In metaphysics a "universal" is the term used to refer to what individual particulars have in common when they
exhibit some resemblance in their respective attributes. The term "universal" is used, in contrast with the term
"particular", because by definition, universals can be instantiated or exemplified by many particular things (ie.
universally), whereas particulars can be instantiated only once - each particular is unique. Universals are employed to
explain why it is that we judge many particulars similar with respect to some attribute.
And there are some philosophers who do indeed classify events as universals. These philosophers distinguish between
"event-types" and "event-tokens". Events like the World Cup or "the next election" are multiply instantiated, just like
the universals for red and sweet. What some see as attributes of an event particular, these "universalist" philosophers
see as adverbial modifiers of an event universal.
When it comes to universals, philosophers fall into two main camps: Realists endorse universals as an ontologically
fundamental category of mind-independent existents, while Conceptualists and Nominalists deny the Realist claim.
Nominalists and Conceptualists deny that universals have ontologically fundamental existence. They are creations of
our minds and hence do not properly belong in our ontology. They claim that independently existing entities are not
necessary to explain the perceived similarity in particulars. The fundamental entity that exists is the particular. The
Conceptualist, for example, will argue that the existence of any specific universal is dependent on our cognitive purpose
in establishing its boundaries. From the perspective of a Conceptualist, then, "universals" reflect how we react to the
world around us, and how we choose to draw boundaries to most economically meet our need to understand and predict
how the world is going to react to our efforts.
What this entails is that in order to classify an event as a universal rather than a particular, one would have to maintain a
Realist (ie "Platonic") attitude towards universals. For a Realist, what is more significant is the event-type, while the
event token is derivative. But a Nominalist or a Conceptualist will argue that the more fundamental category is
particulars, and events ought to be more correctly classified as a particular. From that perspective, it is the event-token
that is the more significant, and the event-type that is derivative in just the same way that universals are derivative on
particulars.
Now, because I am myself a Conceptualist with regards to both particulars and universals, I also maintain a
Conceptualist attitude towards events. Along with the Nominalist, I would regard the event-token as more significant
and fundamental than the event-type. I would therefore classify events as a species of particular rather than as a species
of universal. Recognizing, of course, that neither particulars (and hence events) nor universals are ontologically
fundamental.
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"For an agent's action to be free it cannot be caused by preceding events.
But not to be so caused would make this event random, and thus not
genuinely something the agent did.
Therefore, no genuine action is free."
Evaluate this argument.
First, I will examine the logical form of this argument and show that it is valid. Then I will evaluate the premises to
judge whether they are likely to be true and the argument sound.In passing   I will offer some comments on the current
state of the debate amongst philosophers on the debate over Free Will versus Determinism.
The argument in the essay's title contains four separate clauses. Expanding the syntactical short-hand, these four clauses
can be seen to constitute an argument with three premises and a conclusion:
P1: "For an agent's action to be free it cannot be caused by preceding events."
P2: "Actions not caused by preceding events are random actions."
P3: "Random actions are not genuinely something the agent did."
C:

"No action that is genuinely something the agent did is free"

The actual logical form of the argument can be better seen if we abstract from the words and replace them with some
symbols. Therefore, let:
A = "action that is genuinely something the agent did"
F = "free action"
R = "random action"
C = "action caused by preceding events"
Letting the "=" stand in for the "is/are" cupola, the argument in the essay's title looks like this:P1:

F = Not-C

P2:

Not-C = R

P3:

R = Not A

C1:

   Not-A = F

We can see by this analysis that the argument is at least valid. Given that the premises are true, the conclusion is also
true. So now let's determine whether the premises are likely to be true. I will do this by outlining the three main
positions on the Free Will versus Determinism debate.

Casual Determinism
Causal Determinism is the philosophical doctrine that everything is governed by causal laws. All events, happenings,
agent actions, and human behaviour are the inevitable result of preceding events. Science is the primary source of
arguments for Determinism. 'Science is determinist; it is so a priori; it postulates determinism, because without this
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postulate science could not exist." - Henri Poincare. Our Western / Scientific culture (science and engineering) assumes
that everything has a cause. If everything has a cause, then human behaviour must also have its own causes. And if
human behaviour is caused in the manner assumed by science, then where is there a place for "Free Will"?
Determinism is, however, a philosophical position and not a question of empirical observation. The apparent
randomness of some observations (like, for example, quantum mechanics) need not conflict with the philosophical
presumption of Determinism. It must also be noted that Determinism, as a challenge to Free Will, need not demand
universal causality. A "partial" Determinist could permit non-causal events within some parts of the world (again, like
quantum mechanics) as long as human behaviour at least is fully causal. What matters for an evaluation of the essay's
title argument is that a moral agent's "genuine actions" be fully caused by preceding events, and "partial" Determinism
will be sufficient.
A Determinist will accept all three premises to the title argument, and will argue that therefore the concept of "Free
Will" contained in P1 is incompatible with Causal Determinism. (Mind you, a pedantic "Full" Determinist might object
that premise P2 is false because there are no such things as uncaused or truly random events. But I'll ignore that quibble
for present purposes.) Since Determinism is true, therefore Man does not have Free Will. What we refer to by "Free
Will" is an illusion. Perhaps a necessary one, in order for us to function properly. But an illusion none the less.
"If determinism is true, then our acts are the consequences of the laws of nature and events in the remote
past. But it is not up to us what went on before we were born, and neither is it up to us what the laws of
nature are. Therefore, the consequences of these things (including our present acts) are not up to us."
Peter Van Inwagen (1)
J.J.C. Smart offers an argument from logic in support of the key premise P3. He argues that there is no logical room for
what some call "contra-causal freedom" and the essay's title argument would refer to as a "random actions that are
genuinely something the agent did." He is arguing that it is not logically possible that P3 be false.
"If we accept the definitions [of "determinism" and "pure chance"] the following propositions are
contradictories:
p: this event happened as a result of unbroken causal continuity.
q: this event happened by pure chance.
That is, q if and only if not-p.
But p or not-p.
So p or q, and not both not-p and not-q
Therefore there is no third possibility outside of p and q. What room, then, does logic leave for the concept
of "contra-causal freedom"?
J.J.C.Smart(2)
Unfortunately, the challenge that the Determinist faces is the relevance of their conclusion. Like medieval Theologians
arguing over the number of angels that could dance on the head of a pin, it seems difficult to understand how the
Determinist conclusion matters. The vast majority of people in general, and philosophers in particular, will revert at the
first opportunity to the general feeling that we do have Free Will. And if that feeling is an illusion, then the critical
social importance of our notion of Moral Responsibility demands that we ignore the Determinist conclusion, and
proceed on the alternate hypothesis that we do indeed have Free Will. Even if the Determinists are right, we simply
cannot operate on that basis.

Free Will Libertarianism
Free Will Libertarianism is that metaphysical doctrine that maintains that an individual, regardless of forces external to
him, can and does choose at least some of his actions. The concept of "Free Will" is defined largely by its contrast with
Determinism. Libertarianism argues that free will is logically incompatible with a deterministic universe and since
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agents do have free will, therefore determinism is false. There are essentially only two arguments for the position of
Free Will Libertarianism. The more fundamental is the argument from Moral Responsibility that maintains that the
existence of morality and ethics presupposes Free Will. There is also the argument from Common Sense that maintains
that whatever it is that we do when we choose or decide, it is self-obvious that we could have chosen or decided
otherwise, and it is this ability "To choose other than we did" that is Free Will.
In the history of the debate, there are essentially two different approaches to Libertarian arguments. By far the more
common approach in the modern literature is the scientific one. This approach is to attack the underlying premises of
Determinism that all actions are caused - in other words, objecting that premise P3 is false. Quantum Indeterminacy is a
favourite escape hatch. As is the "Multiple Worlds" interpretation of Quantum Physics. The Libertarian argues that
there are some random actions that do qualify as genuinely something the agent did. Hence the conclusion is false there are Free actions. And the title argument is unsound.
But scientific Libertarians face a serious challenge. It is not at all clear just how quantum randomness (or chaos theory,
or some other suitable source of indeterminacy) can be translated into Free Will and still maintain the agent's
"ownership" of the result. If your actions are not the result of your moral evaluation of the desirability of the
consequences, then you are not normally held morally responsible for the results. If your choice of action is the result of
some random (indeterminate) event, then your choice is not the result of your moral evaluation of the projected
consequences. Depending on scientific indeterminacy to escape from Determinism is morally equivalent to rolling the
die instead of making your own choices. A factor that Robert Kane, for example, recognizes, but does not adequately
address "if free will is not compatible with determinism, it does not seem to be compatible with indeterminism
either. . . . An undetermined or chance event, it is said, occurs spontaneously and is not controlled by
anything, hence not controlled by the agent. . . . Such undetermined events occurring in our brains or bodies
would not seem to enhance our freedom and control over our actions, but rather diminish our freedom and
control."
Robert Kane(3)
Despite recognizing the challenge, Kane proceeds to ignore it and continue to argue that there are none the less random
actions that are genuinely something the agent did.
"All free acts do not have to be undetermined on the libertarian view, but only those acts by which we made
ourselves into the kinds of persons we are, namely the "will-setting" or "self-forming actions" (SFAs) that
are required for ultimate responsibility."
Robert Kane(4)
"Agents . . . cause or bring about their self-forming actions or SFAs and they do so voluntarily by making
efforts of will. These efforts of will are in turn causally influenced by the agents motives, reasons, and
other states of mind, but their outcomes are not determined by these motives and reasons.
Robert Kane(5)
The more historical Libertarian approach is Mind-Body Dualism. The dualist approach is to maintain that whatever it is
in the human mind that exercises Free Will (let's call it a "Soul" for sake of a label), it is not subject to the constraints of
materialist science. The Dualist approach was made popular by Rene Descartes, but has lost favour in modern literature
because of its religious overtones. Never the less, a Dualist would object that P2 is false - actions caused by the "Soul"
are not caused by preceding events, but are not random. Hence the conclusion of the argument is false, and the
argument is therefore unsound.
Regardless, dualist libertarians like Descartes also face a serious challenge. Just how can some form of immaterial soul
interact with a body that is clearly material? Biologists have tracked the nerve impulses that activate our muscles, and
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have determined that they originate somewhere in our brain. The dualist, therefore, must provide a means whereby the
immaterial soul, not subject to the constraints of materialist science, initiates the clearly materialist nerve impulses that
generate our behaviour. So far, there has been no success at providing such an explanation.

Compatibilism
Both Determinists and Libertarians maintain that our concept of "Free Will" is incompatible with our concept of
"Determinism". In their arguments, one or the other is assumed to be true, so the other must be false.   Compatibilists
maintain that this is a false dichotomy, and that in fact both positions are (or at least can be) compatible. What the
compatibilists maintain is that the appearance of a dichotomy, the appearance of an incompatibility, arises as the result
of a misunderstanding of just what it is that we mean by the label "Free Will".
The compatibilist's arguments rest on the alternative possible understandings of the phrase "He could have done
otherwise than he did". The Determinist will argue that given the entire set of circumstances that did exist at the time,
he could not have done other than he did.
"the Basic Argument has various expressions in the literature of free will, and its central idea can be quickly
conveyed: (1) Nothing can be causa sui - nothing can be the cause of itself; (2) In order to be truly
responsible for one's actions one would have to be causa sui, at least in certain crucial mental respects; (3)
Therefore, nothing can be truly morally responsible."
Galen Strawson(6)
What all the various Compatibilist arguments amount to is a re-conception of the concept of "Free Will" that allows for
the truth of Determinism as Strawson has characterized it, while maintaining the indisputable fact that (as Nagel puts it)
from the inside it is obvious we do indeed have Free Will.
"From the inside, when we act, alternative possibilities seem open before us: . . . and one of the possibilities
is made actual by what we do. The same applies to our internal consideration of the actions of others"
Thomas Nagel(7)
The best definition of the Compatilibilist's position is that outlined by Daniel Dennett(8). The Determinist and the
Libertarian are talking from different "Stances", at different levels of discourse, in language that is inappropriate (and
thus apparently incompatible) to each other's argument. The Determinist is talking about things at the Physical level and at the Physical level the Universe might well be Deterministic. The Libertarian is talking at the Intentional level and at the Intentional level, the agents in question might well have Free Will. The points made by the Determinist are
no more appropriate to the discussions at the Intentional level (and vice versa) than are discussions about electron flow
in semi-conductors to debates about the dynamics of the World Wide Web. To bridge the levels, what is required is a
definition of an "agent" (or a "will") in physical terms. And this neither side has accomplished.
On this basis, the Compatibilist will consider that the first premise of the title argument is false because it commits a
frame error - it being inappropriate to define a term within the Intentional Stance in terms relevant to the Physical stance
without that definition. Similarly for the third premise. Hence the conclusion of the title argument is false. And the
argument is unsound.

Conclusion
The results of this analysis of the essay's title argument is that
(a) If one maintains a belief in Causal Determinism, then one will agree that the title argument is sound.
However, if one maintains a "full" Determinist position that all events, without exception, are caused, then
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one will argue that P2 is false because there are no such things as actions that are not caused by preceding
events. So a Determinist will agree that the conclusion is true, but whether the Determinist maintains that
the argument in the essay's title is sound or not will depend on whether the Determinist position is
metaphysical ("full") or merely pragmatic ("partial").
(b) If one maintains a belief in Free Will Libertarianism, then one will argue that P3 is false because it is a
consequence of all flavours of Libertarianism that "free" actions are not caused by, and hence cannot be
predicted on the basis of, preceding events. And that entails that "free" actions are random (or at least
sufficiently unpredictable to be called random). The Libertarian will argue that the conclusion of the
argument is therefore false - and the argument unsound.
(c) If one maintains a Compatibilist position that Free Will is not inconsistent with causal determinism, then
one will argue that P1 is false because it is based on a misunderstanding of what constitutes "free will" (or
"an agent"). The Compatibilist will, however, agree with the Libertarian that the conclusion is also false
because agents do have free will and perform free actions. Hence the argument is unsound.
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"The ability to act freely requires that one could have acted otherwise.
But causal determinism rules out the possibility that one could have acted
other than as one did.
So free will is incompatible with determinism."
Discuss.
Causal Determinism is the metaphysical adoption of the "everything has a cause" mechanistic view of the Universe.
The more science learns about the nature of Man and the Universe, the more likely it seems that the future is
predictable. If the future is predictable, then it is possible that the decisions you think you make freely, are not so free.
If everything has a cause, then human behaviour must also have its own causes. And if human behaviour is caused in the
manner assumed by causal determinism, then where is there a place for "Free Will"?
Free Will Libertarianism is that philosophical doctrine that maintains that an individual, regardless of forces external to
him, can and does freely choose at least some of his actions. There is considerable debate over the proper criteria for
Free Will. But as a starting point and first approximation, "Free Will" can be characterized as that defining ability of
moral agents to exercise control over their conduct in the fullest manner necessary for moral responsibility. There are
essentially two primary kinds of argument for Free Will. The arguments from Moral Responsibility maintain that the
existence of morality and ethics presupposes Free Will. And the arguments from Common Sense maintain that
whatever it is that we do when we choose or decide, it is self-evident that we could have chosen or decided otherwise,
and this ability just is what we mean by "Free Will".
Undoubtedly, the most significant argument that non-philosophers think of for the existence of Free Will, is the
universal individual personal experience of what it feels like to deliberate, evaluate, and make a choice. No one will
dispute that whatever it is that is taking place, it certainly feels like we are free to choose how we will. Common sense
tells us that we can change our actions by our own choice.
It is not just for ourselves that the feeling of Free Will is so pervasive. We treat other people as similar to ourselves.
We treat all human beings as thinking, reasoning, contemplating, considering, and - most importantly - choosing
intellects. The notion of Free Will is fundamental and basic to how we view ourselves, and how we interact with other
people.
As for the arguments from "moral responsibility", let's consider a hypothetical scenario. You find yourself locked in a
small cubical. On the wall in front of you are two buttons - a green one, and a red one. In the center is a digital clock
that is counting down the seconds. You can do one of three things. 
You can push the red button, or you can push the
green button, or you can do nothing and let the clock run down to zero. What criteria are necessary, in such a situation,
to qualify your choice as a "free" choice?
We would, I suggest, each feel justified in critiquing your choice according to our own system of Ethical standards.
And if you should ask someone else's opinion of which alternative you should choose, I think everyone would feel
suitably justified in responding "You should choose .....", directing your choice to the option they would evaluate as the
"best" under the circumstances.
From considering the implications of this hypothetical scenario, we can understand "moral responsibility" as meaning
"answerable or accountable for something within one's power to control" where that "something" is a choice or decision
or judgment where:
(i) the alternatives available involve events or situations that can be evaluated against a
standard of what is desirable or undesirable that the individual has learned over the course of
his experiences with reality; and
(ii) the choice made is the result of the individual's own deliberations over the consequences of
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the alternatives available, and not the result of coercion.
And to be "within one's power to control" includes any situation where by choosing one alternative over another, one
can influence the consequences in a predictable manner. One is not considered responsible for unpredictable
consequences. Hence, one is not held responsible for random outcomes.
Whatever the source of the subjective feeling of "free will", the source must be "internal". The decision, choice, and
action must be clearly the individual's and not something external to the individual. Whatever the foundation of the
individual's choice or decision or action, for there to be "free will" there supposedly must be a sense under which the
individual was free to choose or decide or act otherwise than they did. But just what exactly is meant by this notion of
"could have acted otherwise"?
Suppose that you playing a game of chess, are in the mid-game phase, and it is your move. You carefully deliberate and
choose to move your Queen to d2. The move could not have been the result of random quantum events, or the flip of a
coin, because you had clear strategic reasons for the move. If queried, you could list many of the reasons that justified
your choice of that particular move. If queried, you could list many of the reasons that justified your choice of
continuing with the game rather than going out for lunch. You certainly feel like you freely chose to make that
particular move, rather than any of the other options you considered (including the "off-board" options like going out to
lunch). You certainly felt like you could have chosen otherwise.
In what sense, then, could you have chosen otherwise than you did? How you evaluate alternatives is governed by your
character, personality, experiences (memories), and current circumstances. In short, how you choose between
alternatives is determined by who and what you are. But who and what you are is a product of your past - your genetics
and your experiences - nature and nurture. So if your choice is caused by anything, it is caused by the sum total of your
past history. If you make a deliberate choice, you do so because you have reasons. And given those reasons, you would
not have chosen otherwise. That this is so is demonstrated by the degree to which we consider the behaviour of others
to be predictable. You can jay-walk across a busy street or hold a conversation only on the basis of the presumption that
you understand and can predict how other people are going to behave.
In what sense, then, were you free to not move your Queen to d2? Given the circumstances that prevailed at the time,
and given the sum total of your character, personality, experiences and memories, values and goals, reasons and
justifications, in what sense could you have chosen otherwise? If your friends and watching strangers could have
predicted that you would make that move, in what sense could you have acted otherwise?
For any choice to be your free choice, and not the result of someone else's control of, or influence on you, you have to
make the choice based on your own understanding of your options, as evaluated by the values and priorities you have
learned through experience. A choice is not freely yours if it is not based on your beliefs and your character, your
experiences and your goals. That is because these things are what you are. If these things are not operational when you
make your choice, then you are not making the choice.
Given those reasons and those justifications, and given your character, beliefs, values, and experiences, you judged the
choice you made to be the best of the available alternatives. Unless you learn something new to change your evaluation
of the situation, you would make the same choice if the circumstances were repeated. Yet it is certainly possible that
you would have chosen otherwise, had your reasons and justification been different. It is, therefore, an error in
conception to presume that Free Will must involve an ability to choose otherwise, given the reasons and justification
that exist. But it is not at all extraordinary to understand Free Will as including an ability to choose otherwise than you
did, had the reasons and justifications been different.
So, with that clarification, let's return to the essay's title argument. The second premise is "causal determinism rules out
the possibility that one could have acted other than as one did". And we can now see that this premise is nonproblematic. All that it claims is that given the circumstances and your past history, the nature of your personality and
character are such that it was necessary (and hence predictable) that you would act as you did. But this does not
preclude the possibility that had the circumstances been different, you might have acted otherwise.
The first premise of the argument is "The ability to act freely requires that one could have acted otherwise". And we
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can now see that this premise is in fact false. It demands as a prerequisite to "The ability to act freely" that there be
some sort of uncaused foundation for your actions. Aside from the conceptual difficulties presented by the notion of an
effect without a cause (given determinism), is the difficulty of explaining how a "causeless" basis for your actions
constitutes your free will, or involves your evaluation of alternatives, or your ability to act otherwise.
The conclusion of the argument is therefore invalid. The notion of "Free Will", when properly understood, is not at all
incompatible with causal determinism. From the perspective of Determinism, the apparent conflict behind the "Free
Will" versus "Determinism" results from a misunderstanding of what "Free Will" means. "Free Will" is just exactly that
mental process that evaluates, deliberates, and chooses the most appropriate response to the current situation, based on
the totality of the individual's character, beliefs, values, and experiences (memories), and the reasons and justifications
perceived at the time. Free Will does not demand actions, choices, decisions, or judgments that could have been other
than they were, given the circumstances that existed at that time. Free Will is represented by actions, choices, decisions,
or judgments that could have been other than they were, given different circumstances than existed at that time.
Suppose, on the other hand, that one wishes to argue that "Free Will" does indeed demand actions, choices, decisions, or
judgments that could have been other than they were, given the circumstances that existed at that time. On that
understanding of "Free Will", the second premise of the title argument is obviously true, and the conclusion valid. But
in that case, the Free Will Libertarian is faced with the challenge of providing a coherent metaphysics without causal
determinism. Given that we all rely, on a daily basis, on the predictability of the world around us, it is going to be a
challenge to provide an explanation for the genesis of Free Will actions, choices, decisions, and judgments that avoids
causal determinism yet also provides for the predictability of the world, and the evolution of Man. As for myself, the
only indeterminist alternative I can imagine is the intervention of God. And I find that unsatisfactory for numerous
reasons best left unspecified. So I will leave the discussion with the Compatibilist conclusion I have outlined above.
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Is a person's survival different from, and more important than,
a person's continuing identity?
Yes, it is. But that is only because the notion of "personal identity" across time is traditionally interpreted in terms of
"diachronic logical identity". And the notion of "diachronic logical identity"contains unavoidable contradictions. The
concept of "personal survival", however, can be better understood as "The same person as" in a manner that it avoids the
contradictions inherent in "logical identity" across time.
There are two different concepts that are called "identity". One is "qualitative identity" and the other is "numerical
identity". Any two things A and B are said to be qualitatively identical if they are duplicates - if they are exactly similar
in all respects, have all qualitative properties in common. An example of this might be two seperate hydrogen atoms (in
the same quantum state). Less exactly, two glasses or two forks off the same assembly line would be called
qualitatively identical when they are casually indiscernible. On the other hand, A and B are said to be numerically
identical if A and B are one and the same thing - if there is only one thing variously called "A" or "B". As one famous
example, Hesperus and Phosphorus are both different names for the same planetary body - Venus. So Hesperus is
numerically identical with Phosphorus (and with Venus).
The logical concept of numerical identity is normally defined as the binary relation that holds only between a thing and
itself. Logical identity is transitive, symmetric, and reflexive. It is an axiom of most modal logics(1) that for all x and y,
if x = y then necessarily y = x. That is, identity does not hold contingently, but of necessity. The concept of logical
identity can therefore be characterized as:
reflexive (A is necessarily identical to A);
symmetrical (if A is identical to B, then B is identical to A);
transitive (if A is identical to B, and B is identical to C, then A is identical to C and C is identical to A);
necessary (if A is identical to B, then necessarily A is identical to B); and
obeys Leibniz' Law (for any A and B, if A is identical to B then A and B have all the same properties.) This is
also known as "The indiscernibility of identicals"and is usually employed in its contra-positive form - if
something is true of A and not true of B then A is not identical to B (ie. "if p then q; not-q, therefore not-p"- a
modus tollens argument).
The concept of numerical identity is also discussed in two different temporal contexts. There is "synchronic identity"
and there is "diachronic identity". By synchronic identity is meant a numerical identity holding at a single time - as
between Hesperus and Phosphorus, or between Obama and "The 44th President". By diachronic identity is meant an
identity holding between something existing at one time and something existing at another - as in a person's continuing
identity over time.
But the concept of diachronic identity contains a serious puzzle. Irving Copi(2) once described the puzzle of diachronic
identity by observing that these two statements both seem true but appear inconsistent:
(a) if a changing thing really changes, there can't literally be one and the same thing before and after the
change;
(b) if a changing thing remains one and the same thing throughout the change, then it can not really have
changed.
For any concrete particular in the world, given any time interval no matter how short, there is always the possibility (if
not the inevitability) of some sort of change. A chunk of granite, for example, an iconic image of stability, can change
over a "planck interval"(3) through the decay of one of its radioactive constituents (all granites contain small amounts of
uranium). Hence the concept of diachronic identity faces this challenge - how to allow for inevitable change while
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retaining the defining characteristics of logical numerical identity. A theory of diachronic identity, therefore, is an
attempt to explain what it is that makes an existent at one time numerically identical with an existent at another time,
while allowing for the inevitable changes that take place over time. Typically this is done by giving necessary and
sufficient conditions that are both informative and explanatory.
When it comes to personal identity, there are a number of different approaches that have been tried. Richard
Swinburne(4), for example, offers an unabashedly dualist theory in which he claims there is a "extra fact," beyond the
empirically available evidence, that determines the continuity of personal identity across time, and across "thought
experimental" events. The more popular alternative approach is one of the variations of a Psychological Continuity
Theory (PCT) as first outlined by John Locke(5), and made recently popular by Sydney Shoemaker(6). Bernard
Williams(7) and Peter Unger(8) offer somewhat less popular theories based on bodily continuity.
The "thought experimental" event that challenges all of these theories is that of "fission". Philosophers draw upon the
empirical evidence from surgery and psychology experiments that appear to show that cutting the corpus callosum(9),
lets the two separated hemispheres operate independently. Extrapolating this data, the thought experiment involves
taking the cerebral cortex of body A, separating the two halves, and transplanting them into the bodies of B and C. The
proposal is that the result will be two personalities, each sufficiently functional to be called persons. The question is
then which of the resulting bodies contains a person who is identical with the original A-body person. Obviously, there
are only four possible answers to the "fission" puzzle:
(i)   the B-body person,
(ii) the C-body person,
(iii) neither (the A-body person ceases to exist), and
(iv) both (the B-body person and the C-body person are both identical with the A-body person).
Answer (iv) is universally dismissed. If A is identical to B, and A is identical to C, then logically (because identity is
transitive) it is necessary that B is identical to C - which obviously is not the case.B and C are two separate and distinct
bodies in clearly different locations. Hence the consensus that the answer is not (iv). This despite the unarguable
(hypothetical) fact that each of B and C would claim vociferously that they are the temporal continuation of A.
Because traditional "fission" thought experiments make use of brain surgery, they suffer from two potential flaws that
cloud the issues. First, they run afoul of scientific discoveries about asymmetries within the brain, and about the
extension of personal psychology beyond just the cerebral hemispheres. Hence they must stipulate, counter factually,
that the two separated hemispheres are equivalent in all relevant respects, and contain all relevant aspects of
psychology. Second, the scenarios are applicable only to persons. Hence they cloud issues of diachronic identity that
are applicable to any concrete particular. A more fitting approach for such thought experiments is, therefore, to take
advantage of the science fictional Star Trek Transporter device. The Transporter encodes whatever is being transported
down to the quantum level, transmits the information to the destination, and then recreates the transported object at the
destination - presumably out of virgin materials. The original object is (normally) destroyed in the process. According
to episode scripts(10), however, Transporter accidents can result in the creation of exact duplicates - duplicates that
would be qualitatively indiscernible down to the quantum level. Such qualitative indiscernability of any transported
particular would alleviate the flaws potential with the brain surgery experiments. It would certainly make it more
reasonable to suppose that there is simply no basis upon which one could prefer answer (i) to answer (ii).
If the Transporter operates properly, then Commander Riker begins transport on the planet surface, and then steps off
the transporter pad on the starship. There is no question (at least in the minds of all but a few philosophers in the
audience) but that the post-transport person is the same as the pre-transport person. Yet, if there is an "accident", and
one copy of Riker (called Tomas) is left at the initial transport point while another copy (called William) arrives safely
on the starship, then in the minds of many philosophers, there is a problem. If you are on the starship and see a version
of Riker step off the transporter pad, and are not aware of the copy left behind, you have no hesitation in acknowledging
that the copy you are looking at (William) is the same person as the Riker that started the transport process. On the
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other hand, if you are on the planet surface and see a copy of Riker left behind on the transport pad, and are not aware
that there is also a copy that arrived on the starship, then you have no hesitation in acknowledging that the copy you are
looking at (Tom) is the same person as the Riker that started the transport. If there is a significant time interval before
each observer learns of the existence of the second copy, then how can it be that all of a sudden neither version is the
same person as the Riker that started the whole incident? Ex hypothesi within these thought experiments, there is
nothing to differentiate the transition from A to B (Riker to Thomas) from the transition from A to C (Riker to
William).There is, therefore, nothing upon which to base a preference for answers (i) versus (ii).
With three of the four possible answers unacceptable to most, the fall-back position is to accept answer (iii). In the
event that A is succeeded by both B and C, then it seems necessary to maintain that neither B nor C is identical to A.
And this is accepted in the face of the (hypothetical) fact that both B and C will vociferously deny that conclusion. On
the face of it, it is a very strange conclusion. It makes the continued existence of A dependent on factors that have
nothing to do with A or the method by which A is continued. This is counter intuitive, to say the least. As Wiggins
writes:
"What we need, if identity is what we want to elucidate, is a criterion which will stipulate that
for a relation R to be constitutive of the identity of a and b, a's having R to b must be such that
objects distinct from a and b are irrelevant as to whether a has R to b."(11)
And as Noonan writes:
"whether a later individual is identical to an earlier individual cannot ever merely depend upon
whether there are, at the later time, any better candidates for identity with the earlier
individual."(12)
Swinburne, because of the "extra fact" within his dualist theory, claims that the answer will in fact be either (i) or (ii) but that we will not know until we perform the experiment. This because the "extra fact" that constitutes the continuity
of persons is not currently known to empirical science. Presumably, Swinburne's "mind" is an indivisible non-material
entity that will survive the brain transplant in one half of the brain or the other (or survive the Transporter malfunction
in one copy of Riker or the other) - but not both. As far as I know, Swinburne has not mentioned whether a "mind"
would be successfully transported by a thoroughly materialist device like the Star Trek transporter. So it is possible that
for Swinburne, answer (iii) might be the correct one in a Transporter scenario - neither B nor C will be the same person
as A. If this is the case, then being transported is equivalent to personal death - since the "mind" will not arrive at the
destination. Certainly a position that is contrary to the audience's reception of normal Transporter use. The other
somewhat counter-intuitive consequence of Swinburne's theory is that a body changes identity when a person dies. The
post-mortem individual is not identical to the pre-mortem person. Swinburne can say that this is because there is no
person present in the post-mortem body. But the consequence is none-the-less contrary to our normal way of speaking.
Williams, Unger, and Penelhum(14) (among others) argue that bodily continuity is a necessary (but perhaps not
sufficient) component of personal diachronic identity. When the experimental event is limited to brain surgery, these
theories may appear reasonable. But when examined in the light of the Star Trek Transporter, a serous flaw surfaces.
According to bodily continuity theorists, whatever it is that results from the transport can not be considered identical to
whatever it was that began it - even when the Transporter operates normally. All that is moved from the input side to
the output side is information. Using a Transporter is therefore equivalent to death. This despite the general acceptance
by the audience of the contrary proposition - almost all audience members experience no hesitation in accepting the
plot-line requirement that the person who steps out of the Transporter is the same person as the one who stepped in.
Bodily continuity theorists would therefore have to maintain that the only acceptable answer to the "fission" puzzle is
answer (iii). Even a chunk of granite would not be identical across Transport. This is the consequence of a more basic
difficulty. A bodily continuity theorist has to resolve how to describe the continuity of a body, given that any body is
constantly changing (absorbing oxygen and excreting carbon-dioxide and water). The bodily continuity theory,
therefore, does not so much resolve the "fission" puzzle, as ignore it.
Psychological Continuity Theories take many forms, and there are deep debates over exactly how it should be
expressed. These debates are not relevant to my argument here, however, and so will not be discussed. In particular, I
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will assume that the continuity of memory will assure the continuity of extended notions of personality like character,
and so forth. What I will understand by a PCT is:
(a) B is the same person as A if and only if B is psychologically continuous with A.
(b) B is psychologically continuous with A if and only if A and B form an overlapping series of persons
who are psychologically connected.
(c) B is psychologically connected to A if and only if A and B q-remember and q-desire the same things.
Derek Parfit(14) came up with his concept of "q-memory" to address the problem of the circularity of simple Lockean
memory criteria. If B remembers being the same person as A, then that memory presupposes personal identity. Instead
of defining memories in terms of identity, therefore, Parfit defines q-memory in terms of causation.
(d) A person is said to have a q-memory if and only if
(i) That person seems to remember the experience;
(ii) someone had the experience; and
(iii) the existence of the memory was caused in the right way by the experience
itself.
Thus understood, a PCT nicely corresponds with our intuitions in most puzzle cases. Person A survives "fission"
thought experimental events, because in such events the necessary memory causation is maintained - whether by brain
transplants or by Star Trek Transportation.
For Psychological Continuity theorists, however, all four possible answers to the "fission" puzzle are unsatisfactory.
Not just unsatisfactory, but clearly counter to our intuitions about personal survival over time. Whatever thought
experimental events might happen to me between now and then, it is clear that if I survive the events, then I will exist as
a person who will argue vociferously that I (then) am identical to the I (now). And this, in my opinion, is an indication
that it is the basic concept of diachronic identity that is at fault. Moreover, the problems infect not just the notion of
personal identity, but also the temporal continuity of concrete particulars like chunks of granite.
Derek Parfit(15) recognizes this, and argues that therefore "identity" is not what matters. A key Parfitian question is:
given the choice to maintain your personal identity or your psychological continuity, which would you choose? Given
the arguments outlined above, clearly what matters is personal survival in terms of psychological continuity. Robert
Nozick(16) provides a foundation for this notion with his definition of "The Closest Continuer Theory". According this
theory:
A at time t1 is identical with B at time t2 just in case:
(i)

B is a continuer of A.

(ii)

B is a close enough continuer A. and

(iii)

B is the closest continuer of A.

Nozick insists that:
"[t]o say something is a continuer of x is not merely to say its properties are qualitatively the
same as x's, or resemble them. Rather it is to say they grow out of x's properties, are causally
produced by them, are to be explained by x's earlier having had its properties, and so forth."(17)
In other words, there has to be a degree of causal connectivity between A and B. In the context of a PCT of personal
survival, this causal connectivity can best be understood in terms of Grice's "total temporary states"(tts)(18). One tts
causally gives rise to the next tts. In the case of Transporter travel, the intermediary causal linkage is the information
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flow from input end to output end. The tts of the person initiating the transport gets recreated exactly (to the quantum
level) at the terminating point, and then causes the next tts - in exactly the same way that the initial tts would cause the
next tts if no Transporter event intervened. Exactly the same story could be told about the temporal survival of the
block of granite, or the dual Rikers.
With regards to how close is close enough, Nozick says:
"How close something must be to x to be x, it appears, depends on the kind of entity x is, as do
the dimensions along which closeness is measured. . . . Closeness, here, represents not merely
the degree of causal connection, but also the qualitative closeness of what is connected, as this
is judged by some weighting of dimensions and features in a similarity metric."(19)
Here we can profitably employ the notions of "relative identity" or "identity by sortal" put forward by Geach(20) and
Wiggins(21). The relative identity theory maintains that there is no such relation as absolute identity - there are only
relations of relative identity. One cannot properly assert that "A is the same as B". One must specify (overtly, or by
context) a sortal - "A is the same K as B". The advantage of the relativity thesis is that it nicely syncs with our common
sense view of things. Whatever it is that we wish to regard, what we call it, how we identify it, will depend on how we
are thinking about it - the sortal we choose to apply. It also means that how we view an object can change according to
the context of our discussion, and our changing cognitive interests. In other words, how close is close enough is
variable according to the sortal we apply, and our current cognitive interests. We choose whether a continuer is close
enough to suit our current purposes.
The Closest-Continuer Theory (CCT) also deals nicely with many of the thought experimental scenarios employed in
debates about personal identity. Especially those that involve "fission" (as in the brain transplant and Transporter
accident). Even when there are ties for closest-continuer (as in the Riker scenario), the CCT explains why it is open to
debate as to which is the "proper"continuer. It allows for some arbitrary decision making in such situations. The CCT
provides us some insight into the deeper logic of personal survival, to which more specific theories of personhood (like
PCT) can be joined. As long as these two theories allow us to diagnose our confusions about personal identity in puzzle
cases they serve their function properly.
Unlike the notion of diachronic logical identity, the notion of diachronic personal survival
is not symmetrical (both the CCT and the PCT are temporally asymmetric. PCT when understood in terms of tss,
is specifically causal, which is temporally asymmetric);
is not transitive (Both B and C can be tied for Closest-Continuer of A, and can be causally Psychologically
Continuous with A.);
obeys a modified Leibniz' Law (for any A and B, if A is the same K as B then A and B have all the same Krelevant properties.).
When a person's survival is considered in terms of a CCT and a PCT, therefore, it becomes clear that a person's survival
is different from, and more important than, a person's continuing identity. The notion of diachronic identity, as
traditionally understood, is sufficiently flawed to be rejected as a criterion of personal survival.
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"A statue and the lump of clay of which it is made are two different objects
existing at the same place and time."
Discuss
Most people would say that a statue is identical to the lump of clay from which it is made. This is not an unreasonable
thing to say. After all, most people when asked how many things are located on the pedestal would agree that there is
only one object there - a statue or a lump of clay depending on their aesthetic sensibilities (one person's work of art
being another person's lump of clay). The statue and the lump of clay are spatially coincident and neither has a physical
part the other doesn't have. There is no part of the statue that is not part of the lump of clay, and vice versa. So it sure
looks as if the statue and lump of clay are one - "numerically identical" - and hence a single object. "Common sense"
philosophy would therefore suggest that the essay title's quote is quite false.
But philosophers like to be clearer as to just what "identity" and "an object" amount to. And that is where the scenario
of the statue and the lump of clay come in. The scenario goes something like this (variations in the minor details
abound) On Monday, a sculptor acquires a lump of clay, and places it on her pedestal. Let's call that lump "Lump" for
identification. On Tuesday, the sculptor shapes that lump of clay into a model of Michelangelo's David. Let's call the
clay model of David "Statue" for identification. On Wednesday the sculptor and her friends admire Statue as it sits atop
its pedestal. On Thursday, tiring of her model of David, the sculptor squishes the lump of clay back into a ball in
preparation for creating some other work. On Friday, the sculptor sits and ponders her lump of clay, wondering what
she should create with it. So, on the pedestal, on Monday and the early part of Tuesday, there rests Lump. On the latter
part of Tuesday, all day Wednesday, and the early part of Thursday, rests Statue. On the latter part of Thursday, and all
day Friday, rests a lump of clay which may or may not be Lump.
The questions that philosophers pose with this scenario in mind are all related to the meaning of "identity" and about
what constitutes "an object". When and under what conditions is Lump identical with/to Statue? By stipulation, Statue
exists on Wednesday, when everyone is admiring it on the pedestal. But does it also exist on Monday and Friday, when
all that is perceptually there is a lump of clay? Also by stipulation, Lump exists on Monday. But does it also exist on
Wednesday, when all that is perceptually there is Statue? And does it also exist on Friday, when the clay has been
squished back into a lump?
The philosophical literature on this issue can be roughly divided into six different approaches to these questions:
(a) the Constitution view (Wiggins(1), Wasserman(2));
(b) the Temporal Parts theory (Lewis(3));
(c) the Dominant Kind view (Burke(4));
(d) the Eliminativist view (Unger(5), van Inwagen(6), and Chisholm(7));
(e) the Deflationist view (Carnap(8), Putnam(9)); and
(f) the Relative Identity theory (Geach(10)).
The quoted statement in the essay title comes from the first of these approaches. I'll discuss each of these different
views in turn to see what, if anything, it can contribute to our understanding of this quote.
To start, consider this argument:
1. Statue did not exist on Monday (but does exist on Wednesday).
2. Lump did exist on Monday (and also exists on Wednesday and Friday)
3. For any x and y, if x is identical to y then x and y have all the same properties,
if they don't then they are not identical. (Leibniz' Law:- If a=b then (F)(Fa <-> Fb) )
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4. Therefore Statue is not identical with Lump (from 1, 2, and 3)
5. Therefore there are two objects (Lump and Statue) that exist
at the same time place and time (on the pedestal on Wednesday).
The essay's title quote is the conclusion of this Constitutionist argument. Lump and Statue exist at the same place and
the same time, but differ in many of their properties. Statute is aesthetically pleasing, while lump is an aluminum silicate
amalgam. Constitutionists accept that it is possible for there to be two objects in the same place at the same time. The
statue is said to be constituted by the clay that is Lump. Constitution is not identity. Constitution is a dependence
relation. The statue is constituted by clay, but not vice versa. Statue and Lump share the same matter and the same
parts, and it is thus that the two objects are able to occupy the same spatio-temporal location. Spatial coincidence (the
sharing of place) is explained by material coincidence (the sharing of parts). But what explains material coincidence?
If we take the material coincidence seriously, then Lump and Statue share all the same parts on Wednesday, so Statue is
(ie. is numerically identical with) Lump. What then about Statue on Monday and Friday? Does it still exist because
Lump exists? And what about the conclusion (4) above, that maintains that Statue and Lump are not, in fact,
numerically identical? If Statue and Lump share the same matter, then what accounts for the differences in the various
diverse properties of Lump and Statue? If Statue is admired and appreciated on Wednesday, what is it about Statue and
not Lump that results in that admiration of Statue and not Lump? And how does Statue acquire those properties, if
Statue is the same matter as Lump. Philosophers advocating the constitution view are not very clear, and very far from
unanimous, on how to answer these questions.
Finally, if it is acceptable on the Constitution view for there to be two objects in the same place at the same time, there
is an infinite regress lurking here. Consider a potter at her wheel. As the lump of clay spins, the potter shapes the lump
into a series of many (an infinite continuum?) intermediate shapes before she stops with one that satisfies her. We thus
have a (possibly infinite?) series of objects (proto-pots) each of which is a concrete individual numerically distinct from
the initial lump of clay yet is spatially coincident with it, and shares with it every momentary property.
Since common sense tells us that there is "really" only a single object on that pedestal on Wednesday (or on that potter's
wheel), the philosopher(s) who maintain the constitution view are perhaps using the concept of "an object" in a different
sense that what is normally meant by those words. Is this new word ("object*") relevant to an understanding of
"object"? Since other interpretations have been offered of the Clay and Statue puzzle, it is worth investigating them
briefly before we draw any conclusions about the essay title's quoted assertion.
Temporal Parts theorists like Lewis take a completely different approach to explaining the series of "objects" that seem
to exist at the same place and time. Whether one maintains an endurance or a perdurance theory of temporal
persistence, temporal parts theorists maintain that the transition of the lump of clay into a statue and back to a lump of
clay is very much like the transition of Interstate-95 across several states. Segments of the highway exist in different
states, and have different properties in each state according to the particular maintenance policies of each state.
(Although, of course, the perdurance theorist will talk in terms of temporal stages of the lump of clay, while the
endurance theorist will talk in terms of temporal counterparts of the lump of clay.) For the temporal parts theorist, there
is no problem with Lump and Statue being both present at the same time and place. It is just like I-95 (a North-South
highway) sharing a road segment with I-64 (an East-West highway).
For endurance theorists, however, the challenge is that the counterpart relation is a similarity relation rather than an
identity relation. And as with all talk of counterparts, recognizing when one thing is a counterpart of another (ie, Lump
and Statue) will involve vague and context sensitive criteria. For perdurance theorists, similarly, the challenge is that
the four-dimensional "worm" that is labelled as both "Lump" and "Statue" extends (perhaps infinitely) in both temporal
directions. If next week, she reshapes Lump into another copy of Michelangelo's David, is that new copy also Statue?
Establishing when one part of that temporal worm should be called Lump or Statue will involve vague and context
sensitive criteria.
Talk of temporal parts therefore usually involves talk of "kinds" or "essences" that supposedly delimit parts of a
perdurant 4-dimensional worm, or establish the similarity of endurant counterparts. Lump is thus essentially clay, while
Statue is essentially a statue.
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Essentialism is the view that, for any specific kind of existant (or any arbitrary sortal), there is a set of properties all of
which any existant of that kind must possess. Thus all things can be precisely labelled or identified. Certain properties
possessed by a group of existants (things, people, abstract ideas) are universal to the group, and not dependent on
context. A member of the group may have other properties ("contingently") that are neither necessary to establish
membership nor preclude its membership. Essences are in nature, and not in the mind. Hence it follows from
essentialism that those words that pick out "natural kinds" have a single correct definition and meaning.
If the essence of the object on the pedestal is that of clay, then what is on the pedestal is Lump. But if the essence of the
object on the pedestal is that of a statue, then what is on the pedestal is Statue. Of course, the difficulty in this case, is
determining just what is the essence of whatever is on the pedestal. Because on Wednesday, the thing(s) on the pedestal
have both the properties of clay and the properties of a statue.
The problem with essentialism is that many of the distinctions we make between objects are determined by our
cognitive interests, and not vice versa. A single grain of sand is not a heap. Nor is two grains right next to each other.
But ten thousand grains all together are a heap. At which precise number of grains of sand does a collection of sand
grains acquire the essence of a "heap"? The collection of individual sand grains comes to be described as a heap when
there are too many all piled together for us care about the specific number. So if the essence of a heap exists at all, it is
in the mind, not the sand. Similarly, and famously, some distinctions between colours differ from one language to
another(11). Anyone who accepts a distinction between the conceptual and the factual must admit that "essences" are
more verbal than natural. So the Temporal Parts theory does not appear to contribute much to our understanding of the
title quote, other than to offer an argument to the effect that the constitutionist view may be wrong.
Burke's Dominant Kind theory is very similar to an essentialist theory. Although in Burke's case, he is dealing with a
more specific set of properties. Burke identifies an object with its persistence conditions. The lump of clay and the
statue have different persistence conditions, hence they are not the same object. Yet he does not accept the
Constitutionist's conclusion that there are two objects on the pedestal on Wednesday. The thing on the pedestal (on
Wednesday) is both a lump of clay and a statue, but only has the persistence conditions of one of these. Burke's theory
maintains that an object has the persistence conditions of its "dominant kind" (a concept very similar to a thing's
essence). An object's dominant kind is the kind that "entails possession of the widest range of properties"(12). Since the
statue has aesthetic as well as physical properties, while the clay has only physical properties, the statue has the wider
range of properties and is thus the dominant kind. Burke therefore concludes that Lump exists on Monday and Friday,
but not on Wednesday. Whereas Statue exist only on part of Tuesday, all of Wednesday, and part of Thursday.
But this means, of course, that the sculptor destroyed Lump when she reshaped the lump of clay into the image of
Michelangelo's David, created the new object of Statue in that process, and destroyed Statue to recreate Lump when she
squashed the clay back into a lump. This is certainly counter intuitive, and would appear to run counter to the generally
accepted principle that matter can be neither created nor destroyed (allowing for E=MC2, and so forth).
The other major problem with the Dominant Kind view is that it is not equipped to handle all of the problematic puzzles
of identity. In the Ship of Theseus scenario, for example, it would seem that all of the candidate objects are "Ships".
Since there is only a single "kind" involved, how do we establish the "dominant kind"?
So the Dominant Kind theory provides another alternative to the two objects thesis claimed in the essay's title, but the
theory has some serous flaws that recommend continuing to examine the other alternatives.
Eliminativism, or "mereological nihilism", is the position that there are no composite objects (objects with parts). Or at
least, since there are a number of variations of this approach, none of the concrete objects that we normally accept as the
regular furniture of the world are acceptable eliminativist objects. There are only mereological simples (objects with no
parts). The eliminativist denys, therefore, that there are lumps of clay or statues, or any other macroscopic material
objects. There are only atoms (or molecules, or sub-atomic particles, depending on the variation) in the void.
For the rest of us, of course, there are material objects like lumps of clay and statues. To deny our obvious perceptions
is to place one's metaphysical position clearly at odds with common sense. Whatever concept the eliminativist labels as
"identity" or as "an object", it is not the same concept as is generally meant by those words. Obviously, therefore, the
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Eliminativist is talking a different language than the rest of us.
The other challenge the eliminativist must deal with is the selection of "mereological simples". Molecules are a useful
candidate since they represent the smallest entity that retains chemical (ie. physical) properties. But molecules have
parts - atoms. And atoms have parts - neutrons, protons, and electrons. And protons have parts - quarks and gluons.
Do quarks or gluons have parts? We don't know, but it is in principle possible.
Hence the eliminativist view is not going to be of any help in understanding the essay's title quote. The eliminativist is
going to argue that neither the statue nor the clay constitute an object at all. But it seem reasonably clear that the
eliminativist is not talking the same language as the rest of us, so the eliminativist argument is of dubious assistance.
Next is the Deflationist view. A number of philosophers have suggested that the advocates of the various views of the
statue and clay puzzle actually agree on all the underlying facts of the scenario, and that their dispute is merely verbal.
The deflationist would argue that each party to the dispute is using "locally specialized language" that, if clarified and
paraphrased in terms that all parties would agree with, would evaporate the dispute. The deflationist program is based
on the premise that the Constitutionist argument provided above, can be rephrased into language that would be accepted
by (say) an Eliminativist. But this translation program would involve some very complex linguistic manipulations, and
it is not at all obvious that either party to the dispute would accept the rephrasing. Since examples of this work have yet
to be accomplished, it is quite debateable whether it could be completed, even in principle.
In any event, even if true, the Deflationist's view of the issues presented by the Statue and Clay scenario would
contribute nothing to our understanding of the essay's title quote. The deflationist is arguing that the language used in
the quote is not necessarily English, without offering a suitable English translation.
Finally, let's consider the Relative Identity view. The Constitutionist argument presented above to justify the conclusion
that there are two objects that exist at the same place and time, is based on Leibniz' Law (premise 3). Leibniz' Law, also
known as the principle of the Identity of Indiscernibles, is a principle of analytic ontology first explicitly formulated by
Wilhelm Gottfried Leibniz in his Discourse on Metaphysics in 1686(13). It states that no two distinct things exactly
resemble each other. This is typically understood to mean that any two objects that have exactly the same properties are
actually the same object. The Constitutionist uses this principle to argue that since Lump and Statue do in fact have
different properties, they cannot be the same object.
However, a Relative Identity theorist will argue that Leibniz' Law in incomplete. The relative identity theory maintains
that there is no such relation as absolute identity - there are only relations of relative identity. One cannot properly
assert that "A is the same as B". One must specify (overtly, or by context) a sortal - "A is the same K as B". Leibniz'
Law is thus seen as incomplete because it does not include a sortal. The "corrected" version of Leibniz' Law is For any x and y, if (x is the same K as y) and
(x and y have all the same properties),
                                                                      then x is identical to y.
From the perspective of this theory, how we choose to describe the thing on the pedestal will determine whether it is the
same from Monday through Friday. If we choose to regard it as a lump of clay, then we can say that Lump exists
throughout the week. If we choose to regard it as a statue then we can say that Statue exists on Wednesday. This is not
to say that both Lump and Statue exist on the pedestal on Wednesday. Because a sortal must be provided. Lump exists
as a lump of clay on Wednesday. And Statue exists as a statue on Wednesday.
The advantages of the relativity thesis is that it nicely syncs with our common sense view of things. Whatever it is that
we wish to regard, what we call it, how we identify it, will depend on how we are thinking about it - the sortal we
choose to apply. It also means that how we view an object can change according to the context of our discussion, and
our changing cognitive interests. The Relative Identity theory would thus argue, with most of the other theories outlined
above, that the essay's title quote is false.
The oft referenced criticism of the relative identity theory is that its denial of both absolute identity and the unmodified
form of Leibniz' Law jeopardizes the foundation of Logic and Set Theory. But this is not in fact the case. It is relatively
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easy to provide the necessary sortals to validate both Logic and Set Theory. As one possible example, the ontological
assumption of set theory is that set membership ranges over all ontologically possible existents. So all we need to do is
adopt that premise formally to re-establish Set Theory within the Relative Identity theory.
In the final analysis, the essay title's quoted assertion is both clearly counter-intuitive, and open to considerable debate
from a number of sides. The Constitutionist, whose argument this quote is from, will maintain its truth. All of the other
protagonists to the debate will maintain either that the assertion is simply wrong (the Temporal Parts view, the
Dominant Kind view, the Eliminativist view, and the Relative Identity view) or employing "locally specialized
language" so that it does not mean what it appears to mean (the Deflationist view).
Because I maintain a Conceptualist view of particulars and universals, I am drawn strongly to the Relative Identity view
of the statement. I would therefore maintain that the title quote is flatly wrong. A statue and the lump of clay of which
it is made are not two different objects. There exists at one place and time only one object, that can none-the-less be
regarded under any number of meaningful sortals. As I mentioned at the beginning - "One man's work of art is another
man's lump of clay". It all depends on your point of view. But as long as one is speaking English, there remains only
one object being viewed.
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"All statements about the past are true or false
in virtue of our present evidence of how things were in the past."
Discuss.
Because the context of the essay's titile quote is a course on metaphysics that includes an investigation of various
theories of time but not of truth, one is quickly drawn to the assumption that the essay's title is inviting a discussion of
Presentism about time. And I will focus this essay on just such a discussion. However, since the title assertion speaks
about our evidence and the truth of statements more than it speaks about time, I will also include a few words about the
Verification theory of Truth.

Presentism about Time
Discussions in the philosophy of time are dominated by the two ways of thinking about time identified by J.M.E.
McTaggart in his 1908 article "The Unreality of Time"(1). In that landmark article, he identified what he called the "A
Series" and the "B Series" basis of the sequencing of events within time.
McTaggart's "A-series" sequences events by making use of our notions of "past, present, and future" (and related
English phraseology) resulting in a temporal sequence of events ordered from the far past, through the present, into the
far future. His "B-series" sequences events by making use of our notions of "earlier and later" (and related English
phraseology) resulting in a temporal sequence of events ordered from earlier moments to later moments.
McTaggart does not suggest that these two different time-series represent different sequences of events within time.
Rather they represent two different ways in which the single sequence of events within time can be seen to gain their
sequence. It was McTaggart's argument that the A series was a necessary (and in this sense a more fundamental)
component of any full theory of time. He reasoned that the B series alone cannot constitute a proper time series because
the A series is essential to time.
So called "A-Theorists" maintain that temporal discourse requires the use of tenses - hence they adopt the metaphysical
philosophy of time that takes as fundamental McTaggart's A-Series conception of time. Some of these "A Theorists"
believe, in addition, that time is fundamentally unlike the dimensions of space. They believe that there are crucial
ontological differences between the dimension of time and the dimensions of space. And some of these A Theorists
also endorse a view known as "Presentism".
Presentism is that metaphysical (ontological) thesis that maintains that only present things exist. Future and past things
are unreal - or at least not as real as present things. Hence an advocate of Presentism would argue (with the essay title)
that statements about past and future things can only be true or false in virtue of how things are in the present.
More precisely, Presentism is the view that, necessarily, it is always true that only present objects exist(2). (Note that
what is meant here by 'present' is temporally present, and not spatially present.) The ontology of Presentism means that
a list of all the things that exist would contain only things that presently exist, and would not contain any thing that does
not presently exist. All objects not on that list are unreal, according to Presentism. But Presentists also disagree among
themselves about the exact nature of the metaphysical distinction between present things and non-present things. Many
Presentists do allow for various degrees of unreality. Sherlock Holmes and Hogwarts are granted a different degree of
unreality than are, say, Shakespeare and New York's World Trade Center.
One of the consequences of Presentism is that singular propositions (ie. statements) about non-existent things also do
not exist. All singular propositions about things which do not presently exist but did exist in the past (or will exist in the
future) do not themselves exist and cannot therefore be true or false. To say that "X is F" is to incur an existential
commitment to the existence of "X". If "X" does not exist, then it is improper to state that "X is F". Hence the
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proposition that "X is F" is invalid, and does not itself exist. (Which is not to suggest that one cannot assert that "X is
F". Just that by so asserting one does not make any sense. Unless reinterpreted as suggested by various Presentists, the
assertion has no meaning.) Hence, the essay's title assertion that statements about the past can be true or false only in
virtue of whatever presently exists - the evidence.
There are two main arguments for Presentism. The first is that the only sensory access we have is to the present. Any
information we have about the past or the future is based on information we have in the present.(Our memories of the
past are present memories of past events.)   If one is going to choose what is real and what is not, it seems to be common
sense to identify "The Real" with things that we have access to, relegating "The Unreal" to things that we do not have
access to.
The intuitive appeal of Presentism comes from our "common sense" feeling that past things, while they once did exist,
no longer do. And that future events, while they might eventually occur, have not yet occurred. Common sense
intuition supposedly tells us that the past is fixed and the future not. Presentism provides a natural explanation for this
sense that the future is open because it does not yet exist, that time passes in a succession of "Now's, and that past events
have slipped irretrievably beyond our access. It is for this reason that Presentism maintains that there is a fundamental
metaphysical and ontological difference between time and space.
The other argument, somewhat based on the first, is ontological simplicity. Most philosophers believe that, other things
being equal, simpler theories are to be preferred. Ontological simplicity, or parsimony, values the number of kinds of
entities accepted by the theory. The default reading of "The Principle of Parsimony" (otherwise known as "Occam's
Razor") is as a principle of qualitative parsimony rather than quantitative parsimony. And since it seems to dramatically
simplify the kinds of things which we must admit into our ontology if we restrict that list to things in the present,
Presentists argue that Presentism is therefore to be preferred.
Balancing these positive appeals of Presentism are the challenges that have been mounted against the position. Despite
the claim by many Presentists that theirs is the common sense view, it is pretty clear that they must deal with some
major problems. One problem has to do with what appears to be perfectly meaningful talk about non-present objects,
such as Shakespeare and the Christmas party we are attending next weekend. If there really are no non-present objects
persons, or events, then it is hard to see to what we are referring when we use expressions such as 'Shakespeare' and 'the
upcoming Christmas party'. But according to Presentism, there are never any meaningful propositions about nonpresent objects, and no person ever believes any such proposition. This is surely a strange consequence. As a variation
on this problem, consider what happened to Pompeia, wife of Julius Caesar, who was for a time unaware of Caesar's
death. Without any discernable change in Pompeia, upon Caesar's death suddenly all of Pompeia's thoughts and beliefs
about her husband were rendered meaningless. And upon her husband's death, Pompeia could no longer stand in the
relation of being a wife of a man that no longer existed.
Of course, Presentists expend an inordinate amount of prose addressing these problems, and offering solutions of
various sorts. Mark Hinchliff(3), for example, distinguishes between "Serious Presentism" and "Unrestricted
Presentism". Serious Presentism he claims is the conjunction of Presentism with the claim that an object can have
properties, and stand in relations, only when it exists, while Unrestricted Presentism is the conjunction of Presentism
with the claim that an object can have properties, and stand in relations, even at times when it does not exist.
Haecceities offer a similar solution. According to Markosian(4), the haecceity comes into being when the object comes
into being, but to accommodate the presentist, continues to exist after the object ceases to exist. Roderick Chisholm(5),
as another example, offers a paraphrasing approach that translates a statement apparently about the properties of nonexistent entities into statements about properties of the referent of a descriptor that happens to be empty.
In addition to these problems arising from apparently coherent discussion of non-existent entities, there are also
difficulties that arise from the realm of Physics. Einstein's theory of relativity appears to demonstrate that the concept of
a universal "Now!" is illusory. Simultaneity is variable depending on the relative velocities of observers. On this basis
there is no universally agreed upon "Present" upon which to found Presentism.
Finally, Presentism must address all of the challenges that B-Theorists raise against taking McTaggart's A-Theory as the
best basis for understanding temporal sequencing. To all of these various challenges Presentists do offer what they
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maintain are adequate responses. Yet it remains the intuition of non-presentists that these "solutions" that are being
offered are more complex (less parsimonious) than is warranted by the intuition that drives presentism. Whether
presentism or non-presentism is the more parsimonious theory is thus up for considerable debate.
The alternative to Presentism is, of course, "Non-Presentism". Non-presentism is an umbrella term that covers several
different theories that agree only in denying that the only things that exist are those that are present. One popular
version of non-presentism is "Eternalism", which maintains that things (concrete objects, events, persons) from both the
past and the future exist just as much as present things. According to Eternalism, non-present objects like Shakespeare
and future Christmas parties exist right "now" (in an atemporal understanding of the word), even though they are not
currently present. We may not have access to them at the moment, and they may not share the space-time vicinity that
we find ourselves in right now, but they are nevertheless on the list of all existing things. According to the Eternalist,
temporal location does not matter when it comes to ontology.
But the essay's title statement can also be made by an Eternalist. What an Eternalist would mean by the essay's title
statement is that the truth or falseness of statements about the past is determined by present evidence. And this is a
statement about the Verificationist theory of truth rather than a statement about the Presentist theory of time. I will
address this issue in the next section.

Verificationism about Truth
The verificationist theory of truth is an epistemological (or anti-realist) theory of truth that maintains that the truth or
falseness of statements or propositions is determined by the evidence we have available to us. Or, in some versions,
might have in principle at the limit of investigation. The distinctive claim of verificationism is that the result of such
verifications is, by definition, truth. That is, truth is reducible to this process of verification.
Quite independent of the presentism debate described above, the essay's title argument can be seen as a verificationist
assertion that all statements about the past are true or false in virtue of the evidence we have of how things were in the
past. In other words it can be seen as defining the truth or falseness of statements about the past in terms of the
evidence.
There are, of course, many different theories of truth that are offered in the literature as alternatives to verificationism.
But since verificationism is an epistemological theory of truth, its most natural alternative is a metaphysical (or realist)
theory of truth. The most popular (and the most widely accepted) version is the Correspondence Theory of truth.
Although there are a number of such theories, and a number of variations of the Correspondence theory, they all are
distinct from verificationism by maintaining that the truth or falseness of statements is evidence transcendent.
Statements about the past can be true or false independently of whatever knowledge we may currently have as to how
things were in the past.

Conclusion
The essay's title assertion is true only if one adopts a Presentist theory of time (only things in the present exist and can
act as truth determinants of statements about the past), and a Verificationist theory of truth (the truth or falseness of
statements is determined by the evidence we have - or might have). If either of these theories is rejected, as it would be
by an non-presentist about time or a Realist about truth, then the essay's title assertion would have to be judged false.
Since I judge that the driving intuition of presentism is not sufficiently persuasive to overcome all the difficulties with
which Presentism is afflicted, and since I judge that our concept of truth is a metaphysical one and not an
epistemological one, I reject both presentism and verificationism.I maintain, therefore, that the essay's title assertion is
quite false.
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Times can be thought of as past, present and future or as earlier and later.
Is one of these ways of thinking about time more fundamental than the
other?
The essay title refers to the two ways of thinking about time identified by J.M.E. McTaggart in his 1908 article "The
Unreality of Time"(1). In that landmark article, he identified what he called the "A Series" and the "B Series" basis of
the sequencing of events within time. Since his article, just about every discussion of the nature of time makes use of,
or refers to, McTaggart's two "Time-series".
The essay's title question can be understood as asking whether the more fundamental manner of thinking about the
nature of time is McTaggart's "A-series" or his "B-series". Or, equivalently, whether it is the A-Series that is derivative
of the B-Series, or vice versa. I will argue here that it is the B-series (the relations of earlier and later) that is the more
fundamental.

The A-Series
McTaggart's "A-series" sequences events within time by making use of our notions of "past, present, and future" (and
related English phraseology) resulting in a temporal sequence of events ordered from the far past, through the present
into the far future. His "B-series" sequences events within time by making use of our notions of "earlier and later" (and
related English phraseology) resulting in a temporal sequence of events ordered from earlier moments to later moments.
"Positions in time . . . are distinguished in two ways. Each position is Earlier than some and Later than
some of the other positions. To constitute such a series there is required a transitive asymmetrical relation,
and a collection of terms such that, of any two of them, either the first is in this relation to the second, or the
second is in this relation to the first. . . . In the second place, each position is either Past, Present, or Future.
The distinctions of the former class are permanent, while those of the latter are not. If M is ever earlier than
N, it is always earlier. But an event, which is now present, was future, and will be past.
For the sake of brevity I shall give the name of the A series to that series of positions which runs from the
far past through the near past to the present, and then from the present through the near future to the far
future, or conversely. The series of positions which runs from earlier to later, or conversely, I shall call the
B series."
                                                                      (The Nature of Existence §§305-6)
McTaggart does not pretend that these two different time-series represent different sequences of events within time.
Rather they represent two different ways in which the single sequence of events within time can be seen to gain their
sequence. It was McTaggart's argument that the A series was a necessary (and in this sense a more fundamental)
component of any full theory of time. He reasoned that the B series alone cannot constitute a proper time series because
the A series is essential to time. His entire structure of reasoning is based on his premise that change is essential to
time. But, he argued, the B series alone does not involve genuine change since events in the B series are forever
"fixed."   Only events in the A series, he claimed, are constantly changing.
"Let us suppose that the distinctions of past, present, and future do not apply to reality. In that case, can
change apply to reality? . . . . this is impossible. If N is ever earlier than O and later than M, it always will
be, and has always been, earlier than O and later than M, since the relations of earlier and later are
permanent. . . . [If] as, by our present hypothesis, a B series by itself constitutes time, N will always have a
position in a time series, and always has had one. That is, it always has been an event, and always will be
one, and cannot begin or cease to be an event. . . . Nor can such change be looked for in the different
moments of absolute time, even if such moments should exist. For the same argument will apply here. Each
such moment will have its own place in the B series, since each would be earlier or later than each of the
others. And, as the B series depends on permanent relations, no moment could ever cease to be, nor could it
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become another moment."                                                        (The Nature of Existence §§309-310)
He further argued that if events are not ordered by the A series then there cannot be said to be change. But his reasoning
was based on a rather eccentric notion of "change". At the centre of his concept of "change" is the example he offers of
the death of Queen Anne.
'take any event the death of Queen Anne, for example and consider what changes can take place in its
characteristics. That it is a death, that it is the death of Anne Stuart, that it has such causes, that it has such
effects every characteristic of this sort never changes. . . . And in every respect but one, it is equally
devoid of change. But in one respect it does change. It was once an event in the far future. It became every
moment an event in the nearer future. At last it was present. Then it became past, and will always remain
past, though every moment it becomes further and further past."                                                 (The Nature
of Existence §§311)
McTaggart's peculiar concept of change, that he deems necessary to an understanding of time, is tied tightly to the
changing characteristics of the events within the time-series, rather than the usually expected focus on the changing
characteristics of entities that participate in the events. By so coupling change with events in this fashion, he has set up
his argument as circular. His definition of change pre-supposes the A-series ordering of events. So naturally, a B-series
ordering of events independent of an A-series understanding of time, is impossible. This faux pas is reinforced by his
discussion of Bertrand Russell's hot poker.
"What, then, is change? We find Mr Russell's views on this subject in his Principles of Mathematics,
Section 442. 'Change is the difference, in respect of truth or falsehood, between a proposition concerning an
entity and the time T1, and a proposition concerning the same entity and the time T2, provided that these
propositions differ only by the fact that T1 occurs in the one where T2 occurs in the other.' That is to say,
there is change, on Mr Russell s view, if the proposition 'at the time T1 my poker is hot' is true, and the
proposition 'at the time T2 my poker is hot' is false. I am unable to agree with Mr Russell. I should, indeed,
admit that, when two such propositions were respectively true and false, there would be change. But then I
maintain that there can be no time without an A series. If, with Mr Russell, we reject the A series, it seems
to me that change goes with it, and that therefore time, for which change is essential, goes too." (The Nature
of Existence §§313-314)
Certainly, the more usual concept of change is (more in line with, if not exactly) Russell's. The normal concept of
change is a difference in the characteristics of things between two times (or two places). Hence, on the usual view of
change, McTaggart's reference of the event of Queen Anne's death is irrelevant to his argument. One can see the change
in Queen Anne being alive at T1 and dead at T2, just like Russell can see his poker hot at T1 and cold at T2. In essence,
then, McTaggart's argument for the primacy (more fundamentalness) of the A-series understanding of time is fatally
flawed.
Despite this flaw, McTaggart proceeded, in his article, to demonstrate that there is another fatal flaw to the A-Series
conception of time. He demonstrated that the properties of "past," "present," and "future" are both mutually
contradictory and possessed by all events. Hence, he argued, the A-Series concept of time is self-contradictory. He
combines this conclusion with his previous argument that the A-Series is necessary to the concept of time, to conclude
that Time is in fact not real. Since his previous argument that the A-Series conception of time is necessary and
fundamental is fatally flawed (as indicated above), McTaggart should have concluded that his self-contradictory
demonstration was a reductio proof that his A-Series concept of time was at fault. Which leaves us with his B-Series
understanding of time.

The B-Series
The B-series is fully consistent with the view of time by modern physics as the fourth dimension of a four-dimensional
space-time manifold. In this view, a temporal "event" is just an instantaneous 3-dimensional slice of the fourdimensional manifold. (I realize that this definition is overly simplistic, but it will serve for the purpose of this essay.)
This is a B-Series based definition of an "event" that is quite consistent with McTaggart's - "The contents of any
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position in time form an event." (The Nature of Existence §§306) And events are ordered down the single dimensional
"line" of time by the relationships of "earlier" and "later". In fact these two relationships can be viewed as timesymmetric. It does not matter from which end of the dimensional "line" one starts, the relationship between any two
events will remain the same.
Admittedly, our perception of time is best understood on the basis of the A-series. At any given instant, any given event
on the time-axis is perceived by us to be either past, present or future. In just the same way, any given event in the
spatial axes is perceived by us to be either over here, or over there, and so forth. But what generates the "A-series"
perception of time is the progression through the four-dimensional manifold of space-time of a 3-dimensional wavefront of our conscious awareness - our "Now!" The A-series ordering of events is therefore inescapably indexical in
nature. If we understand A-Series properties as indexicals relative to a particular point of view, then the A-Series
understanding of time can be can be seen to be fully compatible with the B-Series upon which it is based.
As pointed out by both Lowe(2) and Mellor(3), McTaggart failed to recognize this aspect of his A-series. Not only is the
A-series ordering of events indexed to "Now" as Lowe and Mellor argue, it is also indexed to each individual perceiver.
The A-series ordering of events within the four-dimensional space-time manifold offers no firm grounding for the
assumption that your "Now" is synchronous with my "Now". Viewing the A-series ordering of temporal events as the
perceived consequence of a 3-dimensional wave-front transiting along the time dimension of a four-dimensional spacetime manifold, opens up the intriguing possibility that each consciousness (if there be more than my own) might
constitute its own independent wave-front.
Regarding "more fundamental" in the sense of what underlies what, it becomes obvious that the B-series ordering of
temporal events (thinking of time in terms of earlier and later) is the more fundamental. The A-series ordering of
temporal events (thinking of time in terms of past, present and future) is derivative. The changing classification of
temporal events as future, present and then past is dependent on our changing perceptions of the underlying static
relationship of events. These are not properties of the events in themselves, but rather properties of our changing
relationship to those events. McTaggart mistakenly regarded the pastness of the death of Queen Anne as a property of
the event of her death. Correctly viewed, the pastness of the death of Queen Anne is a relational property that ties the
event of Queen Anne's death with the position of the observer's "Now!" on the B-Series timeline. McTaggart
mistakenly regarded change as a property of events. Correctly viewed, what McTaggart called the changing A-series
properties of events are the changing "distance" between the observer and the event as the point of view of the observer
moves along the B-Series time-line.
From the perspective of ontological realism, therefore, it would clearly be the B-Series (earlier and later) sequencing of
events that is definitive of time, while the A-Series (past, present, future) sequencing is necessarily derivative of the
movement of our "Now!" across the time dimension.
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"Resemblance between particulars requires the existence of a universal,
so there is no way to eliminate universals from our ontology."
How convincing is this argument?
In order to understand just what the title quote is claiming about things called "universals", I will have to explore in
some depth the nature of "particulars". I will demonstrate that the argument in the title quote is not at all convincing
because it is based on presuppositions about what "particulars" and "universal" actually are that are not accepted by
many philosophers.

Particulars
"Particulars" is an ontological category for entities that have attributes. (I mean attributes other than "existence" - if
"existence" is indeed an attribute.) An attribute is a quality, character, characteristic, or property that is or can be
attributed to a thing. It is part of the definition of a "particular" that particulars have some sort of relationship with
attributes, or characteristics. Exactly how that relationship is described depends on the metaphysical theory one adopts.
For the time being, however, I am going to use the terminology that particulars "have" attributes. But by this I mean to
be neutral as to just what the relationship is between the particular and the attributes associated with it.
Some ontologies divide particulars into concrete particulars and abstract particulars. The most common position is that
concrete particulars exist in space and time and undergo change, while abstract particulars do not exist in space and time
(and so lack physical extension) and do not undergo change. Abstract particulars, on this view, lack causal powers and
are incapable of entering into causal relations with other entities.
Concrete particulars are generally considered to include such things as the normal "furniture of the world" - stick and
stones, tables and chairs, and what not. Concrete particulars are the things that we perceive when we perceive the
world. Abstract particulars are generally considered to include such things as numbers and geometrical shapes.
The three most widely discussed theories of particulars are the substratum theory, the substance theory, and the bundle
theory. The substratum theory maintains that what a particular actually is, is something that underlies the attributes it
"has" - something to which the attributes are "attached" in some fashion. This means that we could conceptually
remove all of the attributes of a particular to be left with nothing but a "bare" particular. Of course, there would be
nothing left by which we could perceive the particular. Hence, on this theory, a "bare" particular is something that is
unperceivable, indescribable, and unknowable. Most philosophers regard it as a disadvantage if an ontology requires us
to grant existence to something that is unperceivable, indescribable, and unknowable
The substance theory dates from Aristotle. It proposes that a particular has some attributes essentially, while all others it
has contingently. We could not remove an essential attribute of a particular without changing the kind of thing it is.
But any of its contingent attributes we could remove without changing the kind of thing it is. For example, Aristotle is
essentially a man. We could not remove the attribute of being a man from Aristotle without changing it/him into
something that is not a man. But Aristotle also had a beard. We could remove the beard without changing Aristotle into
something that is not a man. Unfortunately, it is not at all clear what distinguishes essential from contingent attributes
for any given particular. For example, suppose we are considering Aristotle as an example of a "bearded man". If we
then remove his beard, he is no longer a bearded man. So by removing an attribute, we have changed Aristotle into
something else. It is not obvious that this sort of change is significantly different from the previous one.
The bundle theory of particulars proposes that a particular is nothing other than a collection of attributes. If we were to
remove all of the attributes of a particular, there would be nothing left.T he bundle theory of particulars is maintained
by those metaphysicians who argue, contrary to the implications in the essay's title, that particulars are not a
fundamental category of existents. They are derivative, and based on the existence of attributes (or more precisely,
universals). The problem that bundle theorists have inadequately addressed, is the nature of the relationship between the
attributes that are bundled together as a specific particular - what it is that keeps the bundle together as a unit; and why
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this specific bundle of attributes rather than another.
What all these theories accept as given is that particulars exist independently of how we think about them, and that it is
the function of ontology to describe how they exist. But one of the difficulties that this approach creates, is the problem
of boundaries. How is it that we draw the boundaries we do around the particulars we identify. What is it that renders
particular A numerically identical (exactly the same one) as particular B?Ontologists have come up with all sorts of
explanations, the most famous of which is the theory of natural kinds. This theory maintains that there are "natural
kinds" of particulars out there for us to discover, and it is up to us to discover what natural kinds actually exist in the
world. And it is up to the ontologists to provide descriptions of what it is that makes one natural kind different from
another.What is it that makes that grand oak the same thing as the acorn? And what is it that makes a heap of sand
different from a collection of individual sand grains?
One of the theories that is neglected in modern ontology, is the Conceptualist theory of particulars. The Conceptualist
theory posits that what marks the boundaries of a particular (in space or time) is our current cognitive purpose. Contrary
to the standard approach, particulars do not exist independently of how we think of them. If one is a metaphysical
realist (as I am), then one can accept that the world as a whole exists independently of how we think of it. But the
boundaries of any given particular are drawn to suit our cognitive convenience. They are not given by the world for us
to discover. The boundaries of a particular can change as our cognitive purpose changes. The conceptualist approach
renders the differences between the substratum theory, substance theory, and bundle theory of particulars into questions
of different cognitive purposes.
One of the corollaries of the conceptualist theory, however, is that it views particulars as derivative rather than
fundamental entities. The fundamental entity that exists is the world (or the space-time continuum, if you will). The
existence of any specific particular is dependent on our cognitive purpose in establishing its boundaries. But it does
render moot the problem of establishing whether the most fundamental existent is a quark, an atom, a molecule, a cell, a
heap, an organism, an ecology, a biome, or what have you.
From the perspective of a conceptualist, then, "particulars" are parts of the world around which we choose to draw
boundaries to most economically meet our need to understand and predict how the world is going to react to our efforts.
In a realist/conceptualist ontology, then, "particulars" are not fundamental mind-independent entities. The entity known
as "The world" is a fundamental mind-independent entity (assuming a realist metaphysics). But "particulars" are
derivative and somewhat mind-dependent entities. They exist because and only when we create them by drawing
suitable boundaries around parts of the world that interest us. As a consequence, it becomes a matter of debate over the
meaning of "existence" as to whether "particulars" ought to be acknowledged as a proper part our ontology.

Universals
Every individual particular "has" attributes. (Remember, to this point I am being neutral to the exact nature of this "has"
relationship.) And some particulars have attributes that we would recognize as similar. For example two different
mats, each being a particular, share the attributes of being mats, being flat, being on the floor, being manufactured by
the same manufacturer (according to their respective labels), and being (according to the manufacturer's label, say)
green in color.
In metaphysics a "universal" is the term used to refer to what individual particulars have in common when they exhibit
some resemblance in their respective attributes. The term "universal" is used, in contrast with the term "particular",
because universals can be instantiated or exemplified by many particular things (ie. universally), whereas particulars can
be instantiated only once - each particular is unique. Universals are employed to explain why it is that we judge many
particulars similar with respect to some attribute. The two mats I referred to have in common that they are "Green"
according to their labels. And we can observe that they are very similar in color, even though one of the mats has been
washed several times and is a distinctly more faded green. Presumably, there will be any number of other particulars in
the world that we would also judge as being very similar in color to our two mats.
The issue raised by the argument in the essay's title quote is how to account for the general agreement that our two
Green mats have a certain similarity in their respective color attributes. (Or a certain similarity in any other property we
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might judge they have in common.) Metaphysicians fall into two main camps on this issue: Realists endorse universals,
while Conceptualists and Nominalists deny they are needed. Realists maintain that universals (like our Green color)
have real mind-independent existence, and hence properly belong in our ontology. It is the relationship between the
particular and the universal that explains why we perceive the two mats as having similar color. Nominalists and
Cnceptualists deny that universals have real existence and hence do not properly belong in our ontology. They claim
that independently existing entities are not necessary to explain the perceived similarity in color (or other properties we
judge they share).
One of the arguments of the Realists is essentially linguistic. Consider the statement "Green is a color." A name like
"Green" wouldn't be a name if there weren't something for it to refer to. Since many philosophers maintain that the
meaning of a name just is its referent, the realists can argue that there must be something that is the referent of "Green".
If general words are in fact names, and the meaning of a name is the referent of the name, then there must exist
something that is the referent of names of attributes. According to the realists, "universals" is the category of existing
entities that are the referents of general terms.
Realists maintain that we judge the two mats mentioned above as both being a similar color because they both share a
common relationship to the universal "Green". The reason why we recognize a similarity of attribute across two or
more particulars is because those particulars share a common relationship to the universal that is the attribute in
question. However, one of the challenges facing realists is describing precisely what this relationship is between the
particulars that exemplify universals, and the universals that they exemplify. Modern Realists about universals are
generally less than clear about precisely what they mean when they claim that particulars "exemplify" universals, or
"instantiate" universals, or "manifest" universals. And they are less than clear on just how it is that we come to some
awareness of that "manifestation", "participation", "exemplification", or "instantiation".
Nominalists, by comparison, deny that the referent of the general term is an existing entity. Instead, the Nominalists
argue that what the word refers to is the class of particulars that "fit" the general term. In the view of Nominalists, all
that exists are particulars and the words we use to talk about them. Critics of nominalism challenge this view by
claiming that it does not resolve the problem of universals, rather it ignores the problem. Predicate nominalism leaves
as unexplained just why it is that some predicates (in this case, "is Green") correctly apply to given particulars while
others (say "is red") do not. Resemblance nominalism leaves as unexplained why is it that our two mats are members of
that particular resemblance set, rather than some other set (like the set for "is red"). Trope nominalism leaves
unexplained just how it is that we can recognize that some tropes are similar while other are not.
According to Conceptualism, the relation of resemblance or similarity is the consequence of a combination of our
cognitive convenience and our bio-psychological reaction to the inputs of our senses. We recognize that our two mats
are similar in color because the inputs to our visual cortex result in a similar cortical response to the sight of the mats.
We judge that the two mats are similar in color because the cortical responses are similar, and the classifications of
colors that we have created contains a classification called "Green" within which both those cortical responses fall. Or
in briefer terms, the two mats are both Green because the concept of Green covers both colors. The same reasoning
applies to all general terms. So for Conceptualists, like for Nominalists, all that exists are the particulars and the words
we use to describe them. But unlike for Nominalists, Conceptualists regard the referent for the word as a concept that
we create, rather than a mind-independent entity called a "universal".
One of the corollaries of the conceptualist theory of universals, however, is that it views universals as derivative rather
than fundamental entities. The fundamental entity that exists is the particular. The existence of any specific universal is
dependent on our cognitive purpose in establishing its boundaries. From the perspective of a conceptualist, then,
"universals" reflect how we react to the world around us, and how we choose to draw boundaries to most economically
meet our need to understand and predict how the world is going to react to our efforts. In a Realist/Conceptualist
ontology, then, "universals" are not fundamental mind-independent entities. The entity known as "The world" is a
fundamental mind-independent entity (assuming a realist metaphysics). But "universals," like "particulars," are
derivative and mind-dependent entities. They both exist because and only when we create them by drawing suitable
boundaries around how we react to the world around us. As a consequence, it becomes a matter of debate over the
meaning of "existence" and "fundamental" as to whether "universals" ought to be acknowledged as a proper part our
ontology.
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Conclusion
So now we have reached a point where we can understand what the argument in the title quote is saying. The first part
of the argument is "resemblance between particulars requires the existence of a universal". This is nonproblematic.Regardless of one's theory of particulars, or one's theory of universals, it is readily acceptable that there are
indeed resemblances or similarities that we acknowledge between particulars.And in a very noncommittal way,
"universals" is just the name that we give to these similarities.
The second part of the argument is "There is no way to eliminate universals from our ontology". This part of the
argument must be read as a conclusion that because we acknowledge resemblances between particulars, we must
therefore accept that universals have real fundamental existence.
This is clearly a basic realist argument.And as we have seen, both nominalists and conceptualists would deny that this
argument carries any weight. So I must conclude that the argument is not at all convincing.
[Up] [Home] [Next]
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Are universals necessary elements of any adequate ontology?
Given that the only context for this question is the broad one of a course on Metaphysics, the essay's title question is a
little ambiguous as to its specific focus of interest.
On the one hand, the term "universal" is a standard one in philosophy used to refer to what "particulars" have in
common (in rough parlance). So the title question can be read as focussing on the "Problem of Universals", and calling
for a discussion of the debate over whether or not universals "exist". On the other hand, the term "ontology" is also a
standard in philosophy. Ontology is the examination of the concept of "the nature of being", "existence" or "reality as
such." One of the fundamental questions studied by ontology is whether some categories of being (ways of existing)
are more fundamental than others, and in what sense the items in those categories can be said to "be" or "exist". The
primary product of such study is the establishment of what basic categories of being or existence there might be, and
what relationships might pertain between those categories. Hence, "an ontology" is a compilation of the categories of
items that "exist", and their interrelationships. An "adequate ontology" must therefore be understood to mean a
compilation of categories of being (and their interrelationships) that purports to "cover the field" - to cover all entities
that can properly be said to "exist" in some sense. So the title question can be read as calling for a discussion of whether
or not the category of "universals" necessarily falls within this complete catalogue.
The ambiguity arises from the concealed possibility that an "adequate ontology", contrary superficial implications,
might include kinds that are not fundamental. Such an ontology would include not only the kinds of existents that
"really exist" as part of the furniture of the world, but the kinds of existents that "exist" in other senses - such as, for
example, fictional entities. Sherlock Holmes and Captain Kirk must both be admitted to "exist", albeit as fictional
characters. An "adequate ontology" can thus be understood as a catalogue of the kinds of things that "exist" in any
sense.
What I am going to argue in this essay is that contrary to the position of the Nominalists, "universals" do in fact exist,
and the category of "universals" does form a necessary element of any adequate ontology. But contrary to the position
of the Realists, I will argue that the category of "universals" is not a fundamental category of the furniture of the world.
It is, instead a derivative category of existents. Universals are not out there for us to discover. They are, instead,
conceptual creations of our intellects.
There is some debate as to just what distinguishes "particulars" from "universals" (cf. Ramsey(1), Russell(2)).
"We cannot think of a particular thing without thinking of at least some of its properties at the same time,
and when we think of a thing as qualified by universal properties we must think of the properties as
particularized in the thing, so that they belong to its particular nature as well as being identical with, or at
any rate resembling, qualities in other things." [Ewing(3), pg 211]
For the purposes of this essay, I do not intend to go into this debate. I will, instead, adopt the simplifying definition that
"Particulars" is the label of an ontological category for individual (unique, specific) entities that have attributes. (I mean
attributes other than "existence" - if "existence" is indeed an attribute.) An "attribute" I will take as a quality, character,
characteristic, property, or relation that is or can be attributed to a thing. It is therefore part of the definition of a
"particular" that particulars have some sort of relationship with attributes. Exactly how that relationship is described
depends on the ontological theory one adopts. For present purposes, however, I will use the terminology that particulars
"have" attributes while remaining neutral as to just what the relationship is between the particular and the attributes
associated with it. Every individual particular, therefore, "has" attributes. And some particulars have attributes that we
would acknowledge as similar. For example two different cats (lets call them Tibbles and Parsnip), each being a unique
particular, share the attributes of being cats, being furry, being on the floor, and being (say) both Calico cats. Tibbles
and Parsnip also have in common that they are predominantly golden in colour. And we can agree that they are very
similar in color, even though Parsnip is noticeably darker than Tibbles. Presumably, there will be any number of other
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respects in which we would also judge Tibbles and Parsnip as being very similar (eg. furry, cute, on the floor, and so
forth).
Everyone will acknowledge that Tibbles and Parsnip are similar, or do resemble each other, in some respects. The
term "universal" is used to refer to this similarity or resemblance. "Universal" is used, in contrast with "particular",
because universals can be instantiated or exemplified by many particular things (i.e. universally), whereas particulars
can be instantiated only once - each particular being unique. Universals are employed in explanations of why it is that
we acknowledge that some particulars are similar with respect to some attribute
The issue raised by "the problem of universals" is how to account for the general agreement that Tibbles and Parsnip
have a certain similarity with respect to some attributes. Historically, the approaches taken on this issue have been
divided into three camps. There is the Platonic doctrine of "universalia ante rem" or "universals independent of
things". This is also referred to as "Realism" or "Platonic Realism" about universals. It posits that universals are really
existent mind-independent entities that exist outside of space-time. Resemblance of particulars is derivative of the fact
that particulars participate in the universals, although the exact nature of this "participation" is often vague. Then there
is the Aristotelian doctrine of "universalia in rebus" or "universals in things". This is also referred to as "Moderate
Realism" about universals. It posits that resemblance of particulars is derivative of the fact that universals exist in the
particulars, although the exact nature of this "in" is often vague. According to realists of either sort, it is the relationship
between the particular and the universal that explains why we perceive Tibbles and Parsnip as having similar color.
Finally there is the doctrine of "universalia post rem" or "universals after things". This is also referred to as
"Nominalism", and has been the more popular position in the Twentieth Century. Nominalists argue that what the
attribute word refers to is the class of particulars that fit the term, although again the exact nature of this "fit" is often
vague. "Universals" as an ontological category is unnecessary since all that exists are particulars and the words we use
to talk about them.
It would be convenient if the works of each philosopher could be neatly slotted into one of these three approaches.
However, from a perusal of the literature, it would seem that most philosophers actually fall somewhere in between.
While attributing to others the archetypic positions, their own positions appear to blur the distinctions. H.H.Price(4), for
example, suggests that there is only a terminological difference between the moderate realist and the nominalist. The
moderate realists "recurrent characteristics" becomes the nominalist's "resemblances". Both admit that there are
characteristics of objects in the world upon which the recurrence or resemblance is based. Both deny the independent
existence of universals maintained by the Platonic realist.
Realists of both flavours challenge the nominalist's view by claiming that it does not resolve the problem of universals,
rather it ignores the problem. The predicate nominalism of David Armstrong leaves as unexplained just why it is that
some predicates (as in this case, "is golden") correctly apply to given particulars while others (say "is red") do not.
Quine's resemblance nominalism leaves as unexplained why is it that Tibbles and Parsnip are members of one particular
resemblance set (say "cat-ish"), rather than some other set (say "dog-ish"). Trope nominalism (Douglas Ehring and
D.C.Williams) leaves unexplained just how it is that we can recognize that some tropes are similar while other are not.
One of the arguments of the realists is essentially linguistic. Consider the statement "green is a color." A word like
"green" wouldn't be a name if there weren't something for it to refer to. Since many philosophers maintain that the
meaning of a name just is its referent, the realists can argue that there must be something that is the referent of "green".
If general words like universals are in fact names, and the meaning of a name is the referent of the name, then there
must exist something that is the referent of the names of attributes. According to the realists, "universals" is the
category of existing entities that are the referents of the names of attributes.
Realists maintain that we judge Tibbles and Parsnip as being similar in color because they both share a common
relationship to the universal "golden". The reason why we recognize a similarity of attribute across two or more
particulars is because they share a common relationship to the universal that is the attribute in question. However, one
of the challenges raised by Nominalists is precisely what the relationship is between the particulars that exemplify
universals, and the universals that they exemplify. Modern realists like Russell(6) and Zimmerman(7) are generally less
than clear about precisely what they mean when they claim that particulars "exemplify", or "instantiate", or "manifest",
or "participate in" universals. And they are less than clear on just how it is that we come to some awareness of that
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"manifestation", "participation", "exemplification", or "instantiation".
Realists, it is suggested, argue that "an experienced similarity between things demands for its explanation a genuine
similarity of characters which may be abstracts and, as it were held in the mind apart from the things which possess
those similarities"(8). Nominalists reply, it is suggested, that "if two things are alike in any feature, that merely means
'that the mind fails to discriminate between those objects in certain respects and for certain purposes'. But this does not
imply that there is any 'real or substantial universal' which binds these objects together, or 'anything literally common to'
them."(9).
One of the challenges facing both realism and nominalism, however, is the problem of boundaries. How is it that we
draw the boundaries we do around the universals - generic attribute names - we identify. What is it that renders attribute
A (the predominant colour of Tibbles) numerically identical to (and hence an exemplification of exactly the same
universal as) attribute B (the predominant colour of Parsnip)? Theorists have come up with all sorts of explanations,
the most famous and influential of which is the theory of natural kinds (cf. Quine(5)). This theory maintains that there
are "natural kinds" out there for us to discover, and it is up to us to discover them. And it is up to the philosophers to
provide descriptions of what it is that makes one natural kind different from another. But the natural kind theory of
attributes is a realist conception of universals. Nominalists, of course, would disagree. A nominalist would argue
instead that the kinds that we label are more or less completely arbitrary - a simple matter of linguistic convention. Yet
both approaches leave unresolved the question of what is it that makes Tibbles roughly the same colour as Parsnip even though they are discernably different in colour. And what is it that makes a cat different from a dog.
Neither side of this debate has proved persuasive in the 2500 years since Plato. According to Ramsey, this suggests that
another approach needs to be tried:
"Evidently, however, none of these arguments are really decisive, and the position is extremely
unsatisfactory to any one with real curiosity about such a fundamental question. In such cases it is a
heuristic maxim that the truth lies not in one of the two disputed views but in some third possibility which
has not yet been thought of, which we can only discover by rejecting something assumed as obvious by
both the disputants."(10)
Both the realist and the nominalist adopt the linguistic assumption that the meaning of a word is derived from what it
designates. A name refers to and designates a single thing. Hence a name means that thing which is its designatum. In
like manner, it is assumed by both, the word for a universal refers indifferently to any one of an indefinitely large class
of objects. But what does it designate? Realists maintain that the word for a universal designates a particular existing
universal, and thereby acquires its meaning from its designatum. Nominalists maintain that the word for a universal
designates the class of objects, and thereby acquires its meaning from its desginatum.
A third alternative can be found by denying the common assumption of both the realist and the nominalist. The
Conceptualist offers a third alternative by denying that the designatum of a name or a word is something in the world.
Instead, the designatum of a name or a word is a constructed concept (which may or may not pick out something from
the world). According to Conceptualism, resemblance or similarity is the consequence of a combination of our
cognitive convenience and our bio-psychological reaction to the inputs of our senses. We recognize that our two cats
are similar in color because the inputs to our visual cortex result in a similar cortical response to the sight of the cats.
We judge that the two cats are similar in color because the cortical responses are similar, and the classifications of
colors that we have created contain a classification called "golden" within which both those cortical responses fall. Or
in briefer terms, the two cats are both golden because our concept of golden covers both colors.
The Conceptualist theory posits that what marks the boundaries of a given universal is our current cognitive purpose.
Contrary to the realist approach, universals do not exist independently of how we think of them. They are not given by
the world for us to discover. But the realist is correct when she maintains that the basis of the distinction between one
attribute and another is in the world. There is no perceived similarity of objects which is not objectively based on real
objective similarities and differences. We cannot discriminate where there is nothing in the world to discriminate. The
nominalist is correct, however, when she argues that the number of possible universals is unlimited. Given any pair of
randomly chosen objects, there will be at least one respect in which the two can be regarded as similar. How we choose
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to discriminate, when we can discriminate, is entirely up to us. Wittgenstein's concept of a universal as a family
resemblance is a case in point. The only thing that games have in common is that we choose to include them within the
boundary of what we call "games". There is a real distinction between any one game, and what is not a game. But how
we draw the boundaries is up to us.
If one accepts the principle that what marks the boundary of a concept (a universal, a particular, or the referent of a
proper name), is our current cognitive purpose, then boundaries can change as our cognitive purpose changes. But when
it comes to dealing with the world around us, and particularly with the interactions we have with others, we have a clear
cognitive purpose of cleaving those surroundings in a manner that is most conducive to our ability to anticipate how it
will react to us. This is where conceptualism differs from nominalism. When dealing with the world around us, we
have a clear interest in erecting boundaries around portions that are most easily predictable - lest we become lunch
rather than enjoying it. When dealing with other people, we have a clear interest in erecting boundaries in the roughly
the same places as do others - lest communications become totally impossible. The boundaries we erect are therefore
not arbitrary, contrary to the arguments of nominalism.
The advantages of the Conceptualist thesis is that it nicely syncs with our common sense view of things. Whatever it is
that we wish to regard, what we call it, how we identify it, will depend on how we are thinking about it - the sortal we
choose to apply. It also means that how we view an object can change according to the context of our discussion, and
our changing cognitive interests.
One of the corollaries of the Conceptualist theory of universals, of course, is that it views universals as derivative rather
than fundamental entities. The existence of any particular concept is dependent on our cognitive purpose in establishing
its boundaries. In a conceptualist ontology, "universals" are not fundamental mind-independent entities, they are a
category of concepts. The entity known as "The world" is the only fundamental mind-independent entity. (Not even
"particulars" are fundamental in a conceptualist ontology). "Universals," like "Particulars," are derivative and minddependent entities - they exist only as concepts. They both exist because and only when we create them by drawing
suitable boundaries around how we react to the world around us.
So, if an "adequate ontology" must be understood to mean a compilation of categories of being (and their
interrelationships) that purports to cover all entities that can properly be said to "exist" in some sense, then the category
of "universals" must be accepted as part of an adequate ontology. Once we create them, concepts certainly "exist".
They may exist in the realm of mind generated objects that include fictional characters, but "exist" they certainly do.
And as entities that exist in some sense, they must be covered by a complete ontology.
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"Many sentences of English have never been uttered,
and no one has ever meant anything by uttering them.
Therefore their meaning cannot be determined by
speaker's intentions."
Discuss.
The quote in the essay title is a criticism (frequently attributed to Mark Platts(1)) that has been levelled against Paul
Grice's theory of sentence meaning, as Grice laid out in his "Meaning" article in 1957(2). Grice's theory starts with the
concept of "speaker's-meaning". According to Grice, a speaker's utterance has meaning according to what the speaker
intends to communicate to the audience. It is an intentionally mentalistic theory -- placing the foundation of linguistic
meaning firmly in the realm of mental phenomena. Grice's theory then uses this concept of "speaker's-meaning" to
generate "sentence-meaning" -- making sentence meaning depend on the "standard" speaker's intentions in employing
the sentence in question. The criticism in the essay title argues that because English is a compositional language, a
possibly infinite number of English language sentences have never been uttered, and can therefore not have a "standard
use" to provide them any meaning. The argument is that the meaning of such never uttered sentences cannot, therefore,
depend on any "standard" speaker's intentions. Obviously, if meaning primarily rests with sentences, and not words, as
it would have to if the basis of meaning is the speaker's intentions, then Grice's early theory has a problem with never
before uttered sentences.
In his 1968 article "Utterer's Meaning, Sentence Meaning, and Word Meaning"(3), Grice responded to this criticism by
modifying his theory. He posited that the literal meaning of an unuttered sentence is built recursively out of basic
meanings associated with words. In essence, Grice employs the concept of a "standard use" of a word in the same way
that his previous article posited a "standard use" of a complete sentence. A word (or a phrase) has a "standard meaning"
if, within a given language community, it is conventionally expected that when a speaker uses this particular word (or
phrase), his intention is to communicate the standard conventionally associated meaning. The sense of "conventional"
intended here is the sense described by Lewis(4). A word would come to have a "conventional" meaning associated
with it through the coordinated efforts of people using that word to communicate their intentions. Obviously,
communication between speaker and audience will fail unless they come to some agreement on the meanings associated
with the words being employed.
Thus, in this revised theory, "sentence-meaning" is not directly a function of speaker's intentions. Instead it is a
complex function of the conventionally agreed meaning of its parts (together, of course with the rules of syntax).
Although, of course, the foundational link to speaker's intentions is maintained because those sub-sentential parts (either
individual words, or complex phrases) acquire their conventionally agreed meaning by being used by speakers
according to their intentions to communicate specific beliefs, desires, and other propositional attitudes. Hence, the
criticism voiced in the essay's title carried weight only against Grice's earlier theory of sentence meaning.
To properly understand Grice's theory of sentence meaning, it is necessary to divide the concept of "meaning" into three
sub-concepts. First there is "speaker's-meaning". This is the concept of meaning that is expressly psychological in
nature. Utterances, or sentence tokens, are generated by a speaker according to that speaker's beliefs, desires and so
forth. As stated in his 1968 article, more formally this is stated as -(G)       "By uttering x, S meant that P" is to be analyzed as "S uttered x intending that A form the belief that P"
Where S is the speaker, A is the audience, x is the utterance, and P is the proposition. "Speaker" and "utterance" are to
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be understood quite generally. Any production of a sign intended to communicate is regarded as an "utterance"
generated by some "speaker", regardless of the nature of the sign or the form of the "utterance". The pictorial black
silhouette denoting the men's room is an "utterance" of a "speaker". I should also add that neither Grice nor I mean
anything mysterious by "proposition". We use this word as a general term for the things people assent to, reject, find
doubtful, accept for the sake of argument, attempt to verify, deduce things from, and so on.(5)
I have provided here, of course, just the first clause of the whole formalized statement of the theory. Grice goes on to
add a number of complicating conditions to the basic idea, involving second and third order intentions, in order to deal
with unusual counter-examples. But for the purposes of this essay, this simplified version will do and I will ignore the
complications.
The second sub-concept of "meaning" is "audience-meaning". Whatever the intentions of the speaker in his/her effort to
communicate to the audience, those intentions will be frustrated unless the audience can gain from the utterance
produced enough evidence (given the context) to reach some reasonably accurate conclusions as to the nature of P.
Regardless of what x consists of, A must be able to interpret that utterance as indicating that S intends A to form the
belief that P. The first part of this (that S intends A to form a belief) is straight forward given the minimal context of
communication. But the problem arises in figuring how A comes to know what P is. So in parallel with the utterance
having a "speaker's-meaning" reflecting the intentions, beliefs, desires, and other propositional attitudes of the speaker,
the utterance also has an "audience-meaning" reflecting the conclusions that the audience makes with regards to what
the speaker intends for him to form a belief about -- the contents of P.
As a speaker, you cannot (normally) expect to utter just any random utterance, and expect the audience to intuit what
you mean. In order for the audience-meaning to come out a reasonably close approximation of the speaker's-meaning,
the utterance x must involve some elements that both speaker and audience have previously agreed (explicitly or
implicitly) on a common meaning. (In Paul Ziff's example(6) of George uttering "Ugh ugh blugh blugh ugh blug blug",
George is counting on the examiner using the context of discourse and that George's utterance carries no conventional
meaning to reach the audience-meaning that he is being dissed. Given the mythical intelligence of Army examiners, I
have my own doubts that George would be successful in his effort to dis the examiner. So I do not regard this as a
counter-example of conventional word meanings.)
In Grice's first article in 1957, he left the necessary common speaker-audience understanding to whole sentences. He
argued that sentences have a "sentence meaning" (also called a "literal meaning") derived from their conventional use to
express particular propositions P. But the quoted criticism in the essay title pointed out the obvious flaw in that
approach, and caused him, in his 1968 article, to propose that the necessary common understanding between speaker
and audience rests with the sub-sentential parts of sentences -- words or phrases. Hence, the "sentence-meaning" or
"literal meaning" of never uttered sentences can be built up from the conventionally agreed meaning of the individual
parts (along, or course, with the conventionally agreed rules of sentence syntax). And for the audience to determine the
audience-meaning, they can start with that built up literal meaning of what was uttered. The audience can then use
information from the context of utterance to infer the speaker's intentions, thus arriving at an interpretation of the
audience-meaning of the statement. (Thus Grice's theory amalgamates the areas of linguistics known as "semantics"
with what is called "pragmatics".)
This resting of sentence meaning on the conventionally agreed meaning of words (or common phrases) meshes nicely
with the way that we all learn new words in our own language, or in another language. We learn new language
elements either ostensibly (these rough looking rocks here we call "painite") or by using other words in a description (as
in the dictionary definition of "kainotophobia" as a fear of change). Both in acquiring our first language, a second
language, or merely extending our vocabulary, we learn the meaning of new sub-sentential parts. We do not learn the
meaning of whole sentences. As long as the speaker (S) builds the utterance (x) using words or phrases that the
audience (A) is familiar with, there will be little opportunity for a significant disconnect between speaker's-meaning and
audience-meaning. But there is an obvious opening for such a disconnect. The audience is attempting to infer the
speaker's intentions without empirical access to those intentions. But the availability of conventional agreement on the
literal-meaning of sub-sentential parts, and the empirically available evidence on the context of utterance goes a long
way to alleviate that difficulty. Grice's theory does not guarantee the success of communication. If, as the course of
conversation continues, there does appear to be such a disconnect between speaker and audience, the audience can
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become speaker with a ready-made utterance with a recognized conventional meaning to clear up the confusion -- "Say
what?"
If I use a brand new, never before uttered word to communicate my intentions, I would have no hope of successfully
communicating unless I have first made the audience aware of what I mean by that word. (I should expect a "Say ahat?"
response from my audience.) On the other hand, by using words (or common phrases) that I expect already have that
commonality of understanding between speaker and audience, I can communicate any novel intention I please.
So sentence meaning -- considering the sentence en bloc -- cannot be determined by speaker's intentions, as argued by
the titled quote. But the meaning (understood as the literal meaning, divorced from the context of a particular utterance
of some speaker) of a never before uttered sentence can be determined by the speakers intention's conventionally
signified by the words (or phrases) that make up that sentence -- as long as those words (or phrases) have a conventional
meaning known to both speaker and audience. So it becomes obvious that the criticism quoted in the essay title does
not translate to words from sentences.
The specific criticism quoted in the essay title has thus been successfully defeated. Grice's modified theory explains
how speaker's intentions in communicating can result in conventional meanings for sub-sentential parts. Thereby
providing literal meaning for unique unuttered sentences. However, it may be worth the effort to investigate the
background that motivates the critics of a Gricean approach to meaning.
In "General Semantics," David Lewis wrote
"I distinguish two topics: first, the description of possible languages or grammars as abstract semantic systems
whereby symbols are associated with aspects of the world; and, second, the description of the psychological and
sociological facts whereby a particular one of these abstract semantic systems is the one used by a person or
population. Only confusion comes of mixing these two topics."(7)
Echoing Lewis, there clearly is a distinction between the questions "What is the meaning of this symbol (for a particular
language group)?" and "In virtue of what facts about the world does the symbol have that meaning?" This gives us two
different notions of "meaning". One notion, employed by a "semantic theory" of meaning, is a specification of the
meanings of the sentences of some (object) language in terms of another (meta-)language. This is the truth-conditional
Davidson/Tarski approach to linguistic meaning. The other notion, employed by a "foundational theory" of meaning, is
a specification of what about the world of some language group gives the symbols of their language the meanings that
they have. This is the notion behind Gricean approach to linguistic meaning. Obviously, the two kinds of theory place
constraints on each other. But that does not change the fact that semantic theories and foundational theories are simply
different sorts of theories, designed to answer different questions.(8)
The main difficulty that some philosophers have with the (revised) Gricean theory of linguistic meaning is that it is
based on what is considered to be unobservable mental phenomena. Following Wittgenstein, one of the constraints on
an acceptable theory of meaning proposed by these philosophers is what is called the manifestability of meaning thesis.
(9) The manifestability of meaning thesis asserts that the meaning of any linguistic expression must in principle be
empirically observable, must be in principle be open to objective (inter-subjective) determination. In the words of
Donald Davidson, the fact that meanings are decipherable in this way "is not a matter of luck; public availability is a
constitutive aspect of language."(10)
The manifestability thesis stipulates that the internal states of speakers, such as private mental states, cannot be what
linguistic meaning is grounded upon. Otherwise communication would be based on inferences about unobservable
associations of linguistic expressions with language-independent contents (mental phenomena). Any such association, it
is presumed, could not be checked by the language community. As Wittgenstein pointed out with his private language
argument(11), there would be no objective standard of correctness of such associations.
But the manifestability thesis is not equivalent to behaviorism. Generally speaking, meaning-theoretic behaviorism is
the approach to meaning that draws upon purely behavioral evidence. Mentalistic or intentional idiom is precluded in a
behaviorist approach. As is well known, Quine considers his view of meaning behavioristic(12). But Davidson, the
arch-typical truth-conditional theorist, accepts the manifestability thesis without adopting behaviorism.
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"The requirement that the evidence be publicly accessible is not due to an atavistic yearning for behavioristic or
verificationist foundations, but to the fact that what is to be explained is a social phenomenon. [...] [L]anguage is
intrinsically social. This does not entail that truth and meaning are defined in terms of observable behavior, or that
it is "nothing but" observable behavior; but it does imply that meaning is entirely determined by observable
behavior, even readily observable behavior."(13)
The objections to the Gricean approach come from the assumption that it bases linguistic meaning on what is considered
to be an unobservable realm of speakers' intentions. But Dummett, for example, already relaxes the requirement beyond
the strictly empirical behaviorism of Quine. He is ready to admit that thoughts and reasons can be attributed to a
speaker by the interpreter. Is it really so problematic to include in the category of manifestable evidence the responses
that the speaker might provide when questioned about his intentions, concepts, and the rest of that sort of mentalistic
thing? If sub-sentential parts can acquire empirically knowable conventional meaning in the manner described by
Lewis, and the context of utterance is empirically knowable (even approximately), then a Gricean approach to meaning
can be considered to satisfy the manifestability thesis. If such conversational evidence can be considered as part of the
manifestability of meaning, then the Gricean approach to an intention-based theory of meaning starts to become less
objectionable. And meaning can be determined in an unproblematic way by speaker's intentions.
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Is knowing a statements truth conditions (a) necessary
and (b) sufficient for knowing what it means?
The short answer is "No!"
The essay's title question refers to the idea that the meaning of a "statement" is defined in terms of its truth-conditions.
The truth-conditional theory of meaning is principally associated with Donald Davidson(1) who first explicated the
modern version. Davidson attempted to carry out for the semantics of natural language what Tarski's theory of truth(2)
for artificial languages tried to do for logic. Tarski attempted to define truth for artificial languages like logic and
mathematics in terms of a presupposed notion of meaning. Davidson inverted Tarski's argument and attempted to
define meaning for natural languages in terms of a presupposed notion of truth. In taking this approach, Davidson harks
back to Frege and Wittgenstein. Though the concept of truth is central in Frege's work, he leaves it undefined. From
Logical Investigations: "It seems likely that the content of the word 'true' is sui generis and undefinable"(3) And from
Wittgenstein: "to understand a proposition means to know what is the case if it is true"(4). A more recent advocate of
truth-conditional semantics is Jerry Fodor. In The Language of Thought, Fodor documents his premise that "one
understands a predicate only if one knows the conditions under which sentences containing it would be true"(5).
Truth-conditional theories of meaning interpret "meaning" in terms of representation. They understand "meaning" in
terms of some form of mirroring between statements and actual or possible states of affairs(6). Truth-conditional
theories of meaning define the meaning of a given statement in terms of the conditions under which the statement is
true. So, to use the standard example, because "snow is white" is true if and only if snow is white, the meaning of
"snow is white" is snow is white. For a truth-conditional theory of statement meaning, to know a statement's meaning it
is both necessary and sufficient to know the conditions under which the statement would be true.
The initial appeal of truth-conditional semantics is the intuitive appeal of the notion that if one understands a statement,
one also understands the conditions under which the statement would be true. But the question is whether one must
know what the statement means before one can know the conditions under which the statement would be true. Or
whether knowing what the statement means can be defined in terms of knowing under what conditions the statement
would be true.
A number of criticisms of truth-conditional semantics have surfaced to undermine the plausibility of the truthconditional theory of statement meaning. Because truth-conditional semantics understands meaning in terms of some
form of correspondence between statements and states of affairs, it is usually characterised as depending on a prior
notion of a Correspondence Theory of Truth. As such, it raises objections from those philosophers who see difficulties
with this approach to understanding Truth. A similar source of criticism comes because statements can be meaningful
even if they talk about non-existent states of affairs. ("Santa Claus is jolly" is meaningful, even though Santa Claus
does not exist.) This seems to require a theory of truth that admits of non-existent states of affairs. As such, it raises
objections from those philosophers who are concerned about the ontological commitments that seem to be required.
Intuitively, it appears that understanding the meaning of "Santa Claus is jolly" is not the same sort of thing as knowing
under what conditions a non-existent entity could be jolly.
Another criticism comes from Scott Soames(7). He argues that in its traditional form, a truth-conditional concept of
meaning gives every necessary truth precisely the same meaning. All necessary truths are, by definition, true under all
conditions. This means that every necessarily true statement is true in precisely the same conditions. Furthermore, the
truth conditions of any random statement are logically equivalent to the conjunction of the conditions that make that
statement true and any necessary truth. This means that by truth-conditional semantics, any random statement means
the same as its meaning plus a necessary truth. To use the standard example again: if "snow is white" is true iff snow is
white, then it is logically necessary that "snow is white" is true iff snow is white and 2+2=4. Therefore "snow is white"
means both that snow is white and that 2+2=4. And this process of conjoining necessary truths can proceed
indefinitely. That seems intuitively wrong. In singling out just which of the potentially infinite number of conjoined
truth-conditions should make up the statement's meaning, the only available guide is the statements meaning. In other
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words, understanding the meaning precedes the understanding of the relevant truth-conditions. Which means that
knowing the statement's truth conditions is not necessary for knowing the meaning of the statement.
Closely allied with the criticism from necessary truth, is the criticism from equivalent extensions. Consider the two
statements "a zebra has a heart" and "a zebra has a kidney" -- a classic philosophical example. In this actual world, it
turns out that "creature with a heart" has the same extension as "creature with a kidney". Everything which is in fact a
creature with a heart is also a creature with a kidney, and vice versa. But if evolution had gone differently, or in different
possible worlds, there might have been a species of creature which had hearts but no kidneys, or vice versa. Because
these two example sentences have isomorphic extensions, they have equivalent truth conditions. They are both true or
false in exactly the same circumstances, at least in this world. But it is intuitively obvious that they do not mean the
same thing. In other words, again, knowing the statements truth-conditions is not sufficient for knowing the meaning of
the statement.
The next criticism of truth-conditional semantics is described well by Brian Loar(8). Consider a master tile layer and a
bunch of assistants working to lay a complicated pattern involving different tiles. The crew have developed a simple set
of signals. When the master calls "red left", the assistants know to pass him, say, a red left edge tile. And so forth for
any number of differently shaped, or coloured, or patterned tiles. It seems fairly intuitive that the meaning of "s"
amongst this small population is "give me a tile of type x" or perhaps, to keep things in the proper declarative mood
"The next tile required is a tile of type x". But the simple signals being used do not have any semantical structure.
Simple non-linguistic signals (two lights) seem to have meaningfulness (the redcoats are coming by land) independent
of being part of a semantically structured language. The master could just as easily call "left red". But how do you get
to truth-conditions for such simple signals without translating them into a semantically structured language, as I did for
"red left" and "two lights"? And how can one do that translation of simple signals into language without presupposing
the meaning being translated? What are the truth-conditions for the black-silhouettes that tell you which bathroom is for
the ladies, if you cannot first translate the black silhouette into "this way to the bathroom for the ladies"? If such simple
non-linguistic signals can have meaning, and can have the same meaning as sentences in a language, the non-truthconditional method of ascribing meanings must apply for sentences as well. One must know the meaning of the sign
before one can know the truth-conditions. Which means that knowing a statement's truth conditions is not necessary for
knowing the meaning of the statement.
Another criticism of the truth-conditional theories of meaning is that it seems to apply only to descriptive (assertive)
fact-stating declarative statements. There are many sentences that can be created in any natural language that are not of
this kind. Consider questions, commands, exclamations, and (perhaps most important) conditional statements. None of
these obviously have truth-conditions, and some might not even be truth-apt. One of the ways that some of the truthconditional theorists attempt to deal with these non-declarative statements is to posit an underlying logical form that
does encode some truth apt statements that have truth conditions. But it can be argued that translating non-declarative
statements into their "proper" logical form requires a prior understanding of their meaning -- putting meaning prior to
truth conditions.
Truth-conditional theories also have similar technical difficulties in dealing with indexical elements and some relational
terms of language. Davidson's own response to this is to treat indexical statements as relativized statements -statements considered as utterances by a speaker at a time. Putting the meaning of "now" or "I" (or any of the other
indexicals) into something that truth-condition could apply would seem to demand that they be "translated" out of the
initial statement. And the same problem would seem to infect such relational terms as "tall" or "fat". Without
specifying a specific context in which they have some determinate meaning ("taller than Bob" or "fatter than the
average American teenager in 2012"), it is difficult to see how to relativize it without presupposing the meaning. In
other words, translating an indexical statement or a statement with vague relational terms into a properly relativized
statement presupposes an understanding of the meaning of the statement. Once again putting meaning prior to truthconditions.
The final criticism I will mention is that truth-conditional semantics assumes a pre-existing notion of truth as
foundational. There is a lot of philosophical debate (and no general agreement) about the concept of truth. Truthconditional semantics, it is argued, does not provide an explanation of "meaning", but merely recasts the problem and
moves it over into the front-yard of the debate over the notion of truth. It may be a good thing to know that "der schnee
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ist weiss" is true if and only if snow is white. And it may provide a good explanation of what "der schnee ist weiss"
means. But it does not provide any explanation of what the right side of that equivalence means. There is a distinction
that must be drawn between the question "What is the meaning of this sentence?" and "In virtue of what does the
sentence have that meaning?" One can argue that truth-conditional semantics provides the meaning of the symbol in
quotes ("der schnee ist weiss") by using words in some language (snow is white). What is needed is a distinct sort of
theory -- a foundational theory of meaning. What is needed is a theory that explains what it is about the world (or about
some person or group) that gives the quoted sentence ("der schnee ist weiss") the meaning that it has. What the truthconditional theories of meaning do not provide is an explanation of what it means to say that snow is white (the meta
language statement, not the quoted sentence). So, again, knowing the truth-conditions for a statement is not sufficient
for knowing the meaning of the statement.
As Michael Dummett (9) has pointed out, to know the meaning of a statement, a person must know the "sense" (the part
of the meaning that the person grasps), the "reference" (which indicates what claims about the world are made by the
statement), and the "force" (what kind of speech act the statement performs). A theory of conversational implicature (a
la Grice(10)) provides what the truth-conditional theories do not -- a foundational theory of just what it is in the world
that gives the statement 'snow is white' (the meta-language statement, not the quoted object language statement) the
meaning that it has. And Dummett's variation on truth-conditional semantics translates the notion of a "truth-condition"
into a notion of "assertability condition"(11). By this he explains the notion of linguistic meaning without incurring the
criticisms outlined above, and without invoking truth-conditions.
Since knowing a statements truth-conditions is neither necessary nor sufficient for knowing what the statement means,
then meaning is not equivalent to the statement's truth-conditions. But obviously, once one knows what a statement
means, one does know the truth-conditions that would render the statement true. And if one is skilled in logic, then
knowing the meaning of the statement presumably lets one know what logically follows from that statement. (Although
since not many people are skilled in logic, that is perhaps not a good foundation on which to build a theory of meaning.)
More formally -- "If M then T". But since M (meaning) and T (truth-conditions) are not equivalent, this does not imply
"If T then M". Arguing that it does is committing the fallacy of assuming the consequent. So knowing the truthconditions of a statement is a consequence of knowing the meaning of the statement, not the other way around.
So it is the case that
If A knows that S means that M, then A knows that S is true if and only if T.
But it is not the case that
If A knows that S is true if and only if T, then A knows that S means that M.
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Can the figure of the radical interpreter cast any light on
the notion of meaning?
Before I can discuss whether the radical interpreter can cast any light on the notion of meaning, I have to land on a
particular concept for "the notion of meaning" involved. There are three notions of meaning that might qualify for
consideration in understanding the essay's title question. Next I will have to present a description of just what the figure
of a radical interpreter is, and what job she has been given in contributing to a theory of meaning. Finally, I will have to
distinguish between two different classifications of a theory of meaning. Only then, once these three ambiguities in the
title question are resolved, can I offer any suggestion as to what light the figure of the radical interpreter can cast on the
notion of meaning.
Regardless of what one might think of Paul Grice's program of conversational implicature(1), it is undeniable that he has
altered the landscape of any discussions on the nature of "meaning". He has separated the concept into three different
(although related) sub-concepts.
First, there is "speaker's-meaning". This is a concept of meaning that is expressly psychological in nature. Utterances,
or sentence tokens, are generated by a speaker according to that speaker's beliefs, desires and other propositional
attitudes. More formally -(G)       "By uttering x, S meant that P" is to be analyzed as "S uttered x intending that A form the belief that P"
Where S is the speaker, A is the audience, x is the utterance, and P is the proposition. "Speaker" and "utterance" are to
be understood quite generally. Any production of a sign intended to communicate is regarded as an "utterance"
generated by some "speaker", regardless of the nature of the sign or the form of the "utterance". I should also note in
passing that I mean nothing mysterious by "proposition". I am using this word as a general term for the things people
assent to, reject, find doubtful, accept for the sake of argument, attempt to verify, deduce things from, and so on.
I have provided here, of course, just the first clause of Grice's formalized statement of the theory. Grice goes on to add
a number of complicating conditions to the basic idea, involving second and third order intentions, in order to deal with
unusual counter-examples. But for the purposes of this essay, this simplified version will do and I will ignore the
complications.
Second, there is "audience-meaning". Whatever the intentions of the speaker in his/her effort to communicate to an
audience, those intentions will be frustrated unless the audience can gain from the speaker's utterance enough evidence
(given the context) to reach some reasonably accurate conclusions as to the nature of P. Regardless of what x consists
of, A must be able to interpret that utterance as indicating that S intends A to form the belief that P. The first part of this
(that S intends A to form a belief) is straight forward given the minimal context of communication. But the problem
arises in figuring how A comes to know what P is. So in parallel with the utterance having a "speaker's-meaning"
reflecting the intentions, beliefs, desires, and other propositional attitudes of the speaker, the utterance also has an
"audience-meaning" reflecting the conclusions that the audience infers with regards to what the speaker intends for him
to form a belief about -- the contents of P.
Third, there is "literal-meaning". This is the necessary common understanding between speaker and audience resting
with the sub-sentential parts of sentences -- words or common phrases. It is the fact that parts of sentences have this
"literal meaning" that gives languages their compositional nature. Both uttered and never before uttered sentences have
a "literal meaning" that can be built up from the conventionally agreed meaning of the individual parts (along, or course,
with the conventionally agreed rules of sentence syntax).
This resting of the literal meaning of sentences on the conventionally agreed "literal-meaning" of words (or common
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phrases) meshes nicely with the way that we all learn new words in our own language, or in another language. We learn
new language elements either ostensibly (these rough looking rocks here we call "painite") or by using other words in a
description (as in the dictionary definition of "kainotophobia" as a fear of change). So as long as the speaker (S) builds
the utterance (x) using words or phrases that the audience (A) is familiar with, there will be little opportunity for a
significant disconnect between speaker's-meaning and audience-meaning.
The concept of a radical interpreter was introduced by Donald Davidson(2). It was meant by him to suggest an
important similarity to W.V.O. Quine's concept of radical translation, a concept in Quine's work on the indeterminacy of
translation. Quine's notion of radical translation is the translation of a speaker's language, without any prior knowledge
of that language, using only empirical observation of the speaker's use of the language in context(3). Quine was a
devoted empiricist, and his notion of radical translation was a specifically behaviorist concept. It did not rely on any
mentalist notions of speaker's beliefs or desires, or any ontological notions about "meanings".
Davidson was less restrictive in this regards. Similar to Quine's notion, Davidson's notion of radical interpretation was
the interpretation of a speaker from scratch, without relying on translators, dictionaries, or specific prior knowledge.
But unlike Quine, he includes in the work of the interpreter the attribution of beliefs and desires to speakers, and
meanings to their words. To Davidson, radical interpretation is a process of interpreting the linguistic behavior of a
speaker without reliance on any prior knowledge either of the speaker's beliefs or the meanings of the speaker's
utterances. Davidson's intention is to isolate the minimum knowledge required if linguistic understanding is to be
possible. And his intention is to base that effort on only the publicly available evidence. It is clear, therefore, that the
radical interpreter's contribution to "meaning" is intended by Davidson to address the concept of what a Gricean would
call "literal-meaning" -- the meaning of a sentence divorced from any context of utterance.
Davidson's strategy is to base his general theory of interpretation on the more formal structure of a Tarskian style truth
theory. In Davidson's lexicon, a "theory of meaning" is a truth theory meeting a modified version of Alfred Tarski's
Convention T, for the speaker's idiolect.(4) He uses as his empirical basis the idea of a speaker's attitude of holding
particular sentences true in particular circumstances. The radical interpreter infers from an exhaustive body of such
behavioral evidence a "theory of meaning" by finding under what circumstances the speaker holds-true a particular
sentence. Ernest Lepore and Kirk Ludwig(5) characterize this as inference from sentences of the form:
Ceteris paribus, S holds true s at t if and only if p.
to corresponding T-sentences of the form
s is true (S,t) if and only if q
where s is a sentence in the idiolect (object language) of the speaker S, t is a time, and p and q are filled in with
sentences in the meta-language (language of the interpreter).
Davidson's approach means that a speaker's beliefs and speaker's meaning are interdependent. One cannot assign
meanings to a speaker's utterances without knowing what the speaker believes (holds-true), while one cannot identify
beliefs without knowing what the speaker's utterances mean(6). Davidson's solution to this difficulty is his "principle of
charity" (or "principle of rational accommodation"). The principle can be seen as combining two notions: (i) a holistic
assumption of rationality in belief (in other words, a "coherence" notion of rationality) and (ii) an assumption of causal
relatedness between beliefs (especially perceptual beliefs) and the objects of belief (in other words, a "correspondence"
notion of truth)(7).
There are thus two related consequences of this "principle of charity". Assignments of literal-meaning to sentences, and
attributions of hold-true beliefs on the part of speakers must be mutually consistent. But they must also be consistent
with the evidence afforded by the interpreter's knowledge of the speaker's environment. The interpreter must assume,
according to Davidson, that the causes of a speaker's hold-true beliefs must (in the "most basic cases") be what the
interpreter identifies as the objects of those beliefs. In other words, the radical interpreter must assume that the speaker's
beliefs (at least in the simplest cases) are largely in agreement with her own. And so must assume that they are largely
true. (It is inconceivable that the interpreter would consider that her own beliefs are largely false.) Provided that the
radical interpreter can identify the attitude of "holding true" in the studied population of speakers, then the
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interconnection between belief and meaning enables the interpreter to use her own beliefs as a guide to the meanings of
the speaker's utterances. This means that Davidson cannot tolerate the notion that this interdependence between
interpreter's beliefs and speaker's literal-meaning can fail. In fact, he has argued(8) that intertranslatability is a
necessary condition for langaugehood. This will have a significant impact on the kind of light that the radical
interpreter can cast on the notion of "literal meaning".
In "General Semantics," David Lewis wrote
"I distinguish two topics: first, the description of possible languages or grammars as abstract semantic systems
whereby symbols are associated with aspects of the world; and, second, the description of the psychological and
sociological facts whereby a particular one of these abstract semantic systems is the one used by a person or
population. Only confusion comes of mixing these two topics."(9)
Echoing Lewis, there clearly is a distinction between the questions "What is the meaning of this symbol (for a particular
language group)?" and "In virtue of what facts about the world does the symbol have that meaning?" This gives us two
different kinds of a "notion of meaning". One kind, employed by a "semantic theory" of meaning, is a specification of
the meanings of the words and sentences of some (object) language in terms of another (meta-)language. The other
kind, employed by a "foundational theory" of meaning, is a specification of what about the world of some language
group gives the symbols of their language the meanings that they have. Obviously, the two kinds of theory place
constraints on each other. But that does not change the fact that semantic theories and foundational theories are simply
different sorts of theories, designed to answer different questions.(10)
We already determined above, that the figure of the radical interpreter is concerned only with the "public-" or "literalmeaning" of sentences. Having now distinguished between the two kinds of theory of meaning, we can determine that
the radical interpreter is concerned only with a "semantic theory" of meaning. Given the radical interpreters
preoccupation with building a Tarski-style truth-theory with T-sentences, equating a sentence in the object language
with a sentence in the meta-language, it is obvious that she is concerned only with a semantic theory of meaning and not
a foundational theory of meaning. Davidson even admits this -"Like many others, I wanted answers to such questions as "What is meaning?", and became frustrated by the
fatuity of the attempts at answers I found . . . So I substituted another question which I thought might be less
intractable: What would it suffice an interpreter to know in order to understand the speaker of an alien language,
and how could he come to know it?"(11)
So, it may be a good thing to know that "der schnee ist weiss" is true if and only if snow is white. And it may provide a
good explanation of what "der schnee ist weiss" means in English. But it does not provide any explanation of how the
right side of that equivalence gains the meaning it has. The radical interpreter will discover the meaning of the symbol
in quotes ("der schnee ist weiss") by specifying the truth conditions in some other language (snow is white). What the
radical interpreter is not trying to provide, however, is a foundational theory of meaning. Specifying the truth
conditions for a sentence of the object language does not help to understand that object-language sentence, if one does
not already understand the meaning of the meta-language sentence in which those truth conditions are specified.
So, given all the constraints on the performance of the radical interpreter, what light can she cast on the notion of
meaning? The radical interpreter considers that the basic unit of meaning is the sentence and not the word. Words,
therefore, she understands as having only derivative meaning. Because the radical interpreter must depend on her own
beliefs to derive meanings of sentences in the object language, she must assume that the object language is a
compositional language similar to her own. This means she must assume that the meaning of novel sentences must be
compilable out of the meanings of its parts. So sub-sentential parts must have their own meanings, but those meanings
are derived from the use of those parts in sentences. This means that novel words (novel to some audience -- the
intepreter) must be used in sentences to derive their meaning. So words like "painite" or "kainotophobia" get their
meaning by being used, not ostensibly or by dictionary entries. (And if the words have never yet been used in a
sentence to mean something, then what?)
The other consequence of the necessary interdependency of interpreter beliefs and interpreted meanings is that the
radical interpreter must assume that the conceptual schema of the studied population has to be similar to her own. If
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there is any significant mismatch in conceptual schema between the object language and the meta-language, radical
interpretation will fail. An obvious challenge when the object language is alien while the meta-language is familiar, it
might appear to be less so when the object and meta-language are in the same family of languages (say, English). But it
does rear its ugly head when the possibility is contemplated that the concepts being expressed in the sentences being
interpreted are alien to the interpreter -- whether the object and meta-language are in the same family or not.
Finally, and most significantly, the radical interpreter understands the "notion of meaning" from the perspective of a
truth-theoretic semantic theory -- giving the meaning of sentences in the object language in terms of sentences in the
meta-language. What the radical interpreter cannot provide is a notion of meaning that explains what it is about the
world (or about some language group) that gives the sentence "snow is white" (in the meta-language) the meaning that it
has.
So it turns out that the figure of the radical interpreter can shed much less light on the notion of meaning (simpliciter)
than is usually thought, advocates of truth-theoretic semantics not withstanding.
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"The Gricean line of explanation [of meaning] is hence
essentially no more than a sophisticated version of the
code conception of language" (Dummett) Discuss.
The quote in the essay title is from Michael Dummet's essay "Language and Communication"(1) which is reprinted as
Chapter 7 of his The Seas of Language(2). He has on several other occasions voiced his argument against the code
conception of language(3).
The code conception of language is an approach to a theory of meaning for linguistic expressions that explains the
meaningfulness of those expressions by referring to some non-linguistic phenomena. These phenomena are usually
considered to be thoughts, or ideas, or intentions, or concepts, or something of the sort. As such, linguistic expressions
gain their meaning by being associated by a speaker with some kind of mental phenomena. Hence, the code conception
of language makes linguistic meaning, at its foundation, something private instead of public.
In the cited case of a Gricean theory of meaning, the private mental phenomena that give meaning to linguistic
expressions are the intentions of the speaker. As Grice first laid out in his "Meaning" article in 1957(4), a "Gricean line
of explanation of meaning" starts with the concept of "speaker's-meaning". In this approach, a speaker's utterance has
meaning according to the intention of the speaker -- what the speaker intends to communicate to the audience. The
theory then uses this concept of "speaker's-meaning" to generate "sentence-meaning" -- making sentence meaning
depend on the "standard" speaker's intentions in employing the words in the sentence. In later versions of a Gricean
theory, sentence meanings are built recursively out of basic meanings associated with sub-sentential parts. A word (or a
phrase) has a "standard (conventional(5)) meaning" if, within a given language community, it is conventionally
expected that when a speaker uses this particular word (or phrase), his intention is to communicate the conventionally
associated meaning.(6)
Of course, this goes against the currently popular idea (endorsed by Dummett) that one of the constraints on an
acceptable theory of meaning is what is called the manifestability of meaning, sometimes also called the principle of
publicity(7). Dummett's opposition to the code conception of language amounts to rejecting the view that the function
of language is to express such private things as thoughts. The code conception of language, in his view, would represent
communication as being ultimately based on hypotheses about which private and inaccessible thought a speaker
associates with an expression (a sentence of her language). The "fundamental axiom" that Dummett ascribes to
analytical philosophy is the idea that thought can only be studied by focusing on language(8).
The manifestability of meaning thesis asserts that the meaning of any linguistic expression must in principle be
empirically observable, must be in principle be open to objective (inter-subjective) determination. In the words of
Donald Davidson, the fact that meanings are decipherable in this way "is not a matter of luck; public availability is a
constitutive aspect of language."(9)
The point of the manifestability thesis that the internal states of speakers, such as private mental states, cannot -- ex
hypothesi -- be what linguistic meaning is grounded upon. Otherwise communication would be based on inferences
about unobservable associations of linguistic expressions with language-independent contents (mental phenomena).
Any such association could not be checked by the language community. As Wittgenstein pointed out with his private
language argument(10), there would be no objective standard of correctness of such associations.
The manifestability thesis is not equivalent to behaviorism. Generally speaking, meaning-theoretic behaviorism is the
approach to meaning that draws upon purely behavioral evidence. Mentalistic or intentional idiom is precluded in this
approach. It thus sees meaning in purely physicalistic terms. As is well known, Quine considers his view of meaning
behavioristic(11). Dummett accepts the manifestability thesis without adopting behaviorism by allowing the interpreter
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to attribute reasons, motives, and intentions to the speaker.
"[I]t is essential both to our use of language and to any faithful account of the phenomenon of human language
that it is a rational activity, and that we ascribe motives and intentions to speakers. This estimation of speakers'
intentions is not, of itself, peculiar to the particular language, or even to language as such: it proceeds according to
the ordinary means we have for estimating the intentions underlying peoples' actions, non-linguistic as well as
linguistic."(12)
Hence, his objection to the Gricean approach is that it bases linguistic meaning on what he considers an unobservable
realm of speakers' intentions. The intentions behind linguistic communications are just not sufficiently manifestable for
Dummett.
Another central idea employed by Dummett in his critique of the code conception of language is that to Dummett the
sentence, rather than the word, is the semantically fundamental linguistic unit. This idea is known as the contextuality
of meaning. The doctrine of the semantic primacy of the sentence is often called "contextualism" (as for example by
Baker and Hacker(13) and Glock(14)) or "statement holism" (by Fodor and LePore(15)). The thesis is often supported
by a famous citation from Frege's Die Grundlagen der Arithmetik: "Only in the context of a sentence do words have any
meaning"(16).
The contextuality thesis stipulates that the meaning of a word or phrase derives only from its systematic contribution to
the meanings of the sentences it appears in. There simply is nothing to connect uses of sub-sentential parts to pieces of
non-linguistic reality except within a theory whose base is the use of sentences. Here is Davidson on the matter:
"[â€¦] it seems clear that the semantic features of words cannot be explained directly on the basis of non-linguistic
phenomena. The reason is simple. The phenomena to which we must turn are the extra-linguistic interests and
activities that language serves, and these are served by words only in so far as the words are incorporated in (or on
occasion happen to be) sentences. But then there is no chance of giving a foundational account of words before
giving one of sentences."(17)
The two theses of contextuality and manifestibility are closely interrelated. Linguistic meaning must be connected with
manifestable attributes of speech acts. But you cannot do anything (perform a speech act) with a mere word (or phrase).
Therefore, the sentence must be the semantically more fundamental unit. Dummett sees the thesis of contextuality as a
basic principle of analytical philosophy, alongside the principle that the study of thought is possible only through the
study of language. He thinks that this is a matter of "conceptual dependence" of word-meaning on sentence-meaning.
  According to Dummett, this conceptual dependence is "evident" only to those who have studied the theory of meaning
after Frege(18).
Combining the manifestability thesis (that meaning must be publicly manifested), with the thesis that theories (in this
case the assignment of meanings to sentences) are always underdetermined by the evidence (in this case the empirically
manifested evidence), and with the contextuality thesis (that meaning attaches primarily to sentences and not words)
results in a doctrine about the indeterminacy of the meaning of sub-sentential parts. This doctrine is also known as the
inscrutability of reference. (It is important to distinguish the inscrutability thesis from Quine's thesis of the
indeterminacy of translation(19). The latter concerns an indeterminacy in sentence-meaning. The inscrutability of
reference concerns the meaning of the words in sentences.)
Dummett, along with most other advocates of truth-conditional semantics, considers that the so-called "proxy function
argument" first developed by Quine(20), is a conclusive proof of the inscrutability thesis. Roughly, the proxy function
argument is that sub-sentential parts of sentences can be reinterpreted so that, for example, the word "London" can come
to refer to Mount Everest, as long as other parts of the language are suitably reinterpreted as well. Such
reinterpretations on the "theoretical" semantic level, it is argued, do not affect the semantic contents assigned to
sentences(21).
Thus it can be seen that Dummett's disapproval of the Gricean approach to a theory of meaning stems from his prior
commitment to the manifestibility thesis. And his disapproval of the code conception of language stems from his prior
commitment to the contextuality thesis. His equation of the Gricean approach to linguistic meaning with a code
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conception of language stems, therefore, from his idea that if the meaning of a sentence is determined by the private
intentions of the speaker, the actual sentences uttered must be interpreted as just a code designating those intentions.
But, however cast in concrete Dummett's arguments may seem against the code conception of language, and the Gricean
approach to linguistic meaning based on speaker's intentions, there is available a counter argument from within
Dummett's own writings.
Dummett draws a distinction between thought proper, which is always expressible in language (and whose "vehicle"
language is), and proto-thought, which occurs in non-linguistic animals and infants, as well as in language-mastering
adult humans(22). According to his description, proto-thought is not just an underdeveloped form of perception that
ceases to figure in our cognitive capacities once propositional thought and language have arisen(23). There are forms of
spatial thought, for example, that are clearly non-linguistic and which Dummett describes as "visual imagination
superimposed on the visually perceived scene". And this kind of proto-thought involves the perception of objects as
distinct units. In other words, as Dummett admits, on the level of proto-thought, we perceive determinate objects - in
the sense that there is no radical indeterminacy analogous to inscrutability of reference as to which objects we are
dealing with. In proto-thought, it seems, we have a world where there is a fully determinate distinction between a
perceived object and its (proxy argument) proxy, because the object can be reached in a non-propositional manner.
There is a distinction for us, at the level of proto-thought, between London and Mount Everest. It seems that the
inscrutability of reference cannot touch proto-thought. So what becomes really interesting now, is the relation between
proto-thought and language.
A proto-thought level of perception remains essentially private, incommunicable, and thus also inaccessible to thought
proper. This apparent split between the incommunicable aspects of proto-thought, where there is determinacy about the
furniture of the world, and the communicable thought-proper, is suspicious. A central feature of the perceived world
remains private, incommunicable. Karen Green comments on this difference between proto-thought and thought
proper:
"[A]s Dummett points out, there is much spatial thought which is not linguistic, and many properties which we
unerringly respond to [â€¦] but could not adequately characterize in language. It is therefore not so much that we
cannot perceive the world except through the categories of language, as that we cannot communicate or make
public what we perceive except through such categories."(24)
In the philosophical literature, the most famous critique of a truth-conditional approach to linguistic meaning has been
by John Searle. Searle has argued that the inscrutability consequence of the manifestibility and contextuality theses
represent a reductio ad absurdum proof of the invalidity of such theories, rather than an unintuitive but accceptable
consequence of a legitimate theory(25). His critique is directed at the third person prejudice involved in the
manifestability thesis. He argues that all semantically relevant facts need not be available to both speaker and audience.
He suggests that where an interpreter cannot make a determinate choice between alternatives on the basis of public,
empirical evidence, there is no distinction to be made. But because of the interactive and on-going nature of linguistic
intercourse, that does not necessarily hinder communication. He argues that is wrong to restrict a theory of meaning to
a third person point of view, because it "denies the existence of distinctions that we know from our own case are valid"
(26) and are "known independently to be valid"(27). Contrary to Davidson and Dummett, Searle argues that there are
semantically relevant facts that are not manifestable in the third person sense. In this, he agrees with the Gricean
approach.
If in fact the inscrutability conclusion is unacceptable, as Searle suggests, then the only alternative is to modify the
premises that lead there. As far as the manifestibility thesis is concerned, Dummett already relaxes the requirement
beyond the strictly empirical behaviorism of Quine. He is ready to admit that thoughts and reasons can be attributed to
a speaker by the interpreter. Is it really so problematic to include in the category of manifestable evidence the
conventional meaning of sub-sentential parts, or the responses that the speaker might provide when questioned about his
intentions, concepts, and the rest of that sort of mentalistic stuff? Certainly, this sort of evidence may not be available
when considering a sentence divorced from any occasion of utterance. But if such conversational evidence can be
considered as part of the manifestability of meaning, then the Gricean approach to an intention-based theory of meaning
starts to become less objectionable.
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But the key to making a code-conception of language more than just a "non-starter," is to get rid of the contextuality
thesis. This thesis is deemed necessary for all truth-conditional approaches to meaning because truth-conditions
(whether couched in terms of "verification", "truth" or "assertability") are unintelligible unless framed as complete
propositions. But the alternative is to view sentences (and propositions) as made up of series of discrete concepts. This
meshes nicely with the way that we all learn new words in our own language, or in another language. We learn new
language elements either ostensibly (these rough looking rocks here we call "painite") or by using other words in a
description (as in the dictionary definition of "kainotophobia" as a fear of change). So as long as the speaker (S) builds
the utterance (x) using words or phrases that the audience (A) is familiar with, there will be little opportunity for a
significant disconnect between speaker's-meaning and audience-meaning -- even if the speakers intentions are not
immediately manifest.
A much maligned approach in this day and age, the Conceptualist approach looks at words as "code groups" signifying
particular concepts. A sentence is an organized sequence of concepts -- organized by the conventional rules of
grammar. Although nothing more than a two sentence outline of a project, thist does constitute an alternative to the
meaning-theoretic premises that cause Dummett to denigrate both the code conception of language, and the Gricean line
of explanation of meaning.
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"The indeterminacy of translation is just a special case of
the under-determination of theory by evidence." Discuss.
The quote in the essay's title is an objection to Quine's thesis of the "Indeterminacy of Translation" (hereafter IDT for
short) raised by such critics as Chomsky and Searle. As a criticism of IDT it actually misses Quine's point. But since
IDT is highly dubious on its own merit, this particular criticism is moot.
To understand Quine's thesis of IDT, and the reasons for his claim that IDT is in addition to, and not just a special case
of the thesis of the Under-Determination of Theory by Evidence (hereafter UDTE for short), it is necessary to keep
firmly in mind the metaphysical and epistemological premises underlying his arguments. Metaphysically, Quine is
Realist. Epistemologically, Quine is a strict Empiricist.
The Realist aspect of Quine's logic shows up in his treatment of the thesis of UDTE. A metaphysical Realist maintains
that the truth is evidence transcendent. No matter how convincingly confirmed by evidence a theory is judged to be, it
is always logically possible for new evidence to suggest that the theory is false. The logical inference methods of
induction and abduction, by their nature, project hypotheses about truth beyond the available evidence, and thus
possibly arrive at false conclusions. Theories supported by such logical methods, are therefore always at risk of being
falsified. Both Duhem(1) and Quine(2) argue that since the body of all possible evidence is necessarily always short of
the evidence in hand, it is logically possible that there may be two mutually incompatible theories each empirically
equivalent to the other on the basis of that evidence in hand. Yet (at most) only one of these incompatible theories can
be true. There is always the possibility of some new evidence, not yet in hand, that will distinguish between the two
theories. Since the truth is evidence transcendent, the evidence in hand always under-determines any theory of the truth.
The Epistemological aspect of Quine's Empiricism shows up in his conception of a "language". Quine is a thorough
going Verbal Behaviorist in this regard. Our folk psychology says that what we say is a product of what we believe and
what our words mean, and that any theory that attempts to explain our linguistic behaviour will contain mentalistic
terms like "believes" and "means". Against this, Quine argues that for a theory of language to be scientifically
respectable, its expressions ought to be defined purely in terms of empirical content -- observable linguistic behaviour.
While mentalistic terms may help to keep our folk theories neat and tidy, any such theory will not explain linguistic
behaviour any better than a theory without without them. In order to develop an empirical theory of meaning, Quine
therefore restricts his analysis of language to correlations between external stimuli and dispositions to verbal behavior.
On his view, the objective reality of language and meaning is a matter of a population being disposed to produce certain
utterances in response to certain external stimuli. The stimuli are defined entirely in terms of patterns of stimulations of
the nerve endings, and the responses entirely in terms of sounds and sound patterns that the speaker is disposed to emit.
To Quine, a language is "a fabric of sentences variously associated to one another and to non-verbal stimuli by the
mechanism of conditioned response"(3). From such a behaviorist point of view, a language is a social construct
consisting of "a complex of present dispositions to verbal behavior, in which speakers of the same language have
perforce come to resemble one another"(4) "[A]cceptance of a sentence is for me, . . . the disposition to assent to it; and
for me a disposition, in turn, is a hypothetical state of the internal mechanism."(5) As a consequence of his behaviorist
approach to what constitutes a language, Quine also adopts a behaviorist approach to what constitutes the notion of
meaning. "There is nothing in linguistic meaning, then, beyond what is to be gleaned from overt behavior in observable
circumstances."(6)
In other words, Quine takes "meaning" to be connected with evidence and inference, a function of the place an
expression has in one's "conceptual scheme" or of its role in some inferential "language game." A language is an
organic network of sentences. The peripheral sentences are provided meaning by the behavioral stimulus that elicits
their acceptance. The non-peripheral sentences are provided meaning by their inferential links to other sentences -peripheral as well as non-peripheral. Thus, "meaning" in Quineian terms, is a holistic concept. The meaning of a
sentence is constituted by its place within the network. Moreover, because the inferential links between sentences in the
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interior and sentences at the periphery are (usually) non-deductive in nature, Quine can treat the notion of meaning for
the language as the same kind of "theory" construct as is any physical-scientific theory. But a Language Theory differs
from a scientific theory in that, for a Language Theory, the collective behavioral dispositions of the language using
population defines the truth, rather than merely models the truth.
In his "Two Dogmas of Empiricism(7)," and further developed in "Word and Object(8)" and "On the Reasons for the
Indeterminacy of Translation(9)", Quine presents his argument for a behaviorist conception of language through the
device of the "radical interpreter". He proposes that a radical interpreter (hereafter RI for short), whose native language
is English, is faced with the challenge of developing a translation manual for a newly discovered language (called
Jungle). The RI has to do this without any help from interpreters, or any pre-supposed similarities between languages.
The only evidence the RI has available, therefore, is the behavior of the native speakers of Jungle. We can idealize this
task by supposing that the RI has available all possible behavioral evidence of this sort. Quine's suggestion is that there
is more than one translation manual that could be compiled by the RI that would each be fully consistent with all of this
behavioral evidence. Or, more to the point, any two RIs, working independently, could arrive at mutually inconsistent
translation manuals.
"... manuals for translating one language in to another can be set up in divergent ways, all compatible with the
totality of speech dispositions, yet incompatible with one another. In countless places they will diverge in giving,
as their respective translations of a sentence of the one language, sentences of the other language which stand to
each other in no plausible sort of equivalence however loose."(10)
Each such manual would provide the translation (in English) of a sentence in Jungle. Since there is no unique
translation manual, the meaning of any sentence in Jungle is thus indeterminant.
"where questions of translation and, therefore, of meaning are concerned, there is no such thing as getting it right
or wrong. This is not because of an epistemic gulf between evidence and conclusion, but because there is no fact
of the matter to be right or wrong about."(11)
Quine specifically contrasts this IDT thesis from the UDTE thesis that apples to, say, physics.
"The indeterminacy of translation is not just an instance of the empirically underdetermined character of physics.
The point is not just that linguistics, being a part of behavioral science and hence ultimately of physics, shares the
empirically underdetermined character of physics. On the contrary, the indeterminacy of translation is additional.
Where physical theories A and B are both compatible with all possible data, we might adopt A for ourselves and
still remain free to translate the foreigner either as believing A or as believing B. â€¦ The question whether, in the
situation last described, the foreigner really believes A or believes rather B, is a question whose very significance
I would put in doubt. This is what I am getting at in arguing the indeterminacy of translation."(12)
Note the point that separates IDT from UDTE. There is, ex hypothesi, no possibility of additional evidence. The
evidence in hand defines the truth. This is a verificationist standard of meaning: the meaning of a sentence turns purely
on what would count as the behavioral evidence for its translation. "A sentence has a meaning, people thought, and
another sentence is its translation if it has the same meaning. This, we see, will not do."(13)
Most of the critics of Quine's IDT thesis accept both his Behaviorist and Verificationist premises, as well as his premise
(adopted from Frege) that the sentence is the basic unit of meaning. ("[W]e learn short sentences as wholes, we learn
their component words from their use in those sentences, and we build further sentences from words thus learned"(14))
A number of such criticisms, along with Quine's responses, are collected in Word and Objections(15). For the purpose
of this essay, however, of all the criticisms of the IDT thesis, I will deal with only two.
The objection that Chomsky(16) and the early Searle(17) make, the example captured in the essay title, is that Quine is
confusing a second level of under-determination as a different sort of indeterminancy. Chomsky and (the early) Searle
argue that for any posited higher-level "emergent" or "supervenient" theory, there will be at least two levels of underdetermination. There will be the level that Quine admits of -- under-determination of the underlying physical theory.
But there will also be the higher level theory, say psychology, which will have its own under-determination. Evidence
at the level of physics is not sufficient to fully determine a theory of psychology. "As Chomsky once put it, if you fix
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the physics, the psychology is still open; but equally, if you fix the psychology, the physics is still open."(18)
Unquestionably, there are the two levels of under-determination described by Chomsky and Searle. But in both cases,
Quine would respond, there are facts of the matter: at the higher level, facts of psychology; at the lower level, facts of
physics. The quoted objection in the essay's title misses Quine's point. It fails to consider that Quine is assuming from
the start that there is no psychology involved. There is only a population's physical dispositions to respond to verbal
stimuli by empirically observable behavior. "A conviction persists, often unacknowledged, that our sentences express
ideas, and express these ideas rather than those, even when behavioral criteria can never say which."(19)
"Some critics believe Quine's semantic indeterminacy (indeterminacy of radical translation at home as well as
abroad) thesis is true, but innocent, since it is just scientific underdetermination in linguistics. The Quinean reply
is that in scientific underdetermination cases there are facts of the matter making claims true or false (whether
knowable or not), whereas in semantic indeterminacy cases there simply are not. The critics' rejoinder that there
are such facts, studied in linguistics, is met by the final reply that linguistics, either on the whole or in part is
riddled with appeals to 'meanings' and is, thereby, as suspect as analyticity and radical translation."(20)
The more telling criticisms of Quine's project, are those that challenge his underlying assumptions. Over the years since
"Two Dogmas", Functionalism has replaced behaviorism in the current orthodoxy as a theory of the mental, and truthconditional semantics has replaced verificationism as a theory of truth. The later Searle(21), for example, argues that
Quine's conclusion of meaning indeterminacy is a reductio ad absurdum demonstration that a linguistic behaviorist
approach to language and meaning is self contradictory. Searle's argument is that if all there were to meanings were
patterns of stimulus and response of a linguistic population, then it would be impossible to discriminate meanings which
are in fact discriminable. If the behavioral dispositions of the community of English speakers is unable to discriminate
between "rabbit" and "temporal slice of rabbithood" then it would be indeterminable which concept I was employing
when I uttered "rabbit". Quines IDT argument can thus be seen to be not just about translating from one language to
another or even about understanding another speaker of one's own language. If the argument is valid, then its logical
consequence is that there isn't any empirically discernible difference for me between meaning rabbit or temporal slice of
rabbithood. But since I can personally know which concept I am employing, there has to be more to meaning that just
behavioral dispositions in the community. It is only by assuming the nonexistence of intentionalistic meanings that the
argument for indeterminacy succeeds at all.
"If the indeterminacy thesis were really true, we would not even be able to understand its formulation; for when
we were told there was no "fact of the matter" about the correctness of the translation between rabbit and rabbit
stage, we would not have been able to hear any (objectively real) difference between the two English expressions
to start with."(22)
What this analysis demonstrates is that, contrary to some critics (and the quote in the essay's title), Quine's
Indeterminacy of Translation thesis is not just a special case of the under-determination of theory by evidence. On the
other hand, however, because it relies on the premise of linguistic behaviorism, the thesis can be shown to result in
unacceptably absurd consequences.
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Is knowing under what conditions a statement is true
either necessary or sufficient for knowing what the
statement means?
To say that knowing under what conditions a statement is true (T) is necessary and sufficient for knowing what the
statement means (M) is to say that "T if and only if M". Which is to say that M and T are equivalent, that meaning can
be understood in terms of truth-conditions. (Or vice versa, obviously. But presumably the "truth-conditions" are better
understood than "meaning," and "meaning" is the term needing explication.) This theory of meaning is known as truthconditional semantics. What the essay title is asking, then, is whether this theory holds, and that whether the meaning of
a statement can be understood in terms of its truth-conditions.
In this essay, I will answer that question with "No!" To support this conclusion, I will first provide a prÃ©cis of the
history and nature of truth-conditional semantics, and then outline a short selection of what I consider fatal difficulties
facing the theory. I will argue that it is neither necessary nor sufficient to know a statements truth conditions in order to
know what the statement means. (Although this is not do deny that once one knows the meaning of a statement,
knowledge of the truth-conditions follows.) In outlining the difficulties facing truth-conditional semantics, I will show
that it is not necessary to know the truth conditions to know the meaning of a statement, and that it is not sufficient to
know the truth-conditions to know the meaning of a statement.
The truth-conditional theory of meaning is principally associated with Donald Davidson who first explicated the
"modern" version almost 50 years ago in his article "Truth and Meaning" (1). Davidson attempted to carry out for the
semantics of natural language what Tarski's theory of truth(2) for artificial languages tried to do for logic. Tarski
attempted to define truth for artificial languages like logic and mathematics in terms of a presupposed notion of
meaning. Davidson inverted Tarski's argument and attempted to define meaning for natural languages in terms of a
presupposed notion of truth. In taking this approach, Davidson harks back to Frege and Wittgenstein. Though the
concept of truth is central in Frege's work, he leaves it undefined. From Logical Investigations: "It seems likely that the
content of the word 'true' is sui generis and undefinable"(3) And from Wittgenstein: "to understand a proposition means
to know what is the case if it is true"(4). A more recent advocate of truth-conditional semantics is Jerry Fodor. In The
Language of Thought, Fodor documents his premise that "one understands a predicate only if one knows the conditions
under which sentences containing it would be true"(5).
To understand the motivation behind the truth-conditional theory of meaning, and the intuition that has been driving its
development over the years, I draw the distinction between top-down and bottom up theories of meaning. Bottom-up
theories of linguistic meaning begin by explicating the meaning of small parts of a language (words, "stock phrases,"
and idioms). Other meanings are then composed of those parts. Meanings of sentences are viewed as resulting from the
meaning of its parts (words), and a rule of composition. Top-down theories, on the other hand, begin by explicating the
meaning of large utterances (usually sentences). The meaning of the parts of language (words, etc.) is determined in
terms of how they play a role in these larger entities. Truth-conditional semantics is a top-down theory of meaning.
Davidson followed Frege in maintaining that the sentence, rather than the word, is the central repository of meaning.
He also followed Quine in viewing meaning in a holistic manner -- the meaning of any sentence determined collectively
by the meaning of all the sentences in the language.
"If sentences depend for their meaning on their structure, and we understand the meaning of each item in the
structure only as an abstraction from the totality of sentences in which it features, then we can give the meaning of
any sentence (or word) only by giving the meaning of every sentence (and word) in the language. Frege said that
only in the context of a sentence does a word have meaning ; in the same vein he might have added that only in
the context of the language does a sentence (and therefore a word) have meaning."(6)
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Another dimension of distinction is that between mentalistic (internalist) and behavioristic (externalist) theories of
meaning. A bottom-up mentalistic theory of meaning would explain meaning in terms of the hypothesis that words are
labels for such mentally internal phenomena as thoughts, ideas, or concepts. A top-down mentalistic theory would
explain meaning in terms of the hypothesis that sentences name an abstract internal mental construct -- usually called
propositions. Davidson objects to the mentalistic approach because he argues that they merely push the problem of
explaining linguistic meaning back into the problem of explaining the meaning of thoughts or propositions. Instead,
Davidson finds an externalist alternative. He again follows Quine, and founds his truth-theoretic semantics on the then
popular orthodoxies of behaviorism and verificationism. Verificationism, applied to linguistic meaning, holds that
sentences have a meaning either because they are pure logic or they are determined by the kinds of empirically
observable effects they could possibly have if true. Behaviorism, applied to linguistic meaning, holds that those
empirically observable effects include the verbal behaviors of speakers of the language. Sentences that we could never
confirm as true or false are meaningless. (A gross over-simplification, of course, but it will suffice for this essay.)
Truth-conditional linguistic theories, Davidson's as well as those built upon Davidson, are founded on the idea that the
linguistic meaning of a sentence is constituted by the empirically observable external phenomena of its truth conditions.
Thus, to know what a sentence means is to know what it is for that sentence to be true. So, to use the standard example,
because "snow is white" is true if and only if snow is white, the meaning of "snow is white" is snow is white. For a
truth-conditional theory of meaning to know the conditions under what a statement would be true is to know what the
statement means.
However a number of criticisms of truth-conditional semantics have surfaced in the literature to undermine the
plausibility of this approach to meaning. Not the least of these are the problems Davidson identified in his original
article. Even after 50 years of work by various advocates, truth-conditional semantics still has no generally recognized
solutions to such problems as:
(i) the truth-conditions constituting the meaning of counter factual conditionals, subjunctive sentence
constructions, probabilities, and causal relations;
(ii) the role in sentence meaning of adverbs and attributive adjectives;
(iii) how meaning is established for embedded sentences in belief ascriptions;
(iv) how to treat utterances without obvious truth values, such as performatives ("I promise!"), imperatives
("Don't do that!"), interrogatives, and non-sentential expressives ("Yuk!").
The initial appeal of truth-conditional semantics is the intuitive appeal of the notion that if one understands a statement,
one also understands the conditions under which the statement would be true. But there has been a lot of debate in the
literature. For example, when it comes to counterfactual conditionals, Lewis(7) offers a truth-conditional approach, but
Mackie(8) offers an alternative account in terms of causal laws. But the critical question reverses the sense of the
intuition - whether one must know what the statement means before one can know the conditions under which the
statement would be true.
One serious criticism comes from Scott Soames(9). He argues that in its traditional form, a truth-conditional concept of
meaning gives every necessary truth precisely the same meaning. All necessary truths are, by definition, true under all
conditions. This means that every necessarily true statement is true in precisely the same conditions. Furthermore, the
truth conditions of any random statement are logically equivalent to the conjunction of the conditions that make that
statement true and any necessary truth. This means that by truth-conditional semantics, any random statement means
the same as its meaning plus a necessary truth. To use the standard example again: if "snow is white" is true iff snow is
white, then it is logically necessary that "snow is white" is true iff snow is white and 2+2=4. Therefore "snow is white"
means both that snow is white and that 2+2=4. And this process of conjoining necessary truths can proceed
indefinitely. That seems intuitively wrong. In singling out just which of the potentially infinite number of conjoined
truth-conditions should make up the statement's meaning, the only available guide is the statements meaning.
Davidson's response to this problem is his holism about meaning. Individual sentences acquire meaning only within the
coherent network that is the language. His rejoinder to Soames is that the necessary coherence will weed-out any
irrelevant concatenations. But even on this basis, understanding the meaning of any individual sentence precedes the
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understanding of which are the relevant truth-conditions for that sentence. In other words, knowing the statements
truth-conditions cannot be sufficient for knowing the meaning of the statement.
Closely allied with the criticism from necessary truth, is the criticism from equivalent extensions. Consider the two
statements "a zebra has a heart" and "a zebra has a kidney" -- a classic philosophical example. In this actual world, it
turns out that "creature with a heart" has the same extension as "creature with a kidney". Everything which is in fact a
creature with a heart is also a creature with a kidney, and vice versa. But if evolution had gone differently, or in
different possible worlds, there might have been a species of creature which had hearts but no kidneys, or vice versa.
Because these two example sentences have isomorphic extensions, they have equivalent truth conditions. They are both
true or false in exactly the same circumstances, at least in this world. But it is intuitively obvious that they do not mean
the same thing. In other words, again, knowing the statements truth-conditions cannot be sufficient for knowing the
meaning of the statement.
A similar source of criticism comes because statements can be meaningful even if they talk about non-existent states of
affairs. "Santa Claus is jolly" is meaningful, even though Santa Claus does not exist. What truth-conditions would
establish the meaning of such sentences? This seems to require a theory of truth that admits of non-existent states of
affairs. As such, it raises objections from those philosophers who are concerned about the ontological commitments that
seem to be required. Intuitively, it appears that understanding the meaning of "Santa Claus is jolly" is not the same sort
of thing as knowing under what conditions a non-existent and perhaps poorly defined entity could be jolly.
Truth-conditional theories also have similar technical difficulties in dealing with indexical elements and some relational
terms of language. Davidson's own response to this is to treat indexical statements as relativized statements -statements considered as utterances by a speaker at a time. Putting the meaning of "now" or "I" (or any of the other
indexicals) into something that truth-conditions could apply to would seem to demand that they be "translated" out of
the initial statement. And the same problem would seem to infect such relational terms as "tall" or "fat". Without
specifying a specific context in which they have some determinate meaning ("taller than Bob" or "fatter than the average
American teenager in 2012"), it is difficult to see how to relativize it without presupposing the meaning being
"translated". In other words, translating an indexical statement or a statement with vague relational terms into a
properly relativized statement presupposes an understanding of the meaning of the statement. In other words, knowing
the statements truth-conditions cannot be necessary for knowing the meaning of the statement.
Truth-conditional semantics provides a theory of the meaning of a sentence in an object language, in terms of an
explanation in terms of a meta-language. It may be a good thing to know that "der schnee ist weiss" is true if and only if
snow is white. And it may provide a good explanation of what "der schnee ist weiss" means in English. But it does not
provide any explanation of what the right side of that equivalence means. What the truth-conditional theories of
meaning do not provide is an explanation of what it means to say that snow is white (the meta language statement, not
the quoted sentence). There is a distinction that must be drawn between the question "What is the meaning (translation)
of this sentence?" and "In virtue of what does the sentence have that meaning?" One can argue that truth-conditional
semantics provides the meaning (translation) of the symbol in quotes ("der schnee ist weiss") by using words in some
meta-language (snow is white). What is missing is a foundational theory of meaning -- a theory that explains what it is
about the world (or about some person or group) that gives the quoted sentence ("der schnee ist weiss") the meaning that
it has. So, again, knowing the truth-conditions spelled out in a meta-language for a statement in the object language is
not sufficient for knowing the meaning of that object-language statement unless one already knows the meaning of those
meta-language statements, and it is not necessary knowing the meaning of that object-language statement if one does
not already know the meaning of those meta-language statements.
So the answer to the essay's title question is "No!", knowing a statements truth-conditions is neither necessary nor
sufficient for knowing what the statement means. Meaning is not equivalent to the statement's truth-conditions. But
obviously, once one knows what a statement means, one can come to know (after more or less contemplation) the truthconditions that would render the statement true -- in some possible world. And if one is skilled in logic, then knowing
the meaning of the statement presumably lets one know what logically follows from that statement. (Although since not
many people are skilled in logic, that is perhaps not a good foundation on which to build a theory of meaning.)
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Assess Quine's arguments for the view that there is no
such thing as meaning.
The essay title actually misrepresents Quine's position with regards to meaning. Quine does not argue that there is no
such thing as meaning, or that sentences cannot be meaningful. What Quine argues against is the ontological concept of
"meanings" that supposedly explain why sentences are meaningful. Quine argues that sentences can be meaningful,
without having a separate entity called a "meaning" attached to them.
To understand Quine's arguments for the view that there is no such thing as "a meaning", it is necessary to keep firmly
in mind his metaphysical and epistemological starting points. Metaphysically, Quine is Realist. Epistemologically,
Quine is a strict Empiricist.
Quine's Empiricism shows up in his conception of a "language". Quine is a thorough going Verbal Behaviorist in this
regard. Our folk psychology says that what we say is a product of what we believe and what our words mean, and that
any theory that attempts to explain our linguistic behaviour will contain mentalistic terms like "believes" and "means".
Against this, Quine argues that for a theory of language to be scientifically respectable, its expressions ought to be
defined purely in terms of empirical content -- observable linguistic behaviour.
In order to develop an empirical theory of meaning, Quine therefore restricts his analysis of language to correlations
between external stimuli and dispositions to verbal behavior. On his view, the objective reality of language and
meaning is a matter of a population being disposed to produce certain utterances in response to certain external stimuli.
The stimuli are defined entirely in terms of patterns of stimulations of the nerve endings, and the responses entirely in
terms of sounds and sound patterns that the speaker is disposed to emit. To Quine, a language is "a fabric of sentences
variously associated to one another and to non-verbal stimuli by the mechanism of conditioned response"(1). From such
a behaviorist point of view, a language is a social construct consisting of "a complex of present dispositions to verbal
behavior, in which speakers of the same language have perforce come to resemble one another"(2) "[A]cceptance of a
sentence is for me, . . . the disposition to assent to it; and for me a disposition, in turn, is a hypothetical state of the
internal mechanism."(3) As a consequence of this approach to what constitutes a language, Quine also adopts a
behaviorist approach to what constitutes the notion of meaning. "There is nothing in linguistic meaning, then, beyond
what is to be gleaned from overt behavior in observable circumstances."(4)
". . .we now have before us the makings of a crude concept of empirical meaning. For meaning, supposedly, is
what a sentence shares with its translation; and translation at the present stage turns solely on correlations with
non-verbal stimulation."(5)
In other words, Quine takes "meaning" to be connected with evidence and inference, a function of the place an
expression has in one's "conceptual scheme" or of its role in some inferential "language game." A language in Quine's
view is an organic network of sentences. The peripheral sentences are provided meaning by the behavioral stimulus that
elicits their acceptance. The non-peripheral sentences are provided meaning by their inferential links to other sentences
-- peripheral as well as non-peripheral. Thus, "meaning" to Quine is a holistic concept. The meaning of a sentence is
constituted by its place within the network. Moreover, because the inferential links between sentences in the interior
and sentences at the periphery are (usually) non-deductive in nature, Quine can treat the notion of meaning as the same
kind of "theory" construct as is any other scientific theory.
This is where the Metaphysical Realist aspect of Quine's logic makes itself felt. A metaphysical realist maintains that
the truth about the world is evidence transcendent. No matter how convincingly confirmed by evidence a scientific
theory is judged to be, it is always logically possible for new evidence to suggest that the theory is false. The methods
of induction and abduction, by their nature, project hypotheses about truth beyond the available evidence, and thus
possibly arrive at false conclusions. Theories supported by such methods, are therefore always at risk of being
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falsified. Both Duhem(6) and Quine(7) argue that since the body of the evidence in hand is necessarily always short of
all possible evidence, it is logically possible that there may be two mutually incompatible theories each empirically
equivalent to the other on the basis of that evidence in hand. Yet (at most) only one of these incompatible theories can
be true.
But a Language Theory differs from a scientific theory in that, for a Language Theory, the collective behavioral
dispositions of the language using population defines the truth, rather than merely models the truth. Quine thus views a
Language Theory in anti-realist terms. Meanings are not ontological entities out there to be discovered -- things about
which we may be mistaken. The meaning of a sentence is constructed from the role the sentence plays in the organic
network of sentences that is the language. The meaning of a sentence is something we cannot be mistaken about. Our
linguistic behavior defines the meaning.
In his "Two Dogmas of Empiricism(8)," and further developed in "Word and Object(9)" and "On the Reasons for the
Indeterminacy of Translation(10)", Quine presents his argument for a behaviorist conception of language through the
device of the "radical translator". He proposes that a radical translator (hereafter RT for short), whose native language
is English, is faced with the challenge of developing a translation manual for a newly discovered language (called
Jungle). The RT has to do this without any help from interpreters, or any pre-supposed similarities between languages.
The only evidence the RT has available, therefore, is the behavior of the native speakers of Jungle. He idealizes this
task by supposing that the RT has available all possible behavioral evidence of this sort. Quine's argument is that there
is more than one translation manual that could be compiled by the RT that would each be fully consistent with all of this
behavioral evidence. Or, more to the point, any two RTs, working independently, could arrive at mutually inconsistent
translation manuals.
"... manuals for translating one language in to another can be set up in divergent ways, all compatible with the
totality of speech dispositions, yet incompatible with one another. In countless places they will diverge in giving,
as their respective translations of a sentence of the one language, sentences of the other language which stand to
each other in no plausible sort of equivalence however loose."(11)
Each such manual would provide the translation (in English) of a sentence in Jungle. Since there is no unique
translation manual, the meaning of any sentence in Jungle is thus indeterminant.
"where questions of translation and, therefore, of meaning are concerned, there is no such thing as getting it right
or wrong. This is not because of an epistemic gulf between evidence and conclusion, but because there is no fact
of the matter to be right or wrong about."(12)
There is no fact of the matter because the meaning of any sentence is determined by its place within the organic network
of sentences that is the language. And Quine's argument is that there is more than one way to construct such a holistic
networked sentence meaning fully consistent with all the contributing evidence. There is, ex hypothesi, no possibility of
additional evidence. The evidence in hand defines the truth, and Quine claims that is more than one possible truth that
the evidence can be construed to define. "A sentence has a meaning, people thought, and another sentence is its
translation if it has the same meaning. This, we see, will not do."(13)
Most of the critics of Quine's thesis about meaning accept both his Behaviorist and Verificationist premises, as well as
his premise (adopted from Frege) that the sentence is the basic unit of meaning.(14) A number of such criticisms, along
with Quine's responses, are collected in Word and Objections(15). The more telling criticisms of Quine's project,
however, are those that challenge his underlying assumptions.   
For the purpose of this essay I will mention just two such challenges. The later Searle(16) argues that Quine's
conclusion of meaning indeterminacy is a reductio ad absurdum demonstration that a behaviorist approach to language
and meaning is self-contradictory. Searle's argument is that if all there were to meanings were patterns of stimulus and
response of a linguistic population, then it would be impossible to discriminate meanings which are in fact
discriminable. If the behavioral dispositions of the community of English speakers is unable to discriminate between
"rabbit" and "temporal slice of rabbithood" then it would be indeterminable which concept I was employing when I
uttered "rabbit". Searle shows that Quine's argument can be seen to be not just about translating from one language to
another or even about understanding another speaker of one's own language. If the argument is valid, then its logical
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consequence is that there isn't any empirically discernible difference for me between meaning rabbit or temporal slice of
rabbithood. But since I can personally know which concept I am employing, there has to be more to meaning that just
behavioral dispositions in the community.
"If the indeterminacy thesis were really true, we would not even be able to understand its formulation; for when
we were told there was no "fact of the matter" about the correctness of the translation between rabbit and rabbit
stage, we would not have been able to hear any (objectively real) difference between the two English expressions
to start with."(17)
Searle's position, therefore, is that Quine's argument for the nonexistence of ontologically distinct meanings begs the
question. It is only by assuming the nonexistence of intentionalistic meanings that the argument for indeterminacy of
meaning succeeds at all.
The second challenge questions the concept of "a language". If the meaning of any sentence is determined by the place
of the sentence within the organic network of sentences that is the language, then one of the problems faced by anyone
attempting to comprehend meaning is establishing the extent of the "organic network of sentences that is the language".
As quoted earlier, Quine's view of "a language" is of a social construct consisting of a complex of like behavioral
dispositions. Quine, a language externalist, denies that languages are entities whose properties supervene on the internal
states of the individual language user. But the challenge facing Quine's RT is to establish the boundaries around which
body of utterances of which native population constitute utterances of Jungle (the new and unfamiliar language). There
are two kinds of problems here. The RT may be faced with two distinct language populations living together. (Is
American English the same language as British English? And what about bilingual residents of Quebec who switch
easily between English and French -- sometimes in the same sentence?) Or the RT may be faced with two populations
speaking the same language but with sufficiently distinct accents that they are (to some extent) mutually
incomprehensible. (Anyone trying to communicate with a "Help Desk" person located in India, knows what that feels
like. Can an Oxford don fully understand Cockney?) Based solely on the kind of empirical evidence that Quine will
admit, the RT will have no basis except language to separate the two populations, and no basis upon which to separate
the two languages. And since two is just the start of the logical possibilities, even a holistic approach will not suffice.
Michael Dummett follows the tradition of Frege, Wittgenstein, and Quine in arguing for the existence of an externalist
conception of language. Dummett writes "The natural choice for the fundamental notion of a language, from the
viewpoint that sees language as a practice, is a language in the ordinary sense in which English is a language, or,
perhaps, a dialect of such a language."(18) In reply, Chomsky argues:
"The concept of language that Dummett takes to be essential involves complex and obscure sociopolitical,
historical, cultural, and normative-teleological elements. Such elements may be of some interest for the sociology
of identification within various social and political communities and the study of authority structure, but they
plainly lie far beyond any useful inquiry into the nature of language or the psychology of users of language."(19)
Robert Stainton takes Chomsky's logic as it applies to the problem of individuating languages, and extends it to the
problem of individuating words. Given that the only empirical evidence available is the audio quality of a string of
phonemes (or the written or visual equivalent), there is just as much of a challenge with regards to individuating the
words being interpreted/translated as there is with regards to the language(s) involved.
"Because there is no objective way to individuate/count words (across or within a 'dialect'), and because what
makes something a shared, public word, if there really were any, would need to appeal to 'ought' rather than 'is',
the Chomskian concludes that there aren't really any 'public words'."(20)
If this Chomsky inspired criticism of Quine's project is valid, and I can see no reason why it is not, then Quine does not
have a unique existent language within which an organic network of sentences can provide the meaning for some
particular utterance.
What we are left with is a set of symbols (whether spoken, written, or otherwise) that are employed by an "utterer" (to
generalize between speaker, writer, etc.) with the intention of communicating some ideas (thoughts, concepts,
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propositions, whatever) to an audience. The communication succeeds only if the audience somehow associates with
those symbols an idea sufficiently close the one intended by the utterer. Quine is right that there is no external objective
ontological entity called "a meaning". But he is wrong to assume that this does not mean that when a symbol is
employed to communicate an idea to an audience, there is not "a meaning" in the mind of the utterer, and "a meaning" in
the mind of the audience.
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In what ways is the semantics of a language
compositional?
What reasons are there for expecting it to be?
This is one of those philosophical issues that on first encounter seem to be so obvious as to be puzzling why someone
should be concerned about it. The semantics of language is the study of meaning as it is used to communicate between
humans using language.(1) The principle of compositionality (as applied to language) is that the meaning of a complex
expression is fully determined by the meaning of its parts, and the way those parts are assembled. Since words are
composed of letters (or phonemes), sentences composed from words, arguments composed from sentences, it would
seem to be obvious that the semantics of language is compositional. "Anything that deserves to be called a language
must contain meaningful expressions built up from other meaningful expressions."(2)
However obvious the compositionality of linguistic semantics might be, the essay title enquires about the particular
ways that it is compositional, and the reasons for supposing it to be. I will deal first with the arguments offered in
support of the hypothesis of compositionality. And then I will outline some aspects of the debate over the ways it is
compositional.
There are two primary arguments supporting the compositionality of linguistic semantics. The first is the argument
from productivity, and the second is the argument from systematicity. The argument from productivity is (as one would
expect) an ancient one. In the modern tradition of philosophy of language, it can be found voiced by Frege -- "the
possibility of our understanding sentences which we have never heard before rests evidently on this, that we can
construct the sense of a sentence out of parts that correspond to words."(3) The argument is an inference to the best
explanation, based on the obvious fact that we can understand never before encountered sentences composed of words
we have encountered before. The argument can be appropriately rephrased according to whatever theory of meaning is
chosen. It will work with a Chomsky-style word-level notion of meaning, or with a Quine-style holistic sentence-level
notion of meaning.
The argument from productivity is sometimes couched in more ambitious terms. Since natural languages supposedly
contain an infinity of complex expressions, and we are finite beings, linguistic semantics must therefore, by necessity,
be compositional. Unfortunately both of the premises of this version of the productivity argument are contentious.
Although any natural language, like English, clearly contains a large number of complex expressions, it is debatable
whether it contains an infinity of expressions that are comprehensible. There is some empirical evidence that once
linguistic expressions get too complex, we lose track of the meaning of earlier parts. (I can't count the number of times I
have encountered paragraph-long sentences in philosophical works that are intelligible only when broken down into
simpler pieces.) Moreover, the argument from productivity does not require an infinite corpus of intelligible
expressions, nor an ability on our part to understand every such expression. The argument supports the contention that
linguistic semantics is compositional if only most of the expressions we have never encountered would be
comprehended based on previous familiarity with the meaning of the constituent words.
Another aspect of the argument from productivity is the fact that natural languages are learnable. We learn the meaning
of a smallish collection of words, phrases, and idioms as a child. From there on, our learning and language
understanding is productive. We can learn new words, phrases, and idioms through their role in context. And we can
comprehend never before encountered expressions, based on what we already know about the meaning for that
collection of words, phrases, and idioms previously learned.
The argument from systematicity is based on fact that there are definite and predictable patterns among the sentences we
understand. In linguistics, the study of grammar is the study of the set of structural rules that governs the composition
of clauses, phrases, and sentences in any given natural language. Recent advances in computerized speech recognition
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and automatic typing have depended on developments in computational linguistics involving detailed modelling of
English grammar.(4) The argument is that by knowing a limited set of rules of grammar, and the meaning of a limited
set of words (phrases, and idioms), we can construct and understand a large number of never before encountered
sentences.
As with the argument from productivity, the argument from systematicity is sometimes couched in more ambitious
terms. Kent Johnson(5), for example, takes an overly narrow view of language. Although he agrees that "any version
of the systematicity of natural language presupposes some theory of linguistic kinds of expressions"(6), he insists on
viewing the systematicity of language in an all-or-nothing way. He argues that the claim that natural languages are
systematic is the claim that a theory must provide a "natural non-overlapping linguistic categorization of all the
expressions"(7). But as with the argument from productivity, the argument from systematicity does not require an
exhaustive non-overlapping grammatical categorization of expressions. Using context and conversational implicature,
combined with the grammatical rules we do know, we are capable of "translating/interpreting" ungrammatical (or
competing grammatical analyses of) linguistic expressions into "propositions" that we do understand. (I use
"propositions" here in the unproblematic sense of whatever it is that we think about when we understand a sentence.)
So the systematicity of language need be neither exhaustive, nor non-overlapping. The systematicity argument supports
the contention that linguistic semantics is compositional if only most of the expressions we have never encountered
would be comprehended based on previous familiarity with some systematic rules of grammar we have learned, and the
context of utterance.
The third argument supporting the compositionality of linguistic semantics, is a pragmatic one. The assumption that
linguistic semantics is compositional works. There does not appear to be a better explanation of how we are able to
communicate in real time, than by assuming that the rules governing the interpretation of language are compositional.
In fact, given the nature of evolutionary selection, it is plausible to assume that the compositional rules are minimally
complex. Linguists have adopted this principle of compositionality as a working hypothesis. Their theories have offered
satisfactory explanations for much linguistic performance data. Whenever it has been argued that certain phenomena
entail abandonment of the principle, it is often subsequently shown that this is not so(8).
Having thus defended the assumption that the semantics of language is indeed compositional, I can now address the first
question in the essay's title and discuss in what ways the semantics of language is compositional.
In the philosophy of language, the traditional orthodoxy of Frege, Wittgenstein, Quine, and Dummett is that the kernel
of linguistic meaning is the sentence, and the sentence in use by a linguistic community. The meaning of individual
words is derived from how those words contribute to the sentences in which they are used. The semantics of language
is thus compositional both upward (from the meaning of words to the meaning of newly constructed/encountered
sentences), and downward (from the meaning of past uttered/encountered sentences to the words contained in them).
Words thus acquire a "public meaning" constituted by the contribution of those words to the sentences that have in the
past been used by a population to communicate meaning. The meaning of a newly encountered sentence is composed
based on the "public meaning" of the words constituting the sentence, and the rules of grammar applicable.
The alternative approach to the compositionality of the semantics of language is that pioneered by Chomsky. In
response to Dummett's argument for the real existence of "a language", Chomsky argues:
"The concept of language that Dummett takes to be essential involves complex and obscure sociopolitical,
historical, cultural, and normative-teleological elements. Such elements may be of some interest for the sociology
of identification within various social and political communities and the study of authority structure, but they
plainly lie far beyond any useful inquiry into the nature of language or the psychology of users of language."(9)
Robert Stainton takes Chomsky's logic as it applies to the problem of individuating languages, and extends it to the
problem of individuating words. Given that the only empirical evidence available is the audio quality of a string of
phonemes (or the written or visual equivalent), there is just as much of a challenge with regards to individuating the
words being interpreted/translated as there is with regards to the language(s) involved.
"Because there is no objective way to individuate/count words (across or within a 'dialect'), and because what
makes something a shared, public word, if there really were any, would need to appeal to 'ought' rather than 'is',
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the Chomskian concludes that there aren't really any 'public words'."(10)
In other words, there simply is no way to delineate a "linguistic community" that can have a stock of previously
encountered sentences with associated meanings that can be used to derive the "public meaning" of individual words. If
this Chomsky inspired criticism of the current orthodoxy is valid, and I can see no reason why it is not, then there is no
unique existent linguistic population within which the use of a particular sentence can provide the "public meaning" for
the words employed. There is only an "utterer" and the utterer's "audience" who may or may not have learned to
associate a given meaning with a given symbol.
What we are left with is a set of symbols (whether spoken, written, or otherwise) that are employed by an "utterer" (to
generalize between speaker, writer, etc.) with the intention of communicating some ideas (thoughts, concepts,
propositions, whatever) to an audience. The communication succeeds only if, and to the extent to which, the audience
somehow comes to associate with those symbols an idea sufficiently close the one intended by the utterer. Quine is
right that there is no external objective ontological entity called "a meaning". But he is wrong to assume that this does
not mean that when a symbol is employed to communicate an idea to an audience, there is not "a meaning" intended in
the mind of the utterer, and "a meaning" comprehended in the mind of the audience (which may or may not be similar).
Contra the current orthodoxy, there is no uniquely identifiable linguistic community. There are only the symbols you
have learned, the meaning that you have learned to attach to those symbols, and the rules of grammar that you have
acquired to put the words together to communicate complex meanings. So in the Chomskian view, the semantics of
language is upwardly compositional only.
The current orthodoxy views meaning as "external" -- not mentalistic. Meaning is given by such things as truthconditions (Davidson) or assertability conditions (Dummett). The meaning of names is given by a casual chain back to
the initial baptism of the thing being named (Kripke). The Chomskian view sees meaning as "internal" -- clearly
mentalistic, involving intentions and desires. Thus, in the semantics of language, the traditional orthodoxy considers the
principle of compositionality to be one of many external influences that govern the semantics of language. The
semantics of a complex expression is not fully determined by the meaning of its parts, and the way those parts are
assembled. Also playing essential roles are the delimitation of the language community, the extant body of previously
encountered sentences that provide the meaning of contained words, and the causal chain that controls the meaning of
the names of particulars. But in the Chomskian view, the semantics of language is strictly compositional -- expanding
upward and outward from the intentions and desires of the utterer. The semantics of a complex expression is fully
determined by the meaning of its constituent symbols, and the way those symbols are assembled.
So, if the reasons provided for expecting the semantics of language to be compositional are valid, then a Chomskian
approach to a theory of meaning is more plausible than the current orthodoxy.
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'Kripke's so-called puzzle about beliefs actually presents
us with a quandary about ascriptions of belief.' Discuss.
Kripke's so-called puzzle about beliefs actually presents a quandary only if one ascribes, like Kripke, to a Millian theory
of names. To any variation of a Fregean theory of names, it is no puzzle at all, and presents us non-Millians no
quandary at all about ascriptions of belief.
According to Mill, a name is simply a name. The meaning of a name is simply its bearer.(1) The referent of a name
exhausts its semantic contribution. Mill accepts Hobbes's definition: "a word taken at pleasure to serve for a mark
which may raise in our mind a thought like to some thought we had before, and which being pronounced to others, may
be to them a sign of what thought the speaker had before in his mind."(2) For a Millian theory of names, co-referring
names should be everywhere intersubstitutable not only salva veritate but even salva significatione.
Since "Cicero" and "Tully" are names for the same metaphysical object (namely, Marcus Tullius Cicero, the Roman
philosopher, statesman, lawyer, orator, political theorist.(3)), then a Millian theory of names will argue that "Ann
believes that Cicero was a philosopher" and "Ann believes that Tully was not a philosopher" represent contradictory
beliefs, and if Ann consciously holds these two contradictory beliefs she is behaving irrationally. But clearly, this is not
necessarily the case. If Ann does not know that both names refer to Marcus Tullius Cicero, she could consciously and
rationally believe both contradictory beliefs.
In his "A Puzzle About Belief", Saul Kripke(4) presents his famous "puzzle" as part of a defense of a Millian conception
of names. He starts off by claiming that the standard criticism of Millianism, based on the fact that co-referring names
are not interchangeable in belief ascriptions salva veritate, is based on a logical fallacy. He claims that the criticism is
based on the principle of substitution, and that it is improper to convict Millianism on the basis of a problem with the
principle of substitution. He argues that the same reductio ad absurdum conclusion can be reached without using the
principle of substitution. He demonstrates that the problem of apparently conflicting beliefs can be arrived at using the
principles of disquotation and translation, or just the principle of disquotation. He suggests that the problem of
apparently conflicting beliefs must be due to these principles that are employed in the arugments, and not necessarily to
the nature of Millianism. And then he suggests that because it is not obvious why these various "intuitively obvious"
principles should lead to the contradictory beliefs, it represents a real puzzle that must be solved.
However, as pointed out by a number of authors, most notably David Sosa(5), Kripke's reasoning is still based on a
thoroughly Millian conception of names. As Sosa lays out in his "The Import of the Puzzle About Belief", Kripke's
arguments depend on the Millian concept that a given name has only one semantic contribution. Kripke relies on the
premise that if an argument finds itself using two instances of some name, then the semantic import of both instances
must be the same. This is most easily seen in Kripke's Paderewski Puzzle. Here is how Sosa analyzes Kripke's
argument:(1) Peter is rational.

Assumption.

(2) Peter, on reflection, assents to "Paderewski has musical talent".

Assumption.

(3) Peter, on reflection, assents to "Paderewski does not have musical talent".

Assumption.
From 2 &
Disquotation.
From 3 &

(4) Peter believes that Paderewski has musical talent.
(5) Peter believes that Paderewski does not have musical talent.
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(6) Peter believes that Paderewski has musical talent and Peter believes that
Paderewski does not have musical talent.
(7) If Peter believes that Paderewski has musical talent and Peter believes that
Paderewski does not have musical talent, then Peter has contradictory beliefs.
(8) Peter has contradictory beliefs.
(9) If Peter has contradictory beliefs, then Peter is not rational.
(10) Peter is not rational.

Disquotation.
From 4, 5 &
Conjunction.
Definition.
From 6, 7 &
Modus
Ponens.
Definition.
From 8, 9 &
Modus
Ponens.

Kripke, of course, claims that because this reductio ad absurdum conclusion is not reached by using the principle of
substitution, as used in the traditional criticism of Millianism, it cannot be used to criticize the Millain theory of names.
At most, he claims, it can be used to criticize the principle of disquotation that he uses here, because it is the only logical
principle used that is not universally accepted as part of standard logic.
However, it is fairly obvious that step (6) is only acceptable if the word "Paderewski" has a common semantic role in
both (4) and (5). And this, argues Sosa, is the Millian conception of names. Intuitively, it is not an acceptable step if
Peter does not know that the two people he calls "Padewerski" are one and the same person.
That Kripke has in mind a Millian theory of names is clear from two separate lines of evidence. The first is his quick
dismissal of the "Frege-Russellian tradition" of a descriptive theory of names. He mentions, but does not elaborate on, a
number of criticisms of a strict Frege-Russellian approach to names. Significantly, he assumes that a descriptive theory
of names would necessarily involve a "defining description" of the name. And he argues that because this particular
concept of a descriptive theory of names does not work in the case of Feynman (a name Kripke suggests has a defining
description of "a physicist") and Gell-Mann (a name Kripke suggests also has a defining description of "a physicist"), no
sort of descriptive theory of names will work. Kripke also quickly dismisses the cluster theory of names, probably
because he is sometimes thought to have provided a definitive refutation of that theory in his Naming and Necessity(6) - even though Searle(7) has provided a clear demonstration that Kripke's critique was quite off the mark.
The second clear evidence that Kripke is thinking in terms of a Millian theory of names throughout his article, is his
asking "Does Pierre, or does he not, believe that London is pretty?" He is thinking that by using the name "London" he
can be referring to a unique physical object in the world. But if a Millian theory of names is the not proper way to
understand names, this question is illegitimate.
Sosa goes on to analyze all of the examples that Kripke presents, and shows that the same common Millian step is used
to generate the "puzzle" that Kripke finds in the results. So, contra Kripke's conclusions, his argument strengthens
rather than weakens the reductio ad absurdum conclusion that the Millian conception of names is untenable.
The solution to Kripke's "puzzle" is therefore quite obvious. It is to adopt a non-Millian theory of names that gives a
name some form of Fregean "sense", in addition to its role of denoting a referent. If the "sense" of the name Padewerski
in (4) and (5) above is different, then the conjunction operation in (6) would be invalid, and the "puzzling" conclusion
impossible to reach.
To describe one possible approach to a Fregean-style theory of names, consider a theory that maintains that the semantic
role of a name (proper name, ordinary name, name of a kind, or whatever) is to label a large cluster of descriptions -- a
cluster that is unique to any one mind; which contains all of the relevant information that mind has available to it; and
which may or may not pick out a unique referent in the world. Then as long as Pierre does not encounter any
information that would cause him to recognize his error, he can quite rationally believe that Londres is not the same city
as London, and that one can be pretty while the other is not. And Kripke cannot ask whether Pierre thinks that London
(without qualifying it with a mode of presentation or identification) is pretty or not. Similarly, as long as Peter does not
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discover his error, he can rationally believe that Padewerski (under the mode of identification as a violinist) is not the
same person as Padewerski (under the mode of identification as a politician). Ann can rationally believe that the jolly
fat man in a red suit shown in Coca-Cola commercials, known as Santa Claus, is not the same person as the magical elf,
also known as Santa Claus, who brings good little girls nice gifts at Christmas. And both Oscar(8) and Twin-Oscar can
(before 1750) rationally believe that what runs out of their taps is water.
As I said at the beginning, Kripke's so-called puzzle about beliefs presents a quandary only to a Millian theory of
names. To any variation of a Fregean theory of names, it presents no quandary at all for ascriptions of belief.
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Are the speakers of English that population amongst
whom there is a convention to speak English?
How one chooses to answer this question depends on how one conceives of "a linguistic community" and "a
convention". I will deal first with the concept of "a convention", and then address the concept of "a linguistic
community". I will conclude that, on balance, the answer to the essay's title question is "Yes!" -- but only in a
philosophically uninteresting sense.
The notion of "a convention " is quite ambiguous. In the words of Nelson Goodman "The terms 'convention' and 'conventional' are flagrantly and intricately ambiguous. On the one hand, the
conventional is the ordinary, the usual, the traditional, the orthodox as against the novel, the deviant, the
unexpected, the heterodox. On the other hand, the conventional is the artificial, the invented, the optional, as
against the natural, the fundamental, the mandatory".(1)
As used in the title question, it is ambiguous between the traditional versus the invented. As a matter of historical fact,
there is no sense of an implicit or explicit contract between speakers of English that is in any way suggested by speaking
English. There can be no sense, therefore, of an artificial, invented, or optional sense of contract amongst English
speakers. So it will be assumed that the sense queried in the title question is a convention in the traditional and orthodox
sense.
David Lewis has given a detailed analysis of "a convention" reached by a population with no implied or explicit
agreement involved. Lewis describes it as an arbitrary, self-perpetuating solution to a recurring coordination problem.
(2) It is self-perpetuating because no one has reason to deviate from it, given that others conform. To Lewis,
"A regularity R in the behavior of members of a population P, when they are agents in a recurrent situation
S, is a convention if and only if it is true that, and it is common knowledge in P that,
in any instance of S among members of P,
        (1) everyone conforms to R;
        (2) everyone expects everyone else to conform to R;
        (3) everyone has approximately the same preferences regarding all possible combinations of actions."
(3)
In his exploration of this definition, Lewis adds a number of clauses and caveats, and modifies it to allow some
exceptions to the universality implied by "everyone". But this simplified rendition will suffice for this essay. But now
the question arises as to just what constitutes the regularity R of "speaking English", and just how the population P is to
be delineated. These, in turn, are the questions of whether there exists "a language" that can be labelled as "English",
and whether there can be delineated a population that speaks that language.
There are three approaches to these questions: (i) one can assume that there exists a language called "English", and let
the linguistic community be the speakers of "English" -- however imperfectly they manage to communicate; (ii) one
can somehow delineate a language, call it "English", and then empirically discover the population that speaks that
language; or (iii) one can delineate a population and define as English the language spoken by that population. In the
philosophy of language, it has largely been the first approach that has been employed.
The traditional orthodoxy of Frege, Quine, and Dummett assumes that one can delineate "a language". The linguistic
community is thus assumed to be the speakers that just do in fact speak that language. This orthodoxy starts with
Gottlob Frege's premise that the kernel of linguistic meaning is the sentence -- specifically the sentence as used by the
linguistic community. Words thus acquire a "public (or literal) meaning" constituted by the contribution of those words
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to the sentences that have in the past been used by a linguistic community to communicate meaning. The meaning of a
newly encountered/constructed sentence is assembled from the "public meaning" of the words constituting it (plus, of
course, the applicable rules of grammar). Semantics is thus compositional both downward (from the meaning of past
uttered/encountered sentences to the words contained in them), and upward (from the meaning of previously
encountered words to the meaning of newly constructed/encountered sentences).
Frege noticed that we can have two different names for the same object. The classic example he used was "The
Morning Star" and "The Evening Star". It is a matter of scientific discovery that the two names refer to the same object
-- the planet Venus. So Frege concluded that, contrary to the Millian approach to names, there must be more to a name
than just its referent. He coined the concept of "sense" (Frege's "sinn", also referred to as a "mode of presentation") to
describe what else a name has beyond its referent.(4) Thus "The Morning Star" and "The Evening Star" have two
different senses, and it can be informative rather than truistic that the one is identical to the other. But to Frege, senses
are not ideas in someone's mind. They are objective.
"[A sense] may well be common property of many and is therefore not a part or mode of the single person's mind;
for it cannot well be denied that mankind possesses a common treasure of thoughts which is transmitted from
generation to generation."(5)
In other words, the sense or meaning of a name is a public existent. Frege extends this notion to maintain that the sense
or meaning of complex sentences is also a public existent -- the sentence's truth conditions.(6) Frege takes the
requirements he has established for his senses of names to jointly determine the truth-condition of sentences containing
them. So to Frege, meanings (truth-conditions) are objective entities derived from how words are used in by the
linguistic community. The existence of the linguistic community is prior, and their use of words delineates the
linguistic meaning of English sentences. On the other hand, the language of English is prior and how the words of
English are used by the community determines their meaning. A somewhat circular conception in which no opening is
left for convention.
Following on from Frege, Quine argues that for a theory of language to be scientifically respectable, its expressions
ought to be defined purely in terms of empirical content -- observable linguistic behaviour. Quine offers the following
argument(7). For the linguist, he argues, "the behaviorist approach is mandatory." The reason is that in acquiring
language, "we depend strictly on overt behavior in observable situations . . . There is nothing in linguistic meaning,
then, beyond what is to be gleaned from overt behavior in observable circumstances."   (And presumably the same holds
true, by parity of argument, for the study of pronunciation, phrase structure, or whatever aspect of language we choose.
(8))
In order to develop an empirical theory of meaning, Quine therefore restricts his analysis of language to correlations
between external stimuli and dispositions to verbal behavior. To Quine, a language is "a fabric of sentences variously
associated to one another and to non-verbal stimuli by the mechanism of conditioned response"(9). From Quine's point
of view, a language is a social construct consisting of "a complex of present dispositions to verbal behavior, in which
speakers of the same language have perforce come to resemble one another"(10) A language in Quine's view is an
organic network of sentences. The peripheral sentences are provided meaning by the behavioral stimulus that elicits
their acceptance. The non-peripheral sentences are provided meaning by their inferential links to other sentences -peripheral as well as non-peripheral. "Meaning" to Quine is a holistic concept. The meaning of a sentence is
constituted by its place within the network. But a Language Theory differs from a scientific theory in that, for a
Language Theory, the collective behavioral dispositions of the language using population defines the truth, rather than
merely models the truth. Quine thus views a Language Theory in anti-realist terms. In other words, unlike Frege's
vision, meanings are not ontological entities out there to be discovered -- things about which we may be mistaken. The
collective linguistic behavior of the linguistic community defines the meaning. Here we have the perfect conditions
constituting a Lewisian convention. The language of English and the speakers of English co-define one another as the
"dispositions to verbal behavior" have "come to resemble one another".
Continuing in this tradition, Michael Dummett argued against the kind of truth-conditional semantics presented by
Frege. Instead, he took the Verificationist approach of Quine to its logical conclusion. He argued that basing semantics
on assertion conditions avoids a number of difficulties with truth-conditional semantics, such as the transcendental
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nature of certain kinds of truth condition. Dummett was also unsatisfied by Frege's account of sense. For Frege, several
people may grasp the sense of one word or of one thought, and that just as the sense of a name denotes an object, the
sense of a thought denotes a truth-value. Frege's senses are not part of the world of spatio-temporal objects, nor do they
exist inside the minds of individuals. Instead, they belong to a platonic "third realm", to which all of us have access.
But what is involved in grasping a sense?
Dummett thinks that these two loose ends should be tied together. Rather than describing linguistic understanding as
involving mysterious and timeless entities known as Fregean senses, Dummett argues that we must focus instead on our
actual practice of using language. Dummett thus replaces Fregean truth-conditions with the judgements we use to
classify sentences as true or false.(12) And he argues that "the meaning of a statement consists solely in its role as an
instrument of communication".(13) He maintains that regular use by a whole community of speakers is a necessary
condition for an expression to have a linguistic meaning. Therefore, each individual speaker must maintain a normative
attitude towards the common language.(14)
We succeed in communicating with one another only because we each hold ourselves and others accountable for acting
in accordance with the standards of the practice which constitute our common language. We each accept that we are
subject to correction in our use of our common language. Language is possible because we form a community of users
engaged in a shared set of practices. As members of that community, we are responsible both for acting in accordance
with and for enforcing the rules.(15)
To Dummett, "A language is a practice in which people engage. . . . a practice is essential social, in the different sense
that it is learned from others and is constituted by rules which is a part of the social custom to follow".(16) Dummett
writes "The natural choice for the fundamental notion of a language, from the viewpoint that sees language as a practice,
is a language in the ordinary sense in which English is a language, or, perhaps, a dialect of such a language."(17) In
"the ordinary sense", a language is a social practice (a regularity R) of the members of some population (P) where it is a
common expectation that everyone in P conforms to R. In other words, English to Dummett exists as a Lewisian
convention among the speakers of English.
This traditional approach of Frege-Quine-Dummett therefore assumes a linguistic community that has a convention to
speak the same language. But the challenge facing this approach is the issue of delineation -- either of the language, or
of the linguistic community. Whatever population is chosen, their past utterances define the language spoken. The
meaning communicated by the stock of previously generated sentences establishes the "public meaning" of the words
employed. However you draw the line around that stock of sentences will define a different language. There is no
principled way to determine what is acceptably English and what is not.
There are two kinds of problems here. Consider two distinct language populations living together (bilingual residents of
Quebec who switch easily between English and French, sometimes in the same sentence). Or consider two populations
speaking the same language but with sufficiently distinct accents that they are (to some extent) mutually
incomprehensible (an Oxford don faced with Cockney, or a Canadian senior speaking with a Microsoft Helpdesk person
in Mumbai). How are you going to delineate just what constitutes "English"? If you use the Oxford English Dictionary
to set the boundaries of "English", then in the United States (or Canada, or India), they speak a different language -even though the two populations can often communicate quite well. Based solely on empirical evidence, there is no
basis except language to separate two populations, and no basis upon which to separate two languages. And since two
is just the start of the logical possibilities, even a holistic approach will not suffice.
The alternative to the traditional approach was pioneered by Chomsky. In response to Dummett's argument for the real
existence of "a language", Chomsky argues:
"The concept of language that Dummett takes to be essential involves complex and obscure sociopolitical,
historical, cultural, and normative-teleological elements. Such elements may be of some interest for the sociology
of identification within various social and political communities and the study of authority structure, but they
plainly lie far beyond any useful inquiry into the nature of language or the psychology of users of language."(18)
It is an obvious fact that we can identify languages in the sociological sense, delineation of which "involves complex
and obscure sociopolitical, historical, cultural, and normative-teleological elements". Consider that the Indian census of
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1961 recognised 1,652 different languages in India.(19) The question is whether "languages" delineated in this sense
can fulfill the function required by the traditional orthodoxy in the Philosophy of Language. The philosophical problem
of sociological language identification is that it is the language that delineates the linguistic community and not vice
versa. You can't have a body of sentences, as used by a linguistic community, define the "public meaning" of words,
when it is the existence of that "public meaning" that identifies the linguistic community. That is circular reasoning par
excellence.
Robert Stainton takes Chomsky's logic as it applies to the problem of individuating languages, and extends it to the
problem of individuating words. Given that the only empirical evidence available is the audio quality of a string of
phonemes (or the written or visual equivalent), there is just as much of a challenge with regards to individuating the
words being interpreted as there is with regards to the language(s) involved.
"Because there is no objective way to individuate/count words (across or within a 'dialect'), and because what
makes something a shared, public word, if there really were any, would need to appeal to 'ought' rather than 'is',
the Chomskian concludes that there aren't really any 'public words'."(20)
In other words, there is no uniquely identifiable population within which the use of a particular sentence can provide the
"public meaning" for the words employed. There is only a "speaker/utterer" and the utterer's "audience/hearer" who
may or may not have learned to associate a given meaning with a given symbol.
As Donald Davidson has famously written "I conclude that there is no such thing as a language, not if a language is anything like what many philosophers
and linguists have supposed. . . . We must give up the idea of a clearly defined shared structure which languageusers acquire and then apply to cases. And we should try again to say how convention in any important sense is
involved in language; or, as I think, we should give up the attempt to illuminate how we communicate by appeal
to conventions."(21)
On the other hand, as Michael Dummett has argued in response -"Conventions, whether they be expressly taught or picked up piecemeal, are what constitute a social practice; to
repudiate the role of convention is to deny that a language is, in this sense a practice."(22)
One can only conclude that English exists as a language only sociologically delineated using "complex and obscure
sociopolitical, historical, cultural, and normative-teleological elements". But this means that the delineation of the
speakers of English, and the delineation of the language of English are so inter-twined (the regularity R and the
population P are so interdependent that neither can be delineated without using the other), that it would be difficult to
view their relationship as anything other than a Lewisian convention. And because the delineation criteria are so
obscurely sociological, Davidson must be granted his argument -- there is no such thing as a philosophically interesting
concept of a language.
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How much of human knowledge of language is innate?
Trying to compose an answer to the essay's title question exposes two areas of ambiguity. On the one hand, there is
considerable debate in the literature over just how much of our proficiency in using language involves actual conscious
knowledge of something versus simply implicit unconscious capability. And on the other hand, there is considerable
debate in the literature over just how "innate" is to be interpreted. As a result, a spectrum of answers can be found in the
literature, going all the way from "None!" to "All!".
At the "None!" end of the spectrum can be found the answers provided by the "Standard Social Science Model".
According to this alleged paradigm, the mind is a general-purpose cognitive device shaped almost entirely by culture.
In this paradigm, the human mind is a blank slate programmed by culture, and biology is relatively unimportant in
understanding human behavior. So aside from the innate nature of the brain as a general purpose computing device,
there is nothing specifically innate to our knowledge of language. According to Pinker, there are a number of scientists
and philosophers who support this paradigm. Including, notably, B.F.Skinner. Pinker argues persuasively that the
Behaviorism of Skinner is based on this paradigm. According to the "None!" paradigm, language is learned behavior,
with the conventions of semantics and syntax being acquired on the basis of standard modes of deductive, inductive,
abductive, and statistical (pattern identification) reasoning from the evidence available within the learning environment.
At the other end of the spectrum we can find the answers provided by Pinker's "Language Instinct" and Chomsky's
"Language Organ". Chomsky famously argued against Skinner, that there was simply not enough information available
in the learning environment to support the premise that the acquisition of language was learned. The "poverty of
stimulus" argument was used to promote the idea that our brains come pre-equipped by nature and evolution with
specific language rules (called "Universal Grammer"). Over the years since Chomsky introduced this notion in 1959,
the "All!" paradigm has been modified by several contributors to deal with various objections that have been raised.
The most popular current model involves the notion that the "language organ" (or the "Universal Grammer") has
evolved a set of "parameter switches" that learning can flip either way -- thus explaining the wide variation in actual
languages.
The debate between the two ends of the spectrum has generated a wide range of empirical investigations into the nature
of actual language syntax, and the manner of actual childhood language learning. Almost all of this empirical evidence
supports the idea that there is definitely something innate in how humans master language - so the "None!" paradigm at
the far end of the spectrum is almost certainly wrong. But the evidence accumulated is not entirely persuasive that the
"All!' end of the spectrum is the only answer. The evolutionary story for a particular "language organ" is not
persuasive. Michael Tomasello in his 1995 book review of Pinker's Language Instinct, and Scholz and Pullum in their
2006 article in Stainton's Contemporary Debates in Cognitive Science lay out the evidence offered for the innateness of
language, and offer some rebuttal of the full blown "All!" position.
As a result there has been a growth of intermediate positions. These do not deny that there is something innate beneath
our mastery of language. They merely do not accept Chomsky's suggestion of a dedicated language "organ" as the
necessary innateness. Here is where the ambiguity of the word "innate" surfaces. If the word is read to apply only to
language-specific genetic endowment of an "organ" (of some sort), then theories in the middle of the spectrum would
not count as thinking that language knowledge is innate. But if the word is read to include any capability of the brain
provided by genetic endowment, then because they make use of more general-use capabilities of the brain, these
theories would count as thinking that language knowledge is innate.
A lot of impetus for these intermediate approaches has come from investigations into the pattern recognition and
statistical analysis capability of a "massively parallel connectionist architecture". And from the neurobiological study of
the actual connections and modularity of the brain. If the brain does not have a specifically evolved "language organ",
then it may achieve it's remarkable abilities at acquiring language by making use of a set of more general purpose
"thinking" devices. There is no end of alternative theories along the spectrum. Where they might fall along that
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spectrum will be determined by just how "language specific" the theory posits the innate architectures to be.
Once one gives up a principled commitment to either end of this spectrum (both the "None!" and the "All!" answers),
the resolution of the essay's title question becomes a matter of empirical investigation. The debate has ceased to be
dominated by philosophy, and become a matter for scientific investigation. Just what will end up constituting
"knowledge of language" and "innateness" will be determined by those empirical results. From the evidence so far in
hand, it is clear that our mastery of language is to some extent the result of our innate abilities. The jury is still out on
which particular theory is the more likely. I don't think that there is enough empirical evidence available to suggest that
any one theory is better than the others.

How does Grice distinguish between the semantic and
pragmatic contributions to what speakers convey by their
utterances? How plausible is this distinction?
Grice outlines a hierarchy in the meaning of what speakers convey by their utterances. The first level is one of
conventional meanings associated with the words employed. If I say "the ball is red", then the conventional meanings
associated with the words I utter constitutes the semantic contribution to what I wish to convey by that utterance. The
second level is one of conventional implicature -- the implications conventionally associated with the words employed.
If I say "the ball is round but soft", there is a convention associated with the word "but" implying a notable contrast.
(There are, naturally, a lot of words that carry with them some conventionally associated implication in addition to the
dictionary/conventional meaning of the word.) This level of conventional implicature is also, according to Grice, part of
the semantic contribution of what I convey by my utterance. I choose words with which to convey what I wish to
convey based on my own knowledge of the conventional meanings and conventional implicature of those words.
Where my own knowledge of the conventions involved is faulty, I will tend to choose the wrong (or at least not the best)
words.
The third level of Grice's hierarchy is one of first-degree conversational implicature -- the meaning of my words within
the context of utterance. If I reply to your question of whether I am going to the party tonight with "I have to work",
then by using the Principle of Cooperation, you can infer that I am conveying to you that I am not going to the party
(among other things). The fourth level is one of second-degree conversational implicature -- the meaning of my words
within context tout court. If my response to your question about the party tonight was "I like parties!", then you will
have to use information about my past attendance at parties (am I a party animal or not), and my tone of voice or other
attitudinal cues (sardonic or sincere) to determine whether I am conveying to you that I will or will not attend the party.
To Grice, the two levels not requiring context to establish the meaning of an utterance constitute the realm of
semantics. Grice relegates the two levels requiring context to establish meaning to the realm of pragmatics. Semantics
is traditionally understood as the study of meaning by focusing on the relation between signifiers, like words, etc. and
what they stand for. Pragmatics, on the other hand, is traditionally understood as the study of the ways in which context
contributes to meaning. So by separating out the role of context as distinguishing between semantics and pragmatics,
Grice is adhering to the traditional split between the two.
Although, as Kent Bach has pointed out, there is some debate about whether Grice is merely adhering to an established
tradition, or was actually instrumental in establishing that tradition. Grice's context-dependence distinction between
semantic and pragmatic follows the widely used distinction between conventional meaning versus meaning in use. The
only other kind of semantic-pragmatic distinction evident in the literature is that between truth-conditional versus non
truth-conditional meaning. Since Grice's program is not about truth-conditional meaning, that alternative is irrelevant.
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The only other threat to the plausibility of the distinction Grice draws between the semantic and pragmatic contributions
to what speakers convey by their utterances, is the question of whether there really is a conventional meaning to the
words being employed.
Now although I have argued elsewhere that, following Davidson, there is no such thing as "a language" in any
philosophically interesting sense (only in a sociologically delineated sense), for any occasion of communication, there
must necessarily be an utterer and an intended audience. If communication between the two is to be even marginally
successful, there must exist a reasonably commonality in the meanings associated with the words (symbols, signs) being
employed. This is the essence of the sense of "convention" analyzed by Lewis. Even if the only population involved in
the convention is the two people of the speaker and his intended audience. So if a speaker is going to be even
approximately successful in conveying anything to the intended audience, there will have to some conventional meaning
associated with the words being employed. And the same argument can be applied, mutatis mutandis, to the real
existence of conventional implicature.
So Grice distinguishes between the semantic and the pragmatic contributions to what speakers convey by their
utterance, on the basis of the necessity of employing context to determine the meaning intended. Utterances examined
without context constitute the semantic contribution. And semantics, as intended, naturally precedes pragmatics.
Utterances examined within context constitute the pragmatic contribution. This distinction is in line with the traditional
distinctions drawn by numerous philosophers of various schools, between semantic and pragmatic, and so is eminently
plausible.

What basis is there if any, for distinguishing between the
illocutionary and the perlocutionary acts performed by
making an utterance?
In his 1962 book How to Do Things with Words, J.L.Austin defined three new terms that he proposed would assist in
his adopted task of analyzing what it is we do with words. These terms have caught on, and are used extensively in
philosophy today. The three terms Austin introduced are:
Locution - refers to the literal or conventional meaning of the words uttered. In Austin's summary, it is the
act of saying something. If you ask me whether I am going to the party tonight, and I respond "I have to
work tonight", then my locutionary act was to utter the words that I have to work tonight. Austin further
analyzes a locutionary act as comprising a phonetic, a phatic and a rhetic act corresponding to the
verbal/auditory, syntactic, and semantic aspects of the speech act.
Illocution - refers to the effect the speaker intends to achieve in making the utterance. In Austin's
summary, it is the act done in saying something. By uttering the words (performing the locutionary act) "I
have to work tonight" I am telling you (performing the illocutionary act) that I am not going to the party.
Austin claims that to perform a locutionary act is eo ipso to perform an illocutionary act. In Gricean terms,
a locutionary act focuses on the conventional meaning of the uttered words, while the illocutionary act
focuses on the intended conversational implicature of the utterance.
The illocutionary force of an utterance is the speaker's intention in performing the locutionary act. An
illocutionary act is an instance of a culturally-defined speech act type, characterised by a particular
illocutionary force. For example, promising, advising, warning, etc. In 1975, John Searle used Austin's
concept of "illocutionary force" to set up a classification of illocutionary speech acts that has also become
widely accepted in the literature:
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"assertives" are acts that commit a speaker to the truth of the expressed proposition;
"directives" are acts that are intended to cause the audience to take a particular action -illocutionary acts intended to be perlocutionary acts by causing the audience to take some
action;
"commissives" are acts that commit the speaker to some future action;
"expressives" are acts that express the speaker's attitudes and emotions towards the
proposition;
"declarations" are acts that change the reality in accordance with the proposition of the
declaration.
In 1985, Searle and Vanderveken provided a detailed analysis of illocutionary force, and documented seven
features they claimed defined all possible variations of illocutionary force. For this essay, I need not go
into that detail.
Perlocution - refers to the actual effect of the utterance upon the audience -- how it is received by the
listener. In Austin's summary, it is the act done by saying something. In Austin's words, a perlocutionary
act occurs when a speaker says something that produces "an effect on the feelings, thoughts, or actions of
his audience". The "perlocution" of a speech act (my telling you that "I have to work tonight") is the way it
is received by the audience -- the way in which you understand the meaning of what it is I utter. In Grice's
terminology, the "perlocution" of my utterance is how the audience understands the utterance, including all
conventional and conversational implicature of my utterance. My illocutionary act is to tell you that I am
not going to the party tonight by performing the locutionary act of uttering "I have to work tonight". But
my speech act has a perlocutionary component only if you understand my intent, and accept that I will not
attend the party tonight.
As a further example, consider the actions involved when I yell "Low Bridge!". My locutionary act is to utter the
words "low bridge". My illocutionary act is to warn you to duck. My perlocutionary act (if successful), is to cause
you to duck. Austin makes it clear, however, that it is not necessary for the consequences produced by an utterance to
be intentional for there to be a perlocutionary act involved in the utterance. If my utterance was instead "Gee! Look at
that beautiful bridge!", and you still ducked, then I still performed the perlocutionary act of getting you to duck -- even
though that was not my intention.
The distinction between the illocutionary act and the perlocutionary act is the distinction between my (the speaker's)
intention, and your (the audience's) response to an understanding of my intention. A perlocutionary act is one that is the
cause of an effect on the audience. But notice that in defining perlocutionary acts as involving an effect of a cause,
Austin is here using "cause" in a sense different from the normal physical sense. Austin claims that there are two senses
of "cause", a physical and a non-physical sense. It is the latter which is relevant to his distinction between illocutions
and perlocutions. He is thus using the notion of "cause" in its customary or sociological (arguably, the original) sense.
In this sense of the word, that which is caused is the free and deliberate act of a conscious and responsible agent.
"Causing" you to do something means affording you a motive for doing it. The argument I voice to support my position
is an illocutionary act. My convincing you (if I do) is my perlocutionary act.
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'If mental causes were not physical, they would be
epiphenomenal.' Discuss.

The quote in the essay title is the ending conclusion of a longer argument on the relationship between the mind (or
mental phenomena) and the body (or physical phenomena). To establish the context within which this argument
functions, I must say a few words introducing the approaches to the "Mind-Body Problem" that appear in the
Philosophy of Mind. These approaches fall into three groups:
(i) there are "Dualist" approaches that argue that the Mind (or mental phenomena, properties, events, causes) are
in some separate world from the Body (or physical phenomena, properties, events, causes). The most famous
advocate of Dualism was Rene Descartes(1). No one these days argues for his "substance dualism". But the
modern version is "property dualism" -- the theory that mental properties are completely separate, non-reducible
to, and not understandable in terms of, whatever physical properties underlie them. One modern advocate of this
theory is Colin McGinn(2).
(ii) there are "Idealist Monist" approaches that argue that all that exists is Mind, and that what we conceive of as
the Body (or physical phenomena, properties, events) is but a figment, or echo, or construct of some Mind. The
most famous advocate of this approach was George Berkeley(3). A modern version of this theory is the
Pantheism argued for by the theologian Huw Owen(4).
(iii) and then there are the "Materialist/Physicalist Monist" approaches that argue that all that exists is the Body
(or physical phenomena, properties, events, causes) and that what we conceive of as the Mind (or mental
phenomena, properties, events, causes) is but a different view or description or conception of what is at base
physical phenomena. Exact details of that relationship vary by philosopher. But despite that variation,
Physicalism is the currently standard approach in the Philosophy of Mind(5).
One of the problems in interpreting the meaning intended by the titled quote, is the debate over just what constitutes
"physical". Although the intuitive notion is that what constitutes the "physical" is only those things that are studied by
the material sciences, as outlined by McDowell(6) and Stoljar(7), there is a great deal of debate over the details of just
how to specify that notion. For the purposes of this essay, however, I'll leave the notion at the intuitive level.
Another area of dispute affecting an understanding of the titled quote, is the concept of a "mental cause". As Terence
Horgan explains, contra Davidson's conception of causation,
"causal explanation is a highly context relative, highly interest relative affair, and attention to numerous examples
. . . makes clear the implausibility of insisting that the only properties of a cause and effect that are relevant to
causal explanation are ones which figure in a 'strict law'."(8)
As with the detailed specification of "physical", there is significant debate over the concept of a "cause". Ideas range
from the "association of ideas" of David Hume(9) to the transfer of energy and conservation of key quantities of Messrs.
Fair, Salmon, and Dowe(10). The disputes center on just how a "mental cause" ought to be conceived, and how it
achieves its effects (if any). Causes supposedly have their effects in virtue of their properties. So are the mental
properties of mental causes responsible for their physical effects? And if so, how? Again, for the purposes of this
essay, I'll leave the notion of a "mental cause" at an intuitive level.
A key premise adopted within most of the various Physicalist approaches is the assumption of "Causal Closure of the
Physical". This premise states: "No physical event has a cause outside the physical domain." - Jaegwon Kim(11). Now
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since Physicalism assumes both that mental phenomena are (in some specified way) physical phenomena, and that
causal closure stipulates that all physical phenomena have only physical causes, the quote in the essay title argues that if
mental causes are not physical, then they would have no physical effects -- in other word, they would be
epiphenomenal.
Unfortunately, the argument suffers from a few serious defects. The first is that it relies on the premise of causal
closure. Assuming causal closure stipulates that mental causes cannot have physical effects. Hence the argument
commits the fallacy of begging the question. Obviously, if mental causes are not physical, they would be "nonphysical" (i.e. "mental"). And, ex hypothesi, "mental" causes cannot cause physical effects.
Secondly, the argument is self-contradictory. If "mental" causes are admitted to truly cause physical phenomena, then
they would not be epiphenomenal, but physicalism would be false. The only way to maintain the sense of the argument
in the title quote is to conceive of "mental causes" as something separate from, over and above, or otherwise beyond, the
physical. But that is either applying a dualist intuition to a physicalist base, contradicting the very notion of
physicalism, or it is denying physicalism, in which case it does not follow that "mental" causes would be
epiphenomenal.
What a number of philosophers have resorted to is a view of mental phenomena (and mental causes) as supervenient in
some way on the physical. (There are several different versions of the notion of this "supervenient" relation that have
been defined in the philosophical literature(11.5).) This allows the ontology to remain thoroughly physicalist, but
provides for non-physical mental phenomena. Given this conception, what does mental causation consist in, if mental
phenomena are supervenient on the physical? Given the assumption of causal closure of the physical, it is this question
that causes the argument in the essay title. Conceiving mental phenomena as different from, but supervening on
physical phenomena, allows an opening for mental causes that do not cause any physical effects -- hence
epiphenomenal.
A number of philosophers have approached the problem from this perspective. For example, Time Crane and Bill
Brewer(12), Nick Zangwill(13), Douglas Ehring(14), and John Gibbons(15) have outlined various interpretations of a
supervening relationship between mental phenomena (mental causation) and the underlying physical phenomena
(physical causation) that makes it questionable whether "mental causes" should be considered efficacious or
epiphenomenal. Jaegwon Kim(16) has described a concept of "supervenient causation" that supposedly allows a mental
cause as a supervening entity, to cause both other mental phenomena as well as physical phenomena, by way of a
special notion of causation. A notion he strictly separates from the "regular" notion of physical causation. But all these
philosophers seem to view mental phenomena as different from physical phenomena (either as objects/entities,
properties, or events), so they have trouble explaining just how mental causes can be effective -- and not be
epiphenomenal.
Other philosophers, such as Daniel Dennett(17), Stephen Yablo(18), and Crawford Elder(19) view the underlying
"supervenience" relationship between the mental and the physical as being some sort of realizing or constitutive
relationship -- even though many of them still use the term "supervenient" to describe it. On this view of mental causes,
they simply are physical causes -- albeit differently described or conceived. Since, on this view, mental causes are
physical in an unproblematic sense, there is no need to consider them as epiphenomenal. And no need for Kim's
"supervenient causation".
There is no debate that, say, Quantum Mechanics and Relativity Theory supervene (in some fashion) on String Theory.
And there is no difficulty in granting full effective physical causality to the photon that mediates the repulsion of two
converging electrons. Even though, in String Theory, all of this must be expressed in the equations of vibrating energy
branes. There is, similarly, no debate that the electric charges of electrons and protons of the constituting atoms is fully
effective in physically causing the complex folding of a protein molecule. Likewise, there is no debate that the interplay
of complex chemical molecules constitutes the dynamic process that we call life (fans of elan vital aside). That the heart
attack caused the subject's death is an unproblematic use of physical causation. All potential debate is adequate defused
because we can imagine, and thus understand, the processes (or kinds of processes) involved -- to some degree, if not
fully.
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The debate only arises when we try to understand how the complex dynamic processes of life can give rise to the firstperson subjective self-referencing "feels-like" experience of consciousness. We have more than adequate grounds, from
the rest of science, to accept a Physicalist position for every other area of experience except these first-person, "feelslike" phenomena. The only reason not to extend that Physicalist position to include mental phenomena (and mental
causes) would be a lack of imagination about the possible processes involved. The third of the problems inherent in the
title quote, therefore, is that it commits the fallacy of incredulity by allowing the possibility that mental causes could not
be physical.
All of this yields two possibilities, either
(i) physicalism is true, and mental causes cannot ex hypothesi be non physical (rendering the first part of the
conditional false and the conditional trivially true), or
(ii) physicalism is false, the causal closure principle is not operable, and mental causes can be efficacious rather
than epiphenomenal. The consequent of the argument does not follow from the antecedent.
In either case, the quoted title argument is simply wrong.
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What, if anything, would Frank Jackson's Mary learn on
seeing something red for the first time?
If she learns something, does that show that physicalism is
false?
The story of Frank Jackson's Mary is a philosophical thought experiment proposed by Jackson in his article
"Epiphenomenal Qualia"(1) and extended by him in his "What Mary Didn't Know"(2). The argument is intended to
motivate what is often called the "Knowledge Argument" against physicalism.
The thought experiment was originally proposed by Jackson as follows:
"Mary is a brilliant scientist who is, for whatever reason, forced to investigate the world from a black and white
room via a black and white television monitor. She specializes in the neurophysiology of vision and acquires, let
us suppose, all the physical information there is to obtain about what goes on when we see ripe tomatoes, or the
sky, and use terms like 'red', 'blue', and so on. She discovers, for example, just which wavelength combinations
from the sky stimulate the retina, and exactly how this produces via the central nervous system the contraction of
the vocal cords and expulsion of air from the lungs that results in the uttering of the sentence 'The sky is blue'. [...]
What will happen when Mary is released from her black and white room or is given a color television monitor?
Will she learn anything or not?"(1)
In other words, Jackson's Mary is an omniscient scientist who knows everything there is to know about the physical
science of colour, but has never experienced colour. The question that Jackson and the essay title raises is - once she
experiences the colour red for the first time, does she learn anything new? And if she does learn something new, does
that show that physicalism is false?
More formally laid out, the following argument is contained in the thought experiment:
(P1) Physicalism is true, and all mental phenomena are in some way really physical. In other words, all
knowledge is physical knowledge.
(P2) Mary knows all and every piece of physical knowledge in regards to human colour vision, prior to her
release from the black-and-white room. In other words, Mary knows all the knowledge that is available about
colour vision.
(P3) Upon leaving the room and witnessing the colour red first-hand, she obtains new knowledge -- what
experiencing the colour red actually "feels like".
(C) There was some knowledge about human colour vision Mary did not have prior to her release. Therefore, not
all knowledge is physical knowledge. And therefore, (P1) (physicalism) is false
Given this context, the essay's title question is asking whether Mary does in fact learn something when she first
experiences the colour red -- is (P3) true? And if she does learn something, is the above outlined argument sound, and
physicalism false?
But Jackson's description of this thought experiment contains a subtle trap -- in an inviting equivocation of meaning for
the concept "physical knowledge". Because the (P1) premise of the formalized argument is not explicitly stated by
Jackson, he leaves available two different ways that the concept of "physical knowledge" can be understood. One the
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one hand, if one accepts the implied instruction to hold physicalism true (to consider P1 to be true), then the concept of
"physical knowledge" must, ex hypothesi, include the physical basis underlying the first-person "feels-like" experience
of seeing red for the first time -- even though Jackson never offers a way that Mary could learn that information. He
just stipulates that she has acquired it. On the other hand, if one glosses over the implied instruction to hold P1 true,
then the concept of "physical knowledge" can be limited to only the third-person objective (cum scientific) knowledge
that is usually meant by the term "physical knowledge". Then she does learn something when she acquires the firstperson experience that does along with the third-person physical knowledge. So the apparent paradox presented by
Jackson's Mary can be seen to rest on an equivocation.
Most people, including most philosophers, approach this thought experiment with an already preconceived notion of the
answer. Most people unconsciously employ a dualist mentality when they envisage the kind of knowledge that Mary
possesses -- separating the third-person objective "scientific" knowledge from the first-person subjective "feels-like"
knowledge. They unconsciously do not consider the kind of first-person subjective "feels like" knowledge acquired by
an experience of the colour red as falling within the label of "all and every piece of physical knowledge in regards to
human colour vision". So most people fail to follow Jackson's implied direction to consider physicalism true and will
admit, readily or with angst, that Mary does learn something when she first experiences the colour red. And this answer
poses a serious problem for those philosophers who would rather be physicalists.
But as pointed out by Daniel Dennett(3), people who approach this though experiment with the unconscious adoption of
a dualist theory of subjective consciousness are not following the instructions laid down by Jackson. If one reads the
article within which Jackson presents his though experiment, he clearly intends to start off with the assumption (if only
for the sake of argument) that physicalism is true. Otherwise, there is no point to his though experiment. In other
words, without the starting presumption that physicalism is true, the though experiment begs the question. From the
context of the article, the rational assumption is that Jackson knew this.
If you start off with the assumption that the subjective first-person "feels like" experience is not amongst the physical
knowledge available to Mary, then obviously she learns something upon her release from her room. And obviously, by
both pre-supposition and by logical conclusion, physicalism is false. But if physicalism is true by pre-supposition, then
necessarily, the subjective first-person "feels like" experience must fall within "all and every piece of physical
knowledge in regards to human colour vision". And that means that before she leaves the black-and-white room, Mary
must know, by stipulation, what the subjective first-person "feels like" experience of red will feel like.
However, the trap arises because Jackson does not provide the reader with any visualizable means that Mary might
employ to acquire all that first-person subjective "feels-like" physical knowledge she is credited with. He does provide
some example means of her acquiring all the third-party scientific physical knowledge. But he does not provide any
clues to how she might acquire the first-person subjective-perspective knowledge that he stipulates must be physical.
He simply stipulates that she has acquired it. And that leaves the reader primed to fall into the trap of assuming this
first-person subjective-perspective "feels-like" knowledge cannot be among the "all and every piece of physical
knowledge in regards to human colour vision". What is lacking, in other words, is imagination.
Even Howard Robinson(4), in his critique of Dennett's solution to the puzzle of Mary, falls into the same trap. His
objection is "But she will not know by looking at the banana what physical colour impression that is, what input of light
waves it is giving her unless she already has some way of relating how it experientially feels and her current
physical states. It might be argued that she knows what the physical stimulus is as part of knowing 'all the
physical information', but here the ambiguity enters. . . . She may have 'written down in exquisite detail, exactly
what effect a yellow object would have' on her nervous system, but she couldn't tell by looking at an object
whether it was having that effect, so wouldn't know that that look was the yellow or the blue one. Dennett's
implication that Mary could, through physical knowledge, acquire the ability for direct recognition of colours is
mistaken."
Dennett's argument is that if physicalism is presumed to be true, then Mary's "ability for direct recognition of colours" is
necessarily part of the physical knowledge she is stipulated to possess. Of course Mary can tell by looking at a red
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object whether it was having the proper "reddish" effect on her. By stipulation of the thought experiment, that
knowledge and ability is part of the physical knowledge she is credited with having.
The answer one gives to the question of whether Mary will learn something on first seeing red will depend upon how
one views the Mind-Body relationship. If one is pre-disposed to consider that physicalism is true, then one will
conclude that Mary learns nothing -- thus "showing" that physicalism is true. But if one is pre-disposed to consider that
physicalism is false, then one will conclude that Mary does learn something -- thus "showing" that physicalism is false.
All based on whether one is inclined to include within the scope of "all the physical knowledge" the first-person
subjective "feels-like" experience of seeing red. In other words, all based on whether one is pre-disposed to think that
the subjective first-person conscious experience of red is nothing more than the physical reactions of the physical
components within the physical brain.
Of course, because the conclusion one reaches is a reflection of the starting premise about physicalism that one starts
with, the argument does not really "show" anything. Any conclusion you reach is based on the fallacy of begging the
question.
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What is the 'explanatory gap' and does it cast doubt on the truth of
materialism?
The "explanatory gap" is the term introduced by philosopher Joseph Levine(1) for the alleged difficulty that a materialist (aka physicalist) theory
of mind has in explaining how physical properties, materialist causal laws, and physical events can give rise to the phenomenal aspects of the
way things feel when they are consciously experienced. According to many philosophers, there is this explanatory gap between the physical
truths of the world, and the phenomenal truths of subjective experience. According to the proponents of the explanatory gap, whatever
materialist account we might imagine of subjective conscious experience will leave it completely puzzling why there should be such a
connection between the objective physical story and the subjective conscious experience(2). According to David Chalmers, finding an
acceptable materialist explanation for the subjectiveness of experience is "the hard problem" of Philosophy of Mind(3).
There is a weak understanding of the "gap", and a strong understanding. The weak version of the explanatory gap is an epistemological concept - it regards the explanatory gap as resulting from a difference between two kinds of understanding, objective and subjective. A search for an
objective understanding characterizes the physical sciences - physics, chemistry, biology, geology, and so on. These look at things objectively,
describing what their functions are, what they are composed of, how they operate. Physical science aims to uncover causal laws and behavioral
regularities involving things and their parts. The aim is to achieve an understanding of phenomena "from the outside." Subjective phenomena do
not play a role in the physical sciences.
But subjective phenomenology does play a major role in the sciences of the mind. These sciences are concerned, certainly, with objective
understanding. But they also make use of a different sort of subjective understanding - "from the inside." There are aspects of reasons, purposes,
feelings, thoughts, and experiences that can only be understood from within, via sympathy or empathy or other translation into one's own
experience(4). Broadly understood subjective phenomena (intentions, desires, and so forth) play a pivotal role in sociology, economics, political
theory, anthropology, history, and psychology. As well, of course, in our ordinary "folk" psychological attributions of motivations and beliefs to
other minds.
The weak (epistemological) version of the explanatory gap labels the obvious fact that we do not yet have an acceptable materialist (objective,
from the outside) theory of how physical properties, materialist causal laws, and physical events can give rise to a first-person subjective
experience of conscious phenomena. Think of a modern computer, by comparison. No one has a problem of agreeing that a computer's behavior
can be fully explained by their circuitry, and materialist causal laws. Any attribution to the computer of reasons, purposes, feelings, thoughts, or
experiences is readily and universally understood as anthropomorphic. There is no explanatory gap here. Not so when we do the same kind of
attribution to other people, or even to ourselves.
Understood epistemologically, the explanatory gap is readily accepted by materialists, and merely recognizes a gap in our understanding of how
the material causes the subjective, or how the subjective supervenes on the physical. Even if we come to (or start from) the metaphysical
conclusion that qualia and other subjective phenomena are physical, there still remains an epistemological explanatory gap. In other words, an
epistemological "explanatory gap" does not cast any doubt on the truth of materialism.
The strong version of the explanatory gap, on the other hand, is a metaphysical concept. Proponents of the strong understanding of the gap claim
that the mind is substantially and qualitatively different from the brain and that the existence of something metaphysically extra-physical is
required. It is thought by many mind-body dualists (e.g. RenÃ© Descartes, David Chalmers, Colin McGinn) that subjective conscious
experience constitutes a separate effect that is outside the materialist world. Thus there is a gap between the explanations that can be offered by
the materialists, and the explanations that must be offered to explain subjective phenomena.
The current inability of materialists to supply a suitably intelligible explanation of subjective conscious experience in the same manner as the
explanation we could offer for computer phenomena is considered by many anti-materialists to be evidence of the existence of a metaphysical
explanatory gap. For example, Nagel(2) and Jackson(5) take the gap as evidence that objective physical explanations cannot account for the
intrinsic quality of experience. Although Jackson(6) changes his mind and later joins the ranks of materialist philosophers who deny that there is
such a metaphysical gap. Searle(7) argues that the gap between any imaginable functionalist account and the intrinsic intentionality of thoughts
is evidence against a functionalist explanation of that intrinsic intentionality. Chalmers(8) takes the existence of the gap to be evidence against
materialism in favor of some sort of dualism. And McGinn(9) sits on the fence, as it were. He suggests that the gap is due to inherent limitations
on the powers of human understanding - we cannot comprehend whatever might be necessary to bridge the gap. Clearly not a materialist
position, yet not obviously a dualist one either.
There is no general consensus regarding whether the metaphysical gap exists, or what metaphysical conclusions the existence of an
epistemological gap provides. Those wishing to use its existence to support dualism (or at least to deny materialism) take the position that an
epistemic gap - particularly if it is a definite limit on our cognitive abilities - necessarily entails a metaphysical gap. Others, such as Joseph
Levine(9), argue that no such metaphysical conclusion should be drawn.
Some anti-materialists have appealed to conceivability arguments for support. The most famous are those of Jackson's Mary(5), Chalmers'
Zombies(3, 10), and the Inverted Spectrum(11) argument. Such "knowledge arguments" as they are called do not obviously avoid begging the
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anti-materialist question. But they rely upon claims and intuitions that are controversial and not completely independent of one's basic view
about physicalism. Many materialist philosophers argue that the conceivability argument (as used in the Mary, Zombie, and inverted spectrum
thought experiments) is fatally flawed as a means of establishing that the epistemological gap is also a metaphysical gap. The materialist
response to these conceivability arguments focuses on the fact that how one thinks of "conceivability" will depend on one's metaphysical precommitments. If one is pre-committed to materialism, then the "conceivability" involves a logical contradiction, and conceivability cannot imply
possibility (a logical contradiction is not possible). If one is pre-committed against materialism, then the "conceivability" does not involve a
logical contradiction and can imply possibility (maybe, depending on the details of the notions of conceivability and possibility involved(12)).
And one cannot sit on the fence on this issue -- otherwise the concept of "conceivability" employed lacks foundation and can prove nothing. So
either way, these conceivability arguments beg the question. However, debate on the topic remains active and ongoing.
If one could establish on a priori grounds that there is no way in which subjective phenomena could be intelligibly explained in materialist terms,
it would be acceptable to conclude that the epistemological gap is also a metaphysical gap. However, the very strength of such a claim makes it
difficult to assume without begging the metaphysical result in question. Thus those who wish to use the epistemological gap to refute
metaphysical physicalism must find independent grounds to support it.
Whether this metaphysical gap exists thus depends on the prior commitments of the philosopher in question. Thus, a metaphysical "explanatory
gap" does not cast doubt on the truth of materialism. Rather, whether one acknowledges the very existence of the gap depends on a prior
commitment to the falsity of materialism.
In the end, we are right back where we started. The epistemological explanatory gap argument doesn't demonstrate a metaphysical gap in nature.
Of course a plausible explanation for there being a gap in our understanding of nature is that there is a genuine gap in nature. But so long as we
have countervailing reasons for doubting the latter, we have to look elsewhere for an explanation of the former.(9)
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What exactly does Jackson's Mary learn when she leaves
her black and white room?
The story of Frank Jackson's Mary is a philosophical thought experiment proposed by Jackson in his article
"Epiphenomenal Qualia"(1) and extended by him in his "What Mary Didn't Know"(2). The argument is intended to
motivate what is often called the "Knowledge Argument" against physicalism.
The thought experiment was originally proposed by Jackson as follows:
"Mary is a brilliant scientist who is, for whatever reason, forced to investigate the world from a black and white
room via a black and white television monitor. She specializes in the neurophysiology of vision and acquires, let
us suppose, all the physical information there is to obtain about what goes on when we see ripe tomatoes, or the
sky, and use terms like 'red', 'blue', and so on. She discovers, for example, just which wavelength combinations
from the sky stimulate the retina, and exactly how this produces via the central nervous system the contraction of
the vocal cords and expulsion of air from the lungs that results in the uttering of the sentence 'The sky is blue'. [...]
What will happen when Mary is released from her black and white room or is given a color television monitor?
Will she learn anything or not?"(1)
In other words, Jackson's Mary is an omniscient scientist who knows everything there is to know about the physical
science of colour, but has never experienced colour. The question that Jackson poses is - once she leaves her black and
white room and experiences the colour red for the first time, does she learn anything new? And if she does learn
something new, then what exactly is it that she learns?
More formally laid out, the following argument is contained in the thought experiment:
(P1) Physicalism is true, and all mental phenomena are in some way really physical. In other words, all
knowledge is physical knowledge.
(P2) Mary knows all and every piece of physical knowledge in regards to human colour vision, prior to her
release from the black-and-white room. In other words, Mary knows all the knowledge that is available about
colour vision.
(P3) Upon leaving the room and witnessing the colour red first-hand, she obtains new knowledge -- what
experiencing the colour red actually "feels like".
(C) There was some knowledge about human colour vision Mary did not have prior to her release. Therefore, not
all knowledge is physical knowledge. And therefore, (P1) (physicalism) is false
Given this context, the essay's title question is asking what exactly does Mary learn (if anything) when she first
experiences the colour red -- in other words, is (P3) true? And if she does learn something, does what she learn make
the above outlined argument sound, and render physicalism false?
But Jackson's description of this thought experiment contains a subtle trap -- in an inviting equivocation of meaning for
the concept "physical knowledge". Because the (P1) premise of the formalized argument is not explicitly stated by
Jackson, he leaves available two different ways that the concept of "physical knowledge" can be understood. One the
one hand, if one accepts the implied instruction to hold physicalism true (to consider P1 to be true), then the concept of
"physical knowledge" must, ex hypothesi, include the physical basis underlying the first-person "feels-like" experience
of seeing red for the first time. The subtle trap arises because Jackson never offers a suggestion of how Mary could
learn that information, and because we cannot conceive of how reading about stuff in a text book could lead Mary to
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accurately imagine what the experience of red would be like. Jackson sets the trap by side-stepping this difficulty - he
simply stipulates, by fiat, that she has acquired the necessary knowledge.
On the other hand, if one glosses over the implied instruction to hold P1 true, then the concept of "physical knowledge"
can be limited to only the third-person objective (cum scientific) knowledge -- stuff that is usually meant by the term
"physical knowledge". Then, necessarily, Mary does learn something when she acquires the first-person phenomenal
experience that goes along with the third-person physical knowledge. So the apparent paradox presented by Jackson's
Mary can be seen to rest on an equivocation.
Most people, including most philosophers, approach this thought experiment with an already preconceived notion of the
answer. Most people unconsciously employ a dualist mind-set when they envisage the kind of knowledge that Mary
possesses -- separating the third-person objective "scientific" knowledge from the first-person subjective "feels-like"
phenomenal knowledge. They unconsciously do not consider the kind of first-person subjective "feels like" knowledge
acquired by an experience of the colour red as falling within the label of "all and every piece of physical knowledge in
regards to human colour vision". So most people fail to follow Jackson's implied direction to consider physicalism true
and will admit, readily or with angst, that Mary does learn something when she first experiences the colour red. And
this answer poses a serious problem for those philosophers who would rather be physicalists.
But as pointed out by Daniel Dennett(3), people who approach this though experiment with the unconscious adoption of
a dualist theory of subjective consciousness are not following the instructions laid down by Jackson. If one reads the
article within which Jackson presents his though experiment, he clearly intends to start off with the assumption (if only
for the sake of argument) that physicalism is true. Otherwise, there is no point to his though experiment. In other
words, without the starting presumption that physicalism is true, the though experiment begs the question. From the
context of the article, the rational (cum charitable) assumption is that Jackson knew this.
If you start off with the assumption that the subjective first-person "feels like" experience is not amongst the physical
knowledge available to Mary, then obviously she learns something upon her release from her room. And obviously, by
both pre-supposition and by logical conclusion, physicalism is false. But if physicalism is true by pre-supposition, then
necessarily, the subjective first-person "feels like" experience must fall within "all and every piece of physical
knowledge in regards to human colour vision". And that means that before she leaves the black-and-white room, Mary
must know, by stipulation, what the subjective first-person "feels like" experience of red will feel like -- since, ex
hypothesi, whatever it "feels-like" is physical.
However, the trap awaits the unwary because Jackson does not provide the reader with any visualizable means that
Mary might employ to acquire all that first-person subjective "feels-like" physical knowledge she is credited with. He
does provide some suggested means of her acquiring all the third-party scientific physical knowledge. But he does not
provide any clues to how she might acquire the first-person subjective-perspective knowledge that he stipulates must be
physical. He simply stipulates that she has acquired it. And that leaves the reader primed to fall into the trap of
assuming this first-person subjective-perspective "feels-like" knowledge cannot be among the "all and every piece of
physical knowledge in regards to human colour vision". What is lacking, in other words, is imagination.
Despite pretending to hold (P1 -- Physicalism) true, there have been a number of attempts to provide explanations of
what Mary might learn when she leaves her black and white room. Nemirow(4) and Lewis(5) present the Ability
Hypothesis. David Lewis in the postscript to "Mad Pain and Martian Pain" comments:
.... knowing what it is like isn't the possession of information at all. It isn't the elimination of any hitherto open
possibilities. Rather, knowing what it is like is the possession of abilities: abilities to recognize, abilities to
imagine, abilities to predict one's behavior by imaginative experiments (p. 131).
Lawrence Nemirow presents almost the same view:
Knowing what an experience is like is the same as knowing how to imagine having the experience (p. 495).
The Ability Hypothesis argues that Mary only obtains an ability (knowledge-how) to do something, not the knowledge
(-that) of something new. Lewis calls it an ability to "remember, imagine and recognize." This hypothesis assumes that
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however an ability is physically realized in the brain (and if physicalism is true, then it has to be physically realized in
the brain -- baring the possibility that "muscle memory" is not a brain phenomenon), it would not be captured in "all the
physical knowledge" that Mary, by stipulation, has already been granted.
Earl Conee(6) presents another alternative - the Acquaintance Hypothesis. This sets up a third category of knowledge.
Acquaintance knowledge is separate from knowing-that (factual knowledge) and knowing-how (ability knowledge).
Conee argues that what Mary learns post-release is just acquaintance knowledge. Knowing something by acquaintance
"requires the person to be familiar with the known entity in the most direct way that it is possible for a person to be
aware of that thing". Since experiencing a property is the most direct way to become acquainted with the property,
Mary gains acquaintance with color qualia after release. She does not acquire any new item of propositional knowledge
by getting acquainted with qualia.
Another similar approach to dealing with the apparent paradox of Mary is the Phenomenal Concept Strategy.
According to Loar(7), Carruthers(8), and Tye(9), phenomenal concepts are recognitional concepts of experience. A
recognitional concept, unlike a theoretical concept, contains only the subjective perceptual experiences of acquaintance
with its instances. And according to Perry(10) and O'Dea(11), phenomenal concepts are a form of indexical concepts -in the same manner as "I", "this" and "now" are indexical. Phenomenal concepts thus share somewhat the same
approach as does the Acquantance Hypothesis of Conee. But the idea of the Phenomenal Concept Strategy is that what
Mary learns when she leaves her black and white room is a new set of concepts around which to organize all the
physical information she already has about colour qualia. Same physical facts, different organizational hierarchy with
which to think about them.
But again, these two alternatives both assume that the physical facts about whatever physical substratum underlies
acquaintance knowledge or conceptual concepts are not included within the "all the physical knowledge" that Mary has
already been granted.
Daniel Dennett argues in response to these alternatives(12) that Mary would not, in fact, learn something new on her
release. Dennett asserts that if she already truly knew "everything about colour" or "all physical knowledge" as Jackson
stipulates in his thought experiment, that knowledge would necessarily include a deep understanding of why and how
human neurology causes us to sense the "qualia" of color. Moreover, that knowledge would also a deep understanding
of the knowledge base underlying both abilities and acquaintance -- which themselves must (ex hypothesi) be realized in
physical phenomena. Dennett argues that Mary is stipulated to already have available to her all the necessary physical
knowledge that underlies all the possible abilities, acquaintances, and phenomenal concepts that these suggested
alternatives propose she might learn on her release. There is nothing left for her to learn.
Even Howard Robinson(13), in his critique of Dennett's solution to the puzzle of Mary, falls into the same trap set by
Jackson. His objection is "But she will not know by looking at the banana what physical colour impression that is, what input of light
waves it is giving her unless she already has some way of relating how it experientially feels and her current
physical states. It might be argued that she knows what the physical stimulus is as part of knowing 'all the
physical information', but here the ambiguity enters. . . . She may have 'written down in exquisite detail, exactly
what effect a yellow object would have' on her nervous system, but she couldn't tell by looking at an object
whether it was having that effect, so wouldn't know that that look was the yellow or the blue one. Dennett's
implication that Mary could, through physical knowledge, acquire the ability for direct recognition of colours is
mistaken."
Dennett's argument is that if physicalism is presumed to be true, then Mary's "ability for direct recognition of colours"
(whether by knowledge-that, knowledge-how, knowledge-by-acquaintance, or by phenomenal concepts) is necessarily
part of the physical knowledge she is stipulated to possess. Of course Mary can tell by looking at a red object whether it
was having the proper "reddish" effect on her. By stipulation of the thought experiment, that knowledge and ability is
part of the physical knowledge she is credited with having. Of course Mary, before she leaves her black and white
room, already knows that it "feels-like" to see red for the first time. By stipulation, what it "feels-like" is a physical
process in the brain, and Mary is stipulated to already know all about that sort of thing.
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The only other alternative approach to admitting that Mary learns nothing on her release, is to challenge the stipulation
that Jackson makes in his thought experiment. One of the possible readings of the alternatives described above is as a
denial of Jackson's stipulation that Mary knows "all of the physical knowledge". Each of them, in their various ways,
segregates out of "all physical knowledge" a particular kind of physically implemented knowledge. Any of these
alternative hypotheses can be seen as an argument that it is simply not conceivable for Mary to have acquired "all of the
physical knowledge" that Jackson stipulates she has acquired. And this denial approach meshes well with our intuitions
on the matter. Learning an ability -- like riding a bike, or playing concert piano -- is simply not at all learnable by
acquiring knowledge-that by reading books. Gaining an intimate acquaintance with the "qualia" of experience, no
matter how strongly based on physical phenomena, can also not be learnable by acquiring knowledge-that by scientific
investigation. Setting up some phenomenal concepts just does not seem possible without the "feels-like" experience to
ground their indexical nature. But all that the denial approach to the problem of Mary does is surface the ambiguity in
the concept of "learn". Jackson's thought experiment merely stipulates that Mary has already acquired all of the
necessary physical knowledge. He does not mention if or how she has learned all that. And that is the entry to his
subtle trap.
Ultimately, the answer one gives to the question of what exactly Mary will learn on her release will depend upon how
one views the Mind-Body relationship. If one is pre-disposed to consider that physicalism is true, then one will
conclude that Mary learns nothing that threatens physicalism -- thus "showing" that physicalism is true. But if one is
pre-disposed to consider that physicalism is false, then one will conclude that Mary does learn something that threatens
physicalism -- thus "showing" that physicalism is false. All based on whether one is inclined to include within the scope
of "all the physical knowledge" the first-person subjective "feels-like" experiences. In other words, all based on whether
one is pre-disposed to think that the subjective first-person conscious experience is nothing more than the physical
reactions of the physical components within the physical brain.
Any conclusion one reaches in response to the essay's title question is a reflection of the starting premise about
physicalism that one starts with. Does Jackson's Mary in fact learn something, and just exactly what (if anything) does
she learn? Any conclusion you reach is based on the fallacy of begging the question. It would be more profitable to go
back and address the underlying premise (of physicalism) directly.
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"Zombies are conceivable. So they are possible. So
physicalism is false." Discuss.
"Zombie" is a special term of art in the philosophy of mind. A philosophical zombie is a hypothetical creature that is
micro-physically identical to a normal human being, but completely lacking in conscious experience(1). Zombies are,
by stipulation, behaviourally indistinguishable from normal human beings. But to use a phrase from Tomas Nagel(2),
there is nothing it is like to be a zombie. A zombie will talk about how it feels, about qualia, and about conscious
experiences just like a normal human being. But there is nothing mental there. The talk is just the micro-physically
generated behavior resulting from whatever input stimuli are applied.
In contemporary philosophy of mind, "physicalism" is the doctrine that all that exists, is just the physical -- the purview
of the physical sciences(3). Minds and conscious experience are based on, and can be explained by, physical
properties. Physicalism maintains that mental phenomena -- the "how it feels", the qualia, the propositional attitudes,
and all those conscious experiences -- are the products of physical properties of physical existents. (Physicalism is also
called "materialism". But "physicalism" is often preferred because of it relation to "physical sciences", and because the
physical sciences also deal with "immaterial" stuff -- concrete things like forces and fields, and abstract things like
numbers and phase-spaces.)
The title argument is the "Argument from Conceivability" against the physicalist conception of mind and conscious
experience(4). The title quote is a compressed version of the argument. It is usually stated as -P1              Zombies are conceivable. (A creature physically identical to a normal human being, but lacking in
conscious experience, is conceivable.)
P2              If zombies are conceivable, then zombies are possible. (Conceivability entails possibility.)
P3              If zombies are possible, then physicalism is false. (If zombies are possible, then a normal human
being with conscious experience must be more than just the physical.)
C               Therefore, physicalism is false.
Although the argument as stated is valid, as an attack against the notion of physicalism, the argument suffers because
both the first and second premises are quite debatable. Physicalists will maintain that the argument is unsound because
the two are false. Anti-physicalists (dualists of one sort or another) will, of course, deny this. The problem with the
first premise is establishing just exactly what is meant by something being "conceivable". The problem with the second
premise is establishing whether or not conceivability really does imply possibility. And just what sort of possibility
needs to be established to maintain the conclusion of the argument.
David Chalmers has developed the most detailed analysis of the possible meanings of both conceivability and
possibility involved in this argument(5). He details eight different notions of conceivability -- prima facie versus ideal;
positive versus negative; primary versus secondary. (For the purposes of this essay, however, I will limit my
consideration to just the first pair -- prima facie versus ideal.) Prima facie conceivability is conceivability "at first
glance", or "without a great deal of thought". Ideal conceivability is conceivability with full considerations of all logical
entailments. Chalmers uses Goldbach's conjecture(6) to highlight the difference. While Goldbach's conjecture and its
negation are both prima facie conceivable, only one is ideally conceivable because Goldbach's conjecture is either true
or false. So if it turns out to be true, conceiving it as false would involve a logical contradiction. So it can only be
prima facie conceived as false.
This separation of prima facie conceivability from ideal conceivability presents a fatal challenge to the Argument from
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Conceivability. Consider the zombie argument as set up this way -P0              Either physicalism is true or physicalism is false. (I am not aware of any arguments that suggest that
the Principle of Bivalence should be abandoned when considering the Argument from Conceivability)
P1              If physicalism is true, then zombies are not ideally conceivable. (It would involve a logical
contradiction.)
P2              If zombies are not conceivable, then zombies are not possible.
P3              If zombies are not possible, then physicalism is true.
C               Physicalism is true.
P1*            If physicalism is false, then zombies are ideally conceivable. (It would not involve a logical
contradiction.)
P2*            If zombies are conceivable, then zombies are possible.
P3*            If zombies are possible, then physicalism is false.
C*             Physicalism is false.
By making clear that the notion of "conceivability" that is being employed is "ideal conceivability", it makes it obvious
that the Zombie argument in particular, and the Argument from Conceivability in general, simply begs the question.
Zombies are considered to be ideally conceivable only if one has already adopted (tacitly or explicitly) the premise that
physicalism is false. If one has already pre-committed to a physicalist notion of mentality, then zombies are simply not
ideally conceivable.
But now let's deal with the second premise -- the relation between conceivability and possibility. One can (prima facie)
conceive of a flying horse -- Pegasus. But one cannot "really" conceive of a flying horse because (at least in this actual
possible world) the physics of aerodynamics, and the bio-physics of muscle power dictate that anything that remotely
looks like a horse could not power wings large enough to enable it to fly. A winged horse would be either too heavy to
fly, or too light boned to gallop across the plains. In other possible worlds, however, where various forms of magic (and
perhaps Harry Potter) or different physical laws reign, flying horses (like hippogriffs and thestrals, and even perhaps
flying pigs) may be possible. But this gets us into the various notions of "possible" being employed.
David Chalmers identifies two different notions of "possible" that he applies to his discussion of zombies -- primary
possibility and secondary possibility. Both of these notions he defines in terms of possible worlds. (S is primarily
possible when S is true at a world considered as actual, and S is secondarily possible when S is true at a world
considered as counterfactual.(5)) But whatever is true of a possible world is true only by stipulation -- possible worlds
not being empirically accessible. So one is free to stipulate whatever S one happens to like, and then simply interpret
the rest of the possible world accordingly (maintaining logical consistency by changing the rules as necessary).
According to his definitions, magic and flying horses (and the rest of the denizens of either or both of Harry Potter's
world or Peirs Anthony's Xanth world) are both primarily and secondarily possible. There are possible worlds that can
be described where such things exist. So Chalmers' analysis of "possibility" is not as useful as it might be. One can
easily define a possible world where Cartesian Substance Dualism (for example) is true, and zombies are therefore
possible (both primarily and secondarily).
A more informative analysis of possibility is the difference between logical, metaphysical, and nomological possibility.
A conception is considered logically possible (Kripke calls this "epistemic possibility"(7)) if there is no logical
contradiction within it. As shown above, given a presumption that physicalism is true, zombies are not logically
possible. In the absence of that presumption, zombies are logically possible. There is no logical contradiction in
conceiving of a possible world consistent with (say) Cartesian Substance Dualism.
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When one factors in Kripke's a posteriori necessities(8), one reduces the scope of logically possible worlds to those that
are metaphysically possible. The classic example is "water is H2O". This is (according to Kripke) metaphysically
necessary, but not logically necessary. Hence a possible world containing a Twin Earth(9) where water is not H2O is
logically possible, but not metaphysically possible. Some physicalists would argue that because it is true, we will
discover that there is an a posteriori necessary relationship (supervenience perhaps?) between physical states (properties,
processes, events) and mental states (properties, processes, events). If true, zombies are metaphysically impossible. But
one is not going to argue that zombies are metaphysically impossible unless one has already accepted physicalism,
rendering zombies not ideally conceivable. And equivalently, one is not going to argue that zombies are metaphysically
possible unless one has already accepted anti-physicalism, rendering zombies ideally conceivable.
The next level of possibility is nomological possibility. Most philosophers since David Hume have held that there could
have been different natural laws than the ones that actually obtain - that the laws of nature are metaphysically
contingent. It is not logically or metaphysically impossible, for example, for Pegasus to exist. It would just require
different laws of nature governing lift, drag, weight, muscle strength, and so forth. But given that the laws of nature are
what they are, flying horses are not nomologically possible. Physicalists will argue that given the actual laws of nature
in this world, zombies are likewise not nomologically possible. Anti-physicalists will, of course, deny this. Antiphysicalists will argue that since the mental is not reducible to the physical, the mental is beyond the reach of the
currently known laws of nature.
So whether or not conceivability implies possibility depends intimately on which notion of conceivability and
possibility one is employing. And which notions of conceivability and possibility one entertains will depend on one's
prior commitment to physicalism or anti-physicalism. David Chalmers, for example, goes to great lengths to
demonstrate that there is at least one combination of his 8 notions of conceivability and 2 notions of possibility where
the conceivability of zombies does imply the possibility of zombies. But then, he needs to find this result, because he is
an anti-physicalist of the property-dualism sort. He needs to demonstrate that the conceivability of a zombie "proves"
that physicalism is false. But despite his efforts, he is still begging the question. It does not matter whether one can
conceive of a possible world where zombies are possible (primarily or secondarily). All that matters is that in this actual
world, with the laws of nature that actually obtain, zombies are not nomologically possible if physicalism is true. They
are only nomologically possible if physicalism is false. In other words, regardless of the efforts of various philosophers
on the topic, the essay's title argument begs the question. Zombies are only conceivable if you are an anti-physicalist to
start with.
In the words of Christopher Hill and Brian McLaughin:(10)
"We reject the argument as invalid: we accept ["In our world, there are conscious experiences."] but deny that
["One can imagine all the physical facts holding without the facts about consciousness holding."] follows. It is
false that if one can in principle conceive that P, then it is logically possible that P; and, in particular, the
corresponding conditional of the conceivability-possibility argument is false. We hold that it is an a posteriori
truth that types of sensory states are identical with types of physical states. Given psychophysical identities, it is
an a posteriori fact that any physical duplicate of our world is exactly like ours in respect of positive facts about
sensory states."
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"If I am thinking about Santa Claus, then there is
something I am thinking about.
But Santa Claus does not exist, so I am thinking about
nothing."
Discuss.
Bertrand Russell(1) approached the problem of the meaning of names from a primary interest in quantificational
classical logic. He proposed that the meaning of a proper name is not, as Frege(2) proposed, a combination of that
which we pick out from the world (the "referent") and the mode of presentation of the referent (the "sense") by which
we pick out the referent. Although Frege clearly did maintain that empty names like "Santa Claus" can have sense:
"Although the tale of William Tell is a legend and not history and the name 'William Tell' is a mock proper name,
we cannot deny it a sense."(3)
Russell's theory of descriptions proposes that the meaning of a proper name is more like that proposed by John Stuart
Mill(4) - directly that which we pick out from the world. And we pick out the referent of the name because, according
to Russell, a proper name can be construed as a definite description in disguise(5). "Santa Claus" means something like
"the white bearded jolly old elf that brings presents to good little boys and girls at Christmas". This theory has a nice
intuitive feel to it. If asked what some name means, we tend to provide a description of who or what it is we are talking
about. For Russell, then, the meaning of a proper name is the definite description that in turn picks out some referent
from the world. This means, on this theory, that when I am thinking about "Santa Claus", I am actually thinking about
"the white bearded jolly old elf that brings presents to good little boys and girls at Christmas".
Unfortunately, "descriptivist" theories of meaning like Russell's suffer from one fatal flaw. This was pointed out by
Saul Kripke in his Naming and Necessity(6). As Kripke noted, no matter what description one might offer as the
meaning of "Santa Claus" it is possible, in modal and counterfactual scenarios, that the thing being picked out by the
description is not in fact what the user of the name had in mind. Different cultures associate different images with the
name "Santa Claus". The modern western advertising image is not universal. It is also quite conceivable that in some
possible world, Santa Claus exists yet is neither white bearded, nor jolly, nor old, nor an elf. Or, alternatively, it is quite
conceivable that the description that someone of a different culture in this actual world might associate with the name
"Santa Claus" is neither white bearded, nor jolly, nor old, nor an elf. So given some counterfactual or non-standard (to
Western advertising executives) description of "Santa Claus", would we still be talking about the same Santa Claus?
Russell and Frege would argue that we would not -- different descriptions results in different meanings, and pick out
different referents (if any). Kripke argues that the common intuition is that in such counterfactual or non-standard
scenarios, we are indeed talking about the same thing. Hence, he concludes, Russell's descriptivist approach to the
meaning of "Santa Claus" is wrong. If Russell's descriptive theory of the meaning of "Santa Claus" cannot properly
pick out what is being talked about, then Russell's theory also cannot properly provide an acceptable account of what it
is we are thinking about when we are thinking about "Santa Claus". So we have to look elsewhere for a satisfactory
account of what it is to think about something that does not exist.
A much better approach is offered by John Searle's cluster theory(7) of identifying descriptions. Searle proposed that
what picks out the referent of a proper name is not a single description, as proposed by Russell, but a whole collection
of descriptions and other contextually relevant information. In addition, he argued that this cluster of descriptions is not
something that grants an objective sense of meaning to the name, as was argued by Frege and Kripke. Rather, the
cluster of descriptions is internal to the mind that does the referring. What ensures that we both pick out the same
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referent (if and when we do) is the conventional nature of language (and word) acquisition. On this basis, then, what I
am thinking about, when thinking of "Santa Claus", is a uniquely personal cluster of descriptions rather than some
referent picked out of the world. So I am no longer thinking of nothing when the referent of the cluster of descriptions
does not exist. Whether the referent exists or not, what I am thinking about when I am thinking about a proper name (or
any other name, for that matter) is the cluster of descriptions by which I pick out the referent from the world (when there
is a referent to pick out).
In lecture II of his Naming and Necessity, Kripke offers a critique of Searle's cluster theory that has generally been
considered to have refuted the theory. But in his response to Kripke in Intentionality: An Essay in the Philosophy of
Mind, Searle argues that Kripke has misunderstood the theory. Kripke starts his critique of Searle's theory by
summarizing it 6 theses. Searle does not dispute Kripke's summarization, merely Kripke's interpretation of the
summary. So I'll borrow here Kripke's summary as a starting point:
1) To every name or designation expression 'X', there corresponds a cluster of properties, namely the family of
those properties Ï† such that A believes 'Ï†X'.
2) One of the properties, or some conjointly, are believed by A to pick out some individual uniquely. Kripke
argues that even though their cluster of descriptions does not uniquely pick out a unique "Feynman", the average
person still refers with that name to the one and only Feynman [Richard Phillips Feynman (May 11, 1918 -February 15, 1988), American physicist known for the path integral formulation of quantum mechanics.(8)]
3) If most, or a weighted most, of the Ï†'s are satisfied by one unique object Y, then Y is the referent of 'X'.
Kripke provides the counter-example of Godel and Schmidt. If the only description one has for the proper name
"Godel" is "the man who first proved the incompleteness of arithmetic" and it turns out that, contrary to popular
belief, Schmidt is this man, then Schmidt would then be the referent of "Godel". This, as Kripke argues, is
contrary to the normal understanding of the referent of the name "Godel".
4) If the vote yields no unique object, 'X' does not refer. Kripke presents the obvious fact that some names are
meaningful even though the description associated with it does not pick out a unique individual -- as was shown
in response to Thesis (2). Also, the name can refer even if no one meets the description, as for example the name
"Godel" would still refer to the same man, even if counter-factually the proof of the incompleteness of arithmetic
turned out to be flawed in some fashion.
5) The statement, "If X exists, then X has most of the Ï†'s" is known a priori by the speaker. Kripke argues that
since it is not necessary that Hitler have any of the properties that are used to pick him out uniquely, it is not
possible that A know that Hitler has any of these properties a priori.
6) The statement, "If X exists, then X has most of the Ï†'s" expresses a necessary truth (in the idiolect of the
speaker). Kripke presents the argument that even if we assume that the referent of a name like "Hitler" is in actual
fact uniquely picked out by a cluster of descriptions, it does not follow that Hitler must have any of the features
given by those descriptions.
(C) For any successful theory, the account must not be circular. The properties which are used in the vote must
not themselves involve the notion of reference in such a way that it is ultimately impossible to eliminate.
Searle's response argues that a plausible version of his theory can nullify each of Kripke's objections. Searle formulates
his cluster theory in the context of his theory of intentionality. To grasp Searle's notion of intentional content it is
essential to recognize that the content of a given mental act is not (normally) covered by what the subject might say
about it. Hence, Kripke's notion that the relevant cluster of descriptions can be found by questioning a suitable
population is fatally flawed. The relevant cluster of descriptions involved in the meaning of any name is significantly
broader than Kripke thinks. Rather, the reference-fixing cluster consists of the totality of "intentional content" that the
subject associates with the name in question. The referent will be whatever entity actually fits a weighted bulk of this
content -- if there is one (the weights being provided by the subject). Moreover, for Searle, such content can vary
widely from speaker to speaker. What matters for the purposes of successful conversation is that two conversing
speakers actually pick out the same referent. How they do so is (mostly) irrelevant. It does not matter, in most cases,
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how congruent are our respective clusters of descriptions fitting "Santa Claus". Since, in this case, there is no existent
referent, only the roles assumed by the description matter. And it is sufficient that the respective roles we are thinking
about are roughly the same, to ensure that we are thinking about the same "thing". Thus the cluster of descriptions is not
to be regarded as giving the meaning of the proper name, where the "meaning" of a name is construed as something like
a definition.
In response to the problem of unwanted necessity (Thesis 6), Searle's argument is that it is indeed necessary that
Aristotle has a significant portion of the properties that the speaker associates with the name "Aristotle". But the
associated descriptive content is not in any way "synonymous" with the name. It merely fixes its reference, when it has
a referent. In response to the "rigid designator" problem (Thesis 3), Searle points out that one normally assumes that a
description is rigidified, unless it is specifically altered by the counter-factual presumption at issue. Hence, "Aristotle"
refers, in all possible worlds, to the individual who actually has such-and-such properties. In response to the problem of
ignorance and error (Thesis 2), Searle argues that given the larger cluster dictated by his intentionality theory, the
problem of ignorance and error simply does not arise. For any thinker, associated with "Santa Claus" will be a
description like "the person/thing whom others in my conversation call 'Santa Claus'". This normal member of every
cluster of descriptions explains why Kripke's causal-history theory appears to work so well. It is not because of any
external causal chain that a subject's use of "Santa Claus" refers to who it does, but because of the intention of the user
to refer to the same individual as others in his/her conversational community. This chain of intention can be traced back
to the initial Kripkian baptism just as easily as can Kripke's causal-history chain. But it also explains some of the
examples that Kripke's theory has difficulty with. Mistakes in the intention to refer to the same referent as one's
conversational partners can result in actual changes in referent. The example of the changed referent for "Madagascar"
is cited by Gareth Evans(9). But one can easily come up with more common "mistakes" -- if I tell you to "put the bread
in the boot", are you going to put the baked goods in the foot wear, or the money in the trunk of the car?
Therefore, we can summarize the Intentional Cluster Theory of Names as holding that Mill was correct in maintaining
an essential part of the meaning of a name is what the name denotes in the world -- if it does denote anything in the
world. Mill was wrong, as Frege pointed out, in thinking that this was all there was to the meaning of a name. Kripke's
notion of a description "fixing the referent" also shows that Mill was wrong to think that a name directly denotes its
referent. The referent for a name is picked out from the world (if it is) by way of descriptions -- as argued by Frege,
Russell, and Kripke.
Russell was correct in interpreting the Fregian "sense" as a definite description. He was wrong, however, in thinking of
the sense as just one particular description. Even while allowing that a referent might be picked out by multiple
differing descriptions, Russell treated the meaning of a name in any one use as being determined by only one particular
definite description. (Otherwise, his quantificational logic would not have worked.) Searle recognized that for any one
user of the name, the meaning of the name is a related bundle of descriptions - a bundle consisting of all the propositions
that the user is aware of (true and false), relating to that particular thing that is intended to be referred to.
Kripke is correct in his argument that a name is a rigid designator. However, this is of less significance for the meaning
of the name and what it is that we are thinking about when thinking about what is named, than it is for understanding
how names function across possible worlds in modal and counterfactual scenarios. The bundle of descriptions which a
person associates with a name picks out the referent (when it does) in the actual world. The referent then becomes part
of the meaning of that name such that it becomes the intentional referent of the name when modal and counterfactual
scenarios are pursued across possible worlds.
Frege was correct in thinking that a good part of the meaning of a name is the "sense" -- the manner in which the
referent is "presented" to the user of the name. But he was wrong to think that this "sense" was an objective property of
the name. As Searle points out, it is entirely subjective. If our respective bundle of descriptions is sufficiently disjoint,
then nothing but confusion will result from any attempt to use the name when talking to each other. In general, learning
the meaning of new names is learning to associate with the name a bundle of descriptions sufficiently similar to other
users of the name that confusion is reduced to a tolerable level.
The significance of Searle's intentional cluster theory of names for an "empty" proper name like "Santa Claus" is that
the meaning of the name, for any particular user of the name, is the unique bundle of descriptions that each has learned
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to associate with the name. And, assuming that our respective bundles of descriptions are even remotely similar, since
that bundle of descriptions picks out no actual referent in the world, there is no referent for the name. Which means that
if I am thinking about Santa Claus, then there is something that I am thinking about -- my own personal cluster of
descriptions that I have learned to associate with that name. The fact that there is no actual referent for that name -assuming Santa Claus does not exist -- does not entail that I am thinking about nothing.
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"Token identity is too weak to explicate physicalism and
type identity is too strong." Discuss.
The quote in the essay title seems to be an abbreviated version of this longer quote from Tim Crane:
"[I]t seems nomologically possible that many very different token physical entities could all be in the same type
of mental state. So the type-identity theory is far too strong to be empirically plausible. But the token identity
theory, on the other hand, seems too weak to be satisfactory -- for what explains why these mental tokens are
identical with these physical tokens? A solution to the mind-body problem is supposed to give an illuminating
answer to the question of the relation between the mental and the physical. But it is hard to see how the token
identity theory can do this."(1)
Of course it does not matter where the essay's title quote truly came from, since this longer Tim Crane quote accurately
captures the point of the statement.
In contemporary philosophy of mind, "physicalism" is the doctrine that all that exists, is just the physical -- the purview
of the physical sciences(2). Minds and conscious experience are based on, and can be explained by, physical
properties. Physicalism maintains that mental phenomena -- the "how it feels", the qualia, propositional attitudes, and
all the conscious experiences -- are the products of physical properties of physical existents. (Physicalism is also called
"materialism". But "physicalism" is often preferred because of its relation to "physical sciences", and because the
physical sciences often deal with the "immaterial" -- concrete things like forces and fields, and abstract things like
numbers and phase-spaces.)
The type-identity theory of mind-brain physicalism (also known as reductive materialism) asserts that mental
phenomena (properties, events, processes, states, etc.) can be grouped into types (or kinds) and that these can be
identified with types (or kinds) of physical phenomena in the brain.(3) Type-identity theories maintain that any
particular kind of mental phenomena is a particular kind of physical phenomena. Where the "is" here is to be
understood as strict logical identity. More formally:
For every mental event/property/state M, there exists a physical event/property/state P such for all
events/properties/states X, X instantiates M if and only if X instantiates P.
The classic example in the literature is the supposed identity between the mental type of phenomena labelled "pain" with
the physical type of brain phenomena labelled "c-fiber firing". According to the type-identity theory, other mental
phenomena will turn out, on investigation, to be nothing more than particular kinds of neuron firing patterns in the
brain.
The type-identity theory was developed by U.T. Place, Herbert Feigl, J.J.C. Smart, and D.M. Armstrong in the 1950's
and 1960's in response to problems perceived with the Behaviorist approach to understanding the mental(4). The classic
development of the mind-brain type-identity theory was by D.M. Armstrong in his 1968 book A Materialist of the
Mind.
As noted by J.J.C. Smart, one of the incentives driving the development of the type-identity theories was an appeal to
Occam's Razor:
"There does seem to be, so far as science is concerned, nothing in the world but increasingly complex
arrangements of physical constituents. . . . That everything be explicable in terms of physics . . . except the
occurrence of sensations seems to be frankly unbelievable."(5)
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Another great advantage of a type-identity theory is that it solves Descartes problem (of mind-brain interaction) by
reducing the mental to the physical. It provides a simple way to explain the causal efficacy of the mental. If the mental
is the physical, then mental causes just are physical causes. Thus it eliminates the problem or reconciling mental
causation with the notion of the causal closure of the physical. And it also allows empirical investigation of mental
phenomena through the investigation of the physical substrate.
However, the multiple realizability argument pulled the rug out from underneath type-identity theories. The concept of
multiple realizability was introduced by Hilary Putnam(6) and Jerry Fodor(7) in the late 1960's as an objection to the
mind-body type-identity theories, and as a consequence of their development of the Functionalist alternative. According
to the Multiple Realizability argument,
The type-identity theorist posits for every kind of mental phenomena there is a unique kind of
physical phenomena of the brain such that a thing (life-form or otherwise) can exhibit that mental
phenomena if and only if it realizes that physical phenomena.
It seems quite plausible to maintain as an empirical hypothesis, that physically possible things (lifeforms or otherwise) can exhibit the same mental phenomena without having brains that realize the
same unique physical phenomena.
Therefore, it is highly unlikely that the Mind-Brain Type Identity theorist is correct.
If "pains" are identical to "c-fiber firings" in human brains, then an octopus, for example could not feel pain because it
does not have c-fibers. And a robot, android, or an Alpha Centaurian could not exhibit true consciousness, or have real
experiences. It also denies the possibility that "pain" (or some other mental phenomenon, like seeing "red" or believing
that it is raining) may not be implemented in me the same way that it is implemented in you.
This conclusion does not seem plausible to most people. It is considered more plausible that mental phenomena can be
multiply realized in different kinds of physical entities. Thus the conclusion is that a mind-body type-identity theory is
too strong to explicate physicalism because it limits the existence of mental phenomena to brains just like ours. It
denies the possibility that other sorts of physical organizations might experience mental phenomena.
In contrast with type-identity physicalism, token-identity physicalism argues that mental phenomena are unlikely to
have "steady" physical correlates. In other words, token-identity physicalism argues that while each particular mental
phenomenon is identical with some particular physical phenomenon (maintaining the "is" of mind-brain identity), there
is no prima facie necessity that any type of mental phenomena has the same type of physical correlate. Token-identity
physicalism thus accommodates the multiple realizability intuition.
It is important to realize that token-identity physicalism is strictly logically weaker than type-identity physicalism.(8)
Token is to type as member is to set. We can share the same type of haircut, but not the same token haircut. So if typeidentity physicalism is true, then token-identity physicalism is also true. But one can consistently deny type-identity and
affirm token-identity.
Type-identity theories claim that the identity of particular mental and physical tokens (phenomena, properties,
processes, events, states, etc.) depends upon the discovery of lawlike relations between the respective mental and
physical types. Token identity claims thus depend upon type-identity in these theories. Empirical evidence for the
required type-identity laws is held to be necessary for particular token identity claims. It is necessary that empirical
evidence support the claim that "pains" are "c-fiber firing" to support the claim that "this particular pain" is identical to
"that particular c-fiber firing". But to accommodate the multiple realizability intuition, token-identity theories must
specifically deny the kind of lawlike relations posited by the type-identity theories. The most well known of these
token-identity theories is the Anomalous Monism of Donald Davidson.(9) Davidson's theory requires no empirical
evidence (it I based on a priori arguments) and depends on there being no lawlike relations between mental and physical
types.
Anomalous Monism starts by assuming that some mental phenomena have causal interactions with (cause or are caused
by) physical phenomena -- like the physical phenomenon of it raining causing a mental phenomenon of my belief that it
is raining. Added to this first premise is a premise to the effect that all cause-effect relations are covered by strict laws
(not just ceterus paribus generalities). Davidson then adds the key premise that defines Anomalous Monism -- a
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premise that there are no strict laws governing cause and effect between mental types of phenomena. Therefore, every
causally interacting mental phenomenon must be token-identical to some physical phenomenon. This separates his
Anomalous Monism from the problems outlined above adhering to type-identity theories, and makes it a token-identity
theory.
But as suggested in the essay's title quote, token identity theories are criticised as being far too weak to be a sound basis
on which to found a physicalist view of the mind-body problem -- it is too weak to preserve a physicalist position.
Token-identity physicalism can be true even if there is nothing remotely resembling a systematic relationship between
the mental and the physical. A systematic relationship between mind and body is fundamental to a robust physicalist
position. Here is Jaegwon Kim's analysis of the problem:
". . .token physicalism is a weak doctrine that doesn't say much; essentially, it only says that mental and physical
properties are instantiated by the same entities. Any event or occurrence with a mental property has some physical
property or other. But the theory says nothing about the relationship between mental properties and physical
properties . . . Token physicalism can be true even if there is nothing remotely resembling a systematic
relationship between the mental and the physical. . . . As far as token physicalism goes, there could be another
world just like [ours] in every physical detail except that mentality and consciousness are totally absent. Token
physicalism, therefore, can be true even if mind-body supervenience fails: What mental features a given event has
is entirely unconstrained by what biological/physical properties it has, as far as token physicalism goes, and there
could be a molecule-for-molecule physical duplicate of you who is wholly lacking in consciousness, that is, a
zombie. This means that the theory says nothing about how mental properties of an event might be physically
based or explained. Token physicalism, then, is not much of a physicalism. In fact, if we accept mind-body
supervenience as defining minimal physicalism, token physicalism falls outside of the scope of physicalism
altogether."(10)
This conclusion does not seem plausible to most people. To most physicalists, it is considered more plausible that
zombies are logically incoherent, and that the mental supervenes (in some fashion) on the physical. Davidson, for
example, explicitly addresses this problem by including within his Anomalous Monism a premise that the mental does
in fact supervene on the physical.
Thus the conclusion is that a mind-body token-identity theory without additional premises is too weak to explicate
physicalism because it permits no consistent explanatory relationship between the mental and the physical. Tokenidentity physicalism by itself cries out for a companion theory to fill these holes. (Functionalism is an alternative to
Anomalous Monism, but that is a topic for a different essay.)
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"Functionalism is no better than behaviourism as a
theory of the mental." Discuss.
The quote in the essay title complains that as a theory of the mental, functionalism is no better than behaviorism. The
suggestion is that functionalism is just as deficient in some measure as behaviorism, and thus no reason to prefer
functionalism over behaviorism. One way to address this complaint would be to examine all the claims and criticisms
(of some version) of each theory and evaluate whether functionalism scores better overall as a theory of the mental.
That, however, would take far too long for an essay of this sort. So I will arbitrarily choose one particular area of
contrast between the two theories, and presume that the essay's title complaint is that neither functionalism nor
behaviourism provides an adequate explanation for the feel of subjective experience -- the "qualia" of consciousness. I
will conclude that in this, however, the title quote is wrong. Functionalism, unlike behaviorism, can provide an
adequate explanation for the subjective experience of the mental.
Behaviorism(1)
Broadly speaking, behaviorism is a psychological doctrine that demands behavioral evidence for any psychological
theory. In 1963, Sellars commented that someone qualifies as a behaviorist if they maintain "hypotheses about
psychological events in terms of behavioral criteria"(2). Such a doctrine holds that there is no knowable difference
between states of mind unless there is a demonstrable difference in the behavior associated with each state.
The historical basis of behaviorism is the philosophical movement of Logical Positivism(3) dominant in the early third
of the 20th Century. Logical positivism argued that the meaning of statements used in science should be understood in
empirical terms -- in terms of observations that verify their truth(4). Behaviorism adapted this philosophy to claim that
mental concepts must refer to empirically observable behavioral tendencies, and so can (and should) be translated into
behavioral terms.
Over the years, however, behaviorism has split into three rough families of argument. "Methodological" behaviorism
maintains that psychology is the science of behavior, not the science of mind, and thus does not even pretend to offer a
"theory of the mental". "Psychological" behaviorism (also known as "radical" behaviorism(5)) maintains that the causes
and explanation of behavior are to be found in the external environment, and not in internal mental phenomenon.
Behavior thus can be understood without reference to mental events or to mental processes. As a "theory of the mental,"
therefore, it treats the mind as a unit black box, knowable only via its externally observable behavior. Such mental
concepts as are entertained are treated as "theoretical fictions". (A "theoretical fiction" is a computational or imagery
device proposed by a theory with no pretense that the device is real. An instrumentalist in the philosophy of science, for
example, will regard the notions of electrons and quarks as theoretical fictions.) "Analytical" behaviorism (also known
as "philosophical" or "logical" behaviorism), on the other hand, maintains that all mental concepts can be translated into
behavioral concepts, and that terms for mental concepts can and should be replaced by terms for behavioral concepts.
As a "theory of the mental", therefore, it also treats the mind as a unit black box, but does not permit mental concepts
even as "theoretical fictions". Analytic Behaviorism was the "orthodox" theory of the mental from about the 1930's to
the dawn of computational cognitive science in the 1950's(6). Given the context of this essay, I will hereafter assume
that the behaviorism referenced in the essay title is intended to refer to Analytical Behaviorism, and disregard the others.
Analytic Behaviorism, as a theory of the mental, has no place for a representation of the environment as a determinant
of behavior. To many critics of behaviorism, the fact that the environment and one's learning history is represented
internally by the subject seems to be more of a behavioral determinant than the subject's reinforcement history. How a
subject sees (classifies, interprets, represents) a stimulus appears more germane to the behavior elicited, than just the
bare stimulus history. Critics sometimes argue this point through the concept of "qualia". Some experiences, it is
argued, have characteristic "qualia" or presentationally immediate phenomenal qualities of experience. Being in pain,
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for example, does not just involve the appropriate behavioral dispositions, it also involves (so the argument goes) a
particular sort of "what it is like"(7) to experience pain. Behaviorism must deny the reality of qualia, and the possibility
of internal representations that can modify behavioral dispositions. A philosophical zombie(8) is a hypothetical being
that is indistinguishable from a normal human being except in that it lacks conscious experience, or qualia. To analytic
behaviorism, since there is no place for internal representations and denies the existence of quails, we are all
philosophical zombies. This seems to be wrong.
If mental states are identical with behavioural dispositions, as behaviourism holds, then any two people with the same
behavioural dispositions will be in the same mental states. There do seem, however, to be circumstances in where two
different mental states can be associated with identical behavioural dispositions, or the same mental state with two
different behavioral dispositions. Behaviourism cannot account for this. Behaviorism appears unable to distinguish
between real mental states and pretend mental states, since both arguably involve precisely the same behavioural
dispositions. If the mental state of being in pain is defined in terms of the behavior we would normally associate with
such a state, then how to characterize a person who exhibits that behavior without being in pain? Behaviorism would
seem to deny this possibility. So an actor who displays all the associated behavior of pain, would be considered to
actually be in pain. Pretense is impossible. The reverse scenario involves Super-Spartans(9) - hypothetical beings with
mental states identical to our own, but who lack normal behavioural dispositions. Stab a Super-Spartan, and though he
will feel pain, he will have no disposition to exhibit normal pain behavior. Behaviourism must say that Super-Spartans
are also impossible. This seems to be just as wrong.
Functionalism(10)
Behaviorism views the mind as a unit black box, treating only the inputs (stimuli) and outputs (behaviors), and
regarding mental states as operators translating inputs into outputs. Functionalism, on the other hand, builds a theory of
the internal workings of the black box, positing functional roles (mental states) that mediate the translation of inputs
(stimuli) to outputs (behavior). Functionalism, as a philosophy of mind, is the doctrine that mental states are defined by
the functional roles they play in the complex economy of causal interactions within the network of roles of which they
are a part. Behaviorism takes the identity of a mental state to be determined by its relations to the organism's inputs
(stimuli) and outputs (behavior). Functionalism takes the identity of a mental state to be determined by the organism's
inputs (stimuli) and outputs (behavior), but also by its causal relations to other mental states.
Thus functionalism solves one of the problems that plagues behaviorism. For behaviorism, a belief that it is raining has
to be defined in terms of behavioral dispositions to stay out of the rain or carry an umbrella, and so forth. But this
approach runs into the difficulty that my disposition to stay out of the rain will not manifest itself if I also have the
desire to go "singing in the rain". Behaviorally defined mental states thus seem to require an infinite regress of other
mental states. Critics argue that the holism that this regress requires can never be satisfied -- that one cannot get away
from mental states being a part of the determinants of behavior. Functionalism, however, embraces this holism,
defining any one mental state by the role that it plays in the larger functional network.
Functionalism, as a theory of the mind in contemporary philosophy, developed largely as an alternative to both the typeidentity theories of mind and behaviourism.(11) Functionalism is a theoretical level between the physical
implementation and behavioral output.(12) Functionalism thus plays its role at Dennett's "Design Level".(13)
Functional roles are defined independently of any physical structure realizing the role. Thus functionalism solves the
multiple realizability problem plaguing the type-identity theories. Functional roles are also defined independently of the
higher level of Dennett's "Intentional Level"(ibid). Thus functionalism seeks to explain and understand intentional
concepts by positing a sub-intentional network of roles that realize the intentional concepts.
Over the years functionalism, like behaviorism, has divided into a number of different varieties. "Machine-state
Functionalism" was first proposed by Hilary Putnam in the 1960's.(14) It was inspired by the work of the early
computer scientists -- most notably Alan Turing.(15) Any system that possesses a mental life is simply a complex
Turing Machine instantiating a certain machine table. Each mental state (a thought, e.g.) is actually a machine state that
arises in the course of that program. "Psycho-functionalism," most notably associated with Jerry Fodor,(16) views
psychology as employing the same sorts of irreducibly teleological or purposive explanations as the biological sciences.
Psychological states have the same kind of functional and teleological roles as do biological organs. Psychohttp://www3.sympatico.ca/saburns/pg0755e08.htm[6/23/2020 1:38:18 PM]
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functionalism can be characterized as "a posteriori" functionalism or "scientific" functionalism. We will learn that
functionalism is true only as a result of empirical investigation into the workings of the mind. "Analytic
Functionalism," most closely associated with David Lewis(17) is, like analytic behaviorism, mostly concerned with the
meaning of mentalistic terms. Mental terms are defined by the theories of the mental in which they occur, and not by
any extrinsic features of the world. Such functional definitions, therefore, are claimed to be analytic or a priori, rather
than empirical. The central idea of analytical functionalism is that the essential functional roles of the mental are to be
discovered by analysis of common sense knowledge of mental phenomena - folk theories of the mental. Daniel
Dennett(18) and William Lycan(19) are more recent advocates of this branch of functionalism. As with behaviorism, I
will assume that it is "Analytic Functionalism" that is the intended target of the essay's title quote, and will ignore the
other varieties.
The Analytic Functionalism view of "qualia" and the presentationally immediate phenomenal qualities of experience is
that they have acceptably defined functional natures. Unlike behaviorism, functionalism does not have to deny the
reality of qualia (although some functionalists do(20)). How a subject sees (classifies, interprets, represents) a stimulus
simply is a particular functional role. The phenomenal character of, say, pain or seeing red or remembering where the
tiger was last reported, is one and the same as (is type-identical to) the functional role that plays an essential part in
mediating between physical inputs (body damage, surface reflectance properties, verbal reports from others) and
physical outputs (yelling "Ouch!", picking the ripe apple, going left rather than right).(21) All the other mental states
that might be involved (for a Super-Spartan say, a desire not to let you know I am in pain) are just other functional roles
connected in suitably causal ways in the holistic network that is the conscious mind.
There are two famous objections to functionalist theories of qualia: the Inverted Spectrum Argument and the Absent
Qualia Hypothesis. The inverted spectrum argument is based on the apparent possibility of two people sharing their
color vocabulary and discriminations, although the colors one sees (their qualia) are systematically different from the
colors the other person sees.(22) Necessary to this argument is the stipulation that there is no discernible difference in
the behavioral dispositions of the two subjects. Thus, the argument proceeds, the two are in different phenomenal states
with the same behavioral dispositions. Hence, the qualia of sensory experience cannot be captured in functional roles.
But functionalists can argue in response that this scenario is either not conceptually possible or not metaphysically
possible.(23) It is open to the functionalist to reply that there would necessarily have to be some salient fine-grained
functional differences between the two subjects, notwithstanding any admitted larger-scale functional identity between
the two. Seeing red, or green, just is a particular functional role. If the two subjects differ in what they see, then
necessarily they are exercising different functional roles.
The absent qualia hypothesis is the hypothesis that it is possible for there to be functional duplicates of conscious
subjects that entirely lack qualia. Two examples of this hypothesis dominate the literature. There is the Zombie
scenario(24) analyzed in detail by Chalmers(25). And there is the China Brain suggested by Block(26). The zombie
scenario can be dismissed by the functionalist as both logically incoherent and metaphysically impossible(27). The
China Brain scenario can, however, be accepted by the functionalist. Contrary to block's argument, and however
strange it might seem, the China Brain does experience qualia and have beliefs. That supposedly counter-intuitive
response is explained by the disparity in size -- the individual Chinese citizen participating in the experiment need have
no more awareness of the consciousness and qualia of experience of the China Brain than does any individual neuron in
the human brain(28).
Conclusion
In other words, functionalism, unlike behaviorism, does provide a better explanation for the subjective experience of the
mental. In the view of functionalism, our minds are an anarchic network of interacting functions. There is no Official
Understander to give functional roles meaning, to make decisions, and to understand the results. Consciousness, and the
feel of subjective experience, is the result of the interaction of all those differing functions. Although it may not be the
best possible theory (there are lots of criticisms of functionalism in the literature that I have not touched on), it is clearly
better than behaviorism as a theory of the mental.
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What do Frege cases and/or Twin Earth cases show about
intentionality?
What they show is that contrary to current orthodoxy in the philosophy of mind, intentionality is a two-stage connection
to the world rather than a one-stage connection.
The term "intentionality" refers to the phenomenon that mental states/attitudes/concepts are about, are directed on, or
represent other things. "Intentionality" is this rather vaguely characterized notion of "aboutness". There is something
that I affirm, deny, interpret, understand, believe, hope, wish, like, love, hate, (and according to some, perceive or
sense), and so forth. The modern use of the term was initiated by Brentano towards the end of the 19th Century. He
claimed that every mental state has intentionality and is directed towards an "intentional object". In modern philosophy
of mind, is it hotly debated whether this notion of "aboutness" is a necessary and / or sufficient condition for things
mental. Some claim that only things mental can have this "aboutness." Others claim that non-mental (i.e. physical)
things can have the same sort of "aboutness". Regardless of this debate, "intentionality" is generally taken to be an
indicator of things mental. It may not be a necessary and sufficient mark. But it is a close enough approximation for
most discussions not relying on precision. It will do for the purposes of this essay,
"Frege cases" are examples of multiple words/names/expressions all referring to one referent-in-the-world. The
example that Frege used was the case of "Hesperus", "Phosphorus", and "Venus". These are three names used to refer
to the same object. Frege noted that when used within intentional idioms, co-referring names are not substitutable salva
veritate. If Ann believes that Hesperus is now visible, that does not entail that she believes that Phosphorus is now
visible. Ann may not know they co-refer. Frege cases are used to argue that the meaning of a word/name/expression is
not simply the referent-in-the-word (as is claimed by Millian semantics). Frege argued that a name must have more
than just the referent as its meaning. He proposed that names also have "senses". To Frege, however, senses were not
subjective entities, but rather objective entities in the public domain. They must be external to the minds that use them,
argued Frege, if two people are ever to mean the same thing by a word. But if they are external, goes the "externalist"
orthodoxy, then the nature of intentionality cannot be explained just by the physical properties of the brain.
"Twin Earth cases" reverse the many-to-one relationship of Frege cases - one word/name/expression having multiple
referents-in-the-world. These thought experiments were initially proposed by Hillary Putnam. Putnam's example is the
case of Oscar on the Earth, and Toscar on Twin-Earth both using the word "water" to talk/think about the clear,
odourless liquid that comes out of taps, falls as rain, and fills lakes and streams. Putnam argued that since Oscar and
Toscar are ex hypothesi physically identical, there is nothing physical in their brains to distinguish the fact that when
Oscar thinks about "water" he is thinking about "H2O", and when Toscar thinks about "water" he is thinking about
"XYZ". Putnam famously concludes that "meaning ain't just in the head". Again if the intentional relation is defined by
something external, then the nature of intentionality cannot be explained just by the physical properties of the brain.
The "externalist" about intentionality employs these cases to show that intentionality (the "aboutness" of mental states)
derives not just from stuff within the brain (so-called "narrow content" in the words of Fodor, Millikan and Dennett),
but requires stuff in the world as well (so-called "broad content" in the words of Putnam, Horgan, Dretske, and Burge).
When Ann affirms that Hesperus is visible, what her affirmation is about involves something outside of Ann -- the
Fregean objective sense of "Hesperus". When Toscar wants some "water", what his want is about involves something
outside of Toscar -- the fact that to Toscar, what he calls "water" is not made of H2O, but actually made of XYZ. The
externalist understands these cases through the premise that the intentional relationship involved between a
name/word/expression and the referent-in-the-world is single-stage. Frege's puzzle about the non-interchangability of
supposedly co-referring names in intentional idioms is based on the assumption that the referent-in-the-world of those
names is actually the same. Putnam's puzzle over the meaning of "water" is based on the assumption that Oscar's
"water" is a relationship to the referent-in-the-world of H2O while Toscar's "water" is a relationship to the referent-inthe-world of XYZ.
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But a better interpretation of these cases is that the relationship involved is two-stage. The referent of a name like
"Hesperus" or of a word like "water" is actually a mental existent (a "concept"). This is the approach offered by John
Searle's cluster theory of identifying descriptions. Searle proposed that what picks out the referent-in-the-world of a
name (and it works just as well for any word) is a whole collection of descriptions and other contextually relevant
information, internal to the mind using that information. This cluster of descriptions is not something that grants an
objective sense of meaning to the name, as argued by Frege and Kripke. What ensures that we both pick out the same
referent-in-the-world (if and when we do) is the conventional nature of language (and word) acquisition.
In Ann's mind, "Hesperus" refers not to Venus, but to a subjective collection of information that in this actual world just
happens to pick out a certain "star" visible in the evening. And "Phosphorus" refers to a subjective collection of
information that just happens to pick out a certain "star" visible in the morning. The two clusters of information in
Ann's mind are not the same, so there is no co-referring taking place. Frege's puzzle dissolves. And in Oscar's mind the
word "water" refers to a subjective collection of information that in this actual world just happens to pick out H2O. But
in Toscar's mind, the word "water" refers to exactly the same (ex hypothesi) subjective collection of information that in
his world just happens to pick out XYZ.
Accepting the intentional relation as existing not between a mental state and a referent-in-the-world, but between a
mental state and a mental "concept" also solves a couple of classic "paradoxes of intentionality". The first is that the
intentional object need not exist. If Billy believes that Santa Claus is coming, then "Santa Claus" is a real mental object
that just happens to have no referent-in-the-world. The second is that a mental state can bear an intentional relation to
something general, without their being any particular referent-in-the-world that the state bears that relationship to. If
Betty wants a cat, but has no particular cat in mind, then Betty's mental state of wanting bears an intentional relationship
to her concept of a cat without having to pick out a particular cat.
What Frege cases demonstrate is that Fregean "senses" are not objective as Frege claimed. A and B are not the same
intentional object, even though when those descriptions are projected on the world they happen to pick out the same
referent-in-the-world. What Twin-Earth cases demonstrate is that in different scenarios, the (ex hypothesi) identical
collection of information can pick out different referents-in-the-world. Intentionality is a two-stage relation to the
world, not a one-stage relation to the world.

Does intentionality admit of naturalistic explanation?
Yes, it does. At least it does if one adopts physicalism. It doesn't, of course, if one adopts anti-physicalism. In other
words, the answer one provides will depend on one's prior attitude towards physicalism.
The term "intentionality" refers to the phenomenon that mental states/attitudes/concepts are about, are directed on, or
represent other things. There is something that I affirm, deny, interpret, understand, believe, hope, wish, like, love, hate,
(and according to some, perceive or sense), and so forth. "Intentionality" is this rather vaguely characterized notion of
"aboutness". The modern use of the term was initiated by Brentano towards the end of the 19th Century. He claimed
that every mental state has intentionality and is directed towards an "intentional object". In modern philosophy of mind,
is it hotly debated whether this notion of "aboutness" is a necessary and / or a sufficient condition for things mental.
Some claim that only things mental can have this "aboutness." Others claim that non-mental (i.e. physical) things can
have the same sort of "aboutness". The division between views matches the division between physicalism and antiphysicalism.
There are, of course, many purely physical things that have an "aboutness". Maps, photographs, sentences of a
language, and so forth, are all about something. But the anti-physicalist draws a distinction between "intrinsic" versus
"derivative" intentionality. Intrinsic intentionality is intentionality that is not derivative. An object has derivative
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intentionality when its "aboutness" relies on the interpretation of something outside that object. So a sentence of a
language, for example, is about something only because something outside of it (a mind) provides that aboutness. The
anti-physicalist argument is that only mental states have intrinsic intentionality. Philosophers arguing in this direction
include Jerry Fodor, John Searle, Fred Dretske, Tyler Burge, Saul Kripke, among others.
In contrast to this view, consider the Martian Spirit rover. It has a panel of photocells fixed to its back. To angle its
panel of cells to maximize power acquisition, the drivers sitting at JPL in Pasadena had to drive the rover up the side of
a hill. Suppose JPL builds a Spirit2 rover that has two advances. One is a panel of solar cells that the rover can tilt and
swivel on its own -- it has a program module specifically programed to do so when provided with a position to point to.
And the second is a skycam (with its associated analysis software module) that tells that solar panel program module
where the sun (the brightest spot in the camera view) is located. Now Spirit2 can maximize its power acquisition
without the involvement of the drivers at JPL. The message from the skycam analysis program module to the solar
panel manager program module is clearly "about" the power maximization coordinates. The intentionality of this
"aboutness" does not rely on the interpretation of something outside of it. The drivers at JPL need have no inkling about
the messages passed between the two program modules. If this counts as "intrinsic" intentionality, then the physicalist
case is made.
But the general reply of the anti-physicalist is that the entire Spirit2 rover is a device designed by a mind, and hence
derives any intentionality of its parts from the intrinsic intentionality of the designing mind. But this response runs into
the counter argument, offered by the likes of Ruth Millikan and Daniel Dummett, among others. We human beings are
but a device designed by "Mother Nature" -- otherwise known as the blind watchmaker, or the processes of evolution.
According to Dawkins, we (including our minds) are the result of the purely physical processes of evolutionary
selection, "designed" for the purposes of ensuring the survival and proliferation of our genes. And no one suggests that
"Mother Nature" (in the guise of evolution or our genes) has a mind, or intrinsic intentionality. If we are the results of a
purely physical process of evolution, and it is admitted that we have intentionality (intrinsic or derivative), then the
physicalist case is made.
If this is the case (and a Designing Intelligence is not smuggled in), then where is the principled difference between us,
and our "intrinsic" intentionality, and the Spirit2 rover and its "derived" intentionality? If we (our minds), are an artifact
designed by the physical processes of evolution, and do have intentionality, then intentionality obviously admits of a
naturalistic explanation. If intentionality does not admit of a naturalistic explanation, then we (at least our minds) are
not a result of the physical processes of evolution. The anti-physicalist must provide something extra.
Either way, the answer to the title question will depend on one's prior commitment or opposition to physicalism.
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"The ordering, the same for all, no god or man has made, but it was, is and
will be: fire ever-living, being kindled in measures and going out in
measures.' (Heraclitus fr. 30.) Discuss.
In Greek, this fragment is recorded (in the Diels-Kranz collection of Presocratic sources)(1) as "κόσμον τόνδε, τὸν αὐτὸν ἁπάντων, οὔτε τις θεῶν οὐτε ἀνθρώπων ἐποίησεν, ἀλλ' ἦν ἀεὶ καὶ
ἔστιν καὶ ἔσται πῦρ ἀείζωον, ἁπτόμενον μέτρα καὶ ἀποσβεννύμενον μέτρα."
Clement of Alexandria (Titus Flavius Clemens -- circa 2nd century CE)(2), the source of this fragment, quotes fragments
B30 and B31 in the same context.(3) His complete text reads (Stromata V, 104, 1)(4) "Now that [Heraclitus] recognized that the world which is uniquely characterized by the totality of
substance is eternal, is evident when he says:
The world, the same for all, neither any god nor any man made; but it was always and is and
will be, fire ever-living, kindling in measures and being extinguished in measures. [B30]
And that he believed it to be generated and destructible is indicated by the following words:
Turnings of fire: first, sea; of sea, half is earth, half lightning flash. [B31a]
He says in effect that, by reason and good which rule everything, fire is turned by way of air into moisture,
the seed, as it were, of creation, which he calls sea; and from this, again, come earth and heaven and what
they contain. He shows clearly in the following words that they are restored again and become fire:
Sea is dissolved and measured into the same proportion that existed at first. [B31b]
And the same holds for the other elements."
According to Diogenes Laertius (circa 3rd century CE)(5), a biographer of Greek philosophers, in the sixth century
BCE, Heraclitus of Ephesus wrote a philosophical work entitled "On Nature". None of the original work has survived.
Only about 130 disjointed fragments remain as quotations in the works of others. Also according to Diogenes,
Heraclitus was a misanthrope who had a very low opinion of the intelligence of others. He made a point of writing in an
obscure and complex fashion, making extensive use of poetical metaphors and plays on words, so that none but the
already knowledgeable could understand him. As a consequence, it is very difficult to tease a coherent interpretation
out of the little that remains of his text.
For example, a quick search of Internet resources indicates that first two words of Fragment 30 ("κόσμον τόνδε") have
been variously translated as "the world", "the ordering", "this order", "this world of beauty and order", "this worldorder", "this universe", "the cosmos", and "the cosmic order".
In this passage, he [Heraclitus] uses, for the first time in any extant Greek text, the word kosmos ["κόσμον"]
"order" to mean something like "world."(6)
Now "κόσμον" for Heraclitus, in the early fifth century [BC], must still have retained much of its basic
meaning of "order ", "regularity "; it cannot just mean "world" in our practical sense, and is perhaps best
translated as "organism".(7)
It is debateable, therefore, whether Heraclitus is referring in this fragment to what we would call our Universe, or
whether he is referring to what elsewhere he calls "logos" ("λόγον") -- traditionally interpreted as the guiding rationality,
or organizationing principle, of the Universe. Many interpreters of Heraclitus, especially those with a Christian
theological focus, prefer the association of "world-order" to "logos" to "fire". Other more linguistically oriented
interpreters suggest that the employment in ancient Greek of "κόσμον" should be kept distinct from that of "λόγον".
Either way, it is at least clear in this fragment that whichever interpretation is preferred, Heraclitus maintains that it is
eternal, never having been created, and never to be destroyed. This is distinct from the later Stoic (and early Christian)
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interpretation of Heraclitus as suggesting that the world will experience cycles each ending in a fiery conflagration.
Heraclitus' philosophy is that of change. Against his philosophical predecessors' idea of the world as a fixed unity,
Heraclitus presents the idea of the world as process. But the process is an ordered one, governed by fundamental
principles. There is a "logos" which establishes all things and regulates all things. Thus, universal change is
accompanied by an eternal unchanging governing canon. This eternal guiding reason, through all its visible
changeability, Heraclitus symbolized by fire.
Various interpreters of this fragment place the punctuation surrounding "ever-living" in different places -- the passage in
Clement is ambiguous to this extent. Some suggest that the "ever-living" is a modifier of "fire", as it is presented in the
essay title. Other interpreters suggest that it is a continuation of the previous phrase. Most interpreters of Heraclitus,
especially Plato and Aristotle, the founders of the "traditional" view, understand the reference to "fire ever-living" in this
fragment to mean that Heraclitus believed fire to be the basic underlying "substance" (Aristotelian "material cause") of
the sensible world, in the same manner as his Ionian predecessors Thales (water), Anaximander (aperion), and
Anaximenes (air). On this view, it is understood as supporting the interpretation that Heraclitus' is saying that fire is
both a living thing (and hence has some intelligence as all living things were presumed to in that age) and is eternal, and
that all things contain fire in some measure, with the constant changes that the world experiences arising from the
waxing and waning of the measure of fire within each thing.
On the alternative interpretation, the Greek is understood as a continuation of the description of the world-order as "it
was, is, and will be, ever-living".
This (τόνδε) order (κόσμον), which is the same (τὸν αὐτὸν) in all (ἁπάντων) : things no-one (οὔτε τις) of
gods (θεῶν) or men (ἀνθρώπων) has made (ἐποίησεν) ; but (ἀλλ᾽) it was (ἦν) ever (ἀεὶ), is (ἔστιν) now and
ever, shall be (ἔσται) an everliving (ἀείζωον). Fire (πῦρ) fixed (ἁπτόμενον) measures (μέτρα) of it kindling
and fixed measures (μέτρα) going out (ἀποσϐεννύμενον).(8)
This removes the living and eternal attributes of fire as a thing, and invests those qualities in the "world-order". And it
is also more consistent with some of the other uses of "fire" within the Heraclitan fragments. In fragments 66 and 90,
for example, it is not at all clear that fire is being considered as the underlying substance from which all things arise -as would be the traditional interpretation.
(Fr. 66) "Fire in its advance will judge and convict all things."(9)
(Fr. 90) "All things are exchanged for Fire, and Fire for all things as wares are exchanged for gold, and gold
for wares."(9)
Here it would seem that Heraclitus is considering fire to be the universal standard or "coin of exchange". All things are
measured / judged against the standard of fire, and exchanged for fire, they do not consist of or grow out of fire. On this
view, the second sentence of the fragment is Heraclitus using the metaphor of fire as a symbol of the ever-lasting but
ever changing world-order -- being kindled in fixed measures and extinguished in fixed measures.
For Heraclitus, the great truth is that the unity of the world-order depends on difference, opposition and change, since
the universe is in a continuous state of dynamic equilibrium of opposites in a constant flux between opposites. There
are two views on how this is to be understood. The traditional view of Heraclitus's philosophy is that all things are flux
or change. This comes from Plato and Aristotle. In Plato's Cratylus (401d ff) he says that Heraclitus believes "All
things flow and nothing stands". And that "Heraclitus is supposed to say that all things are in motion and nothing at
rest; he compares them to the flowing of a river, and says that you cannot step into the same water twice". Aristotle
further explains that as a result of Heraclitus' doctrine that "All sensible things are ever in a state of flux" there is "no
knowledge about them" (Metaphysics 987a 32). The traditional view is that all things are changing, in all respects, all
the time. Hence Aristotle's argument that knowledge is impossible. You can't really know anything, if that which you
are trying to know has changed by the time you comprehend it.
But again according to other interpretations, in Heraclitus' view the dynamic equilibrium ("κόσμον", or "λόγον") of the
cosmos is maintained by the observance of measure ("μέτρα"). The preservation of the whole world-order depends
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upon the observance of measure in all things. In this view, all things may change, but not all at once, and not in any
direction at all. Things have properties that exist at a point along a continuum expressed as pairs of opposites. Things
therefore change with respect to those properties only by waxing or waning along that continuum. Hence the water may
flow, but the river is constant.
This interpretation of measure and change is closely coupled to the understanding of Heraclitus's use of "logos"
The meanings of "λόγον" may be collapsed broadly into two groups: (1) those with the sense of oratio
where the accent lies on expression or verbalization, and thus the translations "word," "story," "tale,"
"account," "discourse," etc.; and (2) those with the sense of ratio, that which is expressed or verbalized, and
thus the translations "idea," "reason," "principle," "measure," etc.(10)
"Measure" is therefore of as critical importance as is the guiding "logos" that governs all things. Measure must be
changed for measure, else the equilibrium collapses. Day changes into night, and vice versa. The "logos" ensures that
the measures are equal. The fragment quoted in the essay title supports this rather than the traditional interpretation of
Heraclitus' "Philosophy of Flux".
So as with all of what little remains of the thought of Heraclitus, there is plenty of room for debate as to the proper
interpretation.
Notes
(1)  
http://www.heraclitusfragments.com/archives/20020801/index.html
(2)   http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clement_of_Alexandria
(3)  
http://www.heraclitusfragments.com/archives/20020801/B30/index.html
(4)   http://www2.forthnet.gr/presocratics/heracln.htm
(5)   http://www.iep.utm.edu/d/dioglaer.htm
(6)   Graham, Daniel W., "Heraclitus", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Spring 2007 Edition), Edward N.
Zalta (ed.), URL = .
(7)   Kirk, G. S., "Natural Change in Heraclitus", Mind, New Series, Vol. 60, No. 237. (Jan., 1951), p 38.
(8)   http://philoctetes.free.fr/uniheraclite.htm
(9)   http://philoctetes.free.fr/heraclitefraneng.htm
(10)  Miller, Ed. L. "The Logos of Heraclitus: Updating the Report", The Harvard Theological Review, Vol. 74, No. 2.
(Apr., 1981), pp. 161-176.
            URL=<http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0017-8160%28198104%2974%3A2%3C161>
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What is the Heraclitean logos that people do not comprehend?
According to Diogenes Laertius (circa 3rd century CE)(1), a biographer of the ancient Greek philosophers, in the sixth
century BCE, Heraclitus of Ephesus wrote a philosophical work entitled "On Nature".   Also according to Diogenes,
Heraclitus was a misanthrope who had a very low opinion of the intelligence of his fellow Ephesians.   He made a point
of writing in an obscure and complex fashion, making extensive use of poetical metaphors and plays on words, so that
none but the already knowledgeable could understand him.  
They say that Euripides gave Socrates a copy of Heraclitus' book and asked him what he thought of it.   He
replied: "What I understand is splendid; and I think what I don't understand is so too - but it would take a
Delian diver to get to the bottom of it."
                        (Diogenes Laertius, Lives of Philosophers, II 22).
None of the original work has survived.   Only 139 disjointed fragments remain as quotations in the works of others.  
As a consequence, it is very difficult to tease a coherent interpretation out of the little that remains of his text.   There
continues a considerable debate amongst the experts as to which fragments are the best guides to the original text, and
what ought to be the proper interpretation of Heraclitus'philosophic musings.(2)

What is the "Logos"?
A scholarly survey of the relevant literature reveals that "The meanings of "λόγου" ["logos"] may be collapsed broadly into two groups: (1) those with the sense of
oratio where the accent lies on expression or verbalization, and thus the translations "word," "Story,"
"Tale," "account," "discourse," etc.; and (2) those with the sense of ratio, that which is expressed or
verbalized, and thus the translations "idea," "reason," "principle [as in "governing law"], " "measure,"
etc."(3)
An examination of the extant fragments shows that only six of the remaining pieces include the word "λόγου"
("logos").   In addition, only another five can be considered to provide additional information on the meaning of
"logos".   (See the appendix to this essay for the complete text of these eleven fragments.)   Most of the English
translations of these fragments are reasonably consistent.   But there is sufficient variation in translation that a coherent
interpretation of this material is problematic for anyone not conversant with the ancient Greek language.   Unfortunately
for such efforts, the early Greek commentators on the philosophy of Heraclitus tended to use the same word as he did
("logos"), without providing any significant explanatory details as to what exactly is to be understood by it.
Frg. 1 - The logos ever exists. Alternative translations -- the logos is "always true", "eternally valid", or "as I
describe it".   Also -- the logos always exists.   Everything happens in accordance with this logos.  
Another alternative translation -- "all things come to pass"in accordance with this logos.(4)
The standard interpretation is that the Logos is the eternal guiding principle of the Universe.   Heraclitus' philosophy is
that of a universe in constant change.   Against his philosophical predecessors'idea of the world as a fixed unity,
Heraclitus presents the idea of the world as process.   For Heraclitus, the great truth is that the unity of the world-order
("logos") depends on difference, opposition and change.   The universe is in a continuous state of dynamic equilibrium
of opposites in a constant flux between opposites.   But the process is an ordered one, governed by fundamental
principles.   Thus, universal change is accompanied by an eternal unchanging governing canon.   Hence the "logos"to
establish all things and regulate all things.
Frg. 2 - The logos is common to all men.
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Frg. 45 - The soul has (or possibly possesses, exemplifies, participates in) logos.  
Frg. 115 - The logos of the soul is growing.
The standard interpretation of these three fragments is that the logos is part of the soul, and is what makes the soul
boundless and eternal -- just as Frg. 1 describes the logos itself.
Frg. 50 - The logos is not the word of Heraclitus.   It is one.
This fragment is key in refuting those translations that choose to understand "logos"as "word"or "discourse".   It
especially refutes the Christian theological habit of understanding "logos"as "the Word of God."This fragment is also
reveals Heraclitus'fundamental notion that "all things are one"despite the constant change.   The guiding principle is one
unified thing.   Picture as an apt analogy, the efforts in modern physics to come up with a "Grand Unified Theory" -one unified conception that explains and governs all that exists and all that changes in the Universe.   In a sense, we can
view the struggle in modern physics as an effort to identify the "logos".
Frg. 72 - All people are estranged from the logos, and it seems alien to them.  
Frg. 89 - The logos is accessible to those awake, but not to those asleep.   The logos (world-order) is one and
common.
In light of Heraclitus'renowned disdain for the intelligence of his fellow man, this passage is interpreted to support the
notion that "logos"means something like "the Truth".   Since, in Heraclitus'view, most people are ignorant, they do not
understand the truth of how the Universe is constituted and works.   It is accessible and instructive for those who pay
attention.   But most people are as sleepers dreaming of their own private worlds.
Frg. 66 - Fire is synonymous with logos.
Considering that in Frg. 1 it is maintained that all things happen in accordance with the logos, the standard interpretation
of this fragment is the equation of fire with logos.   This interpretation is important because of the related fragments that
speak to the participation of fire in the changes that are pervasive in the Universe.   The traditional understanding is that
fire is also to be seen as Heraclitus'Aristotelian material cause -- all things consist of fire in various forms, as is
described in Frg. 90.   But it is unclear whether the "fire"of which Heraclitus speaks is to be understood as a
fundamental material out of which all things come (and to which all things return), or as the driving force that motivates
all change, or simply as an analogy -- fire, like the "logos"is something that remains the same whilst simultaneously
undergoing continuous change.
Frg. 30 - The world-order is described as "fire".   Therefore world-order is synonymous with logos because fire
is also synonymous with logos.
The term "world-order" ("κόσμον") is being used as synonymous with logos.   Both are described as everlasting and
common to all.   The concept of "κόσμον"is semantically analogous to a law or principle that all things happen in
accordance with.   This passage reinforces the interpretation of logos in Frg.1 as "guiding principle"rather than "word"or
"discourse".
Frg. 64 - Since Frg. 1 states that all things come to pass in accordance with the logos, this fragment is presumed
to equate the thunderbolt with the logos.  
How this can be interpreted is problematic unless it is taken to be a poetical reference to fire.   If this is the presumption,
it supports the interpretation of Frg. 30 that fire, and "world-order"are to be considered synonymous with "logos".   Of
course, this reasoning is somewhat circular, since Frg. 30 and Frg 66 are the only reasons for a poetical presumption in
the first place.
The traditional interpretation of "logos"is that of the guiding rationality, or organizing principle, of the Universe.   This
eternal guiding reason, this principle of world order, through all its visible changeability, Heraclitus also called "worldhttp://www3.sympatico.ca/saburns/pg0715e02.htm[6/23/2020 1:38:23 PM]
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order", symbolized by fire.   Everything that we can learn about what meaning Heraclitus intended to invest in his word
"logos"has to be extrapolated from this extremely sparse data.   As a result there is plenty of debate over the best
modern understanding of the word.

Why do people not understand the "Logos"?
To address this part of the essay's title question, we need to understand the historical context in which Heraclitus was
writing.   Heraclitus of Ephesus (ca. 535 BCE -- 475 BCE) wrote the text from which the remaining extant fragments
were taken at the dawn of western philosophical tradition.   Beginning with Thales of Miletus (ca. 624 BCE -- ca. 546
BCE), and the early Milesians, was the dawn of the scientific approach to understanding nature.   It was the dawn of an
explanation for events that draws on fundamental natural principles and rules, rather than the will of supernatural spirits.
In the millennia preceding the birth of this new way of looking at the world, the attitude of people towards the world
around them was characterized as "Animism".   Animism is a simplistic belief that is a very natural extrapolation from
our familiarity with our own actions.   When Mankind first started to ponder the mysteries of the Universe, he naturally
drew upon that portion of the Universe he knew the best - himself.   This sort of reasoning, by analogy with human
action, leads directly to the hypothesis that everything that happens in nature, happens because some consciousness
wills that it happen.   (I have a small step ladder in the kitchen that I swear just waits for me to try to fold it up so it can
pinch my fingers.   And when I hit my thumb with the hammer, it is not me that I cuss, it is that stupid malevolent
hammer.)
As the internal logic of an Animist belief is explored, certain logical consequences are almost inevitable.   If the bounty
of the harvest is the effect of some conscious will, then it would make more sense to invest time and effort in
influencing that conscious will, instead of in investigations into biology and agronomy.   Investigations into biology and
agronomy (the physics of cause and effect) might even be regarded as treading on the territory of the conscious will
involved.   We are, after all, territorial animals.   So it would be in keeping with the reasoning by analogy with human
actions, to assume that the conscious will that governs nature is also territorial in some way.   The result of a wide
spread belief in Animism is, therefore, a social focus of attention on the placation and appeasement of the conscious
will(s) involved.   Prayer, supplication, and offerings of various sorts, accompanied by elaborate rituals, are the
hallmarks of an Animist social culture.   This is not, of course, a description relevant only to ancient history.   All
religions even today, are essentially Animist in origin and in current nature.   The last three millennia of recorded
history are replete with examples of how still existent Animist belief structures have struggled against the scientific
view-point proposed by the early Greek philosophers.
In proposing a non animist view of the reality that surrounds us, therefore, Heraclitus was proposing a view of nature
that was directly contradicting the established traditional animist mindset, and directly challenging the then extant
religious belief system.   It is no surprise, therefore, that Heraclitus would be moved to exclaim that people did not
understand his "logos", even after he explained it (Frg 1).   Or that people, in their ignorance, would continue as if they
had their own private communications link to the gods of their choice (Frg. 2).   Or that people live in a dream world
(Frg. 89) when they ignore the "logos".   Or that people are generally estranged from the guiding principles of reality
(Frg. 72).   It is no surprise that in a social environment dominated by an Animist view of nature, a suggestion that
nature was governed and organized by guiding principles and rules rather than conscious wills would be poorly received
and generally misunderstood.
In modern times, in our "westernized"and "technicalized"culture, we are the intellectual descendents (most of us at any
rate) of the scientific viewpoint born in ancient Greece around the time of Heraclitus.   So for us, the challenge of
understanding the "logos"of Heraclitus is a challenge of teasing out a coherent interpretation of the little that remains of
his writings.   It is not (generally) the challenge of understanding the concept of a non-animist guiding principle for the
Universe.   So it is reasonably safe to claim that while Heraclitus had to battle against a fundamental incomprehension in
his own time, he would not have the same problem (at least to the same extent) today.   Although, of course, animism
still reigns supreme within every religious belief structure.   But in the "westernized"culture, we at least pretend that the
scientific view-point has precedence.   And so at least pretend that we do understand the Heraclitan "logos".
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Appendix - The Logos Fragments
These fragments, and their English translations, are can be found on the Internet at  
<http://www.heraclitusfragments.com/archives/20020801/>   which in turn has drawn its Greek text primarily from
Diels, Hermann - Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker. (ed. Walther Kranz.   Berlin, 1951), and its English translations
from Burnet, John.   Early Greek Philosophy (London, 1920).   I have made some minor adjustments to highlight the
appearance of "λόγου" ("logos") in the text.   The fragment numbering is from the traditional Diels and Kranz scheme.]
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In what sense or senses does Heraclitus believe in
'the unity of opposites'?
According to Diogenes Laertius (circa 3rd century CE)(1), a biographer of the ancient Greek philosophers, in the sixth
century BCE, Heraclitus of Ephesus wrote a philosophical work entitled "On Nature".   None of the original work has
survived.   Only 139 disjointed fragments remain as quotations in the works of others.   Also according to Diogenes,
Heraclitus was a misanthrope who had a very low opinion of the intelligence of his fellow Ephesians.   He made a point
of writing in an obscure and complex fashion, making extensive use of poetical metaphors and plays on words, so that
none but the already knowledgeable could understand him.   As a consequence, it is very difficult to tease a coherent
interpretation out of the little that remains of his text.
A number of the fragments can be interpreted to suggest that Heraclitus thought that opposites are really one.   (See the
Appendix for the English translation of those fragments, including referenced in this essay.)   As a result, some
interpreters have maintained that Heraclitus'philosophy includes a doctrine of the "unity of opposites"and they have
suggested that Heraclitus'philosophy is therefore paradoxical or logically fallacious -- since opposites are clearly
contradictory.   Aristotle, for example, considered that Heraclitus was thereby denying the principle of the excluded
middle.   In his words
The statement of Heraclitus, that everything is and is not, seems to make everything true, but that of
Anaxagoras, that an intermediate exists between two contradictories, makes everything false; for when
things are blended, the blend is neither good nor not-good, so that it is not possible to say anything truly.(2)
Considering the available remaining diverse fragments, however, there are at least four different ways in which
Heraclitus treats what are generally considered to be opposites.   And none of them need be interpreted in the way
suggested by Aristotle.
1. Perspective: The same thing is often viewed with opposite appreciation or justifies opposite descriptions
depending on one's point of view. From B13, pigs like mud, but men do not. From B9, horses, dogs, and
humans have different notions of pleasure. Asses prefer straw to gold, while men prefer gold to straw. From
B61, the sea is pure for the fish, but impure for man. From B60, the way up and the way down is one and the
same, the difference depending on one's direction of travel. From B48, the bow is called life (in a play on
words), yet it's function is death. From B58, the work of the surgeon merits a fee (is good) to the surgeon, but is
painful (evil) to the patient. From B103, the beginning and the end of the circumference of a circle are the same.
There is only one thing, yet there can be opposite descriptions of it.
2. Contrast: Good (and bad) things are recognizable only if we also recognize their opposites. Things are often
defined, recognizable, noticeable only in terms of their opposites. From B111, health is pleasant and noticeable
only because of sickness, good only because of evil, plenty only because of hunger, and so forth. Things like
health and sickness, good and evil, hunger and plenty exist on a scale delineated by opposite extremes. The scale
is one, but with two opposing limits.
3. Cyclical: Many pairs of opposites follow each other in cycles, and are hence connected in a larger whole. From
B12, the river is one, yet the water is ever changing. From B57, day and night are separate components of the
daily cycle. From B88, the soul cycles between the living and the dead, the mind cycles between being awake
and asleep, the body cycles between being young and old. From B126, thing cycle between being warm and
cold, wet and dry. This sort of cyclical change presupposes the non-identity of the terms. What Heraclitus
suggests here is not the identity of opposites but the fact that they replace each other in a series of
transformations: they are not identical, yet are transformationally equivalent. Things change yet remain the
same.
4. Tension: Some opposing things exist in dynamic equilibrium. From B51, the function of both bow and lyre are
dependent on the dynamic tension ("backwards-turning attunement") of opposing forces. The opposing forces
exist within the one thing.
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From these four different ways in which Heraclitus describes how opposites relate to each other, he appears to draw the
conclusion that opposites are illusory.   Opposites do not really exist as separate things.   Only the unitary underlying
object or process exists.   The existence of opposites is entirely dependent on one's point of view.   What appear to be
opposites are but different perspectives on the underlying hidden unity.   The fragments thus suggest that Heraclitus
does not believe that opposites are one (unity), but rather believes that opposites are present in the same thing, or
coinstantiated.   That is, that one and the same thing may be both hot and cold, pure and polluted, etc.
Yet that does not capture the whole picture.   There are opposites which are coinstantiated within a single invariant
object.   And there are opposites which are coninstantiated within a single invariant process.   The road which can be
both the way up and the way down (B60) and the dynamic tension of bow and lyre (B51) exemplify the coinstantiation
of opposites in a single thing.   Whereas the unity of day and night, winter and summer, surfeit and hunger (B67)
exemplify the coinstantiation of opposites in a unitary cyclical process.
The traditional interpretation of Heraclitus'philosophy is that of a universe in constant change.   Against his
philosophical predecessors'idea of the world as a fixed unity, Heraclitus presents the idea of the world as process.   This
traditional interpretation is based on those fragments that can be interpreted as exemplifying the coinstantiation of
opposites within cyclical processes.   For Heraclitus, according to the traditional understanding, the great truth is that the
unity of the world-order ("logos") depends on difference, opposition, and change.   The universe is in a continuous state
of dynamic equilibrium of opposites (like the bow and lyre) in a constant flux between opposites (like day and night).  
But the process is an ordered one, governed by fundamental principles.   Thus, universal change is accompanied by an
eternal unchanging governing canon -- the "logos".
The fragments that suggest a succession of opposites (day following night, death following life) provide the evidence
for the interpretation that change is central to Heraclitus's thought.   To say that every object manifests some pair of
contrary properties cyclically is just to say that every object undergoes change.   For Heraclitus, then, every object is
subject to change and is always undergoing some kind of change or other.   But it is likely that Heraclitus's notion of the
unity of opposites involved more than just the succession of opposed states that occurs in cases of cyclical change.   His
other examples of the coinstantiation of opposites within a single object exemplify the kind of opposition in which the
opposites are simultaneously present in a single object.  
The example of the bow or lyre suggests the tension between opposed forces.   It seems static, but it is in fact dynamic.  
The change that all things experience is driven, according to Heraclitus, by the strife between those opposites that are
coinstantiated within any given object (B80, B53).   Beneath an object's apparently motionless exterior is a tension
between opposed forces.   This is not obvious to us only because, as Heraclitus also tells us, 'nature loves to hide'(B123)
and 'an unapparent connection (harmonia) is stronger than an apparent one'(B54).   When this thought is combined with
what Heraclitus says about all things happening by strife and necessity (B80), it can be easily seen how Heraclitus can
conclude all things as subject to change.   The illusory appearance of opposites results from that change.   Some
opposites appear as a result of a change of perspective.   Others appear from a fixed perspective as the object changes
through a cycle or along a scale of defined by opposing limits.
To Heraclitus, therefore, (according to the traditional interpretation of what little remains of his philosophy) all things
change.   The change is driven by the strife (war) between opposites (B53, B80).   And the "logos"governs (constrains
within rules) that change.   In general, therefore, what we see in Heraclitus is not a conflation of opposites into an
identity as is suggested by the phrase "unit of opposites", and the interpretation of Aristotle, but a series of subtle
analyses revealing the interconnectedness of contrasting states in life and in the world.   There is no need to impute to
him the kind of logical fallacy suggested by Plato and Aristotle, or a fallacious understanding of the phrase "unity of
opposites".   Heraclitus would assuredly admit that opposites are a reality, and that correlative opposites are not identical
to each other.   But he would equally assuredly maintain that their interconnections are real.
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Appendix
B9             For a horse, a dog and a human being have different pleasures; asses prefer straw to gold, since asses
find food sweeter than gold.
B10           Graspings: things whole and not whole, what is drawn together and what is drawn asunder, the
harmonious and the discordant. The one is made up of all things, and all things issue from the one.
B12           On those who enter the same rivers, ever different waters flow.
B13           Pigs delight in the mire more than in clean water.
B36           For it is death to souls to become water, and death to water to become earth. But water comes from
earth; and from water, soul.
B48           The bow (βιός) is called life (βίος), but its work is death.
B51           They do not understand how, though at variance with itself, it agrees with itself. It is a backwardsturning attunement like that of the bow and lyre.
B53           War is father of all and king of all; and some he manifested as gods, some as men; some he made
slaves, some free.
B54           An unapparent connection (harmonia) is stronger than an apparent one.
B57           Men are sure that [Hesiod] he knew very many things, he who did not know day and night: they are
one.
B58           And good and evil are the same. For doctors, cutting and burning and torturing sick men in every
way, still complain that they do not receive as much pay as they deserve from the sick, producing the
same things, goods and sicknesses.
B59           The straight and the crooked path of the fuller's comb (γναφεῖον) is one and the same.
B60           The way up and the way down is one and the same.
B61           The sea is the purest and the impurest water. Fish can drink it, and it is good for them; to men it is
undrinkable and destructive.
B62           Mortals are immortals and immortals are mortals, the one living the others' death and dying the
others' life.
B67           God is day and night, winter and summer, war and peace, surfeit and hunger; but he takes various
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shapes, just as fire, when it is mingled with spices, is named according to the savor of each.
B80           We must know that war is common to all and strife is justice, and that all things come into being
through strife necessarily.
B84a         It rests by changing.
B88           And it is the same thing in us that is quick and dead, awake and asleep, young and old; the former are
shifted and become the latter, and the latter in turn are shifted and become the former.
B103         In the circumference of a circle the beginning and the end are common.
B111         It is sickness that makes health pleasant and good; hunger, plenty; weariness, rest.
B123         Nature loves to hide.
B125         Even the posset (barley-drink) separates if it is not stirred.
B126         Cold things become warm, and what is warm cools; what is wet dries, and the parched is moistened
[Up] [Home] [Next]
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In what sense, if any, does Heraclitus hold that
everything is always changing?
According to Diogenes Laertius (circa 3rd century CE)(1), a biographer of the ancient Greek philosophers, in the sixth
century BCE, Heraclitus of Ephesus wrote a philosophical work entitled "On Nature".   Also according to Diogenes,
Heraclitus was a misanthrope who had a very low opinion of the intelligence of his fellow Ephesians.   He made a point
of writing in an obscure and complex fashion, making extensive use of poetical metaphors and plays on words, so that
none but the already knowledgeable could understand him.  
They say that Euripides gave Socrates a copy of Heraclitus' book and asked him what he thought of it.   He
replied: "What I understand is splendid; and I think what I don't understand is so too - but it would take a
Delian diver to get to the bottom of it."
                      (Diogenes Laertius, Lives of Philosophers, II 22).
None of the original work has survived.   Only 139 disjointed fragments remain as quotations in the works of others.  
As a consequence, it is very difficult to tease a coherent interpretation out of the little that remains of his text.   There
continues a considerable debate amongst the experts as to which fragments are the best guides to the original text, and
what ought to be the proper interpretation of Heraclitus'philosophic musings.(2)
The traditional interpretation of Heraclitus'philosophy is that of a universe in constant change.   This probably goes back
to the comments of Plato.   In the Cratylus, Plato (Socrates) says  
"Heraclitus I supposed to say that all things are in motion and nothing at rest; he compares them to the stream
of a river, and says that you cannot go into the same water twice."(3)
Plato's interpretation was adopted by Aristotle, and through him Theophrastus, whose "Opinions of the
Physicists"became the basis of all later ancient accounts.(3)  
For Heraclitus, according to this interpretation, the great truth is that the unity of the world-order ("logos") depends on
difference, opposition, and change.   Against his philosophical predecessors'idea of the world as a fixed unity with
things like "The hot', "The cold', "The light', "The dark' as entities which existed in themselves, Heraclitus presents the
idea of the world as process with the discernable properties of things as determinable magnitudes, relative positions on a
continuum.   The universe, to Heraclitus, is in a continuous state of dynamic equilibrium of opposites (like the bow and
lyre -- B51) in a constant flux between opposites (like day and night -- B57, B67).   But the process is an ordered one,
governed by fundamental principles.   Thus, universal change is accompanied by an eternal unchanging governing
canon -- the "logos".  
Interestingly, however, there is nothing in the few remaining fragments of his writings that would support Plato's
contention that Heraclitus believed in the constant flux of all things.   The only fragments that could be interpreted in
the Platonic way are B12 and B91.   Plato likely refers to these passages because they speak of rivers, and waters, and
say that you cannot step into the same waters twice.   (Actually, since both say essentially the same thing, and each is
derived from descriptions of Heraclitus's text rather than quotations from that text, some experts suggest that it is
probable that both are descended from a single original passage.)   But if Plato is correct in his interpretation, and
Heraclitus maintained that all things are in motion and nothing at rest, it is quite surprising that no fragments supporting
such a conclusion still exist.   Based on the scanty evidence that does remain, it is possible that Plato overstated
Heraclitus'actual position in his interpretation.
Considering the remaining fragments that do exist, there are at least four different ways in which Heraclitus talks about
opposites.   The fragments suggest that Heraclitus does not believe that opposites are one (unity) as Plato and Aristotle
suggest, but rather believes that opposites are present in the same thing, or coinstantiated.   And how Heraclitus talks
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about opposites is key to understanding the sense in which Heraclitus thinks about change.
1. Perspective: From B13, pigs like mud, but men do not. From B9, horses, dogs, and humans have different
notions of pleasure. Asses prefer straw to gold, while men prefer gold to straw. From B61, the sea is pure for
the fish, but impure for man. From B60, the way up and the way down is one and the same. From B48, the bow
is called life (in a play on words), yet its function is death. From B58, the work of the surgeon merits a fee (is
good) to the surgeon, but is painful (evil) to the patient. From B103, the beginning and the end of the
circumference of a circle are the same. The same thing is viewed with opposite appreciation or justifies opposite
descriptions depending on one's point of view. There is only one thing, yet there can be opposite descriptions of
it. Change is not mentioned.
2. Contrast: From B111, health is pleasant and noticeable only because of sickness, good only because of evil,
plenty only because of hunger, and so forth. Things like health and sickness, good and evil, hunger and plenty
exist on a scale delineated by opposite extremes. Things are often defined, recognizable, noticeable only in terms
of their opposites. The scale is one, but with two opposing limits. Again, change is not a part of this.
3. Tension: From B51, the function of both bow and lyre are dependent on the dynamic tension ("backwardsturning attunement") of opposing forces. Some opposing things exist in dynamic equilibrium. The opposing
forces exist within the one thing. Once more, change, although potentially inherent in opposing forces, is not part
of the description.
4. Cyclical: From B12, the river is one, yet the water is ever changing. From B57, day and night are separate
components of the daily cycle. From B88, the soul cycles between the living and the dead, the mind cycles
between being awake and asleep, the body cycles between being young and old. From B126, things cycle
between being warm and cold, wet and dry. Many pairs of opposites follow each other in cycles, and are hence
connected in a larger whole. Things change yet remain the same. These are the only examples of opposites that
involve change.
The fragments provide examples where opposites are coinstantiated within a single invariant object.   And examples
where opposites are coninstantiated within a single invariant process.   These fragments make it clear that Heraclitus is
arguing that only the unitary underlying object or process exists.   What appear to be opposites are but different
perspectives on the underlying hidden unity.   Hence, the existence of opposites is entirely dependent on one's point of
view.
The fragments that suggest a succession of opposites (day following night, death following life) provide supporting
evidence for the Platonic interpretation that change is central to Heraclitus's thought.   To say that every object manifests
some pair of contrary properties cyclically is just to say that every object undergoes change.   For Heraclitus, on this
interpretation, every object is subject to change and is always undergoing some kind of change or other.   The change
that all things experience is driven, on this view, by the strife between those opposites that are coinstantiated within any
given object (B80, B53).   The example of the bow or lyre (B51) suggests the tension between opposed forces.   It seems
static, but it is in fact dynamic.   Beneath an object's apparently motionless exterior is a tension between opposed
forces.   This is not obvious to us only because, as Heraclitus also tells us, 'nature loves to hide'(B123) and 'an
unapparent connection (harmonia) is stronger than an apparent one'(B54).
But given the other ways in which he talks about opposites, it is also just as likely that Heraclitus's notion of the role of
change involved more than just the succession of opposed states that occurs in cases of cyclical change.   His other
examples of the coinstantiation of opposites within a single object exemplify the kind of change in which the opposites
are simultaneously present in a single object and are manifested by a change in perspective.  
From this alternate interpretation of Heraclitus, the message of the river fragments is not so much that all things are
changing, but rather that some things stay the same only by changing.   One kind of long-lasting reality (river, man,
days, years) exists by virtue of constant turnover in its constituent parts (waters, ages/souls, night and day, seasons).  
The choice is not between constancy and change, but rather a constancy that exists only because of change.   A human
body is as one by living and continuing - by virtue of constant metabolism as Aristotle understood it.   In this sense,
change is seen as a necessary condition of constancy -- "things whole and not whole, what is drawn together and what is
drawn asunder, the harmonious and the discordant.   The one is made up of all things, and all things issue from the one."
(B10)   This view fuses together the four different kinds of discussion of opposites resulting from changes in
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perspective.   As we move about our world, our perspective is always changing.   Hence the constancy of some thing
will always be subject to changing appreciations as a result of those changing perspectives.   "It rests by changing"
(B84a).   Contrary to common sense, the ubiquitous change we see around us is not change in the underlying objects.   It
is instead a continuous change in viewpoint.
The two alternative interpretations of Heraclitus focus on different fragments, and justify different senses of "always
changing".   The traditional interpretation has Heraclitus arguing for a constant change affecting all things.   This
interpretation has often been considered difficult to marry with the notion of knowledge.   Aristotle, for example, argued
that if everything is constantly changing as Heraclitus suggests, we can know nothing about anything.   (Whatever we
though we knew has already changed by the time we think we know it.)   When we consider that constant change is a
relatively common sense appreciation of reality over time, it is difficult to reconcile any philosophical argument for it
with the obtuse and obscure arguments attributed to Heraclitus.   If the ideas of Heraclitus were as common place as
common sense, why would it take a "Delian diver to get to the bottom if it"?
The more recent competing interpretation, however, has Heraclitus arguing for the appearance of change (and opposite
properties) arising from a constant change in viewpoint.   Such an interpretation has the advantage of making
Heraclitus'core idea somewhat more revolutionary in a world where it is patently obvious to the senses that everything is
changing all the time.   It is one thing to argue the obvious that the barley drink will undergo change and separate if not
stirred (B125).   It is quite another to argue that the barley-drink is one and the same stirred and not-stirred (separated),
and only our perspective on the constancy of the thing changes.   No wonder Heraclitus was considered obscure and
obtuse.
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Appendix
B12:          
(From Cleanthes, from Arius Didymus, from Eusebius)
On those who enter the same rivers, ever different waters flow.
(Or alternatively -- "You cannot step twice into the same rivers ; for fresh waters are flowing in upon
you."or   "We step and do not step into the same rivers; we are and are not.")
B91:          (From Plutarch)
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[For, according to Heraclitus, it is not possible to step twice into the same river, nor is it possible to touch a
mortal substance twice in so far as its state is concerned. But, thanks to the swiftness and speed of change,] it
scatters and brings together again, [(or, rather, it brings together and lets go neither again nor later, but
simultaneously)] it forms and dissolves, and it approaches and departs.
B9              For a horse, a dog and a human being have different pleasures; asses prefer straw to gold, since asses find
food sweeter than gold.
B10           Graspings: things whole and not whole, what is drawn together and what is drawn asunder, the harmonious
and the discordant. The one is made up of all things, and all things issue from the one.
B13           Pigs delight in the mire more than in clean water.
B36           For it is death to souls to become water, and death to water to become earth. But water comes from earth; and
from water, soul.
B48           The bow is called life, but its work is death.
B51           They do not understand how, though at variance with itself, it agrees with itself. It is a backwards-turning
attunement like that of the bow and lyre.
B53           War is father of all and king of all; and some he manifested as gods, some as men; some he made slaves,
some free.
B54           An unapparent connection (harmonia) is stronger than an apparent one.
B57           Men are sure that [Hesiod] he knew very many things, he who did not know day and night: they are one.
B58           And good and evil are the same. For doctors, cutting and burning and torturing sick men in every way, still
complain that they do not receive as much pay as they deserve from the sick, producing the same things, goods
and sicknesses.
B59           The straight and the crooked path of the fuller's comb is one and the same.
B60           The way up and the way down is one and the same.
B61           The sea is the purest and the impurest water. Fish can drink it, and it is good for them; to men it is
undrinkable and destructive.
B62           Mortals are immortals and immortals are mortals, the one living the others' death and dying the others' life.
B67           God is day and night, winter and summer, war and peace, surfeit and hunger; but he takes various shapes,
just as fire, when it is mingled with spices, is named according to the savor of each.
B80           We must know that war is common to all and strife is justice, and that all things come into being through
strife necessarily.
B84a       It rests by changing.
B88           And it is the same thing in us that is quick and dead, awake and asleep, young and old; the former are shifted
and become the latter, and the latter in turn are shifted and become the former.
B103       In the circumference of a circle the beginning and the end are common.
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B111       It is sickness that makes health pleasant and good; hunger, plenty; weariness, rest.
B123       Nature loves to hide.
B125       Even the posset (barley-drink) separates if it is not stirred.
B126       Cold things become warm, and what is warm cools; what is wet dries, and the parched is moistened.
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What, if anything, can Zeno's paradoxes teach us about motion?
The short answer is "Very little, if anything at all!" However, explaining why so little will take some effort.
A paradox is a logical argument that purports to demonstrate that a contradiction or an absurd consequence follows from
apparently reasonable assumptions.   A paradox, when reasoned validly, is sufficient evidence that one's premises are in
some way faulty.   Zeno's paradoxes of motion purport to demonstrate that motion is impossible -- an obvious absurdity.
Almost everything we know about Zeno is to be found in Plato's dialogue "Parmenides".   According to Plato, Zeno was
a student of Parmenides, and wrote a book of paradoxes defending the philosophy of Parmenides.   This book has not
survived.   The little that we know of his arguments is second hand, principally through Aristotle and Simplicius of
Cilicia -- both of whom are presumed to have had access to Zeno's text.   Of the over forty "paradoxes of
plurality"supposedly in this text, only nine remain in very brief fragments.   None of these fragments quote Zeno's
original text in sufficient length to recreate Zeno's reasoning.   All are paraphrases, and leave much to the imagination.  
Of the nine arguments on which we have any information, only four are directly addressed to motion ("The
Dichotomy"or "The Race-Course", "The Achilles", "The Arrow", and "The Stadium"). Three are directly addressed to
plurality (generally called "The Argument from Denseness", "The Argument from Finite Size", and "The Argument
from Complete Divisibility)", and the remaining two are "The Paradox of Place"and "The Grain of Millet".   In order to
understand why these paradoxes teach us so little about motion, I'll examine briefly the four paradoxes of motion.

The Dichotomy
All that exists of Zeno's reasoning on this paradox is a very brief description of it in Aristotle(1).   His very brief
description of Zeno's original argument, along with his manner of "resolving"the paradox, are all that we now have as
the basis of our modern understanding of the Dichotomy.
Suppose a runner running from a starting line to a finish line.   Before he reaches the finish line he must run half-way, as
Aristotle reports Zeno as saying.   But now he must also run half-way from the half-way point -- i.e., a 1/4 of the total
distance.   And after he reaches 1/4 of the way from the finish he must reach 1/2 of 1/4 = 1/8 of the way.   And after that
a 1/16, and so on without end (bounds).   There is obviously no problem at any finite point in this series, but it is
assumed that Zeno's paradox arises when the halving is carried out infinitely many times.   The resulting series contains
no last distance to run, for any possible last distance could be divided in half, and hence would not be last after all.   And
now there is presumably a problem, for this description of the run has our runner travelling an infinite number of finite
distances.   It is suggested by Aristotle that Zeno would have us conclude this could never be completed.   But it is not
known how Zeno constructed the argument.   Depending on how one reconstructs the reasoning, either the runner can
never reach the finish line, never start, must cover an infinite distance, or must take an infinite amount of time.   Since
an argument of this form does not depend on the distance or what the mover is, it follows that no finite distance can ever
be traveled.   Which is to say that all motion is impossible.
Aristotle, being an empiricist, believed strongly that motion and change are fundamental ingredients of nature.   He was
thus in elemental disagreement with Zeno and his Parmenidean philosophy of the denial of motion.   Following brief
descriptions of each of Zeno's four paradoxes of motion, he "resolves"them by dismissing them altogether as the result
of fallacious reasoning.   He does not, it should be noted, identify any flaws in Zeno's application of the rules of logic.  
Rather, he disputes Zeno's underlying assumptions.   In particular, Aristotle applied a much more advanced notion of
infinity to the paradoxes than Zeno would have had available.  
The reason that this paradox teaches us nothing about motion, is that the paradox is not actually about motion at all.   It
is a logical argument entirely dependent on some premises about the nature of infinity.   How this paradox gets
"resolved,"and what the paradox will therefore end up teaching us, will depend on what additional assumptions a
commentator brings to the analysis, and on how the those initial premises are "corrected".   As it happens, the myriad
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different ways that have been suggested that this paradox can be "resolved"can be loosely grouped into three different
approaches.
The first approach is to try to understand the paradox from the perspective that Zeno himself would have brought to the
reasoning.   In Zeno's time, he would have had a very limited comprehension of the notion of "infinity".   A better
translation of the Greek word he would have used would be "unbounded".   In the context of his paradoxical reasoning,
an "unbounded"sequence of "half-runs"is literally "unbounded" -- having no last run.   Hence, on the basis of this
understanding of the paradox, the sequence, even though infinite, has no ending half-run, and the runner can never cross
the finish-line.   (Or, alternatively, never get started.)  
Zeno has given an argument showing why motion is impossible.   An adequate "resolution"of the paradox must identify
the flaws in his reasoning.   If one doesn't accept Zeno's reasoning as demonstrating that motion is illusory, as most of us
would not, then we need an explanation of what is wrong with his reasoning, not a better understanding of motion.   If
you accept all of the steps in Zeno's argument then you must accept his conclusion (assuming that he has reasoned in a
logically valid way).   It won't do simply to point out that there are unproblematic ways of thinking about the run (as just
two halves, say, or a hundred paces).   It is not enough to show an unproblematic way of thinking about the run.   You
must show why Zeno's way of thinking about the run is unproblematic.
The resolution of the Dichotomy, understood on the basis of this historical approach, is to challenge (and then suitably
alter) the assumptions that Zeno would likely have brought to the notion of infinity, or unboundedness.   Aristotle was
the first Greek thinker to develop a comprehensive description of infinity.   But Aristotle did not have the nineteenth
century mathematics of infinity and hence could not argue that the sum of an unbounded sequence of half-runs has a
finite answer.   So Aristotle's approach was to argue that, contrary to Zeno's premise, if a finite distance was infinitely
divisible, then so was time.   Hence, he argues, a finite distance divisible into an infinity of partial distances could be run
in an infinity of partial times.   Notice that here we have nothing to be learned about motion, but a lot to be learned
about infinity and the notion of unbounded sequences.   Although more recent commentators have noticed that
Aristotle's "solution"does not address the problem of the "last"part-run never quite reaching the finish line.
The second approach is to understand the paradox from the perspective of our modern understanding of infinity
mathematics.   This is taking the scanty hints of what Zeno might have thought, and re-interpreting his "paradox"in
terms he would not have had the concepts to consider.   On this basis of understanding, the resolution of the paradox is
pre-supposed.   The sum of fractions specified by the race-track paradox is mathematically defined as one.   The infinite
series of fractional runs is one unit of distance completed in one unit of time.   And the runner crosses the finish line -Hurrah!   But again, on this approach, there is nothing to learn about motion.   Any lessons to be learned are gleaned
from the detailed logic of the anachronistic argument construction, and the details of the mathematics employed.
The third approach, more rarely applied, is to find some subtle aspect of how we currently think about infinity, and reinterpret Zeno's argument in these terms.   One such example is to focus on the premise that even though the
mathematical sum of the infinite series is provably one at the limit, there is no "last"fractional part-run that can be
completed.   Hence, it is suggested, the "finish line"is never part of any of the infinite part-runs.   Hence the runner can
never reach the finish line -- merely come as close as one might wish to it.   This is perhaps not a good example, because
it trades on a confusion between an infinite sequence, and a "last"member of such a sequence.   The paradox is
"resolved"by pointing out that, by definition, an infinite sequence does not have a "last"member.   Hence there is no
"last"member of the sequence to not contain the finish-line.   Again, on this approach, there is nothing to learn about
motion.   As before, any lessons to be learned are gleaned from the detailed logic (or mathematics) of the argument
construction.

The Achilles
Zeno's paradox of Achilles and the Tortoise is very similar in form to the Dichotomy.(2)
Although the details differ somewhat, and some commentators suggest that Zeno's argument was focussed on a different
point than was addressed with the Dichotomy, as with the Dichotomy, we have a logical argument based on a number of
premises about the nature of infinite series, and the possibility of completing an "unbounded"series of partial-runs.  
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Again as with the Dichotomy, nothing in this paradox speaks to the reality of motion.   Whatever we may learn from
analysing a re-creation of the logical argument, either in historical terms or in anachronistic terms, will be about logical
arguments and the consequences of premises.   It will not be about motion.

The Arrow
With what little information we have on the first two of the motion paradoxes, reconstructing Zeno's arguments is a very
iffy exercise.   At least for The Arrow we have a more useful description from Aristotle, brief as it is.(3)
Here, for the first time, we get a lesson on motion.   Aristotle's description makes it seem that Zeno is thinking of the
arrow's flight as an "unbounded"series of instantaneous moments, and then arguing that in any given moment the arrow
is necessarily at rest.   But of course, motion is not defined in an instantaneous moment.   Motion is defined as
movement over time.   The very concept of motion depends on the prior concept of a duration.   It was not until the
development of The Calculus (specifically, Isaac Newton's work on limits, Tractatus de Quadratura Curvarum, in
1704) that we had a mathematical means of defining the concept of an "instantaneous velocity".   So "resolving"this
paradox teaches us that motion is dependent on the prior concept of duration, and is not defined in the instant.

The Stadium
This also we have from Aristotle, although in a much more complete form that any of the others.(4)
If Aristotle's description of Zeno's argument is correct (not a foregone conclusion, given his sketchy treatment of Zeno's
reasoning in other places), then it is obvious that Zeno was hopelessly confused about the notion of relative motion.   It
is a shame that Zeno's original text is not available to us.   It would be interesting to determine whether Zeno actually
did commit this so very obvious error.   The error is so blatant that it is difficult to generate a reconstruction of what
Zeno's logic might have been as the basis for any further analysis.   It is so blatant that I am not aware of any
commentator who has chosen to address this "paradox" with an anachronistic reconstruction.   So if this paradox does
teach us anything, it teaches us only the obvious fact that measuring motion is always an act of measuring relative
motion.  

Conclusion
Many thinkers over the millennia since Zeno have searched for ways to "resolve" the paradoxes.   Kant, for example,
believed that the contradictions evidenced in Zeno's paradoxes are intrinsic within our conceptions of space and time.  
Space and time, he maintained, do not belong to things as they are in themselves, but rather to our way of looking at
things.   It is our minds which impose space and time upon objects, and not objects which impose space and time upon
our minds.   Kant also concluded from these contradictions that to comprehend the infinite is beyond the capacity of
reason.   Hume, as another example, denied the infinite divisibility of space and time, and declared that they are
composed of indivisible quanta having magnitude.   Hegel regarded Zeno's paradoxes as examples of the essential
contradictory character of reason.   With true dialectic style, he believed that any resolution must accommodate both
sides of the contradiction.
Zeno's paradoxes are exercises in logical argument.   Analysing them (or rather what little we can reconstruct of them)
can teach us about the historical context in which Zeno thought about motion and about infinity (unboundedness).   Or
they can teach us about the mathematics of infinity and limits if we choose to pursue that route to resolving them.   Or
they can teach us about premises and logical consequences if we choose an alternative approach such as Kant and
Hume.   But they can teach us only the very obvious about motion, since they are not actually about motion itself.   They
are, rather, about reasoning, and about faulty reasoning at that.   They are flawed attempts to defend the Parmenidean
notion that motion is illusory -- necessarily flawed, since motion is not illusory (Kant and Parmenides not withstanding).

Notes & References
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(1) "The first asserts the non-existence of motion on the ground that that which is in locomotion must arrive at the halfway stage before it arrives at the goal."
                  
[Aristotle: Physics, 239b11]
(2)  "The [second] argument was called "Achilles," accordingly, from the fact that Achilles was taken [as a character] in
it, and the argument says that it is impossible for him to overtake the tortoise when pursuing it. For in fact it is necessary
that what is to overtake [something], before overtaking [it], first reach the limit from which what is fleeing set forth. In
[the time in] which what is pursuing arrives at this, what is fleeing will advance a certain interval, even if it is less than
that which what is pursuing advanced … . And in the time again in which what is pursuing will traverse this [interval]
which what is fleeing advanced, in this time again what is fleeing will traverse some amount … . And thus in every time
in which what is pursuing will traverse the [interval] which what is fleeing, being slower, has already advanced, what is
fleeing will also advance some amount."
                  
[Simplicius(b), 1989, On Aristotle's Physics 6, D. Konstan (trans.), London: Gerald Duckworth & Co. Ltd,
as quoted in Huggett, Nick, "Zeno's Paradoxes", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Winter 2006 Edition),
Edward N. Zalta (ed.), URL = <http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2006/entries/paradox-zeno/>.]
(3)  "The third is … that the flying arrow is at rest, which result follows from the assumption that time is composed of
moments … . he says that if everything when it occupies an equal space is at rest, and if that which is in locomotion is
always in a now, the flying arrow is therefore motionless."
                 
[Aristotle: Physics, 239b30]
(4)  "Fourth is the argument about equal masses moving oppositely along equals masses, some from the end of the
stadium, and others from the middle, with equal speed, where he thinks it follows that the half time will equal the
double.   The fallacy is that the mass moving along one in motion is assumed to move an equal magnitude in an equal
time with equal speed as one moving along one at rest.   But this is false.   For example, let the stationary masses be AA,
those starting from the middle be BB, which are equal to the others in size and number, and let GG be those moving
from the end, with these too being equal in size and number with those, and let them be equally fast as the B's.   It
happens that the first B and the first G will be at the end at the same time, when they are moving alongside one
another.   It follows that G will traverse all the B's, while B traverses half (the A's).   Thus, the time will be half.   For
each is alongside each for an equal time.   At the same time the first B will have moved along all the G's, since the first
G and the first B will be at opposite ends [becoming in an equal time alongside each of the B's as alongside each of the
A's, as he says], since both come to be alongside the A's in an equal time.   And so this is the argument, and it follows
according to the mentioned falsehood."
                  
[Aristotle: Physics, 239b33 -- 240a18]
Huggett, Nick, "Zeno's Paradoxes", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Winter 2006 Edition), Edward N. Zalta
(ed.), June 6, 2007. URL = <http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2006/entries/paradox-zeno/>.
Kirk, G.S., Raven, J.E., Schofield, M., The Presocratic Philosophers, 2nd ed., Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
England, 1957.
Sainsbury, R.M. Paradoxes, 2nd Edition.   Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, England. 1987. ISBN 0-521-483476.
Vlastos, Gregory.   Studies in Greek Philosophy: Volume 1 -- The Presocratics, Daniel W. Graham Ed., Princeton
University Press, Princeton, New Jersey. 1993.   ISBN 0-691-01937-1.
"Zeno of Elea",   The Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy, June 6, 2007. URL= http://www.iep.utm.edu/z/zenoelea.htm
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"One excellent argument [for the recollection theory] is that when people
are questioned, they state the truth about everything for themselves - and
yet unless knowledge and a correct account were present within them, they
would be unable to do this." (Plato Phaedo 73a.)  
Discuss.
The "Recollection Theory"is Plato's hypothesis that all knowledge that has ever been known and will ever be known is
already pre-existent in your memory.   Plato's arguments in support of the "Recollection Theory,"both here in the
Phaedo and in the earlier Meno, can by no standard of sound reasoning be classified as "excellent".   The reasoning
presupposes far too many unmentioned premises -- that are mostly wrong.   The actual quote that is the essay title is
from the mouth of Cebes who is supposedly just providing a brief conversational summary of the argument more fully
developed in the Meno.   In the Phaedo text that follows the quote, Socrates (Plato) goes into some detail to support the
summary provided by Cebes, and in the process provides the first arguments for his Theory of Forms.
Although the statement quoted above, was made by Cebes in the Phaedo, it almost certainly (the relative chronology of
the two dialogues is not completely clear-cut) refers to a scene in the Meno dialogue where Socrates draws upon one of
Meno's slaves (a boy) in order to demonstrate his Theory of Recollection.  
The Pythagorean Theorem was perhaps one of the greatest mathematical accomplishments of ancient Greece.   The
scene in the Meno assumes that the slave-boy has no geometrical background whatsoever -- although as we will see, he
is in fact granted some elementary mathematical knowledge.   With a series of simple geometrical diagrams in the sand
and some highly leading questions, Socrates leads him to make basic deductive conclusions at each step in the proof.  
In essence, according to Plato's theory, the boy is able to prove the very theorem which had puzzled Pythagoras.  
Consequently, as the boy could not have acquired the knowledge of how to prove this theorem during his lifetime on
earth (it is assumed), the only way that he could have done this proof is to have had the knowledge of it available to him
before he was born.   Plato/Socrates concludes that therefore the boy is not learning something new, but rather
recollecting knowledge that he already had from a previous existence.
The standard interpretation of this scene in the Meno, is that it is a demonstration by Plato that the slave has an innate
(non-empirically gained) knowledge of Euclidean geometry -- and hence must have "recollected"the knowledge he
supposedly is demonstrating from a prior familiarity with the geometrical Forms involved.
Yet, if the scene is read with a focus on the different conversational roles played by Socrates and the slave boy, it
becomes clear that Socrates is leading the slave in an exercise in deductive reasoning.   (See the Appendix for the
complete excerpt from the Meno Dialogue.)   The slave's participation is clearly minimal.   He contributes no data to the
reasoning.  
                      [SOCRATES: Tell me, boy, do you know that a figure like this is a square?]
BOY: I do.
                      [SOCRATES: And you know that a square figure has these four lines equal?]
BOY: Certainly.
             [Note that it is obvious here that Plato is beginning this exercise by granting that the boy knows what a
square is.   So, contrary to Plato's theory, one cannot conclude that any of the properties of the square that
are subsequently deduced by logical reasoning must have been "recollected".]
BOY: Yes.
BOY: Certainly.
BOY: Yes.
BOY: There are.
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BOY: Yes.
                      [SOCRATES: And how many are twice two feet? count and tell me.]
BOY: Four, Socrates.  
                      [The most elementary of basic arithmetic.]
BOY: Yes.
BOY: Of eight feet.
BOY: Clearly, Socrates, it will be double.
BOY: Yes.
BOY: Certainly.
BOY: Yes.
BOY: Yes.
BOY: True.
BOY: Certainly.
BOY: No, indeed.
BOY: Four times as much.
BOY: True.
BOY: Yes.
BOY: Yes.
BOY: Yes.
BOY: Certainly.
BOY: Yes; I think so.
BOY: Yes.
BOY: It ought.
BOY: Three feet.
BOY: Yes.
BOY: That is evident.
BOY: Nine.
BOY: Eight.
BOY: No.
                      [SOCRATES: But from what line? -- tell me exactly; and if you would rather not reckon, try and
show me the line.]
                      [Note that this is the first geometrical question that Socrates has asked where he has not already
provided the answer.]
BOY: Indeed, Socrates, I do not know.
Observe that Socrates/Plato does not argue that the boy's initial familiarity with the geometrical shape of the square is
what he is "recollecting".   He argues to Meno, at the conclusion of this scene, that it is those elements that are logically
deducible from that basic presupposed familiarity with the square that are what is being "recollected."But as you can see
from this focus on the boy's responses, he contributes nothing to the discussion beyond basic arithmetic.   Except for the
presupposed familiarity with the basic properties of the square, he contributes no geometrical knowledge to the
discussion.   His involvement is limited to agreement with the logical deductions that Socrates is drawing from the given
properties of the square.   And remember, this is a fictional dialogue construction, so there is no need to hypothesize that
the slave-boy is in fact doing any reasoning here.   There is therefore nothing here the slave needs to "recollect"as the
"answer"he is providing to the questions that Socrates asks.   What he is supposedly "recollecting"is inherent in the data
already presented to him by Socrates.   The "knowledge and correct account"that the boy supposedly displays is clearly
nothing more than elementary deductive logic (with some common elementary arithmetic), as carefully guided by
Socrates.   The boy does not have to "see"(or "recollect") the equality of areas that Socrates marks on the ground.   As
noted, the boy already starts with the knowledge that the first figure is a square, and that a square has four equal sides.  
Everything else that Socrates draws out of the dialogue, is deducible from that fundamental premise.  
In the Phaedo, as he expands on his argument for the "recollection theory", the example that Socrates (Plato) employs to
carry his reasoning is the "form"of equality.   The argument for the recollection theory in the Phaedo is, therefore,
totally dependent on the as yet unsupported presumption that there are "Forms", and that one "recognizes"a form when
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one sees an example of it.   In the discussion between Socrates and Simmias, the existence of the "Form of Equal,"is
taken as obvious and neither supported nor challenged.   Plato's reasoning between the "recollection theory"and the
existence of Forms is totally circular -- each depending on the presumption of the other.  
The Phaedo argument from the example of "equality"has many other inadequacies.   Not least of which is the
presumption that "equality"is something that we recognize without being taught the meaning of the word.   The basic
argument is that we recognize a property of a particular by its resemblance to the Form.   We recognize that two sticks
are roughly equal in length because we recognize that the equality of the two sticks roughly resembles the Form of
perfect equality.   Plato then reasons that since we are able to use our senses from birth to perceive and understand the
environment, we must have gained our familiarity with the Forms before birth.   In other words, we do not learn what
"equality"means, we recollect a prior learning of what the Form of Equal is.
What Plato fails to do in his argument in either the Meno or the Phaedo is provide any suggestion of how the soul
"learns"what it supposedly "recollects"(the Forms, according to the Phaedo) in the first place, even granting the
hypothesis that it gains its familiarity with the Forms in the "other world".   One has to provide the missing reasoning
and interpolate that the soul, before birth, must somehow "encounter"the Form that is to be later recalled to mind.   This
would be consistent with the then extant tendency to view "knowledge"in the manner of "familiarity"(knowledge of)
rather than in the modern context of "propositions"(knowledge that).  
Interestingly, in the Meno Socrates draws a clear distinction between knowledge and true opinion (when, for example
discussing the benefits of the various ways of knowing the way to Larisa).   This is a distinction that he more completely
develops in the Theaetetus.   For Plato, knowledge is clearly more than just true opinion.   It is true opinion supported by
some form of "account".   But by this distinction, the theory of recollection described in the Meno and Phaedo would
generate just true opinion, not knowledge -- it involves no "account".
To draw upon the often problematic "analytic / synthetic"dichotomy -- Plato's recollection theory is conceivable only for
analytic answers -- answers that are inherent (logically deducible from) the data already available.   That two sticks
(with lengths already in hand) are equal is determined from the meaning of the word "equal".   As Pythagoras
demonstrated, the Pythagorean Theorem is logically deducible from the fundamental properties of a square and the
simple premises of Euclidean geometry.   The recollection theory is totally incompatible with synthetic answers -answers that are dependent on further investigation of the world around us.
In an early part of the argument, Plato mentions the statue of Simmias in the context of demonstrating what he means by
"recollecting"something previously encountered.   The statue recalls to mind the image of Simmias, but only if the
statue is recognized as that of Simmias.   (Or as someone else, but only if the statue is recognized as similar to that
someone else.)   But of course, Plato cannot possibly return to that example in the context of someone who has never
previously encountered Simmias (or that someone else) in this life.   For it is quite obvious that the statue of Simmias
could not "recall to mind"an image of anyone, if the person doing the recalling has not already encountered in this life
the image that is to be recalled to mind.
Since all of mathematics (particularly the basic arithmetic and geometry of Plato's time) is a deductively reasoned
edifice drawn from a small set of premises, mathematical examples (the geometrical properties of a square in the Meno,
and the arithemetic properties of equal in the Phaedo) are the only possible ones Plato could have employed to support
his theory of recollection.   The more empirically supported alternative that it is an ability to reason, rather than
preexisting knowledge (a "recollection") of the answer, that is innate within each of us is not addressed -- either in the
Meno, or in the Phaedo.
Appendix
The following is the portion of the Meno Dialogue where Socrates engages Meno's slave boy in an exercise intended to
demonstrate that the boy does in fact have "knowledge" of things he could not have experienced.   The excerpt is from
Plato's Meno.   (Translated with an introduction by Benjamin Jowett, Downloaded July 15, 2007 from the University of
Adelaide eBooks library, URL=http://etext.library.adelaide.edu.au/p/plato/)
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SOCRATES: Tell me, boy, do you know that a figure like this is a square?
BOY: I do.
SOCRATES: And you know that a square figure has these four lines equal?
BOY: Certainly.
SOCRATES: And these lines which I have drawn through the middle of the square are also equal?
BOY: Yes.
SOCRATES: A square may be of any size?
BOY: Certainly.
SOCRATES: And if one side of the figure be of two feet, and the other side be of two feet, how much will
the whole be? Let me explain: if in one direction the space was of two feet, and in the other direction of one
foot, the whole would be of two feet taken once?
BOY: Yes.
SOCRATES: But since this side is also of two feet, there are twice two feet?
BOY: There are.
SOCRATES: Then the square is of twice two feet?
BOY: Yes.
SOCRATES: And how many are twice two feet? count and tell me.
BOY: Four, Socrates.
SOCRATES: And might there not be another square twice as large as this, and having like this the lines
equal?
BOY: Yes.
SOCRATES: And of how many feet will that be?
BOY: Of eight feet.
SOCRATES: And now try and tell me the length of the line which forms the side of that double square: this
is two feet -- what will that be?
BOY: Clearly, Socrates, it will be double.
...
SOCRATES: Tell me, boy, do you assert that a double space comes from a double line? Remember that I
am not speaking of an oblong, but of a figure equal every way, and twice the size of this -- that is to say of
eight feet; and I want to know whether you still say that a double square comes from double line?
BOY: Yes.
SOCRATES: But does not this line become doubled if we add another such line here?
BOY: Certainly.
SOCRATES: And four such lines will make a space containing eight feet?
BOY: Yes.
SOCRATES: Let us describe such a figure: Would you not say that this is the figure of eight feet?
BOY: Yes.
SOCRATES: And are there not these four divisions in the figure, each of which is equal to the figure of
four feet?
BOY: True.
SOCRATES: And is not that four times four?
BOY: Certainly.
SOCRATES: And four times is not double?
BOY: No, indeed.
SOCRATES: But how much?
BOY: Four times as much.
SOCRATES: Therefore the double line, boy, has given a space, not twice, but four times as much.
BOY: True.
SOCRATES: Four times four are sixteen -- are they not?
BOY: Yes.
SOCRATES: What line would give you a space of eight feet, as this gives one of sixteen feet; -- do you
see?
BOY: Yes.
SOCRATES: And the space of four feet is made from this half line?
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BOY: Yes.
SOCRATES: Good; and is not a space of eight feet twice the size of this, and half the size of the other?
BOY: Certainly.
SOCRATES: Such a space, then, will be made out of a line greater than this one, and less than that one?
BOY: Yes; I think so.
SOCRATES: Very good; I like to hear you say what you think. And now tell me, is not this a line of two
feet and that of four?
BOY: Yes.
SOCRATES: Then the line which forms the side of eight feet ought to be more than this line of two feet,
and less than the other of four feet?
BOY: It ought.
SOCRATES: Try and see if you can tell me how much it will be.
BOY: Three feet.
SOCRATES: Then if we add a half to this line of two, that will be the line of three. Here are two and there
is one; and on the other side, here are two also and there is one: and that makes the figure of which you
speak?
BOY: Yes.
SOCRATES: But if there are three feet this way and three feet that way, the whole space will be three times
three feet?
BOY: That is evident.
SOCRATES: And how much are three times three feet?
BOY: Nine.
SOCRATES: And how much is the double of four?
BOY: Eight.
SOCRATES: Then the figure of eight is not made out of a line of three?
BOY: No.
SOCRATES: But from what line? -- tell me exactly; and if you would rather not reckon, try and show me
the line.
BOY: Indeed, Socrates, I do not know.
SOCRATES: Do you see, Meno, what advances he has made in his power of recollection? He did not know
at first, and he does not know now, what is the side of a figure of eight feet: but then he thought that he
knew, and answered confidently as if he knew, and had no difficulty; now he has a difficulty, and neither
knows nor fancies that he knows.
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Does Plato have a satisfactory account of the difference between knowledge
and belief?
To a certain extent, that depends on where one looks.   Plato is known for two different approaches to a theory of
knowledge.   In the Meno and Phaedo, Plato presents his theory of knowledge as recollection.   But he does this as a
more or less incidental part of another purpose.   In the Theaetetus, on the other hand, Plato offers three more astute and
targeted analyses of what knowledge is.   Even though he has Socrates reject all of them, it is Plato's third analysis in the
Theaetetus that is generally recognized as being "Plato's definition of knowledge."
The earlier Platonic view of knowledge (the recollection theory) is based largely on the then extant popular tendency to
view knowledge as familiarity.   In a key scene in the Meno, Socrates draws upon one of Meno's slaves in order to
demonstrate the Theory of Recollection.   By showing that the slave can display "knowledge"of things he could never
have learned, Plato attempts to demonstrate that all nature is interconnected.   If one learns one point, it is possible to
"recollect" all of the rest (Meno 81d).   Hence, within the Recollection concept of knowledge:
S knows that P if and only if
(i) P is true, and
(ii) S can recollect that P.
Yet, if the scene is read with a focus on the different conversational roles played by Socrates and the slave, it becomes
clear that Socrates is leading the slave in an exercise in deductive reasoning, rather than recollection.   The slave's
participation is clearly minimal.   He contributes no data to the reasoning.   There is nothing here for the slave to
"recollect", as the "answer" he is supposedly "recollecting"is inherent in the data already presented to him by Socrates.  
The "knowledge and correct account"that the slave supposedly displays is clearly nothing more than elementary
deductive logic, as carefully guided by Socrates.   Since all of mathematics (particularly the arithmetic and geometry of
Plato's time) is a deductively reasoned edifice drawn from a small set of premises, mathematical examples (the
geometrical properties of a square in the Meno, and the arithemetic properties of equal in the Phaedo) are the only
possible ones Plato could have employed to support his theory of knowledge as recollection.   The more empirically
supported alternative that it is an ability to reason, rather than preexisting knowledge (a "recollection") of the answer,
that is innate within each of us is not addressed -- either in the Meno, or in the Phaedo.
To draw upon the often problematic "analytic / synthetic" dichotomy -- Plato's recollection theory is conceivable only
for analytic (a priori) answers -- answers that are inherent (logically deducible from) the data already available.   That
two sticks (with lengths already in hand) are equal is determined from the meaning of the word "equal".   The
recollection theory is totally incompatible with synthetic (a posteriori) answers -- answers that are dependent on further
investigation of the world around us.
The more significant failing of the recollection theory of knowledge described in the Meno and Phaedo, at least for the
context of this essay, is that Plato makes no distinction between recollection as belief and recollection as knowledge.  
He is assuming that knowledge is the recognition of an answer that one recollects.   But this is indistinguishable from a
true belief.
By comparison to the passing treatments of knowledge in the Meno and the Phaedo, in the Theaetetus it is Plato's entire
purpose to examine the competing theories of knowledge.   Oddly enough, however, nowhere in the Theaetetus does he
examine his own earlier supposition that knowledge is recollection.   The closest he comes is in his rejection of the
theory of knowledge as perception in the first analysis of the Theaetetus.
Socrates and Theaetetus here explore that theory -- a theory he attributes to Protagoras ("Man is the measure of all
things").   Socrates rejects this hypothesis because of the obvious extreme relativism it would impart to knowledge and
judgement.   But in passing, without specifically addressing the point, he has dismissed his earlier theory that knowledge
is recollection.   (How else could the soul gain familiarity with the forms in the other realm?)  
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In the second analysis, Socrates and Theaetetus explore the hypothesis that knowledge is true belief (in some
translations, "true judgement").   Socrates rejects this hypothesis also because we can form true beliefs/judgements
without having any rational reasons to form them, any relevant basis upon which to distinguish one alternative from any
other.   Plato's refutation of knowledge as true belief/judgement is not very convincing, however, because it presupposes
the hypothesis treated in the third analysis -- that knowledge is to be distinguished from belief on the basis that
knowledge is true belief accompanied by some "account"for forming the belief.   On the basis of this third analysis,
therefore, even though he has Socrates reject it, we can suggest that Plato believed that knowledge is true belief
accompanied by some form of rational "account"of why we believe the belief to be true.   This he specifically contrasts
with true belief unaccompanied by a rational account -- something he clearly maintains is distinct from knowledge.  
The only problem he identifies with this analysis, and the reason he has Socrates reject the definition, revolves around
the word "account".   In Plato's judgement all interpretations of "account"are deemed inadequate because they are to
some degree circular.
Plato is nevertheless credited with the earliest documentation of the now generally accepted standard "Tripartite"
definition of "knowledge":
S knows that P if and only if
(i) P is true; and
(ii)   S believes that P; and
(iii) S is justified in believing that P.
To modern philosophers, as with Plato, the key difficulty with this definition remains the proper understanding of
"account".   Or in modern parlance, the proper understanding of just what constitutes the necessary "justification"that
qualifies a true belief for the honorific of "knowledge".   That branch of philosophy known as epistemology is primarily
concerned with an exploration of just exactly what it means for S to be justified in believing that P.   After over two
millennia, an entire branch of philosophy continues to pursue the problem identified by Plato in the Theaetetus.
But assuming that we adopt as Plato's account of "knowledge" this "tripartite" definition provided in the third analysis of
the Theaetetus, we can see that Plato has a clear difference in mind between "belief"and "knowledge".   Knowledge is a
special kind of belief, a belief that satisfies some additional conditions.   In order to be knowledge, a belief must not
only be true, it must be accompanied by some form of "account"("justification").   So it is fair to say that Plato has
offered at least a clear account of the difference between knowledge and belief.
One can certainly argue that Plato's account of the difference between knowledge and belief is not perfect.  
Philosophers are today still exploring the details that stumped Plato, and have not yet reached any generally accepted
consensus as to what constitutes a proper understanding of justification.   But one would certainly have to argue that
Plato's account of the difference between knowledge and belief is sufficiently satisfactory to act as the foundation for
the entire field of epistemology.   That Plato's account is satisfactory can also be argued by pointing out that his
tripartite understanding of knowledge is still the most common understanding today.   In the field of epistemology, even
critics of modern concepts of justification adopt as their starting point Plato's tripartite definition of knowledge.
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Discuss whichever you take to be the best of the many arguments that Plato
offers for the immortality of the soul.
Plato's Phaedo dialogue is significant for the four or five arguments (approximately, depending on how the reasoning is
divided) that Plato offers to "prove"that the soul is immortal.   However, it is the details of these arguments that make it
difficult to know whether Plato intends this dialogue as a serious philosophical work, or as a satirical spoof of the
Socratic method.   Or possibly a satirical spoof of the dialectic methods of the Sophists.   Even granting the
unquestioned premise of body-soul duality (natural enough given Plato's cultural context), and even excusing the
completely anti-empirical view of learning adopted by Plato in the Phaedo (the recollection theory), all of the arguments
presented in this dialogue are laughably incomplete, and unacceptable by any standard of logical analysis.   Each of the
arguments presented very obviously commits the fallacy of assuming the consequent.   Considering how tightly
reasoned are Plato's arguments on other topics in other dialogues, it is hard to see these efforts as a serious attempt at
philosophical reasoning.   Especially considering that the Phaedo is usually classified by chronologists as one of the
middle or transitional works, and not as one of Plato's earlier efforts.
It is therefore not reasonable to identify a "best"amongst the arguments.   However, in order to highlight the obvious
flaws with Plato's reasoning, I will examine just one in greater detail.   In the Argument from Forms, Plato reasons:a)           There is such an existing thing (Form) as "absolute equality" [unsupported premise].
b)           Equal things are not the same as absolute equality.
c)           It is through our senses that we perceive that equal things resemble absolute equality, but fall short in
some respect.
d)           We must have some acquaintance with the form of "absolute equality" before we can recognize that
some things share a resemblance with it and can be called equal.
e)           We can recognize that things are equal at birth [erroneous empirical observation].
f)            We must have acquired this acquaintance with the Form before birth.
Here is Plato's theory of learning and knowledge as recognition, and the theory that all particular properties are but
resemblances to the universal Form in which the particular participates.   The basic argument is that we recognize a
property of a particular by its resemblance to the Form.   We recognize that two sticks are roughly equal in length
because we recognize that the equality of the two sticks roughly resembles the Form of perfect equality.   He then
argues that since we are able to use our senses from birth to perceive and understand the environment, we must have
gained our familiarity with the Forms before birth.   He is, however, quite obviously wrong about this empirical claim.  
Any mother would have instructed Plato that a child learns about the form of Perfect Equality by learning what the word
"equal"means.
In an early part of the argument, where he is setting the stage, Plato mentions the statue of Simmias in the context of
demonstrating what he means by "recollecting"something previously encountered.   The statue recalls to mind the image
of Simmias, but only if the statue is recognized as that of Simmias.   But of course, Plato cannot possibly return to that
example in the context of someone who has never previously encountered Simmias in this life.   For it is quite obvious
that the statue of Simmias could not "recall to mind"an image if Simmias, if the person in question has not already
learned what Simmias looks like.
What Plato fails to do at this stage of his argument is suggest how the soul "learns"about the Form in the first place,
even granting the hypothesis that it gains its familiarity with the Forms in the "other world".   However, what is very
obvious to any parent attentive of children, is that the mind (soul) learns its familiarity with the Forms in this life, as it
learns the language used to talk about them.  
Plato then continues his reasoning about Forms by making a blanket claim as to their properties.   A claim quite
unsubstantiated anywhere in the reasoning to this point.
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g)          The Forms are uniform, independent, constant, invariable, invisible, immortal, uncreated, indivisible
[unsupported premise]
h)          Particulars are variable, dependent on the Forms, inconstant, visible, created, and dissoluble.
i)           The body is variable (ages), inconstant (changes with health), visible (obviously), created (born), and
dissoluble (dies and decays to dust).
j)           The body is therefore a particular.
k)          The soul is uniform, independent, constant, invariable, and invisible [culturally popular premise].
l)           The soul is therefore not a particular.
m)         The soul is a Form [invalid conclusion].
n)          The soul is immortal, uncreated, indivisible.
Here, Socrates draws upon the presumed resemblance between a Form and the Soul.   To do so, of course, he is drawing
upon the then culturally extant popular beliefs in the body-soul dichotomy (the independence of the soul from the body),
and the beliefs that the soul is perfect (constant and invariable), and immaterial (invisible).   He then argues that the soul
therefore necessarily must possess the all the other presumed properties of a Form rather than any of the properties of a
Particular.   He is arguing that because it is popularly accepted that the soul possesses some of the properties he
attributes to Forms, it therefore must possess all the other properties (such as immortality) that he attributes to Forms.  
In the next step, Plato extends this reasoning by slipping quietly from maintaining that a soul exhibits some of the
properties of a Form, to claiming the soul is itself a Form.   As Aristotle would later point out, this is an invalid move in
deductive logic.   Plato commits the syllogistic fallacy of the undistributed middle.   He reasons that:
         All As are B        All Forms have these properties
         This C is B          The Soul has these properties
Therefore    This C is an A      The Soul is a Form.
However, aside from the logical fallacy involved, the entire argument is based on the preconceived notion (based on the
then popular cultural milieu) that the soul has certain properties -- specifically those properties shared by Forms.   And it
is based on the fallacious analogical reasoning that if it shares some of those properties, it necessarily must share them
all.   The reasoning also depends, of course, on the presumption that Forms possess the equivalent kind of existence as it
is presumed a soul possesses ("real"rather than a merely conceptual existence, for example).
The entire structure of reasoning crumbles to naught if one fails to accept any of Plato's critical and unchallenged
premises -- the recollection theory of knowledge; the theory of forms; the properties of forms; and the properties of
souls.
Unless one considers the Phaedo as either a capture of actual Socratic logical error, or a very early Platonic attempt at
reasoning (contradicting the chronology of the experts), one has to wonder at the glaringly obvious flaws in the
arguments.   Perhaps it is not actually intended to be a serious logical effort.   Perhaps it is intended as a display of many
of the dialectical persuasive tricks of the Sophists, rather than a display of carefully rational reasoning.
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Would you call Plato's philosophy of mind 'dualist'?
If so, in what sense?
Philosophy of mind is the subset of philosophical enquiry that explores the nature of the mind, and addresses such
questions as "what are (are there) mental events?", "what are the mental functions?", "what are mental properties?",
"what is consciousness?"and (of particular interest to this essay) "what is the relationship between the mental and the
physical body?"The relationship between the mind and the body (the so-called "mind-body problem"), is commonly
seen as the central issue in the philosophy of mind.
Dualism and monism are the two major schools of thought that attempt to resolve this mind-body problem.   Dualism is
a set of views which begins with the claim that mental phenomena are, in some critical respects, non-physical.   (The
body, in this context, is universally viewed as physical.)   A philosophy of mind dualist, therefore, maintains that mind
and body are in some categorical way separate from each other.   The monist denies this.   Rene Descartes is perhaps the
most famous of the modern mind-body dualists.   Daniel Dennett is perhaps the most famous of the modern monists.
The essay title first raises the question of whether Plato's conception of the relationship between mind and body should
best be classified on the "dualist"side, or on the "monist"side of this bifurcation of the field.   I think that Plato is clearly
a Dualist.   The second question raised by the essay title is which particular flavour of dualism would best characterize
Plato's philosophy of mind.   I think it is equally clear that Plato should best be described as a "substance dualist", and as
such a predecessor of Descartes.   In this essay, I will try to support both conclusions.
In the Philosophy of Mind, the modern concept of "mind"is equivalent, for all intents and purposes, to the ancient Greek
notion of "soul".   ("Psyche" -- the ancient Greek goddess of the soul.   Probably coming from the Greek "psychein" -"to breath").   This was the ancient Greek term used to distinguish between things that are alive and things that are not.  
Things alive had "psyche".   Things dead did not.   It was the soul that allowed one to feel, think, possess knowledge,
and choose rightly.   As early as the Iliad, the soul (psyche) resided in the body, and left it upon death.   In the popular
culture of ancient Greece, a presumption of body-soul duality was the norm.   It was also, however, a cultural norm that
the soul was created at birth, and dissolved when it left the body at death.   Plato's arguments for the immortality of the
soul (in the Phaedo) introduced what was at the time a relatively uncommon conception of the soul.
The earliest known systematic (philosophical) description of body and soul duality is found in Plato's Phaedo dialogue.  
It is here that Plato first formulated his famous Theory of Forms as distinct and immaterial substances of which the
objects and other phenomena that we perceive in the world are nothing more than mere shadows -- imperfect reflections
or copies or resemblances.   Plato's body-soul dualism becomes obvious in one of the four arguments (approximately,
depending on how the reasoning is divided) that Plato offers in the Phaedo to "prove"that the soul is immortal.
In the argument from Forms, Plato reasons:a)   The Forms are uniform, independent, constant, invariable, invisible, immortal, uncreated, indivisible
[unsupported premise]
b)   Particulars are variable, dependent on the Forms, inconstant, visible, created, and dissoluble.
c)   The body is variable (ages), inconstant (changes with health), visible (obviously), created (born), and
dissoluble (dies and decays to dust).
d)   The body is therefore a particular.
e)   The soul is uniform, independent, constant, invariable, and invisible [a then culturally popular
characterization of the psyche].
f)    The soul is therefore not a particular.
g)   The soul is (or "is akin to", or "is similar to") a Form [invalid conclusion -- fallacy of the undistributed
middle].
h)   The soul is immortal, uncreated, indivisible.
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Here, Socrates draws upon the presumed resemblance between a Form and the Soul.   He is also, of course, making a
clear assertion of body-soul duality -- the body and the soul are assumed to have distinctly different properties.   He then
argues that the soul therefore necessarily must possess the all the other presumed properties of a Form rather than any of
the properties of a particular.   He is arguing that because it is popularly accepted that the soul possesses some of the
properties he attributes to Forms, it therefore must possess all the other properties that he attributes to Forms.   To quote
a significant passage "If the objects exist which are always on our lips, the beautiful and the good and all reality of that
kind, it follows that as surely as those objects exist so surely our souls exist before we are born"(Phaedo 76d).
It is irrelevant for the purposes of this essay, of course, that the reasoning of this argument is logically fallacious, or that
the entire structure of reasoning crumbles to naught if one fails to accept any of Plato's critical and unchallenged
premises -- the recollection theory of knowledge; the theory of forms; the properties of forms; and the properties of
souls.
With his description of Forms, Plato makes it clear that the Forms are not physically existing entities.   They are the
eternal "Perfect Ideals"of which physically existing entities are but imperfect copies.   He also makes it clear that he
regards the Forms as we would regard universal, general, categorical concepts or ideas.   Moreover, from the way in
which he uses the Forms to "prove"the immortality of the soul, it is evident that he sees these Forms as having actual
existence in some "other"realm distinct from the world around us.   In both the Phaedo and the Meno, he argues we do
not learn about the Forms in this world, but merely "recollect"the Forms from an earlier encounter between the soul and
the Forms in the realm of Forms.   It is irrelevant to this essay just how "akin"or "similar"to Forms the soul is considered
by Plato.   It is sufficient that he attributes to the soul all of the properties that he attributes to Forms.   It is thus clear
from the text of the Phaedo that Plato conceives of the soul as something distinctly different from the body, and
surviving beyond the body (immortal).  
Based on this evidence from the Phaedo, supported by the historical evidence we have of the then popular cultural
beliefs about body-soul duality, the conclusion is inescapable that Plato can only be described as a dualist.   In his
dialogues Plato establishes the paradigm philosophical characterization of mind-body dualism.
However, over the two millennia since Plato, within the modern complexity of the philosophy of mind, mind-body
dualism has taken on more baggage than the simple characterization offered by Plato.   Modern mind-body dualism
makes assertions about the nature of mind and body existence that can be very roughly divided into three different
types:
(1) "Substance"dualism is most famously defined by Rene Descartes.   It maintains that there exist two
fundamental kinds of substance: mental and material.   Mental substance does not have extension in space.  
Material substance does not think.  
(2) "Property"dualism (sometimes referred to as "emergent"dualism) maintains that when matter is
organized in an appropriate way (the way human bodies are organized), mental properties emerge.  
Property dualists maintain that while there is only one fundamental substance -- the material, there exist two
distinct kinds of properties: the physical and the mental.   They maintain that mental properties (by
stipulation non-physical) exist in some physical substances (specifically brains).   Mental events, functions,
phenomena are emergent and supervene on the material.   It is often difficult to distinguish a property
dualist from a monist, since both maintain that there is but a single underlying substance.   However,
property dualism can be distinguished by the core belief that things mental (mental properties) ultimately
cannot be adequately described at the physical level using just physical properties.   Things mental are
"irreducible"to the physical.   John Searle is perhaps the best known of modern property dualists.
(3) "Predicate"dualism maintains that while there is only one substance (the material) and one set of
properties of substances (the physical), the language that we use to describe mental events cannot be
translated into (reduced to) the language of physical events.   Unlike the property dualist, the predicate
dualist maintains that the distinction between what we describe as mental and what we describe as physical
comes down to linguisitic convention -- things mental we describe using functional terms, not the natural
kind terms that we use for properties.   So, as with property dualism, things mental (mental functions)
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ultimately cannot be adequately described using just physical properties.   Jerry Fodor is perhaps the best
known of the predicate dualists.
Based on the evidence I have presented above from the Phaedo, I think one can safely conclude that Plato considers the
individual person to consist of two distinctly different parts -- body and soul.   He explicitly says that a person is a body
with an entrapped soul that yearns to be free.   Each part has it own set of properties, its own set of functions, and its
own realm of existence Admittedly, we have to "read between the lines"and presume that Plato envisages a different
substance for each realm.   And given Plato's treatment of forms as the "true perfect ideal"while physical world
particulars are but "imperfect shadows", one might debate as to what extent Plato regards the world of particulars as a
"real"world.   But it is undeniable that he considers the body to exist in a world that is separate from that of the Forms
and the un-embodied soul.   In terms of the modern divisions of mind-body dualism, one would therefore have to
characterize Plato as a Substance Dualist.
It is worth noting, however, that Plato arrives at his substance dualism from a completely different direction than does
Descartes.   A sufficiently different direction that some might question whether the two should be classed together.  
Plato comes to his substance dualism from a metaphysical / ontological basis -- it is an unquestioned premise to Plato
that body and soul exist as separate and different entities.   There is no question, anywhere in his writing, of trying to
demonstrate or support this basic ontological premise.   Plato's concern is to investigate and describe the properties of
the soul.   Descartes, on the other hand, reasons himself into substance dualism by starting with epistemology.  
Employing his famous "method of doubt", Descartes reasons that everything that he believes exists (his metaphysics)
may be the artificial creation of some evil demon intent on deceiving him.   The only thing about which Descartes
claims to be certain (to "know") is that he is and he thinks.   Therefore, he concludes, everything physical is dubitable
while things mental are obviously indubitable.   So the physical must be different from the mental.   Hence body-soul
dualism.   However different their starting points, they do both maintain that the body and the soul/mind are
categorically different substances.   And that is substance dualism.
Once it is granted (or assumed) that body and soul are fundamentally different substances, then three additional
classifications can be brought to bear to further refine the dualist conception.   Depending on just how one views the
causal relationship between the two substances involved, substance dualism can be further categorized as (a) Interactionism   -   the belief that body and soul (or mental events and physical events) causally
influence each other.   This is undeniably one of our common-sense beliefs, because it appears to be a
feature of everyday experience.   The world causes our experiences, and we react with beliefs and thoughts
to those experiences.   Our thoughts cause our speech and our behaviours. There is, therefore, a massive
natural prejudice in favour of interactionism.   In the absence of argument to the contrary, one would have
to assume interactionism as the default.
(b) Epiphenomenalism   -   the belief that mental events are caused by physical events, but have in turn no
causal influence on the physical.   Things mental supervene on the physical.   Body and soul may be
separate, but the events in the soul are reflections (or descriptions) of things physical, and cannot cause
anything.   Epiphenomenalism maintains the coherence of the physical sciences, while also maintaining that
there are separate mental phenomena that do exist in their own right.
(c) Parallelism   -   a belief that preserves both the physical and mental realms intact, but denies all causal
interaction between them.   The mental and physical run in parallel synchrony with each other, but only
because they are/were designed to operate that way, not because they have any influence on each other.  
Parallelism has tended to be adopted only by those who maintain that the synchrony is maintained by God.  
(Leibniz is perhaps the best example.)
Although these subcategories of dualism did not exist at the time, Descartes very clearly can be classed as an
Interactionist.   He maintained that there is interaction between body and soul, and suggested that it may take place
within the penal gland.   As for Plato, there is little in the works of Plato that can be clearly interpreted as placing him in
any of the three subcategories.   The "problem"of mind-brain interaction is a modern one resutling from advances in
physics and medicine.   In Plato's time, it was not an issue.   Popular culture was familiar with (comfortable with) the
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notion of non-material Gods influencing the material world.   The question of how a non-material mind influences a
material body would have been a non-issue.   The best we can do, then, is draw upon the common sense natural
prejudice and place Plato along with Rene Descartes, in the category of Interactionist Mind-Body Dualists.
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What is the paradox of inquiry in the Meno?
Does Plato have a good solution to it?
In Plato's dialogue "Meno,"Socrates and Meno are inquiring into the definition of virtue.   At this point in the dialogue,
Socrates has successfully refuted all the definitions that Meno has so far attempted.   Here, in this exchange, Meno
challenges the intelligibility of Socrates'entire endeavour:
Socrates:     . . .     So with virtue now. I don't know what it is. You may have known before you came into
contact with me, but now you look as if you don't. Nevertheless I am ready to carry out, together with you,
a joint investigation and inquiry into what it is.
Meno:   But how will you look for something when you don't in the least know what it is? How on earth are
you going to set up something you don't know as the object of your search? To put it another way, even if
you come right up against it, how will you know that what you have found is the thing you didn't know?
Socrates: I know what you mean. Do you realize that what you are bringing up is the trick argument that a
man cannot try to discover either what he knows or what he does not know? He would not seek what he
knows, for since he knows it there is no need of the inquiry, nor what he does not know, for in that case he
does not even know what he is to look for.
                         Plato: Meno (80d-ff)
This brief passage contains what is popularly known as the "paradox of inquiry"or "Meno's paradox".   But in point of
fact there are two different problems identified here.   One, the more obvious linguistic puzzle, is recognized by
Plato/Socrates as a trick.   The other, the one that Plato attempts to respond to, is the deeper puzzle of inquiry.
To restate the argument for the linguistic "trick" paradox:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Implicit premise : Either you know what you're looking for or you don't know what you're looking for.
If you know what you're looking for, inquiry is unnecessary.
If you don't know what you're looking for, inquiry is impossible.
Hence, inquiry is either unnecessary or impossible.

The paradox resides in the equivocation on the meaning of "you know what you're looking for".   This phrase can be
understood as either "you know the question you want answered", or "you know the answer to the question".   Step 2 of
the argument is valid only on the second understanding -- "if you know the answer to the question, inquiry is
unnecessary".   Step 3 of the argument is valid only on the first understanding -- "if you don't know the question you
want answered, inquiry is impossible".   But of course, it is quite common to have the converse of these two
propositions -- "if you don't know the answer to the question, inquiry is necessary" and "if you know the question you
want answered, inquiry is possible".   Hence the implicit premise does not in fact bisect the possibilities.   The
conclusion is therefore invalid because it commits the fallacy of equivocation.  
Plato does not even attempt to analyze or respond to this "trick"puzzle, however, as he is more concerned with a deeper
interpretation of Meno's challenge.   To understand the deeper interpretation of the paradox of inquiry, consider the case
of the lazy anatomy student.   The instructor asks him to point out the Organ of Zuckerkandl.   Having not done his
homework, the poor student has no idea what this might be, where to look for it, or even if it is real and not fictional.  
(It appears in a Star Trek novel, and perhaps our student is also a sci-fi fan. But in fact, the Organ of Zukerkandl is
real.   It is a chromaffin body derived from neural crest located at the bifurcation of the aorta or at the origin of the
inferior mesenteric artery.)   Our student has no success criteria by which to judge whether or not he has found what he
is looking for.   He can make a silly wild assed guess (a "swag").   But he will never know, himself, whether his swag is
successful or wildly off the mark.   Someone else must tell him.
In the dialogue quoted above, Socrates has admitted that he has no idea what "virtue"is.   Moreover, he claims that
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Meno doesn't either.   He has placed himself in the position of the lazy student without an instructor.   Meno's challenge
is that if indeed Socrates is in this position, then Socrates has no criteria by which to recognize whether or not he has
found the right answer (the meaning of "virtue"), even if he does in fact stumble across it.
Plato's response to this challenge is his theory of knowledge as recollection.   In order to explain his Theory of
Recollection, Socrates engages one of Meno's slaves in dialogue.   By showing that the slave can display "knowledge"
of things he could never have learned (how to double the area of a square), Plato attempts to demonstrate that all nature
is interconnected.   If one learns one point, he argues, it is possible to "recollect"all of the rest (Meno 81d).   Drawing
upon the then common view of knowledge as familiarity, Plato is arguing that he can recognize as familiar ("recollect")
the answer he seeks, once he encounters it.   He suggests that by discussing what we do know about virtue, and
exploring all the questions and alternatives that might occur to us, we can discover through reflection that some answers
are more familiar than others -- we can "recollect" what we have previously known in an earlier life.
Yet, as a response to Meno's challenge, Plato's theory of knowledge as recollection has a couple of serious flaws.  
Firstly, if the scene is read with a focus on the different conversational roles played by Socrates and the slave, it
becomes clear that Socrates is leading the slave in an exercise in deductive reasoning.   The slave's participation is
clearly minimal.   He contributes no data to the reasoning.   There is nothing here for the slave to "recollect", as the
"answer" he is supposedly "recollecting" is inherent in the data already presented to him by Socrates.   The "knowledge
and correct account"that the slave supposedly displays is clearly nothing more than elementary deductive logic, as
carefully guided by Socrates.   Since all of mathematics (particularly the arithmetic and geometry of Plato's time) is a
deductively reasoned edifice drawn from a small set of premises, mathematical examples (the geometrical properties of
a square in the Meno, and the arithemetic properties of equal in the Phaedo) are the only possible ones Plato could have
employed to support his theory of recollection.   The more empirically supported alternative that it is an ability to
reason, rather than preexisting knowledge (available for "recollection"), that is innate within each of us is not addressed
-- either here in the Meno, or in the Phaedo where the recollection theory also appears.
Secondly, to draw upon the often problematic "analytic (a priori) / synthetic (a posteriori)" dichotomy -- Plato's
recollection theory is conceivable only for analytic answers -- answers that are inherent in (logically deducible from) the
data already available.   The Pythagorean Theorem (for any right-triangle, the square on the hypotenuse is equal to the
sum of the squares on the other two sides), is logically deducible from the properties of a square and the axioms of
Euclidean geometry.   That two sticks (with lengths already in hand) are equal is determined from the meaning of the
word "equal".   Only answers obtainable by reasoning are available for recollection.  
The recollection theory is totally incompatible with synthetic answers -- answers that are dependent on further
investigation of the world around us.   In   the Phaedo, where Plato employs the recollection theory in a "proof"of the
soul's immortality, he mentions the statue of Simmias in the context of demonstrating what he means by
"recollecting"something previously encountered.   The statue recalls to mind the image of Simmias.   But of course,
Plato cannot possibly draw upon any such example in the context of someone who has never previously encountered
Simmias in this life.   For it is quite obvious that the statue of Simmias could not "recall to mind"an image if Simmias, if
the person in question has not already somehow learned what Simmias looks like.   Plato claims that in this life, we
"recollect"what the soul has already learned.   What Plato also fails to do in either the Meno or the Phaedo is suggest
how the soul "learns"about the things it is going to "recollect"in the first place.   And of course, the entire argument is
based on the presupposition that the soul is immortal -- something that Plato does not take up until the later Phaedo.  
Here in the Meno, it is adopted as an unchallenged premise.   (In the Phaedo, it is the theory of recollection that is
adopted as an unchallenged premise -- making the reasoning quite circular.)
Hence one must conclude that Plato's Theory of Recollection is not a good solution to the deeper understanding of
Meno's "paradox of inquiry".   Even if one grants Plato's unchallenged premise that the soul has somehow gained
familiarity with some things in an earlier "life", it is difficult to understand how the soul could "recollect" the answers to
contingent questions like "who is this statue of?" If one has no familiarity in this life with Simmias, the statue may recall
to mind some other person with whom we are familiar, but it could not recall to mind the image of Simmias.   When it
comes to such fundamental linguistic questions as "What is Virtue?" however, what is far more obvious to any
empiricist (like, for example, Aristotle), is that the mind (soul) gains its familiarity with such concepts in this life (rather
than before birth) as it learns the language used to talk about them.
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Interestingly, Meno's "paradox of inquiry" remains with us today, and still without a satisfactory resolution.   It is an
ongoing concern of health, science, business, investing, inventing, information technology, risk analysis, threat analysis,
national security, and many more.   "You don't know what you don't know!!" If you have no success criteria for the
question you want answered, you'll never figure out a way to answer it, or recognize the answer if you stumble across
it.  
"You know what you know and you don't know what you don't know.   That is knowledge." -- Confucius
"The central dilemma in journalism is that you don't know what you don't know." -- Bob Woodward
"Reports that say something hasn't happened are always interesting to me, because as we know, there are
known knowns; there are things we know we know. We also know there are known unknowns; that is to
say we know there are some things we do not know. But there are also unknown unknowns -- the ones we
don't know we don't know." -- Donald Rumsfield, United States Secretary of Defence as quoted in Reuters,
Monday Dec 1st, 2003
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"Plato's ideal of love not only downgrades bodies, but persons also."
Discuss.
The essay title invites an investigation of Plato's notion of "love", and an analysis of how it relates to our modern
concepts of personal identity and personal dignity.   There are three dialogues where Plato discusses his concepts of love
and friendship.   "Eros" in Plato has its origin in sexual desire, both homosexual and bisexual.   The romantic attachment
of homosexual desire is the basis of the discussion of friendship in the Lysis and the Phaedrus.   The implications of
extending that discussion to more general thinking is explored in Socrates'speech in the Symposium
Some initial caution is warranted, however, because in the modern Western world (especially the English speaking part
thereof) we necessarily approach Plato's ideal of love with a strong predisposition towards the Christian concept of love
-- a love that is of someone for themselves and not for their attributes.   This cultural imprinting can make it difficult to
understand what Plato had in mind with his ideal of love.   To properly understand Plato's ideal of love, therefore, we
must keep in mind a couple of linguistic distinctions -(1)  The word that Plato uses, normally translated into English as "love", is actually "ἔρωτα".   Romanized, this is
transliterated as "erôta", the masculine form of "eros".   In the Greek language it denotes a far more sensual
connotation of love than does the other Greek word that Plato does not use -- "αγαπάω"or "agapaô", the masculine
form of "agape".   When applied to human relations, "agape"is best connotative of what is incorrectly called
"Platonic love" -- an intellectual and non sensual relationship.   "Eros"is used to communicate the sense of lovemaking (and not just sex), while "agape"is used to communicate the sense of impersonal love that one might have
of, say, peanut butter or ice cream or philosophical discourse.   Plato uses the masculine form "erôta"because in
Plato's day, most male-female interactions were pre-arranged, with love in the modern sense only an accidental side
show rather than the main event.   In ancient Greece, women had status and significance only marginally above that
of slaves and other chattel property.   "Erota"was therefore reserved for those things that men passionately desired
and pursued -- not sex with women, but the physical, sexual and intellectual pleasures that come from male
bonding.   It is a concept of love requiring interests and desires, not any kind of disinterested love, whether
contemplative or altruistic.   Therefore, what Plato is describing, when he describes his ideal of "erota"is not the
Christian concept of "love", it is a concept denoting the primary source of personal and desirable physical and
intellectual pleasures, the source and target for passion.
(2)  The word that Plato uses, normally translated as "beauty", is actually "καλός" or "καλόν" -- transliterated as "kalos"
or "kalon".   Plato reserves this word for his Form of Beauty because it communicates the sense of "admirable"or
"good", and is better connotative of moral or spiritual fineness and virtue than any sense of physical attractiveness.  
The word can be specifically contrasted with the two words that Plato does not use in his discussion of "the form of
beauty" -- "ωραίος" and "όμορφος", "oraios" and "omorfos".   These two words are also normally translated as
"beautiful"but more properly communicate the sense of physical beauty - "lovely, attractive, good-looking,
gorgeous, stunning, striking, fine-looking, handsome." It is possible, therefore, for someone (like Socrates himself,
perhaps) to be "kalos" (virtuous, morally and spiritually admirable, good) while also not being very "oraios".  
(Busts of the elderly Socrates indicate he was not particularly good looking by ancient Greek standards of physical
beauty.)
(It should be noted that it is debatable whether the distinctions being drawn pre-date Plato and determined his use, or are
the cultural consequences of Plato's particular manner of use.   The debate is irrelevant, however, since the distinction in
utilization within Plato's dialogues remains, regardless of whether it is cause or effect.)
In both the Lysis and the Symposium, Plato draws a clear distinction between "that which loves" (the lover) and "that
which is loved" (the beloved).   In both, he is far more interested in pursuing the love which a lover experiences, than
the love which a beloved experiences.   His focus is on the nature of the lover, and not on the nature of the beloved.   In
the Symposium, Plato describes the love ("erota") of a lover as a passion for the perpetual possession of the good
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("kalos").   Socrates makes it clear that love is a desire for what is not in hand.   Love impels us to pursue the good
because the ultimate good that all men seek is happiness.   And in Plato's ethics happiness comes from having and being
good -- knowing the Form of the Good.   In pursuing the good, the lover reaches towards that which he conceives will
bring him happiness.   It is not possible, by the very nature of love, to love things which we do not believe will bring us
happiness -- things that we believe are not admirable, beautiful, and good.   Whatever it is we love, we must see as
worthy of our love, pleasing to our eye (or senses in general), and of greater virtue than ourselves.   Contrariwise, those
people and things that we do actually love reveal what it is we actually believe about what is admirable, beautiful, and
good.   To a great extent, given Plato's conception of love, the things and people we love can tell us a good deal about
how we really view ourselves.
In the Symposium, Plato has Socrates relate a conversation he once had with Diotima of Mantineia.   It is Diotima who
provides us with Plato's "ideal of love".   During Diotima's instruction of Socrates into the meaning of Love, she
provides a description of the five stages of love, five stages that the student of love must transition in order to fully
understand the meaning of love.  
(1)  At the first stage, the lover will be attracted by physical beauty ("oraios", "omorfos") and will fall in love with
one particular individual that he finds especially attractive.   In the dialogue, Plato is here directing his attention
specifically to the love of individuals.   But interpolating the rest of the material, one need not see this first stage
as particularly addressed to individual love.   One can instead see it as addressing any subject (person or thing)
of the lover's passion.
(2)  At the next stage, realizing that physical beauty is not limited to one subject, the lover will move from one
subject to another, loving physical beauty wherever he finds it.   He "will relax the intensity of his passion for
one particular person, because he will realise that such a passion is beneath him and of small account." (Diotima
to Socrates, in Plato's Symposium)
(3)  At the third stage, the lover will recognize (recollect) that the "kalos" of the spirit is more rewarding the any
"oraios" or "omorfos" of things physical.   He will appreciate social and moral virtues, moral and spiritual
excellence, and admire the beauty of institutions and noble activities.
(4)  The fourth stage is the study of science and the acquisition of knowledge.   The lover will free himself from
attachment to any particular instance of beauty ("kaylos").   In his efforts to perpetuate the good, he will create
"many beautiful and magnificent sentiments and ideas, until at last, strengthened and increased in stature by his
experience, he catches sight of one unique science whose object is the beauty of which I am about to speak."
(Diotima to Socrates, in Plato's Symposium)
(5)  The fifth and final stage of love is love of the absolute ideal Form of Beauty ("kaylos").   "This beauty is first of
all eternal; it neither comes into being nor passes away, neither waxes nor wanes;   . . .   he will see it as
absolute, existing alone with itself, unique, eternal, and other beautiful things as partaking of it, yet in such a
manner that while they come into being and pass away, it neither undergoes any increase or diminution nor
suffers any change." (Diotima to Socrates, in Plato's Symposium)
When it comes to how this definition of love governs our actions, Plato maintains that to love the good is to desire and
strive to re-create it endlessly.   Hence, love must also be the love of immortality.   Plato/Diotima explains that in the
first two stages of love, this love of immortality is expressed through the drive to procreate -- to propagate that which
we love unto future generations.   For most people, stuck in the first or second stages of love, the only access to
immortality is the birthing of the next generation.   (Oddly, this Platonic view of love and immortality finds an echo in
the modern science of socio-biology.   As individuals, according to Richard Dawkins, we are but complex biological
machines constructed by our genes in order to ensure their own immortality.   Perhaps our love of immortality is
genetically programmed?)
For those who succeed to the third stage of love, there is available also the immortality of fame and historicity.   Hence,
Diotima explains, the love for noble (and presumably historically memorable) actions, and for the creation of long
lasting social norms and institutions.   At the fourth and fifth stages comes the love of ideas and ideals (the Forms -"true virtue"), and the passion to perpetuate those by gaining and passing along wisdom and knowledge.
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Clearly Plato's ideal of love ("erota") is quite different from the modern Christian tradition.   In the Christian tradition,
the most important forms of love are considered supremely personal.   At the highest point of Christian love -- the
"beatific vision" -- God is seen as a personal God.   Christian love is most admirable when it transcends any of the
qualities of the beloved, transcends any changes in those qualities, and transcends any errors in attribution of those
qualities.   When one loves with Christian love, it is supposed to survive and grant strength through the changes of age
and illness, bad character and "blindness" ("love is blind" -- meaning that true Christian love ignores any errors we
might make when attributing physical and character attributes to our beloved).   Unlike such seemingly similar emotions
as admiration and pride, Christian love is supposed to survive the revelation that the qualities that initially inspired the
admiration, pride, love are not in fact (perhaps any longer) invested in the object of ones admiration, pride or love.  
Christian love is also most admirable when it is a disinterested and altruistic love.   In the Greek texts that form the basis
of the New Testament, the idea of love is expressed by the word "agape"rather than "eros"in order to avoid the
connotation of sexual pleasure inherent in the latter.   Christian love is not supposed to be "for oneself." It is supposed
to be for the interests of the beloved.   The height of Christian love is altruistic self-sacrifice in the interests of one's
beloved.   ("Greater love hath no man than a mother cat dieing for her kittens.")   Christian love is predicated on the
premise that there is more to a person than the sum of his properties.   What Christian love is supposed to love is the
wholeness of the spirit or soul of the person, rather than any particular manifestation of that person.   And you'll notice
that in this description of Christian love, the focus is on the nature of the beloved, rather than on the nature of the lover - the reverse of Plato's focus.
Plato very clearly has a different notion in mind with his ideal of love.   For the Christian tradition, what I described
above is considered the highest (best, most admirable) form of love.   For Plato, however, it is merely the first stage of
love.   Plato's ideal of love is most admirable when it transcends the individual, and transitions to a love of the qualities
that are loveable, and thence to the Form of the loveable -- the Form of the Good.   Plato's notion of individual love is
predicated on the premise that a person is no more than a collection of qualities (which is a strange inconsistency with
his attitude towards the immortal soul).   And Plato's ideal of love is driven by self-interest not self-sacrifice.   Love, for
Plato, is a passion for something good that one desires but does not yet have.   For Plato, what drives love is the personal
happiness that will be the reward to the lover when the object of one's love (the good) is finally obtained.   So for Plato,
the beloved is loved not for himself, but for the use that he is to the lover.  
With these two very different concepts in mind, does Plato's ideal of love downgrade bodies or persons?   That very
much depends on one's point of view.   Or rather, on one's ethical premises.   Plato certainly downgrades the importance
of the body and person of the beloved.   For Plato, love is of the qualities that are recognized as good, rather than for the
person in whom those qualities are instantiated.   Love for one's beloved is for the utility that the beloved can provide in
delivering to the lover the happiness that is the driver of love.   From the perspective of a Christian notion of love this is
clearly insulting to the beloved.   But on the other hand, Plato's notion of love is very solidly based on a self-interested
focus on the lover, and not the beloved.   Plato holds the person and interests of the lover in the highest regard.   It is the
happiness of the lover that drives the Platonic ideal of love.   Plato's notion of love is thus a highly rational reaction to
self interest -- and reasonably consistent with modern theories of evolutionary biology.   From the perspective of the
Platonic notion of love, on the other hand, the Christian notion is disastrously self-sacrificing -- having only a purely
irrational emotional basis that is ultimately self-defeating, and quite inconsistent with modern theories of evolutionary
psychology.
So whether one considers that Plato's ideal of love downgrades bodies and persons, depends on whether one places one's
ethical priorities on the lover or the beloved.   If you choose to follow the Christian tradition of self-sacrificing love,
then the answer is clearly yes.   Plato's ideal of love downgrades the body and person of the beloved because Plato's
ideal focuses on the interests of the lover not the beloved, and sees love as a passion to obtain in perpetuity the
qualities/properties/Forms that the lover considers good.   The beloved is but a means to an end.   If, on the other hand,
you choose to follow the scientific principles of evolutionary biology, then the answer is no.   Plato's ideal of love highgrades the body and person of the lover because Plato's ideal focuses on the interests of the lover not the beloved, and
sees love as a passion to obtain in perpetuity the qualities/properties/Forms that the lover considers good.   Plato's ideal
of love transcends the physical passions of sexual lust inherent in the first two stages to embrace the spiritual and
intellectual creativity inherent in the latter stages of Diotima's five stages of love.   From the perspective of evolutionary
biology, no clearer statement of intelligent self interest could be found.
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P.S. -   The character of James Taggart in Ayn Rand's novel "Atlas Shrugged" is an interesting
exploration of some of the consequences of Plato's conception of love.   The people that James
falls into and out of love with reveals a great deal about how James sees himself.   Despite the
fact that Rand is very vocal in her anti-Platonic and pro-Aristotlean philosophy, she takes a
very Platonic approach to love in her novels.   Go Figure!
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Does the Third Man Argument refute the theory of forms?
The simple answer is "No!" Explaining why not will take a bit of exposition.
First of all, the title question is a bit ambiguous in its reference to "the"theory of forms".   There are a number of
different versions of Plato's "Theory of Forms".   There are: (a) Plato's own description of his notion of forms, as found
in the Dialogues;   (b)   the theory of forms according to how modern philosophers interpret the writings by and about
Plato, including commentaries on Plato by Aristotle and Simplicius;   (c)   the theory of forms that is Plato's notion
subtly "interpolated" (modified) by modern philosophers in order to address certain criticisms, such as the "Third Man
Argument".  
Given the context of a course on early Greek philosophy, I will assume that the title question is addressed to Plato's
description of his own theory of forms, although this does entail the disadvantage that Plato himself nowhere in the
Dialogues lays out a clear and unambiguous description of Forms.   In order to explain why the "Third Man Argument"
does not refute Plato's description of Forms, therefore, I will first provide a brief précis of Plato's theory of forms,
followed by a brief description of the Third Man Argument that appears in the Parmenides dialogue.   Only then will I
document my contention that the "Third Man Argument" actually demonstrates a fundamental misunderstanding of
Plato's Theory of Forms, and calls into question the purpose of the Parmenides dialogue.

(1)   Plato's Description of Forms
In the Phaedo, Plato draws a sharp contrast between the eternal unchanging and perfect Forms, and the changing nature
of sensible particulars.   From (Phaedo, 79a), Forms are grasped only by the intellect (reason), and are invisible to the
senses.   From (Phaedo, 65-66), we learn that Forms are the "pure absolute essence"or "underlying quality"of all things,
and that they are to be known by reason alone and not by the bodily senses.   Hence, the Forms are the explanation of
the F-ness of sensible things that are F.   From (Phaedo, 74-75) we learn that Forms are unqualifiedly and perfectly what
partaking particulars are only imperfectly.   Things perceptible by the senses resemble the Forms, but fall short and are
inferior to them.   From (Phaedo, 78c) we have that the Forms are always the same and unchanging, and hence are
uncompounded simples.   Sensible particulars are, by comparison, complex or composite and always changing.  
Sensible particulars are, in this respect, Heraclitan -- always in flux.   From (Phaedo, 79d), Forms are pure, everlasting,
immortal, and changeless.   From (Phaedo, 80b), Forms are divine, intellectual, uniform, indissoluble and (again) ever
unchanging.   Forms are, in this respect Parmenidean -- one, eternal, and unchanging.   From (Phaedo, 100c) comes a
most important distinction - Forms are the source or cause of the being of any particular's quality.   And particulars have
the qualities they have because they partake of the Forms that are those qualities.
From (Republic, Book X, 596a-596b), we learn that Forms represent "the various multiplicities to which we give the
same name."From this passage it has often been assumed that Forms have a semantic basis -- equivalent to our modern
notion of "universals".   But in (Cratylus, 436a), Plato cautions that the name is not the essence.   And as I said, from
(Phaedo, 65-66), they are to be known by reason alone and not by the bodily senses.   So the Forms are the irreducible
simple elements of our perceptive judgements, and not epistemic entities equivalent to "universals".
From (Timaeus, 27d-28a), we learn that Forms are uniformly existent, compared to particulars which are never really
existent.   Forms are unchanging and hence are never "becoming".   Sensible particulars are always changing
("becoming") and hence are not really existent.   And from (Timaeus, 37e-38a), because they are ever changeless, Forms
are non-temporal -- they are timeless, they simply are.   From (Timaeus, 51d-52d), Forms are "self-subsisting".   They
are "ungenerated and indestructible, neither receiving into itself any other from any quarter nor itself passing anywhither
into another, invisible and in all ways imperceptible by sense, it being the object which it is the province of Reason to
contemplate".
From (Phaedrus, 247c) we learn that Forms are non-spatial, colourless, formless, intangible, truly existing essence,
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visible only to the mind, with which all true knowledge is concerned.   Plato maintains that the senses furnish no truth,
and particularly no truth about particulars, because the senses are neither accurate nor clear.   From (Theaetetus, 182),
because all sensible particulars are in flux, we cannot speak truly of them.   He argues that knowledge is of the Forms
only, since sensible particulars do not have real existence.   "Knowledge of reality"is therefore knowledge of the
Forms.   Knowledge comes from the mind "when it alone and by itself is engaged directly with realities."
Forms are the only real existents, and are what they are in virtue of themselves.   Forms are perfect and what particulars
are but only imperfect participants of.   The Forms are the pure absolute essence of the property they initiate in the
particulars.   Particulars are ever-changing dependents on their participation in the forms for the complex of qualities
that they exhibit at any one time.   Forms are unchanging, simple (incomposite), and pure essence, while particulars are
ever-changing complex mixtures of multiple forms.   The participation by particulars in the Forms explains their coming
into being and destruction -- change.
Since the Forms are simples and one ("monoeides" -- Phaedo 78b), and do not participate in each other (Timaeus, 52d),
that implies that the only property that can be predicated of a Form is itself.   Hence a Form does not partake of itself in
the way that sensible particulars partake of forms.   Instead, every Form is its respective essence.   To predicate F-ness
of the Form F is to identify the equivalence of the Form F and the essence of F-ness.   The Form F is F-ness.   To
predicate F-ness of some particular X is to state that X partakes of the Form F.   The particular predication statement "X
is F"means "X partakes of F".   While the self-predicating statement "F is F"means that "F identifies the essence Fness".

(2)   The "Third Man Argument"
Which brings us to the Third Man Argument.   The so-called "Third Man Argument"is a line of reasoning that appears
in the Parmenides dialogue.   It got its name from Aristotle's discussion of it, not from Plato himself.   Aristotle
described the logic in terms of "man"and the "form of man", even though in Plato's Parmenides dialogue it is not about,
nor does it involve, a discussion of "man".  
As we saw in the previous section, Plato's Theory of Forms can be said to be committed to:
Oneness: Every form is one. (Phaedo, 78c -- Forms are uncompounded simples.)
One-Over-Many: For any plurality of F things, there is a form of F-ness by virtue of partaking of which each
member of that plurality is F. (Republic, Book X, 596a-596b; Phaedo, 100c)
Self-Predication: Every form of F-ness is itself F. (Phaedo 78b; Timaeus, 52d)
Non-Self-Partaking: No form partakes of itself. (Timaeus, 51d-52d)
Uniqueness: For any property F, there is exactly one form of F-ness. (Phaedo 78b)
Within the Parmenides dialogue, the character of the elder Parmenides exhibits an understanding of Plato's theory of
forms that includes the thesis that, for any property F, the primary function of the form F is to explain the F-ness of
those things that are F, and hence to make it possible to sense and know things as F.   The logic that Parmenides
employs depends on the premise that Forms are what we would call "epistemic universals" -- for every set of things that
we call F, there must be a Form of F.   At (Parmenides 132a) the elder Parmenides challenges the "young"Socrates"by
supposing first that when there is a number of things that seem great (or "large"in some translations), there is a single
Form that is the form of absolute greatness.   Then, on the assumption that this form also must be amongst those things
that are great, and for which there must be an explanation, there must be an additional form that encompasses and
explains the greatness of this larger set.   And so forth to infinity.   Parmenides implies that this constitutes a reductio ad
absurdum proof that the notion of Forms is wrong.  
Gregory Vlastos'famous analysis of the Third Man Argument(1) claims that Parmenides' invocation of Plato's Theory of
Forms in this argument invokes two inconsistent premises about Forms.   The "standard interpretation" of the Third Man
Argument likewise maintains that these two premises are inconsistent.   (This is made obvious when one substitutes "Fness" for X in the following NI premise.)  
Non-Identity (NI):

If anything has a certain character, it cannot be identical with the form in virtue of which
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we apprehend that character. If X is F, then X is not the same thing as F-ness.
Self-Predication (SP): Any form can be predicated of itself. F-ness is F.
The Self-Predication premise is obvious from (Phaedo 78b; Timaeus, 52d).   But the Non-Identity premise is an
interpolation of the Forms as non self-partaking and unique, and the distinction that Plato draws between particulars that
partake of forms, and the forms themselves.

(3)   The Fundamental Misunderstanding
But the premises that Parmenides adopts in order to make his reasoning work are simply wrong -- they are inconsistent
with the descriptions that Plato has provided of Forms in his other dialogues.   According to the descriptions I have cited
above, Plato's theory of forms proposes that for any irreducible simple element F exhibited by particulars, the primary
function of the form F is to explain (give being or existence to) the F-ness of those particulars that partake of F.  
Specifically excluded from Plato's description is any attempt to explain the F-ness of F.   Plato does not open the
possibility of an infinite regress of forms of F-ness, each of which explaining the F-ness of the forms of F-ness below it
in the hierarchy.   The form of F can explain the F-ness of the original plurality of F particular things.   But it cannot
explain the F-ness of F.   That requires no explanation because he maintains that F-ness is equivalent / identical to F.  
Hence, the move in the Third Man Argument to demand a "higher level"Form in order to explain the F-ness of the larger
set of things that includes the Form of F is specifically invalid.
In addition, the apparent inconsistency of SP and NI rests on the ambiguous sense of "is"in the two premises identified
by Vlastos.   For NI can be understood as an accurate consequence of Plato's description of Forms only if one
understands the "is"involved to mean "partake".   As in                       "(NI):   If X (a sensible particular) partakes of F, then X is not the same thing as F-ness."
But from numerous passages (some of which are cited above), we know that Plato specifically distinguishes sensible
particulars from the Forms, and from F-ness.   So it is an invalid move to suggest substituting F-ness or the Form of F
for X in the NI premise.   The two premises are incommensurable, and hence cannot be inconsistent.
Similarly, the sense of predication employed in the self-predication premise must needs be understood in two separate
ways, depending on whether one is talking about particulars or about forms.   Any form can be predicated of itself only
because the quality that is predicated and the form itself are identical.   As in                       "(SP):   F-ness is equivalent / identical to F."
Hence one commits the fallacy of equivocation if one attempts to substitute a Form for X in the Non-Identity premise,
or to employ the sense of self-predication that applies for forms when discussing particulars.   So, contra Vlastos and the
"standard interpretation", the Third Man Argument does not refute the theory of forms.   What the Third Man Argument
does do is demonstrate that neither of the characters Parmenides nor the "young Socrates"properly understood the theory
of forms.

(4)   The Purpose of the Parmenides Dialogue
Which naturally raises the question of why this argument (along with the other "critiques of Forms"contained in the
Parmenides) appears in one of Plato's later dialogues.   It is curious that Plato does not have the Young Socrates correct
Parmenides'interpretation of his theory.   The chronology of the Platonic dialogues generally places the Parmenides
dialogue among the later efforts.   As I have indicated in the description above, by this point in his writings, all the
necessary material exists to correct the flawed version that generates the Third Man Argument.   Yet the Parmenides
dialogue can be characterized as a catalogue of misunderstandings of his earlier descriptions of Forms.   The "young
Socrates"repeatedly misses the opportunity to correct the reasoning of the elder Parmenides.   One can only suggest,
therefore, that the Parmenides dialogue is an "exercise for the student" -- a presentation of then common misconceptions
of his theory with which to exercise the abilities of his students.
Whatever his purpose, Plato has certainly led generations of philosophers to wonder at his purpose, for both the
dialogue as a whole and the Third Man Argument in particular.
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Appendix   -   Relevant Dialog Excerpts
Note:   All of these excerpts are taken between July 20th and August 30 th, 2007 from
           http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cache/perscoll_Greco-Roman.html
(Phaedo, 65-66)   "Now how about such things as this, Simmias? Do we think there is such a thing as absolute justice, or
not?"[Simmias] "We certainly think there is."[Socrates] "And absolute beauty and goodness."[Simmias] "Of course."
[Socrates] "Well, did you ever see anything of that kind with your eyes?"[Simmias] "Certainly not!"[Socrates] "Or did
you ever reach them with any of the bodily senses? I am speaking of all such things, as size, health, strength, and in
short the essence or underlying quality of everything. Is their true nature contemplated by means of the body? Is it not
rather the case that he who prepares himself most carefully to understand the true essence of each thing that he examines
would come nearest to the knowledge of it?"[Simmias] "Certainly."[Socrates] "Would not that man do this most
perfectly who approaches each thing, so far as possible, with the reason alone, not introducing sight into his reasoning
nor dragging in any of the other senses along with his thinking, but who employs pure, absolute reason in his attempt to
search out the pure, absolute essence of things, and who removes himself, so far as possible, from eyes and ears, and, in
a word, from his whole body, because he feels that its companionship disturbs the soul and hinders it from attaining
truth and wisdom? Is not this the man, Simmias, if anyone, to attain to the knowledge of reality?"
(Phaedo, 74-75)   "Do we agree, then, that when anyone on seeing a thing thinks, "This thing that I see aims at being
like some other thing that exists, but falls short and is unable to be like that thing, but is inferior to it, he who thinks thus
must of necessity have previous knowledge of the thing which he says the other resembles but falls short of?"…   "Then
we must have had knowledge of equality before the time when we first saw equal things and thought, 'All these things
are aiming to be like equality but fall short.'"
(Phaedo, 78b-c)   "Now is not that which is compounded and composite naturally liable to be decomposed, in the same
way in which it was compounded? And if anything is uncompounded is not that, if anything, naturally unlikely to be
decomposed?   …   Then it is most probable that things which are always the same and unchanging are the
uncompounded things and the things that are changing and never the same are the composite things?"
(Phaedo, 79a)   "And you can see these and touch them and perceive them by the other senses, whereas the things which
are always the same can be grasped only by the reason, and are invisible and not to be seen?"
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(Phaedo, 79d)   "But when the soul inquires alone by itself, it departs into the realm of the pure, the everlasting, the
immortal and the changeless, and being akin to these it dwells always with them whenever it is by itself and is not
hindered, and it has rest from its wanderings and remains always the same and unchanging with the changeless, since it
is in communion therewith. And this state of the soul is called wisdom. Is it not so?"
(Phaedo, 80b)   "…   the soul is most like the divine and immortal and intellectual and uniform and indissoluble and
ever unchanging, and the body, on the contrary, most like the human and mortal and multiform and unintellectual and
dissoluble and ever changing."
(Phaedo, 100c)   "I think that if anything is beautiful besides absolute beauty it is beautiful for no other reason than
because it partakes of absolute beauty; and this applies to everything."
(Timaeus, 27d-28a)   "What is that which is Existent always and has no Becoming? And what is that which is Becoming
always and never is Existent? Now the one of these is apprehensible by thought with the aid of reasoning, since it is ever
uniformly existent; whereas the other is an object of opinion with the aid of unreasoning sensation, since it becomes and
perishes and is never really existent."
(Timaeus, 37e-38a)     "And these are all portions of Time; even as "Was"and "Shall be"are generated forms of Time,
although we apply them wrongly, without noticing, to Eternal Being. For we say that it "is"or "was"or "will
be,"whereas, in truth of speech, "is"alone is the appropriate term; "was"and "will be,"on the other hand, are terms
properly applicable to the Becoming which proceeds in Time, since both of these are motions; but it belongs not to that
which is ever changeless in its uniformity to become either older or younger through time, nor ever to have become so,
nor to be so now, nor to be about to be so hereafter, nor in general to be subject to any of the conditions which
Becoming has attached to the things which move in the world of Sense, these being generated forms of Time, which
imitates Eternity and circles round according to number."
(Timaeus, 51d-52d)   "If Reason and True Opinion are two distinct Kinds, most certainly these self-subsisting Forms do
exist, imperceptible by our senses, and objects of Reason only; whereas if, as appears to some, True Opinion differs in
naught from Reason, then, on the contrary, all the things which we perceive by our bodily senses must be judged to be
most stable. Now these two Kinds must be declared to be two, because they have come into existence separately and are
unlike in condition. For the one of them arises in us by teaching, the other by persuasion; and the one is always in
company with true reasoning, whereas the other is irrational; and the one is immovable by persuasion, whereas the other
is alterable by persuasion; and of the one we must assert that every man partakes, but of Reason only the gods and but a
small class of men. This being so, we must agree that One Kind is the self-identical Form, ungenerated and
indestructible, neither receiving into itself any other from any quarter nor itself passing anywhither into another,
invisible and in all ways imperceptible by sense, it being the object which it is the province of Reason to contemplate;
and a second Kind is that which is named after the former and similar thereto, an object perceptible by sense, generated,
ever carried about, becoming in a place and out of it again perishing, apprehensible by Opinion with the aid of
Sensation; and a third Kind is ever-existing Place, which admits not of destruction, and provides room for all things that
have birth, itself being apprehensible by a kind of bastard reasoning by the aid of non-sensation, barely an object of
belief; for when we regard this we dimly dream and affirm that it is somehow necessary that all that exists should exist
in some spot and occupying some place, and that that which is neither on earth nor anywhere in the Heaven is nothing.
So because of all these and other kindred notions, we are unable also on waking up to distinguish clearly the unsleeping
and truly subsisting substance, owing to our dreamy condition, or to state the truth -- how that it belongs to a copy -seeing that it has not for its own even that substance for which it came into being, but fleets ever as a phantom of
something else -- to come into existence in some other thing, clinging to existence as best it may, on pain of being
nothing at all; whereas to the aid of the really existent there comes the accurately true argument, that so long as one
thing is one thing, and another something different, neither of the two will ever come to exist in the other so that the
same thing becomes simultaneously both one and two."
(Phaedrus, 247c)   "For those that are called immortal, when they reach the top, [247c] pass outside and take their place
on the outer surface of the heaven, and when they have taken their stand, the revolution carries them round and they
behold the things outside of the heaven. But the region above the heaven was never worthily sung by any earthly poet,
nor will it ever be. It is, however, as I shall tell; for I must dare to speak the truth, especially as truth is my theme. For
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the colorless, formless, and intangible truly existing essence, with which all true knowledge is concerned, holds this
region and is visible only to the mind, the pilot of the soul."
(Republic, Book X, 596a-596b)   "We are in the habit, I take it, of positing a single idea or form in the case of the
various multiplicities to which we give the same name."…   "there are many couches and tables."…   "But these utensils
imply, I suppose, only two ideas or forms, one of a couch and one of a table."…   "And are we not also in the habit of
saying that the craftsman who produces either of them fixes his eyes on the idea or form, and so makes in the one case
the couches and in the other the tables that we use, and similarly of other things?"
(Theaetetus, 182a-182d)   [Socrates] "Did we not find that they say that heat or whiteness or anything you please arises
in some such way as this, namely that each of these moves simultaneously with perception between the active and the
passive element, and the passive becomes percipient, but not perception, and the active becomes, not a quality, but
endowed with a quality? Now perhaps quality seems an extraordinary word, and you do not understand it when used
with general application, so let me give particular examples. For the active element becomes neither heat nor whiteness,
but hot or white, and other things in the same way; you probably remember that this was what we said earlier in our
discourse, that nothing is in itself unvaryingly one, neither the active nor the passive, but from the union of the two with
one another the perceptions and the perceived give birth and the latter become things endowed with some quality while
the former become percipient."…   "But since not even this remains fixed -- that the thing in flux flows white, but
changes, so that there is a flux of the very whiteness, and a change of color, that it may not in that way be convicted of
remaining fixed, is it possible to give any name to a color, and yet to speak accurately?"[Theodorus] "How can it be
possible, Socrates, or to give a name to anything else of this sort, if while we are speaking it always evades us, being, as
it is, in flux?"
(Theaetetus, 187a)   "But surely we did not begin our conversation in order to find out what knowledge is not, but what
it is. However, we have progressed so far, at least, as not to seek for knowledge in perception at all, but in some function
of the soul, whatever name is given to it when it alone and by itself is engaged directly with realities."
(Theaetetus, 206b)   "Then if we are to argue from the elements and combinations in which we ourselves have
experience to other things in general, we shall say that the elements as a class admit of a much clearer knowledge than
the compounds and of a knowledge that is much more important for the complete attainment of each branch of learning,
and if anyone says that the compound is by its nature knowable and the element unknowable, we shall consider that he
is, intentionally or unintentionally, joking."
(Parmenides, 132a)   [Parmenides] "I fancy your reason for believing that each idea is one is something like this; when
there is a number of things which seem to you to be great, you may think, as you look at them all, that there is one and
the same idea in them, and hence you think the great is one."[Young Socrates] "That is true."[Parmenides] "But if with
your mind's eye you regard the absolute great and these many great things in the same way, will not another great
appear beyond, by which all these must appear to be great?"[Young Socrates] "So it seems."[Parmenides] "That is,
another idea of greatness will appear, in addition to absolute greatness and the objects which partake of it; and another
again in addition to these, by reason of which they are all great; and each of your ideas will no longer be one, but their
number will be infinite."
(Cratylus, 436a)   "Do you not see that he who in his inquiry after things follows names and examines into the meaning
of each one runs great risks of being deceived?"
(Cratylus, 438d)   "Then since the names are in conflict, and some of them claim that they are like the truth, and others
that they are, how can we decide, and upon what shall we base our decision? Certainly not upon other names differing
from these, for there are none. No, it is plain that we must look for something else, not names, which shall show us
which of these two kinds are the true names, which of them, that is to say, show the truth of things."
(Cratylus, 439e)   "How, then, can that which is never in the same state be anything? For if it is ever in the same state,
then obviously at that time it is not changing; and if it is always in the same state and is always the same, how can it
ever change or move without relinquishing its own form?"
(Cratylus, 440a)   "For at the moment when he who seeks to know it approaches, it becomes something else and
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different, so that its nature and state can no longer be known; and surely there is no knowledge which knows that which
is in no state."…   "But we cannot even say that there is any knowledge, if all things are changing and nothing remains
fixed; for if knowledge itself does not change and cease to be knowledge, then knowledge would remain, and there
would be knowledge; but if the very essence of knowledge changes, at the moment of the change to another essence of
knowledge there would be no knowledge, and if it is always changing, there will always be no knowledge, and by this
reasoning there will be neither anyone to know nor anything to be known. But if there is always that which knows and
that which is known -- if the beautiful, the good, and all the other verities exist -- I do not see how there is any likeness
between these conditions of which I am now speaking and flux or motion."
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What is Plato's concept of knowledge?
Modern philosophers studying epistemology generally distinguish between three different kinds of "knowledge".   They
identify what is called "acquaintance knowledge", "ability knowledge", and "propositional knowledge".   Plato's concept
of knowledge would have to be classified as "acquaintance knowledge".   It is also clear from his dialogues that he
considers knowledge to be certainly and indubitably true.   As well, Plato takes a very Heraclitean view of the sensible
world, and he reserves his concept of knowledge to the unchanging world of the Forms.

Knowledge as Acquaintance
Ability knowledge can be exemplified by such claims as "I know the violin".   This sense of the word implies some
special skill or ability.   It is "knowledge how . . .".   Plato does not address abilities within his concept of knowledge.  
In the Meno dialogue, when Socrates is discussing with Meno the difference between knowledge and true opinion, he
draws a clear distinction between one who has a true opinion about the way to Larissa but has never been down that
road, and one who "knows"the way to Larissa because he has been down that road and is familiar with (is acquainted
with) the road.   So to Plato, one who knows how, without being familiar with the ability, has true opinion rather than
knowledge.
Acquaintance knowledge is the kind of knowledge we claim when we are familiar with a person, place, thing, (or road
to Larissa).   It is "knowledge of . . .".   For example, I can claim to "know"the way to Larissa if I have been down that
road, and can recall how to navigate my way from here to there without error.   Acquaintance knowledge is very similar
to ability knowledge in that it involves the ability to recognize what has been previously encountered.   As Bertrand
Russell describes knowledge by acquaintance, "we have acquaintance with anything of which we are directly aware,
without the intermediary of any process of inference or any knowledge of truths."(1)   As he put it, "I say that I am
acquainted with an object when I have a direct cognitive relation to that object, i.e., when I am directly aware of the
object itself."(2)  
Propositional knowledge, by comparison, is "knowledge that . . .".     Propositional knowledge is what Russell describes
as "knowledge by description".   Descriptive knowledge he claims is derivative -- it is based on both an acquaintance
with things, and a knowledge of truths.   It is these truths that distinguish propositional knowledge.   Such truths appear
in statements that have the general format "S knows that P", where "S"is any particular subject of interest, and "P"is
some belief (usually conceived as a proposition or other truth carrier -- philosophers differ) that describes some
characteristic of Reality.   Traditionally, in modern epistemology, it is "knowledge that"that is the focus of theories of
knowledge.   Knowledge as acquaintance, "knowledge of", is not usually included within the scope of such thinking.    
Plato's concept of knowledge, as we would expect, pre-dates the divisions of modern epistemologists.   Although his
concept evolves somewhat over the course of his dialogues, it remains clearly centered on what we would today call
"knowledge as acquaintance".   In the early "Socratic"dialogues, Plato relates the search by Socrates for the meaning of
such concepts as "virtue", "goodness", "justice", and the like.   Throughout these dialogues, Socrates repeatedly
professes ignorance of the proper answer, but searches for that common element or aspect of things that renders
"virtuous"those actions we call virtuous, "good"those things we call good, or "just"those things we cal just.   He seeks
the basic common principle of that "virtue", "goodness", or "justice"that we recognize to exist in those things we call
virtuous, good, or just.   In other words, Plato is here employing an acquaintance concept of knowledge.   Socrates is
familiar with many things that are virtuous, good, or just.   He seeks to become directly aware of the common
underlying factor that he will recognize because of that familiarity.
In the Meno and Phaedo dialogues, Plato presents his theory of knowledge as recollection of something with which the
soul is already acquainted.   In a key scene in the Meno, Socrates draws upon one of Meno's slaves in order to
demonstrate his Theory of Recollection.   By showing that the slave can display "knowledge"of things he could never
have learned, Plato attempts to demonstrate that knowledge can be recollected.   Suitably guided, he suggests, if one
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learns one point, it is possible to "recollect"all of the rest (Meno 81d).   In the Republic (Book IV) Plato repeatedly
employs the metaphor of sight or seeing to describe the kind of knowing that takes place in the realm of the Forms.   In
the allegory of The Cave, for example, he employs the metaphor of the Sun casting light upon things knowable.  
Knowing is characterized by direct presentation, or confrontation, with the objects of knowledge.   And this is, of
course, exactly what is meant by "knowledge of" -- knowledge as acquaintance.
Despite his metaphor of seeing in the Republic, what Plato fails to do in his arguments for the recollection theory of
knowledge in the Meno nd the Phaedo, is provide any suggestion of how the soul comeds by its "direct cognitive
relation"with what it supposedly later "recollects"(the Forms), even granting the hypothesis that it gains its acquaintance
with the Forms in the "other world".   One has to provide the missing reasoning and interpolate that the soul, before
birth, must somehow "encounter"the Form that is to be later recalled to mind.   It requires the assumption of the notion
of "knowledge as acquaintance"to make the recollection theory comprehensible.   The modern context of "knowledge
that"renders the recollection theory of knowledge superfluous.

Knowledge as "A Priori"
In the Timeaus, Plato claims that knowledge is of what is exempt from becoming (Timeaus 27d-28a).   Since sensibles
are not exempt from becoming: there can be no knowledge of them (Timeaus 52a).   Knowledge, therefore, must be of
something unchanging -- the Forms (Timeaus 52d).   In the Phaedo, where he introduces his Theory of Forms, he
maintains that they are exempt from change, while sensibles always change (Phaedo 78d).   Sensibles suffer becoming
and perishing (Republic. 485a, 508d, 521d, 534d, Symposium 210e, 211a).   He employs similar arguments in the
Republic (479a-d) to show that sensible things, because they are always changing, cannot be the primary objects of
knowledge.
The most critical consequence to the concept of knowledge as recollection of things the soul has encountered in the
unchanging realm of the Forms, is that "knowledge"is only possible of a priori things.   To draw upon the often
problematic "analytic / synthetic"dichotomy -- Plato's recollection theory is conceivable only for analytic (a priori)
knowledge -- knowledge that is inherent in (logically deducible from) the data already available.   That two sticks (with
lengths already in hand) are equal is determined from the meaning of the word "equal".   The recollection theory is
totally incompatible with synthetic (a posteriori) knowledge -- knowledge that is dependent on investigation of the
world around us.   In numerous places throughout the dialogues, Plato reinforces this reservation of the concept of
knowledge to the a priori by emphasizing the changeability, and hence unknowability, of common sensibles.
The other key consequence of a concept of knowledge as restricted to the unchanging realm of Forms is that knowledge
is necessarily both eternal and certain.   Knowledge is eternal, because all things with which one can be come
acquainted in the Realm of Forms are by stipulation eternally unchanging.   Nor is there any   opening for error in
Plato's concept of knowledge, because the direct cognitive awareness involved is unmediated by any judgements that
might be erroneous.

True Belief with an Account
By the Theaetetus dialogue Plato's concept of knowledge has evolved more towards what we would now call
propositional knowledge.   And it is Plato's third analysis in the Theaetetus that is generally recognized as being "Plato's
definition of knowledge."By comparison to the passing treatments of knowledge in the earlier dialogues (particularly the
Meno and Phaedo), in the Theaetetus it is Plato's entire purpose to examine some competing ideas about knowledge.  
Oddly enough, however, nowhere in the Theaetetus does he examine his own earlier supposition that knowledge is
recollection.   The closest he comes is in his rejection of the theory of knowledge as perception in the first analysis of
the Theaetetus.   While this reinforces the restriction that Plato imposes by reserving knowledge to the realm of Forms,
it does leave problematic the means by which the soul gains its acquaintance with the Forms (if not be perceiving the
Forms, then how?).   To properly understand the theory of knowledge that he introduces in the Theaetetus, it remains
always necessary to keep firmly in mind the framework he has established of knowledge as acquaintance, and
knowledge as limited to the Forms.
Plato is nevertheless credited with the earliest documentation of the now generally accepted standard
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"Tripartite"definition of "knowledge":              S knows that P if and only if
                      (i)   P is true; and
                      (ii) S believes that P; and
                      (iii) S is justified in believing that P.
Knowledge is therefore a special kind of belief, a belief that satisfies some additional conditions.   In order to be
knowledge, a belief must not only be true, it must be accompanied by some form of "account" ("logos").   The key
difficulty that Plato identifies with this definition is the proper understanding of "account" (or "logos").   Or in modern
parlance, the proper understanding of just what constitutes the necessary "justification"that qualifies a true belief for the
honorific of "knowledge".  
In the Theaetetus (206c-210d) Plato goes through three suggested explanations of how to understand this "account"(or
"logos").   He is satisfied with none of them, criticizing each in turn, and leaving the issue unresolved at the close of the
dialogue.   The most complete of the three is the third   - he proposes that to give the "logos"of one's belief that P is to
cite the manner in which P differs from everything else, or everything else of P's kind.   So knowledge of (say)
Theaetetus consists in true belief about Theaetetus plus an account of what differentiates Theaetetus from every other
human.  
Keeping in mind that Plato views knowledge as an acquaintance of Forms, it is problematic just how to understand his
suggestion.   Interestingly, although he uses Theaetetus (clearly a sensible, in this world at least) in the example he cites,
the true beliefs about Theaetetus that would qualify for knowledge by Plato's concept would all have to be about the
Form of Theaetetus (presuming there is one -- not a foregone conclusion) rather than any sensible properties of the
sensible Theaetetus.   Just what might be a manner in which the Form of Theaetetus differs from the Forms of other
humans, or the Form of Man, is therefore an interesting problem.   One that Plato unfortunately provides no guidance
for.  
Combined as it obviously must be, with Plato's Theory of Forms, his concept of knowledge leaves it highly problematic
just how we are to have knowledge of anything.   And it particularly disavows most of what we commonly call
knowledge -- empirical "knowledge"like that I have two hands.   Plato's concept of knowledge is thus rendered less than
useful for common discourse, and restricts his concept of knowledge to the specialized field of Platonic philosophy.  
But within that limited field it does, for example, make quite comprehensible Socrates'repeated claims to know nothing - by Plato's concept of knowledge it would be difficult to understand how Socrates could actually "know"anything at
all.   And it similarly renders comprehensible Socrates'search for the definitions of virtue, goodness, justice, etc.   What
he is seeking is the "logos" -- the factor that distinguishes the Forms of Virtue, Goodness, Justice, etc. from all the other
Forms.   On the other hand, it renders problematic the use Socrates makes in the Cratylus of his "knowledge"(or perhaps
it should be "opinions"?) of the etymological derivations of so many Greek words -- clearly empirical knowledge if
anything is.

Notes
(1)   Russell, Bertrand.   The Problems of Philosophy. Oxford University Press. Oxford, England. 1912. Pg 46
(2)   Russell, Bertrand.   "Knowledge by Acquaintance and Knowledge by Description"in Mysticism and Logic,
Doubleday Anchor Books, New York, New York. 1957. Pg202.
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Does Plato offer a satisfactory account of naming in the Cratylus?
As a preliminary, it is important to be clear about what is meant by "naming" in this title question.   The Greek word that
Plato uses in the Cratylus is "onomata" (plural of "onoma").   Although usually translated as "names", it
"in fact varies between being (a) a general term for 'words', (b) more narrowly, nouns, or perhaps nouns
and adjectives, and (c) in certain contexts, proper names alone.   In (a), the most generic use, it comes to
designate language as such."(1)  
Plato is generally considered to be a "naturalist".   At Cratylus 388b, Socrates attributes two functions for names: (a)
conveying information to each other; and (b) distinguishing things in nature as they are.   A name is "correct" Socrates
claims "so long as the essence of the thing remains in possession of the name and appears in it"(393d).   The correctness
of names (words) consists in their descriptive adequacy.
So the title question is asking whether Plato, in the Cratylus dialogue, has presented a satisfactory justification and
rationale for the naturalistic relation between words, and the referents of those words.
The answer has to be "No!" -- for three reasons.  

Firstly
Like many of Plato's dialogues, the Cratylus dialogue does not end with a clear-cut answer.   Plato examines both the
"conventionalism" of Hermogenes and the "naturalism" of Cratylus.   He begins by persuading Hermogenes that,
contrary to his initial conventionalism, there must be some degree of naturalism in words.   By focusing
Hermogenes'attention on the pure subjective relativism of Protagoras, Plato persuades Hermogenes that, contra
Protagoras, things must have an objective nature.   Since things have an objective nature independent of us, there are
necessarily objectively determined skills for dealing with them.   With this reasoning, Hermogenes agrees.   Plato then
slides quickly into dealing with "naming"as one of those objectively determined skills.   Thus supposedly defeating
Hermogenes'conventionalism.  
One might think that this leaves the field to naturalism, and Plato does proceed to present a long list of etymologies that
appear to be based on a theory of words as natural descriptions.   But at the close of the dialogue, Plato employs an
analogy with paintings to demonstrate to Cratylus that there can be a marked difference between the name of something
and the thing for which it is the name.   Combining the analogy that Plato employs of the picture and his later discussion
of the words "σκηρότης"and "σκηρότηρ", one can imagine Socrates arguing that a portrait of Hermogenes might be so
badly drawn that it looks more like Cratylus than it does like Hermogenes, leading other people, who do not know the
intended subject of the portrait, to incorrectly believe that it is a portrait of Cratylus.   Hence there is the possibility of
"incorrectly/wrongly"assigning a name to a thing, yet still have it function by custom or convention as an identifier of
that thing.   Plato further weakens the naturalist argument by pointing out that the names of numbers would be
impossible to explain without including the element of convention.
"How can you ever imagine, my good friend, that you will find names resembling every individual
number, unless you allow that which you term convention and agreement to have authority in
determining the correctness of names?"(435b-c)
So the dialogue ends without a clear statement of either a naturalist theory or a conventionalist theory.   Plato seems to
leave matters as a poorly delineated mixture of both.   Hardly a "satisfactory account".

Secondly
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The etymologies that Socrates offers in support of his theory of names as natural descriptions are hilariously off the
mark.   Certainly, the Greeks of Plato's time had little historical awareness of the origins of the Greek language.   So it is
entirely likely that Plato was in earnest with his suggested etymologies.   Aristotle, for example, gives no indication that
Plato's etymologies were in jest.   They may have been quite persuasive at the time, when there was no information to
the contrary.   However, given the availability of modern etymological knowledge of the origins of words (especially
the Greek words that are the basis of Plato's reasoning), the entire argument for names as natural descriptions dissolves
into an amusing entertainment, rather than any solid support for the argument.
While it is certainly acceptable to present an explanation of the meaning of words "sui generis", absent the etymologies,
there is nothing in Plato's naturalistic analysis of words that can function as a logical rationale (a "logos") for the
theory.   With the bulk of the Cratylus dialogue being dismissed as hopelessly fanciful, it leaves Plato's statements about
the functions and correctness of "names"as having to be taken as given.   His theory is left as a simple assertion, with no
supporting rationale.   Again, hardly an approach that could be called a "satisfactory account".

Thirdly
In his attack on the conventionalism of Hermogenes, Plato confuses the divisions of nature with the divisions of
language.   He properly points out to Hermogenes that reality has divisions that we ignore at our peril.   For example
there is a "right"(meaning efficacious) way of cutting something, a "right"way of separating the threads while weaving,
and so forth.   In dealing with men and horses, one treats them the same only with a cost.   It is more efficacious to treat
them differently.   Therefore, it is more efficacious to think of them separately.   Therefore, it is more efficacious if our
names of things reflect the natural divisions of nature.   Plato makes this point to Hermogenes rather briefly as part of
his critique of conventionalism.   But then Plato slides into treating the names of things in the same manner as he has
been treating the natural divisions of nature.   He conflates the differences between names with the differences between
the various natural divisions of nature.   And this is a move that Hermogenes, being the representative of
conventionalism, should have objected to immediately.
There is a considerable difference between saying that there is a natural difference between horses and men that should
be reflected in our having different names for them, and saying that there is a natural difference between our name for
horses and our name for men that should be reflected in our naming of them.   Plato does not acknowledge this.   He
does not allow that Hermogenes can readily admit to the former, without being committed to the latter.   As long as we
recognize the natural division between horses and men by using different names, it is purely a matter of convention (and
history) that we call horses "horses"and men "men"rather than the other way around.  
Considering that Plato's attack on the conventionalism of Hermogenes is fundamentally flawed in this manner, and the
etymologies that form the bulk of the Cratylus dialogue are dismissible as failing to offer any support for a theory of
words as descriptions, the only remaining element of the dialogue is a critique of the naturalist position of Craytlus.  
Hence the question must now be raised -- "just what is Plato's account of naming in the Cratylus?"We are left with
nothing but the conventionalism of Hermogenes.   While conventionalism may be the proper answer, reaching this
solution by default hardly amounts to a "satisfactory account".
Plato may have been led astray by the seeming reasonableness of his etymologies.   Even today, with our more
historically accurate picture of the true etymologies of words in various languages, we might also be led similarly
astray.   Considering such words as "microcomputer", "craftsman", or even "lymphoma", we might erroneously
conclude that the descriptive nature of these words was a necessary feature of all words.   They are, after all, compound
words made up of descriptive sub-units.   Just like the more fanciful etymologies that Plato offered.   But if one
considers instead a wider selection of some of the "adopted"words that a polyglot language like English has
incorporated, the picture becomes a bit more doubtful.  
One does not have to know ancient Greek to understand the meaning of "polyglot"(from the Greek
"poluglottos"meaning "many-tongued").   One looks in the dictionary to find out what the conventional meaning is of
the word (adjective - knowing, using, or written in several languages; noun - a person who knows or uses several
languages).   A similar result is obtained from considering closely related dialects.   If I told you to "put the bread in the
boot", would you put the groceries in the car, or would you put the money in the footwear?  
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Perhaps Plato did not have readily available either a number of closely related dialects, or a lot of borrowed words.   He
does mention a couple of borrowed words during his critique of naturalism, however, and does maintain that their Greek
meaning is adopted by convention.   So perhaps it is possible that Plato is a conventionalist after all, despite his flawed
attack on the position of Hermogenes.   In any event, for the reasons outlined here, in presenting an "account of
naming", the Cratylus dialogue proves quite unsatisfactory and leaves the reader to ponder just what Plato's account
really is.

Notes
(1)     Sedley, David, "Plato's Cratylus", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Winter 2006 Edition), Edward
N. Zalta (ed.), URL = <http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2006/entries/plato-cratylus/>.
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How should we understand Heraclitus's claim that opposites are one?
Does this claim commit him to inconsistency?
Heraclitus
Heraclitus of Ephesus (ca. 535 -- 475 BCE), known as "The Obscure", was a pre-Socratic Ionian philosopher, a native
of Ephesus on the coast of Asia Minor (present day Turkey)(1).   According to Diogenes Laertius (circa 3rd century
CE)(2), a biographer of the ancient Greek philosophers, in the sixth century BCE, Heraclitus of Ephesus wrote a
philosophical work entitled "On Nature".   None of the original work has survived.   Only 139 disjointed fragments
remain as quotations in the works of others.   Also according to Diogenes, Heraclitus was a misanthrope who had a very
low opinion of the intelligence of his fellow Ephesians.   He made a point of writing in an obscure and complex fashion,
making extensive use of poetical metaphors and plays on words, so that none but the already knowledgeable could
understand him.   As a consequence, many of the remaining extant fragments can be read in more than one way, making
it very difficult to tease a coherent interpretation out of the little that remains of his text.
Heraclitus's Milesian predecessors (Thales, Anaximander, Anaximenes, Xenophanes) tried show how the order of the
world had come into being, and how it was maintained.   Thales supposedly held that the world originated from water.  
Anaximander conceived of the world order as governed by the primordial Boundless.   Xenophanes replaced the
Boundless with an intelligent deity who moves all things by thought.   Anaximenes held that the air, with its universal
presence, its association in popular culture with life and growth, and its variegated contents, is the foundation of all that
exists.
Heraclitus, in contrast, denied that the order (the "logos") is imposed upon the world from without.   Instead, he
identified fire as the "ever-living", and "ever was and is and will be"(B30) foundation of all that is.   Heraclitus
described a world "which is the same for all, no one of gods or men has made"as constituted by "ever-living Fire"which
participates in the changing of nature "with measures of it kindling, and measures going out".   Heraclitus's choice of
fire as a replacement for the air of Anaximenes was not likely motivated by a search for a more suitable fundamental
principle.   Nothing is literally derived from fire in the way that many natural things can be seen as derived from
Anaximenes'air (winds, clouds, water, life).   Heraclitus'aim, therefore, was most likely not to improve upon his
predecessors'metaphysics, but to provide a shift in perspective.   His Milesian predecessors focussed on the unchanging
order of the world, and sought to explain that.   Heraclitus focussed instead on the change in the world, and sought to
explain that.   The advantage of fire for this new point of view is that it the arch-type of something that remains the same
by changing.   Like the river with its flowing waters (B12), a fire consists of a constantly changing composition of
elements while remaining unchanging in its essence.  
On those who enter the same rivers, ever different waters flow. (B12)
Though the waters are always changing, the rivers stay the same.   Indeed, it is precisely because the waters are always
changing that there are rivers at all, rather than lakes or ponds.   It is not that everything is changing, but that some
things change to make possible the continued existence of other higher-order things.   But this understanding got lost
beneath the "traditional"interpretation of Heraclitus initiated by Plato.

Plato and the "Traditional" Interpretation
Plato applied to his understanding of Heraclitus a notion of "knowledge"as something that is necessarily eternal.   Plato
believed that knowledge can only be true knowledge if what it asserts is not merely true for one moment of reality, but
for all time.   When you combine this notion with the suggestion that all things are always changing in their elements
while remaining unchanging in their essence, you get Plato's   "traditional"interpretation of Heraclitus's theory as a
"Theory of Flux".   In the Cratylus, Plato has Socrates say -http://www3.sympatico.ca/saburns/pg0715e16.htm[6/23/2020 1:38:42 PM]
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"Heraclitus is supposed to say that all things are in motion and nothing at rest; he compares them to the
stream of a river, and says that you cannot go into the same water twice."(Cratylus, 402a)
Here Plato is focussing on the ever-changing elements, at the expense of the unchanging essence.   He therefore
interprets Heraclitus as arguing that everything is constantly changing.   (Perhaps helped along in this belief by Cratylus,
who as a disciple of Heraclitus, is supposed to have argued the same thing.)   Plato understands Heraclitus to be saying
that our familiar world is constantly changing, like the river waters flowing past the onlooker.   He reads into Heraclitus
the argument that all the things that exist are either coming into existence or going out of existence.   In the Symposium,
Plato offers an excellent description of his view of the unstable world of change:
"Even during the period for which any living being is said to live and retain his identity - as a man, for
example, is called the same man from boyhood to old age - he does not in fact retain the same attributes,
although he is called the same person: he is always becoming a new being and undergoing a process of
loss and reparation, which affects his hair, his flesh, his bones, his blood and his whole body. And not
only his body, but his soul as well. No man's character, habits, opinions desires pleasures pains and fears
remain always the same: new ones come into existence and old ones disappear."(Symposium, 207d)
Plato's interprets Heraclitus as arguing that an ever-changing Flux is the only possible description of the world.   How
then, Plato reasons, could one know something truly if it were always changing?   Plato believes therefore that
Heraclitus'description of a constantly changing physical universe cannot be the description of what reality is.   He
supports this conclusion by maintaining that knowledge is not dependent on the sensible world that is constantly
changing, but on another realm of existence altogether.   In the Phaedo dialogue, Plato argues that the "other"world (the
world of Forms) is "pure and everlasting and immortal and changeless"(Phaedo 79d)   In the Timeaus, Plato claims that
knowledge is of what is exempt from becoming (Timeaus 27d-28a).   Since Plato accepts Heraclitus's arguments that
sensibles are not exempt from becoming, he concludes there can be no knowledge of them (Timeaus 52a).   He employs
similar arguments in the Republic (479a-d) to show that sensible things, because they are always changing, cannot be
the primary objects of knowledge.   Knowledge, therefore, must be of something unchanging -- the Forms (Timeaus
52d).   Plato thus adopts a "two-worlds"view of reality.   One world is the ever-changing world of the sensible -- the
Heraclitean world of Flux in all things.   The other world is eternal and unchanging -- the world of the Forms.
Plato's interpretation of Heraclitus has become the "traditional"one, because his philosophical successors (particularly
Aristotle) assumed that his interpretation was the right one.   But is it?   I think not.   Plato has only taken one side of the
story.   Although many of the remaining extant fragments certainly can be read as arguing that everything is changing,
they can also be read as emphasizing that within change there is unity.   In fact Plato must have been aware of this
alternative interpretation because he quotes a relevant Heraclitean fragment (B51) in the Symposium (186e-187b).  
Both Plato and Aristotle attribute to Heraclitus the doctrine of the "unity of opposites".   And Aristotle goes further,
arguing that this doctrine is in fact inconsistent.   In particular, Aristotle, following Plato, argued that Heraclitus'doctrine
of the Unity of Opposites violated a fundamental principal of logic - the Law of the Excluded Middle, also known as the
Law of Non-Contradiction.   In Aristotle's own words "The statement of Heraclitus, that everything is and is not, seems to make everything true, but that of
Anaxagoras, that an intermediate exists between two contradictories, makes everything false; for when
things are blended, the blend is neither good nor not-good, so that it is not possible to say anything
truly."(3)
Hence, the query in the essay title about whether Heraclitus'claim that opposites are one commits him to inconsistency.

Heraclitus -- The Unity of Opposites
There are at least four different ways in which Heraclitus treats what are generally considered to be opposites.   And
none of them need be interpreted in the way suggested by Plato and Aristotle.
1. Perspective: The same thing is often viewed with opposite appreciation or justifies opposite descriptions
depending on one's point of view. From B13, pigs like mud, but men do not. From B9, horses, dogs, and
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humans have different notions of pleasure. Asses prefer straw to gold, while men prefer gold to straw. From
B61, the sea is pure for the fish, but impure for man. From B60, the way up and the way down is one and the
same, the difference depending on one's direction of travel. From B48, the bow is called life (in a play on
words), yet its function is death. From B58, the work of the surgeon merits a fee (is good) to the surgeon, but is
painful (evil) to the patient. From B103, the beginning and the end of the circumference of a circle are the same.
There is only one thing, yet there can be opposite descriptions of it depending on one's point of view.
2. Contrast: Good (and bad) things are recognizable only if we also recognize their opposites. Things are often
defined, recognizable, noticeable only in terms of their opposites. From B111, health is pleasant and noticeable
only because of sickness, good only because of evil, plenty only because of hunger, and so forth. Things like
health and sickness, good and evil, hunger and plenty exist on a scale delineated by opposite extremes. The scale
is one single spectrum, with two opposing limits. Which limit you see depends on which way you look at the one
single spectrum.
3. Cyclical Evolution: Many pairs of opposites follow each other in cycles, and are hence connected in a larger
whole. From B12, the river is one, yet the water is ever changing. From B57, day and night are separate
components of the daily cycle. From B88, the soul cycles between the living and the dead, the mind cycles
between being awake and asleep, the body cycles between being young and old. From B126, thing cycle
between being warm and cold, wet and dry. This sort of cyclical change presupposes the non-identity of the
terms. What Heraclitus suggests here is not the identity of opposites but the fact that they replace each other in a
series of transformations: they are not identical, yet are transformationally equivalent. Things change in the
details, yet remain the same in essence.
4. Tension of Opposing Forces: Some opposing things exist in dynamic equilibrium. From B51, the function of
both bow and lyre are dependent on the dynamic tension ("backwards-turning attunement") of opposing forces.
The opposing forces are the detailed elements that exist within and make possible the one higher-level thing.
From these four different ways in which Heraclitus describes how opposites relate to each other, one can easily
conclude that opposites do not really exist as separate things.   Only the unitary underlying object, spectrum, or process
exists.   There are opposites which are coinstantiated within a single invariant object.   And there are opposites which
are coninstantiated within a single invariant process.   The road which can be both the way up and the way down (B60)
and the dynamic tension of bow and lyre (B51) exemplify the coinstantiation of opposites in a single thing.   Whereas
the unity of day and night, winter and summer, surfeit and hunger (B67) exemplify the coinstantiation of opposites in a
unitary cyclical process.  
What appear to be opposites are but different aspects of an underlying hidden unity.   The fragments thus suggest that
Heraclitus does not believe that opposites are one (unity or identity), but rather believes that opposites can be present in
the same thing, or coinstantiated.   That is, that one and the same thing may be both hot and cold, pure and polluted,
etc. depending on where along the one unifying spectrum one chooses to focus one's point of view.   Alternatively, one
and the same thing may be both day and night, wet and dry, pulling and pushing, etc. depending on whether one chooses
to focus on the details, or on the higher level structure.
The change that all things experience is driven, according to Heraclitus, by the strife between those opposites that are
coinstantiated within any given object (B80, B53).   Beneath an object's apparently motionless exterior is a tension
between opposed forces.   This is not obvious to us only because, as Heraclitus also tells us, 'nature loves to hide'(B123)
and 'an unapparent connection (harmonia) is stronger than an apparent one'(B54).   Against his predecessors'notions of
the world as a fixed unity, Heraclitus presents the world as process.   For Heraclitus, the great truth is that the unity of
the world-order ("logos") depends on difference, opposition, and change along a spectrum or through a cycle.   But the
process of change is an ordered one, governed by fundamental principles.   Thus, universal change is accompanied by
an eternal unchanging governing canon -- the "logos".
In general, therefore, what we see in Heraclitus is not a conflation of opposites into an identity as is suggested by the
phrases "unit of opposites"or "opposites are one", and the interpretation of Plato and Aristotle.   What we see instead is a
series of subtle analyses revealing the interconnectedness of contrasting states in life and in the world.   There is no need
to ascribe to him the kind of logical fallacy suggested by Plato and Aristotle.   Heraclitus would assuredly admit that
opposites are a reality, and that correlative opposites are not identical to each other.   But he would equally assuredly
maintain that their interconnections are real -- opposites exist as part of a spectrum, part of a cyclical process, or as
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elements of a higher-level entity.   His claim is that opposites exist as but parts of a larger unity, to be seen separately
only as our perspective changes its focus.   This claim does not commit him any logical inconsistency.
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Appendix -- Selected Fragments from Heraclitus
B9             For a horse, a dog and a human being have different pleasures; asses prefer straw to gold, since asses
find food sweeter than gold.
B10           Graspings: things whole and not whole, what is drawn together and what is drawn asunder, the
harmonious and the discordant. The one is made up of all things, and all things issue from the one.
B12           On those who enter the same rivers, ever different waters flow.
B13           Pigs delight in the mire more than in clean water.
B30           This world, which is the same for all, no one of gods or men has made. But it always was, is, and will
be: an ever-living Fire, with measures of it kindling, and measures going out.
B36           For it is death to souls to become water, and death to water to become earth. But water comes from
earth; and from water, soul.
B48           The bow (βιός) is called life (βίος), but its work is death.
B51           They do not understand how, though at variance with itself, it agrees with itself. It is a backwardsturning attunement like that of the bow and lyre.
B53           War is father of all and king of all; and some he manifested as gods, some as men; some he made
slaves, some free.
B54           An unapparent connection (harmonia) is stronger than an apparent one.
B57           Men are sure that [Hesiod] he knew very many things, he who did not know day and night: they are
one.
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B58           And good and evil are the same. For doctors, cutting and burning and torturing sick men in every
way, still complain that they do not receive as much pay as they deserve from the sick, producing the
same things, goods and sicknesses.
B59           The straight and the crooked path of the fuller's comb (γναφεῖον) is one and the same.
B60           The way up and the way down is one and the same.
B61           The sea is the purest and the impurest water. Fish can drink it, and it is good for them; to men it is
undrinkable and destructive.
B62           Mortals are immortals and immortals are mortals, the one living the others' death and dying the
others' life.
B67           God is day and night, winter and summer, war and peace, surfeit and hunger; but he takes various
shapes, just as fire, when it is mingled with spices, is named according to the savor of each.
B80           We must know that war is common to all and strife is justice, and that all things come into being
through strife necessarily.
B84a         It rests by changing.
B88           And it is the same thing in us that is quick and dead, awake and asleep, young and old; the former are
shifted and become the latter, and the latter in turn are shifted and become the former.
B103         In the circumference of a circle the beginning and the end are common.
B111         It is sickness that makes health pleasant and good; hunger, plenty; weariness, rest.
B123         Nature loves to hide.
B125         Even the posset (barley-drink) separates if it is not stirred.
B126         Cold things become warm, and what is warm cools; what is wet dries, and the parched is moistened
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Socrates says of the allegory of the cave in the Republic that 'it fits what we
were talking about earlier in its entirety'.
Discuss how well this allegory fits with the analogy of the divided line.
Both the analogy of the Divided Line and the allegory of the Cave are designed by Plato to address the same issue.   The
Divided Line analogy is introduced first, and is almost immediately followed by the allegory of the Cave.   (Plato, The
Republic, Book VI 507 thru Book VII 520.)   They are both intended to provide the audience (personalized in the
character of Glaucon) with guidance in understanding the role that Plato's Theory of Forms plays in his ontology.
Plato uses the analogy of the Divided Line to illustrate some of his basic ideas about existence and knowledge.   In
particular, through this analogy, Plato emphasizes the relationship between image and object as a means of elucidating
his theory of the relationship between perceptual objects and the realm of Forms.   According to his Theory of Forms,
objects in the perceptual world gain their existence through participation in the Forms.   Hence they are not themselves
real in the same sense as Forms are real, but exist as mere imperfect reflections or images of the Forms.   To Plato, the
intelligible world, the world of forms, is the reality, the object, and the perceptual world is the image or reflection of
those forms.   Both the divided line and the cave are meant by Plato to illustrate and emphasize this.
Imagine a line divided into two unequal parts.   The unequal proportions Plato intends to represent the relative degree of
clearness, precision, truth, and reality versus obscurity, vagueness, and unreality.   The shorter part (less clear, more
obscure) represents the visible (perceptual) world -- the "world of becoming or passing away".   The longer part (clearer,
less obscure) represents the intelligible world -- "the domain where truth and reality shine resplendent".  
At the next step, each of the two major parts of the line is in turn divided in the same proportion.   The shorter part of the
perceptual world represents images, shadows, reflections, and things of that sort.   Things that are not themselves the
actual things of the world.   The longer part of the perceptual world represents the actual things of the world of which
the shorter part are imperfect likenesses.   Thus as before, the shorter part is the less clear, less real, and the longer part
the more clear and more real.  
Likewise for the division of the intelligible world, the shorter part of the intelligible world represents images, and the
longer part the objects of which those images are imperfect likenesses.   The intelligible world is thus to be divided into
"mental images"on the one hand, and the pure Forms on the other, with the shorter (and hence less clear) segment of the
intelligible world representing the "mental images".   Plato uses the example of geometric diagrams to illuminate the
transition from the objects of the perceptual world to the images of the intelligible world.   A diagram drawn in the sand
of a circle or a triangle is a perceptual object.   But the geometer converts the physically drawn diagram of a particular
circle or triangle into a mental image of a generalized circle or triangle.   And that mental generalization is an
intelligible image of the Form which is the idea of the circle or triangle.  
[In one part] "the mind uses as images those actual things which themselves had images in the visible world; and is
compelled to pursue its inquiry by starting from assumptions and travelling, not up to principle, but down to
conclusion.   In the second, the mind moves in the other direction, from assumption up to principle which is not
hypothetical; and it makes no use of the images employed in the other section, but only of Forms, and conducts its
enquiry solely by their means."Plato, Republic VI, 510b.
As a consequence of the proportionality into which the line is divided, the segment that represents the objects of the
perceptual world is equal in length to the segment that represents the images of the intelligible world.   Plato does not
specifically comment on this equivalence.   But it is usually interpreted to mean that the mental images reflect the run of
the mill Forms of which the objects of the perceptual world partake.   Hence the one-to-one relationship in the degree of
clarity and reality for the objects of the perceptual world and the "mental images"by which we recognize the Forms in
which those objects partake.   Of course, the actual intelligible objects of which these are merely images, are the Forms
themselves in the fourth and final line segment.   The Forms are accessible only to a priori reasoning -- like the "Form of
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the Good".   Hence they are the most clear and the most real.
The same two-level four-fold division of the world into object-image pairs described by the analogy of the divided line,
is repeated by Plato in the allegory of the cave.   In the Allegory of the Cave, Plato describes prisoners (representing
"most people") chained so that all they can see are shadows on the wall before them.   These shadows they take to be
reality.   When a prisoner is released, the first thing he sees is that the shadows are cast on the wall by statues and
images carried between the prisoners and a great fire.   When the prisoner is brought out of the cave into the daylight, he
is at first blinded by the bright sun.   As his eyes slowly adjust, the first things he can see are the less bright shadows and
reflections in water cast by things in the bright sunlight.   Then as his eyes adjust to the bright sun, he can finally see the
real objects that cast the shadows and are reflected in the water -- and that are the original bases for the statues and other
images carried before the fire to cast shadows on the wall of the cave.   Finally, the prisoner descends back into the
cave, bringing his knowledge of the reality behind the shadows back to his fellow prisoners, and suffering all of the
prejudice that effort would entail.
Clearly, the two stories fit very tightly together.   The first-level division of the divided line becomes the division
between the cave (the perceptual world) and the outside (the intelligible world).   At the second level, the first segment
of the divided line that represents images and representations in the perceptual world becomes the shadows on the wall
of the cave.   The second segment of the line that represents the objects of the perceptual world becomes the statues
(themselves images of the objects in the outside world) that are held aloft between the fire and the wall to create the
shadows on the wall.   The third segment of the divided line that represents the images of the Forms being partaken in
by objects becomes the shadows and reflections in water that the released sun-blind prisoner is first able to see.   While
the final segment of the divided line representing the Forms themselves becomes the objects in the outside world, all
brightly illuminated and energized by the Sun (the Form of the Good).
The analogy of the divided line is used by Plato to elucidate his ontology.   As such, it is a static picture of how he
divides things and thinking up into different realms.   Intellection or reasoning Plato reserves to the realm of Forms, the
realm where Forms are revealed through dialectic and a priori reasoning alone.   Understanding he restricts to the realm
of mental images, the realm where we make postulates and draw conclusions.   Belief he applies to the realm of
perceptual objects.   And conjecture dominates the realm of the images of perceptual objects.   When people do not have
the knowledge to look beyond the things one can see by taking only a superficial look (the shadows on the wall of the
cave), they do not know how to being a search for the intelligible, the real truths.  
The allegory of the cave, on the other hand, is used by Plato to elucidate his notions of how to gain knowledge of the
Forms.   It is thus a dynamic picture of education and learning.   Most people are chained by their ignorance, seeing only
the shadows on the wall.   The student in search of enlightenment progresses "up"the scale - from the shadows on the
wall that is the entire world for most people; to the statues paraded before the fire as one begins to appreciate that there
are things "behind"the shadows that are the cause and source of the things we daily experience; to the shadows and
reflections of things on the "outside"as one begins to grasp the Theory of Forms and understand the shape and manner
of Forms; to seeing the objects in the outside world as one gains an understanding of Forms and the role that they play
in our ontology and epistemology; to the light of the Sun as one gains an understanding of the Form of the Good; and
finally the return to the cave as one accepts the challenge of teaching others the wisdom of the Forms and the Form of
the Good.
We can therefore see that the analogy of the Divided Line and the Allegory of the Cave fit very well indeed.   The fit is
not perfect, of course.   Any analogy breaks down if the details are pushed too far.   The prisoner's trip back down into
the cave has no correspondence in the analogy of the divided line, for example.   But because the topic is the same
(Plato's Theory of Forms), and the intent is the same (to illustrate Plato's division of the world into Object-Image pairs,
the one being real while the other only an imperfect image), the two fit together quite well.   Any apparent discrepancies
can be attributed to the slightly different focus the two have (ontology versus education).
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Can the difficulties raised for the Theory of Forms in Plato's Parmenides
be overcome?
In the Parmenides dialogue, Plato relates in a third-hand manner a discussion that is supposed to have taken place years
earlier between an elder Parmenides (then 60-ish) and a "young" Socrates (then 20-ish).   (Plato has the character of
Antiphon recite the conversation as he heard it from Pythodorus, in whose house the conversation supposedly took
place.)
According to the chronologists, the Parmenides dialog is one of Plato's later dialogues.   If this is in fact true, it calls into
question the purpose and intent of this dialogue.   The third-hand approach can perhaps be interpreted as a means of
separating the errors that "young"Socrates makes in dealing with the difficulties raised by the character of Parmenides,
from the full blown development of the theory of Forms that Plato/Socrates had developed by this time in his career.  
For none of the six "difficulties"for the theory of Forms that are raised in this dialogue are at all difficult to overcome,
given the full blown theory of Forms that Plato has described by this time in his (presumably) earlier writings -- even
though they are portrayed as presenting serious difficulties for the "young"Socrates..
The six "difficulties" that Plato voices through the character of Parmenides are
(1) the extent of Forms;
(2) the whole-part dilemma;
(3) the "third man argument";
(4) Forms as Thoughts;
(5) Forms as Paradigms; and
(6) "The Greatest Difficulty".
I will deal with each in turn, and show how each supposed "difficulty" turns on a misunderstanding of Plato's
description of Forms.

(1)   The Extent of Forms
In this section of the dialogue, Parmenides adopts as a premise the "One-Over-Many" description of Forms that Plato
provided in the Republic -- for any plurality of things which are F, there is a Form of F by virtue of partaking of which
each member of the plurality is F.
As a result of some give and take with Parmenides, Plato has the young Socrates express uncertainty about whether
there is truly a Form of humanity, fire, and water, and scepticism about the existence of Forms of mud, hair, and dirt.
But in the Phaedo (Phaedo, 65-66), Plato has already established that Forms are the "pure absolute essence"or
"underlying quality" of all things, and that they are to be known by reason alone and not by the bodily senses.  
Additionally, in the Cratylus (Cratylus 436a, 438d), Plato is clear that names are not the essence, and that we must look
to something else, not names, to show us the true things.   And in the Republic (Republic, 523d), Plato suggests that
Forms are necessary to explain apparently contradictory properties (like a finger being both large and small), but not
necessary to explain what a thing is (like a finger being a finger).   It is clear, therefore, that to Plato, the Forms are not
epistemic existents in the manner in which we view "universals", but are instead ontological entities that express the
underlying essences of things, rather than simply their sensible properties.   More particularly, they are to be known by
reason rather than by their sensible properties.   It is, for example, difficult to comprehend how there could be a form for
human or for mud that is different from the sensible existents of humans and mud.   And water, fire, and hair are what
they are in virtue of what they are, exhibiting no contradictory properties in need of explanation.
The rejoinder that the young Socrates ought to have provided, therefore, is the question whether the named property of F
expresses a "pure absolute essence" or "underlying quality" of some property in need of explanation.   If the answer is
"Yes", then the plurality of F things exists because they partake of the form of F.   If the answer is "No", then the
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plurality of F things exists because they partake of multiple forms, and one must seek the pure essences underlying their
F-ness to learn about the Forms involved.
Hence, one can interpret Plato's "uncertainty"about the existence of Forms of humanity, fire, and water as an uncertainty
about whether the sensible properties of these natural kinds (their F-nesses) express the true underlying essences of
these kinds.   Since sensible existents are mixtures of Forms, perhaps humanity, fire, and water, are in fact mixtures of
Forms rather than partakers of the Forms of perfect humanity, perfect fire, and perfect water.   After all, there are more
things that are wet than water.   Perhaps it is wetness that is the essence, rather than water.   In the case of humanity,
Plato has already expressed the view that humanity is a mixture of a soul with a body.   So there need not be a form of
humanity if there is a form of the Soul and a form of the Body.   Or a form of hair or finger, if a hair or finger is but a
small part of the Form of Body.   Likewise, one can view mud as but a mixture of the forms of earth and wetness; dirt a
particular manner of participating in the Form of Earth.   And so forth.
The initial epistemic understanding of the One-Over-Many premise adopted by Parmenides is clearly wrong.   And there
is ample material in the other Platonic dialogues with which to refute it.   Forms are, to Plato, ontological entities and
not epistemic entities.

(2)   The Whole-Part Dilemma
In this section of the dialogue, Parmenides adopts a "Pie Model"understanding of the partaking relationship between
sensible existents and the relevant Forms.   Parmenides argues that if each sensible existent that is F "partakes"of the
form of F in total -- by partaking of the entire pie, then there will be multiple copies of the form of F, and Forms will be
neither one nor unique as the young Socrates has described them.   Alternatively, if each sensible existent that is F
"partakes"of the form F in part -- by partaking of but a small part of the pie, then there will be multiple parts of the form
F, and again Forms will not be one as Socrates has described.
But in other dialogues (particularly the Phaedo), Plato makes it clear that sensible existents get their existence from their
participation in the Forms, and that Forms do not exist in the same realm as those sensible existents.   Further, Plato is
clear that the realm of Forms is more "real"than the realm of sensible existents.   In Plato's understanding, therefore, a
Form is something that can invest its essence in a sensible particular without loosing any part of itself, or dividing
itself.   So neither version of Parmenides'"pie model"is an appropriate way of understanding the "partaking"relation.
To overcome this "difficulty"it is merely sufficient to provide a better model of "partaking"than the "pie model"used by
Parmenides.   The young Socrates should have suggested that a Form is more appropriately modelled by a song, with
the partaking relation being modelled by the entertainment that a song provides.   A song "entertains"sensible particulars
(people) explaining their F-ness (their pleasure).   The Form of F is partaken of by the sensible particulars and that
explains their property of F-ness.   Any number of people can be entertained by a song without replicating, dividing, or
decreasing the unity (one-ness) or uniqueness of the song, in the same way that any number of sensible existents can
partake of a Form.   And any number of people can be entertained by any number of songs, in the same way that any
number of sensible existents can partake of any number of Forms.

(3)   The "Third Man Argument"
In this section of the dialogue, Parmenides introduces what has come to be known as the Third Man Argument.   It
actually gets its name from Aristotle's discussion of it.   Aristotle described the logic in terms of "man"and the "form of
man", even though in the Parmenides dialogue it is not about, nor does it involve, a discussion of "man".  
Parmenides'reasoning in this argument depends on his misunderstanding of two premises that he argues are
inconsistent:Non-Identity (NI): If X is F, then X is not the same thing as F-ness. If anything has a certain character, it cannot
be identical with the form in virtue of which we apprehend that character. This is the necessary consequence of
the One-Over-Many premise documented in the Republic (Republic, Book X, 596a-596b), combined with the
premise that no Form partakes of itself (Timaeus, 51d-52d). It is the combination of Plato's description of the
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Forms as non self-partaking and unique, and the distinction that Plato draws between particulars that partake of
forms, and the forms themselves.
Self-Predication (SP): F-ness is F. Any form can be predicated of itself. This is from (Phaedo 78b; Timaeus,
52d)
The elder Parmenides challenges the young Socrates by supposing first that when there is a number of things that seem
great, there is a single Form that is the form of absolute greatness.   Then, on the assumption that this form also must be
amongst those things that are great, there must be an additional form that encompasses and explains the greatness of this
larger set.   And so forth to infinity.   Parmenides implies that this constitutes a reductio ad absurdum proof that the
notion of Forms is wrong.
But the understanding of these two premises that Parmenides must adopt in order to make his reasoning work is simply
wrong -- his particular understanding of these two premises is inconsistent with the descriptions that Plato has provided
of Forms in his other dialogues.  
From the Phaedo and other dialogues, we can see that Plato's theory of forms proposes that for any irreducible pure
absolute essence F exhibited by sensible particulars, the primary function of the form F is to explain the F-ness of those
particulars that partake of F.   Sensible particular that are F, are F because they partake of the Form of F.   Specifically
excluded from Plato's description is any attempt to explain the F-ness of the Form of F itself.   The form of F can
explain the F-ness of the original plurality of F sensible particulars.   But it cannot explain the F-ness of F.   That
requires no explanation because Plato maintains that F-ness is equivalent / identical to F.   Hence, the move by
Parmenides to demand a "higher level"Form in order to explain the F-ness of the larger set of things that includes the
Form of F is specifically invalid.
The apparent inconsistency that Parmenides draws upon rests on the ambiguous sense of "is"he employs.   For NI can be
understood as an accurate consequence of Plato's description of Forms only if one understands the "is"involved to mean
"partake".   As in                       "(NI):   If X (a sensible particular) partakes of F, then X is not the same thing as F-ness."From numerous
passages, we know that Plato specifically distinguishes sensible particulars from the Forms, and from F-ness.  
Similarly, any form can be predicated of itself only because the quality that is predicated and the form itself are
identical.   SP can be understood as an accurate description of Forms only if one understands the "is"involved to mean
"equivalence / identity". As in                       "(SP):   F-ness is equivalent / identical to F."
Hence Parmenides commits the fallacy of equivocation when he attempts to substitute a Form for X in the Non-Identity
premise, or to employ the sense of self-predication that applies for forms when discussing particulars.   The two
premises are properly understood as incommensurable, and hence cannot be inconsistent.   So, the Third Man Argument
does not actually present any difficulty for the theory of forms.

(4)   Forms as Thoughts
In response to the challenges by Parmenides, the young Socrates attempts to recover his position by suggesting that
Forms might be understood as thoughts.   It is curious why Plato would have his character of "young Socrates"make this
suggestion at this point.   It is obvious from his description of Forms in other, earlier, dialogues, that Forms are in no
way similar to thoughts as thoughts are commonly considered.   (Although they might be considered as a kind of
concept -- a particular sub-species of thought.)
Be that as it may, the character of Parmenides immediately jumps upon this suggestion.   But his first argument is based
on the faulty premise that if all Forms are thoughts, then necessarily all thoughts are Forms.   In particular, he suggests
that any thought necessarily includes a One-Over-Many notion, and is hence a Form.   But this is clearly not a necessary
or even a likely consequence of Socrates'suggestion that Forms are thoughts.   For nowhere does Socrates suggest that
the One-Over-Many premise is itself a sufficient condition to identify a Form.
In his second argument, Parmenides draws again upon his "pie model"understanding of the partaking relation to argue
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that if Forms are thoughts, then everything is composed of thoughts, and further that all things think -- which is absurd.  
Of course, as I discussed above, the pie model is an inappropriate understanding of the partaking relation.   So
Parmenides'conclusion that all things are composed of thoughts is nonsense.   His further absurdity, that all things must
think, is based on the absurd premise that anything composed of thoughts must therefore think.
Clearly, although the suggestion by the young Socrates that Forms are thoughts is a poor choice given the then common
understanding of what thoughts are, the difficulties raised by Parmenides in response pose no challenge to the Theory of
Forms.

(5)   Forms as Paradigms
In this section of the dialogue, Parmenides grasps the suggestion by Socrates that Forms are patterns set in nature, and
the partaking relation is a kind of "like-ness".   Parmenides argues that because the relationship of "like"is symmetrical,
then the form of Greatness is like the plurality of things that are great, and the Form of Small is like the plurality of
things that are small.   And hence the two Forms are alike, and must partake of a form of Like-ness.   And so forth to
infinity.
But the reasoning fails on two grounds.   Firstly, the partaking relation is more than likeness.   Forms (even if viewed as
set patterns in nature) play a causative role.   Sensible existents have their F-ness because of their partaking of the form
of F.   So the relationship of partaking, while being similar to the relationship of "like", is not in fact symmetrical.  
Hence Parmenides cannot reason that the Form is "like"the plurality of sensible particulars that are F, and his reasoning
fails.   Secondly, Plato has been quite clear in the Phaedo, that Forms do not partake of Forms.   Forms are not sensible
existents whose F-ness needs to be explained by a form of F.   Hence Parmenides cannot reason that there needs to be a
higher level Form to explain the "partaking"relationship shared by all Forms, and again his reasoning fails.

(6)   The Greatest Difficulty
In this final challenge to the theory of forms presented by the young Socrates, Parmenides argues that people can have
no knowledge of Forms, and the Gods can have no knowledge of human affairs.   Clearly an absurd conclusion, hence
the theory of forms is wrong.
However, Parmenides'reasoning is based on the erroneous premise that knowledge is what it is in relation to what it is
knowledge of.   In other words, Parmenides is defining knowledge as having merely relative rather than absolute being.  
The young Socrates should have responded that the absurd conclusions reached by Parmenides demonstrate not that the
Theory of Forms is flawed, but that the applied definition of knowledge is flawed.   In the Theaetetus dialogue, Plato
goes to great lengths to demonstrate that knowledge is what it is in virtue of itself.   In the terms of Parmenides'argument
in this section, knowledge has absolute rather than relative being.   Hence Parmenides'argument is flawed.
But the young Socrates might have argued further that even if Parmenides'definition of knowledge is accepted, his
conclusions are still false.   In a number of dialogues, Plato describes a human as the mixture of a sensible existent (a
body) and an element from the realm of Forms and Gods (the soul).   Hence, a human being bridges the supposed gap
between sensible existents and the realm of Forms.   Hence human beings can have knowledge of the Forms through the
acquaintance of the soul with the Forms.   And the Gods can have knowledge of human affairs through their
acquaintance with the activities of the souls inhabiting human bodies.   So again, Parmenides'challenge is no difficulty
at all

Conclusion
The nature of the "difficulties" presented in the Parmenides dialogue raises serious questions as to the purpose that Plato
had in mind for the dialogue.   As a later work, it is puzzling why Plato would present a picture of his "hero" Socrates in
such an unflattering light.   And why is the dialogue delivered at third-hand?
Perhaps the entire thing is an "exercise for the student".   By presenting a third-hand rendition of what perhaps might be
a collection of then common misunderstandings about the Theory of Forms, he is setting the stage for students familiar
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with his other dialogues, so that they may correct the alleged errors of his "young Socrates" without detracting from the
reverence in which he wishes to hold a wiser Socrates.   Since the latter part of the Parmenides dialogue is a series of
training exercises offered by the character of Parmenides as ways to think about the Theory of Forms, the suggestion
that this is a student exercise work gains weight.
In any event, all of the difficulties raised for the Theory of Forms in Plato's Parmenides dialogue can be easily overcome
by drawing upon Plato's description of Forms in such other dialogues as the Phaedo, the Timeaus, the Theaetetus, the
Republic, the Cratylus, and others to a lesser extent.
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"Descartes' attempt to prove the existence of God in Meditation III is not
merely a failure, it is a philosophically uninteresting failure."Discuss.
The most immediate challenge that arises from this title question is, given that Descartes'proof is actually a failure, just
what might constitute a "philosophically uninteresting"failure? In the absence of any guidance to the contrary, I am
going to suggest that a "philosophically uninteresting"failure of an argument is one that results from a simple failure of
imagination. Given the premises with which Descartes starts, and given the then current cultural milieu within which
he developed his arguments, it is not very surprising that he did indeed suffer from the failure of imagination that he did.
For it took 150 years and a genius every bit as impressive as Descartes to give expression to the short-coming of
imagination that trips up Descartes reasoning in his attempt to prove the existence of God in Meditation III.
To describe where and how this failure of imagination creates the failure of logic in Descartes'attempt to prove the
existence of God, and why it is really a "philosophically uninteresting"failure, I am going to have to describe the details
of Descartes reasoning.
The concept of "Essence"was an important concept in Scholastic philosophy. An "essence"was taken by the
Scholastics to be that quality or property that made something the type of thing that it is. (The essence of man, for
example, is "rational thought", because it is rational thought that supposedly distinguishes man from all other things.)
According to the Scholastics, a substance is the most basic unit of existence. Descartes takes these Scholastic concepts,
and by introducing the notion of a "mode", reduces the types of substances in the world from an innumerable plurality to
only two â€" body and mind. (God he considers a variation on the substance of mind). Descartes reasoned that there
are only two essences in the world â€" the essence of mind (thought); and the essence of body (extension). According
to Descartes a "mode"was a determinate way of being an attribute of one of these substances. All modes of body are
determinate ways of being extended. All modes of mind are determinate ways of being thought.
From his background in Aristotelian / Scholastic metaphysics, it seemed so obvious to Descartes that substances exist,
that he held we must conclude that a substance is necessarily present wherever we encounter a property. It never
occurs to him to subject the concept of substance to criticism in accordance with his program of systematic doubt.
Although he was prepared to doubt the existence of things that are observed by us, he was not prepared to doubt the
existence of a substance even though it is not observed by us.
Using his Method of Doubt he systematically examines all his beliefs and sets aside those which he could call into
doubt. He finds only one belief which he can not doubt -- that the evil genius seeking to deceive him can not deceive
him into thinking that he does not exist when in fact he does exist. By the end of the Second Meditation, Descartes
claims to have succeeded in discarding as dubitable all but his knowledge that he thinks, and that he exists. In his effort
to demonstrate that God exists, therefore, he can draw upon nothing beyond the thoughts ("ideas") that he thinks.
"Now, with respect to ideas, if these are considered only in themselves, and are not referred to any object
beyond them, they cannot, properly speaking, be false;"Vetch, Pg 236
With this limited foundation, then, Descartes begins his proof by establishing some classification schemes for his ideas.
He observes that his thoughts, his ideas, when considered only as ideas, fall into three different classes.
"But among these ideas, some appear to me to be innate, others adventitious [that is to be caused by
things outside of me], and others to be made by myself (factitious);"Vetch, Pg 237
Although he, at this point admits that he has "not yet clearly discovered their true origin".
Descartes establishes the distinction between "objective reality"and "formal reality". According to an explanatory
footnote provided by Cottingham and Stoothoff, "Having more objective reality"means:
". . . participation by representation in a higher degree of being or perfection."(added in the French
version). According to the Scholastic distinction invoked in the paragraphs that follow, the
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"formal"reality of anything is its own intrinsic reality, while the "objective"reality is a function of its
representational content. Thus if an idea A represents some object X which is F, then F-ness will be
contained "formally"in X but "objectively"in A."
         
Cottingham, Pg 90
A thing (particularly, an Idea) has "objective reality"in virtue of representing something else. Descartes originally
posits the concept of objective and formal reality as a way to explain the difference between an object in the real world,
and the idea of that object in our minds. But at this point in his reasoning, he applies the classification only to the ideas
of his mind. (He does not say whether other representational entities, such as paintings, might also have "objective
reality".) According to Descartes, the amount of objective reality an idea has is determined solely on the basis of the
amount of formal reality contained in the thing being represented. "Formal reality"is simply the reality that something
possesses in virtue of existing. Formal reality is what he takes to be the cause of his ideas, while the ideas in
themselves represent objective reality.
Descartes then applies his classifications of ideas to his notion of "substance". Since he believed that modes of
substances (properties) were accidental modes of the underlying substance, he argued that the underlying substance has
more "objective reality"than the modes. His reasoning is that the underlying substance itself must be "more
perfect"than could be any variations of that substance that are the modes we observe.
"For, without doubt, those that represent substances are something more, and contain in themselves, so to
speak, more objective reality [that is, participate by representation in higher degrees of being or
perfection], than those that represent only modes or accidents;"
             Descartes / Vetch, Pg 239.
The next step in his argument is the critical one. It is his premise that "Now, it is manifest by the natural light that there
must at least be as much reality in the efficient and total cause as in its effect;"[Vetch, Pg 239] and "it is not less
repugnant that the more perfect should be an effect of, and dependence on the less perfect"[Cottingham pg 172]. This
is the key premise of an "argument from design". Having classified the three categories of ideas according to his notion
of "perfection", he then maintains that the cause (the formal reality) of some level of perfection must be equal to or
greater in perfection than the idea that is the effect (the objective reality).
Descartes continues to say that any thing that is the effect of another thing may contain in it only the qualities (modes)
expressed in the cause. He uses the example of a stone. The idea of something like the stone, cannot exist clearly and
distinctly in one's mind unless it was put there by a cause which contains at least as much formal reality as the objective
reality of the idea. "[T]here must at least be as much reality in the efficient and total cause as in its effect; for whence
can the effect draw its reality if not from its cause?"[Cottingham pg 172]
"When we apprehend that it is impossible a thing can arise from nothing, this proposition ex nihilo nihil
fit, is not considered as something existing, or as the mode of a thing, but as an eternal truth having its
seat in our mind, and is called a common notion or axiom."
       
Descartes / Vetch, Pg 319
Having thus set the necessary groundwork, Descartes then establishes his "Proof"of the existence of God. He starts
with the premise that he has an idea of absolute perfection -- an idea of God. This idea, being an idea of his mind, has
an objective reality. But, he asks, what is the cause of this idea. By his definition of objective and formal reality, he
can conclude that whatever the cause, it must have at least as much formal reality as it does objective reality. Since his
idea is that of absolute perfection, then the cause of the idea must also possess absolute perfection. Therefore, this idea
cannot have an adventitious cause, since it has already been demonstrated through his method of doubt that the senses
are flawed and hence imperfect. Nor can this idea have a factitious cause (be made by himself), since it has already
been demonstrated that he can be fooled by his evil genius, so that he, himself, must be considered flawed and
imperfect. Therefore, his idea of God must be innate. But if it is an innate idea, what has caused the creation of such a
perfect innate idea. The innate idea of absolute perfection must be the effect of a cause that has at least as much formal
reality. Descartes reasons that the only way that he could come by this innate idea of his of an absolute perfection, is if
something of equal or greater perfection caused the idea in him. Therefore God must exist.
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Descartes is not making the error of confusing a muddled notion of a supremely perfect being with a supremely perfect
notion of a supremely perfect being. There is no difficulty with the notion of a flawed and error-prone mind creating a
flawed and error-prone notion of a supremely perfect being. But Descartes takes his notion of God to be a supremely
perfect notion. His notion of God is a prototypical "Grand Unified Theory"that explains and deductively predicts
everything.
'the fact remains that it was a huge theory, full of intricacy, remarkably self-consistent, often fiendishly
persuasive even in today's hindsight. Any idea that could generate such a stunning intellectual edifice
would be a prodigiously fecund idea, and if the edifice were true in all particulars (as Descartes thought
his edifice was), the fact that such an idea was to be found in a mind would be something aching for
explanation."
              Dennett, Pg 8
In several places within his body of work, Descartes draws upon the analogy of a highly intricate machine. And he
argues that if someone has an idea of such a machine, and has not himself the capacity to imagine the level of intricacies
contained within that machine, then it is natural to conclude that the design of the machine has come from someone else.
'this is illustrated in the Replies by the comparison of a highly perfect machine, the idea of which exists
in the mind of some workman; for as the objective (i.e., representative) perfection of this idea must have
some cause, viz, either the science of the workman, or of some other person from whom he has received
the idea, in the same way the idea of God, which is found in us, demands God himself for its cause."
          Descartes / Vetch, Pg 217
Unfortunately for Descartes, the argument from design is quite flawed, of course. And the erroneous premise is the
presumption that "perfection"(or "design") can only be created by something of greater "perfection"(or "design").
When Charles Darwin published his The Origin of Species, in 1859, he provided another explanation of how
"perfection"(or "design") can arise "from nothing".
"Until Darwin came along, Descartes had a pretty compelling reason for believing in God. He had found
some Intelligent Design within the confines of his own mind, and you don't get Intelligent Design for
free. Something pretty special has to account for it. What Descartes could not have imagined -- or, like
Hume, could not have taken seriously if he did imagine it -- is the hypothesis that all this wonderfulness,
all this design, can have a non-divine ultimate cause: evolution by natural selection."
        
Dennett, Pg 10
Evolution is an explanation that has proved remarkably versatile and powerful. Evolution is a possibility that renders
Descartes critical premise quite false, thereby rendering his "proof"of the existence of God quite unsound. Darwin
argued, and science has since adequately demonstrated, that Descartes'key premise in his "argument from design"is
false. Descartes failure is fundamentally a failure in imagination. And a simple failure of imagination is, unfortunately
for Descartes, is philosophically uninteresting -- there are no further philosophical ramifications to the failure of the
proof.. The failure is uninteresting in the same way, and for the same reasons that modern efforts by the "Intelligent
Design"community are philosophically uninteresting -- they are founded on a premise that is clearly false.
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How did Descartes argue in the Sixth Meditation that mind and body are
distinct substances? In what way does the Second Meditation contribute to
his argument?
In Meditation VI, Descartes concludes two separate but related arguments that Mind and Body are distinct substances.
Both of these conclusions, however, are dependent on his earlier conclusion, established in Meditation II, that whatever
he is, he is a substance whose essence is thinking. He does not have enough knowledge available in Meditation II to
immediately conclude that therefore Mind and Body are distinct. That further conclusion must wait until he has reestablished his connection with reality in Meditations IV and V, and can determine just what his body is in contrast with
his mind.
In order to show how Descartes established that the mind and body are distinct substances, it will be simplest to follow
his reasoning from Meditation II through to his conclusions in Meditation VI.
Having employed his "method of doubt,"that he describes in Meditation I, to call into question all other items and
sources of knowledge -- particularly sensory awareness of the outside world, Descartes is left with one single assertion
of which he is indubitably certain -- "I am, I exist".
"[I]t must, in fine, be maintained, all things being maturely and carefully considered, that this
proposition 'I am, I exist', is necessarily true each time it is expressed by me, or conceived in
my mind."
Descartes / Vetch, Pg226 -- Meditation II
On this single premise, all of what follows in his reasoning is supposedly based. But he goes on to inquire "What am
I?"And he responds -- "But I do not yet know with sufficient clearness what I am, though assured that I am;"(ibid).
Pursuing this question, Descartes proceeds to consider a number of possibilities. For each alternative he considers, he
recognizes that each presupposes some knowledge that he has, at this point, rejected as dubitable. For example, when
considering whether, in the Scholastic tradition, he is a "rational animal", he recognizes that such a description
presupposes some meaning for "rational"and "animal". Both concepts he argues depend on information from the senses
that he has already rejected. Similarly, he rejects the notion that he is a body, since all of the evidence he has of the
existence of his body also comes from those same senses whose validity he has doubted. Finally, he reaches the
conclusion that whatever else he might be, he is at least a mind -- a thinking thing. Only that property of the "I"that
exists is beyond doubt. Only that property of the "I"that exists is not dependent on any other knowledge that has
proven dubitable.
"I am therefore, precisely speaking, only a thinking thing, that is, a mind, understanding, or
reason, terms whose signification was before unknown to me. I am, however, a real thing, and
really existent; but what thing ? The answer was, a thinking thing."
Descartes / Vetch, Pg 227 -- Meditation II
"It is, however, perfectly certain that the knowledge of my existence, thus precisely taken, is
not dependent on things, the existence of which is as yet unknown to me; and consequently it is
not dependent on any of the things I can feign in imagination."
Descartes / Vetch, Pg 228 -- Meditation II
Thus, at the conclusion of the Second Meditation, Descartes has demonstrates that whatever it is that "I"am, I am at least
a thinking thing that I can imagine (conceive of) as lacking everything else that is associated with that thinking, except
thought. This latter conclusion, that he can imagine himself existing as a thinking thing while lacking everything else
that seems to be associated with his thinking, is crucial to his notions of "substance"and "essence".
The concepts of "Substance"and "Essence"were important concepts in the Aristotelian Scholastic philosophy in which
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Descartes was schooled (by the Jesuits at the Jesuit college of La Fleche, in Anjou). According to Scholastic
metaphysics, a "substance"is the most basic unit of existence. And an "essence"was that quality or property that made
something the type of thing that it is. Every substance has its own unique and identifying essence. From this
educational background, it seemed so completely self-evident to Descartes that substances and essences were an integral
part of reality, that it never occurred to him to subject the concepts of substance and essence to criticism in accordance
with his program of systematic doubt. Although he was prepared to doubt the existence of things that are observed by
us (such as his body), he was not prepared to doubt the existence of substances and essences even though they are not
directly observed by us.
"As belonging to the class of things that are clearly apprehended, I recognize the following,
viz, magnitude or extension in length, breadth, and depth; figure, which results from the
termination of extension; situation, which bodies of diverse figures preserve with reference to
each other; and motion or the change of situation; to which may be added substance, duration,
and number."
Descartes / Vetch, Pg 241 -- Meditation III
He held we must conclude that a substance is necessarily present wherever we encounter an "essential"property. He
uses the parable of the wax to demonstrate that the essential property of a substance is discernable not by the sense, but
by the intellect alone.
"But what is the piece of wax that can be perceived only by the [understanding or] mind? It is
certainly the same which I see, touch, imagine; and, in fine, it is the same which, from the
beginning, I believed it to be. But (and this it is of moment to observe) the perception of it is
neither an act of sight, of touch, nor of imagination, and never was either of these, though it
might formerly seem so, but is simply an intuition of the mind, which may be imperfect and
confused, as it formerly was, or very clear and distinct, as it is at present, according as the
attention is more or less directed to the elements which it contains, and of which it is
composed."
Descartes / Vetch, Pg 231, - Meditation II
Descartes draws upon these unquestioned concepts of substance and essence to observe that this thinking thing that he
is, must necessarily be a substance.
"For when I think that a stone is a substance, or a thing capable of existing of itself, and that I
am likewise a substance, although I conceive that I am a thinking and non-extended thing, and
that the stone, on the contrary, is extended and unconscious, there being thus the greatest
diversity between the two concepts, yet these two ideas seem to have this in common that they
both represent substances."
Vetch, Pg 242 -- Meditation III
Once he has identified himself (the "I"that is a thinking thing) as a substance, he draws upon his earlier conclusion that
this substance "is not dependent on any of the things I can feign in imagination". He can conceive of himself as lacking
every property except thought. Descartes therefore identifies that he is a substance whose essence is thought.
This much he accomplishes in Meditation II. But this is not enough to complete his argument that Mind and Body are
distinct substances. Although he has concluded that the Mind is a substance whose essence is thought, it remains
possible that the Body is also part (an "eminent"part) of that substance. In order to eliminate that possibility, Descartes
first has to prove the veracity of his "clear and distinct ideas"so that he can reconnect with the evidence of his senses.
In Meditation III he demonstrates that God exists and can not possibly be a deceiver. And in Meditation IV he
completes the argument that as a result, whatever he perceives "clearly and distinctly"must be true..
"And certainly this can be no other than what I have now explained: for as often as I so
restrain my will within the limits of my knowledge, that it forms no judgment except regarding
objects which are clearly and distinctly represented to it by the understanding, I can never be
deceived; because every clear and distinct conception is doubtless something, and as such
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cannot owe its origin to nothing, but must of necessity have God for its author -- God, I say,
who, as supremely perfect, cannot, without a contradiction, be the cause of any error; and
consequently it is necessary to conclude that every such conception [or judgment] is true."
Descartes / Vetch, Pg 257 -- Meditation IV
Having established the indubitable veracity of his "clear and distinct ideas", Descartes can then proceed to establish that
the Body is also a substance with its own unique essence. And hence, the Mind and the Body are two distinct
substances. He completes this reasoning in Meditation VI with two separate but mutually supporting arguments.
The first is based on the previously described doctrine of substance and essence. Descartes claims that because he can
form clear and distinct ideas of the mind and the body as distinct substances, each with their own essential uniquely
identifying essence, each may exist without the other. And hence they are necessarily two distinct substances.
"[T]herefore, merely because I know with certitude that I exist, and because, in the meantime, I
do not observe that aught necessarily belongs to my nature or essence beyond my being a
thinking thing, I rightly conclude that my essence consists only in my being a thinking thing [or
a substance whose whole essence or nature is merely thinking]. And although I may, or rather,
as I will shortly say, although I certainly do possess a body with which I am very closely
conjoined; nevertheless, because, on the one hand, I have a clear and distinct idea of myself, in
as far as I am only a thinking and unextended thing, and as, on the other hand, I possess a
distinct idea of body, in as far as it is only an extended and unthinking thing, it is certain that I,
[that is, my mind, by which I am what I am], is entirely and truly distinct from my body, and
may exist without it."Vetch, Pg 269-70 -- Meditation VI
Slightly later in Meditation VI, Descartes reinforces this conclusion by arguing that the Mind is a substance that is
indivisible, while the Body is a substance that is divisible. Since a given substance cannot be both divisible and
indivisible, he reasons that Mind and Body must be two distinct substances.
"[T]here is a vast difference between mind and body, in respect that body, from its nature, is
always divisible, and that mind is entirely indivisible. For in truth, when I consider the mind,
that is, when I consider myself in so far only as I am a thinking thing, I can distinguish in
myself no parts, but I very clearly discern that I am somewhat absolutely one and entire; and
although the whole mind seems to be united to the whole body, yet, when a foot, an arm, or any
other part is cut off, I am conscious that nothing has been taken from my mind; nor can the
faculties of willing, perceiving, conceiving, etc., properly be called its parts, for it is the same
mind that is exercised [all entire] in willing, in perceiving, and in conceiving, etc. But quite the
opposite holds in corporeal or extended things; for I cannot imagine any one of them [how
small so ever it may be], which I cannot easily sunder in thought, and which, therefore, I do not
know to be divisible. This would be sufficient to teach me that the mind or soul of man is
entirely different from the body, if I had not already been apprised of it on other grounds."
Descartes / Vetch, Pg 276 -- Meditation VI
From this examination of Descartes reasoning, we can see that there are two contributions in Meditation II to the
"proof"that the Mind and Body are distinct substances. The first is the documentation of the doctrine of substances and
essences, which he later uses to argue that substances with different essences must be different substances. The second
is the identification of his Mind as a substance whose essence (unique identifying property) is thought. But it remains
until Meditation VI for Descartes to demonstrate that the Body is also a substance with its own essential (unique
identifying property) of extension. This step in his reasoning must await Meditation VI because to identify the Body as
a substance Descartes needs a way around his dismissal of his senses as dubitable. If he cannot trust his sense, and all
of the information he has about his Body is supplied by his senses, then he would have no basis from which to posit
anything at all about the Body. But once he has demonstrated that he can rely on the veracity of his "clear and
distinct"ideas (in Meditations III and IV), he can employ this route to argue (in Meditation VI) that he has a "clear and
distinct perception"of his Body. Given the demonstrated indubitability of such a clear and distinct idea of the Body, he
can then proceed to demonstrate that his Body is a substance with extension as its own essence. With that final step
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accomplished, he can complete his argument that the Mind and the Body are clearly distinctly different substances.
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Does Descartes reason in a circle when he argues that everything we clearly
and distinctly perceive is true because God exists and is not a deceiver?
No he does not. Despite the popular claim that Descartes uses his "clear and distinct perceptions"to prove the existence
of a non-deceiving God, and then uses the existence of a non-deceiving God to prove that his "clear and distinct
perceptions"are true, he does not in fact do this.
Descartes uses the description of a "clear and distinct perception"for what we would now call an "intuitive awareness of
a self-evident truth". He concludes that having such an intuition is adequate evidence to make a belief reasonable and
probable. But he does not, before his proof of the existence of God as a non-deceiver, use only that rationale for
concluding that such intuitions are "certain". He supplements the reasonability conclusion with a claim that some of
these clear and distinct perceptions are also immune from doubt -- they are what we would now call "logically necessary
truths". And it is upon this latter category of clear and distinct perceptions that he bases his proof that God exists as an
omni-benevolent entity. Only then does he conclude that God would not deceive him about his clear and distinct
perceptions, and that therefore he can treat those intuitions as also being necessarily true.
In Meditation I and Meditation II, Descartes sets about his program of "Methodic Doubt"in order to establish an
absolutely certain foundation for his knowledge. He determines to dismiss as insufficiently certain any items of
knowledge that he can find some reason to doubt. To that end, he proceeds through the major classifications of
knowledge, and dismisses as unacceptably dubitable all his former claims to knowledge, except one. As an aid in this
process, he imagines a deceiving god or demon who intends to systematically deceive him about things. But his
omnipotent deceiver is specifically limited -- while the deceiver can fool him about what his senses report to him, and
can fool him about what his memory reports to him, it cannot deceive him about what his thinking, his reason, his
understanding, reports to him.
Descartes claims a faculty that he variously calls "intuition", the "natural light", the "light of nature", and the "light of
reason"that he considers provides him with information that is beyond doubt, information that is proof against the
deceptions of the deceiving god/demon.
"By 'intuition'I do not mean the fluctuating testimony of the senses or the deceptive judgement
of the imagination as it botches things together, but the conception of a clear and attentive
mind, which is so easy and distinct that there can be no room for doubt about that we are
understanding. Alternatively, and this comes to the same thing, intuition is the indubitable
conception of a clear and attentive mind which proceeds solely from the light of reason."
AT: Vol X, Pg 368 -- Principles
This is a far higher degree of epistemic warrant than he accepts for "clear and distinct perceptions". At the start of
Meditation III, Descartes claims that an omnipotent god (at this point, Descartes is talking about a generic "god", not the
"God"whose existence he intends to demonstrate) could even cause him to err in whatever it is that he clearly and
distinctly perceives. Yet Descartes also notes that even if this god is a deceiver, a deceiver can never bring it about that
Descartes can be deceived into believing a manifest contradiction. Descartes is clearly distinguishing between a "run of
the mill"clear and distinct perception and an intuition of a logically necessary truth (one that cannot involve a "manifest
contradiction").
"But as often as this preconceived opinion of the sovereign power of a God presents itself to
my mind, I am constrained to admit that it is easy for him, if he wishes it, to cause me to err,
even in matters where I think I possess the highest evidence; and, on the other hand, as often as
I direct my attention to things which I think I apprehend with great clearness, I am so
persuaded of their truth that I naturally break out into expressions such as these: Deceive me
who may, no one will yet ever be able to bring it about that I am not, so long as I shall be
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conscious that I am, or at any future time cause it to be true that I have never been, it being now
true that I am, or make two and three more or less than five, in supposing which, and other like
absurdities, I discover a manifest contradiction."
Descartes / Vetch, Pg 235 -- Meditation III
This is the distinction that causes Markie to proclaim "Descartes'claim [to certainty] has two parts: (1) He has evidence for these beliefs that makes
them very reasonable, and (2) that evidence resists even the slightest, most exaggerated reasons
for doubt, so that his beliefs are certainties." Markie, Pg 155
Clear and distinct perceptions are reasonable to believe, but can be challenged by the deceptions of a deceiving
god/demon.
"My habitual opinions keep coming back, and, despite my wishes, they capture my belief,
which is at it were bound over to them as a result of long occupation and the law of custom. I
shall never get out of the habit of confidently assenting to these opinions, so long as I suppose
them to be what they are, namely highly probable opinions -- opinions which, despite the fact
that they are in a sense doubtful, as has just been shown, it is still much more reasonable to
believe than to deny." AT: Vol VII, Pg 22 - Meditation II
But there are clear and distinct perceptions that are proof against the deceiving god/demon either because they are
logically necessary (their being false would involve a manifest contradiction), or because they would remain true even if
there was a deceiving god/demon at work.
"[. . .] for what the natural light shows to be true can be in no degree doubtful, as, for example,
that I am because I doubt, and other truths of the like kind;"
Descartes / Vetch, Pg 237 -- Meditation III
Using his Method of Doubt, by the start of Meditation III, Descartes has systematically examined all his beliefs and set
aside those which he could call into doubt. He finds only one belief which he can not doubt -- that the god/demon
seeking to deceive him can not deceive him into thinking that he does not exist when in fact he does exist.
"But there is a deceiver of supreme poser and cunning who is deliberately and constantly
deceiving me; and let him deceive me as much as he can, he will never bring it about that I am
nothing so long as I think that I am something." AT: Vol VII, Pg 25 - Meditation II
In his effort to demonstrate that God exists, therefore, he can draw upon nothing beyond the thoughts ("ideas") that he
thinks. These alone are immune from the deceptions of the deceiving god/demon.
"Now, with respect to ideas, if these are considered only in themselves, and are not referred to
any object beyond them, they cannot, properly speaking, be false;"Vetch, Pg 236 -- Meditation
III
With this limited foundation, then, Descartes begins his proof by defining some classification schemes for his ideas. At
this point, Descartes is working strictly within his thoughts, and his reasoning ability -- an ability that the deceiver has
no access to.
"Nor do I refer to matters of faith, or to the conduct of life, but only to what regards speculative
truths, and such as are known by means of the natural light alone."
Descartes / Vetch, Pg 217 -- Synopsis of the Meditations
He observes that his thoughts, his ideas, when considered only as ideas, fall into three different classes.
"But among these ideas, some appear to me to be innate, others adventitious [that is to be
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caused by things outside of me], and others to be made by myself (factitious);"Vetch, Pg 237 -Meditation III
Although he, at this point admits that he has "not yet clearly discovered their true origin".
Descartes next sets up the distinction between "objective reality"and "formal reality". He incorporates into them the
Aristotelian / Scholastic notion of final or teleological cause. Notice that here, unlike with the intuitive awareness of
the Cogito ("I think, therefore I am"), Descartes does not invest any time in demonstrating that this truth, "manifest by
the natural light,"is indeed immune to the deceptions of the deceiving god/demon. Descartes is establishing this
teleological principle by fiat -- he claims that the principle is a logically necessary truth.
"Now, it is manifest by the natural light that there must at least be as much reality in the
efficient and total cause as in its effect; for whence can the effect draw its reality if not from its
cause ? And how could the cause communicate to it this reality unless it possessed it in itself ?
And hence it follows, not only that what is cannot be produced by what is not, but likewise that
the more perfect, in other words, that which contains in itself more reality, cannot be the effect
of the less perfect; and this is not only evidently true of those effects, whose reality is actual or
formal, but likewise of ideas, whose reality is only considered as objective."
Descartes / Vetch, Pg 239 -- Meditation III
A thing (particularly, an Idea) has "objective reality"in virtue of representing something else. Descartes originally
posits the concept of objective and formal reality as a way to explain the difference between an object in the real world,
and the idea of that object in our minds. But at this point in his reasoning, he applies the classification only to the ideas
of his mind. According to Descartes, the amount of objective reality an idea has is determined solely on the basis of the
amount of formal reality contained in the thing being represented. "Formal reality"is simply the reality that something
possesses in virtue of existing. Formal reality is what he takes to be the cause of his ideas, while the ideas in
themselves represent objective reality.
Descartes then applies his classifications of ideas to his notion of "substance". Since he believed that modes of
substances (properties) were accidental modes of the underlying substance, he argues that the underlying substance has
more "objective reality"than the modes. His reasoning is that the underlying substance itself must be "more
perfect"than could be any variations of that substance that are the modes we observe. Again, this is a premise he
establishes as beyond doubt.
"For, without doubt, those [ideas] that represent substances are something more, and contain in
themselves, so to speak, more objective reality [that is, participate by representation in higher
degrees of being or perfection], than those that represent only modes or accidents;"
Descartes / Vetch, Pg 239 -- Meditation III
The next step in his argument is the critical one. It is his premise that "Now, it is manifest by the natural light that
there must at least be as much reality in the efficient and total cause as in its effect;"[Vetch, Pg 239] and "it is not less
repugnant that the more perfect should be an effect of, and dependence on the less perfect"[Cottingham pg 172].
Having classified the three categories of ideas according to his notion of "perfection", he concludes that the cause (the
formal reality) of some level of perfection must be equal to or greater in perfection than the idea that is the effect (the
objective reality). All of this he maintains is based on "logically necessary truths" -- or intuitions of the light of reason - beyond challenge from the deceiving god/demon.
"When we apprehend that it is impossible a thing can arise from nothing, this proposition (ex
nihilo nihil fit), is not considered as something existing, or as the mode of a thing, but as an
eternal truth having its seat in our mind, and is called a common notion or axiom."
Descartes / Vetch, Pg 319 -- Principles
"For it is not only manifest by the natural light that nothing cannot be the cause of anything
whatever, and that the more perfect cannot arise from the less perfect, so as to be thereby
produced as by its efficient and total cause, but also that it is impossible we can have the idea
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or representation of anything whatever, unless there be somewhere, either in us or out of us, an
original which comprises, in reality, all the perfections that are thus represented to us;"
Descartes / Vetch, Pg 308 - Principles
". . . for it is in the highest degree evident by the natural light, that that which knows something
more perfect than itself, is not the source of its own being, since it would thus have given to
itself all the perfections which it knows;"
Descartes / Vetch, Pg 309 - Principles
Having thus set the necessary groundwork, Descartes finally embarks on his "Proof"of the existence of God. He starts
with the premise that he has an idea of absolute perfection -- an idea of God. This idea, being an idea of his mind, has
an objective reality. But, he asks, what is the cause of this idea? By his definition of objective and formal reality, he
can conclude that whatever the cause, it must have at least as much formal reality as it does objective reality. Since his
idea is that of absolute perfection, then the cause of the idea must also possess absolute perfection. Therefore, this idea
cannot have an adventitious cause, since it has already been demonstrated through his method of doubt that the senses
are flawed and hence imperfect. Nor can this idea have a factitious cause (be made by himself), since it has already
been demonstrated that he can be fooled by his evil god/demon, so that he, himself, must be considered flawed and
imperfect. Therefore, his idea of God must be innate. But if it is an innate idea, what has caused the creation of such a
perfect innate idea. The innate idea of absolute perfection must be the effect of a cause that has at least as much formal
reality. Descartes reasons that the only way that he could come by this innate idea of his of an absolute perfection, is if
something of equal or greater perfection caused the idea in him. Therefore God must exist.
Descartes follows this proof with a second line of reasoning. He uses the same approach, from the same premises, to
reason from the indubitable fact that he ("I") exists to the inescapable conclusion that only a omniperfect God could
have created a thing such as "I"that contains an idea of such perfection.
None of the premises of Descartes reasoning is based solely on his "clear and distinct ideas". Each premise in his
reasoning, Descartes states is true "from the natural light". In other words, Descartes very clearly maintains that the
premises to his proof of the existence of God are immune to the deceptions of any deceiving god/demon, and are
therefore to be considered as certain.
"And, truly, I see nothing in all that I have now said which it is not easy for any one, who shall
carefully consider it, to discern by the natural light;"
Descartes / Vetch, Pg 245 -- Meditation III
"In truth, it is perfectly clear and evident to all who will attentively consider the nature of
duration, that the conservation of a substance, in each moment of its duration, requires the
same power and act that would be necessary to create it, supposing it were not yet in existence;
so that it is manifestly a dictate of the natural light that conservation and creation differ merely
in respect of our mode of thinking [and not in reality]."
Descartes / Vetch, Pg 246 -- Meditation III
Once he has proven that his omni-benevolent God exists on the basis of this degree of certainty, he can then argue that
this God could not possibly be a deceiver. And that conclusion allows him the further consequence that all of his "clear
and distinct perceptions"can be regarded as true. So Descartes cannot be accused of reasoning in a circle when he
argues that everything we clearly and distinctly perceive is true because God exists and is not a deceiver
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"That with which the consciousness of this present thinking thing can join
itself, makes the same person, and is one self with it, and with nothing else"
(Locke).
What are the strengths and weaknesses of this account of self?
What is Locke's account of self?
Locke's account of "self", or personal identity, is presented as the culmination of his discussion of identity in general, in
Book II, Chapter XXVII - "Of Identity and Diversity"- of his "An Essay concerning Human Understanding"(1). The
first eight sections of the chapter present Locke's theory of identity in general. The remaining sections, addressing the
personal identity of the "self", present his application of this theory to persons.
One of Locke's intentions with his Essay was to provide an adequate philosophical foundation for the new Mechanical /
Atomistic (Corpuscular) physics of Boyle and his compatriots. With his presentation of a theory of identity, Locke's
primary target was therefore the Scholastic variants of Aristotelianism. The Scholastics maintained that each existent
thing had a "substantial form" -- an underlying principle that was the cause of its being a single thing, the cause of its
being a member of its species, and thus the criteria of its identity. The forms provided the metaphysical basis of any
existent's individual identity, powers, and operations. These "substantial forms"were thought of as Aristotelian
"formal"causes in the context of the fourfold Aristotelian scheme of causes. Hence any Scholastic explanation of the
unity, operations, or powers of natural objects incorporated inescapable teleological considerations. The Scholastics
viewed "substantial forms"as real and actual constituents of existents. The form was something over and above the
matter of which the body was made. Scholastic discussions of the principles of individuation and identity were
speculations about what it is in a particular existent that gives it its identity, the real constituent of it that is the causal
basis of its individuality.
In contrast to this Scholastic view of identity, Locke approaches the question of identity from a thoroughly mechanistic
commitment to Boyle's corpuscularian physics. He therefore rejects any thought of there being anything in an
individual entity beyond the "corpuscles". Locke's major break with the Scholastics is to recognize that it is our idea of
the kind of thing whose identity is at issue which determines its identity. As long as a spatio-temporally continuous
series of masses of matter continues to satisfy our idea of the thing, we have the same thing.
To conceive, and judge of [identity] aright, we must consider what Idea the word it is applied
to stands for; It being one thing to be the same Substance, another the same Man, and a third
the same Person, if Person, Man, and Substance, are three names standing for three different
Ideas; for such as is the Idea belonging to that Name, such must be the Identity. (Essay
II.xxvii.7)
It is our idea of the kind of thing whose identity is at issue which determines its identity. There is no question of this
idea's playing any causal role in the manner of a Scholastic "substantial form". There is no sense in which the idea is a
constituent of the thing. As long as a spatio-temporally continuous series of coherent collections of atoms continues to
satisfy the idea, we have the same thing. In that sense, the idea keeps the thing the same. And in Locke's ontology,
there are three fundamentally different kinds of things to which the notion of identity attaches -- "We have the Ideas but
of three sorts of Substances; 1. God. 2. Finite Intelligences. 3. Bodies."[Essay II.xxvii.2]
The first principle that Locke lays down is that "we rightly conclude, that whatever exists any where at any time,
excludes all of the same kind, and is there it self alone"[Essay II, xxvii, 1].
By their solidity, atoms exclude all other
material things from the volume of space which they at occupy at any given time. By their physical indivisibility,
atoms are immutable with respect to their figure, bulk, number, and unity. Their only qualities which are subject to
change are their state of motion and their position or situation. Thus, the continued existence of an atom is simply a
matter of its continuing to occupy space. Atoms, then, constitute simple substances. The identity of a complex mass
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of matter is given in terms of the identity of its constituent atoms.
He draws from this principle the corollary that two things A and B, of the same kind, are identical if and only if they
have the same beginning of existence. "[T]he relation [of spatio-temporal continuity] to [the determinate time and
place of its beginning to exist] will always determine to each of them its Identity as long as it exists."[Essay II.xxvii.2]
For bodies and finite spirits, then, identity consists of spatio-temporal continuity. For bodies and finite spirits, Locke
adds the condition that there can be no addition or subtraction of matter to or from the mass of corpuscles (or atoms)
that constitutes the thing if it is to continue to be the same thing.
If two or more Atoms be joined together in the same Mass, every one of those Atoms will be
the same, by the foregoing Rule: And whilst they exist united together, the Mass, consisting of
the same Atoms, must be the same Mass, or the same Body, let the parts be never so differently
jumbled; But if one of those Atoms be taken away, or one new one added, it is no longer the
same Mass, or Body. [Essay II, xxvii, 2]
On Locke's view, then, a body remains the same (maintains the same identity) as long as it continues as a coherent
unified collection of atoms, and as long as it suffers no addition or subtraction from that collection. (Of course, this
view entails that if one adds a room to a house, it is not the same house.) By establishing this principle of the identity
of material objects, Locke establishes that the identity conditions for material existents can be provided entirely in terms
of things material. There is no need of any extra "substantial form"to act as causative agent in the creation of identity.
Locke fully recognized that his material principle of identity for a mass of matter will simply not do for living things.
Living things do not maintain a coherent unified collection of atoms. For living things, Locke extends his principle for
material existents and draws instead on the mechanical organization of coherent unified collection of atoms that is life.
The organization of the collection establishes what is considered a "coherent unified collection".
We must therefore consider wherein an Oak differs from a Mass of Matter, and that seems to
me to be in this; that the one is only the Cohesion of Particles of Matter any how united, the
other such a disposition of them as constitutes the parts of an Oak; and such an Organization of
those parts, as is fit to receive, and distribute nourishment, so as to continue, and frame the
Wood, Bark, and Leaves, etc., of an Oak in which consists the vegetable Life. That being then
one plant, which has such an Organization of Parts in one coherent Body, partaking of one
Common Life, it continues to be the same Plant, as long as it partakes of the same Life, though
that Live be communicated to new Particles of Matter vitally united to the living Plant, in a like
continued Organization, conformable to that sort of Plants, For this Organization being at any
one instant any one Collection of Matter, is in that particular concrete distinguished from all
other, and is that individual Life, which existing constantly from that moment both forwards
and backwards in the same continuity of insensibly succeeding Parts united to the living
BO0dy of the Plant, it has that Identity, shich makes the same Plant, and all the parts of it, parts
of the same Plant, during all the time that they exist united in that continued Organization
which is fit to convey the Common Life to all the parts so united. [Essay II.xxvii.4]
For a lump of matter to have a particular life is simply for it to have an appropriate organization of parts. But what
determines whether any given organization is so "appropriate", is our idea of the particular thing. Locke distinguished
"nominal essences"from "real essences". The real essence of any thing is the mechanical / atomistic constitution of the
thing -- the causal basis of the thing's powers and qualities. It's nominal essence, however, is our abstract idea of the
sort to which the thing belongs.
But Essence, even in this sense, relates to a Sort, and supposes a Species: For being that real
Constitution, on which the properties depend, it necessarily supposes a sort of Things,
Properties belonging only to Species and not to individuals. [Essay III.vi.6]
So the nominal essence that we have identified, more or less arbitrarily, establishes the level of abstraction at which the
internal structure of some living thing is to be discerned as appropriately organized. And it is the nominal essence that
a thing must continue to satisfy in order to remain the identical thing over time. Hence the acorn and the mature oak
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remain the identical plant because the internal organization of the parts remains the same -- i.e. living -- and the qualities
and powers of the plant remain within the species of oak plant over the course of time. (Of course, this view entails
that mother and daughter would constitute one Life until the umbilical chord is cut or the placenta ejected by the womb.)
Having set the groundwork with the establishment of mechanistic and atomistic criteria of identity for bodies (lumps of
matter), and living things (organized lumps of matter), Locke is now ready to discuss the criteria of identity for persons
-- the "self". To start, Locke defines his terms. He establishes that by "self"he means a consciousness that "can
consider itself as itself".
This being premised, to find wherein personal identity consists, we must consider what person
stands for;ï¿½"which, I think, is a thinking intelligent being, that has reason and reflection, and
can consider itself as itself, the same thinking thing, in different times and places; which it does
only by that consciousness which is inseparable from thinking, and, as it seems to me, essential
to it: it being impossible for any one to perceive without perceiving that he does perceive.
[Essay II.xxvii.9]
Locke argues that it is consciousness that defines the Self. Whatever constitutes continuity of consciousness (and
Locke does not directly explore this issue), it is this very continuity of consciousness that makes for personal identity, in
parallel with the principle that continuity of life is what makes for the identity of living things. It is continuity of
consciousness that is the criteria of identity of the self over time, and across both bodies and substances (if and where
these are possible).
Different Substances, by the same consciousness (where they do partake in it) being united into
one Person; as well as different Bodies, by the same Life are united into one Animal, whose
identity is preserved, in that change of Substances, by the unity of one continued Life. For, it
being the same consciousness that makes a man be himself to himself, personal identity
depends on that only, whether it be annexed solely to one individual substance, or can be
continued in a succession of several substances. For as far as any intelligent being can repeat
the idea of any past action with the same consciousness it had of it at first, and with the same
consciousness it has of any present action; so far it is the same personal self. For it is by the
consciousness it has of its present thoughts and actions, that it is self to itself now, and so will
be the same self, as far as the same consciousness can extend to actions past or to come. and
would be by distance of time, or change of substance, no more two persons, than a man be two
men by wearing other clothes to-day than he did yesterday, with a long or a short sleep
between: the same consciousness uniting those distant actions into the same person, whatever
substances contributed to their production. [Essay II.xxvii.10]
Locke recognizes a distinction between the Body in which the consciousness resides, the Substance that does the
thinking that is the consciousness, and the Consciousness that is the Self or Person. The identity of the body is
established by the identity criteria for living things previously established -- and establishes the identity of the same
"man". But the identity of the person is established by the identity criteria for consciousness -- and establishes the
identity of the same Person or Self. Locke does not address identity criteria for substances, because he takes a dim
view of the Scholastic notion of substances, and would generally prefer to avoid using them. His references to
substances occur primarily to bridge the gap from the Scholastic traditions for which "substance"was a central
ontological concept. Notice how, in this next quote, he disassociates the conscious thing from any notion of substance,
and refrains from establishing whether consciousness is "spiritual or material, simple or compounded".
Self depends on consciousness, not on substance. Self is that conscious thinking
thing,ï¿½"whatever substance made up of, (whether spiritual or material, simple or
compounded, it matters not)ï¿½"which is sensible or conscious of pleasure and pain, capable of
happiness or misery, and so is concerned for itself, as far as that consciousness extends. . . . [I]t
is the consciousness that goes along with the substance, when one part is separate from another,
which makes the same person, and constitutes this inseparable self: so it is in reference to
substances remote in time. That with which the consciousness of this present thinking thing can
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join itself, makes the same person, and is one self with it, and with nothing else; and so
attributes to itself, and owns all the actions of that thing, as its own, as far as that consciousness
reaches, and no further; as every one who reflects will perceive. [Essay II.xxvii.17]
For Locke, personal identity at a time consists in consciousness (self-awareness) at that time. Personal identity over
time consists in the continuity of consciousness (self-awareness) of an individual consciousness over that time. The
only remaining issue is just what is Locke's criteria for the continuity of consciousness. Unfortunately, Locke is not
entirely clear about this -- he does not discuss just how "this present thinking thing can join itself"to itself over time or
space. Although he does argue that memory is evidence for, in a sense a test or criterion of, the continuity of
consciousness, he is quite clear that memory is not what personal identity consists in.
He is clear, however, that his idea of personal identity is a forensic one.
Person, as I take it, is the name for this self. Wherever a man finds, what he calls himself,
there I think another may say is the same person. It is a forensic term appropriating actions
and their merit; and so belongs only to intelligent agents capable of a law, and happiness and
misery. [Essay II.xxvii.26]
He is also clear that "person"is independent of the "body". With his thought experiment about the Prince and the
Cobbler, Locke imagines that the "person"of the Prince can be switched to the body of the Cobbler. And yet, in
framing this scenario, Locke deepens the mystery of just what he means by "consciousness"and the confusion he raises
with memory -- "For should the soul of a prince, carrying with it the consciousness [memory?!] of the prince's past life,
enter and inform the body of a cobbler,â€¦"[Essay II.xxvii.15] And when referring to a man he'd met who believed his
soul had been the soul of Socrates, Locke asks, "would any one say, that he, being not conscious of any of Socrates's
actions or thoughts, could be the same person with Socrates?"[Essay II.xxvii.14]

What are the strengths of Locke's account of self?
There are three primary strengths of Locke's account of self. The first is that it is thoroughly consistent with our own
subjective view of ourselves. In fact, one might argue that Locke's theory of personal identity is an entirely subjective
account -- relying completely on criteria available only within oneself, and not accessible to others. The continuity of
consciousness is entirely in the view of the "self", and readily spans real-time "gaps"in the temporal continuum.
Although there may be "gaps"in my consciousness from an objective perspective, as when I fall asleep and awake
several hours later, there are no such "gaps"from within here where "I"exist. There is no subjective time-span between
my falling asleep and my awakening.
The second great strength of Locke's account of the self is that it does away completely with the Scholastic notions of
"substance", "substantial form", and Aristotelian "formal cause". Locke's account of identity in general is an entirely
mechanistic and atomistic theory, in keeping with the new-atomism of the then current trends in physics. The account
of self, or personal identity, is based on the general account of identity, and is therefore equally founded on a nonScholastic metaphysics.
The third great strength of Locke's account of self is its consistency with the forensic notions of personal responsibility.
It was not totally in accord with the judicial practice of his day, of course. But his theories have informed and often
guided the evolution of judicial reform since its publication. Whether the issues are about amnesia, or drunkenness, or
whatever -- the trend has been to regard Locke's theory of the self as the basis for assigning both accolades and
punishments to the "agent"held responsible for the actions in question.

What are the weaknesses of Locke's account of self?
There are two primary weaknesses to Locke's account of the self. The first is that Locke never established just what a
continuity of consciousness consists in. While he did accept memory as a test of that continuity, it was clearly not what
he had in mind as what such continuity consists in. It remains to a personal subjective judgment whether any two
consciousnesses -- over time or over space -- are identical in the requisite sense. There remains no objective criteria
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that may be applied.
This means that there is no objective criteria against which to test veridical versus false judgements of the continuity of
self. Suppose (like Shirley MacLaine) I were to have a vivid and convincing memory of sailing down the Nile in the
company of Cleopatra, and on that basis judged that my "self"(my "I") is continuous in the relevant sense with the body
sailing the Nile . There does not appear to be anything in Locke's account of the identity of "self"that would be able to
test the veracity of that claim.
Similarly, if some agent claims not to remember the actions of which he is accused, then Locke's theory would maintain
that there are two persons involved. There is no way in Locke's account of the identity of the self, to check the veracity
of the agent's claim. So in such judicial cases as "multiple personality disorder", judicial practice tends to focus on the
identity of the body rather than the identity of the self(s) involved. The former can be objectified, while the latter
cannot.
The other great weakness of Locke's account of the self also stems from the manner in which Locke treats the evidence
of memory.
But yet possibly it will still be objected,ï¿½"Suppose I wholly lose the memory of some parts
of my life, beyond a possibility of retrieving them, so that perhaps I shall never be conscious of
them again; yet am I not the same person that did those actions, had those thoughts that I once
was conscious of, though I have now forgot them? To which I answer, that we must here take
notice what the word I is applied to; which, in this case, is the man only. [Essay II.xxvii.20]
Locke clearly has in mind that what constitutes the self at any given point in time is only those elements of memory that
are available. Those that are "beyond a possibility of retrieving them"are no longer part of the self. Moreover, he does
not suppose that our remembered experiences necessarily must consist of a continuous sequence stretching between any
two events. In a number of examples, he considers the possibility of the identical person spanning great stretches of
time and space -- different bodies at different spatio-temporal locations. So, given how "gappy"(in an objective
temporal sense) our subjective memory of experiences is, given how fallible we know that memory is, and given how
much we forget over time -- even barring "unusual"forms of amnesia -- what constitutes the Self in Locke's view is a
small (and perhaps erroneous) part of the life we have lived. (Especially if one considers valid tales of experiences
from "prior lives".)
Locke's reliance on what person A remembers, at time t2, of experiences about some earlier time t1, poses grave
consequences for both judicial (and ethical) assignments of responsibility, and the theological acknowledgement of the
existence of Resurrectable persons. Locke's memory based approach would entail an almost universal occurrence of
multiple persons sequentially resident in any given body. This would potentially pose a serious problem for his theory
if one considers the significance of this consequence for the Resurrection -- would there be multiple versions of "John
Locke"resurrected by God at the Resurrection? Locke gets around this difficulty by supposing that at the Resurrection,
God will ensure that memory recall of earlier experiences is both total and veridical. Locke therefore considers the
contribution only of "perfect"memory -- the memories that would be made available by God at the Resurrection.
If one rejects the theological aspects of Locke's philosophy, then his theory of personal identity would have been much
better served if he had maintained instead that the best evidence for a continuity of consciousness consisted of
instantaneous continuity of memory. If at this instant, "I"remember sufficiently well what occurred at the immediately
preceding instant, then that would constitute "instantaneous continuity"between the two instants. This can be applied
continuously forward and backward as far as necessary. It would therefore become irrelevant whether I, now, could
remember some experiences of "my"youth, if it could be reasoned that there existed a connected series of instants that
demonstrated instantaneous continuity. If Locke's theory of personal identity is corrected in this fashion (a rather minor
correction, in the scheme of things), then many of the memory-focussed criticisms of his theory would be rendered null
and void.
Finally, Locke's consciousness based theory of the identity of the self (even if corrected in the fashion just suggested)
does not provide any answers for the questions raised by the "Duplicate Problem". Suppose a Star Trek transporter
accident resulted in a duplicate copy of me being created (say one copy gets transported, and the other copy gets
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bounced back to the transmitter). Which of the duplicated versions is identical with the original? Are they identical to
each other? There are a number of questions raised by this thought experiment that are not addressed by Locke's
account of the self. But the scenario creates difficulties for a number of different theories of personal identity, not just
that of Locke. So dealing with those questions will be left for another essay.
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Locke claims that ideas of primary qualities resemble the qualities
themselves, while ideas of secondary qualities do not.
What does he mean by this?
Does he succeed in establishing it?
The claim mentioned in the Essay title is from Section 15 of Chapter 8 in Book II of Locke's "Essay Concerning Human
Understanding"Ideas of primary qualities are resemblances; of secondary, not. From whence I think it easy to
draw this observation,�" that the ideas of primary qualities of bodies are resemblances of
them, and their patterns do really exist in the bodies themselves, but the ideas produced in us
by these secondary qualities have no resemblance of them at all. There is nothing like our
ideas, existing in the bodies themselves. They are, in the bodies we denominate from them,
only a power to produce those sensations in us: and what is sweet, blue, or warm in idea, is but
the certain bulk, figure, and motion of the insensible parts, in the bodies themselves, which we
call so. [Essay II,viii,15](1)
To understand what Locke means by this claim, we must go back a bit, and start with what Locke understands by
"qualities". And to do that, we must understand the background of his Essay. One of the primary purposes of his
Essay was to provide a sound philosophical foundation for the "Corpuscular Hypothesis"of Boyle. In Locke's
judgement, the then new mechanistic / corpuscularian (atomic) physics was the best science available. This was in
specific contrast with the then traditional Scholastic notions of the teleology of Aristotelean "formal"and "final"causes.
The new mechanistic view of physics meant that the cause of all change was to be found in the basic properties of the
fundamental properties of the "atoms"that constituted all things material.
Locke further maintained that we have privileged access to our internal mental environment. We have access to the
external environment only through the ideas that are caused in our minds by that external environment. The things we
think normally of as "qualities"of things, Locke maintained are actually ideas in our minds. Those ideas are caused by
things in the external environment. So for Locke, ideas are the primary existents of our mental worlds. "Qualities"are
not what we think they are.
Whatsoever the mind perceives in itself, or is the immediate object of perception, thought, or
understanding, that I call idea; and the power to produce any idea in our mind, I call quality of
the subject wherein that power is. Thus a snowball having the power to produce in us the ideas
of white, cold, and round,�" the power to produce those ideas in us, as they are in the
snowball, I call qualities; and as they are sensations or perceptions in our understandings, I call
them ideas; which ideas, if I speak of sometimes as in the things themselves, I would be
understood to mean those qualities in the objects which produce them in us. [Essay II,viii,8 -my emphasis]
Locke here draws a clear distinction between the ideas that we have of the nature of things, and the powers that are in
the things that are the causes of the ideas that we have. The former -- the ideas of the nature of things -- are what we
are used to calling "qualities."The latter -- the causes of those ideas -- are the powers of those things to cause the ideas in
our minds. For Locke's chosen terminology, the actual or real "qualities"of things are the causes of those ideas in our
minds -- the powers in the objects, not the ideas themselves.
Although Locke here also warns the reader that he will "sometimes"(although in fact he does this more often than not)
speak about qualities as if these were the ideas in our minds. When he does so, he wants the reader to understand that
he really means the powers in the objects to cause the relevant ideas in our minds.
[M]ost of the simple ideas that make up our complex ideas of substances, when truly
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considered, are only powers, however we are apt to take them for positive qualities; v.g. the
greatest part of the ideas that make our complex idea of gold are yellowness, great weight,
ductility, fusibility, and solubility in aqua regia, &c., all united together in an unknown
substratum: all which ideas are nothing else but so many relations to other substances; and are
not really in the gold, considered barely in itself, though they depend on those real and primary
qualities of its internal constitution, whereby it has a fitness differently to operate, and be
operated on by several other substances. [Essay II,xxiii,37]
To Locke, then, "qualities"are powers in objects to cause ideas our minds. And Locke divides these "powers"into three
different categories:
(i) Primary powers or Primary Qualities consist of those powers of things to cause certain sorts of ideas in
minds such as ours. He lists them as: shape (figure), size (extension), position, number, mobility
(motion or rest), solidity, and texture.
(ii) Secondary powers or Secondary Qualities are powers, resulting from the primary qualities of their
corpuscular constituents, to cause certain sorts of ideas in minds such as ours. He lists them as "all other
qualities of things"such as sounds, colours, tastes, smells, etc.
(iii) Tertiary powers (Locke does not speak of them as Qualities) are powers, resulting from the primary
qualities of their corpuscular constituents, to cause certain sorts of changes in other things.
The distinction between primary and secondary qualities is meant by Locke to be a distinction between different kinds
of powers. Not, as is sometimes attributed to him, a distinction between powers and qualities or relations and qualities.
So, given this understanding of what Locke means by a "quality", what does he mean by "Ideas of primary qualities are
resemblances; of secondary, not"? To understand this, we must recognize that Locke maintains a causal theory of
perception, not a representational one as is usually attributed to him. Locke is quite clear that it is the powers in things
that cause ideas in minds. It is the real qualities of things that cause the ideas of qualities in our minds.
Consider this candidate presentation of Locke's causal theory of perception                    (L1)

S perceives that O is Q if and only if
(i) O is Q; and
(ii) O has the power to cause (in the normal way) an idea of Q in S.

The key to Locke's Primary / Secondary distinction is the criterion (i). Because Locke adheres to Boyle's Corpuscular
Hypothesis, he maintains that in some cases (the cases of Primary Qualities), O is in fact Q. But in other cases (the
cases of the Secondary Qualities), O is not in fact Q. We can therefore see that in the case of Primary Qualities, when S
has the idea that O is Q, and O is in fact Q, then the idea resembles the facts of the matter. But in the case of Secondary
Qualities, when S has the idea that O is Q, and O is not in fact Q, then the idea does not resemble the facts of the matter.
The words we use to describe the causes will in some cases (the Primary Qualities) resemble the words we use to
describe the ideas. In other cases (the Secondary Qualities), the words we use to describe the causes do not resemble
the words we use to describe the idea.
Basing his analysis on the Corpuscular Hypothesis of Boyle, those qualities that Locke classifies as Primary, are those
that he argues are the fundamental properties of the atoms or corpuscles that make up the things we perceive.
Secondary qualities are those that he argues are not properties of the corpuscles themselves, but are caused in us by
various configurations and motions of those corpuscles. Hence, the snowball is round because the configuration of the
corpuscles is round. But the snowball is cold because the motion of the corpuscles is slow. In the case of shape, the
words describing the idea resemble the words describing the configuration of corpuscles. In the case of warmth, the
words describing the idea do not resemble the words describing the motion of the corpuscles.
Does Locke succeed in establishing this principle of resemblance to an acceptable extent? To a certain extent he does,
of course, simply as a matter of definition. The more fundamental question is whether or not any particular quality
should be classed as a Primary Quality -- as being a basic property of the atoms of matter, or a Secondary Quality -- as
being the causal result of more basic properties of atoms. And, of course, the related question of whether, in fact, there
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are any qualities that should be classed in one category or another. For these questions, one can either adopt the level
of science knowledge available to Locke, or one can adopt the best available science knowledge of today. On either
basis, one can debate whether any given quality should be considered Primary or Secondary. But these are irrelevant
concerns to this particular essay.
Given Locke's distinction between the idea and the power in objects to cause those ideas, and given Boyle's Corpuscular
Hypothesis, it is relatively straight forward to demonstrate that Locke's causal theory of perception will inevitably set up
a distinction between those cases where O is in fact Q and those cases where O is not in fact Q even when in both cases,
S perceives that O is Q. And given the additional assumption that there is at least one perceived quality that is not in
fact a property of the atoms that constitute the material things we perceive, then Locke's claim that ideas of primary
qualities resemble the qualities themselves, while ideas of secondary qualities do not, is adequately established.
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"Different Men . . . have different Essences of Gold, which must therefore
be of their own, and not of Nature's making"(Essay III.vi.31)
What did Locke mean by this?
Does it imply that the classifications that we make of things in the world
are arbitrary?
In his Essay Concerning Human Understanding(1), Book III, Chapters iii thru v, John Locke introduces his distinction
between "nominal essences"and "real essences". He argues that the concept of gold, an example of what is supposedly
a natural kind, actually denotes a nominal essence, and not a real essence as most people assume.
Locke's discussion of essences takes place against the historical background of Scholastic metaphysics. One of Locke's
main aims in his Essay was to provide a sound philosophical foundation for the "Corpuscular Hypothesis"of Boyle. In
Locke's judgement, the then new mechanistic / corpuscularian (atomic) physics was the best science available. This
was in specific contrast with the then traditional Scholastic notions of the teleology of Aristotelean "formal"and
"final"causes. The Scholastics based their notion of a "sort"or a "kind"of thing on a vaguely defined notion of
"essence". The Scholastics viewed the "essence"that defined a "sort"or a "kind"as something real -- something actually
a part of a thing that made it a member of the kind or sort of thing it was. Hence they thought of "kinds"as deriving
from a natural basis -- "natural kinds" -- the kind being established by nature prior to and independent of how we think
of things; the kind being an integral part of things prior to and independent of how or whether we think of them. The
exploration of the nature and account of this notion of "essence"was a widely debated topic in philosophy in the years
before Locke wrote. Locke's attitude was that this debate, as the Scholastics understood it, was pursuing a
misconception. Locke argued that contrary to the Scholastic notion that "essence"was a part of nature, in fact the
"essence"that defined a kind or sort was simply an abstract general idea. It specifically was not, Locke argued,
something inherent in the things being sorted.
To Locke, "essences"are simply the general terms denoting abstract ideas created by the mind. The abstract ideas are
the meaning of those general terms. Hence the essence of "gold"is simply the abstract general idea of gold created by
the mind. We presume the essence of gold is immutable because of our ability to retain the content of the abstract idea
of gold independently of any particular sample of the substance [Essay III.iii.19-20]. Since one's own ideas are
inaccessible to others, we employ the symbols of language as the sensible means of transmitting our ideas to others.
According to Locke, the absence of any universal language proves that the connection between linguistic symbols and
the idea signified is not natural but purely conventional. It is an association established by "voluntary imposition."
[Essay III.ii.1-2] The autonomy which individuals enjoy in forming their symbol-idea associations frequently entails
difficulties for a sender of the symbol in ensuring that the appropriate idea has actually been induced in a hearer. [Essay
III.ii.6-8]
Because abstract general ideas are formed by the mind of each individual, and the ideas within any particular mind are
inaccessible to other minds, abstract ideas can therefore easily differ from mind to mind. Hence, the essay's title quote
that different persons have different abstract general ideas of "gold"- which are necessarily their own and inaccessible to
the minds of others, and are "not of Nature's making". The truth of Locke's understanding of abstract general terms is
demonstrated by the frequency of disputes over the applicability of some general term to specific existents(2).
Variations of word meaning from one mind to another are easily tolerable, of course, as long as one person's meaning is
close enough to the other person's that the message doesn't get too badly garbled. But that is what learning a language
(or new words in a language) is all about, after all -- ensuring that one's abstract general idea is close enough to what is
expected, that messages do not often get garbled.
Locke denied that our creation of abstract general terms is ever governed by reference to the Scholastic notion of natural
kinds. Our abstract general terms are created entirely for our convenience in communicating ideas from one mind to
another. In the case of substances like gold, Locke argued that the belief that our word "gold"must be given meaning
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by reference to a natural kinds or substantial form of "gold"is based upon a pair of false suppositions: (i) that there are
such natural kinds, and (ii) that we have knowledge of them [Essay III.x.20-21]. Thus, on Locke's view, the
classification of particular things into sorts or kinds, denominated by general terms, has no direct foundation in nature.
It is, instead, the end result of our own complex process of abstraction. [Essay III.iii.12-14]
In some, this complex idea [of gold] contains a greater, and in others a smaller number of
qualities; and so is apparently such as the mind makes it. The yellow shining colour makes gold
to children; others add weight, malleableness, and fusibility; and others yet other qualities,
which they find joined with that yellow colour, as constantly as its weight and fusibility. For in
all these and the like qualities, one has as good a right to be put into the complex idea of that
substance wherein they are all joined as another. And therefore different men, leaving out or
putting in several simple ideas which others do not, according to their various examination,
skill, or observation of that subject, have different essences of gold, which must therefore be of
their own and not of nature's making. [Essay III.vi.31].
What exactly is it, according to Locke, that a general abstract classification term like "gold"signifies? It cannot refer to
particular instances of gold, because we use the word to refer to gold generally. It also cannot refer to a plurality of
pieces of gold, because we distinguish between a single sample of gold and many samples of gold -- same word for one
and many. Locke argues that what general terms like "gold"signify are "sorts".
In claiming that it is our abstract general ideas that define sorts or kinds, rather than the other way around as the
Scholastics would have it, Locke claimed that it is the human mind that creates the general idea, so it is the human mind
that creates kinds or sorts. In other words, it is not Nature that makes the natural kind "gold", it is each individual's
abstract general idea that picks out whatever we choose to call "gold". The world is not populated by natural kinds that
we discover and name. There is only the continuum of varying particulars. We create the kinds and sorts to suit our
convenience. Hence Locke applies the name "nominal"to this kind of "essence".
Locke then distinguishes between real essences as contrasted with nominal essences. By the "nominal essence" of gold
Locke means just that collection of observable properties (yellow, malleable, etc.) that comprises our abstract general
idea of gold. But in addition to these observable properties, however, Locke proposes that there is also the
unobservable microstructure that gives rise to those observable properties. This microstructure is the consequence of
the Corpuscular Hypothesis of Boyle and the then new "mechanistic"physics. This internal (and to him invisible)
constitution of objects is what Locke refers to as their "real essence." Unlike the nominal essence of gold, the real
essence of gold has a basis in reality.
It is on the basis of the real essences that Locke argues that the classifications that we make of things in the world are
not arbitrary. According to Locke, we base our abstract general ideas (our identification of nominal essences) on the
observable properties we see. These observable properties are really in the world and are caused by the microstructure
of things (the real essences). The similarities and differences between particulars really do exist. But we choose which
similarities and differences matter, which similarities and differences are relevant to our purposes.
Locke argues that our identification of "sorts"or what we mistakenly call "natural kinds"is based on nominal essences
and not on real essences. Firstly, because we have had our sortal words (and have already formed the associated
abstract general ideas) long before we knew anything about the internal corpuscular structure of things (the real
essences). And secondly, because we do not (or at least did not in Locke's time) know the real essences of things -- we
do not (or at least did not then) know enough about the corpuscular microstructure of things and how that structure
generates the observable properties upon which we base our classifications. Finally, Locke argued that the corpuscular
microstructure of things gives rise to all of the observable qualities -- both those we deem relevant (and use in our
classifications) and those we ignore as irrelevant (and perhaps of which we are not conscious).
It is on the basis of our cognitive purposes that we identify qualities that we judge relevant, and thereby pick out the
nominal essences, sorts, and kinds of things in the world. The selection of which similarities and differences in
observable qualities are relevant to our purposes comes before the identification of which part of the microstructure
causes those observable features. And that means that the real essence of gold (whatever it may be) is dependent on the
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nominal essence of gold. Even if, as Kripke argues, our term for the abstract general idea (like "gold") is intended to
pick out only that which has a particular real essence(3), it remains the case that the real essence is determined by the
nominal essence, and not the other way round.
In other words, a "natural kind"like gold is dependent on our conventional ideas of what "gold"is, and not on any
underlying "natural"nature of the stuff we choose to classify as gold. It is not the case that "gold"always has and
always will denote the material that is the element with atomic number 79. It is rather the case that those lumps of stuff
that we have already classified as "gold"turn out to have atomic number 79. So the classifications that we make of
things in the world are not arbitrary.
So, according to Locke's theory of essences and abstract general ideas, each individual forms their own abstract general
idea -- an idea of a nominal essence of some stuff -- for a particular general term like "gold". It is a consequence of the
need for successful communication that drives a close similarity in the content of each individual's idea of the nominal
essence of the stuff being discussed. But that closeness need not be identity. It need only be close enough to avoid
most confusions. For all the individuality of each person's idea of the nominal essence of gold, there is an underlying
real essence of the material so picked out that causes all of the observed properties. Therefore, the similarity observed
by each individual, among multiple samples of gold, is not arbitrary.
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"There is not one of my former beliefs about which a doubt may not
properly be raised"(Descartes).
Does Descartes succeed in showing this in the First Meditation?
The answer is a qualified "Yes!"
Descartes was concerned about the proper basis for "certain knowledge". Like his Scholastic predecessors, he thought
of "knowledge"as something that was absolutely certain. Where there is no certainty, there is no knowledge. He was,
moreover, aware that there were many things that he thought he "knew"that were based on highly dubitable foundations.
So in an effort to establish a properly certain foundation for "knowledge", he proposed to systematically examine all of
his beliefs, and reject as "knowledge"any of which he could find that were not certain.
To do this, he adopted what has come to be called "methodological doubt". He examined the basis for entire classes of
beliefs, and recognized in each case, that there was some reason to doubt the certainty of the basis.
Now Descartes recognized three fundamentally different foundations or origins for his beliefs. Some of his beliefs
were the result of the impressions of his senses. Some were the result of the impressions of his memory. And some
were the result of relationships between ideas in his mind. Because of his Mind-Body dualism, Descartes treated the
latter category of ideas differently from the first two categories. More on the consequences of that in a moment.
In order to demonstrate that any of his beliefs that originated in the senses or in the memory were dubitable, Descartes
employed three different arguments -- the argument from error, the argument from dreams, and the argument from the
evil deceiver.
In the argument from error, Descartes reasoned that any of his beliefs formed on the basis of his sensory perceptions
could be doubted because sensory perceptions can be easily shown to deliver apparently erroneous information. The
standard current example of this phenomenon is the straw in the glass of water looking bent when seen from an angle.
In a similar fashion, he argued that he had upon occasion remembered things incorrectly. Hence, his conclusion that
any of his beliefs that originate in sensory impressions or in memory must be considered dubitable. He has no way of
telling, for any given instance, whether his sensory impressions are erroneous or not, or whether any given memory is
correctly recalled or not.
In Meditation II, Descartes reinforces this argument by using the example of the lump of wax to demonstrate that the
wax can remain the same lump of wax while undergoing complete reversals of sensed properties. The wax is both hard
and soft, fragrant and not, of a solid mass and a shapeless liquid, and so forth. Since the senses obviously cannot be
relied upon to provide the "proper"knowledge of the lump of wax, any beliefs about the nature of the wax that result
from sensory impressions cannot be relied upon to provide indubitable knowledge of the wax.
In the argument from dreams, Descartes reasons that when he is dreaming, he seems to sense and remember things as if
they were real. Yet, ex hypothesi, they are not real because he is dreaming. And he cannot tell, when he is dreaming,
that he is dreaming. So it is possible that everything he is now experiencing and remembering is but a dream. Hence,
none of the beliefs that he now has about what he is sensing or remembering is indubitable. They could all be the result
of a dream.
Finally, and most famously, Descartes reasons that the gods, being all powerful, are powerful enough to be deceiving
him about all that he perceives and remembers. This is Descartes'famous "Evil Deceiver"or "Evil Demon". His "Evil
Demon"hypothesis is based on his belief in the fundamental separation of mind and body. Descartes'theory of sensory
perception separates the act of sensory perception (that he believes takes place in the body) from the understanding of
that perception (that he believes takes place in the mind). In his theory, the senses (and memory) "present", in some
unspecified fashion, the relevant impressions in what has come to be called the "Cartesian Theatre"where the Mind
watches and interprets. Given such a separation, there is an opening between the "presentation"and the
"interpretation"where the Evil Deceiver can come into play. This allows Descartes to posit that what his Mind is
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watching in the Cartesian Theatre is not the reports of his senses and memory, but the deceitful images provided by the
Evil Deceiver. And all of the perceptions that lead him to believe in the existence of his body are but the result of those
false impressions provided by the Evil Deceiver. Perhaps, Descartes reasoned, he is only a mind, and not a body. (The
modern sci-fi variation of Descartes argument is the "Brain-in-a-Vat"scenario.)
By these three lines of argument, Descartes has successfully raised doubts about the veracity of the information
provided by his senses and his memory. None of the inputs that cross the Body-Mind divide can be relied upon as the
basis for certain knowledge. Since Descartes is, at this point in his meditations, of the opinion that all of his beliefs are
based on the information provided by the senses or memory, he can fairly conclude - "There is not one of my former
beliefs about which a doubt may not properly be raised."So in that sense, he has been successful in challenging the
certainty of those kinds of beliefs.
However, as I noted above, Descartes recognized three different foundations or origins for his beliefs. He has
successfully demonstrated that doubts may be properly raised about two of those foundations. But he does not
thoroughly challenge those ideas that are based on the relation of ideas already in his mind. Although he allows that the
Evil Deceiver might deceive him about such "exceedingly simple"ideas as that two plus three is five, he does not permit
the Evil Deceiver to deceive him about his ability to reason. Descartes therefore claims that his beliefs that are
"manifest by the natural light"(or as we would now call them "logically necessary truths") are indubitable and not open
to deceit by the Evil Deceiver.
The first of these is, of course, that his reasoning capabilities remain unsullied by deceit. So Descartes can be
comfortably certain that "[I]t must, in fine, be maintained, all things being maturely and carefully considered, that this
proposition 'I am, I exist', is necessarily true each time it is expressed by me, or conceived in my mind."[Meditation II-3]
The second of these is that Body and Mind are distinct substances -- granting an opening for the Evil Deceiver.
Descartes does not challenge any of the Scholastic traditions that he takes as "intuitively obvious". Like the key
premise of his proof of the existence of God, demonstrated by Darwin to be quite false Now, it is manifest by the natural light that there must at least be as much reality in the
efficient and total cause as in its effect; for whence can the effect draw its reality if not from its
cause ? And how could the cause communicate to it this reality unless it possessed it in itself?
And hence it follows, not only that what is cannot be produced by what is not, but likewise that
the more perfect, in other words, that which contains in itself more reality, cannot be the effect
of the less perfect; and this is not only evidently true of those effects, whose reality is actual or
formal, but likewise of ideas, whose reality is only considered as objective. Descartes,
Meditation III
With the exception of his presupposition of Body-Mind duality, most of his lapses in methodical doubt appear in the
Meditations after his general conclusion (quoted in the title) at the end of Meditation I. So if the question is focused on
whether Descartes has successfully shown -- by the end of Meditation I - that all of his sources of belief are not
indubitable, then the answer must remain a qualified "Yes!"His Evil Deceiver hypothesis represents an insurmountable
doubt in the certitude of any beliefs at all. As long, that is, as he lets the Deceiver play the role Descartes assigns to
him in Meditation I. And even though the very possibility of the Evil Deceiver is founded on an unchallenged belief in
the separation of Mind and Body.
On the other hand, if the if question is broadened somewhat to include within its scope the limitations that Descartes
places on the role of his Evil Deceiver in Meditations II and III, then the answer has to be "No!". Descartes very
naturally excludes from the domain of the Evil Deceiver his belief in the very reasoning abilities that he relies upon to
progress his arguments. But he also excludes from this methodical doubt the key scholastic premises that he employs
in his analysis of ideas, and his proof of the existence of God, in the remainder of the Meditations. So, ultimately,
Descartes cannot be said to have shown that "There is not one of my former beliefs about which a doubt may not
properly be raised."Contrary to his claim, Descartes very clearly reserves some of his beliefs as beyond doubt.
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"I must...admit that the nature of this piece of wax is in no way revealed by
my imagination, but is perceived by the mind alone"(Descartes - Second
Meditation).
What led Descartes to this view? What is its significance?
In the process of examining the relationship between the mind that thinks and indubitably exists, and the perceptions of
his senses, Descartes draws a distinction between the properties that are perceived of a thing, and the thing itself. For
this exposition, he uses the example of a chunk of beeswax.
"Take, for example, this piece of wax; it is quite fresh, having been but recently taken from the
beehive; it has not yet lost the sweetness of the honey it contained; it still retains somewhat of
the odor of the flowers from which it was gathered; its color, figure, size, are apparent ( to the
sight ); it is hard, cold, easily handled; and sounds when struck upon with the finger."
[Meditation II - 11]
Then he places the wax next to the fire and observes how the lump of wax appears to the senses to change with the heat.
"[W]hat remained of the taste exhales, the smell evaporates, the color changes, its figure is
destroyed, its size increases, it becomes liquid, it grows hot, it can hardly be handled, and,
although struck upon, it emits no sound."[Meditation II - 11]
In short, Descartes observes that none of the perceptible properties of the wax before the application of heat are the
same as the perceptible properties of the wax after. Yet it remains indisputably the same piece of wax. So the wax
itself must be none of its perceptible properties. But the only way that we perceive the wax with our senses, is by
perceiving its perceptible properties - and we have just seen that those properties need not remain the same over time.
Hence, in order to properly grasp the nature of the lump of wax as a single thing rather than as a changing collection of
properties, we cannot be using our senses. We must be using our minds. Descartes concludes "And so something
which I thought I was seeing with my eyes is in fact grasped solely by the faculty of judgment which is in my
mind."Hence, his conclusion that the nature of the piece of wax as wax, as distinguished from any of the particular
sensible properties of the wax at some particular instant, "is ... perceived by the mind alone". [Meditation II -- 12]
Descartes little experiment with the wax serves two purposes. Firstly, Descartes uses it to highlight the fact that we
cannot rely on our senses as the basis of knowledge because the senses deliver contradictory information on the nature
of the wax before and after melting near the fire. And secondly, Descartes uses it to argue that it is the power of the
mind alone that can correctly "perceive"the nature of the wax. Descartes is emphasizing the power of the mind to
perceive (and here he is using "perceive"to mean "reflect on"or "attend to"or "understand") its own ideas.
Understanding comes from pure reason, as distinct from the power of sensing (e.g., seeing or touching) and the power
of imagination.
It is significant that Descartes, in his Meditations, uses the word "perceive"in two different, and somewhat conflicting,
senses. Firstly, he uses "perceive"to describe what the senses do when they detect the properties of the wax -- when
they examine the external world. And secondly, he uses "perceive"to describe what the mind does when it reaches a
judgement about the nature of that wax -- when it examines its own ideas. By failing to keep this distinction clear, he
often confuses his audience. When he talks about a "clear and distinct perception"of the wax, he is employing his
second sense of perception (i.e. "understanding") to describe the idea that his mind develops of the true nature of the
wax as something separate from its perceptible properties. He is not talking about anything that his senses report on the
properties of the wax.
What leads Descartes to this position is his belief that the Mind is fundamentally different from the Body -- his Mindhttp://www3.sympatico.ca/saburns/pg0725e08.htm[6/23/2020 1:38:57 PM]
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Body dualism. Sensory perception is a function of the body, because the sensory organs are indisputably part of the
body. The Mind, being separate from the Body must somehow be "presented"with the reports of the senses. Although
he does not actually describe it this way, Descartes imagines that there is a "Cartesian Theatre"somewhere betwixt the
Body and the Mind wherein the Mind "views"the reports of the senses. Since in Descartes'way of thinking it is the
Mind that contains the functions of temporal integration, it must be the Mind that integrates the changing sensory
reports of the properties of the was, and develops the integrated "clear and distinct perception"of the lump of wax as
something beyond the changing collections of properties.
This separation of Mind and Body is the fundamental keystone of Descartes'philosophy. It leads him to conclude that
the Mind has a privileged access to, and hence a better understanding of, its own contents, than it does of the observed
properties of the external world. Hence, when Descartes goes about applying his "methodological doubt"(Meditation I)
in his search for an indubitable basis for knowledge, he permits his "evil demon"to fool him about all things external to
his Mind. But Descartes does not permit that foolery to penetrate across the Mind-Body barrier into the operations of
his Mind, and the "clear and distinct perceptions"(meaning "understandings") that his Mind can develop of its own
ideas.
In Meditation III, Descartes provides a "proof"for the existence of God that depends only upon logically necessary
truths. In other words, on ideas that are independent of the reports of his sensory perceptions. This proof would be
impossible if Descartes permitted his "evil demon"to fool him about which of his ideas are logically necessary. And
without this proof, Descartes'entire access to the real world disintegrates. So the separation of the Body's sensory
perception of properties from the Mind's "perception"of its own ideas is a fundamentally necessary component of
Descartes'philosophy.
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In both the Treatise and the first Enquiry, Hume provides two definitions
of 'cause'. What does the second definition add to the first, and why did
Hume think it necessary to introduce it?
Any discussion of Hume and his definitions of causation must be prefaced with a caution that Hume employs the
concept of causation in two separate senses. He employs the concept of causation as what I will call {cause(a)} -- the
actual material, physical, scientific connection between an event (object) A and an event (object) B that exists (assuming
the "outside world"does indeed exist) quite independent of any conscious mind. He also employs the concept of
causation as what I will call {cause(b)} -- the belief formed by some conscious mind about the necessary association of
some event A and some event B.
In his exploration of the psychology of human beliefs, in his A Treatise of Human Nature(1), Hume explicitly proclaims
that he does not deny the existence of {cause(a)}, but that it is the nature and origins of {cause(b)} that is the focus of
his attention. On the one hand, Hume talks about "cause"as a relationship between "objects"that we observe in our
experience, and connect in our minds. On the other hand, Hume talks about "secret"and "concealed"causes that we are
unable to discover. "'[T]is commonly allow'd by philosophers, that what the vulgar call chance is nothing but a secret
and conceal'd cause.[Treatise I, III, xii] Hume does not deny that there are "hidden"causes that underlie and explain the
precedency and contiguity of observations in our experience. But Hume clearly states that his
"intention never was to penetrate into the nature of bodies, or explain the secret causes of their
operation. … For besides that this belongs not to my purpose, I am afraid that such an
enterprise is beyond the reach of human understanding, and that we can never pretend to know
body otherwise than by those external properties which discover themselves to the sense."
Hume's purpose in the Treatise is to "explain the nature and causes of our perceptions, or impressions, and ideas".
[Treatise, I, II, v] Hume, like Descartes and Locke before him, despairs of the ability of science to penetrate the
"springs and principles, which are hid, by reason of their minuteness or remoteness"[Treatise, I, III, xii].
Hence it must be understood from the beginning that the two definitions of "cause"that Hume offers (and that the essay
title refers to) are not definitions of {cause(a)}, but definitions of {cause(b)}. They are definitions of the beliefs that
human minds form about the nature of the causal relationship between two objects (or what we would call "events").
They do not pretend to be definitions of the mind independent connection between the two objects.
Hume's theory of mind -- that all ideas are preceded by impressions of sense -- is tightly linked to his account of
"cause". Having shown that ideas (or thoughts) arise from impressions, Hume needs to explain the natural affinity or
relation that certain ideas have to other ideas. He does this by introducing the principles of the association of ideas.
These "principles of connexion"operate automatically, without conscious effort on our part (i.e. are a product of
{cause(a)}),as a kind of "gentle force, which commonly prevails"[Treatise, I, I, iv]. He presents seven of these
relations, divided into two groups -- a group of four relations that depend only on the ideas of mind and hence can be
known a priori and with certainty; and a group of three that depend only on the impressions of our senses and hence
cannot be known a priori or with certainty:a) Objects of Knowledge and Certainty; Relations of Ideas; A Priori.
1. Resemblance
2. Proportion in quantity or number
3. Degrees in any quality
4. Contrariety
b) Matters of Fact and Existence; Empirical.
5. Identity
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6. Relations of time and place
7. Causation
For Hume, causation is a relation dealing with matters of fact, and therefore is not something for which certainty is
possible. For Hume, therefore, causation is a matter of perceptual experience.
Hume acknowledges that we certainly have the idea of cause, but the thrust of his inquiry is the puzzle of where it
comes from? To fit within his theory of mind, the reasoning involved must be founded on either relations of ideas (a
priori); or matters of fact or existence (empirical). But Hume argues that the source is neither in any relations of ideas,
nor in our experience. In Hume's own words(2), from his Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding(3) [EHU, VII, II]
-1. Every idea is copied from some preceding impression or sentiment.
2. [W]here we cannot find any impression, we may be certain that there is no idea. [From 1.]
3. In all single instances of the operation of bodies or minds, there is nothing that produces any impression …
of power or necessary connection.
4. In all single instance of the operation of bodies or minds, there is nothing that … can suggest any idea … of
power or necessary connection. [From 2 and 3]
5. [W]hen many uniform instances appear, and the same object is always followed by the same event; we begin
to entertain the notion of cause and connection.
6. [W]hen many uniform instances appear, and the same object is always followed by the same event; … [w]e
then feel a new sentiment or impression, to wit, a customary connection in thought or imagination between
the one object and its usual attendant…
7. [T]his idea [of necessary connection] arises from a number of similar instances, and not from any single
instance. [From 4 and 5]
8. [This idea of necessary connection] must arise from that circumstance, in which the number of instances
differ from every individual instance. [From 1 and 7]
9. [T]his customary connection or transition of the imatination is the only circumstance in which they differ.
10. [T]his sentiment [i.e. the customary connection or transition or determination of the imagination] is the
original of that idea which we seek for. [From 6, 8, and 9]
There is nothing that we can perceive in the bread (at least in Hume's time) that will determine in advance whether the
bread will turn out to be nutritious or poisonous. So the mind can never find the effect in the cause, no matter how
close the scrutiny. "Cause"is therefore not something that we sense. Our idea of cause is therefore not based on an
impression of sense. It is not an object out in the world. Causation is therefore not an empirical discovery.
Nor is the effect is ever found within the cause. The effect is totally different from the cause. No matter how much we
know about the cause, we cannot say in advance what the effect will be. We can always conceive of the effect without
the cause, or the cause without the effect. Whatever the connection between the two, it is not logically contradictory to
consider one without the other. Causation is therefore not discovered by a priori reasoning.
Causation must therefore be an innate feature of our psychology. All we see are two kinds of events, A and B, that
display a consistent temporal sequence and spatial contiguity. By observing a past regularity, through repetition we
gradually acquire the belief in a necessary connection. Thus "causation"is an invention of our minds to explain the
consistent precedency and contiguity of events like A and B. Cause ({cause(b)}) is a product ({cause(a)}) of human
psychology, rather than an objective feature of the world out there.
Two questions can be asked whenever someone asserts that "A causes B."One is -- what is the nature of the relationship
that is being asserted (i.e. "believed") between A and B? What are the necessary and sufficient conditions for that
relationship to actually exist as believed? The other is -- what justification must the asserter have that those necessary
and sufficient conditions obtain? What must the asserter believe in order to have a justified belief that "A causes B"?
What we mean by causation is different from the grounds upon which we assert causation.(4)
It is for this reason that Hume sums up all of the relevant impressions in not one but two definitions of cause. Just
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before the passage in the Treatise where Hume gives his two definitions of "cause,"he says:
"There may two definitions be given of this relation, which are only different by their
presenting a different view of the same object, and making us consider it either as a
philosophical or as a natural relation; either as a comparison of two ideas, or as an association
betwixt them."[Treatise, I, III, xiv]
The two definitions he offers answer the two questions that can be asked -- what we mean by causation -- the
philosophical relation, and what grounds we require in order to properly assert causation -- the natural relation. He then
immediately presents his definition of "cause"as a philosophical relation:
"an object precedent and contiguous to another, and where all objects resembling the former
are placed in like relations of precedency and contiguity to those objects that resemble the
latter."
This is followed, in the exact same paragraph, with his definition of "cause"as a natural relation:
"an object precedent and contiguous to another, and so united with it that the idea of the one
determines the mind to form the idea of the other, and the impression of the one to form a more
lively idea of the other."
To fully understand how these two definitions fit together, we must understand the difference that Hume draws between
"philosophical relations"and "natural relations"beyond the simple distinction that Hume offers here - that a
philosophical relation is a comparison of ideas, and a natural relation is an association of ideas.
Hume describes "natural relation"as the union of simple ideas into a complex idea guided by the one of the three
principles of association -- resemblance, contiguity, and cause and effect."[Treatise, I, I, iv] So in Hume's
psychological analysis of the mind, a "natural relation"is one in which the presentation to our mind of one relatum
naturally (by virtue of our innate nature) brings to our mind the other relatum. As we would explain using modern
evolutionary psychology, our minds have evolved so as to (learn to) naturally associate one relatum with the other.
A "philosophical relation"Hume declares is one that involves an "arbitrary union of two ideas in the fancy"[Treatise, I, I,
v]. In other words, in a philosophical relation, any arbitrary pair of objects can be compared and found similar or
different across some dimension of measurement. It is a "scientific"comparison or comparative measurement of ideas,
rather than an innately recognized association of ideas. It must be noted that Hume does not say that any two arbitrary
objects that have the philosophical relation of precedency and contiguity, also have the natural relation of association,
and hence are cause and effect. Rather he says that any two objects that have the philosophical relation in such a way,
or that are "so united", that the two become associated in the mind, thereby become recognized as cause and effect.
To break Hume's first definition down into a modern format for a philosophical definition -A causes B iff

(1) A and B are spatially contiguous,
(2) A is temporally precendent to B, and
(3) any object like A is temporally precendent and
spatially continguous to B.

Now, condition (3) in this definition is not something that can ever be known with certainty. So making a claim that
some relationship between A and B is a causal one according to this definition is not something that anyone would ever
be properly justified in doing. However, there can be about the specific object pair A and B, something that generates
in the mind a belief that condition (3) holds. And this is what Hume refers to in the second definition as the pair being
"so united that the idea of the one determines the mind to form the idea of the other". And Hume specifies that this
special uniting of the pair must consist of the habituation of the mind to their common association through repeated
experience of the philosophical relationship of similar pairs. This gives us the basis of the second definition .To break
Hume's second definition down into a modern format for a philosophical definition, condition (3) from the first
definition is replaced with a condition that described how we recognize that condition (3) is true.
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A causes B iff

(1') A and B are spatially contiguous,
(2') A is temporally precendent to B, and
(3') we have formed the habit of mind of associating
  
any object like A with an object like B (and vice versa).

So condition (3') provides the proper justification that we require in order to properly believe that condition (3) obtains.
The first definition examines the causal relation from the outside, as it were. While the second definition examines the
causal relation from the inside. The first definition examines the causal relation as a philosophical (qua "scientific")
relation, documenting the necessary comparison of ideas. The second definition examines the causal relation as a
natural (qua "innate") relation, documenting the habitual association that the mind requires in order to form the belief in
a necessary causal connection.
Hume needs both definitions in order to provide a complete understanding of his concept of {cause(b)} since it is
condition (3') that gives us the means of recognizing that condition (3) obtains. Without that means, we could never
justifiably recognize any "cause"at all.
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Why did the problem of personal identity cause Hume such severe
difficulties that in the end he admitted that he could see no way of
providing a coherent account?
Introduction
The primary source material for any discussion of Hume's "theory"of personal identity is Book I, Part IV, Section VI -"Of Personal Identity" -- of his A Treatise of Human Nature. However, to fully understand the material of this section,
one must also take into consideration the context of what precedes that section in the earlier parts of the Treatise. And
there are two key considerations that need to be highlighted in order to make clear what Hume's problem was with
personal identity.
The first of these considerations is the view that Hume had of the relationship between "impressions"and "ideas".
Hume's Treatise was an exploration of the psychology of the human mind. And as such, he was most centrally
concerned with the contents of the Mind.
"Here therefore we may divide all the perceptions of the mind into two classes or species,
which are distinguished by their different degrees of force and vivacity. The less forcible and
lively are commonly denominated Thoughts or Ideas. The other species want a name in our
language, and in most others; I suppose, because it was not requisite for any, but philosophical
purposes, to rank them under a general term or appellation. Let us, therefore, use a little
freedom, and call them Impressions; employing that word in a sense somewhat different from
the usual. By the term impression, then, I mean all our more lively perceptions, when we hear,
or see, or feel, or love, or hate, or desire, or will. And impressions are distinguished from ideas,
which are the less lively perceptions, of which we are conscious, when we reflect on any of
those sensations or movements above mentioned."[EHU, II]
It was Hume's thesis that ideas are fundamentally dependent on impressions (more specifically, sensory perceptions).
Impressions are the "given" -- the lively and forceful and uncontrollable inputs from the senses, the memory, and the
imagination. Ideas are the vaguer "images"of those impressions. It is the fact that all of Hume's mental existents are
based on the "givens"of perceptions, by the way, that makes him one of the "British Empiricists". Hume used the term
"copy"to signify the relationship between the impressions and the ideas that are dependent on them. Complex ideas are
equally based on impressions, although at one step removed.
"It seems a proposition, which will not admit of much dispute, that all our ideas are nothing but
copies of our impressions, or, in other words, that it is impossible for us to think of anything,
which we have not antecedently felt, either by our external or internal senses . . . Complex
ideas, may, perhaps, be well known by definition, which is nothing but an enumeration of those
parts or simple ideas, that compose them."[EHU VII.1]
"Or, to express myself in philosophical language, all our ideas or more feeble perceptions are
copies of our impressions or more lively ones."[EHU, II]
The significance of this view of the relationship between impressions and ideas to our current discussion is that it allows
Hume to claim that if an idea is a valid and proper one, then one must be able to locate the impressions on which it is
based. If no such impressions can be found, then the idea at issue is but an arbitrary construct of our imagination -fictitious -- with nothing really existent on which it is based.
The second of the introductory considerations is Hume's notion of "Identity". Hume's notion is quite unlike that of his
predecessor Locke, who in his Essay Concerning Human Understanding described three different notions of
"identity"for inanimate objects, living things, and the Human Mind. It is also quite unlike any modern notion of
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"identity"that recognizes identity as "kind (or "sortal")-relative". Hume's notion of identity is, by comparison, quite
absolute. On the other hand, Hume maintains that "identity"is not a "real"idea but a fiction of the imagination, because
he can find no impression from which it can be a "copy".
"First, as to the principle of individuation; we may observe, that the view of any one object is
not sufficient to convey the idea of identity. For in that proposition, an object is the same with
itself, if the idea express'd by the word, object, were no ways distinguish'd from that meant by
itself; we really shou'd mean nothing, nor wou'd the proposition contain a predicate and a
subject, which however are imply'd in this affirmation. One single object conveys the idea of
unity, not that of identity. . . . I have already observ'd , that time, in a strict sense, implies
succession, and that when we apply its idea to any unchangeable object, 'tis only by a fiction of
the imagination, by which the unchangeable object is suppos'd to participate of the changes of
the co-existent objects, and in particular of that of our perceptions. This fiction of the
imagination almost universally takes place; and 'tis by means of it, that a single object, plac'd
before us, and survey'd for any time without our discovering in it any interruption or variation,
is able to give us a notion of identity. "[Treatise, I, IV, II -- Of Scepticism with Regard to the
Senses]
Hume's reasoning is based on his fundamental premise that all that is given to us is a flow of individuated perceptions -impressions. The idea of "unity"is then based on but a single and distinct sensory impressions of a solitary lump of
something that does not change. Hence the idea of "unity"is based on the perceived invariableness and
uninterruptedness of the perception. (Not, be it noted, the invariableness or uninterruptedness of whatever (if anything)
being perceived.)
"'Tis still true, that every distinct perception, which enters into the composition of the mind, is
a distinct existence, and is different, and distinguishable, and separable from every other
perception,"[Treatise, I, IV, VI]
"Thus the principle of individuation is nothing but the invariableness and uninterruptedness of
any object, thro'a suppos'd variation of time, by which the mind can trace it in the different
periods of its existence, without any break of the view, and without being oblig'd to form the
idea of multiplicity or number."[Treatise, I, IV, VI]
The idea of "identity,"on the other hand, is a fiction based on the mind's mistaken extension of he idea of "unity"across
the distinctly separate impressions we experience over time.
"We have a distinct idea of an object, that remains invariable and uninterrupted thro' a suppos'd
variation of time; and this idea we call that of identity or sameness. We have also a distinct idea
of several different objects existing in succession, and connected together by a close relation;
and this to an accurate view affords as perfect a notion of diversity, as if there was no manner
of relation among the objects."[Treatise, I, IV, VI]
The idea of "identity"is created by the imagination based on the relationship of a temporal sequence of resembling
impressions of some unitary object. It is the "easy passage of thought"from one member of this sequence of
impressions to the temporally next member of the sequence that causes us to mistake the sequence of distinct
impressions for a single impression. The idea of "identity"is then founded on this mistake -- it is an idea of a multitude
of related impressions that is improperly copied from a single impression of a unitary object. The consequence of the
notion of "identity"being the result of an error of the mind, is that Hume can claim that the idea of "personal identity"is
also a fictitious one. There is nothing in reality, according to his philosophy, that can properly be called the "self". All
that there is available, is a "collection of different perceptions, which succeed each other with an inconceivable rapidity,
and are in a perpetual flux and movement."
"'Tis confest by the most judicious philosophers, that our ideas of bodies are nothing but
collections form'd by the mind of the ideas of the several distinct sensible qualities, of which
objects are compos'd, and which we find to have a constant union with each other. But however
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these qualities may in themselves be entirely distinct, 'tis certain we commonly regard the
compound, which they form, as One thing, and as continuing the Same under very considerable
alterations. The acknowledg'd composition is evidently contrary to this suppos'd simplicity and
the variation to the identity."[Treatise, I, IV, III]
"It must be some one impression, that gives rise to every real idea. But self or person is not any
one impression, but that to which our several impressions and ideas are suppos'd to have a
reference. If any impression gives rise to the idea of self, that impression must continue
invariably the same, thro' the whole course of our lives; since self is suppos'd to exist after that
manner. . . . Pain and pleasure, grief and joy, passions and sensations succeed each other,
and never all exist at the same time."[Treatise, I, IV, VI]
"But there is no impression constant and invariable. . . . It cannot, therefore, be from any of
these impressions, or from any other, that the idea of self is deriv'd; and consequently there is
no such idea."[Treatise, I, IV, VI]
So Hume did not have a "theory of personal identity"as such. He very clearly claims that there is in fact so such
perceptible thing in reality as "identity", let alone "personal identity". "Personal Identity"he claims is as fictitious a
construct of the imagination as is "identity"itself. Unlike the ideas of Locke or the modern kind-relative concept of
identity, Hume's idea of identity is the same idea across all objects to which it is applied. Hume is very specifically
denying that "identity"comes in different "flavours"according as to what it is being applied to. In particular, he
maintains that the idea of "identity"applies equally to living things and the "self".
"the understanding never observes any real connexion among objects, and that even the union
of cause and effect, when strictly examin'd, resolves itself into a customary association of
ideas. For from thence it evidently follows, that identity is nothing really belonging to these
different perceptions, and uniting them together; but is merely a quality, which we attribute to
them, because of the union of their ideas in the imagination, when we reflect upon them."
[Treatise, I, IV, VI]
"The identity, which we ascribe to the mind of man, is only a fictitious one, and of a like kind
with that which we ascribe to vegetables and animal bodies. It cannot, therefore, have a
different origin, but must proceed from a like operation of the imagination upon like objects."
[Treatise, I, IV, VI]
"what must become of all our particular perceptions upon this hypothesis? All these are
different, and distinguishable, and separable from each other, and may be separately consider'd,
and may exist separately, and have no need of any thing to support their existence. . . . I may
venture to affirm of the rest of mankind, that they are nothing but a bundle or collection of
different perceptions, which succeed each other with an inconceivable rapidity, and are in a
perpetual flux and movement. . . . There is properly no simplicity in it at one time, nor
identity in different; whatever natural propension we may have to imagine that simplicity and
identity. . . . They are the successive perceptions only, that constitute the mind; nor have we
the most distant notion of the place, where these scenes are represented, or of the materials, of
which it is compos'd."[Treatise, I, IV, VI]

Hume's Explanation of the Mistake
Therefore, what is commonly taken to be Hume's "theory of personal identity"is in fact a theory of how it is that we
make the mistake of thinking that we have the idea of personal identity.
"What then gives us so great a propension to ascribe an identity to these successive
perceptions, and to suppose ourselves possest of an invariable and uninterrupted existence thro'
the whole course of our lives?"[Treatise, I, IV, VI]
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As with his explanation of the mind's identification of the causal relationship, Hume places the source of this mistake
clearly on an innate propensity of the mind to follow a "smooth and uninterrupted progress of the thought along a train
of connected ideas."It is just a natural consequence of the way that we are, according to Hume, that we make the
mistake of following the easy path of thought without proper reflection on the error involved.
"We have a distinct idea of an object, that remains invariable and uninterrupted thro' a
suppos'd variation of time; and this idea we call that of identity or sameness. We have also a
distinct idea of several different objects existing in succession, and connected together by a
close relation; and this to an accurate view affords as perfect a notion of diversity, as if there
were no manner of relation among the objects. But tho' these two ideas ... be in themselves
perfectly distinct, and even contrary, yet "Tis certain, that in our common way of thinking they
are generally confounded with each other. That action of the imagination, by which we
consider the uninterrupted and invariable object, and that by which we reflect on the succession
of related objects, are almost the same to the feeling . .. This resemblance is the cause of the
confusion and mistake, and makes us substitute the notion of identity, instead of that of related
objects"[Treatise, I, IV, VI.]
"'Tis, therefore, on some of these three relations of resemblance, contiguity and causation, that
identity depends; and as the very essence of these relations consists in their producing an easy
transition of ideas; it follows, that our notions of personal identity, proceed entirely from the
smooth and uninterrupted progress of the thought along a train of connected ideas, according to
the principles above-explain'd."[Treatise, I, IV, VI]
"That action of the imagination, by which we consider the uninterrupted and invariable object,
and that by which we reflect on the succession of related objects, are almost the same to the
feeling, nor is there much more effort of thought requir'd in the latter case than in the former.
The relation facilitates the transition of the mind from one object to another, and renders its
passage as smooth as if it contemplated one continu'd object. This resemblance is the cause of
the confusion and mistake, and makes us substitute the notion of identity, instead of that of
related objects."[Treatise, I, IV, VI]
"the relation of parts, which leads us into this mistake, is really nothing but a quality, which
produces an association of ideas, and an easy transition of the imagination from one to another,
it can only be from the resemblance, . . . The passage of the thought from the object before
the change to the object after it, is so smooth and easy, that we scarce perceive the transition,
and are apt to imagine, that "Tis nothing but a continu'd survey of the same object."[Treatise, I,
IV, VI]
Hume's explanation of the notion of "personal identity"is that it rests on "an easy transition of the imagination"from one
particular and distinct impression to the next. In other words, the idea of "identity"in general, and "personal identity"or
"self"in particular, consists of a similarity (resemblance) relationship between the particular and distinct impressions.
And it is the imagination that constructs the notion of identity out of this similarity and the resulting "easy passage of
thought"from one instance of the similarity to another.

Hume's Problem
In the Appendix to the Treatise on Human Nature, Hume provides a startlingly honest admission that he finds some
fundamental problem with his analysis of the idea of personal identity.
"But upon a more strict review of the section concerning personal identity, I find myself
involv'd in such a labyrinth, that, I must confess, I neither know how to correct my former
opinions, nor how to render them consistent."[Treatise, Appendix]
"all my hopes vanish, when I come to explain the principles, that unite our successive
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perceptions in our thought or consciousness. I cannot discover any theory, which gives me
satisfaction on this head. In short there are two principles, which I cannot render consistent; nor
is it in my power to renounce either of them, viz. that all our distinct perceptions are distinct
existences, and that the mind never perceives any real connexion among distinct existences.
Did our perceptions either inhere in something simple and individual, or did the mind perceive
some real connexion among them, there wou'd be no difficulty in the case."[Treatise,
Appendix]
The question that has raised some debate amongst commentators on Hume, is just what was the problem that he
detected? But nowhere is Hume very clear on just exactly what difficulty he saw. The only clues we have are from
the contents of the addendum to "Of Personal Identity"he inserted in the Appendix to the Treatise. In those few short
paragraphs, Hume addresses his reservations specifically to the idea of "personal identity", not to his idea of "identity"in
general, or to the idea of an existing external object as the basis of perceptions. So whatever difficulty we identify on
Hume's behalf, it must be restricted to that small domain, and not infect any of the rest of Hume's philosophy.
There is one candidate that is obvious from his description of why we make the mistake of creating the fictitious idea of
personal identity, and that appears to be well supported by Hume's comments in the Appendix(*). Unlike some of the
suggestions in the literature, this candidate has the advantage of being specific to Hume's description of how we create
the fiction of "Personal Identity", and does not appear to threaten any other element of his philosophy.
Assuming, as Hume claims, that
(i) each perception is individual and distinct; and
(ii) the mind can never perceive any real connection between any of these distinct perceptions;
and
(iii) it is the relationship of resemblance between similar perceptions that causes the mind to
mistakenly adopt the fictitious idea of identity;
then a key consequences follows -IF the mind is going to notice the resemblance of some set of perceptions that it can use to pick out (i.e.
"identify"or grant "identity"to) some particular object,
THEN it cannot at the same time
(a) notice the universal resemblance amongst all of the perceptions that must be used as the
basis of the idea of personal identity, and
(b) fail to notice the distinctness between the perceptions being used to pick out multiple
objects.
In other words, Hume cannot have his cake and eat it too. And his comments in the Appendix reflect his
acknowledgement of this inconsistency.
If the "passage of the thought from the object before the change to the object after it, is so smooth and easy, that we
scarce perceive the transition, and are apt to imagine, that "Tis nothing but a continu'd survey of the same
object"constitutes the necessary and sufficient condition for the identity of the particular object in question, then it must
be the case that to notice distinct objects, the passage of thought cannot be so smooth and easy that we scare perceive
the transition. In other words, in order to recognize the identity of distinct objects, there must be some degree of
discontinuity of the transition from one object to the next. Obviously we do indeed, even if mistakenly, assign
identities to a multitude of distinct objects. So there must be a multitude of such discontinuities of the resemblancerelation in the "collection of different perceptions, which succeed each other with an inconceivable rapidity, and are in a
perpetual flux and movement."
But if that is the case, when we consider the idea of personal identity -- the "self" -- the flow of perceptions is no longer
"so smooth and easy, that we scarce perceive the transition, and are apt to imagine, that "Tis nothing but a continu'd
survey of the same object."For Hume, the succession of resembling impressions that constitutes the basis for the idea of
the identity of objects, and the succession of resembling impressions that constitutes the basis for the idea of the identity
of the self is one and the same flow of successive impressions. The idea of identity for objects does not depend on the
objects identified. It depends on the relation of resemblance that persists within the flow of impressions (perceptions).
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Therefore the tendency of mind (the innate propensity) to group segments of successive resembling impressions into
identities for particular objects is in direct conflict with the tendency of mind to collect the entire succession of
impressions under a different relation of resemblance in order to provide the basis of the identity of the "self".
Unfortunately for Hume, given his "absolutist"approach to the idea of "identity", he has no way out of the contradiction.
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Does Descartes succeed in proving that God exists?
No, he does not!
Descartes offers two different "proofs"for the existence of God. He presents his primary "causal"proof in Meditation
III. He later presents a pair of "ontological"proofs in Meditation V. Unfortunately for Descartes, the primary proof in
Meditation III is fatally flawed by a reliance on a premise that is in fact false. One of the two ontological proofs
depends on the consequences of that failed proof in Meditation III. And the other ontological proof employs a premise
that is likewise simply false.
In Meditation III, Descartes attempts to demonstrate that God exists by relying on premises that he argues are "beyond
doubt". Specifically, he argues that these premises are immune to the deceptions of his Evil Demon. The first of these
is his famous "Cogito". Descartes argues that it is indubitable that "I think, I exist". He reasons that even under the
challenge by an all powerful Evil Demon intent on deceiving him about all manner of things, the deceiver cannot
possibly deceive him about the fact that he thinks and exists. Because to be deceived is to think and to exist. The
negation of this premise is self-contradictory.
All of the premises that Descartes employs in his Meditation III proof for the existence of God are supposedly of this
nature. The negation of these premises are, according to Descartes, self-contradictory (or would, in his worlds, involve
a "manifest contradiction"). And it is beyond the power of his Evil Demon to make Descartes believe such a manifest
contradiction.
Where Descartes goes wrong, however, is in his setup of his notions of "objective reality"and "formal reality". These
are concepts that Descartes defines as part of his proof in Meditation III. A thing (like an idea) has an objective reality
in virtue of the thing that it represents. And a thing (again, like an idea) has a formal reality in virtue of its real
existence. Ideas have a formal reality only in virtue of their existence as ideas. Whereas they have objective reality in
virtue of the formal reality of the thing that they represent. Descartes assumption is that an idea's objective reality must
be caused by the formal reality of the thing that the idea represents. His key erroneous premise is that the formal reality
of the thing that is the cause of the objective reality of some idea must be greater or equal to that objective reality.
Descartes reasons that his idea of a supremely perfect God has a supremely perfect degree of objective reality. Hence,
he further reasons, this idea of supreme perfection must be caused by a formal reality of at least as high a degree of
perfection. Hence God, as that supremely high degree of formal reality, must exist.
Where Descartes goes wrong, here, was demonstrated 150 years later by Darwin. Darwin's Theory of Evolution by
Natural Selection showed that it is not necessary that an idea's degree of objective reality must necessarily be caused by
some thing that has as much formal reality. (Although of course, Darwin did not reason in this fashion.) In other
words, the Theory of Evolution by Natural Selection demonstrated that Descartes key premise was in fact false. Which
means that Descartes primary proof for the existence of God, in Meditation III, fails the "soundness"test -- not all of his
premises are true.
Having concluded that a supremely perfect God exists, Descartes draws the further conclusion that such a God would
not permit Descartes to be systematically deceived. Therefore, Descartes reasons, he can rely on the fact that all of his
"clear and distinct perceptions"are necessarily true. This further conclusion becomes the key to his first ontological
proof in Meditation V.
In Meditation V, Descartes reasons that:(1)
(2)
(3)

whatever I clearly and distinctly perceive to be contained within the idea of some thing is necessarily true
of that thing. (In virtue of the fact that God would not permit him to be deceived about what he clearly
and distinctly perceives).
I clearly and distinctly perceive that necessary existence is contained within my idea of God.
Therefore, necessary existence is truly contained within God.
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(4)

Therefore God necessarily exists.

But unfortunately for this reasoning, it all depends on the key premise that God exists and would not deceive him about
the truth of his clear and distinct perceptions. And that, we saw above, is a conclusion that Descartes cannot properly
draw since his proof in Meditation III was flawed. Besides which, is the invalid slide from "necessary existence is
contained within my idea of God"to "necessary existence is contained within God". Descartes'"clear and distinct
perception"is of his idea of God, not of the reality of God. So even granting that his clear and distinct perceptions are
true, that would only mean that it is true that necessary existence is contained within the idea of God. It does not entail
that necessary existence is contained within the actuality of God. So this argument fails on two counts.
Later in Meditation V, Descartes provides the second of his ontological proofs. He reasons that:(1)
(2)
(3)

I have an idea of a supremely perfect being, i.e. a being possessing all perfections, a being more perfect
than which is not possible.
Necessary existence is a perfection.
Therefore a supremely perfect being (aka "God") necessarily exists.

This particular form of the ontological argument fails, of course, in the second premise. It is not reasonable to suppose
that necessary existence is a "perfection". I can provide just as "reasonable"an argument to the effect that non-existence
is a greater perfection. Consider that:(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

I have an idea of a supremely perfect being, i.e. a being possessing all perfections, a being more perfect
than which is not possible.
A being that can accomplish all those things attributed to God, and yet remain non-existent is more perfect
than a being that must exist in order to accomplish those things.
Therefore, non-existence must be a greater perfection than existence when it comes to omnipotent
omniperfect beings.
Therefore an omnipotent, omniperfect God does not exist.

In other words, it can be demonstrated that all three of Descartes "proofs"for the existence of God are fundamentally
flawed in that they rely on false premises.
[Up] [Home]
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"Human good turns out to be activity of soul in accordance with
excellence" (Nicomachean Ethics, I 7, 1098al6-17).
Can Aristotle show that excellence includes moral virtue?
The essay title's question is quite ambiguous as to its intended focus of interest. On the one hand, it can be read as
inquiring about how Aristotle demonstrates that his concept of the "moral virtues" constituted at least part of his concept
of "excellence". But Aristotle does not attempt to demonstrate this. Aristotle makes use of a single Greek word (areté)
that is translated into English as both "excellence" and as "virtue". So that excellence includes the virtues as simply a
matter of synonymous translation.
On the other hand, the title question can be read as inquiring about how Aristotle demonstrates that his concept of areté
includes the particular list of character traits that he considers to be the moral virtues. But Aristotle does not attempt to
demonstrate that his concept of areté includes the moral virtues he identifies. He makes it very clear that he is
examining how his fellow Athenian citizens employ the concept of "a good man". He takes it as given that his fellow
citizens consider the virtues an integral part of what it is to be "a good man". He does not attempt to show that areté
includes those character traits that he identifies. 


Part 1 -- Excellence just IS Virtue
The notion of virtue as excellence was suggested by Socrates/Plato but refined and extended by Aristotle. Like his
predecessor(s), Aristotle held that it is the soul of the person that is virtuous, and that it is virtuous when it attains "the
good for man as such." That is, when the virtuous man achieves a good which is not subordinate to any other good; all
other goods being subordinate to it. So what is the "good for man as such"?
Aristotle observes that we all agree that it is "eudaimonia." Note that Aristotle's term "eudaimonia", which has usually
been translated as "happiness," means much more than what we normally associate with the English word. In Aristotle's
lexicon, eudaimonia means "living well and faring well."(NE 1.4) This is quite different from the feeling of well-being
that we think of as constituting happiness. More recent translations of Aristotle have used the phrase "human
flourishing" instead because "happiness" is a state of mind, and Aristotle is quite clear that eudaimonia is to be
understood as an activity.
Now, Aristotle does not attempt to "show" (argue, reason, or provide support for a premise) that excellence includes
moral virtue. Rather he stipulates that the moral virtues are those excellences of the activities of the soul that are in
accordance with the telos (purpose, function) of Man (qua Man) within the polis. As indicated above, the very Greek
word (areté) that is normally translated into English as "virtue" can also be translated as "excellence". Hence the title
question can be understood as inquiring whether Aristotle shows that excellence includes moral excellence.
But again, the answer to this question is a matter of stipulation. Aristotle distinguishes two kinds of virtue (NE 1.13):
those that pertain to the part of the soul that engages in reasoning (virtues of mind or intellect), and those that pertain to
the part of the soul that cannot itself reason but is nonetheless capable of following reason (ethical virtues, virtues of
character). Hence Aristotle is stipulating and not showing that excellence includes moral virtue.
In the text of the Nicomachean Ethics, just preceding the quote in the essay title, Aristotle lays out the reasoning for
which the title quote is the conclusion. All human activity is teleological -- all activity is in pursuit of some goal.
"Every art and every inquiry, and similarly every action and pursuit, is thought to aim at some
good; and for this reason the good has rightly been declared to be that at which all things aim."
(NE 1.1)
There is a hierarchy of these goods at which various activities aim. Lesser goods are instrumental in the pursuit of (or
perhaps partially constitutive of) greater goods.
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"But where such arts fall under a single capacity . . . in all of these the ends of the master arts
are to be preferred to all the subordinate ends; for it is for the sake of the former that the latter
are pursued." (NE 1.1)
The top of this hierarchy will be the final or highest goal of human activities -- something which is pursued for its own
sake, and not for the sake of any other goal. 

"Since there are evidently more than one end, and we choose some of these . . . for the sake of
something else, clearly not all ends are final ends; but the chief good is evidently something
final. Therefore, if there is only one final end, this will be what we are seeking, and if there are
more than one, the most final of these will be what we are seeking. Now we call that which is
in itself worthy of pursuit more final than that which is worthy of pursuit for the sake of
something else, and that which is never desirable for the sake of something else more final than
the things that are desirable both in themselves and for the sake of that other thing, and
therefore we call final without qualification that which is always desirable in itself and never
for the sake of something else." (NE 1.7)
This final goal Aristotle calls eudaimonia. Eudaimonia is the one goal that we pursue for itself alone, and not as a
means (instrumental or constitutive) of any other end.
"Now such a thing [i.e the highest good] eudaimonia, above all else, is held to be; for this we
choose always for itself and never for the sake of something else, but honour, pleasure, reason,
and every virtue we choose indeed for themselves (for if nothing resulted from them we should
still choose each of them), but we choose them also for the sake of eudaimonia, judging that by
means of them we shall be happy. Eudaimonia, on the other hand, no one chooses for the sake
of these, nor, in general, for anything other than itself." (NE 1.7)
Aristotle then proceeds to examine just what this eudaimonia must be if it is the "highest good". And he approaches this
analysis from the starting point of how his fellow Athenian citizens employ the concept "good" in normal conversation. 

"For just as for a flute-player, a sculptor, or an artist, and, in general, for all things that have a
function or activity, the 'good' and the 'well' is thought to reside in the function, so would it
seem to be for man, if he has a function." (NE 1.7)
In sharp contrast with the modern understanding of the "ethical good", Aristotle is setting up a clearly functional
concept. To be properly called a "good flute-player" one must fulfill with excellence the function of a flute-player. And
by analogy, Aristotle concludes that to be properly called a "good man" one must fulfill with excellence the function of
a man (if he has one). The two key observations to note here are: (i) the word that Aristotle actually employs in this
passage is "areté"; and (ii) he is taking his cue from the standard linguistic practice of his community.
In its ancient Greek usage, the concept of "areté" was closely linked with the notion of the fulfillment of purpose or
function: the act of performing up to one's full potential. Hence a flute player who fulfilled his function, who lived up to
his full potential as a flute-player would, in common linguistic practice, be labelled "areté". Likewise, an axe that
performed up to its full potential would also be labelled "areté". Aristotle is arguing that analogously a man who fulfills
his function (if he has one), who lives and performs up to his full potential as a man, should also properly be labelled
"areté".
Aristotle next explores what might be the proper function ("ergon") of man. For various reasons we need not go into at
this point, he concludes that the proper function of man is "life of the rational element". (In order to address the specific
question of the essay title, we need not explore here the plausibility of Aristotle's choice of man's proper function.) 

"Now if the function of man is an activity of soul which follows or implies a rational principle,
and if we say 'a so-and-so' and 'a good so-and-so' have a function which is the same in kind, . . .
eminence in respect of goodness being added to the name of the function . . . : if this is the
case, and we state the function of man to be a certain kind of life, and this to be an activity or
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actions of the soul implying a rational principle, and the function of a good man to be the good
and noble performance of these, and if any action is well performed when it is performed in
accordance with the appropriate excellence: if this is the case, human good turns out to be
activity of soul in accordance with virtue, and if there are more than one virtue, in accordance
with the best and most complete." (NE 1.7)
Notice particularly how Aristotle sets up his reasoning in this last quote:
IF the ergon (proper function) of man is an activity of soul which follows or implies
            a rational principle;
and
IF standard linguistic practice is that eminence in respect of areté (excellence / virtue)
            is added to the name of the ergon;
and
IF any action is well performed when it is performed in accordance with the standards
            of areté appropriate to the particular ergon;
THEN human good turns out to be activity of soul in accordance with the appropriate
            standards of "goodness", "excellence", or "virtue".
In other words, on one possible reading, the question that is the focus of the essay title is based on a misunderstanding
of the English translations of Aristotle. In the ancient Greek in which Aristotle wrote, "excellence" just is "virtue". And
the moral virtues are those excellences that are excellences of soul simply as a consequence of the then common usages
of those words.

Part 2 -- Excellence in a Social Context
Aristotle's analysis is based on an examination of how his fellow Athenian speakers of Greek, people with whom he is
familiar, actually employ the concept of a "good man". He is not attempting to provide an a priori analysis, or an ex
cathedra declaration of how we ought to employ the label of a "good man". Hence his starting point is an examination
of how his fellow Greek citizens actually do, in fact, employ the label. So it is quite understandable that he would
conclude in his concept of the appropriate standards of "goodness", "excellence", or "virtue" those elements of character
that would be admired, respected, and commended by the cognoscenti of his local polis. Hence, those character traits
that Aristotle labelled "moral virtues" are character traits that people living in a particular community actually did hold
in high regard as positively contributing to the welfare of that community. 

"We do not mean that which is sufficient for a man by himself, for one who lives a solitary life,
but also for parents, children, wife, and in general for his friends and fellow citizens, since man
is born for citizenship." (NE 1.7) 

For Aristotle, man derives his sense of identity, his purpose, from his role as part of an existing community -- including
friends, customs, institutions, and laws. Aristotle does not conceive of the individual as prior to or independent of the
community. Thus, moral virtues -- the excellences of soul we are seeking -- are essentially social and political in
nature. For Aristotle, his study of ethics starts with the actual moral judgments of his community, before he can
approach the formulation of general principles
Aristotle does not explore, and hence offers no reply to, the many challenges that philosophers since his time have
offered to the effect that "human good" is not to be so analyzed. Similarly, Aristotle does not explore, and hence offers
no rebuttal to, the many challenges raised by philosophers since his time of, the possibility that man (qua man) has other
"proper functions" than the one that Aristotle elects as his foundation.
Hence, given his purpose and starting point, it is quite understandable that for Aristotle, it is not a matter of showing that
the standards of excellence by which we judge that a man is a "good man" include the moral virtues, or that the moral
virtues include those socially valued character traits he does in fact pick out. For Aristotle, the socially esteemed
character traits just are those standards of excellence that apply when his fellow Athenian speakers of Greek identify a
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man as "good".
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Aristotle thinks that virtue depends upon the right relations between the
rational and nonrational parts of the soul.
How do the possible relations among the two parts of the soul give rise to
the four main kinds of moral character?
The two parts of the soul that Aristotle employs when speaking about the "right relations" between them, are the rational
part that evaluates the circumstances, predicts consequences, and deliberates about which courses of action are in the
best interests of one's own eudaimonia; and the irrational, emotional, or appetitive part that responds to the prospects of
pleasure and pain.
"Now the soul of man is divided into two parts, one of which has a rational principle in itself, and the other,
not having a rational principle in itself, is able to obey such a principle. And we call a man in any way good
because he has the virtues of these two parts." (Politics 7.xiv)
"[A]s the soul and body are two, we see also that there are two parts of the soul, the rational and the
irrational, and two corresponding states -- reason and appetite. And as the body is prior in order of
generation to the soul, so the irrational is prior to the rational. The proof is that anger and wishing and
desire are implanted in children from their very birth, but reason and understanding are developed as they
grow older." (Politics 7.xv)
The pleasures to which the appetitive part of the soul responds Aristotle divided into two classes. The "proper
pleasures" are those that he describes as being the supervening partner of temperate behaviour. The "alien pleasures"
are those that he describes as being the supervening partner of excesses or deficiencies. This is part of his "Doctrine of
the Mean". Those pleasures that correspond with the mean are "proper". Those pleasures that correspond with the
excesses or deficiencies of vice are "alien".
When an activity has a proper pleasure associated with it, and that pleasure is present, that pleasure will improve the
proper function of the activity. But alien pleasures are those that interfere with the proper function of an activity.
"For an activity is intensified by its proper pleasure, since each class of things is better judged of and
brought to precision by those who engage in the activity with pleasure; . . . For alien pleasures do pretty
much what proper pains do, since activities are destroyed by their proper pains; . . . So an activity suffers
contrary effects from its proper pleasures and pains, i.e. from those that supervene on it in virtue of its own
nature. And alien pleasures have been stated to do much the same as pain; they destroy the activity, only not
to the same degree." (NE 5.1)
If, for example, the proper function of drinking red wine is to reap the medicinal benefits of the chemical content of the
wine, and the social benefits of relaxed inhibitions in a social context, then the pleasures to be derived from moderate
consumption in a social context are the "proper pleasures" of imbibing. But both over indulging and abstention are
injurious to one's health, and injurious to one's social relations. So the pleasures that one might derive from either over
indulgence or abstention are the "alien pleasures" of drinking red wine.
Given the two parts of the soul (rational and appetitive), and the two kinds of pleasures (proper and alien), there then
can be said to be a four-fold division of moral character -- Aristotle labels them as virtue, continence, incontinence, and
vice. To elucidate the moral distinction between the four main divisions of character, and explain how the relations
between the two parts of the soul and the distinction between the two kinds of pleasure interact to give rise to the four
main kinds of moral character, Aristotle describes four different kinds of man. Virtue is represented by the virtuous or
temperate (sophrosyne) man. Continence is represented by the continent or self-controlled (enkrateia) man. Vice is
represented by the vicious or intemperate or self-indulgent (akolsia) man. And incontinence is represented by the
incontinent or morally weak (akrasia) man.
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The virtuous or temperate man "craves only what he ought, as he ought, when he ought" (NE 6.2). The virtuous man
has had proper moral training, so his appetites are in sync with the deliberations of his rational soul as to the best route
to his own eudaimonia. His appetitive soul has learned to appreciate the "proper pleasures" of temperance. He is
therefore not routinely tempted by "evil pleasures". He experiences no internal conflict between the two parts of his
soul. The appetitive soul follows the guidance of the rational soul. This is the "right relation" between the rational and
nonrational parts of the soul.
The vicious, intemperate, or self-indulgent man believes that it is not wrong to pursue the pleasures he pursues. In
Aristotle's evaluation, he loves or craves pleasure more than it is worth (NE 7.7). He routinely pursues the alien
pleasures. And like the virtuous man, he is not conflicted in this. His appetites are in sync with his rational
deliberations of the best route to his own eudaimonia. Intellectually, he happens to be wrong in his beliefs (at least
according to Aristotle). But psychically he is as well balanced as is the virtuous man. What distinguishes the vicious
man from the virtuous man is the fact that for the vicious man, the appetitive soul rules the rational soul rather than the
other way around.
The continent or self-controlled man routinely uses his rational appreciation of circumstances to over-ride the
temptations his appetitive soul experiences from "alien pleasures". His outward behaviour is similar to that of the
virtuous man, in that routinely he actually does what his rational soul judges the best route to his own eudaimonia. But
internally, he is conflicted. His appetites for the alien pleasures are strong, and must be combated. (Note the emphasis
on "routinely". Aristotle is here interested in describing the normal or usual state of affairs, the "habit of character," and
not in the occasional "slip".) Psychically, his appetitive soul is in conflict with his rational soul. Although his rational
soul routinely wins the battle, it must constantly overcome the conflicting demands of his appetites.
The incontinent man routinely lets his appetitive soul rule, and so routinely yields to the temptations of those alien
pleasures. Like the continent man, the incontinent man is conflicted. With the rational part of his soul, he knows that
what he is doing is wrong. Yet his appetitive soul overwhelms his rational soul, and he routinely yields to the
temptations. Aristotle provides two different explanations for why the rational part of the soul of the incontinent or
akratic man might have such difficulties in controlling the appetitive part of his soul. He distinguishes between "drunk
akrasia" and "genuine akrasia".
Drunk-akrasia Aristotle describes as being the result of intellectual error. He describes two different senses of how a
person can "know" things. There is the passive sense in which it can be said that the geometer "knows" the axioms of
Euclid, even when he is asleep, or distracted by other interests, or drunk and incapable (hence the label "drunk"akrasia). And there is the active sense in which the geometer can be said to know those axioms while he is actively
employing them in his labours. So the incontinent man can be said to "know" that what he is doing is wrong in the
passive sense, while it can also be said on those same occasions that he does not "know" what he is doing is wrong in
the active sense.
In the passive sense, it is possible that the incontinent man fails to consider whether his current situation falls under one
of the moral principles he has learned, or misinterprets or misevaluates the likely consequences due to ignorance or
inattention, or has allowed his passions to cloud his judgement as a drunk has allowed the drink to cloud his
judgements. In the passive sense, then, the drunk-akratic incontinent man is similar to the vicious or self-indulgent man
in that he does not know (in the active sense) that what he is doing is wrong, and (at least at the moment) believes that
what he is doing is right. So the drunk-akratic lets his appetitive soul pursue the pleasures it will. Only later, when his
rational soul recovers, does the conflict arise with the recognition that he was mistaken and should have known better.
This explanation does not serve for the "genuine-akratic" incontinent man, however. The genuine akratic man actively
knows that what he is doing is wrong. Yet he still routinely yields to those alien pleasures. Aristotle's best explanation
of this situation is derived from his concept of "proper pleasures," and the nature of "proper moral training". What the
genuinely-akratic incontinent man is lacking is the learned appreciation of the "proper pleasures" of temperance. In the
continent or self-controlled man, this learned appreciation of "proper pleasures" is sufficient to overcome the
temptations of "alien pleasures". For the genuinely-akratic incontinent man, it is not. Hence the self-controlled
continent man can overcome the urgings of his appetitive soul, while the genuinely-akratic incontinent man cannot. The
additional pleasures that can be had from the "proper pleasures" of temperate actions, the pleasures that are the subject
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of the appetites of the temperate man, are sufficient to outweigh the temptations of "evil pleasures" for the continent or
self-controlled man, but not sufficient for the genuine akratic man.
What separates the genuine-akratic from the temperate man, on this scale, is the fact that the temperate man's moral
training has been sufficient (and sufficiently proper) to attune his appetitive soul with the "proper pleasures". The
virtuous man has been so trained that his appetitive soul does not "see" the pleasures to be had from alien pleasures. So
the virtuous man does not experience the conflicted urgings of his appetitive soul.
The genuinely akratic incontinent man knows that following the dictates of his appetites is wrong, yet he follows them
anyway. He does so because he has not learned the positive proper pleasures of being temperate. Not only does he not
have the counter-balancing pull of the pleasures of temperance (or virtue) to outweigh the pleasures of being
intemperate, his appetitive soul has not learned that the "pleasures" he perceives in the alien pleasures are not real. He
has not had sufficient moral training to recognize that the "alien pleasures" are no pleasures at all.
It is therefore the lack of adequate moral training of the appetitive part of the soul that generates the four kinds of moral
character that Aristotle identifies. To some extent, Aristotle follows Socrates (Plato) in maintaining that "no one
knowingly does wrong". But he departs from Plato both with his theory of the difference between "active"" and
"passive" knowledge, and his theory that the appetitive soul's attraction to alien pleasures (when not properly trained)
can overwhelm the rational soul's appreciation of the virtuous thing to do.
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In pursuing his own happiness, is Aristotle's man an egoist?
Part 1 -- The Meaning of the Question
Whether one chooses to call Aristotle's man an "egoist" or not will depend critically on how one conceives of the notion
of an "egoist." So, before examining how the works of Aristotle contribute to the decision, I will start by setting up an
understanding of "egoism." To begin that process, I will reference number of common dictionary definitions pulled off
the Web -- see the Appendix.
Note first that the two presumably British dictionaries (the Cambridge International Dictionary of English and the
Dictionary.co.uk entry) do not distinguish the two separate meanings of "egoism" that the American dictionaries do. In
British English, it would appear that standard usage is that "egoism" is equivalent to "egotism". Hence an "egoist" is
equivalent to an "egotist".
Note second that in American English, the dictionaries report two different senses of meaning for the word "egoism".
One is the same sense as "egotism" and the British use of "egoism". But the other is different, and apparently nonexistent in British English. On the one hand we have a usage that clearly communicates a negative or pejorative attitude
towards the pursuit of one's own interests or welfare, characterized by inappropriateness and excessiveness. On the
other hand we have a usage that communicates a neutral (or at least not negative) attitude towards the pursuit of one's
own interests or welfare that is simply descriptive and not evaluative.
From this basis, we can see that the essay's title question may be understood in two different senses. In an "American
sense" it may be understood to be asking whether, in pursuing his own happiness, Aristotle's man is pursuing his own
interests or welfare in a non-negative and non-pejorative sense. In a "British sense" it may be understood as asking
whether, in pursuing his own happiness, Aristotle's man is pursuing his own interests or welfare in a negative and
pejorative sense, characterized by inappropriateness and excessiveness.
Being more at home in "American English" than I am in "British English", I choose to assume that it should be the
descriptive and non-evaluative sense of "egoist" that ought to apply. Therefore, in the remainder of this essay, I am
going to employ the following two definitions:
Egoism = The ethical doctrine that morality has its foundations in self-interest and that selfinterest is the just and proper motive for moral conduct. Hence an "egoist" is one who believes
in Egoism.
Altruism = The ethical doctrine that morality has its foundations in the interests of others and
that the interests of others is the just and proper motive for moral conduct.
Based on these definitions, I will understand the essay's title question as asking whether, in pursuing his own eudemonia
(understood in the more inclusive sense of "flourishing" than just the usual translation of "happiness"), Aristotle's
virtuous man is treating his own self interest as primary, or treating the interests of others as primary.

Part 2 -- Aristotle's Ethical Theory
In the opening paragraph of his Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle claims that all human activity is teleological -- all
activity is in pursuit of some goal. "Every art and every inquiry, and similarly every action and pursuit, is thought to
aim at some good; and for this reason the good has rightly been declared to be that at which all things aim." (NE 1.1)
There is a hierarchy of these goods at which various activities aim. Lesser goods are instrumental in the pursuit of
greater goods, or are at least constitutive of greater goods. "But where such arts fall under a single capacity . . . in all of
these the ends of the master arts are to be preferred to all the subordinate ends; for it is for the sake of the former that the
latter are pursued." (NE 1.1) He develops his argument by claiming that the top of this hierarchy will be the final or
highest goal of human activities -- something which is pursued for its own sake, and not for the sake of any other goal.
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"Since there are evidently more than one end, and we choose some of these . . . for the sake of
something else, clearly not all ends are final ends; but the chief good is evidently something
final. Therefore, if there is only one final end, this will be what we are seeking, and if there are
more than one, the most final of these will be what we are seeking. Now we call that which is
in itself worthy of pursuit more final than that which is worthy of pursuit for the sake of
something else, and that which is never desirable for the sake of something else more final than
the things that are desirable both in themselves and for the sake of that other thing, and
therefore we call final without qualification that which is always desirable in itself and never
for the sake of something else." (NE 1.7)
This final goal Aristotle calls eudaimonia (usually translated as "happiness" but better understood when translated as
"flourishing" since "happiness" is a state of mind, and Aristotle is quite clear that eudaimonia is to be understood as an
activity - "living well and faring well" (NE 1.4)).
"Now such a thing eudaimonia, above all else, is held to be; for this we choose always for itself
and never for the sake of something else, but honour, pleasure, reason, and every virtue we
choose indeed for themselves (for if nothing resulted from them we should still choose each of
them), but we choose them also for the sake of eudaimonia, judging that by means of them we
shall be happy. Eudaimonia, on the other hand, no one chooses for the sake of these, nor, in
general, for anything other than itself." (NE 1.7)
Throughout the Books II thru IX of the Nicomachean Ethics, where Aristotle discusses the various moral virtues and the
reasons for choosing one action versus another, the motivation is always focussed on the eudaimonia of the actor. The
actor's eudaimonia is not simply included as an afterthought, or mentioned as a coincidental consequence of an action
performed for some other reason. Only in Book IX, where Aristotle discusses the importance of friendship, might a
case be made that Aristotle's man is not acting out of egoistic motivation. But even here, Aristotle says "Now each of these is true of the good man's relation to himself (and of all other men in so far
as they think themselves good; virtue and the good man seem, as has been said, to be the
measure of every class of things). For his opinions are harmonious, and he desires the same
things with all his soul; and therefore he wishes for himself what is good and what seems so,
and does it (for it is characteristic of the good man to work out the good), and does so for his
own sake (for he does it for the sake of the intellectual element in him, which is thought to be
the man himself);" (NE 9.4).
So it is obvious that Aristotle's Ethical Theory is an Egoistic one, and not an Altruistic one. And to counter the charge
the Aristotle's Ethical Theory is an Egoistic one in the negative or pejorative sense, it is only necessary to consider the
importance to Aristotle of proper moral training, and the source of Aristotle's concept of the moral virtues in a social
context.
Aristotle emphasizes in a number of places in the Nicomachean Ethics that moral virtue, or temperance, is the result of
proper moral training. Aristotle thinks that virtue depends upon the right relations between the rational and non-rational
parts of the soul. The two parts of the soul that Aristotle employs when speaking about the "right relations" between
them, are the rational part that evaluates the circumstances, predicts consequences, and judges which courses of action
are in the best interests of one's own eudaimonia, and the irrational, emotional, or appetitive part that responds to the
prospects of pleasure.
The pleasures to which the appetitive part of the soul responds can be divided into two classes. The "proper pleasures"
are those that Aristotle describes as being the supervening partner of temperate behaviour. The "alien pleasures" are
those that Aristotle describes as being the supervening partner of excesses or deficiencies. This is part of his "Doctrine
of the Mean". Those pleasures that correspond with the mean are "proper". Those pleasures that correspond with the
excesses or deficiencies of vice are "alien". When an activity has a proper pleasure associated with it, and that pleasure
is present, that pleasure will improve the proper function of the activity. But alien pleasures are those that interfere with
the proper function of an activity.
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In order to achieve his own eudaimonia, therefore, Aristotle's man displays the proper degree of temperance in all
situations. The virtuous or temperate man "craves only what he ought, as he ought, when he ought" (NE 6.2). The
properly temperate man has had proper moral training, so his appetites are in sync with his rational evaluation of the
best route to his own eudaimonia. He has learned to appreciate the "proper pleasures" of temperance. He is therefore
not routinely tempted by "evil pleasures". He experiences no internal conflict between the two parts of his soul.
What distinguishes Aristotle's temperate man is the fact that the temperate man's moral training has been sufficient (and
sufficiently proper) to attune his appetitive soul with the "proper pleasures". The virtuous man has been so trained that
his appetitive soul does not see the pleasures to be had from alien pleasures. So the virtuous man does not experience
the conflicted urgings of his appetitive soul that distress those who are not temperate. He has had sufficient moral
training to recognize and appreciate the pleasures to be had from virtuous behaviour, and to recognize and appreciate
that the "pleasures" that appear to be derivable from the excesses of vice are not really pleasures at all.
But in all this analysis of the proper training that is necessary to create a virtuous man, it is still the individual's own
eudaimonia that is the focus of attention. It may require proper training for Aristotle's man to recognize and appreciate
what is in the best interests of his own eudaimonia. But it remains his own eudaimonia that is the motivation. Aristotle
is just describing what it is that will bring that eudaimonia.
"We do not mean that which is sufficient for a man by himself, for one who lives a solitary life, but also for parents,
children, wife, and in general for his friends and fellow citizens, since man is born for citizenship." (NE 1.7) For
Aristotle, man derives his sense of identity, his purpose, from his role as part of an existing community -- including
friends, customs, institutions, and laws. Aristotle does not conceive of the individual as prior to or independent of the
community. Thus, moral virtues are essentially social and political in nature.
But again, it is Aristotle's position that one's own eudaimonia derives from performing well one's proper function. And
even though he conceives that one's proper function (one's telos) is defined within a social context (the polis), it remains
one's own happiness (eudaimonia) that is the motivation for action, and not the happiness of others.
So "Yes", in pursuing his own eudaimonia, Aristotle's man is indeed an Egoist (in the American sense).
Appendix
American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language Egoism = 1.a The ethical doctrine that morality has its foundations in self-interest. 1.b The ethical belief
that self-interest is the just and proper motive for all human conduct. 2. Excessive preoccupation with one's
own well-being and interests, usually accompanied by an inflated sense of self-importance. 3. Egotism;
conceit.
Egotism = 1. The tendency to speak or write of oneself excessively and boastfully. 2. An inflated sense of
one's own importance; conceit.
Altruism = 1. Unselfish concern for the welfare of others; selflessness. 2. Zoology: Instinctive cooperative
behavior that is detrimental to the individual but contributes to the survival of the species.
Webster's New World College Dictionary, 4th Ed.
Egoism = 1. the tendency to be self-centered, or to consider only oneself and one's own interests;
selfishness. 2. egotism; conceit. 3. Ethics: the doctrine that self-interest is the proper goal of all human
actions.
Egotism = 1. constant, excessive reference to oneself in speaking or writing. 2. self-conceit. 3. selfishness;
Altruism = 1. unselfish concern for the welfare of others; selflessness. 2. Ethics: the doctrine that the
general welfare of society is the proper goal of an individual's actions
Encarta World English Dictionary, North American Edition
Egoism = 1. Philosophy: pursuit of your own welfare: the practice of making personal welfare and interests
a primary or sole concern, sometimes at the expense of others. 2. Ethics: doctrine of self-interest: the ethical
doctrine that the correct basis for morality is self-interest. 3. Same as egotism.
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Egotism = 1. inflated sense of self-importance: the possession of an exaggerated sense of self-importance
and superiority to other people. 2. preoccupation with self: the tendency to speak or write too much about
yourself. 3. selfishness: selfishness or self-centeredness.
Altruism = 1. selflessness: an attitude or way of behaving marked by unselfish concern for the welfare of
others. 2. belief in acting for others' good: the belief that acting for the benefit of others is right and good
Cambridge International Dictionary of English
Egotism = (also egoism) disapproving: thinking only about yourself and considering yourself better and
more important than other people.
Altruism = willingness to do things which bring advantages to other people, even if it results in
disadvantage for yourself.
Dictionary.co.uk
Egoism = 1. The doctrine of certain extreme adherents or disciples of Descartes and Johann Gottlieb Fichte,
which finds all the elements of knowledge in the ego and the relations which it implies or provides for. 2.
Excessive love and thought of self; the habit of regarding one's self as the center of every interest;
selfishness; -- opposed to altruism.
Egotism = The practice of too frequently using the word I; hence, a speaking or writing overmuch of one's
self; self-exaltation; self-praise; the act or practice of magnifying one's self or parading one's own doings.
The word is also used in the sense of egoism.
Altruism = 1. Regard for others, both natural and moral; devotion to the interests of others; brotherly
kindness; -- opposed to egoism or selfishness.
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How, in Aristotle's view, can thought cause action?
How, on occasion, may it fail to cause action?
The essay's title question inquires about how, in Aristotle's theory of human psychology, the thought processes that
constitute a deliberation about the proper thing to do connect to the action that is supposed to result from such a
deliberation. As such, the title question is focussed on Aristotle's theory of the "practical syllogism" and the role played
by his explanation of "akrasia" (weakness of will).
According to Aristotle there is a distinctive mode of thinking that underlies ethics - practical intelligence or prudence
(also referred to as practical reasoning). This faculty alone understands the true character of individual and community
welfare and applies its results to the generation of human action. Acting properly, in Aristotle's theory, involves
coordinating our desires about the correct goals or ends with correct thoughts about the practical means of attaining
them. The role of deliberative reasoning is to consider each of the many actions that are within one's power to perform,
and consider the extent to which each of them would contribute to the achievement of the appropriate goal or end,
resulting in a deliberated choice to act in the way that best fits that end.
"moral virtue is a state of character concerned with choice, and choice is deliberate desire, therefore both
the reasoning must be true and the desire right, if the choice is to be good" (NE 6.2)
It might be thought that the best means of understanding just how Aristotle believed that thought causes action would be
to collect and examine the various examples of "practical reasoning" that he offers throughout his works.
Unfortunately, however, none of the examples he offers appear to share a consistent structure, and the differences
between them are often greater than the similarities. As a result, the exact nature of Aristotle's theory in this regard is
open to considerable debate. Even which passages constitute examples, and hence the number of relevant examples, is a
matter of considerable debate.
The passages relevant to an understanding of Aristotle's practical syllogism occur in two separate contexts. The first is
in the ethical context -- the Nicomachean Ethics, the Eudemian Ethics, and the Magna Moralia. It is in these works that
he discusses "practical reasoning" and how it guides human action. The other context is psychological - his De Motu
Animalium (Chapter 7) and De Anima (III.10). It is in these latter two works that Aristotle's discusses how the soul
moves the body.
Focussing just on the ethical works, one might be led to conclude that the practical syllogism is a process of logical
deduction from major and minor premises to a conclusion after which there is action. But such an interpretation does
not resolve the question of just how it can be that logical thought can result in action. To address that question, one
must also consider the psychological context.
There are a number of places where Aristotle is very clear that the process of deliberation ends with a choice of what is
judged the right thing to do under the circumstances. Virtuous or appetitive desire for the ends or goals of thought, and
deliberation as to the proper means to that end combine with the perception of the proper circumstances to initiate the
action conclusion of the practical syllogism. "Virtue makes the goal right, practical wisdom the things leading to it"
(NE 7.12). Deliberation is the first part, the practical syllogism is the final part. The psychological process that
proceeds from this judgement and ends with actual action is separate.
In a number of places (especially in his De Motu Animalium where he deals with action initiation in animals), Aristotle
goes into detail as to how this process of action initiation works. His descriptions of this bit of psychology make use of
the same terminology he uses in his descriptions of the logical syllogism. So successors to Aristotle have come to call
his process of action initiation the "practical syllogism". However, Aristotle himself never applies that term to the
process.
Aristotle describes the practical syllogism as including a universal premise, a particular premise which is perceived and
not thought, and a conclusion that is an action
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"For the one premise is a universal belief, and the other concerns particular things, for which perception is
decisive. Whenever one belief follows from others, the soul must in the one case affirm the conclusion, but
in practical affairs it must enact it immediately." (NE 7.3)
"the one premise or judgement is universal and the other deals with the particular (for the first tells us that
such and such ia kind of man should do such and such a kind of act, and the second that this is an act of the
kind meant, and I am a person of the type indicated)". (De Anima 434a15-20)
The universal or major premise comes from education, (virtuous) habit, observation, and example, from an educated
sense of what eudaimonia means in these circumstances and the variously ranked goods of life. The particular or minor
premise comes from a perception of the particular circumstances. The conclusion is the proper action. When one
comprehends or combines the two premises in a practical syllogism, one acts at once (assuming one is able and not
forced or prevented). There is, however, significant debate whether Aristotle believed that people actually think in a
logical process, or is merely providing a description of how the psychology works as if it were a logical process.
What provides the connection between the premises and the action comes from a combination of practical (rather than
theoretical) reason and want, desire, wish, or appetite. These two combine to initiate an action for the sake of
something, in pursuit of some end. An action is the means by which we seek to satisfy an appetite. Practical reason
informs the appetite by advising which action is the most appropriate means to the desired end.
"Both of these then are capable of originating local movement, mind and appetite: (1) mind, that is, which
calculates means to an end, i.e. mind practical (it differs from mind speculative in the character of its end);
while (2) appetite is in every form of it relative to an end: for that which is the object of appetite is the
stimulant of mind practical; and that which is last in the process of thinking is the beginning of the action."
(De Anima III.10)
On the one hand, Aristotle claims that both practical reason and desire or want are required to motivate any action for
the sake of something. But on the other, it appears he also claims that appetite can produce action on its own.
"That which moves therefore is a single faculty and the faculty of appetite; for if there had been two sources
of movement-mind and appetite - they would have produced movement in virtue of some common
character. As it is, mind is never found producing movement without appetite . . ., but appetite can originate
movement contrary to calculation, for desire is a form of appetite." (De Anima, III.10)
So it would appear that thought (in the form of practical reason) is not sufficient of itself to cause action. It must be
accompanied by a want, desire, wish, or appetite. For it is the want of something that motivates us to action in order to
satisfy that desire. Thought can only inform the appetites of the most suitable means to satisfy the appetite. Thought
without appetite cannot cause action.
This disconnect between the thoughts of practical reason, and the motivating force of the appetites provides the opening
that Aristotle requires to explain why it is that practical reason sometimes fails to elicit the action that is judged the
best. Consider these two examples that Aristotle provides of the practical syllogism in action Example 1:Universal Premise 1: "Everything sweet ought to be tasted"
[Universal Premise 2: "Sweet things are pleasant"] - "hidden" premise
Particular Premise / Perception: "This is Sweet"
Conclusion / Action: "This is tasted"
Example 2:Universal Premise 1: "Sweet things ought to be avoided"
[Universal Premise 2: "Sweet things are pleasant"] - "hidden" premise
Particular Premise / Perception: "This is Sweet"
Conclusion / Action (a): "This is avoided"
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Conclusion / Action (b): "This is tasted"
In example 1, we have the first universal premise that is the output of a process of deliberation. The second universal
premise we can treat as if contributed by the appetites, since it is the result of the experiences of the appetites. The
particular premise, Aristotle maintains is the result of perception. The conclusion that follows is the action of tasting.
Here in this example, we have a case where the thought "Everything sweet ought to be tasted" causes the action of
tasting by way of the perception "This is sweet" and the appetitive motivator that "Sweet things are pleasant".
In example 2 we have again the first universal premise that is the output of deliberation. In this case, perhaps as a
consequence of considering the detrimental health consequences of overindulgence in sweets, the conclusion of the
deliberation is that sweets ought to be avoided. If the result of the practical syllogism is the action that the sweet is
avoided, then the thought has been successful in causing the (in)action. But if the result of the practical syllogism is that
the sweet is tasted, then the thought has failed to cause the (in)action.
In his discussion of akrasia in Chapter 7 of the Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle explains the failure of thought to cause
action as the result of either of two effects. One possible source of failure is that the universal premise that starts the
process might encode a thought about an end that cannot be realized in these circumstances. There is a lack of an
accompanying appetite, there is no want for the end that is the subject of the thought. The other possible source of
failure is that the premise provided by reason is overwhelmed by the premise provided by the appetites. The first case,
Aristotle describes as a matter of ignorance or "intellectual error". The individual thinking about action is ignorant of
the fact that the circumstances do not permit action in pursuit of the end in mind because there is no desire for the end in
mind. The second case, Aristotle describes as a matter of weakness of will. The individual in question has had
improper or insufficient moral training, and is allowing his appetites to overrule his reason. In providing two different
explanations for why practical reason might fail to control the appetites, Aristotle distinguishes between "drunk akrasia"
and "genuine akrasia".
Aristotle describes two different senses of how a person can "know" things. There is the passive sense in which it can
be said that the geometer "knows" the axioms of Euclid, even when he is asleep, or distracted by other interests, or
drunk and incapable (hence the label "drunk-akrasia"). And there is the active sense in which the geometer can be said
to know those axioms while he is actively employing them in his labours. So the drunk-akratic man can be said to
"know" that the end that is the subject of his though is undesired in the passive sense, while it can also be said that he
does not "know" it to be undesired in the active sense.
In the process of deliberation leading up to the universal premise of the practical syllogism, the akratic man may fail to
consider whether his current situation falls under one of the means-ends routes he has chosen by prior deliberation, or
misevaluates the likely consequences in a current deliberation due to ignorance or inattention, or has allowed his
passions to cloud his judgement as a drunk has allowed the drink to cloud his judgements. In the passive sense, then,
the "drunk-akratic" man does not know (in the active sense) that the subject of his thought is inappropriate, and (at least
at the moment) believes that what he is thinking is right. Only later, when his rational soul recovers, does the
recognition dawn that he was mistaken and should have known better. With the recognition that he erred, and should
have done better, comes the pain and regret that Aristotle claims is the mark of action out of ignorance.
This explanation does not serve for the "genuine-akratic" man, however. The genuine akratic man mirrors the
deliberations that mark the virtuous or temperate man. Yet he still habitually yields to those pleasures of vice.
Aristotle's best explanation of this situation is derived from his concept of "proper pleasures" and the nature of "proper
moral training". What the genuinely-akratic man is lacking is the proper training of his appetites in an appreciation of
the "proper pleasures" of temperance. The virtuous man has been so trained that his appetitive soul does not "see" the
pseudo-pleasures of the vices. So the virtuous man does not experience any conflict between the thoughts of reason and
the motivations of appetites.
So, thought causes action through the interaction in the practical syllogism of the rational soul that deliberates about
means to ends, and the appetitive soul that desires and fears. The failure of thought to cause action arises in two ways.
One is the failure of the deliberative part of practical reasoning to choose a means to an end that is desirable. The
absence of a desire for the end being pursued by the universal premise of the practical syllogism means that there will be
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no action initiated. The second is the overwhelming of the universal premise resulting from practical reasoning by the
hidden premise of the desires. It is the lack of adequate moral training of the appetites that results in a conflict between
the prescriptions of rational thought, and the desires of the appetites. In particular it is the failure of the appetites to
appreciate the proper pleasures of temperance that generates the conflicts that sometimes result in the failure of rational
thought to cause action.
Appendix
From the Nicomachean Ethics, Book 7, Chapter 3:
"The one opinion is universal, the other is concerned with the particular facts, and here we come to
something within the sphere of perception; when a single opinion results from the two, the soul must in one
type of case affirm the conclusion, while in the case of opinions concerned with production it must
immediately act (e.g. if 'everything sweet ought to be tasted', and 'this is sweet', in the sense of being one of
the particular sweet things, the man who can act and is not prevented must at the same time actually act
accordingly). When, then, the universal opinion is present in us forbidding us to taste, and there is also the
opinion that 'everything sweet is pleasant', and that 'this is sweet' (now this is the opinion that is active), and
when appetite happens to be present in us, the one opinion bids us avoid the object, but appetite leads us
towards it (for it can move each of our bodily parts); so that it turns out that a man behaves incontinently
under the influence (in a sense) of a rule and an opinion, and of one not contrary in itself, but only
incidentally-for the appetite is contrary, not the opinion-to the right rule."
From De Anima, Book III, Chapter 10
"These two at all events appear to be sources of movement: appetite and mind (if one may venture to regard
imagination as a kind of thinking; for many men follow their imaginations contrary to knowledge, and in all
animals other than man there is no thinking or calculation but only imagination).
"Both of these then are capable of originating local movement, mind and appetite: (1) mind, that is, which
calculates means to an end, i.e. mind practical (it differs from mind speculative in the character of its end);
while (2) appetite is in every form of it relative to an end: for that which is the object of appetite is the
stimulant of mind practical; and that which is last in the process of thinking is the beginning of the action. It
follows that there is a justification for regarding these two as the sources of movement, i.e. appetite and
practical thought; for the object of appetite starts a movement and as a result of that thought gives rise to
movement, the object of appetite being it a source of stimulation. So too when imagination originates
movement, it necessarily involves appetite.
"That which moves therefore is a single faculty and the faculty of appetite; for if there had been two sources
of movement-mind and appetite-they would have produced movement in virtue of some common character.
As it is, mind is never found producing movement without appetite (for wish is a form of appetite; and
when movement is produced according to calculation it is also according to wish), but appetite can originate
movement contrary to calculation, for desire is a form of appetite. Now mind is always right, but appetite
and imagination may be either right or wrong. That is why, though in any case it is the object of appetite
which originates movement, this object may be either the real or the apparent good. To produce movement
the object must be more than this: it must be good that can be brought into being by action; and only what
can be otherwise than as it is can thus be brought into being. That then such a power in the soul as has been
described, i.e. that called appetite, originates movement is clear. Those who distinguish parts in the soul, if
they distinguish and divide in accordance with differences of power, find themselves with a very large
number of parts, a nutritive, a sensitive, an intellective, a deliberative, and now an appetitive part; for these
are more different from one another than the faculties of desire and passion."
From De Motu Animalium, Chapter 7 "But how is it that thought (viz. sense, imagination, and thought proper) is sometimes followed by action,
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sometimes not; sometimes by movement, sometimes not? What happens seems parallel to the case of
thinking and inferring about the immovable objects of science. There the end is the truth seen (for, when
one conceives the two premisses, one at once conceives and comprehends the conclusion), but here the two
premisses result in a conclusion which is an action -- for example, one conceives that every man ought to
walk, one is a man oneself: straightway one walks; or that, in this case, no man should walk, one is a man:
straightway one remains at rest. And one so acts in the two cases provided that there is nothing in the one
case to compel or in the other to prevent. Again, I ought to create a good, a house is good: straightway I
make a house. I need a covering, a coat is a covering: I need a coat. What I need I ought to make, I need a
coat: I make a coat. And the conclusion I must make a coat is an action. And the action goes back to the
beginning or first step. If there is to be a coat, one must first have B, and if B then A, so one gets A to begin
with. Now that the action is the conclusion is clear. But the premisses of action are of two kinds, of the
good and of the possible.
"And as in some cases of speculative inquiry we suppress one premise so here the mind does not stop to
consider at all an obvious minor premise; for example if walking is good for man, one does not dwell upon
the minor 'I am a man'. And so what we do without reflection, we do quickly. For when a man actualizes
himself in relation to his object either by perceiving, or imagining or conceiving it, what he desires he does
at once. For the actualizing of desire is a substitute for inquiry or reflection. I want to drink, says appetite;
this is drink, says sense or imagination or mind: straightway I drink. In this way living creatures are
impelled to move and to act, and desire is the last or immediate cause of movement, and desire arises after
perception or after imagination and conception. And things that desire to act now create and now act under
the influence of appetite or impulse or of desire or wish."
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Is Aristotle's doctrine of the mean either an empty abstraction
or a recommendation of mediocrity?
No, it is certainly not a recommendation of mediocrity. Nor is it an empty abstraction.

What is Aristotle's "Doctrine of the Mean"?
Aristotle's "Doctrine of the Mean" was not intended by him to be a piece of moral advice. Rather it is a part of his
efforts to describe what he means by "excellence of character". What distinguishes excellence of character?
"Virtue [excellence of character], then, is a state of character concerned with choice, lying in a mean, i.e.
the mean relative to us, this being determined by a rational principle, and by that principle by which the
man of practical wisdom would determine it." (NE 2.6)
According to Aristotle's analysis of the "excellences of character", for each specific area of excellence that we recognize
there will be some specific emotion whose field it is. (See the Appendix below.) And for each such emotion Aristotle
wants to claim that excellence of character, or virtue, is just to be disposed, by training and habit, to exhibit just the right
amount of emotion, as warranted by the circumstances, and as discernable by "the man of practical wisdom".
Obviously, if it is possible to exhibit this emotion to the proper degree, then is necessarily possible to be disposed to
exhibit it either too much or too little. (Aristotle regards "too much" as inclusive of "on too many occasions" as well as
"too violently". Similarly, "too little" is inclusive of "on too few occasions" as well as "too weakly.") Since Aristotle
calls the disposition to display the proper degree of emotion in the given circumstances a virtue, he calls the disposition
to display either an excessive degree or a deficient degree of the particular emotion under these circumstances vices.
Excellence of character, or moral virtue, is then a disposition or tendency of the soul, induced by our habits, to have the
appropriate feelings in the circumstances. Defect of character, or moral vice, is then a disposition or tendency to have
inappropriate feelings in those circumstances.
The proper degree of emotion that ought to be displayed is then the middle ground between two extremes -- a virtue
positioned between two vices, one of excess and one of deficiency. But it needs to be emphasized that Aristotle sees the
proper amount to be relative to the individual and the circumstances.
"By the intermediate in the object I mean that which is equidistant from each of the extremes, which is one
and the same for all men; by the intermediate relatively to us that which is neither too much nor too little-and this is not one, nor the same for all. â€¦ But the intermediate relatively to us is not to be taken so; if ten
pounds are too much for a particular person to eat and two too little, it does not follow that the trainer will
order six pounds; for this also is perhaps too much for the person who is to take it, or too little -- too little
for Milo, too much for the beginner in athletic exercises. The same is true of running and wrestling. Thus a
master of any art avoids excess and defect, but seeks the intermediate and chooses this -- the intermediate
not in the object but relatively to us." (NE 2.6)
For Aristotle, any given virtue lies between two extremes - for example courage lies in a mean between rashness and
cowardice. The mean to which he refers is not an arithmetical mean, but is "relative to us", under the circumstances, as
a "practically wise person would determine it." As a description of moral virtue, then, the doctrine of the mean is just a
specific description of what it means for the virtuous or temperate man to desire what he ought, to the extent that he
ought, in the circumstances he ought. It is not itself prescriptive moral advice. (Although it does allow Aristotle to
remind us that there are always two opposite errors which we must avoid.)

Why Aristotle's Doctrine of the Mean is Not a Recommendation of Mediocrity
Aristotle's Doctrine of the Mean has often been interpreted as a moral recommendation that proper moral behaviour
consists in always acting moderately or without excessive feeling. It is from such an interpretation that the essay title's
question can ask whether the doctrine of the mean is a recommendation of mediocrity. But this is an interpretation that
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is a Stoic or Christian misrepresentation of what Aristotle actually says.
As the quote provided above indicates, Aristotle insists that the "mean" he is referring to is not a mathematical mean, or
some kind of average between the vice of deficiency and the vice of excess. What his "mean" involves, he is quite
clear, is a mean "relative to us." He provides several examples where he emphasizes that excellence of character and
virtuous action involves a response appropriate to the particular situation in which the moral agent finds himself.
Aristotle is making the point that the important thing, as far as moral virtue is concerned, is to act appropriately to the
situation, without overreacting (excess) or under-reacting (deficiency) to a particular set of circumstances.
And in fact, Aristotle makes it clear (at the start of Book VI) that the Doctrine of the Mean alone is not sufficient to
guide an individual in determining what constitutes virtuous behaviour in any situation. This statement is in preparation
for his more detailed discussions of the individual virtues, where he promises (but never really delivers) a more specific
guide as to what would constitute the "right rule" in any given situation.
"Since we have previously said that one ought to choose that which is intermediate, not the excess nor the
defect, and that the intermediate is determined by the dictates of the right rule, let us discuss the nature of
these dictates. In all the states of character we have mentioned, as in all other matters, there is a mark to
which the man who has the rule looks, and heightens or relaxes his activity accordingly, and there is a
standard which determines the mean states which we say are intermediate between excess and defect, being
in accordance with the right rule. But such a statement, though true, is by no means clear; for not only here
but in all other pursuits which are objects of knowledge it is indeed true to say that we must not exert
ourselves nor relax our efforts too much nor too little, but to an intermediate extent and as the right rule
dictates; but if a man had only this knowledge he would be none the wiser e.g. we should not know what
sort of medicines to apply to our body if some one were to say 'all those which the medical art prescribes,
and which agree with the practice of one who possesses the art'. Hence it is necessary with regard to the
states of the soul also not only that this true statement should be made, but also that it should be determined
what is the right rule and what is the standard that fixes it." (NE 6.1)
Aristotle here clearly states that his theory that virtue lies between extremes is not intended as a procedure for making
decisions. The doctrine of the mean describes what is attractive about the virtues. It also systematizes our
understanding of which qualities of character are virtues. Once we recognize that temperance, courage, and other
generally praised traits of character are mean states between opposing extremes, we can identify other mean states as
virtues, even though they may not have a name, or be generally prized. Once we recognize that the virtues are to be
found between vices of excess and deficiency, we can be more careful not to fall into either extreme in our deliberations
about the proper thing to do. Though Aristotle is guided to some degree by distinctions captured by ordinary terms, his
methodology allows him to recognize states for which no names exist. The doctrine of the mean is descriptive, not
prescriptive.

Why Aristotle's Doctrine of the Mean is Not an Empty Abstraction
In the Nicomachean Ethics (NE 2.4), Aristotle identifies moral virtue as both an activity and a disposition. The Greek
word he uses is "arete" which implies an actively maintained disposition somewhat akin to the balance one might
maintain while riding a bicycle. Aristotle confirms this understanding by considering and then dismissing our passive
feelings and impulses, and any capacities we may have. He observes that virtue is never in the action but only in the
doer. Virtue is displayed by action, Aristotle says, only when one acts while holding oneself in a certain way - choosing
the action knowingly and for its own sake. So a virtue is an active state of mind that one maintains by actively
balancing one's disposition against the pull of the vices on either side. This actively maintained stable equilibrium of
the soul is what Aristotle means by having a virtuous character. Aristotle is clear that our irrational impulses, emanating
from the appetitive part of our soul, are no less human than reasoning is. But our desires need not be mindless and
random. They can be moulded and directed by thinking into rational choices - desires informed by deliberation.
Achieving 'arete' in our management of our bodily pleasures is, by Aristotle's theory, an active process of finding a
mean or equilibrium.
Aristotle doesn't go into much detail about how we learn to maintain this stable equilibrium, except to say that we
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develop our virtues by working at them -- practicing them until they become reflex in the same manner one learns to
ride a bicycle. However well practiced we become, staying upright on a bicycle remains an active exercise of
perceiving our position and adjusting our aim to avoid falling to either side. In a like manner, Aristotle's Doctrine of the
Mean is a description of what it is to fall to either side, so that a person aiming to remain balanced may perceive the
proper line to take. And Aristotle is clear that knowing what is the proper response to the circumstances is a matter of
proper perception.
So the Doctrine of the Mean is a guide offered by Aristotle in how to recognize (by perception) the equilibrium point
between the vices of falling to either side.
Appendix
Sphere of Action
or Feeling

Vice of Excess Virtue of the Mean

Vice of Deficiency

Pleasure and Pain

Licentiousness /
Intemperance / Temperance
Self-indulgence

Insensibility

Fear and Confidence

Rashness

Courage

Cowardice

Getting and Spending Vulgarity /
(major)
Tastelessness

Munificence

Pettiness /
Niggardliness

Getting and Spending
Prodigality
(minor)

Liberality

Illiberality /
Meanness

Honour and Dishonour
Vanity
(major)

Magnanimity

Pusillanimity

Honour and Dishonour Ambition /
(minor)
empty vanity

Proper /
Unambitiousness /
Right ambition/pride undue humility

Anger

Irascibility

Patience /
Good temper

Spiritlessness /
unirascibility

Self-expression

Boastfulness

Truthfulness

Understatement /
mock modesty

Conversation

Buffoonery

Wittiness

Boorishness

Social Conduct

Obsequiousness

Friendliness /
Civility

Cantankerousness /
Surliness
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Shame

Shyness /
Bashfulness

Modesty

Shamelessness

Indignation

Envy

Righteous indignation

Malicious enjoyment /
Spitefulness
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Does Aristotle think that happiness is the end of all human actions?
If so, what does he mean by that?
If not, what does he think about the relationship between happiness and the
end of human action?
Preamble
I need to begin with the observation that the English word "happiness" is not an adequate translation for the Greek word
that Aristotle in fact uses -- "eudaimonia". Aristotle's term "eudaimonia", which has usually been translated into
English as "happiness," means much more than what we normally associate with the English word. In Aristotle's
lexicon, eudaimonia means "living well and faring well." (NE 1.4) This is quite different from the subjective feeling of
well-being that we think of as when employing the concept denoted by the English language word "happiness". The
English language concept of "happiness" is a state of mind -- a subjective assessment of the quality of one's life.
Whereas Aristotle is quite clear that "eudaimonia" is to be understood as an activity -- the living of an objectively
desirable life. For this reason, more recent translations of Aristotle have employed the phrase "human flourishing"
instead, or have left eudaimonia untranslated.
Given this difference in meaning between "happiness" and "eudaimonia", the essay's main title question can be seen to
be somewhat ambiguous as to its intended meaning. Is the essay's title question focussed on the English notion of
"happiness" and inquiring whether Aristotle thinks that "happiness" is the end of all human action? Or is the essay's title
question focussed on the Greek notion of "eudaimonia" by way of a rather poor English translation, and inquiring
whether Aristotle thinks that "eudaimonia" is the end of all human action? Aristotle, of course, did not think in terms of
the English concept of "happiness". So the essay's title questions would not appear to make any sense from that point of
view. Therefore, for the remainder of this essay, I will adopt the premise that the essay's title questions are directed
towards the Greek notion of eudaimonia.

Eudaimonia as the End of all Human Actions
The answer, in brief, is that of course Aristotle does think that eudaimonia is the end of all human actions. He is very
clear about that in the opening pages of his Nicomachean Ethics. Just what he means by eudaimonia, however, is a
more complex question, since he does not provide a specific definition of the term. Rather, he relies on his audience's
familiarity of the then common usage of the word.
Aristotle begins the Nicomachean Ethics with a statement of the fundamental teleological premise that underlies his
entire treatise - that all human actions are directed towards the achievement of some goal -- some "good" specific to the
action.
"Every art and every inquiry, and similarly every action and pursuit, is thought to aim at some good; and for
this reason the good has rightly been declared to be that at which all things aim." (NE 1.1)
There are two things to note about this passage: (i) Aristotle begins his explorations in the Nicomachean Ethics by
explicitly adopting the common usages of his fellow Greeks of that time. Hence he is here not asserting that it his
opinion that all human actions are directed towards some good, he is documenting the observation that it is commonly
accepted by his fellow Athenians that such is the case; and (ii) this passage has sometimes been misinterpreted as
Aristotle fallaciously arguing from the premise that each action has an aim, to the conclusion that there is a single thing
that is the common aim of all actions. But this incorrect, for Aristotle immediately proceeds to argue that the individual
aims of individual actions can be ranked in a hierarchy of aims. And further, that there will be a top to this hierarchy.
"If, then, there is some end of the things we do, which we desire for its own sake (everything else being
desired for the sake of this), and if we do not choose everything for the sake of something else (for at that
rate the process would go on to infinity, so that our desire would be empty and vain), clearly this must be
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the good and the chief good." (NE 1.2)
Aristotle then draws upon the common linguistic usage "of men and people of superior refinement" to label the top of
his hierarchy of goods "eudaimonia". (In keeping with the clarification I made in the preamble to this essay, in the
following quote I have corrected the translation of the original text, replacing "happiness" with "[eudaimonia]".)
" . . . in view of the fact that all knowledge and every pursuit aims at some good, what it is that we say
political science aims at and what is the highest of all goods achievable by action. Verbally there is very
general agreement; for both the general run of men and people of superior refinement say that it is
[eudaimonia], and identify living well and doing well with being [eudaimon] . . ." (NE 1.4)
"Therefore, if there is only one final end, this will be what we are seeking, and if there are more than one,
the most final of these will be what we are seeking. Now we call that which is in itself worthy of pursuit
more final than that which is worthy of pursuit for the sake of something else, and that which is never
desirable for the sake of something else more final than the things that are desirable both in themselves and
for the sake of that other thing, and therefore we call final without qualification that which is always
desirable in itself and never for the sake of something else. Now such a thing [eudaimonia], above all else,
is held to be; for this we choose always for self and never for the sake of something else," (NE 1.7)
From the contents of Book I of the Nicomachean Ethics, one must therefore conclude that Aristotle does indeed think
that happiness(eudaimonia) is the end of all human action.
Now he does not mean by this that each individual action is specifically directed towards the goal of eudaimonia.
Rather he argues that the particular goals of individual actions can be arranged in a hierarchy where the lower goals are
contributory or substantive of the higher goals, with eudaimonia being the top of the pyramid.
Eudaimonia, as employed by Aristotle and other Greek writers of that age, refers to an "objectively desirable life"(1).
Aristotle in particular viewed an "objectively desirable life" in a very social context -- fulfilling with excellence the
various roles that one has to play within the family and the polis. Hence, events that would not normally be thought to
contribute to one's happiness (perhaps because you are not aware of them, or perhaps because you take a mistaken view
of them), might be seen by objective observers to contribute to one's eudaimonia. According to Aristotle's usage in the
Nicomachean Ethics, contributing to the eudaimonia of someone might be such things as choosing and acting
virtuously, being loved, and having good friends. These are objective judgments about the quality of a person's life, not
a subjective measurement of the emotional state of happiness. Also he is clear that the judgement of whether someone
has lived a life of eudaimonia can be made after a person is dead. Such things as the success of children, or the quality
of one's post-mortem reputation are contributors to one's eudaimonia. (So, for example, it can sometimes be to the
benefit of one's eudaimonia to die for a cause -- say, protecting the success of one's family and friends, or one's
reputation.)
It is Aristotle's argument that rationality is the differentiating characteristic of human beings. Hence the proper function
(ergon) of a human being is to exercise this rational capacity to the highest degree. For Aristotle, then, eudaimonia is
the supervening result of activity that exhibits excellence (aretē) in accordance with reason. Note again the emphasis on
the activity, and not on the state. It is not sufficient for a man to be disposed to behave in certain ways, or to have
certain character traits. Aristotle maintains that to live in accordance with reason, to fulfil one's function (ergon), means
actually displaying excellence (aretē) in its use. Performing any function well necessarily entails exhibiting certain
excellences. And, of course, developing the ability to display an excellence in any field is a matter of proper training,
focussed effort, and lots of practice. So too, then, when it comes to the display of aretē in the fulfillment of one's
ergon. When it comes to performing the proper function of Man well, these excellences are also called "virtues." (This
is a linguistic equivalence - the Greek "aretē" being translatable into English as either "excellence" or "virtue".)
From this it follows that eudaimonia consists in activities exercising the rational part of the soul in accordance with the
virtues or excellences of reason [NE 1.7]. Throughout the remainder of the Nicomachean Ethics Aristotle develops the
details of this claim that best life for man is the life of excellence(aretē) in accordance with reason. And because
Aristotle thinks of the proper roles of man in a social context, the standards of excellence that he applies throughout his
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discussions of the various "virtues" are particularly socialized standards. Aristotle's list of the virtues consists of a list of
those social behaviours that, in the commonly held opinion of his fellow Athenians, would make a man well thought of
and respected within the polis.
So Aristotle does indeed think that happiness(eudaimonia) is the end of all human actions. And what he means by this
is that happiness(eudaimonia) is the supervening consequence of fulfilling one's proper function (ergon) within the polis
with excellence (aretē) according to the commonly accepted standards of praiseworthy and respectable behaviour of a
citizen of the city.
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Can Aristotle show that it is part of living well to act virtuously?
Preamble
To answer this question, we must first understand just how "living well" and "acting virtuously" are to be understood.
In order to avoid any ambiguities, I will simply assume that by "living well" the title question means to refer to what
Aristotle refers to with his use of the Greek word "eudaimonia". Note that Aristotle's term "eudaimonia", which has
variously been translated as "happiness," "flourishing," or "living well" means much more than what we normally
associate with those English words. In Aristotle's lexicon, eudaimonia means "living well and faring well."(NE 1.4)
But his conception of this is quite different from the subjective feeling of well-being that we think of as constituting
"happiness". More recent translations of Aristotle have used the phrase "human flourishing" rather than "happiness" or
even "living well" to capture the difference between a subjective state of mind that ceases with the death of the mind,
and an activity with objective standards of excellence that can remain relevant after the death of the actor.
I will similarly assume that by "acting virtuously" the title question means to refer to what Aristotle refers to with his
use of the Greek word "areté". The Greek word areté has in the past normally been translated into English as "virtue"
but it can also be (perhaps more meaningfully) translated as "excellence". So to "act virtuously" is to "act with
excellence." The ancient Greek notion of "areté" was ultimately bound up with the notion of the fulfillment of purpose
or function (telos). In the Homeric Greek Sagas, areté was courage and strength in the face of adversity. By Aristotle's
time areté applied to anything. The excellence of a shovel, the excellence of a wine, or the excellence of a man. The
precise meaning of areté changes according to what it is applied. Everything has its own peculiar telos or proper
function, so the standards of excellence will vary according to that telos. Hence the areté of a man is different from the
areté of a shield. "The root of the word is the same as aristos, the word which shows superlative ability and superiority,
and aristos was constantly used in the plural to denote the nobility."(1) (The aristocratic class was presumed, essentially
by definition, to be exemplary of areté -- hence the root of "aristocracy.") A flute player who fulfilled his function well,
who lived up to his fullest potential as a flute-player would, in then common linguistic practice, be described with the
adjective "areté". In like manner, a Man who fulfilled his function well, who lived up to his fullest potential as a Man
would, in then common linguistic practice, be also be described with the adjective "areté". So to "act virtuously" is to
live up to one's fullest potential as a Man -- to act with excellence according to the proper standards of excellence
appropriate to the telos of Man.
Finally, I will adopt the simplifying assumption that by asking "can Aristotle …" the title question is inquiring whether
Aristotle does in fact … . Given the context of a course on historical perspectives on ethics, I will assume in what
follows that the focus of the essay's title question is on an evaluation of Aristotle's historical perspective on ethics, rather
than on an anachronistic reconstruction of what Aristotle might have been able to argue.
Therefore, the essay's title question will be interpreted as inquiring whether Aristotle does in fact actually demonstrate
that his concept of "eudaimonia" is constituted, at least in part, by his concept of behaviour that qualifies as "areté".

The Answer
The Nicomachean Ethics constitutes Aristotle's attempt to answer this question. In briefest outline, for Aristotle,
eudaimonia involves activity, exhibiting areté (excellence, virtue) in accordance with reason. This conception of
eudaimonia derives from Aristotle's view that rationality is peculiar to human beings so that the function (ergon) of a
human being will involve the exercise of his rational capacities to the highest degree. The basic thought is that
eudaimonia (well being, living well, flourishing, happiness) will be the supervening result when a creature develops its
capacities properly. Given that reason is a distinctively human capacity, it follows that eudaimonia (living well) for a
human being involves the attainment of areté (excellence or virtue) in reason. So it would seem, if Aristotle's reasoning
is sound, that he does succeed in showing that it is part of living well to act virtuously.
Aristotle's analysis begins with an examination of how his fellow Athenian speakers of Greek, people with whom he is
familiar, actually employ the concept of a "good man". He is not attempting to provide an a priori analysis, or an ex
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cathedra declaration of how we ought to employ the label of a "good man". Hence his starting point is an examination
of how his fellow Greek citizens actually do, in fact, employ the label.
In Book I of the Nicomachean Ethics he begins with the principle then commonly accepted that all human activity is
teleological -- all activity is in pursuit of some goal.
"Every art and every inquiry, and similarly every action and pursuit, is thought to aim at some good; and for
this reason the good has rightly been declared to be that at which all things aim." (NE 1.1)
There is a hierarchy of these goods at which various activities aim. Lesser goods are instrumental in the pursuit of (or
partially constitutive of) greater goods.
"But where such arts fall under a single capacity . . . in all of these the ends of the master arts are to be
preferred to all the subordinate ends; for it is for the sake of the former that the latter are pursued." (NE
1.1)
The top of this hierarchy will be the final or highest goal of human activities -- something which is pursued for its own
sake, and not for the sake of any other goal.
"Since there are evidently more than one end, and we choose some of these . . . for the sake of something
else, clearly not all ends are final ends; but the chief good is evidently something final. Therefore, if there
is only one final end, this will be what we are seeking, and if there are more than one, the most final of
these will be what we are seeking. Now we call that which is in itself worthy of pursuit more final than that
which is worthy of pursuit for the sake of something else, and that which is never desirable for the sake of
something else more final than the things that are desirable both in themselves and for the sake of that other
thing, and therefore we call final without qualification that which is always desirable in itself and never for
the sake of something else." (NE 1.7)
This final goal, Aristotle observes, we all agree is "eudaimonia." Eudaimonia is the one goal that we pursue for itself
alone, and not as a means (instrumental or constitutive) of any other end.
"Now such a thing [i.e the highest good] eudaimonia, above all else, is held to be; for this we choose always
for itself and never for the sake of something else, but honour, pleasure, reason, and every virtue we choose
indeed for themselves (for if nothing resulted from them we should still choose each of them), but we
choose them also for the sake of eudaimonia, judging that by means of them we shall be happy.
Eudaimonia, on the other hand, no one chooses for the sake of these, nor, in general, for anything other
than itself." (NE 1.7)
Aristotle then proceeds to examine just what this eudaimonia must be if it is the "highest good". And as he did with the
concept of "a good man", he approaches this analysis from the starting point of how his fellow Athenian citizens employ
the concept "good" in normal conversation.
"For just as for a flute-player, a sculptor, or an artist, and, in general, for all things that have a function or
activity, the 'good' and the 'well' is thought to reside in the function, so would it seem to be for man, if he
has a function." (NE 1.7)
In sharp contrast with the modern understanding of the "ethical good", Aristotle is setting up a clearly functional
concept. To be properly called a "good flute-player" one must fulfill with excellence the proper function of a fluteplayer. And by analogy, Aristotle concludes that to be properly called a "good man" one must fulfill with excellence the
proper function of Man (if he has one). The two key observations to note here are: (i) the word that Aristotle actually
employs in this passage is "areté"; and (ii) he is taking his cue from the standard linguistic practice of his community.
Aristotle next explores what might be the proper function ("ergon") of man. Aristotle concludes that since Man is a
social and political being, then the appropriate standards of excellence for Man will consist of those aspects of
behaviour which best enable Man to fulfill that social and political function. Since he is looking for a specifically
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human function, he dismisses anything that might be shared with plants or animals -- which rules out nutrition, growth,
and the life of sense perception. Aristotle claims that the only remaining choice is "an active life of the rational
element." The excellence of Man is therefore going to depend upon the extent to which this unique function manifests
itself.
"Now if the function of man is an activity of soul which follows or implies a rational principle, and if we
say 'a so-and-so' and 'a good so-and-so' have a function which is the same in kind, . . . eminence in respect
of goodness being added to the name of the function . . . : if this is the case, and we state the function of
man to be a certain kind of life, and this to be an activity or actions of the soul implying a rational principle,
and the function of a good man to be the good and noble performance of these, and if any action is well
performed when it is performed in accordance with the appropriate excellence: if this is the case, human
good turns out to be activity of soul in accordance with virtue, and if there are more than one virtue, in
accordance with the best and most complete." (NE 1.7)
Notice particularly how Aristotle sets up his reasoning in this last quote: IF the ergon (proper function) of man is an
activity of soul which follows or implies a rational principle; and IF standard linguistic practice is that eminence in
respect of areté (excellence / virtue) is added to the name of the ergon; and IF any action is well performed when it is
performed in accordance with the standards of areté appropriate to the particular ergon; THEN eudaimonia turns out to
be activity in accordance with the appropriate standards of areté ("goodness", "excellence", or "virtue").
In other words, using the terminology of the essay's title, if the proper function of Man is "life of the rational element",
and if we are to follow the standard linguistic practices in the use of "virtue", then "living well" turns out to be acting
virtuously.
But notice that Aristotle's conclusion is a conditional -- a conditional based on a very challengeable premise. This
premise is his assertion that the life of reason is the proper function of Man. Aristotle's supporting reasoning for that
assertion is very weak -- consisting of a very brief passage of a few short sentences.
"Life seems to be common even to plants, but we are seeking what is peculiar to man. Let us exclude,
therefore, the life of nutrition and growth. Next there would be a life of perception, but it also seems to be
common even to the horse, the ox, and every animal. There remains, then, an active life of the element that
has a rational principle; of this, one part has such a principle in the sense of being obedient to one, the other
in the sense of possessing one and exercising thought. And, as 'life of the rational element' also has two
meanings, we must state that life in the sense of activity is what we mean; for this seems to be the more
proper sense of the term." (NE 1.7)
The conclusion is debatable at best. It might have seemed more reasonable in Aristotle's time, since Man was conceived
as a special creation of the Gods. But even given that, there seems to be no over-riding reason why Man's peculiar
function could not be shared with other forms of life. So one might reasonably claim that this premise of Aristotle's
argument to be completely unsupported. And on that basis we would have to conclude that Aristotle in fact does not
successfully show that it is part of living well to act virtuously. His argument is flawed by an unsupported premise.
Even if we grant Aristotle's point about the nature of our unique and defining function, it still remains the case that
Aristotle is taking his connection between eudaimonia and the virtues from the common linguistic usage of his
community. He is not attempting to show that eudaimonia necessarily demands behaviours that would fall into the
categories of the virtues. What he is doing is claiming that to live a fulfilling and flourishing life in the eyes and minds
of his fellow Athenian citizens, one must those traits of character that his fellow Athenian citizens regard as worthy of
the praiseworthy label of "excellence" (areté). Aristotle was very clear at the start of the Nicomachean Ethics, that it
was the usage of "eudaimonia" and "areté" by his fellow Athenian citizens that was to guide his investigations. So it
was not his function to show that it is part of living well to act virtuously. It was rather stipulated by the linguistic
usages of his fellow citizens that acting with excellence is the definition of living well.
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"Tis not contrary to reason to prefer the destruction of the whole world to
the scratching of my finger . . . 'Tis as little contrary to reason to prefer
even my own acknowledg'd lesser good to my greater."
(Hume, Treatise, Book II Part iii Chapter 3).
Does Hume have good reason to assert these apparent paradoxes?
In answering this question, I will first examine just what it is that Hume is in fact asserting with these "apparent
paradoxes", and discuss why it is that they are only "apparent". Then I will examine why I think that Hume does indeed
have good reasons for making these bold and (at the time) controversial assertions. This examination will constitute a
very brief overview of the reasoning that Hume uses to support his primary conclusion of "moral emotionalism". My
conclusion, as will become obvious, is that Hume does have good (although perhaps not perfectly persuasive) reason to
assert these apparent paradoxes.

What is Hume saying with these assertions?
By his assertion of these apparent paradoxes, Hume is reinforcing a particular point. It is a fundamental tenet of Hume's
Moral Philosophy that it is the passions (in particular sympathy), and not reason, that motivates action. In Hume's
terminology, "reason" is restricted to the fields of "relations of ideas" and "matters of fact".
"All the objects of human reason or enquiry may naturally be divided into two kinds, to wit, Relations of
Ideas, and Matters of fact. Of the first kind are the sciences of Geometry, Algebra, and Arithmetic . . .
[which are] discoverable by the mere operation of thought . . . Matters of fact, which are the second object
of human reason, are not ascertained in the same manner; nor is our evidence of their truth, however great,
of a like nature with the foregoing."
            [Hume, David; An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding, pg 11]
Since Hume concludes that moral evaluations involve neither "relations of ideas" nor "matters of fact", he relegates
reason to an ancillary role. In Book III of his "A Treatise of Human Nature", Hume is quite clear that he considers that
motivation to action comes from the passions, and not from reason.
"Since morals, therefore, have an influence on the actions and affections, it follows, that they cannot be
deriv'd from reason; and that because reason alone, as we have already prov'd, can never have any such
influence. Morals excite passions, and produce or prevent actions. Reason of itself is utterly impotent in this
particular. The rules of morality. therefore, are not conclusions of our reason.
                        [Hume, David; A Treatise of Human Nature, pg 235]
"Reason is, and ought only to be the slave of the passions, and can never pretend to any other office than to
serve and obey them."
                        [Hume, David; A Treatise of Human Nature, 2.3.3.4]
Since Hume reasons that moral approbation can not be a judgment of reason, he concludes that it is an emotional
response. Specifically, a spectator's moral approval is a type of pleasure that we experience when considering an agent's
qualities -- including when the agent is the spectator of himself.
It is Hume's psychological theory that our emotions, feelings, and desires (what he calls "passions") are original, vivid
and lively perceptions and not copies of perceptions (what he calls "ideas"). Those emotional reactions that "arise
immediately from good or evil, from pain or pleasure" that we actively experience [Treatise 2.1.1.4] or think about in
prospect [Treatise 2.3.9.2] he refers to as "direct passions" and include desire (for pleasure), aversion (of pain), hope,
fear, grief, and joy. With these, he groups an amorphous bunch of instinctive responses like bodily appetites. And he
includes here the desire that good comes to those we love and harm to those we hate, even though they do not proceed
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from pain and pleasure but produce them [Treatise 2.3.9.7]. What he calls the "indirect passions" (pride, humility,
shame, love, hatred) he describes as being generated in a second-hand way (by way of our direct passion of sympathy
with the thought or experience of pain or pleasure in others). So it is the experience of pleasure or pain, or the
expectation of pleasure or pain that is the foundation upon which our preferences are based.
If the "destruction of the whole world" is not regarded with an expectation of pain while "the scratching of my finger" is
regarded with an expectation of pain, then it is to be expected that one's passions would result in a preference for the
former over the latter. Similarly, even though one's reason may have judged as a matter of fact that one good is greater
than another, it would not be a contradiction to discover a greater expectation of pleasure from one's acknowledged
lesser good that from one's greater good. (The bowl of ice cream is a more pleasurable anticipation than an hour at the
gym -- even though the latter is indubitably to my greater good.)
What Hume is therefore saying in these statements is that there is no basis in "relations of ideas" or "matters of fact"
from which to establish, support, or condemn our preference for "the destruction of the whole world" over "the
scratching of my finger" or a preference for "my own acknowledg'd lesser good" over "my greater". His effort to be
deliberately provocative is an attempt to emphasize his argument that the preferences involved derive from the passions,
not from any reasoning about "relations of ideas" or "matters of fact". The assertions only appear paradoxical if one
accepts the incorrect (to Hume) premise that reason does have something to say about our preferences. The paradoxes
disappear once one grasps Hume's argument that our preferences are not within the proper realm of reason.

Does Hume have good reasons for these assertions?
This question has two levels of interpretation. At the superficial level, it can be argued that Hume certainly does have
good reason to emphasize his psychological theory that reason has nothing to say about our preferences, and that our
preferences derive from a separate area of psychology -- the passions. In view of his historical context, and in particular
his specific intent of attacking the rationalism of his predecessor Rene Descartes, Hume was well advised to emphasize
the differences he envisaged in the role of reason in Moral Philosophy. The statements quoted in the essay's title are
deliberately couched to evoke a strong reaction from any moral rationalist. Thus appropriately focussing the attention
on the different role that reason plays within Hume's moral philosophy.
At a deeper level of interpretation, this question can be seen as enquiring whether Hume has "good reasons" for the
auxiliary role in which he places reason within his psychology of motivation and his moral philosophy. Does he in fact
have good reasons for the separation he establishes between the motivational efficacy of the passions, and the
supportive role he describes for reasoning about "relations of ideas" and "matters of fact"?
Hume argues that all motivation depends upon desires. No action can be motivated solely by belief. Regardless of what
beliefs we may hold, we are not motivated to act unless we have some kind of desire for the consequences of the action.
Since Hume then reasons that because moral values are inherently motivating, moral values can not be just beliefs.
Moral values must involve desires. Of course, we have many more desires than fall within the realm of morals. In his
exploration of the psychology of motivation, Hume does not distinguish between specifically moral desires and other
non-moral desires. It is rather later, when he discusses the basis of moral reactions in the spectator and the role of the
passion of sympathy that Hume marks the distinction. Moral reactions derive from our sympathetically inspired desire
for pleasure (and the avoidance of pain).
Also Hume is quite clear that moral attitudes attach to actions, and to agents in virtue of their actions, and not to the
desires and preferences themselves. When you examine actions, Hume argues, one does not observe any moral
properties. Where is the property of disapprobation in an action that is morally reprehensible?
"Take any action allow'd to be vicious: Wilful murder, for instance. Examine it in all lights, and see if you
can find that matter of fact, or real existence, which you call vice. In which-ever way you take it, you find
only certain passions, motives, volitions and thoughts. There is no other matter of fact in the case. The vice
entirely escapes you, as long as you consider the object. You never can find it, till you turn your reflexion
into your own breast, and find a sentiment of disapprobation, which arises in you, towards this action. Here
is a matter of fact; but 'tis the object of feeling, not of reason. It lies in yourself, not in the object. So that
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when you pronounce any action or character to be vicious, you mean nothing, but that from the constitution
of your nature you have a feeling or sentiment of blame from the contemplation of it."
                        [Hume, David; A Treatise of Human Nature, pg 241]
The same action can be morally praised and morally condemned in different circumstances. A complete description of
the facts of the matter will not include any moral evaluations by observers. And we excuse people for ignorance of nonmoral facts, but not for having incorrect moral values. Hume also observes that non-human things can stand in the same
relations as humans can. He uses the example of a tree destroying its parent, which is not morally wrong. If morality is
objective, then both a tree killing its parent and a man killing his father should be equally wrong. Hence, moral
judgements are not objective matters of fact. They are based on the sympathetically inspired subjective experience (or
anticipation) of pleasure or pain under the circumstances.
Finally, Hume's Moral Theory is based on the premise that all moral values depend upon some ultimate end (or "end-initself"). In Hume's case, his ultimate end is pleasure (or the avoidance of pain). All moral values are based on the
pursuit of that ultimate end. But, as Hume observes, one cannot prove a priori that such an end-in-itself is "good". The
conclusion that pleasure (or the absence of pain) is "good" is based on an empirical observation of how people behave,
and hence relies on a principle of induction that cannot be logically proved. Thus, Hume argues that since these ends
cannot be rationally proven to be good, moral values cannot be justified by reason.
So one would have to conclude that Hume does indeed have good reasons for asserting the apparent paradoxes that are
quoted in the essay's title.
One final historical argument that would also suggest that Hume's reasons for asserting these apparent paradoxes are
well founded is the observation that with very few exceptions, most moral philosophers since Hume, including those
who have disagreed with his "moral sentimentalism" (ie. Kant) have started from the psychology of motivation
presented by Hume. So even if his reasoning was flawed in some fashion (and I, for one, do not believe that it is), it was
sufficiently persuasive that even critics of his emotionalism take his reasoning seriously.
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What is the importance of Hume's distinction between the natural and the
artificial virtues?
Is he justified in making this distinction?
In order to address this question, I will first document just what it is that Hume identifies as a "virtue". Then I will
explore the rationale that Hume employs to distinguish between the natural and artificial virtues. Only then can I
outline the importance of this distinction within Hume's moral philosophy. I will conclude that he is indeed justified in
drawing the distinction.

What are virtues in Hume's terminology?
Hume's analysis of morality distinguishes between three distinct roles: the agent, the receiver, and the spectator. The
moral agent is the person who performs an action. The receiver is any person affected by the action. The spectator is
the person who approves or disapproves of the action.
"An action, or sentiment, or character is virtuous or vicious; why? because its view causes a pleasure or
uneasiness of a particular kind." [T471]
"The hypothesis we embrace is plain. . .. It defines virtue to be whatever mental action or quality gives to a
spectator the pleasing sentiment of approbation; and vice the contrary." [E289]
Virtues and vices are features which belong to the agent and not the spectator. They are properties of the agent's
motives, rather than the agent's actions. They are not passions in the agent, or the spectator.
"no action can be laudable or blameable, without some motives or impelling passions" (T483).
"If any action be either virtuous or vicious, 'tis only as a sign of some quality or character. It must depend
upon durable principles of the mind, which extend over the whole conduct, and enter into the personal
character. Actions themselves, not proceeding from any constant principle, have no influence on love or
hatred, pride or humility; and consequently are never consider'd in morality." [T575]
The spectator's feelings of moral approval/disapproval arise only when the passions of love, hate, pride and humility are
evoked. The agent's action alone cannot trigger passions in the spectator. It requires something "durable" within the
agent: "this relation [to action] alone is too feeble and inconstant to be a foundation for these passions. It reaches not the
sensible and thinking part, and neither proceeds from any thing durable in him, nor leaves any thing behind it; but
passes in a moment, and is as if it had never been" (T 349). It follows, therefore, that moral approval or disapproval is
of the agent's "durable" motives -- habits of character, or character traits. The character trait and not the action, is what
warrants the label of a virtue or a vice.
"Thus, virtues are
          (1) features of an agent, as opposed to those of a spectator,
          (2) durable motives, as opposed to actions, and
          (3) character traits, as opposed to passions."(1)

What is Hume's distinction between the natural and the artificial virtues?
The virtues that Hume catalogues under the heading "artificial" includes justice, keeping promises, allegiance, and
chastity. Under the heading of "natural" virtues fall benevolence, meekness, charity, and generosity. There is, however,
considerable debate over the grounds that Hume employs to establish the distinction that he draws.
For example, Thomas Reid, in his Essays on the Active Powers of Man(2) commented that the natural virtues "are those
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natural affections of the human constitution which give immediate pleasure in their exercise." Whereas the artificial
virtues "are such as are esteemed solely on account of their utility. . .." For Reid, Hume's natural virtues are those
character traits which inspire sympathetic pleasure in the spectator, while the artificial virtues are merely useful
(presumably, in the judgement of the spectator).
J.L.Mackie, in contrast, argues that "a natural virtue, for Hume, is a disposition which people both naturally have and
naturally approve of, while an artificial one is a disposition for which neither of these holds."(3) Hence, for Mackie,
Hume's natural virtues are those which naturally evoke a spectator's approval, whereas artificial virtues do not.
However, in Book III of the Treatise, Hume frequently comments that the spectator's approval of artificial virtues is the
same as that with the natural ones. For example: "Though justice be artificial, the sense of its morality [in the spectator]
is natural." [T619] and "it [justice] is naturally attended with a strong sentiment of morals; which can proceed from
nothing but our sympathy with the interests of society. We need no other explication of that esteem, which attends such
of the natural virtues, as have a tendency to the public good" [T9]. Sympathy is the basis of approval for all virtues,
both natural and artificial alike.
Ted Ponko, as another example, suggests that Hume employs an act/rule differentiation to distinguish between natural
and artificial virtues.(4) For Hume's natural virtues, according to Ponko's argument, every act benefits (or is pleasurable
to) an individual. Whereas for Hume's artificial virtues, the benefit comes only when they are adhered to as a rule.
Ponko supports this reasoning with a quote from the Treatise:
"The only difference betwixt the natural virtues and justice lies in this, that the good, which results from the
former, arises from every single act, and is the object of some natural passion: Whereas a single act of
justice, consider'd in itself, may often be contrary to the public good; and 'tis only the concurrence of
mankind, in a general scheme or system of action, which is advantageous." [T579]
However, in other passages, Hume also argues that rules of justice stem from passional interests which could not be
natural and inartificial:
". . .if men pursu'd the publick interest naturally, and with a hearty affection, they wou'd never have dream'd
of restraining each other by these rules; and if they pursu'd their own interest, without any precaution, they
wou'd run head-long into every kind of injustice and violence. These rules, therefore, are artificial, and seek
their end in an oblique and indirect manner; nor is the interest, which gives rise to them, of a kind that cou'd
be pursu'd by the natural and inartificial passions of men. [T496]
Hume's emphasis here on the agent's natural pursuits and passional interests shows the significance for Hume of the
agent's "durable" motives and consistent habits of character. Both Ken O'Day(5) and James Fieser(6) present arguments
along this line wherein Hume's distinction between natural and artificial virtues focuses on the motives of the agent.
There appears to be little dispute that Hume believes that natural virtues are instinctive. This is seen in the Enquiry
where he argues that justice is not instinctive and therefore not a natural virtue:
". . . the sentiment of justice is either derived from our reflecting on that tendency [of justice to promote
public utility], or like hunger, thirst and other appetites, resentment, love of life, attachment to offspring,
and other passions, arises from a simple original instinct in the human breast, which nature has implanted
for like salutary purposes." [E201]
Hume, in this passage, lists both bodily appetites (hunger, thirst) and mental passions (resentment, love of life,
attachment to offspring) as arising from simple instincts. Obviously, the first group originates from a bodily source,
while the second originates from a mental source. According to Hume's psychology, bodily appetites involve
impressions at the level of sensation, and at the level of reflection (or the passions). The mental passions, however, only
involve impressions of reflection (or passions). In other words, the instinctive character traits of the natural virtues
initiate instinctive mental passions which in turn motivate action.
The artificial virtues, then, are those character traits in an agent which bring about a spectator's moral approval but are
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not natural virtues. And since they are not instinctive, can only be intentions.
". . . 'tis evident, that the actions themselves are artificial, and are perform'd with a certain design and
intention" [T475].
Intentions involve thinking in terms of design and forethought. And intentions are ideas of reason rather than ideas of
sensations (perceptions). Hume explains that ideas of reason can excite a passion "by informing us of the existence of
something which is a proper object of it [i.e. the passion]" [T 459]. Hume claims that for the artificial virtues our initial
instinctive interests are "augmented by a new artifice, and that the public instructions of politicians, and the private
education of parents, contribute to the giving us a sense of honour and duty in the strict regulation of our actions"
[T533-534]. The artificial virtues hold out the prospect of pleasure because we are trained to expect it.
"The most basic cognitive point of difference between natural and artificial virtues is that artificial virtues
are ideas of intention (design and forethought) whereas the natural virtues are neither ideas nor impressions
but are instead … instinctive character traits. Further, natural and artificial virtues differ in how they
produce actions. Natural virtues (as instinctive character traits) immediately produce passions which in turn
motivate willful actions. Artificial virtues (as rational or fanciful intentions) hold out an artificially instilled
prospect of pleasure or pain which evokes a passion; this, in turn motivates willful actions."(7)
The natural virtues are instinctive character traits (durable motives) in the moral agent. Hume adopts the position that
any natural property appears the same in all nations and all ages [T281]. And he maintains that it is an empirical
demonstration that the natural virtues are natural properties -- hence instinctive. For the natural virtues, the spectator's
sensation (perception) of some durable qualities in the agent evokes the sympathetic ideas (of reflection) of pleasure or
pain, which in turn directly stimulates the passions (in the spectator) of love or hate and the associated feelings of
approbation or disapprobation.
The artificial virtues are those durable intentions (habits of character) in the moral agent that are not instinctive. For the
artificial virtues, the spectator's sensation (perception) of some durable intentions in the agent indirectly stimulates the
passions (in the spectator) of love or hate and the associated feelings of approbation or disapprobation. The stimulation
is indirect because it depends not on the spectator's sympathetic idea of the pleasure or pain experienced by the agent,
but on the spectator's trained expectation of pleasure and pain from the agent following the appropriate rules.

What is the importance of this distinction?
As can be seen from the foregoing discussion, the distinction that Hume draws between the natural and artificial virtues
is a consequence of his moral theory, not a fundamental component of it. So its importance within Hume's moral theory
derives from its causes, rather than anything inherent in the distinction itself. This conclusion is supported by the fact
that the distinction is almost invisible in the Enquiry. Hume does not employ the terms "natural virtue" and "artificial
virtue" in the Enquiry. (Although there is a short comment on the artificiality of justice in section 3 [E201-204].)
As a symptom rather than a cause, then, the distinction between the natural and artificial virtues is important for its role
in focussing the attention of the audience on a number of key elements of Hume's theory of the psychology of
motivation. Chief among these is the role of pleasure and pain in both the agent and the spectator as a motivator (to
action in the agent, and to approbation or disapprobation in the spectator). Secondly is the role of empirical observation
in the identification of which categories of "durable motives" are to be classed as natural virtues (because they show up
the same way in all cultures and at all ages).
Aside from its role as consequent, the distinction play a pivotal role in Hume's later thinking on Politics and the proper
organization and functioning of the State. Because he identifies as artificial (and hence reliant on education and
training), the virtues of justice and allegiance, he can justify extensive interference by the State in the indoctrination of
the population as to the proper pleasures and pains to expect from suitably just and allegiant behaviours. But that is a
topic for political philosophy, not moral philosophy.

Is Hume justified in making this distinction?
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Given that the distinction is arguably a logical consequence rather than cause of his theories of psychology and ethics, it
would seem that Hume is indeed properly justified in making it. If he had done anything else with the virtues, he would
have properly been called to account on the grounds of logical inconsistency.
Ultimately, of course, Hume's distinction rests on the empirical observation that the virtues he classifies as natural are
indeed instinctive character traits in the agent, and that those he classifies as artificial are dependent on the education
and training of the agent. So far at least, it would appear that evolutionary psychology is demonstrating that Hume's
choice of which virtues fall into which categories is more likely right than wrong. (Two possible exceptions might be
promise keeping and meekness, which evolutionary psychology suggests may more appropriately be oppositely
classified.)
On balance, then, it would appear that Hume is indeed justified in making the distinction.
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What does Hume mean by his claim that "it is not contrary to reason to
prefer the destruction of the whole world to the scratching of my finger"?
What consequences for morality does he draw from his understanding of
this claim?
In order to address these questions, I will first explore what Hume means by his claim. I will then discuss the place of
that claim within Hume's understanding of morality. In doing so, I will argue that since the claim is the consequence of
Hume's understanding of Morality rather than vice versa, the second question must be understood in a retro-grade
manner.

What does Hume mean by his claim?
With this apparently paradoxical claim, Hume is reinforcing a particular point. It is a fundamental tenet of Hume's
Moral Philosophy that it is the passions (in particular sympathy), and not reason, that motivates action. In Hume's
terminology, "reason" is restricted to the fields of "relations of ideas" and "matters of fact".
"All the objects of human reason or enquiry may naturally be divided into two kinds, to wit, Relations of
Ideas, and Matters of fact. Of the first kind are the sciences of Geometry, Algebra, and Arithmetic . . .
[which are] discoverable by the mere operation of thought . . . Matters of fact, which are the second object
of human reason, are not ascertained in the same manner; nor is our evidence of their truth, however great,
of a like nature with the foregoing."
                       [Hume, David; An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding, pg 11]
Since Hume concludes that moral evaluations involve neither "relations of ideas" nor "matters of fact", he relegates
reason to an ancillary role. In Book III of his "A Treatise of Human Nature", Hume is quite clear that he considers that
motivation to action comes from the passions, and not from reason.
"Since morals, therefore, have an influence on the actions and affections, it follows, that they cannot be
deriv'd from reason; and that because reason alone, as we have already prov'd, can never have any such
influence. Morals excite passions, and produce or prevent actions. Reason of itself is utterly impotent in this
particular. The rules of morality. therefore, are not conclusions of our reason.
                        [Hume, David; A Treatise of Human Nature, pg 235]
"Reason is, and ought only to be the slave of the passions, and can never pretend to any other office than to
serve and obey them."
                        [Hume, David; A Treatise of Human Nature, 2.3.3.4]
Since Hume reasons that moral approbation can not be a judgment of reason, he concludes that it is an emotional
response. Hume's analysis of morality distinguishes between three distinct roles: the agent, the receiver, and the
spectator. The moral agent is the person who performs an action. The receiver is any person affected by the action.
The spectator is the person who approves or disapproves of the action. Hume allows that the three roles might be
personified within the same individual. Consequently, Hume argues that a spectator's moral approval is a type of
pleasure that the spectator experiences when considering an agent's qualities -- including when the agent is the spectator
of himself.
It is Hume's psychological theory that our emotions, feelings, and desires (what he calls "passions") are original, vivid
and lively perceptions and not copies of perceptions (what he calls "ideas"). Those emotional reactions that "arise
immediately from good or evil, from pain or pleasure" that we actively experience [Treatise 2.1.1.4] or think about in
prospect [Treatise 2.3.9.2] he refers to as "direct passions" and include desire (for pleasure), aversion (to pain), hope,
fear, grief, and joy. He includes here the desire that good comes to those we love and harm to those we hate, even
though they do not proceed from pain and pleasure but produce them [Treatise 2.3.9.7]. What he calls the "indirect
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passions" (pride, humility, shame, love, hatred) he describes as being generated in a second-hand way (by way of our
direct passion of sympathy with the thought or experience of pain or pleasure in others). So it is the experience of
pleasure or pain, or the expectation of pleasure or pain, that is the foundation upon which our preferences are based, and
the motivation for our actions.
Therefore, if the "destruction of the whole world" is not regarded with an expectation of pain while "the scratching of
my finger" is regarded with an expectation of pain, then it is to be expected that one's passions would result in a
preference for the former over the latter. What Hume is saying with this claim is that there is no basis in "relations of
ideas" or "matters of fact" from which to establish, support, or condemn our preference for "the destruction of the whole
world" over "the scratching of my finger." His effort to be deliberately provocative is an attempt to emphasize his
argument that the preferences involved derive from the passions, not from any reasoning about "relations of ideas" or
"matters of fact".

What are the consequences of this claim?
From the foregoing, it can be seen that Hume's understanding of his claim (that "it is not contrary to reason to prefer the
destruction of the whole world to the scratching of my finger") is clearly a consequence of his moral theories, rather
than the genesis of them.
Hume argues that all motivation depends upon desires. No action can be motivated solely by belief. Regardless of what
beliefs we may hold, we are not motivated to act unless we have some kind of desire for the consequences of the action.
Since Hume then reasons that because moral values are inherently motivating, moral values can not be just beliefs.
Moral values must involve desires. Of course, we have many more desires than fall within the realm of morals. In his
exploration of the psychology of motivation, Hume does not distinguish between specifically moral desires and other
non-moral desires. It is rather later, when he discusses the basis of moral reactions in the spectator and the role of the
passion of sympathy that Hume marks the distinction. Moral reactions derive from our sympathetically inspired desire
for pleasure (or the avoidance of pain).
Also Hume is quite clear that moral attitudes attach to actions, and to agents in virtue of their actions, and not to the
desires and preferences themselves. When you examine actions, Hume argues, one does not observe any moral
properties. Where is the property of disapprobation in an action that is morally reprehensible?
"Take any action allow'd to be vicious: Wilful murder, for instance. Examine it in all lights, and see if you
can find that matter of fact, or real existence, which you call vice. In which-ever way you take it, you find
only certain passions, motives, volitions and thoughts. There is no other matter of fact in the case. The vice
entirely escapes you, as long as you consider the object. You never can find it, till you turn your reflexion
into your own breast, and find a sentiment of disapprobation, which arises in you, towards this action. Here
is a matter of fact; but 'tis the object of feeling, not of reason. It lies in yourself, not in the object. So that
when you pronounce any action or character to be vicious, you mean nothing, but that from the constitution
of your nature you have a feeling or sentiment of blame from the contemplation of it."
                        [Hume, David; A Treatise of Human Nature, pg 241]
The same action can be morally praised and morally condemned in different circumstances. A complete description of
the facts of the matter will not include any moral evaluations by observers. And we excuse people for ignorance of nonmoral facts, but not for having incorrect moral values. Hume also observes that non-human things can stand in the same
relations as humans can. He uses the example of a tree destroying its parent, which is not morally wrong. If morality is
objective, then both a tree killing its parent and a man killing his father should be equally wrong. Hence, moral
judgements are not objective matters of fact. They are based on the sympathetically inspired subjective experience (or
anticipation) of pleasure or pain under the circumstances.
Hume's Moral Theory is based on the premise that all moral values depend upon some ultimate end (or "end-in-itself").
In Hume's case, his ultimate end is pleasure (or the avoidance of pain). All moral values are based on the pursuit of that
ultimate end. But, as Hume observes, one cannot prove a priori that such an end-in-itself is "good". The conclusion that
pleasure (or the absence of pain) is "good" is based on an empirical observation of how people behave, and hence relies
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on a principle of induction that cannot be logically proved. Thus, Hume argues that since these ends cannot be
rationally proven to be good, moral values cannot be justified by reason.
Hume's segregation of moral roles has a consequence with regards to the nature of the moral imperatives. In the context
of current debates in moral theory, one of the consequences of Hume's understanding of morals is that morality is
constituted by hypothetical rather than Kantian categorical imperatives.
Hume's underlying premise is that all motivation to action by agents and moral valuation by spectators depends upon the
ultimate "end-in-itself" of pleasure (or the avoidance of pain), and that all valuations (moral or otherwise) are based on
the pursuit of that ultimate end. Given Hume's theories that (i) all agent motivation depends upon the desires/passions
of the agent; that (ii) moral attitudes within the spectator depend upon the desires/passions of the spectator, but attach to
the actions of agents (and to agents only in virtue of their actions); and that (iii) the same action can be morally praised
and morally condemned in different circumstances; it is obvious that Hume's understanding of morality constitutes a
system of hypothetical imperatives.
"All imperatives command either hypothetically or categorically. The former present the practical necessity
of a possible action as a means to achieving something else which one desires (or which one may possibly
desire). The categorical imperatives would be one which presented an action as of itself objectively
necessary, without regard to any other end."
            [Kant, Immanuel; Foundations of the Metaphysics of Morals, Section II, as quoted in
            Foot, Philippa; Morality as a System of Hypothetical Imperatives, pg 305]
Further, given Hume's theory that all motivation -- whether moral or otherwise -- is governed by the same pursuit of the
end-in-itself of pleasure (or avoidance of pain), it is clear that Hume would not countenance any distinction between
moral and non-moral (ie pragmatic) imperatives. Hence, again, all imperatives would be considered hypothetical.
Within Hume's theory of agent motivation and spectator evaluation, McDowell's arguments to the effect that the
motivation to moral action may be somehow related to how the agent views (and hence evaluates) the circumstances,
would not alter the consequence that any moral motivation that ensues would still by hypothetical -- a pursuit of the end
of pleasure by some means, even if what is considered pleasure might be governed by how the agent regards the
circumstances.
Therefore, only on the basis of his theories of the moral sentiments and the inefficacy of reason as a source of
motivations, can Hume claim that "it is not contrary to reason to prefer the destruction of the whole world to the
scratching of my finger." It is not at all clear that Hume does, or even can, draw any consequences directly from his
understanding of this claim. The question must therefore be interpreted in a retro-grade fashion --as referring to Hume's
understanding of morality that grounds the claim. And under that interpretation, his entire moral theory would have to
be considered a "consequence of his understanding of the claim".
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Does Hume think that it is always in one's interest to be virtuous?
The brief answer is "No!" But in order to explain that answer I will first have to document just what it is that Hume
identifies as a "virtue" and consequently what it is Hume believes constitutes acting virtuously. Then I will have to
document the distinction that Hume draws between the "natural" and the "artificial" virtues, since it will turn out that
different answers to the title question will derive from the different categories of virtues.

What are virtues in Hume's terminology?
Hume's analysis of morality distinguishes between three distinct roles: the agent, the receiver, and the spectator. The
moral agent is the person who performs an action. The receiver is any person affected by the action. The spectator is
the person who approves or disapproves of the action. Although he separates these three moral roles, he does allow that
all three roles may be embodied within the same individual.
"An action, or sentiment, or character is virtuous or vicious; why? because its view causes a pleasure or
uneasiness of a particular kind." [T471]
"The hypothesis we embrace is plain. . .. It defines virtue to be whatever mental action or quality gives to a
spectator the pleasing sentiment of approbation; and vice the contrary." [E289]
Virtues and vices are features which belong to the agent and not the spectator. They are properties of the agent's
motives, rather than the agent's actions. They are not passions in the agent, or the spectator.
"no action can be laudable or blameable, without some motives or impelling passions" (T483).
"If any action be either virtuous or vicious, 'tis only as a sign of some quality or character. It must depend
upon durable principles of the mind, which extend over the whole conduct, and enter into the personal
character. Actions themselves, not proceeding from any constant principle, have no influence on love or
hatred, pride or humility; and consequently are never consider'd in morality." [T575]
The spectator's feelings of moral approval/disapproval arise only when the passions of love, hate, pride and humility are
evoked. The agent's action alone cannot trigger passions in the spectator. It requires something "durable" within the
agent: "this relation [to action] alone is too feeble and inconstant to be a foundation for these passions. It reaches not the
sensible and thinking part, and neither proceeds from any thing durable in him, nor leaves any thing behind it; but
passes in a moment, and is as if it had never been" (T349). It follows, therefore, that moral approval or disapproval is of
the agent's "durable" motives -- habits of character, or character traits. The character trait and not the action, is what
warrants the label of a virtue or a vice.
"Thus, virtues are (1) features of an agent, as opposed to those of a spectator, (2) durable motives, as
opposed to actions, and (3) character traits, as opposed to passions."(1)

What is Hume's distinction between the natural and the artificial virtues?
The virtues that Hume catalogues under the heading "artificial" includes justice, keeping promises, allegiance, and
chastity. Under the heading of "natural" virtues fall benevolence, meekness, charity, and generosity.
Both Ken O'Day(2) and James Fieser(3) present arguments to the effect that Hume's distinction between natural and
artificial virtues focuses on the motives of the agent, and not on the moral evaluation of the spectator.
In Book III of the Treatise, Hume frequently comments that the spectator's approval of artificial virtues is the same as
that with the natural ones. For example: "Though justice be artificial, the sense of its morality [in the spectator] is
natural." [T619] and "it [justice] is naturally attended with a strong sentiment of morals; which can proceed from
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nothing but our sympathy with the interests of society. We need no other explication of that esteem, which attends such
of the natural virtues, as have a tendency to the public good" [T9]. Sympathy is the basis of approval for all virtues,
both natural and artificial alike. Hume also argues that rules of justice stem from passional interests which could not be
natural and inartificial:
". . .if men pursu'd the publick interest naturally, and with a hearty affection, they wou'd never have dream'd
of restraining each other by these rules; and if they pursu'd their own interest, without any precaution, they
wou'd run head-long into every kind of injustice and violence. These rules, therefore, are artificial, and seek
their end in an oblique and indirect manner; nor is the interest, which gives rise to them, of a kind that cou'd
be pursu'd by the natural and inartificial passions of men. [T496]
Hume's emphasis here on the agent's natural pursuits and passional interests shows the significance for Hume of the
agent's "durable" motives and consistent habits of character. There appears to be little dispute that Hume believes that
natural virtues are instinctive. This is seen in the Enquiry where he argues that justice is not instinctive and therefore
not a natural virtue:
". . . the sentiment of justice is either derived from our reflecting on that tendency [of justice to promote
public utility], or like hunger, thirst and other appetites, resentment, love of life, attachment to offspring,
and other passions, arises from a simple original instinct in the human breast, which nature has implanted
for like salutary purposes." [E201]
Hume, in this passage, lists both bodily appetites (hunger, thirst) and mental passions (resentment, love of life,
attachment to offspring) as arising from simple instincts. Obviously, the first group originates from a bodily source,
while the second originates from a mental source. According to Hume's psychology, bodily appetites involve
impressions at the level of sensation, and at the level of reflection (or the passions). The mental passions, however, only
involve impressions of reflection (or passions). In other words, the instinctive character traits of the natural virtues
initiate instinctive mental passions which in turn motivate action.
The artificial virtues, then, are those character traits in an agent which bring about a spectator's moral approval but are
not natural (ie. instinctive) virtues. And since they are not instinctive, they can only be intentions.
". . . 'tis evident, that the actions themselves are artificial, and are perform'd with a certain design and
intention" [T475].
Intentions involve thinking in terms of design and forethought. And intentions are ideas of reason rather than ideas of
sensations (perceptions). Hume explains that ideas of reason can excite a passion "by informing us of the existence of
something which is a proper object of it [i.e. the passion]" [T459]. Hume claims that for the artificial virtues our initial
instinctive interests are "augmented by a new artifice, and that the public instructions of politicians, and the private
education of parents, contribute to the giving us a sense of honour and duty in the strict regulation of our actions"
[T533-534]. The artificial virtues hold out the prospect of pleasure because we are trained to expect it.
"The most basic cognitive point of difference between natural and artificial virtues is that artificial virtues
are ideas of intention (design and forethought) whereas the natural virtues are neither ideas nor impressions
but are instead … instinctive character traits. Further, natural and artificial virtues differ in how they
produce actions. Natural virtues (as instinctive character traits) immediately produce passions which in turn
motivate willful actions. Artificial virtues (as rational or fanciful intentions) hold out an artificially instilled
prospect of pleasure or pain which evokes a passion; this, in turn motivates willful actions."(3)
The natural virtues are instinctive character traits (durable motives) in the moral agent. Hume adopts the position that
any natural property appears the same in all nations and all ages [T281]. And he maintains, therefore, that it is an
empirical demonstration that the natural virtues are natural properties -- hence instinctive. For the natural virtues, the
spectator's sensation (perception) of some durable qualities in the agent evokes the sympathetic ideas (of reflection) of
pleasure or pain, which in turn directly stimulates the passions (in the spectator) of love or hate and the associated
feelings of approbation or disapprobation.
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The artificial virtues are those durable intentions (habits of character) in the moral agent that are not instinctive. For the
artificial virtues, the spectator's sensation (perception) of some durable intentions in the agent indirectly stimulates the
passions (in the spectator) of love or hate and the associated feelings of approbation or disapprobation. The stimulation
is indirect because it depends not on the spectator's sympathetic idea of the pleasure or pain experienced by the agent,
but on the spectator's trained expectation of pleasure and pain from the agent following the appropriate rules.

What is the importance of this distinction?
It is Hume's psychological theory that our emotions, feelings, and desires (what he calls "passions") are original, vivid
and lively perceptions and not copies of perceptions (what he calls "ideas"). Those emotional reactions that "arise
immediately from good or evil, from pain or pleasure" that we actively experience [Treatise 2.1.1.4] or think about in
prospect [Treatise 2.3.9.2] he refers to as "direct passions" and include desire (for pleasure), aversion (of pain), hope,
fear, grief, and joy. He includes here the desire that good comes to those we love and harm to those we hate, even
though they do not proceed from pain and pleasure but produce them [Treatise 2.3.9.7]. What he calls the "indirect
passions" (pride, humility, shame, love, hatred) he describes as being generated in a second-hand way (by way of our
direct passion of sympathy with the thought or experience of pain or pleasure in others). So it is the experience of
pleasure or pain, or the expectation of pleasure or pain that is the foundation upon which our preferences and
motivations (our "desires") are based.
Hume argues that all motivation depends upon theses desires. No action can be motivated solely by belief. Regardless
of what beliefs we may hold, we are not motivated to act unless we have some kind of desire for the consequences of
the action. Since Hume then reasons that because moral values are inherently motivating, moral values can not be just
beliefs. Virtuous actions must therefore be motivated by desires. In his exploration of the psychology of motivation,
Hume does not distinguish between specifically moral desires and other non-moral desires. It is rather later, when he
discusses the basis of moral reactions in the spectator and the role of the passion of sympathy that Hume marks the
distinction. Virtuous actions therefore derive from our (sometimes sympathetically) inspired desire for pleasure (or the
avoidance of pain).
We can therefore adopt the premise that for Hume, the notion of "one's interest" would be understood to mean whatever
it might be that aids and abets the agent's pursuit of the desire for pleasure (or the avoidance of pain). In other words,
for the purposes of evaluating the essay's title question, we must treat the role of the spectator who judges whether an
action is virtuous as combined with the role of the agent who judges whether the action is motivational ("in one's
interest" = "aids and abets the agent's pursuit of the desire for pleasure"). In terms of Hume's three-fold segregation of
moral roles, and his psychological theories of motivation, the essay's title question must be interpreted as asking "Does
Hume think that acting virtuously always aids and abets the agent's pursuit of the desire for pleasure?"
For the natural virtues, then, since they are instinctive character traits in the agent, we can recognize that any virtuous
action by an agent would necessarily be in the agent's interest. A (naturally) virtuous action would be one that the
agent/spectator acknowledges as aiding and abetting the agent's pursuit of the desire for pleasure -- and is therefore
motivating. And is at the same time, in the agent/spectator's judgement, symptomatic of the agent's "durable" motives
and consistent habits of character.
For the artificial virtues, however, the situation is different. The agent's motivation for (artificially) virtuous action
depends not on the agent/spectator's sympathetic idea of the pleasure or pain experienced by the agent, but on the
spectator's trained expectation from the agent following the appropriate rules. Since such moral training is artificially
constructed, it opens the very real potential for virtuous actions (whose motivations are by definition consistent with the
trained expectations) to be inconsistent with what actually does (or might) aid and abet the agent's pursuit of the desire
for pleasure.
Hume was very cognizant of this gap between "virtuous action" "one's (immediate) interest". One has to stipulate
"immediate" interest here to make it clear that one is referring to the passions that motivate rather than the reason that
judges. Reason can judge that the longer term interests of the agent might be best honoured by actions not immediately
desirable. But virtuous actions are, by definition, motivated actions. And motivations are the province of the passions
and not of reason. Hence, in the case of the artificial virtue of Justice, for example, Hume can say http://www3.sympatico.ca/saburns/pg0730e11.htm[6/23/2020 1:39:19 PM]
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"From all this it follows, that we naturally have no real or universal motive for observing the laws of equity,
but the very equity and merit of that observance; and as no action can be equitable or meritorious, where it
cannot arise form some separate motive, there is here an evident sophistry and reasoning in a circle. Unless,
therefore, we will allow, that nature has establish'd a sophistry, and render'd it necessary and unavoidable,
we must allow, that the sense of justice and injustice is not deriv'd from nature, but arises artificially, tho'
necessarily from education, and human conventions." [T 3.2.1.17]
Thus, the brief answer provided at the start. According to his theories of psychological motivation and moral (virtuous)
evaluation, when it comes to the artificial virtues, Hume does not think that it is necessarily always in one's immediate
interest to be virtuous.
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How successful is Mill in reconciling justice
with the principle of utility?
Within the confines of his understanding of Utilitarianism, Mill is completely successful in reconciling justice with his
principle of utility.
While Mill argues that his principle of utility (or principle of aggregate happiness) is the proper criterion of right action,
he is not a single-level act-utilitarian. Using utilitarianism as a single-level decision procedure for determining the
morally right thing to do requires both that one be entirely impartial between people at all times, and be constantly
calculating the best course of action. In chapter 3 of Utilitarianism, Mill clearly acknowledges that relying on act
utilitarianism as a moral theory does not require the adoption of act utilitarianism as a single-level decision procedure.
Mill recognizes that what he calls "customary morality" consists of rules that have been learned over time through trial
and error. He writes:
"There has been ample time, namely, the whole past duration of the human species. During all that time,
mankind have been learning by experience the tendencies of actions; on which experience all the prudence,
as well as all the morality of life is dependent . . ."
                                Mill, Utilitarianism, Chapter II.
These rules of customary morality can be shown, in most cases, to have a suitable foundation in utility when analyzed
according to the utilitarian moral theory. Only where the rules of customary morality conflict, or where those rules are
clearly not appropriate to the circumstances, or when one has the luxury of being able to engage in abstract and
disinterested philosophical reflection, does Mill recommend conscious resort to the principle of utility and the resulting
calculations of aggregate happiness. Hence it is clear that Mill is setting up the principle of utility as a criterion, but
only occasionally as a decision procedure, for right action. In most practical cases of moral decision making, Mill
recommends reference to the rules of customary morality as a guide. And it is within this multi-levelled conception of
how the principle of utility is to be applied in the usual circumstances, that Mill positions his Utilitarian analysis of
justice.
In chapter 5 of Utilitarianism, Mill recognizes that on first impressions, justice would seem to conflict with the principle
of utility. The principle of utility is concerned with the aggregation of happiness (utility or welfare), and is blind to the
distribution amongst persons. Justice, on the other hand, is concerned with relative distributions of happiness (utility or
welfare) and is blind to the aggregate across all persons. Mill begins his analysis by listing six different variations on
the common usage of "justice" (legal rights, moral rights, desert, contracts, impartiality, and equality). All of them, he
acknowledges, demand some attention to the interests of particular individuals. The principle of utility, in contrast,
demands a specific disinterest in the welfare of particular individuals.
"I must again repeat, what the assailants of utilitarianism seldom have the justice to acknowledge, that the
happiness which forms the utilitarian standard of what is right in conduct, is not the agent's own happiness,
but that of all concerned. As between his own happiness and that of others, utilitarianism requires him to be
as strictly impartial as a disinterested and benevolent spectator."
                              Mill, Utilitarianism, Chapter II
Within his analysis of how the personalized demands of justice can be reconciled with depersonalized demands of the
principle of utility, one of the first things he does is separate the emotional reactions (what he calls "sentiments")
associated with issues of justice from the analysis of the utilitarian foundations of justice.
Mill's analysis positions justice clearly amongst the rules of customary morality. His rgument is that the six different
aspects of justice that he identifies are in fact consistent with the principle of utility when they are viewed as social rules
integral to customary morality. Mill sees justice as an application of the principle of utility by individuals within a
social setting. His argument is that there is a high degree of utility that accrues to each individual within a social setting
when each individual is guaranteed personal security. When the rules of customary morality are established so that each
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individual is assured of his/her own security the aggregate of happiness is greater than when these rules are absent.
There may be unusual circumstances where the principle of utility may recommend these rules of justice be violated.
But because we are not normally blessed with the luxury of sufficient time and an infallible knowledge of consequences
to undertake a detailed analysis from first principles, the rules of justice (like other rules of customary morality) form a
good basis for a decision procedure in most situations.
Mill argues for the utility of the rules of justice by way of his conception of justice in terms of duties, obligations, and
rights. For Mill, a duty is an obligation imposed by the rules of customary morality. He starts by dividing all the rules
of customary morality into those which impose a "perfect obligation" and those which impose an "imperfect
obligation". A perfect obligation is a duty imposed by customary morality to do (or refrain from doing) something to or
for some specific individual. An imperfect obligation is a duty imposed by customary morality to do (or refrain from
doing) something without a specific person in mind.
With that bifurcation in hand, Mill then examines the "perfect obligation" from the perspective of the recipient and calls
that obligation a "right" from the recipient's perspective. Every perfect obligation imposed on an agent entails a right
due to the recipient. The recipient has a right to demand that you fulfill the perfect obligations to which for which he is
the recipient. For example, paying a debt is a perfect obligation because there is a specific benefactor (the lender) who
is the recipient. The recipient has a corresponding right to demand the fulfillment of the duty. But being charitable is
an imperfect obligation because there is no one in particular that is the recipient. There is no one who has a
corresponding right to demand the fulfillment of the duty.
Seen now as an asset of the recipient, perfect obligations can be seen as obvious utilities for the recipient. And it
becomes obviously to the benefit of the recipient to establish systems of formal and informal rewards (social
commendations) and penalties (social punishments) to reinforce the fulfillment of these perfect obligations. When then
aggregated over the entire population, it becomes clear that the net aggregate utility is greater when these obligations are
generally fulfilled than when they are not. Mill then argues that by analogy with the analysis of perfect obligations, the
net aggregate utility is greater when the imperfect obligations are generally fulfilled than when they are not. Our
intellectual capabilities allow us to appreciate that the net aggregate utility is enhanced when imperfect obligations are
generally fulfilled, and this motivates similar systems of formal and informal reward and penalties to reinforce their
fulfillment. This, in turn, enhances the net aggregate utility of their general fulfillment. (Mill retains his "exceptional
case" escape clause under which, in special circumstances, an appeal to the principle of utility might over-ride a specific
application of the rules of customary morality and justice.)
The emotional attachment that we have formed for the rules of justice, Mill attaches to our instinct for self-defence. To
update his argument somewhat -- evolution has equipped us with a strong emotional reaction when our welfare is
threatened. Through the avenue of sympathy with our family and friends, we extend that string emotional reaction to
situations when the welfare of our family and friends is threatened. And through the avenue of our intellectual
appreciation of the benefits of being a part of a social group, we extend that emotional reaction to situations where the
welfare of our social group is threatened. Having evolved as a social species for several million years, we have become
well equipped with instinctive emotional responses to repay "evil for evil" and "good for good". The former encourages
us to penalize those who would harm us (or our social environment), while the later encourages us to engage in
reciprocal altruism. Thus we arrive at the strong emotional attachments we experience to our notions of what is just.
"It has always been evident that all cases of justice are also cases of expediency: the difference is in the
peculiar sentiment which attaches to the former, as contradistinguished from the latter. If this characteristic
sentiment has been sufficiently accounted for; if there is no necessity to assume for it any peculiarity of
origin; if it is simply the natural feeling of resentment, moralised by being made coextensive with the
demands of social good; and if this feeling not only does but ought to exist in all the classes of cases to
which the idea of justice corresponds; that idea no longer presents itself as a stumbling-block to the
utilitarian ethics."
                               Mill, Utilitarianism, Chapter V)
On balance then, given Mill's conception of the principle of utility as the basis for a multi-level act-utilitarian decision
procedure, and his conception of justice as a set of rules-of-thumb within customary morality, he is successful at
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demonstrating that there is no conflict between the distributory nature of justice and the aggregate nature of principle of
utility. General obedience to the rules of justice is clearly to the greater net aggregate benefit (happiness, utility, or
welfare) of all.
"Justice remains the appropriate name foe certain social utilities which are vastly more important, and
therefore more absolute and imperative, than any others as a class. . . . and which, therefore, ought to be, as
well as naturally are, guarded by a sentiment not only different in degree but also in kind., . . ."
                               Mill, Utilitarianism, Chapter V
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Does Mill's utilitarianism take adequate account of
our ordinary intuitions about justice?
One of the stock criticisms of Mill's Utilitarianism is that it fails to take adequate account of our ordinary intuitions
about justice. In Chapter V of Utilitarianism, Mill recognizes that on first impressions, justice would seem to conflict
with the principle of utility. The principle of utility is concerned with the aggregation of happiness (a.k.a. utility or
welfare), and is blind to the distribution amongst persons. Justice, on the other hand, is concerned with relative
distributions of happiness (utility or welfare) and is blind to the aggregate across all persons. But he proceeds to argue
that contrary to first impressions, there is no conflict between our intuitions about justice and the successful
achievement of the greatest aggregate utility (happiness or welfare).
The classic example offered to demonstrate this conflict is the "Sherriff and the Lynch Mob" (which comes in many
different guises). The lynch mob believes that Smith is guilty of murdering and raping a child. And the Sherriff has
arrested Smith and locked him in jail. But Smith is innocent, and the Sherriff has established this to his own
satisfaction. In the Sherriff's mind there is no question about it. (Variations in the scenario have it that the Sherriff is
correct, or that he is mistaken. But these differences do not matter.) The lynch mob, however, is unaware of the
evidence upon which the Sherriff is basing his judgement. Moreover, due to the nature of that evidence, the Sherriff
knows the mob would be disinclined to believe it (you can here insert reasons of race, colour, religion, or whatever else
might better suit your own notion of bias). The lynch mob demands that the Sherriff surrender Smith to the mob. The
mob has already caused damage to local buildings and businesses, and should the Sherriff resist the mob there will
likely be more damage and some deaths -- possibly including that of the Sherriff. So what is the Sherriff to do? Our
intuitions about justice dictate that the Sherriff defend Smith at all costs. Critics of Utilitarianism suggest that
Utilitarianism would recommend that the Sherriff surrender Smith to the mob as that would be the means to the greatest
aggregate happiness -- despite the resulting unjust death of Smith.
In Chapter V of Utilitarianism, however, Mill lays out an argument that renders the critic's understanding of the
recommendations of Utilitarianism incorrect. While Mill argues that his principle of utility (or principle of aggregate
happiness) is the proper criterion of right action, he is not a single-level act-utilitarian. Using utilitarianism as a singlelevel decision procedure for determining the morally right thing to do requires both that one be entirely impartial
between people at all times, and be constantly calculating the best course of action. In Chapter III of Utilitarianism,
Mill clearly acknowledges that relying on act utilitarianism as a moral theory does not require the adoption of act
utilitarianism as a single-level decision procedure.
Mill recognizes that what he calls "customary morality" consists of rules that have been learned over time through trial
and error. He writes:
"There has been ample time, namely, the whole past duration of the human species. During all that time,
mankind have been learning by experience the tendencies of actions; on which experience all the prudence,
as well as all the morality of life is dependent . . ."
                             Mill, Utilitarianism, Chapter II.
These rules of customary morality can be shown, in most cases, to have a suitable foundation in utility when analyzed
according to the utilitarian moral theory. Only where the rules of customary morality conflict, or where those rules are
clearly not appropriate to the circumstances, or when one has the luxury of being able to engage in abstract and
disinterested philosophical reflection, does Mill recommend conscious resort to the principle of utility and the resulting
calculations of aggregate happiness. Hence it is clear that Mill is setting up the principle of utility as a criterion, but
only occasionally as a decision procedure, for right action. In most practical cases of moral decision making, Mill
recommends reference to the rules of customary morality as a guide. And it is within this multi-levelled conception of
how the principle of utility is to be applied in the usual circumstances, that Mill positions his Utilitarian analysis of
justice.
Within his analysis of how the personalized demands of justice can be reconciled with depersonalized demands of the
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principle of utility, one of the first things he does is separate the emotional reactions (what he calls "sentiments")
associated with issues of justice from the analysis of the utilitarian foundations of justice.
Mill's analysis positions justice clearly amongst the rules of customary morality. His argument is that the demands of
justice are in fact consistent with the principle of utility when they are viewed as social rules integral to customary
morality. His argument is that there is a high degree of utility that accrues to each individual within a social setting
when each individual is guaranteed personal security. When the rules of customary morality are established so that each
individual is assured of his/her own security the aggregate of happiness is greater than when these rules are absent.
There may be unusual circumstances where the principle of utility may recommend these rules of customary morality
(and justice) be violated. But because we are not normally blessed with the luxury of sufficient time and an infallible
knowledge of consequences to undertake a detailed analysis from first principles, the rules of justice (like other rules of
customary morality) form a good basis for a decision procedure in most situations.
Mill argues for the utility of the rules of justice by way of duties, obligations, and rights. For Mill, a duty is an
obligation imposed by the rules of customary morality. He starts by dividing all the rules of customary morality into
those which impose a "perfect obligation" and those which impose an "imperfect obligation". A perfect obligation is a
duty imposed by customary morality to do (or refrain from doing) something to or for some specific individual. An
imperfect obligation is a duty imposed by customary morality to do (or refrain from doing) something without a specific
person in mind.
With that bifurcation in hand, Mill then examines the "perfect obligation" from the perspective of the recipient and calls
that obligation a "right" from the recipient's perspective. Every perfect obligation imposed on an agent entails a right
due to the recipient (and vice versa of course). The recipient has a right to demand that you fulfill the perfect
obligations of which he is the recipient. For example, paying a debt is a perfect obligation because there is a specific
benefactor (the lender) who is the recipient. But being charitable is an imperfect obligation because there is no one in
particular that is the recipient. There is no one who has a corresponding right to demand the fulfillment of the duty.
Seen now as an asset of the recipient, perfect obligations can be seen as obvious utilities for the recipient. And it
becomes obviously to the benefit of the recipient to establish systems of formal and informal rewards (social
commendations) and penalties (social punishments) to reinforce the fulfillment of these perfect obligations. When then
aggregated over the entire population, it becomes clear that the net aggregate utility is greater when these obligations are
generally fulfilled than when they are not. (Perhaps a debateable point, but this at least is Mill's argument.) Mill then
argues that by analogy with the analysis of perfect obligations, the net aggregate utility is greater when the imperfect
obligations are generally fulfilled than when they are not. Our intellectual capabilities allow us to appreciate that the net
aggregate utility is enhanced when imperfect obligations are generally fulfilled, and this motivates similar systems of
formal and informal reward and penalties to reinforce their fulfillment. This, in turn, enhances the net aggregate utility
of their general fulfillment.
The emotional attachment that we have formed for the rules of justice, Mill derives from our instinct for self-defence.
To update his argument somewhat -- evolution has equipped us with a strong emotional reaction when our welfare is
threatened. Through the avenue of sympathy with our family and friends, we extend that strong emotional reaction to
situations when the welfare of our family and friends is threatened. And through the avenue of our intellectual
appreciation of the benefits of being a part of a social group, we extend that emotional reaction to situations where the
welfare of our social group is threatened. Having evolved as a social species for several million years, we have become
well equipped with instinctive emotional responses that urge us to repay "evil for evil" and "good for good". The
former encourages us to penalize those who would harm us (or our social environment), while the later encourages us to
engage in reciprocal altruism. Thus we arrive at the strong emotional attachments we experience to our notions of what
is just.
"Justice remains the appropriate name for certain social utilities which are vastly more important, and
therefore more absolute and imperative, than any others as a class. . . . and which, therefore, ought to be, as
well as naturally are, guarded by a sentiment not only different in degree but also in kind., . . ."
                        Mill, Utilitarianism, Chapter V
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If we apply Mill's Utilitarian analysis of justice to a scenario like the "Sherriff and the Lynch Mob", we can see that a
proper interpretation of Utilitarian principles does not in fact support the critic's suggestion that Utilitarianism would
recommend that the Sherriff surrender Smith to the mob. Mill would argue that our ordinary intuitions about justice and
the Sherriff's defence of Smith are supported by a proper Utilitarian analysis for a number of reasons:
(a) the rules of "customary morality" as they apply to the justice of legal rights, moral rights and just desert
demand that the Sherriff defend Smith, and those rules have been "learned" by society over many
generations of trial and error to be the best means of achieving the Utilitarian standard of the greatest
aggregate utility;
(b) none of the players in (or observers of) the scenario are sufficiently equipped with the necessary
knowledge of consequences to complete a thorough Utilitarian analysis from first principles, and would
therefore likely reach an erroneous conclusion. The net aggregate utility is likely to be better served by
following the secondary Utilitarian principle that the dictates of "customary morality" (our ordinary
intuitions about justice) are to be adhered to when in doubt;
(c) because of the importance that rules of justice have within our "customary morality" and within our
social environment, there will be attached to any violation of Smith's rights (the Sherriff's and the Mob's
obligations) sufficient penalties and sanctions that any alleged net aggregate utility from surrendering Smith
to the mob would probably be over-balanced. Should Smith be surrendered, the Sherriff and members of
the Mob would probably face prison, fines, social disgrace, loss of job and family, etc.;
(d) and finally, because Utilitarianism is thoroughly impartial in its evaluation, the Sherriff must not weigh
the potential threat to his own life any more or less than the threat to Smith's life. And because
Utilitarianism presumes that individual utilities (happiness, welfare) are comparable and summable, any
Utilitarian analysis of the scenario must not just count the individual lives that may be threatened. The (net)
sum total of utilities across all affected individuals, and across all relevant time frames must be considered.
The potential social costs of lawlessness can be and must be balanced against any potential loss of life.
Only by outrageously gerrymandering the details of the scenario can a critic rig the consequences to reverse Mills'
conclusions. So the recommendations of Utilitarianism are in fact in sync with our intuitions about justice within the
scenario.
On balance then, given Mill's conception of the principle of utility as the basis for a multi-level act-utilitarian decision
procedure, and his conception of justice as a set of rules-of-thumb within customary morality, his moral theory of
Utilitarianism successfully resolves the alleged conflict between the distributory nature of justice and the aggregate
nature of principle of utility. General obedience to the rules of justice is clearly (at least according to Mill) to the greater
net aggregate benefit (happiness, utility, or welfare) of all. Our ordinary intuitions about justice are adequately
accounted for as the consequence of many millennia of trial and error discovery of workable rules-of-thumb that
successfully achieve the Utilitarian standard of right action without consciously pursuing that standard.
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In Mill's view, of what kind of proof is the principle of utility susceptible?
Is it really capable of any kind of proof?
At the start of Chapter 4 of Utilitarianism, Mill makes the point that "questions of ultimate ends do not admit of proof,
in the ordinary acceptation of the term" [U-4:1(1)] This statement has traditionally been interpreted as Mill claiming
that no valid deductive argument can be offered for the truth of Utilitarianism. But this interpretation overlooks the
position that Mill takes in his A System of Logic. In that work, Mill maintains that a "proof", properly so called,
necessarily involves inference. For an argument to involve inference, there must be more to the conclusion than just the
premises. Mill's project in his A System of Logic was to show that there is no such thing as deductive inference.
According to Mill, all inference (and consequently all "proof") is inductive.[CW-VII:186-193(2)] Hence Mill's claim
that no proof can be offered must be seen as a claim that no non-deductive (i.e. inductive or abductive) argument can be
offered.
An examination of Mill's reasoning in Utilitarianism, in the context of his other positions available from his Collected
Works, makes it clear that he does actually construct a deductively valid argument in support of the Principle of Utility - given certain then plausible but now debatable premises.
In this essay, I will show how Mill constructs this deductive argument. Along the way, I will insert some comments
where Mill's key premises are at least highly debatable, if not actually false. From these, I will conclude that no "proof"
(deductive, inductive or abductive) can be offered. We must start with three key background premises that constitute
the context within which Mill constructs his argument.

Context
(I) Mill accepts the "is/ought distinction" described by Hume(3) (and later made famous by Moore as the "naturalistic
fallacy").
"Propositions of science assert a matter of fact: an existence, a co-existence, a succession, or a resemblance.
The propositions now spoken of do not assert that anything is, but enjoin or recommend that something
should be. They are a class by themselves. A proposition of which the predicate is expressed by the words
ought or should be, is generically different from one which is expressed by is or will be." [SL-6:12:6(4)]
For Mill, ought-type propositions are forms of imperatives -- they enjoin actions but do not state facts. Because the
Principle of Utility is an ought-type sentence, it is not possible to provide a fact-based "proof" of its truth. Being an
ought-type principle, it does not make sense to talk of it in terms of true or false. The argument that Mill proceeds to
construct must therefore be considered rather as a reasonable justification for belief and not as a proof of the truth of a
statement of fact.
(II) In A System of Logic, Mill makes it clear that he maintains a foundationalist theory of belief justification. When
beliefs are justified by other beliefs, there are only two methods available: (i) an infinite regress of justifications; or (ii) a
self-supporting network of justifications (labelled as "circular" or "coherence" according to whether you approve or
not). Relying on belief justification chains that terminate beliefs that are not themselves justified is called
foundationalism. In a survey of fallacies in A System of Logic, Mill rejects the first two options. He says that "there
cannot be an infinite series of proof, a chain suspended from nothing"[CW-VIII:746] and "Reasoning in a Circle" is
simply a "more complex and not uncommon variety of Petitio Principii, or begging the question"[CW-VIII:820].
Foundationalism, on the other hand, involves "propositions which may reasonably be received without proof"[CWVIII:746]. Being an empiricist, Mill relies on the senses to provide the foundational basis of beliefs that may reasonably
be received without further justification. This empiricist foundationalism is the key to understanding the contentious
"visible-desirable" analogy that Mill employs in his proof.
(III) Mill's Utilitarianism is, of course, a consequentialist view of morality.
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"That the morality of actions depends on the consequences which they tend to produce, is the doctrine of
rational persons of all schools; that the good or evil of those consequences is measured solely by pleasure or
pain, is all of the doctrine of the school of utility, which is peculiar to it." [CW-X:111]
Moral reasoning is reasoning about what ends one ought to be trying to achieve. Moral reasoning, like practical
reasoning, is also reasoning about how to best bring about those ends. Mill's concept of morality is teleological in an
Aristotelian vein. This is in sharp contrast with, for example, religious morality, where the morality of actions is
dictated by the nature of the action, rather than the consequences of the action. Depending on how narrowly one
interprets the teleological nature of consequentialism, it may also be contrasted with a deontological morality (such as
Kant's) where the morality of actions is determined by whether or not they fulfill one's duties.

Mill's "Proof"
Step 1 of Mill's argument was to demonstrate that for a thing to be desired (as an end rather than as a means to an end)
is sufficient proof that the end in question is worthy of being desired.
Step 1.1 of this demonstration was to establish that the terms "utility", "pleasure", and "happiness" are to be considered
synonymous.
"Those who know anything about the matter are aware that every writer, from Epicurus to Bentham, who
maintained the theory of utility, meant by it, not something to be contradistinguished from pleasure, but
pleasure itself, together with exemption from pain;" [U-2:1]
"By happiness is intended pleasure, and the absence of pain; by unhappiness, pain, and the privation of
pleasure." [U-2:2]
"I have dwelt on this point, as being a necessary part of a perfectly just conception of Utility or Happiness,
considered as the directive rule of human conduct." [U-2:3]
Step 1.2 was to equate the desiring of a thing with the finding of that thing pleasant. For one to desire something (as an
end, rather than as simply a means to some end) is to believe that the thing will deliver (or be a part of) utility / pleasure/
happiness.
"I believe that these sources of evidence, impartially consulted, will declare that desiring a thing and finding
it pleasant, aversion to it and thinking of it as painful, are phenomena entirely inseparable, or rather two
parts of the same phenomenon; in strictness of language, two different modes of naming the same
psychological fact: that to think of an object as desirable (unless for the sake of its consequences), and to
think of it as pleasant, are one and the same thing; and that to desire anything, except in proportion as the
idea of it is pleasant, is a physical and metaphysical impossibility." [U-4.10]
"Whatever is desired otherwise than as a means to some end beyond itself, and ultimately to happiness, is
desired as itself a part of happiness, and is not desired for itself until it has become so." [U-4:8]
From there we get to the famous (and much critiqued) analogy between "visible" and "desirable".
"The only proof capable of being given that an object is visible, is that people actually see it. The only proof
that a sound is audible, is that people hear it: and so of the other sources of our experience. In like manner, I
apprehend, the sole evidence it is possible to produce that anything is desirable, is that people do actually
desire it." [U-4:3]
For a thing to be desired (as an end) is for that thing to be regarded by the person doing the desiring as worthy of desire.
For an empiricist like Mill, the only proof capable of being given that something is visible is that someone is actually
seeing it. In an analogous fashion, the only evidence it is possible to produce that a foundational belief that something is
desirable, is that someone does actually regard that thing as desirable. As a foundational belief, the chain of justification
ends there. Nothing further can be said. Mill is neither assuming nor arguing that something is worthy because we
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desire it (the usually critique of this passage). Rather, given his foundationalism, he is relying on our desiring it as
establishing that we see it as worthy. Of course, this leaves open the possibility that what we see as worthy, may not
actually be worthy, and that brings us to the second step of the argument.
Step 2 of Mill's argument was to demonstrate that, as a matter of empirical fact, the only thing that people see as worthy
of desire (as an end) is happiness. Mill's support for psychological hedonism is relatively brief, and deals with few
objections. But having already set things up so that whatever is desired as an end, constitutes part of happiness [U-4:8],
this "empirical demonstration" proceeds rather easily.
"It results from the preceding considerations, that there is in reality nothing desired except happiness."
[U4:8]
Step 3 of Mill's argument, therefore, proceeds quite naturally. If to desire some thing (as an end, foundationally) is
sufficient to establish that we see that thing as worthy of desire, and if there is but one thing that we do so see as worthy
of desire (as an end, foundationally), then it logically follows that there is but one thing that is worthy of desire (as an
end, foundationally). And that thing is happiness / utility / pleasure.
"If the opinion which I have now stated is psychologically true- if human nature is so constituted as to
desire nothing which is not either a part of happiness or a means of happiness, we can have no other proof,
and we require no other, that these are the only things desirable. If so, happiness is the sole end of human
action, and the promotion of it the test by which to judge of all human conduct;" [U-4:9]
Step 4 of Mill's argument invokes three hidden, but for Mill relatively simplistic, premises.
Step (4.1) If something is of value to someone, it is because it is of value simpliciter. The impact of this premise comes
out most clearly in a private letter from Mill to Henry Jones (13/6/1868):
"[W]hen I said that the general happiness is a good to the aggregate of all persons I did not mean that every
human being's happiness is a good to every other human being; though I think, in a good state of society &
education it would be so. I merely meant in this particular sentence to argue that since A's happiness is a
good, B's a good, C's a good, &c., the sum of all these goods must be a good." [CW-XVI:1414]
Mill is here clearly talking about happiness as a good simpliciter rather than possessively. Happiness is of value
independently of whose happiness it is. In Mill's day, this was a common belief about the nature of value. Mill's
Utilitarianism was first published (in Fraser's Magazine) in 1861(5). Adam Smith's The Wealth of Nations was
published in 1776(6). David Ricardo's Principles of Political Economy and Taxation was published in 1817(7). And
Karl Marx's Das Kapital was published in 1867(8). These three classical political economists shared a common
approach to developing their theories of value. They all searched for value in the conditions of production. In other
words, they believed that a thing had value simpliciter rather than possessively. This was still the common view of
value as late as Moore's Principia Ethica, published in 1903(9).
"When…I talk of anything I get as 'my own good,' I must mean either that the thing I get is good, or that my
possessing it is good. In both cases it is only the thing or the possession of it which is mine, and not the
goodness of that thing or that possession… The good of it can in no possible sense be 'private' or belong to
me; any more than a thing can exist privately or for one person only. The only reason I can have for aiming
at 'my own good,' is that it is good absolutely that what I so call should belong to me -- good absolutely that
I should have something, which, if I have it, others cannot have. But if it is good absolutely that I should
have it, then everyone else has as much reason for aiming at my having it, as I have myself. If, therefore, it
is true of any single man's 'interest' or 'happiness' that it ought to be his sole ultimate end, this can only
mean that that man's 'interest' or 'happiness' is the sole good … What Egoism holds, therefore, is that each
man's happiness is the sole good -- that a number of different things are each of them the only good thing
there is -- an absolute contradiction."
                                {G. E. Moore, Principia Ethica, 98-99.}
Given a modern understanding of "value", this is the single most contentious premise of Mill's. Our modern conception
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of "value" is thoroughly possessive. Without this premise, the second half of Mill's argument completely collapses. It
might be possible to provide a proof that one ought to maximize one's own happiness. But it would be impossible to
then demonstrate that one ought to maximize happiness in general, regardless of the possessor of that happiness.
Step (4.2) Mill makes the assumption that the value (simpliciter) of happiness, inherent in various things, is both
comparable and additive. By treating happiness / pleasure / utility as "a good", Mill makes it clear that he considers this
good as a singular kind of good -- regardless of what might be the source of one's happiness / pleasure / utility, it is
always the same kind of good. Different sources of utility are thus comparable. And, of course, if one is going to
attempt to maximize the net utility -- either for oneself or for the "aggregate of all people", then this utility must
necessarily be additive. That this was then a common assumption about value is evidenced by the attitude of economics
towards economic value. Classical economists (like Smith, Ricardo, and Marx) clearly considered the value of goods to
be comparable and additive. So Mill is just reflecting the then common attitude towards the notion of value.
But when it comes to the value of happiness / pleasure / utility, this assumption is highly debatable. It is the second
most contentious premise underlying Mill's argument. It is not at all obvious that the happiness I experience from
consuming an ice cream sundae on a hot summer's afternoon is in any way comparable (much less additive) with the
happiness I experience from earning a good mark in a Philosophy course exam, or from helping out a friend in need.
That various sources of utility are comparable or additive (by me) is highly contentious when the person involved is
me. It is an insupportable hypothesis when there are two people involved.
Step (4.3) Mill adopts the obvious fundamental ethical premise that whatever is of value, whatever is "a good", ought to
be maximized. Hardly a controversial premise. It forms the basis of corporate finance, economics, and all forms of
non-religious ethics from Aristotle's eudaimonia to Mill's utilitarianism. With these three hidden premises in hand, Mill
is in a position to reach his first ethical conclusion: One ought to maximize one's values of happiness / pleasure / utility.
Step 5 To extend his argument from the maximization of one's own happiness to the maximization of happiness
generally and in the aggregate, Mill requires two additional steps in his chain of reasoning. The first of these is the
establishment of an objective criterion by which to rank different sources of happiness.
"Of two pleasures, if there be one to which all or almost all who have experience of both give a decided
preference . . . that is the more desirable pleasure." [U-2:5]
From this verdict of the only competent judges, I apprehend there can be no appeal. On a question which is the best
worth having of two pleasures, or which of two modes of existence is the most grateful to the feelings . . . the judgment
of those who are qualified by knowledge of both, or, if they differ, that of the majority among them, must be admitted as
final. And there needs be the less hesitation to accept this judgment respecting the quality of pleasures, since there is no
other tribunal to be referred to even on the question of quantity. What means are there of determining which is the
acutest of two pains, or the intensest of two pleasurable sensations, except the general suffrage of those who are familiar
with both? What is there to decide whether a particular pleasure is worth purchasing at the cost of a particular pain,
except the feelings and judgment of the experienced? [U-2:8]
The test of quality, and the rule for measuring it against quantity, [is] the preference felt by those who, in their
opportunities of experience, to which must be added their habits of self-consciousness and self-observation, are best
furnished with the means of comparison. [U-2:10]
Mill here provides a decisive criterion of desirability. From this "verdict of the only competent judges . . . there can be
no appeal"[U-2:9]. The competent judges (those with experience of both forms of happiness) are not being called upon
to report some independent matter of fact. Mill's competent judges are infallible. The judicial metaphor is key: a
judicial verdict constitutes the legal fact. Mill is not suggesting that objective rankings of utilities are reflected (possibly
inaccurately) by the preferences of the judges. Rather he is arguing that the comparative rankings are actually
constructed from the preferences.
Unfortunately for Mill, this step of his argument runs afoul of the consequence that he is basing the "proof" of his
principle of utility on the beliefs of people who have already been brought up to believe that the best things in life are to
be had from a social environment. If he was basing his argument on the facts that empirically the best things in life are
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to be had from a social environment, it would be one thing. But he is not. He is basing his argument on the learned
preferences of competent judges, and not on the facts of the matter. So his argument is essentially circular.
But granting Mill his position, he can now employ this "objective" standard of comparative utilities to "correct" the
desires of individuals. Something that someone views as desirable can now be objectively verified as desirable or not.
Something that someone does not in fact desire can be objectively determined to be desirable for him nonetheless.
Thus, if a preference for the general happiness can be shown to be the preference of the majority of the competent
judges, then it is necessarily also desirable for any particular individual. Even if that particular individual does not in
fact actually desire it. And this leads into the next step.
Step 6 of Mill's argument is that, for various reasons, a policy of acting with the explicit aim of maximizing the general
happiness is more likely than not to have the consequence of maximizing one's own happiness than any other policy including a policy of acting with the explicit aim of maximizing one's own happiness.
"whatever amount of this feeling [for the good of others] a person has, he is urged by the strongest motives .
. . of interest . . . to the utmost of his power to encourage it in others; and even if he has none of it himself,
he is as greatly interested as any one else that others should have it. Consequently, the smallest germs of the
feeling are laid hold of and nourished by . . . the influences of education; and a complete web of
corroborative association is woven round it, by the powerful agency of external sanctions.
. . . the influences are constantly on the increase, which tend to generate in each individual a feeling of unity
with all the rest; which feeling, if perfect, would make him never think of, or desire, any beneficial
condition for himself, in the benefits of which they are not included. If we now suppose this feeling of unity
to be taught as a religion, and the whole force of education, of institutions, and of opinion, directed, as it
once was in the case of religion, to make every person grow up from infancy surrounded on all sides both
by the profession and by the practice of it, I think that no one, who can realize this conception, will feel any
misgiving about the sufficiency of the ultimate sanction for the Happiness morality." [U-3:9].
It is Mill's argument that in a civilized society, social institutions and cultural pressures will together act in to reinforce
the impulses of sympathy. Man is not commonly motivated to anti-social behaviour. Instead, we are motivated to
promote the general happiness. Mill argues that there are two classes of motivations that drive us in this direction.
First, there are external motivations arising from our hope of pleasing, and fear of displeasing, other members of our
society -- social and peer group pressures; laws and judicial punishments. More importantly, there is internal
motivation. For Mill, this consists of an amalgam of sympathy, learned (habitual) reactions, and feelings of self-worth.
The binding force is the experience or anticipation of pleasure or pride when one acts according to these feelings, and
of pain or remorse when one acts against them. Mill argues that the motivations we have towards the general happiness
is subjective and develops only with experience in a civilized society.
"Of the external sanctions it is not necessary to speak at any length. They are, the hope of favour and the
fear of displeasure, from our fellow creatures or from the Ruler of the Universe, along with whatever we
may have of sympathy or affection for them, or of love and awe of Him, inclining us to do his will
independently of selfish consequences. . . . The whole force therefore of external reward and punishment,
whether physical or moral, and whether proceeding from God or from our fellow men, together with all that
the capacities of human nature admit of disinterested devotion to either, become available to enforce the
utilitarian morality, in proportion as that morality is recognised; and the more powerfully, the more the
appliances of education and general cultivation are bent to the purpose." [U-3:4]
"The internal sanction of . . . is one and the same- a feeling in our own mind; a pain, more or less intense,
attendant on violation of duty, which in properly cultivated moral natures rises, in the more serious cases,
into shrinking from it as an impossibility. This feeling, . . . is the essence of Conscience; though in that
complex phenomenon as it actually exists, the simple fact is in general all encrusted over with collateral
associations, derived from sympathy, from love, and still more from fear; from all the forms of religious
feeling; from the recollections of childhood and of all our past life; from self-esteem, desire of the esteem of
others, and occasionally even self-abasement." [U-3:5]
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"Now, society between human beings, except in the relation of master and slave, is manifestly impossible
on any other footing than that the interests of all are to be consulted. Society between equals can only exist
on the understanding that the interests of all are to be regarded equally. And since in all states of
civilisation, every person, except an absolute monarch, has equals, every one is obliged to live on these
terms with somebody; and in every age some advance is made towards a state in which it will be impossible
to live permanently on other terms with anybody. In this way people grow up unable to conceive as possible
to them a state of total disregard of other people's interests." [U-3:12]
According to Mill, it follows from one's being civilized and having developed the appropriate socialized habits of
thought to act from a desire to maximize aggregate happiness, that one will maximize one's expectations of individual
happiness. This is because following the Principle of Utility provides unique sources of pleasure (i.e. the pleasures of
social approbation); and being a member of a civilized social group increases one's efficiency (measured as a percentage
of capacity for happiness satisfied). If mutual concern did not, as a matter of empirical fact, promote overall happiness,
Mill would oppose it on exactly the same utilitarian grounds he relies on in his logic.
Conclusion Mill is thus now in a position to reach his final ethical conclusion that one ought to maximize the general
aggregate of happiness / pleasure / utility. The argument he has constructed does not meet his own standard of "proof"
for two separate reasons. One is its subject matter: ultimate ends are a category of ought statements - beyond the reach
of factual inference or proof. The other is the argument's form: a deductively valid argument is merely "apparent, not
real"[CW-VII:158]. Yet it is a deductive construction (based on several key premises) that "may be presented capable
of determining the intellect either to give or withhold its assent to the doctrine; and this is equivalent to proof."[U-1:5].

Conclusion
Having seen how Mill constructs his argument for the Principle of Utility, we can see that according to Mill, it is not an
argument based on empirical truths of facts of the matter. So it is not a "proof" by his own standards of "proof". It is a
deductive construct that he hopes will be persuasive to the intellect. But since ethical first principles are not appropriate
subjects of true and false, it cannot be regarded as a demonstration of the truth of the principle.
Moreover, even if we reject the consequence of the "is/ought distinction" that a "proof" is inappropriate, since the
Principle itself is based on a number of highly contentious premises no kind of acceptable proof can be offered.
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Is Morality a Product of Convention?
No, it is not! However, in order to justify this answer, I will first place Conventionalist theories of morality within the
landscape of moral theories. 
Then I will provide more details on the conventionalist theory of morality. Finally, I will
outline some of the reasons why the conventionalist theory of morality cannot possibly be the correct theory of morality.
Common sense "folk" morality is learnt by children in the same manner as they learn their native language. They learn
first that it is right or wrong to do certain things. 
Later they learn why it is right or wrong to do these things. 
The nonphilosophical explanation is for some particular rule to be cited with the backing of some Supreme Authority. 
From a
descriptive perspective, statistics suggest that most people regard the basis of their moral codes as the dictates or
commands of some Supreme Authority(2) -- be it a God (like for the Judaic, Christian, and Islamic religions), or a highly
respected thinker like Gautama Bhudda (Buddhism), Karl Marx (Marxism/Communism), or Laozi (Taoism). 
Hence, if
the meaning of "morality" is determined in some part by how people actually use (or intend) moral language, then
morality is not the product of convention. It is the product of what some Authority dictates.
In order to dispute this descriptive understanding of "morality", it is necessary to argue that most people are in fact
grossly mistaken about the true basis of their morality, or are trying to adhere to an incorrect morality. Where the error
is assumed to be neatly bifurcates the field of moral theories. 
The anti-realists assume that the error is in our thinking
that moral language expresses moral beliefs. The realists assume the error is in a failure to understand the proper basis
of morality.
The anti-realist theories are all in agreement that moral language does not express propositions that can be true in the
literal sense. 
Most current anti-realists do admit that such statements can be true or false in some non-literal sense. But
since they all reject the notion that moral language expresses propositions about the world that can be true in a sense
independent of our thoughts about the topic. So for an anti-realist, morality is not a product of convention. 
It is, rather a
product of education and training in the attitudes and emotional responses that the educators deem appropriate.
For realist theories, on the other hand, there are a number of alternative sources offered as the basis of morality. 
The
most prominent of these would be Moral intuition -- The premise is that we possess a perceptive sense that can "see" the non-natural moral
properties of actions, states-of-affairs, or persons, etc. This is the suggestion of, for example, G.E.Moore(4)
and Robert Audi(5). 
The argument is that morality is dictated by those non-natural properties of actions,
states-of-affairs, things, or people -- not by any man made conventions.
Reason -- The premise is that a fully rational person, in full possession of all relevant information would
necessarily (or on pain of irrationality) adopt the relevant moral principles. 
Philosophers throughout
history, from Plato to Kant to Rawls, have sought a suitable ground for morality in reason. 
Reason is
assumed to be a more reliable and stable basis for morality.
 Examples of this tradition include: the
universalizable maxims and Categorical Imperatives of Immanuel Kant(6); the greatest happiness for the
greatest number utilitarian principle of Bentham(7), Mill(8), and contemporary Utilitarians(9); the prima
facie duties of W.D. Ross(10); the principle of justice as fairness and the "original position" of John
Rawls(11) and contemporary Contractualists(12). 
The argument is that morality is a product of our reason
and how we reason about the best (or perhaps rationally necessary) behaviours in a social environment -conventions play a role only as they form part of the social environment.
Natural Laws -- (Meaning the laws of nature, as opposed to "positive law" which is man-made law.) 
The
premise is that natural law dictates how a rational human being, seeking to survive and prosper, would act.
As used by Thomas Hobbes in his Leviathan, natural law is "a precept, or general rule, found out by reason,
by which a man is forbidden to do that which is destructive of his life, or takes away the means of
(13)
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preserving the same; and to omit that by which he thinks it may best be preserved."  
Other philosophers
in this group include Thomas Aquinas(14) and John Finnis(15). The argument is that morality is a product of
our nature and how we are built to cope with the social environment -- not of any man made conventions.
Convention. 
(Includes moral theories also referred to as Contractualism, and Moral Relativism.) The
premise is that the proper moral code is the product of a general agreement or the customary practices of a
social group. Aristotle, Locke, and Hobbes would be classed as traditional conventionalists. 
Gilbert
Harman(16), David Wong(17), and John Searle(18) would be among the contemporary conventionalists. 
This
will be the focus of the remainder of this essay.
According to conventionalism, morality is the product of ancient custom. Contrary to the arguments of the natural law
theorists, its basis is not to be found in nature or even in human nature. Morality is an arbitrary human artifice.(19) 
And
contrary to the arguments of the rationalists, it is without rational basis. The non-conventionalist theories all claim that
we ought to adhere to the socially accepted rules of conduct not just because they are "the thing done" in that society,
but because "on a rational and objective review of the well-being of everyone involved - the rules are judged to be in the
interests of the general welfare"(20). But the conventionalist denies that there is any objective sense of "the public
good", "general welfare", or "common good" that is independent of the cultural norms.
The conventionalist argues that any person who is capable of making a moral judgment has already been conditioned
into a mode of life which (at some early point at any rate) they simply accept more or less unconsciously as the selfevidently right way of living, and the self-evident standard of "the common good". Only a very few, on rare occasions,
ever seriously query this unwittingly absorbed standard of what is moral.
In this way moral knowledge is not like propositional knowledge of what is the case. Moral knowledge is more like
knowing how to play a game. 
Moral insight is like skill in chess -- it is "how to" knowledge that develops with practice,
and whose standards of right and wrong are defined by the rules of the game.(21) 
But unlike chess, most of the rules of
morality are un-codified, and conformity to those rules is mostly unconscious and habitual(22). 
For most people, most
of the time, being moral is more akin to riding a bike -- learned as a kid, un-thought about since, done by reflex habit.
If the assumption is that morality is a product of some actual or presumed general agreement within the social group,
then in this respect, morality is in the same family with etiquette and law.(23) 
It is possible, therefore, that Ann
(belonging to one social group) can make a moral judgment (such as "Abortion is wrong/bad"), while Beth (belonging
to another social group) can make a contradictory moral judgment (such as "Abortion is right/good) about the same
thing (action, state-of-affairs, person, etc.). 
According to conventionalism, they may both be objectively right. 
They
may each be fully informed about all the relevant facts, and each equally justified in their respective judgments. 
They
can both be correct in their judgments because they inhabit different socially constructed moral universes.(24)
So the conventionalist will reply to the descriptive moral theorist (who claims that morality is the product of what some
Supreme Authority commands) that the commands of authority simply reflect what the relevant social group has come
to acknowledge as generally accepted standards of behavior. 
The reply to the anti-realist moral theorist (who claims
that moral language is expressive and prescriptive rather than propositional) is that this is just what you would expect if
the true basis of morality is the unreasoned indoctrinated attitudes and habitual emotional responses to the standards of
socially expected conduct that were learned at one's mother's knee and never since challenged. A similar response is
offered to the realist theories based on moral intuition. 
And the fact that the conventionalist understanding of morality
allows that morality can be fundamentally irrational and inconsistent is considered by conventionalists to defeat all
those realist theories that rely on reason as their basis.
However, conventionalist moral theories raise rather sharply the problem of justifying morality. 
Why should I obey the
social conventions practiced around here? (25) There are two inter-related problematic consequences of the
Conventionalist thesis. The first is the challenge of identifying the source of authority. The second is the challenge of
identifying which "society".
Any rational person will acknowledge that long-term personal welfare is best achieved in a social setting. For humans,
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personal freedom and well-being depend on cooperation with others. But a rationally prudent person (RPP for short)
would enter into cooperative enterprises only with similarly cooperative associates. Anything less than equal
cooperation would constitute an encroachment on the welfare of our RPP. Thus even for a person completely devoid of
other-regarding feelings, there is a rational basis for accepting the conventional moral rules as rules that need to be
adhered to.(26) 
But this means that for an RPP, moral behaviour is motivated by rational self-interest, not by the moral
status of the behaviour. 
Moral considerations become merely "the expectations of society". 
In other words, it becomes
a case of "when in Rome, do as the Romans do, or else!!" This suggests that when there is no observer to placate,
moral considerations need not apply. 
If morality is just a product of local conventions, there is no independent authority
for the rules beyond social condemnation (and possible punishment). Each person is free to apply prudential costbenefit analysis to moral choice situations, and to choose to bear the socially imposed costs associated with immoral
choices as long as the personal benefits are sufficient to outweigh the costs. 
Moral considerations are reduced to
prudential considerations.
The more widely recognized challenge to conventionalism, is the challenge of identifying the boundaries of the proper
socially constructed moral universe. Every individual is a part of a great number of different social groups, varying in
size from the nuclear family all the way up to the entire human species (and perhaps even beyond). If morality is a
product of the generally accepted conventions of a society -- which "society" should one adopt as the basis for one's
morality? 
And why?
It is one thing for Ann and Beth to contradict with their moral judgments if they are on different sides of the planet, in
different nations, with perhaps different religions and different cultural backgrounds. 
But it is quite another if they are
next door neighbours -- even if they do belong to different religions, political parties, and social circles. 
There does not
appear to be any restrictions within conventionalism that would constrain one's choice of which set of conventions,
belonging to which social group, are to form the basis of one's morality. 
Without some criteria with which to
distinguish one social group from another, moral conventionalism becomes indistinguishable from moral subjectivism.
Related to this identity challenge is the consequence that all moral judgments become judgments relative to a specific
set of social conventions. All moral statements have to be understood as elliptical -- as including the qualifier
"according to this particular set of social conventions". 
And that, in turn, means any moral criticism of other societies,
or other moral codes, has to include this ellipsis as well. 
One can only claim that it was wrong for the Greeks to practice
slavery, as long as one understands that this really means that you, with your particular set of social conventions, believe
that slavery is wrong. 
It cannot be understood to mean that it was then, in any objective sense, morally wrong, in the
Greek society of the time, for the Greeks to practice slavery.
The third criticism of conventionalism is the "deep genesis" challenge. Even if one accepts that conventions are the
basis of morality, there is the deeper question of just why the relevant conventions come to be what they are. 
Is it the
case, as some suggest, that these conventions are purely arbitrary -- culture-relative contingent creations that could
easily have been otherwise? If morality is contingent and arbitrary, what authority does it possess other than social
condemnation? How does moral consideration differ from prudential consideration? 
And how it is possible to argue
that the existing social conventions are morally wrong -- as social reformers frequently claim?
Otherwise, the question becomes why your chosen society has these particular conventions rather than those. 
The
suggestion here is that the conventions that society has established are those (amongst all that have been tried in this
society) that have so far proven to contribute best to "the common good". The relevant conventions evolve over time
towards those that better contribute to "the common good". 
This conception nicely allows for arguments that the
ancient Greeks ought not to have practiced slavery, and that some features of the current moral conventions are not the
best they could be. 
But it runs afoul of the deeper question of just what aspects of reality constitute the "the common
good". 
We return to the same deep genesis question -- but one level deeper. 
Is the very concept of what constitutes the
"the common good" purely arbitrary -- a contingent creation that could easily have been otherwise? If so, then we are
back to the question of the authority of conventional morality, and the devolvement of moral conventionalism into
subjectivity. 
Otherwise, the conventionalist is admitting that there is a society-independent objective fact of the matter
about what constitutes the "the common good" which is the ultimate basis of morality. 
The conventionalist with this
sort of answer has abdicated the field to the moral realist who argues just exactly that.
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I hope this analysis has shown that morality cannot possibly be the product of convention.
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What, if anything, constitutes a reason for an agent to act
morally?  
The essay's title question is open to some widely varying interpretations -- depending on how one chooses to understand
the phrase "constitutes a reason", and the ethical theory from within which one elects to understand what it means for
"an agent to act morally".
In order to limit the length of this essay, therefore, I am going to focus on just one possible interpretation of the
question. 
I will focus on the source of the motivation for an agent to act morally rather than otherwise.
Different philosophers have offered vastly different notions as to what it would mean for "an agent to act morally." 
The
spectrum of ethical theories runs from Emotivism at one end to Evolutionary Ethics at the other. Each theory along the
spectrum would provide its own particular solution to the source of motivation, if any, for an agent to act morally. 
But
on this question of motivation, the spectrum can be roughly divided into two large families of theories -- the AntiRealist family and the Realist family.
Within the anti-realist family, moral theories maintain that statements about what it is to act morally are not descriptive
of reality, but rather expressive of the attitudes of the agent (or rather, the person expressing the attitude). In this group
can be found the Emotivism of Stevenson(3) and Ayer(4), the Prescriptivism of Carnap(5) and Hare(6), and the NormExpressivism of Gibbard(7). 
Also in this family can be found the more sophisticated contemporary versions of noncognitivism, such as the Quasi-Realism of Blackburn(8), and the cognitive error theories, such as that of Mackie(9).
Within anti-realist theories, acting morally is motivated by the agent's attitudes towards the options she has available, or
the prescriptions she accepts. Positive attitudes are assumed to be motivating attitudes. 
If the agent's attitude is
positive, then by acting on this motivation, the agent is acting morally. Which entails, of course, that what it means to
act morally is a subjective affair. 
There is no necessity that my attitudes are in any way similar to your attitudes. So an
agent can have what she feels is a positive / motivating attitude towards some action towards which you would have a
negative / de-motivating attitude.
Acting morally is not the product of rational consideration of the objective facts of the matter -- there are no objective
facts to be considered. (What facts are admitted by these theories, if they admit any, are personal subjective facts. 
The
facts discerned by our "moral sense" cannot be objective in any sense.) Motivation is, by definition, a positive attitude.
But if rational discussion of objective facts is not an acceptable avenue to truth, one cannot impart a motivating attitude
in an agent that does not already have one. The best that one can hope to do is offer other people's attitudes in the hope
they that might potentially alter the agent's motivation towards some course of action. 
But an agent's attitudes are
fundamentally subjective. 
It is always open to a recalcitrant agent to reply to your "reasons" with an "I don't care!" And
there is nothing further you can say. There is no foundation from which to argue that a change in motivation is in any
way "better", "rational", or "morally required" if the agent has not already bought into a shared suite of moral attitudes.
In the absence of any common ground of moral attitudes, further motivating efforts are futile.
But what is the source of these positive or negative attitudes? One possibility is that the action or circumstances may
exhibit properties that the agent can perceive, and that thereby cause the associated attitudes. 
But that is just what these
anti-realist theories deny. 
Another possibility is the education, training, and habituation of the agent. The agent is
"brought up" to recognize certain situations or actions as falling within the accepted standards of moral behaviour, and
to respond with the appropriate attitudes. 
The link between a description of the situation or action and the resulting
attitudes is by way of the learned reaction patterns, rather than any more direct causal chain. If that is the case, then
what would constitute a reason for an agent to act morally is anything that would aid the agent in recognizing that this
particular action fits within the learned / habituated standards. 
A third possibility is that the agent's attitudes are sui
generis -- in the sense that there is no causal basis of the attitudes, they just are what they are. 
And if that is the case,
then there is nothing other than the sui generis attitudes that would constitute a reason for an agent to act morally.
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Within the Realist family of ethical theories would fall all those moral theories that maintain that indeed there are
objective moral facts (and moral properties) that exist in the world independently of how we think about them. Among
this family would be located the Intuitionism of G.E.Moore(10), Audi(11), Huemer(12) and perhaps McDowell(13).
(Intuitionists agree with other Realists that there do exist moral facts and moral properties, but maintain that they are
"non-natural", and are perceived by a "moral sense".) Among the more widely recognized realist theories, would be the
Naturalistic Realism of Michael S. Moore(14), the Contractarian Constructivism of Rawls(15), the Utilitarianism of
Mill(16) and Singer(17), and even the Categorical Imperatives of Kant(18) and the Conventionalism of Harman(19) and
Searle(20). 
Also somewhere within the Realist family of theories would be found the Virtue Ethics of Aristotle(21), and
the Ethical Egoism of Stirner(22), Nietzsche(23), and Rachels(24).
Most philosophers maintain that morality is essentially a social thing -- rules of conduct for an agent in her relations
with others in society. A few maintain that morality is essentially an individual thing -- rules for an agent to discern the
"best" thing to do, period. Amongst the "social" theories, the scope of "morality" is restricted to the actions or intentions
of an agent as they relate to the other members of society. 
Socially oriented philosophers divide the field of motivations
into the moral and the prudential. The prudential motivates actions the agent does, or intentions the agent has, in the
pursuit of her own interests. The moral motivates actions or intentions that focus primarily on the interests of others.
Amongst the "individual" theories, however, the scope of morality covers both of these -- the moral is just a part of the
prudential.
If one starts with one of the "social" theories, to act morally is to act in a way that (actually, or by intention) benefits the
interests of persons other than the agent. 
There are only two ways that such theories can argue that benefiting others can
be motivating for the agent. 
One way is to argue that humans, as a species, possess some innate tendency to behave in
an altruistic fashion. 
Unfortunately, this approach runs into the evidence from evolutionary biology that, aside from
behaviour covered under the banner of "inclusive fitness", humans are not endowed with a tendency to altruistic
motivations.
Philosophers throughout history, from Plato to Kant to Rawls, have sought a suitable ground for morality in reason.
Reason is assumed to be a more reliable and stable basis for morality. 
Examples of this tradition include: the
universalizable maxims and Categorical Imperatives of Immanuel Kant; the greatest happiness for the greatest number
utilitarian principle of Bentham(25), Mill, and contemporary Utilitarians(26); the prima facie duties of W.D. Ross(27); the
principle of justice as fairness and the "original position" of John Rawls(28) and contemporary Contractualists(29). 
Their
argument is that morality is a product of reason and how we reason about the best (or perhaps the rationally necessary)
behaviours in a social environment. But all of these philosophers base their arguments on the underlying premise that
acting rationally, acting according to the dictates of reason, is ultimately in the agents own best interests. Kant's
deontological ethics of Categorical Imperatives, and Mill's collectivist Utilitarian principle - which each argues is
derived from the dictates of reason - are based on the premise that it is ultimately in the agent's own best interests to be
rational. Otherwise, their equivalence between the immoral and the irrational would carry no motivating weight.
Contrary to popular misconceptions, the moral alternative is never intrinsically motivating -- in and of itself. 
The agent
must either have been "brought up" (trained / habituated) to find the moral alternative motivating, or the moral
alternative must appeal to the agent's own best interests. Mill, as one example, recognized this -"If the view adopted by the utilitarian philosophy of the nature of the moral sense be correct, this
difficulty will always present itself, until the influences which form moral character have taken the same
hold of the principle which they have taken of some of the consequences - until, by the improvement of
education, the feeling of unity with our fellow-creatures shall be (what it cannot be denied that Christ
intended it to be) as deeply rooted in our character, and to our own consciousness as completely a part of
our nature, as the horror of crime is in an ordinarily well brought up young person" (Mill, Utilitarianism,
Chapter 3).
Which leaves the alternative of showing the agent that acting for the benefit of others is in fact, all things considered, in
the agent's personal, individual best interest - because it is universally accepted that humans do have an instinctive
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tendency to pursue one's individual welfare. 
If an agent were to agree that some act "A" is presently in her own best
interests (all things considered), and yet claimed to feel no motivation to do "A", we would not question her morality,
we would question her sanity (or her use of language). And, to the extent that they concern themselves with the
question of motivations, most of the realist moral theories recognize this. 
Those who are theologically inclined, for
another example, are threatened with eternal hellfire and damnation unless they obey the commands of God.
So, from either the perspective of a "social" Realist moral theory, or the perspective of an "individual" Realist moral
theory, the source of motivation for an agent to act morally would be the agent's self-interests. 
And what would
constitute a reason for an agent to act morally would be an explanation of just how it is that such action is (all things are
considered) in fact in the agent's best interests.
What all this discussion comes down to is that for those who hold any of the anti-realist moral theories, reasons and
rationality do not form a part of acting morally. Motivations to act morally come from "the passions" -- one's attitudes
and feelings. So no reasons can be offered for an agent to act morally, if that agent is not already predisposed
(attitudinally) to so act. But for those who hold any of the realist moral theories, reasons and rationality do form a part
of acting rationally. Motivations to act morally come from the natural human instinct to pursue one's own best interest.
Reasons can therefore be offered to an agent to act morally -- reasons that appeal to that agent's self-interests.
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What is the best way to understand the relationship
between human well-being and morality?  
There is no single "best way" to understand the relationship between human well-being and morality. 
The very meaning
of the concept "human well-being" in the context of a discussion of morality, is going to depend on the theory of
morality from within which one approaches the concept. Given the kinds of widespread debates in contemporary ethics,
and the multitude of differing concepts of morality proposed, each of these terms -- "human well-being" and "morality"
-- is open to multiple, incompatible, interpretations. 
Any relationship between them, therefore, is going to depend on
just how the two concepts are understood. In other words, one cannot talk about the "best way" to understand the
relationship between these two concepts until one has landed on some particular meaning for the concepts, and a scale
of measure for the concept of "best"..
That being said, the term "well-being" is commonly used in philosophical discussions to describe what is "good for a
person". Well-being is thus a kind of value, distinct from aesthetic value, and possibly distinct from moral value. It
remains an open question, subject to much debate, whether something that is "good for me" is also "morally good".
G.E. Moore, for example, is one prominent critic of the notion of "good for". In his Principia Ethica, he defined
"goodness" as a property only of states of affairs and did not accept the idea that there is a distinct concept of "good for"
a person. 
Moore did not distinguish between moral and non-moral goodness. 
He maintained that moral goodness is just
ordinary goodness when possessed by certain things. Instead of accepting a concept of "good for a person", he defined a
person's good as what is simply or ultimately good and located in his life.(1)
Whether this notion of "good for me" is intended to be understood in a pragmatic, non-instrumentally, or ultimate sense
(and just how those terms are to be cashed out), again also depends on the concept of morality from which one starts.
But in answer to the question "what does well-being consist in", the standard approach is to group theories into either
hedonist theories, objective list theories, or desire theories(2). Hedonist theories view well-being in terms of happiness
or pleasure. 
The most noted examples of this are the varieties of Utilitarianism. 
The objective-list theories view wellbeing in terms of some laundry list of suggested "good" things. The most noted example of this is the Aristotelian
concept of eudemonia. 
The greatest difference between the hedonist and the objective-list theories is that for the
hedonist theories, the pleasure or happiness has to be experienced to count. Whereas the objective-list theories maintain
that the suggested list of "goods" count as good, whether anyone is aware of them or not.
The desire theories are a response to a primary criticism of hedonist theories. Roger Nozick, in his Anarchy, State, and
Utopia(3), suggested that if hedonist theories were correct, then everyone would choose to plug themselves into his
"experience machine" -- a machine, like the Matrix(4), that provides a complete perceptual experience of whatever one
regarded as pleasant or happiness producing. Since most people would not plug themselves into such a machine,
Nozick concluded that hedonist theories could not be correct. In response to this criticism, desire theories argue that
what people want is not the perceptual sensation of happiness or pleasure, but the satisfaction of the preferences or
desires that result in such happiness or pleasure. 
Since preference or desire satisfaction requires some true factual
propositions about reality, simply having the simulated experience is not acceptable.
But the main problem with discussing these theories of well-being, is that the devil is in the details. 
How one is going to
cash out one's hedonist, objective-list, or desire satisfaction theory of "well-being", and how consequently, one is going
to understand the relationship between morality and well-being, depends intimately on the concept of morality that one
chooses to adopt. 
Some moral theories, in fact, do not recognize any relationship with well-being.
Consider, for example, that most regular (i.e. non-philosopher) people's concept of "morality" is an Authoritative Rule
code of right or wrong behavior -- either provided by one's religious affiliation, or specifically adopted by a particular
social group (as in a medical code of ethics, or a business code of ethics), or socially accepted "mores" or social habits.
There are also, of course, philosophical theories that would fall into this group - 
the contractualism of T. M. Scanlon(5)
(6)
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and the moral relativism of Gilbert Harman and David B. Wong are just two examples. Such a code of morality is
couched in "Commandments" -- rules of conduct that are prescribed or proscribed. In other words, these concepts of
"morality" are non-consequentialist. 
Philippa Foot was right(7) -- the average person's Authoritative Rule concept of
"morality" is very much like etiquette -- this is done, that is not done, period. The notion of "human well-being" is not
the primary concern. 
The justification for the rules is not in the consequences of following the rules, so it is not a
justification of Authoritative Rule morality that it will lead to better human well-being.
Of course, there is still a second-level relationship involved. Religious morality, for example, will see the relationship
as benefiting the well-being of the moral actor ("human" in a personal rather than a global sense), as measured in
spiritual terms -- sometimes in the here-now, and sometimes in the indefinite future (heaven?). Conventionalist or
Contractualist morality will see the relationship as benefiting everyone, as measured in economic well-being, in the
here-now. And so forth. 
But even within the general category of etiquette-like non-consequentialist morality, one
cannot talk about the "best way" to understand the relationship between morality and human well-being in any more
specific terms without establishing which concept of morality is to frame the basis (define the terms) of the discussion.
By comparison with the Authoritative Rule kind of morality, the Non-Cognitive theories of morality all reject the notion
that moral language expresses propositions about the world that can be true in a sense independent of our thoughts about
the topic. Hence, to one extent or another, they all interpret moral language as expressive of emotions or
prescriptions/commands. 
In such an approach, there is no direct connection between morality and human well-being -they are concepts that exist in two separate realms -- the non-factual (non-propositional) and the factual (propositional).
There simply is no relationship between human well-being and morality to understand.
Kantian "duty ethics" is another example of a non-consequentialist moral system(8). 
Kant derived a series of rules
(Categorical Imperatives) that a reasonable person (in order to be reasonable) must follow. 
Kant argued that these rules
are dictated by reason, not justified by their consequences. For Kant, like the others mentioned above, there is no
explicit first-level relationship between human well-being and morality. 
Like with the Non-Cognitivist theories, the two
concepts are in different realms. Although, at a second level, Kant did think that a rational moral agent, obeying the
dictates of reason, would end up with a better life. 
But this was not a justification of the rules or a motivation to be
moral. According to Kant, being rational not only leads to the rules of morality, but also leads to human well-being.
And, as befitting a second-level relationship, Kant was not specific in how he viewed the "well-being" of his moral
agents.
Aristotelian forms of "virtue ethics" provide an example of a differing concept of the relationship between human wellbeing and morality. "Virtue Ethics" views morality as the result of living a virtuous life.(9) 
The beneficiary of living a
virtuous life is the person being virtuous, so the "human" in "human well-being" is understood on a personal level,
rather than on a global level. However, the benefits of being moral (the well-being involved) are not achieved as the
consequences of any specific example of acting morally. 
Instead, the well-being accrues to the virtuous agent as a result
of having lived a virtuous life. In other words, the well-being resulting from having lived a virtuous life is not (entirely)
achieved in the here-now, but is realized more completely in the indefinite future. The term eudemonia (from Aristotle)
is used by modern virtue ethics theorists as a standard synonym for the well-being that is supposed to result from living
virtuously. 
It is standardly translated as "happiness" or "flourishing." But the trouble comes when trying to interpret the
concept in measureable terms. 
So again, just what those benefits actually are -- just how to understand the concept of
"human well-being" involved -- will vary depending on the details of system of morality underlying the discussion.
Utilitarianism is the one theory of morality that has an apparently straight forward link between the notion of "human
well-being" and "morality". The Utilitarian principle of "the greatest good for the greatest number" guarantees that link
as long as "human well-being" is understood as a synonym for "greatest good for the greatest number". But of course,
that synonymy does not have to hold. 
There is nothing in standard Mill/Bentham Utilitarianism that mandates that
synonymy. Mill/Bentham Utilitarianism speaks in terms of "happiness" and sometimes "utility" without providing a
particular interpretation of how those concepts are to be measured. 
It remains a widely debated open question whether
"greatest happiness/utility" is really synonymous with "human well-being".
But even within the confines of a Utilitarianism that does equate "human well-being" with "happiness", "utility" and
"greatest good", the problem comes in how to measure these things. 
Particular Utilitarian theories diverge on how to
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measure "utility". 
Is it the net sum, the minimum negative total, the average, or John Rawl's maximin(10). Is it
pleasure/pain, happiness, preferences or desires, rational preferences of fully informed agents, ideal preferences of
omniscient agents, etc. 
And is what is being evaluated the consequences of actions (Act Utilitarianism), versus rules
(Rule Utilitarianism) or policies. 
Different variations of Utilitarianism employ concepts of well-being that fall into all
three of the hedonistic, objective-list, and desire theories mentioned above. So initially the relationship between human
well-being and morality might seem straight forward -- well-being defining the moral. But to explore below that initial
definition -- when trying to find the "best way" to understand the relationship between human well-being and Utilitarian
morality -- one has to determine just what notion of well-being is intended.
A somewhat easier example to discuss is that of Evolutionary Ethics(11). A consequentialist theory of morality, the
moral principle is provided by the Darwinian principle of "greatest inclusive fitness". 
Unlike the philosophical debates
about measuring "utility", any debates about measuring "greatest inclusive fitness" turn into scientific debates within the
science of population genetics. Although initially, the "human" involved must be understood in terms of the genes of
the acting moral agent rather than globally, at a second level Evolutionary Ethics argues that humans in general will be
better off (in terms of inclusive fitness) if each individual pursues their own inclusive fitness -- somewhat akin to the
"invisible hand" economic argument of Adam Smith(12).
Some philosophers have argued that morality, and moral contemplation, is the domain of concerns for the well-being or
flourishing (in the sense of happiness and/or health, the amount to which one is thriving, prospering, succeeding). They
view morality as an expression of the desire for happiness and a good life. In their view, people promote their moral
views because they want to live in what they think is a fair and civil society, for the benefit of themselves and their
family. 
But this view of morality, and the apparent moral-prudential conflicts that it engenders, will be hotly disputed
by any non-consequentialist moral philosopher. It also seems an inevitable component of the concept of morality that
morality sometimes asks us to do things that require sacrifice of this concept of well-being or flourishing. Should we go
out of our way to help a stranger in distress or hurry on our way to an important business meeting? Should we give a
certain percentage of our income to charity or fund our own nest egg? 
If the prudential (well-being) sometimes conflicts
with the moral, why be moral?
There is thus simply no "best" way to understand the relationship between human well-being and morality until one has
landed on a concept of morality from which to approach the discussion. 
Each differing concept of morality will define
the concept of "human well being" in terms of its own vocabulary. 
Some will render the relationship as irrelevant -conceiving morality as having little to do with human well-being. 
Others will render the relationship as central -conceiving morality as depending on some concept of human well being. 
Any further discussion must wait for a
specific concept of morality to give the terms of the dicussion meaning.
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Is there a necessary link between human well-being and
morality?  
No, there is not. 
The reason is that there is no commonly accepted meaning for the concept of "morality" or of "human
well-being". 
Each different conception of "morality" usually entails a different concept of "human well-being" -- but
not necessarily. 
And each different conception of "human well-being" usually entails a different concept of "morality" - but again, not necessarily. 
(I will not get into the meaning of "necessary" in this context, but rely on the common runof-the-mill understanding.)
Moral theories can be roughly classed as either consequentialist or non-consequentialist. 
Consequentialist theories
determine the morality of actions on the basis of the consequences of some action in question. 
Non-consequentialist
theories rely on the motivation of the action, or the nature of the action, or (in the case of anti-realist theories) deny that
there is any factual element to moral utterances. 
Since "human well-being" is affected by the factual consequences of
actions and not by the nature of the action or the motivation of the action, or a non-action utterance, nonconsequentialist moral theories do not maintain a close link between morality and human well-being. 
Nonconsequentialist theories of morality incorporate a sharp disconnect between actions, persons, or things that are morally
approved or disapproved, and any conception of human well-being. 
The disconnect results from the separation of the
criteria for moral approval and the criteria for impacting human well-being. 
The two criteria are in different universes.
Non-consequentialist theories separate moral considerations from prudential considerations. Thinking about well-being
belongs in the prudential universe, not the moral universe. Any non-consequentialist moral theory is thus compatible
with many different conceptions of "human well-being".
Kantian duty ethics, for example, where the Categorical Imperatives are justified on the basis of their supposed
derivation from reason and rationality, has no link to any particular concept of human well-being. 
Kant argues that to
be reasonable and rational one must be moral, but does not argue that being moral is a means to human well-being. 
In
fact, he argues in places that one ought to be moral even if it damages one's well-being. The criterion for being moral is
a consideration of motivation. 
Another example is Hare's Prescriptivism, where moral utterances are taken as
commands and prescriptions not as factual descriptions of actions. 
Since actions by themselves are not something that
are moral or non-moral, morality cannot directly affect one's conception of human well-being. The criterion of being
moral is a consideration of language classification, or of emotional content. 
The most popular form of morality is
Authoritative Rule morality, where the moral worth of an action derives from whether or not it is in accord with the
Rules dictated by some Authority. 
The Ten Commandments are the classic examples. 
One obeys the rules regardless of
how the consequences might impact one's conception of human well-being. The criterion of being moral is a
consideration of obeisance to rules. 
It does not matter for such non-consequentialist theories of morality whether one's
concept of "human well-being" is cashed out in terms of individual or collective happiness, economic net worth, or
inclusive fitness.
On the other hand, consequentialist theories of morality, such as Utilitarianism or Evolutionary Ethics, do establish a
necessary link between morality and human well-being. 
Consequentialist theories (by definition) evaluate the morality
of actions on the basis of the consequences of those actions. 
Therefore, they must include as part of their moral theory a
concept of human well-being that drives that evaluation. 
An action is moral to the extent that it improves (or is
expected to improve) the particular theory's definition of well-being. 
But although the connection for these theories is
thus necessary, different consequentialist moral theories incorporate vastly different notions of "human well-being".
But despite the wide variation in measures of well-being proposed, all consequentialist theories collapse the distinction
between the prudential and the moral. 
Moral and prudential considerations involve the same kinds of consequences, and
use the same measures of well-being. 
The only remains of the distinction that some consequentialist theories maintain
admit is based on the beneficiary of the consequences being evaluated. 
Some, but certainly not all, allow that moral
actions benefit others, while prudential actions benefit the agent.
The end result is that the very notion of how one conceives of "morality" will determine whether one considers that
there is a necessary link between human well-being and morality. 
If one conceives of morality in a consequentialist
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way, then one will argue that there is a necessary link. 
The concept that one has of "human well-being" is the criterion
for what one considers moral or immoral. But if one conceives of morality in a non-consequentialist way, then one will
argue that the link to "human well-being" is contingent on just which notion of "human well-being" is being discussed.
For a non-consequentialist morality, moral considerations are different from prudential considerations, and human wellbeing is in the prudential universe.
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Could there be a morality that was radically different from
our own?
Yes! Of course there could be, because there actually are such radically different moralities out there -- either actually
being followed by some people, or at least being discussed as moral theories by philosophers.
The problem with understanding the intent of this question is fixing the referent for "our own". 
There are two ways of
addressing this conundrum. 
One approach is to "smooth" or "average" the varieties of different moral codes that actual
people do in fact seem to follow into a general approximate overall moral code that we can pretend all people follow.
So "our own" becomes "our (all human beings) own". 
Then we can ask if there could be some morality that is radically
different from this approximate generalization of a morality that we pretend all people (or maybe just moral people)
follow. 
The other approach is to choose one set of people that pretend to adhere to one particular moral theory. Then
we can ask if there could be some morality that is radically different from our (this particular set of people's) own. 
A
variation on this second approach, is to choose the moral theory that I adhere to, and ask if there could be a morality that
is radically different from my own.
Fortunately for a clear answer to the title question, it does not matter which approach is taken. 
No matter what concept
of morality is used as the basis for the comparison, we can easily find a moral theory that is either actually practiced (or
at least pretended to be practiced) or is discussed by philosophers that is as radically different as one wishes to require.
To give an example, consider two opposing moral theories that are as different from each other as it seems possible to
imagine. 
One is the Christian morality, and the other is the morality defined by Evolutionary Ethics.
Christian morality is supposedly (self-avowedly, if not actually) practiced by a good proportion of the human race. 
It is
an Divine Command / Authoritative Rule morality defined by the Ten Commandments of the Old Testament and the
two commandments of Christ. 
(Various interpretations of Christianity add other Divine Commands gleaned from other
parts of the Bible.) 
It is a non-consequentialist system of morality that determines the morality of an action (or person,
etc.) on whether and how closely it follows the Divine commands. On some interpretations of Christ's second
commandment ("Love thy neighbour as thyself") it is an altruistic morality in that it bestows more moral worth to any
benefits that accrue to others than to any benefits that accrue to the acting agent. 
As a non-consequentialist system of
morality, it maintains the moral-prudential divide. The command is "You shall love the Lord your God with all your
heart, and with all your soul, and with all your mind." Circumstances and consequences are irrelevant to whether you
obey it (although, of course, they may determine how you obey it). 
But the divine commands gleaned from the Bible
are open to wide interpretation -- because the language is vague, the language is foreign (the original text is not in any
modern language), the commands can often be interpreted to contradict each other, and the meaning of some of the
words employed are uncertain given the context. 
So the Authoritative Rules involved in Christian morality are, to some
extent, a matter of subjective interpretation -- the great variety of different Christian sects is proof of that.
Evolutionary Ethics, by comparison, is a morality that is practiced consciously by very few. Although the theory is that
all people do in fact follow its basic principle, if for most only unconsciously and without rational consideration. 
It is a
consequentialist system of morality, where the morality of an action is determined by how it best serves the inclusive
fitness of the acting agent. It is, therefore, the exact opposite of an altruistic system of morality. 
And it is clearly an
objective system of morality in contrast to Christianity's somewhat subjective nature. 
What debates and disagreements
take place within an Evolutionary Ethics morality are about the facts of the matter and the science of population genetics
-- whether a given action is or is not, or by how much, serving the acting agent's inclusive fitness.
These two systems of morality are obviously radically different from each other -- on just about any axis of
comparison. But if you don't like my choice of examples, the literature on moral theories is replete with similar
radically different contrasts. 
Think of Egoistic Hedonism in contrast to a Marxian Altruistic morality. 
Or a Kantian
deontological duty based morality in contrast to an Aristotelian virtue ethics morality. Depending on who is chosen as
the referent for "our own" in the title question, it is easy to find a moral theory that is radically different from "our own",
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no matter how one interprets "radically different".
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Are there any good reasons that could be offered to
someone who claimed not to see why he ought to be
moral?
If the person who claims not so see why he ought to be moral is simply claiming not to see how or why your shared
moral code applies, then the problem is reduced to a simple disagreement over the facts of the circumstances. The more
interesting situation is if the person claims not to accept your concept of morality, and for that reason maintains he does
not see why he ought to be moral according to your judgment. So I will assume that is what is being referred to in the
essay title.
A "reason", therefore, would be a motive, an argument in favour of, or a justification for being moral that this person
would accept as motivating and justifying.   If someone thinks you have offered a "good reason" for being moral, it
means that in their mind you have offered a motive that makes sense. 
The emphasis is thus not on a standard of "good"
according to the system of morality of the person offering the reasons. 
That would be quite circular. 
It would not
convince or motivate anyone who did not already accept that system of morality. For example, it would not be a "good
reason" for someone who did not accept the principles of Utilitarianism, to offer as a reason for being moral that it
would maximize the utility for the greatest number. So what is being requested here is a "good reason" according to the
person being addressed, for accepting as motivating the moral principles being argued for. 
It is, therefore, requesting a
motivating reason for a person who claims not to find it motivating to be moral according to your moral judgement.
In other words, what is being asked is whether there are any reasons that can be offered to justify some system of
morality that do not already presuppose that system of morality. 
Or, equivalently, whether there are any non-moral
reasons that can be offered in support of some system of morality. 
And if there are, is there any extra-moral standard by
which such reasons might be classed as "good" or "bad".
For most theories of morality, the answer to the title question would have to be "No!" Most moral theories distance
themselves from the natural world. 
They separate the universe of "moral" from the universe of "prudential". 
Consider
the most common form of moral system -- an Authoritarian Rule morality. Here what is moral is defined by the rules
that some authority has decreed. 
The authority involved might be a God, as in the Jewish-Christian-Islamic moral code;
or it might be the accepted code of some social group, as in Cultural Relativism; or it might be the recorded words of
some respected guru, as in Confucianism, Buddhism, Maoism, or Marx-Leninism. 
Obviously, if one does not already
accept the decrees of the designated authority as authoritative, one will find no motivating reason for being moral.
Consider also the many forms of non-cognitivist or anti-realist moral theory. Here, moral language is not factual. So
again, there would be nothing that you could offer in moral language that could possibly be motivating for someone
who did not consider your opinion in these matters worthy of concern. Even amongst the cognitive moral theories,
many of them rely on the dictates of reason to justify their moral principles. Consider Kant's Categorical Imperatives, or
Klempner's morality of dialog. 
Their justifying rational is that their particular moral principles would be the inevitable
conclusion of a rational person properly considering the matter. Unfortunately, most people would rather "go with their
feelings" than follow their rational dictates. 
So if a person does not already see why he ought to be rational, there is
nothing in such justifications that would be considered a motivation to be moral.
The only moral theories from which a person could offer "good reasons" to be moral to someone who does not already
see why he ought to be moral, are the theories that are ultimately based on the moral agent's self-interest. For if a person
does not already accept your particular moral theory -- and your judgements of what actions are moral -- then the only
leverage you can find is that person's desires and preferences. Everybody finds their own self-interest motivating.
Human beings are an evolved species, and as such have evolved a deep personal interest in their own self-interest, their
own personal welfare, the satisfaction of their own desires and preferences. 
If a person claims that he does not see his
own self-interest as motivating, we question not his morality but his sanity (or honesty, or language competence).
The essay's title question comes down to whether, from some particular moral theory, there can be any self-interested
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reasons to offer to someone who claims not to see why he ought to be moral. 
Only if you can argue that being moral is
in that person's own self-interest can you offer any reasons that person need accept why he ought to be moral. And this
severely narrows the kind of moral theory from which "good reasons" can be offered. 
Only those consequentialist
moral theories that collapse the distinction between "moral" and "prudential", that see moral properties in the real world
facts of the matter, can hope to offer such "good reasons". 
As an example, consider Hare and Singer's preference
utilitarianism. 
Right moral actions are defined as those that maximally fulfill the interests (preferences) of those persons
involved. 
As long as a person has any preferences, no matter how "strange", you may be able to offer "good reasons"
for that person to be moral. 
And such reasons promise to satisfy that person's preferences, such "good reasons" would
automatically be motivating for that person to be moral -- at least according to preference utilitarianism. 
Other realist
consequential moral systems would have their own basis for providing self-interest based "good reasons" for being
moral.
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What is the best way of defining an altruistic act?
The common folk notion of an altruistic act is one that costs the acting agent while benefiting someone else. 
The archtypical example is someone jumping into a raging torrent, at considerable (possibly fatal) risk to himself, in order to
save a drowning stranger. But upon further consideration, the matter becomes far from simple.
The word "altruism" was coined by Auguste Comte(1), in order to describe the ethical doctrine he supported. He
believed that individuals had a moral obligation to renounce self-interest and live for others. But the sentiment for
which Comte coined the word has been around since the dawn of Western philosophy. 
Aristotle(2) wrote that men
should love others more than themselves, and that the more one acts for another's sake, the better off one is.
This belief has permeated modern philosophical thinking on morality. C.D. Broad characterizes altruism as "the
doctrine that each of us has a special obligation to benefit others."(3) W.G. Maclagan considers altruism "a duty to
relieve the distress and promote the happiness of our fellows...Altruism is to...maintain quite simply that a man may and
should discount altogether his own pleasure or happiness as such when he is deciding what course of action to
pursue."(4) James Fieser states the altruist dictum as "An action is morally right if the consequences of that action are
more favorable than unfavorable to everyone except the agent."(5) 
B.A.O. Williams is a little bit more inclusive,
defining altruism as referring "to a general disposition to regard the interests of others, merely as such, as making some
claim on one, and, in particular, as implying the possibility of limiting one's own projects."(6)
The MacMillan Online Dictionary defines altruism as "a way of thinking or behaving that shows you care about other
people and their interests more than you care about yourself". 
The Mirriam-Webster Online Dictionary offers the
definition as "unselfish regard for or devotion to the welfare of others; behavior by an animal that is not beneficial to or
may be harmful to itself but that benefits others of its species." The Online Dictionary of Philosophical Terms and
Names defines altruism as a "belief that an agent's moral decisions should be guided by consideration for the interests
and well-being of other people rather than merely by self-interest, as egoism would recommend." And the Cambridge
Online Dictionary says altruism is a "willingness to do things which bring advantages to other people, even if it results
in disadvantage for yourself."
So it seems that in the common usage documented by these dictionaries, and discussed in the philosophical literature on
Ethics, the concept of an altruistic act can vary quite widely. 
An act can be classed as altruistic if it results from your
thinking of others and their interests as more important than you and your interests, regardless of the consequences of
the act. 
Or an act can be classed as altruistic if it costs you and benefits others. That is quite a wide scope for
disagreement and confusion.
We can, however, bring some analysis to the confusion. 
Firstly, the actual usage of the term can be divided neatly into
two separate concepts. There is what I will call "evolutionary altruism" (hereafter "e-altruism"), also sometimes called
"biological altruism", or "scientific altruism". 
And there is what I will call "psychological altruism" (hereafter "paltruism"), also sometimes called "philosophical altruism".
P-altruism, is a very loosely circumscribed concept. 
While benevolence, compassion, and humanity were not major
virtues for the ancient philosophers, modern moral philosophers generally agree that p-altruism is important to morality,
although they disagree about what it is, how to explain it, and what its scope should be. A minimal appreciation, one
favoured by many philosophers (notably Williams), is a recognition that the interests of others make claims on us and
limit what we may do. There are two different dimensions that will help understand where the vagueness lies.
The first dimension is the matter of what things are covered by the concept. Some philosophers employ the concept
only as applicable to actions that have moral consequences. Comte, Broad and Feiser would fall into this group. Other
philosophers employ the concept only as applicable to intentions or motivations, regarding the intention/motivation of
the agent as altruistic whether or not the intention is ever realized into action, or the action delivers the intended
consequences. Maclagan and Williams would be an example of this position. 
And there are many philosophers who
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maintain positions somewhere between the two extremes.
The second dimension is the matter of benefits. 
Everyone agrees that an altruistic act must benefit another party besides
the acting agent. But at one end of the spectrum, Kant for example, says that a moral act must be motivated by duty and
not by any self-interest. So he would dismiss any action or intention that has any element of self-interest in its
motivation. At the other end are philosophers who accept that any act that delivers benefits to another party is altruistic
whether or not it is motivated by self-interest, or delivers benefits to the agent. So Williams, as an example, would class
an act as altruistic as long as the agent fully considers the interests of others in his deliberations, regardless of how selfinterested might be the motivation or the benefits that result. 
In between are positions that treat the idea of some cost to
the agent as necessary for an act to be classed as altruistic.
In comparison to the rather vaguely defined notion of p-altruism, e-altruism is a very tightly defined concept. 
Unlike
most notions of p-altruism, e-altruism is entirely based on a scientific examination of actual behaviors. 
In evolutionary
biology, an organism is said to behave altruistically when its behaviour benefits other organisms, at a cost to itself. The
costs and benefits are measured in terms of reproductive fitness.(7) 
A behavior (not necessarily a consciously intended
act by a conscious agent) is e-altruistic if and only if it benefits the inclusive fitness of some other animal (not
necessarily of the same species as the agent) at a cost to the agent's own inclusive fitness. Since inclusive fitness is a
tightly defined concept of population genetics, it renders e-altruism just as tightly defined. 
Inclusive fitness would
encompass what are otherwise known as "kin altruism", "reciprocal altruism", and "cooperative altruism". 
By the
definition of e-altruism, none of these behaviors would qualify as e-altruistic. A mother cat dying to save her kittens is
not an altruistic act.
The problem of the loose notion of p-altruism is that is invites confusion in philosophical discourse. 
Consider the
definition that Williams has put forward. 
In his "Egoism and Altruism" article, he essentially incorporates into his
notion of "altruism" all the other-relating considerations that a prudent self-centered person would readily entertain. 
He
leaves left for his notion of "egoism" only a very narrow-minded future-ignoring self-only notion that no self-described
egoist would accept as a realistic characterization of "egoism". 
The result is that William's criticism of "egoism" carries
no weight. 
He has defined out of existence his potential opponents.
So the best way of defining an altruistic act, is to employ a tightly defined notion that will clear away the confusion.
And that definition is what I have called "e-altruism". 
P-altruism is just too vaguely defined, and too inviting of
confusion and cross-talk.
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Some Questions and Answers
(Part 1)
What is reality?
Is reality a dream? If not, what differentiates the 'real world' from the 'dream world'? If so, Life is wrapped in a dream.
If that is true, then wouldn't death be wrapped in a dream? Is death just one big dream?
The key to the answer is the recognition that the concepts "reality" and "dream [world]" refer to two distinctly different
modes of experience. By the very nature of these two concepts, they cannot refer to the same thing. Therefore, the
simple answer is "No!". Reality cannot be a dream without seriously abusing the meaning of the two words. Poets, of
course, are granted license to abuse the language for artistic purposes. But philosophers must take greater care.
We each experience "The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune" in two distinctly different modes. When
experiencing life in one mode, we notice that things perceived are constant, persistent, consistent, and coherent. When
experiencing life in the other mode, we notice that things perceived are dramatically less constant in form and character,
often transient in existence, frequently mutually inconsistent both from thing to thing and across time, and far more
frequently quite incoherent. One mode of experience draws the focus of our attention, is amenable to inquiry, and
responsive to our reactions. The other mode of experience often drifts uncontrollably past our attention, is rarely subject
to inquiry, and is often unresponsive to our reactions. On any scale of measure, the difference between the two modes of
experience is dramatic and unmistakable whenever noticed. One of these modes of experience we call the "real word",
the other we call the "dream world" (or hallucinations, or illusions).
Most of us spend most of our time experiencing life in the "real world" mode. Episodes spent in the "dream world",
while they may seem quite real at the time, always end with a transition back to the "real world" mode of experience.
Some people, for reasons as diverse as drugs to organic brain damage, spend more of their time in the "dream world".
Some people, again for diverse reasons, lose the ability to notice the distinctly different character of two modes of
experience, and are unable to distinguish their "real" experiences from their "dream" experiences.
The bottom line is that life is not a dream. The "real world", unlike the "dream world" possesses an unmistakably greater
degree of constancy, consistency, and coherence. In the real world, elephants are huge, grey and don't fly. That remains
true across time, and is consistent with all other information we have about the real world mode of experience. In the
dream world, pink elephants can buzz around your head, and turn into green mice stomping on the roof of your house.
The fact that sometimes a dream appears so real you can't tell, does not alter the fact that you always wake up.
I'm having trouble answering a big question. Maybe you can be of help. Here it is:
"Different cultures have different truths."
"A truth is that which can be accepted universally."
What are the implications for knowledge of agreeing with these opposing statements?
It is not clear from your question whether you are interested in the implications for knowledge of agreeing with each of
these statements individually or collectively. I'm going to try to answer in a way that addresses both possibilities.
It is widely (but not universally) accepted in Philosophy that "knowledge" constitutes a justified belief in a true
proposition -- where for our purpose here we can define a "proposition" as an assertion that says something that can be
either true or false. So the implications of these two statements you have provided arise from their respective notions of
what constitutes a "True proposition".
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The two statements that trouble you present quite distinct and conflicting notions of "Truth". But that is because they
come from quite different conceptual realms. So it is not surprising that they appear to conflict when juxtaposed out of
their natural habitats.
The first statement -- "Different cultures have different truths." This is a classic statement from cultural anthropology.
Within that context, the meaning of the statement derives from two observations: (a) what makes an identifiable
"culture" are the common beliefs shared by the people of that culture; and (b) what separates one culture from another,
are the differences between the common beliefs of the two cultures. For there to be two cultures, there must (almost by
definition) be two different sets of common beliefs shared by two different groups of people.
For our purpose here, let's define "a belief" (like a proposition defined above) as an assertion that says something that
can be either true or false. What marks a cultural belief, then, is the acceptance of some assertion as true by all (or at
least the great majority of) the people of that culture. This general acceptance can be (and often is) quite independent of
whether the assertion corresponds to the facts of the matter, or is consistent (coherent) with the other beliefs of the
people of that culture. It can even be independent of whether in fact anyone at all actually believes the assertion to be
true. All that really counts is whether the great majority behaves as if they believe the assertion to be true.
Within the context of cultural anthropology, the statement in question is not an attempt to establish a definition of
"Truth". Nor is it an attempt to claim that the notion of "Truth" is culturally relative. It is instead a bit of poetic license
used to express the fact that different cultures believe in different collections of fundamental assertions about their
culture and their world. It is a description of what people believe to be true, rather than a statement about what is
actually true or what is actually knowledge.
To take this statement out of its cultural anthropology context is to dip into a school of philosophical thought usually
referred to as "Cultural Relativism" (for obvious reasons). Within this wider context, the statement would have to be
interpreted as both a definition of "Truth", and a claim that the notion of "Truth" (and thus "knowledge") is culturally
relative. Within Cultural Relativism, a belief is considered to be "True" if it is widely believed to be true within the
relevant culture. Since beliefs differ between cultures, as documented by cultural anthropology, "Truths" must
necessarily differ between cultures.
(Cultural Relativism is more widely maintained as a system of Ethics than as a treatment of truth and knowledge. In
Ethics, Cultural Relativism maintains that what is "good" and "right" is defined by the common beliefs of the culture as
to what ought to be considered "good" and "right".)
The second statement -- "A truth is that which can be accepted universally." Taken at face value, the statement is a
straight definition of "Truth". It establishes the criteria that determine whether or not some assertion is to be considered
true. Whatever the assertion is, if it can be accepted universally, then it is to be considered true. Unlike the cultural
anthropology context of the first statement, this definition of "Truth" does not require actual acceptance by anyone. It
requires only that such acceptance is possible, and makes no reference to how unlikely that possibility might be. Unlike
the Correspondence Theory of "Truth", it does not reference the actual facts of the matter. And unlike the Coherence
Theory of "Truth", it does not concern itself with the consistency of beliefs.
Consider an assertion such as "Unicorns exist" or "Fairies dance under the moonlight at the bottom of my garden".
Certainly it is thinkable that these two assertions could be accepted universally -- independently of whether unicorns or
fairies exist or not; independently of whether a belief in the existence of unicorns or fairies is consistent with other
beliefs held to be true; and independently of whether there actually is universal acceptance of these assertions or not.
Therefore, each of these assertions would have to be regarded as "a truth". Clearly this is not a reasonable approach to a
general meaning of "Truth". And clearly, this notion of "Truth" is inconsistent with notions expressed in either the
cultural anthropology or Cultural Relativism contexts of the first statement. So we must assume that there is a hidden
context behind this statement that has been lost in transmission.
If truth is determined by the cultural acceptance of the assertion as true, then you "know" any assertion that you believe
to be true, and that you have cause to believe is generally accepted as true within your culture. Alternatively, if truth is
determined by the possibility of universal acceptance of the assertion as true, then you "know" any assertion that you
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believe to be true, and that you have cause to believe could possibly be universally accepted as true.
Note that in both these cases, there is no reference to the actual facts of the matter, and no reference to the consistency
between one assertion of knowledge and another. Thus, it would be perfectly feasible for you to "know" both that
"Unicorns exist" and that "Unicorns do not exist". This is not how people normally think of knowledge they consider
whether they "know" something.
In the absence of any context for the second statement, there are a number of ways to reinterpret it so that it makes a
little more sense. We could, for example, draw upon the cultural context of the first statement and reinterpret the
meaning of "universally" in the second to mean "universally within a culture". This reinterpretation would at least make
the two statements consistent.
Another reinterpretation would be to understand "That which can be accepted universally" to mean "That for which
there is justification that all rational people would accept if they were aware of it". This would incorporate the notion of
justification critical to the concept of "knowledge" we are employing here. It would also eliminate the unlikely but
remotely feasible possibilities opened up by the use of "can". On the other hand, without some contextual reason for this
reinterpretation, it is certainly stretching the use of English to find this meaning in the words provided.
I'll leave you with the question of whether or not either the Cultural Relativist or the universal acceptance notion of
"knowledge" and "Truth" is consistent with how you employ those notions. I know for me, neither is reasonable.
Personally, I subscribe to the Correspondence Theory of Truth (wherein an assertion is true just in case it accurately
describes the facts of the matter). I find, therefore, that both of these statements are philosophically incorrect, although
they may certainly possess poetic meaning within some special contexts (such as cultural anthropology).
Can a moral person be happy?
The short answer is -- Yes!
The longer answer is -- it depends on one's moral standards.
If, as many people, you adopt or inherit your moral standards from one of the many religions extant, then you most
likely have an "unselfish/ altruistic" foundation for your moral beliefs. You will probably hold that, ceteris paribus, it is
the welfare of others that is your primary moral concern. In that event, your own happiness is at the mercy of others -either because you are called upon to make sacrifices in the interests of the common good, or a duty to help others, or a
commandment to not be selfish and self centered. And in that case, you will only find yourself happy when someone
else makes it their business to make you happy. Making yourself happy is immoral.
But on the other hand, if you adopt your moral standards after a reasoned analysis of the best evidence available and
without any preconceived conditions, then you will realize that the welfare of oneself and one's family is your primary
moral concern. From this standard of morality, making oneself happy and allowing oneself to be happy is a noble ethical
pursuit. And in that case, happiness is the expected self-generated reward for a properly conducted moral life.
You takes your pick, and you reaps the consequences.
How do I know that what I perceive as the colour red is the same colour that you perceive as being red?
There are a couple of ways of approaching an answer to this question, depending on just how the question was intended
-- as a question about knowledge, or as a question about perception.
You know that you are using the label "red" correctly if you have adequate evidentiary justification for a belief that you
are calling "red" the same suite of things in world that others call "red". This is the process of learning what the symbol
"red" means. And it is the process of learning the English language.
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To know more specifically that you are labelling as "red" the same things that I label as "red", you need to compare your
list of "red" things with my list of "red" things. If the two lists correspond sufficiently, then we are both using the label
in a similar manner. The match between our respective lists of "red" things need not be exact. It merely needs to be
sufficiently similar to avoid confusion in most cases.
To know that you are perceiving the color red the same way that I do is a separate question. And you may be surprised
to find that it is largely irrelevant. It makes absolutely no difference to anyone (other than a scientist curious about that
specific aspect of perception) whether we each perceive red in the same way or not. One of us could be color blind, or
wearing color transposing glasses. Or it may be natural for "red" things to appear differently to each perceiver. Makes
no difference. All that matters is that we each respectively call "red" (roughly) the same things in the world.
It is only if we find different things in the world that we each label as "red" that we can explore the differences in how
we perceive "red". And aside from those clear cases of color blindness, we will almost always find that such differences
in our respective lists of "red" things is due to a difference in our vocabularies. My wife, for example, has a much richer
vocabulary of "red-like" color names (crimson, raspberry, candy cane, garnet, rose, wine, etc.). So I label as "red" many
more things in the world than she does. Does she perceive "red" differently? Doesn't make any difference. And barring
more scientific investigation with specific light frequencies, there is no way to tell.
Do we have a mind in addition to our brains? If not then how do we explain conscious thoughts?
The answer to your first question depends, of course, of just what you conceive "mind" to be. Some people
(philosophers included) conceive "mind" to be some sort of non-material "Spirit" that animates the human animal. In
which case, naturally, the answer to your question would be "yes". Others are more materialistic, and consider that all
there is is the brain, so the answer to your question would be "no".
Me, however, I consider the "mind" to be the product of the brain in action. Somewhat akin to the majesty of
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony being the product of an orchestra in action. Materially, all that exists is the orchestra. But
the majestic harmony produced can be regarded (and studied) as something entirely different.
As to your second question, I would highly recommend Consciousness Explained by Daniel C. Dennett. I found it an
eminently readable and very entertaining exploration of your very question. I feel sure you will enjoy it.
If a person is sliced symmetrically in half instantaneously about the vertical axis, before that person's inevitable death,
where would his consciousness lie? Since the brain is also symmetrically divided perfectly, would it be possible to have
two entities of that person in that moment? A "logical" and a "creative" version of that person, so to speak?
Your question presupposes that the conscious "I" is somehow independent of the brain in such a manner that it could
function with only half of one. I challenge this assumption as a position for which we have no evidence. So my answer
would be that the consciousness would die in the instant that the brain was divided.
There is a significant amount of evidence, to which you make passing reference, that the two halves of the cerebrum
contribute different sorts of mental functions to consciousness. But there is no evidence that consciousness could
successfully function without either set of those functions.
There is evidence from victims of severe epilepsy that the corpus callosum can be severed without impairing
consciousness. The corpus callosum is the structure deep in the brain that connects the right and left hemispheres of the
cerebrum. But that is not the only pathway that connects the two halves of the brain. There is more to the brain than the
cerebrum. Patients who have undergone such treatment have never displayed dual personalities. Rather they have
demonstrated that there must be alternate pathways for information to flow from one side of the cerebrum to the other.
There is also evidence from people with various sorts of brain damage, that consciousness can get along reasonably well
without major portions of the brain. But none of that evidence would suggest that one half of a functioning
consciousness could suddenly get along without the other. Survivors of major brain-cell losses take years to even
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partially recover. All evidence of this sort would suggest that loosing any piece of the brain causes severe mental
problems for the unfortunate victim. Loosing one-half of the brain-cells would undoubtedly be instantly fatal.
For more discussion of this issue, in greater depth and with greater expertise than I can muster here, I refer you to
Consciousness Explained by Daniel C. Dennett.
Someone give me a convincing argument against the reasoning that humans have "free will". I've heard the argument
that if you could calculate everything at a certain moment you could predict the future. But that doesn't mean we don't
have free will, it just means we can predict the future. I think that a lot of philosophers take the "everything has been
determined" standpoint because they are pretentious.
Try Elbow Room: The Varieties of Free Will Worth Wanting by Daniel C. Dennett. I think you will find the author very
readable, and his text directly addresses your question.
I am trying to drastically change my life and gain a better understanding of life in general. What philosophical books
have changed your life? I would prefer to read books that I can readily apply to my social life.
Here is my own offering of the three most life changing books I have read -- (1) Atlas Shrugged by Ayn Rand; (2) The
Selfish Gene by Richard Dawkins (and I recommend you follow this with The Extended Phenotype by the same author,
in order to complete the story started in the first book); and (3) Men are from Mars and Women are from Venus by Dr.
John Grey. All are very readable, and targeted at the average reader. They are not heavy philosophical works.
Once you have managed those, try these heavier philosophical works -- Darwin's Dangerous Idea and Consciousness
Explained by Daniel C. Dennett; The Wealth and Poverty of Nations by David S. Landes; Culture Matters by Lawrence
E. Harrison and Samuel P. Huntington.
Add to this list a good History of Western Philosophy. My own favorite is A History of Western Philosophy by Bertrand
Russell, but it is a little dated (first published in 1945), stops with William James and John Dewey and the early Logical
Positivists, and should be supplemented with a text that covers the Twentieth Century. With this as a base, I think you
will be well positioned to start your own reading list.
I have something in my mind that's troubling me. Somehow I have managed to see that generalizations are not correct,
since we know nothing about the universe and there could be something out there that would make that generalization
incorrect. I don't know, but I strongly believe that generalizations are a major problem in people's way of thinking.
What's your opinion about this?
What you have identified is more commonly known (in philosophical circles at least) as "The Problem of Induction".
An inductive conclusion is a generalization from a sequence of observed particulars to a general conclusion. The
"Problem of Induction" is that the truth of such conclusions can only be demonstrated Inductively. This can be
considered either as arguing in circles, or "bootstrapping" -- depending on how sceptical you are feeling.
For example -- I see a swan and it is white. I wander about my environment and observe that all the swans that I see are
white. After compiling what I feel is adequate evidence to justify the conclusion I generalize to the inductive conclusion
that "All swans are white". This, of course, is incorrect. My conclusion will be invalidated the first time I encounter a
black Australian swan.
When one employs induction to reach such generalizations, one must keep in mind that the conclusion reached is only
probably true, and not absolutely true. The degree of confidence one can have in the conclusion depends on the nature
of the evidence supporting the conclusion. The more the evidence, the more detailed the understanding of the causations
involved, the more confidence one can have in the truth of the conclusions. But inductive conclusions are thereby unlike
"religious" truths that are taken to be absolutely, totally, and unchallengeably true.
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On the other hand, all statements about the nature of Reality are Inductive conclusions. Far from being a major problem
in people's way of thinking, Inductive Reasoning is an essential part of how we deal with the slings and arrows of daily
life. Do you set the alarm clock to wake you on time tomorrow morning? Do you turn the steering wheel left (rather
than right) when you want to make a left turn? Do you eagerly anticipate that mouth-wateringly delicious fork-full of
(whatever) at dinner time? If you do any of these things, then you are basing your actions (and your emotions) on the
inductive generalization that the future will be like the past, and that things will continue to work the way that you have
experienced them working in the past. That the sun will rise tomorrow (and the Universe will not disappear in a puff of
sub-quantum smoke) is an inductive generalization.
But I think I might know why you are arriving at your belief that such generalizations are a major problem in people's
thinking. Most people are brought up within an Authoritative social environment. Parents, schools and most especially
religious organizations are constantly bombarding the poor student with messages such as -- "Do what I tell you because
I tell you", "Believe what I tell you because I tell you", and most destructively "These are the Truths, and they are
absolute!". As a result, too many people begin to think that any statement that is accepted as "True" is "Truth Absolute".
Too many people forget the conditional on inductive generalizations -- they are only probably true, are always subject to
revision and correction, and they are only as useful as the evidence that justifies them.
I would like someone to answer this question I have been pondering for a long time. Where exactly does our (your)
"Liberty" come from? As many responses would help.
P.S. Not just the Constitutional argument for Liberty, but is there a natural right to Liberty?
I am going to provide my answer from one particular philosophical perspective. There are other philosophical
perspectives that will result in quite different answers. So I really hope that you get more than my answer to this
question.
First, I must lay some foundation. "Life" is characterized by the unique fact that living things change and move -- "act" - through the directed application of internally collected, stored, converted, and channeled energy. At a very
fundamental level, the goal of all living behaviour is the maintenance of the life that is behaving. It is that (not
necessarily contiguous) stretch of the DNA (or RNA) molecule that can be labelled as a Gene that is what must be
recognized as the entity that survives and proliferates -- continuation of which is the goal of Life's actions. The actually
observed behaviour of all living creatures, both in general and individually, is highly flexible and variable but within the
broad genetically defined limits of continued genetic survival.
As an example of life, as an example of the species Homo sapiens, and as an individual consciousness, our purpose is to
ensure the continued survival and proliferation of our genes. To be "Good" at anything is to do a quality job at fulfilling
the purpose of that thing. A good Human Being is efficient and effective, and fulfils with quality, the purpose for which
the Human Being was built -- to ensure the continued survival and proliferation of our genes. To ensure the continued
survival and proliferation of our genes is a never ending struggle. There is never enough assurance that the job is
complete. There is always something extra that can be done, some marginal increase of assurance that can be found. The
struggle continues whether or not the individual is consciously aware of why they are striving, or what they are striving
for. Even if they are striving under misconceptions, misinformation, or mistaken assumptions, the human animal is built
to strive. The best situation is to be consciously aware of why you are striving, and employ the best of your intellectual
abilities to make conscious rational choices of what to strive for. Happiness comes from knowing you are doing a good
job.
In order to best provide for the welfare of himself and his family, mankind has discovered that it is a good thing to have
the freedom to pursue whatever means seem to be the best available at the moment. At the same time, however,
mankind has also discovered that he can better the welfare of himself and his family by co-operating with his fellow
humans in projects of mutual benefit. A co-operating social group, however, must necessarily impose some restrictions
on the individual freedoms of each member of the group. Otherwise, nothing would get done co-operatively. The
concept of individual personal freedom within the confines of a co-operating social group is the source of the concept
"liberty".
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So -- where does "liberty" come from? It comes from the mutual agreements arrived at by the co-operating members of
a social group. "Liberty" is the freedom of action allowed by the group to each member of the group. More importantly,
constraints on liberty are imposed by mutual agreement amongst the members of the group on their respective
individual freedom in order that they each may best achieve the mutual benefits attainable from group co-operation.
So much for the meta-political theory. In actual practice, of course, especially in modern societies, there is little in the
way of "mutual agreement" in the development of what are deemed necessary constraints on individual freedom in the
interests of best achieving supposedly mutually beneficial co-operative goals. In any event, our liberty comes from the
determinations of the political processes as to the extent of individual freedom we ought to have while we remain part of
a social group.
I hope that the foregoing also adequately explains why we have no "natural right" to liberty.
Dear sir, I want to know the purpose of life. I am of the opinion that, if anyhow we're going to die, then why such
anxiety to work while living?.Why don't I die, instead of living? Is it my basic human nature or some other mysterious
principle that commands me to exist like this? Please provide a solution. I have been worrying about it for the past 2
years.
First, an important disclaimer. I am a realist/ materialist. I am not an idealist or a dualist. So my answer to your question
will exclude any reference to religious or spiritual concepts. For answers from those perspectives, you will have to seek
guidance from your friendly priest, minister, or spiritual advisor. I am sure you will have no problem finding a suitable
representative of whatever religious faith appeals to you (or that you happen to stumble across). And they will tell you
that your purpose in life is to unselfishly and altruistically dedicate your existence to the glorification of whatever notion
of God they propose. You will have to take their word for it, of course.
On the other hand, if you are seeking an answer that you can check out for yourself, then you are seeking a materialist
answer where science and evidence have a meaningful role to play. The answer I provide here will not be met with
agreement by many. It does, however, have the advantage of being consistent with all that we currently know about
biology, evolution, and psychology.
The first step in answering your question from this perspective is to acknowledge that you are a member of the species
Homo sapiens. As such, you are a primate, a mammal, an animal, and a living organism with a 3 to 4 billion year
evolutionary history behind you. (I refer you to any of the numerous works on evolutionary biology for further argument
on this point). The argument goes like this: Life is Action. "Life" is characterized by the unique fact that living things
change and move -- "act" -- through the directed application of internally collected, stored, converted, and channeled
energy. > Life's Actions are Teleological (Goal Oriented). At a very fundamental level, the goal of all living behaviour
is the maintenance of the life that is behaving.
The second step is to acknowledge that the "Thing" that has been evolving over the myriad of generations that have
lived since the dawn of life on Earth, is the genetic code and not the individual. You, yourself, are but a bio-chemical
machine. You were constructed by the fertilised cell that was the result of the union of your mother's ovum and your
father's sperm. And you were constructed in accordance with the recipe encoded in your genes. You are a survival
machine for the genes in your DNA. (I refer you to the works of Richard Dawkins for further argument on this point.)
The argument goes like this: The Gene is the Unit of Life. It is that (not necessarily contiguous) stretch of the DNA (or
RNA) molecule that can be labelled as a Gene that is what must be recognized as the entity that survives and proliferates
-- continuation of which is the goal of Life's Actions. The Reproductive Imperative. The actually observed behaviour of
all living creatures, both in general and individually, is highly flexible and variable but within the broad genetically
defined limits of continued genetic survival. > Our Purpose. As an example of life, as an example of the species Homo
sapiens, and as an individual consciousness, our purpose is to ensure the continued survival and proliferation of our
genes. The Definition of Good. To be "Good" at anything is to do a quality job at fulfilling the purpose of that thing. A
good Human Being is efficient and effective, and fulfils with quality, the purpose for which the Human Being was built
-- to ensure the continued survival and proliferation of our genes. > Better is Never Enough. To ensure the continued
survival and proliferation of our genes is a never ending struggle. There is never enough assurance that the job is
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complete. There is always something extra that can be done, some marginal increase of assurance that can be found.
And Finally, the struggle continues whether or not the individual is consciously aware of why they are striving, or what
they are striving for. Even if they are striving under misconceptions, misinformation, or mistaken assumptions, the
human animal is built to strive. The best situation is to be consciously aware of why you are striving, and employ the
best of your intellectual abilities to make conscious rational choices of what to strive for. Happiness comes from
knowing you are doing a good job.
That then, is your answer. The meaning of your life, your function, your purpose, the reason you exist, is to ensure that
your genes get transmitted to the next generation. The point of it all is the welfare of your genetic descendants (over the
long run, of course). Go to work because it is the best means available to you at this time, and in this place, to prepare
you to do well by your children. You are not here to be good for society. You are not here to become whatever God
might have intended. You wake up every morning and tackle the day because you have a function to perform. Friends,
family, and society matter only to the extent that they can contribute to your ultimate purpose in life.
Many people will object to this answer, including many professional philosophers and of course anyone with a
religious/ spiritual bent. But any alternative they offer to my answer will come either from their religious or spiritual
premises (which I have specifically disavowed), or from out of thin air. As humans we are gifted with the ability to
choose alternative goals in life. And you are free to pursue whatever ends tickle your fancy.
However, regardless of what other goals may be offered instead, if you are not successful at fulfilling this evolutionary
meaning of your life, then your genetic codes (and their 3 to 4 billion years of ancestry) will vanish from the future. You
are here to ask the question you asked because your parents (and their parents, and their parents, etc.) were good at their
job. The future will be populated by individuals whose ancestors were successful at this evolutionary purpose. Are you
going to be an ancestor, or a dead end?
Why are people not contented with what they have? Even when they're already successful they still aren't happy, they're
are still searching for something. So why is that?
The answer follows on from my answer above.
To be "Good" at anything is to do a quality job at fulfilling the purpose of that thing. A good Human Being is efficient
and effective, and fulfils with quality, the purpose for which the Human Being was built -- to ensure the continued
survival and proliferation of our genes.
To ensure the continued survival and proliferation of our genes is a never ending struggle. There is never enough
assurance that the job is complete. There is always something extra that can be done, some marginal increase of
assurance that can be found.
The struggle continues whether or not the individual is consciously aware of why they are striving, or what they are
striving for. Even if they are striving under misconceptions, misinformation, or mistaken assumptions, the human
animal is built to strive. The best situation is to be consciously aware of why you are striving, and employ the best of
your intellectual abilities to make conscious rational choices of what to strive for. Happiness comes from knowing you
are doing a good job.
Should religious doctrines and practices be regulated according to their moral worthiness, or should religion be
permitted to operate free of outside interference?
How would Socrates respond to this question?
As to your first question - the answer is - Neither!
What characterises almost all religious beliefs is the adoption of some particular form of moral standard. In fact, one
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might almost define a "religion" as the adoption of some particular moral standard. Certainly one can identify the flavor
of religious belief involved by knowing the particular moral standard adhered to. The problem is that, by the very nature
of religious belief, there is nothing that might tend to generate any commonality of moral standards between different
religious beliefs.
Now, I am assuming here that you are intending your question to be one of regulating or freeing the doctrines and
practices of different religions. Obviously (I hope), within the confines of one particular religion the moral standards of
that religion should be (quite properly) used to regulate the particular doctrinal interpretations and practices of its
adherents.
But since moral standards are particular to specific religions, it would be impossible to regulate the doctrines and
practices of one group of religious believers using the moral standards of another religion. Not, at least, without being
(properly) accused of arbitrariness and unjustifiable coercion. How do you think a Christian would react to being
governed according to the moral standards of Hinduism? Or vice versa? (How do you think MacDonalds might fair in a
regulatory environment where cattle are sacred?)
On the other hand, granting unrestrained liberty to any religious belief is not the answer either. Properly interpreting the
"Word of God" (whichever God might apply) is an exercise in unconstrained imagination. There are absolutely no limits
to the doctrines and practices that can be dreamed up and claimed as "religious". Rastifarians smoke marijuana as part of
their religious ceremonies. Voodoo demands animal sacrifices. Certain sects of Devil Worship and some ancient Incan
religious beliefs demand human sacrifices. Most so-called "civilised" societies frown on such behaviors.
The proper approach, I think, is to identify a single natural moral standard that is based on nature and not on religious
beliefs, and then constrain people's flights of religious fancy by that moral standard. I would suggest to you that the
proper moral standards to apply are "no initiation of the use of force" and "accept responsibility for the consequences of
your actions". With these two secular moral standards enforced, I think society can tolerate just about any other
religious doctrine or practice.
As to your second question - Who cares?
Socrates lived over two millennia ago, in a social environment pretty homogeneous (everybody he ever met believed
either in the Greek Gods or the Egyptian Gods - and there was not a lot of difference between Greek and Egyptian moral
standards). Socrates never had to face the religious diversity one can find in any moderately sized modern metropolis.
How could his thoughts on the matter have any practical bearing on the modern problem?
Is it fair to say that religious fundamentalism is evil?
Well, that depends!!
It depends first on just what you mean by "fair". And it depends even more on the standards of good and evil that you
wish to apply. Certainly, to a religious fundamentalist the answer is a resounding "No!!".
But then, by the very nature of your question, I would have to assume that you are not a religious fundamentalist. So the
answer depends primarily on the standards of good and evil that you apply. According to some standards, the answer
would be "Yes - religious fundamentalism is evil". By others, the answer would be "No - religious fundamentalism is
not evil".
By my own personal moral standards, I would come down on the "Yes" side. I hold the highest moral regard for
knowledge and learning about how Reality behaves. I therefore consider the studied ignorance of religious
fundamentalism to be a particularly bad way of learning how to predict which way the tiger will jump. But then, my
moral standards are not very common, and many people would disagree with me.
Examine Einstein's claim that "God does not play dice with the universe" in the context of the teleological argument for
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the existence of God. Consider both strengths and weaknesses of the argument.
How valid do you think the argument is as proof of the existence of God?
The "Teleological argument" (or an argument from design) is an argument for the existence of God based on apparent
evidence of design in nature. Although there are variations, the best known formulation was done by William Paley
(British philosopher-theologian 1743-1805) in his "Natural Theology", published in 1800. For a thorough defeat of this
argument, see Daniel C Dennett's "Darwin's Dangerous Idea".
In a general way, the argument goes:
1. In all things we have experienced that exhibit design, we have experienced a designer of that artifact.
2. The universe exhibits order and design.
3. Given 1, the universe must have a designer.
4. The designer of the universe is God.
Within this context, Einstein's comment (that "God does not play dice with the universe") can be interpreted as an
objection that the randomness of Quantum Mechanics violates the second premise -- that the Universe exhibits order
and design -- and therefore must be wrong. One would have to understand thereby that Einstein considered the
randomness of dice and Quantum Mechanics as a demonstration of disorder.
Interpreting Einstein's comment within this context is a rather weak approach to understanding his point. A better
approach would be to understand Einstein's concept of the Universe and God's role within the context of Newtonian
mechanics. Until the development of Quantum Mechanics, the popular conception of the Universe was of a clock-work
mechanism. A deterministic mechanism wherein one could predict the infinite future if one knew the position course
and speed of all the multitude of parts. Einstein grew up within this conception of the Universe, and a God that created
and/or managed such a mechanism. For him, therefore, the randomness of Quantum Mechanics was an affront that
violated his conception of God as a "Divine Mechanic" and the Universe as predictable and deterministic.
The only strength that the Teleological argument has left for it is its apparently logical formulation. It is thereby
convincing to many who know little of modern science. Dennett, in his "Darwin's Dangerous Idea" has done a thorough
job of removing any evidentiary foundation behind all variations of the first premise. And has thus rendered the
Teleological Argument quite impotent as an argument for the existence of God.
[Up] [Home] [Next]
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Some Questions and Answers
(Part 2)
What are some of the weaknesses of the Ontological Argument?
Ontological arguments are arguments, for the conclusion that God exists, from premises which are supposed to derive
from some source other than observation of the world -- e.g., from reason alone. In other words, ontological arguments
are arguments from nothing but analytic, a priori and necessary premises to the conclusion that God exists.
For some of the weaknesses in these arguments see - http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/ontological-arguments
I have two questions, if that is ok.
1) Are liberal democracies more peaceful?
2) Is the language of rights the best way to protect peace?
I realize that these two answers are probably too short to really answer your questions, but 1) No liberal democracy has ever attacked another liberal democracy. Does that make them more peaceful? I suppose it
depends on what you mean by "peaceful". Liberal democracies have gone to war to protect themselves (WW1 & WW2,
to cite just 2), they have gone to war to protect what they have deemed to be the "vital interests of their citizens" (Korea,
Vietnam, to cite just 2), and they have gone to war to "protect the peace" (Iraq 1, Iraq 2, to cite just 2). Due to the
political difficulties inherent in convincing a suitable portion of their citizenry that war is justified, liberal democracies
are in general slow to go to war. The history of warfare in the 20th century would seem to suggest that liberal
democracies have been, by far, responsible for fewer deaths in inter-state and intra-state conflicts than any other form of
government.
2) The language of rights is the best way to protect the continued efficacy of liberal democracy. Liberal democracies are
not defined only by the presence of a government by an elected majority. Liberal democracies are also defined by the
civil concept that the rule of law is superior to the powers of both elected representatives and empowered civil servants.
Key to that concept is the principle of citizen rights which cannot be trampled upon by the majority will. So I would
suggest, if the above argument successfully defended the hypothesis that liberal democracies are more peaceful, that the
language of rights is also the best way of protecting the peace.
How can people have free will? According to science everything is based on a fundamental law. Even in quantum
physics where the molecules are supposedly acting randomly. Or when we assume we are telling our arms to move
when its all just a law of impulses in the brain. I don't believe in free will. Rather I believe in restrained free will. What
do you think?
I would highly recommend Daniel C. Dennett's "Freedom Evolves". I considered this an excellently written exploration
of this very question. I feel sure you will enjoy it.
Hi, would you kindly tell me the differences between effectiveness and efficiency in management?
Give at least five differences and how to measure them.
"Efficiency" is doing something right. How to measure how right (well) you are doing, naturally depends on what it is
you are doing. You might measure "widgets processed per unit time", or "cost per unit output", or perhaps "patients still
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alive".
"Effectiveness" is doing the right thing. You measure that by the contribution of your effort to the corporate bottom line
(profit). It doesn't matter a whole lot whether your particular management unit is a profitable profit center or lowest cost
cost center. What matters is whether your management unit can be shown to contribute directly to the corporate bottom
line. To quote Peter Drucker - "There is nothing so useless as doing efficiently that which should not be done at all."
Since we are talking about two separate fields of discourse, there cannot be five differences, or ways to measure those
differences.
Is the infinite a relative truth or an absolute truth?
Neither! The question is ill formed and therefore does not permit an answer. (Perhaps you might like to rephrase the
question?)
On the right hand side, you have used the concept "Truth". But "Truth" is a property of propositions. On the left hand
side, all you have is "The infinite". But "infinite" is a property of something -- in this case an unspecified noun. Unless
you actually mean here "The Infinite" -- as in God or some such. In neither case have you specified a proposition of
which "Truth" can be applied. It is therefore quite impossible to specify which subdivision of "Truth" might apply.
The question of the universe expanding and contracting has puzzled me. What is the universe contracting and expanding
in? My concept of the universe has always been the it is the whole and there is nothing beyond the universe. If that is so
what is outside the universe that it expands and contracts in?.
To which Jurgen Lawrenz replied (Answers 21):
I've asked myself the same question often enough and never found an answer. I can't give you one either,
for it puzzles me as much as you why scientists come up with such obviously incongruent notions, which
leave the word 'universe' out on a limb as a meaningless concept. Alternatively, of course, you could look
upon it as an embarrassment of our understanding: we want to know if the universe is all there 'is', but we
can't know, and so we look at atoms and electrons and quarks and leptons and imagine that in their rhythm a
mirror image of the rhythm of the universe is displayed. Sorry: this is no answer. But there is no answer,
and therefore the whole question is null and void. Perhaps that's one good reason why we still need
philosophy!?
----With apologies to Jurgen, when he says "There is no answer", he is incorrect. Therefore, the matter is not "an
embarrassment of our understanding". (Although, perhaps Jurgen means just an embarrassment of his understanding?)
The word "universe", is used to signify two related but quite different concepts. One is the familiar one that Andy refers
to -- the totality of matter and energy (and, by extension, space) in existence. Understanding Andy's question with this
as the meaning of "universe", there is a relatively simple answer. By definition, there is nothing outside the universe,
and nothing that the universe expands or contracts "in". It would be like asking what is before "A" or after "Z" in the
alphabet. The question commits a "frame error" of adopting an inappropriate frame of reference. (Perhaps this is what
Jurgen means when he says the question is "null and void"?)
To help you adopt the proper reference frame, perhaps a popular analogy is in order (which you have probably
encountered before). Visualise the surface of a balloon. The two dimensional surface of the balloon is finite and
unbounded. When you blow up the balloon, any two spots on the surface will get further apart. Even if a twodimensional observer (a "flat-lander") could not measure the surface area of his space (because he can "See" such a
small part of it), he would be able to deduce, from the increasing distance between any two spots, that the total area is
expanding. As three-dimensional observers, we can see the two-dimensional surface area expanding in our three
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dimensional space. But that "outsider's" perspective is not a necessary requirement for the validity of the flat-lander's
conclusion that his space is expanding. Our three dimensional space is expanding just like the two-dimensional surface
of that balloon. And it makes no more sense for us to ask "expanding in what" than it did for the flat-lander to ask about
the expanding area of his two-dimensional space. (Assuming that to a flat-lander, a third spatial dimension is as
unvisualisable as a fourth spatial dimension is to us.)
There is another line of reasoning that arrives at the same answer. To the best of our current understanding, our universe
is infinite and unbounded. For the universe to be unbounded means that there is no "edge" (boundary) for there to be
anything beyond. For the universe to be infinite in extent means that there is no distance beyond which there could be
something that is not part of our universe. If our universe is, in fact, either infinite or unbounded, then there is no place
for there to be anything "outside" of our universe, and nothing in which our universe could be expanding. And the same
arguments apply to hypothetical "higher dimensions". If the universe is, in fact, four (or "n") dimensional, then the
extents within these additional dimensions are also already a part of our universe.
If you object that you cannot visualise how a three (or four or "n") dimensional space could curve or expand without
invoking a further dimension in which this curvature or expansion could take place -- don't be too concerned. We have
evolved as three dimensional beings with a mental capacity tuned to deal with the normal slings and arrows of our daily
existence. That the challenge of visualising multi-dimensional mathematics is beyond your capacity should be
considered normal. That is what mathematics is for, after all. To help us understand and describe things of this Reality
that are beyond our capacity to visualise. (Who, after all, can visualise -1 or a 4-dimensional hyper-cube?)
There is, as I mentioned, another meaning of the word "universe". It is a meaning that is properly reserved to certain
branches of Cosmology and Theoretical Physics, and to certain kinds of fiction (science fiction and fantasy fiction).
Although, as Jurgen was perhaps alluding to, it is a meaning that is well abused in popular writing. Within the proper
restricted contexts, the word "universe" is used to refer to the totality of matter and energy (and, by extension, space) in
the reality with which we are familiar. Notice the nature of the restriction. It is useful when one is speculating on the
possible existence of "alternate realities" of various sorts. Cosmologists employ this meaning of the word when they are
speculating about possible ways that "our" universe may have been spawned by an "earlier/other" universe. Theoretical
Physicists employ this meaning of the word when they are speculating about the "real" meaning of Quantum
Indeterminacy (the Multiple Worlds interpretation). In both of these manners of employment, "our" universe is
considered to be but one of an infinite number of universes embedded in a "Supra-universe" (one that employs the "in
existence" meaning of the word universe). But I don't believe that in any of these manners of speaking, there is
envisaged anything outside of "our" universe in which "our" universe would be expanding. So, as far as I know, even
within this restricted meaning of the word universe, the answer to Andy's question is still the "nothing" that I described
above.
Today I am sitting in my high school library at 9:55 am. So far in my life I have listened and watched my friends and
myself go about life. I have come to a point in which I have fallen into a rut. Although I am not the best writer or
student, all I can think about are questions about society and questions about our world. I write today not to find an
answer to all my questions but to attempt to find a peace of mind. My questions are as follows.
Why are we capitalists?Is it human nature to be greedy or have we been corrupted?
Next, why should we go through school and life trying to accomplish as much as we can? Does this make us better
people to society? or does this make us the people we were intended to become by god or whatever created us?
Last, what is point of everything? Why do we wake up every morning? because I'm not buying into the "we have our
family our friends and society to live for" thing. I know it will be very hard to answer some of these questions.
John Brandon provided this answer:
Your first question is a presumption to which many people would not subscribe. In fact, my own instincts
do not lean towards capitalism. I find it appalling that capitalism seems to have got completely out of hand,
and is running riot in the world. My greatest concern is that it has now become linked with democracy, a
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capitalist state is now automatically considered to be a democratic state. 'Free market' and 'free people' are
not interchangeable concepts!
Is it human nature to be greedy? A good question to follow the one on capitalism, the two terms are often
linked. Perhaps there is something in the notion that a capitalist can never have enough. Greed shows itself
in theft and murder, in embezzlement and profiteering. However, most people do not fall into these
categories. Received knowledge from the society in which a person is brought up will probably have a great
deal to do with whether they recognise greed as an essential attribute to make progress and achieve a 'good
life'. A capitalist society is geared to produce such a person. However, whether a person accepts this world
view is very much a matter of choice. A person entertaining sets of categories of what is right and what is
wrong is likely to place greed in the latter category, and speak against it; but does a capitalist society
encourage the majority to see some moral right in the former?
Greedy people are usually "Thick skinned' and selfish, so what others think about them is of little interest to
them. Of course, what a greedy person does to hurt or upset others also makes little impression on their
conscience. Unfortunately, this has now reached its zenith in the destruction of the environment, the greed
for oil profits, the greed for timber profits, the handing over of vital utilities to the greed of privatisation, the
greed of the car companies, the greed of pharmaceutical companies, supermarkets, etc. etc.. Encouraging
capitalism as a morally correct and democratic process is a major factor in the demise of our planet. We
also have to ask ourselves what part political systems that turn a blind eye to all this play, or why in some
cases they endorse it. In fact many politicians actually have their fingers in the pie.
You ask, why should we go through school and life trying to accomplish as much as we can? The short
answer is the reciprocal question: Why not? Again, it rather depends on our world view and our aims within
that world. Your further question regarding making us better people in society and, becoming what God or
the creator intended, are extensions of the original question. If you firmly believe that there is a purpose in
life and that purpose has religious connotations, then you are likely to be considerate of your fellow beings,
and find a purpose which aims to improve the life of society. Your questions seem to point to a state of
introversion, which leads to a rather self-orientated and pessimistic view of life. The extrovert view which
is concerned with recognising having a place in society and being concerned with the well being of others,
leads to a more optimistic view of the world.
Success in society can be viewed as self achievement, aiming to stand on the pedestal and to glory in the
awards. Alternatively, it can be seen as something achieved for the whole of society, the achievement being
its own reward. If we wish to believe that this latter objective was God's purpose for our existence, then that
is a very valuable bonus to the achievement.
You ask, what is the point of everything? Why do we wake up in the morning? I see this again as a very
self-centred and depressed approach to life. We should not sit tight under the shadow of pessimism
wondering what the point of everything is. We should be out there finding out for ourselves what it is. I
suggest we wake up every morning to do just that. My advise to a person who finds no meaning in life is to
become a philosopher and share in the excitement of trying to discover what the world and what life is all
about. We can either be depressed with our shallow view of the world, or we can be stimulated by seeking
the deeper reasons for what we perceive around us. And be warned, the concepts we form in life constitute
the world we live in.
----Having reviewed the answer that John Brandon provided to your questions, I am driven to provide an alternative view
of the situation.
According to <http://www.encyclopedia.com/html/c1/capitali.asp> "capitalism" is "an economic system based on
private ownership of the means of production, in which personal profit can be acquired through investment of capital
and employment of labor." And according to the Encyclopaedia Britannica, "capitalism" "also called free market
economy , or free enterprise economy - [is an] economic system, ... in which most of the means of production are
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privately owned and production is guided and income distributed largely through the operation of markets.
In order for a Capitalist economic system to function, the political environment within which the economic system
exists must sustain two features. It must provide some minimal support to the legal principles of private property, and it
must provide some minimal level of individual freedom. There cannot be private investment in the means of production
unless there can be private ownership of the stuff being invested. There cannot be a functioning market to guide
productive investment and income distribution unless there is a minimal amount of individual freedom to participate in
markets at will.
So John's "greatest concern ... that [capitalism] has now become linked with democracy" is seriously misplaced.
Contrary to his suggestion that "a capitalist state is now automatically considered to be a democratic state", the reverse
is more properly correct. Any form of government that grants its citizens both a right to privately own property and a
modicum of individual liberty will inevitably come to support a capitalist economy. An example of this inevitability can
be seen currently in China. Although certainly not a democratic state, China is quickly becoming a capitalist economy.
It is inevitable that a modern liberal democracy (one that, by definition, provides legal support for both private property
and individual freedoms) will be a capitalist economy. "Free market" and "free people" might not be interchangeable
concepts. But "free market" presupposes "free people". And "free people" includes within it "free markets". Given a
modicum of legal support for private property, "free people" thus implies "capitalism". It is obvious, however, from the
tone of your question and the nature of John's answer, that neither of you look kindly on the concept of private property.
So why are we capitalists? We are capitalists because we live in a liberal democracy where the vast majority of the
people have discovered that private property and the workings of free markets are the most effective and efficient means
of achieving the greatest economic welfare for the greatest number. History has demonstrated that when it comes to
economic measures of well being, nothing is as successful as capitalism at delivering the Utilitarian ideal of "The
greatest good for the greatest number".
Your second question is a very emotionally loaded one "Is it human nature to be greedy or have we been corrupted?"
The very formulation of your question both presumes more than many would accept, and presupposes the answer.
According to Microsoft's American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, "greed" is "an excessive desire to
acquire or possess more than what one needs or deserves, especially with respect to material wealth". Your question
therefore presumes that most people's nature is to display an excessive desire to possess more than one needs. Your
further suggestion that we do so because we have been corrupted suggests that you feel that not only do most people
desire excessively more than they deserve, they do so because they are damaged goods.
I dispute both of your presumptions. Most people are not greedy. Nor is it human nature to be greedy. (Which is not to
say, of course, that there are not greedy people about.) It is human nature for people to want more than they have. It is
human nature to strive to improve their lot in life. It is human nature for people who live in a capitalist economic system
to strive to earn more than they have. It is human nature for people who live in a social environment to seek to
circumvent the rules established by others. It is human nature to co-operate with those they can co-operate with, and
compete with the rest. This does not make human nature greedy. There is nothing about the natural human desire for
more than one has that is excessive. And as long as the capitalist economic system functions properly, people will not
receive more than they deserve.
The answers to the rest of your questions I think are best provided by addressing your question about "The point of
everything". The answer I am about to provide you will not be met with agreement by many (I am sure John, for one,
would strenuously disagree). It does, however, have the advantage of being consistent with all that we currently know
about biology, evolution, and psychology.
Life is Action. "Life" is characterized by the unique fact that living things change and move - "act" - through the
directed application of internally collected, stored, converted, and channelled energy.
Life's Actions are Teleological (Goal Oriented). At a very fundamental level, the goal of all living behaviour is
the maintenance of the life that is behaving.
The Gene is the Unit of Life. It is that (not necessarily contiguous) stretch of the DNA (or RNA) molecule that
can be labelled as a Gene that is what must be recognized as the entity that survives and proliferates --
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continuation of which is the goal of Life's Actions.
The Reproductive Imperative. The actually observed behaviour of all living creatures, both in general and
individually, is highly flexible and variable but within the broad genetically defined limits of continued genetic
survival.
Our Purpose. As an example of life, as an example of the species Homo sapiens, and as an individual
consciousness, our purpose is to ensure the continued survival and proliferation of our genes.
The Definition of Good. To be "Good" at anything is to do a quality job at fulfilling the purpose of that thing. A
good Human Being is efficient and effective, and fulfils with quality, the purpose for which the Human Being was
built -- to ensure the continued survival and proliferation of our genes.
Better is Never Enough. To ensure the continued survival and proliferation of our genes is a never ending
struggle. There is never enough assurance that the job is complete. There is always something extra that can be
done, some marginal increase of assurance that can be found.
And Finally - Best?. The struggle continues whether or not the individual is consciously aware of why they are
striving, or what they are striving for. Even if they are striving under misconceptions, misinformation, or mistaken
assumptions, the human animal is built to strive. The best situation is to be consciously aware of why you are
striving, and employ the best of your intellectual abilities to make conscious rational choices of what to strive for.
Happiness comes from knowing you are doing a good job.
So - "The point of it all" is the welfare of your genetic descendants (over the long run, of course). Go to school because
it is the best means available to you at this time, and in this place, to prepare you to do well by your children. You are
not here to be good for society. You are not here to become whatever God might have intended. You wake up every
morning and tackle the day because you have a function to perform. Friends, family, and society matter only to the
extent that they can contribute to your ultimate purpose in life.
Finally, I fully agree with John's concluding remarks - "My advise to a person who finds no meaning in life is to become
a philosopher and share in the excitement of trying to discover what the world and what life is all about. We can either
be depressed with our shallow view of the world, or we can be stimulated by seeking the deeper reasons for what we
perceive around us. And be warned, the concepts we form in life constitute the world we live in." Amen!
An elderly lady of 99 years of age has recently been diagnosed with cancer. She lives in a residential home for the
elderly and her cognitive abilities are fully intact. Her doctor does not wish the elderly lady to know about her illness.
Should this lady be informed about her illness, or would her knowing cause more harm than good?
Whether her knowing might cause more harm than good is a "Trick" question. It might. But the only person who has the
right to answer that question is the lady involved. No one else, and especially not the doctor, has any moral basis from
which to deny the patient this critical information about her health and future. The only basis from which one could
expect to deny the lady this key information would be either pragmatic financial concerns, or emotionalism. Neither of
these are sound ethical reasons.
I would immediately suspect the doctor of suffering from a severe case of conflict of interest. Is the doctor working for
her patient (who needs to know), or is she working for the owner/ manager of the residence (who perhaps does not want
to incur the expense of medical treatment)? Is the doctor confusing an emotional response to a patient she has grown
attached to? Or is she perhaps expecting to inherit something from the lady's early demise? Under the specified
circumstances (admittedly minimal), I would treat the doctor as guilty until proved innocent.
I have been reading Bertrand Russell's The Problems of Philosophy, and it has been puzzling me. I don't like his
doctrine of sense-data, but I can't figure out quite why. Is he right? I've tried to think of ordinary experience in this way,
but it just doesn't seem to fit. If sense-data are so 'immediate' to us then why does there need to be a separation at all?
I too do not like the sense-data theory. I think you will find an excellent response to Russell's analysis in "The Evidence
of the Senses" by David Kelley.
Very briefly, Kelley's thesis is that "perception" is not the mind's receipt and processing of "Sense-data" transmitted by
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the senses to the mind. Perception is instead the brains receipt of nerve signals from the sensory organs. Kelley moves
the "line" between the mind's act of perception and the body's act of sensing outwards to the act of sensing. Thus, there
is no place for any intervening concept of "Sense-data", and no requirement for some centralized place where "Sensedata" is presented to a perceiver to be interpreted and understood. Sensory interaction with the environment IS
perception. Kelley says it much better than I.
In what ways should a Christian political thinker's faith influence his or her political writings?
Not being a Christian, I really should not attempt such impudence. But I do, however, have a return question for you -Why would you choose to post such a question to a philosophy web site? Having lurked in the area for some time, I
would have thought (perhaps erroneously) that the "Ask a Philosopher" site is rather obviously not into Theistic
Philosophy. Or is it possible that, despite the tone of your question, you are not really seeking a Theistic answer?
The only non-answer I can offer to you, is that a Christian political thinker's writings should reflect the "Word of God"
as exemplified in the Gospels. In other words, if as a political thinker, one is intending to be a "Good Christian", then
one should expound in one's political writings no thoughts that have not been previously expounded in the Scriptures.
Of course, if your expectation as a political thinker is that one should think for oneself, and reach your own conclusions
based on the preponderance of the best evidence available, then one must put Christian Faith aside as emotionally
significant for many people, but not really relevant to one's understanding of how Reality (and politics) actually works
on a day to day basis.
I am doing an extra credit project in which I can get help and answers from any source as long as I give them (you)
credit. Please help me answer the following question groups:
1) Do human beings have a natural tendency to good, a natural tendency to evil, or some combination of tendencies?
What are the implications of your answers for ethics?
2) What conditions must be present before we can say a person is truly happy? Which of these conditions are most
important? What is the best expression of the relationship between ethics and happiness?
3) Is the preserving of one's dignity or the serving of a principle other than self-interest ever a higher good than
personal happiness?
4) Is there any action that is good in itself, without reference to the consequences it brings about? Or does every good
derive its value from its consequences?
5) Whose interest should be paramount in ethical judgment? One's own? Those of the people directly affected by the
action? The interests of all humanity ? Is the answer necessarily the same in all situations?
6) Are some acts morally obligatory regardless of the consequences for human benefit or harm?
7) How important is objectivity in moral judgment? To what extent can the process of moral judgment be objective?
8) Is there a single universal moral code that is binding on all people at all times and in all places? If so, how are the
difference sin moral perspective to be accounted for? If not, how can people with different moral perspectives be
expected to live in harmony and how si the notion of progress in ethics to be understood?
The challenge one faces in answering any of these questions you have posed, is to understand the system of Ethics that
underlies the answers offered. How one defines "good" and "evil" will determine how one views the various alternatives
you have raised. Different philosophers define these concepts in different ways, and would provide vastly different
answers to your questions. From the perspective of the Catholic Church for example, humans are naturally evil and
happiness is the consequence of doing as God commands. If you are a Utilitarian, you will hold that human beings have
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no tendencies in either direction (good or evil). So it is not that answers to these questions have implications for Ethics,
it is that one's system of Ethics dictates how one answers these questions.
(1) Myself, being an Evolutionary Pragmatist at an intellectual level, I maintain that by nature human beings are
fundamentally neither good nor evil, merely capable of choosing to be either. On the other hand, by personal character I
am a pessimistic cynic about the extent of human stupidity, so emotionally I feel that most human beings are essentially
evil by default. To me, most people appear to choose to avoid choosing, and thus do and become evil by default. I
believe that being "good" requires some minimal amount of intelligent attention to one's choices - something that I feel
most people fail miserably at.
(2) For most systems of Ethics, being "good" and being "happy" are two separate and unconnected domains. Although
all maintain that one "ought" to be happy when one is doing what one "ought", they do not guarantee that if you are
appropriately "good", you will inevitably be happy. Personally, I disagree. Evolutionary Pragmatism maintains that we
are an evolved species. Therefore, for Evolutionary Pragmatism, "happiness" is an emotional reaction that people
experience when they are achieving the purposes for which evolutionary processes have evolved that particular
emotional response. And as such, they are evolved behavioral responses to those circumstances which have in the past
proved most proficient at ensuring the survival and proliferation of our genetic heritage. I believe, therefore, that we are
happiest when we are being "good" (effective and efficient) at doing what evolution has designed us to do - ensure the
survival and proliferation of our genetic heritage.
(3) From the perspective of Evolutionary Pragmatism, the answer is a qualified no. The qualification comes from the
importance to ethical evaluation of the time factor. It is often the ethical thing to do to postpone immediate happiness for
future greater benefits. A bird in the hand is not always worth more than the pair in the bush. And sometimes, serving
one's dignity or someone else's best interests (and by presumption being unhappy) in the short run, can return greater
rewards of happiness in the longer run.
(4) Many philosophers would say yes - though they would differ on the actions they consider "good in themselves". Me
- I say no. Good derives from consequences.
(5) Again, many philosophers would offer differing answers. But I would argue that the only point of view that has any
merit in ethical evaluation is your own. The only happiness you can measure is your own. The only happiness you can
control is your own. Therefore, you must value things according to how much they contribute (or will probably
contribute) to your own happiness - no one else's. (With all due attention to the long run consequences - no point in
enjoying the short term thrill at the cost of the long run pain.)
(6) No. Consequences are the only measure.
(7) Valuation (how much contribution to your long term happiness) is necessarily a subjective act - it is after all your
own individual happiness at issue, no one else's. No two people will value the same potential consequences in the same
way. But objectivity comes into play when one considers the likely consequences of one's actions. Reality is more or
less predictable, and that predictability can be studied objectively. Besides the value that you place on the consequences,
is the objectively determinable question of the consequences that will likely result from your choice.
(8) Despite the protestations of a myriad of philosophers, politicians, and social scientists - there is. And that universal
moral code - binding on all people at all times and in all places - is that in the long run we are all dead, and the only
thing that you will leave behind you is your genetic heritage. In the long run, the only thing that will matter is whether
the future is owned by your descendants or other people's descendants. No matter how "good" you are according to the
ethics of Catholicism, Kantianism, Utilitarianism, Socialism, or what-have-you-ism - the only thing that will matter for
the future is who will occupy that future.
The differences in moral perspectives result, in my opinion, from an ignorance of the information from the modern
sciences of evolution. Progress in ethics, also in my opinion, comes from a growing familiarity by Philosophers of the
latest science. It may be true that Mankind is the first species that can choose its own goals. But the future will be owned
by those whose parents chose the goal of ensuring their own genetic heritage survived and proliferated. Ethics is
survival behavior - above the self, and beyond the now. Everything else is a waste of effort - entertaining when one has
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the luxury to explore fantasies, but to be junked as less than useless when the crunch comes.
Why would humans want to live without certainty?
A very interesting question, that tells me far more about you and your beliefs than you might expect.
It is not that humans want to live without certainty. I am sure that almost everyone would love to be absolutely certain
of all of the consequences of each of their possible actions. It would certainly make choosing the proper course of action
(the "right thing to do") an awful lot easier.
Instead, it is that humans have to live with uncertainty, because Reality is only approximately predictable even in
principle. And is even more uncertainly predictable given our starting position of only partial information (and many
simply erroneous notions). Thus the consequences of our actions are only very approximately predictable under the best
of circumstances, and are frequently only roughly guessable. Uncertainty is a fact of life. No want about it.
With reference to the logical status of the following statement as well as your understanding of philosophy, critically
assess the third statement:
1. God is wisdom.
2. Philosophers are lovers of wisdom.
3. Philosophers say that God does not exist.
(1) OK. This seems to be establishing a definition. You are establishing that the symbol "G-o-d" is to be considered
semantically equivalent to the symbol "w-i-s-d-o-m", and when the symbol "God" is used, it should hereafter be
understood to refer to the concept also referred to by the symbol "wisdom". A little unconventional, as it is not generally
considered "clean" logic to radically redefine the meaning of commonly employed symbols (ask a thousand people what
the symbol "God" means, and I would be surprised if any mention "wisdom"). But it is a technically acceptable logical
move.
(2) OK. A reasonable interpolation from the Greek. The word "philosophy" comes from the Greek word "philosophein",
which literally means "lover of wisdom". It is believed that this term was first coined by the famous Greek philosopher
Aristotle, in referring to himself as a seeker after wisdom, as opposed to an already wise man (sophia). So philosophers
can, by definition, be assumed to be lovers of wisdom.
(3) Not-OK. The problem arises from an intended confusion over the meaning of the symbol "God". If you mean for this
statement to be interpreted in light of your redefinition of the symbol "God" in statement (1), then your statement (3) is
simply wrong. Philosophers do not say that wisdom does not exist. On the other hand, if you intend to confuse the
reader by meaning in (3) the standard Judeo-Christian-Islamic concept usually referred to by the symbol "God", then
there is no conflict with your statement (1). The symbol "God" is being used to refer to two separate and unequal
concepts in (1) and (3). Thus Philosophers (and specifically the realist/materialist sort) can maintain that the "God" of
standard Judeo-Christian-Islamic concept does not exist, without maintaining that wisdom does not exist.
[Up] [Home] [Next]
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Some Questions and Answers
(Part 3)
What are your proofs against Christianity? And how to you justify the COUNTLESS proofs (many undeniable, albeit a
few undeniable) FOR Christianity?
I do not offer a proof "against" Christianity. I merely maintain that I have yet to encounter ANY valid justification FOR
Christianity. And in the absence of sufficient justification in support of the hypothesis, it is simpler to reject the
hypothesis as unproven.
I know you think that there are countless proofs for Christianity. And, in truth, many a writer has weighed in on the
argument with great excesses of verbiage. I have read a number. But all of the so-called proofs that I have encountered
so far commit one of three fundamental kinds of errors:
(a) Assuming the consequent. Many of the so-called proofs that I have encountered attempt to prove that God exists (or
Christianity is valid) from premises that themselves assume the truth of the argument being attempted. (An overly
simplified but typical sort of argument runs - "Christianity is valid because the Bible says so".)
(b) Simple errors of logical thinking. These sorts of argument were more frequent in the millennia before the
Renaissance, as it was politically dangerous for a critic to point out logical errors in other writers' analyses. (An overly
simplified example would be - "God exists because the Universe must have been created." It ignores the logical
possibility that the Universe may not have been created, but is infinite.)
(c) Ignorance of, or conscious discounting of, the evidence from the various branches of science on the nature of
Reality. These are the sorts of arguments seen most frequently today. An overly simplified example would be "God
exists because of all of the intricate design demonstrated by nature." It ignores the evidence from evolutionary biology.)
If you do have an argument for Christianity that does not fall into one of these three categories, I would be most
interested in seeing it.
How does one come to terms with consciousness and free-will scientifically? Quantum mechanics? Superstring theories
involving a 10 dimensional "universe" partitioned into 4 and 6, with the space 6 somehow explaining consciousness?
What?
And yes, I guess I'm expecting a counter-argument that the notion of free-will is merely an illusion and that everything
is fated. I don't believe so however, even though it is impossible to prove one over the other.
I think you will find a very readable and tightly reasoned response to your question in "Elbow Room" and "Freedom
Evolves" by Daniel C. Dennett.
Dennett argues that the concept of "Free Will" has (in the words offered by Jurgen Lawrenz) "given rise to more red
herrings than any other philosophical topic". And once you really understand what you mean by the concept "free will",
you will understand that most of those red herrings are just exactly that. Dennett is a "compatibilist" -- meaning that he
argues that contrary to popular opinion, there is no incompatibility between a materialist's view of physics as
deterministic, and the philosopher's concept of "free will" (properly understood).
I'm told that in order to have my union dues go to a charity rather than to the union (I am a newly forced union
member), that I must give a philosophical reason for not wanting my dues to go to the union.
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What can be more philosophical than "I don't believe in them"? How can I support something I don't believe in?
By "I don't believe in them", do you mean the dues, or the unions, or something else? I can't think of how you could
argue that you don't believe in the dues. Associations of all sorts collect dues from their members in order to finance
mutually beneficial activities. I think you would have a very hard time justifying the reasoning that you disagree with
that activity. For similar reasons, I think you will have a hardtime justifying the reasoning that you disagree with unions
in general.
I think where you need to focus is on the aspect of coercion involved in the membership in the union and the forced
collection of dues. You can check out any of the Objectivist web-sites for pithy arguments on why coercion is morally
unacceptable. The essence of the argument runs - the voluntary exchange of values always nets each party to the
exchange a net profit. Any involuntary exchange is a sub-optimal solution. In your case, you might argue that you
perceive no personal benefit that might be derived from participation in the union, and that therefore the coerced
collection of dues is theft.
Who owns the genetic material of an aborted fetus? For example who owns the umbilical cord etc. The mother, foetus
or hospital, for example? Does the foetus have rights or is it just a part of the mother? I have looked through a lot of
web sites and found nothing very accurate that relates to this particular sort of question/ topic.
I think you need to think about providing a definition of "ownership" and "rights" before any answers to your question
can be meaningful.
For example, if you define "ownership" as what the local laws provide, then who owns the aborted foetus (including its
genetic material) will vary from one jurisdiction to another. Similar for the presence of rights. The legal rights of the
foetus also varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.
But if you are seeking answers from a moral/ethical perspective, then it becomes important to understand just what you
mean by ownership and rights. And those concepts vary from one system of ethics to another.
Why is Ayn Rand considered by some as a philosopher, if she is not a "good" philosopher? i.e. she seems to be one
person in philosophy who is either loved or hated. Thus, no one hates Plato, Socrates, or Aristotle, is it because their
ideas have stood the test of time or because of time their ideas are more historical and thus more neutral. Also, then can
anything be gleaned or made usable in her philosophy of Objectivism?
I'll preface this response by admitting that I am a fan of Ayn Rand, so this response will be admittedly biased from some
perspectives.
My own take is that there are two reasons why Ayn Rand is not considered a "good" philosopher, and is hated by much
of the Philosophical world. First, Ms Rand proposed a system of ethics diametrically opposed to the Leftist / Socialist
inclinations of the bulk of the intellectual (including Philosophical) elites of the 30's thru the 80's. As such, she was
frequently dismissed out of hand as promulgating something that was "clearly wrong". And second, she made no
attempt to earn the respect of other philosophers by studying for degrees, memorizing the works of numerous past
philosophical thinkers, or playing the PhD game of publishing well footnoted articles in recognized learned journals.
It is a common failing of those who have labored hard for their PhD's (and not just in Philosophy) to dismiss as
uneducated those who have not demonstrated the same depth of learning. In philosophical circles, this is most visible
from the extent to which philosophical argument becomes a discussion about how past thinkers would interpret some
issue. [Consider, for example, the high proportion of questions to this forum that are about the thoughts of such long
dead thinkers.] Philosophical thinkers who choose not to study the past, are therefore too often dismissed as unworthy of
the label "Philosopher". At least while the current generation of "properly qualified" PhDs still rule the roost. Future
generations may take a different view of things.
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Can we know something that has not yet been proven to be true?
Depends on what you mean by "proven".
"Proof" is usually considered to be absolute and binary. A proposition is either proven and is therefore absolutely true,
or is unproven, and is therefore not true. This is, however, a logical or deductive concept inapplicable to inductive
reasoning. In inductive reasoning, you accumulate sufficient evidence to justify a generalisation. You can never "prove"
(in the logical sense) the generalisation. Although many people, in casual discourse, use the word to indicate that the
inductive conclusion is sufficiently justified to be "almost certainly true". So the question is, in which sense are you
using "prove"?
The usual philosophical understanding of "knowledge" is a justified belief in a true proposition. Therefore, if you are
using the more logical sense of the word "prove", and you have sufficient justification to believe the proposition is true,
and the proposition is in fact true, then you can know something that has not yet been proven to be true.
On the other hand, if you are using the more casual (inductive) sense of the word "prove", and you have sufficient
justification to believe the proposition is true, and the proposition is in fact true, then your knowing something is the
proof that it is true. So in this sense, you could not know something that is not proven (in the casual/ inductive sense) to
be true.
Why are gay and lesbian relationships rampant not just in the US but all over the world?
Because, statistically speaking, about ten percent of the human population is gay/ lesbian. The percentage holds accurate
(within sampling error) across cultures, races, and the sexes. It is one of the strongest arguments that homosexuality has
a genetic basis.
Gay and Lesbian relationships only seem more rampant, because liberally biased popular media always seems to make
such a fuss out of a minority struggling for "equal rights", or against big governmental biases.
Why is killing wrong? In terms of uncontroversially wrong kinds of killing of people. NOT controversial kinds of killing
such as abortion, euthanasia, the death penalty, killing in self-defense, killing of soldiers in war, suicide, assisted
suicide, etc. Why is killing wrong in general in the more ordinary cases?
If you believe in one of the various religions that dictate that killing is wrong, then killing is wrong simply because God
has told us that it is wrong. And if you don't like that answer, then you must tackle the conundrum that has challenged
theologians for generations Is it wrong because God says so? Or does God say so because it is wrong?
On the other hand, you may be seeking a non-theistic answer. In that case, try this on for size killing is defined by the
group as an unacceptable behavior, because it is detrimental to the achievement of the common goals of the group to
have group members running around killing each other off. What makes it "wrong" is the fact that mankind has lived in
groups for several million years, and we have evolved to recognize the group taboo against killing off members of the
group.
Couch the same reasoning in terms of a rational morality, and you get killing another member of your own group is
almost always detrimental to the attainment of your long term best interests.
Why is killing wrong? I cannot argue why I think killing is wrong using valid arguments with premises and conclusions.
Here are several alternative approaches for you to consider (1) Some people maintain the absolute moral dictate that killing is wrong -- period, and end of reasoning!. To them, it
is a fundamental premise with no further background than the premise itself. Hence http://www3.sympatico.ca/saburns/Pg0800c.htm[6/23/2020 1:39:42 PM]
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(p1) Killing is wrong.
(c)

Killing is wrong!

(2) Some people maintain that whatever is commanded by God is the foundation of moral right and wrong. Hence (p1) Whatever God commands is a moral commandment.
(p2) It is wrong for us to violate a moral commandment given by God.
(p3) God commands that we do not kill.
(c)

Killing is wrong!

Note that the third premise is debateable. In the King James version, the commandment (Exodus 20:13) is translated as
"Thou shalt not kill". But in the more recent New International Version, the commandment is translated "You shall not
murder". There is a fairly significant moral difference between these two translations. (A distinction usually lost on
the religious anti-abortion faction.)
(3) Some people, following the reasoning of Kant, argue that moral behaviour is behaviour that respects the other
individual as an end in him/herself. Hence (p1) To be morally right is to respect the other person as an end in him/herself.
(p2) Killing another person is to treat that individual as a means to your end, and not as an end in him/herself.
(c)

Killing is wrong!

Note that both these premises can be debated. Not all philosophers agree with Kant's "Categorical Imperative"approach
to morality. It is, for example, inconsistent with any of the consequentialist moral theories such as Utilitarianism or
Evolutionary Ethics. And while it is rather obvious that some killings involve treating the victim as a means to your
end rather than an end in him/herself, it is not at all obvious that all instances of killing necessarily are such.
(4) Some people will argue that it is wrong to break the law, and killing is (in most meaningful senses) against the law.
Hence (p1) It is wrong to break the law of the land.
(p2) Killing is (mostly) against the law.
(c)

Killing is (mostly) wrong!

Note that premise one would be debated by anyone who believes that the laws can sometimes be themselves "bad"laws
that ought to be broken. "Civil Disobedience"would be immoral by this argument, and most people would not accept
that conclusion.
And here is my own personal favourite - the Evolutionary Ethics argument -(5) Some people argue that killing is wrong because it almost always interferes with the realization of the benefits to be
had from social cooperation. Hence (in over simplified terms) (p1) Man is a social species who gains many individual benefits as the result of social cooperation.
(p2) Killing other members of the social group is almost always disruptive to the realization of the benefits of
social cooperation -- by both the individual doing the killing, and by the other members of the group
should killing be tolerated.
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(c1) Social groups always establish norms of acceptable behaviour, and penalties to dissuade unacceptable
behaviour.
(p3) The standard of moral behaviour is the best interests of the individual, considered over the long term.
(c2) It is almost never in the long term best interests of the individual to incur the wrath and punitive response
of the society within which the individual is functioning.
(c3)

Killing is (almost always) wrong!

How is it possible that science keeps putting a theory forward about evolutionary biology when it doesn't seem to make
sense? I mean, evolution seems to be a means by which organisms adapt to their changing environment, no harm in
that, but to me it seems illogical that a sea-creature would acquire legs so that it can thrive on land because these would
initially impair their movements under water and so make them more vulnerable in the sea. Let's assume that man is
evolving at this moment to a creature that has the ability to fly, then we should be growing some sort of wings over time,
so it would probably begin with stumps in the shoulder area, but these would hinder us in our daily tasks, and if we then
follow the survival of the fittest theories.
To which John Brandon offered this response:
You appear to have latched onto one of the basic problems associated with Darwin's theory of evolution.
The important point to note here is that you are referring to a theory and not a statement of fact. For over
one hundred years science has tried from every angle open to it to prove the theory to be a material fact;
unfortunately, all the alleged evidence has turned out to be rather flimsy.
The great weakness of the theory is its dependence upon accidental progress by chance genetic mutation.
Unfortunately for this notion most mutations are usually degenerative, or even fatal to the organism; and
even if this were the mechanism for progress it is difficult to visualise a series of fortuitous events
appearing within the limited geological time scale obtaining since the Cambrian period approx 500m years
ago, when life in great diversity seemed to burst forth from nowhere. If physics can boast a Big Bang for
the origin of the universe, then biology can also boast a very significant Big Bang for the origin of
advanced life forms in the Cambrian. Another very nasty thorn in the side for evolutionists. Also weighing
heavily against the theory is the limited time for adaptation in rapidly changing environments, where
dependence for survival is on chance mutations. There is a great deal of evidence in the geological strata to
suggest that time and again the dominant life form of a geological period has been overwhelmed by rapid
environmental changes which have pushed them into extinction. The dinosaurs being a case in point.
Extinction rather than evolving into something else seems to be the order of the day.
There is also the great possibility that, even in the case of a fortuitous mutation, this would not be sufficient
to overcome an environmental hazard; the major systems of physical bodies are controlled by complex
series of genetic material, particularly where metabolic processes require huge numbers of complex
enzymes working in sequence; each enzyme itself being a complex protein where one amino acid missing
or out of place could be fatal.
Science would prefer to keep hammering at this old chestnut rather than admit that there could be some
powerful driving force in the universe which we have not yet discovered. To most of them this smacks too
much of religion. The man who pushed evolution was not Darwin but "Darwin's Bulldog" T H Huxley, a
scientist looking for personal advancement and "an inveterate hater of religion". He saw evolution as a
weapon with which to bring down the church. Unfortunately for him and his followers his premature attack
has led to a disjointed, loosely woven, hotch potch of ideas, which require constantly shoring up against the
advances of modern physics and biology. To give Huxley his due, he never accepted even to his death that
the case for evolution had finally been proven.
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See The Rise of the Evolution Fraud, M Bowden, Sovereign Publications, Kent.
----I am moved by the ideas contained in John's answer, into providing a counter balancing interpretation.
Firstly, is evolution just a theory? No it is not. John is quite incorrect. Evolution is a proved material fact, well supported
by the evidence. In the words of one of the foremost biologists of the 20th Century.
In the American vernacular, "Theory" often means "imperfect fact" -- part of a hierarchy of confidence
running downhill from fact to theory to hypothesis to guess. Thus the power of the creationist argument:
evolution is "only" a theory and intense debate now rages about many aspects of the theory. If evolution is
worse than a fact, and scientists can't even make up their minds about the theory, then what confidence can
we have in it? Indeed, President Reagan echoed this argument before an evangelical group in Dallas when
he said (in what I devoutly hope was campaign rhetoric): "Well, it is a theory. It is a scientific theory only,
and it has in recent years been challenged in the world of science -- that is, not believed in the scientific
community to be as infallible as it once was."
Well evolution is a theory. It is also a fact. And facts and theories are different things, not rungs in a
hierarchy of increasing certainty. Facts are the world's data. Theories are structures of ideas that explain and
interpret facts. Facts don't go away when scientists debate rival theories to explain them. Einstein's theory
of gravitation replaced Newton's in this century, but apples didn't suspend themselves in midair, pending
the outcome. And humans evolved from ape-like ancestors whether they did so by Darwin's proposed
mechanism or by some other yet to be discovered.
Moreover, "fact" doesn't mean "absolute certainty"; there ain't no such animal in an exciting and complex
world. The final proofs of logic and mathematics flow deductively from stated premises and achieve
certainty only because they are not about the empirical world. Evolutionists make no claim for perpetual
truth, though creationists often do (and then attack us falsely for a style of argument that they themselves
favor). In science "fact" can only mean "confirmed to such a degree that it would be perverse to withhold
provisional consent." I suppose that apples might start to rise tomorrow, but the possibility does not merit
equal time in physics classrooms.
Evolutionists have been very clear about this distinction of fact and theory from the very beginning, if only
because we have always acknowledged how far we are from completely understanding the mechanisms
(theory) by which evolution (fact) occurred. Darwin continually emphasized the difference between his two
great and separate accomplishments: establishing the fact of evolution, and proposing a theory -- natural
selection -- to explain the mechanism of evolution.
                          (Stephen J. Gould, " Evolution as Fact and Theory"; Discover, May 1981.)
Second, does Darwin's theory of natural selection depend only, or even most importantly, on "accidental progress by
chance genetic mutation"? No it does not. John has fallen into the traditional Creationist trap of ignoring the critical
importance of genetic variation within populations, combined with differential reproductive success as a result of
environmental pressures acting on those genetic variations. Yes, mutation plays a part. And yes, given the tremendous
complexities of life chemistry, most mutations are detrimental. But that is irrelevant. Given the large numbers of
individuals involved, and the large number of generations involved, an extremely small chance of a beneficial mutation
is all that is required. And even the concept of "beneficial" is open to scrutiny. What may be deleterious to one
individual, may turn out to be beneficial to another individual in different environmental circumstances.
Third, the Cambrian Period (specifically, 543 to 520 million years ago) marks an important point in the history of life on
earth; it is the time when most of the major groups of animals first appear in the fossil record. This event is sometimes
called the "Cambrian Explosion", because of the relatively short time over which this diversity of forms appears. It was
once thought that the Cambrian rocks contained the first and oldest fossil animals, but these are now to be found in the
earlier Vendian strata. Thus John is incorrect is suggesting that "life seemed to burst forth from nowhere". The
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Cambrian/ Precambrian boundary is no longer considered as the place where life suddenly appears. There is a
continuum of life across this boundary. Grotzinger et al (Grotzinger, John P., Samuel A. Bowring, Beverly Z. Saylor
and Alan J. Kaufman, 1995, "Biostratigraphic and Geochronologic Constraints on Early Animal Evolution," Science,
270:598-604) write:
Once held as the position in the rock record where the major invertebrate groups first appeared, the PrecambrianCambrian boundary now serves more as a convenient reference point within an evolutionary continuum. Skeletalized
organisms, including Cambrian-aspect shelly fossils, first appear below the boundary and then show strong
diversification during the Early Cambrian. Similarly, trace fossils also appear first in the Vendian, exhibit a progression
to more complex geometries across the boundary, and then parallel the dramatic radiation displayed by body fossils.
Evidences of macroscopic life forms are now found as early as 680 million years ago in the form of worm burrows
(Pagel, Mark, 1999. "Inferring the Historical Patterns of Biological Evolution," Nature, 401(1999):877-884). And
several modern phyla are now claimed to appear in the Precambrian and thus are not part of the supposed 'Cambrian
Explosion.' Here is a short list gleaned from the internet:
Phylum Porifera (Brasier, Martin Owen Green and Graham Shields, 1997. "Ediacaran Sponge Spicule Clusters from
Southwestern Mongolia and the Origins of the Cambrian Fauna," Geology, 25:4:303-306)
Phylum Mollusca (Fedonkin, Mikhail A. and Benjamin M. Waggoner, "The Late Precambrian Fossil Kimberella is a
Mollusc-like Bilaterian Organism," Nature, 388(1997):868-871)
Phylum Annelida (Cloud, Preston, and Martin F. Glaessner, 1982. "The Ediacarian Period and System: Metazoa Inherit
the Earth.", Science, 217, August 27, 1982)
Phylum Cnidaria (Conway Morris, Simon, 1998. The Crucible of Creation, (Oxford: Oxford University Press) p 9)
Phylum Arthropoda (Waggoner, Benjamin M., "Phylogenetic Hypotheses of the Relationships of Arthropods to
Precambrian and Cambrian Problematic Fossil Taxa," Syst. Biol., 45(1996):2:190-222)
Current contenders for the cause of the Cambrian explosion include: 1) the Snowball Earth, specifically the genetic
isolation associated with runaway icehouse conditions; 2) Oxygen Limitation, constraining animals to small size and/or
limited exertion; 3) Nutrient Stimulus, inducing or accelerating animal evolution through an influx of nutrients; 4)
developmental innovations allowing the construction of complex organization; and 5) ecological innovation, particularly
that induced by complex multicellular organisms. (http://gsa.confex.com/gsa/2001ESP/finalprogram/abstract_7355.htm)
My own favourite is the last one listed here. It seems reasonable to me that the advent of complex multi-cellular
organisms would (at some early point in their evolution) rapidly broaden the possibilities for advantageous mutations. If
the organism has a number of cooperating cells, it also has a number of "places" where a mutation could change its
opportunities for finding an unoccupied and beneficial ecological niche. But once all those niches are filled with
opportunistic mutations, further adventurous mutations face much greater competition. So, John is quite incorrect to
suggest that the Cambrian explosion is a "Thorn in the side of evolutionists".
Fourth, John is also incorrect to suggest that mass extinctions are a problem for the theory. As John suggests, mass
extinctions caused by rapid environmental changes, like the one that one that ended the reign of the dinosaurs, have
happened numerous times throughout the history of Life on Earth. And he is correct that extinction rather than evolving
into something else seems to be the order of the day. But both these points are totally irrelevant to his thesis. It is the
very fact of evolution -- differential reproduction resulting from environmental pressures on genetic variation within
species -- that is the "cause" of Life surviving these mass extinction events.
Fifth, John has the attitude of science exactly backward. It is not the case that "Science would prefer to keep hammering
at [evolution] rather than admit that there could be some powerful driving force in the universe which we have not yet
discovered". It is the case that evolution is a proven fact. It is the case that the theory of natural selection a well tested
and highly useful theory of how evolution takes place. And it is the fact that science does not generally waste much time
looking for a "powerful driving force in the universe which we have not yet discovered" for which there is no evidence,
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or current need.
Sixth, John's characterizations of T.H. Huxley is correct (according to many histories of the early campaign to
popularize Darwin's theories). But they are also totally irrelevant to his thesis. The scientific support for evolution and
Darwin's theory of natural selection have far surpassed the rather inept attempts of Huxley.
Seventh, while I haven't read Bowden (the book is not in my local library), I would be curious how he distinguishes
"The truth" from "a fraud". From my own methods of evaluation, on all but one means of distinction, evolution comes
out as "The truth" and it is the anti-evolutionist argument that gets the epithet "a fraud". The only exception to this that I
have encountered so far, is if one comes to the question with a pre-conceived notion that Darwin has to be wrong. And
if one is going to recommend additional reading sources, I would offer as a counter to Bowden, the following works:
a.. Darwin's Dangerous Idea by Daniel C. Dennett
b.. The Selfish Gene and The Extended Phenotype by Richard Dawkins
c.. The Red Queen by Matt Ridley
d.. Darwin's Ghost by Steve Jones
e.. Or start your online research here: http://www.fsteiger.com/urllist.html
Is euthanasia wrong? I am in need of reasons why euthanasia is morally wrong and why society should not accept
euthanasia. Or why they should accept euthanasia.
According to the American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language (Fourth Edition): "Euthanasia" means "The act
or practice of ending the life of an individual suffering from a terminal illness or an incurable condition, as by lethal
injection or the suspension of extraordinary medical treatment." And it comes from the Greek euthanasi, meaning "a
good death".
For the purpose of this discussion, there are two aspects of this definition that need emphasis. Firstly, the "victim"
involved is not leading a normal life. The implication of the definition is that the quality of life of the "victim" is
deemed intolerably poor. And second, euthanasia is a positive action, unlike the passive inaction of the already socially
sanctioned "removal of care", or "Turning off the machines".
Lets divide acts of euthanasia into a number of categories for further analysis:
(1) Voluntary Euthanasia
(2) Non-voluntary Euthanasia
(a) Where the "Victim" is conscious and rational
(b) Where the "Victim" is either unconscious or irrational
(1) Voluntary Euthanasia. This would involve actively ending the life of someone who wishes to end their life. Either
directly through such specific acts as mentioned in the definition cited above, or indirectly through what has often been
referred to as "assisted suicide". As long as the intended "victim" of the act is rational, and is reaching her decision to
end her own life rationally, with reasonable justification, I can think of no rationale that would suggest that this kind of
euthanasia is morally wrong. Of course, there are many people who hold what I consider to be an irrational belief that
life is somehow "Sacred" and to be sustained regardless of costs or consequences. I can see where such a belief might
prevent someone from participating in an act of voluntary euthanasia either as "victim" or as "assistant". But I can not
fathom a moral basis from which such a belief would justify coercively restraining others from participating in such
acts. Certainly, there are people who rationally judge that their continued life is intolerable, and death would be a
welcome release. I can see no moral basis from which to coerce such people into continuing to tolerate the intolerable.
Nor can I see any moral basis from which to coerce potential assistants into not assisting the chosen path of the "victim"
in such cases.
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I did mention one caveat, however, that really is the "kicker" when it comes to putting the theory into regular practice.
How can we make sure that the "victim" in question has reached the decision rationally? We would want to ensure that
such an irreversible decision is reached with proper justification, and is not the result of some transient emotional
trauma. So the reasons why society might not want to sanction voluntary euthanasia do not stem from the morality of
such acts, but from the practical problems of ensuring that the euthanasia is indeed voluntary.
To rephrase your question in those terms then if society were to sanction voluntary euthanasia, can we ever be assured
that the decision to end one's life is reached intelligently, with proper justification and in the absence of transient
emotional trauma? Personally, I think the answer must be, Yes. On a case by case basis, I think it is reasonable to think
that we could take such measures to assure ourselves that the intended "victim" is making a proper decision. And
although institutionalising the practice opens up the risk that the associated bureaucracy might get carried away (as most
bureaucracies have a tendency to do), I think it is quite feasible that we can implement sufficient protections. The
medical profession does, after all, have some experience in dealing with such troubling matters.
(2a) Non-voluntary Euthanasia of a Conscious and Rational Victim. Can actively ending the life of a conscious and
rational "victim" who does not wish to die ever be morally justified? We must first set aside, as not really within the
meaning of "euthanasia," any set of circumstances where society already recognises "justifiable homicide" (e.g. -- selfdefence, capital punishment, acts of war, etc.). For the remaining possibilities, I can think of no rationale that would
morally justify what essentially amounts to lethal coercion. (Which is why the protections surrounding voluntary
euthanasia have to be thorough enough to ensure that the euthanasia in question is indeed voluntary.)
(2b) Non-voluntary Euthanasia of an Unconscious or Irrational Victim. Which leaves the remaining category of nonvoluntary euthanasia of a "victim" who is either unconscious (with no prospects of becoming conscious) or irrational
(with no prospects of becoming rational). Personally, I can think of no rationale that would render such acts of
euthanasia morally wrong. As with voluntary euthanasia, protections must be implemented to ensure that the "no
prospects" conditionals are, for all practical considerations, in fact "no prospects". And society might not wish to
condone such acts on the basis of the practical costs and difficulties of implementing such protections. But as with the
strictures on institutionalised voluntary euthanasia, that would be a social cost/benefit trade-off not a moral
determination.
But given that such protections can be implemented, keeping the incurably irrational or incurably unconscious alive is
an inexcusable waste of someone else's resources. If it is your choice to allocate your resources to keep such a "victim"
alive, that is your prerogative. The resources involved are yours. But if society proposes to coerce me out of my
resources in order to keep your "victim" alive, I can think of no moral principle that would justify that coercion. If you
are footing the bills to keep such a "victim" alive, on what moral basis could I, or society, justify the coercion necessary
to prevent you from ceasing your benevolence? And if I am footing the bills for your "victim", on what moral basis can
you justify coercing me to continue my benevolence? I can think of none. The victim's "right to life" ceases at the point
where it requires coercion of others to sustain it.
Is the death penalty ever a legitimate punishment? or is killing always wrong?
To which John Brandon replied If the law of the state declares capital punishment to be the penalty for certain crimes, then the punishment
is legitimate. Whether it is morally right or not is another question. There is a possibility that most civilized
people consider killing to be a wrong. Most certainly, states claiming to establish justice based on the
christian ethic ought to recognise and obey the commandment, "Thou shalt not kill." It follows that if this
commandment can be disobeyed, then so can the other nine, faiths do not cater for selectivity. There is no
proviso in the commandment which allows you to kill if you are a high court judge or a state executioner.
However, legal systems based on some other faiths include the "Tooth for a tooth, eye for an eye and life
for a life' concept.
To fully discuss the question of killing being always wrong would take us into the complexities of war. Is it
more acceptable for the defender to kill the aggressor than it is for the aggressor to kill the defender?
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Should a conscientious objector allow himself to be killed rather than kill his opponent? Is killing in selfdefence always acceptable?
Finally, there is the delicate question as to whether killing perpetrated by the state as justice is actually
revenge.
----Firstly, I do agree with John that if the law of the land declares capital punishment to be the penalty for certain crimes,
then the punishment is legitimate, and whether it is morally right or not is another question. And I agree that the
question is a delicate one whether killing perpetrated by the state is justice or is actually revenge.
I would just like to point out that when John refers to the Commandment "Thou shalt not kill", he is implying that
justice based on the Christian ethic must necessarily employ the King James Version of the Bible. There are newer
translations of the language in which the original has come down to us in (I don't remember whether the original script
of Exodus comes to us in Greek, Aramaic, or some other ancient form.) For example, where Exodus 20:13 is rendered
in the King James Version as "Thou shalt not kill.", it is rendered in the New International Version, the New American
Standard Bible, and the English Standard Version as "You shall not murder." And in The Amplified Bible, it is "You
shall not commit murder." (You can go to http://bible.gospelcom.net to see any particular Bible passage as it is rendered
in any of 18 different versions. That site will also route you to pages that describe the methods employed in translation.)
Now, according to my American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, "murder" means - "(noun) The unlawful
killing of one human being by another, especially with premeditated malice." And according to my Shorter Oxford
English Dictionary, "murder" means "(noun) the unlawful premeditated killing of one person by another." Or "(verb)
kill unlawfully and with premeditation."
So, contrary to John's suggestion, there is indeed a proviso in the commandment which allows you to kill if you are a
high court judge, or a state executioner, or even if you are defending yourself from an aggressor in your home, on the
street, or in a war. None of those forms of killing constitutes "murder" according to current legal statues. Nor can they
be viewed as immoral, if one is employing as one's moral standard, the more up-to-date translations of the Ten
Commandments. (The Bible, of course, contains many contradictory admonitions, so it is entirely possible that other
passages of the Bible may be found to render any killing "contrary to the commands of God".)
What is the difference between the following two (alleged) possibilities?
1. There might have existed someone physically just like me, who did not possess consciousness.
2. There might have existed someone physically just like me who possessed a consciousness just like mine WHO WAS
NOT ME.
From the perspective of a realist/materialist, the very statement of the possibilities in question raises key additional
questions. Just what does it mean to be "physically just like me"?
If what is intended is simple exterior physical appearance, then there is nothing strange about either possibility.
Possibility (1) refers to somebody who might possibly have existed, who closely resembles me, and who is considered
to be dead. And possibility (2) refers to somebody who might possibly have existed, who closely resembles me, and
who is considered to be alive. This distinction is so mundane, that it is probable that the question is meant in a more
difficult sense.
In this more difficult sense, the meaning of "physically just like me" is taken to refer to the totality of the physical
existence of me. And from this interpretation of "physically just like me", there is no difference between the two
propositions. Neither is logically possible. It is not logically possible that there exists someone physically just like me
that does not possess consciousness. To a materialist like myself, consciousness is a physical aspect of my physical
existence. To be "physically just like me" therefore implies "possessed of a consciousness just like mine". Even in the
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"possible worlds" interpretation of "possibilities", therefore, it would not be logically possible for my doppleganger to
exist both exactly physically like me, and not invested with consciousness. Even more strongly, it would not be logically
possible for my doppleganger to exist exactly physically like me, and not be possessed of a consciousness exactly like
mine. Which means that it would not be logically possible for my doppleganger to exist without being me. To a
materialist, all that "I" am is the physical characteristics of matter that is my consciousness.
Finally, it is always possible to "Tweak" the intended meaning of "physically just like me" to logically permit the
existence of any desired variation between the mundane and the difficult. There are so many potential variations on this
theme, that a more detailed specification of meaning would be necessary to permit further exploration of the intended
question. For example, what does the questioner mean by "did not possess" consciousness. Is the intended doppleganger
imagined to lack a consciousness at the time of consideration, or is the doppleganger imagined to never have had a
consciousness?
Of course, if the questioner does not like the materialist answer, then the next obvious question is - just what does it
mean to be "me"?
I'm an ex-philosopher turned English (EFL) teacher. I have been trying to find some interesting philosophical texts that
I could use with my students, but have failed to find anything suitable so far. Obviously the most important thing is clear
and simple language, but containing interesting ideas (they are all intelligent post-grad students). I hope you can help!
Thanks.
Given that you are teaching ESL, I would suggest "Culture Matters" by Lawrence E. Harrison and Samuel P
Huntington. It contains a number of philosophically interesting articles that you can cherry-pick through. In a similar
vein, you might consider "Paradigms Lost" by John Casti. It also contains a number of shorter articles from which you
can choose. For more intensive reading, I would recommend either "The Selfish Gene" by Richard Dawkins, or
"Darwin's Ghost" by Steve Jones. For a literary selection, you can do no better than "The Fountainhead" by Ayn Rand -an easily readable story with a philosophical message sure to generate lots of discussion.
What is the meaning of life?
What is the meaning of life from your perspective?
Your question is a very simple one, and a very common one - especially to those new to the subject of philosophy. In
fact, in my own very limited experience, it is the question that most frequently starts an individual on the road to a
deeper investigation into the various subjects of philosophy.
On further investigation, one will usually find that this very simple question is also a very complex one. In fact, one will
quickly discover that one has to be more specific about just what one means by "meaning", "life", and "meaning of life".
It turns out there are a number of ways to interpret this seemingly very simple question.
Here is a small sampling of the ways that I have found this question actually intended. By "What is the meaning of
life?" do you mean i. What is "life"? In the sense of how or why is "life" different from "non-life"?
ii. What is the purpose (or function or intent) of life? In the sense of "why does life exist at all?
iii. What is the significance of life (to the Earth or to the Universe)? In the sense of does it matter to the rest of the
Earth or the Universe whether there is life or not?
iv. What is the purpose (or function or intent) of the human species?
v. What is the significance of the existence of the human species (to the Earth or to the Universe)?
vi. What is the purpose (or function or intent) of my life? A much more specifically intended question usually posed
by someone struggling to find some anchor to their daily struggles.
vii. What is the significance of my life (to the Earth or to the Universe)? Also a very specifically intended question,
posed by someone feeling overwhelmed by the apparently insignificant role allotted to the individual by
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"Science". (We each are one of six billion humans living on a tiny speck of dirt circling a run of the mill star at
the outer edge of a run of the mill galaxy that is one of trillions in the Universe. How insignificant can you get?)
I am going to try to provide a brief answer to your question from the point of view of (vi) above. And along the way
hopefully approach a response to some of the other possible interpretations of your question.
First, an important disclaimer. I am a realist / materialist. I am not an idealist or a dualist. So my answer to your question
will exclude any reference to religious or spiritual concepts. For answers from those perspectives, you will have to seek
guidance from your friendly priest, minister, or spiritual advisor.
The first step in answering your question, is to acknowledge that you are a member of the species Homo sapiens. As
such, you are a primate, a mammal, an animal, and a living organism with a 3 to 4 billion year evolutionary history
behind you.
The second step is to acknowledge that the "Thing" that has been evolving over the myriad of generations that have
lived since the dawn of life on Earth, is the genetic code and not the individual. You, yourself, are but a bio-chemical
machine. You were constructed by the fertilised cell that was the result of the union of your mother's ovum and your
father's sperm. And you were constructed in accordance with the recipe encoded in your genes. You are a survival
machine for the genes in your DNA. (I refer you to the works of Richard Dawkins for further argument on this point.)
That then, is your answer. The meaning of your life, your function, your purpose, the reason you exist, is to ensure that
your genes get transmitted to the next generation.
This is a general principle of all life. So the general answer to the question "What is the meaning of life?" is quite simply
- for each individual organism to ensure that the genes that are encapsulated in each organism get transmitted to the next
generation. Or, in a more general wording - the meaning of life is to ensure that life continues.
Many people will object to this answer, including many professional philosophers. But any alternative they offer to my
answer will come either from their religious or spiritual premises (which I have specifically disavowed), or from out of
thin air. As humans we are gifted with the ability to choose alternative goals in life. And you are free to pursue whatever
ends tickle your fancy.
However, regardless of what other goals may be offered instead, if you are not successful at fulfilling this evolutionary
meaning of your life, then your genetic codes (and their 3 to 4 billion years of ancestry) will vanish from the future. The
future will be populated by individuals whose ancestors were successful at this evolutionary purpose.
Finally, I offer some advice provided by John Brandon earlier in these questions - "My advise to a person who finds no
meaning in life is to become a philosopher and share in the excitement of trying to discover what the world and what
life is all about. We can either be depressed with our shallow view of the world, or we can be stimulated by seeking the
deeper reasons for what we perceive around us. And be warned, the concepts we form in life constitute the world we
live in." Amen!
After reading through the current answers section of this website I have noticed a trend toward agnosticism among
nearly all of the respondents. It would seem to me that a belief in God supposes the intangible, which is therefore
perceived by most high thinkers as illogical and therefore not a valid factor in any philosophical equation. Is
agnosticism a prerequisite to being a logical thinker? I have to do something taboo and place an interesting Biblical
reference here: 1 Corinthians 1:20.
You are not going to like this answer, but I would suggest that the consequence (not the prerequisite) of being a logical
thinker is at least agnosticism if not atheism. Logical thinking demands that one examine one's premises. And challenge
them for reasonableness and justification. A belief in God demands that one accepts the premise that God exists without
question or challenge. Justification is an illegitimate issue. Unless one maintains a strict mental separation between one's
religious thinking, and one's logical thinking, one cannot help but begin to question one's religious premises.
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Some Questions and Answers
(Part 4)
"I would like to know if your body and soul are separated?
Is it your soul who feels and thinks? Is it possible that we reincarnate and keep our soul? Is it possible that we keep our
wisdom in our soul and when we go to a sort of heaven when we're perfect? I mean with 'perfect', when we are one with
everybody and have all wisdom, I don't mean knowledge."
The answer to your questions depend very much on just what you mean by "Soul".
If by "Soul" you mean the religious concept of the animator of the body, and the immaterial spirit that will eventually
reside in heaven or hell, (the animating and vital principle in human beings, credited with the faculties of thought,
action, and emotion and often conceived as an immaterial entity; the spiritual nature of human beings, regarded as
immortal, separable from the body at death, and susceptible to happiness or misery in a future state; the disembodied
spirit of a dead human being) then your guess is as good as anyone else's. As there is absolutely no evidence for the
existence of such a thing, and absolutely no evidence either way on any of the auxiliary questions you have asked, you
can make up your own answers to please your sense of emotional comfort, and no one will be able to dispute you. The
religious notion of a "soul"resides in the realm of religious faith, and not in the realm of science and evidence. So there
is absolutely no limit what so ever on what you choose to have religious faith in.
If, however, you choose to adopt a more scientific / materialist interpretation of the "soul", then the answer to your main
question is "No!"The "soul"is the consequence of the biochemical operation of the brain. As such, it cannot be
separated from the brain. So obviously, the soul dies when the brain dies, we don't go to heaven, and there is no
reincarnation.
"Why, in a democracy which grants us virtual freedom, are we forced to receive an education?"
The answer is that no democracy really does "grant us virtual freedom". Despite the wording that appears in whatever
(virtual or actual) "Bill of Rights" may apply to your jurisdiction, a democracy does not really grant individual residents
much freedom at all. The laws, rules, regulations, and outright foolish restrictions imposed by a democracy on the
average citizen's "freedom" fills rows of bookshelves in small print. And the list grows by a shelf or two every year.
Take a look at any lawyer's reference library -- and you'll see just one small part of it. I remember seeing an estimate for
the growth rate in Canada in the 1960's -- it was on the order of 50,000 pages per year. And surely that rate has
increased in more recent times.
The fact that you think your particular form of democracy does indeed grant you a degree of freedom is a testament to
the social propaganda that reigned during your formative years. The "public image"of a democracy is one that stresses
the rights of the individual to do as s/he pleases. The suppressed reality of a democracy is that the individual is allowed
by everyone else to do as s/he pleases, so long as whatever that is does not impinge on the demand of that alien majority
to be unencumbered by the consequences. The net result of this conflicting constraint is that your "freedom"is strictly
limited by the ways in which the majority of your fellow citizens feel they might be inconvenienced by whatever it is
you might wish to do.
The maximization of personal freedom is not the proper purpose of a democratic form of governance. The proper
purpose of a democracy is the maximization of the welfare of the citizenry through the cooperative efforts of those
citizens towards mutually desirable goals. Recent history (since 1850, say) clearly demonstrates that central
management of such efforts is not nearly as effective as local and personal management of such efforts. But, if your
particular interests in "freedom"are to pursue non-cooperative efforts, or pursue goals that conflict with the mutually
desirable goals of the majority, you will find your freedom severely limited. Any so called "Bill of Rights"that might
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supposedly constrain the majority in this regard, will not really constrain them at all.
Which brings us to your actual question about forced education. The majority has decided, for various reasons, that
forcing you to get an education is in the best interests of the majority in their pursuit of their cooperative efforts towards
their mutually desirable goals. Some of the rationales that have been offered for this decision include:
(a) modern society is both socially and technically sophisticated, and if you are going to contribute to society and not
become a parasite on the majority, you will need a rather sophisticated education. You will need to learn a great deal
that you cannot easily learn any other way, if you are to obtain a productive means to self-sustainment, and if you are to
avoid falling foul of one of those myriad ways of pissing off the majority of your fellows, and if you are going to raise
up your own children in a "proper" way..
(b) A democracy works most effectively when, to the greatest possible extent, every citizen firmly believes that it is the
best way to ensure their own personal welfare. And the education system has proved most effective at suitably
"socializing"the young into this convenient belief.
(c) Young people are in the poorest of positions to appreciate the importance of these two rationales -- they neither
know enough yet (of history, sociology, and various technical fields), nor have been sufficiently "socialized"yet (to
"properly"value things), to appreciate the longer range consequences of not having a "good"(ie. suitable to the interests
of the majority) education.
"Does God love us?"
We are told constantly by Christians of various flavours that "God is Love". We often see hanging from upper bleachers
during a ball game a banner which says "John 3:16," which, if you look it up, says the same thing. In the sacred writings
of the Jews we find this lofty spiritual concept in Deut. 6:5 and Hos. 14:5.
To see if this means what it appears to mean, let us examine a representative sampling of passages from both
Testaments (drawn from The Ways of an Atheist, by Bernard Katz. Prometheus Books, Amherst, New York, 1999).
First, from the Old Testament:
God so "loves" us that He -1. created every living entity, declaring it was "good" (Gen. 1:21-22). Of course this
included man-eating animals, the great white shark, flesh eating bacteria, and the AIDS
viruses.
2. wiped all living things off the face of the earth except Noah and his family and that
which was preserved in the ark (Gen. 6). (Hmm. What about the things that lived in the
sea, or the air? What about bacteria or viruses?)
3. killed the first-born of the Egyptians (Exod. 12:29).
4. sanctioned slavery (Exod. 21:2-3).
5. ordered slave-raiding parties (Deut. 20:10-15).
6. sanctioned the capture and deflowering of women, after which they could be thrown
aside (Deut. 10-14).
7. commanded the killing of those who were supposed to be witches (Exod. 22:18).
8. that he commanded the killing of those who were supposed to be wizards (Lev. 20:6).
9. ordered the death of anyone who did not worship Him only (Exod. 22:20).
10. ordered death for anyone who practiced bestiality (Exod. 22:19).
11. ordered death for anyone in a family who had a different religion, that is, worshiped
other gods (Deut. 13:6-11).
12. commanded death to any sabbath-breaker (Exod. 13:14-15).
13. commanded that any uncircumcised male was to be outlawed from his kinfolk (Gen.
7:14).
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14. sanctioned death to anyone who blasphemed (Lev. 24:10-16).
15. ordered death for any man caught having sex with a married woman, as well as death for
the woman herself (Deut. 22:22).
16. ordered both men and women to be outlawed from their kinfolk if the man had
intercourse with the woman during her monthly period (Lev. 20:18).
17. answered complaints by sending poisonous snakes which killed many (Num. 21:5-6).
18. ordered the massacre of a whole nation (Deut. 2:34).
19. ordered a pestilence which killed seventy thousand people because David had sinned by
taking a census (2 Sam. 24:15).
20. himself killed 102 men just to prove that Elijah was a true prophet (1 Kings 1:10-12).
21. commanded vengeance upon the fourth generation of children for the sins of their fathers
(Num. 14:8).
22. commanded all worshipers of the Devil to suffer eternal torment (Rev. 14:9-11).
23. condemned us all to torment because of our inheritance of the sin of Adam (Rom. 5:18).
Since this goes way beyond the fourth generation as described in Num. 14:8, it is evident
that God changed his mind.
And from the New Testament God so "loves" us that He -24. commanded that the great majority of mankind will go to hell (Matt. 7:13-14).
25. condemned to everlasting destruction those who do not know the Father or his Son's Gospel (2
Thess. 1:7-9).
26. condemned to hellfire those of us who call others fools (Matt. 5:22).
27. damned anyone who does not believe in his Son (John 3:36).
28. damned those who were rich (Luke 6:24). j
29. damned even those who are well-spoken of (Luke 6:26).
30. allowed devils to possess men (Matt. 8:16).
31. sacrificed an innocent person for our sins (1 Pet. 2:24; Heb. 9:26).
If this is God's notion of "Love", I myself want no part of it!! The Bible's concept of "God's Love" is enormously
different from the concept of "Love" employed by the average person. So different, in fact, that for Christians to call
how God feels about us "Love" is to indulge in false and misleading advertising.
So what is "Love" according to how the average person uses the word?
According to The American HeritageÂ® Dictionary of the English Language (Third Edition Â© 1996 by Houghton
Mifflin Company), LOVE is "A deep, tender, ineffable feeling of affection and solicitude toward a person, such as that
arising from kinship, recognition of attractive qualities, or a sense of underlying oneness."
We've been given the impression that to define love is near to impossible. Maybe there's a fear that if we define it, it
would somehow be less powerful...less impactful...less exhilarating. Maybe we like the mystery of it. But is it really that
complicated? Perhaps the complications surrounding love come from all "stuff"we add on to this powerful emotion.
Perhaps the complications come from the Judeo-Christian-Muslim struggle to match what God does, with what the
average person does under the aegis of "Love". Lets drop all the baggage surrounding relationships and define what it is
we are experiencing in the moment of love.
What does the average human feel when you love someone? If distilled down to its core components, what would those
be? Love is an emotion, a feeling, a wanting, and a "being". We know it feels good, but what specific feelings, wantings,
and beings are present when we feel love? Here are some of the generally accepted common denominators of love...
1. Love is Accepting. -- Acceptance is labelling someone as "okay" and having no particular desire to change them.
Who they are is perfectly fine with you. You pose no condition on whether you will love them or not. This is call
unconditional love. When your love IS conditional, the moment they step outside your set of conditions, love
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evaporates.
2. Love is Appreciating. -- Appreciation is one step beyond acceptance. It's when your focus is on what you like
about another. We look at them and feel this sweeping appreciation for who they are, their joy, their insights, their
humour, their companionship, etc. When someone says they are "in love" with another, they mean their
appreciation is so enormous for this person that it consumes their every thought.
3. Love is Wanting Another to Feel Good. -- We want those we love to be happy, safe, healthy, and fulfilled. We
want them to feel good in all ways, physically, mentally and emotionally.
4. Love is Attention. -- Love expressed is when you give your attention, your time, your focus to someone. Webster
defines attention as "the giving of one's mind to something." We don't always express our love. Love is a feeling
and the expression of that feeling is separate. It's an action. There's a practical reason we don't always express our
love for another. It's an issue of TIME. We only have 24 hours in a day (if you make it up that way). If the
expression of love was a core ingredient to love, we would have to be stingy with who we loved, because there
simply wouldn't be enough time to love everyone! If you see the distinction between the feeling and the
expression, you can then love endless numbers of people. There are many ways in which we give our attention to
another. We use our five senses. Our ears to listen. Being completely present with the one who is speaking. Our
eyes, watching another, undivided attention. Tasting/smelling? (I'll let you figure that one out). Touching, giving a
hug, holding a hand, a caress, or sexual expression. How you express your love depends on the type of
relationship.
5. Love is Selfish. -- You are with that person, accept, appreciate, want, and devote attention to that person, because
they make you happy. Of course you desire to make them happy too, but that is the result of the fact that you love
them. If love were a sacrifice, it would be a sacrifice to spend time with the person. But if you love someone, you
enjoy spending time with them, therefore, it is selfish. The person you choose to love represents the things you
value most in yourself. You do not love someone you consider worthless, but one who embodies values you
consider to be of great worth. The values you consider to be of great worth are the values you strive to achieve in
yourself.
"Love and friendship are profoundly personal, selfish values: love is an expression and assertion of self-esteem, a
response to one's own values in the person of another. One gains a profoundly personal, selfish joy from the mere
existence of the person one loves. It is one's own personal, selfish happiness that one seeks, earns, and derives from
love." (Ayn Rand, and I can't remember the reference).
Whatever it is that God is, God is not "Love". None of the things that God has done (at least according to the scriptures)
under the label "Love" can be considered to fit within the standard meaning of the word.
"I have to do a paper for English Comp 1 (it's extra credit so I don't have to do it but I'd like to). Our teacher asked us
why do good things happen to bad people and bad things happen to good people. He wants us to write a two page paper
on it concentrating on something major in history (9/11, conquests, flu epidemics, black plague). Basically anything
major in history that has happened to good people. any ideas? What is a good person anyhow, I for one don't believe
anyone is good, but I told him that and he wasn't so "approving" of me writing a paper stating that. Any ideas or links
you have about this would be much appreciated....one more thing...I'm not interested in a religious standpoint, I know
why Christians think it happens, but that's not something I'm interested in writing or even considering."
Try this approach -Things that happen to people can be generally classed as "good things"or "bad things"according to some unspecified
standard of evaluation. People also can be generally classed as "good people"or "bad people"by a similar (but not
necessarily the same) unspecified standard of evaluation. Specifying the standards of evaluation involved in these
classifications is not necessary.
Now, assume as a trial hypothesis that whatever happens, is in some sense a random event. What I mean by this is that it
is generally unpredictable what things will happen to which people. If that is the case, then it will be inevitable that the
things that happen to people (whether "good people"or "bad people") will average out to 50% "good things"and 50%
"bad things".
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Empirical observation of what does in fact happen to people would strongly support two conclusions. First, that people
generally expect "good things"to happen to "good people"(and "bad things: to happen to "bad people") and therefore
dismiss such occurrences as "normally expected performance". The opposite occurrences ("bad things"happening to
"good people"and "good things"happening to "bad people") are noticeable and memorable because they do not fit into
our expectations. Hence there is an observational bias towards the "bad things"that happen to "good people"(and the
"good things"that happen to "bad people").
And secondly, it is empirically obvious that despite corrections for the above described bias, the distribution of
"things"that happen to people does not seem to be balanced at 50-50 ("good"versus "bad"). It would appear that
whatever qualities constitute being a "good person", they do in fact provide some insulation against a random
distribution of "good things"and "bad things"happening. But however effective being a "good person"seems to be at
tilting the distribution in a "good"way, enough "bad things"happen to "good people", that one cannot conclude that
being a "good person"is totally effective.
Hence the conclusion that while the distribution of the occurrence of "good things"and "bad things"is not entirely
random, it is not entirely determined by the "goodness"or "badness"of people. So we can conclude, in the words of
Louis Pasteur "Chance favours the prepared mind."
"There is a point I do not understand about final causes and their applicability to physical systems.
Action guided by final causes (future conditions as cause of the event) are not considered as scientifically acceptable in
the world of matter. Only actions guided by efficient causes (prior conditions as cause of the event) are considered as
scientifically acceptable in the physical world.
However, simple robots like the cybernetic turtle orientating its movement in the direction of a source of light can have
their action guided by a final cause (reach the source of light). So a simple robot built up with matter following only
efficient causes seems to be in a position to obey final causes. How is this possible?"
In "The Intentional Stance"Daniel C. Dennett distinguished between what he refers to as the "intentional stance"and
what he refers to as the "physical stance". These are two different ways of viewing and thinking about a physical
system. Most of science deals with the world from the "physical stance". As such, only physical causation -- what
Aristotle called "efficient causes" -- is relevant.
However, we can also view the same physical system from the "intentional stance"and bring in teleology (goals,
Aristotle's "final causes") into the picture. The intentional stance views the system as an agent pursuing goals, and can
understand the system from that perspective. Dennett's example was of a thermostat "wanting" to keep the room at a
preset temperature. The example you provide is the simple robot turtle "wanting"to reach the source of light. At the
physical level, however, all is "efficient cause". Photons from the light source impinge on a photo receptor, and through
appropriate circuitry, "cause"the robot to move in that direction. Physically, all is "caused"by photons impinging on
photo receptors and electrons following an electronic circuit from one pole of a battery to another.
The "kicker"is that the electronic circuitry has to be designed in the proper way to get the robot to behave as if it
"wants"to reach the light. In the case of the robot, the designer was a human engineer. In the case of a real turtle
reaching for some lettuce, the "designer"was the trail and error consequences of natural selection.
What does the word "good"mean?
From The American HeritageÂ® Dictionary of the English Language, Third Edition (Houghton Mifflin Company,
1992) we get the dictionary definition "Good - (adjective) 1. Being positive or desirable in nature; not bad or poor. 2 a. Having the qualities that
are desirable or distinguishing in a particular thing. b. Serving the desired purpose or end; suitable 3 a.
Not spoiled or ruined. b. In excellent condition; sound. 4 a. Superior to the average; satisfactory. b. Used
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formerly to refer to the U.S. Government grade of meat higher than standard and lower than choice. 5 a. Of
high quality. b. Discriminating. 6. Worthy of respect; honourable. 7. Attractive; handsome. 8. Beneficial to
health. 9. Competent; skilled. 10. Complete; thorough. 11 a. Reliable; sure. b. Valid or true. c. Genuine;
real. 12 a. In effect; operative. b. Able to continue in a specified activity. 13 a. Able to pay or contribute. b.
Able to elicit a specified reaction. 14 a. Ample; substantial b. Bountiful. 15. Full. 16 a. Pleasant; enjoyable.
b. Propitious; favorable. 17 a. Of moral excellence; upright. b. Benevolent; kind. c. Loyal; staunch. 18 a.
Well-behaved; obedient. b. Socially correct; proper. 19. (Sports) Having landed within bounds or within a
particular area of a court."
And
"Good - (noun) 1 a. Something that is good. b. A good, valuable, or useful part or aspect. 2. Welfare;
benefit. 3. Goodness; virtue."
In case you didn't notice, if you disregard the circular definitions, there are 36 separately identified shadings of
meaning here for the word "Good". All but a single one of these definitions (17a - Of moral excellence; upright.) will
generate little philosophical disagreement as to what it means, and to what examples in Reality it refers to.
It is interesting to note that all but this single "moral"meaning of the word can be considered to be evaluations of how
well some subject being judged fulfills its intended purpose. Look at the key words used in the definitions as "quasisynonyms" - positive, desirable, distinguishing, suitable, excellent, sound, superior, quality, beneficial, competent,
skilled, complete, thorough, reliable, valid, true, genuine, operative, pleasant, enjoyable, favourable, benevolent, kind,
loyal, correct, proper, valuable, useful, fitting, appropriate, genuine. They all can be interpreted as an evaluation of how
well the subject of the judgment measures up on the standard of fulfilling its purpose. You might say that there is a
"functional" meaning of "good" that is usual, and a "moral" meaning of "good" that is the exceptional case. The
"functional" meanings are by far the easiest to understand, the easiest to provide concrete examples of, and the bulk of
the various shades of meaning. The "functional" meanings of "good" can be understood in terms of - "An X is a good X,
if it does a [positive, desirable, distinguished, suitable, excellent, sound, superior, quality, beneficial, competent, skilled,
complete, thorough, reliable, valid, true, genuine, operative, pleasant, enjoyable, favourable, benevolent, kind, loyal,
correct, proper, valuable, useful, fitting, appropriate, genuine] job of doing what an X is supposed to do."
Which leaves us with the single moral / ethical meaning -- "Good - (adjective) 17 a. Of moral excellence; upright.
(noun) 1 a. Something that is good. 3. Goodness; virtue."
Lets add to this mix the dictionary definitions of "moral"and "virtue", since these words appear key to understanding the
moral meaning of "good". Again from The American HeritageÂ® Dictionary of the English Language, Third Edition
(Houghton Mifflin Company, 1992) we get the dictionary definitions "Moral - (adjective) 1. Of or concerned with the judgment of the goodness or badness of human action and
character. 2. Teaching or exhibiting goodness or correctness of character and behavior. 3. Conforming to
standards of what is right or just in behavior; virtuous. 4. Arising from conscience or the sense of right and
wrong. 5. Having psychological rather than physical or tangible effects. 6. Based on strong likelihood or
firm conviction, rather than on the actual evidence."
And
"Virtue - (noun) 1 a. Moral excellence and righteousness; goodness. b. An example or kind of moral
excellence. 2. Chastity, especially in a girl or woman. 3. A particularly efficacious, good, or beneficial
quality; advantage. 4. Effective force or power."
The problem with these two additional dictionary definitions is that they are, as you can see from the above,
completely circular. A "good" (in the moral rather than functional sense) thing, choice, action or alternative is one that
which is "morally good" or "morally excellent". And one that is "moral" is one that is judged "good". Relying on the
dictionary meanings of "good" and "moral" provides absolutely no intelligible foundation from which to suggest that
anyone's particular belief about what is "good" is in any way not correct and valid and proper. So the dictionary does not
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really supply us with much of a practical guide to morals.
Unfortunately, a dictionary tries to be a documentation of how people use a particular word. It is not trying to be a guide
as to how words really ought to be used. Which means, in practical day-to-day application by most people - "good"in a
moral sense is whatever I choose to believe is good. And this is the essence of "Subjectivist" Ethics.
Unlike normal social discourse, in the realms of philosophical discussion, ethical alternatives cannot be publicly labelled
as more or less desirable without some form of justification stronger than "Because I say so!" It is perfectly acceptable
to say, in the privacy of your own thoughts, "The moral good is whatever I choose to believe is the moral good." But it
is almost always unacceptable to those with whom you deal in society to say to them that "The moral good is whatever I
choose to believe is the moral good." To do so raises the probability that someone else will reply "I don't agree!" or "So
what?" or "Who are you to tell me what to do?"
Unless, that is, all concerned are willing to relax the generally accepted philosophers belief that the practice of
philosophy is more than merely the expression of personal opinion. Suppose we do change this, and accept as a starting
position that the moral good is so just because someone says so. Since such a system of morality is based on the
presumed validity of each person's subjective opinion, there is no logically valid rebuttal to another person's opinion.
There is no basis upon which to found a claim that one person's opinion is any more accurate or correct or valid than
another's.
If this is, in fact, an acceptable starting foundation, then the resulting system of morality will be useful and valid only
for those who agree with some one particular individual's personal opinion that this moral good is indeed more desirable
in some way than that. The ethical system that results from such a starting axiom is not likely to be consistent or
logically coherent. There is nothing to require that the accepted opinion on any related subjects be consistent or logical.
Adherents of such a system would not be able to converse on ethical topics with anyone who did not agree with the
accepted judgments as to what is morally good. And, more importantly, there is only one avenue open to adherents of
such a Code of Morality if they wish to indulge in any social interactions with people who do not agree with the
judgments about what constitutes the moral good. The only practical alternative is - "Agree with us/me - or else!"
Of course, merely because Subjectivist Ethics appears to produce undesirable side-effects for some people, is not a
legitimate argument against its validity. A rationale of "I don't like the results" is just as empty as a rationale of
"Because I say so!". Once again, unless you are willing to stop all philosophical discussion with the rebuttal of "I don't
agree!", persuasion and argument must extend into realms where both parties can agree with the ground rules. To
successfully convince people that your opinions about what is morally good are correct and appropriate the discussion,
argument, and persuasion must begin from a foundation that is mutually agreed upon. It is here where most systems of
ethics have foundered, because the only alternative to voluntary agreement with someone else's unjustified opinion is
"or else".
How are you going to convince me that the side-effects are undesirable? And how are you going to convince me that,
even if they are undesirable, these side-effects are, in general or in particular, "Bad"? Appeals to the "Intuitively
Obvious" suffer from the same deficiency as do the "Because I say so!" arguments discussed above. If I disagree with
the obviousness of the statement, the argument founders.
One popular version of Subjectivist Ethics is more commonly called "Social Consensus Ethics". It has a wide following,
especially among those of a more "liberal democrat" nature, because of the "democratic" consequence that the
consensus of popular opinion is the determinant of what is morally good. "Good" (in its moral sense) becomes
semantically equivalent to "Socially Blessed". From this perspective, Laws are the legal embodiment of the opinions of
the consensus as to what is good. And the coercive powers of the police are the physical embodiment of the "or else".
Perhaps a more familiar kind of Subjectivist Ethics is "Absolute Rule Ethics" more commonly called "Religious Ethics".
In this version the opinion of some accepted Authority figure - a God, or a Prophet, or a Wise-Man - is taken as the
determinant of what is morally good. "Good" (in its moral sense) becomes semantically equivalent to "Authority
Blessed/Commanded". From this perspective, the Word of Authority is the final and unchallengeable arbiter as to what
is morally good. And the coercive power of the anger of the Authority (the "Wrath of God") is the physical embodiment
of the "or else".
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The alternative to basing a Code of Morality on personal opinion, is basing it on something in Reality that everyone can
see, and independently examine. With this foundation as a starting point, when some philosopher proclaims what is
morally good, a doubter can go out and form his own opinion based on the facts of Reality.
Many western philosophers have used the word "happiness" to define what constitutes the moral good. Their approach
is based on the universally accepted observation that it is better to be happier than not (other things being equal). Any
doubter can always make a personal evaluation of the happiness that will likely result from any alternatives. And the
doubter can discuss with others their own experiences and appraisals of happiness.
The various "happiness" philosophies differ, of course, in their exact definition of what they mean by the word
"happiness". The Hedonists, as one example, defined happiness to mean primarily physical pleasures. Others have
defined it to mean spiritual contentment, or intellectual satisfaction. And different philosophers establish different
realms where-in the individual reaps the reward of "happiness" for achieving the moral "good". In some, the "happiness"
is achieved immediately, upon the execution of some act or thought that is "good" by their definition. In others, the
reward is postponed to some form of after-life, or is experienced in some form of "other-life" that is separate and
distinct from a Reality as usually understood.
But regardless of their particular definitions of what constitutes "good" versus "bad", or how the individual will reap the
rewards for choosing the "good" over the "bad", their universal approach to justifying their approach and definitions is
that the "good life" is purported to be better than the "bad life", and better than anything in between because the
"good"delivers "happiness"and everybody is in universal agreement that "happiness" is better than "unhappiness". In
other words, "happiness"philosophies transform the moral sense of "good"into a functional one. A morally "good"thing,
choice, action or alternative is "good"because it does a [positive, desirable, distinguished, suitable, excellent, sound,
superior, quality, beneficial, competent, skilled, complete, thorough, reliable, valid, true, genuine, operative, pleasant,
enjoyable, favourable, benevolent, kind, loyal, correct, proper, valuable, useful, fitting, appropriate, genuine] job of
doing what a ethical choice is supposed to do - deliver happiness."
This functional "transformation"results from the fact that all of the various "happiness" philosophies are based on the
moral premise that the goal of human behaviour, and all ethical choices and judgments, is to increase in the amount of
"happiness". With, of course, critical differences resulting from the different ways that these philosophies define
"happiness", and different realms in which that "happiness"is to be realized.
"What is the relevance of philosophy to the contemporary scene?"
When viewing the contemporary scene, we all make value judgements about alternatives. We do this all the time, at all
scales from the immediate and local (like whether to have coffee or orange juice or both for breakfast) to the distant and
global (like what to do about global warming, if anything). We cannot look at any issue, question, alternative, or simple
factual event without making value judgements about whether this or that is preferable.
Philosophy is the business and practice of investigating, identifying, questioning, and challenging the underlying
assumptions upon which we base those value judgements.
The vast majority of people make their value judgements without ever realizing what underlying premises their
judgements are based on. The vast majority of people never ponder the question of whether or not those underlying
premises are reasonable or consistent (or what "reasonable"and "consistent"might mean in this context). The vast
majority of people will assume that if you disagree with my value judgements, then there is something wrong with you.
Something that needs to be corrected -- by force if necessary. They never wonder why we disagree, or from what
underlying difference in premises the disagreement arises.
By identifying and challenging those underlying premises, philosophy and philosophers bring to people's attention
(when they care to pay attention) the more fundamental issues that underlie the superficial disagreements over value
judgements. And it is only through attention to those underlying differences in premises that differences in value
judgements can be resolved without resort to force.
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So you think that global warming, abortion, capital punishment, Republicans, Democrats, the war in Iraq, George Bush,
Islam's treatment of women, the West's disrespect of women and family, Western decadent culture, pornography, the
local zoning regulations, the tax rate, this TV show, that restaurant, this book, that girl/boy is "good"or "bad"? Why do
you think so? Against what standard of measure do you proclaim that this or that is "good"or "bad"? What do you
actually mean by "good"and "bad"? If such value judgements are simply a matter of personal opinion, then there can
never be any reasonable justification for employing force to impose one set of opinions on others. The powerful can
impose their value judgements on those they will simply because they can. But if such value judgements are more than
simply personal subjective opinions, then it must be the case that some of those conflicting judgements must be wrong,
and can be corrected by education rather than by force.
Look at the extent of the differences in value judgements in the contemporary scene -- such wide differences, over so
many issues, at so many different scales of relevance to individuals. And look at the extent to which force is being
employed to "correct"what are perceived to be other people's wrong headed value judgements. Don't you think that
some careful attention to the underlying premises that generate these differences might be worth the effort?
Personally, I feel that philosophy has greater relevance to the modern scene than it has ever had before -- if only because
the issues over which we disagree are so all encompassing and important for our future. It is unfortunate that so few in
positions of public influence pay any attention to philosophy.
"What is death?"
To this question, Geoffrey Klempner responded:
This may seem obvious, but if I 'die' that means that I lose consciousness and 'never wake up'. If I did wake up --at any
time, even billions of years, in the future --then I didn't really die, I merely lost consciousness for a long while.
But think of what that means. To assert, 'GK has died' implies a statement about all future times, to infinity. There is no
finite length of time such that, if 'you' were to reappear after ceasing to 'live', that person could not, as a matter of logic,
be you. The problem is that I don't know what 'infinity' means. I don't understand, I can't get my mind around, the notion
of infinite future time. But understanding the notion of infinite future time is a necessary condition for grasping what it
is to 'die'.
If, like me, you do not understand the notion of infinite future time then, like me, you have no alternative but to admit
that you do not know 'what death is', and no amount of talk about mind and body or the criteria for personal identity can
make good that deficiency.
Because I disagree with his last statement, I would like to offer an alternative interpretation to that offered by Geoffrey.
Geoffrey states that the assertion "GK has died" implies a statement about all future times, and that becuase he does not
unerstand the concept of infinite future times, he therefore does not understand what death is.
But this reasoning is dependent on a particular notion of what constitutes a particular "person", an individual "identity",
an "I". In particular, Geofrey's response presumes that the "physical plant" that is the "I" at this time/place has no
significant connection to what constitutes the "I" in question. His suggestion that it is logically possible that "I" might
wake up "at any time, even billions of years, in the future" presupposes that whatever it is that wakes up - the particular
"person", the individual "identity", the "I" in question - has no necessary connection with the physical plant that initially
lost consciousness - died.
It is, of course, not very clear from his brief comment just what notion of "I" he does hold. But if he can conceive of his
"I" awaking some billions of years into the future, I think it is quite reasonable to assume that he is conceiving his "I" as
independent of the material of which his current body is constructed. Otherwise, I would have expected him to mention
something about the maintenance of that physical body over the intervening gap in consciousness. And he does close
with that problematic statement "no amount of talk about mind and body or the criteria for personal identity can make
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good that deficiency".
The alternative I would like to offer takes the view that what constitutes the particular "person", the individual
"identity", the "I" in question is intimately connected with the "physical plant" in which that particular "person",
individual "identity", or "I" currently finds itself. On this view, what "I" am is a consequence of the biochemical
processes that are taking place within the physical plant that is my body and brain. On this materialist view of personal
identity, the problem of what consititues death becomes quite comprehensible.
What constitutes "life" is notoriously hard to define. But one way to do so is to notice particularly the way in which
whatever life is, it effectively maintains a local state of lower entropy (higher energy content, greater informational
content, more organized) than its environment. And the processes, actions, and behaviours of living things are directed
towards the maintenance of this relatively lower level of local entropy. Death then is understandable as the cessation of
the processes that maintain this lower level of local entropy, and the return of the physical constituents of life to the
average entropy of the environment.
All of this is but a fancy way of saying that unless you do something to keep yourself alive, you will die. And death is
the absence of the processes that keep you alive.
Which means that if you adopt my suggested interpretation of what constitutes a particular "person", an individual
"identity", an "I" then death is permanent. The materialist view of personal identity leaves no opening for a logical
possibility that you might wake up at some time in the future, if the processes that keep you alive have ceased. So
Geoffrey's concern over the problem of knowing what "infinity" or "all future times" means does not arise. And
understanding the notion of infinite future time is *not* a necessary condition for grasping what it is to 'die'.
[Up] [Home] [Next]
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Some Questions and Answers
(Part 5)
It is said that I truly love another if my happiness is depends on his/her happiness. i.e. I cannot be happy unless s/he is
happy. My questions is, is this always true, or are there cases in which I cannot be said to love another truly even
though my happiness depends on his/her happiness?
I would suggest that your happiness depending on another's is a necessary but not sufficient condition for "love". What
I mean by this is that while I think it would not be proper to say that you "love"someone if your own happiness is not
dependent to some extent on the happiness of that other person, I think "love"involves much more than that.
According to The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language (Microsoft Bookshelf Basics), "love"is "a
deep, tender, ineffable feeling of affection and solicitude toward a person, such as that arising from kinship, recognition
of attractive qualities, or a sense of underlying oneness."
Here are some of the generally accepted common denominators of love according to some of the "Relationship SelfHelp"books I have encountered Love is Accepting. -- Acceptance is labelling someone as "okay" and having no particular desire to change them.
Who they are is perfectly fine with you. You pose no condition on whether you will love them or not. This is
called unconditional love. When your love IS conditional, the moment they step outside your set of conditions,
love evaporates.
Love is Appreciating. -- Appreciation is one step beyond acceptance. It's when your focus is on what you like
about another. We look at them and feel this sweeping appreciation for who they are, their joy, their insights, their
humour, their companionship, etc. When someone says they are "in love" with another, they mean their
appreciation is so enormous for this person that it consumes their every thought.
Love is Wanting Another to Feel Good. -- We want those we love to be happy, safe, healthy, and fulfilled. We
want them to feel good in all ways, physically, mentally and emotionally. This is the part that identified in the
question when the questioner said that their happiness is dependent on the happiness of the one they love.
Love is Attention. -- Love expressed is giving your attention, your time, your focus to someone. Webster defines
attention as "the giving of one's mind to something." We don't always express our love. Love is a feeling and the
expression of that feeling is separate. It's an action. There's a practical reason we don't always express our love for
another. It's an issue of TIME. We only have 24 hours in a day (if you make it up that way). If the expression of
love was a core ingredient to love, we would have to be stingy with who we loved, because there simply wouldn't
be enough time to love everyone! If you see the distinction between the feeling and the expression, you can then
love endless numbers of people. There are many ways in which we give our attention to another. We use our five
senses. Our ears to listen - being completely present with the one who is speaking. Our eyes to see - watching
another with undivided attention. Tasting/smelling - (I'll let you figure that one out as an exercise for the reader).
Touching - giving a hug, holding a hand, a caress, or sexual expression (an aspect often given less credit that it
deserves). And remembering -- remembering the little things to show you are paying attention, and remembering
the big things to show that you know where your priorities lie.
Love is Selfish. -- When you are with the person you love, accept, appreciate, want, you devote attention to that
person because they make *you* happy. Of course you desire to make them happy too, but that is the result of
the fact that you love them. If love were a sacrifice, it would be a sacrifice to spend time with the person. But if
you love someone, you enjoy spending time with them, therefore, it is selfish. The person you choose to love
represents the things you value most in yourself. You do not love someone you consider worthless, but one who
embodies values you consider to be of great worth. The values you consider to be of great worth are the values
you strive to achieve in yourself.
And finally, here's a quote from Ayn Rand (I don't remember the source) -
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"Love and friendship are profoundly personal, selfish values: love is an expression and assertion of selfesteem, a response to one's own values in the person of another. One gains a profoundly personal, selfish
joy from the mere existence of the person one loves. It is one's own personal, selfish happiness that one
seeks, earns, and derives from love."
What's with solipsism? I have a friend who believes that the world well and truly revolves around him. He is the
creator and that's that. It seems logically impossible to overcome that kind of thinking since it is non-falsifiable. Is
there any way to reason around solipsism?
As a philosophical position, Solipsism has the advantage (if you can all it that) if being logically consistent. Therefore,
it would appear to be impossible to reason around your friend's Solipsism -- assuming that your friend is being a
logically consistent Solipsist (which I admit is rather hard to imagine).
On the other hand, it also appears to be impossible for your friend the Solipsist to declare in any meaningful way that he
is the only valid consciousness - because anyone he tells it to (like you) will automatically disbelieve it. While that may
be acceptable to your friend, it presents a major problem for a philosopher. It makes Solipsism workable only as a
completely private belief. Which doesn't necessarily mean it isn't true, of course. It just means that if it is true, then
none of the "people"that a Solipsist identifies in his experiences will agree that it is true. If two Solipsists happen to
meet, neither will accept the possibility that the other is right or even "real"(in the non-Solipsist sense). Each will insist
that "I am the only existent", and the other is therefore necessarily wrong. After all, the other person -- even if also an
avowed Solipsist -- is nothing more than a particularly interesting pattern in the experiences of the Solipsist.
So even if your friend thinks the logic dictates that he should believe in Solipsism -- and it is hard to deny the
persuasiveness of the logical arguments following from the premises of Subjectivism -- he will never find any like
minds who will agree with him. And he will find it ultimately to his advantage (in terms of pleasure and pain) to
actually believe that Solipsism is false. Which sort of sounds contradictory, even if logically it is not.
There is also a less immediate difficulty faced by the Solipsist. The Solipsist concept of "the world"is based on the
observation that there are quite obviously patterns in my experiences that are more or less constant, persistent,
consistent, coherent, drawing the focus of my attention, amenable to inquiry, and responsive to my reactions. But the
logically impermissible question is -- **Why** are there patterns rather than random noise? What, if anything, causes
the patterns? What, if anything, causes the patterns to be constant, consistent, etc.? To these sorts of questions the
Solipsist has no possible answer. The patterns simply are. And to the extent that they are constant, consistent, etc.
they are self-sustaining. Further inquiry is illegitimate. And again, while that answer may satisfy your friend, that sort
of answer is simply unacceptable to philosophers. Metaphysics, after all, is supposed to question everything.
So far as I can determine, no professional philosopher likes the Solipsist conclusion to the premises of Subjectivism.
But if you don't like the consequences of a logically valid argument, you have only one real choice. And that is to
adopt different premises.
If you would like a more detailed exploration of Solipsism, try this Essay.
What is the point in philosophy if we don't know the answer to the basic most questions - like the reasons we are here,
or what is this world?
The point of philosophy is to understand just what you *mean* by these questions. It is not trivially obvious what these
questions mean, or what the answers would mean if we had them. Philosophy is, among other things, the examination
of just what the questions mean and just what the answers would mean if we could discover them.
For example -- What is a "reason"? What kind of answer would provide a reason we are here? What do you mean by
"here"? Do you mean the geographic location you currently occupy? Or do you mean to refer to the fact that we
human beings exist? And what do you mean by "exist"? And so forth.
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How could we recognize an answer to one of these "most basic questions"if we do not know what we mean by the
question? And then again, how do you know that we do not already have answers to these questions? They have
occupied philosophers for thousands of years. Many philosophers have written weighty volumes in their attempts to
address only parts of the answers. Would you be able to recognize that one of these philosophers has actually hit upon
the "right"answer?
To study philosophy is to study the implications of these more fundamental questions.
Could god create a statement that is both true and false?
Did god create the rules of logic or is he subservient to them?
And if so what are the ramifications?
"Could God create a statement that is both true and false?"- Before I can answer that you are first going to have to
provide some definition of what you mean by "God"and by "true". There are many different conceptions of "God".
Some of which include an unconstrained omnipotence, and some of which include logical constraints on His
omnipotence. If you conceive of a God who can create a square circle, then surely God can create a false truth. On the
other hand, even if God's omnipotence is constrained by logical limits, there are many different conceptions of what
constitutes "truth". So even under the constraints of logic, it may be possible for God to create a statement that is both
true and false. One theory of truth, for example, is "Emotivism" -- that maintains that "true"and "false"are but linguistic
labels for our approval or disapproval of some statement. In that event it would be trivially easy to create a statement
that some consider "true"and others consider "false".
"Did god create the rules of logic?"No, God did not create the rules of Logic -- Man did. All of logic and mathematics
are the reasoned consequences of a defined set of axioms. While those axioms, and the resulting body of mathematical
and logical reasoning, are designed and intended to describe reality, they are Man-defined not God-given. On the other
hand, it might be argued that while God did not create the rules of logic, He at least created the reality that those rules
are intended to describe. It is presumed that God created reality. So if our God-created reality is indeed logically
consistent (something not provable), and the Man-created defined axioms of logic and mathematics are in fact good
descriptions of that reality (also something that cannot be proved), then credit should be shared between God and Man.
"Is God subservient to the rules of logic?"Well that depends too much on your conception of "God". Most people will
grant that God is omnipotent within the constraints of logic -- He can't create a square circle, for example. In that case,
one would have to say that He is subservient to the rules of logic. But others would insist that God is strictly
omnipotent, and unconstrained by the rules of logic. In the complete absence of any evidence on either side, you are
free to believe what you wish.
Assuming for sake of argument that God is the original energy source that created the universe, then what materials did
he use to create with? If only God alone existed then wouldn't it stand to reason that the only materials he had in order
to create with was his own essence, energy etc.? Would this mean that pantheism or monism is a more logical form of
theism? Otherwise you must posit creation ex nihilo which simply seems to me to be an appeal to authority at best and
an appeal to magic at its worst.
We have, of course, absolutely no evidence at all with which to constrain our speculations as to how God created the
Universe -- if in fact He did. Actually, that statement can be made even stronger. We have absolutely no evidence at
all with which to constrain our speculations as to how the Universe got created. We do, on the other hand, have plenty
of evidence that constrains the nature of the Universe that was created, however it was created. But in the absence of
evidence constraining the creation of the Universe, we are free to speculate pretty much at will, in which ever way
amuses us.
So one speculation is that God created our "positive"Universe at the same instant He created a "negative"Universe -- a
sort of universe-sized quantum fluctuation. All of the "materials"(read "positive energy") He used to create our
"positive"Universe were balanced by the creation of the "negative"Universe. This would be just exactly like the
spontaneous appearance of a positron and an electron out of the vacuum of space. The energy of the positron exactly
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balances the energy of the electron, yielding a net zero effect on the Universe. Hence the creating God would not have
to come up with any surplus energy or other "materials". Aside, of course, from decreeing the "rules of the game"that
are the physics of the Universe. Once the rules of the game were in place, all He would have to do is fiddle with the
quantum probabilities a bit. This speculation has the advantage of being totally consistent with all of our current
physical evidence and theories. And the added advantage of being neither an appeal to authority, nor an appeal to
magic.
Can nature, or what is natural, be considered any kind of guide to what is virtuous or even tolerable? We often hear it
said that "it is natural for some people to be homosexual." But then it is presumably equally natural for some people to
be colour blind, to be aggressive, to be attracted by children. It may be natural for animals to behave as they do, but
barely desirable for humans to behave like animals. But then natural human behaviour is superior ethically, we may
believe. However, if that is so it is only by some external standard that we can judge human nature to be superior. In
that case, it is the standard that has to apply, and not nature. How do we know that Jesus of Nazareth was virtuous,
other than by some external standard?
Ah! But the challenge is -- from where comes this "external"standard, and why is it an acceptable (appropriate?
necessary? best? only?) standard?
More particularly, we would have to arrive at some meaningful context for the concept of "external" -- external from
what? External from the person being appraised? Or external from all human behaviour? Or external from the
natural environment? Or perhaps you mean here "external"as in the dictates provided by a "supernatural"God?
While I think it reasonable to posit a standard that is necessarily external to the person we are appraising, I don't think it
is necessary that the standard be necessarily external to all human behaviour. Utilitarianism, for example, posits that
the standard is "the greatest happiness for the greatest number". This is certainly "internal"to the naturalness of human
behaviour.
Is there not a popular tendency to equate evil with immorality? If we assume morality is concern for human and animal
welfare, then it is clear that to kill is an evil in isolation. However, in an imperfect world, it was probably a morally
justifiable decision for Britain to declare war in 1939. It may also be morally justifiable to cull animals, or to conduct
some medical experiments on them. Morality is often a choice between greater and lesser evils, for the sake of future
good although this utilitarian principle can be made too much like arithmetic, and should not justify extreme present
evil.
The reason that there is a general "tendency"to equate evil with immorality is because "evil"is by definition that which
is immoral or wrong. Morality is all about standards of conduct that are accepted as right or proper or wrong and
improper. Hence "evil"is just another word for "immoral".
"If we assume morality is concern for human and animal welfare, then it is clear that to kill is an evil in
isolation."Except that you have here just demonstrated that it is not evil "in isolation". You first had to establish the
premise that morality is concern for human and animal welfare.
All moral evaluations are ultimately founded on some fundamental premise as to what constitutes the appropriate
standards of right or good behaviour. You have established one here (concern for human and animal welfare). Other
philosophers have offered other alternatives. Each alternative fundamental moral premise will result in (more or less)
different judgements as to what is moral and immoral behaviour.
For example, the individualist moral premise holds that the individual is more important than the state. And by many
moral codes within that class, the Nazi's were evil and war was moral. The collectivist moral premise holds that the
community is more important than the individual. And by many moral codes within that class, the Nazi's were doing
the moral thing, and England was the evil empire. After all, it was not the *intent* of the Nazi's to do evil. By their
moral standards, they were doing the right thing. It is just that their moral standards were not consistent with the
individualist moral standards of the winning side (the writers of the history texts).
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Even Utilitarianism can generate some "counter-intuitive"moral recommendations -- at least for those who believe in an
individualistic moral code. Utilitarianism will, for example, recommend that torturing one individual is morally
acceptable if as a consequence the happiness of enough others is raised sufficiently. Hence it is acceptable to a
Utilitarian that torture is practiced by the police and security forces on the premise that the continued welfare of the
community is sufficiently important to the happiness of the general population that the "utility"balances out.
What is the best way to solve the Epicurean Paradox? How can you reconcile the existence of evil with an all good all
powerful God?
Your question immediately raises the response -- against what standard are you going to measure "best"? In the
absence of any guidance on this score, I am going to provide the sort of answer that *I* think is best. You will have to
judge for yourself how it measures on your own scale of "best".
The dictionary tells us that a "paradox"is a statement, proposition, or situation that seems absurd or contradictory, but is
presumed to be none-the-less true. But in logic, a self-contradictory situation, a statement or proposition that
contradicts itself, is a reductio ad absurdum proof that at least one of the premises that leads to the contradiction is false
in some way. Therefore, in order to "solve"the Epicurean Paradox, one must examine the premises that lead to the
apparent contradiction, and question whether they are in fact really true.
The one premise that seems to me to be most easily questioned -- because it lacks any independent evidential support
what so ever -- is the premise that an "all good, all powerful God"actually exists. After all, the only evidence that leads
us to accept such a premise is that God tells us (in the Bible) that He is all good and all powerful. This is circular
reasoning -- the only evidentiary support for the truth of the premise is evidence only if the premise is assumed to be
true.
To solve the paradox, then, all that is needed is to relax this rather strong premise somewhat. Perhaps God does not
exist (my own choice). Or if you choose to believe that God exists (your choice, presumably, given the nature of your
question), perhaps He is not all good, or perhaps He is not all powerful. Either of these latter two alternatives would
resolve the apparent contradiction just as well as the first.
If God is not all powerful, then He might be powerless to prevent the machinations of the Devil. Or perhaps God is
indeed omnipotent, but merely chooses to limit His exercise of that omnipotence. However, addressing the question of
why He might so choose gets us into the issue of the goodness of God.
So the other option is to consider the possibility that God is not all good. This is a favourite alternative of some
Christian Fundamentalists -- although they would, of course, be the last to admit it. What they actually do is redefine
the meaning of the word "good"so that it includes everything that God does, even those things that we poor
uncomprehending and undeserving penitents mistakenly call "evil". Hence the paradox is only apparent because we
apply mistaken understandings of "good"and "evil". The things that we mistakenly call "evil"are still the acts of an all
good God, and are therefore necessarily "good". It is just that we poor servants in His service do not fully understand
His goodness.
But of course, in the absence of any evidence to constrain our speculations, we can we can amuse ourselves endlessly
with variations on these themes -- as religious philosophers have done for thousands of years.
Why are people not thinking?
Good question! I have often wondered that myself. I have often even wondered that *of* myself -- when I have
discovered that I have done something particularly dumb!
The only answer I have been able to come up with that seems to fit the situation is that people are just plain lazy.
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Thinking is actually pretty hard work. After all, to actually think about things, to make conscious and considered
choices about things, you have to be actually paying attention to things. Most people seem to stay so intently focussed
on their immediate goals (driving the car, finding the next meal, etc.) that they spare no effort to notice that there are
alternatives and opportunities passing them by. To notice these alternatives and opportunities, you have to approach
your daily activities with an open mind. Most people seem to find it much easier to keep a closed mind, and ignore the
possibilities. After all, doing something different, taking a chance on something not "proven"is risky. And most
people are uncomfortable with risk.
Taking effective advantage of the alternatives demands sufficient knowledge of how the world works to be able to
predict consequences with reasonable accuracy. Most people seem to prefer to stay in their own little rut, and avoid the
effort of learning how the world outside that rut actually works. That is why most people find change uncomfortable,
and new things risky.
Forming thoughtful opinions on any matter means that you have to actually consider the alternatives, identify
possibilities, and extrapolate consequences. It takes much less effort to adopt the opinions of someone else. Most
people, most of the time, seem to let other people do their thinking for them. They manage their lives on the basis of
instinct, habit, and the opinions of others.
The only reason I can think of to explain this avoidance of effort, is that most people, most of the time are inherently
lazy. And I include myself in that generalization!
What do you think of the wrecking ball that David Hume applies to science? Does he really show that necessary
connections are merely based on psychological conditioning or constant conjunctions of similar events? What should be
the impact of Hume and empiricism in this era of great scientific and technological advances?
From the dictionary:
cause - 1. a.
The producer of an effect, result, or consequence. b. The one, such as a person, an event, or a
condition, that is responsible for an action or a result.(3)
effect -

1. Something brought about by a cause or an agent; a result.

"All reasonings concerning matter of fact seem to be founded on the relation of cause and effect. By means
of that relation alone we can go beyond the evidence of our memory and senses. If you were to ask a man,
why he believes any matter of fact, which is absent, (for instance, that his friend is in the country, or in
France) he would give you a reason, and this reason would be some other fact, as a letter received from
him, or the knowledge of his former resolutions and promises. A man finding a watch or any other machine
in a desert island, would conclude that there had once been men on that island. All our reasonings
concerning fact are of the same nature. And here it is constantly supposed that there is a connection
between the present fact and that which is inferred from it. Were there nothing to bind them together, the
inference would be entirely precarious. The hearing of an articulate voice and rational discourse in the dark
assures us of the presence of some person. Why? Because these are the effects of the human make and
fabric, and closely connected with it. If we anatomise all the other reasonings of this nature, we shall find
that they are founded on the relation of cause and effect, and that this relation is either near or remote, direct
or collateral. Heat and light are collateral effects of fire, and the one effect may justly be inferred from the
other."David Hume, An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding
[Hume, David (Eric Steinberg, Ed.) An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding
(Second Edition;
Hackett Publishing Company, Indianapolis, 1993. ISBN 0-87220-229-1. Chapter on
Cause and Effect, Part I.]
"We have no other notion of cause and effect, but that of certain objects, which have been always conjoined
together, and which in all past instances have been found inseparable. We cannot penetrate into the reason
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of the conjunction. We only observe the thing itself, and always find that from the constant conjunction the
objects acquire an union in the imagination. When the impression of one becomes present to us, we
immediately form an idea of its usual attendant; and consequently we may establish this as one part of the
definition of an opinion or belief, that it is an idea related to or associated with a present impression."Dave
Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature
[Hume, David (Ernest Mossner, Ed.) A Treatise of Human Nature. Penguin Books Inc.,
London, England. 1985.
ISBN 0-140-43244-2. Chapter 19, Section iv.]
When Hume wrote these words -- circa 1740 -- he was reasonably correct in his characterization of our common every
day understanding of the relationship between cause and effect. However, this was before the scientific revolution of
the Enlightenment. In particular Newton's First Law of Motion -- "Objects in motion tend to stay in motion, and
objects at rest tend to stay at rest unless an outside force acts upon them." In other words, any event that we can observe
constitutes a change in the previously existing status quo. And by Newton's First Law, any such change requires the
application of force -- a flow of energy.
Since the time of Newton then, our common understanding of the physics of energy flow has constrained our talk of
cause and effect. It is certainly true that we notice instances of cause and effect by the constant conjunction of events.
But contra Hume's suggestion above, for us to assert that one event another is to assert that there is a suitable energy
flow from the causing event that initiates the change that is the effect event. Which is not, of course, to say that we are
necessarily aware of what that flow of energy is, or of any details of the steps of the flow. It is merely to claim that
there is such a flow.
The "higher level perspective" ("Humean causation", or what I like to refer to briefly as "causation(1)") is a view of
"cause and effect" consistent with Hume's analysis. An observed repeated conjunction of two events - one labelled as
the "cause", and the other labelled as the "effect".
Suppose at 8.21 PM, I make an experiment: I think "Sound of thunder". At that exact same moment, you seem to 'hear'
the sound of thunder. Only no-one else did. Cause and effect? How does one prove that? The way Hume says (in his
rules for judging causes and effects)? If this happens just once, we mark it down as happenstance. If it happens
occasionally but not consistently, we mark it down as simple coincidence. But if it happens consistently, repeatedly, and
especially if we can make it happen at will, we can - a la Hume - recognize the concatenation of events as a candidate
cause-effect pair. This sort of thing happens all the time, and is the general way in which we identify cause-effect
linkages.
Combine this higher level perspective with the detailed reductionist focus of science. Science, in examining the
suggested Humean cause-effect pair that is my thought and your hearing of thunder, will attempt to find out just how
your thought "caused" my heard thunder. And it will do that by attempting to track the transfer of energy between your
thought and my hearing. While Newtonian Mechanics is not the most accurate available theory of physics, it has been
more than adequately demonstrated as sufficient for all but relativistic or quantum events. To propose, therefore, that
your hearing thunder is the effect is to propose that the biochemical reactions in your head that is your hearing of
thunder must be initiated by some application of external stimuli - an application of force - a transfer of energy
originating in the cause - the biochemical reactions in my head that are my thinking "Sound of thunder".
If scientific investigation cannot find such an energy flow (as would be likely in this case), then the hypothesis that my
thought "caused" your hearing of thunder would be seriously questioned. Other sources of the noticed linkage would be
sought before scientists would be willing to throw out most of our understanding of physics. Hence we have the "lower
level perspective" of cause-effect relationships that is the flow of energy (application of force) between the event that is
the "cause" and the event that is the "effect" ("Newtonian causation", or what I like to refer to briefly as "causation(2)")
that acts as a constraint on our "freedom" to notice pairs of Humean cause-effect conjunctions of events.
Understanding the relationship between "cause" and "effect" is critical to our understanding of reality, and critical to
how we survive "The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune". From the perspective of physics, the link between a
cause and its effect can be determined by following the flow of energy. The cause is always the creator of the energy
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that triggers the effect. But at the "higher"level of practical day-to-day events, the link between cause and effect is
often simply a Humean observed correlation between the occurrence of two sets of circumstances.
Which set of circumstances is the cause and which is the effect is often not clear. If we choose the wrong set as the
"cause", we often find ourselves pursuing theories of how reality works that become overly complex, and ultimately
self-defeating. By reversing field, and realizing that we have the cause-effect relationship backward, we discover that
our theories become simpler, that they have broader application, and that they offer greater opportunities for deeper
understanding. When we get our understandings wrong, we run the risk of becoming lunch rather than enjoying it.
But take heart. We are pretty good at doing it right. We are descendants of a long line of hungry but fragile omnivores
who have successfully managed to predict where and when the tiger will jump.
How can there NOT be a God? It appears as if the world is existing, in some manner of temporally linear fashion, and
has existed for some amount of time. If the so called "laws of cause and effect" are any gauge, it seems that the world,
if it is in fact existing, has to have begun at some point. So time, insofar as events happen and things endure, exists,
and the world had to have started; that is to say, it can't be temporally infinite, for this would violate the laws of cause
and effect with the problem of an infinite regression. But it couldn't have simply happened out of nothingness, could it?
Someone must have started it. Right?
You raise an interesting point.
However, have you considered that if we do assume that there is a God that started it all, all of the issues you raised with
regards to the existence of the world can be raised with regards to the existence of God. Consider this re-phrasing of
your question:
How can there NOT be a Hyper-God? It appears as if God is existing, and has existed for some amount of time. If the
so called "laws of cause and effect" are any gauge, it seems that God, if it is in fact existing, has to have begun at some
point. So time, insofar as events happen and things endure, exists, and God had to have started; that is to say, it can't be
temporally infinite, for this would violate the laws of cause and effect with the problem of an infinite regression. But
God couldn't have simply happened out of nothingness, could it? Someone must have started God. Right?
I think you see the potential for just as significant an infinite regress. There are two ways (at least) out of this seeming
dilemma. One is the suggestion that God is outside of time and space, and beyond the scope of the laws of causation,
so that there are no questions of there being something "before"God. But this is more or less inconsistent with the
Christian notion of a "personal God"who hears and responds to our prayers. The other is the suggestion that God is (by
definition?) infinite in duration and infinite in scope, so again there is no question of there being something
"before"God. But if it is acceptable for God to have infinite temporal duration, why is it not acceptable for the world to
have infinite temporal duration?
In short, I do not accept as reasonable your suggestion that "someone must have started"the world.
[Up] [Home]
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Explore the use of 'possible worlds' in philosophy, illustrating your
argument with an example of a problem that involves the notion of possible
worlds.
What are "Possible Worlds"? A "possible world" is the label given to a concept of how the Universe might have
otherwise been. By "The Universe" I mean the collection of all actually existing things in our present reality. The
Universe that we exist in is called the "actual world". Every time a writer pens a fictional tale of how it is in some
imaginary world - say that of Sherlock Holmes - the writer is describing a "possible world". Every time someone
entertains a notion of how reality might otherwise be if something were different, the thinker is describing a "possible
world".
The extent to which the definition of "possible worlds" is formalised depends on the purpose that the concept is going to
serve. Some philosophers have identified "possible worlds" with "maximal consistent sets of sentences" when they wish
to investigate the logical relationships between and consequences of consistent sets of sentences. Some philosophers
have identified "possible worlds" as actually existing parallel universes when they wish to explore the epistemological
issues of the meaning of truth in various scenarios. Or where they are concerned about the meaning of "exists" if the
"possible world" is not actually existing. Some philosophers have identified "possible worlds" as an interpretation of a
first order logical semantics when they wish to investigate the logical consequences of such systems of semantics. But
the "Standard", "casual", or "man-in-the-street" meaning of "possible worlds" is just an alternate way that things might
be, given some specific difference with the way things actually are, and leaving only vaguely conceived the details of
just exactly what it means to be "an alternate way that things might be".
When employed in specifically philosophical contexts, a generally accepted constraint on "possible worlds" is the
requirement that they be logically consistent. Interestingly, since we cannot prove that our actually existing reality is
logically consistent, it leaves open the possibility that our actual world does not qualify as a philosopher's "possible
world". However, to prevent this possibility from causing any confusion, it is generally assumed that our actual reality is
indeed consistent, and thus a "possible world".
Another logical characteristic that philosophers apply to the concept of "possible worlds" is that a definition, established
by us in this actual world, is assumed to apply to all possible worlds. The definition is interpreted as a feature of how we
conceive of matters, and is thus applicable to our discussion of any possible world. Hence a bachelor is an unmarried
male in all possible worlds, including those where there is no entity that could be male or unmarried. Similarly, the
definitional structures of mathematics are considered to hold in all possible worlds, including those containing no
consciousness to be aware of mathematical truths.
A proposition is considered "logically possible" if there is at least one logically possible world where the proposition is
true. In other words, where one can imagine a logically consistent way in which the Universe might be different than it
is, and allow the proposition to be true. A proposition is considered "logically necessary" if it is true in all possible
worlds. In other words, where one can not imagine a logically consistent way in which the Universe might be different
than it is, without the proposition being true. And a proposition is considered "contingent" if it is possible (true in at
least one possible world) but not necessary (not true in all possible worlds).
There are different kinds, or sets, of "possible worlds" depending on the various constraints that are accepted as
necessary for the purposes at hand. The largest of these sets is the set of "logically possible worlds" - where anything is
possible that is not logically contradictory. If one requires the stipulation that "possible worlds" are, by definition,
logically consistent, then this set is the set of "all possible worlds".
Some philosophers maintain that there is a set of "metaphysically possible worlds" which is different from the set of
"logically possible worlds". The distinction between the two sets draws upon the difference between possibilities that
are not logically contradictory, and possibilities that would violate one's metaphysical assumptions. (For example,
having a mind without a brain is not (according to some thinkers) a logical contradiction. Yet a materialist might
maintain that such separation is metaphysically impossible.)
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Then there is the set of "physically possible worlds" where it is presumed that our current physical laws obtain. This set
is much smaller than the set of "logically possible worlds" because it is logically possible that the physical laws that
obtain in some possible worlds are much different than the laws that obtain in this actual world. How large the set
actually is will depend on one's metaphysical assumptions about the extent of Determinism. A "Super-hard" determinist
might maintain, for example, that once the physical laws are specified, then only one possible world is inevitable -- our
actual world. Alternatively, a quantum physicist might maintain that quantum indeterminancy dictates that the set of
physically possible worlds is some higher order of infinite.
What are "possible worlds" used for? As suggested above, the more common use of "possible worlds" is simply to
imagine how things might have otherwise been. The more formal employment of "possible worlds", and the reason for
the more formal definitions of "possible worlds" mentioned above, is the philosophical exploration of the meaning and
consequences of the logical concepts of "necessity", "contingency", and "possibility", the meaning of contra-factual
propositions, and the meaning of truth for contra-factual propositions. Some examples may be helpful here.
What does it mean to ask "Do griffons exist?" (where a "griffon" is a fabulous beast with the head and wings of an eagle
and the body of a lion)? In terms of "possible worlds" the question is asking whether there is at least one logically
possible world where at least one griffon exists. (Without worrying about what it really means for something to "exist"
in a possible world.) Since griffons do not exist in our actual world, we can conclude that it is not necessary that griffons
exist, and that if they do exist on some possible world, their existence would be contingent. Further, from what we know
of eagles, lions, and the processes of evolution, we can conclude that griffons are not physically possible. However, the
concept of a griffon is not logically self-contradictory, so it is logically possible that griffons exist on some logically
possible world where the physical laws are different. Such as the magical world of Harry Potter, in which the griffon
Buckbeak plays an important role in the events related in "The Prisoner of Azkaban".
What does it mean to ask the question "Can a circle be square?" In terms of "possible worlds" it is asking whether there
is at least one possible world where a circle (defined as a plane figure of the locus of all points equidistant from another
point, the centre) is a square (defined as a plane figure having four equal sides and four equal angles). Notice that the
definitions of the two terms both specify that they are figures of the plane. Clearly, given the definitions of the terms
being employed, a single plane figure cannot satisfy both definitions. Now, since the mathematical character of the
plane is a matter of how "The plane" is defined, the definition will port to all possible worlds. So it is not logically
possible for a circle to be square. Notice in this example, that the words being used in the question are assumed to refer
to their normal English definitions. It is a separate question to ask whether, in some possible, world there might be a
different language where the relationships between written (or spoken) symbols and the concepts to which they refer are
such that a "circle" is "Square". Clearly, the concept of such a different language is not logically contradictory. So it is
logically possible that in some possible world where there is such a language, a "circle" could be "Square". But this
sentence does not express the same proposition as would the same words in English.
What does the proposition "If I had gone to the theatre yesterday, I would have seen the accident." Actually mean? And
how would one determine the truth of such a contra-factual proposition? In terms of "possible worlds" the proposition is
stating that there is at least one possible world, identical to this actual world in all respects except that in this possible
world, I went to the theatre yesterday. It is further stating that in all those possible worlds where I went to the theatre, I
also saw the accident. Note that it is not describing the set of possible world where I went to the theatre and saw the
accident. It is saying that in all those possible worlds, identical to this one in all respects except that I went to the theatre
yesterday, I saw the accident. One would examine whether this contra-factual statement is true by examining these
possible worlds to determine whether it would require any additional unspecified differences from our actual world in
order to permit me to see the accident. Since it is assumed that all of these possible worlds are identical to this actual
world, it is taken as given that all of the usual physical laws apply. It is also taken as given that all of the other events
that occurred yesterday in this actual world also occurred in these possible worlds. If, with these givens, there are no
additional differences required (other than my attendance at the theatre), then the statement is considered true.
Otherwise, it is considered false.
[Up] [Home] [Next]
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Are possible worlds really 'real'?
It depends on what one means by "real". And that will depend on one's underlying metaphysical assumptions about what
actual existence means. My underlying metaphysical assumptions are materialistic (physical matter is the only reality
and everything, including thought, feeling, mind, and will, can be explained in terms of matter and physical
phenomena). So my answer to the question is - No!
My American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language (Microsoft Bookshelf 98) that says "real" means "(1-a)
Being or occurring in fact or actuality; having verifiable existence. (b) True and actual; not imaginary, alleged, or ideal.
(c) Of or founded on practical matters and concerns. (6) Philosophy. Existing objectively in the world regardless of
subjectivity or conventions of thought or language."
The word "real", when employed as a general descriptor not limited to a specific field of discourse, I thus understand as
referring to something that actually exists in this materialistic reality, and is to be contrasted with things imaginary and
non-existent in this reality. Therefore, if possible worlds did in fact exist objectively as true and actual, not imaginary,
alleged, or ideal, they would have verifiable existence. Since there is no evidence extant that such "parallel universes"
do in fact exist, then they are not "real" by this definition of "real". Furthermore, if in fact "parallel universes" did
actually exist, they would not constitute the philosopher's notion of "possible worlds". Actually existing worlds, like this
one, cannot be proved to be logically consistent. Therefore, they cannot be proved to constitute the philosopher's notion
of logically possible worlds. A philosopher who maintains that "possible worlds" actually exist, would have to assume
that they are logically consistent, or would have to relax the usually requirement that "possible worlds" are necessarily
logically consistent.
Possible worlds, then, are conceptual or imaginary constructs like Unicorns or Centaurs or circles or squares.
Any thinker is free to posit the existence of any imaginary construction, with no limits on the creativity of the
imagination. Positing the existence of something does not constitute proof of the existence of that thing. Therefore
positing the existence of a possible world, is not evidence or proof of the existence of possible worlds. And what we say
about some possible world is only true or false to the extent that the statement is consistent with the imagined nature of
the particular possible world under discussion. (Or all possible worlds, if that is the topic of the statement.)

All the talk about possible worlds has led me to ponder an associated question. Since some users of possible worlds
regard them as "real"in some sense, just what does constitute a "possible world"in such an ontology? First, let's deal
with the question "Just how many possible worlds are there?"
That is surely a fair question: if we cannot actually count possible worlds, we can at least form the conception of how
they would be counted. Suppose we regard "the place wherein could exist all things that might possibly exist"(aka "The
Universe") as an n-dimensional set of points. "N"would, of course, have to be an infinite number, since there is no
logical limit on the number of spatio-temporal dimensions that "reality"could exhibit. Along any one particular
dimension, of course, there are an infinite number of points. So in an n-dimensional universe there are "infinity to the
power of infinity"number of spatio-temporal points. Technically this trans-finite number is called "Aleph-1". Curiously
enough, n-dimensional space has the same "number"of points as one-dimensional space (a line), or any finite interval of
one-dimensional space (a line segment), as was first recognized by Georg Cantor. So it makes no difference whether
any particular dimension (or combination of dimensions) is finite or infinite in extent, bounded or unbounded, closed or
unclosed. In other words, the geometry of any particular dimension is irrelevant to our transfinite mathematical
calculations.
Suppose, as the next step, we adopt the attitude of Quantum Physics, and treat all forces that might exist as manifested
by particles. We can then treat all the logically possible particles of force the same way we do all the logically possible
particles of matter. Since there is no logical limit to the number of kinds of particles that might logically exist, we must
treat the number of possible kinds of particles as infinite as well. To complicate things, any given particle might assume
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any of an infinity of logically possible "quantum states". Furthermore, any given particle in a particular quantum state
might logically possess any of an infinite number of logically possible energy levels. Therefore we can regard the
number of discrete particle configurations as "(infinity to the power of infinity) to the power of infinity", or Aleph-1
logically possible particle configurations. (Alpeh-1 to the power of infinity is still Aleph-1. Transfinite mathematics is
more than curious, it is downright odd.)
Putting these two suppositions together gives us - at each of the Aleph-1 points in the universe there might exist any one
of Aleph-1 particle configurations. This gives us "aleph-1 to the power of aleph-1"possible configurations of "The
Universe". (And, oddly enough, this even larger number of possibilities is also Aleph-1. Trans-finite mathematics is
very odd indeed.) So this view would suggest that there are Aleph-1 logically possible "mathematically describable
worlds". (An unanswered question worth pondering is whether or not there could be a "logically possible world"that is
not among the aleph-1 "mathematically describable worlds". Personally, I don't see how, but I suppose it might be
possible. However, alpeh-1 is large enough to serve my purposes here, so I will ignore any potential left-overs.)
Yet each configuration presented by this analysis is timeless. Each of the aleph-1 particular configurations of particles in
an n-dimensional universe is static -- it does not change. Time is one (or possibly infinitely many) of the dimensions of
the n-dimensional universe, and to specify a particular particle's n-dimensional position is to specify also its specific
time. Now is this the image that the possible worlds theorist has when he talks about "logically possible worlds"?
Certainly it cannot be if one considers that there might be a logically possible world in which Pontius Pilot really
pondered the philosophical import of his question "What is Time?"Or if I can consider that there is a logically possible
world in which I tool down London Road in an Aston Martin. These images involve processes -- things that change in
time. So it would seem that the possible worlds theorist's "logically possible world"is not a static thing, but a dynamic
succession of "images"from the aleph-1 catalogue of "mathematically describable worlds". I suppose this could be
thought of as "seeing reality"like a movie film -- a rapid succession of individually static images. (Possibly, I suppose,
an infinitely rapid sequence of an infinite number of successive "images".) And the number of ways in which the aleph1 separate images of "mathematically describable worlds"can be arranged in sequences is called "aleph-2". (The
possibly infinite number of time-like dimensions that would be "discarded"in creating the temporal sequence is not
relevant to the trans-finite mathematics involved.)
So we can, at least as a first approximation, treat the set of all "logically possible worlds"as containing Aleph-2 separate
"worlds". But this enormous set contains aleph-1 many "logically possible worlds"in which I am at one temporal instant
sitting at my computer, and in the next temporal instant am spread thinly across the universe with each constituent
particle in a widely separate position. And it contains aleph-1 many "logically possible worlds"in which the dropped and
shattered glass reassembles itself and jumps back into the hand that dropped it. It is obvious that the Vast majority of
"logically possible worlds"in this set of Aleph-2 possibilities would not be recognizable as "meaningful possible
worlds". (I borrow here the terminology employed by Dennett in "Darwin's Dangerous Idea". You can think of the
concept of a "Vast majority"[capitalized V] as what is left after a "Vanishingly small"[capitalized V] subset is removed
from the whole. And that "Vanishingly small"subset is infinitesimally small -- a fraction smaller than one divided by
infinity, one divided by aleph-1, or one divided by aleph-2, depending on context.)
The Vast majority of the aleph-2 mathematically describable possible worlds would have spatial and temporal
dimensionality different from our own. The Vast majority of the remainder would not contain anything remotely
resembling our current world. The Vast majority of the little that's left would not contain anything that would be
remotely recognizable as germane to the question of whether "P"or "not-P"or the question of whether "if counterfactually P then Q". And by no means finally, the Vast majority of the Very Vanishingly small residual subset would not
behave across time in any way remotely recognizable as "normal". If any member of the set of Aleph-2 "logically
possible worlds"is acceptable to the possible worlds theorist as a possible contender for the resolution of "P or not-P"or
"if P then Q", then every possible proposition must be counted as undecidable -- as having an indeterminate truth value.
For within the set of Aleph-2 possibilities are logically possible worlds in which any evidence we have that "P"(or that
"not-P"), no matter what "P"might be, could have appeared "as if by magic", "out of thin air", or exist only in your
memory, or was manufactured by an evil conspiracy for the sole purpose of confusing you, and thus really has no
meaningful bearing on whether "P"or "not-P"or "if counter-factually P then Q" for any and every possible "P"(and "Q").
Including such propositions "I am a brain in a vat", or "I exist only as an idea in the mind of God", or "The Universe
was created in toto, by the white mice, just 15 seconds ago -- complete with all of its evidence to the contrary."
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Consider the counter-factual proposition "the Holocaust never happened". Within that set of alpeh-2 logically possible
worlds there is at least one in which the Holocaust never happened, and all of the evidence that exists "Today" that it did
happen was manufactured by "The Jewish Conspiracy". Even personal experience doesn't count, since the relevant
memories could also have been manufactured and implanted in the minds of the alleged witnesses. Or the alleged
witnesses could actually be part of the conspiracy. Does the possible worlds theorist really want to maintain that the
proposition "the Holocaust never happened"is undecidable? Surely this is not the notion that the possible worlds theorist
maintains. It is obvious, therefore, that despite the trans-finite enumeration of "logically possible worlds", what the
possible worlds theorist actually has in mind when contemplating the "logically possible worlds"relevant to the
resolution of "P or not-P"or "if P then Q" is that Very Very Vanishingly small subset of aleph-2 possibilities that are
consistent with what we might refer to as the "normally expected behaviour of reality".
In all cases of considering the possible worlds that might play a part in resolving any question of "P or not-P"or "if P
then Q", the possible worlds theorist is not considering all Aleph-2 members of the set of "logically possible worlds".
The possible worlds theorist is considering only that Very Vanishingly small subset that are "as like this actual world as
possible", except that either "P"(and "Q") or "not-P".
The question I asked initially was -- just what constitutes a "possible world"in the possible worlds theorist's scheme of
things. It now becomes clear that a more sophisticated interpretation of this question is -- just what is the possible
worlds theorist's conception of the "normally expected behaviour of reality". What does it mean for one of the aleph-2
logically possible worlds to be "as like this current world as possible"and still allow that either "P"(and "Q") or "not-P"?
Surely the possible worlds theorist, when in discussions about the nature of "truth", or the resolution of counter-factual
conditional, must include in his notion of "normally expected behaviour of reality"the constraint that any candidate
"logically possible world"will be consistent with the best understanding we have of the physical laws that appear to
govern the world we experience. Otherwise, one can argue against the possible worlds theorist by claiming that
whatever the "evidence"says, the "evidence"appeared by magic, and does not mean what the possible worlds theorist
wants it to mean. And if the possible worlds theorist is not concerned by this challenge, he has reduced "truth"to
"whatever I choose to believe". And I don't think anyone but a Solipsist would want to maintain that position.
Which leaves the one remaining question -- how many "meaningful possible worlds"are left out of the aleph-2 "logically
possible worlds"once we eliminate those that are not "as like this actual world as possible"? And does that Really
Vanishingly small remaining sub-set actually include worlds where "P"(and "Q") and worlds where "not-P"? It is
obvious that for some propositions "P", the physical laws that appear to govern the world we experience do not allow
acceptable alternative candidates of "logically possible worlds"that are both "as like this current world as possible"and
permit both "P"(and "Q") and "not-P". If I drop a rock off the tower in Pisa, the rock will hit the ground unless interfered
with by magic. Once the pool queue is struck, the billiard balls will proceed in a deterministic fashion, and you can tell
which single history each traced if you come in before they stop rolling -- unless you permit magic. And it is physically
impossible, again unless you permit magic, (given the understanding we have of the physical laws that appear to govern
the world we experience) for there not to be a star with a planet in a galaxy beyond our visible horizon.
Being a determinist, and a realist, it is my argument that there is in fact only one single "meaningful possible
world"that is "as like this actual world as possible" -- one that does not require "magic"to realize one of "P"(and "Q") or
"not-P". I would argue that without becoming inconsistent with the physical laws that govern the actual world, in other
words without allowing "magic", there is only one single "logically possible world"that can be considered as a
"meaningful possible world". And that single remaining member of the set of aleph-2 logically possible worlds, is the
actual world. In that single actual world - past, present, or future - either "P"(and "Q") or "not-P".
So my answer to the possible worlds theorist who maintains that "an undecidable proposition would be true in some
possible worlds, and false in other possible worlds, but there is no answer in reality to the question which of all these
possible worlds is the actual world"is - it is simply not the case that there is both an acceptable possible world where
"P"and an acceptable possible world where "not-P", as long as "magic"is excluded. And my answer to the possible
worlds theorist who maintains that "a counter-factual conditional is true if and only if there is a logically possible world
wherein both P and Q" is - it is simply not the case that there is an acceptable possible world wherein either P or Q, if P
or Q are inconsistent with the known laws of nature, as long as "magic" is excluded.
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And the elimination of "magic"is the answer in reality to the question of which possible world is the actual possible
world. Even though there might be a logically possible world in which Nero did not fiddle while Rome burned
(assuming he did), that possible world could not have become this current world without violating the physical laws that
govern this current world. Even though there might be a possible world in which my nephew wins the lottery and tools
down London Road in a brand new silver Aston Martin, that possible world will never be the actual world if there is no
way that the current world could become that one without violating the physical laws that govern this current world.
(Note that the mechanics of lottery draws are not truly random. They are sufficiently chaotic to be unpredictable, but
they are none the less deterministic.)
Past, present or future - if "P", then there is no logically possible world that is "as like this current world as possible"and
still permits "not-P"without resorting to "magical"violations of the laws that govern our world. For a realist to maintain
that "P"is to maintain that "not-P"is inconsistent with the laws that govern the world. (And vice versa for "not-P", of
course.) To maintain otherwise, as does the possible worlds theorist, is to maintain that the laws of physics that govern
reality are radically indeterminate to an extent that challenges the efforts of science and the expectations that govern our
choices of behaviour. Or is to maintain that "magic" is an acceptable means of allowing the existence of an actually
counter-factual "P". And if "magic" is allowed, with no determinate constraints on the effects of that magic, then all of
the Aleph-2 logically possible worlds are equally feasible alternatives. (If "magic" is allowed, then there is no effective
meaning to the notion of the "closeness" of one possible world to another.)
So I would wonder how the possible worlds theorist marries his notions of "logically possible worlds"and the
indeterminateness of truth values with the expectations he normally has about alarm clocks and getting up in the
morning. I don't think that the possible worlds theorist would dispute the evaluation that the anti-realist notion of
"truth"and the actuality of "logically possible worlds"is inconsistent with the common sense notions on these matters. I
think, therefore, that the onus should be on the possible worlds theorist to demonstrate that both "P"and "not-P"is
consistent with the physical laws that govern the world before claiming that the question is undecidable, or that the
truth-value of "P"is indeterminate.
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Examine the claims that freedom of the will is incompatible with
determinism, and also incompatible with indeterminism.
"Determinism" is the philosophical doctrine that maintains that everything is governed by causal laws, and that all
actions and behaviour are the inevitable result of preceding events. It is a doctrine that assumes that all things that exist
in the world are subject to laws of cause and effect. Our "Western / Scientific" culture assumes that everything has a
cause. And in support of this, science does seem to eventually find a cause for everything. If everything has a cause,
then human behaviour must also have its own causes. And common sense explains our choices by citing reasons and
justifications as the determiners of what we choose. If human behaviour is caused in the manner assumed by science and
common sense, then where is there a place for "Free Will"?
"Free Will Libertarianism" is that philosophical doctrine that maintains that an individual, regardless of forces external
to him, can and does choose at least some of his actions. "Free Will" is defined largely by its contrast with Determinism.
There are essentially only two arguments for Free Will. The argument from Moral Responsibility maintains that the
existence of morality and ethics presupposes Free Will. And the argument from Common Sense maintains that whatever
it is that we do when we choose or decide, it is self-obvious that we could have chosen or decided otherwise, and this
ability is Free Will.
The apparent incompatibility of Free Will and Determinism comes from a fundamental misconception about the
meaning of "Free Will" and its relationship with Determinism. The determinist examines the world from the "physical
stance" (cf Dennett) and sees that everything is governed by causal laws. If one knows enough about the antecedent
state of affairs, then the future is predictable. Applying this observation to human behaviour, the determinist sees that
every choice is made for reasons and has justifications. The determinist concludes from this that if one can know
enough about the antecedent conditions that pertain prior to a person's choice of alternatives, then the choice that an
individual will make is predictable. Therefore, given a particular set of antecedent conditions, the individual could not
have chosen otherwise than they did. Therefore, the individual does not have Free Will.
When considering the concept of Free Will, both the Free Will libertarian and the hard determinist examine the world
from the "Subjective Standpoint" (cf Klempner) and see that it is self-obvious that for any choice, one could just as
easily have chosen otherwise. They conclude that the concept of "Free Will" is defined by the individual's ability to
choose otherwise. They both then combine the "Subjective Standpoint" with the "Objective Standpoint" (cf. Klempner)
or alternatively the "Physical Stance" with the "Intentional Stance" (cf. Dennett) to conclude that "Free Will" is defined
by the individual's ability to choose otherwise, given exactly the same antecedent conditions.
This illegitimate combination of perspectives is the source of the misconceptions that underlie the argument by both
determinist and libertarian that Free Will is incompatible with Determinism.
"Indeterminism" is a different matter. Indeterminism is the philosophical doctrine that maintains that not everything is
governed by causal laws, and that some actions and behaviour are the result of random or unpredictable or uncaused
events. Indeterminism is an alternative raised in response to determinism. Determinism argues that there is no Free Will
because the choices people make are predictable, and they could not have chosen otherwise. Indeterminism replies that
peoples'choices are not predictable because they are uncaused, or caused (at least in part) by indeterminant factors not
accessible to the determinist. People have the ability to choose otherwise than they did, it is argued, because the
uncaused or indeterminant factors may tilt the scale in different directions.
There are essentially two sources of indeterminancy that are referenced in these arguments. The scientific source is
usually some variant of quantum indeterminancy. The apparent unpredictableness and randomness of quantum events is
harnessed somehow to insert an unpredictable aspect into human decision making. The dualist source is some form of
immaterial "Soul" (for lack of a better label) that functions as an uncaused, and hence unpredictable, cause of at least
some choices. How an immaterial cause generates material behaviour is left carefully mysterious.
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The problem with all arguments from indeterminancy, is that even if true, indeterminancy is incompatible with Free
Will. In addition to the idea that Free Will requires an agents'ability to choose otherwise than they did, Free Will also
requires that the choice be the choice of the agent, and not of some "non-agent". Where indeterminism makes its error is
in misconceiving what it means to be an agent that makes a choice. If I have a choice to make, and I roll a die to choose
for me, the choice is not mine. There is no Free Will involved when the choice is made for me by some external source
of randomness. In the words of Hume - "Actions are, by their very nature, temporary and perishing; and where they
proceed not from some cause in the character and disposition of the person who performed them, they can neither
redound to his honour, if good; nor infamy, if evil." Any source of indeterminancy is not, by its very nature, "in the
character ad disposition of the person" making the choices.
The only option remaining to the dedicated Free Will libertarian, is to maintain that there exists some immaterial "Soul"
that is undetectable by materialist science, yet is the repository of the individual's character and disposition". This is the
Cartesian Dualist position of maintaining that what an individual is is an immaterial soul. It is argued that it is the soul
that has the free will and is unpredictable by the determinist, and the physical body is merely the material vehicle
through which the soul interacts with the material world. But this position is neither Determinism, nor Indeterminism.
And carries along with it a whole host of difficult further questions.
[Up] [Home] [Next]
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In the light of the critique of 'free will', can blame and punishment ever be
rationally justified? Consider hard cases, such as brainwashing, crimes of
passion, the influence of drugs, medical or psychological conditions etc.
We are all learning machines. Choices do not happen in a vacuum. Individually, we make a myriad of choices every day
- many of them ethical ones. And individually, we are each a member of a social group where others of our kind make
similar kinds of choices just as frequently. Over the course of evolution, "good" choices survived long enough to
procreate. "Bad" choices died out. However, evolution is slow. We have evolved the ability to learn. We learn from
every experience. So we can never exactly rerun a "Test scenario" and expect exactly the same output. Every time we
evaluate our alternatives and, make a choice, decision or judgement, we learn more about ourselves and the world
around us. We learn to improve our processes of evaluation and choice by distinguishing "good" choices from "bad"
ones. Therefore, as an aide to learning - both for ourselves and for others - it pays to advertise those decisions that are
notable for being "good" and "bad". Passing judgement on one's own choices, and the choices of others, serves the
purpose of making plain how such choices "ought" to be made. Practice only makes more perfect when we can
recognise when our aim is off.
We assume that other people are just like ourselves. We assume that the best way of teaching other people to make
"good" choices, and steer clear of "bad" ones, is to make plain what kind of choices are considered "good" and "bad".
Hence our judgements (moral and otherwise) on the choices made or contemplated. Hence the purpose of praise and
blame, punishment and reward.
To be "responsible" means "To be answerable or accountable for something within one's power to control". Where,
given our current context, that "Something" is a choice or decision or judgement where The alternatives available involve events or situations that can be evaluated against a standard of what is desirable
or undesirable that the individual has learned over the course of his experiences with reality (including the social
groups he of which he considers himself a member).
There is sufficient information available about the consequences of any actions that the individual can evaluate
the desirability of those consequences according to that learned set of standards.
The choice made is the result of the individual's own deliberations over the consequences of the alternatives
available, and not the result of coercion or random events.
And to be "within one's power to control" includes any situation where by choosing one alternative over another, one
can influence the consequences in a predictable manner. One is not considered responsible for unpredictable
consequences.
Does the responsible chooser of "bad" choices deserve to be punished? (After all, he could not have chosen other than
he did.) What is the meaning of "deserve" in this context? The dictionary says "deserve" means "be worthy of, merit,
earn". The responsible chooser of a "bad" choice evaluated the alternatives, had sufficient information to make
reasonable predictions of the consequences, and was neither coerced nor the victim of random events. Surely then, the
responsible chooser's "bad" choice is worthy of, merits, has earned the blame and punishment?
If the objection is that the chooser could not have chosen other than he did, and is therefore not to be held responsible,
then the objector must provide a definition of "responsible" that includes some element not covered in the above. To
maintain that a "responsible" choice must include an ability of the agent to choose otherwise than he did - given the
exact circumstances that prevailed, then the objector is guilty of misconceiving the nature of both "Free Will" and
"responsibility". Even in a Determinist's reality, where the chooser cannot have chosen other than he did, what is wrong
with telling the chooser that he chose wrongly? The next time anyone faces a similar choice, they will do a better job of
choosing, because the blame and punishment will be part of the "past history" that will go into the determination of the
future outcomes. Praise and blame, punishment and reward are not bestowed in order to influence the past. They are
bestowed in order to influence the future.
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So the answer is "Yes!" For three reasons:
(i) to teach the chooser to change the way he evaluates and selects alternatives (punishment tends to reduce
repetition, and provide an incentive for better use of learning opportunities);
(ii) to teach me what kinds of choices to avoid, and what kinds of standards my social groups apply (I can
learn by example); and
(iii) to teach you that I mean what I say when I tell you that certain of your choices will result in
undesirable consequences for you (advertised punishments make for good deterrents).
So runs the general argument. Some concrete examples of possible "Special considerations" will help clarify the proper
interpretation of this position.
Brainwashing. According to the dictionary, "brainwashing" is "intensive, forcible indoctrination, usually political or
religious, aimed at destroying a person's basic convictions and attitudes and replacing them with an alternative set of
fixed beliefs." In other words, brainwashing involves the intentional and (importantly) coercively imposed distortion of
an individuals standards of evaluation so that the individual chooses alternatives that he would not normally choose. The
victim of brainwashing chooses according to the standards imposed by the brainwasher, not according to the standards
he has learned himself. Therefore, borrowing from Hume, the actions of the brainwashing victim are not caused by "The
character and disposition of the person who performed them", so they "can neither redound to his honour, if good; nor
infamy, if evil". The brainwashing victim is not a responsible chooser. The chooser is a victim of a coercion imposed
choice.
Stockholm Syndrome. Fear is a powerful emotional reaction. And it is an evolutionarily adaptive one. Fear prepares
the body and mind to deal with an immanent threat. One of the ways of defusing a threatening predator, is to assume a
submissive posture. This sort of thing happens all the time in the normal course of inter-personal relations. However,
there are some circumstances where the fear and the threat are so great, and the alternative means of dealing with the
situation so constrained, that the individual has little practical choice but to demonstrate complete submission to the
predator. When the alternative is almost certain death, complete submission to the attacker might just possibly buy you
some time. Man is not alone in having evolved violence limitation instincts in response to abject submission. That is
why being the victim of "Stockholm Syndrome" is generally considered to be in the same category as Brainwashing.
The chooser is a victim of a coercion imposed choice.
Crimes of Passion. That "balls override brains" is not an acceptable excuse for failing to use proper rational thought in
the forecasting and evaluation of consequences. That it happens all too frequently is regrettable, but no escape from
responsibility. One's "passion" is just as much a part of an individual's "character and disposition" as is one's rational
capacity to choose wisely.
The Bandwagon Effect. Sometime people just like to go along with the crowd. Or with a particularly charismatic
leader. They "check their brains at the door" as it were, and let others do their choosing for them. Like with crimes of
passion, this is not an acceptable excuse for failing to use proper rational deliberation. That it happens all too frequently
is regrettable, but no escape from responsibility. One's willingness to delegate decisions is just as much a part of an
individual's "character and disposition" as is one's rational capacity to choose wisely.
Drugs. If self-inflicted, the effects of drugs on one's rational faculties falls into the same category as "crimes of
passion". The choice to intentionally disrupt one's own rational abilities is as worthy of labelling "good" and "bad" as
are the choices that might result therefrom. If the drugs are coercively imposed from without, however, the scenario falls
into the same category as brain-washing. Only if the drugs are required medication to prevent or cure some ailment, can
a case be made that the resulting disruption of normal cognitive behaviour is excusable. Although in such cases, it may
be counter-argued that the expected side effects were predictable, and should have been allowed for. Ultimately, in such
cases, a judgement would have to be made on a case by case basis, as to how much responsibility the individual has for
the choices being questioned.
Medical or Psychological Conditions. To the extent that the conditions diminish the individual's ability to forecast
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consequences, and evaluate alternatives against a learned standard of what is desirable and undesirable, the individual
should be considered less than fully responsible. Like the case involving the effects of medically necessary drugs,
however, consideration needs to be taken of the extent to which the disability is or was predictable, and to which
preparatory measures could have been taken to avoid the "bad" consequences.
Youth and Ignorance. These are relevant considerations only to the extent that the individual has not had sufficient
opportunity to learn an appropriate set of standards against which to evaluate alternatives, or sufficient knowledge of
reality to make reasonable forecasts of the consequences of the alternatives available. Neither youth nor ignorance is
relevant if the "average person" (of that age) would be normally expected to have had the necessary knowledge, or have
acquired the necessary standards. (eg. The "ignorance is no excuse" position of the law. Although this is becoming less
and less meaningful as the law becomes more and more obscure, obtuse, and downright inconsistent.) Remaining
wilfully ignorant out of conscious choice, not making use of the available opportunities to acquire the necessary
information, is a "bad" choice that is blameworthy and punishable in and of itself.
Stupidity. Far too many people all of the time, and everyone of us far too much of the time, are simply just plain stupid.
"The circuits are functional, but no one is home." We make choices that we know (or would know if we thought about
it) are not the best of the alternatives available. We fail to look for less obvious alternatives. We do not consider the
consequences of our actions. We do not apply the standards we have learned. We willingly do what we are told, or what
habit has trained us to do. But with the exception of stupidity that is pathological enough to be considered a medical or
psychological condition (in which case it falls into the same category as "medical and psychological conditions" above),
stupidity is no excuse from responsibility. In fact, our common everyday penchant for making stupid choices, and doing
stupid things, is one of the primary reasons why we all make judgements about our own, and other people's choices. It is
only if we are held accountable for our stupid errors, that we will ever learn to be less stupid in the way we govern
ourselves.
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What difficulties stand in the way of a materialist view of the mind,
according to which thoughts, feelings and sensations are ultimately nothing
more than processes in the brain?
There are three difficulties that stand in the way of the acceptance of a materialist view of the mind. These are (1) An a priori commitment to Cartesian Dualism. In 1980 (the latest date for which I could find estimates), there were
an estimated 3 billion people, out of a world population of 4.8 billion people who professed adherence to JudiacChristian-Islamic or Hindu religious beliefs. Which means that in 1980, at least 60% of the world's population professed
to religious beliefs that include the existence of an immaterial soul. In other words, over 60% of people (in North
America, it is 91%) have a self-professed commitment to Cartesian Dualism. For these people, a materialist view of the
mind is unacceptable, because a materialist view of the mind offers no place for an immaterial soul. A commitment to
Cartesian Dualism is a metaphysical assumption. The entire world, and all experience, is viewed through the lens of
Cartesian Dualism. No amount of discussion, argument or evidence can persuade a Cartesian Dualist to become a
materialist. (And vice versa, of course. Materialism is also a metaphysical assumption, and no amount of discussion,
argument or evidence can persuade a materialist to become a Cartesian Dualist.)
(2) The "Subjective Standpoint". Viewing the world from the "Subjective standpoint", one cannot detect, from "in here",
anything that looks like brain processes. The logical conclusion then is that my thinking "I" must therefore be something
different than simple brain processes. While most people spend most of their time operating from the "Objective
Standpoint", they cannot shake the intuitive feeling that the Materialist interpretation of the Objective Standpoint cannot
explain the "process-less" appearance of the Subjective Standpoint. Which brings us to the third difficulty.
(3) A failure of imagination. People look at minds and brains and, with their limited knowledge of the sciences, can see
no way that physical processes in a material brain could generate the complexity, self-awareness, and reflective
contemplation that is called a mind. More importantly, in light of the difficulty raised by the Subjective Standpoint, they
can see no way that any materialistic interpretation from the Objective Standpoint can explain the Subjective
Standpoint.
However, being a Materiaist with 30 years experience in the computer science industry, I have no difficulties in
understanding how a deterministic process operating in a materialistic brain can generate the Subjective Standpoint.
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The philosopher Hume remarked that when he looked into himself, he
never succeeded in catching sight of his "Self', but only of particular
thoughts, feelings and perceptions. Is that a valid argument against the idea
of a soul?
What is a "Soul"? Lets use the dictionary definition - "(1) The animating and vital principle in human beings, credited
with the faculties of thought, action, and emotion and often conceived as an immaterial entity. (2) The spiritual nature of
human beings, regarded as immortal, separable from the body at death, and susceptible to happiness or misery in a
future state."
Given the nature of the dictionary definition, positing the existence of a "Soul" can be understood from the perspective
of two separate metaphysics:
Materialism - if one uses the 1st definition, rejects the 2nd as illogical, and conceives the "animating and vital
principle in human beings" as those processes that take place in the material brain to generate thought, action, and
emotion.
Cartesian Dualism - if one conceives the "Soul" as an immaterial entity separate from the body.
All that Hume argued here is that from the Subjective Standpoint, he can not see the workings of whatever it is that he
might want to label "Self". All he could see when he looked inside, were the products of the processes taking place. This
observation, by itself, cannot support either interpretation of "Soul".
The fact that from inside, one cannot see the processes that are taking place, only indicates that the very act of "Seeing"
is accomplished through faculties that are insensitive to the level of granularity necessary to perceive the processes.
Using this as an argument for or against the existence of a "Soul" is like arguing that because we humans are insensitive
to Gamma radiation, it therefore does or does not exist. Such an argument is missing more than a few premises.
[Up] [Home] [Next]
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Assess the significance of philosophical scepticism.
Philosophical scepticism is the critical examination of whether the knowledge and perceptions one has are true, and
whether or not one can ever be said to have knowledge. More colloquially, scepticism is the challenging of accepted
beliefs.
There are two kinds of scepticism -- "global"and "local". If a sceptic believes that knowledge of anything at all is
impossible, then that is "global scepticism". Global scepticism is rare, since it presents something of a paradox -- if
knowledge of anything is impossible, then we cannot know even if scepticism is correct, and cannot use any knowledge
(even of logic) to argue or refute the question. But, on the other hand, if the sceptic believes that only knowledge of a
particular area is impossible, then that is "local scepticism". There are "local"sceptics in almost every area of
philosophical inquiry. But two main areas of local scepticism are "the external world"and "other minds". The external
world sceptic will deny that we can ever know that there is an external world. The other mind sceptic will deny that we
can ever know that other people have minds.
Philosophical scepticism has played a significant role in the development of philosophical thought for three reasons.
Firstly, philosophical scepticism challenges the fundamental beliefs of philosophical dogmatism, which maintains that
some truths are authoritative, and certainly true. For example, most western philosophical thought after the Greeks and
before The Enlightenment (or Age of Reason) was constrained by the dogmatism of Christian (and Islamic) beliefs. It
can be argued that the sceptical challenges of philosophers like David Hume (1711-1776) were fundamental to the
nurturing of the kind of open-minded attitudes that were the foundation of the Age of Reason. In presenting an
argument that he hoped would serve as "an everlasting check to all kinds of superstitious delusion", Hume argued that
"A miracle is a violation of the laws of nature; and as a firm and unalterable experience
has established these laws, the proof against a miracle, from the very nature of the fact, is
as entire as any argument from experience can possibly be imagined."
The strength of this kind of sceptical challenge to generally accepted dogmatic beliefs created serious problems for the
defenders of those beliefs. The sceptics were sufficiently successful against the various dogmatic philosophies, that
such philosophies have become quite rare (at least among professional philosophers, if not amongst the general
population). Logic (and its partner, mathematics) is about the only area left where modern philosophers still write
about truths that are certain.
Secondly, the arguments presented by the various sceptical philosophers have forced philosophers to investigate and
properly identify the nature of knowledge, and the nature of sensory experience. The sceptical challenge is based on
one or both of two premises -- (a) that everything we experience might not be real (or, equivalently, might be in error);
and (b) that knowledge demands certainty.
The efforts of philosophers to refute the sceptical premise that knowledge demands certainty generated the field of
epistemology. Epistemology is that branch of philosophy that is concerned with theories of the sources, nature, and
limits of knowledge, truth, concepts, and belief. The response to the sceptic has been to correct our understanding of
the meaning of the term "knowledge"to more accurately reflect how the concept is actually used. The general result has
been a concept of knowledge based on probabilities, preponderance of the evidence, absence of defeaters, and other
such ideas. Thus, contrary to the argument of the sceptic, knowledge does not require certainty. So the existence of
possible, yet highly improbable, sources of doubt with no supporting evidence, does not in fact defeat claims of
knowledge. The remote possibility that I might be a "brain in a vat", or wired into a pod in The Matrix world, does not
defeat the claims I make to have knowledge of Reality.
The efforts of philosophers to refute the sceptical premise that everything we experience might not be real have taken
longer to show results. The highly persuasive arguments presented by Rene Descartes (1596-1650) in his Meditations
convinced several generations of philosophers to buy into the idea of the "Cartesian Theatre"and the "sense-data"theory
of perception. It has only been fairly recently that realist theories of perception have become more widely accepted.
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Although a direct realist theory of perception dates all the way back to Thomas Reid (1710-1796), it has only been in
the last 40 years or so that the realist theory of perception has appeared to receive any significant attention. (See, for
example, David Kelley - The Evidence of the Senses: A Realist Theory of Perception).
The basic argument of the realist theory of perception is that there is no "Cartesian Theatre"where "sense-data"are
presented to the perceiver for interpretation and comprehension. Instead, the senses provide direct (although complex)
awareness of the external world in the same manner that one's self-awareness provides direct awareness of one's internal
mental states. If one feels pain, one feels pain directly (the qualitative feel of the pain is the pain) and the awareness of
that pain is incorrigible. Similarly, if one sees something with the eyes, the awareness of that thing is direct and
incorrigible (under normal conditions). So the argument is essentially that, contrary to the premise of the sceptic,
everything we experience is indeed real and cannot (under normal conditions) be in error. (Although we often err when
we draw inferences from what we perceive. Only partly because the conditions are often not "normal".)
The third major reason that philosophical scepticism has played a significant role in the on-going development of
philosophical thought, is a negative consequence rather than a positive one. In response to the challenge of the sceptics
that knowledge of the external world was impossible, various philosophers developed schools of thought that are today
loosely known as "Modern Idealism". The most interesting of the early forays in this direction was by Bishop Berkeley
(1685-1753), the Irish philosopher and clergyman, generally regarded as the founder of the modern school of idealism.
He proposed that the apparently objective world has its existence in the consciousness of individuals, and that
everything we experience is simply an idea in the mind of God. It neatly side-stepped the challenges raised by the
sceptic by making the sensory inputs irrelevant, and the foundation of knowledge the incorrigible omniscience of God.
The most famous of the modern idealists is probably Immanuel Kant (1724-1804). But the movement was populated
also by the likes of the Existentialists (such as SÃ¸ren Kierkegaard, Martin Heidegger, Jean-Paul Sartre), the
Transcendentalists (such as Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry David Thoreau), the Intuitionists (such as Baruch Spinoza,
Henri Bergson), and the Pre-Marxists (such as Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, Saint-Simon, Louis Blanc) -- to name
just a few of the more notable personalities.
Despite the wide variation in the philosophies of this movement, all of them share a common core. They all attempt to
deal with the sceptical challenge to knowledge by accepting the sceptical conclusion. They all start from the premise
that we cannot really know anything about the external world, or that it exists. Kant, as the archetypical example,
argued that instead of assuming that, to be true, our ideas must conform to an external reality independent of our
knowing, objective reality is known only insofar as it conforms to the essential structure of the knowing mind. He
maintained that objects of experience -- phenomena -- may be known, but that things lying beyond the realm of possible
experience -- noumena, or things-in-themselves -- are unknowable. In other words, it is the nature of the conscious
mind that determines what we know of reality and truth.
Of course, given the critical disconnect between the external world in which we (allegedly) live and the philosophical
structures erected by the members of the various Modern Idealist philosophies, it is not surprising to find that they
tended towards the wild and woolly. So we have the philosophies of Nietzsche, Marx, Husserl, Heidegger, Sartre, and
so forth. All essentially disconnecting the mind from reality. All laying claim to some source of certain truth
independent of experience. And all fostering the popular impression (technically incorrect though it is) that the truth is
whatever you want it to be.
On balance, I would suggest that the positive consequences of Scepticism outweigh the negative consequences. The
sceptic's challenge to dogmatic philosophies has worked just as well against the dogmatisms of the Modern Idealists as
it did against the Pre-Enlightenment philosophies. Both the firmer foundation of epistemology and the clarified realist
theory of perception have been a clear benefit to Philosophy. Which is not to suggest that the sceptic has been totally
routed. Sceptics still contribute in many areas of philosophy. Challenging of accepted beliefs is part and parcel of
good philosophical thinking.
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'In view of advice from the philosophical think-tank formed last year from
six eminent professors, we shall be introducing legislation to ban the use of
the verb "To know" and its derivatives from all official documents.' Comment on this imaginary extract from the Queen's speech at the
opening of Parliament.
In the absence of any further information, it is hard to guess the reasons that the members of the think-tank may have
had for the advice they provided. Perhaps the six eminent professors are all sceptics of some colouration who believe
that "knowledge"is impossible. Perhaps they are merely "local sceptics"who believe that knowledge in politics is
impossible. Perhaps they are merely cynics about the possibility of knowledge having anything meaningful to contribute
to official documents. Or perhaps they are of the opinion that knowledge is merely a justified belief, so it would be more
intelligible in official documents to use the phrase "justified true belief". And of course, there may be other motivations
that might be attributed to these allegedly learned scholars. Perhaps they are conducting a psychology experiment to see
just how gullible the government is.
Given the wide range of possible motivations for the action, it is hard to see how to comment meaningfully on the
Crown's imaginary intentions.
On first reading, the planned legislation appears to be just plain silly. "To Know"is more than just to believe. It is to
believe with adequate justification. If we dispense with an already existing word for "a belief in the truth of a
proposition for which there is sufficient justification to have confidence in its truth", we would just have to invent
another. And if official document writers restrain themselves from coming up with a suitable acronym for this phrase,
then they will just cause their output to become that much more incomprehensible than it already is. Even without this
additional obfuscation, official documents are often known to befuddle trained lawyers.
On the other hand, and with a second thought for the consequences, the suggestion is probably not so silly after all. In
the realms of political shenanigans it would probably be a good idea to reinforce the position that no law or regulation
could ever have "adequate justification"for the costs being imposed on the populace. After all, official documents are
almost always an exercise in legalized extortion. So it would probably be to the benefit of us poor down-trodden citizens
if the framers of those threatening missives were not allowed to claim to "know"their extortion is justified.
As a third thought, and a bit of an irrelevant aside, it would be an interesting exercise in political research to determine
just how often the verb "to know"and its derivatives actually do appear in official documents. Personally, upon
reflection, I would suspect that it does not appear all that often. The function of official documents is to dictate, demand,
command, and prohibit. Knowledge never seems to come into play when one is engaged in extortion. "Do what I want,
or else!"Where is there an opportunity to express knowledge?
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How do you know that the author of these words has a mind?
Step 1 -- Is it a reasonable inductive inference to conclude that the author of those words has a mind?
"Mind"is a concept I use to refer to the collection of things that I do "within myself". It is my concept for the collection
of mental processes that is my thinking, reasoning, conceptualizing, feeling, sensing, desiring. It is my concept for what
it is that is conscious when "I"am conscious.
Other people are very much like me in many respects. In particular, I have acquired convincing evidence to justify the
inductive inference that other people have brains. Every person who was alive, and has been examined after death, has
had a brain. Brain surgery is an acknowledged field of medical expertise. And medical imaging technologies can image
a soft-tissue organ beneath the skull of living subjects. It is an inference that has so far proved successful at predicting
the results of autopsies and other such medical stories. So I feel confident in my inductive inference that every person
has a brain.
I have, over my years, acquired convincing evidence to justify the inductive inference that all aspects of my "mind"are
actions of my physical brain. For example, it is obvious to me that my point-of-view is behind my glasses, between my
ears, below my scalp, and above my neck. There is no evidence I am aware of that would suggest that my "mind"might
not be a part of my physical presence. For example, I have never been able to make my point-of-view move from a
position behind my glasses, above my neck, etc.
This highly subjective evidence is supported by all of the scientific information that I am aware of. According to this
scientific information, the locus of my thinking, reasoning, conceptualizing, feeling, sensing, desiring is my physical
brain. And there is no scientific evidence I am aware of that would suggest that my mind or my consciousness is
elsewhere. The scientific evidence I must take with a grain of salt, however. Since it is based on the premise that what
other people actually do with their brains is thinking, reasoning, conceptualizing, etc. Which is the conclusion I am
trying to justify. So to avoid arguing in circles, I must take the scientific evidence not as demonstrative of, but merely as
consistent with, the hypothesis that the brain is the locus of my mind.
Therefore I can justify the inductive inference that my "mind"is identical to my physical brain. The processes that
constitute my thinking, reasoning, conceptualizing, feeling, sensing, and desiring are physical processes taking place
within my physical brain. And since every person has a brain, I can reason that therefore every person might possibly
also have a mind.
I reason, conceptualize, have thoughts, feelings, and desires that I make use of language to enable, assist, describe and
express. My use of language is as a tool of my mind.
I observe that other people employ language in ways that appear superficially similar to my use of language.
Specifically, I observe that other people employ language to describe and express what would be thoughts, reasoning,
conceptualizing, feelings, and desires -- if I were the one making the statements. Therefore, I can conclude either (a) that
other people are making use of language as a tool of their mind; or (b) their use of language, however else generated,
closely mimics my use of language as a tool of my mind.
I observe that attributing the actions of "mind"to other people is, more often than not, an effective and efficient way of
understanding and predicting their behaviour. I have acquired convincing evidence over my years that attributing
feelings, and desires to other people is a good way to explain their behaviour. More specifically, their observable
reactions to what I say and do closely mimic the reactions I would display, given the thoughts, feelings, and desires I
would have, if I were in their place. My predictive capacity in this field is not total. I experience a high error rate. So it
might very well be the case that other people generate their language and other behaviour in some fashion not involving
a mind. However, I judge that it is more economical for me to make use of the "mind"hypothesis and deal with the error
rate, than it would be to attempt to develop a more predictably accurate "black-box"theory.
Therefore I judge that I can justify an inductive inference that the use of language in ways similar to the way I would
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use it, is indicative of the presence of a mind similar to mine. In other words it is a reasonable inductive inference to
conclude that the author of those words has a mind. This is not a strongly justified inductive inference, as it does not
work all the time. It is, however, the best currently available basis upon which to proceed. And I have no evidence in
hand that might suggest that circumstances are otherwise.
Step 2 -- Given that "knowledge"is "a justified true belief", do I have sufficient justification to warrant a claim to know
that the author of those words has a mind?
Obviously, given the material of Part 1 above, I have a belief that the author of those words has a mind. Also obviously,
there is a fact of the matter whether my belief is true or not. However, just as obviously, I cannot determine with any
certainty whether my belief is true or not. I cannot climb into the alleged "mind"if any other person to see for myself.
All I have is the evidence of their observable behaviour, and the inferences I can draw there from. But I do have a
significant amount of very persuasive evidence -- even though it is not overwhelming. And more importantly, I am
aware of no "defeater"evidence. So, while it is certainly possible that my inductive inferences may in fact be wrong, it is
unlikely.
And ultimately, whether we have "knowledge"or a mere "Silly wild assed guess" is a subjective evaluation. Along that
continuous scale between "wild guess", and "certain knowledge", will be a line drawn. To one side, we maintain that
what we think is merely an unjustified opinion or belief, and to the other side we maintain that what we believe rates the
label of "knowledge". Close to the line, we will be uncertain which is which. Further from the line, we will have a great
deal of confidence in which is which. But the choice of where a particular belief falls along that scale relative to the
location of that dividing line is largely a subjective evaluation.
It is my subjective judgement that I have sufficient evidentiary justification to warrant calling my belief knowledge.
Therefore, I claim that I do indeed know that the author of those words has a mind.
[Up] [Home] [Next]
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Explore some of the issues surrounding the attribution of consciousness to
machines and to non-human animals.
On what basis would we attribute consciousness to anything at all?
We attribute consciousness (a mind) to other people based on inductive inferences from the observable behaviour of
other people. (See my response to the previous essay question above.) So it must be the case that if we are to attribute
consciousness (a mind) to non-human animals or to machines, it would have to be justified on the same basis.
(1) Do we have sufficient evidentiary justification to attribute consciousness (a mind) to non-human animals? (I will
take it as given that we do not currently have sufficient evidentiary justification to attribute consciousness to machines.)
When I attribute consciousness (and a mind) to other people, I am basing my inductive inference on a lot of evidence
that other people look a lot like I do, behave a lot like I would behave in similar situations, and use language a lot like I
would use language in similar situations. Add to this the observation that attributing to other people the same kind of
mental existence as I have is a cost effective approach to managing my relations with them. Together, I judge that these
multiple lines of support provide sufficient justification for my attribution of consciousness to other people.
Gathering sufficient evidence to justify the same kind of inductive inference about the consciousness and mind of other
animals, however, faces a couple of serious challenges.
The first is that no other animal but Man uses language in the same way that I do. Or, at least, no other animal uses a
language I can understand, in the same way that I do. Even if another animal might use language as a tool of mind in the
same way that I do, if I cannot understand what they are saying, I cannot notice the similarity or use that similarity to
justify the inference that there is a mind behind the language use. Hence, I cannot use the similarity of language use as a
basis from which to note a similarity in the kinds of things talked about, or draw inferences about the cause of the
talking.
The second is that there really is not a great deal of similarity between the kinds of behaviour that animals display and
the kinds of behaviour that I would display in similar circumstances. I cannot, therefore, easily use the behaviour of
animals as justification for an inference that their behaviour is driven by the same kind of mental life as mine.
What evidence I can gather is therefore quite limited in scope. But I can and do gather quite a bit of it none the less. I
have a pet dog named Sarah. She is an eight year old Yellow Labrador Retriever. She displays behaviour that can be
easily characterized as indicative of pain, hunger, pleasure, fear, and so forth. I cannot be certain, of course, that she
actually does feel these feelings. She could just as easily be a philosopher's automaton. But she yelps in situations where
I would yelp in pain. She snaps at and gobbles food like I would if I were hungry. She reacts to changes in her
environment the way I might in her place. And uses her paws to hold her toys the way I might if I had paws. And so
forth. So it is an easy step to explain and predict her behaviour on the basis of assuming that she has consciousness and
a mind.
But for all that she is smart for a dog, she is also quite stupid. She obviously has a very limited memory, does not form
concepts, and does not reason. It takes a lot of repetition of a lot of minute detail to train her to do the simplest of
"tricks". Her powers of generalization are limited at best, if not completely non-existent. She can't even figure out that
she has walked on the wrong side of a tree and got her leash snagged, despite the fact that she does it quite frequently.
So if she does have consciousness and a mind of a sort, it is clearly not the same sort of consciousness and mind that I
have, or that I attribute to other people. There are far too many circumstances where understanding and predicting her
behaviour is easier on the basis of assuming they are pre-programmed automatic responses, rather than the product of a
conscious mind.
And all that when Sarah is "smart"for an animal. Start looking at other species, and the problems of attributing
consciousness and a mind escalate quickly. On the overall scale of living things, the species that are considered
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"higher"amount to a vanishingly small fraction of all animal species. And they are only considered "higher"because they
tend to react (for whatever reasons) the way that we would in similar circumstances. We say to ourselves that we
"understand"why they do what they do, because we would do something similar in similar circumstances. Without any
real justification, we attribute to them the same "why"as we would have under the circumstances. Sometimes, as with
my Sarah, this attribution of a mental life is simply a pragmatic convenience in trying to predict how she will behave.
But mostly, it is just the result of our over-application of the principles that allow us to attribute conscious and a mind to
other people (who are, after all, animals too).
(2) Would (and/or should) the moral status of animals be influenced by the extent, type, degree, nature, or kind of
consciousness attributed to them?
This is the question that activates most of the animal rights controversies. How one answers this question will depend
intimately on one's standards of moral right. My own personal answer is -- no! But I will leave defending that answer to
a later essay when ethics is the topic.
(3) What happens if/when we have as much evidentiary justification to attribute the same kind of consciousness (a
mind) to a computer as we currently attribute to other people?
If Robbie looks like me, behaves much like I would under similar circumstances, and uses language to describe and
express reasons, concepts, thoughts, feelings, and desires in the same way that I would under similar circumstances,
then I have sufficient justification to infer that he has a mental life similar to mine. The question now becomes, how far
can we relax these fields of evidence before we must admit that the inference is no longer sufficiently justified.
I argued above, when discussing the consciousness of animals, that the absence of the language field, and a paucity in
the behaviour field renders the inference insufficiently justified. But when it comes to computers (or machines in
general), the limitations will be in different areas.
Clearly, if Robbie is a computer it will almost certainly not look like me. And even if it did appear superficially similar
(an android, perhaps), it would not "look like me"if I were to examine more closely. However, if a computer passes the
"Turing Test", then it will have demonstrated that it can use language to describe and express reasons, concepts,
thoughts, feelings, and desires in the same way that I would under similar circumstances. So if Robbie is a computer,
then it would provide just as much evidentiary support in the language field as would any other person. Is that alone
sufficient to justify an inference that it has a mental life similar to mine?
I'll come back to that question in a minute. First I want to explore the matter of behaviour. Some people will argue that it
is conceivable that a computer could develop (or be given) the capacity to pass the Turing Test without also being able
to "behave"in a material sense. I would argue that this is not in fact possible.
I can conceive of only two ways that a computer could use language to describe and express reasons, concepts,
thoughts, feelings, and desires in the same way that I would under similar circumstances. One is for the computer to be
programmed to do so. And the other is for the computer to be programmed to learn how to do so. In the first case, the
programming would have to be incredibly diverse, complex, and detailed. I would argue that in order to pass a Turing
Test, the computer would have to have acquired as much "common sense knowledge"as an average person. Otherwise,
it will be quite obvious which correspondent is the computer and which is the person. The amount of "common sense
knowledge"that the average 5 year old has acquired by that age is phenomenal. There has been an Artificial Intelligence
project in place at Carnegie Mellon University for over 20 years that has been trying to codify that knowledge -- so far
with only limited success. I would suggest that the project will never be completed.
The simpler approach is to program the computer to be able to learn, and to acquire that "common sense knowledge"on
its own. But in order to do so, the computer must become an active, exploring, self-preserving agent interacting with a
dynamic environment. Even given the stipulation that the computer is programmed to "learn like me", it will not learn
the same sorts of things that I have learned, if it has not interacted with its environment in similar ways. So I would
argue that for the computer to use language in a manner similar to the way I use it (and thereby justify my inference that
he has a mind like mine), the computer would also have to be able to respond to a dynamic environment in ways similar
to the way I would respond. Which means that Robbie the computer would have to behave in ways I would find quite
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similar to the way I would behave under the same circumstances.
So I would suggest that if Robbie the computer is indistinguishable from another person when examining only his use of
language, he would also be (or have to have been at some point in his development) indistinguishable from another
person when examining his behaviour. Therefore, I would argue that any computer that can successfully pass the Turing
Test would not only use language like I do, but would also behave like I do. In other words, passing the Turing Test
would demonstrate two of the three "similarities"that I use to justify my inference that other people have minds.
Other people might disagree, but personally, I would find that sufficient justification to warrant the inductive inference
that Robbie the computer has consciousness and a mind. I consider the field of "looks like me"to be of minor
importance. As a materialist, I would argue that there is no function that my physical plant undertakes that might not
just as well be undertaken by some other foundation than bio-chemistry.
(4) Should the moral status of machines be influenced by the extent, type, degree, nature, or kind of consciousness
attributed to them?
How one answers this question will also depend intimately on one's standards of moral right. My own personal answer
is -- no! But I will leave defending that answer to a later essay when ethics is the topic.
[Up] [Home] [Next]
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Imagine you are Michael Harding. As you lie injured on the road, you are
told that a brain scanner is going to be used to map your memories and
personality, and the information used to program the brain of a new body
cloned from one of your own cells. The moment the new 'you' gains
consciousness, the old 'you' will be painlessly destroyed. How do you feel
about that prospect? - Justify your answer by reference to one of the
competing philosophical accounts of the relation between mind and body.
The philosophical perspective from which I will address this question will be that of a mind-brain identity monist with a
realist / materialist metaphysics.
How I would feel about the suggested procedure would depend a lot on the details of the "mind-transfer"procedure.
From my subjective perspective, my personal identity consists of a remembered continuity of point-of-view. As long as
the mind-transfer procedure ensured that there would be no break in the apparent continuity of memory at any stage of
the process, I would have no problem undergoing the process. However, I would not be able to accept the process if
there is any chance that -- (a) the Michael Harding (new) is conscious at the same time as the Michael Harding (old); or
(b) the Michael Harding (new) loses any of the continuity of memory of the Michael Harding (old).
If what "I"am is a remembered continuity of point-of-view, then it should not matter to me if my physical existence is
destroyed, and I am recreated anew in some other place (and/or time). As long, that is, there is no possibility that
"I"might stay behind while a "copy"gets created at the destination. Note the asymmetry to this restriction. "I"don't care
if a copy gets created at the destination, and a copy gets left behind. Just as long as "I"(my remembered continuity of
point-of-view) am not the one left behind. Now given the limited information provided in the question, it is left
unspecified whether Michael Harding (old) will continue to experience after the brain-scan event. If he does not, then
there will be no apparent break in the remembered continuity of point-of-view between the Michael Harding (old) and
the Michael Harding (new). But if he does, then there will be an unacceptable fracture of continuity between the (old)
and the (new).
My (Michael Harding -- old) subjective perspective is my particular point-of-view from this particular spatial/temporal
position. It is not possible (in spatial/temporal terms) for the Michael Harding (new) to be me so long as my current
point-of-view still exists. Even if the existence of the MH(new) is only potential. From my current subjective
perspective, the MH(new) will lack some of what makes me me. He will lack the memory of my experiences since the
brain scan. Therefore MH(new) will not be me.
All of which, of course, will not prevent the new Michael Harding from insisting that he does indeed have a fractureless
remembered continuity of point-of-view. But that is irrelevant.
[Up] [Home] [Next]
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'What thought experiments concerning body-duplication show is that the
concept of personal IDENTITY is ultimately dispensable.' - Discuss.
Whether this statement is discussing the identity of persons across time, or the identification of individual persons at a
particular time, this statement is wrong from both the subjective and the objective perspectives. To demonstrate this, I
will use as my "thought experiment"the "Incident at Nervala IV"(Star Trek: The Next Generation, Episode #150 "Second Chances") and I'll discuss each of these four arguments in sequence:
1. From the objective perspective, identification at a particular time.
2. From the objective perspective, identity across time.
3. From the subjective perspective, identification at a particular time.
4. From the subjective perspective, identity across time.

A short synopsis of the thought experiment
Eight years ago, while serving aboard the USS Potemkin, then Lieutenant William T. Riker is beaming back from an
Away-Mission on the planet Nervala IV. There is an unexpected malfunction in the transporter system caused by the
planet's "distortion field". After a moment's mad adjustment of the transporter control panel, all is well, and Riker
successfully beams aboard. Unbeknownst to anyone aboard the Potemkin, however, the transporter signal has been
reflected back to the planet's surface.
Eight years later, now Commander William T. Riker is First Officer of the USS Enterprise when it returns to Nervala
IV. Who should they discover still on the planet below but a copy of Riker created when the transporter beam reflected
back. In order to avoid confusion, the duplicate from Nervala IV chooses to call himself "W. Thomas Riker". He has all
of William's memories up to the moment of transport eight years ago. But has had eight years of different experiences
since.
Now, according to plot-line specification, the Star Trek transporter can de-materialize an object from one point, and rematerialize it at another. The re-materialization is supposedly accurate down to the quantum level detail. What rematerializes is an exact duplicate of what de-materializes. This is demonstrated by the continuity of memory and
personality of individuals being transported. So what does this say about the two Rikers - one of which was transported
from the planet's surface to the USS Potemkin, and one of which de-materialized and then rematerialized in place on the
planet's surface. Clearly, given the parameters of the "thought experiment", neither has anything "extra" beyond the
physical detail that the transporter is equipped to transport. And both were exact duplicates at the time of the "transport"
-- down to the quantum level of detail.

From the objective perspective, identification at a particular time
Faced with two versions of W.T.Riker, how is Captain Picard to deal with them. It seems obvious to me that one
(William T. Riker) is the version that Picard is familiar with as his First Officer. While the other is someone else who is
similar to, but not identical with the First Officer of the Enterprise. Suppose that Captain Picard has to reward one of the
Rikers for some particularly good deed done in the past. How is he to decide which Riker to reward? Clearly, if the
good deed was done before the incident at Nervala IV, then both Rikers deserve the reward. While also clearly, if the
good deed was done after the incident at Nervala IV, then only the version that did the good deed deserves the reward.
And it is clear which is which. Only one version of Riker could possibly have been at a given spatial-temporal location.
Being material objects, both versions could not have occupied the same spatial-temporal location, even in principle.
Now, given the details of the thought experiment (or rather the lack of them), it may not be possible for Picard to
physically distinguish between the two versions of Riker. (Although it is certainly possible that in the eight years since
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the "Incident", one of the Rikers has picked up a scar or two that the other has not.) Let's suppose that there is no
physical means of distinguishing between the two versions. Then there remains at least one means of distinguishing
between them. The two have accumulated eight years of different memories. Based on that fact, Picard can identify each
version based on their apparent continuity of memory. That, and the third-person need to allocate moral responsibility
means that the notion of personal identity is neither dispensable nor impossible to determine.
From the instant that two versions of the original become conscious, they will accumulate different memory streams.
That fact can be utilized to identify the different versions. And identification of different versions becomes
indispensable if one is to assign moral responsibility for their respective actions since the duplication event.

From the objective perspective, identity across time
Let's suppose that before his assignment to the USS Potemkin, then Ensign Riker had a lengthy relationship with a
girlfriend. Now, many years later, the girlfriend boards the USS Enterprise to be confronted by two versions of Riker.
Which is the "real"Riker, and does that question have meaning?
I would argue that it does. And I would argue (contrary to the suggestion of Peter Carruthers in Chaper 7 of
"Introducing Persons") that identity across time can indeed be a comparative exercise if the circumstances are
sufficiently peculiar. In this case, I would suggest that the girlfriend would identify as the "real"Riker, the version that
demonstrates the closest match of "character and disposition of person"(David Hume, An Enquiry Concerning Human
Understanding, Section VIII, Part 2) or "psychological continuity"(Peter Carruthers, Introducing Persons, Chapter 7)
with her memory of the man she dated. (Mind you, her identification would be relative to her memories. Someone else
might consider the other copy as the "real"Riker.)
I also think that our third-person concept of "identity"is not sufficiently robust to withstand some of the challenges of
body duplication experiments. Thought experiments of this sort are relatively new to philosophy. And the challenges
presented by total body-duplication have not yet had to be resolved in actual practice. So it is not too surprising that our
conceptual tool-box is not pre-equipped with the necessary refinements.
In the scenario specified, for example, the girlfriend has at least eight years of separate experiences and memory
accumulation to draw upon on which to base her discrimination between the two versions. How would she react if
presented with both versions of Riker immediately after the duplication incident at Nervala IV. She would have no basis
upon which to choose one from the other as the "real"Riker. She would have to choose arbitrarily (or randomly), but she
would still have to choose. Because they are material objects that cannot occupy the same spatial-temporal location, she
cannot possibly renew her relationship with both versions simultaneously. (Concurrently would be her closest possible
approach to this option.)

From the subjective perspective, identification at a particular time.
This is the most obvious one to deal with. Even if my physical plant could be exactly duplicated, from the instant
following the duplication there would exist two individuals with different subjective points-of-view. And those two
individuals will proceed to develop two different sets of experiences and streams of memory. Therefore from the
subjective perspective, each individual copy will possess a unique point-of-view, and a unique train of apparently
continuous memories. Therefore each copy will remain a distinct identity, easily and trivially separable from the others.
Each version of Riker will be able to claim incorrigibility about the fact that "He is not I".
Furthermore, if Commander Riker should make plans for a vacation on Raisa, he is making plans for his "I", and not for
some version of Riker. So his sense of personal identity is not only incorrigible, it is indispensable to the way in which
he thinks about who he is and where he is going.
From this it is clear that from the subjective perspective, the concept of personal identity is obvious, incorrigible, and
indispensable. And I would argue further that the way in which we approach the third-person concept of identity is to
mimic, as closely as we can, these core features of first-person identity. Hence, our framing of third-person identity in
terms of psychological parameters rather than physical parameters.
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From the subjective perspective, identity across time
From the subjective perspective, "I"survive across time if and only if I can trace a continuity of memory back to a
previous version of "I", either in one step or in multiple steps. This means that if Commander William T. Riker makes
plans to visit Raisa, then it is part and parcel of his plan that it will be his "I"that will visit Raisa. It is not part of his
concept of personal identity that it will make no difference if it is his duplicate, Lieutenant W. Thomas Riker, who
eventually gets there. The essence of the concept of planning a visit to Raisa, is that once he is there, he will be able to
trace a continuity of memory back to the "I"that did the planning. Contrary to the suggestion of Peter Carruthers
("Introducing Persons", Chapter 7), we do not think about the continuity of "I"when planning for the future because
there is not currently any issue about the matter. We do not think about it because it is not a possibility, not because it
does not make a difference to us. Body-duplication and the potential for future confusion over personal identity is not
worthy of concern. Anymore than would be planning alternate travel options in the event that a meteor strike destroys
the local airport.
If we think into the past, then "I"-now am the same person as "I"-then if and only if I can trace a continuity of memory
from the one to the other. Similarly, when we think into the future, "I"-then will be the same person as "I"-now if and
only if the "I"-then will be able to trace a continuity of memory back to "I-now. Incidents involving a loss of that
memory continuity create situations where there are two (or more) first-person personal identities involved, even if there
is only one third-person identity involved. Multiple personality syndrome is one such case. Amnesia is another case.
The creation of body duplicates will complicate things only when the duplication incident is considered as happening
between the plan and the realization. If it was Ensign Riker (before the Nervala IV incident) who made plans to visit
Raisa, then does it matter to him whether it will Commander William T. Riker or Lieutenant W. Thomas Riker who
eventually gets to Raisa? I suggest that it should not make any difference to Ensign Riker, since both of his future
versions will have the necessary continuity of memory to be Ensign Riker in the future. But it will certainly matter the
future versions of Riker. For there will be one version who will be able to say, incorrigibly, that "I"did not get to Raisa
as planned.

Conclusion
Contrary to the essay question, what thought experiments concerning body-duplication do actually show is that the
concept of personal IDENTITY is ultimately indispensable. Arguments to the contrary are based on a separation of the
third-person perspective from the first-person perspective. When body-duplication thought experiments are viewed as a
completely isolated problem, then one could argue that it would not matter to the Captain of the Potemkin which version
of Lieutenant Riker returned to service aboard. And it could be argued to Ensign Riker that it does not matter to him
whether it will be Commander Riker or Lieutenant Riker who visits Raisa. So hence perhaps personal identity is
dispensable. But such thought experiments need to be considered from both objective and subjective, and both
identification-at-a-time and identity-over-time perspectives to get the proper understanding of "Identity". The concept of
personal identity subsumes all four of these perspectives on a single consistent reality.
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'It is plain that what different societies view as moral or immoral - as
ethically right or wrong - has differed greatly at various times and various
places. It is therefore futile to seek for a rational, objective basis for moral
judgements.' - Comment on this claim.
The most currently popular variant of Subjectivist Ethics is undoubtedly "Cultural Relativism"(also called "Social
Consensus Ethics"and "Democratic Ethics") wherein the "the right/moral thing to do"is determined by the consensus of
public opinion. As but one highly visible manifestation of its popularity - in most modern Western political campaigns
there is almost no discussion about "What is the right thing to do?"Almost all discussion is about "What is the popular
thing to do?"or "What do the people want?"The same is also true of most Western media coverage. Want to know what
to do? Take a public opinion poll.
There are a number of difficulties that must be properly managed if you adopt Cultural Relativism for your system of
Morality. The most significant ones are the same two your mother provided when, as a child, you pleaded for
permission to do or have something because "everybody else"has the requested permission or thing. Firstly, how do
you know that "everybody else"has it? And secondly, even if they do, how do you know that having it is good for you?
(Although, of course, this latter challenge is logically begging the question. Within Cultural Relativism if everybody
else thinks it is good, it is by definition good for you as well.)
Finding out just what the consensus opinion is on some moral question is not a trivial exercise. Consider, for example,
whether it is the consensus of opinion in your own social unit that slavery is immoral. Is the consensus opinion on this
issue determined by the noisiest opinions? Or by the most frequently held opinions? Or by the number of people who
want you to think that they think everybody else holds that opinion? Do you really have to design and conduct a
suitable public opinion poll? As any pollster will tell you, designing a series of questions to find out what people really
think (as opposed to what they will tell you they think) is not a simple task.
And then, once you have figured that one out, you have to define just what a "social unit"is to consist of. Are you
going to use national boundaries? How about citizenship? Is it possible to have a morally meaningful "social unit"that
is larger or smaller than a nation? Can a province or state within a nation have its own culturally delineated standard of
ethics? How about the local Hells Angels chapter? Or what about the trans-national population of graduates from the
University of London?
In order to provide a rational foundation for Cultural Relativism, therefore, a process must be defined for determining
what the particular "social unit"is composed of, and then for determining what the consensus of opinion is. So, if you
think slavery is morally reprehensible because your current society views it as such, then you are going to have to
explain how you know that, and justify why you define your "current society"the way that you do.
And when that is accomplished, a rationale must be provided for the logical consequence that "if it is good/right/moral
for everybody else, then it is good/right/moral for me". Even if on the surface it is true by definition, it is certainly not
a self-evident truth - "If all your friends were to jump into the sea, would you also?"Lemmings might say "Yes!"But
most people would not. So even if a logical proof is not required, some form of rationale certainly is. The immediate
answer does not appear to be a reasonable one.
Even with these basic difficulties are adequately addressed, Cultural Relativism implies some consequences that,
initially at least, appear to be if not counter-intuitive then at least not normally expected. They certainly do conflict
with the usual manner in which people display moral opinions.
Different societies will have different moral codes. No two social groups will have exactly the same set of
consensus opinions. This is the natural result of the fact that the determination of what is socially customary will
differ between any two such social groups because they will consist of separate sets of individuals each with their
own individual sets of goals and priorities.
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There can be no standard that can be used to judge one set of moral codes as better or worse than another set. To
a modern Canadian, to suggest that is it morally correct to eat one's dead father would seem ludicrous. But to
some former aboriginal tribes of Borneo, this would be the proper moral thing to do. To suggest that they should
cremate or inter their dead fathers would be regarded as highly immoral and terribly irreverent. Therefore, the
eating of the dead cannot be regarded as inherently right or wrong in and of itself. It is a matter of social
attitudes, which will vary from culture to culture.
The moral code of your own social group has no special status. It is merely one among many equally acceptable
standards of social behaviour. While a popular attitude among adherents of the "Multiculturalism"school of
social etiquette, it tends to become less comfortable as the differences in cultural practices become wider. Is
female circumcision morally acceptable or is it morally unacceptable abuse?
There can be no "Universal Truths"in Ethics. There can be no moral standards that hold for all peoples in all
social units. Each social group will develop its own ethical truth, based on its own set of consensus opinions. If
there are any congruencies between the ethical principles of two societies, it is coincidental or historical and not
the result of any basic underlying Ethical Universal.
It is mere arrogance for us to judge the conduct of other cultures against our own moral standards. It was morally
right for the Romans to keep slaves, and to hold jousts to the death in the Coliseum, and to indulge in infanticide
of baby girls in favour of baby boys. That we regard these things as terribly immoral is irrelevant. The
Consensus of their culture made these activities Morally correct.
There is nothing within a Cultural Relativist system of Morality that requires the various consensus opinions be
logically consistent and not mutually contradictory. And there is nothing within such a system of Morality that
guides the adherent in choosing which of a set of conflicting opinions to apply in any situation, or protects against
a ludicrous misapplication of some opinion. It is impossible, therefore, to employ logical reasoning or rational
analysis in an exploration of the consequences and implications of the relevant opinions.
Consequently, any practical application of Cultural Relativism means that "Moral"behaviour is almost always the result
of a non-rational and non-logical subjective opinion as to which (or whose) opinion to apply when, where, and how.
While this approach to morality may be the "best"one, and certainly has some appeal to those with a liberal political
bent, the difficulty in determining what the consensus opinions are with any degree of accuracy; the challenge of
defining just exactly what qualifies as a suitable culture or social unit; the problem of justifying the application of other
people's opinions to individual behaviour choices; and the counter-intuitive consequences cited above, would suggest
that there might be a "better"approach.
[Up] [Home] [Next]
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Critically examine the fatalist view, according to which statements about
the future have a definite truth value now. Compare the theory of fatalism
with the thesis of determinism. Is there any way that one could consistently
hold a determinist view while denying fatalism, or hold a fatalist view while
denying determinism?
From a review of what literature I can find, it appears to me that there are two different notions of Fatalism. There is
what I might refer to as "Pop Fatalism", and there is what I might refer to as "Philosophical Fatalism".
Pop Fatalism is a rather loosely conceived kind of fatalism that treats some statements about the future as true, while
allowing that other statements about the future are indeterminate. This is the "pop psychology"kind of fatalism that
argues there is no point in worrying, or working hard, or striving for better things, because the future is set and "what
will be, will be". If there is a bullet with "your name on it", there is no point in running and hiding when the fireworks
start. The thing is going to find you no matter where you hide. The argument is based on the premise that regardless
of what you do, or how hard you struggle, you cannot affect a future that is already predetermined. The hidden fallacy
is that the reasoning regards the future as determined independently of whatever you might do about it, and that
whatever you might do is somehow not part of that determined future. It regards some "significant"statements about
the future as true now, while considering statements about what you are going to do between now and then, the kinds of
things that are going to cause the future, as indeterminate. Hence, this kind of fatalism is inconsistent in its application
of truth values to statements about the future. Because of this logical inconsistency, I will ignore the "pop
psychology"notion of Fatalism for the rest of this essay, and deal instead only with the more interesting notion of
Philosophical Fatalism.
Philosophical Fatalism is consistent in maintaining that all statements about the future have truth values now. There are
two primary arguments for Philosophical Fatalism. One is theological, and one is metaphysical. The theological
argument reasons that since God is omniscient and timeless, God therefore already knows all that will happen.
Therefore God knows the truth of all statements about the future. Therefore statements about the future have definite
truth values now.
The metaphysical argument for Fatalism reasons from the premises of Determinism. Metaphysical determinism is the
doctrine that all things have causes, and those causes are deterministic (ie. not random). Without this assumption, it is
argued, all prediction would be impossible and all reasoning would be futile. If all things have causes, and all causes
temporally precede their affects, then the World at any instant is fully determined by the causes extant in the
immediately preceding instant. Hence, by generalizing to all instants, the future is predetermined and fixed, given the
causes that are currently extant. Hence any statement about the future is now already true or false according to the
inevitable affects of the causes that are currently extant.
Philosophical Fatalism therefore asserts that the future is (in one sense) inevitable, given the physical, social, and
individual forces, actions, choices, and decisions that actually have taken and are currently taking place. But this does
not entail that this future can be known in advance. There is an enormous difference between "exists"and "knowable".
More importantly, Philosophical Fatalism does not assert that a given future will unfold regardless of what you or I may
do to promote or prevent it (the assumption implicit in Pop Fatalism). The future is what we choose to make it.
Determinism (and hence Philosophical Fatalism) merely argues that our choices are not uncaused. Our futures will be
determined by our histories.
The notion of Fatalism is quite inconsistent with an Anti-Realist concept of truth that relies on the knowability or
verifiability of statements for their truth values. Even given a Deterministic metaphysical view of the nature of Reality,
there is now no sort of evidence currently extant that can be considered as a possible basis of knowing or verifying now
whether some statement about the future is true or false. To an Anti-Realist about truth, therefore, all statements about
the future must remain indeterminate. Philosophical Fatalism (of either basis) requires a Realist concept of truth. The
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notion relies on the concept that there is something independent of us that already exists now to render statements about
the future true or false independent of any awareness or knowledge of it.
The notion of Fatalism is also quite inconsistent with any metaphysical doctrine that maintains that the future does not
yet exist because it has not been "created"yet (leaving vague what constitutes "creation"in this context). Even given a
Realist view of Truth, if the future does not yet exist, there would not now be anything in existence that would render a
statement about the future true or false. To an Anti-Realist about the existence of the future, therefore, all statements
about the future must remain indeterminate.
The notion of Fatalism is, as well, quite inconsistent with any metaphysical doctrine that is inconsistent with the
causative principles of Determinism (such as Free Will Libertarianism). If there currently exists sources of future
actions or events (such as an unconstrained human Will) that are not being caused by extant causes now in play, then the
future cannot be considered to be determined. If, for example, the human Free Will is uncaused (or otherwise
unpredictable even in principle), then no matter what statement is made about the future, it is conceivable that some
human action can render the statement true or false at will. Hence all statements about the future must remain
indeterminate. Therefore it would not be logically consistent to hold a fatalist view while denying determinism.
The notion of Fatalism is, on the other hand, consistent with most versions of "Fuzzy"Determinism. There are a
number of versions of metaphysical determinism that include with the doctrine that all things are deterministically
caused, some source of randomness -- such as quantum indeterminacy. As long as the particular source of randomness
generates only small scale indeterminacy over short time scales, then Fatalism can still maintain that most statements
about the nearer future are true or false now. Just how big a proportion of all possible statements constitutes "most"and
just how far into the future constitutes "nearer", will of course be dependent on the exact nature of the randomness
contributed. The "fuzziness"contributed by quantum indeterminacy, as one example, will remain completely invisible
in almost all circumstances, over almost all time scales relevant to human events. So a Fatalism that is consistent with
Quantum Fuzzy Determinism can allow that most statements about the nearer future are true or false now, and the limits
of the fatalist scope are determined by the how fuzzy the quantum effects make the macroscopic events.
In summary, the theory of Philosophical Fatalism, in order to remain consistent, requires more than simply metaphysical
Determinism (or the less "fuzzy"of the Fuzzy Determinist theories). It requires a Realist theory of Truth -- so that
statements about the future can be rendered True or False independent of our being able to know or verify their truth
values. And it requires a Realist notion of the future -- so that there can exist (in some manner) future states of affairs
that can render statements true or false in a Realist sense.
All three constituents are necessary to prevent Philosophical Fatalism from degenerating into Pop Fatalism. Lacking
any one of the three, and the truth of statements about the future is indeterminate. They are also sufficient. Given
metaphysical determinism, a realist theory of truth, and a realist notion of the future, then Philosophical Fatalism is
logically entailed. Therefore it would be logically consistent to hold a determinist view while denying fatalism only if
one held either an Anti-Realist concept of truth, or an Anti-Realist notion of the future (or both, of course).
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What is matter? Does the physicist's account of the nature of matter have a
significant role to play in the philosophical dispute between the materialist
and the immaterialist?
I always find it amazing what majestic edifices of pure "fairy dust"can be crafted on a foundation of a fundamentally
flawed underlying premise. In this case I would have to say that the entire philosophical search for the "true / intrinsic /
nuominal nature"of "matter"is the consequence of a fatally flawed theory of meaning.
It is my impression that most of the philosophers I have encountered, either consciously or unconsciously adopt a sort of
"natural kinds"theory of meaning. This kind of theory of meaning maintains that what we label with words necessarily
corresponds to some sort of naturally existing distinction. When we properly recognize the naturally existing
distinction, then we get the meaning of the word right. In other words, words have a "correct"meaning dictated by the
naturally existing things in reality. Therefore, since we have coined the word "matter"it is assumed that it must
necessarily refer to some specific discernable distinction (a "property") in reality possessed by all those things we
include under that label -- when we use it correctly.
Naturally, this results in a search for what that specific property must be. And from the associated premise that the
definition of a word provides the meaning of the word, it results in a search for a definition of "matter"that is couched in
terms of a distinct recognizable specific property of all physical things. And because nobody can find such a property,
it also, of course, results in philosophies which are founded on a critique of the very notion that such a property exists.
It is on the basis of this kind of theory of meaning that one can claim that "It is not logically necessary that the objects
that make up our familiar world be composed of 'matter'".
The situation can be easily corrected if one adopts a different theory of meaning. The philosophical
"problem"presented by the question "What is matter?"simply disappears. Let's suppose that we adopt a theory of
meaning derived from a view of concepts as a mental integration based on recognized similarities of distinct existents in
reality. In my humble opinion, one of the more underappreciated contributions of Ayn Rand to the study of Philosophy
is her Objectivist theory of meaning "A concept is a mental integration of two or more units which are isolated according to specific characteristics
and united by a specific definition. . . . The units involved may be any aspect of reality: entities, attributes,
actions, qualities, relationships, etc.; they may be perceptual concretes or other, earlier formed concepts. The act
of isolation involved is a process of abstraction: i.e. a selective mental focus that takes out or separates a certain
aspect of reality from all others. . . . The uniting involved is not a mere sum, but an integration, i.e. a blending of
the units into a single, new mental entity which is used thereafter as a single unit of thought."
Ayn Rand, Introduction to Objectivist Epistemology Expanded Second Edition.
Edited by Harry Binswanger and Leonard Peikoff; Penguin Books, USA, Inc.
1990; ISBN-0-453-00724-4; Pg 10
From this foundation, a "Conceptualist"[my label, so it may not be appropriate] theory of meaning can be constructed
that holds that the word "matter"labels a concept that is a mental integration of all those existents in reality that are
similar across a set of characteristics (properties) by which we recognize that candidates are or are not members of the
set. In such a conceptualist theory of meaning, the meaning of a concept consists of two mutually supportive parts: (i)
the open ended set of existents which are recognizable as members of the set; and (ii) the open-ended set of similaritycharacteristics across which the members of the set are in fact similar. The definition of the concept "matter"is the subset of similarity-characteristics across which we currently believe we recognize that the currently known members of the
set of existents are similar.
[Notice that the definition of a concept is supposed to be a consciously chosen subset of the open-ended set of
similarity-characteristics across which the members of the set are in fact similar. So it is possible that the consciously
chosen definition can actually be wrong -- can include properties that are not in fact within that set of similarity
characteristics (perhaps we think we use one property to recognize similarity, but in fact use another). And notice that
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the definition can change as we gain more complete knowledge of the full set of existents and the full set of properties
across which the existents are in fact similar. Notice also that the two sets (of existents, and of similaritycharacteristics) are open-ended, containing not just those members that we consciously recognize, but also those that we
aren't aware of.]
With this "conceptualist"theory of meaning, the "problem"of the nature of "matter"disappears entirely. It is no longer
possible to claim that "It is not logically necessary that the objects that make up our familiar world be composed of
'matter'". The concept of "matter" is just the labelled set of those objects that make up our familiar world. So it now is
logically necessary that they be composed of "matter"since the meaning of "matter"just is that set. Moreover, this
logical necessity holds across metaphysical assumptions. "Matter"would still exist as a concept in Berkeley's world of
ideas in the mind of God. Additionally, some of the suggested possible outcomes of a search for the property of
"matter,"become totally irrelevant. What is meaningful is the set of properties which we use to recognize that existents
are or are not members of the set we call "matter". It is not relevant if some or even all objects in reality are ultimately
composed of an infinite hierarchy of constituent particles. Nor is it relevant if some or even all objects in reality are
ultimately composed of changes in patterns of the whole. What is relevant is the existence of recognizable common
characteristics such as "I cannot pass my hand through". It is not relevant to the concept of "matter" why they are
common, or why I cannot pass my hand through.
When it comes to acknowledging some particular sub-set of similarity characteristics in a definition of "matter", we can
take whatever empirical answers we discover into account as to why I cannot pass my hand through. We can then
define "matter"as either a consequence of an infinite hierarchy of constituent particles, or as changes in patterns of the
whole, or as whatever else we might empirically discover is common across all objects recognized as "matter". But the
definition of "matter"is not the meaning of "matter". The definition is a consequence of empirical discovery. The
meaning is a consequence of mental abstraction across recognizable similarities for reasons of mental economy.
So even in a possible world wherein physics and the ultimate constituents of matter are chaotically disorderly, the
concept of "matter"will probably still exist (we would still probably have the justification of mental economy for
creating the concept of "matter"). Of course, in such an alternate universe, the open-ended set of similaritycharacteristics would likely be radically different. So the concept of matter would not be the same as it is in our actual
world -- although it would have the same set of members, it would have a different set of similarity-characteristics. But
the word "matter"would be used to denote a concept that fulfills the same mental function in both worlds.
The only role that the physicist's account of the nature of matter has to play in this philosophical discussion of the nature
of matter, is in the empirical discovery of the similarity-characteristics across which we recognize that things are
"matter". The only direct contribution by the physicist is to the selection of our definition of matter. The physicist has
nothing to directly contribute to the meaning of the word "matter", nor to our recognition of what things are "matter".
Indirectly, of course, by enlarging our awareness of the properties that are in fact similar across those things we call
"matter", the physicist can contribute to our abilities to recognize what border-line or problematic entities should be
included within or excluded from the set we call "matter".
From a foundation of a "conceptualist"theory of meaning, the dispute between the materialist and the immaterialist
comes down to a dispute about the meaning of the word "matter". The immaterialist maintains that matter does not
exist because he has not been able to find any discernable property of things than can be recognized as "matter". To a
conceptualist, the immaterialist is looking in the wrong place for the wrong kind of thing.
The immaterialist is
seeking what does not exist, because he has a fundamentally flawed notion of the meaning of "matter".
On the other hand, the metaphysical speculation that the "intrinsic nature of things"might not be material (a different
concept from "matter") is only possible from the perspective of the Idealist metaphysical premise. Only from a premise
that consciousness is primary, and the "intrinsic nature"of what we experience is hidden behind a "veil of perception"is
it possible to ponder the "intrinsic nature"(the hidden, underlying, nuominal nature of things are they are in themselves)
of what we experience. If, on the other hand, one adopts the Realist premise, the premise of the materialist, then "what
we see is what there is" -- there is no question of things having an "intrinsic nature". There is no question of what a
thing is "as a thing in itself" -- what a thing appears to be (is experienced as) is what a thing is "in itself". The "intrinsic
nature"of things is just exactly as revealed by our mundane empirical investigations of the physical nature of objects.
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So the dispute between the materialist and the immaterialist is one or both of a fundamental metaphysical dispute about
what is the primary given, or an epistemological dispute over the nature of the meaning of the word "matter". The
physicist, with his empirical discoveries, has no input to this dispute on either of its bases.
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What are values? Where do they come from? How are values integrated to
form a 'unique valuational perspective'?
Philosophers are not the only thinkers to ask this question. Nineteenth century economists also puzzled over how to
answer it. And the answer that the economists came up with has great relevance to the study of Moral Philosophy.
What is it that results in one buyer being willing to pay more for a "widget"than another? Why is the widget more
valuable to this buyer rather than that? Why does the buyer value the widget more than the one who sold it? Why
does the buyer value this widget over that thingimabob? A lot of economists at the time thought that "value"was
intrinsic to the widget. The thinking was that there was something about the widget that made it valuable in and of
itself. This concept was the genesis of the "labour theory of value"(and Marxist economics). The core idea was that
the work effort that it took to create the widget somehow created the intrinsic value of the widget.
However, the development of modern theories of economics had to wait until economists recognized that the theory of
intrinsic value is fundamentally wrong. Value is not intrinsic in the thing that is valued. Value is a relational property
of how well some individual considers that the "thing"will fulfill some purpose. The concept of "value"entails a "for
whom"and a "for what purpose". The value of some thing to a particular individual is an indication of just how well
that individual considers the thing in question will fulfill the purpose the individual intends for that thing. Economic
trade (either buying and selling or barter exchange) is made possible by the fact that different individuals are in different
circumstances. So any particular thing will contribute to different extents towards their different purposes. This is
called the utility theory of value. This alternative understanding of value was most famously described by Adam Smith
in his "Wealth of Nations"(Adam Smith; An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations. First
published 1776).
The concept of "value", regardless of the field of discourse, is fundamentally a concept of utility. Values
("things"material and abstract) are valued by the individual because and to the extent that they are deemed useful in the
attainment of some purpose or goal. Values may be based on knowledge, aesthetic considerations, practicality, ethical
principles, or on a combination of these. Of course, as was obvious in our discussion of economic value above, much
of what we value is not concerned with our sense of morality or ethics, so not all values can be called moral ones.
Moral values, after all, do not relate to material things, but to standards and principles of behaviour. Most of us value
money, status, personal fulfillment, and freedom, and while these are not immoral values, they are not necessarily moral
values. Moral values are valued because and to the extent that they are deemed useful in the attainment of the
individual's moral purposes or goals.
Your values, then, are your beliefs or attitudes about what is good, right, desirable, worthwhile, useful, etc. Your
values exist as a complex set of interweaving personal policies or priorities that serve as a guide for decision-making.
They are your beliefs about what is important in life, and how important it is. Your values provide the foundation from
which you make judgments and choices as to which alternatives are more or less desirable. Your value system
constitutes the way you organize, rank, prioritize and make decisions based on your values. Some values refer to how
one should act (for example, to be honest, self-disciplined, kind). Other values refer to what one wants to accomplish or
obtain in life (for example, a lot of money, security, fame, health, salvation, wisdom).
Where do values come from?
So just what are the purposes and goals -- moral or otherwise -- that cause us to value things because and to the extent
that they are deemed useful in the attainment of them? To properly understand the significance of this question and its
answer, it is best to start at the beginning.
When we look around us, at the diverse universe of things that that fall within our view, we easily, readily, and almost
automatically divide the universe into two categories - those things that are alive, and those things that are not. What is
it that distinguishes "animate"from "inanimate", "life"from "non-life"? (Those things about which we are not
immediately sure is normally such a small set that we ordinarily ignore its existence.)
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Life is notoriously difficult to define. It is easier to simply list and describe its characteristics. The definitions from the
dictionary provide an obvious first approximation. Living things have functions, are active and energetic. More
particularly, living things metabolize, grow, reproduce, respond to stimuli, and adapt to the environment. Here are a few
additional characteristics:- life is highly organized; requires a constant input of energy and raw materials; has a strong
homeostatic quality ( "homeostasis"is the ability or tendency of an organism to maintain internal equilibrium by
adjusting its physiological processes, maintaining a state of chemical and physical consistency in the face of changes in
the surroundings); reproduces itself (perhaps the most obvious and unique characteristic of life is its overwhelming
focus on reproduction); and adapts through evolution.
A moments contemplation will convince you that no single element on this list will suffice. Iron metabolizes into rust.
Crystals grow. Computer viruses reproduce. A photocell responds to environmental stimuli. And a flowing stream
adapts to its environment. None of these things are usually considered "alive". It will take a combination of
characteristics off that list, at least.
But there is another way to approach the problem. There is one thing that all living things do that no non-living thing
does. Over any time scale relevant to human observation, all non-living things change so as to increase their local
entropy. Over any time scale relevant to human observation, all living things change so as to decrease their local
entropy.
The second law of thermodynamics says that all physical or chemical changes tend to proceed in such a direction that
useful energy undergoes irreversible degradation into a randomized form called entropy. They stop at an equilibrium
point, at which the entropy formed is the maximum possible under the existing conditions. Paraphrased - systems tend
to become more random or disorganized as time goes on.
Any chemical reaction that releases energy so that the products have less energy than the reactant is called an exergonic
reaction. Exergonic reactions occur when "fuels"are burned. When a chemical reaction creates products with more
energy than the reactants it is called an endergonic reaction. Iron metabolizes into rust, but rust is a lower-energy
combination of iron and oxygen. Crystals grow, but a crystal is a lower energy form of the material than is the noncrystal form. A photocell responds to environmental stimuli, but by doing do converts a high-energy photon to a low
energy electron that ultimately ends up at the end of the electrical circuit in an even lower energy atomic bound state.
And a flowing stream adapts to its environment by seeking and following the lowest energy profile to the lowest energy
state (the ocean). Non-living things change by way of exergonic reactions.
By contrast, anything that is living changes by way of endergonic reactions. Life gathers energy from the environment.
It organizes low-energy materials into higher energy living stuff. Plants carry on endergonic reactions when they
capture sunlight and create sugars, carbohydrates and lipids from CO2 and H2O and thus "store"the energy from the sun
as the chemical bonds in these molecules. That energy (in the chemical bonds) is chemically transferred to adenosine
triphosphate [ATP] before it is used. Photosynthesis is, ultimately, the capture of a high energy photon of light to
convert a low-energy molecule of adenosine diphosphate [ADP] into a high-energy molecule of adenosine triphosphate
[ATP]. This energy (the energy difference between ATP and ADP) is then the motive force used by Life to metabolize,
grow, reproduce, respond to stimuli, and adapt to the environment.
It is, by the way, important not to fall into the trap of taking too narrow a focus. Obviously, the individual chemical
reactions that produce ADP from ATP are exergonic, and are therefore local increases in entropy. But if you broaden
your scope to consider the chemical system of which those reactions are an integral part, then it is clear that the larger
integrated chemical system that is the entire organism is endergonic, and a local decrease in entropy. The endergonic
nature of the total system is an emergent property of the complexity of the system.
There is an inescapable consequence to this entropy view of the difference between the "animate"and the "inanimate".
There are vastly more exergonic chemical reactions than there are endergonic ones. And there are vastly more
disorganized states of matter than there are organized states of matter. So a random change is far more likely to be
exergonic than endergonic - from high energy to low, from organization to disorganisation. The physics of
thermodynamics says that, in the absence of life, systems tend to become more random or disorganised as time goes on.
In the absence of life, everything tends to evolve to "a state of inert uniformity". However, the way living things
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change (while living) is always from less energy and organization to more energy and organization. Such changes
cannot reasonably be considered random.
When something changes in a way that is not random, we say that the change is "directed"because some process of
regulation or control of the change is required in order to avoid the more likely random change. Crystals, for example,
grow in a manner "directed"by the energy levels of the crystal lattice.
We can therefore characterize Life as those things which react or behave under the influence of a stimulus from the
environment in a manner directed to maintain or increase their local, internal energy level. And this employ of the
words is consistent with their common usage. We commonly say that living things act, react, and behave. We do not
usually say that of non-living things, and when we do it is in a clearly metaphorical sense. Although there may be
random portions of an organism's behaviour, the overall effect of the behaviour must necessarily be non-random -directed.
What prevents Life from changing in a way that increases its local entropy and disrupting its unique organization?
What is to prevent Life from ceasing to be Life? As a matter of empirical observation, we see that Life often does
cease to be Life. What prevents that transition for Life that does not cease to be Life?
The answer is - the directed actions of life. The actions that constitute life are non-random. They are directed. And
they are directed specifically towards the continued maintenance of life. When and if the actions of life are not
specifically directed towards the maintenance of life, life ceases.
So at the fundamental level of physics and biochemistry, the goal of living behaviour (directed action) is the
maintenance of the life that is behaving. Living things have to actively pursue the continuation of life. Random action
- random response to the environment - will not do. Living behaviour has to be directed towards the continuation of
life. The laws of thermodynamics, the universal tendency towards increasing entropy, will cause life to become nonlife if it does not direct its actions towards the goal of continued life.
An examination of the fields of Biology, Psychology, Economics, the various Paleo-Sciences, and the more recent
results from Genetics and Socio-Biology, yields an interesting collection of evidence with important ramifications for
the study of Moral Philosophy. To anyone who cares to explore the evidence, the accumulation of it is overwhelming.
An inescapable conclusion is obvious. The basic, elementary component of Life is not the much reified individual
organism, but rather that lowly entity, the Gene.
It has therefore become a well recognized principle of biology that life as a whole continues to exist and proliferate on
the basis of the individual Gene, and not the individual organisms that we perceive. The current "grand
synthesis"underlying modern Psychology, Sociology, Economics, Biology, Genetics, Evolution and Socio-Biology
holds that it is the stretch of DNA that can be labelled as a Gene that must be recognised as the entity that survives and
proliferates. The individual organism is but an intermediate step that genes pass through in order to promote the
proliferation of more genes. The discipline of evolutionary genetics has been singularly successful in explaining
complex behaviours in terms of this principle.
It is clear, from observing other species, that Man is the only species that appears to exercise much of a choice of
whether or not to behave according to this principle of "genetic survival". All other species are not as free to choose,
and do not choose (often or much, if at all). Every individual organism of every other species of life behaves more or
less automatically in a manner consistent with the theory that their goal is the continued survival of their genes. Man is
the only species where we observe behaviours that appear to be inconsistent with this theory. But not totally so.
Observation of human behaviour clearly shows that a large part of our behaviour is explainable, and often predictable,
from this same principle of "gene-survival". In fact, it is sometimes surprising just how extensive our "genetic
programming"is. The closer we look at human behaviour, the less "free will"we seem to have. The successful
application of the various disciplines of evolutionary biology to human behaviour derives from just this fact.
However, since I appear to be free to choose my goals and purposes (and it does certainly seem that I am) - given a
choice of alternatives, which alternative ought I choose? Examining the various ethical systems, and the various moral
problems discussed by people in general and philosophers in particular, every moral choice can be examined from the
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perspective of two potential consequences:
(a) I can choose (consciously or by default) the alternative that will aid and abet my own "genetic
survival"; or
(b) I can choose (consciously or by default) the alternative that will aid and abet the "genetic survival"of
someone else.
Regardless of whatever purpose I may have in mind, and regardless of whatever actions I actually do perform, one of
the consequences of any action I perform (or choose not to perform - that too is a directed employ of energy) is either to
aid and abet my own genetic survival, or to aid and abet someone else's genetic survival. No matter what the choice, no
matter what the consequences, no matter how else you evaluate the consequences of your choices, one dimension of
evaluation will always be whether the greatest resulting benefit is to your own genetic survival, or to someone else's
genetic survival.
Now why should I choose the alternative that will aid and abet my own genetic survival? Or, alternatively, why should
I choose the alternative that will aid and abet the genetic survival of someone else? Also, of course, is the closely
related question - Should I choose on the basis of anyone's genetic survival?
There is a lot of moral advice available from many (some might say most) philosophies to the effect that I should not
choose on the basis of anyone's genetic survival. These philosophies can be grouped into two broad categories. The
"rule-based"philosophies propose that our proper "moral goal"is to adhere to some predefined set of behavioural
injunctions. The Ten Commandments of the Old Testament (and Torah) are a typical example of this sort of moral
prescription. The "altruistic"philosophies propose that our proper "moral goal"is to specifically choose to aid others
(not particularly their genetic survival). In their popular interpretations the Utilitarian Principle ('the greatest good for
the greatest number") and the Socialist Principle ("from each according to his abilities, to each according to his needs")
are typical examples of this sort of moral prescription.
On the other hand, there is a lot of moral advice available from some philosophies to the effect that our proper "moral
goal"is aiding oneself. All of the various "happiness"philosophies, from the ancient Greek Hedonists and Epicureans
and Aristotle's Eudemonia, through to the modern Economists and Socio-Biologists, all argue that the proper basis of
"moral value"is individual self interest. And choosing to aid myself, and more particularly my own genetic survival,
would at least be consistent with the theory that our genes have constructed us as complex survival machinery for the
purpose of ensuring their continuing survival. The competitive pressures of differential reproductive success over
evolutionary time scales have resulted in my construction as a highly flexible learning machine endowed with the
intellectual and reasoning capacities to extend my analysis of what is in the best survival interests of my genes into
time-frames and environmental scopes not possible to hard-coded genetic programming. I am constructed to have as a
moral goal, the reproductive success of my genes over the long haul.
Cross-Check
There is a way to cross-check this conclusion. If we consider the role of a "moral goal"in the determination of moral
values, then it is conceivable that - (a) I do or can have many moral goals of various kinds; (b) I have no moral goals at
all; (c) I have one or more moral goals that I cannot discover; or (d) I have a single moral goal.
Alternatives (b) and (c) can in one sense be eliminated, because I have discovered one clear possible moral goal - that of
genetic survival. But I can also admit that it is possible that I am mistaken in this identification. So lets consider, for a
moment, how to respond to these alternatives on the assumption that I am indeed wrong. So that (b) becomes "I have
no moral goals and my alleged identification of a moral goal is incorrect."And (c) becomes "I have one or more moral
goals that I cannot discover, and genetic survival is not one of these."
The reformatted version of (b) is simple enough to dismiss. If my behaviour and choices serve no purpose -- pursue no
goal, then there is no reason at all to make one choice over another. No reason at all to exert any energy to pursue any
other option than the "do nothing"alternative. If I have no purpose in living, then I should let myself die. Behaviour
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with no purpose is functionally equivalent to random behaviour, and we have seen that consistently random behaviour is
a surefire route to non-life.
Yet eating and drinking take a focused expenditure of energy to complete. And if I do not exert that energy, I get hungry
and thirsty. It takes a considerable exertion of self-control - an active expenditure of very focused energy - to refrain
from eating or drinking when I get hungry or thirsty. (I know this first hand, because it seems that I am always on a
diet!) My every instinctive and biological reaction protests against the alternative of letting myself die. I really do
want to live. Most people want to live. Therefore, at the very least, I can identify at least one goal of my actions -- to
keep on living.
I do not make the moral choices I make on the basis of pure whimsy. In every moral choice I make, I am convinced
that the choice I pick is somehow better than the alternatives. Regardless of the nature of the choice, it is always based
on the notion of making things better on some scale of measure. To that extent at least, then, I am pursuing the goal of
making things "better"whenever I choose to act one way versus another. Therefore it is not possible that I have no goal
at all. Hence we can dismiss alternative (b).
The reformatted (c) requires a different approach. Is there any evidence available that might suggest that I have other
moral goals besides "to keep on living"or equivalently "genetic survival"? Assume for a moment that Mankind (either
as a species or me individually) does have other moral goals than that of genetic survival (or "to keep n living"). These
additional or alternate goals might be acquired either through genetic mutation, through whimsical personal adoption, or
through specification by some external agency. What might be the consequences?
If I don't know about the existence of these moral goals, then regardless of what they are, they can have no impact on
my consciously chosen behaviours, and no impact on my conscious moral choices. If I have no evidence for the
existence of such goals, then I have no way of knowing whether they exist or not. The simple suggestion that I might
have additional or other moral goals - either specifically or in general - is not sufficient evidence to suggest that I should
pursue them. For there would be no basis upon which to distinguish between any suggested goal that I might have
whimsically adopted, and some other goal that someone else might have whimsically offered. I certainly cannot
possibly pursue with equal energy all of the possible goals that I might have, or that may have been suggested to me.
Most would be mutually contradictory. And most would be inconsistent with the apparent goal of "to keep on living".
Any investment of time or energy I might make in pursuit of some alternative moral goal will interfere with my pursuit
of genetic survival (or "to keep on living"). Over the long term, this is sufficient to discount the possibility that we
(either as a species or individually) have multiple or alternative goals. If any such moral goals interfered to the slightest
degree with the pursuit of genetic survival (or "to keep on living"), not only would they have been bred out of existence
if they were of genetic origin, but they would contribute to the "decline and fall"of Homo sapiens if they somehow
currently existed.
Therefore, in order to achieve any other possible goal for any length of time, Homo sapiens, as a collection of
individuals, must also and firstly be successful in the pursuit of the goal of genetic survival. In other words, even if you
do not regard "genetic survival"as our "One True Moral Goal", you must consider it at least a higher priority enabling
goal necessary for the achievement of any other proposed moral goal (as long, of course, as the suggested alternative
moral goal does not itself require the discontinued existence of Homo sapiens). Which brings us to the realization that
alternatives (a) and (c) must also be dismissed.
The only alternatives that we are left with is the possibility that I have a moral purpose that, whether I can discover it or
not, is sufficiently important to demand the sacrifice of my genetic heritage. The remaining proposition can therefore
be re-phrased as "I have a moral goal (whether I am aware of it or not), and that goal is my death."Obviously, such a
moral goal is one that would have to be provided from "without"- it would have to be something not inherent in my
natural evolution as a member of Homo sapiens.
In summary then, the four initially defined alternatives come down to two (i) I have one or more moral goals, and at least one is my "death"(meaning the sacrifice of my long-term genetic
survival); and this moral goal is derived from extra-evolutionary considerations as it is inconsistent with my
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existence as an evolved organism.
(ii) I have one highest priority moral goal, and that goal is the survival and replication of my genetic heritage
over the long term.
Understanding the evolutionary context within which this concept of "moral value"is derived, neatly explains the
success of all of the various Consequentialist systems of Ethics. "Happiness", regardless of how defined, can now be
understood as the genetically programmed propensity to react with a positive emotional response to those circumstances
that usually contribute to ensuring the continuation of the genes.
The "Eudemonia"of Aristotle and the "Utility"of Bentham and Mill can now be understood as the contribution to the
individual's effort to ensure the continuation of his/her genes. Economic "value"and moral "value"must be understood in
the same way.
Our Valuational Perspective
When we look out upon the world around us, we do so with a purpose. All the myriad things that we perceive around
us are coloured with the many potential ways in which they can help or hinder our pursuit of our ultimate goal. This,
after all, is what perception evolved for. We have evolved our abilities to perceive the world around us so that we may
perceive and take advantage of the opportunities and avoid the pitfalls in our struggle to ensure the continuation of our
genes. Whether the "thing"in question is a widget, a thingimabob, a flavour of ice cream, the character of a friend, or
the principle of honesty, our perception of it is coloured by the extent to which we consider that it might likely
contribute to the successful proliferation of our genes. Our valuational perspective on the world is both subjective and
objective.
Our view of opportunities and pitfalls is subjective because it is our own genes we are concerned with, not the genes of
other people (relatives excepted for sound genetic reasons.) Our view is uniquely our own because our abilities to
recognize opportunities and pitfalls is intimately dependent on our knowledge of how reality works, and our abilities to
anticipate how it will likely respond to alternative courses of action. Our view is uniquely our own because no one else
can be in exactly the same circumstances as we find ourselves. No one else has our unique combination of knowledge,
skills, resources, and environmental circumstances.
On the other hand, our view is objective (independent of any observer) to the extent that other people can also recognize
some of the opportunities and pitfalls that our particular circumstances present to us. Other people are just as aware of
our ultimate moral goal, and we have a sympathetic ability to "put ourselves in the other's shoes" -- to see the world
from the other person's purpose. So other people can often estimate the colour and shape that our own unique
valuational perspective overlays on our view of reality. Other people, because of the different resources they bring to
the evaluation or because of their different circumstances, can even recognize when we "ought"to perceive certain
opportunities and pitfalls that perhaps we do not.
If you have normal (meaning similar to most other people) visual acuity and do not "see"the redness if a pillar box, then
there is something very unusual about your "seeing"of that pillar box -- something that needs explaining. Similarly, if
you have normal mental acuity and do not "see"the value in or of something (significant rather than trivial), then there is
something very unusual about your "seeing"of that value -- something that needs explaining. So our values are not
purely a subjective collection of likes and dislikes. Some are, of course, like flavours of ice cream. Others are not.
And it is easily possible that my appreciation of the moral value of something may be corrected by someone who can
"see"the value better than I.
[Up] [Home] [Next]
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Why must others count in my deliberations?
It would take a pretty strict and dedicated hermit to live a life devoid of the products of the efforts and minds of others.
Our hermit could employ no language created by others, no tools, clothes or foods created by others. He could live in
no shelter created by others. He would have to survive on the foods, clothing, and tools he could glean from his
environment while avoiding any of the technologies invented by his predecessors. He would have to live like a fox in a
den, or like a chimpanzee in the crook of a tree. It would take a very unique individual to be able to live in this manner
for very long.
Most people would view this manner of "living"as merely existing and not really living. And such a hermit would raise
the question of whether he is living a truly human life, and not just surviving as an animal. Many would consider such
a life as hardly worth the effort. Even Robinson Crusoe, the Swiss Family Robinson, and Tom Hanks (in Cast Away)
needed, used, and wanted more. But the real question is - how do you get more?
There are really only two strategies available to you if you do want more. You can take it, or you can trade for it. The
take-it strategy further breaks down into two kinds. You can take what other people do not want, or have not laid claim
to (lets call this the "take-it-easy"strategy). Or you can take what other people do want or have laid claim to (and we'll
call this the "take-it-hard"strategy).
Someone choosing the take-it-easy strategy is choosing to live as a scavenger on the detritus of others -- on their
unwanted leavings. But to live by this strategy (even if only for the moment), it is necessary that you learn enough
about the attitudes of others towards the things that you want to take, that you can determine whether any other person
lays a defensible claim to it. In other words, even to live by this scavenger strategy, you have to consider the attitudes
of others towards the concept of ownership and what they might consider their property, and their range of possible
reactions if you take what you wish to. Even Robinson Crusoe was worried about this issue when he saw the footprint
in the sand. The island on which he was living might belong to someone else. He had been freely taking what he
needed from the island's resource, and the owners might not be too pleased with what he had been taking. He was
afraid of what their reactions might be.
Which brings us to the take-it-hard strategy. Rather than expending the time and effort necessary to collect or create
the things you want (like that hermit or Robinson Crusoe), you can simply take them from someone who already has
them. However, the take-it-hard strategy, while superficially seeming to involve less effort for success, generally
involves considerably more risk - especially in the longer term. Employment of the take-it-hard strategy will usually
generate a response. No one likes to have the things they have gathered or made simply taken. Most people will react
in some defensive manner and will often retaliate. The more persistent the taker, the more defensive the takee is likely
to become. The greater the value (to the takee) that is taken, the more likely the takee is to retaliate. In other words,
even to live by this thievery strategy, you have to consider the attitudes of others towards what they consider as their
property, and their range of possible reactions if you take what you wish to. To be successful, even for the moment, it
is necessary that you learn enough about the attitudes of others towards the things that you want to take and their likely
defensive and retaliatory responses.
The take-it-hard strategy has some interesting ramifications within the context of human societies. The take-it-hard
strategy involves taking things of value from others without adequate compensation. This is usually called "theft", or
"fraud", or "extortion". In general, you will find that all these kinds of behaviours are deemed illegal in any culture.
(The exception would be for those circumstances where the takees are not considered "people"by the culture involved.
Slavery, for example, is legal only in cultures that regard slaves as "less than people".) Between "people", in all
cultures, practicing the take-it-hard strategy is seriously frowned upon.
There are a number of reasons that humans gather together in groups. But two of the more important reasons are selfdefence, and mutual cooperation. Like every other social species, human evolution discovered long ago that we are
better off in groups. We can defend ourselves against predators more effectively in groups. We can gather more
values in groups. And we can even make better values when we cooperate.
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The take-it-hard strategy is sufficiently disruptive to all these benefits of participating in a social group that the
employment of the strategy is universally penalized by all such groups. The take-it-hard strategy is therefore
universally retaliated against by the entire social group, not just the takee. The only way that someone can consistently
employ a take-it-hard strategy is to do so by stealth. Either the thief steals so subtly that the victims he deals with do
not associate the theft with the thief. Or the thief must constantly find new victims from whom to steal. In most social
groups, however, clandestine thievery is almost always a relatively rare opportunistic action. It occurs in inverse
proportion to the group's ability to remember and recognize the culprit. All of which means that someone intent on a
successful employment of the take-it-hard strategy must necessarily pay considerable attention to the circumstances of
the others with whom he must deal -- not just the intended takees, but the rest of the social group as well. Employing
the take-it-hard strategy is not a low effort undertaking. It is, instead, a high risk, high effort avenue to the acquisition
of whatever it is that you want. It is not generally successful.
Which brings us to the alternative of the trade-for-it strategy. It is the lowest risk, lowest effort, most consistently
successful strategy for getting the greatest amount of whatever it is that you want. If you want something, whatever it
might be, find someone who has it and trade them something they would value more. The entire discipline of
economics is the study of the practical application of this strategy. Of course, this strategy does require that you pay
considerable attention to the wants and desires of other people. You will find it more difficult to get what you want if
you wait for them to come to you with offers to trade. You will be more likely to get more of what you want if you
learn what other people want, and offer them that in exchange. The people who are most successful at getting what
they want, are the ones who can offer in trade what many other people want. Bill Gates has amassed over $40 billion
by the simple(!?) process of trading his software to people who want it more than he does.
The net result of all this talk of strategies for getting what you want, is that unless you are going to adopt the strategy of
the isolated hermit, you will have to consider the wants and needs, likes and dislikes, attitudes and likely reactions of
other people. When planning how you are going to go about getting what you want, other people have to count in your
deliberations.
Now this evolutionary focus on values and behaviour can be considered by some to be a very self-centered approach to
the foundation of Morality and Ethics. And some philosophers will object that the approach violates Kant's dictum that
moral behaviour necessarily (sometimes by definition) must treat other people as ends in themselves, rather than as
means to my ends. However, the evolutionary approach to moral values and moral behaviour such as I have outlined
here (and in Essay Question 4) regards Kant's dictum as the operational consequence of morality, and not a criticism of
it, an alternative to it, or the definition of morality.
If you are going to live with other people (and not lead the life of our solitary hermit) then other people have to count in
your deliberations over how to get what you want. Getting what you want is the motivation for any behaviour.
Getting what you want is the motivation for being logical, rational, and considerate of others. The easiest (least mental
resource intensive) way to treat other people, is to treat them as you yourself would like to be treated. It's not called
"The Golden Rule"for nothing -- it is a good rule of thumb because it works more often than not. The easiest way to
deal with other people, regardless of the particular strategy you wish to adopt, is to assume that they have wants and
needs, likes and dislikes, attitudes and likely reactions very similar to your own. In other words, while the motivation is
self-centered, the means to your ends is to consider others as ends in themselves. Even if you plan on not treating them
that way.

Moral dialogue takes place between an I and a thou
In a moral dialogue, each party tries to understand the valuational perspectives of the other, in order that together they
may find a mutually agreeable course of action. This search for a mutually agreeable result cannot be done with
groups, and cannot be done on behalf of someone else (third parties). It can only be done when both parties to the
search are a "me" -- first person singular. I am "me"and me is "I" -- in English there is no problem of distinguishing to
whom I am referring. But "you"in modern English can refer to either "you collectively"or "you singularly". To make
it clear, therefore, to whom we are referring when we employ the "second person singular"pronoun, it is best to draw
upon "Olde"English and make use of the "thee/thou/thy/thine"pronouns.
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Only I can know the details of my own valuational perspectives on the world around me. No one else can determine
for me which alternatives are more attractive to me. Unless I provide the information through description, no one else
has access to the landscape of my valuational perspectives on the world. For exactly the same reasons, only thee can
know the details of thine own valuational perspectives on the world around thee. No one else, and especially not me,
can determine for thee which alternatives are more attractive to thee. Unless thee provide me with the information
through description, I can have no access to the landscape of thy valuational perspectives on the world.
Of course, we do likely share a great deal of environmental and historical background. So I can often make some pretty
good guesses what the gross shape of thy valuational landscape might be. The greater the degree of commonality in
background, the better I am able to guess thy valuational landscape by extrapolating from my own. I cannot determine
thy valuational perspectives with sufficient accuracy to be able to consistently find an outcome that thee will agree is
acceptably agreeable. I can always make some gross estimates, but I cannot do it consistently with any accuracy,
especially if I do not thee well.
If we each face this difficulty with a singular "other", then we cannot hope to estimate the valuational perspectives of a
group. As with thee, I can make some gross estimates under some conditions. It is relatively easy to imagine special
scenarios where the relevant values of a reasonably homogeneous group are predictable. But situations of this sort are
rare in the reality of social intercourse. So guessing would all too rarely be sufficiently accurate to be effective.
The only recourse then, is to engage the "other"is dialogue -- probing and exploring, and sharing my own perspectives
in return for a glimpse (through description) into the valuational perspectives of the "other". But then dialog is a twoparty game. One cannot "dialog"with a multi-headed group. One can only dialogue with individuals. Moreover,
because the valuational perspectives of each individual "other"is uniquely subjective to that particular "other", one can
only form an estimate of the valuational perspectives of a group by learning about the valuational perspectives of each
individual member of the group.
The uniquely personal and subjective nature of one's valuational perspectives on the world dictate that moral dialogue
must necessarily take place between two "first parties".
[Up] [Home] [Next]
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Characteristic Marks of Truth
According to the Unit Text (11/224) there are three "characteristic marks of truth"1. Different investigators in pursuit of truth concerning a given subject matter assume, and indeed must assume, that
insofar as they remain on the track of truth they are converging towards a single result.
2. Any result obtained remains stable over time.
3. When an attempt to uncover the truth fails, we assume that at some point an error has been made, which when
corrected would enable us to get back on the track of truth.

Non-Moral Judgements
Consider first some typical examples of non-moral judgements. Does the Earth revolve around the Sun, or the Sun
around the Earth? Does the neutrino have a mass? How old is the Universe? Why is the sky blue? Is Man a
primate, an evolved mammal? What is the speed of the Earth through the ether? These are all universally recognized as
non-moral judgements -- scientific questions about the facts. Whenever anyone inquires into the truth of any non-moral
judgement, the assumption is that the question has but a single answer.
When physicists were in disagreement about whether a neutrino had mass or was a zero-mass particle, no one doubted
that it was either or. No one suggested that it might perhaps have been both. And once such questions are resolved
(the neutrino has mass), then no one doubts that the neutrino always has had mass, and always will have mass. No one
suggests that perhaps the neutrino changes from a zero-mass particle to a particle with mass, and back. And during the
time of the dispute, when the astrophysical theories about what goes on inside the Sun hung in the balance, no one
doubted that the question could be resolved if one we were smart enough (and well enough funded) to design and build
the right experiments. When all of the experiments appeared to show that the Sun was producing one-third of the
neutrino's that the theories predicted, everyone assumed that either the theories were wrong or the data was wrong
(incomplete). No one suggested that both could have been right, even though they were incompatible. And no one
suggested that the answer was beyond reach for some principled (as opposed to creative or financial) reason.
The way in which we approach non-moral judgements is indicative of a firm belief that each such question does have an
answer, one and only one determinate answer, the same answer for each and every investigator regardless of where and
when it is asked, and that answer is the same one answer independent of what we may think about the question - even
if we do not know what that answer is, or disagree about what the answer is. Non-moral truth is "out there",
determinate, and mind-independent. Non-moral truth depends on the facts of reality. Non-moral truth is a
correspondence relation between the facts of the matter and the meaning of the words used to express the truth.

Moral Judgements -- "Common/Folk" Ethics
Consider some typical examples of some judgments that are generally considered to be non-moral. Should I drop some
spare change in the cup of a panhandler? To what extent should the needs and wants of a starving child in the Sudan
participate in my moral deliberations? Should a woman have a choice, or should abortion be illegal? Is it morally
justifiable for some members of a society to employ force to expropriate the assets of other members of the society in
order to fulfill the needs and desires yet other members of that society? What sorts of things can be morally justifiable
for a group yet not morally justifiable for any one individual? These are all commonly (but not universally) recognized
as moral judgements -- ethical questions about the right thing to do.
Whenever anyone inquires into the truth of any such moral judgement, the common "folk"assumption is that the
question has many answers. The common assumption is that morality and ethics are matters of subjective opinion. As
such, it is normally expected that there will be differences of opinion on any of these moral questions. Each inquirer
brings to the judgement their own individual past history of experiences and lessons learned -- and their own individual
religious and moral beliefs. Each will therefore reach a personal and subjective judgement on the issue. Further,
because each individual's personal opinion is a product of their life experiences, it is expected that an individual can
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change their opinion as their life experiences evolve over time. The moral decisions of a brash and personally immortal
teenager, flush with the surety of youth and a limited exposure to being wrong, are expected to be different from those
of a wise and learned senior, old enough to have experienced more of life's surprises and hence more familiar with
consequences and the probability of being wrong.
From the perspective of a "common"or "folk"theory of ethics, the way in which we approach moral judgements is
indicative of an assumed belief that each such question has an answer unique to each individual, the answer is
dependent on those things that go into forming our preferences, the answer for any individual can change over time and
circumstance, and that answer just is what we may think about the question. The "common"or "folk"attitude is that
moral truth is "in here", subjective, and mind-dependent -- even if as individuals, we may be absolutely convinced that
our answer is the only correct one. The "common"theory of moral truth is therefore quite different from non-moral
truth.

Moral Judgements -- Ethics of Dialogue
What the ethics of dialogue brings to the table does not much change the nature of moral truth as seen from the
"common"or "folk"perspective. The ethics of dialogue demands that instead of my own personal opinion determining
the answer, the answer is determined by a process of dialogue reaching a mutually acceptable opinion. Instead of the
answer to any moral judgement depending only upon the opinion of a single individual, according to the ethics of
dialogue, the answer depends on a mutually acceptable opinion for all of the individuals influenced by the judgement.
Admittedly, the resulting moral judgements are no longer "subjective"in the sense in which that descriptor was applied
to the judgments of "common"ethics. Yet they are not really "objective"in the sense in which that descriptor was
applied to non-moral judgements. The moral judgements reached according to the principles of the Ethics of Dialogue
are still mind-dependent.
From within the Ethics of Dialogue, it is still possible for separate inquirers to reach different moral judgements. It is
still possible for someone outside the "circle of influence"that reached (by means of proper moral dialogue) a particular
moral judgement, to reach a different answer to the same moral question. A moral dialogue between you and the
panhandler might result in a moral judgement that you should give him part of the change in your pocket. I, sitting on
the bench nearby and watching the transaction, can reach the judgement that you should not have given the panhandler
anything. In other words a judgement reached according to the Ethics of Dialogue is not "objective"in the sense of
being independent of those who made the judgement.
Moral judgements within the Ethics of Dialogue are also not stable over time. Because peoples'opinions, needs, and
desires change over time, any particular moral judgement when revisited must be "re-dialogued". And the new moral
dialogue can easily reach a different judgement than last time. On one day, you and the panhandler reach a judgement
that results in you giving him some of your change. On the next day, you and the same panhandler might reach a
judgement that results in you not giving the panhandler anything.
One of the serious difficulties with moral judgements by the Ethics of Dialogue, is that any morally justifiable
judgement requires the mutual consent of all influenced parties. In other words, it takes the willingness of all
influenced parties to compromise their interests in order to reach a commonly acceptable judgement. If any one of the
parties involved refuses to compromise their own interests to a sufficient extent, then no moral judgement is possible.
There is no answer to some moral questions. And the cause is not necessarily an error on anyone's part. It might just
be the consequence of an inability to find an answer that is mutually acceptable to all concerned -- at least one party
finds that the best available approximation to an answer is simply too expensive, despite every honest intention to find a
solution.
"To what extent should the needs and wants of a starving child in the Sudan participate in my moral deliberations?"The
Ethics of Dialogue would demand that any morally justifiable judgement involved be the consequence of a dialogue
between (at least) me and the starving child. Even if such a dialogue is held "in principle"or "by surrogate"rather than
under the impracticalities of "in practice", it is hard to see how the child in question is going to accept any answer that
would result in me not giving anything. Yet there are enough starving children in the Sudan alone that giving anything
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at all to each of them would bankrupt me and destitute my family. I must therefore fall back on what the text calls an
"existential choice". I must judge the right thing to do independently of the Ethics of Dialogue. If I must do that in the
very many cases where the Ethics of Dialogue fails to deliver a morally justifiable judgement, what use is the Ethics of
Dialogue?
So despite the claims of the Ethics of Dialogue theory of moral judgements, moral judgements from this basis are not
really "objective"in the relevant sense, and share many more of the features of the "subjective"moral judgement made
according to "common"ethics than they share with non-moral judgements. The Ethics of Dialogue theory of moral
truth is very much like the "common"theory of moral truth, and is therefore also quite different from non-moral truth.

Moral Judgements -- Evolutionary Ethics
Unlike the "common"theory of ethics and the Ethics of Dialogue theory of ethics, what the theory of Evolutionary
Ethics brings to the table is a truly "objective"theory of moral truth. According to the theory of Evolutionary Ethics,
the answer to any moral question is a mind-independent determinate product of the facts of the matter. According to
the theory of Evolutionary Ethics, the answer to any moral question is "the best interests of one's genetic legacy, when
considered over the long run".
From within Evolutionary Ethics, it is not possible for separate inquirers to reach different correct moral judgements.
Even though my own moral judgements are made on the basis of my own wants and needs and my current
circumstances, those wants and needs and circumstances are facts of the matter that are available (in principle if not
always in practice) to anyone who might want to "redo"my moral judgements. It is therefore possible for some
independent investigator to examine the circumstances of my judgement and determine whether my judgement was in
fact the best one. A moral judgement by you to give the panhandler part of the change in your pocket can be "reexamined"by me, sitting on the bench nearby and watching the transaction. If I reach the judgement that you should
not have given the panhandler anything, then I am claiming that your moral judgement was in fact the wrong answer.
In other words a judgement reached according to Evolutionary Ethics is "objective"in the sense of being independent of
those who made the judgement. This is the same sense in which non-moral judgements are described as "objective".
Moral judgements within Evolutionary Ethics are also stable over time. One has to be a little careful about this claim
however. Moral judgements from within Evolutionary Ethics are very sensitive to circumstances -- the needs and
wants of the judger at the time, the ability of the judger to forecast consequences, and environmental circumstances of
that moment. Given the obvious fact that all of these factors change over time, it is only possible to "redo"any
particular moral judgement if one reconsiders the circumstances of that initial moment. One can "reconsider"a moral
question at another time and take into consideration whatever has changed since then. But one cannot "redo"the
original judgement unless one considers only the circumstances and environmental knowledge that existed then.
Hence, like with the Ethics of Dialogue, on one day I may reach a judgement that results in me giving the panhandler
some of your change, while on the next day, because my circumstances have changed, I might reach a judgement that
results in not giving the panhandler anything. But on the third day, I can go back and revisit the judgement I made on
the first day, and reconsider whether )(given the circumstances, and the knowledge I had at that time) that judgement
was the correct one.
One of the strengths of Evolutionary Ethics is that there are no unresolvable moral dilemmas (in principle at least).
When an effort to find an acceptable moral judgement fails, it is assumed that an error has been made, or some
information is missing. With sufficient information, a suitable moral judgement can always be reached.
When Evolutionary Ethicists are in disagreement about whether women ought to have a choice or abortion ought to be
illegal, no one doubts that it is either or. No one suggests that it might perhaps be both. And once such questions are
resolved, then no one will doubt that the answer always was the right one, and always will be the right one (given those
circumstances). And during the current dispute, no one doubts that the question can be resolved if one we are smart
enough to obtain and consider the right data. And no one suggests that the answer is beyond reach for some principled
(as opposed to creative or informational) reason.
So according to Evolutionary Ethics moral judgements are indeed "objective"in the relevant sense, and share all of the
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features of the "objective"non-moral judgements. The Evolutionary Ethics theory of moral truth is exactly the same as
the theory of non-moral truth.
The way in which Evolutionary Ethics approaches moral judgements is indicative of a firm belief that each such
question does have an answer, one and only one determinate answer, the same answer for each and every investigator
regardless of where and when it is asked, and that answer is the same one answer independent of what we may think
about the question - even if we do not know what that answer is, or disagree about what that answer is. Truth (both
moral and non-moral) is "out there", determinate, and mind-independent. Truth (both moral and non-moral) depends
on the facts of reality. Truth (both moral and non-moral) is a correspondence relation between the facts of the matter
and the meaning of the words used to express the truth.
[Up] [Home]
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Quantum Reality and the Bell Inequality
This article was obtained from the Internet, and is reproduced here in its entirety. I consider it an excellent overview of
the "realist" (materialist, determinist) interpretation and understanding of the standard Quantum Mechanics
interpretation of "random reality".
Author: David Elm
Date: July 24, 1997
Internet Address: http://www.tiac.net/users/davidelm

EPR Paradox - Bell's Inequality
Referring to Bell's paper "On the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen Paradox" [Physics 1 (1964) p.195-200] and to all EPR
experiments in general, it can be shown that there is an error in applying Bell's inequality to the tests which were
designed to test it. Therefore all EPR tests which seem to violate the inequality and support non-local effects are faulty
and cannot be used to reject all local reality theories of the universe. It can also be shown that the overall logic used in
the EPR tests is circular and so the results are non-rigorous.
In the early 1930'S, Einstein and Bohr had been discussing reality at the quantum level. Bohr believed that reality at the
quantum level does not exist until it is measured. This view came to be known as 'Copenhagen' quantum mechanics.
The usual view of quantum mechanics says that a wave function determines the probabilities of an actual experimental
result and that it is the most complete possible specification of the quantum state, and there is no other reason for an
event to occur.
Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen (EPR) set forth a thought experiment which attempted to show that the quantum
mechanics could not be not a complete theory if it assumed things happen for no reason. Contrary to what the
Copenhagen Interpetation asserted, Einstein, et al. said that properties of quantum particles must be real even before you
measure them if you can know exactly what those properties are. Their paper proposes a case where two particles
(electrons?) are known to have the same momentum and equivalent positions from the source of their creation.
Momentum and position are one of several 'complimentry' properties of matter at the quantum level which
Coppenhagen QM Physicists say can only be known to a certain degree. They argued that since there exist ways to
know the properties of one particle then you will know the other particle has the exact same property, so by inferrence,
those properties of the other particle must be real whether you measure them or not. Einstein et al. believed the
predictions of quantum mechanics to be correct, but only as the result of statistical distributions of other unknown but
real properties of the particles.
Bohm (1951) presented a paper in which he described a modified form of the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen thought
experiment which he believed to be conceptually equivalent to that suggested by Einstein et al. (1935), but which was
easier to treat mathematically. Bohm suggested using two atoms with a known total spin of zero, separated in a way that
the spin of each atom points in a direction exactly opposite to that of the other. (If indeed this can be said since QM says
the spins don't exist yet!) In this situation, the angular momentum of one particle can be measured indirectly by
measuring the corresponding vector of the other particle. (Unfortunately, you cannot actually get a good measurement
on a quantum particle, you can only get a probability measurement.) John Bell (1964) subsequently put forth 'Bell's
Inequality', which seemed to be a physically reasonable condition of locality. This locality imposed restrictions on the
maximum correlations on certain measurements. For example, a pair of spin 1/2 particles formed somehow in the singlet
state and moving freely in opposite directions. This inequality appears to be testable in a laboratory experiment because
the statistical predictions of quantum mechanics are incompatible with any local hidden-variable theory apparently
satisfying only the natural assumptions of 'locality' as shown by the predictions of Bell's Inequality.
Measuring a property of a single quantum particle gives one of two specific readings: 0 or 1, due to probability based
the relative angle between the particle and the measuring device. Einstein would say this choice is not just probability,
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but is due to other real but unknown properties of quantum particles. Bohr says probability is the only thing which exists
on this level and that is the complete picture. Einstein did not use the term 'hidden variables' but he believed a deeper
reality exists which would someday be knowable and understood. One or the other man was wrong. The debate went on
for 30 years before Bell published his inequality.
Bell's paper in 1964 presented a method which seemed to provide a way to test between the two views in the laboratory.
By measuring spins, as suggested by Bohm, instead of position and mometum, a real quantitative test could be
performed and a situation seemed to exist where QM predicted a correlation will exist in the measurements which
should be impossible in a reality as described by Einstein's universe. Many such tests have now been run and the results
do seem to violate Bell's upper limit and so most physicists now believe the universe has non-local effects, at least at the
quantum level.
Bell's "Theorem' seemed to use only a few common assumptions and simple logic to calculate an upper limit for the
maximum possible correlations which are possible in any test of this nature. The simple logic includes the assumption
that in any real world situation you cannot have more than the sum of the parts summed. You can think of Bell's
inequality as the upper limit of the number of items which can disagree on two lists. For example, two students who take
a test will have only a certain number of answers which can disagree. Suppose one student answered 95 questions
correctly out of 100 and another student scored 98 out of 100 on the same test, then we can calculate, by a linear
addition, that there can be no more than 7 questions that disagree between the two lists. So Bell's Inequality thus plots
out to be a straight line with a 'kink' at 0 degrees.?! There are reasons why this "Two list' logic cannot be applied to the
'lists' of data produced in the EPR tests. For one thing, there is no master list in the EPR test so we cannot know, even in
principle, which events are actually errors.
The experiment done by Aspect, et al. in 1982 was considered the final nail in the coffin of local causality by many
physicisits. In many respects this particular test should NOT be considered a good starting point for the beginner to try
to understand, as it was specifically designed to rule out a single possible loophole in all the previous tests, the fact that
it was, in principle, possible for the 'effect' to be caused by signals traveling from A to B at speeds below the speed of
light. Aspect showed that whatever was happening DOES actually happen faster than the speed of light. The effect
which is measured was travelling FASTER THAN the speed of light. Einstein's special relativity asserted that all cause
and effect actions for physical objects happen at or below the speed of light, within a sphere which moves outward from
the cause at the speed of light. Such effects are called 'local'. Action at a distance beyond the light sphere would be a
non-local effect. Aspect appears to have achieved two sets of measurements outside the lightspheres of each other and
showed that a correllation still exists. This was accomplished by using acoustial optical couplers to 'randomly' switch
both ends of the test into differently aligned detectors, and showing that the excess correlations still show up which
seem to violate Bell's upper limit imposed by his inequality.
To really understand the test and the mistake made in each one you should start with some of the earlier tests which
were simpler in their setup since what I am refering to is a fundamental misconception in the formulation of the test and
not just a loophole. (See "Quantum Reality" by Nick Herbert for a good simplified descriptive explaination of the EPR
tests.)
The EPR experiments can take any one of several forms, but the underlying principles are the same. A central source
generates photons or particles which have related properties, such as polarization or spin. These particles are separated
by some distance and then the properties are measured in analyzers which can detect photons or particles which have
passed into the detector.
detector polarizer source polarizer detector
A < -- -///\\\ -- -- -- -- -- -- * -- -- -- -- -- -- -///\\\ -- -> B
| |
| |
` -- -- -- -- -- -- -> coincidence detector < -- -- -- -- -- -- -'

It makes little difference whether the test is done with neutrons or protons or
photons, as long as we take into account the known correlations. In some photon
tests the analyzers contain a polarizer such as polarizing plates or a calcite
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crystal to separate photons at 90 degrees from each other. These types of
analyzers will detect photons that are polarized in the same orientation as
analyzer but photons which are orientated perpendicular to the analyzer will be
totally blocked by the polarized plates or deflected into an additional detector
with the calcite. Photons which arrive at the analyzer at other angles in
between, have the probability of detection which varies with their relative
angle to the analyzer, forming a cosine squared type of graph. The 'result'
refered to by Bell is a timed count which constitutes a measurement of matches
at A and B. It is important to understand that this result is the relative
output of the coincidence detector, not the separate results at each analyzer.
This small point turns out to cause a major error in the logic of the test
because the original reasoning had to do with measurements at A not being
affected by actions at B and vice versa. The data which are measured at the
coincidence detector (C) is something quite different even though Bell deals
with this data as if the same logic can be applied.
The analyzers in some of these tests are designed such that they can be rotated
to various angles and in some other tests predetermined settings are fixed. In
all cases it can be seen that the angle between the two analyzers is related to
the relative output in a shape described as a cos^2 type of graph. The shape of
the curve is considered proof by some authors that the inequality is violated
since the inequality is a straight line and any curvature on the plus side will
'prove' something spooky going on.
The simplified experiment (See: Herbert) can be paraphrased like this: We can
demonstrate a "Spooky' QM effect by aligning both analyzers, lets call them A
and B, and counting events which pass through BOTH detectors and using this as
your reference count. This count is extrapolated and graphed and it is assumed
that it represents 100% correlation between the choices made at A and B. A drop
in the measured results refers to mismatches or 'errors'. The test continues by
turning one detector through enough of an angle to produce a given percentage of
errors, say 5%. Then this analyzer is turned back to normal then the other
detector is turned in the opposite direction the same amount, and once again 5%
errors occur. Now what percentage of errors should be expected when both
detectors are turned and the test is done again? 10 percent?
Bell's theorem is based in the idea that the total measurement for two analyzers
cannot be more than the sum of the changes in each, if the local view of
Einstein holds since changes at A should have no effect on the results measured
at B and vice versa. But when the test is run there are MORE than 10% errors at
the given angle. Thus the local views of Einstein had apparently been 'proven'
to be wrong.
Bell says:
"Now we make the hypothesis, and it seems at least worth considering, that if
the two measurements are made at places remote from one another the orientation
of one magnet does not influence the result obtained with the other." [From
Bell's original paper "On the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox"(1964) in section
2 (Formulation) sentence 5]
Bell puts a footnote in this line refering to a statment made by Einstein: "But
on one supposition we should, in my opinion, absolutely hold fast: the real
factual situation of system S2 is independent of what is done with the system
S1, which is spatially separated from the former." ['Albert Einstein,
philosopher Scientist', Edited by P. A. Schilp, p.85, Library of Living
Philosophers, Evanston, Illinois (1949)].
What Einstein calls S1 and S2 I will refer to as A and B. While Bell's
hypothesis certainly seems to follow the same premise of Einstein's comment,
there is a mistake in Bell's use of the concept of 'independent' as described by
Einstein. Einstein is saying quite clearly that the actual facts and events in
system A are not influenced by any change in system B. Bell then applies this
same logic to a different situation where 'results' change from actual facts at
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A and B to the 'RESULTS' measured at the output of the coincidence detector.
Einstein's idea of a real factual situation is a detector getting a hit or a
miss, it is the information which appears at each end of the experimental setup.
But what comes out of the coincidence detector will also depend on whether there
is a hit or a miss at the other end of the experiment. Information from each end
is compared and then (and only then) can it be said if there is an error.
Although the hypothesis of Bell seems only to be a subtle and insignificant
change from Einstein's statement, it can be shown to be otherwise. Perhaps it
would be easier to see the error if we substitute a more commonly understood
situation to see how the logic is being applied:
Suppose two people are playing poker and each cuts and draws five cards from
individual decks. Einstein's statements (in poker terms) would be:
"No matter what cards player A draws, it will not change the cards in player B's
hand".
Bell's statement (in poker terms) would be:
'therefore, no matter what cards player A draws, it cannot change the 'results'
in the comparison of the hands (who wins)".
(What?!!!)
Now it becomes clear that there is a real problem with this kind of logic.
Winning the hand at A does depend on what B draws and vice versa since the wins
are only measured at C and by definition and physical setup, this will be a
'global' effect. Bell is asking us to believe that on the quantum level two
interacting particles behave as though they are still connected. This is like
saying I have a magic deck of cards and whatever card player A draws will be the
same as player B draws. This is illogical.
Suppose you and I are astronaults and we are now 10 light years distant from
each other when we each draw our cards at preset times. Lets say you draw a Jack
and one second later I draw a King. Then we travel to a common point to compare
our results and compute our winnings. The change in the value of your Jack
occured instantly (faster than the speed of light) and at a distance when I drew
the King. This can be argued to be a non-local 'effect' which can be measured.
It can be said that this is even an effect which has real physical consequances.
Suppose we bet a dollar on the outcome. You will (later) feel the 'result' it in
your walet. The effect is real and it can be measured and yes it travels faster
than the speed of light, but IT'S NOT A PHYSICAL OBJECT OR SIGNAL, it simply a
change in 'interpetation' that you are counting. In the case of poker it is easy
to see that nothing physical changed and so it would be a mistake to call this a
non-local effect. Bell's inequality uses this kind of 'logic' but it is just a
bit harder to see.
Consider another card game where two people each have a deck of cards and the
rules of this game say when both players cut the same color card then they both
get a token from the bank. Now one player cuts a red card and the other cuts a
black card. Who made the mistake? The question is meaningless, but the effect of
the second card on the value of the first card is instantaneous, faster than the
speed of light, yet nothing changes except the 'interpetation' of the VALUE of
the first card. Lets call red cards 1 and black cards 0. Now suppose I were
trying to cut only red cards and in a run of 6 cards I cut all red: 1,1,1,1,1,1.
In the same 6 turns suppose my opponet cut 1,0,1,0,1,0. The resulting tokens
from the bank (the results of the coincidence detector) are 1,0,1,0,1,0. Now
does it follow that we are really dealing with a clasical situation where 'A
does not effect B'? There is a problem with this logic. The same faulty logic is
happening in the EPR tests, when the photon at A goes through the 'up' channel
and then the photon at B goes through the 'down' channel the effect on A is
instantaneous since it suddenly becomes a mismatch instead of a match, but it is
important to realize that nothing actually changes at A, only at the coincidence
detector.
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I believe there is this subtle mistake in all of the tests which causes the
inequality to be incorrectly applied to the plotted measurements. Thus the
"Simple logic' used by Bell seems to me to contain a vital flaw. I believe the
mistake is manifested in the way this reasoning causes one to scale of the data
to plot it against the graph of the upper limit as put forth by Bell.
It is argued that changes in the measurements at A should have no effect on the
measurements made at B and vice versa. I follow Herbert's lead and call these
changes 'errors' since when we make a chart for analyzing the results, we always
do something equivalent to plotting 0 degrees at the maximum and using this as
our reference point, we plot points of our decreased measurements vs Bell's
upper limit. Each mismatch then is considered an error caused by the
missalignment of the two polarizers and the poin plots lower on the chart. It is
assumed that a turning of analyzer A makes 'errors' at A and a turning of
analyzer B makes 'errors' at B. This is wrong. The change which does occur in
the output of the coincidence detector is a different kind of effect. It is a
'global' effect. It is something like passing photons through two polarizers in
series:
source -- -- -- -> A -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -> B -- -- -> detector

This is a well known experiment where the measurement at the detector is 1/2
cos^2, where you are concerned with the angle between the orientations of the
two polarizers. This result is known as the Law of Malus and plots out a type of
a normal sine wave. When A and B are aligned you get the maximum amount of
photons. In an ideal experiment 50% of the photons will pass through. When A and
B are at 90 degrees from each other you will get no photons. Can the simple
logic of Bell's inequality be applied to this? Turn polarizer A through enough
of an angle to produce a given percentage of errors, say 5% from the maximum.
Then this polarizer is turned back to normal then the other polarizer is turned
in the opposite direction the same amount, and once again 5% errors occur. Now
what percentage of errors should be expected when both polarizers are turned and
the test is done again? 10 percent? Of course not. Anyone would expect a larger
change and simply say Bell's limit does not apply. In this case it is obvious
that the logic of Bell's inequality does not apply. (Or have I just proven
series polarizers are non-local?!) This is know as a global effect, the result
depends on the state of both polarizers. A close look at the tests of Bell's
Inequality will show you that a similar (but different) global effect is all
that is being measured.
source -- -- -- -> X1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -> A -- -- -> detector
source -- -- -- -> X2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -> B -- -- -> detector

Imagine two series experiments set up side by side. Polarizer X1 and X2 are set
at the same angle. Polarizer A and B are set at the same angle but different
from X1 and X2. Two photons from the two sources which have passed through the
first set of polarizers are now known to have the same polarization. When these
photons each reach their second polarizer, there will be separate probabilities
that each will pass. The local hidden variable view would treat the two branches
of the EPR experiment with the same logic. There will be separate probabilities
that each photon at A or B will pass or miss. Of course, if you assume there is
a QM correlation then the results will plot out differently. Suppose we just
consider 1/180 of the pairs, those which happen to arive at the polarizers at an
angle of 13 degrees. There is normally one chance in 20 of each photon going
into the down channel and 19 chances out of 20 of passing into the up channel.
We do not know which one of twenty it will be for either path which will choose
the down path, we would not expect it to always be on the 20th photon or at any
other specific number. The chance that both choose the up channel is 19/20 x
19/20 or 361 out of 400. The chance that both choose the down channel will be
1/20 x 1/20 or 1 out of 400. So 362 out of 400 pairs will NORMALLY MATCH at A
and at B, the other 38 photon pairs will NORMALLY MISMATCH one choosing the up
channel and one choosing the down channel. This is normal probability. At the
other 179 angles different amounts of matching and mismatching will occur and if
you add up all photon pairs at all angles then only 73% normally match with the
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polarizers aligned. Since QM assumes 100% match at 0 degrees they plot their
results diferently that a LHV physicist would and this is what causes the
apparent violation of Bell's Inequality.
No special 'entanglement' is required to derive a cos^2 curve with maximua
clearly less than 100% and minimums clearly greater than 0%. The computer
simulation of the CIRCLES AND SHADOWS game which I ran through 20,000 turns
produced a maximum of 73% and a minimum of 37%.
"73% agrees very well with the analytical solution
2-4/pi = 0.72676
that I get for the aligned case (angle = 0)."
-- Bjorn Danielsson
If you erroreously assume that both photons will make the same choice because
they came from the same event then you get results which seem to support the QM
view. Many people have said that we know both make the same choice due to the
results of the EPR tests. It should be clear that this is both an assumption you
are making and the result you are proving. If you prove what you assume then you
have proven nothing.
The quantum mechanical prediction happens to agree with this scaled up cos^2
curve and so each time the test has been carried out the results seem to follow
the curve of Quantum Mechanics and the straight line ascribed to the local
reality view of Einstein is apparently exceeded.
Clauser, Horne, Shimony, and Holt
Refering to "experimental test of Local Hidden-Variable Theories" by Freedman and Clauser (1972) Physical Review
Letters, 28, 938-41. One derivation of Bell's inequality which has convinced many people that the problems of this test
can removed is the idea that all you need is a way to remove the polarizers from each path so that you will have a
reference to compare with. This derivation was described by Clauser, Horne, Shimony, and Holt. In 1972 the test
performed by Freedman and Clauser used this 'improved' inequality to verify that these tests really do produce the nonlocal effects. They conclude that their results are strong evidence against local hidden-variable theories. I believe the use
of this form of the inequality does not remove the problem inherent in the previous math, it only provides an automatic
form of scaling. You have to be especially careful when you try to derive a good equation from a bad one. The problem
can be seen in the plot on page 417 of W&Z (Quantum Theory and measurement edited by Wheeler and Zurek) and in
equation 3 on page 415. The 1/4 term refers to the fact that the scaled up curve goes from 0 to 100% on a 0 to .5 scale
and the range from 22 1/2 to 67 1/2 degrees is 1/2 of the total from 0 to 90 degrees so on a linear Bell type limit the
change in the curve should be less than or equal to 1/4. This is the same straight line that Bell's limit plots with the
previous versions of the inequality. Of course, the scaled up results form a cosine curve as they should and so the
vertical plot covers more than 1/4 in this part of the curve so they conclude that the inequality is violated. Using a
reference and ratios does change the scale of the plot but it does not change the bad logic into good logic. Since I have
shown that the inequality cannot be plotted so the 100% point coinsides with the maximum measurement in an LHV
view you still have to account for that.
Circular Logic
Bell's logic appears to be correct from a QM point of view because of the fact that QM assumes the two photons or
particles are somehow entangled with each other and still have a connection with each other after they are separated.
They believe that these two photons will both make exactly the same choice if they encounter a polarizer at the same
angle.
Nick Herbert gives a clear statment of this assumption on page 215 of "Quantum Reality":
"In the twin state each beam by itself appears completely unpolarized -- an unpredictibly random 50-50 mixture of ups
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and downs at whatever angle you choose to measure. Though separately unpolarized, each photon's polarization is
perfectly correlated with its partner's. If you measure the 'P' of both photons at the same angle (a two photon attribute I
call paired polarization), these polarizations always match."
Herbert clearly states (and all other EPR testers in some way assert) that this is assumed at the outset of these important
tests. But if you ask how this is known they say "The results of Aspect's test show this". How can the results of the test
be used in the assumptions you start with? This circular proof makes all the tests non-rigorous.
Bell's inequality is graphed as a straight line which represents the upper limit in the summation of the 'errors' from both
ends of the experiment but Bell mistakenly believes he can plot the maximum measurement of the EPR tests to this
same point. The inequality starts at 100% at the upper left corner of these graphs and descends linearly to 0 at the
bottom right. So everyone erronously plots the maximum 'extrapolated' measurement at this same point. This is why the
normal curve of the results is interpeted as an excess correlation, the upper limit seems to be violated (because a lot of
the data is left out when we assume the maximum measurement represents 100% agreement in the choices of ALL pairs
when the analyzers are aligned.)
It seems more logical that the detection of each photon arriving at each polarizer is simply a probability based on the
relative angles between the polarizer and the spin vector of the photon.
In that case the measurements of these polarizations will NOT always match even when both polarizers are aligned with
each other. It means a substantial amount of events will be missing from the data. And Bell's inequality is only
applicable if it includes all the data. Detector eficencies are so low that all tests results must be extrapolated to scale.
Even Bell explains the need for this. What it means is that they can easily ignore those events which normally missmatch. It is no wonder there are excess correlations if you start by assuming correlations that do not exist.
On the other hand if you do an EPR test an do not assume that both photons will make the same choice then when you
extrapolate the results the maximum correlation will be around 73% and the curve will never exceed the inequality
which starts at 100%. If you take into account the events which normally will not match, it shifts the graph. The
inequality is well above all parts of the measured curve and no violation ever ocurrs.
Since the test only proves QM when you assume QM, it is circular logic and non-rigorous. ALL EPR experiments have
used this faulty scaling as the basis of their determination of the validity, or lack of, of the local reality views and it so is
clear that the local reality models cannot be rejected using these experiments.
Perhaps Einstein was right all along.
-- David Elm
copyright 1993,1996 by David A. Elm All rights reserved worldwide
Please start your investigation into this study of the EPR tests with this excellent book:
Quantum Reality by Nick Herbert
[ Home ] [ Up ]
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Not all 10 second sound bites are of interest in the need for Thinking Beyond the Sound Bite, of course. Many, like
Armstrong's just capture the situation. Remember Nixon's famous "I am not a Crook!" Or Clinton's infamous "I did not
have sex with that woman!"
But the really interesting sound bites, are those brief catchy phrases that summarize a point of view or a political position
on an issue.   And the most dangerous of those offer a "silver bullet" solution to a problem. A seemingly attractive "nice
idea" that hides the details. And as we all know - the devil is in the details.
Some examples of this sort of sound bite include:
Affordable Housing for the Homeless
Workers Need a Living Wage
If it Saves One Life, it is Worth it
Lose 30 Pounds a Month
End the Drug Violence - Legalize Drugs
End Violence - Get Rid of Violent Video Games
Feed the Poor
But these brief catchy phrases mask the real meat of the debate. Seemingly "nice ideas" pull the audience away from
considering the costs and the incentives that would really be involved if the "nice idea" were actually implemented.   All
those "magic bullet" solutions to complex problems always seem to have unintended and unpleasant consequences.
Were you aware of the fact that much of the legislation passed by governments, results in consequences that are directly
contrary to the intentions that provoked the legislation in the first place?? But by thinking beyond the sound bite, we can
learn to expect those unmentioned costs, hidden incentives, and unintended contrary consequences.
[Home] [Next]
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What is a Law of Nature?
In this essay, I will draw upon the literature of two schools of thought on the question of what makes a Law of Nature,
in order to present a two part answer. Laws of Nature at the general level, are descriptions of patterns that we discern in
the mass of experience we have with Nature. 
At the same time, Laws of Nature at the fundamental level, capture the
underlying causal necessities of Nature. 
Although we do not yet understand just what this "causal necessity" amounts
to.
First, some comments about what a Law of Nature is not. 
The notion of a "Law of Nature" comes originally from the
theistic belief that God handed down the rules that the Universe must obey simply because She so willed it, and Her
omnipotence was deemed sufficient to ensure that whatever She willed was so. Early science was then understood as an
exercise in discovering just what God's rules are. 
As in other contexts, a Law was a Law because there was a Law
giver. 
Having more or less dispensed with the theistic framework, we are left with the label of "Law of Nature" for
something that is clearly not intended to be understood as the dictate of a law giver, and not intended to be considered as
holding by necessity because of some theistic omnipotence. 
So the question becomes, in the absence of a law-giver, just
how do we understand a "Law of Nature"?
The modern debate over this question appears to be taking place between two schools of thought. 
There is the
"Humean" school of the Mill-Ramsey-Lewis view of Laws of Nature as regularities in nature. And there is the "antiHumean" school of the Dretske-Tooley-Armstrong view of Laws of Nature as relations of necessity between
Universals(1). 
At the metaphysical level, the two sides to the debate have vastly different conceptions of the relation
between Nature and the Laws. 
The Humeans maintain that the Laws are descriptions of matters of fact -- the facts
determine the Laws. The anti-Humeans maintain that it is the Laws that determine matters of fact.
My take on the debate is that the two sides to the debate are talking somewhat at cross purposes. 
One can adopt a highlevel analysis of the kinds of things we refer to as "Laws of Nature", and seek to determine how we distinguish mere
accidental generalizations from a generality we (do or ought to) honour with the "Law" honorific. 
And one can adopt a
low-level analysis of just what it is that makes a Law such a firm and unvarying regularity of nature. 
It would appear to
me that the Humeans approach the topic from the former point of view, while the anti-Humeans approach the topic from
the latter point of view.
Let's consider first, the lower level question of what makes a regularity of Nature into a Law. 
What the Humean school
undoubtedly has right is that most of the things we honour with the label "Law of Nature" are nothing more than
recognized patterns in the mass of experience we have with Nature. 
From elementary particle physics (QCD - quantum
chromo-dynamics) to economics (TANSTAAFL - there ain't no such things as a free lunch) scientists generate sweeping
generalizations, frequently applicable only in "ideal" circumstances, and often understood to hold only
"approximately". 
Some of these generalizations are graced with the honorific of "Law of Nature". But as Nancy
Cartwright has pointed out(2) these generalizations can be considered to be true only when viewed through the noise and
fog of "non-existent idealized circumstances", "ceteris paribus", "mutatis mutandis", and a multitude of similar caveats.
Considered literally, all of them are false. 
Our so-called "Laws of Nature" are just patterns of apparent (and
approximate) regularity in the underlying data. 
Sometimes, of course, the patterns are not really there. 
We are
infamous for seeing faces in random fields of smudges, for example. The patterns need not be (and are not according to
Cartwright) clear and crisp patterns of unquestionable regularity. Because we are such consummate pattern recognition
devices, they can be (and usually are) rather muddy patterns, that hold only "for the most part".
On the other hand, what the anti-Humean school undoubtedly has right is that the real, basic, fundamental Laws of
Nature have an unmistakable element of necessity about them. 
Suppose, for example, that the analysis of causation by
Messrs. Fair, Dowe, and Salmon(3) is correct, and causation is best understood in terms of the conservation of some
small number of key quantities (like energy, momentum, and so forth). Then it would be reasonable, on this basis, to
consider the conservation restrictions governing causation, so conceived, to be "Laws of Nature". 
(In fact, on this
understanding, they would be the only actual Laws of Nature -- all the rest of what we refer to as "Laws of Nature"
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would be just higher level generalizations, subject to all the problems highlighted by Cartwright.) But now one has to
ask, just what is it that ensures that energy, say, is conserved across causal interactions? While it is obvious that there is
some kind of necessity at work here, it is entirely unclear just how to understand that necessity.
Assuming that the conserved quantity understanding of causality is correct, there is something about the nature of
Nature that "demands" that energy (say) be so conserved. 
But since there is nothing at all in place to do anything like an
anthropomorphic demanding (no Law-giver), how do we understand this "demand"? 
I have couched this argument in
terms of one particular interpretation of causation. But the analysis is applicable to any candidate Law of Nature that
suggests that some property/entity/event A is always (or probabilistically) associated with some property/entity/event
B. The question is why? Claiming that the association is just a brute regularity of Nature, as do the Humeans, merely
ignores the problem. Claiming that the association is a relation of Necessitation between Universals as do the antiHumeans merely labels the problem. 
The problem remains unresolved.
Now let's consider the higher level question of what distinguishes a "mere" accidentally true generalization from a Law
of Nature. 
The Humean school of thought maintains that the Laws of Nature are those generalizations that "belong to
all the true deductive systems with the best combination of simplicity and strength"(4). 
In other words, the Laws of
Nature systematize our descriptions of our experiences of Nature. The Laws would form a part of a model/theory (or
consistent collection of models/theories) that most simply accounts for the widest range of experiences. 
Laws of Nature
will then be the basic theorems or axioms of such a model (or collection).
Hence, the conservation laws would be Laws of Nature because they would be axioms or basic theorems of all the
model systems that are deemed the best such structures with regards to their strength (ability to cover the field of
experiential data) and simplicity (incorporating the fewest axioms). But the generality that "there are no gold spheres
larger than 100 km" is not a Law of Nature because it is hard to see how it would form part of such a system of
theories. 
Adding it to any theory (collection) would not seem to promise an increase in simplicity or strength. The
Humean approach nicely minimizes the ontological commitments. 
As Lewis suggested "all there is in the world is a
vast mosaic of local matters of particular fact, just one little thing after another"(5). 
This model-theoretic approach to
distinguishing Laws of Nature from accidentally true generalizations fits nicely into the pragmatic approach to Laws
recommended by Mitchell(6). 
And despite the objections of the anti-Humeans, this deductive-systems approach also
appeals to a Conceptualist understanding, since it boils down Laws of Nature into mind-dependent conceptual entities
(because of its reliance on concepts of simplicity, strength, and best balance -- concepts clearly dependent on our
cognitive abilities and interests). 
I should also note that this deductive-system approach to Laws of Nature neatly fits
with the Deductive-Nomological model (or D-N model) of scientific explanation(7).
On the other hand, the deductive-systems approach to distinguishing Laws from accidental generalities appears to
ignore the element of causal necessity that we pre-philosophically and intuitively rely upon to mark that distinction. We
intuitively accept that Boyle's Law (about the inversely proportional relationship between the absolute pressure and
volume of a gas, if the temperature is kept constant within a closed system) is a Law of Nature because we believe there
is some element of causation at work that ensures the relationship. And we also intuitively reject the "law" that there are
no gold spheres larger than 100 km because there seems to be no element of causation at work. 
We don't do any logical
analysis to see if these generalities impact the simplicity or strength of our collection of accepted theories. 
There is an
intuitive awareness of an element of causal necessity that seems to distinguish a Law of Nature like that of energy
conservation from such accidental generalization as that about gold spheres.
According to the anti-Humeans, the Humeans ignore this intuitive element of causation in the Laws of Nature. 
The antiHumeans therefore rely specifically upon this element of causal necessity to mark that distinction. It is causally
necessary that energy be conserved. 
It is not causally necessary that all gold spheres are less than 100 km. 
But as I
noted above, the anti-Humeans face the serious, as yet unresolved, metaphysical difficulty of providing an explanation
of just what this causal necessity amounts to. Consider the surface of a sphere, for example. 
It is part of what it means
to be the surface of a sphere that dictates that the surface is finite and unbounded. 
Is it possible that it is part of what it
means to be a Universe, that dictates that energy is conserved in all circumstances? 
They also face the epistemological
difficulty of showing how, other than by the Humeans' route of describing the regularities of nature, we come to
discover this fundamental relation of causal necessity. 
As before, claiming the necessity to be brute is to ignore the
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problem. 
And labelling it as the relation of Necessitation is to merely label the problem.
I think it simplifies the debate to impose a hierarchy on what we call the Laws of Nature. There are the General Laws
and there are the Fundamental Laws. 
The Humeans are right to the extent that most of what we label as Laws of Nature
are simply descriptive generalizations describing patterns we have detected in the mass of our experiences of Nature.
We elevate those descriptive generalizations into Laws of Nature when we can fit them into our best theoretical models
- models that are simple (few axioms) and strong (cover a lot of the data). 
These then, are the General Laws of Nature.
And for the General Laws, it is the facts of the matter that determine the laws.
However, the anti-Humeans are right to the extent that at a metaphysical level there is an inescapable element of casual
necessity captured in the most basic of the Laws of Nature. 
These Fundamental Laws form the basis from which all the
General Laws derive their element of necessity. But the detailed nature of the metaphysical necessity of these
Fundamental Laws of Nature remains to be explained. Even so, for the Fundamental Laws, it is (somehow) the Laws
that determine the facts of the matter.
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Is the tripartite soul of the Republic an advance over
the immortal soul of the Phaedo?
They are certainly two different descriptions of the soul.   But it would be difficult to characterize the tripartite
Republican soul as an "advance"over the immortal soul of the Phaedo in the sense that it is a "better"understanding of
the soul.   The two dialogues contain different descriptions of the soul because they are addressed at different issues.  
There is no particular inconsistency between the two, and certainly no sense in which the Republican soul could be
classed as an "advance"in the sense of "better".
In the Phaedo, one of Plato's purposes is to "prove"that the soul is immortal.   He presents five (approximately,
depending on how one divides them up) arguments for the immortality of the soul.   One of these arguments likens the
soul to a Form because they share so many properties distinct from particulars.   In this reasoning, Plato claims (as a flat,
unsubstantiated assertion -- or premise) that the Forms are uniform, independent, constant, invariable, invisible,
immortal, uncreated, and indivisible.   Particulars, by comparison, are variable, dependent on the Forms, inconstant,
visible, created, and dissoluble.   He then proceeds to describe the body as variable (changing from day to day
depending on conditions), inconstant (it dies), visible (obviously), created (at birth), and dissoluble (decays to dust when
dead) while the soul is (as a matter of common belief, rather than a matter of empirical observation) uniform,
independent, constant, invariable, and invisible.   Obviously then, he continues, the soul is not a particular but is more
like a Form.   He then concludes that the soul must actually be a Form and therefore, like other Forms, must have the
additional properties of being immortal, uncreated, and indivisible.   In elaborating on this theme, Plato explains that the
soul is in origin simple and purely rational (like all Forms), and takes on complexity and conflict only as it assumes a
body (the way that particulars are merely imperfect reflections of the pure Form they participate in).
In the Republic, on the other hand, Plato's purpose is to define "justice".   As part of the lengthy exploration of what
justice is, he describes the soul as tripartite.   In the Republic he says -"Let's make an image of the soul . . . model the form of a many-headed monster, having a ring
of heads of all manner of beasts, tame and wild, which he is able to generate and change at will
. . . now make a second form as of a lion, and a third of a man, making the the first the largest,
and the third the smallest . . . now join them, and let the three grow into one . . . next fashion
the outside of them into a single image . . .       so that he who is not able to look within, and
sees only the outer shape, may believe the whole to be a single human being."   Plato,
Republic:IX (588c-e)
In the Republic, therefore, Plato has described the soul as having three parts -- a "rational"part that gives us wisdom, a
"spirited"part that gives us courage, and an "appetitive"part that gives us temperance.   Justice, he maintains, is a general
virtue that arises when each and every part of the soul performs its proper function within the whole.   The notion of
justice determines the rightness of human characters and behaviours.   Justice is the Form of a good character and a
good life -- the ideal perfect of which all particulars are imperfect reflections or copies.
In the earlier Phaedo, Plato describes the soul as indivisible because indivisibility is a necessary consequence of his
argument that the soul is a Form and therefore immortal.   In the later Republic, Plato describes the soul as having three
parts, because having three integrated aspects is a necessary consequence of his effort to understand and define
"justice".   Some commentators have suggested that this difference represents an inconsistency in Plato's theory of the
soul.   The essay's title question implies the respondent should interpret it as a change or evolution in Plato's thinking
about the soul.   But it need not be either of these.   And in fact the two descriptions are not inconsistent with each
other.   One cannot divide a triangle into its three sides and still have a triangle.   The triangle remains indivisible (as a
triangle) even though it has three sides.   Likewise the Platonic Republican soul could have three faces or voices while
remaining indivisible as a soul.   Even if it happens to be tripartite in composition, the soul need not be tripartite in the
sense of 'part'that implies an ability of its parts to conflict, or an ability to be taken apart.
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So if the Republican soul does not necessarily represent a change in how Plato thought about the soul, it need not
represent an "advance" over the immortal soul of the Phaedo in the sense of an improvement.
On the other hand, the quality of the reasoning in the two works is quite different.   In the Phaedo, Plato reasons that the
soul is immortal and indivisible from more fundamental premises.   In the Republic, Plato simply takes as given that the
soul has three parts in his exploration of justice.   From this perspective, one can observe that reasoning in the Phaedo
demonstrating that the soul is immortal is very poor, while the simple premise of the Republic has no reasoning that
could be faulty.   On this rather different basis, one could suggest that the tripartite soul of the Republic is indeed an
advance over the immortal soul of the Phaedo
The Phaedo is generally considered significant for the arguments that Plato offers to "prove"that the soul is immortal.  
However, it is the flawed reasoning of these that make it difficult to know whether Plato actually intends the Phaedo as
a serious philosophical work, or as a satirical spoof of the Socratic method.   Or possibly a satirical spoof of the dialectic
methods of the Sophists.   Even granting the unquestioned premise of body-soul duality (natural enough given Plato's
cultural context), and even excusing the completely anti-empirical view of learning adopted by Plato, all of the
arguments presented in this dialogue are laughably incomplete, and unacceptable by any standard of logical analysis.  
Each of the arguments presented very obviously commits the fallacy of assuming the consequent.   Considering how
tightly reasoned are Plato's arguments on other topics in other dialogues, it is hard to regard these efforts as serious
philosophical reasoning.   Especially considering that the Phaedo is usually classified by chronologists as one of the
middle or transitional works, and not as one of Plato's earlier efforts.
In his Argument from Forms, to give just one example, Plato draws upon the presumed resemblance between a Form
and the Soul.   To do so, of course, he is drawing upon the then culturally extant popular beliefs in the body-soul
dichotomy (the independence of the soul from the body), and the beliefs that the soul is perfect (constant and
invariable), and immaterial (invisible).   He then argues that the soul therefore necessarily must possess the all the other
presumed properties of a Form rather than any of the properties of a Particular.   He is arguing that because it is
popularly accepted that the soul possesses some of the properties he attributes to Forms, it therefore must possess all the
other properties (such as immortality) that he attributes to Forms.   In the next step, Plato extends this reasoning by
slipping quietly from maintaining that a soul exhibits some of the properties of a Form, to claiming the soul is itself a
Form.   As Aristotle would later point out, this is an invalid move in deductive logic.   Plato commits the syllogistic
fallacy of the undistributed middle.   However, aside from the logical fallacy involved, the entire argument is based on
the preconceived notion (based on the then popular cultural milieu) that the soul has certain properties -- specifically
those properties shared by Forms.   And it is based on the fallacious analogical reasoning that if it shares some of those
properties, it necessarily must share them all.   The reasoning also depends, of course, on the presumption that Forms
possess the equivalent kind of existence as it is presumed a soul possesses ("real" rather than a merely conceptual
existence, for example).   The entire structure of reasoning crumbles to naught if one fails to accept any of Plato's
critical and unchallenged premises -- the recollection theory of knowledge; the theory of forms; the properties of forms;
and the properties of souls.
So, unless one considers the Phaedo as either a capture of actual Socratic logical error, or a very early Platonic attempt
at reasoning (contradicting the chronology of the experts), one has to wonder at the glaringly obvious flaws in the
arguments.   Perhaps it is not actually intended to be a serious logical effort.   Perhaps it is intended as a display of many
of the dialectical persuasive tricks of the Sophists, rather than a display of carefully rational reasoning.
Clearly then, when considered as elements of logical reasoning, one would have to conclude that the simple description
of the soul as tripartite in the Republic is indeed an advance over the very flawed logic employed to "prove" the soul is
immortal in the Phaedo.
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So my agenda with this presentation is to 1. Provide you with some basic economic concepts and the language with which to think and

talk about the consequences of proposed "solutions".

2. Show you some examples of "nice ideas" that have backfired, and talk about why they were

predictable.

3. Give you some key questions to ask in order to think beyond the sound bite, and understand

the consequences and incentives that would be put in play.

4. And then we'll open up the floor for questions and discussion. And I'll prime the pump with

some candidate sound-bites to think about.

Along the way, interrupt me if you have questions, or if I float something that you do not understand.
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There are five simple concepts that I would like to introduce to you, as a framework with which to think about
those sound bites.
1.

The relationship between the price and the total demand by consumers for any
commodity or service.

2.

The essential elements of the cost of production for any commodity or service
demanded by consumers.

3.

The relationship between the suppliers cost of production and the price that the
supplier demands for what is supplied.

4.

The relationship between the price of the commodity or service, and the consumer's
demand and what the supplier is willing to supply at that price.

5.

And most importantly for this presentation -- what the Free Market Incentives are,
and how they function in an open market to provide what the consumers demand at
the lowest possible price.
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This diagram represents a Simple Common Sense understanding of Consumer Demand
For any product or service at all -The amount that is demanded by consumers will vary according to the price charged.
The lower the price of a good or service, the more is demanded.
The higher the price of a good or service, the less is demanded.
Think of the PRICE per Unit Quantity as the COST to the consumer of the quantity desired.
And that cost is not just the Dollars and Cents you have to fork over.
It also includes your time and frustration in obtaining the good or service.
Think about a Tim Hortonâ€™s coffee-The cheaper the cup of coffee, the more cups (or the larger the cup) of coffee consumers
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will be willing to purchase.
Sometimes, the cheaper the cup of coffee, the more "add ons" you will buy -- a Decaf
Non-Fat Caramel Mocha Macchiato!
Part of your costs, as a consumer, is the time and cost of getting to the store, and the
frustration of waiting in line.
Now this curve I have presented here is a generalized concept -- averaged over all sorts of products, and all sorts of
time frames.
The curve is not a static entity --it changes over time as Consumers tastes and
circumstances change.
The shape of the curve is also flexible depending on the idiosyncrasies of Consumer
preferences.
University Economics students spend an entire term studying the various factors that
influence the shape of this curve.
This depiction is an idealize aggregate of all of the unique demand curves of single individuals contemplating a
single demandable commodity.
[Home] [Next]
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The other side of the coin is the Supply of the goods and services that the consumers desire.
Again -- Simple Common Sense -- There is a cost to provide any given supply of some desired good or service.
Think about that Tim Horton's cup of coffee again -The local Tim Horton's franchisee has to rent or buy the land on which to place her store.
She has to build the store, and acquire all of the furniture, machinery, and supplies
necessary.
And perhaps she has to take out a bank loan in order to fund those things.
All that is "Fixed Costs" -- She has to pay for these things whether she sells a single cup of
coffee or not.
In addition, our Tim Horton's franchisee has to buy coffee, and milk, and sugar, and all of
the other sorts of stuff that she plans on selling to you.
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Also she has to hire some help to staff the store.
And she also has to earn an "Economic Profit" -This is a sufficient return on her investment attractive enough to keep her interested in
selling Tim Horton's coffee, rather than folding her tent and investing her money
elsewhere. There are lots of different kinds of investments out there, and a prudent
investor will need a competitive return on her investment, or she will start looking for
other opportunities. A business will not long survive if the "Total Economic Costs of
Production" exceed the price that can be obtained for what is being supplied.
"Opportunity Profit" is the return on the entrepreneur's investment that entices her to invest her money in this
opportunity rather than another one. Starting up a new business is a risky proposition. No one is going to do that
unless they can expect to make enough profit to compensate for the risk. An already established business can
survive nicely on just the "Economic Profit". But it is the expectation of the "Opportunity Profit" that entices
new businesses to start up in competition with the established businesses in the industry. Or existing businesses
to expand their production capacity.
Reporters of the Media are not very knowlegable in the distinction between "Economic
Profit" and "Opportunity Profit". In the news stories, all you will hear is that Exxon, for
example, earned a "Profit" of $6.8 Billion in the last quarter of 2013. Part of that large
number is the "Economic Profit". On an Asset base of about $350 Billion, Exxon has to
earn an "Economic Profit" of about 4% to justify staying in business. That works out to
about $3.5 Billion per quarter. Otherwise, it would pay Exxon's shareholders to sell off the
assets and invest in Corporate Bonds. It is the extra $3.3 Billion per quarter that entices
Exxon to expand their supply of energy, and invest in reducing their costs.
If you were to contemplate setting up a new Coffee Shop here in Alliston, you would want to do a little better
than just cover your bare costs. Otherwise, there are lots of other opportunities out there to attract your time and
effort.
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So this graph shows the how the Total Economic Profit varies with the quantity produced.
Again -- Common Sense tells you that to sell more coffee costs more (In the short run at least). If our Tim
Horton's franchisee wants to sell ever more coffee, she is going to have to bid against her competition for the
available coffee beans and cream, and to hire more staff, and so forth.
As With the Demand Curve I showed you, this Supply Curve is a generalized concept -- averaged over all sorts
of products, and all sorts of time frames.
The relationship between prices and Quantity is not a static entity -- it changes over time as a result of changing
costs of inputs, technologies, labour productivity, and the changing circumstances of the business environment.
The shape of the curve is also flexible depending on the idiosyncrasies of the costs and
technologies of producing various products and services.
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Like with the Demand Curve, University Economics students spend an entire term
studying the varous factors that influence the shape of that curve.
This depiction is an idealize aggregate of all of the unique supply curves of single suppliers
offering for sale a single demandable commodity or service.
In the Short Term,
Fixed Costs are relatively constant, regardless of the quantity supplied. Our Tim Horton's
franchisee has to pay her Fixed Costs regardless of how many cups of coffee she sells.
Variable Costs, of course, vary with quantity sold. Each cup of coffee requires its own
water, coffee, milk, paper cup, and staff labour.
The first cup of coffee has a minimum price -- the franchisee has to cover the Fixed Costs
and the Variable Costs of producing that single cup of coffee. As more cups of coffee are
sold, our Tim Hortonâ€™s franchisee has to cover additional costs. Instead of picking up
the coffee in a few tins on the way to work each morning, she has to pay for a big truck to
deliver from the warehouse.
An existing business will be happy if they can sell at the Total Economic Cost of Production.
Someone planning to set up a new business will expect to be able to sell at a price giving them some Opportunity
Profit. Otherwise, there is just too much risk, and not enough reward.
In the Long Run, of course, all costs are Variable. And over time, the Supply curve will change as as a result of
changing costs of inputs, technologies, labour productivity, and the changing circumstances of the business
environment.
[Home] [Next]
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Putting the two curves together -- and we get the famous Supply-Demand Balance graph.
For any given product or service, at any given price -- only a particular quantity is demanded and supplied.
Any individual supplier can try to charge consumers more than the Equilibrium Price,
but competitors will steal the customers away by charging less.
Any Individual consumer can try to negotiate a cheaper price than the Equilibrium Price,
but, in the long run, and on average, Suppliers cannot continue to do business at prices
below their Total Economic Costs of Production.
Of course, since there are many suppliers, each with their own unique supply curve, and many different
products that are almost interchangable, a prudent consumer will shop around to find the best price for the
most desirable product.
The intersection of the two idealized curves is the "Equilibrium Point" -- the price at which the same quantity
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is Demanded by Consumers as is Produced by Suppliers.
Now of course, as you would expect from what I have already mentioned, this picture is an idealized rendition
of what really happens in the market place. There is constant fluctuations in the Demand Curve as a result of
changing consumer preferences, and constant fluctuations in the Supply curve as a result of constant changes
in production costs.
But the Equilibrium Point is the "Attractor" -- it is the point towards which all the Incentives push.
So lets see what incentives are in place when the Reality is different from the Equilibrium Point.
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Here we have a scenario where the Quantity being produced is greater than the Equilibrium Quantity.
This might have happened because -the Consumer Demand fell, shifting the Demand Curve lower. Perhaps Starbucks
moved into town, and dropped their prices for a cup of coffee.
the Supply Curve shifted upward because of an increase in the price of Coffee imported
from Brazil, or the Government raised the Minimum Wage, raising the cost of labour for
our Tim Horton's franchisee.
It does not matter whether the Demand Curve changed, or the Supply Curve changed, of whether both
changed.
It does not matter what the causes of those changes were.
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All that matters is that at the currently produced quantity of Q1, there is not enough Consumer Demand at the
price (P1) that the Suppliers need to charge to cover their Total Economic Costs of Production. At that Q1
level of production, the Suppliers would have to charge the consumers P2 to generate sufficient demand. But
P2 is below the Supplier's Total Economic Cost of Production -- Suppliers would lose money at that price and
eventually go out of business.
So what happens is that the Suppliers have an incentive to reduce the Quantity of Goods or Services they offer
for sale. Either cutting down their hours or locations of operation, or some of them going out of business.
With a reduction in the Quantity offered for sale, Consumers will bid up the price of what is available. Like
the price of Cabbage Patch dolls at Christmas, a reduction in the supply available winnows out of the market
those Consumers not willing to pay the higher price.
Until the Quantity is back at the Equilibrium Point.
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Here is a reversal of the previous situation.
Here the curves have shifted -perhaps, because of some clever advertising, the Consumers suddenly want more of a
commodity at a given price.
perhaps, becuase of some news story, Consumers suddenly think that the product is
worth more, and are willing to may more to get it.
or perhaps, the technology has improved, and the costs to Suppliers of producing a given
quantity has declined.
For whatever reason, and it matters not, the result is to make the currently produced quantity (Q1) less than the

Equilibrium Quantity.
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At the Q1 quantity, Suppliers can charge the Consumers a price of P1 -- Generating an Opportunity Profit for
the Suppliers.
But an Opportunity Profit is an Incentive to additional investment into Production. Additional investments
generate additional production -- new suppliers entering the market, or expansion by the existing suppliers.
Moving the Supplied quantity to the Equilibrium Quantity.
You will have noticed that Price follows Quantity -Market Competition reduces the price of whatever is Demanded to the lowest
Total Economic Cost of Production.
The pressures of production costs move the Quantity Produced back to the
Equilibrium Quantity.
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The 10 second sound bite "nice ideas" and "magic bullet" solutions almost always involve disruptions to the
smooth working of market forces.
It is those disruptions to the normal working of the incentives of market action that result in the Unintended
Consequences.
By knowing about the consequences of those market disruptions, you can Predict what the Unintended
Consequences will be.
The Unintended Consequences of "Nice Ideas" and "Magic Bullet" solutions tend to fall into 5 categories.
[Home] [Next]
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Price Controls are almost always mandated by Government edict. It is only the coercive power of a government that can
enforce price controls. In the absence of some form of coercion, a free market will heed the incentives and restore the price
back to the Equilibrium Price.
There are lots of politically attractive reasons for enacting Price Controls -claims of "price gouging" by suppliers,
making some commodity "affordable" to the less well off.
But the unintended consequences of such action are all the result of the ensuing shortages. At the controlled price (Pc), only Qs
is offered for sale. At any higher level of production, the controlled price will be less than the total economic costs of
production. Suppliers will not willingly sell any greater quantity at this low price.
Since at Pc, the demand is Qd, there is a shortage of (Qd-Qs).
The normal market responses to a shortage is Comsumers bidding up the price of the available supply. Which creates a large
opportunity profit for existing suppliers. Which attracts new investment in production (either new Suppliers enter the market,
or existing suppliers expand their production). Which increases the quantity supplied. Which reduces the prices (back to the
Equilibrium).
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In the enforced absence of normal market responses, the existence of shortages results in
Illegal Black-Market sales at the higher price, and a
Declining Quality of the commodity offered for sale. The quality of the product offered for sale declines over time
because there is always another customer clamoring for the product. So there is no need to invest in maintenance and
repair.
Prices are what we pay for costs -- and if they do not pay enough to cover the costs, then centuries of history, in countries
around the world, show that the supply is going to decline in quality and quantity.
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Price Controls ALWAYS result in these consequences.
So when you hear a "nice idea" or "magic bullet" solution that proposes some form of Price Controls, then you can predict
with assurance these Unintended Consequences.
[Home] [Next]
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One of the primary reasons that Toronto has so many Condominium buildings, rather than rental apartment
buildings, is the Rent Controls that were passed in 1947. It does not pay a builder to put up a building full
of rental apartments, because he cannot be sure of being able to recover his ongoing costs. How much he
will be able to increase rents is at the whim of a Third Party rent control board -- an organization that pays
no penalty for allowing rents to go up less than maintenance costs. Better to sell the apartments as
condominiums so that the resulting Condomimium Corporation -- made up of all the residents -- can
decide on their own to raise their monthly Condominium Fees to cover the ongoing maintenance and repair
costs.
And we all have seen pictures of Brooklyn and Detroit that pass for bombed out German cities. Too many
landlords have walked away and abandond their buildings becuase the rent they are allowed to charge is
not sufficient to cover their costs.
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And there is no need to belabour the problems we are experiencing here in Canada with our Health Care
system. England has had government run health care for longer than Ontario, so they are experiencing the
Unintended Consequences to a greater degree. When was the last time you met a Canadian born doctor?
[Home] [Next]
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Price Supports are the opposite of Price Controls.
The inevitable consequence of Price Supports, however, is a Production Surplus.
In the absence of some form of coercion or collusion, at the support price of Ps, Suppliers will wish to
produce for sale a quantity of Qs.
At the support price of Ps, however, consumers will demand only Qd.
Leaving the surplus (Qs minus Qd).
And the Unintended Consequences of Price Supports stem from the consequences of those Production Surpluses.
[Home] [Next]
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One of the problems presented by Price Supports is what to do with the resulting surplus. There is such a glut of pricesupported agricultural products available (Canadian wheat, for example), that many countries divert their surpluses into
foreign aid. And the result of dumping low cost wheat into the agricultural markets of Africa is to depress the price that
local farmers can get for their own products. Hence local farmers in Africa are starving, and being driven off their farms.
They simply can't compete with the Big Business Agro-Industries supported by government price supports.
Storing the surplus is not always feasible -- many products spoil, or rust, or decay; and services, by their nature can't be
stored. Besides, storage is costly.
Generating surpluses misallocates the productive capacity towards unnecessary production. In the United States, for
example, the government intention to support bio-fuels resulted in price supports for corn grown for bio-fuel use. The
consequence has been a glut of bio-fuel corn beyond the capacity of the conversion plants, and rising prices for feed corn as
land is switched to bio-fuel corn. Rising prices for feed corn result in rising prices for beef in our supermarkets.
Price supports naturally increase the cost of living for Consumers -- both through the increased price of demanded
commodities, and increased taxation to pay for the price supports.
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Agricultural price supports I have already mentioned. They are rarely talked about in National Media,
although they are the meat of Political campaigning in rural districts.
Politically justified on the basis of "Saving the Family Farm", or "Stabilizing Farm Income", they have
resulted in extensive price supports for many products from milk to tobacco to wheat. Total Canadian
government (federal and provincial) support to the agriculture and agri-food sector was an estimated $8.4
billion in 2009-2010. That is $8.4 billion of additional Consumer Costs.
The most visible example of Price Supports, however, is the Minimum Wage.
Labour is just another commodity -- it has suppliers or labourors, and it has consumers or businesses that
need labour.
And if you artificially raise the price of any commodity, the supply at that price will be greater than the
demand at that price. The surplus when the commodity is labour, is called "unemployment". Minimum
Wage laws, rather than providing a "Living Wage" to labour, result in increased unemployment. And the
people who will become unemployed are those who have the least skills, and the least productivity, and are
worth the least the business who would otherwise hire them. And those people are the unskilled, the poor,
and the new entrants to the labour market.
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This is documented by numerous studies in countries around the world. Switzerland, as one example, has
no minimum wage laws, and has the lowest unemployment rate of the western democracies.
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This scenario shows what happens when something creates additional artificial costs for the suppliers.
Some costs are called "artificial" to distinguish them from those costs that are directly related to the manner of
production.
Our Tim Horton's franchisee has to pay for land, equipment, labour, capital, and the raw
materials of the coffee shop trade. Those costs are real.
But if something imposes additional costs that are not normally associated with selling you
a cup of coffee, those costs are termed "artificial".
The Mafia in New York, as an infamous example, uses coercion to get restaurants to use
their high priced laundry service.
And governments use coercion to collect various sorts of taxes.
As you can see, when costs increase for the suppliers, they will need increased prices to cover their costs. And at
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those increased prices, demand will fall. (The higher the price, the less is demanded.)
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Artificial cost increases reduce the production of the commodity in question, and raise the price of the quantity that is
produced (as Consumers bid up the price of the remaining supply). Production capacity is therefore redirected away from
producing one particular commodity towards producing other commodities.
All of that, of course, increases the Cost of Living for the Consumers.
Black Markets and all that illegal stuff develop as suppliers try to circumvent the artificial costs.
[Home] [Next]
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Taxes on Businesses are, of course, the "Poster Child" of Artificial Costs. Despite the political retoric,
these are additional costs to business that distort the normal working of the market, and are passed directly
on to the Consumers.
Minimum Wage laws are another artificial cost -- directly impacting the cost of labour, and enticing
businesses tomake do with less labour, and to substitute machines where more economical.
Less obvious examples of "Artificial Costs" are the results of "Good Intentions" in the housing industry.
Many people decry the shortage of "affordable housing" available for the poor and homeless. But at the
same time applaud the demands for fire escapes, sprinklers, smoke detectors, and acceptable maintenance
standards. All of which increase the costs for those who might offer a rental room at an affordable price to
those very poor and homeless. There may be good political and ethical reasons for demanding all of these
building standards. But those who advocate for them should be aware of the costs involved to the poor and
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homeless who no longer have access to affordable housing.
A similar sort of thing is accomplished by the various forms of Municipal Planning Boards. By enforcing
all sorts of rules and regulations about what sort of use a land owner can entertain for the land he owns,
these government bodies restrict the land available for such things as houses and apartments, stores and
other businesses. As a result, they artificially increase the cost of whatever ends up being placed on that
land. One of the reasons that house prices are so high in some Toronto neighbourhoods, is that local
planning boards restrict or prevent the construction of high-rise apartments or condos on that land. The
cost of the land has to be paid by someone. If it is not a lot of people in a high-rise, then it will be one
person in a single family house.
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Product Rebates are, of course, the opposite of Artificial Costs.
These rebates are used to decrease the effective price of the commodity, resulting in increased demand, and
increased production. The lower market Price causes increased Consumer Demand, and thus Increase Supplier
Production.
But the Rebate has to be paid by someone -- the Total Economic Cost of Producing Qn is Pt per unit quantity, not
Pn. Suppliers will go bankrupt quickly if they sell their products below their cost of production. Somebody has to
cover the difference.
The Unintended Consequences of Product Rebates stem from the fact that someone always pays.
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Product rebates, therefore, always result in increased Consumer Costs.
Remember the principle of TANSTAAFL -- There Ain't No Such Thing As A Free Lunch!!
In the long run, the price a suppler receives has to cover her total economic cost of production. Otherwise the supplier will
be driven into bankruptcy.
If General Motors offers a rebate on the purchase of a Chevy Equinox, then either -the list price is sufficiently higher than GM's total economic cost of producing that Equinox, and
the rebate is just a marketing ploy; (GM pays the difference out of their Opportunity Profit)
or the price with rebate is below GM's total economic cost of production of that Equinox, and
someone else is paying the difference. (With retail rebates, it is generally other customers who
pay.)
And remember, the cost of running the rebate program is an additional cost that GM has to cover. Someone always pays!
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The offer of a Retail Sales Incentive is a method used by Suppliers of multiple commodities to switch part
of the costs of supplying one commodity to the consumers of another commodity. The resulting total
realized prices of both commodities has to be at least the Supplier's total economic cost of production of
both. And necessarily it has to include the additional cost of the incentive program. So Loblaw's "PC Plus"
program is paid for by shoppers who are not part of the program. And GM's "Employee Pricing" discounts
are paid for by consumers of other products in the GM product line.
Governments, of course, use Tax Payer's money to pay for their rebate programs. So when governments
offer a rebate inorder to increase the Quantity of a product demanded and supplied (because it has
decided that increasing the quantity of this product is a "good thing") it is the taxpayer who pays for the
rebate program.
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The last category of Unexpected Consequences I want to show you is the scenario of Constrained Supply.
There are two different causes of Constrained Supply situations -The first is collusion by Suppliers -- this is often called a Cartel. It is a planned reduction by a group of Suppliers in
the quantity being supplied, so that the Consumers will bid up the price of the remaining supply and generate an
"Opportunity Profit" for the members of the cartel. The classic example is the "Oil Shock" perpetrated by OPEC in
the late 1970's.
The second is a short term increase in Consumer Demand -- a time frame short enough that the only supply that is
relevant is the actual supply on hand. The classic example is what happens to the demand for "Must Have" toys like
the Cabbage Patch dolls during the Christmas season. Here the time frame is too short for the Suppliers to increase
the supply of the product in demand.
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You get the same sort of Unintended Consequences from a situation of Contrainted Supply, as you do for a situation of Price
Controls. And for similar reasons. In both scenarios, what you have is a supply of a commodity that is less than the
consumers demand at the given price. In this scenario, however, it is the Consumer who bids up the price of the remaining
supply, rather than Government artificially holding down the price.
The Black Market in this scenario is not generated by Consumers willing to pay higher prices for the available supply. Rather
it is Suppliers willing to accept lower prices if they can sell more of a product than is permitted by the Supply Constraint.
If the Supply Constraint lasts long enough, you will also start experiencing the same sort of Declining Quality as we
experience with Price Controls. Fortunately, however, the kinds of scenarios that permit Constraints on Supply are never
stable enough for Declining Quality to be much of an issue. Baring Government intervention, Supplier cartels are inherently
unstable -- there is always that large "opportunity profit" to entice new or existing suppliers to increase the Quantity available.
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OPEC I have already mentioned. It depends on moral suasion among like-minded businessmen to prevent
cartel members from violating the production quotas established by the cartel.
The De Beers diamond cartel is another form of cartel. It depends on the great wealth of the members of
the cartel to remain the high-price buyer of mined diamonds, and then employs its position as the only
source of diamonds to other buyers to keep the supply short and the price high.
The Columbian drug cartel uses coercion for the same purposes. It coerces is drug suppliers to supply only
to the cartel. And it uses coercion to enforce its position as the only source of drugs to other buyers. (It
does not even have to create a real constraint on supply. It's coercive power prevents any other source of
supply, and allows it to charge a high price.)
OHIP is a similar kind of supplier cartel. It depends on the coercive power of government to prevent other
suppliers from entering the market. And it depends on the coercive power of government to enforce its
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position as the only source of health care to Consumers, and the only purchaser of health care from the
health care industry.
Short Term demand increases can happen at any time, and for any number of reasons. Fortunately, the
effects are, by definition, short term. The presence of a large "Opportunity Profit" will entice new and
existing suppliers to produce additional quantities of the demanded product in short order. Preventing
suppliers from reaping that "opportunity profit" during the opportunity at hand, will prevent new and
existing suppliers from increasing the available supply the next time there is some similar opportunity.
Preventing roofing contractors from charging a large premium in the wake of hurrican damage, as Florida
has done, elliminates the incentive for roofing contractors from other states for moving to Florida. Thus,
preventing the opportunity profit increases the time it will take for the existing stock of roofing contractors
to fix the hurrican damage.  
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After all of the material leading up to this one, HOW to Think Beyond the Sound-Bite is both easy and hard.
The easy part is that to think beyond the sound bite, all you have to do is to remember these 6 key questions.
The hard part is that to think beyond the sound bite, you have to REMEMBER these 6 questions.
1. Just exactly what was said?
Remember Bill Clinton's famous sound bite -- "I did not have sex with that woman!" He was
using a rather unique definition of the word "sex".
Those catchy slogans "Right to Life" and "Right to Choose" -- do you know what a "Right" is?
Do you think that the users of those slogans know what a "right" is? Do you think that both sides
to the debate have the same definition?
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And remember Tim Hudak's infamous campaign blunder about "firing" those 100,000 civil
service people?
Do you know what he really said? The actual quote uses the words "reduce the public
sector by 100,000 jobs".
It was the Liberal Party's campaign who transformed that into the "firing" sound bite.
There are approximately 1,331,000 public sector employees in the province of Ontario
(2011 data) -- 99.6 public jobs for each 1000 people. 
So cutting 100,000 jobs amounts
to a 7.5% reduction. Since it had already dropped 3.5% in the previous year as a result
of normal attrition and a hiring freeze, a 7.5% reduction could be achieved purely
through normal attrition in just over 2 years. So much for "firing 100,000 public
servants"!!!
2. What are the Benefits, and to whom are they going to accrue?
Who Benefits is usually fairly obvious -- it is the benefits expected from that "Nice Idea" or
"Magic Bullet" that justifies it as a solution in the first place. But donâ€™t take the obvious as the
final tally. A lot of nice ideas are floated by people who will benefit in non-obvious ways.
Think of the traffic lights at the entrance to the Nottawasaga Inn. The beneficiaries obviously
include all those victims of accidents that won't happen. And all of those users of the entranceway
who no longer have to wait so long for a safe gap in traffic to exit. But you also have to include
the company and workers who were paid to install the traffic lights. And the politicians and
bureaucrats who can now boast of "improving safety". And perhaps the owners of the
Nottawasaga Inn who may get an increase in customer traffic now that there is a traffic light at
their entranceway.
3. What are the costs, and who pays?

These are usually not mentioned in discussions of "nice ideas". And how to identify the costs is
the major part of this presentation.
In the case of those traffic lights, one of the obvious groups to mention is the tax payer.
But don't forget the group of drivers who never use the entranceway, and for whom the traffic
light is a nuisance.
And all those who would have benefited had the money been spent elsewhere. A usually
unconsidered cost of doing anything, is the benefits that would have been reaped if something else
had been done instead. Was this particular "nice idea" the most beneficial way to allocate scarce
resources?
It is sometimes said that "If it saves one life, it is worth it!" -- But that is nonsense. If it were
true, there would be traffic lights at every intersection.
Remember the principle of TANSTAAFL!! Nothing is Free! Everything has to get paid for by
someone!
4. Who Decides?
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Since most of the Unintended Consequences that actually do result from the implementation of
many "nice ideas" result from their interference in the normal market incentives it is a
recommended that you notice who is making the decisions. Normal market incentives work
properly when the decisions are being made by the consumers and suppliers. They don't work
properly if the decision makers are insulated from the market forces, and the normal market
incentives.
Third party's who make decisions never seem to get penalized for mistakes. The incentives that
drive the Third Parties who make some of these decisions, are often at odds with the "Good
Intentions" behind those "Nice Ideas". The Unintended Consequences are therefore almost always
the result of the incentives that are put in place for the people who actually do make the decisions.
Why anyone would expect better decisions to be made by third parties who pay no penalties for
being wrong is one of the mysteries of our time.
5. What Unexpected Consequences are Likely?

Identifying the likely Unexpected Consequences is made much easier by identifying what
category of Market Disruption is being created.
I have provided you with five categories of Market Disruptions, and shown you the likely
consequences of each. By identifying the category of disruption that the Sound-Bite proposes,
you will be able to predict those otherwise unexpected consequences.
6. What are the Facts?

And finally -- what are the facts!! Not the rumours, or the opinions, but the facts.
A lot of nice ideas are floated and adopted on the basis of assumptions about who is going to
benefit, and how. But are those assumptions accurate?
Rent controls designed to provide affordable housing to the poor, actually result in less affordable
housing.
Minimum Wage laws designed to provide a more livable wage to the poorly paid, actually result
in higher unemployment for those it was intended to help.
Government control of the health care industry, intended to provide acceptable health care to those
who cannot easily afford it, actually provides declining quality health care at the end of
increasingly long waiting lists - even to those who can afford an alternative.
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Insisting on facts will not make you popular. Too many people are so attached to their opinions, that facts and
evidence are irrelevant to them.
For those sorts of people, you just have to let them have their unreasonable positions.
If the sound bite you are thinking about has been floated by someone who has no intention of entertaining thoughts
of facts and evidence, then you have to just smile politely and change the subject.
But if you are interested in understanding what the consequences are likely to be, if that "nice idea" is actually
implemented, then you must pay attention to the facts.
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Slowing the rise of electricity rates is a form of Price Controls. It will inevitably create shortages - represented in
extrene cases as rolling brown-outs as in California.
Reducing Corporate Taxes is removing an artificial cost increase. It will lead to increase supplier production and a
reduction in product costs - an reduction in Consumer cost of living.
Wiping out 100,000 public sector jobs will result in a decrease in the cost of the Provincial Government. This could
potentially result in a reduction in taxes -- not likely, of course, given the penchant of politicians for legislating spending
increases.
The Jobs and Prosperity fund is a Product Rebate program for the commodity of labour. It will inevitably result in
increase Consumer costs. Taxpayers will inevitably pay for the rebate program.
Removing the Debt Retirement Charge will just switch the cost of the debt retirement from users of electricity, to the
general taxpayer. Someone always pays.
Helping business with their electricity cost, no matter how, is a product rebate program. It will inevitably increase
Consumer (taxpayer) costs.
Raising the Minimum Wage, as has been described a few times, will inevitably increase unemployment. And increase
unemployment for those at the bottom of the skill and productivity scale.
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A collection of sound-bites gleened from the Internet.
Something for you to think about. Practice the 6 Key Questions on these and see what you discover!
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